RADIO

SCREEN

U

S.

niETY
-

NEW

Deluxe Service

t>roblem of appropriately bandling the myriad of foreign ylsitore
wlio have been pouring into Hollywood since the end of the war with
the
State
Department's
"VIP"

("Very Important Personage")
stamp on them is one of the reasons

Army Budgets

$3m000
Fdm

,

week

to set up
new machinery, on international reiations problems in the fllm capital.
It will be administered by an liiduslry-flnanced
successor
the
to
wartime Motion Pictiire Society for

Radios Lone Stand

'

the Americas, which folded last
spring when Government financial
support ended.
Okay- to establish the new organization vras given by the board of
directors of the Association of Motion' 'Picttire Producers, based on
recommendations of a three-man
committee formed following dissolu-

,

'

In Athens GI Riot
Athens, Tenn;, Aug.

blacked out
uom the rest of th^ world last week,
as ex-GIs took over with rifles, grenades and tommy-guns in a local
election feud, radio was the only
tion of the MPSA.
Members were medium that kept in touch with
Col. Jasoii Joy, 20th-Fox, choirman;
Allen
throughout.
situation
the
Liiigi
Luraschi,
Paramount, and Stout, special events man of WR6l,
Robert Vogel, Metro.
New setup Kijoxville, covered the entire O* reto administer the international afvolt from start to finish, with.'WSM,
fail's

machinery will consist of ad- Nashville, taking a feed that lasted
(Continued on page 57)
from 11 p.m. Thursday (1) until 9

The newspapers and

Preems Wired
Sign

in

Typical

HoUywood BaUy
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Celebrated corner of Hollywood
and Vine will be the scene of a
Hollywood preem tonight (Tues.)
witliout a motion picture in sight.
Instead of the customary fllm, thousands of bleacher fans will see an
outdoor stage show, titled "This Is
Hollywood," and watch tlie unveiling ol an electric news sign known
as the Flashcast, something like the
one in Times Square, N. Y,.
Occasion of all this street corner

merrymaking

.

is the 20th anniversary
sound in pictures, celebrated by
the Warner Bros., who are holding
celebrations wherever motion piclures 'are known.
On the stage at Hollywood's most
prominent intcrsestion will be Tommy Dorsey and his band, Slim Gaillard and his trio and Leo Carrillo
-and Hcdda Hopper, who will introduce the town's leading citizens, in-

of

Unit, Civil Affairs
orientation Branch.

Division,

Re-

Blueprint calls for the production
1-20 reels- in the next year.
is to l>e handled not only
in the Signal Corps' Astoria studio
(N. Y.), but also in seized studios
in Munich, Vienna, Salzburg and
Tokyo. Part of unit's job will be to
forward 2,000 projectors to occupied
countries to be set up in schools and
(Continued on 'page 56)

(Continued on page 57)

BROOKS ATKINSON BACK

having been abroad for three years
as the Times war correspondent in
China and for the past year as the
daily's representative in

Highest guarantee for a one-day
stand will be paid to Perry Como
wlien he plays the New Haven
Aiena, Sept. 15.
Como has been
guaranteed .$10,000 for his end alone
for two performances.
Show will
include Lloyd SchaelTor's band plus
three acts which will cost an additional $3-$4,0OO.

Steve Como, promoter (no relation to the, singer), has already deposited a certined check guaranteeing Como's take.

Moscow. His

recent opinions on the Russian

tlie-

and art, published in the Times,
were distinctly critical, with resultatre

ant

PERRY COMO DRAWING
lOG FOR TW(9 SHOWS

N. Y. TIMES. CRITIC

Brooks Atkinson is due to return
the N. Y. Times drama depai-tment as its critic in September after
to

recriminations

in

the

Soviet

press, V

Lewis Nichols, daily's former draeditor, has been the acting critic,

ma

Vahiets's annual boxscore
twice during the three seasons he
covered Broadway. Atkinson was

topping

head man among tlie aisle-sitters for
one season, some years ago. During
the war half a dozen New York
critics went into uniform or became
then
overseas,
correspondents
switclied to other assignments and
publications.

Atkinson, to date,

is

.

Falkenburg, to All
day.

On Monday,

back

on

the

over a special

air

on SaturJinx was
broadcasting

in

(S)
.

line,

run into her

hospital rooni for the duration
of her convalescence.

British

CaU

U. S.

'Aronnd the World'
Costs Welles-Korda

300G Around B'way
after

past

week

—Nate

show ill London next winWhether it will ever recapture

the money it represented Is problematical; (he total red approximates $300,000. Production cost was
tabbed around $200,000 and the balance went into operating loss out
of town and at the Adclphi, N. Y.

prexy

—

speaking of the necessity of
making a much motre concentrated
pitch for the world market, Blumberg Monday (fl) elted the growing
(Continued on page 62)
In

tryites here, especially after the late

in

producer, reveals he plans to pre-

Blumberg,

my

"go-slow-and-careful" policy in
spending the rest of the $3,750,000,^
000 loan.
Inclusion of Alms among the "necessities of life" for the British
comes as a surprise to film indus-

nine

sent the
ter.

Hollywood pictures is gbihg to
shrink to a point where only top
product will find a market. That,
new court-,
in
addition
the
to
decreed plan of auction-block selling domestically, means that picture
quality will have to rise to .and
remain on new high levels— or else.
That's the opinion e.xpressed by
two rmjor fllm execs during the

of Universal, and Charles M. Reagan,
v^'eepce in charge of distribution for
Paramoiiht. What the sales ''end of
the business which, of course, is
Washington, Aug, 6.
right on the exhibitor firing line
Films .Are .being bracketed .along ,is demanding from the studios is
with such items as dried eggs, cot- 'evident from ii remark by Reagan:
ton, wheat and other food ooromodi"I would rather go out now and
ties as being among the essential
sell one picture that cbsts $3,000,000
goods to be purchased by the Brit- than two pictures that cost
'$1,500,000
ish with the flrst $300,000,000 slice
each. I know that if the quality is
of the recently granted American in
keeping with the cost,' I'll get
credit.
According to British offi- more income out of
single $3,cials, the steep upgrade in the U. S.
000,000 production than
the two
price level is forcing them to adopt which cost less."

agitation by members of Parliament
closing
that the British want "bacon not
and one Bogart."
Explanation offered for
half weeks on Broadway, went into
the switch in attitude towards fllm
as
a major musical
the records
imports is that the war-weary Bricasualty 'though Orson Welles, its
tishers need

"Around The World,"
(3)

OUIILITYNEED
With growth of native fllm pro*
duction in countries throughout the
world, screen time available for

Pix 'Necessities'

a

Saturday

SEECREATEil

'

Production

press associa-

were monitoring Stout's broadand getting their only news
from this source, having been barred
by those in control.
According to former Col. Jack
Harris, who throughout the war was
at the top of Army radio' and at
the end of the war was chief of
communications for General Douglas
MacArthur: "This was the mo.st exciting broadcast we have ever heard,
beating any live shows the Army
(Continued on page 62)

eral hours later gave birth to
son at Polyclinic hospital.
McCrary immediately flouted
all mother-in-law gags by drafting Jinx's mother, Mickey

Activity

The U. S: Army has budgeted $3,000,000 for films during the coming
year in a strong campaign aimed at
the indoctrination of the populace.
of occupied countries to democratic
ways. The coin has been allocated .to the production of both 35m
and narrow-gauge documentaries
and newsreels for the purpose. In
the latest step in a rapidly shapingup program. Fare Lorentz has been
tapped by the War Dept. for the
job of chief of Film and Theatre

tions
cast

AS

CENTS

Tex McCrary on WEAF's (N. Y.)
"Hi! Jinx" program and sev-

For

a.m. Friday (2).

WB

25

CHALLENGE

Jinx Falkenburg was a busy
lady Friday ,(i2). At. 8:30 a.m.
she was adlibbing with husband

of at least

6.

When Athens was

^

PRICE

Busy, Isn't She?

N. Y.
Several months ago, Lorraine
Rognan, whose husband, Roy
Rognan, was killed in the war.time
Lisbon
Clipper
crash,
learned that this team was doing a routine similar to that
which she did with Rognan.
'After seeing them work, she told
the youngsters that they might
as well do the routine correctly.
So she's been coaching them
for the past few months.

For Foreign VIPs

eeota.
li;>.

1946

7,

Spirit

An unusual sidelight came to
light last week during the booking of Helene and Howard, comedy dancers, at Loew's State,

Readies

for the decision last

YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST
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Gafflbling Ship

screen entertainment as

mass means of relaxation and Brit(Continucd on page 56)

Shoves

Off for Sea to Avoid

Cal's Legal Hawsers
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
his gambling
beyond state limits over th*
weekend and puts furnllure aboard

Tony Cornero moved

ship

INDIE'S QUASI-OFFICIAL

today

HLMS ON THE POPE
Deal

pects

Gaming ship owner exgross about $1,300,000 for

(6).

to

%ach month of operation.

understood about to be
Chunks of stock in $10,000 blocks
temperature
Pleasant
and the closed by an indie producer for 15
final
day accounted for a Sat- reels of sound pictures on the Pope, have been sold, many members of
It's
estiurday (3) matinee take of over $3,- which have been offered for sale in fllm colony buying in.
three months of operation
mated
100. The last week's gross approxi- New York for editing into a comwill pull Cornero piT nut and put
(Continued on page 62)
mercial featiirerlength picture. Film profits
into
stockholders'
hands.
was shot by Centre Cattolico Cine- Meanwhile state officials are still
matagraflco, a quasirofflcial Vatican trying to
figure way out to block
agency, and was brought to this opening later this
Berlin's 3 'Annie' Songs
week, but nothcougiry by a representative of Car- ing concrete has been done as
yet
Alley Recprd dinal Spellman, of New York.
Set Tin
Irving Berlin's No. 1 song exCalled "Pastor Angelicus," picture
ploileer, Dave Dreyer, wrote Tin was shown to a number of the
Pan Alley history with 1-2-3 posi- majors, but there was no commertion on the Peatman "sheet" last cial interest in it, particularly inasweek and three plugs on the Lucky much as March of Time a few years
Strike Hit Parade this week with ago did an extensive release on the
Sir Harry Lauder may do another
the same three tunes, from the same Vatican. Indie producer who is now
"Annie Get Your Gun" ex- buying it is understood planning to farewell tour In the U. S. William
score.
cerpts finished in the top three make it up for lOm showing, pri- Morris, Jr.. is trying to persuade the
venerable Scot to make a "grand
places on the Peatman pluglog, and marily
in
churches and among
were Nos. 2, 3 and 0 on the Hit Catholic organizations, with what- farewell" appearance before he reParade.
Sours respectively are, ever regular theatre dales that can ally retftes.
Lauder, in good health, during the
"They Say It's Wonderful," "Doin' be .obtained.
What Comes Natch'lly" and "Got
Film consists of seven reels of war years entertained British troops
the Sun in the Morning,"
sound and image, one reel of image in Scottish installations. The Scotch
Film songs, with their wider ex- only and seven reels of music only. comic marked his 76th birthda.v
Monday with a broadcast by BBC
ploitation, have had two. positions Gertrude Algase, an agent, hag been
in the "most played" and bcstselllng representing Msgr. John J. McClaf- London studios. New York heard
the show last night (6) in tranlogs, but it rarely happens with a ferty in handling the «ale of the
scribed form over WNEW.
legit score, limited to the one run fllm. Msgr. McClafterty, who superBroadwoy and in this instance vises operation of the Legion of DeHe made several "farewell" apthe record was broken by a three- cency, was responsible for bringing pearances in the U. S. come years
is

Pan

,

LAUDER MAY DO REAL
'GRANDFAREWELL'TOUR

'

'

<•

.

—

the only flrst-stringer to resume- the
way parlay.
desk occupied prior to hostilities.

—

the fllm to this country.

ago.

Wednwday, Angmi

Rt.

Scribes on

H wood

Scene Find Male Stars

the

visit

Hollywood

216Ui

of

in

stock,

WEEK

!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

.

1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"Other shows may come and go,
need I say more?" AL J0L80N.

his

clocked

last

new

when
outfit,

announced that 503 pairs

world, as a class, but the
(Continued on pag« 96)

Clu'sW.K.AoditorioDi,

After Annual Wash,

-

1st Since Pre-War
By JOE LAUBIE JR.

ObiervBtloD Department
Herb Shriner knows a Hollywood actress who refused to go to a fashionable party because she 'was ashamed of being seen' with last year's
husband.
Mickey Alpert reports the people up in Boston are very happy because
they banned a book in New York.
Know a coinic who's famous for always keeping his wits aboii) him. ...
If nothing else, the annual Lambs
After the game he received
Wash, one of the most notable- and he pays them $2,000 a week.
this telegram from .Hope: "Tell
Yat-Yat at Sardi's:. "She plays' hard to get—rid of."
events of .a notable actor group,:
the winners not to scream so
"The Lost Weekend'! must he playing somewhere. .. .just saw Think-ahelps the performer at least once
They woke me up
loudly.
annually to doff the greasepaint for Drink Hoffman picketing a theatre.
Next lime put
in Hollywood.
Met a model whose faverite cooling system is a checkbook waved iiiuler
an' outdoor spectacle of games and
Bob Feller in one of the prize
her nose.
sport
nylons. Bill, and we'll quadruple
Gil Lamb claims his girl chews. her nails so much at the movies.
.that
Sunday's Wash brought out over
attendance figures."
250 Lambs and their guests in a spe- she^s having her^ nail polish vitamin-enriched.
Number of niutuel ticket sellSuggested jackpot question for the. male contestants on "Take It Or
cial train, to the Percy Williams
ers at Belmont, Jamaica and
Home, Islip, L. I., annual scene of Leave It": "What is the color of Jane Russell's eyes?"
Aqueduct racetracks diicked goThere's No Truth to the Ramer
the affair. Host was Shepherd Rayr
ing to Saratoga, saying they
That Charlie Chaplin took out a lifetime subscription to Parcnl.s Magamond Peck, and Irving Fisher led
couldn't afford living at the Spa.
.Tliat kg
the singing of the National Anthem. zine, ...That Carrie Finnell will be the new Miss Rheingbld.
Most of them, were earning $12
Harry Sommers, president of thtf many cuts have been made in"The Outlaw," it looks like its own trailer
per day but figured it would cost
Home, welcomed the visitors. Wal- ....That Saroyan's next play will be taken front the first three pages of
almost that much for room and
Webster's Dictionary
That as a slight hint that she needs doniitions,
ter Greaza. Chairman of the activimeals at the upstate resort. For
.Thnt
Yale has changed the title of her college song to "Moola-Moola".
ties committee, briefed 'em on the
similar reasons, a majority of
day's events, and then, with a couple in his next picture Roddy McDowall will co-star with a humai; being.
New York mutiiel clerks passed
Hangnail Deserlptloiis
of shots (revolver, that is) from
up Florida saying they could get
Eddie Condon: Solid Slender. .Errol Flynn: King Leer.
.Phil Harris;
the gun of Ex-Governor of New
by at home but certainly not in
Johnson:
Romero:
20th
Century- W«l/. .. .Olsen &
Jersey Harold G. Hoffman, the boys Vocubu-lcary. .. /Cesar
the Miami sector.
Peter Donald: Dire-Iectician.
got into their shorts, etc., and were The Hoaxsters
Saturday (3) after the race
Barled Eggs
ready for an un-corking good. time.
meet concluded at Jamaica many
Nick Kenny is mad at Ray Bolgcr because Bolger won't tell him his.
Horseshoe pitching, dollar pitchtechnicians were occupied well
birthday.
ing, running races, spoon and egg
into the night dismantling the
Many a guy in the Black Market is buying a new fountain pen.. one
racing, swimming, guessing' contests
ticket machines, referred to as
and- golf were on the day's program. that will only write under-the-table.
"iron men." The a p p a r a.t u s
Lip-quipped at Lindy's: "Look at him. He walks around like a head
The day was perfect. The ,sun did
which feeds the totalizator was
chicken has just ciit liim off."
whose
best for the lotion manufacturers,
shipped to Saratoga, requiring
One major studio has abolished previews. .. .it just hands each member
the mosquitoes stayed away and the
Machines will be
cars.
five
grounds were hot-air conditioned. of the audience a copy of the shooting script
brought back when the fall meetUnderstand
four Broadway, characters have just started a reaWfslale
Some of the boys who suffered from
ings stairt at Aqueduct Sept. 2.
high blood pleasure just sat around development. .. .no doubt they'll call it, "Wise Acres."
Last week Warner Bros, had a big cake at Columbus Circle and
cutting up old money with the
guests of the home, sliding down Street Next week Monogram is having an enlarged cruller at Union
the bannisters of time and re-living Square and 14th.
Hard Hatfield Takes
Just learned that one theatre is installing ultra-violet spotlights. .. .for
the great show business of yester
year. Some dropped into the bar to acts that can't get away for the summer.
French Leave
My brother (the one who's a test pilot for benzedrine) was so ugly as a
drink things over, and those physi
cally insolvent for the sports events baby.... they had to diaper his face. .
Gallic B.R. Does Fade just sat around sound awake.
highlight
the
events
The
of
sports
Financial foul-up by a pair of
was the drill and formation of A.&C. 1-Niter Tour Aims
French producers who were to put
Lambs service veterans by ^gt.
up the coin for a film he was to Donny Tompkins. In this there were
for Youth Fund
At
make in France resulted in pre- Lambs who took part in three wars,
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Mexico City, Aug. 6.
mature return to this country last the Spanish American, World War
Abbott & Costello have assembled
In spite of a cover of $100 Mexican
week of Hurd Hatfield, Metro con- I and World War II. They drilled
in shorU with old muskets. They
a troupe to hit the road in 14 key ($25 U. S.) Jean Sablon opened to
tract player, who was on a 12-wcek
were a funny-looking sight. One
loanout for the picture. Would-be old wag in chic clothing cracked: cities for a. series of one-nighters. SRO yesterday (5) on his two-week
French filmmalcers, according to "Look out, fellers, here come some Proceeds from the playing will go to jdate at Ciro's, expanding his ii.<:ual.
Hatfield, apparently
invested the kids with sticks!" That broke up Lou Costello, Jr. Youth Foundation. 15-minute stanza to a half hour.
'

If Broadway's actor haunts were
unusually desolate last Sunday (4),
there was a reason. The Lambs
Club held its first Wash since bc;
fore the war.

•

College,

May Be LegHer Again
6.

.

.

Chicago's historic auditorium
building was sold Monday (5) to
Roosevelt College, new educational
project named in honor of the late
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and the famous old theatre will p»bably be
opened within the next year, 1hus
clearing up the present shortage of
legitimate showcases here.
House was a servicemen's centre
during the war, being converted
into a bowling alley during that
time. It was sold to the college for
$400,000, plus assumption of back
taxes amounting to $1,300,000. Dr.
Edward J. Sparling, coUege prez,
pledged that the theatre, which is
noted for acoustics described by
Frank Lloyd Wright and other experts as "best in the world," will
be used for "great theatrical and
operatic productions, as well as (or

comniunity rallies and meetiiigs."
Ralph Kettering, according to Ferdinand W. Peck, Jr., son of one of the
founders^ is first choice as manager
of the house it the college operates
it.

College expects to move in by Feb.
extensive remodeling of the
it
1,
Auditorium hotel rooms into classrooms is completed. Theatre, according to Sparling, will be used by
Joseph Creanza, director of the colle'ge's school of music,' for school
affairs at first, but will be available
to commercial theatre projects a
great deal of the time.
Withal, college is open for bids
on the theatre, Dr. Sparling having
announced that no definite decision
has been reached yet as to whether
-it'll be operated by college or outside interests on a long-haul basis.
Public bidding on the property is
apparently out, with Chi's mayor
fidward J. Kelly, driving force behind turning it over to servicemen
during the war, now backing the
college group.
:

.

.

in the Strawhats

ceason, in presence of Jill Miller,
of the Putnam County
Playhouse, Mahopac, N. Y., and her
daughter, Robin Bruenn, Latter, a
featured player at. the strawhat,
toured the Pacific last spring in a
USO-Camp Shows' production of
"Oklahoma!" Her mother also acts
and directs in addition to. her managing chores at Mahopac.
Duo follows in footsteps of Helen
Hayes and her daughter, Mary MacArthur, who are. touring the haylofts
this summer in "Alice Sit-By-TheFire," and Gladys Cooper and her
daughter, Sally, who appeared in
the same play recently at the Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., where
i
Sally is an apprentice.

manager

.

.

.

.

•

-

When

SABLON'S $25 COUVERT

MEX. PREEM A SELLOUT

200G

.

coin

some other business and
came time to start the picno financing was available. With

when
ture,

in

it

the party.

Troupe consists of five standard
Gallic personality and sho.wm.mSome of the boys in the running vaude acts and Will Osborne's band.
races showed* some good time ac- Show is to play indoors on all dates ship clicked in fine fashibn. Sablon
(Continued on page 32)
and will take a straight 75% of the 'did. a dozen songs In French,. Span-

—

.

no chance of straightening out the
mess after Hatfield had waited in
Paris for five weeks, Metro recalled

All

him.

Want Marg Johnson
was with John Sutro,
London, Aug. 6.
producer ("Seventh Veil")
Margaret Johnson, who recently
who had made arrangements to collab with French producers tSt mak- finished role opposite Ralph RichardIt was son in the British indie-made "The
ing the picture in Paris.
supposed^ to be shot simultaneously Rake's Progress," has been offered a
in
French and English, Hatfield term contract by 20th-FoXi RKO and
speaking both languages. Co-starred Paramount's London reps -on basis of
was Mme. Francois- Rosay, top film shown at the Odeon here. AcPic was titled tress hasn't signed yet, weighing an
French actress,"Torrents of Spring," from a yarn Alexander Korda bid first.
Actress, who appeared on London
by Turgehiev.
M-G

deal

stage last season in "The Time of
Metro was to get $75,000 for the Your Life," is wife of Albert Parker,
12-week loanout, but Sutro made agent and former U. S. film director.
a settlement with the company. He
was greatly embarrassed by his
failifre to shoot the film and is atJEAITETTE
IN N. T.
tempting to make a deal for use of
Jeanette MacDonald planed in to
Hatfield in another, film in NovemNew York from Londoa Friday (2)
ber.
That wUl be made entirely in after completing a two-month conr
England,
however, with
British cert tour of
England, Ireland and
financing.
It's labeled "Pursuit of
Scotland.
Love." Robert Horley is set for the
Actress-singer plans to stay in

BACK

cast.

Hatfield.' left
to

the studio

New York
Monday

jro

return

The comedians will work ish and English, accompanied by
while salaries of the others Everett Hoagland's house orchestra,
reach $13,000 for the tour, plus ad-

gate.
gratis

Looks Like They

British

A third mother-daughter team has
appeared on the strawhat circuit this

.

-

.

3d Mother-Daughter

.

.

.

Team

The night club business must be really bad how; .".Sherman Billing.^aey'i
only giving away CBdillacs.
lAst week was the 20th anniversary of sound. My brother celebrated his
20th anniversary of silence .... that's how long he's been married.
Understand they're cutting Edgar Kennedy down to one-rcclcrs. Now
he'll only have time for a "quick-burn."
I don't mind a heckler trying to get into the act, but it's going too far
when his agent shows up at the finale to take a bow.
.

Stiff

prez of

dians-Reel Sox fracas there was
a two-block long line of gals
hoping to get the lucky rainchecks, and 21i371 of 'em almost
rioted when Veeck began passing out the stockings.

best

,

types the script gets top billings.
Senator Bilbo has been approached by an organization to do ait audienceparticipation program entitled "So You Want To Lead A Bund."
Keyholed at the Copa: "He's the kind of a guy you have to stand in
line to hate."

Lambs Plenty

week

Bill Veeck,

of nylon hose would, be give;
aways:
"Three hours before the In-

the

Aug.

was

tory

summed up the British vs. Hollywood film situation by saying: 'The
Englishmen are the handsomest men

Cliicagb,

raises

'

hometown's baseball team. Biggest ladies'-day crowd in his-

back.

FDR

hunk

sizable

These four have been visiting the
by J. Arthur Rank.
Although George Bernard Shavv is
reportedly unwilling to be interviewed, Lyons spent almost a full
day with the bearded veteran,
cabling several columns about Shaw

Sold to

afFMir

Hoylc of District Theatres.
Influence of Hollywood has
attendance
hypoed
definitely
records for tlie Cleveland Indians since Bob Hope bought a

studios headied

in

Annual

bouts.

funds for the benefit of the
and
Citizens
Junior
Police
Corps for boys club work.
Current carnival under direction of ClarK Davis and Bill

of
col-

'

perhaps

Boxing

Amateur;

U

umnist and radio commentator, four
American newspaper people have
arrived here to get a closeup of the
They are Leonard
cinema scene.
Lyons, columnist of the N. Y. Post
and 89 other U. ST newspapers;
Walter Aiinenberg, publisher of the
Philadelphia Inquirer and the magazines Seventeen and Scr«en Guide;
Herbert Btegstein, film editor; and
Thyra Samter Winslow, American
novelist Others are due in soon.

Winslow

while requesting a table in front of a flashbulb. Naturally, sbine form,
of publicity ore dangerous. For example, Errol Flynh once fired a press
•gent who tried to place him on Hobby-Lobby. Nowadays many a girl
Male publicity agents call such a girl
is breaking into public relations.
a mere bag-fe-telL But most publicity girls are pretty careful when they
date a columnist. I overheard one say, "Before I have dinner with you in'
your apartment I must know one tiling: are you syndicated?" Some make
a name for themselves through their collections. For instance, James
Melton collects old automobiles, Edward G, Robinson collects painiing.s..,,
then there's Tommy Man vlUe.
Great Wit Way
Know a musician who claims he plays the hottest trumpet in town...,
"
it's been stolen four times.
Understand a gag-writing team just settled a major problem. Whoever

Sports Shortc
All-Star

Carnival at Griffith StMlium,
of
Washington, Aug. 18, Tent
Joe Louis,
the Variety Club.
featured guest, will referee the

in screen history is starting to. attract some American scribes to this
coiiiUry to view strides being taken
by British pictures.

after

-By Milton Berle.
Everybody in show business is getting publicity conscious. Of course
most of the stars will tell you that ••publicity means nothing to them",

London, Aug. 6.
While more than 400 newspaper
and mag correspondcnU in HoUyv'ood devote their wholt time to
writing about U. S. film personal!'
ties, Great Britain for the flrst time

Miss

The Berle-ing Point

Menace {Fenunes No Fatale)

Coming soon
Hedda Hopper,

1946

7,

:

j

ditional $14,000 set aside for charter-

ing

two planes and other expenses.

Estimated that the tour will take
in approximately $200,000 for the
Foundation, Opening date is Oakland, Aug. 24, followed by
San
Francisco, Denver, Oklahoma City,
Tulsa, Kansas City, Chicago, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Detroit, Dallas

other

'

,

',

has been a Cirp's feature
its opening four years ago.
Hoagland emceed to the extent of
Sablon briefly.
M^py
Americans and French attended the
preem, which had the highest prices
.

introducing

.

of .any performer's
where in Mexico.
,

opening

any-

and

cities.

Kay Buckley's M-G Pad
Cantor's Kiddie Disks

Kay Buckley,

Eddie Cantor has turned author alumna.

Is

niteries

and

letiit

virtually set for a Metro

children's record material to contract. She's slated for two more
complete a deal which is expected legiters, however, before heading (or
to bring the comic a minimum of the
Coast.
$5,000. Comedian
has authored a
in
Actj-ess will have
the lend
story, "Teedledum and Tweedledee,"
"Darling, Darling, Darling." bt-iiiR
which he'll record for Musicraft on
produced by Tallulah Bankliead in
three lO-inch platters or two 12the fall. Play, penned by Patricia

of

.

inch platters.

Coleman,

Terms of the deal call for a $3,500
minimum amount of
pressings set at 50,000. In addition.
Gotham about two weeks and while Cantor will receive 2V^'c per side
In town will wax some operatic' royalty and. %c per for writer royarias for RCA Victoc,
alties,
guarantee with

.

:'

(9).

which

since

,

,

Is

the

first

produced. .ty

Mi.ss Btrakhead, who will not appear
in the cast;
Miss 'Buckley before

that

Bert
the-

slated for "Burlesque"' with
Lahr, which opens Aug. 12_at

is

strawhat 4heatrc run by Ci"S
Jr., in Greenwich, Conn,

.Sdbirmef,

'
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EXHIBS VOICE TRADE GRIPES
RodiscluM to Produce in France

18Tf

ForUA;MunHawks,6uclmian,SP
United Artists
Friday (2)
whereby a scion
banking family
last

make

board of directors t
approved a deal

Majror 0'Dwy«r Co-opt

of the Rothschild
of France would
in Paris for world-

pictures

afllnity.'

After

suckering

Brynis

"The Man" Bilbo with the offer
Foy 's "Senator Clag-

horn," Mayor William O'Dwyer
joined
(quite willingly, however) in a gag to launch filming of Boris Morros' and William Le Baron's "Carnegie Hall."
For the local flashbulbers Mayor
O'Dwyer took the director's
chair for '9 half hour during
which the only one directed

deal

pending with Edward Small for distribution of pictures of a quartet of
producers he heads. Other three are
Howard Hawks, Sidney Buchman
and Hal Horne-Armand Deutsch's
Story Productions. Board members
were impressed with the lineup of
product promised from the,foursom«
and management was given instruccontinue discussions on
to
tions

.

.

.

the

Foy handed Senator Theodore
to play in

a

.

was

himself.

New York

Occasion for the.

coin to him.

have .to borrow
it have to lend

..

RKO

Would Add

Tbeatres Abroad
Business \yliich took Ned Depinet,
exec v.p., and Phil Reisman, chief
of foreign dcpartnient of RKO, to
the Coast last week is itiiderstood
to be a deal to acquire a circuit of
theatres outside of the United States.
Depinet, before his departure from
New York, refused to confirm such
a deal was in the making, but said
that for RKO to be able to "pick up
a tlieatre here and there would be

it has made in becoming a member of the Motion Picture Export

up

Association.
tion chief.

Grad
Is

now

distribuendeavoring to

Sears,

bring all UA's indie producers under
the MPEA agreement. Most of them
have indicated they'd go along, but
a few have balked, preferring to
take a chance on selling their pix
on their own in the 13 countries in
which the Export Association will
'

operate.

RKO TO REESTABLISH
STORY DEPT. IN LONDON
With

literary

resurgence follow-

ing the war making England increasingly important as a source of film
yarns,
is planning establishment there of an extensive story de-

RKO

partment,

Britisk Pundit

View of U.

•

RKO

will follow the lead of several other companies in reestablish-

ing

English

story

departments,

which were more or less abandoned
during the war. Inasmuch as there
was very little literary material being
published
in
Great Britain
while

was going
some companies gave up their
the

fighting

on,

ofentirely, while others maintained a single rep, often on a parttime basis. RKO's new setup is expected to be the biggest established
fices

since the war's end.
.

Metro and Paramount have both

recently had reps of their New York
story departments in England for

checkups of the market.

HABRT THOMAS ON COAST

Along Fenune Bosom Lme

English women."

Time

in its reprise of the'sittiatlon

said th.it the length of

Monday (5) from Missouri.
He will remain for week of

studio

50%.

may

about

feel

optimist;

Meanwhile,

the

office

lessees
are
wondering
they'll use for air.

what

the.se

to

from peak

versal international, will get a combination of common and preferred
stock in the parent company. Universal, Inc.
In addition to getting a block of

common, which gives them voting
privileges, they'll get a chunk of the
$10,000,000 preferred issue authorized last February.
At that time
stockholders okayed distribution of
100,000 shares of |100 par 4% preferred.
Only 60,000 shares, providing $6,000,00<), were offered for sale,
(Continued on page 26)

ments. New policy is to center all
energies on high-budget product, although it will be some time before
the "B" pictures and westerns gallop off the lot.
Among those currently winding up production are
"The Michigan Kid," The Vigilantes
Return,". "Gunmen's
Code,"
and
"Lawless Breed."
.
Independent producers who had
contracts with Universal for one or
more pictures are likely to remain
on the lot until their pacts are completed, although some of the terms

There's a solid basis for this op-

Aside

However, it has been
learned that. Spitz and Goetz, in return for merging their interest in
International Productions .with U
into a new producing company, Uni-

Hollywood, Aug. 6. i
William Cioetz, prexy of the newly
formed Universal International Production Co., has started building
up a new producer organization,
with William Dozier as his chief
aide and a welcome mat at the studio
door for top talent in all depart-

present peak biz, the only difference
between now and wartime conditions
being a tendency on the part of the
cash customers to be a bit more
choosey about what they pay to see.
As against this, the gradually improving quality of' the Hollywood
product, coupled with the promise
of still better things to come, tends
to make Down East exhibs view the
shopping trend complacently.
timisin.

Commission.

UIP Into High

of the country

the future,

'

gros-ses

continuing, a greatly increased new
audience has Come into being since
1940.
From Stamford to Portland,
Worcester to New Britain, daytime
audiences include a high proportion

(Continued on page 32)

SIEGEL WITH

ON

WORMSER GROUP TAKES

series

arof huddles.

6,

Sol C. Siegel checks out of Paramoiml and his producer contract this

Wanger

Currently

PROD ?

Hollywood, Aug.

.

and Matty Fox.

ABBOn

INDIE PIC

may be changed when Nate Blumberg. Leo Spitz
rive here for a

(5).

the reorganization plan was set.
U pr^xy said that the British, picture magnate's share in the com>
pany would remain status quo, his
holdings being 134,375 shares of a
total of 824,435 outstanding.
This is
about 16% and makes Rank the largest single stockholder in U.
Blumberg refused to disclose the
consideration to go to Leo Spitz and
William Goetz until the plan is filed
with the Securities & Exchange

Goetz, Dozier Put

plus.

is
making week, probably to enter indie procommitment duction. He leaves next week for
OVER 13 N. J. HOUSES of his deal with Universal,
but it is New York where he'll confer with a
dperation of the St. Cloud thea- reported that UI will offer him a number of stage producers on prop-

"Smashup"

ANDREWS

of thcin. E.xccllent chance of his

lying up with Abbott on one of two
plays Abbott is preparing tor later
production on screen.

SIS' '8-BAR'

A

IDEA INTO AUTRY PIC

Trade MarU ItCKIatLTCd
[•ou.NDEh nr eiMr: Rii.viiitMAN
M-c«kl> by VABIETY, Inc.

Andrews
Ranch"

Sisters' "Eight-to-the Bar
idea, which has been the

l-ubllnlii!!)

basis of all their recent vaude units
and last year's radio program for

may

Nash-Kelvinalor,

be

Silvornian.

8i(]
ir,<

Wcsi

in

Franklin.

is

York

.

Vol.163

^SPlj

now working on

^
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INDEX
Chatter

Autry.

Film Reviews

Bills

being headed by "Night and Day"
(WB) and"Anna" (20th). They arc
outstanding grossers wherever playing but the unusually big showing
of latter is mainly due to its great
takings in N. Y. and Los Angeles.
Actually it is playing in fewer than
eight keys covered by V.\HreTY.
Other big money-gotters in about
Short shrift was given by Joad
are "Easy To Wed"
to the. Breen suggestion that British order named
Victorian era should cause "tough"
American filmgoers to blush in embarrassment. Columnist also took a
swipe at other features of the code
which he said pennitted new low
standards for portrayals of brutality
and yiet banned the words
"damn" and "bastard".

"Kid

(M-G),
(20th),

Brooklyn"

"Smoky"
(Par),
"O.S.S."
"Stolen Life" (WB), "Make

(RKO),

Mine

From

Music"

(RKO)

and

.

56

;

63

...^

15
:

House Reviews

National Boxoffice Survey
"Ea«y

T.

Ill

26 Cenl*

a script for the picture.
But no
definite signatures have been exchanged between the Andrews and

Helps Biz—"Day," "Anna,"
Wed," "Kid" Pace Field

N.

Porelcn

.

Foreisn

New

10,

SUBSCRIPTION
AnniiRl,
,. .110
Slnctn Coplos

plan with Republic.

Ken Englund

PreBldont

Now

(Cili ai.,

worked

film soon. .Deal is cooking
will put the trio's antics and
title into Gene Autry's first picture
under his profit-sharing producing

into- a
wliich

New-

and books for the Franklin,

George Abbott, with whem he was
and Tell," will be

as.soci,-ited in "Ki.ss

nually.

Controlling evei-y house in the
three N. J. counties of Hunterdon,
Sus.<>ex and Warren, the circuit operates the Strand in Lambertville;
the Hunterdon and Palace in Flcmington; the Barn in Frenchtown;
Roy's in Blairstown; Sussex in Sussex; Clinton Point in Clinton; the
St. Cloud and Washington in Wa.shington; Belvedere in Belvedere, the
ton;

erties for picturization.

^ne

Universal pad Wanger is readying
oroduclion plan of two films an-

include Irving Wormscr, sales manager for Film Classics, and two unnamed parties closely connected
with Equitable Life Assurance and
George Skouras. Cash in the deal
totaled
to
approximately $500,000
goodwill consideration and $150,000
a; year rental, with the first payment
expected to pass next Monday (.12).

in

as the last

special deal for the production of the
Rosamond Lehmann novel, "The
Ballad and the Sourre," for which
Wan.?er holds the filming right. For
remained for three years on his

comprising 13 houses in
northwest New Jersey and owned
by C. E. Smith and Alvin Sloan of
Washington, N. J., is set to be
switched into new hands on a 30year lease basis.
New operators
tre circuit,

separates women's breasts." American insistence on cleavage elimina-.
Strong Product
tion was tagged "hypocritical nonsense" by Joad. who expressed no
to
sympathy for the attempts by Joseph I. Breen, Production Code AdDespite a surplus oC holdovers, biz
ministrator, now on visit in F/nglatid, continues strong this week in most
to have the British accept U. S, key cities. This in the face ot vacastrictin-es.
tion treks, outdoor competition and
Joad, autlior and radio brain- hot weather.
Batch of new entries are reaching
truster. could not understand why
lownecked styles acceptable in the up for top laurels in current session

save themselves heavy
coin by submitting their pix to
American censorship before attempting to show them in the V: S.

U

Blumberg returned over the weekend from the month-long huddles
with Rank in London during which,

the office building

in

will be covered up.
As a concession to the affected
tenants, CIC is reducing rents

Boston, Aug. 6.
aliViost with-

are

the hne of Newton and Court Square

cleavage was the battleground for
opposing forces. Joad in his column
in
the Sunday Dispatch defined
cleavage as ''the top end of the little
ravine that runs down between and

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Harry H. Thomas, PRC prexy and
general sales manager, arrived here producers

conferences.

Thinking

Battle of the bulges emerged as
international issue this week
when British and American ideas on
where the decent line of anatomical
exposure runs clashed head on. The
struggle played up by both Time
mag and a United Press dispatch
spotlighted by the N. Y. Daily News
came to the fore when Prof. Cyril
E. M. Joad, a leading British scholar, lashed out at Hollywood's film
censors for frowning at the lowcut gown while approving things
that exert an "evil influence on

,

out.

S.

an

Leda Bauer, company's

eastern story editor, will leave for
London Sept. tt to set it up. She's
currently on the Coast huddling with
studio execs on their needs and discussing plans for the London lay-

Takes Low

.

New York Monday

declared, in

above the theatre so that

windows

England cxhibs,

exception,

However other parts

.

-

Caret?

and the adjoining Gaiety theatre
building, is enlarging the huge
sign

by

tour

Universal will hot be
affected by the reorganization of
that company and the dissolution of
United World Pictures announced
last week, Nate Blumberg,
prexy,

City Investment Corp., operating the Astpr theatrei N. Y.,

,

Arthur Rank's finan-

J.

cial interest in

Who

Tenants?

Details

Extent of

4-

By Hayden Talbot

Yankee pix purveyors see no end

Rothschild is now in New York
and will return to France shortly
to get his production plans under
way. He owiis no story properties
at the moment, but will submit prospective story and talent setups for
UA's okay when he gets ^to France. helpful."
He- has had no previous production
Company controls no houses
Associated with him, abroad.
experience.
Purpose of attempting to
however, will be Leopold Schlos- acquire, theatres jvould be in part to
,
,
-r,
berg, who has made some 40 French compete with other companies which
pictures since 1930 for Pathe and do have houses outside the U. S.
Eclair Journal.
Universal, for instance, through its
Rothschild vi'as a German, prisoner tieup with J. Arthur Rank, now has
for five years and then became a available to its product more than
member of the French army under 1,000 such affiliated theatres.
General de Gaulle.
Depinet is scheduled to be back
UA board also discussed export
at fiis desk today (Wednesday).
affairs in general, including the tie.

cross-country

the

h^^^

interests;

7nolor.

New

Deal with Rothschild may involve
of blocked francs held by UA

doesn't necessarily

Upped

e,rpert findings for a number of
weeks to come. He is making

City.

in

from UA, nor does

in

This first instailmerit touches
OH the New England scene.
Variety will publish Tolbofs

out

iise

.

ViRiETy's London
bureau, Hayden Talbot is back
in the V. S. and i» making an
intensive coojt-to-coast checkup
on CThibitors" attitudes. His t7istructioits are to find out what's
on their minds, what they think,
what they like, what they don't
like, their reactions to distribtttor. ond/or cusfoiner ;Tetotto)is.
171 fact, most everything they'll
sound off about.

feature to be entirely filmed in

Incidentally, Motion Picture Investors, Small's loan sjmdicate, will

France. However, Rothschild is
able to provide his own financing
and the contract provides that he

Long

Mayor going through his paces
was the beginning of the first

.

terms.

finance Buchman's and Hawks' productions, but not those of the HovncDeutsch outfit. Latter will gets its
coin via the Rosenwald (Sears, Roebuck) 'family, of which Deutsch is a
scion and principal heir.

But Must Work Out Spitz and Goetzs

ON THEIITIIE OPS
.

Politicians
and
promotipn
stunts seem to have a natural

wide distribution by the company.
Agreement with Elle de Rothschild
calUng for a
Is for three years,
minimum of one and maximum of
three films each year.
UA board also discussed

CLOStyPS Rank Adds Nothmg in New U Setup

Inside Legit

.

.

22

,

57

58

;

Inside Pictures
Inside'

j

30

Radio

44

Legitimate

58

Literati

61

|

tennial

Summer"

(20lh)

"Stranger"]

I

|

,

Milton Berlc ...............

.(RKO) looks like a comer on basis;
of the few initial play-datcs this'

Music

stanza.

New

I

"Night in Casablanca" (UA), which
opens on Broadway this week, is
doing a spurt with a number of new
bookings in present session. It is
doing big $45,000 in Los Angeles this
frame and is solid on holdover in

is

'IJanic

"Cen- Pages

18-19.)

3

33
Ileviesvs

Recommended Records

38
.... 48

Frank Scully

Gets Married"

playing in four cities
currently but not especially strong.
"Mi.s.souri Way" (PRC) did well on
its preem in K.C.
(Complete Filjii Boxoffice Reports,

47

Radio
Radio

;

ago.

62

Orchestras
Pictures

:

"Badman's Territory" (RKO) is in much, the same
category, being solid in several spots'
iilthough teeing off in keys about a

(WB)

54

(Dbiluary
:

San Francisco.

month

57
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Night

I
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47
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;

61

30
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WeJneaJay, Augngt

Deaana Darbin Resumes

lalk h the Son' Rehinis May Be Not
So Smmy

the production coin expect to' break
«ven despite the rowdy-de-dow

day

Praise'

with

(3),

all

Uncle

RKO Stock Sale

who. was

"Sun" was the
wound up

and only

first

Dream").
Columnist gave it the works,
however, in the punchline:. "All

Hollywood during the past three or
four years. Caught in the middle
were Heller & Co., of Chicago, which
put up $850,000, the bulk of the produrtion cost, and Ideal Factoring,
New York, which put up $300,000 in

.

Reinvestment problem for loose
coin garnered from other liquidations' has caused AUas Corp. to cut.'
by 250,000 the number of shares of
RKO common stock to be offered to
the public. As reason for the change
in plans,. Floyd Odium,
company
prcxy, has cited the recent sale by
AUas of its stock, holdings in Bonwit Teller, Inc., and part of its interest in Franklin Simon & Co.
which brought Atlas a substanTTal

in all, according to my wife,
who accompanied me to the preview, it is the finest movie I've
ever slept through."

ramifications, despite the
of indie-made product in

financial

plethora

.

.

film

Roy Chartier Of

secondary financing.
There were multitudinous angles
simplest
to the entire deal, but, in the
possible terms, here's what happened:

wasn't

Financing

.

shooting started. Only the 3000 from
Ideal had been fully, set. When that
gone, Bronston was forced to
seek additional coin -and went to
HeUer,. requesting $650,000, although
indicated that $799,000
budget
the

was

,

would actually be needed

Ifariely' Dies at 45

pile of cash.

Original public offering of 670,000
shares has, therefore, been reduced

when

complete

to

Chartier, veteran Variety edstaffer in the home olTicc.

Roy
itorial
(5).

to 420,000 shares.

sudden.
sarcoyd,

45.

i

|

Allas-RkO registration state-,
as managing underwriters.
Sales of
stock by Atlas
Corp. arc neither indications that
the investment company is pessimistic over future of the film business nor that RKO's stock has
reached its peak, Odium said yesterday (6) in issuing his company's
semi-annual report. Even after the
proposed sale of
ttock. Atlas
would still own 929,020 shares plus
option warrants to purchase 327,812
being film editor of the Billboard.
additional shares. Odium pointed
Chartier's news beat took him
out.
Atlas will continue to be the
from Broadway to Hollywood and
largest
stockholder and wiU
for a. time, in 1930, he was attached
managecarry on actively in
to
the Hollywood office of this
ment. Odium emphasized.
paper,
Holdings will continue in
Chartier, true to the traditions of
'•for an indefinite period of time,"
the news tribe, died in harness, as
of the reinhe prieferreti. Told to take .it easy Odium said, because
and for other
he was. on a limited schedule on the vestment .problem
speaking,' howpaper but refused to. take time off. reasons. Generally
Atlas cannot follow
He looked forward to visiting 'with' ever, he added,
a policy of freezing its moneys in
his'wife's folks in Meridian, Miss., as
large special investments since it
'time enough for rest when I go on
my vacation." This was to have needed liquid capital to engage in
been two weeks hence. When Carol new special situations.
.Tripling of Atlas dividends for
(Mrs. Roy) Chartier insisted on call
announced with
ing the doctor on Saturday, Char common stock was
Sept.
refused to go to a hospital, so an the company paying 75c on
oxygen tent was brought to their 20th to stockholders of record On
On June 30th, the report
West. End ave. apartment. He ex- Sept 5.
Monday said, Atlas had an earned surplus
early
peacefully
pired
morning, refusing to "worry the of approximately $8,600,000 and a
capital surplus of $22,500,000 as well
family by going to a hospital."
seServices this afternoon (Wed.) at as unrealized appreciation in

difficult, his condition was
not deemed serious until necc.>uii*.y

the

mcnt

RKO

an oxygen tent disclosed that
more serious complications, had set
in.
He" is survived by his widow,
Carol; a stepdaughter, rhother, three
sisters and four brothers.
Cfuir, one of the best informed
and best liked trade newspapermen
became apparent to HcUer and and film critics, was an expert in
Martin Hersh, chief of Ideal, they
distribution and exhibition matters.
got together with other creditors
He joined 'Vabietti 17 years ago after
Among
and Bronston was pushed out.
creditors

the secondary

was

for

Mile-

who had come in on a package deal set up by agent Charles K.
Feldman, and who had deferred his
salary in favor of a guarantee and
percentage of the gross. Milestone
and others who had been brought
into the original deal by Bronston
ranked behind HeUer and Hersh as

atone,

They were therefore forced

creditors.

in the
to accept as their share
21>4%
financial reorganization only
.

of the net profit.
Inasmuch as the film cost almost
better
$1,200;000 and 20th-rox gets
the
than 30% as a distribution fee.
gross Ls apparently going
$1,600,000

division
to leave no net profit for
among the nther creditors. Heller
and Hersh are hoping to break
returns are
just about even when
from 16m, reissue and other
all In

ri.ghts.

subsidiary

Unltca. Artists

originally sup

was

-

.

.

.

.

of

MPA

Is

Wa.<>hington, Aug. 6.
to appoint a

expected

.

man to work with the Aim
unit of the Office of War MobilizaUnit is the
tion and Reconversion.

liaison

Bro.";.

WB

Cliff

Work, Universal

City,

holdings

lollowihg

common
Trem

officials

to

reported the
pf .iWonogram

the SEC:

Carr. 2,167; W. Ray Johnston, 20,217; Sam Wolf, 3,333.

Activity in Paramount common
was confined to sale of 400 shares
by Heinry Ginsberg, Hollywood, and
sale of 100 by Mrs. William Ginsberg,
also of Hollywood. John and W,illiam
Ginsberig reported holding 100 shares

each.

making

a

total

of

10 in

work.

Of

are hlgh-budgeters,

Capt. Bolton's

Bolton,

FUon, Jr.

Head

of

New Pub

Mono on Coast

news.

.

Lou Lipton

ORE

as far back as 1943 to complain
about the capital*gairis format;
adopted by indie outfits.
What effect the Internal Revenue ruling will have on the de-.
mands of top layers and' directors for participation deals is
still a matter of conjecture.

film

liaison

for

the

Navy

during the war, that he was to receive the order of the British Em'pirc.
With approval of King of
England, he will be honored "for
distinguished services to the Allied
cause."
Capt. Bolton aided on films for
the British and helped British missions in this country prior to establishment of a British film service

here during

tJie

war.

JOAN'S STEEP

THROAT

•

any but those who received stock
in lieu of salaries. Producers and
financial backers, on the other; hand,
who garnered their take in the forni
of an appreciated capital investment will win in the courts, it is
believed.

tax attorney for one inJie producer
said. ''Eventually it wjU have to

make

On Decree

Selling

Entire executive personnel of the
Metrb sales stafi throughout the
counti-y will be given an opportunity to toss ideas Into the hopper
later this month on how selling

classificatibhs, since these corporations vary in form' and. the.
participants
have differing legal
Actually, the Government
has a good case only against personnel that took less than their accustomed salaries with the balance
made, up by stock.
In tho.se in-,
stances, assessment of the stock sale
value as personal income is cor-'

status.

should be handled under the Fed- rect."
eral anti-trust decision.
Distribution topper William F. R«dgers has
called a meeting in Chicago, to be
held' about Aug. 20, at which' homeoffice and field force execs will, get
together to tosis their views around.
Scheduled to attend the Chi huddle are the- 32 branch managers, 12
district managers, five division managers, attorneys and the h.b. exec
staff.
Rodgers has indicated that
he will go into the meeting with no
rigidly set sales policy in mind, but
that he hopes a fully-developed plan
for handling single-selling, auction
bidding and other ramifications under the decree will be worked out.
In the meantime, he is continuing
confabs, with attorneys in New York
in an effort to come nearer to being able to present finished selling
plans to the assembled execs at the
meeting. He is particularly anxious
to have the legal aspects further
qualified before the conclave begins.
Whatever policies are evolved will
be presented to M-G's '130 salesmen
at four sales "forums" to be held
after Labor Day.
These will be
regional in character, similar ^c^ the
"forums". Metro instituted last year.

1M%

Within the

Law

A producer or banker who ri.skcd
his coin by financing a picture and
then chalked up his profit as capital
gain was 100% within the Revenue
Act, the experts maintain: Purpose
of the lower tax rate on such gain.s
is to encourage the investment of
,

capital in new enterprises, it is.
arid
the Government is
in its overall ruling.
Consequently, tax men predict an upset
by the courts when the inevitable
legal
challenge to the Treasury
Dept. stand is tested.
:

argued,

.

wrong

Pointed out that in the majority
of instances the solo-pic corporation
included no stars on a sharc-theprofit deal. Each case must stand
on its own in the eyes of the law,
with the court presented in each
particular' instance with a question
of fact whether the purpose of the
incorporation

was

to

evade taxes.

Tax men in on the slngle-pic corporations from the outset claim th.it
frequently the iformation of the unit
was done at the insistence of banks
and backers who considered their
money more secure- when tied to
However, they'll be spaced about'
one film. By so doing, it is said,
month apart, rather than one aftier profits from the film would not be
the other as before, in order to give subject to possible claims on other
the h.o. staff a breather between pix made by the same producer
them..
which might have turned out to be
Meantime, Howard Strickling, stu- duds.
dio, publicity, chief, has been in New
Meanwhile, lawyers for Samuel
York in ah endeavor to square away
Goldwyn, who was reportedly first
publicity-advertising routines under
hit by the new ban, said that they
the new selling plans. It is figured
would test the ruling in the courts
that publicity and ads will have to
be timed differently so that they'll once they were formally .notified
of it. The company has mot yet rebreak for maximum effect.
It is
ceived formal notification of the
thought likely, for insUnce, that
Government stand, it was said.
there will be considerably more
elapsed time between a picture's
completion and its release under
L. A. to N. Y.
auction selling.
Companies may
A,. Pam Bliimenthal
also be forced back into territorial
Jack Briggs
release dates, which will pose atijl
Violet Brown
another problem for the piib-ad de
John Chapman
partments.
Arthur Clark
Strickling is slated to return to
Walter Craig
the studio today (Wednesday).
Cass Daley
.

Maury Foladare

DOT McGUIRE, INGRU)
'WANT TO BE ALONE'
RKO

New York
McGuire

publicity department in
found in Dorothy

|ias

another

Katharine

Hep-

burn.
Although the star has been
in or near Manhattan ever since the
opening at the Rivoli July 23 of her
latest pic. "Till the End of Time,"
she has refused all RKO behests to
talk with news and magazine writers, Metro and RKO sUffs long since

become accustomed to
ting from Miss Hepburn the
reticence toward the press.
have

get-

same

John Swope, Miss McGuire's husand his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerard Swope, attended the "Time"
precm at the Riv on the invitation
baiid.

of

Sheridan Gibney
Fred Greenberg
Henry Herbel
Howard Herty
Harry Horner

Henry Hull
Nunnally Johnson
Jory
Cal Kuhl
'Victor

Leonard L. Levihson
Lou Levy
Eugene Loring
Diane Lynn
Faye Marlowe
Macklin Marrow
Les Raddath

Gene Raymond
Lou Smith
Sarah Taft
Paul Warwick

XY.

RKO, but the

She

star refused to go.
came' alone and virtuafly un-

Hollywood, Au.;i. 6.
recognized a few days later.
She
Joan
Crawford has been staying at the Gcrai-d
.starrer which closed down Friday Swope home in Ossining, N. Y.
may be shuttered for next
(2),
Likewise something of a headache
week or two.
for the RKO prcs*s staff recently has
Star, who' is bedded with strep been Ingrid Bergman. At one lime
"Possessed,"

releasing press material from New
York via a daily wire from their throat, is said to have more seri- readily accessible for interviews anil
Coa.it offices.
Heretofore all re- ous condition than imagined and promotion stunts, she has become. iur
leases have been sent from the film is being held up pending her creasingly less cooperative on recent
ti'ips east, according to the: flacks.
Coast directly to the papers.
."ecoverjr..
.;

on

such units, industry tax experts prediet.
'While fllnj, legalites remain
uncertain whether the ukase is
a
blanket ruling applying t'^. all such
units, the experts are now claiming
that the Treasury Dept. will not be
able to sustain its crackdown against

"The Internal Revenue Bureau
mixed up everythint in one big pot
when, it 'handed its ruling down,"

M-GsOpenForums

The

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Admirality
in
Loiidpn
informed Capt. A. J.

.

will continue as overall head of publicity and advertising.
Flinn is replacing Dave' Ka.ufmann, who recently resigned to go
to Hawaii for work on a book. Expected that the company will begin

from

111-

in a single-

-

the. 10, six

yesterday

With the appointment ol John C.
Flinn, Jr., as publicity head
of
Monogram, the company's New
Walter W. Vincent reported, sale
York flackery department will likely
of a. total of 2,800 shares of Republic
begin expansion within the ncyt
Pictures common, bringing his total
few weeks, most notable addition
to 16,666.
being a man to handle trade press

Monogram

PRODUCTION

.

features,

.

J. C.

assist

who made

or no cash investment

pic corporation are likely to be
hit
hardest by the Government ban'

.

IN

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Production reachied a record peak
at Columbia with the start (it two

British

try.

pur-

shares of iJniver.sal
3,000
at the .same tirne relinquishing 3,000 common wari-anls for the
'
stock.

chased

COL HITS LENSING MARK

O'clock," "the Return of Monte
Christo" and "Mr. District Attorney." Others are "Lone Star Moonlight,"
"Secret of the Whistler,"
"Ghosl Town" and a cliffhangcr,
"Son of the Guardsman."

port of the Securities fc Eixchange on the cominercial screens, and is
Commission. The deal brought War- reeking a full tieup with the indus-

common

Approximately

atres.

6.

WB

to'

"Down to Earth," "Dead Reckoning," "My Empty Heart," "Johnny

common

common to
ner's holdings in
212,500 shares. In addition he reported that his trust fund held 6,000
fommon.
shares of

amounting

$46,000,000.

funnel between U. S. agency requests for screen time and the the-

additional

1.500

Warner

of

curities

WITH nC UNIT OF OWMR WITH 10

Eric Johnston huddled last week
with Anthony Hyde, in charge of all
media work for OWMR, at a session
at which producer cooperation with
of
the
v.p.
OWMR was discussed. OWMR alstock by Albert Warner,
company, highlighted activity in film ready has the American Theatres
Industry securities during the past Ass'n and Allied States Association
month, according to the late.-it re- lined up to show Government shorts
Philadelphia, Aug.

Acquisition

shares

RKO

RKO

MPA TO NAME UAISON

Major Warner, Cliff Work
Top Picture Share Deals

RKO

RKO

posed to distribute "Sim" under a Riverside Memorial Chapel at 2:30
Cremation will follow.
deal with Bronston. However, com
pany got scared off by the financial
complications and backed out of its
agreement. That left the film with
no release, and Feldman. in an effort
to protect the rights of his clients,
was able to swing the deal with 20thFox, although the terms were considerably higher than those originally made with UA.

're-

New York home Monday

He was

cbm- breathing

this,
plcte the picture. Unaware of
Heller agreed to the loan to finish
shooting. Instead of $650,000. firm
a
sinking
into
forced
was
finally
get
totel of $850,000 into the pic to
itself oft the hook.
dipsy-doodle
When *he financial

An amendment

ducing the number of shares in the
His passing was registration statement is expected to
be filed soon. .Lehman Bros, and
Although suffering from
Goldman Sachs Sc Co. are named in
an ailment which, niadci

died at his

an

,

hvestment Knot

'

such extensive

in

to get

Cut

V," stories of how it was made,'
comparison with other, film attempts, at Shakespeare ("Ronico
and julieC"Midsummcr Night's

Jiad

6.

production companies, according
to reports in the film colony.
Understood the majors sient one
of their top execs to Washington

'

.

forced out as producer, and Lcw'is
Milestone, the director, are apparently destined to get nothing, however.

Sam

tie

Like

the Hollywood majors when D. C.
registered a. putout on capitalgains taxation for one-picture

.

which marked
Samuel Bronston,
film.

Stars and directors

No

Majors

Hollywood, Aug.

Kup-

of Irv

cinet's column devoted to a sihipliflcation of the plot of "Henry

the financing of the

Legality of Capital-Gains Setupi

dilfcrent languages.

Chicago, Aug. "6.
Local XJA exploiteers got a
good break in the Times Sal ur-

On

Film Attorneys Give Opinions

time since the birth
Deanna
Durbln
baby,

In at Universal to start recording for her forthcoming starrer,
I'll Be Yours."
Script calls for five songs in four

<20lh)

... With Faint

6.

1946

7,

first

her

checked

for Bronston, Milestone
Sun"

in. the

apparently certain to wind up
with about a $1,600,000 grosa, the
two lending agencies which put up

row

Hollywood, Aug;

.

For the
of

With "Walk

;

to L. A.

Nate Blumberg
Connnrs
Peter Lavcthes

Tom

James Stroock

N. Y; to London
Neil
l

A.'

new

ONDON

Joe Breen
.stela

Leo Spitz

to N. Y.

Wednesday, Anguat 7, 1946

PICTIJRBiS

FlLMy SUREFIRE $130,000,000
Boxscore on the Decree

All

now stand, the boxscore is as follows:
1. The Big Five attprneys will huddle among themselves next Tuesday
(13) to determine whether further negotiations with the D of J are feaspessimistic belief is that dickerings will be fruitless and that
General
ible.
the five companies should prepare their own decree.
As

attorneys are holding out for wide flexibility in the decree
which would permit the distribs to consider such factors as playing-time,
theatre policy, character of the exhib, his flnan.cial responsibility and character of theatre in awarding a fllm to a bidder. Government proposal
entails no conditions excepf term^ of bid in choosing between "comparative" houses. ,D of J is also holding out firmly for open, public bidding.
2. Little Three will hold no more confabs with the D of J.
Attorneys
for these companies will prepare their own deci-ee and then fight it out in
court. Any exhib-distrlb differences on selling will ha,ve to be settled by
court and not by arbitration, regardless of the terms of the decree.
'3: Exhib organizations, hopped up against bidding for pix, will press for
divorcement as the only, remedy which they believe will hold down film
Stand against„auction selling has been taken by every major
rentals.
theartre group and these units will seek the right to appear in court as
amicus curiae to file briefs against it.
.

All majors but Universal are already selling- pix single under agreement with the Government for a gradual adaptation to the terms of the
decision. U following its merger with Enterprise Pictures and its dropping
of all B pix is expected to swing into single selling in the fall. Columbia
ha.<; a policy of one-or-all fllm sales which permits an exhib to buy single
5.

Little

in

the

anti-trust

suit

further apart on decree terms than

ever before' and it's odds-on betting
that no agreement will be reached
by the court-Axed Sept. IS dead-

breakdown in negotiabetween the Little
Three and the Dept. of Justice and
the attorneys for the former will
line. 'Actual

tions has occurred

present their

rea

week

this

WB

thsin

and RKO reports and a recent
one of Loew's which showed a 40week profit of $12,5'if9,245 but also
from field surveys which' indicate
that hot weather grosses have ral-

now int

second

defendants

announced

3 Rules Out Arbitration WB

month, have pushed
Government and the eight major

their
the.

negotiations,

RKO

take of $3,205,398 after taxes and
charges for.the second quarter of
'46, bordering on triple the $1,280,734 figure that the company chalked
up in the .'45 second quarter. RKO's
total for the first halt of the year
is
$6,881,352 as against $2,421,778
and RKO reporU are
last year.
in line with both the forecast of
the June 12 issue of 'Variety that
this year's flgure would be in excess of $100,000,000 and a recent
Standard (i Poor analysis predicting

double last year's profits
for the majors.
Tendency now is to revamp conservative estimates of total net
profit which held the estimated figure to $100,000,000. Upping of estimates stem not 6nly from the latest

and Majors Far Apart on D^ree;

Protracted

WB

Close on the heels of the
port,

own proposed

decree

to the court. Meanwhile, a meeting
of J reps and
last week between

Not Without Reason
are

and

quarters

Living
cars

motor

lied substantially.

more important than

b.o.

salaries to top British stars and
who
directors
have
been
tempted by Hollywood contracts.

three male toppers
and one director refused to sign
unless the American^tudios guaranteed comfortable lodging and
automobile transportation. They
had read in the London newspapers about the shortage of
housing and the high price of
cars in Hollywood.

further developments which
highlighted the uncompromising position taken by both sides, the Little
Three advised the Government that
it would not enter any arbitratioir
system set up by the court. Little
Three rejection of arbitration is
final since the court, on its own sayso, has no power to compel the de"
fendants to accept that mode of
ironing out exhib-distrib disputes.

ity

An

early

dip in

which had been sharper than
caused by heat and humid-

now

alone has

leveled off into

(Continued on page 31)

Recently

D

attorneys for the Big Five broke up
on the auction-selling question in
an absolute stalemate after both
sides refused to give an inch on
their views.

that

U Shifts to

In

Sdling

Solo

Pronto

Krim,

New

Eagle-Lion

.

,

(5).
"Manpower Is the industry's
greatest need and there's never too
much of it," Blumberg declared.
,

Among

those affected by the

U-

seoy. for the union.

UWP-International

130,000

Pact grants a salary boost for
employees, with an annual payroll hike of over $6,000,-

v/eeW are William. Heineman,
Greenthal,
salesmanager;
Monroei

000.

Cliff

UWP

,

changes

publicity-advertising:,

Work,

U

last

UWP

chief;

production head;

AN

International's
Schwalberg,
sale.smanager; Bernie Kranze, UWP's
eastern division manager; and. other
fri^d

all

more

C.

British Payroll Tilt
London, Au^. 6.
Following the pattern set by
Hollywood labor unions, the National .\ssn. of Theatrical & Kine
Employees have won a raise in
wages from the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn. in an agreement
closed by Tom O'Brien, general

RKO

•

U Co. Says Prexy

Certainty that all present execuof Universal and .of United
World Pictures would remain with
U When UWP Is dissolved and U's
production activities are merged
with International was expressed, by
Nate Blumberg, U prexy, Monday
tives

Predictions that the net profit, of
the film industry for the flscal year
of 1946 may reach the staggering
flgure of $130,000,000 received an
added piish over the past week
when both Warner Bros, and
reported advances more than double
that of 1945.
WB's skyhigh net of
the nine months
for
$14,749,000
ending June 1 was more- than a
100% tilt over the $6,364,000 profit
which the company garnered in the
comparative period of '45.

.

4. Government has committed itself definitely to an appeal from the
It hopes to have the appeal before the
denial of theatre divestiture.
Supreme Court by the first of next year. No definite stand has been taken
by any of the majors but cross-appeals are considered likely. Big Five
will certainly test partial divorcement order of the statutory court and
Colombia will probably challenge the ban on block booking.

Absorbed by Parent

PROFITS TO DIITE

Company

D

lop UWP Execs Will Be

tilings

BigUPowwowOn

lesser employees.

Mere problem
the

Next Week

Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,
New York for the Coast last
.(Tuesday) for huddles on
changes resulting from the decision
left

night

of last

week

to

merge U's production

U

new

of finding a spot'^in
all the execs"

setup/ for

great as placing them in
where sensitivities won't be
hurt by reason of rank. Blumberg
said he was certain that in each

so

isn't

Coast

posts

case an acceptable formula could be
worked ottt to insure that the men
will agree to remain.
Most of the
mien involved, however, were expressing ho certainty about the future.

interests with those of International

Heineman has a five-year contract,
starting last F ibruary.
It provides
employed
topper ar- speciflcally that he Is to be
as salesmanager of UWP. Greenthal
rived from England over the week- has ho contract, although he is a
end with Joe Seidelman, U's foreign very close personal friend of Matty
Fox,
from
prexy
who
jumps
topper, and had intended to remain
in New York for a few weeks belore to exec v.p. of U under the reorheading Coastward, but found press- ganization. Greenthal was 'the first
employee.
ing problems out there making adU .is planning to set up a separate
visable his immediate departure.
promotional
General huddle of all U, Interna- sales administrative and
organization for the J. Arthur Rank
tional and United World Pictures exBritish pix it will distribute and
ecs concerned with the changes made
'there is a slight possitiility that
will be held on the Coast late next
Heineman and Greenthal will be
week, Blumberg stated Monday (5).
Whether he will wait out there for segued into those spots. However,
are understood to feel
the others or come back' to New both of them
with
York in the interim will be'defer- that the jobs aren't in keeping
the importance of their original
niincd by circumstances, he said.
'

into a

versal

new producing company. UniInternational.

U

UWP

UWP

.

^

Prez,

Hnddling

Foy,

Then Sales Org Setups
Arthur B. Krim, tagged for the
post of prexy of Eagle-Lion Films
last week, planed for the Coast over
the \yeekend for production and
sales huddles with Bryan Foy, E-L
New E-L prez will
studio chief.
turn to setting up a sales organization following his New York return
within the next week or so.

Most of the officials who attended
the meetings with J. Arthur Rank
in. London during the past month at
which the reorganized setup was decided on are back in the United
States. Leo Spitz and Bob Goldstein,
of Ir.ternational, are scheduled to
leave England today (Wednesday)
on the Queen Mary and arrive in
New York next week. They'll clear
up some details in the east before
going on to the Coast.
.

posts.

Heineman and Greenthal
As for the two UWP execs going
right into U, there are other difficulties.

Heineman, who was formerly
general sales manager ot
company, doesn't want to go

as!>istaht

the

back in any spot that would put hint
beneath top rank, it is understood.
(Continued on page 26)

Cagneys' Gen'I Service

J, Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
Selection of Krim tightens ties bethe board of U, has gone to Stocktween E-L and British interests of holm
End Their
Buy-In
from London and will return
J. Arthur Rank some of whose films
shortly.
the
U.
S.
in
are to be distributed
Sales Tie With Goldwyn
the
anti-trust
suit,
decision
in
by the company which Krim now
Charles D. Prutzman, yeepee and
Cagney pror
through
which
Peal
member
prexy
Is
a
heads. The new
general counsel for the company,
ductions bought Into General Servof the law Arm of Phillips, Nizer,
said this week. Prutzman, just reice Studios last week is expected
Benjamin It Krim. Robert S. Benturned from merger huddles In Londistribution
end
ot
the
mean
the
to
the
flrm,
of
jamin, also a member
COL. representation pact William and
FILM PROD.
Attorneys for Columbia, Universal don in which the anti-trust de- is prexy of the Rank organization
Ed Gross, legit pi'oducer, is talk- James Cagney have with Samuel
and United Artists maintain that cision played a major role, stated in the U. S. as well as general
Latter's sales organizathese companies will live up to any that there could be no question of counsel to E-L and Pathe Industries, ing a two-picture deal for eastern Goldvtivn.
decree signed by the court and that the court's intent and that U would parent company of E-L.
production with Columbia.. One of tion supervised release by United
there will be no necessity for an embark on the new sales policy
the films, reportedly, would be an Artists and approved all exhibition
elaborate arbitration system. Ex- without awaiting the formality of
adaptation of "Pick Up Girl," play contracts for Cagney' product, startE-L's Bromfleld Buy
pansion of arbitration, they say, a decree.
by Elsa Shelley which ran on Broad- ing when the Cagneys set up proHollywood, Aug. 6.
would be costly with one lawyer
Actual details of the mechanics of
way in '44 and is current in London. duction on the Goldwyn lot. Goldestimating the nut for his company auction sales would be up to disScreen rights to Louis Bromfield's
Idea behind eastern lensing is to wyn got 3% of the gross for the
at $500,000 annually. With no thear tribution chief William A. Scully, latest novel, "Kenny," were bought staff both pix with all-legit casts service.
tres of their own to help pay the according to Prutzman, with U's by Eagle-Lion for $50,000 plus a drawn from main stem shows.
Inasmuch as the chore has been
way for pix. the Little Three must legal staff standing by for any ques- share of the profits.
considered more or less a courtesy
Aubrey
obtain the highest rentals possible tions of interpreting the court's inr Schenck will produce the story,
by the Qoldwyn staff, it is anticifor ^hei'r fllms and are, therefore, tent. No switch in policy on '45-46 which will run as a serial in Cospated that it may be turned over to
Building 3 Stages
onjf interested in selling films to product sales is contemplated, U's mopolitan mag.
Carl Lesermah, since Cagney is
the highest bidder, it was said.
leaving the Goldwyn lot. Lcserman
chief counsel said, because a changeover on it would cause too much
On Lot, Skedding Six is a partner with and sales rep for

Universal will sell its new seaproduct singly at auction in
accordance with the federal court

May

son's

.

GROSS TALKS EASTERN

WITH

-

PA

confusion.

28 OF 56 UPCOMING TO
CHI NABES ARE REISSUES
Chicago, Aug.
Underscoring the dearth of

6.

new June while Columbia announced

product available ti> nabc houses,
there's a new high of 28 reissues included in the feature release list
for the subsequent-runs for September, put together last week by Jack
Kirsch, Illinois Allied prez. That'.s

exactly half of the entire field of 56.
Metro is represented by only one
new pic, and that an import, "Porof Maria." Warners and Columbia have two apiece and Par,
20th
four
and
Universal
have
apiece, with two of the 28 reissues
under the U banner and one under
Par. RKd has five newies, Leader
in the reissue race is Variety Pictures, with nine on tap.
trait

U's revamping of policy brings all
eight majors in line with the court
stricture against multiple-pix sales.
The Big Five agreed to the change
in a court and counsel huddle in
its

intention of selling on a one-or-all
United Artists cusbasis in July.
.

tomarily

sells its

pix singly.

Johnston's Tour

Due

Washington, Aug.

6.

Motion Picture
Johnston,
Eric
Assn. pre.\y, may include Germany
and the occupied countries in his

European tour,
around Sept. 20.

•

slated

Ken

to

Clark.

start

MPA

pressman, said he believed Johnston
would visit Italy and the Balkans
as well as Engl.'ind and France.
Joyce. O'Hara,
Johnston's aide.
may go alon^, Clark said.

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Three sound stages, currently under construction at the new ProKids
a Coast Y.P. ducing
Artists studio here, will be
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
ready for use in three weeks and
Prior to leaving for New 'Vork six more will be completed in Noheadquarters, Albert E. Sindlinger, vember, according to the owners,
prexy of Audience Research, Inc., Joseph Justman and Jack Schwarz.
announced that Jack C. Sayers had Nine-stage rental lot, costing apwill
be
$3,000,000,
been upped to vice proxy in charge proximately
Increased augmented by a 40-acre ranch in
of the Hollywood office.
scope of activities has Sayers aided San Fernando Valley, to be used for
by Beverly Jones, former associate exteriors.
producer of "March of Time," and
First to use the studio will be
with Producing Artists Corp., headed by
Forbes,
presently
Robert
Princeton office but moving out to Justman and Arthur S. Lyon.s, with
head research development program. "Imperial 'Venus" and "Prelude to
Sindlinger has been here the past Night" slated for fall production.
will
rnove in late
in
three weeks conferring with Sayers Schwarz
and studio clienls, of whom the com- August to produce independently
Stages
pany now has 12 producers, on the for Screen Guild release.
subject of research on the new "auc- not used by these companies will
tion" selling and distribution format. be rented to indie producers.

'Audience Penetration'

Add

'

Benedict Bogeaus; owner of the
studios ,in which the Cagneys bought
a substantial interest.

next

Cagney's

flfm,

"The

Stray

Lamb," will be made at the Goldwyn studios, but subsequent picr
tures, starting with "Lion in the
Streets," will be filmed at GS. William Cagney was elected a

v.p.

and

director of GS.

Pix In Work
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
For the first time in five years,
General Service has. five pictures
shooting simultaneously oh the lot,
the fifth being "Dangerous Venture,"
recently returned from location at
Lone Pine. Others are Bogeaus' "A
Miracle Can Happen," Columbia's
Attorney,"
Hunt
District
"Mr.
Stromberg's "Dishonored Lady" and
Charles R. Rogers' "The Fabulous
S

'

Dorseys."

.

.

WednMiday, AngnM

nCTIJItlES

$800,000,000 Nat 'I Film Gross In '26
To $1,500,000,000 In Sound's 20 Yrs.
The

Timely Booking
The

also

It

75%

compaj-'a-

admission iicnles (about 25%) eould not account for the much higher gross.
Average admission charge at. present
is around 30c, minus tax; compared
with approximately 25c 20 years ago.

The

Battle of

Vs.
who

on how to
"Talking
known in

Vaude

day

a southern showman
gained his experience in han-

Moore

recalls her

"On

experience.

was taught

legit

to say

;

set out

the

own
first

to

my

suite.

Before

Sez Jack Warner at

.

how

.

-

Honors

'

Miss
Moore remembers
grapevine rumors afTected the industry during the early days of
talkers. "The rumor would bciiin
Garbo had made a test and her
low voice re.s!istered very well and
if you had a low voice you were in.
ThiLs you would go to a party and

that

have, a ver.v dear friend of yours
greet you with 'How are you darling?' in subterranean tones.
The
next day the rumor would be that
Norma Shearer had made a test
with her high pitched voice and
that thnt was the type voice that
registered well and so on. Theirefore,
you would go to. a party, meet the
Fame girl who greeted you in low
tones a few days before, only this
time the same "How are you darling?' would be screeched in high
pitched syllabes which was all very
confusing to an onlooker and very
.

Conn.

in

Hartford, Aug. 6.
20 years ago today
first sound pic was;
released. Governor Baldwin has .set
aside all of this week iii commemIn designatoration of the event.
ing the week as one ot. recognition
for the event, the governor said that
"talking pictures rank with tlie pre.s,-;
and radio, as the great forces in the
formation of public opinion."
N6l-;t\g

that

(Tuesday) the

.

—

SENATOR DOWNEY'S

FOR WB

.

GAU ACADEMY SALUTE

showing, of the picture.
Wood's experience with .sound pictures goes back lo the early Edison
More than 2,000 screen, civic, and
experiments. He was hired lo show
anniversary
their
in
home
sUtes
military noUbles turned out for the
Edison soundfilms at the San Franthis
summer.
commemorative prograrn on the
cisco Exhibition and: also worked for
20th Anniversary of Talking Pictures
The California legislator paid
Bell Telephone when the latter was
sponsored by the Motion Picture tribute to technical cITorts of such
experimenting with sound. When
Academy of Arts and Sciences at men as Theodore Case and E. I. Warners took over the
commercial
Warners' Hollywood Theatre tonight Sponable, who worked with Warners development, of
talking
pictures,
(is).
in producing "Lights of New York"
Wood, joined Warners' Vitaphone orTributes to modem films as a with soundtrack back in 1926.
ganiz;>tion. After "Don Juan" opened
powerful force for progress were
Siaid Downey: "American niotion in
New York and several other cities,
paid by Jean Hersholt, Academy picture producers have consistently he was assigned to install .sound
proprexy; Byron Price, board chairman, maintained
their unquestioned jection equipment and train local
Association of Motion Picture Pfo- leadership in producing the finest operators to u.sc it. He (hen joined
ducers; Donald Nelson, head of So- motion
pictures'
in
the
world, Electrical Research Products, and reciety of IndepenSent Motion Picture Throughout the world, the town of mained with thsl .outfit until it
Producers; Brig. Gen. Frank D. Mcr- Hollywood has become a .symbol of rlo.scd shop. w!)fii he returned to
rill; and Edward Arnold, president artistic and technical excellence unWarners snd Ir " br n at the Holly'equaled anywhere."
ci the Screen Actors Guild,
wood theatre ever since.'
talking

pic,
20 years
today.
.6
called on the Senators to
celebration of .sound films' 20th
:

Downey

.

'

I

j
'

^

i

^

:

.

company plans for the coming yeari
Jack L. Warner warned the production and distribution .divisions that
were taken

unless steps

trend

the

whole

of

WB Meet Plots

''have
cost.s," he pointed out,
150% since pre-war days because the studios must pay' more for

ing

risen

.

never

imagined, but it will
the field sales forces twice as
important and give them twice as

make

'

declared Ben

Kalmenson, v.p. and general sales
manager of Warner Bros., in addreissing the opening session of the
company's 20th anniversary of talking pictures (international sales convention) at the Ambassador hotel.
Under the new regulations, said Kal-

menson, first cla.'^s sales manpower
will be at the highest premium. since
the industry began.
Salesmen will
have to cover a lot more territory.
Kalmenson pointed put, and they, as
well as branch managers and district managers, will have to act on
their own initiative and judgment

more than ever

and

more

history

before.

In the matter of single-.selling. said
is fortunate be-

completed

blast,

son, Warners released 20 new features in addition to four rri>suer.)
Urrcd Higher Quality
Declaring that the only way to
beat increased costs is with increased income, Warner urged production chiefs to raise the quality ot
their output, and increa.se e/Ticiency
to keep costs at a workable level.
He stated that "distribution and exhibition efforts must match those of
production."

In di.scussing the increasing pubdemand for better films. Warner
distribution men 'at the conclave that "the motion picture audience is in a hard-tieaded shopping
pha.se.
The public is boss and it
can't be fooled. Both production and
distribution needs of the motion picture industry must realize today Ihe
hard reality of the public nppriii.sjil
lic

told

(Continued on page 31)

VET EXHIB FRED WILCOX
RECALLS OZARK BOOM

Warner omitted announcement
specific number of pictures- to

any

of

be released or produced during the
next year. "We will adhere." he
said, "to our con.sistently followed
policy
flexible
of maintaining a
schedule, which permits us to release the kind of pictures the public
wants to see at the time it.wants to
.see them."
(During the 1945-46 sea-

Kalmenson, Warners

has already had a thorough

with 20 major features
or before camera, 40

stories in preparation and an additional pool of over 60 properties in
reserve.
Stating that the company
planned to work their studios at full

cause

it

materials,

The WB veepee said the company
was now in the strongest position 'in
its

'

responsibilities,

the

be pushed
"Film-

than doubled as result of more bigscale productions."

Atlantic City, Aug. 26.
The new system of selling on a
single: picture basis that has just
gone into effect, and the proposed
plan of selling at auction, not only
is going to speed up the industry's
methods of doing business to a de-

many

.

costs,

line.

the average shooting time has

Single Selling

gree

to counter

ballooning

film industry 'would

over the red-ink danger

stories, talent, labor,

.

6.

WB Conclave

Atlantic City, Aug. >6!
Addressing the Warner Bros, international sales convention here on

I

my

fourth day of instruction.s, one of the studio heads
rcrriarked. 'Before she gets a vocabijlary we'll be broke' ."
for

.

Hollywood, Aug.

something which transcends any one-

Film Costs Nearing Danger Point

-

FOK SOUNb'S 20TH ANNI

is

something for which an entire Industry must cheer. Abel,

It's

one word,

and growing union demands.
Payrolls in the studios have risen
from less thaii $90,000,000 in the
silent days to $250,000,000 last year,
and somewhat more than that in'
1946. Exhibition payrolls havie gone
up slightly less, but still a hefty
bulge from around $80,000,000 in 1926 turnouts ever witnessed in that city.'
to $170,000,000 last year, while dis- A double lihe stretched around the amu.sing to tho.se in the industry.
tribution
paychecks also are up block waiting for seats. Some came
"The big question of the time
nearly lOf/u from approximately from as. tar away as Palatka, San- was 'Can she talk or can't she talk?'
ford. St. Augustine and other Florida
$20,000,000 in 1926.
and that's all one heard on the
points, and some from Waycross, Ga.,
coast. If you could talk you were
From Quantity la Qoality
75 miles to the north. A lot of them
in. it you couldn't talk yoii were
Viewed from anoiher .angle, talkhad to wait several hours to get into
out.
It was that quick
and that
ing pictures converted the industry
the theatre, which broke all existing
from quantity to quality, as far as
definite."
records for two weeks.
production is conceraed. Activity by
Another
smart piece of promotion
shoestring and "poverty row" prowas
put
over
Crovo
when,
he
sold
by
ducers was given the skids, with a
resultant reduction in the number oi the Florida Times-Union on the idea Dean of Projectionists
"quickies" that once did so rnuch to of running the story of Al Jolson's
discredit the industry. General im- ''The Singing Fool" as a daily serial
Pioneered With Edison
provement in film quality brought in advance of the local opening of
corresponding upturns in patronage, the Warner picture. The newspaper
On Sound Experiments
aided by the comparatively low ad- went for the innovation as a circulaDean of the motion picture promission price factor, which in turn tion builder, using half-page copy to
was made possible by increased at- advertise the story and coming pic- jectionists, with some 46 years in the
ture. Between this, and the fact that booth to his credit is' 7.3-year-old
tendance.
e^^t popularity in Cecil Wood, now at the Hollywood
the unanimous opinion of
It
showmen queried that this expansion this previous Warner film appearance, theatre on Broadway.
Wood, as a member of the Elec"The Singing Fool," chalked up some
of motion picture attendance could
trical Workers, helped put up the 400
new
b.o. records in Jax.
not have been achieved, under a
Lots has happened since tho.se arc lamps u.^ed in photographing the
silent regime. Addition of music and
fight
in
Coney
days. Crovo says, but nothing to JofTi'ies-Sharkcy
dialog to the screen action, it is
match the excitement of the early Island back in 1899. His career as a
figured, practically doubled the mass
days of talking picture.s and the projectionist started with that picappeal of the films.
ture— iifter taking a one-day course
As one oldlime exhib put it, "See- battle of Vitaphone vs. Vaudeville.
from Fred Arinitagc on how to opering Al Jol.son on the screen, but not
ate a machine.
hearing him, was just fair entertainWood toured the U. S. with "Birth
ment. Hearing Jolron on the radio,
of a Nalion"— incicicntally cutting
but not seeing him, was pretty good.
the picture himself to meet the reBut' seeing and hearing Jolson at the
D.C. TRAILER
quirements of various, censor boards.
same time on the screen-^boy, that's
He met Harry M. Warner, president
Washington, Aug. 6.
socko!''
Senator Sheridcn Downey
iD., of Warner Bros., in 1917 aifter H. M.
Calif:)
devoted his farewell floor liiid acquired Ambassador James W.
Gerard's "My Four Yeairs in Gerspeech here last Friday
(2)
to
eulogy of the four Warner Bros, and many" and hielped him to get projection equipment for the New York
their pioneer production of the first
'

idea around the world
company occasion.

,

brought back

methods

Crovo was managing the Imperial
in jax at that time. He is now at
It
the Arcade in the same city.
didn't take him long to find out that
a new "star". had been born and its'
name was the same week after week
—Vitaphone. The mere billing of
Vitaphone atop the marquee of the
Imperial, Crovo relates, was enough
to draw the crowds away from the
next-door Palace even though the
lattei- house played name vaude acts.
When Warners released "The Jazz
Singer." Crovo 'put on an advance
canipaign that lasted a whole month,
augmenting his newspaper activity
with heralds, .\\>indow cards and
other promotion throughout the Jax
trading area. As a result, "The Jazz
Singer" opened to one of the biggest

duction, distribution and exhibition.
In the silent days, Holly>yood turned
out 800 features for a tot^l cost of
averaginsi
Ihr.n
less
$100,000,000,
$125,000 per picture, whereas the
cost of 4UU features in 1946 will aggregate $^95,000,000, or nearly a
million per pix. an increase of some
SOOVr! About half of this increase
has taken place in the past 10 years,
due directly to higher' wartime costs

I

Where "Jazz Singer" and "Don Juan" cued the l>eginning of
sound, WB's current "Night and Day" depicts the ultimate in
sound. But whatever the milestones or peaks In the pii-ogress of
talkers, there's no gainsaying that soundpix, thanks to American
enterprise; courage and resourcefulness, have been developed to
the degree that "going to the movies" means something more
than mere shadow entertainment. The ability of the screen to
articulate, to project adult thoughts and to carry the American

talk.

ville,

struggle.

Also iunplified even more loudly
by sound have been the costs of pro-

.

a Vitaphone soundtrack, was a milestone In 1926, WB's real convlncer didn't come until Al Jolson's "Jazz Singer" a year later.
That's when sound revolutionized an industry, creating an upheaval In cinematic entertainment which today Is being signalized not only by Warners but the entire industry.

mother,' and this al $100 a throw.
On the .second day I was taught to
say 'father.'
On the third day,
'brother'
wa.s
the
word that I

.

Amplifl.ed

is written in Its flnancla)
a piibllc enterprise like the plcl-

lessons." as they weire
those da/s. were. $100 a

Mi.ss

personal

Vitaphone

road shows and vaudeexploitation
applied
those
to talking pictures when
they came along 20 years ago, with
the result that in Jacksonville, Fla.,
vaudeville threw in the sponge in
favor of Vitaphone after a lO-month.

have been available.

AIM

Chicago, Aug. 6.
the 'former film
Mrs. Homer Har-

into the
theatre 20 years ago.
She recalls that trains loaded with
actresses and actors from the 'New
York stage' were arriving daily on
the West coast but these legitimate
aclpcs were going west not so much
to break into the new talking pictures but to instruct the. silent stars

John CroVo,
dling

now

is"

brought talking pictures

.

than t)0,000,000 in the silent days.
Although estimates, of 70,000,000 to
90,000,000 or more had been circulated before the war, it has since
been admitted that these weekly attendance figures were either rough
estimates or fictional, and it is only
in recent years that reliable statis-

Costs

who

Hollywood - to - Broadway upheaval
caused by Warner Bros, when they

compared with

le.ss

tics

Colleen '^Uoore,
star

grave; a Chicago society leaded has
some interesting recollections of the

.

les.son.

tax collection figures give veriattendance of over

weekly,

its

in

fication to present

100.000,000

lor

—

represents a jump of at
in theatre attendance in

same period, since the
moderate increase

tively

noted

it's

coincidence, on Page 5 of this Issue, the saga of
Bros.' progress is recorded with its record-high S9-week

,

floods,

crowds, was achieved oddly enough
while the number of releases was
dropping from above 800 annually to
lesi-' than 400 in the past year.

the

Is

when

By

ure business.

net earnings of $14,749,000.

-

J6hiu:lowri

but the sturdy Cambria
has survived the biggest of them
as well ias some smaller ones.
While one of these periodical
disa.sters appeared to be in the
making, the Cambria booked an:
early Warner soundfllm that did
the biggest business in years.
The picture that proved such
a strong drawing card while a
fiood
threatened was "Noah's
Ark."

Especially

Show business, congenltally sentimental, must take-cognizanre
of Warners' current hoopla attendant to Its 20th anniversary of
sound. While, technically, "Don J[uan" (John Barrymore) with

At $100 a Lesson

.

was in the doldrums and had to rely
incre:tsingly on presentations and
other special attractions to draw the

least

Learning to

western Pennsylvania theatre to be wired for.
talking pictures, nearly 20 yearis
ago, was the Cambria in Johnstown.
Harry W. Scherer had
the house until Warners took
it over a few years ago.
first

Industry Must Cheer

beat tditorlal for any business

The

atatement.

Warner

M

national flim gross, which ag-

ereKated $1,500,000,000 last year, will.
Ibp that fiRure by at least $150,000,000
lliis year, according to present rale of
business as reflected in the Treasury
Department's admission tax collections, and thereby will, more than
double the industry's gross o( less
than $800,000,000 reported in 1926.
This all-time record boxofTice intake, the peak of progressive gains
credited by exhibitors to the launching of talking pictures by WarneiBros., at a time when the industry

An

1946

7,

,

of films."

The Landers Theater in SpringWork for Peace, Prosperity
field, Mo., was a genuine "gold mine
Wai'ner struck a "work for pr;icc
in
the Ozarks"
when the first and
prosperity" keynote in .hi? -mU
Warner-Vitaphone pictures hit that
dress, saying that "now is the lime
section, says Fred Wilcox, veteran
for less conversation and more hard
exhib, in some recollections and
.

re-

velations

about

the

early

days ot

sound.
In

contrast to the two shows a
day that had been the policy with
silent films, relates Wilcox, it wa.s
neces.sary lo operate 12 hours a day
whenever a talking picture was
shown. "We used to prepare for the
rush by posting notices 50 miles in
each direction from Springfield to
let' the Ozarkians
know we were

going to show an
ness talkie," says

hohe.st-to-goo<l-

Wilcox.

.

that

wc

h.id to haul

it

bank in suitcases!"
Wilcox was hou.se manager of
the Landers and
his
wife w.n.s
cashier. He now operates the Cozy
in Lock wood. Mo.
to the

ties and really dig in to work lor
the peace wc all realize we must
have and the prosperity it is within
our power to achieve."

More than
senting

the

100

theatre

three-day

WB

domestic

sales department,

"And and

every day after the picture opened
we discovered wc had tnken in so

much money

work.
Opportunities for our company, the motion picture industry
and the country generally were
never brighter, if we quit daydreaming and bickering, face reali-

home

cii-cuit,

execs, repre-

and

fort-ign

office, studio

are attending the

convention skcdded for
(Wednesday).
tomorrow
marking the first major
meeting held by Warners in
four years, arc presided over by Ben
K.Tlmcnson, vcepcc and jgcntrHl »ijiU's
manager.

windup

Sessions,
sales

'
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OF THE
INDUSTRY!

W^needay, Angnet
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This is every

Exhibitors Anniversary

'E'RE mighty grateful for

all

the tributes tbat are being heaped on

Warners these Anniversary days. But there are others within the
industry

To

who have earned

the right to consider

their Anniversary, too.

the exhibitors, large and small, Warners and "talking pictures"

much.

It

days.

We

sincere;

from

And

owe very

was through their far-sightedness, their support and their show-

manship that progress was possible in those

on

it

first

struggling "See

and Hear''

acknowledge their important contribution with gratitude most

and we look forward to the continued progress that must result

this ever-growing

bond between

us.

now, fully realizing the meaning of this occasion to every exhibitor

the globe,

we here

present our Celebration attractions.

NOT FOU OM6 WIGHT

NIGHT AND DAY.
Jock l.Worner.

ExNutivt

Pndmer

/

W<^dnesda7t August 7» 1946

EV£ ARDCN'CARLOS RAMIREZ 'PQMALP WOOPS

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

THIS

WEEK

IN

250 NIGHT AND DAY-AND-DATE

PREMIERES! NEVER SUCH TRANSCONTINENTAL

FESTIVITIES!

AND NEVER, NEVER

^v^a^,.^

/

||/

\

SUCHl^fP%

ARTHUR
SCHWARTZ
Dances created and stained by

LeROY PRINZ
Suttn

TREMENDOUS INDUSTRY-WIDE PARTICIPATION!

Play by Chirlti Hoffmtn. Lao

WiNiMi BowHt

BiMd on
Orditttfal

•

ToKnund.

AdwUtien by jKh

Iht

CtitM

Mollitl

el Colt Pottti

/Urant*m«pU

k)t

Itey IMitdoif

10
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BETTE DAVIS
IN

A SI® LEN LIFE

(crMn

Pl«y by Cath«rln«

fnm

• Navd by

•

%*nn

Ad«p<«d by Mirgtrat lu^N WIM*r
•
Muilc by
ttalntr

Mm

CURTIS BERNHARDT

CARSON

JACK

DENNIS

Tunwy

Itaral i.

Olr«cM by

Vm GUYS FROM

LISLIE

.SAKALL
er<t<Ml

PAIGE

•

BRADY

hflM nt> H ClHHM H«Mms

DAVID BUTLER

MILWAUKEE
HUMPHRET

•

ALEX^GOmiEB

BOGART lAUREN BACALL
MARTHA VICKERS v DOROTHY MALONE
MiwM by Mill St*lnir<tcrM* flay by WNHbm ftuNintr, Ul«*i
rK)i*M • JulM ruittiman • Frcm tin Ntvtl by RcytiWfitf C*i«n4M.

iriiiunin

ELEANOR

PAUL

ALEXIS

PARKERHENREIDSMITH^S
Olrcctad by

EDMUND GOULDING
PrMuccd by

HENRY BWNKE
m.

EDMUND GWENN

Mutic »y

•

JANIS PAIGE

tiM WMdMia Mmfl«M • Scr««n n«y ky CattMrln* Tum«y

JOHN

CERALOiNE

HRFIELDHIZGERALD
mm WALTER

FAYI

«•
ccoftac

SEOflOC
.
_^
DktcM

TOBIAS

OrlghMl ScfMn Pl«y by W. R. BuriMtt
Muilc byAdolpti D«uUch
Producwl by

by

JEAN NEGULFSrO

.

RORFRT RlirKNFR
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ANDREA

ID/V

LUPINOALDA KING
BENNETT
%et—n P1*y by Cilhr««*

Directed by

THE NAN

Tumay Mtptttlon by Jo Paftno and Calharina Tumay • rrem a Naval by MarllU Waitt

RAOUL WALSH

•

Produced by

ARNOLD ALBERT

JACK

DENNIS

MORGAN-CARSON
MA RTH/V
JAN
PAIGE VICKERS
IS

•

THE TINE.11IE PEACE

ANDTHESIRL
ERROL

wMh S. Z.

and

Ori«lnal

Orchaatral Ar
Otraala4 by

TECHNICOLOR

l^Pyg^^

GO0DBYE

I.

OriflMl 9t«nr

A. t.

H

A4*^tlM

MmhM

J*imb

V.

Kwa

m4 P(«rm« itfiMM
ky Uirii R. r*ttfr

JAMES KERN
TittuH

DECEFTION
JOHN COLLIEK & JOSIfH THAN
B.M« Oft nay By Utui* VirwiUIL
MuM«lyM.CH»yOLr<IAN(IKO«NOOtO

•craan Play By

OkMlMtBy

ALEX

ky

WILLIAM JACOBS

PAUL

Produo*d by

UVMQVRI
A NKF
DUMNfM
MEINKY

Ua

« Lymi

t l»rtl »t

Ray M ilw^irt

Ml^,,..

CLAUDE

DAVIS HENREID RAI
IRVING RAPPER

iHa ky

BRADY

PATTI
Unm n*y ky

iaa

GOmiEB

ra%l%hl V

.^LUCILE WATSON
S. Z. SAKALL

IN

C«ii1a»ia Jahiiaain

Mary by L»awar<

w n

DAVID BUTLER

FLYNN ELEANOR

BETTE

SAKALL • ALAN HALE

CARMEN CAVALLARO & Orchestra

Scraan Play by Francia Swann.

IN

H

12

WcJnewlay, Augual

BOTH fARLy

NOW APPROACHING ITS

3^'^'

Sth SUCCtSSIVg

YEAR

mXTYmi

ON BROADWAYI IN TECHNICOLOR

Mif^ ofim Juriis

STILL

THE BI6GEST THING IN

ROMANCE AND COMEDY ON THE BROADWAY BOARDS

Milii

SOUND BUSINESS
u

7,

POLICY-

WARNERS HAVE AN ENVIABLE RECORD FOR COMBINING
GOOD CITIZENSHIP WITH GOOD PICTURE MAKING"
THE NEW YORK TIMES

I

1946
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Sullivan Points -Finger'

Deaf Ear to Sound in Early Days

Hollywood, Aug.

IS

TarietyV Reviews of WBs 3 Pioneer

6.

NcKt production for William J.
on the Republic lot will be
Finger Woman," a murder

SiilliVan

Beat by Series of lucky Breaks

"The

Talkers Traces History of Soundpix

riiystery.
is washing up
"The Magnificent

Currently Sullivan

Along with the hard work, tribudiscouragements, some
Jatiom and
strokes
.ucky breaks and fortunate
to the evenAt cbaiice contributed,
Warner Bros. In
tual success of the
talking pictures on a. pracpulling

basis.

commercial

tical

inIn 1925, the motion picture
and even
dustry, aflei; witnessing

Nebraska's Salute
.

Omaha, Aug.

CW's

Omaha made

alrrtultaneoiis proc-

-

-

to

already

opposed the
blow to their

cxislciicp. Even such, a preeminent
iiucnlor as Thomas A. Edison, who
pioneered the first talking .films, fliially yave them up as having ho
commercial value.

B.O. Untopped

too,

tun>cd their attention to radio, acHollyin
quiring SUtion
,

KFWB

Sam Warner became

fasci-

wood..
nated by the mechanics of broadcasting and developed a close friendship with Major (now Colonel) NaLcvinson, the Pacific Coast
llian
Western
representative for
sales

who had supervised the inof KFWB's broadcasting
equipment. Through that radio aslearned
all
about
he
sociation

Electric,

stallation

vacuum

tubes,

—

early

main

talking pictures set
records that still re-

-untopped,.

Warners' "The Jazz Singer," first
feature with talk as well as songs',
played nine straight weeks at the
Grand, Columbus, and J. Real Ncth
in that city reports that no subseeven
"Gone
picture not
quent
With the Wind"—has equalled that

—

.

elce-.

lease played to 67,000
a 25-day run; another afhieyement
that has never had a parallel at
this house.
"Jazz Singer" also ran for 26
weeks at roadshow prices on Broadway, at the old Warners', for a

ecord twora-day film gross.
Harold Kaplan of the SUte,
Minneapolis, says he. took in $27,000 with "Jazz Singer" in a single
of Warner Bros., was of the same
week, ai figure that has not been
mind as most other film leaders of touched since.
the day— that to continue fooling
The first Al Jolson talker, howaround with talking. pictures was a
early soundway
going into bankruptcy. ever, was not the only
'

Occasion of Warner Bros, celebration of the '20th Anniversary of
Talking Pictures" recalls the first,
bewildering success. Introduction of
ot the birth of talking pictures, in sound not only threw the boys at
tribute to the pioneering spirit of the pianola into discard but with,
the Warner BrotherSi who produced thern.all previous conceptions of prothe modern miracle."
duction and distribution; Beginning
Washington, Aug. 6.
with the Hollywood crank-handlers
Keith's, the RKO showcase here,
and extending all the way to the
will be the first midtpwn filmery to
tank-town mazda mechanic in the
terminate the wartime- policy of reprojection booth, a new technique
duced rates for servicemen. Ncifr
had to be mastered. Engineers had
policy goes in tomorrow (7) and
to lick fine points in the synchronizaother theatre people will be watchtion of voice, music and film; stars
ing reaction carefully.
If there is
beat a path to the elocution parlors;
no repercussion, other main stem
and front-office execs, salesmen and
houses will follow suit.
house managers learned the definiSchenectady, Aug. 6.
tion of a new word, "acoustics."
Nabe exhibitors are .being urged
The part played by Charles A.
to eliminate the reduced rate Sept. 1
J'irst commercial use of sound was
and likely will, if Keith's has no dif- Hoxie .and General Electric in de- tested in the
production of "Don
veloping a talking film, with both
ficulty.
Juan" with John Barrymore and
picture and sound recorded and
Mary' Astor.' It had been completed
Feeling is that with the war a synchronized on the
same piece of
in December, 1925, but the Wariiers,
year ended, it is time for the thea- film, and the public
apathy to it
tres to revert to normal.
For one when first used to screen a one- who were bankrolling the Vitaphone
experiment, held up the release date
thing, it is pointcd'out that the averrcelcr at the State theatre in Sche-*
until the film could be supplied with
age pay for service men in this area ncctaday, in
1927, were recalled by
a syihphony orchestra sound-on-disc
compares favorably with the average Bill Meenam,
pubUcity di- score. The world premiere
was held
for Government civil service Workrector, on a broadcast last week.
Aug. 6, 1926 at the Warners* the-'
ers who make up about 25% of the
Meenam used as the basis for his atre.
N. Y., together with a group of '
population.
Another thing is that script a release prepared
by Gen- Vitaphone musical shorts and a talk
some vets have been showing up at eral Electric in connection
with
Sound's
baptism
was/
by Will Hays.
the
boxonices
wearing
military
Warner Bros.' 20th anniversary of
a smash success, the critics receiving
blouses with their civvies and delalkixig films,
the film with loUOpalooza notices.
manding the reduced rates. It has
Ho.\ie
described
is
by
GE
as
"the
Sinie,
review
in
his
printed
in
the
caused slight trouble on a couple of
occasions.
Shift will not eliminate father of the talking movie on film," Variety issue of Aug. 11, 1926, said:
the usual special treatment and An- his machine recording both picture
5ime on "Don Joan"
and
on
voice
one
strip
being
used
nie Oakleys to disabled vets from
"John Barrymore's name on any
fot
sound by ''practically every

To Stop Cutrates

(Continued on page 54

set aside the

week

"to

For Servicemen

Calls Hoxie

Dad of Talkers

WB

.

'

.

the service hospitals.

movie house
turned

MAJORS SUE 9 OHIO
HOUSES ON
TERMS

7

of

other talking film demonstration, he
became so angered that he was
about to walk out of the projection
room. Then an orchestra appeared

The mayor

conmiemorate the 20th anniversary

.

unprecedented
Harry Warner said he had seen film that piled up
of Commonenough demonBtrations of talking records, Sam Meyers
wealth Amus. Corp., Chicago, got
films and would not be dragged to
history of
the
the biggest, play in
any more.
with
a Rin-Tinhis Teatro be Lago
So eventually it w.as necessary to Tin picture ballyhooed loudly with,
trick him into visiting the Bell LabAlso
Talks!"
"Rin-Tln-Tin
the line:
oratories—on the pretext that he of some b. o. aid to this first barkwould see a' radically new develop- ing film was the fact that Meyers
ment in the motion picture liiie. tied in his promotion with schools
When Warner realized it was an- on a "Be Kind to Your Dog" campaign.

Ben Amsterdam, general manager
of Atlantic, eastern Pennsylvania
circuit, relates that in Reading, Pa.,

Cleveland, Aug, 6.
Firm of Scoville, Essick and Rcif,
operators of nine theatres in Northern Ohio, is being sued in Federal
Court here by seven major film producers and distributing companies
for allegedly falsifying percentage
was filed against
returns.
Suit
James S. Scoville, Perclval E. Essick
and Howard Relf, in addition to the
charging
corporations,
operating
they
have been misrepresenting
boxofflce receipts since 1939,
In addition to demanding ordinary and punitive damages for the
film rental fees long overdue, plaintiffs are asking for an injunction
restraining the company from alterThey further claim
ing its books.
Essick and his partners have fought
requests for an inspection of
all
.

the

in

the country."

RCA, which today
scientist

GE

Hoxie patent over to

while working in
high-speed recorder

first

foi:

transatlan-

radio signals. It was seven years
that time before anyone attempted to tie-in the sound track,
recorded on motion picture film by
the Hoxie machine,' and the silent
motion picture. Even the film people

tic

after

OnFirstRinAiig.6,1926
which ran- 260 pages [the big"special" issue Variett ever
had outside of its own aiiniversariesj
was reprinted on Page 1 the orig1930,

gest

inal

1st

was

Vitaphone Program. This
Aug. 6, 1926, at the

given

Warner Theatre (now the Republic), on Broadway and 52d street.
The program read: Warner Bros.
Pictures and Vitaphone Corp.
By
arrangement with Western Electric
and Bell 'Telephone Laboratories,
present tVitaphpne with John Barrymore in 'Don Juan/ Screen story
by Bess Meredyth; directed by Alan
Crosland; musical score by Major
Edward Bowes, David Mendbza and
Dr. William Axt; played on the
Vitaphone by the N. Y. I*hilhar
.

.

nionic Orchestra.

Vitaphone prelude: Will H, Hays,
of Motion Picure ProDistributors of America,
welcomes Vitaphone; N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra, Henry Hadley
conducting, "Tannhauser" overture:
Marion Talley, by arrangement with
the Metropolitan Opera Co., "Caro
Nome" from "Rigcdetto"; Efrem
Zimbalist and Harold Bauer, vari-

President
ducers &

from

"KreuUer

sonata,"
(banjoist)

A. P.

Waxman.

"As
is

a bp.xofficc winner, 'Don Juan'
surefire it aims directly at the

made

ai Schenectady in 1917 was a
preview for newspapermen and representatives of the film industry. It
generated
so
little
excitement,
Meenam pointed out in the
salvo, that nothing more was done

—

.

WGY

apt to run at Warners'
Broadway house, for six months and
possibly a longer tinte. It's goingjto
.~
get repeats, plenty of them....
More than a year later on Oct. 9,
1927, "The Jazz Singer" starring Al
Jolson preemed at the Warner, N. Y.,
as a part-talker, part-silent film, with
spoken
dialogue
in
two short
sequencR.s in addition to song numis

qtiite

.

New

—

To ai06

HoMip'

.

,

and the
deals to rent the studio to outside

said,

Dance Director
Doing Pitch for 'Music'

Disney's

RKO

pitch

is

in

.,

tive.

ishing career.

until seven months later. Ilien GE;
iii
whose laboratories Hoxie had
"Don Juan" drew such crowds and
made the trail-blazing machine, dewaiting lines on both sides o£ the
cided on a public showing. A onestreet that the local merchants combers.
(Sam Warner, who together
Hizzoner
reel film, depicting a singer, a viothe Mayor.
to
plained
with brothers Albert, Harry, and
linist, an orchestra and an emcee,
thereupon called oh Amsterdam and their records.
Jack invested nearly $2,500,000 in the
Action was filed by Paramount, was shown at all performances in
demanded that he close the Arcadia
Vitaphone venture, died the day beRKO,
Artists,
United
playing
Universal,
Slate
film
was
the
theatre
Warner
(now
Fabian-opthe
where
20th-Fox and Loew's, erated) for one week. The device fore the film opened). Although the
»
75c admission instead of the cus- Warnei- Bros.,
pic as a whole was' rated on its
Houses involved in suit are
tomary 35c. On the second day, the Inc. Ezella, in Cleveland, State at was called the Kinemagraphone.
artistic merits as n.s.g,, it proved, to
the
theatre sought to relieve the traffic Gallon; Berea at Berea, Willoby at
Despite wide advertisement in the be one of the major niilestones tn
of
instead
11
a.m.
at
by opening
papers,
the
pul^lic the development of the sound meWilloughby, Parma at Parma, Beach Schenectady
It
day
following
the
aiid.
Highthe
noon,
showing failed to arouse interest.
Cliff at Rocky River, and
(Continued on page 30)
to
time
starting
Akron,
O.
the
at
Liberty
up
moved
land and
Accordingly, at the conclusion ot
9 a. m. One difficulty, says Amsterthe "run," the apparatus was taken
dam, Was that many customers r<»
back to tl)e GE laboratory. About a
three
sometimes
and
two
for
mained
year later, C^crard Swope, then GE
RKO-Pathe Studio
AssL Manager Confesses
shows while hundreds stood in the
president, was planning a trip to
street for that same length of time,
Europe. Deciding to show the KinePhoney
In N.Y. Stymied by Labor magraphone as an educational possomething never witnessed before
Reading.
the
new
RKOin
of
or since
Inauguration date
sibility, Swope asked such internaNewark, Aug. 6.
In the small towns, too, many Pathe studios in Harlem, N. Y., has tional figures as Sir Oliver Lodge,
grand
larceny,
Charged
W'th
by been necessarily postponed again be- Sir William H, Bragg, Lord Ernest Robert Kennedy, 24, assistant man—
established
were
precedents
those first Warner talking pictures. cause ot an acute manpower short- Rutherford, Dr. Charles Alexander agor ot the Broad theatre was arMeimo,
Hoxy,
the
of
Simon
supposed
E.
originally
O.
police
Thursday
(1)
Richmond, at that time president of rested by
age. Studio was
everyalmost
that
recalls
ihonth,
Dak.,
this
S.
Union College, and Dr. Irving shortly after he had led detectives
to have begun operation
body in town, right down ti a lot but, while the equipment has been Langmuii-, GE' scientist (later to win to a lonely, wooded "lovers lane"
Of babes in arms, turned out for almost entirely received, it's impos-' the Nobel prize) to guest.
nearby North Arlington and.
in
Jolson in "Singing Fool." The house sible to find labor to Install it, acDr. Richmond, the first speaker on pointed, out the spot where he had
was compelled to run three shows, cording to Harold Lewis, studio the film, predicted that, while "very .stashed $1,106 in bills and coin he
instead of one, the opening night, general manager.
few realized the immense possibili- had taken from the house's safe
for
.setting a still unbeaten lecord
Tests are being conducted of all ties of the motion picture," by "this four days previously..
both attendance and gross in any equipment as it's Installed, Lewis wonderful invention
we are now
Kennedy had reported the bursingle, day.
company will make no

Chicago, Aug. 6,
deviating from the usual
advance film exploitation
director on a
dance
Beethoven; Roy Smeck
by sending a
Walt
to plug
>n "His Pastimes"; Anna Case "La coast-to-coast tour
FiesU," supported by the Cansinos Disjiey's"Make Mine Music."
and Metropolitan Opera chorus; acFlacks and stais remain home
the
of
creator
companied by the ViUphone Sym- while Dick Barstow,
phony Orchestra, Herman HieUer jitterbug routine "AU the Cats Join
the
conducting; Misdia
Elman, Josef In" for the Disney pic, takes to
local
to
number
Bonime accompanist,
"H u m o r - road to teach the
"Barstow began
esque;" (Jiovannl Martinelli, by ar- dance instructors,
rangement with the Metropolitan his tour last week with a demonOpera, "Vesti La Giubba," from "II stration before the Dance Masters
Pagliacci,"
accompanied by N.Y. Association, in convention in ClevePhilharmonic Orchestra.
la"''Entire Program arranged by S. L.
Barstow is on leave from Chi s
Warner; general" press representa- Palmer House where he is associate
ations

the character of the tale, this Don
Juan being the symposium of all the
great loveis of the world, in one,
according to the legends of his rav-

women for pulling power and that
"were^eptical of its use."
The first theatre demonstration takes in rev.erything. At $2 top it

'

In Warner Bros. 25th Anniversary
Nuitiber, in Vahicty, dated June 25,

picture gives that picture an edga
for the boxoffice.
In 'Don Jiian,'

the added impetus (besides the Vitait. The
machine phone) is a walloping romantic story
pure boxoffice strength through
1919 on a new of
licenses

developed the

.

'Doo Joan' and Vitaphone

producer.

.

Uitiunize the nim industry in the
most lightning change ever known
to showbusiiiess.

to

But Harry M. Warner,, president

sure

6.

WGY

record.

At the 1,014-seat Jefferson, Fort
Wayne, Ind., the same Warner recombination
customers in
and

amplifiers

recording the
that provided the technical solutioii
for talking picture success.
On his next trip to New York,
Warner 'went to the Bell Laborawhich carried on. the retories,
search! and experimentation work of
Western Electric And American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., and
saw enough to convince him.

trieal

The

many .uhiisual

Aug.

Starting today (6) it's "Warner
Bros. Week" in Chicago, according
an annoiincerhent made last week
by .Mayor Edward J. Kelly.

Keiths, D.C., First

GE

had seen
The Warner
and been unconvinced. Then they
Bros.,

It was 20 years ago this week that
sound liit the American screen .so
permanently as to retire the dependable Wurlilzcr in the pit and revo-'

Week'

Chicago,

Gov. Dwight Oriswold of Nebraska and Mayor Charles Leeman
of

TO

6.

lamations of the 2pth anniversary
demonstrations and of sound pictures, Aug, 7 as olficial
finai>cii>g many
observance.
talking Alms a
trials, pronounced
Proclamations lauded Warner
would have
complete bust and
Br6s., Bell Telephone and Western
more to do with them. Electric for persistence and progress
iiolliiiig
Vaudeville and the legitimate stage, in perfecting sound Alms.
a small estate
reduced
by motion pictures,
tslkiMS as a final death

on

details

final

Rogue."

able to bring an unlimited num~ber
of sludents into contact with the
producers urtil all tests have been great teachers of today." The film
Rumors persist, mean- had its first showing in Philharcompleted.
given
will
be
while, that the studio
monic Hall in London, with the
over mostly to feature production by- Lord Mayor and other distinguished
Hollywood indie outfits, who've re- guests present. Other screenings becently evidenced increasing interest fore scientists and educators were
out
turning
in the possibility of
held, but in. the meantime Warners
product in the east.
came out with "The Jazz Bingeri"

'Killers' P.A.

Dates Set

Hollywood, Aug.

6.

Edmond O'Brien and Burt Lanmake a tour of isevcn

appear at a scries of
press previews ,of the Mark Hellinger production, "the Killers."
Towns and dates are Chicago.
.\ug. 12; Detroit, Aug. 13; New York,
key

cities

1.=):

Boston,

to

Washington,

19;
21,

Philadelphia,

and Cincinnati,

20;
22.

his

alibi,

Monday

(29). Suspicious

police said

Of

Kennedy ad«

milled the theft upon further quesT

J.

L

*

Warner on AFA Aims

Hollywood, Aug.: 8.
Jack L. Warner, newly appointed
Coast director of the Air Force Aa-.
sociation, explained the ahns of that
group to 300 film notables at a din*
jier attended by Lt. Gen, George
HayiOandV
Olivia
Stratemeyer. Civilian organization,
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
headed by Lt. Gen. Jimmy Doolittle
Olivia dc Havilland was inked and composed chiefly of veteran
by Inlernalioiial to play the name war flyers, is designed to keep up
role in "Ivy," a picture based oh interest in aviation tor U.S. security.
the best-selling novel, "The Story
Red Skelton, Janis- Paige, The
of Ivy."
Ushers and Warner Bros, orchestra
Filming starts in November, with entertained, with George Jessel as
Sam Wood as producer.

The

caster will

glary on

tioning.

rest is history.

W

de

.

u
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CO Aladdin rubbed a teapot..
...

So Aladdin gives

a curvaceous

cutie

his

.

and got himself an

office

boy !^

slavey the "office" to fetch him a doll

appears. ..on the spot. .Again,
.

.

.

.

.

.

SO WHAT?
and "presfo"

SO WHAT?. ..The

PRIZE

BABY rubs Wis magic lam^p *84,020 times each week... and almost ONE HUNDRED MILLION PATRONS get the idea... and plank down their entertainment
dollars
on the deal plates of over SIXTEEN THOUSAND THEATRES
a stunt
that makes Aladdin look like a rank amateur ... BUT. .The PRIZE BABY has
.

.

.

.

:

.

.

something more than a Genie

in

hh magic lamp

.

.

.

he has the

the patron 6ig for the price of admission to your theatre ...

rubbing the lamp that contains

..

makes

."The Magic Touch of Showmonship!"

84,020 shipments weekly
averaged by NSS naflonolly/
according fo losf twyivi.

stuff that

BECAUSE ...

he's

—

Wednesday, Angggt

1946

7,

work

The Killers

Cast

Hollywood, Aug.

6.

I'Oleane ot Marii MolUiiE<:v j»>i
Bort L»nc»«ler, A\
I'L-aiuios
Kilnionrt O'Brien, Albert Dckki-i
Dli-crlcU bj- Roborl .SIo<Ji<i:iK

I'liivr^il
ii,liii-i-

Anlhony VclUor, from mm
leinlnif way; editor. Arlliur 1111
in iirii.-.-i
riiiuiii, Wi)0<ly Breddl. D. B. Homlp)
i„ii
,..r ,iii-.i-iiir. Melville Sliycr; miiblc. Mi
Kiiz.-'.i; lyrk'.i. Juck Brooks. I'revlewc
I

iii.irii'

I

Mii;

Burt

.

I.lll.il,-1.>

Nl.

A

.Charles D. Ilrbwii
...Donalil Mcllrlilo
.I'hll llrow

••

V:..l.v
l\.>ti>-n

...

1

.McC.ni

.CliurlcH

.

.
i

..John

.l.iU"

Wllllnm

. .

.

i^il.

-Hi.-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.I/.-

Harry

.

...

....

;ttiii>

.

.

Owfi

WiiKlno.

Rex Dnlc

M;uU Hellinger

tees off his "first
Xlnivorsal prbdiiction with a bang.
'Killers" i.s. sock film fare for all
iiliiations. Seldom does a melodiama
roiislstcntly maintain the high tenthis
one.
thai distinguishes
sion
There's never a letup, all factors
combining to keep audiences On
edge of scats.
Taken from El-nest Hemingway's
story of the same title, picture is a
hard-hitting example of forthright
melodrama in the best Hemingway
style.

Performances without exception
arc top quality even though names
do not have assured boxofflce. It's
a handpicked cast that troupes to
Film
from

make

to

the. hilt

He

serving

Lancaster
strong job,
central character

does

the

as.

believable.

all

it

Burt

introduces
legit.

a.

around whom the plot revolves. Ed'
inond O'Brien, insurance investigator who probes Lancaster's mur
der. is another pivotal character
who adds much tb the film's acting
polish.

Siodmak's direction
is
maintaining punchy prohas added touches that

Robert
adroit in
ccrdings.

He

come through with

a wallop, builds
tension almost to breaking point, and
gets the best from the players:
Script by Anthony Veiller didn't
miss a bet in shaping the Heming'
way story into forceful screen ma^
tcrial rhakine for a very solid foundation for the playing. Plot opens
with Lancaster's murder in a small
town. O'Brien takes it from there,
trying to piece together events that
will prove the murder of smalltown
service station attendant has more
significance than appears on the
surface. Story has many flashbackSi

when O'Brien

told

Interviews char,

aclers in Lancaster's past, but it is
all pieced together neatly for sus
tained drive and mood, finishing
with expose of a colossal double-

Every character has

cros.<!.

ment

its

mo-

of

the

to shine and. does.

Ava Gardner, bad

girl

piece: Albert Dekker, her cohort in

crime, and murder; Sam Levenc. a
thoroughly believable c<}p; Charles
McGraw and William Conrad,' as
menacing a pair ot killers as yet
shown on the screen; Vince Barnctt.
Jack Lambert, Jeff Corey, .Virginia
Christine.
Donald McBridc, Phil
Brown. John Miljan, Queenie Smith
and all the others in the cast deserve kudos for performances.
Hellinger assured a music score
that would heighten mood of this
one by using Miklos Rosza, and the
score Is an immeasurable aid in
furthering suspense.
There's also

MlNS

em., Rulirrt
<-.lMi.i.
'-411.

lie

.\l:nl-iii

Itiiiiniiii:

i^'P'

I-:.

llrne,..«t

Wally

Brown

.KXun <'nriiey

Anne

Jeffi-o.v!<

Alwlll

1-lnnel

5''""*

Bela I.UKOKl
. ...

'•I'h'y

Mure

<'i3)nei-

Blilph

DiMln

Lightweight
slapstick
comedy
aimed for supporting rharket. Short
running tinie makes it okay flllef
Jiiateiial
for subsequent bookings
out otherwise it's flimsy film fare
with
about
equal
mixture
of
chuckles and dullness.
Plot, concerns team o£ radio de.

tective*,

Wally

Carney,

Brown and

Alan

who lurhble through to an.
expoi^e of Lionel Atwill as a notoriBoys plaj. detective, using air .script written by Anne Jeffreys, whorii Atwill, criminologist,
aid.';
with details of The Cobra's
911s. liillei-.

cnmc. Screenplay developmore hysterical than hilari.oiis iiiicl every
type of sight gag and
Jiiiii.itioii
rung in to force the
Jalpsi

ment

IS.

.

i.s

wiitilis..

Aiding Atwill in his

mad

C'rn«-foi-iI

Constance DowIinK
; Freddie Steele

....

;

B(.„

Uelineit

.

Hard

.John Phillips

Photography

the desired
excellent

is

throughout.

Only some superior thesping by
Duryea saves his badly written role
from being a complete washout. As
the femme lead, June Vincent comes
through in competent fashion, although the chirping burden is too
heavy for her to carry. Lorre makes
a neat menace, as usUal, and Brbderick Crawford, as the cop, gives a
solid, credible performance.
Rest
of Ihe cast back up in acceptable

is

on the

fashion.

m

.'

Script confusion grbws out of the

what

to

Duryea?

Intent

was

do

with

Dan

to. give a ro-

mantic buildup. to Duryea and at the
same time cash in oh the undcrlip
snarl he made famous in "Woman
in the Window" and "Scarlet Street.'-'

War

StHV<i

Harry' Davenport, William Hcnr>',
Dlreetcd l4y Gt-'or^e

Steiihariie. Durhelur.
Ittir.
.Screenplay.'
eni. ,^lfrb-I Keller;

John K.

'

edilnr,

Brides

release of Arniand Sdiaerer proAnna I^e, .James ]-jlIiaon;

It,-piiJ>lic

dut-lliin.
feaLiire.H

Butler;

Morion

muale.

Tiinv MHi'LlnelU.'

camStoll;

Tradcshovvu Aug.

Itunnliig lime. 89 MINS.
is a watered down characteri- K.
r.iwfll.:
....Anna Lee
zation that's neither one thing nor l.inda
sieve CilM
.James t;llison
the other.
tirandp.-i
(Jiles
Marry Davenport
Title of "Black Angel" stems from f:api. Itoger. Uiriiy
-.. .William
Henry
Duryea's gallant confession at the Kli7,a>ielh Wiiiidei lieli ..Sleiihantc Bachelor
Beati-iee .M„ra:-ki.
.Doria -Lloyd
climax to clear a murder charge Oaw.-ii'in
liol*crt Arm-stroDj^
pinned on the husband of the Mioman
Frank .Moi-avki. ...... .Joseph Sawyer
hie loves. Plot opens as a routine Kathleen I'llr.iiatrick
Nfciry MoLeotl
Carol Savtgt
whodunit with the strangulation of a loyi-e Cillen
Maiiarel I,,!e...
....Pax Walker
blackmailing femme, and the point- nuth
(liles. ..
Helen Gcnld
ing of suspicion at several charac- Harohl l(. Williniii.i
I'nt O'Mooro
ters.
A tight web of circumstantial b'Kt. I'lilly Willliiin:,
Maxine Jennlnea
.Itussell HIcka
evidence implicates June 'Vincent's Inape<'lor Raiiwaye
&(r. Wundeillvh.
l-'rnncla Plerlot
husband, as the killer, but the wife, Kdltor.
,
l>leri'c Watkln
convinced of his innocence, sets out Donnle: ...................... t:ucene Lay
to find the guilty party;
^1I9» Nplah
.........I
I..ola Austin
VlrRinia Carroll
En route, she teams' up in the Helen Mayo
sleuthing with Duryea, a down-atNovel plot twists to the eternal
the-heels songwriter and husband ot
the murdered woman. In running triangle provide maiii support for
down a clue, they're led to Peter this small-budgeter, and aIthough .it
Lorre; operator of a high class ni- just misses on the timeliness angle,
tery, where they obtain a job as a "G.I, War Brides" has enough in the
singing, piano duo. Loirre, however, way of production mountings and
establishes an air-tight alibi, but smart editing of stock shots to carry
its
weight well in dual billings.
iu.<it as. matters begin to look hope
pacing of director George
less for the condiemned man, Duryea Fast
hits the bottle and in an alcoholic Blair adds nice snap.
Plot tells of a girl who trades
daze recalls that he did the killing
himself in a previous drunken stu.- places on a ship carrying English
war brides to the United States with
por.
Plenty of coin was laid out for a wife no longer in love with her
suspicious reporter realthe production moiintings.. The nite- husband.
ry sequences have a high gloss fiii- izes the facts, and waits while the
nish although the three top tunes girl pretends she's married to the
mooned over by June Vincent are unv/antcd husband to give immigravery Tin. Pan Alley. Musical inter- tioii authorities the slip. She finds
ludes, moreover, break up the story her boy friend no longer cares and is
tension without any compensation saved from deportation by her oncein the way of quality, times or stand- fake hubby, thanks to the reporter.
Comedy angles strain at the leash
out warbling. Pace of the direction
lacks that extra speed needed to throughout but never quite break
through, v/ilh the exception of occasional shots of some twin babies
aboard the ship. Unusual twist is
Cleopatra'
'Caesar
the fact that there is no heavy In
Those rough notices given J.
the entire story; everyone, including Robert Armstrong, the reporter
Arthur Rank's British - made
who reports the stowaway but
Technicolor epic,. "Caesar and
unsnafus things.
eventually
Cleopatra"
(UA) by London'

Result
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A

and

critics when it opened there last
January, made the actual viewing of the picture a pleasant
surprise for trade observers in
this country last week. British
reviewers, apparently resentful
at the $6,000,000 the picture is
alleged to have cost, seemed to
U. S. spectators to have been
unduly harsh. While a complete
either
interest,
of
love
lack
actual or intimated, is bound to
react unfavorably on the b.o.
should
do
picture
potential,
inodcialcly well in this country.

2.

-MINS.

•

^':>i.''l

-Marliiu-e

prnblem:

will undoubtedly compensate ill their advertising for
the s.a. missing from the pictiite
itself. Vivien Leigh's solid mar-

Thesping

enough.

fair

is

.

rights
to
the
the
film
Charles MacArthur-Edward Shelplay, "Lulu Belle," for $50,000.
"Lulu," as played by Lenore Ulric
at the Belasco theatre. N. y,, In 192C,
was -top sizzler of the season. Legit
show was produced by David Belasco and included Henry Hull in
the supporting cast.
Originai story called for a white
and black-and-tan cast in a cabaret
:

Colinelia

.Marin Os)i3>

ritn.

c)e„ .\*i,v-oaL

Direeleil

<'tiie

Arf(enlii)'i

Slofitinivnlnl

l»y

.

power, plus Claude Rains'
popularity with a large segment
of American audiences, can be
counted on to help, too.
Wit of George Bernard Shaw,
who is responsible for both the
sloiy. and the s c r e e n p 1 a y
sparkles .throughout. Unfortunqiiee

;

bringing in outside product.

'.

"The
biog

,

prospects,
however, it is on the sophisticated side, and many stubhold-,
eis can be expected to miss: the
fact that the Shayiaii is well in
ately

for

the

b.o.

owner's .90-year;-old cheek
throughout. Any Uking of the
historical
scrioiiEly
as
yarn
drama— which is certain to happen with the hinterland trade
is bound to militate again.st the
film's doing much b.o. rocordWith proper selling
brcaking.
and advertising, however, exhib.s need have no fear of the
pulling power and can
Hli'n's
i-oiiiil
on moderately good
Herb.
grosses.
its

VHZi|lie7..

'

"

and profiting on

you so." Current figures show
that, with the film in release since
about Feb. 1, dislribulor's gross has
been less than $700,000. Of this, approximately 75% goes lo Hughes, the
fee.
rest being UA's distribution

told

Oiit of his share-

,

Hughes must pay

the tremendous ballyhoo tiostsi
plus maintenance of his sales organizat^n, etc.
With the picture definitely a strong
b.o. draw, UA maintains that Hughes
could: have had a very si4{|l|0Uitial
profit by this time had he just conceded to the demands of local censors on cuts and the .Tohnston office
on advertising. B.o. potential,- great
as it is.isn't doing the picture any
all

'

UA

topgood if it doesn't get dates,
pers point out, and it won't get dates
as long as the Legion of Decency and
other religious and civic organizations put pressure on exhibitors.

booking

UA

of

scientific

strides

taken in U. S. that made the
twmba against
use of atom

Japan

possible.

^hort points up how American
experts were

scientific

stirred

OK

For

'Henry' at $1.50 in Can.

enactment

action by reports of dein Germany toward.s
perfecting atomic energy, and
how Einstein wrote a per.spnol

sohgstiress
is
a
but her ttamcnco

and Laberinlo and TcrreSpanish dancers.
Production is nicely done. Story
the weakest part of the picture.
and giving the

having been lopped

a
to Roosevelt urging
vigorous program so that America would get the atom bomb
How bulk of actual v/crk
in turning out the first atom
bomb w as carried out at Oak
Ridge, Tenn., how costly ingredients were developed so as to
make the bomb a succiess, how
interest was focused te a dramatic peak on the first test in
New Mexico, and how the payoff came Aug, 5 last year when
Hiro.'ihima, Japan,
was wiped
off the map are unfolded with

letter

first.

a bit dubious.

illogical

.

toppers have long been burning at the manner in which Hughes
has insisted on exhibiting and ad-,
vertising the picture, and now they're
getting plenty of chance to say "I

Need Special

.\iiia-

niolo,

iinofT

the middle. Film holds hope for
Hid,
a limited U.S. audience.
ill

it

UA

'Atomic Power'

Henil., I'lMflx*- At
ntiiini;iK time.

tillo ballet

prosiioii of

of

ifaiead

-Russell.

"Atoinic Power.'l latest March
of Time subject, 18 mins. (20thFox release), is a gripping re-

into

singing is tops of its kind.. The fact
that she has. been given a role that
for Spanish repartee, geared
for plenty of laughs, helps her a
Tliere was considerable trouble
bit.
in lining up a cast tb accompany
tiie Spanish star because local leading men begged off, not Wanting to
be coupled with .her for ideological
Mario Gabarron. another.
reasons.
Spaniard; acquits himself very well.
Benito Perojo does be.st in directing the crowd scenes and the dan.^apution. which fell to the Gema Cas-

is

towns

the long buildup Hughes gave Miss

ber.

velopments

calls

Ijeiii2

15 or 22.

"Jolson Story" probably will not
be generally released until Decem-

re-

'

wooden

(RKOJ,

"Notorious"

which opens either Aug.

23.

anti

the first picture made by
Impcrio Argentina, who was
Bucnos' Aires. As might be
expected, the story, locale and. atmosphere are entirely Spanish. For
local patrOiis this makes for good
entcrlaihinciit.; but for the world
tlie

Columbia's

Story,"

Jolson,' goes into the
York, this fall. It

New

follow

will

(lioatre.

actress,

Jolson

of Al
Hall,
'

Music

is

it's

.

is

'

Astor and Winter Garden each has
but the former, in the
heart of Times Square, is much
more advantageously situated as a
Winter Garden, unfilm showcase.
til taken over by Rank und^r an arrangenricnt made with the Shuborts
via United Artists, was a legit hous^.
Switch of "C & C" to the Astor
should mean considerable to the
picture in grosse.s and publicity.
Out-of-town Opening.s,. set for. about
130 spots within a few days of Aug.
15, will not be affected by -the move.
1,300 seats,

re:.ltli-e>s

Spain'.s
boln in

Actually

.

showing that the Slromberg
doing. 30-35% better in citieis

films,

—

(In Spanisli)

markel

wickets for "Widow" is a study by
United Artists, distribs f for both

HaO

Goidwyn and Selznick have
an arrangement with the Astor to
keep' the house occupied by showcasing their product in it, but if a
$17,000 gross holdover figure is not
reached any week and Goidwyn or
Selznick doesn't have another picture ready Maurice Maurcr, who operates the house,, has the option of

9« .MIV.>.

This

—

Unusual

angle

last

week

is

of

Involved

in

"Henry V,"

- released
Two - Cities Films
Shakespearean drama, into Toronto

Sept. 4, at the International, and
Montrisal Sept. 5, at the Kent. Twoa-day will have a $1.50 top, a high
admission for Canada, and it's bigAlthough
since "Fantasia."
gest
Canada is still under strict price
was
dispensation
control,
special
granted for this film.
Film has also been set for the
'

pi-ndurl ion

l-'llni

Into Mnsic

tory.

though

Buenos Ajres, July
liiipei-ii,

—

Of "Outlaw" puband is now. doing fairly well,
most engagements.
Evidence of the fact that il is interested in getting an initial gander
at Miss Russell which is spinning the

mulative, effect

licity

.

("The Songstress")
S^ino

off to a slow start at the b.o.. registering rather mild grosses, but in
recent, weeks has. been stepping up
its pace
apparently from the cu-

-

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
-

local religious arid civic groups, sec-

ond Jane Russell starrer, "Yoiing
Widow," produced by Hunt Stromberg, appears tb be cashing in on
"Outlaw" pubiicily.
"Widow" got

opus

MaJa De I..OS CanlareM
SlarN

suftaring

Howard
-where
the,
it
precedes
With David 6; Selznick's "Duel in Hughcs«pic over what it docs when
the Sun" not set to cbrne in there it follows "The Outlaw." Only exuntil the fall,' United Artists and J. ception is Chica.'jo. where Hughes'
Arthur Rank were enabled to snag epic garnered a bit over $10,000 in
the Aslor, N. Y., for the proadway its initial day at the Oriental, while
run of Rank's British-made "Caesar "Widow" got something over $9,0(H)
and Cleopatra." It. will go into the when it preemed last week.
Interpretation of UA execs of the
AstOr Aug. 29, rather than into the
Winter Garden Aug. 15, as priginaily sharp difference- in business done
scheduled. Winter Garilen, on which by "Widow" before and after "OutRank has a lease, will continue to law" showings is that Miss Russell
play other British product, as avail- doesn't, build up any sort of followable.
Columbia couldn't get it for ing by the film. Public's anxious to
have a first o.o. of her, bi)t after that
its "Jolson Story.".
"The
"C Sc C" will oust Samuel Geld- doesn't much care. So with
cen.sorship
stymied
by
wyn's "kid From Brooklyn" from Outlaw,"
w
the Astor after a 20-weeks' iim trotibles, " Wido "— m ade fo u r y ea rs
very
satisfac- later is going into more and more
which has been

enport ailj William Henry turned in
stock
performances,
good
while
Doris Lloyd and Stephanie Bachelor
are better than average.

.\i-L;onlina

Garden

'Jolson' Can't Get

So Goes

is

severe financial pangs from cancellations of dates and inability to get
bookings because of pressure from

in

i

'Caesar' Into Astor But

outstanding.
James Ellison is
lightweight. Anna Lee, Harry Dav-

l"as-.

'

locale.

not

I>a

for
old

don

Exhibs

Kelil.

^J"**'

Dilrvim
Vincent
Peter Lori-e

give this type of film
sock.

•

Werk

Ifontc Brlce; nunOi-iisHC. Vernon I„ Walker:
l'..il.Tmile«howM July 81,

'""V

Dan

Wolliice Foi-rl
Ilobart Cavanaueh

Best assets in this film

UnU*

Hiiliei-t

*"

June
Hroilerlck

.

serioiisly.

reteuiw^ of nernun S4;hlom proilur• htn.
Kl;irH Wally
Brown.- Alun .<'flriicy:
feature!) .\niie JflTveja. I^loiiel Alwlll. Ueln
i.iiKosi.
Mar,- (•ivoiier,
Dunn. Dire<-leO-liy l.eHlIo Clioilwlnn. -OrlRlnul «creei»-.
I*l:iy.'

;

marquee. The major' drawback of a
jumbled script otherwise interferes

Broil.

Los Angeles, .Aug.

tuiiK-".

.

""""'"^

1-liMiU

S.

tf.

Cliniinlur.

1
l-M^ur
'airchild
cnmer.-i.
Saul A.
OoodUlniJ;
Skinner.
Tl-ado.^bown
In

Rloir

limited- appeal for

Bai-.l.

e.liliir.

Knrli-nder

.

(rniHii at

Roy

Miiik'

of Love." by Jack Brooks and Rosza
spotted by Miss Gardner. l,ow key
lighting and natural settings are
pointed up by Woody Bredell's
standoiit lenslng. .Editing is tight
despite 103 minutes' running time.

TIKO

Hen

Woolrieh:

.('iiiiieii

''''

'ueky

.

Con-

Calheiine

Uii-k

(Sono). Argentine-made picture
starring Imperio Argentina; only

'

.Slcele.

Si-ri'eniil.i.v.

hy

l-'j-anl;

M:>i-lln

"La Maja De Lou Canlares"

l.y

<Ili-<-('leil

June Yiiieenl.
Broiierlck Cinivfonl.
Caviinaugli.

l-'Veilille

iii,\-,>i

"

"':il)liiin

McKillcliI -

Mubart

Hi-<uiks.
'

Joe
lake
MarviH

Know

I

Duryea,

Ivanic

I'.nil
S'-ul-e.

'

one pop number. "The More

ot Tom
nrodiK-tion;

llttn

reiiiuriv

l-'iir.l.

Dntt-liui;.

I'hlMips.

Sill
iiltli

"GI War Brides" .(Rep). Pleasant triangle situation for good
dualling.

Ni-IU

.

on

.

:

.sim-ii
Tj)rri-:

W:ill:n-o

husoil
.lurk

Ilayiloi

.Oiiliilelli-

wmiiim

.N'l-ill.

I'eiei-

Jiilin

.... Vliu-o Hiii-net.
.......Tuck r.,:inil)crl
JelT I'lirt';
Wiilly .feol
.VIrglniti t'lii'islini

OUlll

lilllM

I.ill.v
I

r;ny

s.i:iii(-e

Paramount has closed a deal
'

story.

(SONGS)
rel,':i»s

While "The Outlaw"

4-

Par's $50,000 'Lulu'

;

Blank Angel
I'iilvi-i-.s;il

rMIIJ.i

mil W.iike

|-Ii:ir|i.'

"Black Angel" <Songs) CU),
Strong cast and costly mounting
should' get biz despite weak

Com.....1

.Qtu'cnie
(Jnrry

....

....

i;,..r'<.'

bookings.

accoutrements marby Herman Schlom under
executive supervision of Sid Rbgcll
Pleasure up to budget. Lensing and
other credits are okay.
Brog.

O'liilPii

Albeit Dckkci
Sam I>vcnu

Work" (RKO). Procomedy for subseqiient

gram

Product ion

shalled

Gorilnoi

CadiiDghonHiiglies'MyBua^

houses.
"Genius at

all

hard, under
Leslie
Goodwins'
direction
and
does
achieve modest results occasionally.

LniK-iisiiM'

Avo
..Kdmoml

I'.driil.-*

Strombergs Hfidow' (Jane RusseD)

"The Killera" (Hellinger-U).
Socko melodrama loaded with
suspene and tension, solid for

as

tries

lliMiDlnB llnic JOS MIVS^c

!<•

r.

1^,1(1

equally

Lligosi,

cra7.y.

(ONE SONG)
Hii.ii.iii.

Bela

is

Renews

Miniatare

F9m Reviews

r

-

.

-

,

.

Cinema, Detroit, for first week in
September. -It opened "in Chicago,
at the Civic,
tion,

film

is

Monday

(5).

being shown

In addi-

now

in

New

York, Baltimore, Los Angeles
and Boston. It was supposed to close
a week ago in last-named city, but
run was extended.
San Francisco
is'

next probability.

.

and showmanship. Richard
Rochenioht produced effec-

skill

de

tively.-

Piobably the most remarkable
pai l of Ihc two reels is how such
a herelofnre confused and, intricate subject could he made so

interesting.

.

Yen of the public for' mol-e
knowledge about Uie bomb and
atomic energy is stressed in one
sequence in which many of
latest books on the subject are
shown. "One World or None" is

featured in this display, this. being the story on which Metro is

basing

its

feature.

.

Wear.

Locw's 'Cieo' Bally
Loew's circuit, which lias taken
"Caesar and Cleopalra" for most of
theatres, has prepared special
campaigns and other aids to help
house managers put over the film.
Bulletins have gone to' all its managers,, along with special' trailers
on the picture,: special teaser ads of
its own, besides all the United Arit.s

tists

ad-exploltation matter.

"Caesar" tees off in some 100 situations on Aug. 15.
UA has -ar-*
ranged to put on danc.e contests In
.several spots via a tieup with' Arthur Murray.
He has evolved a
"Cleopatra dance'' routine showing
the Egyptian influence on mpdern
terps.
Interstate also has booked
the subject into several of its key
theatres.

'
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ANNA AND
THE KING OF SIAIM
8ffi

Week, Radio Of / iMusic

Hofff

€fPltENNIM WIMUIIt
Top musical

hit jn all

20ib hisftwyf

SMOKY
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'

'
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'
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CLAUDIA AND DAVID
AlUwrt rmvi0yfs

now

.

. .

ofMofiping businow toon I

THi RAZOR'S EDGI
Every day

if

comes nearer, looms greatmi
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FACTS speak,

all you hear is

Century'Fo»

—

.

)

.

PICTVIIE GROSSES
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L A. Uneven; Day

Wedneadaf, Aofiut

Mi^ty 87G

'Anna' Sock 19G, Balto;
'Stranger'-Vaude Ditto

In

Baltimore, Aug. 6.
Business is holding fairly steady
here in spite of much holdover,
product. Out in front is the combo
Hippodrome with "The.. Stranger"
tied to vaude^ clicking strongly. Very
big also is "Anna" at the New.
Estlmiitca for This Week

Hub

1946

7,

Hotsy; 'Easy Wed* Colossal 60G,

.

3 Spots, 'Casablanca Tall 45G in

MW

38a IfcartbeanjG, Mild

Los Angeles, Aug. 6. '
Music and comedy are paying oS
big in pictures here this week, with
other new bills only average or
worse,
"Night and Day" lookc
mighty $87,000 or better in three
spots.

rousing

"Night

in

Broa^y

"Runaround"

weak

— "She

Last week, oke $9,100.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen-

$6,500;

feld-G&S) (824; 65-$l)— "Night Casablanca" (UA). Big $9,000. Last week,

"Young

Widow"

(UA)

(3d

wk-6

days), $2,000.

Carlhay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)— "Smoky" i20thl and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (4th wkm.o.).
$4,800.

week,

Last

$3,500.

..........

.

taS4M

37G, Frisco;

(Schanberger)

Kcith'a

tO(2d wk).
sock $17,300

after

$14,000

UtUe (Rappaport)
—"Henry V." (UA)

Duke

San Francisco, Aug. 6.
Ellington band is pushing

Work"

to

husky $37,500

the Golden. Gate this stanza
Night and Day" will land top coin
at the Fox where it is having a
great
session.
"Night in Casablanca," which soared way over
estimates lasV week, is still strong
on second session at the Orpneum.
EstlAatca far This Week
at

(2,844; 60-95)

(RKO) plus
Ellington orch.
Husky $37,Last week, "Step by Step"
plus Bob Crosy orch, okay

Duke
500.

(3d

wk) StiU

trifle

under $7,300 after

—

Mayfair

2d

(306; 1.80-2.40)

loom

GroM
cities,

shapes

.|3,316,6M
197 thea-

looks strong also.
Estimates for This. Week
Boston (RKO) (3,20O;50-$1.10)—
"Stranger" (HKO) (3d wk) plus

N. Y.)
Total Gross Sam* Week
Lost Vear .......... $2,945,?««
(Based on 21 cities, 173 theatres)

H.O;s Slow Up Del

Louis Jordan Tympany Five, other";
StiU lively $27,000 on long film holdover unusual here. Last week, with

Biz,

—

.

-

—

.

—

Bit Day'Tafl $42,000;
Detroit, Aug.

6.

week, smooth $24,800.
Los Angeles (D'town-.WC) (2,097;
C0-$1)— "Green Years" (M-G) (2d
wk). Oke $20,000. Last week, $32,700
Million

Dollar

(D'town)

Is

exceptionally

strong

at

Fenway (M-P)

(l,375;40-80)— "O

S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't Happen
to Dog" (20th). Brisk $8,500. Last

Growing Up" (Par)
and "Pass Key Danger" (Rep), $5,800.
week,

'('Hearts

MajMUe (Brand-Mage)

(1,500;40-

80)—"Specter Rose" (Rep) and "Gay
Cavalier"
(Mono).
Third
week
steady $6,000 ^fter about same last
'

(2.900;40-80 )—

Memorial (RKO)
"Make Mine Music"

(RKO) and
"Her Adventurous Night" (U) (2d
wk).
Starts holdover today after
smash $34,000 first week.
Last
week. "Kid From Brooklyn" (HKO
and "Hanger Woman" (RKO), fine
$17,000 in five days of fburth week.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367;40-80)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Shadows
(WB) and "Shadows Over Chinatown" (Mono) wham $36,000.
Chinatown" (Mono) (2d Wk), stout Last week, "Anna" (20th) and
"Deadline Murder" (Mono) (2d wk),
^,000.

United Artists (United Detroit) $27,000.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900:40-80)—
(1,041; 60-85)— "Make Mine Music"
(RKO) (Sd wk). Good $14,000. Last "Easy to Wed" (M-G). Socko $36,000, with holdover certain.
Last
week, socko $25,000.
"Renegades"
(Col)
and
Falms-State (United Detroit) week,
(2,976; 60-85)—"One More Tomor- "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col), $20,row" (WB) and "South of Monter- 000.
Paramann* (M-P) (l,70O;4O-80)—
rey" (Mono) (2d wk). Okay $18,000.
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't HapLast week, great $25,000.
Broadway.-Capltol
(United
De- pen to Dog" (20th). Excellent $18.Last week, "Hearts Growing
troit) (3.000; 60-85)—"Stolen Life" 000.

(WB)

(m.o.)

Chinatown"

and "Shadows Over Up" (Par) and "Pass Key Danger"
(Mono) (m.o.). Solid (Rep). $14,000.
State (Loew) (3,200;40-80)— "Easy

Last week, "The Virginian"
(Par) and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO)

$15,000.

(m.0.). $12,000.

.

Wed" (M-G). Great $24,000 in
Last week, ^'Renegades" (Col)
and "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col ),

to

view.

'

$10,000.

'

;

Transinx (Translux) (900:.')0-74)—
Burlesque"
(PRC)
and

"Queen

(WB)

"Lodger"

Good

"Man Who
Mask"

Last week,

$6,000.

Dared"

and

(Col)

Good

(reissue).

"Devil's

(Col), $5,000.

Tremant (Brand Mage)

(1.500:40-

80)—"Specter Rose" (Rep) and "Gay
Cavalier"

(Mono)

(3d

Fine

wk).

after $7,500 last stanza.

.

and others, on stage,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300;40-70)^
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Has "Centennial
Sammer" (20th) and
plenty
CUiarles Smith,
$22,000.

sock $16,000.

'SMOKY' ROUSING 13G,

OMAHA; 'DIARY' lOG

of

stuff left after sturdy
"Mysterious Intruder" (Col) (m.o.).
Last week, sizzling $31,000.
Tepid $12,000. Last week, "She Wolf
Rita (WB) (8000;40-70)— "Without London" (U) and "The Unknown"
Reservations" (RKO) (m.o.).
Just (Col), $10,000.
fair at $2,500.
Last week, "Of HuMadison (United Detroit) (1.856;

$21,000.

man Bondage" (WB)

(m.o.). $2,000.

^

(2,420

Stanley

Palace,

(WB)

(3,800;40-70)—

''O.-

which starts a one-week vaude .shot S.S." (Par).
Rousing $23,000, not 'Day' Giant $24,000 In
Thursday (8) when Bob Crosby's bad at all.
Last week, "Without
band plus "She Wrote the Book," Reservations" (RKO), only $17,000.
r, 'Oii.' Great
Cincy;
20G
replaces the western.^
Warner (WB) (2,000;40-70)— "BadCincinnati, Aug. 6.
Estimates for This Week
man's Territory" (RKO) (2d wk):
Four fresh bills, three of them in
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 44-65)— "Kid This one developed into surprise tall brackets, and
solid returns on
From Brooklyn" (RKO) (m.o.). h.o. here, house going along nicely holdovers are giving
the' major
since switching to a first-runner.
Dull $11,000. Last week, .slow $18,700. Hefty $12,000 on third downtown
Neat $7,000 on top of socko $13,500 stands a summer biz feast "Night
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; aO-$l)— lap. Last week, "Of Human Bondand Day" is fronting the newlast week.
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Bamboo age" (WB) (m.o.) mild $7,400.
comers,
followed
in
order
by
Hipp (Warners) (3,700: 44-65)
Blonde" (RKO); Slow $18,000. Last
"O.S.S."
and
"Postman
Rings
week, "Kid from Brooklyn" (HKO) "Night and Day" (WB). Pitched for
Twice." "Day" is doing terrific busi(4th wk) and "In.side Job" (U) (1 sizzling $34,000, and extended run.
ness.
H.O/S
Slow
Up
C.
But
Last
week,
"Stranger"
(HKO)
wk), closed with $12,000.
Esttnates far This Week
Paramount (F&M) (3,398: 50-$l)— dipped to $14,000 on second frarhe.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-65)
'Anna' Smasli
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "Swamp
"O.S.B." (Par). Socko $20,000. Last
Fire" (Par). Average $13,000. Last "Stranger" (RKO) (m.o.). Ordinary
week, "Each His Own" (Par), swell
Washington, Aug. 6.
week, "To Each His Own" (Par) and $3,000 sighted. Last week, "Stolen
Typical Washington humidity this $19,000.
"Boy, Girl, Dog" (Film Classi(:s) (2d Life" (WB) (m.o.). stout at $4,200.
Capital (RKO) (2,000; 44-70)
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 44-65)— "To week is helping biz at most spots,
vrk), held up to good $19,000.
"Easy to Wed" (M-C) (3d wk).
Paramount
Hollywood.
(F&M) Each His Own" (Par). Good $7,500 wlth."Q.S.S." at Loew's Capitol grab- Plump $8,500 after stout $14,000 sec(1,451: 50-$l)
"Searching Wind" on m.o. Last week, "Green Years" bing a good part of
ond
round.
the
melon.
(M-G).
big
$8,200 on fourth down(Par). Modest $13,000. Last week,
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)
"Anna" is also pulling in crowds at
"To Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk), town week.
"Postman Rings Twice"
(M-G).
Palace (RKO) (3,700: 55-75)
the Palace.
good $12,700 or close.
Smash $17,000. Holds. Last week,
(20th). Surprisingly strong
Estimates tor This Week
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890: 50- "Smoky"
"Lover Come Back" (U), moderate
80)— "Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Bam- $22,000. Last week, "Kid From
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— $6,000.
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) (2d wk).
boo Blonde" (RKO). Light $19,000. Brooklyn" (RKO), fancy $21,000.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 44-70)
Stote (Loew's) (3,450; 44-65)
Sturdy $14,000. Last week $17,000.
Last week, "Kid fiom Brooklyn"
'^"Janie
Gets
Married"
(WB).
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
Capitol (Loew)
44-80)—
(3,434;
(RKO) (4th wk) and "Inside Job" wk):
Almost knocking the door "O.S.S." (Par) with, vaude. Great Pleasing $6,000. Same last week on
(U) (1 wk). $12,500 for finale.
h.o. of "Renegades"
(Col).
New
down with $17,500 after huge $30,000 $32,000.
Last
week,
"Diary
RItz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Runof owners, Cincinnati Playhouses, Inc.,
opener.
Chambermaid"
very nice Bubsid of City Investing Co.. Inc.,
(UA),
around" (U) and "She Wrote Book"
Stillraan (Loew's) (2,700: 44-65)— $28,600.
(U). Okay $7,500. Last Week, "Night
New York, assumed full control of
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par). Ju.st
Palace
44-70)—
(Loew)
(2,370;
Paradise", (U) and "Dressed to Kill"
house last Thursday (1);
normal $8,500. Last week. "To- Each "Anna"
(20th).
healthy
Looks
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)— "Cen(U) (2d wk), nice $4,400.
His Own" (Par) (mio.), pleasing $27,000. Last week, "Easy to Wed"
United ArtUte (UA-WC) (2,100: 50tennial Summer" (20th) (3d run).
(M-G) (2d wk), $18,000.
$1)— "Runoround" (U) and "She $11,000.
Sharp $6,000. Last week, "Without
Colombia (Loew) (1.263; 44-70)— Reservations" (RKO) (3d run), $6,Wrote Book" (U). Fair $12,000. Last
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d 900.
week, "Night Paradise" (U) and
Palace (RKO) (2,600: 44-70)
"Dressed to Kill" (U) (2d wk), oke "Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Good run). Satisfactory $9,500. Last week,
"Green Ycinrs" (M-G) (nwJ.), $8,000. "Night and Day" (WB).
$10,000. Last week, okay $14,000,
Terrific
$7,800.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Stolen $24,000 to top the town in face of
Wlltern
(WB) (2,300; b0-$l)—
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—
"Anna" (20th) (3d wk). High $10,000. "Night and Day" (WB). Great $28.- Life" (WB) (2d wk). Trim $19,500. stiff opposish. La-st "week, "Smoky"
high
Last
week,
$25,700.
Last
Bondage"
000.
week,
"Human
(20th), great $20,000.
Last week, sturdy $12,100.
44-70)—
Metropolitan
(1.503;
44-70)—'
50-85)—
slow
on
clo.se.
(WB)
Shubert
(WB)
(2d
wk).
(RKO)
"Bride
$9:800
(2,100:
(885;
Vogue- (FWC).
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2,40) "Suspensy" (Mono). Profitable ID.S.'SO. "Smoky" (20th) (m.o.). Okny. $6,500.
Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk). Down
—"Henry V-'' (UA) (8lh wk). Steady La.st week: "In -Old Sacramento" Last week, "Centennial Sun^mcr"
to. $4,000, La.st week, good $7;600.
(Rep), $9,250.
(20th) (m.o.), great $8,500.
50-$l— $I0,(j()0. Last week, steady $12,100.
Wllshlre (FWC)
(2,296;

55-85)— "Gay Blades" (Rep) with
Freddie Slack orch, Wini Beatty on
stage. Fair $17,000. La.st week, "Lar
ccny in Heart" (PRC) with Louis
>}
i Prima orch on stage, fine $23,800.
Orphenm (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55
$1)— "Pride Wore Boots" (Par) and
"Queen Burlesque" (PRC) (2d wk).

Shriner,

,

40-55)—"Do You Love Me" (20th)
Senator
(Harris)
Cooler
(1.750;40-70)— and "Cinderella Jones" (WB). Oke
evenings
are
denting
amusement parks but boosting pic- "Cat Creeps" (U) and "She Wolf of $2,300 for 3 days. Last week. "Scarture grosses here. "Night and Day" London" (U).
This is "bread and let Street" (U) and "AbUine Town"
butter" here, swell $4,500, or close. (UA). good $3,000 in 3 days.
is drumming up socko biz for Hipp,
with State's h.o.. of "Postman Always Last week, "Centennial Summer"
Rings Twice" also stout. "Smoky" (20th) (m.o.), $4,000.

$20,000. Last

Herb

Last week, nice $8,000.

legit scale.

KenegadesMof^ 25G

(Col)
(2d
wk),
strong
should shoot gross up around $8,500, truder"
and that means a sixth week. This $23,000.
DawBtawa (Balaban) (2,683; 70moves back "Anna and King of
Siam" (20th) again. Last week, near 95)—"The Runaround" (U) with
"Gay 90's" revue, the Diacoffs, Whit$9,000.
son Bros, on stage. CkKMT $20,000.
HorrU (Harris)
(2.200;40-70)
"Smoky" (20th) (2d wk). Holding Last week. "She Wrote Book" (U)
up well for fine $11,000. Last week, with Vagabonds, Dick Buckley,

GREAT

Loew State (Locw-WC) (2,404; 50$1)— "Anna" (20th) (3d wk). Wow

great $30,000.
.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,040; 60-85)
(Col)
and "Walls
(FWC) (2,133; 55-85)—"The From Brooklyn" (RKO) (5th wk). —"Renegades"
Tumbling Down" (Col). Lofty $25,Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk) (m.o.). Management had figured this would
000.
Last week, "Centennial SumModest $8,500.
Last week, "Two be wind-up but doesn't look like it mer"
(20th) and "Mysterious InSudden spurt over weekend
Sisters Boston" (M-G) (m.o.), $17,- now.
'

Desmond,

(Sthers,-

Esquire
(M-P) (1,200; $2.40)—
"Henry V" (18th wk). Still prbfilable $7,500 on 11 shows a week at

State

.

Johnny

Life"

'

Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)
—"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk-m.o.).
$4,000. Last week, good $4,900.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Run000 in five days.
around" (U) and "She Wrote Book"
Orpheum (Blumenfcld) (2.448; 55(U). Slow $6,000. Last week, "Night 85)— "Night
in Casablanca
(UA)
Paradise" (U) 'and "Dressed to Kill" (2d wk). Dropped
to stout $17,000.
(U) (2d wk), $3,600.
Last week, smash $33,000, and way
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; over estimate.
50-$l)— "Night Casablanca" (UA).
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,Big $10,000. Last week, "Young 207: 55-85)
"Outlaw" (UA) (lOth
Widow" (UA) (3d wk-6 days), $2,600. wk). Smooth $10,000. Last week,
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— $11,000.
"Night and Day" (WB). Bright $30,
000. Last week, "Human Bondage"
(WB) (2d wk-6 days), weak $7,000.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- 'DAY'
34G IN
feld) (475;' 65-85)— "Night Casablanca" (UA). Great $8,000. Last week,
CLEVE.; 'SMOKY' 22G
"Young Widow" (UA) (3d wk-6
days), $2,500.
Cleveland, Aug. 6.

wow
Met while "Make
is lofty at the Mem"O.S.S." at Par and Fenway

Mine Music"
orial.

tres, chte/lj/ iirst runs, iticliidiiip

—

Sparks

(RKO)

$29,500.
Last week, fancy $20,300.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 56-85)— "Ni^t
Downtown (WB) (1,800; ,50-$l)—
Great $40,000.
"Night and Day" (WB). Sock $29,- and Day" (WB).
Pittsburgh. Aug. 6.
Last week, "Human Bondage" Last week, "Anna" (2dth) (2d wk),
$21,000.
Only new picture in town is
(WB) (2d wk), dull $12,200.
Warfield (FWC) (2.656: 55-85)— 'O.S.S." at Stanley and it's doing
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d very
feld)
(872;
55-$l)
"Night CasawelL
Actually
a couple of
Nice $27,000.
Last weiek,
blanca" (UA). Fancy $18,500. Last wk).
holdovers are making the best show.
week, "Young Widow" (UA) (3d colossal $42,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 56-85)— ings, "Smoky" at Harris and "Green
wk-6 days), weak $7,000.
Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and Years" al Penn. "Kid From BrookEgyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
In Old Sacramento" (Rep).
Oke
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). $23,000. Last week, "The Stranger" lyn," slated to scram at Fulton after
$11,000. Ldst week, below average at (RKO) (2d wk). $15,500.
five weeks, is taking a spurt and
$15,900.
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)— will stay for a sixth.
ElRey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— "Bride Anna" (20th) (3d wk) (m.o.).
EsMmates far This Week
Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk). Oke Neat $10,000. Last week, "Stolen
Fnltan (Shea) (l,700;40-70
"Kid
Life"
(WB)
(4th
wk),
$9,500.
Last week,
$6,800.

with biggest takes of the summer
this week despite rained-out
openers. "Easy to Wed" is terrif at
State and Orpheum.
"Stolen Life"
as
at

City Grosses

—

000.

oke

Key

Estimated Total
This Week
(Based on 23

"Night and Day" is leading tne
procession here this week at the
New (Mechanic)~-(1,800; 20-60)— Michigan with a lusty se.ssion on
"Anna" (20th) Biggest thing here in tap. Second best is "Renegades,"
weeks with rousing $19,000, huge for but it's i»nslderably off the pace at
this spot. Last week, third of "Cen- the Fox. Many holdovers and continued runs will cut into the city's
tennial Summer" (20th), $8,200.
'The Runaround"
overall totaL
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25-74)
"Human Bondage" (WB) (2d wk). with the "Gay Ws" revue and acts
Fairish $13,000 afUr good $18,200 on Uie stage at the Dowtown looks
to do fairly well although a bit off
last week.
from last week.
Bstlaatca for This Week
Hktalfan (United Detroit) (4,034;
60-85)
"Night and Day" (WB).
'O.S.S.'
Lusty $42,000. Last week. "Stolen

$17,000.

$4,500.

Boston, Aug. 6.
all top spots

(MO; 26-55)
"Johnny
Comes Flying Home"
(20Ui). Average $4,000; Last week,
"Avalanche" (PRC). $3,200.
(Hicks)

36G

34(], 'Life'

Sock new product in

(3,460;

$8,000 last week.

capacity or

40G,

'Casablanca' Hot 17G,

'C;eniu5 at

'Music Sweet

60)—"Canyon Passage" (U)

Fne

W

'Genins'-ElliBgton

2 Spots;

400.

Potent

Golden Gata (RKO)
snappy —"Genius At Work"

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50$1)— "Anna" (20lh) (3d wk). Steady

—

opener.

three spots.
"Anna" continues hefty $47,000 on
third frame in three spots. "Green
Years" slipped to average second
frame of $51,500 in three houses.
Estimates for This Week

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (2dwk). Near

(Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)
"Stranger"
(RKO) plus
vaude. 'Vetr strong $1B,000. Last
week, "Make Mine Music" (RKO)
and vaude (2d wk), slowed to $12,-

(Based on 19 theatres)

in

$25,500

Hlppa^B*

Gran Saaa Week
Tear

is

Grosses

This Week ......... .|1M,»M
(B(ued en 17 theatres)
Total

cmall-scaters.

two locations.
Wrote Book"

(3,000; SOto
Wed" (M-G) t2d
wk). Holding solidly at $16,000 after
Ane eetaway at $23,700.

EsUmate« Telal Grew

Casablanca" looks
better In four

Others mostly are under par.
"Searching Wind" will do near
$38,000 in two spots, near average.
"Heartbeat" is slow $37,000 also in

(Loew's-UA)

Century

60)—"Easy

or

$45;000

4,

—

D

,

—

27G

—
—

.

,

"Smoky"

is

session at the
"Diary of a

Omaha, Aug.

6.

galloping to a smash

Paramount

this

week.

Chamfcermaid"

plus
"Rendezvous" at the Orpheum looks
okay.
Second week of "A Stolen
Life" at the Brandeis is fine.
Estimates for This Week
60

Paramoant
Smoky"

(Tristates) (3,000: 16(20th).
Solid $13,000.
Own" (Par),

Last week, "Each His
$11,800.

Brandeis

(RKO)

(1,500:16-65—
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Falcon's
Alibi" (HKO) (2d wk). Fine $7,000
after terrific $10,000 first week.
Orphcam (TrisUtes) (3,000;16-65)
-"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA)
and "Rendezvous 24" (20th). Okay
$10,000.
Last week, "Jesse James"
(20th) and "Return Frank James"
(20th) (reissues), fine $11,200.
Onaha (Tristates) (2,000:16-65)—

"Each His Own" (Par)
"Junior Prom" (Mono)

Nke

$9,000.

Last

Yeahs" (M-G) (m.o.),

'Day'

Boms Up

and

(m.o.)
(1st

week,

run).

"Green

$8,800.

L'viUe,

.

—

IIG; 'Summer' Big 18G

—

—

.

—

.

•

—

-

'

~

'

•

Louisville, Aug. 6.
Hottest biz In town is at the sniallMary Anderson where "Night
and Day" is playing. Looks near the
record with $11,000, Sure to hold.

seater

Summer" at the Rialto
"Easy to Wed" nt Loew's
levelling oft on the holdover.
biz garnered by summer
operettas at Iroquois Amphitheatre
is not hurting film houses thi.i week.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (4th Ave. -Loew's) (i.OOO;
40-60)
"Without
Reservations"
(RKO) (3d downtown wk). Aiming
at good $4,000.
Last week, sturdy
"Centennial
also

is

State

big.

is

Terrific

—

$4,500.

Kentocky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Kitty" (Par) and "Tangier" (U).
Oke $2,800. Last week, "SfntinienJourney" c20th) and "HnodUim

tal

Saint" (M.G),^atlsfactory

,$2,900.

—

SUIc (Loew's) (3,300; 40-00!
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk).
Tapering oft to fairish $16,000, goocf
(Continued on page ^2)
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PICTURE GROSSES

'Heiiry'Fatl4G, Chi; 'BootsMMarx Bros.

'Summer* Snappy 26G,
3 S^ts, in Nice Denver
Denver, Aug.

Wow

"Anna"
Film gross estimates, as re<
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U. S. amusement tax.

are

strong
Other
"Bride Wore Boots" at the Chicago
with the Ritz Brothers on stage,
$70,000; "Stolen Life," at Roosevelt,
and $30,000; "Of Human Bondage,"
All three are
at Apollo, $18,000.
rated exceptional for this season of

"They Were

year;

"Dark

Sisters,"

ver,

GrotSM Ar« Net

off Monday (5) with a great $14,000
In store at the small-capacity Civic,
to cue an especiallv good week all
around in view of the heat.

newcomers

Eaiimates for This

AUddln (Fox)

Chicago, Aug. 6. -f
TwO'a-day schedule of "Hem?
with one matinee scratched, teed

V"

Horse" combo at'the Grand is getting okay $10,000.
"Young Widow" with Tony Pastor band is holding up well on
second week .'at the Oriental.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)— "Of
Human Bondage" (WB). Fine $18.-,
Last week, "Renegades". (Col)
000.
(3d wk). $9,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) with Ritz
Philadelphia, Aug. 6.
Great $70,000. Last
Bros, on stage.
Hottest film merchandise to open
week, "O.S.S." (Par) with Charioteers, Fred and Eliaine Barry on
here in months is "Night and Day"
stage (2d wk), flne $60,000.
Mastbaum. It's leading b.o. derby
""Bivir^wTdJie^g) ?«.10-$2.40)
—"Henry V" (UA). Towering $14,- hy lengths. "Badman's Territory"
000. Last week: no films,
likewise in the heavy sugar groove.
Garrlcic
(B&K) (900; 65-95)— Rest of lineup is only so-so.
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) (2d
Estlmates for Tbls Week
wk). Fair $11,000. Last week, solid
Aldlne (11303; 42-89)— "Courage of
$14,000.
Grand
(RKO) (1,150; 65-95)— Lassie" (M-G). Thin $8,000. Last
"They Were Sisters" (U) and "Dark week, "Boy's Ranch" (M-G), $7,000.
Horse" (U). Standard $10,000. Last
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89^
week, "Dead of Night" (U) and "Green Years" (M-G) (2d run).
"Cuban Pete" (U), fair $9,000.
Great $8,000. Last week, "Janie Gets
Orleutal (Essaness) (3,240; 65-95)
—"Young Widow" (UA) with Tony Married" (WB), $5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89—"WithPastor orch on stage (2d wk). Fairly
good $42,000.
Last week, prime out Reservations" (RKO) (2d wk).
Fairish $15,000. Last week, okay
$54,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— $21,500.
"Canyon Piissage" (U) and "Danger
Earle (WB) (2,760; 52-99— 'Xittle
^oman" (U) (3d wk).. Satisfying Giant" (U) with Vivian Blaine and
Last week, big $36,000.
$30,000.
John yCalvert in person- on stage.
Roosevelt (B&K) (130; 65!B5)— Ballyhoo on Blaine jacking this bill
"Stolen
Life"
(WB).
Excellent up to nice $25,000. Last week, "Bam$30,000.
Last week. "Smoky" (20th) boo Blonde" (RKO) plus Spike
'
(4th wk). oke $17,000.
Jones orch, teriff $42,500.
Sta(e-LHke (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)^
Fox
42-89)
(2,200;
"Each His Own" (Par) (5th wk). "Smoky" (20th)
(?Oth). Looks nice $22,500.
Keen $26,000.
Last week, fancy Last week,
"Centennial Svimmer"
$30,000.
Unlied Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- (20th), $17,000 on third sesh.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)
85)— "Green Years" (M-G) (3d wk).
"Tom Sawyer" (Indie) (reissue).
Holding steady at $28,000.
Last
Oke $7,500. Last week, "Cluny
week, niftv $31,000.
Woods (Rtsancss) (1,200: 65-95)— Brown" (20th), $8,500.
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (8th
KelUi's. (Goldman) (2,200; 42-89)—
wk). Down to $21,000, which means "If I Had My Way" (U) and "ShadIt moves soon.
Last *eek, smooth ow of Doubt" (U) (reissues). Only
$25,000.
$4,500.
Last
week,
"Heartbeat"
(RKO) same on second run.
Mastbanra (WB) (4,387; 42-89)
"Night and Day" (WB). Smash $52,Day' Brightens Mpls.
000 plus great $4,000 for Sabbath
showing at Earle. Last week, "Stolen
At Giant 20G, 'Music'
Life" (WB), fair $17,000 for fourth

GoK

Philly

For

Day;Lofly56G

!

'

,

—

—

—

trip.

Fue lOG,

'Diary'

Same

Stanley
"Easy to
Leveling

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.
While the polio epidemic Is hurting business plenty, keeping children under 15 and many adults from
theatres, respectable grosses, nevertheless, are being chalked up downtown currently. Among the newcomers, "Night and Day" and "Make
Mme Music" looks standout. "A
Stolen Life" looks strong for second
week.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par)
30-44)— "Un(900;
,

known"

(Col)

and

"Inside

(Col). Fair $1,600 in 6 days.

(WB)

42-89)—
(2,950;
(2d wk).
mild $21,000 after

Wed" (M-G)
oil

to

husky $32,500 opener.
Stanton

(WB)

(1.475;

42-89);

—

Job"
"Shad-

50-70)—
(1,600;
both will hold
•Easy to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.). Still being
going strong at $8,000. Last week, "Down Missouri Way," given preem
^er Kmd of Man" (WB), fair $7,- here at Tower, will hold up tnat
house in general slump.
"

EsUmates for

-11.1,

Week

I

Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox
Comedy" (WB) (reissue). Fair
$3,000.
Last week
"Deadline al'M't*"'"'' (800, 2,043, 720; 45-85)—
Dawn" (RKO), $3,500.
Biz
'Centennial Summer" (20th).

for

I

(M-G)
1*0 hoff weeks

(m.o.). Here after
at State. Good .$5,-Last week,
"Smoky" (20th)
(3d wk), good $5,000.

»00.

..o?'','*''*"'"

(RKO)

Stolen Lite"
splendid

after

(2,806;

(WB).

50-70)—

Fiiie
$7,000
first canto.
(4,000; 50-70)—

$14,000

Big

$5,500.

Deaham

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—

Despite the fact that there's not a at this house
new picture or stage bill second week.

.

Webber, big $20,000.
Esqolre (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Cen-

quire,

Sunday

—

—

•

Summer"

Wed' Terrif 30G,

ProY^ 'Kid' Smash 21G,
'Day' Big
Loew's

26G; 2 Spots

Providence, Aug. 6.
records are being

State

crowded by "Easy' To Wed," and
RKO Albee is having a similar experience with "Kid From Brooklyn,"
which goes into its second stanza
today (Tues.). "Night and Day" at
Majestic and Fiay's, day-and-date,
also will be strong.
Estimates tor This
.

Week

,

Albee (RKO) (2,200,44-65)—"Kid
From Brooklyn" (RKO) and "Danger Woman" (U). Second week began
sesh was terrific at
In ahead, "Make Mihe
$21,000.
Music" (RKO) and "Falcon's Alibi"
(RKO) (2d wk), big $14,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (l,44;44-65)—
"Smoky" (20th) and "Deadline for
Murder" (20th) (2d downtown wk).
Bill played Majestic
Nice $5^500.
today.

First

and Fays simultaneously on .first
week. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th) and "Strange Triangle" (20th)
(2d run), good $5,000.
Fay'e (Fay) (l,400;44-65)—"Night
Strong $8,000.
and Day" (WB).
Last week, "Smoky" (20th) and

Looks
good, but polo scare hurts.
for nice $15,000 iand holdover. Last
week. "Runaround" (U) got a riinaround from patrons and. was cut to
four days, slim $8,000.
Midland <Loew's) (3.500:45-65)
"Renegades" (Col) and "Return of
Moderate $14,000.
Rusly"
(Col).

—

IIG

INDPLS.; 'JANIE'

IndianajtoHs, Aug. 6.
Film biz here this week is following the pattern that's become fixed
this summer, one standout grosser
with other attractions bunched at
moderate levels, so "Smoky," at the
Indiana, is the big pace-setter, and
may hold over. "Janie Get's Married". is~'just fair at Circle, while
"Easy to Wed" looks oke in second
week at Loew's. "Deadline at Dawn"
Third solid
is only average at Lyric.
week of hot, dry weather isn't doing
biz any good.
EsUmates for This Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 40-60)

(P">

Last

.

;

big way. Holds
ahead, "Truth

ing $34,000.

First

session

was

also

fancy at $40,000.

Boxy

(20th)

(5.886;

—

00-$1.20)

Centennial Summer" (80th) with
Chico Marx and Jane Pickens on
sta^e (4th wk). Third stanza ending
roared ahead
last

nigiit

(Tues.)

to

sock $93,000. beating the second
week's very fine $92,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
'Kitty (Par) (2d run) plus Grace
McDonald, Nick Lucas, John Kirby
orch. Despite Jong run of picture
at nearby Rivoli, a solid $32,000 is
in
prospect.
Last
week,
"Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d run),
with Enoch Light orch, thin, $20,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)

—

'2
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
Buddy Rich orch. plus Robert Alda

(2d
wk).
Continues remarkably
firm at clo.se to $58,000 after exceptionally
strong
$61,000
opening
week. Booked for four, weeks.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$l,20)
—"Suspense" (Mono) (5th wk). Expected to reach fancv $16,000. this
session after flne $20,000 on fourth

frame.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "They Were Sisters" (U)
(3d wk). Doing nicely here, second
strong on second stanza at the Holly- week concluded
Monday night (5)
wood, going to around $47,000 which beine trim $18,000; flrst was
sturdy
is barely oil the opening week's sock
$22,000. Continues indef.
pace of $49,000. "This is in for indef
run.
Particularly big, even though now
in fcnirth session, is the Roxy where
"Centennial Summer" with Ohico
Marx,. Jane Pickens and stage layout
finished a third week last night with

led' Wham

33G.

smash

$93,000, slightly over second
"Two Guys From
week's total.
Milwaukee," with Buddy Rich band
plus Robert Alda, aLso. is markedly
firm with near, $58,000 in sight for
Also
second week at the Strand.
strong on second stanza is "Till End
which concluded Vis
of Time,"
initial holdover session at the Rivoli
with sturdy $34,000.
"Canyon Passage" tees off at the
Criterion today (Wed.) after two
rather dismal weeks with "Courage

tap,

of Lassie."

000.

•

Estimates lor This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)
—"Kid Brooklyn" (RKO) (16th wk).
Continues flrm at $22,000 while last

week

(15tli)

Capitol

—"Easy
Paxton
Adams,
Still

was

solid $23,000.
(4,820; 00-$1.10)

(Loew's)

to Wed" (M-G) with George
orch,
Hal LcRoy, Joey
others, on stage (4th wk).

St Louis L^der
St. Louis, Aug. 6.
With a wealtH of new product on
"Easy to Wed," running solo at
Loew's will do a smash session to
lead city.
"Badman's Territory,"
,

looks next.
Estimates for This

near

$69,000 indicated this
after stout $60,500 last stanza.

-

ton" (M-G) and "Man Who Dared"
•
(Col) (2d wk), $19^)00.
•

Ornhenra (Loew)

(2,000 -

.

44-64)—

•Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) and
"Man Who Dared" (Col) (m.o.).
Strong $9,500. liast week, "Postmaii
Rings Twice" (M-G) (m.o.). $6,500.

AmbaaMdor (F&M) (3,000-44-65)
-7-"Of Human Bondage" (WB) and
"Specter of Rose" (Rep) Trim $17,Last week,. "Bride Wore Boots"
week 000.
(Par) and "Inside Job" (U), great

—

(900; 70-$1.40)—
"O.S.S." (Par) (11th wk). Virility of
this is remarkable, being, big $15,000
this week and $18,000 in lOlh. "Hearta

Gotham (Brandt)

$20 000

Fox' (F&M) (5.000-44-65)—"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and "Partners in Time" (RKO). Nice $18,000.
Last week, "O.S.S." (Par) and" Yank
in

London"

Missouri

(20th), big $26,000.

(F&M)

(3,500-44.e5>—

"Lovet Come Back" (U) and "She
Wrote Book" i\5).
Fine $14,000.
week, "Centennial Summer"
(20th) and "Deadline For Murder"

Last

(20th),

$15,000.

Si. Lonb
(F&M) (4,000-90-60)—
"Down Missouri Way" (PRC) and

"Avalanche" (PRC).
Nice $8,000.
week, "Deadline at Dawn"
(RKO) and "One More Tomorrow"

Last

(WB)

W

(2d run). $6,900.

Powerfnl

$27^,

hBoff^'Somewlwre' 12G

Growing Up" (Par) opens Saturday

Week

Loew's (Loew ) (3,172 - 44 - 65)—
"Easy To Wed" (M-G). Wham $33,I^st jveek, "Two Sisters Bos-

holding remarkably well, with

(10).

'SMOKY' HEFTY 19G,

In

About Murder" (RKO). fair $6,500.
Blvoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$I.2S)
—"Till End of Time" (RKO) (3d
wk). Showing nice pull, with second
week ended Monday night (6) reach-

into

—

Buffalo, Aug.

6.

"Kid From Brooklyn'* looks easi-

(10).

Hollywood (WB) (1.499 70-$1.10) ly the top grosser this week with
—"Night and Day" (WB). Sailing town full of holdovers. It's great at
along in second frame nearly as big the Century. "Easy to Wed" and
'Anna" are fairly stout on second
as first with $47,000 in sight. Opening week hit giant $49,000, better sessions.
;

EsUmatcs for This Week
than hoped for.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
Boffale (Shea) (3,900; 40-70)
Easy to Wetl" (M-G) (24 wk).
"Stranger" (RKO) (5th wk). StiU a
sturdy coin-getter, being unusually Staunch $17,000. Last week, smash
good at $30,000 for fourth week $27,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
through last (Tues.) night; third,
went over $33,000. also strong.
—"Anna" (20th) (2d wk). Fine $14,Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70- $1.20) 000 after flrst week's terrific $22,000.
Hipp (Shea)
—"Martha Ivers" (Par) with Dinah
40-70)
(2,100;
Shore, Gil Lamb, Acromaniacs, Dick
Somewhere in Night" (20th). PoStabile orch in person, (3d wk). tent at $12,000. Last week, "Smoky"
Staying ub in the clouds on second (20th) and "Freddie Steps Out"
stanza ended last night (Tues.), with (Mono) (m.o.), hefty $11,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Capaiant $100,000 while first seven days
tarn Caution" (Indie) and "Captain
hif colossal $110,000.
Badio Cilv Music Halt (Rockefel- Fury" (Indie) (reissues). Mild $5,lers) (5,945: 70-$1.25)— "Anna" (M- 500.
La.st
week, "Green Years"
G) and stage.show (7th wk). Picking (M-G) (m.o.). trim $8,500.
LafayeUe (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
up over preceding week despite
Johnny in Clouds" (U) and "Inprevious strength to hit great $129,000 or over this week. Last week side: Job" (U). Okay $9,000. Last
(fith)
hit blc $126,000.
Stays an week. "Runaround" (U) and "Cat
Creeps" (U), about same.
eighth week natch.
(594- 35-83)
Rialto (Mayer)
Mth Century (20th Cent) (3,000:
"Dead of Night" (U). Soaring to 40-70)
"Kid From Brooklyn**
.<:mash $14,000, best here in weeks.
(RKO). Powerful $27,000. Last week,
This was moved oyer from the "The Stranger" (RKO) and "BamWinter Garden, and doing com- boo Blonde" (RKO) (24 wk), alovr

week. "Green Years" (MG)
.Njght and Day" (WB). Tremendous and "Walls Came Tumbling Down"
20,000 or over. Lost week, "Easy to (Col), good $16,000.
Wed' (M-G), huge $20,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900: 4965)— "Well Groomed Bride" (Par).
(RKO)
50-70)—
(1,600;
..if!^'*"''''*"
Make Mine Music" (RKO). Critics Satisfactory $13,000.
Last week,
went all out for this one, but ban "Searching Wind" (Par), same.
—"Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
on juvenile trade Is a heavy handiOrphenm (RKO) (1,900; 4S-C3)— "Glass Alibi" (Rep). Modest $11,cap. Fast $10,000 or near; Is likely. "Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) and 000.
Last week. "Falcon's Alibi"
(RKO) and Jerry Wald orch., Roddy
^-Jfl week, "Kid From Brooklyn" "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO). Fancy $15,(RKO) (4th wk), okay $5,000.
others in .stage, mild
000. Holds. Last week, "Stolen Life" McDowall,
Sjjte (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Diary (WB) and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO) $18,000.
of Chambermaid" (UA). May reach (2d wk), sturdy $11,000.
IndUna (Katz-Dolle) (3,300 40-60)
good $10,000. Last week, "Green
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 39-60) —"Smoky" (20th). Hefty $19,000.
Years" (M-G) (2d wk), good $9,000- "Down Missouri Way" (PRC) and Last week, "Each His Own" (Par),
after walloping $18,000 Inltialer.
"Her Adventurous Night" (U) with modest $13,500.
.Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)— "Two vaude headed by Frank Payne. PRC
Loew's (Loew'.s). (2,450; 40-60)—
Sisters From Boston" (M-G). First film ballyhoed as world preem and "Easy to Wed" (M-G) Good $12,000
M,000. Last week. Eddie Dean and Sunshine Boys in second stanza after terrific $22,000
J?«?*.,*!i°*'"«'
Well Groomed Bride" (Par), $3,000. from cast made p.a.'s at Friday opener.
World tPar-Steflfes) (350; 50-90)-- shows. These were sellouts, but rest
Lyrle (Katz-Dolle) (1,600: 40-60)—
Adventures Marco Polo"
(UA) of week was average at $10,500. "Deadline at Dawn" (BKO) and
.'.{ejfsue). Light $1,500. Last week. LasI
week. "One Exciting Week" "Badlam" (RKO). Mild $6,000. Last
Without Reservations" (RKO) (4fh (Rep) and "Freddie Steps Out" week, "Shock" (20th) and "Strange
wk), neat $1,700.
Triangle" (20th). About same.
paratively
(Mono) with vaude, so-so $9,000.
.ix?"^'»

much

(4) failed to cut

biz.
Managers say that the large
and influx of out-of-towncrs is counterDen- balancing any competition from outver, Webber. Big $4,000. Last week, door, attractions.
"Anna" (20th), also Denver, WebEven the new entry at the bandber, big $4,000
box Rialto, "Dead of the Night," is
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
not a newcomer oh Broadway, hav"Bad Bascoinb" (M-G) and"Letter ing previously played, but not too
for Evie" (M-G) (2d wk).
Good well, at the Winter Garden. At the
$10,500. Last week, big $19,600.
Rialto it is smash $14,000 or near,
Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
best at this spot in some time. Other
"Janie Gets Married" (WB) and new Combo' is at the State which has
"Avalanche" (PRC).
Fair $3,000. second-run "Kitty" phis John Kirby
Last week, "Somewhere in Night" band, Grace McDonald and Nick Lu(20th)
and "In Fast Company" cas on the stage. This Ipoks to do
(Mono), flne $10,000.
a solid $32,000. a big improvement
Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)
"A over last week.
Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed to
Of the holdovers, Parainount's
Kill" (U), after week at Denver,
^uire, Webber, Aladdin. Big $6,- show^ comprising "Martha Ivers"
000.
Last week, "Night in Casa- and Dinah Shore, Gil Lamb, Dick
Stabile and Acromaniacs in person.
blanca" (UA) and "Deadline for
Murder" (20th) (m.o.). Good $4,000. Is best of the combos in second week.
House rouiided out its second week
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Cen- last
night with a giant $100,000, not
(20th), and
tennial
"Strange Triangle" (20th), alio Den- much different from the colossal
opening session flgurc. Show conver, Esquire. Big $4,000. Last week,
tinues.
Denver,
Esquire,
also
"Anna" (20th),
"Night and Day" continues very
good $2,000.

Summer"

(20th)
"Strange Triangle" (20th), also

'Easy

'ZGiiys,'

in

single brg

"Searching Wind" (Par) (2d wk). this session, Broadway continues
Fair. $9,000.
Last week, big :$14,500. strong. The strength of many atpenver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— tractions is remarkablejor this tiine
•'Centennial Summer"
(20th) and of year considering the length of
"Strange Triangle" (20th), day-date runs and the hiimid weekend. Swelwith Esquire. Webber. Solid $18,000. tering weather Monday after the
Last week, "Anna" (20th), also Es- heavy rain in many parts of city
tennial

Sod 47a

Ricii,Big58aTinie'34G/An2dWks.

Last week, "A Stolen Life" (WB)
and "Dressed to Kill" (U) (m.o.),
big $6,000.

.

700 in 4 days.
.Century (Par)

Lyric (Pur) (1,100; 50-70)— "Green

Huge lOOCDay

—

35-74)
at Den-

week

Webber.

W

ows Over Chinatown" (Mono) and
Avalanche" (PRC) opened today.

Years"

Week

(1,400;

(20th), after

Esquire,

City Center (1,617: $1.20-$2.40)
"Badman's Territory" (RKO). Great "Deadline for Murder" (20th), $7,"Henry V" (UA) (8th wk). Strong
$19,500. Last week, "Young Widow" 800.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44 - 65)— $28,500 shown for seventh week
(UA), $10,000.
"Night and Day" (WB). Very good through Sunday (4) nearly same as
in
sixth week.
(20th)
week,
"Smoky"
Last
$18,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; eo-$1.25)
and "Deadline for Murder" (20th),
—"Canyon Passage" (U). Opens tosolid $16,000.
Polio Hits K. C. But
State (Loew) (3,200; 44 - 65)— day (Wed.). Second week of "Cour"Easy to Wed" (M-G); Wow $30,- age Lassie" (M-G) was even more
Fancy 15G/Mo. Way' lOiG 000.
Last week, "Green Years" disappointing than flr.<:t session, hit(M-G) and "Sing While Dance" ting less than $10,000; first frame
Kansas City. Aug. 6.
mild $16,000.
Polio continues to hurt biz here, (Col) (2d wk), grand $16,000.
Glebe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200;44 - 65)
increasing number of cases cutting
Opened "Young Widow" (UA) (2d-final wk).
His Own" (Par).
"Each
into flrst-run trade.
In the face of
Lasl
week,
"Hearts This second Jane RusSell starrer
this threat, "Centennial Summer," Monday.
iPar) and "Return shapes okay on holdover session at
at Esquire, Uptown and Fairway Growing Up"
hit nice $18,500, a
and "Kid from Brooklyn," at Or- Rusty" (Col) (2d wk), disappointing $16,000 while first
"Night iii Casaohcum, will lead the town, both $7,500 while first week was snappy bit over hopes.comes in Saturday
blanca" (UA)
$14,000.
okay and

Last week. "Cat Creeps" (U) and
Strange Voyage" (Mono), good $1,-

Gopher (Par) (44-50 )-"No Time

N.Y. Big Despite E0.s:1vers-Slage

6.

"Centennial Summer" is top grosser this week with solid total at three
theatres. Biz is fairly good all over.

30a

70G, life'

If

—

—

—

much

better

here.

Sold, $7,500.

20
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7,
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European 0.0.

Bcffv's

Argentine Studios in Full Gear

Bad

Washington, Aug.

6.

John M. Begg, chief of the International Motion Picture Division
(cultural) of the State Departmenti

Winter; Mull State Setup

due ill Prague tomorrow 17 ) on
Kuropeaii tour. to. study problems of noii-theatrical motion picBegg has already
programs.
been in London; Copenhagen; Oslo,
Brit. Fix Delayed in Doblm Stockholm, Berlin and Warsaw.
Bublin, Aug. 6.
He continues on to Paris, Brussels,
Flashy preem with p.a. of Deborah The Haguie and then -back to Ixindon
Kerr of "I See a Dark Stranger," where he will serve as adviser ori
Latest of these, made by Individual Pictures, has mass media. for the U. S. delegation
l(ir
consideration.
washed ofl the sked for Theatre to the Preparatory Commission of
been
submitted by the Union of IntellectFlags were due to be UNESCO. He will probably be back
Worker.-:, proposes formation of Royal here.
Sunday (4) with film in tlfc K. S. some time in Septemtoer.
K .'late-controlled production studio, hung out last
run
through Horse Show Week.
to
which the union believes would
Strainger"
tells of an Irish
"Darkflimulsle production of Argentine

After
Buenos

ture

one-woman war

girl's

against- Bri-

Frencb Resort Season

tain.

suggestion made is that all
Believed that the Royal manageArgentine schools be equipped with
prdjectors so that films may be used ment feared some demonstration by
Xhis '^'<'reme Republicans against the
purpo.ses
educational
for
.scheme may be in the nature of a film if ballyhooed, following recent
row when screen of Grafton was
tri.nl ballopn like the radio, national"Victory
ization threats to pressure local pro- damaged during- showing of
Release date for Ireland
ducers into a more cooperative atti- Parade."
now reported set back to November.
tude towards the regime.
Now that there is no raw stock
famine, all Argentine studios are
working full blast, with the weather
British Films
3
The winter has
the biggest snafu.
been .so bad that work on location
for Prodadioii;
Production skeds
w-jis
impossible.
aie being revamped if Augu.st turns
for 'Silas'?
out .sunny.
San Miguel studio is constructing
London, July 29.
new .sets with shortage of' studio
John Paddy Carstairs will direct
space quite general. Some Alms are
being delayed until sets can be his. fir.H picture since demobbed

One

Tins Far Dismal

Flop;

>

Peace Parley No Help
Paris, Aug. 6.
Ambitious plans and much bally
.

ist

from

Navy,

the

Svd»ey Box.

ticipated.

much

Despite

advertised

extra

heeled foreign tourists find facilities here below par, and prices high.
Also they And it just as easy to
spend their time in pU- .:s like
Switzerland, where life is easier
Patrons who can afford to be
choosey found that the flrsl to
who blackmarkeleers whose
the

years,

five

after

an original by
^enj^^j 5

It's

.

,.

..5^^,^,

"

'

was

Deauville

yet.

meal and gas coupons, moderately

^

for

French resorts has not

14 but since then it
has been oR. Also the Riviera is nOt
doing anything near what was an-

|

|

in

jammed July

MeredHh

Argentine-Sono-Film has
Argentina's star femme pianist. Marisa Regules to play in "Life of I^ac
Albcniz,"
Spanish composer.
the
Pedro Lopez Lagar is ih the Utle

season

materialized

Ready

found..

this sumiiier a record tour-

make

to

New

,

lat've cast includes Barry K. Barnes,
role and Sabina Olmps in support Jimmy Harlnell, Jimmy Hanley and
AAA is getting set to make "I'll Lew Stone band, with shooting to
Never Say Goodbye," adapted by start at Gaumont-British studios,
Homero Manzi. Angel Magana plays
|

Sept.

the lead.

Productores y Artistas de America, has gone into association with Film Andes, of Mend07.a.
Director Alberto de Zavalia
is rushing the last sequences of this
unit,

studio's first

major prodiiction; "El

Gr3n Amor de Becquer." The

Prods. Would Contaminate Britons

his

Aires,

piclurcs.

A new

Now British Pix Experts Fear U.S.

Ie

July 2S.
Now that Argentina has a Coni;i'p!vc in operation again, even if it Is
n-sucely more than a rubbel' stamp
lor decisions of the Peron governnitnt, several crackpot schemes are
lieinK submitted to the legislature
/

studio

waiting for better weather to go
on location. PAA has signed Director Carlos Borcosque.
Sur studios has "Inspiration" in
the story of Schubert's life. Argentina So no Film is putting finishing
touches to "Sonata de Kreutzer," a
Tolstoi story, directed by Mario
is

SolTici.

1.

sired:

based on novel of
same naime by Sheridan le Fanu, will
be coproduced by Laurence Irving
and Josef Somlo at Denham studios
early in October .with Charlef H.
Frank. directing. Reported that Burgess Meredith is being brbught from
Hollywood to star. Film will .be
made for J. Arthur Rank.
"Skipper Next to God," play by.
Jan De Hartog, which was done at
Embas.sy theatre in 1945, is expected
to be the next picture to be made
by Powell-Pressburgcr combo, with
Jean Simmons, a Rank starlet, now
playing a;leiad in "Black Narcissus,"
to be given first starring role.

"Uncle

Silas,"

ATICA has finished "A Poor Fish
I." This 'will be distributed by
Films Mundiaies and has been scored
by Berthold Bosenstock, refugee
Get
Abbey Players
Austrian musician, who was associated with Paul Misraki in his prois DoUin
duction of the musical play "If Eve
Dublin, July 31.
Had Dressed." ATICA's next will
be "He Who Gets Slapped" with
The old Dublin morgue which
Narciso Ibanez Menta playing the
now houses the Abbey Theatre is to
role done by Lon Chaney. ATICA
.,,
,
j u
be replaced by a
and
will
[disappear
also plans a musical with top tango
bands.
[new building housing three theaAndes Filmadora Argentina has ire.s, if current plans go through,
signed
Edmo Cominettl, one of
building was converted
existing
,* *
AAAs ace directors. Andes is- at!
..^..u
xii
work on a .ski film "Heights of '"l<> » ^"^'"e for the Abbey Players
Chivalry," set in the Andean moun- and has seen the company grow up
tains. The 21st Mountain Regiment. as the Irish ftational Theatre. NeighGeneral Peron's former command, is
bouring buildings have- been acserving iF\an advisory capacity. EFA
quired for expansion, but they will
studios will do Oscar Wilde's plays,
not be available for demolition unincluding "An Ideal Husband."
til late next year.
New plan.s, vigorously opposed by
traditionalists, provide for a main
auditorium for the Abt>ey Theatre
Film Courses Added To
carrying on the Irish National Theatre theme, another for the producMex. Univ. Curriculum tioh
of other plays and a third for
Mexico City, July 30.
the pre.sentation of plays in the
Continuing the government policy Irish language. Co.sl is estimated at

Am

hotels
better
that
is
Result
are offering cut rates to old type
patrons if they will corne during
the season so as to improve the
threatened standing of the resorts.
After opening galas, there is little

doing
all

all over,

and entertainment

more

the

uninteresting

is

since,

with the exception of Monte Carlo,
an independent principality, no. foreign orchestras can be booked, unions insisting on the legal quota of
of French musicians.
As to the French who used to patronize the better places, they seem
to be .shy of putting up a froiit.and
rernain for the most part in country
places. The masses find traveling
much too expensive nowadays, even
second class hotels cutting their

90%

scales.
It had been hoped that the peace
conference would bring a boom
here. So far, diplomats .have shown
themselves very con-servative, and
apart from requisitioning the Paris

May

New Home

Cinema

for their l>enefit after
p.m., they have taken practically

I

I

notice of

1

thie

show

British film industry, already reburning at the increa.srd
of American production in
Englnnd, has. come up with another
Washington, Aug. 6.
angle oh which to base its gripej).
Chilean film production is on the Ne\v cry heard is that the inva.sion
upbeat, with the recently organized of the British industry by AmeriChilean-Ar'gentinie film production can producers, directors and techcbmpainy operating in both coun- nicians will hurt the Britons by
tries.
Interiors of the flr.st pic of turning their films into phony (ac.
this firm
were .shot in the San similies of U. S. product, and giving
Miguel studios .in Buenos Aires,- what the British consider the Ameri>
with the exteriors beiiig made in viewpoint.
Conceding that increased AmeriChile.
Film has a mixed ca.st repfcsenting
both
nations.
Depart- can prpduction here would create
ment of Commerce reports that more work for British technicians,
other prfKlucers finished pix in Chile certain factions of the industry claim
in the .first quarter of this year but. the American system of production
of course, Hollywood product still would result in ah "attempt merely
holds the lead in volume and quality to reproduce ah American picture
in a British studio." It's claimed
there.
that local product is representative
of Ihe Briti.sh people. Also that invasion of American producers and
Exhibs Get Break In
directors, on the other hand, will
re.sull in "artificiality as obvious as
American attempts to reproduce the
Argent. If Play Local
English scene in U. S. pictures."
British films made by British proNewsreels; Razz Peron ducers,
according to An Ihtiny A.sMontevideo, Jiily 23.
quith, director, "will show our way
Argentina's Entertainment Board of life. in a manner as true to life
is going all out to .see thai' native
as po.ssible. They are not bound by
newsreels get preferential .showing the Johnston code, which apparently
in all Argentine film theatres.
And allows, the sniggering innuendo but
producers are given every facility not the honest statement.
for turning out the reels.
These
facilities include the return of 2,')%
of all taxes in proportion to the
LEGIT
number of newsreejs produced. The
preferential decree which forces exhibition of one Argentine newsreel
at every performance in Argentine
Tokyo. July TXi.
theatres naturally sometimes sriafus
With TokyoV three biggest legit
showing of foreign newsreels since
houses bombed out, aind another one
sufficient screen time is not availtaken over by the occupation, theable.
atrical interests are beginning to
Following the arrest of three teenwonder about the future of the
age girls at Cine Ambassador, the
three' "topflight houses
Bronx cheers and whistling is less drama. Only
are left, forcing big legit producers
apparent
when newsreels show
as Toho and Shochiku to biick
such
President Peron and his entourage
times would be.
what
ii» ordinary
on the screen. A near riot occurred
two weeks ago at the Cine Norman- little theatre groups.
Since, the occupation began these
die, when Senora Eva Duarte de
Peron was shown in a -newsreel. outfits have i^ut on the "Cherry
The management turned up the Orchard," a Japanese play called
lights to discoiirage the Peron op- "Happy Home," "Doll's House," and
Gogol's "Inspector General."
Japponents.
Since this turning up of lights anese critics do not seem tu be imstarted, the public has found other pressed, although all hail Ihe "newways of venting its feelings. Buenos day" of the drama here. Worried
Aires is going through a hard win- about the future of 'Kaibuki, the
ter, but it is noticeable that the Japairese mythology, the Shochiku
coughing, sneezing and sniffling be- interests have been trying to popucomes loudest while the star gov- larize and modernize it introducing
ernment cohorts are on the screen. or reviving more musical and dance
dramas.
4-

ported

amount

on Pic Prod.

Chile Hot

.

;

.

TOKYO

.

.

.

Fundamentally, the trouble with
the legit picture seems to be that
the
Japanese playwright doesn't

Ifank Players in Italy

10

.

no

know what field is left open for him.
Italo Prods. It's hard to venture social .satire
with
Rome, July 24.
an army of occupation looking over
As work on Rod Gciger's "Paisa" the shoulder. The extreme left-wing

Sought by

business.

Argentine Dances Too

nears completion

is

it

certain

that

!

Roogh, Gov't

May Step

In

;

Buenos

'

;

is

but the plans

call

still

tras,

add-

be incorporated with actual production of pix by Mexican producers,

Paris.

Though

affording students practical experience and the pix companies muchneeded personnel. Subjects will include photography, lighting techniques, licensing and finance, special
effects, sound, and film law, together
with settlement of story rights.
As first .step in creation of the
new school, a Director of Cinematography will be appointed to organize
courses and curriculum.

SAYOBT'S

this fall

Savory

the

pictures

came

When war broke
Gerard Sandoz was

|

,

'

currently staging plays
Bt John Drew theatre. East HampHe'll sail shortly for
ton, N. Y.
London to direct the production.

OK

Aug.

years. elap.scd

is

i

out

all

out,
iti

Pugilt.s.-e,

Anibsil
Jaz-^

Troilo,

Os-

Savoy

and

Eduardn Armnni. dean of Argenhop
and
tango leader Osvaldo Frcsedo operate the Rendezvous nightclub. Louis
Vola, crooner and band leader, formerly with Rny Ventura's orchestra,
is
at
the Gdn'K nightclub doing
French dance tunes and songs from
Lucienne Boyer's repertoire.

6.

be-

tween the time several reels were
shot on the island of St. Helena and
•when they were developed in Paris,

HEW FLAT

Gerald Savory, author of "G^rge
and Margaret," sold his new play,
"The Quick and the Dead," to Peter
Dearing who'll produce it in London

.seven

incliidinc

valdo
Rolero.

Undeveloped Pre- War
French Pix Found

for courses (o

na,

i

right

orientation pf the pre-l<l2il thealre
movement is not popular with the
theatre owners.

Gar Moore and 'Tony La Pen-

vets of the

Campaign,

Sicilian

who were brought back here
work under Roberto
rection in

"Paisa"

Anglo-Irish Theatre

to

Ro.s.scllini's di-

are

Nay

now sought

Visit

by Italian producers.

.

Rank Lands

RY.

in Fall

Dublin. Aug.

6.

New Anglo-Iri.sh Theatre Co.. do-,
ing a work-out in London stiburbs,
plans to visit N. 'Y. next year if deal
can be arranged. 'Players are drawn
mostly from Dublin stage with Irish
producers handling the three plays

.

,

ing courses on film production, dis-

Current plans

Italy.

.

must be approved.

tiibulion, finance, etc.

the American cast will stay on in

La Penna is scheduled to be in
the cast of "Girl of Capri," adventure yarn revolving around the faand a girl broke her neck when she mous Blue Grotto. He has also been
took a particularly rough to.ss.
approached to co-.star in a stage
The various clubs are bu.'-y sign- production with an Italian actress.
ing lending tango and jazz bands for
Gar Moore, typical American,
the 1947 Ciirniv.Tl season!
So far- probably will have an important
contracts toliil $258,000 for 16 orches- role in "Night Brings Wi.sdom."

I

*2.000,000.

!

son.
One bugie dansapalor broke
his spine while tossing his partner,

j

of building a strong native film in-

Aires, July 30L

This ye.-ir the Argentine "Bugie"
clubs have speeded up their dance
marathons and the contests at Luna
Park and Sala Principe have done
There has been fear of
sock biz.
government folding the contests,
since two tragedies marred the sea-

I

STARTS

TO REVIVE SLOWLY

,

dustry. University of Mexico

OmCB

Lennox Robinson direel.s
own two— "The Whilehe.niicd
Boy" and "Drama at Inish" ("l.s L-',
Worth Living?") while Shelah Richards produces Dr. W. R. F. CoUiss's
"Marrowbone Lane."
did the
skedded.
his

^he

Belfast Spot

original Dublin

production.

tine jaxz leaders, rnude a hurried
to the U. S. recently.
Armani

6.
Comment in Dublin is that .=inc£
extending the Abbey does not tour an.v more,
his Irish ''empire," this time in the such a company
is nieco'cd to .'•how.
north via the purchase of the Picr off Irish dranrta.
ture House, Belfast, in city's downtown area. Sellers were the Barron Trust and Northern Thealres.
5 London Niteries Close
Ltd.
Actual buyer was Rank's
Odeoh group.
London, Jul.y 311.

Chile Gets New Theatre
Construction Project

site will turn

.

Dublin, Aug.

,

J.

Arthur Rank

Is

still

'Wholesale

diriector

Helena
a Napoleon
St.

taking location .shots for
picture.
He had the reels .sealed in
tin boxes, and. left them there be'
cause he immediately returned to
France.
Since his discharge from the
Army, he tried to get the pictures
here, but they only arri -d last
week.
The Eastman Kodak peopie were interested as was
the
Eclair Til-age lab as to what would^
come out.
However, the image.s,
due to careful packing, were found
to be nearly as clear ii.s if they had
beeii shot recently.
.

Valparaiso, July 20.

New firm is being organized here
for con.striiction ot theatres all over
Chile. With a capital of several hundred million pcso!!, which will be
provided by Bank of Chile loans and
sale of securities of Consolidated
Chilean, an important exhibitor cir.
cuit new outlit is expected to begin
operation.^ in near future.
Co.n.solidated Chilean holds major-

reconstruction on the
London
experiencing;
niteries,
the hou.se into a~3,000- usual summer slump, are closing
for short, time, most of them for a
fortnight starting early in Augu.«l.
Those putting shutters up arc Giro's
LISBOH PBOD. PERKS
club. Embassy club, Astor, ."400,"
'

seatcr.

and Orchid Room.
Milroy club and Cocoa Nut Grove

Lj.sbon, July 23.
Leiteo de Barros, Portuguese film
producer, is preparing two Alms,
with action laid in Madeira and
Azores. Jorge Brun do Canto's new

slay open.

WB

Portuguese nim"Thief It Is Indeed,'^
Moves Ta B«(*ta
now is ready .(or release.
Warners' headquarters for ColomEli Liolar, French exhibitor-pro- bia,
South America, have been
Exducer, has arrived here to make a moved from Cali to Bogota.
ity of huuscs in Chile. :m(l is the rec- film from the bonk. "God Doesn't chnn<>es arc maintained in both citiesognized v''mpiiriy- here among U.S. Sleep" in co-operation with pro- bill Lnuis Lipsky, territory miinager,
film dislribs.
ducer Sacha Gordine.
will
Bogutii.
move
his office to
t
'

j

TABIKCTfl' LONDON OITIOE
M»»tln'« Place, Tftalpr (i«BaM

DmBRNAHONAL

St.

as

FRENCH DISTRIB ACCORD NEAR
Metro Swing to Aussie Nabes Seen
Forerunner of U.
Sydney, July

24.

S.

Mex. City/Still Riding on Wartime

Wm.L. Clayton's New Post

,

Mexico Seeks

three years.

Metro deal, too, is seen as first
move by U. S. distribs, outside of
those hooked either to Greater
Buenos Aires, July 30.
Uhion or Hoyts, to plan their own
Mexican film interests seem deAussie coverage in both city and
nabes as a "protective" measure in termined to snafu all the top Arcase of a shutout. Metro has its own gentine talent in their bid to retain

Argent. Stars

in

each

Ausisie

capital

domination

over the

Latin-Ameri-

can market. Latest dicker concerns
making quite a healthy chain.
Figured here that Warners will Nini Marshall, top comedienne of
build in Sydney and Melbourne as Argentine pix and radio. The pintcity,

.

'soon as present restrictions are eased,
but this may be five years off. Warner Bros, product now is released
via Hoyts plus other ace outlets, but
a circuit operation always has aippealed to N. Y. and. local toppers.

size star is reported asking for $37,500 dollars per film but deal has not

yet been set.
Miss Marshall's career has been
moving along slowly in the last
three years, principally because of
Paramount also is said to be keen raw stock famine. Of four pix she
to get going on its own chain here. was slated to make for Argentina
Offers were made not so long ago, Sono Film, only two have been completed to daite. Her work in radio,
it's said, to this Fullers for circuit
which gained, her top salary iii Artakeover.
Okaying of U. S. loan to Britain gentina three years ago, has been
is viewed here as means of lifting stymied due to the Pero'n Governany bars that may have been put up ment's refusal to grant her a license
to stop U. S. theatre expansion in to pertonp.
She gravitated from radio' to
this territory.
The next five years should see a films and has had little or no stage
While
the
Mexican
terrific change in the ' Aussie, pic- experience.
ture field, with U. S. interests bid- deal is pending she has accepted an
ding for plenty of additional foot- offer from the Gallo Theatrical enterprises and will open about Aug. i
holds.
with a- three-act play by radio

BUENOS AIRES PIX BIZ
SOARS;

Buenos Aires, July

.

30.

up good cuffo publicity for
London-made film by exhibiting stills in the windows of all big
British business establishments.
lined

this

Rank-Rydge Aussie Tie
Wins GUT Members'
J.

OK

Sydney, July 30.
Arthur Rank interests were

lauded as the "British Empire of
motion pictures" by Norman B.
Rydge, chairman of the directors, at
the luncheon this week given him
by shareholders of Greater Union
Theatre?.
Rydge was praised for
his deal with Rank, resulting after
two trips to England by the former,
one stockholder stating that this is
a link \%ith an organization controlling more than $300,000,000 and
that it laid the foundation of great
national importance.

Rydge
holders

scripters Antonio
Duclout to be

Corma and Napy

produced at the
Astral Theatre. Accompanying cast
will
include Felisa Mary, Elina
Carlos
Castro,
Ruflno
Cordoba, Juan Serrador and Jose
G. Castro.

miCCUCKS Colomer,

Pix houses are grossing almost
twice as much as they did last year
but bulk of increased revenue is
coming from admission boost rather
than any big- hike in attendance.
Opening clay of the RKOrDlsney,
"Make Mine Music," at the Gran
Cine Ocean, did $4,850, an alltime
high at the house. "The Seventh
Veil," at the
Broadway, is still
strong in its sixth week. Local British Ministry of Information boys

said he was sure that stockof
his
company would

wholeheartedly support the plans
that are to be carried out for making Australian films.
He sized upi
the deal with Rank by saying that

An

acute shortage in France of
raw film stock, particularly soundtrack film, which is styrhieing the
dubbing of American, pic imports in
French, is the last remaining hurdle
on the way to U. S. tapping of the
French film market. Reporting on
the situation abroad upon his ar-

$1,500,000

:

Touches on Film Exports

Metro's Aussie chief, had completed
Washington, Aug. 6.
and
a deal with the George Nacard
Assistant Secretary of State for
Frank Packer interests lor takeover Economic Affairs William L.
Claybig
of their Regal cinema at Bondi,
ton was upped to Under Secretary of
suburb near here. House cost about State for Economic Affairs last week
George Nacard remains as by
$200,000.
President Truman. The nominamanager.
tion was approved Friday (2) by the
,„
,
Understood that Metro will seek Senate shortly before
it adjourned.
three more nabe houses in the SydClayton's
division
handles
the
ney area, idea being to use them as foreign negotiations affecting the exshow-windows after product comes port of Hpllywood's motion pictures.
out of key Sydney spots, prior to go- His step up the ladder lends added
ing out to regular Metro customers. importance to the division making
Metro and Par product used to b^ the pix dickers..
almost exclusive to the King's loop
of Sydney nabe houses, operated by
George Webster and Guy Crick, but
now under the Greater Union tent.
Metro still has a deal with Greater,
for the suburbs covering a span of

showcases

Boom, Now Mecca of Latin-America;

Expansion

-f

Metro's decision to swing into the
Aussie nabe fleld was revealed when
Bernie Freeman,
it was learned that

mURDER' OK LONDON
THRIIIER; LANE IN TOO
London, Aug; 6.
Murderer," which came
into the Aldwych July 3.1, looks
a winner. A good thriller, it was

"Dear

well received.

New Lupino Lane musical, "Sweetheart Mine," which started at the
Vic Palace, Aug. 1, was tolerantly
received and appears headed for a
moderate run because of Lane's local popularity. It came in after four
weeks' provincial tryout.
"Day After Tomorrow," which
teed off at the Fortune the same
day, looms as an unlikely entry,
having received lukewarm recep.

tion.

Italo

U

Pix Sold For
S. Mlit.;Bechi to Met.
Rome, July

24.

Latest purchases by American
film scouts in Italy include "Chemistry Lesson at Nine" with Alida
Valli;
"The Sinner", "A Sailor
•

Lands" and "Return to Sorrento"
with Gino Bcchi.
Bechi, well-known Italian baritone, has been signed for the Metropolitan in

New York

City.

.

He

is

scheduled to leave for the U. S. this
"After two seasons Mere' at
the Adriano, Bechi is now in Port-

fall.

ugal,

where

his

number
earned him a

work

operas

in

of

'he industry.

17tlv century Italian musician.

decoration

from

Although

formal

By

New

Stockholm Studios

ing by Yanit visitors getting heavier
Stockholm,. July 22.
A new Swedish film company, Tre daily, Mexico is now on the crest of
Kroner, plans to build one of the a tourist boom which is laying out
biggest picture studios in Europe almost $1,500,000 weekly on enterhere.
J. Arthur Rank is reported tainment, travel, hotels and restau.

financing the project.
The new
studios will be locpted in Norrkoping, about 100. miles south of Stock-

holm.
Present Swedish

studios are located in Rasunda and Sur^dbyberg,
about two miles north of here.

of

ratification

film pact has not yet taken place.
Smith said the French government
has been abiding by the pact's provisions since its starting date. Con-,
trary to rumors that the French
administration was reneging on implementing the pact, Smith described the general climate of official opinion as highly pleased by
the terms negotiated by Blum. Putting the legal stamp on the pact- is
only a technicality not subject to
any action by the Assembly, the
French legislative body. Even here,
Smith pointed out, only the minority
Communists are creating a ruckus
about American competition while
the predominant Socialist and Moderate Republican parties are lined
up solidly behind cabinet policy.
No V, S. Dabbing Aooeptable
Since July 1, 16 American films
have been released in France and
have been lining up the customers
four-deep on the Champs-Elysee in
Paris. The first batch of features
are being shown in the original versions with superimposed French titles under the 1936 agreement limiting such pictures to five bookings
in Paris and 10 booking's in the
provinces. According to Smith, the
flow of features which are skedded
for dubbing in France will begin
around Sept. 1^ Despite shortage of
soundtrack film in France, Smith
said there was no indication that
dubbed versions made in America
would be allowed into France. The
unions have turned thumbs-down
on all such proposals.
Included in the first crop of pix
are "Citizen Kane," "Kitty Foyle,"
"Too Many Husbahds,"' "Between
Us Girls," "The Imposter," "Little
Foxes," "Stormy Weather," "Down
Argentine Way," "Invisible Man Returns,"
"Laura;" "The Enchanted
Cottage," "Dr. Watson," "Bahama
Passage," "Crash Dive," "It Happened "Tomorrow," and "How Green
Was My Valley." U. S. distributors
are shooting in their best product
over the past six years. Smith sairi
in an attempt to hit the .pre-war
goal of filling 50% of all 'playing
time in France.
Surveying the needs of French
-

'

.

Portugal's

presi-

dent.

Before leaving for America, Bechi
will return to Rome to appear in.
"Stradella", a picture depicting the
life story of Alcssandro- Stradella,

BAY JOSEPHS

Mexico City, Aug. 6.
With swelling tide of free spend-

Rank Reported Backing

Perkiiis

it's

Before the year ends,
estimated that the 350,000 tour-

ists

crossing the Rio

rants here.

Par s
J.

E.

Brit. Chief

Perkins, division

gross $100,000,000.

Paramount International Films managing director in Great Britain
(5)

That's

doU

which means about $485,000,000

a bonanza for
niteries, theatres, hotels and everybody else who has a hand out for
the Yanqui dollar.
It spells rec-

has been

manager ord-breaking crowds at everything
from cinemas to bullfights. Giro's,
swank night club, felt few squawks

Far East, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, was named

day

in 1946

Mex.
Result

for

Grande

planked
down over
year with more
and planes, conservative guesses are that what has
become the country's No. 1 industry

have

will

$80,000,000.
Next
cars, gas, roads

will
lars

Named

when

it slapped on a 200 peso ($40
couvert including dinner) for the
Sablon opening this week.
Other fancy drinkeries continue to
consider $4 lunches and $5 mini-

Mon- Jean

by George Weltner, com-

He succeeds pavid E.
latter gives up his post
to go into production next month.
Perkins cabled his acceptance from
Shanghai, and returns to N. Y. at
pany's prexy.

Rose when

once, via plane.

mums

standard.

Fact is that regardless of tourists
leading city of Mexico is so
rich with cash that it makes Miami,
Detroit of the 20's and similar U. S.
Inflation
standard setters appear
minor operations. Building of theathis

Parkins was with Paramoiint's
overseas division 21 yeairs, being
manager the last two years tres, hotels, apartment houses and
with headquarters in N. Y. Prior to homes seems particularly unbelievthat he had been Par sales rep in able to material—shy Americanos.
Japan, and then managing director So is the apparent plentitude of
for the whole Orient just before such scarcities as shirts, nylons, and
Increasing number of Yanks
beiiig elevated to division manager. cars.
Perkins was in the Orient on a have' driven their autbs over the
three-month survey and sales super- border and peddled them ait two and
visory trip when Weltner elevated three times what they could get in
the U. S.
him to the prize' British spot.
Peacefulness of Mexico's recent
election has increased the southBob Sehicsi to Take Best
bound rush. So has the installation
Paris, Aug. 6.
Robert Schless, who is leaving as of through train service from New

division

,

.

-

'

Paramount's European chief as soon
as John B. Nathan takes over this
month, plans to rest here' ifor several months. He admits being very
tired and spends weekends at his
farm in Lolr-et-Cher. Schless will
take a complete rest there as soon
as
Nathan arrives from South
America.
His son-in-law is now
stationed in France, and Schless reportedly is not even sure he will
return to the picture business.

Joseph Hummel, Warners European boss, leaves in a couple of
weeks for a two-month trek through
South Africa, which is part of his
territory.

York and other eastern
the

addition

of

new

cities

and

air services.
'falling off

There was: a noticeable

of tourists before the July 7 voting,

many

fearing the usual gunplay.

Tourist biz showed an immediate
jump not only in the summer trade

which runs
tember but

until the end of. Sepin advance reservations
for the winter season, which extends

from December through March.
Himself a showman and operator of

Mocombo, top hotel nitery in Vera
Cruz, Miguel Aleman made certain
the foreign press crowd had full op.

portunity to report the election because of the value for future tourbiz and because he wanted to
avoid any possible hitch in the way
of Washington allegations that the
ist

Childhonse To Holland

election was off-color.
Nitery boom is one sign. A icw
years ago there were only one or
Post, Vice
two spots to attract international
Arnold C. Childhousc, formerly trade; today there are scores.
Thesetup.
with Skouras Theatres, was apatres which previously concentrated
prices which have been hiked only pointed
managing director in the
20% since 1939 while the general Netherlands for the Motion Picture on Hollywood product at two peso
tops, now devote more than half
price level has been inflated 400 to Export Assn.,
following a brief ses500%. Second is the exorbitant tax sion of association members last their time to local productions and
have all the biz they can handle at
rates which take a 45% bite out of Thursday
(1) in N. Y.
He fills the
every ticket sale; and third is the post vacated a week ago by Henry six pesos.
Boom in baseball, installation of
lack of sufficient theatres in France W. Kahn. MPEA members reviewed
Hipodromo de las Americas
to hold the drowds qucueing up for latest reports on the Central Euro- the
screen entertainment. Qure of these pean market as it affects the asso- racetrack and nightly .jai-pai with
sore points, Smith said, will restore ciation's operations, but took no legalized gambling, are other signs.
One example of the growth, which
France to its former role as key other official action.
in 10 years has almost doubled popspot in the European film market.
Francis Harmon, MPEA veepee,
ulation to 2,200,000 has been the
and Gerald Mayer, as.sociate manexpansion of A. C. Blumenthal
MPAites* t>. C. iPowwow
ager of the Motion Picture Assn. inBroadway
activities.
One-time
Washington, Aug. 6.
ternational department, had their
Harold L. Smith, head of the first huddles with Dutch officials showman came here about five years
Motion Picture Export Assn. in over the weekend. The two went ago and bought into Giro's, a nitery
Reforma.
Later he
in. the. Hotel
Paris, and Carl Milliken, MPA ex-

show

three

business,
Smith numbered
spots in the nationwide
First is the low admission

Kak

MPEA

weak

'

,

over after little progress seemingly
port chief, took a quick trip to had been made previously in get(5) to confer ting together with the
film monopoly
with State Dept. officials about pend- setup there.
ing film export problems.

signed a lease for the entire enter-

Washington yesterday

prise for .fifteen years..

Loew's Lake In From Sydney
David Lake; Loew's International
sales manager for Australia and
New Zealand under Bernie Freeman, managing director there, arEuropean, of Paris.
Lelarge is president and Bernheim rived in N. Y. Friday (2) for homemanager of. European Copyrights, office huddles. He's making, his
first N. Y. trip a vacation as well.
the N. Y. branch.

Additionally Blumenthal and a
group of Mexican and U. S.. investors are finishing the Santa Barbara
Apartments, a residential hotel near
Chapultapec Park, are building inns
Guadalahara and San Luis
at
Potesi,
running the Hotel Casablanca and negotiating for the De
Also
Las Americas in Acapulco,
they run a restaurant adjoining the
Refprmo.

a

Greater Union has more than an
investment on which dividends must
lie paid, having "a trusteeship for
the Australian motion picture industry, and an obligation of that trusteeship
entailing everything
that
could possibly be done to further

Italian,

rival here last week, Harold L.
Smith, Motion Picture Assn. rep in
France, declared that practically all
other basic issues dividing American and French film interests had
been-liquidated by the Blum-Byrnes
pact which became operative on
July 1. Problem of remitting coin
now frozen in France is currently
being settled by top-level FrancoAmerican commissions who are
looking into the overall trade pic-,
ture between the two countries.

Spent Weekly by Tourists

French Copyright Branch
Andre Lelarge and .Alain Bernheim have opened a N. Y. branch
of Agence Centrale de Copyright

4
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picrriJiiBS

TreMure Groups

hods.

State Dept. Tapping Coast

Hollywood, Aug.
Herbert Sorrell, prexy of th.
Conference of Studio Unions,
and Milton Gottlieb, business
Screen Publicists'
agent
for
Guild took a joint blast at "pressure groups" entering into union

7,

1946

Coimdl Nuffs Mayor Decries Being

.

To Make Films

Use

for Overseas

Galvanized by a $2,300,000 appro--f'
prlation passed this month by Congrcss as part of a $19,000,000 budget
to the SUte Dept.'s Office of Inlormation & Cultural Affairs, the
International Motion Picture Divi-

'

sion is seeking Hollywood cooperation on an expanded program for
the coming year, The OIC Is currently negotiating with producers on
the Coast to commit them to make
an undetermined number of films
on subjects supplied by the State
Dept.'s fUm adjunct, a hijgh official
of the OIC disclosed. One of the
top officials of the OIC will head
for the Coast early in the fall lo
push the deal, it was said.
Proposal made to Hollywood producers by the Government unit is
that the OIC would supply not only
the subject matter but also an outline of suggested treatment. Unit
would, in addition, cooperate in obtaining material for such pictures
made in line with OIC aims for
foreign consumption. Distribution of.
these films, it was disclosed, would
be handled by the companies themselves for theatrical' purposes.
OIC as successor to the Office of
War Information will hypo its program to distribute between 60 and
70 documentaries, all narrow-gauge,
in the forthcoming year, a top offlcial said. Of these, about 30 will be
produced for the Government on
contracts let out to private concerns,
while the balance will be pix acquired from private industry and
adapted for foreign distribution.

New

Trocolor Pix at Rep
Hollywood, Aug.

Metro over the dismissal of six

6.

duced by. Lou Gray.
Rep handed Edward J. White the
pi'oducer task on "Bells of San Angelo," also to be in Trucolor.
Pic
follows "Apache Rose" on 'White's
production program.
Roy Rogers will star in a tinter
for the first time in his film career
in "Apache Rose" at Republic.
'

Statement said, "It is unfortunate that representative pressure groups have injected themselves into a routine labor-management dispute where there is
.jio basis in fact for their particiRebuke was believed
liation."
aimed at Ameirlcan Veterans
Committee and other vet organizations which have displayed
dismissal
in
active
interest
of
five
flacks,
notices given
which are- veterans.

New U Setup

date.

Continued from page 3

,

U

however.

sum

ComproiniseDea]
Hollywood, Aug, 6.
Walt Disney Studio and the Screen

to

buy

all

of

marked for advances and loans to
International and another $1,500,000
to

$2,00«,000

studio

for

It

whether

;

;

U

—

A

U

Anthony

•

.

U

Execs

.

^

SOPEG AND 7 MAJORS

—

U

.

'

-

UA

Chicago, Aug. 6.
Analysis of the -power given Richard F. Walsh in a .649-10-426 vote at
Alliance of
International
the recent
Theatrical .Stage Employees convensh here reveals that' delegates
union's
exec board
gave him. and the
power to kick out without trial by
his local any rank-and-filer who is
proven to be a "Communist."
Dictatorial powers now in Walsh's

hands were confirmed by Eugene
Atkinson, Chi Motion Picture Operators business manager and Chi's
lA delegate to the American Federation of Labor, who said last week:
'The executive board headed by
the president has been given authority

to

ignore,

occasion

if

de-

mands, that portion of the constitugranting
locals
autonomous
powers over their membership in

tion

the

first

stale of discipline.

a.

along Omaha's
the challenging

Mayor

said he. was fed up with
Council Bluffs starving for pictures
while Omaha enjoyed' 28 days'
clearance. Every branch manager
on Film Row had about the same
answer; "We are. waiting to see
what the head office says."

Ralph D, Goldberg who has two
houses here and five

downtown

neighborhoods is also a Council
Bluffs exhibitor having the Broadway, large first-run hou.se. Goldvery articulate about the
berg,
whole affair, told hewspapermen he,
too, was tired of the "injustice" of
the clearance' law. Morrie Smead,
owner of the Strand, other first run
house' in the Bluffs, was silent.
This is the first time so far as
anybody knows that a city official
has taken up the cudgels so vigorously in behalf of his city's theatres
in a matter that has been regarded
as strictly within the industry's
scope.
"I don't go to many movies, but
this has hurt me for years" said the
mayor. "We are not a suburb of
Omaha and we. are entitled to first
run pictures."
Council' Bluffs
which^ is just
across the Missouri
River from
Omaha has around 48,000 population against Omaha's 265,000. Distributors have always regarded the
situation as strictly a first and sec
ond run affair in a closely knit community of better than ,330,000 people. Council Bluffs incidently is far
closer to downtown Omaha that the
letter's residential districts.
Film and theatre row expects
some kind of legal battle before this
is over.

The con-

DIRECT MGRS. CHARTER

FROM AFL WINS FAVOR
A

direct charter for theatre

man-

and by-laws, however, pro- agers from the AFL is regarded in
managerial and other circles as
a'h offender be tried by
his own local, with right of appeal miich more desirable than affiliation
from the local level to the execu- with the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stalge Employees, which
tive board."
stitution

Vide that

'

In other
words,
the
offender was vetoed at the lA convention in
henceforth has no right of appeal for Chicago. The lA stands ready to
a hearing of a charge leveled at him lend its support for a. direct AFL
by his peers in his own local, as charter, it is understood.
It is likely such a charter will be
heretofore, and that, according, to
Atkinson, is because of "growing granted. The lA came into the picture because William Green, AFL
Communistic Influences in lA."
Move, as reported, was bolstered president, prior to the lA convenby delegates in a majority vole, with tion, informed the Motion Picture
adoption of a resolution investing in Theatre Operating Managers & AsWalsh and the exec board the right sistant Managers Guild that clear"to take immediate steps to rid the ance in that direction would have to
international
of
any subversive, be obtained from the I A. The
radical or Communistic groups"— all MPTOM ti
was organized by
of which ties in with the board's managerial employees in 41 RKO
recent approval of expulsion of 12 Greater
N.
Y. and Westchester
members of Local 44, Hollywood, for County houses.
"failing to cooperate with the interWith respect to a direct AFL
national in jurisdictional disputes."
charter instead of affiliation with
Action, of course, was contested
the lA, the guild is reported to feel
as witness that 426 vote against it— that employers are not only relucwith Ben Scher, business agent of tant, to deal with a union whose
the N. Y. Motion Picture Operators membership Includes both superlocal leading the opposition by chal- visory and rank-and-file employees
lenging the
amendment on the but that employers are actually
grounds that anybody In a local can hostile to such an organization.
take up the shout of "Communist!" Their position, it's reported, is that
and beat down his opposition from a union of supervisory employees
here on in.
like managers should be limited
Walsh
acknowledged the new only to such supervisory employees
move gives him extraordinary pow- and that it should have no connecers, but said he needed them be- tion with
employees who are subcause, as in the Hollywood dispute, ject to their supervision.
he must have "power to tell the loIf an AFL charter is obtained by
cals what to do— not to ask them." the MPTOM&AMG,
assured
is
it
He also' pledged that he will not there will be close cooperation beabuse this power.
tween the managers and the lA.

AMG

:

M-G SETTLES SQUABBLE

WITH SPG OVER 5 VETS

RKO

Enfs

lAV

Walsh's 'Power

.

U

.

CONTINUE WAGE TALKS

all

row greeted

film

.

Analysis of

Improve-

be learned
couldn't
Intends to offer for sale
the 40,000 shares authorized but
withheld last spring to provide additional financing for the new deal.
ments.

first picture, "Little Iodine," completed and scheduled for fall re
Kosiner continues 'also as
lease.
eastern rep for Eklward Small PrO'

International's

.

—

.

Koslncr Doubling
Harry Kosiner has been named
eastern rep for Comet Productions,
distributing via United Artists, with

used $1,400,000 of the ductions.

Cartoonists Guild arrived at a compromise
settlement
Monday (5)
whereby production on three films
will be resumed and threat of a lay-,
Splti-Geeti Terms
off has been temporarily forestalled.
Under the original arrangement
Details of settlement were not released by either side but Disney will with International, which Is now in
process
of change. Spitz and
operathe
With an eye to stepped-up
return 94 of 215 SCG members to
tions, John Begg, chief of the mo- work on films- now nearing comple- GoeU each received $2,000 weekly,
plus expense and travel allowances
tion picture division, is currently tionhome. In addition,
from
while
away
touring Europe on a survey of emThey will work on an eight-hour
Goetz was to get further compenbassies and legations used as reday basis with new wage scale.
sation of $150,000 per year or such
leasing agencies for its films. Or- Other
of SCG members will be out
not exceed the
did
that
as
part
of
ganization is also girding for its
in a group of 450 who were laid off
annual profit of the new production
drive' by taking over all mobile film
last week. Provision was also made
company before state and Federal
units in South America and China
to pay story men as well as approxitaxes.
which' were' used by both the OWI inately
14 other SCG members two
and the Office of Coordinator of weeks severance
Further clarifying aspects of the
pay if not rehired
Inter-American Affairs.
setup agreed on in
within go days. About 22 story men changes in the
Estiinated audience of from
England, Blumberg declared that
were involved In the layoff.
500,000' to 5,000,000 monthly view
the company— If it could obtain court
Huddles
on
a
basic
contract
are
the OIC films throughout the world,
approval planned to acquire !>0 or
expected to resume Thursday (8)
an official said. Pictures are pre60 theatres in the United States
few
pared with commentator obbligato in between Disney and SCG toppers. within three or four years.
Films which are working are "Scaig
as high as 28 languages for worldr
of them will be acquired just as
wide distribution. Additionally, the of the South," "Fun and Fancy soon as court okay Is received, he
Free" and "How Dear to My Heart."
said.
OIC has set up film- libraries In
Spokesmen
for the studio are John
many countries, it was said, which
topper stated,
These theatres,
loan out both the pix. and projectors F. Reeder, veepee and general man- would be entirely owned by Univerager,
Donar Dyer,
to schools and organizations.
sal, Inc., with Rank participating
Newest gimmick in OIC program O'Rourke and Jacques Roberts. only incidentally as a stockholder
Workers
were represented by Wil- in that company. Britisher's picIs to encourage private Industry to
produce films which play down the liam J. Bassett, secretary of the tures, however, would profit from
Council,
advertising angle. As lure, the Gov- Central'. Labor
Maurice the fact they were in the U "family,"
ernment has offered to supply prints Howard, business agent of screen Blumberg explained, just as UniverCartooniste
Guild,
John Martin, sal International product would
and distribute on the cuff in foreign
countries all films suitable to its business agent of Film Laboratory profit by. access to Rank's more than
Technicians,
John Lehners for the IjXIO houses throughout the world.
purposes where the plug for the
product is minor. Latest deal was Film Editors union, and Ray Patin,
Separate sales administration staffs
made with Standard Oil in which Leonard Kitty, Eric Larson and Jerry will be maintained, Blumberg said,
the OIC made 60 prints of the com' Hathcock for the studio employees. for handling of product being disr
pany's flimizatlon of West Virginia,
tributed by
for Loew-EInf eld's
one of a Standard Oil seriies on the
Enterprise Productions, for the 12
states. Pic is to be exported by the
pictures coming from Rank each'
OIC as part of its intended popu
year and for the additional Rank
larizatioii of America
across the
films to be distributed under the
Continued from page S
seas.
Prestige Pictures label, which will
William Scully is v.p, in charge of come under Universal..
distribution fbr U.
U'l Indies
Greenthal would likewise have to
Product coming from the four ingo Into a top exec spot and the
pub-ad posts on both Coasts are al- dies working on the U lot Walter
Wanger, Mark Hellinger, Jack Skirready filled to the satisfaction of
Dlckerings for a new wage pact toppers. John Joseph heads the en- ball-Bruce Manning, and Mike- Todd
for 2,500 employees of seven film Ure department, with headquarters —will be included in the 25 pix (poscompany h.o.s continued today <7) on the Coast, with Maurice Bergman sibly fewer the first year) slated to
come from Universal International.
In the 20th-Fox board room. Reps in charge of New York.
of the Screen Office tc Professional
Heineman and Greenthal were at a These deals are- different from EnEmployees Guild and Columbia, press conference held by Fox last terprise, which Is strictly a distriParamount; 20th-Fox, RKO, Metro, week at which Fox started to say that bution arrangement on a sliding
Blumberjg exRepublic and United Artists are he was sure they would remain with scale percentage,
talking the union's demand for' a the new Universal. They sent him plained, because the four indies
general wage boost of $10 per week a kidding note while he was talking, working on the lot are .wholly
along with a minimum weekly wage however, In which they said some- financed by U.
of $30.
U. chieftain expressed great optimthing to the effect: "Don't indicate
In their first huddle Monday (5) for certain we're going to stay, be- ism concerning the quality and
six companies agreed that any pay cause we have no deal, brother." chances of Rank product In this
hike would be retroactive to July Fox changed his words around in the country. He said the U. S. trade
29.
increases would be effective middle of a sentence.
would be amazed at the improveas of April 1 since Its agreement exSchwalberg came to International ments in all aspects of British propired on that date.
Major L. E. from Warner Bros, In 1944. Inas- duction, including such things as dicThompson of
heads the film much as International Pictures will tion which will make dialog entirecompanies' negotiating committee, eventually become indistinguishable ly intelligible to American audiwhile Sidney Young is chairman for- from U product, there seems little ences. Among the pictures which
SOPEG.
reason for a separate organization to will be included in U's first year's
supervise
International
sales. dozen from Rank, and for which
Schwalberg has had no definite talks Blumberg had highest praise are:
Gallic Model
about the future with William Goetz
"This Magic Bow," from the novel
and
Leo
Spitz, who head 'Interna- of that title by Manuel Koniroff, the
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
LIse Bourdin/young French model tional^ but probably will do so when story of the life of the famous viorecently front-paged by Life mag, Spitz gets into New York from Eng- linist.
PaganinI; "Odd Man Out,"
land
next week.
starring
was signed to a test-option contract
James Mason; "Hungry
Work, associated with U produc- Hill," the Daphne du Maurier bestby Enterprise through its Paris
tion since 1938, will definitely re- .seller, starring Margaret Lockwood;
representative, Nate Watt,
Watt was instructed to extensive main, Blumberg said. He will have "Nicholas Nickleby," the Dickens
tests to Hollywood. If they work out a top spot at the studio, although cla.ssic, with Sir Cedric Hardwick
catisfactorily. Mile. Bourdin will be Goetz will actually be In charge of and Dame Sybil Thorndike; and
inked to a term pact and Introduced production. Those who know 'Work "Black Narcissus," the Rumcr Goddto the American screen in "Arch know he won't mind unloading the en bcst-.sellcr, with Sabu, Deborah
full responsibility.
Kerr and Flora Robson.
oi'. Triumph."

UWP

nald LeBorg.
Most of the. film will be shot on
location, with studio space as a prO'^
tection In case of rain.

'

k

preferred an(} half of its common.
About $2,500,000 additional was ear-

Set

Buddy

Comet Productions,
in.
partners
closed a deal for stage space at Bel
mont Studios for indoor filming of
"Adventures of Don Coyote," Ciiiecplor feature to be directed by Regi-

.

Galloper, endowed with a high
budget, will lie filmed in Trucolor,
with Aug. 21 slated as the starting

.

Omaha, Aug,
Stony silence

at Belmont

lettar sent to seven major producers
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
and distributors by Mayor: PhU
Rogers and Ralph Cohn, Minner of Council Bluffs last week.
.

.

SCG

V
Comet Rents

press agepts.

co-starier *for
Next Trucolbr
Monte Hale and Adrian Booth at
Republic will be "Under Colorado
Skies." Musical western, based on a
story by Clark Mathews, will be pro-

INsney,

A 'SulMirb of Omaha' on Ist-Run Pix

SPG and

between the

dispute

Hollywood, Aug.

6.

Rialto,

N.
Mulls
2d Run of Top Fix

Instead of spot - booking minor;
product,
York,
the Rialto. New
operated by Arthur Mayer, will go

Metro and the Screen Publicists second-run if it
can make .suitable
have worked out the situa- deals with distributors on pictures
members of SPG, all of a better caliber following their
former servicemen, and they'll be- Initial Broadway
showings.
kept, on the studio's payroll as junSmall house is currently playing
iors along with Bill McGrath, copy "Dead
of Night," which it was able
editor, who was given discharge to obtain
from Universal following
papers at same tinie. Various vet-, recent first-run engagement of picerans organizaliohs had entered the ture at the Winter
Garden. U was
squabble to see that the GI Bill of prompted into trying it on second
Rights was not violated.
run at the Rialto in the face of a
Guild

tion with five

.

SPG

successfully held out for the
keep the men on as emin addition lo which' the

studio,^ to

ployees

Guild aslted they be hoisted to position of junior."!, which they would
be in normal course of events, had
they not entered the armed forces.

number of phone calls to the
its exchange, after nm
ended, asking where "Nighl" could
large

Garden and
be seen.

Rialto is hot for the .second-run
idea but so far has made no other
deals.

-

£7

So.

CaL hdies Want Day

in

Sitherlaiid's Rentals

Cant To

CsiIiiIcImt

'

Hollywood, Aug.

'8.

Sol M. Wurtzel closed a deal tor
stage space at the Sutherland studio

D.C. What s Wrong

Tell

March and May, 1947,
in addition to earlier commitment!
for September and November this
year.
Comet is booked for October
and December and is negotiating for

for January,

move*

Dept. ot Justice support for a

reopen anti-trust suit hearings
and permit testiiriony of indie exiiil)itois is being sought by Paul Williams, president ol Southern California Theatre Owners Assn. and forto

DA

Gets Puppet Shorts

using small puppets.

be

New

animated' drawings

Ail of

Contract

Agreement

.11.

installa-

Two-column ad. stating the film tions on all steamships. Icayihg the
wa.< coming inio the Eagle, operated U. S. which show pix, and has about
by the Upstate Theatre Circuit, ap- 80% of the 16m biz on the smaller
piMred .Tilly 25. Fabian house, which lines.
Prez is George Barnelt. who headed Modern formerly. Board chairman is John W. Hubbell, who, as
Army It. -col. during the war, was
liaison officer of Army with the War
Activities Committee, and headed
the Overseas Motion Picture Service of the Army, suppling 16m features contributed by the pix industry lo Army and Navy posts abroad.

had the pic booked, blew
that a dirty deal had
up.
sbmeiiow robbed it of the picture.

aclually

K.ijiiring

Fabian execs phoiied the Goldwyn
only lo find it as surprised as

ornci;

they were

announcement.

at the

Check with the Eagle revealed
1ikewi.se

knew nothing about

Times-Union

It

the ad.

was contacted and

it

copy had been phoned
by .someone who said his name

said that Jie
in

was Rapp and was

Diy following the most recent ad.
Goldwyn look a quarter of a page
in the paper to square things. Copy
in part: "There seems to be
some co:ifusion
It is understandable that anyone should be
anxious, yes even overanxious, to
make .sure that a»great comedy is
seen in Albany. But uniquely In
Albany in unknown party, ostensibly

staled,

anxious showman at
heart,
inserted
an advertisement
yestci-it.iy concerning the local show-

an alert

aiid

neighborhood
and the situation

PIC

j

I

,

Film
inlcresis
.fast

will

and

be produced by
.as

local

yet the supporting

has not been

set,

getting

to 60%,
worse all

to dictate sales policies

Majors'

and

A. Lifts

Ban
Ansco

will

I

•provided the agent is not also acting in respect to theatres owned by
other
exhibitors,
independent or
affiliated, and. provided that in case
the agent is buying films for its
principal, he does this through the
bidding system, theatre by theatre."
Unable to buy for more than one

I

deals.

.

Kansas

assi.stance

from

local

6,

NW

has some with widnw^- or other heirs
of former exhibitors
as well
as
estates.

Federal Reserve Bk.

Effective Friday (Zt Par resumed
of the Strand, Yoiikers,
there, with RKO,
operating. House
is owned

operation

Cues Continuing Big

Biz which was pooled
latter

Minneapolis, Ang. 6.
first run thieatres which
Northwest exhibitors are still getreport trade off 10% to
ting encouragement from the MinnNabes reported grosses olT up eapolis Federal Reserve Bank re-

downtown

50% by various

;

variously
20?-;.

Many

trying to escape the
to
threat by booking pictures especially
for adult trade.
25"";.

Still

ho

official

ban

the boxoffice

crowd- two years,

on

at

outlook for the next
least,

is

eixceedingly

outsiders, including

estate.

houses, adding
string of II.

good.

Among

other things, the report, for
example, predicts that cash farm
incorne in the area this year may approximate the 1945 all-time record
amount. That means plentiful enlertainrnent purchasing power for
the territory, it's pointed out.
The review expresses optimism
Joins 'Big' Barbers regarding
forthcoming crop.s, genHollywood, Aug. 6.
eral busine.ss activity, con.st ruction
Paramount assigned Dorothy La- and banking, as well as farm income.
mour to co-star with Alan Ladd and Corn prospects are the best in sevBrian Donlevy in "The Big Haircut," eral jfeais and may run 30K, ahead
sloi'y of western wheat fields.
of Isal year'.s crop, or more than
Outdoor backgrounds on "Haircut" double 19:15-39 figures, according to
have been; shot on location and in-., the report.
door filming starts late this monlh,.{ Department and general store .sales
when Miss Lamour winds up her in cities .showed an iiicrcuise of 37'!!:
in
"My Favorite In June, compared with 32% in
current chore
rural areas, the report My*.
Brunette."

Lamour

(in

Yohkers house, embraced In the
Straham Corp.. will be shifted into
Uie
Paramount Pictures Theatres
Corp.. with Harry Royster. general
manager of Par's upstate N. Y.

ports.
The current repp't. just
issued, covering June, indicates that

galhering activities, but parents voluntarily holding back the youngsters
and biz at same tirne.. No official
count has been given on numl>er of
but new cases breaking out
ca.-ies.
in two's and three's daily.

civic

This

it

to

his

present

upstate

leaves only one Par hou?a
iii
a pool, being the Para-

mount

at

Middleiuwn, which

is

op-

erated by Si Fabian under pooling

with his Slate. Fabian also owns the
Slratton,

which

is

clo.-sed.

The Fa-

bian-Par pool does not expire until
Mai-ch 31, next year.

i

I

TIERNEY INTO

'

'FEISON'

'

.

i

'

off.
If
the City Commissioners approve the lax plan, it would then*
Congo to Congress in January.
gress passes all major laws for
Washington.

I.

Order

up all of them which involve other
major companies. In addition to
pooling and operating arrangements
which Par has with indiea. it also

— reportedly

kind— from

its

in

giving consideration
to
it has with various and
sundry independents throughout the
country. Paramount will ftrst wash

8.

.

.

Feeling is that .Wa.<;hinggroups.
lon's theatres will be hit hard with
lin'cluding
the 20%
tax
a 30°!.
Federalt in a year or Iwo when the
bloom of present prosiJcrity wears

Aug.

of polio cases continued
to increase during the past week
under aegis of stifling hot weather,
restrictive
edect on boxoffice
and
trade now extended definitely to the

on Local Anus.

Washington, Aug.

City,

of

Pools

Its

With Outsiders
Before

the
the German
G. Farben plant Tast spring.

best

Number

10^ Extra

Par Setting
pools which

obtained the process

'

.

at» a time, combines will lose
the leverage of dickering for a flock
of theatres, film execs think. However,

combines have continued to
grow despite the decision and there
is no present sign that any
of them
Washington, Aug. 6.
are getting set to toss in the towel.
be ready to offer the

;

Bite

.

i

color film process to
the industry sopie time in October,

:

Tax

the

that

AGFA German

I

D.C. Mulls

claim

was clear and uhand made .no distincbetween exhibitors and distribulors in voicing disapproval wilh
combined film buying.
Pertinent
part of decision read: "It should be
(added that in our opinion there can
:be no objection to operating, bookling or fihn buying through agents,

according lo reports here. The Government-run plant is Ihe only company wilh a complete line of the
AGFA patents, which it held through
trade agreement with German I. G.
Farben before World War 11.
Nathan Golden, Commerce Dept.
film consullant. and industry reps

I

Now

lawyers

court's language

;lion

ANSCO HAS GERMAN

:

.

Greta Garbp is slated to have the
in a forthconning picture deal
with a band of Swcdi-sh sktl6rs
whi) emigrated to America In the
17th century and formed a colony
on the Delaware river.

off

is

;

seek

in.^

affiliate."

iequivocable

AGFA COLOR READY
S.

RKO

lead

.

a criticisrh for

Hollywood. Aug. 6.
San Antonio. Aug. 6
Metro's atomic bomb picture. "The
The polio ban, in effect here since
Beginning or the End," which was
May 10. has been lifted by the city
''""Shed through its shooting scheduli:
At the start of
health authorities.
in 48 days, is currently getting rush
the ban all under 21 were banned
treatment for an early October re- from all theatres, night clubs and
lease to take advantage of the pubLater the
other public gathering;;.
lic interest in atomic energy.
ban was modified to 15 years of age.
Ordinarily four or more months
With the lifting of the ban, local
intervene between the last day's theatres were mobbed by teen-agers
shooting and the lelea.se of an imwho. hadn't seen a show of any sort
portant film.
Early distribution of for almost three months.
"Beginning" will establish a new
record at Metro.
K. C. Wave Unabated

,

6.

NCA

house

FOR QUICK SHOW

.

Stockholm, Aug.

—

here the last
Number of
weekend were more than 300 and
there had been a number of deaths.

Plans are taking form among the
For, the date .and the theatre this D.C. exhibitors to fight a proposed
imkiiowii motion picture connoisseur local 10% admissions lax. City has
inserted into his advertisement were a long range program for $60,000,000
."
in error
of invprovement and a boxoffice bile
Suspected to be back of all this is one of the stunts recommended to
by .some ot the Sherlock Hoimes pay for it.
agents waS a feud between Gbldwyn
Exhibitors' committee, headed by
add Fabian last year which sent Carter Barron (Loew's), A. Julian
V'Woivderman" into the Eagle instead Brylawski
Fred
(Warners), and
of the Palace, the regular
lo
has decided
first Kogod
(indies),
run. Someone was either jumping carry it5 scrap first to the D. C.
the sun or hoping to create another Commissioners headed by J. Rusfeud in announcing the Eagle date; .sell Young, former news.man, who
it is thought.
is well acquainted in local theatre
Another feature will be to
circles.

Garbo's Swedish Pic

j

;

M-G HYPOS ATOM BOMB

The Kid from Brooklyn'.
However, whoever he was he had
his fai ls more than a trifle confused.

.

-

i

cases

of

i'i«

.

,

the time.

Latter declar-

ed lie had no employee named Rapp
and. furlliermore, had no intention
of payin.g for the ad. Three weeks
previous, a teaser for "Kid," mcnlinnin.:; *.hc Eagle, had also appeared
ami. ai-cording to the paper, was still
iinp.iid for inasmuch as the theatre
niaiiaijor
likewise maintained that
he hadn't inserted it.

O.

I

assistant to the

inaiia.?ev of the Eagle.

Minneapolis. .^ug.

,

.

35m

all

ban them.

At the same tihne. Government attorneys believe that ^the mechanics
auction selling are such that it
will be impossible for the combines
to operate successfully.
As a prac(ical matlef, the D. of J. thinks the
combos will fade when the decrea
starts working.
Attorneys for the
majors would like the insertion ot
a decree proviso which would bar
film companies from dealing with
the combines.
With the Governjment cold to. the' proposal that it,
jon it^ own initiative, insert such a
clause, the majors are faced with
the ticklish question of whether they
can ask for the provision in the der
Ciee directed against themselves.
of

North Central Allied, indepi-ndent
organization,
ha.s
inexhibitors'
jected, itself into a move to bring
together two of the biggest buying
and. bookin:g combines here to creati:
rriove
greater
buying power
a
viewed writh apprehension by local
exchanges.
Bennie Berger,
film
president, of the body, a member of
Film attorneys have expressed
one of the two combines, has. announced that
will use its elTorls .surprise over the D. of J. position,
to effect the merger which is ibeiiig parlicularly, since the Government's
delayed because of inability of the proposed decree bars the majors
two groups lo agree on some of the from doing the very thing that, the
combines do. Pointed out that secimportant details.
The two combines are Theatre lion 7 of the Government decree restrains the majors "from opoating,
Associates,
comprising the terribooking, or buying films lor any of
tory's five largest independent circuits,
and Independent Theatres its theatres through any agent who
which consists of nearly 611 of the is also acting in such manner for
any other exhibitor, independent, or
leading Minneapolis and St. Paul

•

was prompted by

ings

.

Firm now handles

Alfied Talks

permitting Aquatennial parades and
other events which attracted, crowds
estimated at 300,000 to 600,000.
independent exhibitors hot alTiliBusiness has been badly hurt at
ated with Theatre Associates.
neighborhood theatres, with a
all
Trade dope is that if this merger
few exceptions, and loop grosses also is accomplished it will be the preEven
effect.
have felt the adverse
cursor of a move 'to unite the other
unchildren
of
before the banning
three combines that have sprung up
was
uptown
der IS, juvenile trade
during the past three years, although
practically nil and prior to Ihe reA. L. Aved, head of one of the
quest for suspension of matinees a
Igroup.s, has announced that his comnumber of uptown and suburban jbine will. not. consider any affiliathem.
eliminated
houses had
lion and always will go it alone.
polio
adult
many
There have been
But branch managers of the film
victims as well as children and this exchanges
admit that a combination
fact is discouraging grownups' theof the majority of the combines
extent.
-A
some
10
atre, attendance
might stack the cards against them
conservative estimate puts downand eventually lead to a situation
and
damages
as
20%
town business
where the groups would at least try
30
grosses

field, the Modern Film Corp., which
olTeied 3.5m film, and Seven Seas
Corp., which specialized in
16m.

fiom Brooklyn" (RKO) would open
at Ihe [Oa?le Aug. 1. Pic is actually
slalPd lo prccm at the Palace Sept.

NC

the confines 6' the D. of J. is that
the court opinion didn't go so far

:

.

York. Ihe Albany- Times-Union and
operalurs cil two theatres in Albany
are wearing Sherlock Holmes
all
Ihi.'i
wrek and calling for aid flights.
Seven Seas is a merger ot two
from Dr. Watsoii. Tliey're trying to
tWure out who inserted the ad in pre-war companies which did most
the work in the transportation
ll)f paper announcing that "The Kid of

bines
suit

Knows,"

Big Buying Pool

trans-

CMi)s

.itarting

"Heaven Only
early next month.

.

:

New

ciir-

produc-

as to

is

for

is

Chase,'-

final stages of

'

ex- public gatherings.
Previoijs to Ihe request relative to
oceanic
flights,
running current children under 15, the public welproduct, both features and shorts, fare board had asked theatres to susfrom, riibst ot the majors:- Pix will pend matinees and "any other perbe ICni, in black and while or color, formances designed for children 15
and may even precede first-runs, due and under" and the mayor and
to the smair audiences and hence health commissioner had issued a
lack of competition.
Stewardesses joint proclamation of a "voluntary
will operate the projectors.
quarantine." Under it parents were
Pan-American has been conduct- requested to keep children at home;
ing test-Highls on the now grounded The cancellatio'h of picnics and other
Constellations,
so
that
program public, gatherings, primarily deprobably won't start till bah has signed for children, also was urged;
been iifled. RKO's "From This Day
The health commissioner's anForward" was used on the test nouncement regarding theatre clos-

Albany
in

the

with Pan-American.

Date Mixup
oflice

Film

its

and

tion,

expressed
by Government
is
that the buying comwere .not defendants to the
and that, moreover, feeling in

legaliles

Other two are "The
rently -in

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.
Theatres here iare complying' with
request of Dr. F. J. Hill, city
health commissioner, to refuse admission to all children under 15 during the present sevexe polio epidemic which is one of the worst of
any city in the U. S. At the same
lime. Dr. Hill indicated he would
He
nftt order the theatres' closing.
liHS been empowered by the public
welfare board to take whatever
steps he deems necessary to restrict
a

Corp:, distrib
tran.sportation
field., supplying 16m and 35m films
to steam.ships, railroads and airlines,
has landed .the first airline contract,

clusive.

View

:

Lets 1st

in

Government doesn't intend to do
anything about it.
The Dept. ot
Justice has taken a hands-on stance
on the legality of the combas under
the statutory court ruling and has
so informed attorneys fdr-the. majors.

alloted.

16m Air Contract
Seven: Seas

specializing

Goldwyn's 'Kid' Seems To

In Curious
Goldwyn

In

Mpls. Dents B.O.

Pan-Am

bodking-buying comExhibitor
doom may have been tolled
by the anti-trust decision biit th«

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Third and last picture on Seymour
Nebenzel's production program for
United Artists release in 1946-47 will
be "Th» Story- of Mayerling,'' for
which a $2,000,000 budget has been-

Techni-

'

Be Kiddio'

Wave

Polio

Booldng-Bnying

bines'

UA

NtbtDzal's Last for

serieis will

In

SCTOA

Siinuiel

is

films.

color.

prcz wants the courtroom
thrown open so that indie exhibs
may give their idieas of the effect ot
tlii coiu'l'.s decision on theatres and
to air their own views of what the
WilindiLStry panacea should be.
liams, himself, is in favor of theatre
block-booking
divorcement
plus
wilh a generous cancellation clause.
Both Williams and Vinnicof will
to New York following the
h(<tci
W.-shinijton confabs for. meetings
wilh .American Theatres Assn. officials and then will return to the
Coa.<t.
ATA execs have been urged
by Williams to reverse the theatre
unit's hnnds-ofT policy on the Equity
-suit, and
he will, likely, continue
l»ro.<.siM); for a switch in stniid.

Sutherland

MM

reserving.; five days each month for
his own educational and commercial

"The Missing Ghost," one of a series
of timed cartoon shorts to ba pro^
man. Williams, is wooing Special duced by John Sutherland iProducUnited Artists release.
A.-isi.stant Attorney General Robert tioris for
his erstwhile subordinate,
Wri.sjhl.
Sutherland recehtly made a quinto eiilist Coverriment cooperation in tet of dimensional shorts' for 'UA,
coiilemplated application, to the
court for .sii.spension of the decision
and sub.iiequent hearings.

John

Meanwhile,

KO

Combines Who'eas Kstribs Tabued

next February.

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Comic felony forms- the basis of

of J' attorney, who plaiied to
•Washiiiftlon this weeic, accompanied
by Cecil Vinnicof, Coast theatre

mer D

a

Dotes Not

CodpiN of Dicrce

;

:

•

Hollywood, Aug. S.
Lav/rence Tierney, who achieved
stardom in the role of John Dilliiiiger. draws another felonious assignment
"Pri.son
Story"
in
at
I

:

RKO.

;

-

'.

|

.

I
'

j

I

i

Picture rolls early in 3epte:n).l>er
wilh Marian Carr as (emme lead.
,

.

.

2a

Wetlneeilajr, Aiignst 7, 19-16

"Don't be
a

MUST GUJRD EFERYONE'S LIBERTY
OR ELSE IVE CAN LOSE OUR OWN'
Today

is just

is

going to

lose his

man named Henry

•*taken," will

money

of strangers because he
in a friendly

game

is

to a

couple

themselves. But a

to join

in

and

after a

slugged

man

with

going

to

meet a

girl,

few drinks, he's going to be

in a

his wallet.

is

guy can be

a sucker

such a way as to sacrifice not only

himself, but his fellowman as well as

of cards.

Joe Collins, a married

a wife at home,

they are

Joe, after

have hurt no one but

going

In a small barroom another chap

named

Henry and

an everyday sort of

day. But on a train, a

dark alley and stripped of

his country.

Take Mike,
typical

for

instance— he's

a

young American. He's got

everything.

A

good job and

a country

called America.
It's

a wonderful thing to have

.

.

t

Wednesday, Anfust

7,
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America. Lots of room to
of food. Big factories to

a

man can

Big

use.

cities to

business of a big country.

And

—

to

lots of

people.

Enough

We must never

raise plenty

make the things

"Mikes"

the

that

let

of America.

happen

We

to

must

do the

never

people

or color, or religion, because in this

work

the

farms and build the factories arid dig
the mines and run the business.

All

kinds of people. People from difTerent

ourselves be divided by race,

let

country we
minorities

is

a right to be

belong to minority

all

Our

groups.

right to belong to these

a precious thing.

We

have

what we are and say what

countries, with different religions, dif-

we think, because we have personal free-

ferent colored skins. Free people.

dom.

Yeah, Mike's got something

He's got a

right.

right to

.

.

.

— the

WE MUST GUARD EVERYOR WE CAN

ONE'S LIBERTY
LOSE OUR OWN.

vote— to say what he pleases—

pick his

to

job

free Arnerica

all

own Church and

he's got that

who

all

his

own

right, but there

up nights figuring

are

guys

out

how to take that away from him.
Though Mike knows the value of

these rights,

stay

and he and millions

like

The above message

is

adapted from

the motion picture short subjecty

Be A

Suckery

by the U, S»
troops

^

Army for

^^ Do7t*

was produced

This film

our

exhibition to

during the war.

Its

message

even more important today. Because

is

we

him fought during the recent World

believe in the principles expressed in this

War

film,

to preserve these rights, there are

evil forces

afoot

being human,

is

who know

that

vulnerable.

Mike,

They

ply

we have undertaken

of*'Dont Be

and

a public

as

him with insidious propaganda intim-

exhibitors

ating that the people with foreign

"Don

accents

make

all

the

money;

that

negroes hold jobs that rightfully belong
to

white men. That his enemies are the

A Sucker

t

service.

the distribution
'

without profit

Thousands of

have aheady chosen

Be

A Sucker

'

to

show

on their screens,

thus sharing with us the grave responsibility

you

of American

to join this

Jews, the Catholics, the Masons, or any

exhibit

other minorities.

branches.

it,

too.

citizenship.

distinguished
It

is

We

urge

company and

available at all our

Recent German history has
who fall for

proven that the "Mikes"
this

type of propaganda are the real

suckers.

Once

into minority

their country

groups

it

was

was a simple

matter for the Nazis to crush each
minority, one by one.

Paramount

split

Pictures Inc.

Wednesday, August
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Manta & Rose Chain Skeds $1,000,000

Denver, Aug.
The Denver has been picked
by Fox Intermountain Theatres
for a soda founspot
tryout
as a

Chicago.
Plans for the construction of five
over
cost
.skcdded
to
were revealed last week

$1,000,000,

by the Manta & Rose circuit.
Project, one of the most ambitious
postwar expansion plans in the midcalls for the erection of the
1,500-scat Maple theatre. La Porte,
Indiana
Harbor,
1,200-scat
Ind.;

west,

Harbor. Ind.;

l,-)00-sc;itcr,

Michigan

City, Inc., in conjunction wilh Maurice Rubin: complete remodeling of
the Capitol, Whiting.; Ind., from a
700 to a 1,200-scalcr; and rebuilding
of circuit's Roxy, La Porte, Ind.
Three new theatres will cost approximately S250.000 each and will
contain space for offices and stores.

,

of the .bally.

Century

New 'Vork flicker house chains,
its candy and .soft drink
out of the hands of conccssionand going into straight house
operation of the sidelines.
indie

WG

visit

but

we

wouldn't want to live there,*

—

,

The sign in red and blue paint on a
white background, read "The- City of
Louis Welcomes the star.'; of
St.
'Down- Missoiui Way' for the world
While no theatre was
premiere."
mentioned, natives had no trouble
knowing where the pic wivs showing,
as a terrific bally preceded the opening. A parade, with visiting pix stars
through tlic downtown district and
ending at the Mayor's office, was part

Building now housing the Capitol
Reopening Toronto's
will be entirely gutted, with only
Toronto.
three walls of the present structure
Bids will be called inimcdiately for
being used for the projected theatre, reopening of the old Winter Garden
wliich will be renamed the Whiting. atop Loew's Downtown, flagship of
Roxy's facelifting plans run along the Loew interests in Canada. Winthe same line as the Capitol's. Alex ter Garden, closed for some 15 years
Manta, partner with Jack Rose in after the death of vaudeville here,
the operation of the chain, said that will give 1,090 additional scats in the
plans call for television equipment. Toronto situation.
Meanwhile, the
Completion of the new theatres "hanging gardens" and the treewill bring the number of houses op- fianked decorations of the prosceerated by Manta & Rose to 30.
nium are being ripped out and the
house's three elevators reconditioned.
Hizzoner's "Mo," Co-op
New Winter Garden policy has not
St. Louis.
yet been determined, but will likely
For the first time in tlie history of see the booking "upstairs" of films
this burg the City Hall was used to that have been held over two or
exploit a motion picture. Last week, three weeks at Loew'."! Downtown,
w^hen the world preem of "Down this assuaging current booking janvs

hside Stuff-Pictiires
"Hollywood's a great place to
is

tain. If successful the

Missouri Way" was held at Fanchon
& Marco's St. Loiii.s theatre, in midtown, Hizzoner Alois P. Kaufman
permitted the hanging of a banner
over the Market street entrance to
the lAiilding.

1946

the final comment of Roy and John Boultlng, members of Rank's inui.
tiple-producing combine, upon their recent month-long visit to the U. S.
Writing in the N. Y. Times last Sunday (4), the brotlitri
film capital.
disclosed that offers had been made to them to remain In Hollywood, but
The fountain will be lotheir answer was "unhesitatingly and emphatically no."
Reason Hoi; lycated in the lobby on the main
wood turns out nothing but potboilers and eyewash while in England
floor.
It will be an elaborate
"producers have the opportunity to tell the truth."
affair, eosting about $4,000, aiid
"The American film maker," they write, "has everything except the on^
ready to use in a month.
vital'and essential condition of original and progressive work freedom!
Today the very insurances the Hollywood executives seeks against financial failure are restricting his industry's freedom and guaranteeing its
whereby certain fihn runs in Toronto
ulvimnte dooin. Today he is following supcess, not creating it. The pioneermany
months
behave often been
ing spirit has departed; the conservative greed and stupidity of a commerhind schedule, with i-csuUaht loss as eial imperialism has taken its place. The best-seller is purchased because
national
magaand
far as trade press
The Broadway theatre hit, likeit's a best seller and for no other reason.
zine publicity campaigns arc conwise.
Star per.sonatities are exploited without regard to the stories in
cerned.
which they are obliged to appear. Exploitation campaigns, many of them
vulgar and misleading and all of them jncrcasingly expen.sivc. serve to
Century Operates Candy Concesh
peisuade a skeptical public into (he theatres. Today the' trick works.
Circuit, one of the largest
idea will
be used In other theatres in the
area.

For 5 Houses; Otiiar Theatre Briefs
theatres,

7,

Malted Preview

'

bi7.

aires

'

I

AMPTO ot Pa. Meets \ov. 4-S
Pittsburgh.
AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania
has set Nov. 4-5 for its 26th annual
convention.
Heights theatre here ."sold to John
MeIko, newcomer to the business,
by Mario Battiston, export exhib.
House had been operated for some
time under lease by Leon Rcichblum, of Lerich Theatres, Inc.
Jlorbert Stern, owner of Drive-In
theatre at South Park, is building

,

Tomorrow may

tell a

different tale."

taking

is

'

(Continued on page

1

.56)

Hollywood isn't as completely black as he originally painted II. Ilya
Ehrcnburg, Soviet writer, admitted la.<l week in a series of articles on
the United States in Moscow's Izvestia. Ehrcnburg, who visited Hollywood
a couple months ago, said in one of his articles that the Russians could
learn something from the American film capital despite the "stunning triviality" of its productions.
Admitting that Russia had its faults, too,
Ehrcnburg listed one of thom as "technical backwardness," although this
wasn't aimed directly at Soviet filmmakers.
Bill providing film storage buildings for the Library of Congress and
the National Archives died last Friday (2) with the adjournment of the
legislators in Washington.
Rep. Fritz Lanham (D., Tex.), tried unsuccessfully to get' it up for action in the closing days of the session. It was
blocked by the Republicans. The bill would have, authorized $1,160,000 for
architectural drawings of the project and for construction of the initial
unit.
The measure will be reintroduced; early next year.

Indie film producer Andrew Stone has agreed to go along wilh RfPA
and change the title of his new film from "Strange Bedfellows." Stone
flIed"Strange Bedfellows" with the MPA Title Registration Bureau and
was promptly notified it would not be approved. Stone protested and
Urged MPA to change it,s mind. However, Stone changed his own mind
and notified the organization that he would submit another title shortly
for the pic which is to be released through United Artists.

Strawhat short rolls today (Wednesday) when 'Vyvyan Donner, romme
director for 20th-Fox Movietone, accompanied by a newsreel crew of six,
shoci^ scenes of Morton DaCosta's Cragsmoore theatre at Cragsmoor, N. V.
Film, which will also include scenes from Somerset Maugham's "Theatre."
the current offering, is to be released in the fall under the title of "Broadway Goes Rural."
Established producers of ICin pictures, headed by Joseph Tliomas of
Telefilm, are cogitating the idea of forming a regulating body, similar to
the Motion Picture Producers Association. Idea is to set up new .standards
for the trade and eliminate fly-by-nighters, get-rieh-quickers and inexperienced amateurs who have been hurting the business of narrow-gauge
production, particularly among commercials and industrials.

Languorous, leisurely acting of Charles Boyer, so dear to the hearts of
customers, will be mbsing when the French actor does his stiilf in

femme
"Arch

of

Triumph"

New

at Enterprise.

characterization calls for brisk
is speed-

speech and snappy demeanor. Lewis Milestone, director, says he
ing up Beyer's tempo for greater dramatic effect.

Tony Cornero, skipper of the seagoing; gambling palace, S.S. Lux. has
plenty of financial backing in the Hollywood film colony. Undeistood
various producers, directors and stars have bought "pieces" of the gaming
ship in blocks of $10,000. Total investment in the offshore roulette and
fare joint is said to be around $1,000,000.
Arthur Hopkins, producer of the legit play, "The Magnificent 'Yankee,"
is offering the piece to major film studios in a package deal with Louis
Calhern in the' title role. Currently Calhern is in Hollywood with "Arch of
Triumph," the. Enterprise picture, and after that will start a 10-month road
tour with "Yankee," filming of which will not start until September, 1947.

Don Haggerty, who did the dipso in "Problem Drinkers," March of Tim*
short, has Warner Bros, interested in him. Haggerty heretofore did radio
and pix bits but came to attention in the
short.

MOT

Here^s the unseen star they

;

dium.

J.he amashing success of that nigbt
just

transmission went into the develop-

20 years ago— the world premiere

of Warner Brothers'

ment of these elements and of the
recording and reproducing equipment built around them.

"Don Juan"—

could not have been achieved without
this loudspeaker and its adjuncts in
the Western Electric Sound System.

For the
Jill

first

time

it

Since 1926, Western Electric has

made many more contributions

was possible to

a theatre with quality sound, accurately

synchronized

ivith

a motion picture.

The loudspeaker— the vacuum tube

ampli-

—

which provided the necessary volume
the microphones which picked up the sound
for recording— the electrically driven recorder
fiers

—the synchronizing system
soiind
to the

that tied together

and scene- were Jive basic contributions
art. All five were made by Western

new

Electric

Many years of research

in the field of sound-

such as Noiseless Recording, Wide

Range Sound and, more

Producers, too, have studied and advanced
the techniques for using the equipment.

Continuing research by Bell Telephone Labo-

by the

Electrical Research

sound in the pictures of tomorrow!

Ekctrkal Research Products

Divisictt

Western Etectrk Company
aaa IROADWAY,

ProducU

Division of Western Electric and by the sound
technicians of the nation's studios, assures still
finer

mw YORK

7.

Hollywood Office-tiOl Romgine

N. V.
Street

Oct.

12,

Reviewing

Continued from page

the. film

in

the

1927 issue of Varietv,

,sid

Silverman wrote:
Sid on "Jazz Singer"
"Undoubtedly the best thing Vitaphone has ever put on the screen.
The combination of the religious
heart-interest
story
and Jol.son's
singing 'Kol Nidre' in a synagog
while his father is dying and two
'Mammy' lyrics as his mother stands
in the wings of the theatre, and later
as she sits in the first row, carries

recently, the basic

development of Stereophonic Sound. Microphones, amplifiers, recorders and loudspeakers,
have been steadily improved.

ratories,

On Soundplx

'Variety'

HEARD!

abundant power and appeal.
"To a first-night Broadway mob
that finale was a whale, and resulted
in a tumultuous ovation. Jolson, personally, has never been more warmly
greeted thaa at this premiere. He
was there, in person, also,
"An odd factor is that the orchestral accompaniment to the story
scratchy, but when Jolson sings
about the best recording Vitaphone has turned out to date. .It's
running for a coasecutive 86 minutes at the Warner, and will have
totalled a lot of screen hours by the
time reaches the end of its stay
is

it's

.

As presented with Vitaphone,

.

it's

a

credit to everybody concerned."
Sime on 'Lights of N. T.'
On July. 11, 1028, "Lights of New

York," the first 100% Ulking feature picture hit Broadway. 'Talkers
had finally arrived, the razzers
were silenced, and Wall Street coin
was trying to climb aboard the rolling band wagon. The film, which
starred Helen CostcUb and CuUcn

13

;

Landis, was reviewed by Si»»ic July
1928 in Variety as follows:

11,

"Lights of New York," noisy or
to the sophisticates is applesauce in every way, but as a talker
it can be pronounced a money-get-

still,

for exhib, even downtown in
cities. This is not solely through
the talking novelty that will hang
about for some time to come, but
because this picture is getting pretty billing in Warners' describing it
as "the first 100% all-talking picter

key

ture."

"Bryan Foy directed. It's his flr.st
full-length talker and there's some
credit in that for him, considering
there's no class to story or picture.
"'Lights of New York' may be
called a pioneer in the real .sense
as an all-talker Though this 100%
talking, picture Is 100% crude, so
much so that its conventionalism is
tiresome, it's surefire. There are
1,000 holes in it alongside of

what

it
should have, from
standni'ds
adopted or about to be adopted, by
the Warners themselves in other
talkers, among others— but slill this
talker will have pulling power, and
the Warners should get credit for
nerve even if they didn't do it with

a polish.

"'Lights of New York,' besidesbeing a pioneer, which excuses fo
much, stands out as the beacon that
there can be no chances taken in^
casting a talker."

,
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Mpk-St Pad bim
"Strildiig' Now AgaiBst

French 'Sirocco' Pktmre

Peak Profits
rofits

"

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.
Twin City independent exhibitors
are "striking" agalnat increased serv-

an ordinary

falling-off of business
for the middle months, sales chiefs
say.

WB

Warners

latest

No. 3
report puts

in

As 'Cormpt,

Indecent'

"Sirocco,"
French-made picture
finished in 1938 under the original
of "La'Maison du Maltais," was
unable to open as scheduled Saturday (3) at the 55th Street Play-

exhibitors' body,

waj voted

it

to re- a final total of

companies probable to
pay the boosted prices and. likely. Only
cross the tape ahead of WB are
it necessary, .to employ one
Paramount and 20th-Fox. Par is
more sound service engineers to

fuse to

'

Instead,
01-

provide their own service.
Defending the advance, O. E.
well,

ALTEC

Max-

branch manager here,

easily tops since its first quarter
With
profits alone were $11,500,000.
a first quarter figure of $6,241,953,

heading for runnerup positioew's while making a strong
not likely to head off
is
third place slot.
for
the
scale and, by limiting ,employment
slotted for fifth spot with a probable
Ivours to 48 a week, made necessary
of
$12,000,000.
profit
the u.se of a swing man and inalafter
estimated
take was
creased his company's operating costs
lovftiig for Federal taxes plus a proadditionally.
contingenNoitli Central AlUed claims the vision of $1,100,000 for
increase amounts to 30%, but Max- cies. Net is equivalent to $3.98 per
on the 3,701,090 common
well avers that it only averages 15% share
compared
as
outstanding
for Twin City independents. He also shares
asserts that 75% of the territory's with $1.77 per share for the corre'45.
Gross inexhibitors, including the Paramount sponding period in
the nine
for
circuit, has signed contracts at thi; come for the corhpaty
20th
it has been made necesbecause the International Union tion,
race
ot Service Engineers has raised its

claims that

is

WB

sjiry

is

RKO

WB

"

new
that

scales.
it

It's

own

claimed by Maxwell

will cost the

dependents

more

continue with

or

ALTEC

prices.

'

,

To Ease Stage Lack
Hollywood, Aug.

problem

to

posals by the board of directors to
increase the number of authorized

20th Goes to Natnre

Darryl

monUis mounted up

in- as against $105,437,000.
ernploy their
Two-for-one split-up ot the commen than to pany's 3,701,090 cortimon was voted
at the higher at a special stockholders meeting in
Stockweek.
last
Wilmington
holders also rubber-stamped pro-

6.

common from
and

to

treasury

7,500,000 to 10,000,000
100,254 shares of

cancel
istock.

the

Provision for federal taxes totals

o( stage space at 20th-Fox
lo-

Current and workirg
$14,000,000.
asset! of $68,174,588 is mainly comprised of $16,391,884 cash; $2,420,752
in Government securities; $8,043,620
released productions at cost;
in

Zanuck

is

solving

by sending troupes on lengthy

cation tours,- with screenplays specially designed for outdoor filming.
Shooting schedules of seven features,
currently in work or recently comploted, show a total of 324 days on
location and only 204 days in the
sludio.

At the head of the list is the Louis
de Rochemont production, "13 Rue
Madeleine," with 75 working days
Washington, Boston and Quebec
ill
and not one day on the home lot.

To

City In?.

Cincinnati, Aug.

6.

Ownership and management of
Keith's passed last Thursday (1) to
City Investing Co., New York, via
Cincinnati Playlocal subsid,
purhouses,- Inc. Latter recently
chased the house along with its

its

American filmgoers."

.

scenarios.

second quarter take is
equivalent to 84c per share on the

RKO's

stints were domestic pix
—Warners' "Of Human Bondage"

reviewing

shares of common outstanding on June 30 as against 3«c
the 2,873,053 common stock in

and UA's "Dead ot Night." The
other three tagged "for adults only"
were Mexican pix "Canaima". and
"La Garilan," Aztcca, and "La Paj-

3,818,422

—

Earnings last year were computed after allowing for dividends arere," Clasa. There were no rcjecon 6% cumulative preferred stock. Uons. Of the 178,000 feet of film
First half earnings this year are inspected, 47 cuts were made.
equivalent to $1.80 per share compared with 72c in '45.
Net working capital of RKO on
Plots
June 29, '46 toUUed $39,030,000 with
cash and Government bonds aggreCooUnoed from p*ft
ad'45.

Eleanor Parker to learn'
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Warners handed Eleanor Parker
the top temme spot in "Love and
Learn," tunefilm, slated to start late

September.
William Jacobs production will be
directed by Fred de Cordova.
in

COHEH GETS IVEWSPAPEB'

WB

March of Time's commercial division has swung into active production, with one short completed
and another in work the first month
of the new unit's operation. M. of
T. has completed a one-reel commercial for the State of N. Y., showing the general advantages offered

Sales

SHOW

—

NOOII6IAN

llrd HtrMt. Narth Bera«a, N. t.
FhMe ITNtOB

De Cordova Lent

to

Levey

Hollywood, Aug.

^Now Sptcialiting}
L

in

Uefrtahmmt

rCcMCfsioiu far
•IN TREATRI

too

indefinite

present in detail.
talked On revisions in
to

Levinson al.so
zoning and clearances.
While Kalmenson was conducting
the sales staff meeting two other
Warner groups were holding separate conferences at the Ambassador.
Wolfe Cohen, v.p. of Warner Internaliooal, was meeting with a dozen
by the state and explaining what
of his foreign department executhe ta.tpayer gets for his money. It
from Latin America, the Far
tive.'!
was rushed through this month so Eaiit, and the home ofl'ice, while
county fair
it could play the annual
Harry M. Kalmine, general manager
circuit.
of Warner Theatres, was holding a
M. sf T.'s commercial division conference of zone managers and
currently is working on a short for home, office executives. A screening
the N. Y. Stock Exchange, has con- of new product trailers at the Wartracts to produce one for Standard ner theatre at nine o'clock was the
Oil Co. of Indiana and another for opening item on the agenda, after
American Telephone Sc Telegraph which the delegates returned to the
Co. M. of T. decided to branch into convention room at the Ambassador
the commercial field last April but and heard a statement oh coming
was able to swing into activity only product, followed by several execu-

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Eagle-Lion
assigned
Albert
J.
Cohen to producer chores on "Mr.
Bowling Buys a Newspaper."
Shooting starts as soon as Cohen
washes up his current job oh "Matteawan.". currently in preparation.
in the last 30 days.
The regular M. of T. staff and
players are used in producing these
i
LOVE
BUSINESS- inslitutionals. Richard de RocheCiil»t l-wmaa, es, pmoomanaging editor and producer
mont,
Mkl^ praflclMt, dmirmt iMaHlMi
prtntx MtrAtaiTrDtfM, to Hln •r
of M. of T.. has two associate proItjllt pernonnllt]'.
Drive, travel aajducers, D. Y. Bradsliaw and Thomas
Oryhard.
J.

Ma

Eihibs

men's Action Press Book," designed
to ivovide more punchy ads, posters
and campaigns for the smaller towns
needing that sort of material, are
corhpiled from suggestions sent in
by exhibs and the field exploitation,
In order to obtain as many
suggestions as possible, the company
has built up a string of different
awards, such as the "Photo of the
staff.

.

Month." which

offers

it

exhibs

to

sending in the best ideas.

Metro also invites constructive
criticism
from exhibs regarding
bally
campaigns,
Ferguson said,
adding that an exhib certainly has
the right to complain if he believes
that a promotion, idea suggested by
the company doesn't fit his needs.
..

He decried the idea, however, that
a campaign tailored for Broadway
and other key situations would be
too costly and complicafcd for a
small town. If the campaign proved
its worth in the big cities, he said,
it can easily be built down to the
size of the smaller town and should
do just as much good there.

Many of the so-called stereotyped
which exhibs claim their customers are growing tired of, are still
okay If given a new twist and tai-

^deas,

lored to the individual picture
situation, Ferguson said. As an

and

exhe pointed to the Spencer
"double" campaign carried
out for "The Seventh Cross" last
year. Idea was "as old as the hills,"
Ferguson said, but Metro provided a
new twist by actually using Tracy's
double, for tlie part, and the campaign, consequently, reaped many
coliimns of publicity in the country's
newspapers.
ample,

Tracy

'

'

whom nobody

ever bears about but
are doing excellent work in
building up exploitation campaigns

who

BEEASST INTO 'AXCH'

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Stephan Bekassy, Hungarian acSlants for Exhiks
tor, checked in at Enterprise for
Metro is attempting to ferret out role in "Arch of Triumph."
Thesp recently wound up a legit
these exhibs via the more than 90
"services" that the company offers. role opposite Gertrude Lawrence in
Services, in the form of the "Show- "Eirand for Bernice."
-

for the pictures playing, their houses.

New

York Theafres

j

o\eihead office floors and Walnut gating $24,400,000: Substantial
street stores from the Ben Heidingsvance in working capital was reg- 'dress rehearsal" in this procedure
feld and Ike Libson estates. Latter
when over the past several years, during
istered over one year ago
interests
operated the 1,542-seat
RKO had $22,725,000 of which, $15,- which time the company has sold all
theatre as a cinema since it gave up
Im- its pictures on an individuaV basis.
400,000 was cash and bonds.
Iwo-a-day vaiide.
attributis
position
Robert W. Perkins, v.p. and general
provement in its
Under the changed policy Keith's ed not only to proftitable operations counsel, commented briefly on the
bookings are handled by the new but also to a refinancirig program new selling regulations.
Howard
owners, transferring from the hands
this
completed
Levinson', attorney in charge of diswhich the company
of RKO Theatres, with which the
tribution matters for the company,
February.
former owners continued business
discussed the single-selling situation
relations. This applies also to the
at some length, answering various
advertising and accounting of requeries from district managers, and
ceipts, which were handled by RKO
March of fmie Swings
also talked briefly on what is known
Theati-es.
to date on the proposed auctionMaurice Maurer is supervising^ diInto Action on Conun'ls selling plan, which he said is still
rector of City Investing Co. unit
here, with Edward Reisenbeck holding on as manager and other staffers retaining their posts.

There are plenty of promoexhibitors,
he said,

years.

tion-minded

Mex

'Pinked' in Chi
Chicago, Aug. .6.
Two of the five features pinked
tiy the Chicago motioo picture police censor l)oard during their July
2 V. S., 3

on

Keith's, Cincy,

'

of pleasing

$24,155,052 in productions completed
but unreleased; $8,872,468 in pronow in progress; and
ductions
$3,097,657 in rights and uhproduced

Fmb

ho'easingiy Exi^tation-Minded
way

Best

ploitation

.

$120,860,823

Twin City

to

man

service

~

to attain complete excoverage that wUI undoubtedly be required by the proposed auction-bidding system of
N. Y., because banned by selling pictures is to establish a
the N. Y. state censors. Instead, the working liaison between the sales
house kept "Stormy Waters," Me- and exploitation staffs, according to
tro's French-made film, while apWilliam R. Ferguson, Metro exploipealing to the Board of Regents. tation chief. Metro has been workTheatre will seek a special session ing on that system, through exploir
of this l>oard, now :summer vacatation forums for the sales staff at
tioning, and present the picture in
sales conventions, etc., for the last
its original form because feeling, that
several years, Ferguson said, and has
it measures up to standards of other
found that it pays off by making exFrench pictures.
hibs more ballyhoo-conscious, even
Film division of N. Y. State De- in the sticks.
partment of Education banned the
With somb 40 exploitation men in
film
as
"immoral, indecent and
tending to corrupt morals."- Her- the field, Metro has probably the
man Weinberg, who wrote the Eng- best-equipped ballyhoo department
in
the industry.
Even with that,
lish titles for the picture, said that
"Sirocco"' is the story of an Arab Ferguson believes, it's necessary for
to
be promotionin the Tunis casbah who falls in love the sales staff
minded
they
so
that
can get the exwith a French woman. Understood
New
that the censors objected to scenes hibs to do more on pictures.
policy
of
audience
research,
he
where they ai-e shown living topointed out, requires the field exgether though not married.
ploiteCrs to spend much of their
When Variett reviewed the pic- time in the key cities. Salesmen,
ture under its original, title of !'La
who must go into ever>' small town
Maison du Maltais" in the issue of
personally,
contact
exhibitors
to
Oct. 26, 1938,. this paper's Paris
thus learn both the exhibs' probcritic expressed doubt it it would
lems and territories and can best aid
get by U. S.- censors. Hugo wrote:
in
working
the
ballyhoo
camout
" "La Maison du Maltais' is from the
paigns set up by the exploiteers.
lower side of life in French North
Discounting charges from other
Africa. Film is somewhat unsavory
the
industry
officials
that
both
and would never get by the censors
distributors and exhibs have been
in America. It's a good slice from
lying back on ballyhoo since the bethis level of life, but just a little too
deginning
of
the
war,
Ferguson
raw as it moves from 'the pleasure
clared he's never received so much
district' of a town in "Tunis to the
underworld in Paris. For that reason exploitation material and suggest
tions from both.exhibs and his own
it would have little chance of passstaff
as he has during the last three
ing the Yank censors, despite chiance
title

a

rales announced by ALTEC
probable spot for third-place money
and RCA. At * meeting called by for the year among the majors with
house,
North Central AlUed, independent
more than $18,000,000
icing

Metro s Ferguson

StaUedinN.Y.LastWeek

I

^'CoBtlnnei In)IK pai* •

ALTEC-RCA Service Fees

tive addresses.

Total number of delegates attending the convention, originally atMut
lOO. increased by 35 additional arrivals over the weekend and an ad-

dozen will be on hand including Warner stars Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson. Among speakers for this (Tuesday) afternoon session arc Mort Blumenstock, Norman
H. Moray and others.
ditional

MORGAN

Deantf

III

U'uriirr

CARSON

• Jack
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Star u( "Bhapanljr la Blae"
Alr-CoadltloBnl

PAR HIKES EABP
Jules Levey borrowed Arturo de
JEAN POETEB FOR 'CO-ED'
Hollywood, Aug. 0.
Cordova from Eagle-Lion for the
Hollywood, Aug.; 6.
Paramount upped. Jack Karp,
top male role in "New Orleans," a
Columbia borrowed Jean Porter
aim history of jaw music, to be pro- chief of the studio legal dcpartrnent.
to a new post as studio management from Metro for th« star role in' its
duced as an independent venture.
'
collegiate tale. "Betty Co-Ed."
Cordova will do the Levey chore executive.
Picture goes into work Aug. 12,
New legal head is Sidney Justin,
a
"Love From
starting
before
Strau'gcf

cn

H'wcod

.^tlrarlloa DlKrtl'roin

Siwlal

•

ON

HARRISON

III

Auk.
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.

I
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I

RANCH"
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Now

Exhibs Voice Trade Gripes
Continued from pageot teen-age kids as pic-wlse as their
parents. Unquestionably they had a
lot to do with the all-time record
opening day figures set up by Loew's
fofi in Ne*w Haven Wednesday, July
with "Easy to Wed": against
94,
strong opposition and despite mid-

They appreciate the potential damage a UKig drawn out strike would

summer outdoor

as

'

attractions.

New

England

but generally the industrial
outlook seems set fair.
Newly de-mobbed GI's are much
in evidence everywhere in big and
little houses, most of them serving
cause,

.

make

price scale is set permanently, creat-

In

ing no squawks and accepted by patrons as an understandable phase of
#long the line. Any
further rises, howeVer, would create

to

in

Is

iiicrlEased costs all

a storm of squawks,

and

i«

pic

is

booked

tp

open Aug.

15).

rienty exhibs say patrons tell them
they prefer a single-feature of top
class quality rather than having to
.>:it through the other half of the dual
bill, but attempts in the past to cut
out the second feature have provoked
a storm of squawks which quickly
lesloi'cd the duals,

A

supplies of stunt ideas for special
Generally the New
exploitation.
England exhib seems to be entirely
dependent on the' big distribs for
specific sales campaigns. An outstanding exception to this. Is the
manager of Loew's
enterprising
Poll- in Bridgeport whose present
job is to hypo biz for "Caesar and
.

last

"My kingdom

Lambs

.

No Beefs on "Milking" Pix

for a hat."

In 10 days' of down-to-bMss-tacks
talks with big and little .town exhibs
this fact>delver has not heard one
beef about block-up flist-runs, or of
excessive milking of .pix before they
point
reach the ^yaiting houses.

A

one' second-run house mancome as news to a lot of
people. If and when auch a house
gets a first showing of any given pic
it can demand the same length of
clearance before any other house in

made by

ager may.

the town can play it
There is general agreement film
companies have boosted percentages
exorbitantly, and made the going
Inugher than ever for the exhib
biggest squawkers admit their
If
leaves plenty net sugar.
high percentages are cutting
the exhibs' reasonable profit,
there is no denying the houses are

The

liike

these
into

England.

As

for the perfection of cofd light
iiitroduction of 16m projectors supplanting present, standard-sized film,, enquiries come to. a
dead stop against a wall of complete ignorance of the subjects. The
only corhment and it yias offered

and the

—

by a lone exhil>— was the undesirability of changing present methods.
It might appeal to exhibs in other
the country where film
are widely separated and
mobile units might reap

of

where
riches

in

no observable mood among New
England ewhibs. Indicating a desire to
go to court on Jines comparable with
the Jackson Park claim. Even where
exhibs look ahead to a time when
current good biz tapers off and their
economic position woFseiis, there is
no disposition to foretell court battles over runs.
'Vanks, being at heart as parochial
as mid westerners, speak- only for
themselves.
They don't know, and
don't care, what the rest of the counis

but

communities,

in

Ihe Managers Speak
Here are some representative
opMona on which the foregoing
summary is. based:
Says Harry floss, manager Loew's
I*

Poli Majestic, Bridgeport:
"Prices are peak. No oitiance of raising them further. But 1 see no signs
ot biz falling oft. Top price patrons
don't like sitting through duals, but
there are plenty squawks it there
is any suggesting a cut of the program to a single feature. The only
way to kill the duals is for every
body to do it together. Who'll say
he doesn't want better product? But
this is less important than' mixing
types. Audiences like a change of
fare. As- regards prices, percentages,
new building, improvements and
bookings,
the New York office
makes the decisions:
recent one

A

Nobody has they

sugpsested he would prefer cheaper
product at a lower percentage,
If there is any dissatisfaction with
excessive clearances or runs, there

small

such conditions do not' exist
thickly populated New England.

ha(i

to

change

doesn't mean a thing to the inhabIt doesn't
itants of Madison, Conn.
mean a thing to Wichite, Kan. Because when we get that pic, it has
got to stand up on its own merits.
In New York it has the benefit of
a stage show big enough and spectacular enough to pack the place. If

were big events. The Comedy dive
was won by Denny Healey, who, as
a drunk,, named his dive—'the 52nd

there were nothing offered- on the
Frankly it makes me sick
screen.
hear people spouting about extended runs in those stage-show

A

•to

scratch by eflicient servicing, In a
few scattered instances new installa-.
tions are much needed, and deliveries are admittedly slow. But generally speaking all 'is well on the
projection front throughout New

houses

was booking

'Dead of Night' into my house the
''Gaesar and dleopatraplays our Loew's Poli next door.
Even for Bn'd^eport two English pix
the same week are too much to di-

same week
.

gest."

Indie Exhib Bonoff Sez
U.S. Means Well, tful^

Street Dive."

And

to be staggered

A softball game of
was played by the boys
boll games all
and thought it was easy.

into the Witter.
five innings

who have watched
their lives

Says Leo E. Bonoff, owner of Bon-

oft's.

tug-of-war

left...

from page

Contlnn)!d

1
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LOUISVILLE
enough

after

initial

week's

sock

$28,000.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100"
40-60)— "Night and Day"
(WB)'
Packing terrific punch, with small
the only limiting factor
Strong $11,000. Last week, "Stolen

capacity
Life

'

(WB)

wk

(3d

),

fairisK $4,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60-

80.)^ "Colorado Serenade" (PRC)
aiid vaudo headed by Roddy McDowall

days) split with "Girls in
Chains" (PRC) and "Secrets of Co(3

Ed" (PRC).

week nice
was iniUlish.

First half of

but balance of

ses<;fpn

Good

$10,000 loorhs 'lor week. Last
week, "I Ring Doorbells" (PRC) and
Sonny Dunham orch split with

"March of Crime"

(Indie), aod
(Indie), $9,000.

Met Murderer"
Rlalto (Fourth

Avenue)

60)—"Centennial

"I

40(20th);

(3i-100;

Summer"

Last week, "WoH
Groomed Bride" (Par) and "Made
Me ICiller" (Par), only $12,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
"Somewhere' in Night"
40-60)

Looks big

$18,000.

-

—

From Rainbow

"Man

and

(20th)

Valley" (Rep). Only fair at $5,500.
Last week, "Hearts Growing Up"
(Par) and "Swing Pamde 1046"
(Mono), healthy $6,000.

between guests and

and were

the

water as a chaser.
*BIe Couldn't be Better'
A wonderful buffet dinner was folSays Louis A. Schaefer, manager lowed by Greaza and the activities
Victory theatre, Holyoke:
committee giving out prizes for the
"Biz couldn't be better. There's many events. Lamb A. J. Powers
a trend, expressed chiefly by the brought his. two athletic sons, and
youngsters, towards shopping, but they came away with over a dozen
been
so' long as the product we've
prizes.
Tlie show then was tak-in
getting continues to be as good as over by Jack Whiting, as m.c. First
has been we have nothing to there were corsages for the lady
it
worry about.' Holyoke is as busy and guests' of the Home, then packages
as prosperous as it was during the of tobacco, pipe, cigars and cigarets
war, and mill orders now in hand for the gentleman guests. Then a
guarantee this prosperity for at song written by- Bruce Evans and
need is a
All
least two years.
.sung by Lfcs Kramer, Mason Curry,
continuing flow of the kind of fllms Ross Hertz, and Donny Tompkins;
we've been getting."
Followed by Charles Althoff doin^
Als» Don't Like D.C. ^Solution'
his classic old soldier fiddler act.
Say Albert Anders and his wife, This was, followed by this mugg with
theatre,
Bijou
managers.
joint
an old song and dance, "Goity
Springfield:
McGoik," in which he did bells
"When two men have a fight, let higher than himself. This was fol
'em settle it. Never call a cop. That lowed by ex-Govemor HOffman. the
way everybody loses. If you let 'em Boy of the Lambs, with a comedy
fight it out, they shake hands when speech on politics that went over
But Washington," under with a wow. Then came the perenover.
it's
this administration, is aching to get nials. Smith
and Dale, assisted by
SO they
into the picture business.
Ed Latimer (as a dame) in their
spring this bidding idea on us. As classic skit, "The Banker."
This
it we hadn't been getting along okay
and ended the
the
gang
wowed
without any of this Governmental entertainment on a high note.
monkeying. Only good thing about
And speaking of notes, the music,
those Washington tycoons
it
is,
all Lambs affairs,
know so little about the biz they as usual at almost of
artistically by
was taken care
can't even make tip their own minds
Eddie Weber, the stock piano-player
what to do and when to do it,
of the Lambs.
"Percentages are high, yes, but
Ross Hertz prepared the grounds,
For in
they're the right method.
events and almost everything for
stance, we've- had a seven weeks run
occasion. Lep Solomon and Vic
It made everybody the
in this house.
Kiraly took care' of the. tickets,
happy. Why shouldn't the maker,
houses."

^

we

W20G,

Wows; 'Own' 15G

Seattle

Aug.

Seattle,

6,

"Kid From Brooklyn" and "Ninht
and Day" are smash leaders this
week. In third slot is "To Each'His
Own."
EsUmatcB for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (600; 45-80)—
"Well Groomed Bride"

and

(Par)

"Devil's Mask" (Col) (3d wk). Five
days, okay $3,800. Last week, nice
$6,400.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 45-80)
"Each His Own" (Par) and
Fire" (WB). Big $15,000.
Last week, "Without Reservations"

—

"Swamp

(RKO), okay
Liberty

$8,70o in 5 days.

(J&VH)

45-80)—

(1,650;

(Col) and "BlOndio's
(Col) (3d wk). Good
$7,500 after $6,800 last week.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Strange Triangle" (20th) (m.o.). Nice $6,500.
Last week, 4th of "Bascomb" (M-G)

"Renegades"

Liicky Day"

—

and "Dong Williams" (RKO). $4,900.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)—
"Jesse James" (20th) and" "Return
(reissues).
Frank James" (20lh)
Okay $6,500. Last week, second of
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Strange Triangle" (20th), big $8,900.
Orpheam (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
"Night and Day" (WB). Immense
Last week, "Adventurous
$20,000.
Night" (U) and Ink Spots on stage,
at 55c. scale, sockq $41,000, and nlllimo house top.

—

.

(Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
—Falomar
"Jnnie Gets Married" (WB) and

"Below
$5,500.

(Mono).
Deadline"
Last week, "Danny

(PRC) and

Okay
Boy.'

Crime" .(Rep>,
Midgets on stage,

"Traffic in

Kramer's

with

-

$6,700.

.

Paramount (HtE) (3.039; 45-801^
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO). Giant
by those who got sunburned $21,000. Last week, "Somewhere in
Hapand got Charlie horses. It all ended Night" (20th) and "Shouldn't
pen to Dog" (20th), slow $7,700.
half-pnst-late, and anyone selling
sore as a boil when he sees himself up
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
fortune.
(RKO)
done out of a nice slice of extra liniment could have made a
—"Without Reservations"
On the way home the song was' m.o.). Good $5,500. Last week, "Stoprofits from an extended run."
"Mother, get the liniment out, we're len Life" (WB) (m.o.), $5,100, big.
Says George E. Freeman, man
coming home stiff tonight."
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800:
ager Loew's Poli, Hartford:
25-50)— "Dragonwyck" (20th ) and

dlstrib and exhib all profit, if the
product is good? Flat rental deals
even with cancellation clauses. Can
hurt the exhib— or make the distrib

trains, busses, etc. All in all, it was
a day long to be remembered, especially

I

"This house, originally legit, is to
have the whole basement torn out
and rebuilt. When completed there
will be a lounge with every modern
In addition to this, the
amenity.
house— along with all the others in
the New England circuit—^is to be
airconditioned. Work could be be
gun imrncdiately, so far as available
laboc is concerned; the holdup is in

.1

"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (3d run). Okay
Last week, "Sarotoga Trunk"
(WB) and "Just Before Dawn" (Col)

$4,500.

Pagel Gets 'Ripper' Back
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Raoul Pagel, author of "Jack the

drew

a cash settlement
from PRC and the return of all
rights to his story.

Ripper,"

Picture

was

for filming
project was

slated

materials.

Madison, Conn.:

"As an indie with

1946

Picture Grosses

—

Lambs was won by the guests. The
Lambs by that time, had no strength 'Kid'
$21,000,
jJst using
bnyr

this summer but the
"Naturally the war years have put abandoned when Eagl^-Lion took
a wear-and-tear strain on our equip- over the studio.
ment and furnishings, but as regards
a village of 3,S0O I shouldn't have
the latter we keep an eye on such
thought Variety would be interested
the people who lined up to see this
things as a cut carpet or chair back!
one expected something sizzling.
in my opinions. But mayfie word
and mend it at once to prevent its
When they walked put disappointed
has leaked out I manage to; preview
spreading. Vandalism is "kept down
pix ahead of their New York openby a simple method. We nip that they kept their disappointment to
try thinks and feels.
More to the ing, and draw people from as far breed at the b.o., preferring to lose themselves just the way 100 years
the gumps who paid Barnum
point, they're not interested.
Defi- away as New Haven and New Lonthe money rather than take a chance ago
nitely they are unmoved by increas- don who want to have the edge on
Our idea- is it's easier 10c to see a horse's head where his
of trouble.
ing varieties of competitive enter- Brbadwayites and be able to talk to keep a roughneck out, than to iput tail should be got their money's
tainment
Their attitude, slimmed about pix New Yorkers have yet to him out. Also we spare decent' mem- worth by watching other muggs pay
their dimes to walk in and see the
up, is the more the merrier. Vastly see. Anyhow you've asked for it.
bers of the audience from the dis"Take this cockeyed bidding pro- traction attendant on ejecting a bad horse wrongend to in a stall.
increased numbers of deliveries of
outboard motors to shore towns posal. The announced idea is Wash- actor. As a result we have no disTouth Pays Off'
along the Sound are giving hosts of ington
wants to help us , little turbances—inside."
"Another thing seems to me t6
kids with rowboats lots of fun, for fellows. AH I've got to say about
Ed Maloney Sounds OB
need mentioning. It's the high perinstance, but these same kids line up it is the more the Government steps
Says Ed Maloney, manager Loew's centage of youth whose Inoiiey plays
at the b.o. no less regularly and err- in, the more we indies get stepped Poli, Worcester:
an increasing part in the week<s
thusiasticaily
Else- on.
than before.
There has not .been any action
"I've waited a long time for a gross of almost every pic house. I've
where opening of dog trades has at- by the Government' which has not chance to tell Hollywood something made it a habit to stand outside and
tracted filmgoers in their thousands, hurt us. They may mean well, but they seem to have overlooked the watch the cuslonicrs line up for
each
but they still manage to double the the best thing they can do for us value of a title, 'they heed no tip new pic, The minute I see that line
local pic house ^Ith the hare chasers. indies is to keep hands off. Regula- off as to the pulling power of a containing a big proportion of old
Layoffs' Help B.O.
tions and restrictions .have raised pame, so far as their stars are con
people I go back, into my office and
As for labor disputes and strikes hell with us. In the old days we ccrned, but they're not always so find out if I've got any extra vacain New England communities, every had to pay every dollar a pic was keen on labelling their product right. tion days coming. If the pic
doesn't
exhib along the line has had the worth, and sometimes more. But This thought was more than usually draw the kids I know i can take it
same tale to tell: business has ndt once in a while we got a sleeper, impressed on me. by the big biz easy for that wf ek."
only not fallen off, it has been which would let us clean up big, 'Aiina apd the K;ing qi Siam' did
[NEXT WEEK: Jersey and points
helped by these work stoi^ages, It looks like those days were gone. here. It's a moral certainty 90% of south.]
.

7,

Injunction

'

.

pick.

Win

.

Quality of Prints
Quality of prints is as near perto
fection as possible according
exhibs everywhere. Booth equipment also has been kept up to

parts

Extras

'.

seen by this

observer he was trying to niake a
tieup with a Bridgeport hatteiy—
using a Claude Rains litho, showing
him wearing the laurel leaf head
adornment and having him saying,

.

but

-

.

When

killing,

we still can get by. As for the proposed bidding system, nobody seems
Los Angeles, Aug. 6..
to know what's going to happen,
Eight screen extras ware granted
but indies generally anticipate the a temporary injunction by Judge
worst.
Allen Ashburn in Superior Court
Booth Equipment
restraining the Screen Actors Guild,
"Quality of prints fell off con- Central Casting and major studios
siderably during the war, but is all from depriving them 'of their right
New booth equipment to work.
right now.
is still hard to get, but hereabouts
Plaintiffs
declared they were
anyhow repair and maintenahce turned down because they were not
services keep us out of trouble, not members of SAG.
only with regular checkups but
with an auxiliary emergency service,
"Finally Vabiety might like to
Plenty Stiff
whisper in indies' ears all over the
Country the way I've often wished
Continued from page Z jsss
I could^i I refer to those extended
runs in -the big New York houses. cording to a stopwatch that had
At the moment, for instance, there really stopped: The golf tournament,
at consisting oi; shooting three balls for
is 'Anna and the King ofSiam'
The Radio City Music Hall in its one hole, was won by Fred Hlller*e got brand, with a seven, which was the
sixth or se.venth week.
nothing against the pic, I haven't lowest score for this event ever reseen it. But I do know the length corded for the Lambs Wash. The
of run in that especially large house swimming, fancy, and Comedy dives,

:

Cleopatra."

'
supply.
Indies are all for an increase in
quantity of product. This is especially true of the split-week houses.
None of them seems to cotton to the
idea of fewer and better pix. They
say the general standard of quality
of pix today is higher Oian prewar,
and they have no fault to find with
variety of types. Exhibs who go in
for jazzing up biUsT-westerna, musl
cals, thrillers,- comedies, dramas— are
.satisfied with tl>.e quality of each of
What they want is a
these types.
larger number of'each from which to

pro'fttably.

mild gripe, voiced chiefly by
has to do with inadequate

indies,

Facelllting

operating

.the

are being retained, the general
trend being to give the returning
GI who held the job a promotion.

Repairs and improvements to existing houses, rather than new building, are much on the tapis at the
moment.' The Loew chain of Poli
houses will be aicconditloned before
next summer, and individual houses
are now being recarpeted and genFor the most
erally refurbished.
part there are no labor difnculties;
materials which are in short
it's

.

manager
manpower' situation.
many instances 'women engaged
during the war
fill men's jobs
good. Not once has a

bemoaned

are

.

of
to

tl-"-:

nowhere

contemplated.
Likewise, there is no trend in this
part of the country towards altering
lie double-feature policy, universally
(Evien "Caesar and Cleoill vogue.
patra" is going to be "supported" by
a second feature in almost every
house where the i28-mihute English

—

assistant managers and all
on their toes and eager

there
any question of altering existing adGeneral, feeling is
mission prices.

Nowhere

percentages

a 500-seater in

—

.

.

(3d run), $4,800.

Own' $7,500, Lincoln

'His

Lincoln, Aug. .6.
Although temperatures remain up
around the century mark, biz at all
theaters .shows definite signs of recovery from last week's nosedive.
"Centennial Summer," at the Stuart,
looks
well
above average take.
"Two Guys From Milwaukee" at the
.

.

Varsity shapes up well.
"To Each
His Own" at the Lincoln also is
strong.

.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1,500:44-60)— "To
Smooth
His Own" (Par).
$7,500.
Last week, "Anna" (20th),

Each

$5,000.

Stuart (LTC) (1,800;9-60)— "Centennial Summer" (20th). Looks lusty $8,000. Last week, "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par), $6,000.
Varsity
(l,800;35-55)
(NTC)

—

"Two

Guy.s from

Warm

$7,500.

Forward''

Milwaukee" *WB).
This Day

Last week,
not

(RKO),

'

so

good

.

—

.

. .

.

:

.

$5,500.

Nebraska (LTC)
(1,126; 9-60)—
Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o)),
and "Danny Boy" (PRC). Passable
Last week, "Green Years"

".Well

$2,000.

(MrG)

(in.o.).

sturdy $2,500.

PECK GOES TO 'HEAVEN'
Hollywood, A"l!- 6Samuel Goldwyn inked. Gregory
Peck as male star ini his Technicolor production, "Earth and High
Heaven."
Filming starts early next year
with outd(>or sequences in Canada.

'

—

.

RADIO

Wednesday;, AuguBt 7, 1946

STRAW

A6CY-PR0D. FEUD'S lAST
fime To Call Halt on Tlromiscuous

Say Broadcasters;

Station licenses,

Washington, Aug.

6.

-f;

Spitingr

ized by

tion in his

FCC

For

they say,

it

community.
to

make such

decisions,

would be necessary for

the commission to require broadcast-,
crs to keep a uniform system of accounts, for purposes, of comparison..
And FCC would also teke over
power to determine what constituted

a

"fair

and reasonable return" on

This
broadcast station operation.
would place radio on par with telephone and telegraph and other "com-

mon

corners."

Both are powers which broadcastwould never yield, and FCC has
never believed it had this under the
present radio statute. Without these
checks on radi« station finances,
liowever, commission spokesmen indicated they would be unable to
ers

(Continued on page 42)

6.'

Chicago, Aug.

By SACL CABSON

Price Rise Under

Advertising agencies and. package
producers are at each other's throats
these -days more strtnuously than
they've ever been, and these two
immediate results are likely to take
place in the near future:

4-

Looking for Trouble?

Some

big advertisers, notably
a soap sponsoi' who's among the
biggest, are tired of the agencypackager .squabbles, and are preparing to set up their own radio
production departments, saying "a
plague on both your. houses."
(1)

jective being "the desire to live

(2)

pects to step out of production, devoting its work to talent only,
insisting "the package ganie isn't
worth the headaches it involves."

iiient

Coast Yen Cues

ability

Buy Bid
6.

Stanley Hubbard, president, genmanager and owner of 25% of
the stock of KSTP, one of the NBC's
Twin City outlets and one of the
eral

others

fences,

biles

Show Exodus

Chicago, Aug. 6.
Scuttlebutt airnohg Chicago actors
pegged by a top agency exec
here for the current exodus of radio
shows from Chicago to the Coast,
with "Those Web.sters" joining the
four "General Mills Hour" shows in
the trek to Hollywood.
Exec told Variety that when
rumors- about this and that show
leaving here started reaching official
ears, the agency decided to make a
canvass of the cast and production
is

LS/sAddedOP

an exec for this outfit declares. "We
can package our oWn shows for no

more than the equivalent

of

that

that a deal is "cooking for

Andy

—

Russeil

Tab

Strike, in picking

agreed

Parade"

"Hit

Russell's

drop

a

minimum."
option,, "checking"

nice

piece

fornia.

To everyone's surprise, George
Hill, L. S. boss, expressed willingness to take Russell from
the Coast instead of from New 'Vork,
where the program has always originatedi in spite of the fact that it
would mean foregoing Mark

Washington

'

WSrnow's

accompaniment

to

the

vocals.

who, haven't hit the top, good.
"But a' show can't be good unless
and they'll certainly benefit by all
the agency can show the sponsor that
the moves."
Two other locally originated net- it, rather than the independent prowork shows, meanwhile, are already ducer, is the one that's put the' meat
Consequently, there
off or leaving, with Cudahy Packing into the dish.
Co. dropping sponsorship of "Tena are snaf ues, unnecessary complexand Tim" Friday (2) and "Bache- ities, and headaches and heartaches
quitting Sept. 27, for eyery one all around. And the
lor's thildren"
after the lead, Hugh Studcbaker, fact that this one big sponsor, at
leaves for the Coa-st. Sponsor, Con- least, is thinking of setting up his
tinental Baking, will still be in the own radio production unit i.s inare wi.ie
radio picture this Fall, and is con- dicating th:(t the sponsors
templating another show via CBS to the agency boys."

Result
will

Russell's numbers
New York on a
for emanation from
rest of the show.

that

is

be piped to

special

there

line,

with

I

.

I

———
'

;

for Fall

by
Sponsored
through'

LaSalle

by

McCann

-

Ei'icksoii,

Hgls.
the

Northwestern deal tees oft from the
home stadium Oct. 5, with Bert Wjlson handling the aiiDouiicing chore.
No bankroller has been pacted for
the Bear bouts, whicli start Sept. 29
Amateur Chefs," featuring Allen with Wilson announcing.
Prescott as enicce; Tuesdays 9 p.m.
At-home iiight games of the Rockstarting
Aug.'
and enlisting ets, new all-Amcricaii league, will be
13,

up four new .shows
to open its fall program schedule,
list including two audience participation shows and two comedies.
Aud shows will be "Society of

writers, sportsmen, etc., as guest
"amateur chefs"; and "Meet Me. in
Manhattan," featuring' Walter Kiernan, Mondays through Fridays, 4:30
p.m., starting Aug. 12.
Two co^hcdy programs will be
niKhltinie stanzas, as yet untitled
and in formative stage, one featuring Henry ^Morgan, the other, a
comedy show emphasizing writiers.
.

aired starting Sept. 13. There'll be
seven of them, with WJJD handling
the team's day games out of town.

our talent go into it. But it's
none of our coneei'n who makes a
good show out of the program.
let

much squabbling involved when we produce a package,
and we end up not only without
There's

any
also,

profit from the package but
too btlcn, as Public Enemy

No. i with the very people whose
goodwill we want, the agencies."

POLA TO
young
brought

MELTON TO HARVESTER
James Melton has been pacted

five years as cmcce of the InternaHarvester show, replacing
tional

Raymond Mawey.
He'll start his

new chore

Oct.

6.

&

WORK
Rubicam

ON YOUNG
agency

has

Pola. formerly
the Fred Waring show and others, to prodiice the
new Alan Young show in the fall.
Pola will work under Alfred J.
head o£ the agency '.s
Scalpbne,
wiili

for

too

in

Eddie

-Hobby Lobby,"

Hollywood production

office.

vertising,
including
radio.
But
there's little doubt, from the nature
of the inquiries, that radio will get a
healthy share- of the new advertising
In some industries, media
dollar.
rnen believe, radio's share of the
fresh advertising dollar will be considerably above the share given to
newspapers and mags, -since the new
(increased) price stnicture will have
to be sold directly to the consumer
in a speedy manner.

FCC. by 4-2 Vote,
Nixes CBS S.F. Buy

Perl In, Roscoll-Menkin

i

lining

to

the

will be obbligatoed by Paul
Weston's orch, an outfit noted for
conservative, classy accompariimeritr
Additional, cost to Lucky Strikte:
$7,500 per week.

i

is

instances

Crooner

—

ABC

many

of

in addition to the prograni's

Hubbard

Up Four

they're

'Actually,
in

determine the price hikes that the
traffic will bear and that will be, at
regular t»st. With his current con- the same time, just below or at par
tract up for renewal at end of the. with their competitors' prices.
month, Russell was ready to turn
"That "checking" process may take,
down almost any American Tobacco another few weeks,
and thereby deCo. offer to return home to Calilay setting up of budgets for all adto

change

I

New Shows

Ofncially, the big corporations- are
"checking profit margins with a view
keeping . increases down to the

up Andy

FM

ABC

begun shopping around

point the potential radio advertisers (eel they'll have to stress
They're all
will t)e higher prices.
sure that under the new OPA rule,
they'll be permitted to raise prices
plenty.
But they'll have to make
those hikes palatable to the buying
public, and they, figure the radio

to

Lucky

—

WIND LINES UP BIG
FALL FOOTBALL SKED

— have

should help.

15%, perhaps for less. Or,^if we have
our production dept. for radio, we
may still buy packages but we'll
eliminate the agency as middleman
on that part of the deal, and. dicker
directly with the independent package producer."
That last part is okay with the
package producers who charges
that it's the agencies who make most
staff as to where they preferried to of the trouble for them, rather than
have the shows aired from—Chi- the sponsors.
"The agency guys have to justify
cago, Hollywood or N. Y. and the
returns were 90% in favor of Hol- their 15% for the package part of
lywood. Agency, sponsor and net- their deal," said one prominent prowork were all willing, so that's why ducer, "and they keep fiddling
around with anything we bring them.
that particular show is leaving.
"However, tlie old guard actors Some of our best people are 'graduaround here who have piriled out ates' from some of these very agenaren't the complete answer to the cies that give us the most trouble.
casting pfoblcm in Chicago." the The agency people know our writers,
exec said, "There are a lot of other producers, etc. they know they're

.Agencies Ready For Battle
Out, of 'Fighting Senator'
Feeling re "Children" was
Tlie agency people, of cour.sc. are
Joe Ruscoll, down as editor for
that Sludebaker's "Uncle Bob" role
filled
by not taking the revolt lying down. "Fighting Senator" which is being
properly
be
to acquire the balance 75% held by couldn't
They resent the implication that packaged by tht; Louis G. Cowan
estates so that station can expand another actor because of his clo.sc
"we are just a bunch of crew-haircut office, and Larry IVIenkin, inked as
Under association with it for ycar.s.
into
and television.
who don't know from, one of the show's scripters, bowed
Joe Ainlcy, who's leaving to di- 'hucksters'
trust the estates can't do this.
nothing'." They point out that they
Hubbard has held option to pur- rect "Webstys" oil Mutual ^roni the accept rc.<:ponsibility for the suc- out last week immediately after rechase 50% of balance, owned by one Coast, will al.io do the Gcncrnl -Mills cess or failure of a show, rating- views of the show were published
preem over CBS,
following
its
ot the eiitates, at best bona flde offer. "Woman in White'' from there.
wise, and they owe aii obligation to
July 29.
He founded the station and has
their spoasor to
make sure the
Arnold Perl went in as .show's
managed it for 20 years.
show lives.up to CNpcctations.
.scripter.
It's understood that RusTrade circle report is that only
The agency an.swcrs, however,
coll
had already written some
hitch, is over price.
Dope has it
don't affect the big talent organiza.scripts for the program, which may
tion which is ready to bow out pf
that Hubbard evaluates property at
yet be used, and that the third of
$G00,000, that estates puts a higher
production.
Chicago. Aug. 6.
the original writers. Joe Liss, is
"We
can
value on it, that Hubbard has no
make
our
10%
more
Trio of football deals inked here
Latter
also still oh tlie schedule.
intention to sell his quarter in- whereby WIND will air the full easily merely by placing talent,"
was not involved in the .show's
terest, and that he wishes to exerNorthwestern Univ. gridiron sched- said one of the execs of this organi- opener.
cise his option.
ule both at home and out of town, zation, "and let the sponsor or the (
or
independent
agency
pro<Iuccr.s—
plus the Chicago Bcar.s' games and
c"re which
worry about
the at-home Rocket night tussles, we don't
Orders Hearings
the show it.^elf.
Of cour.sc, if the
set an alltime high for .tporUeasting
Lining
show isn't good enough,' we won't
A.
18
any local Chi station.
,

New
week

One

.

Chi

last

for po.^sible radio shows.

and

'

most prosperous stations, and
involved have refused to
comment on a trade circle report now.

net's:

climb

to

couldn't get over the Jjundling
board the previous night.

actors here

Minneapolis, Aug.

Several of the big agencies in

that manufacturers (or the consumer
trade-^and that goes for products
ranging from cosmetics to automo-

the listener's grnndr
parents and the ancient art of
bundling. Story involved a remark by the grandfather of his

In the case of the soap people,
they are frank in saying that they
expect to reduce their agenciesis involved
accounts— to time
in
the Urm'.s
brokers oiily.
"There's no reason why we should
pay them 15% for the package part,"

Setup

York reported during the

which Kollmer read, and which
discussed

more than one ad agency

New OPA

There's a fresh wind of interest in
radio ainong bankrollers who only
two or three months ago were cool
to any further expenditures on the
air, and the rea.son for renewed interest is the new OPA,

Some of the very corporations that
were 'way. put, in front of the yelp
parade agairust the old OPA are now
quietly accepting thi new price control setup, and
are beginning to
think in terms of beating their qom.petitors
draw
to
the
consimicr
through increased itdvcrtislng.

prograins
("Breakfast
and Dorothy") on
N. Y. Kollmar made .a
remark about various road signs
in Jersey, particularly an E$so
sign which, he said, "shows, a
bear with all the little Esso B's."
Another Item concerned a reputed letter from a listener,

Dick

WOR,

—

In iiOOG

as a result of

chatter

with

One of the topmost talent
which has also' been promaniong package producers, ex-

agencies^

for everybody in Chi to do. Miss,
Hoskins said/ is quit eating
Quaker Oats.

Week

one of the Dorothy KilgallenRichard KoUmar breakfast

.

by a palm tree, rather than using
Hollywood guiest stars," the thing

'

There was plenty of eyebrow
lifting last

.

FCC.

The push has gained momentum
since Sen. Charles Tobey (H., N. H.)
introduced his short-lived resolution
to investigate FCC. Tobey, who will
reintroduce his probe proposal next
session, said he hadn't heard of' the
FCC's wholesale licensing policies
uhen he introduced his resolution,
but has heard enough from broadcasters since to convince him It is
a subject worth going into.
However, other observers point
out that broadcasters do not realize
the power they would confer on FCC
by letting the commission decide
when a town has enough radio stations or whether a radio applicant
has enough doiigh to meet competi-

Their Face

Chi listeners can very easily
keep radio shows from moving
to Hollywood, Adele Hoskins
announced in her Daily News
radio column last. week.
With "Those Websters" skeddcd
to join the "General Mills Hour"
parade to the Coast, main ob-

niany of them in small-income markets which it is claimed cannot support a single radio outlet, let alone
the three or four sometimes author-

Again for Radio

Shows, Quietly Convinced of Product

Claim Low Markets Can't Support Them
Broadcasters are demanding that
Congress call a halt to FCC's "promiscuous" licensing of hundreds of
new standard broadcast stations,

Shoppg

Sponsors

33

I

i

j

I

I

i

FGC
On

L

FM

Channels

Washington, Aug. 6.
out with 4-2 decision
denying CBS the right to
Francisco. Majority
of commission ruled that acquisition
by CBS of eighth wholly-owned

FCC came

today

buy

(6)

KQW, San

standard station would give net mofacilities.
nopoly hold on

AM

Decision In effect tells

CBS

that

commission won't let it buy- stations
in any other market, considering net
has enough. CBS now owns more
stations than any other net, owning
.seven outright, with 45% interest in

an eighth.

Two commissioners, E. K. Jett and
Wakcsficld, objected, both arguing that there was no evidence to
support the finding that purchase
would give CBS< too much control.
They contended CBS needed an outlet in the Fri.sco market and that
the commission had overlooked the
fact that 11 other stations already
serviced Fri.sco.
CBS would have
to compete with theni and would'
Ray

Washington, Aug. 6.
FCC last week ordered a public hardly jeopardize theni.
hearing on the 18 applications for
FM channels in and around Los
Angeles. No date was .set.
to
Biow
Following have bids in for the
Earle C. Anthony, Inc.;
stations:
Hollywood Activities
Standard Broadcasting Co.; CBS
Jack Runyon is faking over the
Droadca.sting
Consolidated
ABC;
Corp.; Times - Mirror Co.; UAW- top. radio job at Hollywood for the
CIO; Southern California Broadcast- Biow agency, marking the first time
in
ing Co.; Hughes Tool Co.; Los An- that this agency has had one rpan
geles Broadcasting Co.; 'Voice of the overall charge of its ridio shows on
Orange Empire, Inc.; Radio IBroad- the CToast

Runyon

easters. Inc.; Echo Park Evangelistic
Hollywood Cornmiinity Radio
Group: Unity Broadcasting Corp. of
Cal.: KMPC, "The Station of the
Stars"; Cannon & Callistcr, Inc., and
Pacific Coast Broadca.sting Co.

Assn.;

'

Head

Until now, the Biow people would
put one man or another in charge
of specific Coa.sf radio production.s,
but had no overall head. Maxine
Anderson stays on as Biow office

manager

in

Hollywood.

,

WedoNdaj, August

84

Ra£o LiK

Pr(^iraiiiiiiiiig

is set to

picwar

swing into something of its
stride this fall. On Sept. 1

English programs, which conslltulo Imlt its broadcasts and which
art' jU sustaincrs today, begin to go
under sponsorship. After Oct. 1, its

French programs which make up the
other half of its airers, go under
heavy sponsorship, business being already inlted for 30% of its morning.
60%' of its afternoon and lOC^c of

Polio,

'Take
Baker,

It

Or Leave
set for

is

a

RipfertVDraiilit

to Coast

U.S. rep.

Luxembourg's coverage includes
Scandinavia. Great Britain, HolUnd.
Belgium, France, Switzerland and all
of eastern Europe to Poland. Before
war, according to Merlin, the
tillstation had 2,400,000 English listenOn Sunday,, (when RL broaders.
casts only in English) station had
bigger English draw than BBC,
which feeds the British no light entertainment or pop music that day,
but speeches, religious programs and
B3C, says Merlin,
serious music.
When
lias long been jealous of RL.
after the war SHAEF turned the
station back to its private owners
(who hold concession from the Lux-

KLZ PRODUCTION HAND

CLAYTON BRACE
One of the reasons for the amobth
pvoiluclion of local shows at KLZ Is
ilie produi'tloii know-how of etaff-

Sought to Ease
Tele Situation
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
AFRA's annual convention, slated
for Aug! 23-26 at the Roosevelt hotel
here, will take up the proposal that
theatrical talent groups consolidate and permit the interchange and
employment of meml>crs in all

all

eliminating

the

problem of. television jurisdiction.
This will be one of the highlights
of the meeting, along with proposals
for expansion and reorganization of
the union, fecordit^s in relation to
membership of AFRA, national elections and. proposals for new industry
codes to replace live and transcripwith
networks,
tion
agreements

which expire Oct 31.
Convention will be attended by
180 delegates, all 96 of local group
to be present and 98 votes from
embourg govt.) thie British govt, New York to be proxied by 30 to 35
Chicago
visiting eastern delegates.
tried to lease it.
Recently, Herbert Morrison de- is sending out 27, and other ballots
clared in British House of Commons will be split among other cities.
that the government will try to pre-,
vent English listeners from hearing
Drops Lone
programs from abroad, even discuss- Coast
ing jamming Luxembourg. Winston
Churchill defended the station, sayScales
Arbitrary
ing • that if in wartime (when the
Hollywood, Aug. 6,
Nazis controlled Luxembourg) the
American Federation of Radio Ar(Continued on page 46)
tists has abandonca its plan to set
up pay scales arbitrarily for -announcers working on remote broadcasts from ballrooms, oiteries, etc.

AFRA

•

Wage

State

Dept Wdghs

M

Russ Air Gab

Washington, Aug. 6.
The Slate department Is currently
weighing mvitation of the Soviets
to attend a preliminai^^ flve-power
radio parley in Moscow, Aug. 28,
with chances good that the U. S. will
in
line
with Great Britain,
fall
France and China and send a healthy
delegation to the USSR. The U. S.
earlier urged Russia to attend fivepower confab in this country but

Instead, the union will call in the
reps of Earl Carroll's, the Palladium

and the Aragon ballrooms
at a mutually
rate then set

to arrive
agreeable figure. The

will

prevail

for

all

such work. Meeting is expected this
week.
Union was miffed when, after it
called a meeting of operators, few
showed up. The scale was then arbitrarily, arrived at by the union

and notification was to have been
out July 29. However, when
word reached the ops and screaming re.suUed that posed a threat to

sent

such jobs, the union decided to give
the boys another chance.

was refused.
If

the parley materializes,

it

San Antonio Local

and when the U.

agrees to
attend. 12 to. 15 technical experts
from the Army, Navy, FCC, State
and other government agencies will
debark for Russia.
Another preliminary parley of technicians from
all countries of the world is slated
for October and rnay meet in Chicago.

A

S.

"plenipotentiary'' world
radio conference is planned for April
flnal

somewhere

in

That con-

the U. S.

ference will probably call for attendance of some 900 world radio
experts over a six-to-nine month
period.

Calls

OntWOAi Musicians In
Closed Shop Dispute

casting.
It

San Antonio, Aug. 6.
at WOAI were idled
programs of live musicians
originating from the studios con
tinued to be replaced by transcrip
tion programs as the station's mem
bers of the Musicians Society of San
Antonio, Local 23, were told to stay
Musicians

and

'

all

away from

their jobs on orders of
secretary of the
local musicians' union.

George Southall,

wouldn't
divulge
the
union's demands, other than to say
the station was operating without a
contract. He wouldn't say what the
union wanted other than a closed
Southall

Monte

In

WAAF Lea

Act Case

Cliicago,

Aug.

6.

Additional 10 days were granted
Monday (5) to attorneys for Jame.s
C. Petrillo, prez of the .^Vmerican
Federation of Musicians, by Federal
.

Judge William

J.

Campbell

district court, to file

a brie^

in U. S.
in sup-

Army.

ager for

Klebari,

stated that
and union were in disagree-

ment
ment on two
insists

UOPWAMarshak

grams; and

Another's Shows
6.

that the contract be
subject to the rules arid regulations
of the FCC and federal, state and
local laws.
Kleban also said the trouble affected sustaining and commercial
programs. He said that under union
demands it would be necessary to get
union approval if the station chose
.

Trip Pope

WHOM

Forces Vs. NBC In

is being utilized in big way
to aid In the fight against bad polio
epidemic here, and Twin City stations are winning praise and com-

mendation from medical fraternity
and city and state oRicials for their
efforts and accomplishments.
Under plan unique in broadcasting,
stations
have inaugurated "Fun

Home"—-special

at

children's

radio

programs. In order to. help accomplish ainn of the mayor and health
commissioner's "voluntary quaran.
tine" to keep the kiddies at home
during present emergency.
Idea was suggested
by George
Grim, Morning Tribune columnist,
who appears himself on a number
of programs, and who pointed out
that two non-commercial stations,
the Univ.
of Minnesota's
and St. Olaf College's
could
moke a major contribution in the

KUOM
WCAL

Deal

keep youngsters at home
and away from crowds by broadcasting such programs.
KUOM and WCAL, which scncrto

effort

.

ally devote themselves
to educational and high class .musical pro-

'

WHOM.

iudie station
Pope, publishe;r

Genl Net Attack
The chips are down as between
and the CIO, and a battle between the two is! shaping up for the
coming fall, with the network's advertisers and afliliates sure to be in.

NBC

volved.

of n Progresso
Italo-Americano. was opposed vigorously for his alleged pro-Mussolini
stand by the late Carlo Tresca, Italian anti-fascist who was assassinated
on a New York street Jan. 11, 1943.
The crime has never been solved as
far'as the N. Y. police are concerned.
Tresca's newspaper, II Martello, bad
been outspoken against Pope, and
the paper, which comes out irregularly now, still opposes the II Prog-

The fight will center on efforts of
the United OBice and Professional
Workers of America (CIG) to or- resso publisher.
ganize the white collar workers at
Friends of the late Tresca, includclaims to have ing members of the powerful MazNBC. The
won the election among white coUar- zini Society and a group aligned with
ites held at CBS in June. It has or- another Italian-language paper, Naganized WMCA, one of the larger of zione Uni'e, were reported last week
the New York indies. It is pushing gathering their forces to fight the
organization at thie offices of ABC grant of permission for transfer of

UOPWA

grams, immediately responded. The
regular Minneapolis and St. Paul

commercial stations

fell

in

line the

next day.

When KUOM went on the air the
day after Grim made the suggestion,
it had rearranged its entire day's
schedule in line with the columnist's proposals. WCAL joined in the
plan the next day.

The rearrangement had KUOM
programs starting off with two
young women suggesting games to
be played at home, and stories parents could find at. the Minneapolis
public library to read to homebound children. Then special muprograms featured "Peter and
the Wolf," "Jeffrey, the Giraffe" and

sical

music from Walt Disney cartoons.
(Continued on page 44)

WHOM

and Mutual, where little open
to Pope.
antagonism has been shown thus far
Some of Tresca's friends,, as well
by top execs. But the union is mak- as other Italian-Americans who were
ing no secret of the fact that its opposed to Tresca but outstandingly
foremost concentration right now is anti-fascLst, were prepared to offer
to the FCC answers to the lineup of
now directed against NBC.
What gives the 'fight potential im- pro-Pope "endorsements" using the
portaiice beyond New York, how- names of the late President Rooseever, is the fact that the UOPWA velt, Gov. Dewey, etc.
Among l;he statements is one re- .Making a bid for the big listening
is reported quietly lining up the enpile via comedy and variety, which
tire strength of the CIO in its battle portedly by a high official of the
present Italian government who had NBC has had sewed up for a numagainst NBC.
sent
from Rome his opinion on the ber of yenrs now, CBS. has appoint- The
UOPWA claims now that proposed
Pope
acquisition of WHOM. ed scripter-actqr Geodman Ace as
Richard Niederstein, supervisor of
This official, well known in N. Y.'s supervisor of comedy and variety
NBC's international dept. newsroom,
Italian colony, used to be active in programs for the net.
was fired for union activity. Net
the N, Y. radio field, and is said to
Ace takes over his new job Sept. S.
execs have denied they even knew
have counselled his friends here to
Ace's familiarity with the comedythat Niederstein was a mernber of
fight the Pope purchase.
variety format, it's apparently hoped
any union. Last week the Union sent
by CBS execs, will give the net a
out letters to every advertiser oh
chance either to develop new talthe NBC sponsorship books, hinting
Mutual
Co-op
Adds
ent along those lines or to develop
they will boycott advertisers who
new shows for whatever talent
support NBC after the net is dehasn't already been .zippcrcd down
clared "unfair."
11,

CBS' Ace Bid For

.

Lalf Leadership

Show

ToKeepTotalof

suggest," the union's letter
declared, "that it is to your own
immediately
interest to inform
that you disapprove of their unfair
labor practices, and urge that vet-

As

Standbys Add Sponsors

NBC

While complaints are being heard
elsewhere about sponsors dropping
oft, Mutual's po-op biz has gone up.
eran Niederstein be immediately Last week MBS' co-op dept., headed
reinstated. Unless the company is by Bert Hauser, added a new show,
compelled to rever.se its present 'Tell Your Neighbor," to its list,
policies, we will be obliged to take replacing
El.sa
Maxwell, to keep
the ca.se to the public in a broad dept.'s total of shows at 11.
This
consumer-boycott campaign."
was first change of shows in
Stress on the fact that Niederstein Mulunl's co-op setup in six months.
Mutual's H shows are: Fulton
is a veteran was seen ias a hint that
tiie union
also trying to line up Lewis, Jr.; Cecil Browne; Bill Cunthe help of veterans' organizations ningham;
Cedric Poster;
Arthur
ill
its
fight.
Furthermore, union Hale; Frazier Hunt; Erskine Johnleaders make no secret of the fact son: "Tell Your Neighbor"; CapUin
that they are trying to gcft the NBC Midnight"; 'The Johnson Family,"
On the mat before the FCC. The and "Inside of Sports." Lewis, who
FCC has already informed the un- had 168 sponsors a year ago, now
ion, in reply to a letter from the has 197.
Foster, with 98 la.st year,
UOPWA, that it has no jurisdiction has 107 now. Dept. now has 952
over labor cases. But union people individual sales. Mutual says that's
i.s

by NBC.

While, strong in its -dramatic and
experimental
along
departments
"longhair" lines, CBS lias been noticeably smarting under NBC's superiority in the laugh parade, what
with Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Fred
Allen (who was weaned away from
the

CBS

stable), el

al.

WIP SEnLEMENT CUES

GENIPHDIYACA DRIVE
Settlement

Philadelphia, Aiig.
of WIP strike

6.

last

Tuesday (30) with raises for engineers, ahnouhcera and other studio
help, tees off a drive for increased
scales at all Philly outlets by. the
Assn.
American
Communications

.

they will force the
situation

FCC

to

which

is

the public interest
in accordance with FCC regulations."

points.
Management
into the contract

(2)

May

The ghost of "II Martello" ("The
Hammer") is expected to hammer
away against chance of. Generoso
Pope^ N. Y. Italianrlanguage newspaper publisher, getting an FCC
okay for his proposed purchase of

on writing

(!) that the union shall not have
jui'isdiction over public-interest pro-

Hammer

On

man- take notice of "a
manage- obviously against

WOAI,

Tresca

KLZ, DENVER.

production

port of a motion to dismiss the government's criminal information
charging Petrillo with violation of
the Lea Act.
Criminal information, filed Jtme to put on an army or high ischool
23, was the result of the strike Pe- b^nd or similar program. He added:
here "We have always met the union scale
trillo called at station
May 28 because station refused .to and have endeavored to be fnir in
hire three additional record han- our dealings, but vtre felt it necessary
that these two clauses stay in."
dlers in addition to three there.

WAAF

tor the

insist

shop.

PetriDo Gets 10-Day Stay

nien like PInyton Braco who worked
» yeni-3 on Special Service shows

"We

will

be a technical, discussion on setting
up a central frequency registration
bureau, international telecommunications union, and allocations of
radio bands for short-wave broad-

has

to

is

Talent Combine

thereby

Brewery

i'ti

Ever-

.

branches,

Buppert

ad agencies, transferring
Ryan
aoeount. Irqih' ltuthravfl
Lennen Sc Mitchell effective
dct. 1.
Review of Ruppert's past., radio
advertising is being made by the
new agency before fall plans will
be seK

origina-

this

audience participationcr
expected to start. Sept 6.
shiarp

also acts
sales agents

Merlin is
throughout, the world.
here for two weeks looking for U.S.
biz tor RL, as w^U as to appoint a

Jacob
«witohed

with Pfyl

It,"

(joast.

Ave weeks.
Hollywood staging "of

tion for

Lux and which
RL's

Plm One

to Fight

Minneapolis, Aug.

Take Take'

evening programs.

for

Team

1946

Radio

Situation was outlined last week
on his arrival in N. Y. by Louis Merprez of Informations El Publin,
licitc. Paris, which compaijy is sales
agent as well as program producer
for Radio
liaison
as

Stations

-t

iLi.

its

&

Again, French

With the political situation, «ispcciully as regards England and the
BBC, easing, Radio Luxembourg—
luujl powerful commercial station in
the world with its 200,000 wattage-

Twin Gty

Sponsored

Set to Start

7,

ABC Buys

New

'Manhattan/

Ande-Participationer

more sales than all other net coops combined. "Inside of Sports" is
sponsored by Bayuk Cigars on 111
stations, with the rest co-op; "CapUin Midnight" by Ovaltihe on 115
station.^ with balance co-op; Richard Hale by Richfield Oil in the
east, with balance co-op.
Talent fee is based on size of the
market, running from WOR, N. Y.'s
$240 a week for a 15-minule platter
down to Elizabeth City, N. C.'s $5.
Erskine Johnson, Hollywood film
commentator and columnist (hjs
column is carried in the N. Y.

A new half-hour audience participalioner,
with
Walter
Kiernan
emcceing, has l>een sold to the ABC
net by Mildred Fenton.:
Tabbed
"Meet Me la Manhattan," the show
will occupy, the 4:30-5 p.m. slot World - Telegram)
.\nd
one
of
across the board beginning Monday Mutual's biggest co-ops with over
150 sponsors, was due to .'go on
(12).
Show will give "token gifts" to WOR, N. Y., this week. Station,
members of the audience tailed to however, got a four-week renewal,
the mike a.s- participationers but will for month of August, for its "Myrt
definitely steer away from the ex- f.Bcl Marge" airer, so is delaying
pensive gift trend.
taking on Johnson.
.

.

(CIO).

Engineers at WIP were raised a
$15 a week, making the scale
range from $57 to $97 a week. Announcers scales were raised $18 a
week to a range of $50 to $80.
Spielers- will receive a 20% hike on

flat

commercial fees. Members of program department and utility workers will get a straight increase of
$6 a week iinder the agreement.

Negotiations are under way with
other Philly stations, most of whose
full.
thjs
contracts expire early
ACA, however, will have opposition
in the field from the National Assn.
'Techof Broadcast Engineers and
which last
nicians,
Independent,

Weak won an NLRB

election

at

local NBC outlet, by ia vote of
14 to J. NABET previously won nn
election at WPIL and is planning a
campaign to wean other slntion en-

KVW,

gineering staffs from

ACA.

'

.
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NBC-CBS' $1,000,000 'BUBBLE'
Committee
Washington,
President Truman's

Chairmen Up

Aug.

6.

WOV.

Gongres-

the LaFollette^Monroney
sional Reorganization Bill last week
icaves up in the air leadershljp of

•

in Air

WOV,

'Bum' Setup

which tried to
muscle in oh a "Bowery Follie.s"
show about six \yeeks ago and
and got the bum's rush for its
pains, is going to have its own
"Hobo of the Week" show.
Station has pacted
George
("The Real") McCoy, ex-GI,
taxicab driver and former network gabber, to emcee a new

the Senate and House radio combeginning next January.
mittees
For the streamlining legislation, is
procedure for naming
oil
silent
chairman of the hew committees,
with decision likely to be left to
majority vote of party caucuses, according to observers here.
"Prior to passage of the legislation.
Sen. Edwin Johnson, "(D., Col.) was
'
reported likely successor to Sen.
Burton K. Wheeler (U., Mont.) as

N.

Y.,

cross- the-board show,
nightly at 11, to originate from
a saloon at the Bowery and
Pearl st., N. Y., called "Diamond
1 5.-minute,

.

'

chairman of thf all-powerful Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
However, if time-honored practice
of rewarding seniority is used as

O'Rourke's." McCoy will
drive to the joint hightly in
his hack, and once a week will
selcet the "Hobo of the Week."

basis for committee appointments,
the post will go to Sen, Josiah

Program preems next Monday

Dan

(12),

Bailey (D., N. C), now chairman
of the Commerce Committee with
live years'

opener being extended to a

halt-hour.

edge on Johnson in Con-

gressional service. (Bailey was author of an anti-Petrillo bill that
never got out of the Senate Committee last session).
The act shaves membership on
the Senate, committee from 21 to 13.
New committee— to be known as
Senate Interstate Commerce, Manufacturers and Interoccanic Canals
'

Committees.
It the Republicans win majority,
in the Senate next session chairmanship would then fall to veteran Sen.
Robert LaFollette (R., Wis.). His
leadership of Senate radio matters
would strike new precedent since
LaFollette,
through ownership of
WEMP, Milwaukee, is himself a

Agencies Eyeing
'Untapped Public':

Organized Labor

Radio is overlooking a bet be-,
cause of an "ideological tabu" which
has kept advertisers on the air from
directing themselves to an important segment of the U. S. population
organized labor. That was the
opinion of a number of. advci'tising
practical broadcaster.
On the house side, the streamlin- agency people last week, following
ing cuts tlie House interstate and a survey of big-coin advertising
foreign commerce committee from done in the U. S. labor press.
.28 to 27 members. However, observSurvey,
made by Tide mag,
ers predict that Rep. Clarence Lea showed that about. 100 major labor
(D., Cal.) will be retained as chair- papers— lined
up with either the
man in a Democratic House. If the AFL or CIO, or unaffiliated carry
over, .senority regular advertising copy. According
Republicans
take
would give the post to Rep. Charles to 'Tide, this advertising is no longer
Wolverton (R., N. J.).
of the "good-will" type: "Today,
Meanwhile, primaries throughout the labor press seeks to sell itself
the U. S. have already cut into mem- on the same basis as any other; dolbership of the radio committees in lar value for dollar advertising inboth houses. Sen. Henrik Shipstead vested."
(.R.,
Minn.) and Wheieler haye alAdvertisers In the labor press Inready been ruled out. Janfies Huff- clude banks, utilities, newspapers,
man (D., O.,) is conceded less than department stores, breweries, amuse50-50 chance of beating John Bricker ments, and equipment manufacturfor his Senate seat.
ers. National advertisers listed in

—

—

—

major webs NBC and
(j.BS— are between them spending
about $1,000,000 for showcasing their
programs this coming fall. And as
far as a number of top ad agency

Two

of the

people are concerned,
"wasted money."

it's

largely

NBC

got the jump on CBS in anits plan but CBS is still
there pitching. As last year, CBS
will have two .80-minute show* on
these
two consecutive Sundays,
being skedded for Sept. 22 and 29.

nouncing

'.

NBC

will have a two-hour show
Sunday, Oct. 13 and a 90-minuter
'following night. Both are going
to great lengths in promoting the
showcasers.
ABC and Mutual, on
the other hand, have announced
nothing spectacular in those direc-

the;

.

tions.

"That ballyhoo NBC and CBS are
preparing to put on is intended
chiefly to sell us," said one agency
exec,
"and that's just throwing
money away. We don't need, propaganda— what we need is shows, and
they could use that millidn bucks
better by putting it into programming."

Admitting that a certain amount
of hypo is legitimate in propaganda
for the fall reshuffle of programs
on both.
and CBS, another

NBC

agency veepee

insisted:

On

the

House

side at least a half-

candidate for re-election. At least
three other members of the House
radio committee face heavy sledding.
These are: John Sullivan, (D., Mo.);

Joseph O'Hara
son Gillette

(R;,

Minn.) and Wil-

(R., Pa.).

the group are Brown 8c Williamson
General Mills, Coca(Raleighs),
Cola, Beech Nut Packing, PepsiCola, Bayer Co. (aspirin), U. S. Rubber, Schlitz Brewing, Studebaker
Corp., end others.

Showing the strength of the labor
press as an advertising unit. Tide
says that one N. Y. firm (Trade
Union Advertising) represents 90
publications with 2,800,000 circulation in 48 states.
_

"NoT» here certainly is i radio
untapped," said one
radio ad agency exec last week. "If
these big corporations can spend
With 79th Congress Fold
money for this type advertisingWashington, Aug. 6.
despite the fact that thier labor reResolution of Sen. Charles W. To- lations policies may be against trade
bey (R., N. H.) for a thoroughgoing unions as such— why can't we hit
investigation of FCC— with particu- that field too?
lar attention to its Blue Book pro"The answer is, of, course, that, adgramming regulations—died Friday
vertisers in tlie labor press can
(2) with expiration of the 79th Constress the labor angle— like the union
gress.
Tobey has announced; that
label and other such appeals to that
he'll reintroduce the resolution next
segment of the public. But if we
January.
started putting on pro-labor shows
Resolution was conisidered Wednessponsor the nets would crack
day (31) by the Senate Interstate for a
on us.
Commerce Committee, headed by down
"However, it's worth trying and
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D., Mont.).
going to try to crack that
are
However,
Wheeler,
generally
a we
particular nut. There is no reason

"You can

there."

"Only the show

itself

will

keep

the listener glued to the dial," this
veepee continued, "and the show is
something the nets can do much in
fixing up any show. Five hundred
grand apiece between the two nets
involved could do a lot to provide
better music, build new talent and
develop new ideas."

—

"CBS and NBC could both use
workshops. Not the longhair,
experimental
workshop
type of
which fiddles around with caviar
real

friend of FCC, sat tight on the
measure and permitted no action. why

we

shouldn't

piJt

on

shows

angled at women, or kids, or lovers
of longhair music."

6.

The "Naucy Dixon" show on
sponsored by Cluett Peaits Sanforized process,
has a real Nancy Dixon on it

WBZ,

body for

Gabber on the show is
Mrs. Nancy Dixon, who has just
now.

replaced .Betty Pierce,
"Nancy Dixon" is a copyright
name,- being used by Young &
Rubicam, agency for Cluett Peafour
local
shows
body,
on
around Ihe country: WBZ. here,
in Cleveland, St. Louis and Los
Angeles. When Miss Pierce offered her resignation recently,
WBZ started shopping for a
substitute. A Mrs. Nancy Dixon
sent in her name for an audition, and she was interviewed
only as. a gag, everyone being
sure she was someone posing
Howunder that monicker.
ever, Mrs. Dixon is the wife of
a local newspaperman.

Suit for $139,498.50 was filed last
(1) in N. Y! supreme court

week

ABC by Arthur Jarwood,
head of Products Distributors, Inc.
Jarwood claims he has been injured

against

ates develop local talent, or build
local live shows. The FCC was certainly justified in its criticism of the
lack of live showmanship on the
local stations. But our big net people can't see the handwriting on
the wall. They're going along on
old lines."
'

Bronx Cheer For

Swagger
Dcceiiibcr.

by Deame Ramey,
Jaiwood's attorney, it's claimed thatIn the bi icf filed

c.nnccllation

without

WNYC

Sale Idea
to

buy

City-owned

sta-

The long-rumored proposal

for $2,000,000 was given new
currency last week by Borough
President James J. Lyons, of The
Bronx. Ironically, Lyons spoke on
WJZ (N. Y;) as a substitute for the
very man who has been fighting such
an idea— Fiorello H. LaGuardia.
Lyons said he had personally made
the proposal to LaGuardia when the
tion,

of the

Swagger session

appropriate

notice

caused

him to lose (he sum .asked because
of contract he had with the perfume
water concern. Jarwood
claims that according to contract
with Swagger. Products Distributors
wa.s to be reimbursed by Swagger
to the extent of $4 for every $1 he
expended in advertising. Jarwood
claims that talent and time costs for
the 13- week period would have been

snd

toilet

$41,499.50.

claimed that Jarwood and
It's
signed a year's contract divided into the usual 13-week cycles
for cancellation by either party on
two weeks' notice.
Jarwood says,
that appropriate notice was given
and then rescinded, and it was only

ABC

,

.

one day before new term was to be-'
gin that he was notified the deal was
off.
In the meantime, Jarwood says
he signed the Val Olman orch, which
contract is valid, and he's being
pres.scd by Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians for ful-

FCC in Flip-Flop
To Give 'Advice On

fillment of that pact.

The Swagger program, while on
the air, was a. source of irritation to
the miisic industry. The session continually
plugged BMI music for
which the publishers received ~ $48
per plug.
Jarwood at that time
headed four music publishing Arms,
and since program was capable of
playing around IS tunes per session,
income from that source was con-

Money Prize Shows
Wa.shington, Aug. 6.
In an apparent change in FCC polActing Chairman Charles R.
indicated here last week that
the commission would hand down
advisory opinions to broadcasters
doubtful of the legality of moneypjveaway shows. Heretofore, FCC
has kept mum about such programs
until they' were on the air, or questioned their legality only in connection with renewing the broad.-

icy.

Denny

siderable.

!

However these large doses of BMI
music had to be cut down toward
end of the first contract period because of beefs by other publishers.
Jarwood says that, this was done in
an effort to appease the station, ami',
consequently was surprised at tha-.
minute cancellation.
Shortly after the Swagger, show
off th€ air, BMI bought out
Jarwood's publishing interests for
$35,000 with the stipulation that he
wouldn't re-enter the publishing
last

went

throughout the country.

a year.
Jarwood says he will enter ansuit against the network to
recover money he would have received from BMI.
Jarwood, prior to entering the
publishing field,, was a nitery operator; his last cafe venture was the
.skill rather than chance determined Riobamba, N. Y., which folded.
the winners. Both lotteries and gift
enterprise shows are forbidden, by
the radio act.

WheiV

to

'Tello-Test

counsel

field for

wanted

ar^ue the legality of the show, other

Denny suggested he request an

adBrief
submitted
opinion.
claimed the show was neither a "lottery" nor "gift enterprise" since no
prize was given for listening, and
'

visory

MBS

FCC will probably skirt any decision on lottery aspects of TelloTcst, however, and award
channel in
the last remaining

WWDC

WNYC, New. York

by cancellation of the
program over WJZ, last

to thr.t extent

j

.

public, as yet

.

Boston, Aug.

But workshops that
would develop, the new Bob Hopes caster's license.
and Eddie Cantors of tomorrow, and
Denny tipped off the industry on
the Bing Crosbys and Frank Sinatras FCC's flip-flop at oral argument here
who must step In when the incum- last week on bid of local station
bents have had their useful run." WWDC for an FM franchise in
"A lot of that doiigh is being poured Washington. Station had been put
into local promotion to help the af- on the hotseat for carrying Tellofiliates btiild audiences. Well, let Test, a Telephone Quiz Show, carthem .use the money to help affili- ried regularly by 40 other stations
for the general.

*

•

Tobey 's FCC Probe Fades

Dixon Who's McCoy

lead the listener to your place on
the dial, but. you can't keep him

.

dozen new faces are expected. Rep.
Lyle Boren (D., Okla.) was defeated
in the primary, while B. Carroll
Reece, new head of the Republican
National Committee, will not be a

A

'

ill

for $139,498

Claiming Loss on Swagger-BMI Deal

SEEN WIISIEll

-f

signature on

ABC

Jarwood Sues

Streamlined Congress Leaves Radio

Sees Coin Looming,

Juggles Its Sostainers

FM

Mn'lual is doing a lot of rejuggling
of sustaincrs against the time when
.

Washington. Denny indicated that
commission w^I not punish
01* this coimt,' though general study
of program may be made later in a

WWDC

commercial programs resume. Aug.
Up to Youth,"
sponsored by Seventeen mag, in the
8:30 p.m. slot, means a complete re21 premiere of "It's

different proceeding.

Beatrice Kay moves up to
shuffle.
10 p.m.; "Endorsed by Dorsey" goes
Ford Lands Hayes
to Friday 8:30 p.m.; Carl Brisson's
'Peter Lind Hayes was signed last Friday 8:30 show moves to 8 p.m.
"Nick Carter," which during the
week for the Wednesday night
Dinah Shore show for Ford. Pro- summer was in thie Tuesday 8 p.m.
gram starts Sept. 18 over TBS for a spot, moves back Aug. 16 to the SunHe "declined," half-hour period in the 9:30 p.m. day C:30 p.m. .slot as it goes on Dutch
latter was Mayor.
Cleanser (Cudahy) sponsorship.
according to N. Y. papers, to name slot.
"Pa.s.sport to Romance," halt-hour
Everyone
Hayes was sought by Ginny
the would-be purchaser.
knows, however, that the offer came Simms and Dick Haymcs as well as musical sustainer which preemed
Hitch on Hayes' ac- May lb, with Mitzl Green and Larry
from the Newhouse newspaper in- Miss Shore.
hinged on selection of Brooks, in the Friday 8 p.m. slot,
terests which have local papers in ceptance
winds
up Aug. 16, show never havDissatisfied with his mawriters.
Long Island and on Staten Island.
.

.

Hussey's new job will be' the
Coast equivalent of the' position
held in Y&R's N. Y. office by Lester

William O'Dwyer, current terial on the Beatrice Kay show on ing jelled properly.
Mayor, has no intention of Mutual, Hayes insisted that about
WNYC, however, seemed $000,000, that estates put a higher
CFOB JOINS CBC
pretty well established this week the deal is said to include about
Sf. Sales Head
Toronto, Aug. 6.
when the .station reopened its FM $10,000 to pay off Mutual for
With Davidson Dunton, chairmaa
WNYC-FM, and promptly Hayes' walkout on the Kay series. He
San Francisco, Aug. 6.
outlet,
,Kirk Torney has been appointed asked the BoaTd of Estimate for an is said to owe them 20 weeks' work. of the Canadian Broadcasting C^rp.,
present for a Ave-minute welcoming'
ABC San Francisco sales manager, additionar$19,000 to bring the FM
talk,
CFOR, Orillia, unit in the
according to manager Gaylc V. transmitter's power up from the
CBS-ARMT TEAM
Stovin Independent chain in Onrequired
the
to
l.OOOw
present
Grubb.
First datic on CBS' football sched- tario, has joined the CBC national
Appointment was made simul- 15,000w.
Seymour N. Siegel, station's pro- ule will be the Army-Villanova network.
taneously with announcement that
Imperial Tobacco, with its "Light
as head game from West Point Sept. 21.
Byron Nelson, sales manager for gram director who's acting
Opening game at the military Up and Listen" schedule, and the
the station, and who is being
KGO and ABC sp6t sales here,, will of
twice national champ, will Gillette Razor Blade Co., with its
move to ABC's western division boosted for the director's vacancy, academy,
"quite ...sure we'll .be handled by Red Barber and Jim- "Cavalcade of Sport." have taken
headquarters in Hollywood in a declared he was

Gottlieb.

sales capacity.

In addition to going into the programming angle, Tobey wanted to
study FCC licensing policies and its
decision to move
upstairs in the

FM

spectrum.

T&B Hnssey Tipped on Coast
Hollywood, Aug. 6,
Robert D. Hussey, head of talent
Coast office of Young 8e Rubicam, has been promoted to manager
of the program development dept.
under Tom Lewis.
.

in the

.

That

N

Y.

selling

.

Tomey

>

'

get

that

extra

$19,000."

my

Dolan.

i

lime on ihe

new

affiliate.

WcdncBday, Anguat
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New Low-Cost Method to Brighten Tele
C.

Chicngo, Aug,

simple,
yet
revolutionary,
mclliod of increasing tlic size oC
Spolter's Fatal Spill
television images was revealed to
San Francisco,. Aug. 6.
Vmiiktv< in ail interview la.'Jt wcelc
Ralph T, SiX)Uer, 41, w.k. San
with Dr. Lee De Forest, motion picFrancisco radioite, died here Jiily
ture sound pioneer, wl)o arrived
following an automobile aceideiil,
from the Coast to begin what he 30
that occurred while he was returnfigures will be a' six-month job on a
rf'O'" l"s Breakfast at CalieiUc
lab model, main (ask being lo iron '"R
show.
out a few ininoi- kinks in tlie now
Spoiler also wrote a .ni ery colHe sees no reason why manuSCI.
Call-Bulletm unfaclureis can-t get it in commercial ] "i"" fov the S. F.
form ai»l start turning il cur in 'laiKcirtcr. 11)0 by-line Gcne^JewcIl, and
had' three shows at KSFO.
quantilics within the next year
.

(0

.

.

;

.

;

.

vet scientist declared the big

The

question

video U|) lo now lias
lo got a suflieicntly bright

in

been how

picture at a reasoiiably low cost.
His method will clean thaf up,
however, he claims, projecling the
image from any pre.senl-day tele
receiver that lias a tube o( five
inches or more land there are only
about 1,000 seis in existence today
with smaller tubes) to regular theatre or home screens— and with a
very low voltage. Pro.';j)Cct for tele
in theatres thus becomes dazzlingly

Coast Networks

Get Directors

,

how ifU

be done
was made relatively simple by Dr.

De

who demonstrated

Forest,

to the interyi(»wec
a

tube,

receiving

etc.

all

the

dissecting
set,

it

by breaking open
.

inside of .a
Briefly, this is

what makes 4he receiver-to-screen
device tick:

.

:

Surface of the tube is fluorescent.
When the cathode beam (that's like
an air-wave, which won't be gone
into here) hits that surface from the
inside of the set it makes a bright
spot on the surface of the tube,
which is visible to the eye from the
outside.

The beam

when

itself

is

invisible,

but:

strikes the fluorescent area
it
becomes very bright, and as it
travels back and forth over that
area it results in a series of bright
spots, and they compoise the picture:
it

'

i

report

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Radio Directors Guild here is.sued
demands to networks on Aug.

initial

WABD-Dumont, N. Y.
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald
manages

to

amuse with

2.

:

Making

first

its

contract

move

organizing approximately a
year ago, the Guild informed NBC,
since

its

ABC

CBS,
of

its

and

latter's outlet,

intention

to

KECA,

improve wages

and ^working conditions. Net heads
are expected to respond within a few
days after huddling on whether or
not they Will agree to joint negotiations.-

Guild seeks to establish basic minimum over that now being paid. Absolute basic is |7S weekly, and that
for starters in first three months.
Otherwise, minirhum is $1.00 weekly
for those during first year of employment.
Ten percent hikes per
annum are also proposed, and minimums asked for shall apply to all
now working or later hired, and
shall be retroactive to date of letter

.

molesale

FM

"THE SHOWOFF"
With

Sale

OK'dby FCC

Washington, August 6.
Networks and companies bidding

FM

FM

'

FM

FM

'

'

-

.

FM

Lillian Faster,

Alan Buiice,

Florence Snndstrora, Loalse Bnckley. Frederic
de Wilder, John
Bobb, Balpli Collinsn, Bassell
Morrison; films by Edwin Mills
Writer: George Kelly
Prodncer: Ed Sobol
Scenery: Bob Wade
80 Mins., Sunday, 8:40 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
One of this show'i lines was the
quote, "Sufficient unto the day is
the evil thereof," bespeaking more
aptly perhaps than was intended,
the adaptation for video given "The
Showoff." George Kelly's domestic
comedy of the '20's provided what.

—

—

FM

0.0/d

Ready

FM

'

—

PAULIST FATHERS PULL

OUT OF WNEW HEARING

.

.

'

WKNY

wabp
weaf

|

.

proved the. death of more tliaii orie
otherwise good television programoverlcngth as a result of under:

are
considered affable personalities on
the air, and their radio show con-

.

—August 1,
stations can now ex-(
several
Picture Looks Bright
RDG also seeks a closed shop, job for
pect FCC to hand oiit more than
brightness of that picture declassification and clear delineation
liciense per
the customary one
pends on the voltage l>chind the
of duties, excluding night supervisor
customer. FCC spokesmen admitted
cathode beam, and, in order to get a
duty; in the case of CBS, the elimi- that their bne-tora-customer rule in
picture bright enough to be pronation of the classification of "con- awarding
permits had broken
jected through a lens onto a large
tact producer" and change to the
down last week when NBC wonMts
screen, a very high voltage is retitle of assistant director, and con- third
station grant in San Franquired.
tinuance of the present ratio of two
operThis runs up to 40,000 volts, which staff directors tor each assistant. It's cisco.- NBC, had a pre-war
ation in New York City and tliis
is dKAcult
to say the least to gen- also asked that directors not be reSpring won a second, franchise for
erate in a small cabinet.
Besides, quired to functioh as assistant direcWashington, D. C.
it's
dangerous-^espccially
in
the tors.
The FCC action means, according
home ^because of all the- insulation
Conditions generally parallel those to spokesmen, that second and posrequired.
And, after all that has
(Continued on page 46)
sibly third
station grants will
been accomplished, there's still a
be forthcoming to the other webs.
comparatively small screen picture.
At the same time, radio-minded
In contrast to this. Dr. De Forest's
Sen. Glen Taylor (D., Ida.) indicate
method does not require high volt- Local Listening Sorvey
ed he would query FCC on its. new
age al all. The surface on the inand suggest that public anside of his tube is not fluorescent in
Again as Sponsors policy
nouncement be made of the fact.
any sense, but is opaque to the light
FCC men- said that they have procprojected through the tube from an
Coin for Suburbia essed backlog of
applications
incandescent lamp, by becoming
Now that more radio advertisers and wherever possible have already
transparent when the cathode beam
are getting ready to plank dough handed out the first FM grants to
strikes it.
into non-metropolitan areas— as dis- bidders.
This, he explained, will permit
closed a couple of weeks in surveys
him to use an incandescent lamp as made
by Keystone Broadcasting
a source of light,- located outside the
System and others a study made
tube and projected into the tube
last winter for a station in up-State
through a lens. The light will then
New York is aflracting a good deal
go through the tube's surface, from of notice from agencies and station
which it will be projected upon a reps.
The Paulist Fathers, religious orbeaded screen-exactly as in 8m,
The study was made for WKNY. a ganization which has been chal16m or 35m films.
250-watter at Kingston, N. Y. The lenging the wavelength used by
JLow Voltage
part considered interesting about Arde Bulova's No. 1 New, York City
Normal voltage for tele receivers this survey is that Kingston is di- station, WNEW, withdrew from the
is DOW 3,000 to 4,000.
Brilliancy of rectly in .the path of strong signals sweepstakes this week.
the picture under Dr. De Forest's from every one of the big network
The FCC has held hearings off
method isn't, dependent oiV that flagships in New York City—WABC, and on in N. Y. for the last two
much, however, with sole power re- WEAF, WJZ and WOR: Signals from months, in regard to WNEW's apquired being set by him at as low as these stations come in strong in plication for its regular license re2,000 volts,
Kingston and the vicinity is also newal as well as for upping its
Tube,
incandescent
lamp and amply blanketed by WGY^ G. El's power' to 50,000 -watt?. The Paulist
optical system— the whole works, in Schenectady station. Question, there- Fathers, who have long contended
other words—<:an be placed in a fore, was; With all this big-league that they deserve the 1130-kc spot
table
model cabinet, not much opposition, how much of a chance on the radio band occupied by
larger than the ordinary table radio, does this small station have of snag- WNEW,
challenged
station's
the
right to continue in business.
and the image can be thrown on a ging local listening?
The study, made by Robert S.
screen three-by-four feet in area, so
At Monday's (5) resumption ot the
that it can easily be seen from 25 ft. Conlan and Associates, shows that FCC hearing, attorneys for the
had an average of 38.2 of Fathers suddenly announced they
away. That's for home use; theatres
will,, require
higher
voltage,
of the. listening homes in the area tuned were withdrawing, their application
to it dyer the entire listening day. for the channel.
cpurse.
Divided by time periods, the surBulova himself at la.st appeared
Instead' of an ordinary 300-wa(t
lamp for home use, the theatre ex- vey showed the following distribu- on the stand Monday. He had nothtion' of listening homes among the ing to add to prcviops testimony
hibitor merely installs .si l,00p-watter
town's stations:
given by station execs, telling the
and aims it at his screen— a size 2513.2
10.0
14.9 FCC examiner frankly: "Don't ask
by-3d foot job or whatever, and he's
12.3
12.1
20.9 me about the number, of studios we
in business.
'wGY
3.3
5.2
0,9 have, and things like that.
I hire
Dr. De Forest stressed thaf this WJZ
26.2
15.8
11.5
very competent people to run niy
won't throw present television sets, WICNY
36.1*
44.1
32.9 stations for me, and they know the
or, for that matter, expansion plans
7.4
6.1
7.6 answers.
Ask them."
of the industry, out the window. Other's
5.4
2.3
2.8
Only the tube will have to be disThe study was Interpreted as
Butcher's KIST Joins NBC
carded by those who own sets. All showing that, smalltown listeners do
the ffest of the apparatus— the re- tune in to their own outlets, justifyKIST, Santa Barbara, Cal., owned
ceiver circuit and the amplifier cir- ing claims of those who insist that by
Hairy G. Butcher, ex-CBS
cuit remains the same, so that those radio sponsors should pay more at- veepee and former aide to Gen.
In the market' for video sets can go tention than hitherto to local pro- Eisenhower, will become affiliate of
gramming in th^ .sticks.
ahead' qnd j>uy thein.
NBC Sept, 15.

—

.

GKRTZ DEPT. STORE

sistently

most part, v^ras pretty booH
video entertainment, with the
ceplion of a particular that
1im

for the

rroduoer-Dlrector: Harvey Marlowe

But for television, it
easy charm.
cago Radio Correspondents Associa- takes more than a fast <idlib to make
The endless parade of.
lioh to put their case bctore the a program.
impromptu shows on video, with
lawyers at an early date.
hitting
few
them
it off, clinches
of
Request was granted after Wilthe truism that what's needed is an
lianvHay, NBC central division news
imaginative
with' program
idea
and
director
special events
iind
|)lanning and. integration.
OtherCRCA prexy, appeared before the wise, it's ,a clambake.
bar association asking support in
Best thing on the windup of the
llic ncwsmen'.s fight to gain recogthree-time FitzG scries last Tuesday
nition as news correspondent.-;. PiosCM) was the handling oC tlie Gerlz
ciil ruting of the association proplugs.
Mrs. Fitzgerald informally
hibits radio men from broadcasting brought out several articles of merfrom courts on the grounds that il chandise on sale at the dept. slorc.
mannikinncd
some of them, and
"threatens the dignity of the court."
spieled
persuasively in behalf ot
Whether or not a radio man can
tlic others.
PuUing power oC tlie
broadcast from court is up to the show
was apparently being tested in
presiding judge, but most of the the offering of scarce items li'kc
jurists, do not want to rusk censure nylons and white shirts to viewers
Recent at- who mentioned the show's title at
from the association.
tempt by NBC to make a recording the sales counter. Compelling naof a case in renter's court with the ture of the visual plugs on this show
judge's approval, was snafued wiicn was only an inkling of the commercial possibilities inherent in video
the chief justice of the municipal
once it becorhes a mass medium.
court filed a protest with the bar
Idea for this program (no definite
association.
format had been established for the
Ray told the lawyers that since series) was based on "an evening
at
radio stations are licensed by the home with the Fitzgeralds."
Friends
Federal Cornmunications Commis- of the couple sauntered onto the set,
sions in "the public interest, con- sat around, gabbed, playe'd. parlor
venience, and necessity," newsmen games; and convivially harmonized
interpiret that to mean radio should on "Daisy, Daisy, Give Me Your
give full and impartial coverage of Answer True." During the first part
the session the cartoonist Zito
news events with due' regard to the of
pencilled some high-speed caricadignity of the courts and the re- tures of w.k.
figures in a "guessquirements of public taste.
who?" contest. This part was a first
cousin to video; the rest wasn't
even remotely related.

The

—

FEGEEN FITZGBBALD

F.D te

30 Mins.; Tuesday, 8 p;m.

editing.

WOR

Lack

of

sufficient

cuttine
air otherwise good progrim
in this case, empliasizing Hie fact
llvat

marred

success of most video shows
is
in inverse proportion to their leniiih
after the 15- or 20-minute saturation'
point is reached,
r

.the

Solid mountings and just as .solid
(liesping made the play a television
success in spite o£ ilsoir, but the
80 minutes must have raised li;iyoc
in hot living rooms.
Video presentation of tlic play
opened with .stock film .shots of
Philadelphia, with oxplanalidii over

Camera finally panned doWn to a.
typically middle-class house on the
same kind of street. Hanked un both
sides by sister dwellings. Cast was
then presented singly, each making
some remark about the ShowolT.
Credit kudo.s belong to Ed Sobol
tor his direction and Bob Wade,
for his excellent single sei. T.n the

'

-

,

east.

-

Work Demands

close.

Explanation of

(B.

of Chi radio nowiicaslcrs
local court proccediiiRs
on an equal basis with the newspapers, took another ' step toward
last
week when the
realization
Chicago Bar Assn. granted a rcqursl
of the Exec Commitlcc of the ChiEfForls

•

A

Television Reviews

Dailies

On Airing Court Trials

Images Outlined by Dr. De Forest
Chicago, Aug.

With

Parity

194^

7,

Seek

Chi Broadcasters

Alan Bunee limned Aubrey
"The Showoff." in sock fash^
underplaying a role that othercould have become ridiculous.

Potter.
ion,
w-ise

Lillian Foster,' as the family mother,
and Louise Buckley, as the married
sister, 'gave fine readings, Florence

Sundstrom; the Showoff's wife, was
a good spoiled brat, but mi.scued a
couple of times. Rest of the cast
was more than competent. Toiiuit:

"DIAMOND GLOVES"
With Dennis James^ commentator
Prodocer-Dlrector: Jack Mttrphy
80 Mins.; Wed. (24), 9:4* p.m.
Sostainlnc
WABD, DoMont, N. Y.
First video remote ever to- be
piped from the state of New Jersey
gave the DuMont staff some anxious
moments, but finally came off in satisfactory style; abetted by the fast,

amusing and economical gab of
commentator Dennis James, Comso soon after the Louis-Conn
which made up in picture
quality for what it lacked in enter*
tainment, the Diamond Gloves show
cut itself a. tough pattern to follow.
That it didn't measure all the way
up to the original standard is no
disgrace, considering the difficulties

ing

telecast,

overcome.

With only one camera, an Image
Orthicon 20-inch telephoto lens, the
crew of eight was unable to bring
the entire ring into focus at one
time.
Cramped quarters of Hinchliffe StadiOm, Paterson, where the
fights were held, hindered mobility,
'

and a single glaring ring light mads
framing of any portion of the stadium. other than ringside impossible.

Daily Rating

Breakdown

Cnes Sharp Reyision In

In spite of these obstacles, plus a
transmitter breakdown which made
the program 10 minutes late and al-

most threatened its cancellation,
fair picture finally came through.
Once fuzz was dispelled, the fights
provided good video entertainment,
Chicago, Aug. 6.
with contestants easily distinguishSignificant on the basis of multi- able in the usual fast action of amateur
bouts.
Battles were interple-week broadcasts, the day-by-day
rupted foi' some adllb by visiting
Hooperatings on daytime shows arc
William Bendix, who tossed off a
forcing agencies Into studies of the couple
of gags that were questioncomparative hitting power of their able video mpterial.
Fights were
commercial^ oh various days of the sponsored by Paterson Evening
week, and uie upshot may be a com- News for police benefit.
High spot, from station producplete revision of current methods of
tion
angle,
was
the
commensmooth
pitching plugs.
tary
James, who underplayed his
A quic^ look at the ratings of va job' of
to
near-perfection.
He also
rious soapers, for' Instance, shows pulled some cute off-the-cuff- gags
thati although writers build their that could easily have become anplots toward a Trlday cliffhanger noying had they not been wellTOJIITII.
that's supposed to keep the listener minimized.
breathless over the weekend and
make her rush to the radio at that "NBC NEWS"
certain hour to find out what's hap- WItli Paul Alley
pened to "Stella Dallas" between IS Mins.; Sunday, 9 p.m.
times, the ratings don't always dem- Sustaining
onstrate that Friday Is the best lis- WNBT-NBC, N. T.
Smart editing and excellent comtening day. Differences in daily ratings, incidentally, have nothing to do mentary of Paul Alley worked towith a summer slump; It was that gether to take NBC's Sunday night
telenewisreel out of the class of just
way in the spring, too.
any news show, giving it documenr
Formerly, the dally ratings -were tary quality plus the punch of timelumped together under a composite llness. These factors, plus the top
weekly figure. A show might have music behind, kept the audience at
a 4.3 on Monday and a 5.4 on Thurs- seats' edge, which in video, is ua-.
day, and so on, so that the weekly usual.
Program opened with pan scenes
rating came out 8,7, or whatnot.
of Paris, moving into shots of the
Cliange in Order
peace conference and its particiNow, however, witli daily ratings pants, especially representatives of
provided, agencies are beginning to the four major nations, entefing the
wonder if a change isn't In order, in conference hall.. IVKpical newsreel
view of that 6.3 on Monday, 4.3 on sequences of speeches, reactions, etc..
sound
Tuesday, 5,6 on Wednesday, 4.1 on were shown, with the only
coming from Alley's ace commen-;
Thursday and 4.6 on Friday. They've lary,backed by music.
got their audience on Monday, anyLast to be shown speaking was
way, they figure, so why not point See. of State James F. Byrnes, and
programming-urlse to the weaker the commentator emphasized the
days: start a new sequence on Fri- fact that, although the least preposday, say, and take it easy on the sessing of the group, Byrnes' voice
commercials on that currently weak cariried behind it the weight of the
atom bomb, and with this emphasis
segment, too.
Aiid, following the
upon the U, S. diplomatic ace-in-thcsame'line of thought, give it. the old hole,
camera segued into B-Da.v at
cliffhanger punch on the following Bikini, for some suspenseful action.
Thursday, so that that weak Friday Majority of the scenes shown here
rating will be upped.
were those filmed in slow, motion by
atoll,
At any rate. It's in the wind, and the automatic camera on the
with Alley pointing out a couple of
indications from one agency here arc
ships as they went under; lill .O'
that they'll try it on one of their which provided, a spectacular finish
soapers starting in the faU.
Tomm.
to a sock news show.

Current Pitching Phigs

.

-

.

.
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SPORTS HUBBA HIIBBA FOR
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(b-Ae-Spot Newscasts Due for Fall

by New Indie-Formed Firm

Airing
Video's

company

first

on-the-spot newsreel

is setting to roll early this

Televents, indie compiany designed for filming of news breaks for
a daily quarter-hour video program,
has already produced several sample
16m hews films and is currently
dickering with pote itial sponsors,
among them several newspapers,
for lights to the show. Contracts are
currently being held up by the desire of advertisers for a long-term
•pact, which Televents. won't grant
jluring video's present state oi flux.
Outfit was first formed several
fall.

years ago by Commander Mortimer
I-oewi, one of the original organizers
of DuMont Television, but because
of the small number of sets extant,
Now,
never went into operation.
with the receiver situation reported
on the upbeat, Televents plans to
to move in with a television parallel
to I'adlo's daily news broadcasts,
prcgrahi will use a regular crew
of Kim cameramen who will be as-

signed to coverage according to the
type of news the particular sponsor
Commander Loewi
v/iints covered.
explained, by "wying, "If we're spon.sored by a paper like the Daily
News, we'll report on the News
level; if, on the other hand, a paper
like the Times begins sponsorship,
we'll naturally report according to
Ihcir style."

For national coverage, company
plans to have on-the-spot films made
whore necessary and flown to stations for airing. Lightness and noninflammability of narrow-gauge film
will make this, a relatively simple

WBKB-ABC

Because of

New Camera

.

the daily quarterhour show planned, Televents people expect to air a weekly news summary, for which they will draw upon
to

Shows

retransmit a

show,

it's

;

under the auspices of

Exhibs Ponder

the' N.'/.

News will center in the
Negotiations are currently going on between CBS
and the Daily News which will
give the net exclusive tele rights
to the amateur fights.
Daily

Garden.

Canada s Video
Montreal, Aug. 6.
Canadian exhibs are Interested in
the theatre-video problem as it Is
shaping up in Great Britain, at present. Television overseas has reached
the point where the theatre owners

Question arises as to whether
or not the Gloves fights fall into
the category outlined by NBC's
since the
especially
contract,
sponsoring Daily Ne\w will take
from
cues
operational
its
Jacobs' 20th Century Club.

DuMonl

FCC, Industry Reps Moll

New
New
U. S.

Technical Rules

Washington, Aug. 8.
standards for all
radio .stations were threshed
technical

out at special

FCC

session

yester-

day (5), with industry engineers on
hand to iron out bugs in earlier

company will have to proposals. Government and industry
transmit its own show via a wired reps appeared agreed on new 30circuit.
If all the company needs is
kilocycle separation for stations in
a receiver, it's pointed out, it should
the same town, rather than 40-kc
be easy enough to buy or borrow
separation now required by' FCC
one from DuMont.
rules.
FCC members Denny and Jett
CBS' NEW UPPED
made it clear, however, that the 30possible the

Washington, Aug. 6.
.Tame.s New, with CBS legal de
pHrtmenf since 19W, took on new
duties this

Gammons,
operations.

week

as
director

a.'!si.';t.nnt

of

CBS
,

to Earl

D.

C.

Climbing on the television bandwagon with Ford Motors, Standard
Brands, Commonwealtii Edison, U.S.
Rubber, and others who are buying
early to get choice chunks of video
time, Bristol-Myers Corp. has signed
a 52-week contract with CBS (blackand-white) for the 8:30-9 segment
B-M' is already
Sunday nights.
sponsoring Mrs. Carvefh Wells in a
travelogue program on NBC, 8:158:30 p.m. Sundays, for Trushay.
Programs under the CBS contract
will begin Sept. 18, with the halfhour, segment actually divided into^
two shows, one plugging Ipana
Toothpaste and the other pushing
'Vitalis.
Both the product accounts
are handled by Doherty, Cliflford ti
Shenfield agency (Trushay is under
First of the
'Young & Rubicam),
two shows, already on the air, is
"Shorty," featuring cartoons drawn
by Sid Hoff. Artists will also cartoon in the commercials for Ipana.
Second program in the segment, currently under preparation, will be a
sports almanac^ utilizing films to

'

video receiver and transmitted Broadcasters.

to'

Growing Pains

'

on the screen, Raibourn refused to
Many Canadian film men agree
say whether the system had been that -the situation in Britain will be
developed enough to be demonstrat- paralleled in Canada when films and
ed to. the public.
Tele chief also video have i-eached the same reladidn't explain whether the pickup tionship here.

mission

Its

WBKB

,

make it possible to letransinit a Du
Mont show. If Par doesn't get per

Feud for Honors

-

,

eciuipment necessary involves only a
video receiver or some form of remote transmitting equipment.
If It's the latter, it's believed that
Par is having difficulty negotiating
with tele broadcasters to use one of
their shows for the demonstration
although it's considered possible that
Par's tieup with DuMont would

Tele's

new medium.

-

off a

.

Latest to join the party has been
Chicago, Aug. 6.
new conAlready inured to
Ford Motor Co., which, in addition
After a week's taste of what an to
cepts demanded by the medium,
its recently announced contract to
Xmage Orthicon camera can do^ televise all Madison Sq. Garden television people can now claim
camera borrowed from RCA for AU- events except boxing, has just signed their field as the only one in which
golf
tournament last
Americen
spiralling inflation is a healthy sign.
a pact with Columbia Univ, to spbiir
week—video station 'WBKB has canRecently WBKB, Balaban & Katz
celled further indoor remote pickups
Chicago station, claimed a record
until Orthicon equipment presently
with 29'/^ air hours in a week's
Tele
Fights
Square
Off
on order has been delivered:
broadcasting.
Shortly
thereafter,
The conflict expected between.
file-digging press, people at WNBTAction was taken when ImageCBS and NBC on their respecNBC, New 'York, made the startling
sent by station's own ancient camera
tive Madison Sq. Garden rights
discovery that they had put out 34
—of Wednesday (31) nights' telecast
will probably come to pass this
hours of programming in a week,
of wrestling matches from Rainbow
winter, when the annual Golden
and promptly claimed the title, Not
Arena was considered "unsultiable
Gloves boxing meet takes place
to be outdone, the Chi outlet came
for public viewing" by WBKB ofin Mike Jacobs' bailiwick.
back with 35 hours two weeks ago,
ficials.
NBC, of course, has exclusive
and snatched the mythical chamABC, sponsor of the show, has
TightsI for Gillette Safety Razor,
pionship right back.
been reimbursed for Wednesday's
to Garden boxing matches proStill determined to get In the last
telecast and present contract with
moted under tlie auspices of the
word, WNBT pressers huffed .and
calling for the network's
20 th
Century Sporting Club.
puffed that during the month of
sponsoring of wrestling and boxihg
CBS completed a deal two weeks
July
they had been on the air more
pickups will be held in abeyance unago for Ford Motor Co. to spon-.
Gab
time than any other station in any illustrate sport commentary.
New Eor teleca.<;ts of all Gardert events
til program can be resumed.
month: 44 hours, 13 minutes, 31 sec- will .be done by Bob Edge, CBS tele
equipment is expected in two
with the exception of the Jacobs
sports boss, with films clipped and
onds.
months.
Around the first of
matches.
edited from available sport libraries.
the year, the annual Golden
With B-M continuing its use of the
Gloves boxing tournament, held
NBC Sunday night slot concurrent

tures,

.

:

Bandwagon With 52-Wk CBS Contract

UTIILETICS' POLL

files for motion and still picare asking for some declaration of
plus whatever graphs might
the distributors and the
be needed, for editing into a half- policy from
Exhibitor
British Broadcasting Co.
sor exclusive CBS remote pickups of
hour telecast.
reps on the Distributor-Exhibitor- the school's six home football games.
the
Idea for the show arose from
Joint Committee may de- Deal
was made through Ralph
reported 200 million weekly listeners Producer
mand the right to cancel their Furey, Columbia's athletic director,
to radio newscasts, making that type
agreements with distribs if fllins with Bob Edge, CBS video sports
of program the heaviest and steadiskedded for showing in their houses boss, and George Moskovics, net's
rst <lraw on the air. Within the last
are used in the BBC video service.
television, sales head, acting for the
six years the amount of time'clevoted
The BBC is frank about its desire sponsor and agency, J. Walter
to news broadcasting via radio has
risen from 8.31 7o of total air time, to use pictures, having- made an of- Thompson.
fer to all newsreel companies for the
to 27.17c.
Also on the docket for wliat will
right to use their films. There Is a evidently be a lush postwar football
chance that British producers may season for television is current dickfind themselves at od^s with the er going on between NBC video
Fickap Eqaipment
BBC, which may enter the field of execs and N. W. Ayer agency for refilm production If present experi- mote' pickups of the Arniy games
ments turn out well.
Delay Defers Par's
this fall and, in particular, those
Canada an equivalent of the BBC originating in New York City. West
Foil-Screen Tele in the Canadian Broadcasting Co., Point recently asked the agency to
It
video.
Britain
on
follow
find a sponsor, and it's reported that
Date for the first postwar demon- and may
for the sake of both Philco Radio and the Atlantic
Btratlon.of Paramount's intermediate is possible that
and Refining Corp. are much interested.
Fystem of full-screen size television economy of federal radio, video
At
together.
brought
Meanwhile, NBC Is trying to land
is still Indefinite; it's dependent on films may be
how soon the pickup equipment on present the CBC, under its charter rights to the Navy's grid contests,
order is received, according to Paul controls video as well as private I'a- probably with the idea of selling
has
fact
which
a
both schedules to the same sponsor
Raibourn, Par television chief. When dio in this country,
In- and letting him pick the choice
the Scophony anti-trust suit broke led to bitter wrangling. The 81
which have CBC game of the week. Philco and Atlast December, Raibourn announced dies, some 50 of
Parliamenaskfhg
the
are
lantic have also expressed desire to
that Par would demonstrate the sys- hookups,
Pennsylvania
of
tary Committee on Broadcasting to sponsor
Univ.
tem publicly sometime in August.
Although latest reports indicate create a board of appeal with power games. Should NBC obtain rights to
CBC
or
rescind
amend
interpret,
all three schedules, the- net will have
that Par engineers have reduced the to
are
mem
stations
The
potential
three
regulations.
the
virtually sewn up
time lag to 40 seconds between the
period 'when the images are Aimed bers of the Canadian Assn. .of top football teams in the country.

their

'

ftishd-Hlym Hit(ks On to Tde

SPONSORS FEEL

bankrollers*. big parade toward
television is under way, and it is
sports that beats the drums for the

Sports Off

—

=

The

.

Ipsk.
In addition

—

.•

r

kc separation would apply only to
new stations going on the air. and
that there would be. "no grand reshuffling of the pre.<:ent broadcast
Final seJ-sion on technical
band."
itandard time

is

due

in

September.

CBS shows, it will have
virtual control of what, in radio at
least, is one of the juiciest segments
available,

with the

Scophony Decree
Seen Due Soon

Bergen Builds

Washington, Aug. 6.
Early consent decree is looked for
here in Scophony anti-trust suit,
with Justice Dept. in last phases of
reviewing terms offered by the Para-

mount and Scophony

Indie Video

.

.

(Continued on page 46)

Centre;

Eyes New York Tele Biz

interests.

Edgar

Justice Dept. men conferred with
counsel for the film-television companies in New YorJc last week, but
final action must wait for return of
Joseph Borkin, who has been handling case for Ju.stice Dept Borkin
has been vacationing and is due back
in Washington Friday (9).
After
Borkin okays the final draft, consent decree division must rubberstamp the agreement.

country's

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Bergen is building the
independent television

first

center in the heart of
Hollywood. Having recently taken
over the site, Stage Eight, between
Wilcox and^Seward on Sunset Blvd.,
Bergen is converting it into a |20O,-

production

000 property. It will, in addition to
being on lease to others, house the
video film activities of Bergen, and
the live tele production work of
—
Patrick Michael Cunning.
Several weeks ago. Paramount
The pair will work both In 16m
and General Precision .Equipment and 35m fllnis, and will build a li<
plan
filed
a
under
which
they
Co.
brary of live shows for sale to sta-

would withdraw from their interest tions. There will be no television
the firm. Scophony would then operation, per se, but shows will be
skiatron tube and other filed and stored, or \yorked live from
its
patents to general license in this
library by a stock company, and
country. Settlement would be the sold as a service to nets or indies,
same -as could be obtained through along with the facilities on hand.
court action. Government wanted
An festimated $100,000 has been
the Scophony patents put on the sunk into purchase of the property.
market for all comers; it contended Some $40,000 is now invested in fixthat they were held back for the tures, interiors and other equipment.
competitive
advantage
Para- Another $40,000 Is being spent on
of
in

open

mount
Some

time back Par announced it
was perfectly willing to get out
from under, and claimed that it had
developed something superior for
theatre video. FCC has also been
^yatching the developments clo.scly
and waiting for action by the Jus-

cameras,
sound-proofing,
lighting,
recording equipment and re-condi1

I

tioning of two main stages.
"The site has a frontage of 140 ft
on Sunset; runs back 180 ft, and is
two stories high. It will be dressed
vari-colored
by
and
alternately
dimming lights, and further en-

hanced with wired music (Muzak)

tice Dept.

make it a show place.
A sample library is now In preparation for presentation to the trade
New York in September. Cun-

to

In Too

In the picture with NBC on a possible deal for both service academies
is DiiMont, with Sam Cuff attempting to open negotiations for the football rights for WABD.. DuMonters
recently began their remote work
with big league baseball games and
three amateur flgtit programs piped
in frijm New Jersey.
Taking a long view on sporting
events remotes, CBS has signed a
10-year pact for both radio and television broadcasting rights! to the
National Air Races in Cleveland.
While the net will obviou.'sly be unable to televi.se the event when it
lakes place Aug. 30-Sept. 2. exec.-;
are confident that 1947 will find
them telecasting from the Ohio city's
municipal airport. CBS is also dickering with the N. 'Y. Daily News lor
the
Gplden
rights'
to
exclusive
Gloves bouts in Madison Sq. Garden.
Biggest shot in the arm to telesports came, of course, from the sock
the Louis-Conn video
of
results
There has folbroadca.st on NBC.
lowed R quick succession of remotes
by all stations, perhaps not a.s spectacular, .since they Iiadn't .(he na-

First

WFIL

Sets

Up Tele School

in

•

ning will take it East and will be
joined by Bergen in October when

For Radio Service Men

the latter completes a show tour.
Philadelphia, Aug. 6.
On the heels of getting FCC okay The pair will then pitch their wares,
Cunning stressing a service that purfor a television station, WFIL announced it would open a tele school ports to build local stock companies,
service
for
radio
men starling teach techniques, etc., from a nucleus he will form for each customer
Sept. 2.
with the aid of pro writers, direcSchool will consist of 12 evening
tors and other specialists.
classes
giving
service
men the
basic groundwork of television in'

I

stallation,

maintenance and repair.

WCCO Bags Sponsor Trio

will be operated in conjunction
Contracts
with. the Philadelphia Radio Service.
Minneapolis, Aug. 6.
Men's Assn.
Instruction vifilL be
WCCO. CBS Outlet in Minneapunder supervision of Ix>uis E. Litolis-St. Paul, has bagged a trio of
tlejohn, WFIL chief engineer.
national food and drug manufacturers to bankroll three different newt
periods on 26- week contracts.
BECKER'S
Smith Brothers begins sponsorLoren Becker, who was first coastship of "E. W. Ziebarth News" Sunto-coast break on Arthur Godfrey's,
noon news review. Erwin Wasey
CBS "Talent Scout" show a month day
will plug, its Mu.«terole on threeago, starts own .show Monday (12)
times-a-week basis while Quaker
on WHOM, Cowlcs-owned N. Y.
will advertise t\yice-weekly. In adIt

On 26-Week

.

WHOM LONES

indie.

Program will be a
sion, iwice a week.

16-minute ses-

dition, Quaker has picked
ries of .one-nriinutc spot
cials.

up

se-

commer-

MAM* WBVnWS

SS

•VACATION WITH MOSIC*

Wtk

Cttslella,

aBMancers

D*B Glllb
It Mlu.; Fri^ » pA.
N. T.

show

Tliis all-musical

WGN's

a pleasant

is

seven-week summer sub lor People
Seleclioia are very
chosen, and in good variety.
Music h.ns some superior orchestral
arrangements that catch the critical
ear while performances are up to
Liza Morrow-s bold, tlamboypar'.
ant style of song has appeal, and >is

this

\

effective contrast to Phil Brito's soft,
romantic type of whispering crooner,

Harry Sosnik's 21-picce orchestra
has ^tyle as well as finish, to wrap
program up neatly.
Idea of having a bride and «room

honeymooning

Y.

N.

in

suesl isn't novel, but

as

weekly
good,

still

it's

between
joshing
pleasant
and
maestro singers and gJesU creates

-Warsaw

Kay,

(Milton

Concerto"

able piano soloist, here), and
entire group joining ..eflort.s in ^n

the

..
»
"Annie Get Your Guii" medley
Commercials were peppy, nSt too

ler's brch in a paper-peddling pitch
ibune. It's- angled
for the Chicago
for femme listeners, pointing up the
Trib new.s and features "for the enParticularly stressed
tire family."
on the teeoft were the Trib's dress
patterns, and Myron Wallace didn't
sound too incongruous iextollin» the
virtue.^, of ^jame, although a distall
voice might be rhore apropos at this
point.

|

1

|

.

I
-

or

overlong.

to

fit

Baker doesn

.

t

do any piano play-

»his round, and mores the pity,
«>?""^.e »he guy can beat out a booS'e w'th the best of /em.^ Witha
Trendler docs very well in that spot,
^e s also okay in batting the
breeze with Baker
However, ina^much as its an adlib show, the guys
Prone
to trip over each others
fF^..
line.s,
which makes for confusion
More time together will probably
sti;aighten that ou

.

i

I

i

CK

WNEW—

,

1

'

,

I

;

.

;

;

,

'

electric power workers' strike in
Pitt.sljursh by Louis Kaufmann, of
on each show, and
was a scene by
were "You Are Too KQV. Finally, there
the American Negro Theatre group
"Good Blues Tonight
own Sunday sho\\'.
were done to a tiirn. from WNEWs
doin.i;
a scene from "Romeo and
.

,

:

^"^'iby Baker
"o^e'ty
the two heard

:

into

!

.

,

•

-

technical

j

"Two Ton" Baker and Robert Trend-

warm

fueling all around. Erijlay-s (2)
pieem had numbers worlfi tuning
'
And Then
in for: Brito baritoning
Its He" and "Surrender"; Miss Morrow yicldine "Azusa"; the orch ,<;ivin.a out with "Tico Tico" and the

j

hefly crooner-pianist-comedlan Dick

•

Are Funny."
well

M

M

least, by a long shot, of
entries in the summer parade,
brisk little paragraph co-stars

Not tha

i/luisel.M. Seecfsi

Beautiful' and
bptn of which

'

Trendler s crew provided a medley
Juliet."
In Liove in Vaui;
of Surrender,
plus "Love on a Greyhound Bus.":
It
may have struck New York
"TOUR GOVT. BEPOBTEB"
Us » small combo, and there's no! listeners as odd that a local station
Cramer
With Jakn
mistaking it, but a lot is squeezisd out had stepped over that mountainous
5 Mlns.; Man. tbraafk Fri., 5:4* p.m.' of it.
old tabu regarding mentioning other
SastslBinc
All things con.<ndercd— and they in- .stations.
did just that.
But
WTOP, Waskinctan. D. C.
elude the fact<r that Baker i.s a local The shows
chosen to illustrate
This is one of those programs, pe- fave, and this is definitely a small- "Anveric.-in Radio: 1946" were among
culiar to D. C, designed especially budgeter—
has a deal here that those kudosed in V.*Ki»frY*.s last
for the 2S0,(M)O government workers should prove enticing bait even to
Showmanagemenl
annual
(I3th^
who make up about a fourth of the Chi hausfraus.
Mike.
Award.s. The awards, and the "BatIf you count thef
city's population.
,
ter Up" editorial by Vakirtt's radio
families who would t>e interested- in ••i.osx AND FOUND"
George Rosen, were th?
I'dilor.
the news, too, the potential audience with Ralph Edear; announcer.
jumping off place lor thLs show.
IS decidedly, impressive.
Charles Beberta
„
But the show itself was worth doing
,
John Cramer is Your Govt. Re- producer: Ralph Wallace
because for once a radio subject was
porter on this, the ftrsl across-the- Wrlter-direclar: Jim Bourka
And the
given radio treatment.
board program of news of specific IS MiBS.; Taea. A Thars, l:3« 9. m. treatment, on the whole, was very
interest to the Civil Service crowd. Snstalalnc
good.
Timed from 5:40 to 5:45 every week- WGAB, Ctevcbnd
slips,
and here
some
were
There
day. Cramer gets the federal workers
Foster li Davies ad agency and
and there a creak in the 55-minute
.soon after they get home. or. in the
have teamed up to Kive performance. But it was unusual
case of commuters, when they are Cleveland
a t>etter-than-usual hearten route and can tune in on car throb-program in the simple column showmanship by itself.
pointed the conclusion of
radios.
It is estimated that he can
of "Lost and Found."
Taking after the program to its own accomplish
hit about 60% of his potential audinewspaper boys who haye found
American Negro
ence at this hour.
many a clever yarn tucked away in raent in putting the
Cramer is a natural for the stint, the column, the radio boys have Theatre on the air on the principle
that "A .Voice Is a Voice." TTiat
since it is an extension of the column tacked up a- clever
IS-minute pro- was
a bow the station well deserved.
he' has been writing for Stripp.s- gram
of interest to Cleveland..
Can.
Howard Daily News sines 1941,
Show presents story behind the
Program has run a full two weeks ,03, „(. f^i^^.
3^^^ personal arCramer tide. Ti.i,.h
to date: starting July 22.
the
Ralph Edgar, who hon^w
handles «h.
has the usual style faults of the nov description in a smooth style, highr
t
ice— some noticeable nervousness, a lights the 'emotional heartbeats belittle
difficulty with his voice at hind the loss of a wedding ring, a
«•-»> » * *
i-M"*
times. but these are technicalities boy's coat, the finding of a stray dog,
which are gradually being ironed etc.
McCiarjf pulled a good stunt
Tex
out.
.
Listeners are invited to call In if
Saturday morning, on
The format of his program Is well they have lost something or found over WEAF
(and wife Jinx Falkenburg's)
designed, and he packs plenty info an item which may l>e of intrinsic his
by inviting the
and punch into his quickie. Starts value to somebody. Names and ad- "High Jinx" program
Congressional candidates
with spot news, first hitting items of. dresses are not given, if so desired. 18th (N. Y.>
which, deface-to-face
delate
for a
general interest to the federal masses, Music is by organ.
spite its fulminating into a bit of a
and then going on to the news of the
It's a good show, well handled, and
inelegant name-calling,
rhubarb
and
day in one or two specific bureaus? prbvides an entertaining break in the
be a milestone in radio. Demay'
cover
a
lot
of
terIn this way he can
afternoon diet Ageiicy and station spite Joseph V. P.'Bryan. Republican,
ritory in the course of a week, and should not have too much trouble
and Patrick Hannigan, Democrat,
appeal personally to all his listeners. finding a bankroller.
Mark:
calling Vito Marcantonio, ALP canGenerally'throws in a few personals
didate, a "Charlie McCarthy for Joe
and then tons the period with a one- "LITTLE SHOW"
Stalin'' and other snide cracks, the
minute "Federal Forecast," along the
Owens.
Clifford Skaw stunt at least sustained McCrary'S
Wilk
Rescle
lines of Drevv Pearson. I,atter should
Bab
Kay
idea of bringing candidates in micro
Bart
Blackweli,
ring the bell at this particular time,
.phonic closeup to the ears of the
Graeme Gilmarc
when the govt, group has the jitters Writer:
Pradaccr: Mary Jane Jesse
public .so that it may judge for itover reconversion changes.
self what type people it's voting
Program is shopping for a sponsor, IS Mins.; Tacs. Ikra Fri., 11:15 a.m.

ihow s frame very

Bro.i.

well.
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iFpllowup Comment
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'

,

•

.

;

-and
should appeal to one of the
town's business enterprises as a sound
idea for this area. With proper build
up can ^row into a capital institu-

I

"HOLIDAY HOST"

I

With Paul Ftonlfan
Travel Trips

i

-

IS Mins.; Sat.,

11:15 a.m

WTBY, Troy
New program
.

on

,

imaginary journe.ys to historic areas

.

takes

listeners

and buildings within the territory
covered by WTRY. Paul Flanigan,
who came out of the Troy Little

WAVE,

for.

its

ed on the air because Marcantonio,
though head of. the ALP, has the
official Democratic Party endorsement and is also running in the Re-

Louisville
Here's a 15-minute stanza, true to
name, which packs a lot of lisinterest and never becomes
boring. It tees off with a couple of
vocals sung by Reggie Owens, who
knows how to' deliver a pop tune
in a soothing manner.
She warbled

particularly

was

reflect-

Since this program has a great
many juve listeners the lesson
should have fallen on fertile ground.
Palmer Thompson, writing the pro
gram, did an excellent job for going beneath the surface to supply
reasons instead of dwelling on the
surface story plot.
.

WOB

picked up "Keeping Up
With the Wi.imlesworths," platter
package, for Sunday airing.
The
disker. produced by New Tools for
Learning, offers painless entertaining education for adults and mop-

,

WAHT^

pets alike.

WATTER

First

.

station here,

on

'730 kc,

l,0(X>-watts,

daytime hour transmission.

FCC
of

recently authorised operation
stations in Ohio,

two new

FM

show

on

the

New York

.

!

—

definite knack with novelties, ballads and rhythm tunes.
Besides a
clever
original
theme "Here in
McCalloacb, Chicago It's 10 P. M."—
he .sang
.

—

"TELL TOUR NEIGHBOB"
With Jack SUnley; Daa
aBoaaneer
Producer; Briice
15 MiBs.;

Chapman

Man. thraafk

rrl..

11:15

situation in

to a local robbery. In explaining at
the station, tlie economic theory of

"comparative advantage" was thoroughly outlined, with examples of
.

'The Bathtub Ran Over Again," "To
Each His Own" and, with Lynn
Chalmers,
Hcpe°/"

CO-OP
KPAB-Mulaal, Laredo, Tex.
Newest Mutual co-op, replacement

"Who Do You

Good

Love, I
choice of wares, and

easily, breezily presented.

Chalmers showed up well,
for Elsa Maxwell, shapes up as ex- too, in "There's No One But You."
cellent draw for the average house- although overshadowed by Leach in
King's Jesters' doings
wife in big city or small. Program their duet.
with
"Sepulveda"
came across okay
is a bit of a pptpourri, but it adds
up.:
On practical side there are also, and' Ford CanAcld's backMiss

grounding registered, along with
a.s sugDick Slade's hawking of the M-W
house of onion smell, making line of merchandise. But it's Leach's
Mike.
tough meait tender wjth further ap- show.
peal of pin-money pri-.(es to senders
of such hints. Names mentioned are "MBLODT LANE"
added draw.
Wllk Laalac Klar, BUly Leack. Jim
On humorous side there are hii.sAmccke, Jane Harlawe, Meloba'nd's alibis or kid's bright sayings,
Dears Tria. Kea Kaarad, Carar
.also paid for.
Emotional appeal is
Pelrilla and arck. alker*
made through a daily poem read or Wilier: WaUy Oben
smalltown yarn told. There's a rec- Producer-Dlreelor: Ted Beberlsan
ipe for the day. and as show's 3» Mins.; Man„ •:3a p.m.
helpful hoiisehold hints such

geslioiiK for patching a rug, ridding

of

—

strong-point, a prize of flowers and
a certificate- for , best example of
your neighbor following the Golden
Rule.
Homey, and a little corny
perhaps, but of universal sales appeal, for its human interest, the
comedy, the helpful hints.
.

The miscellany goes especially
well under the warm, understanding voice of Jack Stanley, who
throws plenty of femme appeal into
his simple tales, liomilies or suggestions.

Wllk UIIUb

WIEBOLDT DEPT. STOBES
WBBN, Ckleaca
(Needham,

Lotti.i

&

Brorbt/)

The unzipping of the coin lielt is
audible throughout this
heavily budgeted local show, which
is
paying off sumptuously ratingwise -because of all the care and
cash lavished on it
"Tipoff to the effort that goes iiito
it— outside of_ the productional advantages of a 'full orch, mixed vocal
team, femme singing trio. etc. is
the interview session, which differs
from most such local items in that
it's not thrown together cap-a-pie,
with interviewers hoping against
hope that the celeb on hand will
come through with an adiibbed boii
mot or two, culled from nitery or
vaude stints, to make up for any dencieni:ics of a hurriedly thrown together script.
Instead, there's evidence of at least one confab between
writer and guestar,' to cue an amusing segment as in the ca.se in the
show under review, in which Jim
Ameche guested.
Studio audience,
composed of
mostly distaffers because of the layout's fashion parade angle, might
appear at first glance to get the best
of things because of the sight assist,
but June Marlowe and Ken Konrad,
who share the commercial chores,
don't miss a trick in describing the
midway glad-rags display, featuring
the latest modes from Wieboldt's
women's clothing dept.
perfectly

—

TALENT SCOUT OF THE
Sliver,

AIB"
Edward Sills;

Adcic Biuit; aBBaaaccr
Prodaccr-Dircelor: Hiss .Hoal
25 MlBs.; Tbnr., 13:35 p.m.
SaslalBinc
WPAT, Palcrson, N. J.

New noontime sustainer on the
it the embodiof an excellent program idea.
Fortunately the two strikes against
i.e.. bad time slotting and
mea^e mountings, are rapidly being
eliminated by station people who
are already planning to move the
program to a late afternoon vacancy.
Paterson indie has in

ment

the show,

Dramatic scripting, adapted from
w.k. plays, utilizes pro and semipro talent from local theatre and
groups,
giving aspiring
Broadwayites an opportunity to air
their thespic efforts for any producers who might be listening. Segment allows ample time for transient talent to get in sufi:icient dramatic licks, but without even an or-

gan background to supply mood music and bridges, the airer (on Thursday's
preem) ' resembled in
(25)
sound the appearance of a room
without furniture.
Show under review was adapted
from Clifford Odets' "Rocket to the
Moon,", with dialog sequences fea-

,

.

.

—and

Commercial angle aside
a cleverly

il's

presented one. with short

plugs and the

model strut handled
deftly, by Konrad and Miss Marlowe,
respectively the show itself is a

—

honey.

Caesar Petrillo's orch teed
heard with a nifty,
though somewhat ovcrarrangcd. "I
Love You This Morning" from the
latc-lamented "Day Before Spring,"
contribbing "Apple Blossom
turing. Edward Sills as the dentist, also
and Lillian Silver as his assistant Time" and "Surrender."
Also beard to advantage was
Following a short intro by Adele
Hunt tevo thesps went into a well- crooner KUy Leach in "That Little
-scrlpted
act.
Disparity between Dream Got Nowhere," with Louise
talents of the two was greater than King, joining him in "It's Wonderusual with Miss Silver taking all ful." They make a pleasant team.
the honors, using a heavy East Side Melo-Dears did okay with "Azuza,"
accient to good effect.
Outside of and chipped in with Miss King and
music lack, entire program was car- Leach to make "Shoo Fly Pie" pay

okay fashion.
Payoff is that Miss Silver was Invited to audition for a show skedded
for Broadway opening this fall.
To»n»n.
ried off in

East Indian rubber, Bolivian tin. and
English cashmera wool. Some of the
points were repeated just to be sure
they got over.
Michael Carr has joined Laurence
Hammond in the production, which
has turned out 54 platters on the
free enterprise theme,' all ihaking
'

,

affiliate was built around a
which "Snuffy" Wigglesworth and a friend were arrested
for reckless driving while on their
way, to a police station with, a clue their point strongly, under the aegis

Mutual

distinctive,

Publishers of the Athens Messenger have asked the' FCC for
authority to operate a standard radio

.

gues-ses closest to the actual
of once-over-fightly banter that disor night the hour of her baby's birth.
Groaner's stint for
Other stations might take note nf tinguished theimitative,
Kraft
It's
true,
but
a profitable program that even inis
Leach's
scripting
smart not.
terests l>achelors.
Mark.
smart-alecky— and the guy has a

^rawhat

Japanese-Americans.

'

more

—

"Caantcrspy" went off its usual
the beginning of the show, :^nd'"My course Sunday (4) on ABC to deHeart Stood Still" at the close; with liver a sober and dramatic elemenhencfit of .swell accompaniment by tary le.s.son on discrimination and
intolerance.
The session pulled no
ClifT Sh.iw at the piano.
But what really impressed was the punches in declaring that bigotry
or
fantasy,
which usually has some economic or politidramatization,
came between the vocal numbers. cal reason behind it, and urged that
Imaginatively written by Graeme people look below the surface be
Gilmore, and well, acted by Miss fore subscribing to di.scriminalory
Owens, Biirt Black well atid Bob beliefs. Although the program dwelt
Kay, announcer, the sketch, "A Look with Niseis, the elementary truths in
Deep Into the Soul of a Woman," this "Counterspy" session can be ap
had mystery, pace, suspense, and ? plied to all minorities. Story con
good climax with a comedy fwjst cerned a reign of terror against

™^^

been

is

this feeling

"No Lovr, No Nuthin" and "You'd
Be So Nile to Come Home Tc,," at

,

have

—and

publican primaries.

Theatre ranks, is the "Holiday Host."
FeatDre resembles in some respects
a series which Ted Malone did on
the networks several years ago. It
is also the kind of thing that a word
weaver like John Nesbitt could
handle with skill and facility.
'The foundation of a sound pro- that gave it a lift.
gram Ts present, but more polished
was good, particularly
Acting
•writing, greater flexibility of narrathesp job lurried in by Blackwell.
tion ana surer background music are who .has had some Hollywood and
"^S?"*-ImII lack .of little theatre experience in eharacexperience, a certain
with
j
,^
Sound eHects were on the
""^ Pi'oduction job of Maiy
"^^l" ^h?:f°'^F«.Mr/".'ln
Feature can '^n?w
biiild l^rf
and ^^"^^
shot
type
j^,
i^t^j
the action.
j
Show." a good, title,. Ls>,
SnVThl\alvo^ta^d'"^^^^^^^^
present unsponsored. and is slanted
Hudson Valley to President Van to give a commercial production to
Buren's home at Kinderhook, to
public service program. At show
franklin D. Roosisvelt's Hyde Park a
heard, U. S. Savings Bonds were
estate and back to the historic Hudplugged: at other times, famine reson b.y another route.
and either worthy cause:; are
Hyde Park did not come to life lief
Hold.
stressed.
with the vividness that might be ex-;
pectcd, in view of the amoiint of
iresh, flrst hand material available ATHiaiS
1,000
music
and
brid.ges
could
on it. Mood
Athens, C, Aug. 6.
too.

Perhaps greater familiarity with the
history and scenes described is reFlanigan could get more
quired.
color, softness and pliability into his
voice. Driving time and road condiWhether programtions are given.
ming will reach a maxim.um sndiJaco.
ence may be questionable'

The campaign

bitter

tener

Lowe.

tion.

.1946

Wilk Bville Grtlla, Baby Dee, raal Wllk Dick Bravr:' aMaaacar, Fred- Wllk Billy Lcaek, Lyaa Ckalmers.
die ^mllk
'King's Jesteri^ Ford Canlaid arck
Canrad. BIwaad Smilk
WrHer-rradnccr: Bracg
Dick Slade, atkcrs
Writer: Max Bcrlao
19 Miaa.; Haa.-Frl, 2:3« p.m.
Wnier: BUI7 Leach
rradBcar: Ted Catt
CBIB DIAPEBS
Praduoer-Dlrcclar: Maurice Marrav
Dircclar: .MIIIob Kaye
WHK. ClcveUnd
15 Mlns4 MaB.-Prl.,
Mins., Mod. (S), 9:31 p.m.
ajn.
One day Dick Bragg and the Mrs. MONTGOMKBV WABD A CO.
SaslaiDlnx
discovered they were going to have WBBM, Chleaga
WNEW. N. T.
For 55 minutes Mondiiy niifht (5>, a junior. Like so many others, they,
(Koole. Cone H Beldiug)
an unusual ciiyalcade of .some of also disco\'t!rud u thousand questions
New to Chicago^ via Pittsburgh
So Papa Bragg
the best in American radio, some lu ask the doctor.
crooner Billy Leach gives cverv
oT the most .sqlid in air showman- got an idea: Why not a radio proevidence of bi^ming a local jave
ship, paraded over the ll30kc band gram to tell expectant parents, as
here also, in view ot his performin
the New York area. It was a well as .parents of youngsters, things
ance
on WBBM's summer rcplacubrand now .show, even for a onc: they should know,
the Lanny Ross
.slimv,
WHK liked the idea. Crib Diaper miMit.for
shot. For here was one station— Ihe
which wi:s sold, and in a hurry, 10
Service liked it too, and so came a
Aide Biilova-bwned indiq
Montgomery Ward & Co. throu;;li.
listeners
the
that
has
the
largest
showmail count Foote.,Colie
parading before its
& Belding as of Tlunsradio prograniminK put on by ^ ill the station with a reported 300
day tl).
Guy's forte consists ot
the letters a month.
in
hair-dn'/.cii
other stations
crooning and light banter in tlit!
country.
Papa Brafig gots his material. from Crosby-Kraft Music Hall idiom (but
Hore were a scene from a sock questions, the library, personal ex- on a small scale, of course).
show on, WOV iN. Y.' and a top perience, and consults a board' of
Besides Leach, program iitilize.s
proiiiam from WCAU (CBS. Phila.), experts to make sure his info is staff musicians and vocalists, as well
correct
a radio report on showmanship over
as guestars. There is also a public
He offers no medical advice, and service
WIBX (.Utica) and a reenactment thus
slant.
On show heard, it
does not olTend the local docfamous "C-Day" clothing
the
of
was hooked up with the Red Cross.
tors' academy., but restricts his addrive put on by WLAC. Nashville.
Other social agencies get a look-in,
vice to general facts and answers to
Here one heard the authentic voice questions.
too.
And Ward's commercials are
of the- farm reporter from WNAX
concise and to the point.
He has started a new stunt called
(Yankton. S. D.V interviewing the
Program heard had Leach display-;
(armcr.s via wire rqcorderj and here "Stork. Sweepstakes" which olTers a ihg excellent radio technique both
was the excilin.i; cOvcr:ige of the weekly prize to the expectant mother in the singing chores and the type
who
day

CHICAGO TBIBDNE
WON, Cklcs(»

BBOWN A WILLIAMSON

7,

"BILLY LEACH SHOW"

"CBADLB CALL*

"AMKBICAN BADIO: INS"

,

Dkk '^w* TmT Askar. Bakart
Traailcr
arek. Gay Wallaca
FraAaear-IMraclar: Mark Banall
IS MiDi4 Man. «kni FrI., 3;1S pja.

Willi

rrodacsr:

WEAF-NBC.

Wcdneaday^ Angntl

TON AND TBENBLBB"

'rrWO

rkll BrIU, LIB llsmw, Barrr
arch; B4 Herllky, Jack

Sosalk

of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
Inc. Seldom have a lop educational
idea aiid sock entertainment b^cn so
well combined.

off the se.ssion

off.
.

:

Ameche's seg was well filled
with a comedy skit in which Konrad played an anti-social cluck who
refused to look over Ameche's snaps
of his family, with the announcerfinally (lacked up against a wall to
irispect them carefully or else.
Add payoflish touches: Stressin.i;
of Wiebdldt's buyers as being aware
of fashion trends in Paris and N. Y.;
bring\ng on Ameche early in the
airer so as to tiuild up to his closing spol; choicie ol music in the
model parade; closing tiefu'with the
apparel on view,. punching home the
point to the radio audience that it'.s
also to be seen in the "Melody
Lane" windows of Wieboldt's variMike.
ous stoi'es in Chicago.
.

—

Wcdneaday,

.Aiigugt 7,
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CBS KnockaboDt

CBC Sets $2,000,000 Expansion Plans;

Two of CBS's daytime aud particlpationers are changing time and
position on the schedule.
"Cinderella, Inc.," which has been
on five times a week, 3:30-4 p. m.
shifts to Mon.-Wed.-Fri. from 3 to
3:30 p.m. "Cinderella" takes the
place being vacated by "Winner
Take All," which goes into the

Defends Govt. 'Grab' of Three Indies
Monlreal, Aug. 6.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. let
Friday (2)
the cat out of the bag
Radio Committee
at the Commons
expansion
by revealing postwar

Radio Religion Course

To Wax From
Husband-Wife Chat Teams

at Chicago U.

m

FM

Radio Toppers Form Recording Co.

cross-the-board spot at 3:30.

Draws 45

studios,
plans regarding transmitters,
Chicago, Aug. 6.
stations and increases
new
"Workshop on Religious Radio,"
BOwer and coastal short wave to cost
new three-week course in broadbetween $t,000,OOO.aa4 $2,000,000.
S. African Radio o
Suggestion was made by A. D. casting, tees off at -the Univ. of Chicago this week.
Production techDuntoh, chairman, who with gen.
Going Commercial
nique and script writing are Included
mgr Dr. Augustin Frigon, appeared
levy In the course, which, has an enrollCapetown, S. A., July 20.
lor CBC, that the entire $2.50
in- ment of 45, including several misArrangements are practically comon radio receivers go to CBC
taking sionaries to the Philippines and iPlete for the introduction of comstead ol the Transport Dept.
50c on China, with the latter intending to mercial
broadcasting
on South
the cut which comes to about
make use of their, studies overseas. African radio. Numerous complaints
every levy. This, he claimed, would
Various denominations repre- about type and standard of proboost revenue by $300,000 to $4,sented In the classroom include Con- grams have always been answered
'
300,000.
„
Catholics,
Jews, by the South African Broadcasting
Expansion picture was as follows: gregatlonalists.
Presbyterians, Methodists, together Corp. saying that lack of money
1) Three 50,000 watt., clear chanand
represen- prevents them offering high fees to
Alberta— between with
in
stations
nel
tatives.
attract
artists,
although listeners
Winniat
Edmonton—
and
Calgary
annual license fee of $7.50- is about
peg and at Toronto by Sept., 1947.
the highest in the world. Now the
Proposed stations will take over
corporation has decided to embark
Petrillo
frequencies of non-CBC stations
on sponsored cominercial programs
CKY, CFCN and CFRB—with the
and director Rene Caprara recently
former in Winnipeg being transas
visited the U. S. and Australia to
ferred from provincial, government
study broadcasting methods there.
The CKY deal is a
ownership.
Plan October Confab
Broadcasting is at present done
to
according
since
transfer
straight
on two networks "A" programs in
With
the
shadow
of
James
C.
Pegovernments
provincialrules
CBC'
English
and "B" in Afrikaans
are not allowed to operate radio trillo looming between the lines,
(Dutch) Commercials will be prethe
tentative
agenda
for
the
24th
stations.
annual convention of the National sented on a third wavelength. Pro2) Expansion program would cost
grams
wiU
.continue unsponsored as
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
be
held
to
$1,000,000 to $2,000,000 and CBC proOct. 21-24,. has been announced by before so that listeners will hot be
posed that it be allowed to borrow
the NAB board of directors. Opinion compelled to listen to commercial
more than the sUlutory $500,000 in radio circles Is known
plugging' tinless programs are good
pesto
be
limit so that it, could finance the
simistic about the chances of the enough to attract them to the "C"
projects stalled by the war.
U. S:. Supreme Court finding the wavelength.
3) Increase in power in the fol- Lea antl-Petrillo bill constitutional
A tieup with African theatres
lowing stations: CBJ, Chlcoutlmi, and the
ponventlon is likely to has been announced by their chief
Que., from 1,000 to 10,000 watts; turn into a rallying center for a producer Philip Levard and U. S.
CBH, Halifax, 100 to 5,000 watU; showdown fight against demands by British artists coming to this counCBM, Montreal, 5,000 to 50.000; CBR,. the Amerlcaii' Federation of Mur. try on African Theatres circuit will
Vancouver. 5,000 to 50,000; CBV, slcians.
in future have radio shows via comQuebec City. 1,000 to 5,000 and CBO,
Convention program will Include niercials, included in their contracts.
Ottawa, 1.000 to 5,000.
meetings of the standing committees
It's
doubtful, however, whether
4) Construction of new 5,000 watt of the
on the following sub- this scheme will be ready for airing
outlet at Windsor, Ont.
jects: employer-employee relations, in the immediate future in view of
5) Construction of new studios and engineering FM, freedom of radio, the British authorities' sDsolute reoffices at Montreal and Toronto.
general strategy, music, programs, fusal to grant travel priorities to
6) Possible construction of studios public relations, researcli, sales and artists booked for this country. In
and offices at Winnipeg and Van- small market stations.
this case SABC will haVe to fall
couver.
A special session on
has been back on local talent for this network
7) Provision of adequate short- set for the first day by the
and opinion is generally held that
wave receiving facilities on both At- in cooperation with
Broadcast- few sponsors will be found to buy
lantic and Pacific coasts.
ers, in the field will answer ques- programs at present on
and B
stations at
8) Setting up of
tions concerning FCC policy, manu- sections.
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver and facturing of
transmitters and
Winnipeg in near future and other receivers, station operation, propoints later.
gram production and promotion

Spreading

Program Compbmts
Cue

.

YWCA

YMCA

.

Shadow Looms

.

Oyer

NAB

Members

'

—

S9

Now

Texas

to

Aug.

Dallas,

8.

With

another radio scries, "At
the Healys," which
started Monday (5) over KGKO to
be heard daily lor a quarter-hour,
Tim Healy will introduce Mrs. Healy
and their six-year-^old daughter
Peggy. Series will originate from

Home

With

.

Theatres, Studios
Top radio performeris comprising
Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor,
Edgar Bergen, Ge6rge Burns
and Grade Allen, Ed Gardner,
James and Marlon Jordan ("Fibber
McGee and Molly"), and Freeman
Gosden.and Charles Correll ("Amos
'n Andy") have formed a record
company tabbed Audience Records,
Inc. Firm will manufacture platters
made from theatre stages and broadcasting studios, along with albums
by the performer-owners.
It's possible that one or two more
top radio names' will be admitted to
the firm. H. Paul Warwick (& Leg-

the Healy apartment and will include interviews with visiting celebrities and Dallas personalities in the ler)

is president,
and T.. Norman
Lawler, of the law firm of O'Brien,
Driscoll
Raftery, is secretary.
Stars will be equal stockholders and
tures" in which he tells human in- will be members of the. board.
terest stories behind the day's headFirm will wax under\two labels.
lines.
"Top-Ten" teg will be recorded from
the stage of a. theatre or studio before typical radio audiences with the
audience reaction becoming part of
Radioites
the record. Other label will carry
the Audience name, and will probAires Before
ably include albums ol specially
written material by the owners,
Hemispheric Conference who'll probably
make one or two
Buenos Aires, July 26.
albums annually.

news.

Healy

over

is

already airing a

KGKO

titled

A

S

&

scries

"News Advenr

Caucus

At Buenos

.

,

.

,

.

NAB

'

NAB

FM

NAB

FM

A

FM

FM

Unlike other sessions of the convenFollows 'Govt. Policy*
tion which are limited to members
Montreal, Aug. 6.
only, the FM panel will be open to
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. offi- non-members.
cials got the chance Thursday and
Friday (1 and 2) before the ParliamenUry Radio Cornmittee to answer Chi
Get Delusions;
charges levelled at them by the in-

HARRIS CIRCUIT BUYS

CBC

S

'

LT/s

whose dial slots the CBC is taking over (CFRB, Toronto; CFCN,
Calgary; CKY, Winnipeg). The two
main beefs voiced by the indies In
their recent appearances before the
dies

Want a Pressagent Yet
Chicago,

6.

their

CBC's policy Of taking
over private station frequencies was

for picture stunts,

Guy

possible.

admitted

it'll

take an

p. a. to do it, especially in
view of the fact that the bulk of
shows are recorded In Hollywood and N. Y., with small chance

6.

KDKA
local

Westinghouse

station.

ning on

WJAS.

ingenious

etc.,

possible here.

:

feted at film studios, radio outlets,
have taken jaunta to the race tracks
and all entertainment centers. The
unprecedented cold wave sweeping
Argentina proved no setback to the
enjoyment and local radio 'talent is
brushing up ita l>est stunts in the
hope, bl being spotted by talent
scouts froln abroad.
News from Havana seems to point
to a decision by the Cuban broadcasters not to be represented at
Mexico City, as a protest against
switching of the Inter-Amerlcah

Treasury Rushes V-J
Platters for Aug.

conference from Cuba to Mexico.
The Argentine Broadcasters' 'Assn.
accepted this switch only because
December—the month proposed by
Havana would have been an inconvenient month lor them to journey
north, a circumstance which was
taken advantage of by the Mexi-

—

cans.

KERA, DaUas FM'er, OK'd
By FCC; To RoU

in

NoY.

WWRL,

News

.

atmoisphere:
Negolor quan'

now underway

tity production. Several radio manulaijturers are also interested in a
]

deal

lor ihantifacturlng and
tribution rights. But no deals

dis-

have

been set

Firm toppers

feel that an unsatisfle<1
desire for radio scripta along,
with estimated 26,000,000 fan fol-

lowing WiU provide a hefty market
for these waxes.

Hartford Daily Ties

WHh

on Facsimile Use

Station

Hartford, Aug. 6.
CooperaUon of the Hartford
Courant in facsimile transmission
experimentation has been extended
to WDRC.
Exact part paper will
play in'facslmUe la iinloiown factor, but It wUl probably clarify itsell as time goes on.
As yet facsimile with
as well as other
stations is merely a paper setup and
will not materialize until equip-

WORC

first

of the year.

Courant's cooperative stand
la
double founded, it being interested

megacycles with 37,000 watts paper will aid in suggesting forradiated, power under a final con- mats, typography, content, ete. No
struction permit Issued by the FCC. monetary relationships are involved.
The transmitter will be located atop
Besides it's order lor equipment,
the Mercantile Bank Bldg. and prostation will also get a handful of
grams will originate in the pent- receivers to be
distributed among
and
house studios of
various advertising agencies, homes
in the Santa Fe Bldg.
of execs, ete.
Plans lor station
Constructio.i of the transmitter Is
lacslmile broadcasting 'are in blueIn progress in Camden, N. J., and
print stage, with little on the draw94.3

shipment
Station

KGKO

Is

expected around Nov. 1.
ing board.
take to the air soon

will

Station Is one of 22 newspapers
and radio station* In a dozen or

after.

.

more

Philly 'Complacency'

WCAU

Get

To

Going Over

Philadelphia, Aug. 6.
has teamed up with the
Philadelphia chamber of commerce

WCAU

on a program to show up and improve municipality's weak spots,
Openly angled to "awaken Philadelphia from its notorious complacency," station and the C-of-C
will cospohsor a series of 13 shows
beginning In Oct. based on info
which the chamber's research diviis currently digging up.
Show will be called "Philadelphia
to the Future," and will employ a full orchestra, dramatic cast
and prominent speakers.

sion

cities

who

will'

begin experi-

mental transmiisloh of lacslmile
newspapers early next year.
Alt
have placed orders for equipment
with General Electric through Radio
Inventions Inc. in behalf of Broadcasters Facsimile Analysis, which
numbers the 22 newspapers and
broadcasters as members.
BFA "Thursday (1) began an exhaustive program research schedule.
Format, style and print are
among the studies undertaken by
the organization, which is supported
by the members. Rate studies will
also be undertaken.

Looks

NOW

fall.

audience

tictlons afe

from standpoint of curiosity and
Dallas, Aug. 6.
from possible competitive angle in
KERA, FM station of the Dallas later years. As explained by staNews and WFAA, will operate on tion manager Welter Haase, news-

.

•

for their purposes because of neces-

sary

ment becomes available about the

WFAA

14

Added, however, that there's good
With President Truman moving
dough in it for the flack who can put V-J Day up from iSept. 2
to Aug. 14,
basic public policy of radio in such a deal across.
Treasury dept:'s savings bonds radio
Canada for the last 15 years that all
section is rushing orders on shiphigh-power stations should be owned
ments of its new transcription, "A
First Can. Pacific Coast
by the national system. It was a
Story For V-J Day," to have platters
policy, he said, that had been stated
FM'er Ready by October at stations for Aug, 14 broadcast.
again and again by the CBC and
Vancouver, Aug. 8.
Written by Hector Chevlgny, with
that had been publicly iapproved by
The first FM transmitter lor home original score by Mark Warnow, and
the Government, that had been reception on Canada's Pacific coast featuring John Gibson, program is
stated and reaffirmed by the Radio will be In operation this fall. First a dramatic fantasy .about return of
Committee each year.
installation will be a 250-watt unit an ex-GI to the states. It was origAs to the point that the indies had ol the "exciter" type. This construc- inally skedded lor Sept. 2 airing.
not been notified In time that they tion enables the power to be inwere being evicted, G. C. W. creased as conditions warrant, mereL.I. Weeklies Tie
Browne, acting radio controller of ly by adding to the original unit.
Coverage
the Transport dept., said that they
CBC officials expect the new For Local'
had been sufficiently warned many equipment to be in experimental opIn a move to present more thortimes that there were changes com- eration by October. It will be In- ough coverage of local news, WWRL,
ing.
He said, by tabling chrono- stalled in a high gallery of the Ho- N. Y. indie, has completed a tie-up
logical documents that they knew tel Vancouver.
with eight Long Island weekly
what was coming as far back as
First FM transmitter in this part newspapers for news stories for
1941.
News originating in
of. Canada, the unit is being set up broadcast use.
by the CBC to stimulate this new territory covered' by papers will be
system of broadcasting. Ordinary phoned to the station for. inclusion
IT'S OrnCIAL
home radios cannot pick up FM un- in the hourly five-minute new.scasts.
Among papers in the deal are:
less they are specially adapted for
Washington, Aug. 6.
Reports that the United Nations is it. CBC's Vancouver transmitter will Forest Hills Post, Rego Park-Elnfnegotiating for use of U. S.-owncd carry the. regular program service hurst Po.st, Bayside Times, Flushing
shortwave transmitters, have at last of local station CBR and the Trans- Times, Douglaston Times, - North.
been confirmed here by the State Canada network. Area covered will Shore News, Whitestone News and
Dept.
include the city proper and sur- Flushing Herald. Fred Barr, WWRL
•Confirmation. was made official by
rounding municipalities, and pos- program director. Is dickering for a
Acting Sec. of State Dean Acheson. sibly a few neighboring points neyvs and promotion tie-in with several Brooklyn dailies.
Broadcasts will start in the
across the gulf.
compliance with the wishes of
Parliament and that it had been a
In

Audience Records will not pick
up programs off the air, sale ol disks
this type being forbidden by
American Federation oi Musicians'
rules.
At the same time, firm will
forbid broadcast of these disks, and
will, restrict them to home use.
Layout Is
currently
shopping
around
for
facilities.
Ordinary
recording studios will be Inadequate
of

'

.

Pittsburgh, Aug.

Harris theatre circuit haa just
taken over sponsorship of Charlie
Farley's 10-minut« newscasta over
on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays. Earley, a former newspaperman, is also news editor ol the.

Inkling of the strides a number
For last several months, Harris
of the electrical transcription out- outfit had been )>ankrolling Bob
fits are making is the large outfit Prince on a dally morning news prowhose sales head here started look- gram over KQV, biit dropped him
ing around last week for a press- May 1.
In meantime, Prince has
agent to plug the shows in Chicago. caught on with nightly newscast for
Idea is to get stories in radio col- Old Shay Ale over WCAE, at same
umns, and also to wangle listings in time continuing his sports stint for
the "preferred listening" columns, 11 same sponsor every week-day eve-

committee were:
1) The CBC had no right to walk
In and take over, telling the affected
stations to go to other frequencies;
and
2) In any case, if they had to
move, the CBC had not given them
enough time to effect the transfer
without causing loss to the stations.
A. D. Dunton, CBC chairman, answered the first complaint Friday by
stating that

Aug.

DAY Pin GABFEST

Broadcasters from Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil and Chile came to Buenos Aires for a regional InterAmerican conference, preliminary to
the convention to be held in Mexico
City sorhe time in October.
The South American' delegates' are
discussing in draft form the various
proposals to be submitted to the
Inter- American Conference, so that
a certain amount of agreement, in
priciple,'. from, the :Southern point of
view, will already be an accomplished fact before the general conference Is held.
Apart from' their discussions, the'
visitors are junketing and being

NEW WICK MAHAOER
Minneapolis, Aug.

NBC

Wiliam Cagney Productions has
named Lennen & Mitchell as its ad

neapolis

agency.

general manager of the

.

•

.

which the agency
publication and
radio campaign is. "The Stray Lamb"

First film for
will
institute
a

slated

for

fall

James Cagney

production

starring.

6.

F. Van Xonynenburg has been
named manager of 'WTCN, Min-

LAM GETS CA6NET

with

T.

to succeed C.
resigned to become

outlet,

Hagman, who

ABC

cen-

tral division.

Bob Ekstrum has been promoted
by WTCN from salesman todies
.

manager, which was one of Hagman's posts, too.
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the Prodnction Centres

mW. YORK

CITY ...

theatre seminar

Monday

(12) ... .Wilton

Oakland, Calif., hudding with reps ln,.N. Y. this week
Alfred Paschall, production manager for Ralph Edwards' "Truth and
Con.sequcnces," currently featured in "Man Who Came to Dinner" at
Valley Players' strawhat, Holyoke, Mass.
WOR prez, T. C. Streibcirt, came back from month's vacation Thursday
throwing
(1); veepee Pete Maddox off on vacation Monday (5)
cocktail hour for third anni of "Guess Who?" tomorrow (Thursday)
Paul Talbot, Frerriantle Overseas Corp. U. S. rep, planed to London yesterday (Tuesday)
Radio actor Don Hirst will do the Mercury role in
Amphitryon 38" productiort at Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,
program director, was guest lecturer
Arnold Hartley,
Aug. 12
Connie Lembcke, radio
Thursday (1) at NYU Summer Workshop
actress, debuted as public speaker Friday (2) addressing NYU students
nformally on "Acting and Getting a Job".
.Staats Cotsworth written out
of "Lone Journey," "Front Page Farrell" and "Second Mrs. Burton" during current vacation
Ken Raught, scripter of the CBS "Sing-a-Long"
show, writing the Minnie Pearl comedy spot on NBC's "Grand' Old O'pry"
.Edward R. Murrow, CBS veepee in charge of public affairs, back at his
desk after a three months' rest. Exec assistant, Jerry Maulsby, who functioned for Murrow during his absence, immediately left on his own vacaof

KROW,

'Time to Halt'
Continued from page

Melody"

fair decisions, on how
stations a town could support.

WOR

.

.

and Birmingham.
Dividing up the melon,

,

.

.

CHICAGO ...

Edgar Kobak, Mutual prexy, in town for a Iboksee
Quiz Kids Stormy
Berry and Lonhy Lunde will act as bat boys for East and West teams in
the All- American Boys' baseball game at Wrlgley Field Saturday (10)
Betty Myles took over as secretary for Johnnie Neblett when Vee Harder
tnoved over to McCann-Erickaon. .. .George Herro, Mutual's midwest publicity head, and. Ann Andrews, local radio singer, were married Sunday
(4) at the Actors Club....Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Soderstrom, parents of
Emil Soderstrom, NBC central division staff composer, arrived in Chi last
week from Copenhagen, Denmark, for a visit with their son, whom they
haven't seen in 11 years
William J. Kutsch resigned from North Central
Broadcasting ... Chuck Acree, skedded for the m.c. spot on WBBM's "Hint
Hunt" when the program makes its bow Monday (19), off to the Coast.
Eddie Cantor, accompanied by wife Ida, in town for confab with Pabst
Beer officials, his new radio sponsor. .. .Dolph Nelson, producer of locallyaired Chi Symphony program, remaining in city when wife Sarajane Wells
moves to Coast with Irna Phillips-Carl Wester shows
Chi Actors Club
faced with problem of how to continue, in light of actors leaving town for
both cQasts....WGN's 15-minute "Let's liaye Fun" show, featuring Jimmie
Costello, extended to a half hour in the 12-12:30 p.m. slot Monday-Friday
Gene Autry brings his CBS program to Chi Sept. IS
Helen Scheussler and Victori&--Kyros are additions to the WGN script department....
Herb Lyon, flack for video station WBKB, partled by studio staff prior to
leaving for the Coast for job with talent and publicity agepcy. Helen
Bolstad took over Monday (5)
Ziy'g "Barry Wood Show" signed through
Weiss & Gellert for the flve-a-week 5:15 p.m. slot on WBBM starting
•

{in

Hittim, «t

Saratoga Springs, Aug.

For the

Mn omf (Mmmmflif WMlf

WLS GETS

first

6.

time, the daily fea-

ture race at the Saratoga track, Aug.
5-31, is

of

as only a third of the

However, radio

money

^

S T

«

I

I

ON

Kilocycles

50,000 Watts
American

Affillat*

CHICAGO 7

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

AUbama

ownership

is

NBC Toppers

to Colorado

For Stations Meeting
Denver, Aug. 6.
Quarterly meeting of the NBC
stations planning and advisory committee will be held at Estes Park,
Col., Aug. 10-11.
In attendance will be Niles Trammel, NBC prez; Harry C. Kopf,
v.p. in charge of sales; William S.
Hedges, v.p. in charge of planning
and development; C. L. Menser, v.p.
on programs; Easton C. WooUey, director of stations dept.; Sheldon B.
Hickox,
lations;

Jr., manager of station reFrank M. Russell, Washing-

v.p.; Sidney N. Strotz,
division v.p.; J e n n i n g s
Pierce western division station re-

ton

office

western

lations dept.

Yoder,

manager, and Lloyd E,
K O A , Denver,

manager

NBC-owned and

WIBX,

operated.

WSM

Utica.

throughout the

Other
capital

stations

district,

or

who wish

to

do so

a pretty picture. But

signed contracts in the safe
produce a much prettier

A

grandstand to hold 10,000 spectators has been built in front of
may tie in. They need only to con- which the broadcast will
originate
tact Leighton & Nelson, agency on
in the rodeo arena,
A performance
the accpunt, for permission.
will be given on Sunday by the
Broadcasts will be gratis to out- Opry cast.
lets,
the Saratoga Assn, receiving
some air plugging in return. Series
may be sold. Area interest in
Joins Kastor
Saratoga racing, returning to the
Chicago, Aug. 6.
Spa after a four-season hiatus, is
James K. West, formerly with the
high.
radio advertising dept. of Procter &
Fred Caposella, who calls all the Gamble, joined H. W. Kastor & Sons
races at New York tracks and mans ad agency as radio director last
the p.a. system, describes the ^tbp week.
Prior to his position with
Saratoga events.
He has been on PSeG, West was Coast manager of
Assisting him on- pre-and- Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample ad
post-race color and summary is Ed agency and later radio supervisor of
Flynn, WSNY program manager, and their Chicago office.
Ben Green will continue in charge
Bob Cragin, of the Leighton & Nelson staff and at one time with .^yGY. of program u.ivelopment for Kastor.
else,

make

nounced that the show would open
the fair with its regular NBC broadcast Sat., Aug. 24, 8:30 p.ni.

picture on the credit side
of a radio station's ledger.

Weed and Company's competent staff of seventeen
insures full market

men

coverage and

West

890

set

94% and there is
advertising
potential
open for radio users.

Pocatello
$140,000
of
in

being broadcast over a string 24, when it opens the first annual
which include WOKO, North Texas Fair bere. Harry L.
Stone,
general manager, anWSNY, Schenectady, and

anywhere

r

Gadsden, although the population

is

Arlington Downs, Tex., Aug. 6.
NBC's "Grand Ole Opry" will
originate its broadcast away from
Nashville, Tenn., for the first time
in its more than 25-year history Aug.

stations

Albany;

ftfSI/irS.'

in

town.

'Grand Ole Opry* to Texas
On One-Shot Fair Spree

Offered Cuff 0 to All

1945

den' operators, as the experts see it.
may make a living but will not find
a gold mine in radio.
The four stations in Pocatello,
(population, 18,133), subjected to the
same sort of analysis, can expect
broadcast revenues around $30,000 a
year. Their take will be higher than

5.

Saratoga Track Airer

in

as they see

it, the local stations could expect approximately $25,000 a year in time
sales.
The average broadcast revenues of local stations in towns ot
from 25,000 to 50,000 population in
So Gads1944 was around $84,000.

additional duties of program developer.
Shirley Mitchell, one of busiest AFRANS in town, will pass up radio next
season for a whirl at the stage. . .Chuck Rinker making the agency rounds
east with, platter of Cliff Arquette's new situation comedy piece, a cross
between his old "Glamour Manor" and the Mr. Fix It idea of Mel Blanc,
which bows in the fall under Colgate's underwriting. .Sid Fox, owner of
Salt Lake's KDYL, looking over the town's television layouts with, a view
to pioneering video in the mountain states.... Don Ameche stanza for
Procter Sc Gamble (Drene) will have a variety format, client having
thumbed out the situation coitiedy pattern, .. .P&G's Gil Ralston walked
out of the Brown Derby smack into Frances Scully's "Hollywood and
Vine" mike and got taken over the jumps.
.Eddie Pola joined Young Sc
Rubicam production staff and continues at nelm of the Alan Young show
.Jay Sommc^ and Jesse Goldstein will whip up scripts for Victor
Borge and Benny -Goodmaii
General Petroleum bought' Sam Hayes for
a haU-hour weekly sportcast in the Monday night NBC Coast time b^iiig
vacated by Hoagy Cannichael.

Sept.

that

four Gadsden stations, some service
is received
at night from Mobile

•

618 /IS

show

to

such stations have sm^U chance ot
survival. Radio consultants Howard
Frazicr and Paul Peter, both exNAB'ers, indicate, for example the
slim chances of the new stations in.
Gladsden. They point out that there
is
only 78.47<; set ownership in
Gadsden, although the average for
the entire U. S. is around 00%.
Frazier and Peter estimate that there
is roughly $125,()00 worth of advertising money available to support
radio in the town. In addition to the

.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

construction permits

daylight hours.
Experts are quick

WNEW

.

new

to Gadsden, Ala. (pop. 40,000), one
station aU-catly on the air; P>/cateIlo,
Ida. (18,133), one station now, three
new permits issued: and Mayfield,
Ky., with 8,619 people and three new
permits issued this spring.
Latest
FCC grant of this marginal type was
to Moses Lake, Wash.
The station
in this case will sovvc only 600
people at night and 1,700 during the

WMCA

•

three

as:

.

.

many

Recent Dubious Grants
Meanwhile, hue and cry is being
raised about each rcc(.*ht FCC grants

WOV

will

Norman Varney

33

make

Paul Laval takes a two-week vacation from Cities Service "Highways
starting Aug. 23. During his absence regular pfogram personnel
get a. break, with soloists featured from the ranks of staffers....
pinch hitting for Al Durante at J. Walter Thompson
Tom Dawson, sales manager ofJifGCO,. ia N...Y., ta jinsi.up fall
agency
Thelma Ritter
programming for that CBS outlet in Minneapolis-St. Paul
Mary V. King, who's been with
into a running part on "David Harum"
Jay Sommers and Jesse
Kudner agency since 1940, upped to time buyer
Goldstein down for the scripting chore on the Victor Borge-Benny GoodJohannes Steel off to cover the Paris peace conference
man show
WEEI's director of sales promotion, Guy Cunningham, in from Boston to
Marcella and Michael Cisney— she was forhuddle with CBS execs
as well as assistant to CBS" Bob Landry— go to the tion.
merly with
Myra Hess, English concert pianist, signed to appear on NBC's "TeleCoast in about 10 days to direct at the Pasadena Playhouse next season
Bert Parks, emcee of "Try & Find Mc," a father of twins. .. .They're sUU phone Hour" Oct. 28 for her first appearance in the U. S^ since 1939..,.
chuckling at J. Walter Thompson agency over that platter kidding Bob Jack Birch's show on ABC originating from Chicago, Aug. 7, and Detroit
'Colwell at his farewell party before, he went over to Sullivan, Stauffer, the following day with Tom Hudson handling the announcing chore,
And there are still new Dennis Day sigried for two longhair concerts at Denver's Red Rock audiColwell & Bayles; It was called "Super-Bob"
torium Aug. 12 and at U. of Arizona in Tucson Sept. IG. ...Jean Sablon,
connotatioVis, being coined for those SSCB initials.
Charles Colman into cast of American Negro Theatre Opera Co. on upon his return from France and Mexico, will make his, first radio apWNEW. He was formerly featured baritone on WSM. .. ."Green Light pearance on "We the People" Aug. 25.... Earl Wilson, N. Y. Post's saloon
Al Hodge editor, will guest on CBS "Night Life" Aug. 13.
Mon.-Fri. with Roy Petrie as m.c
Revue" now on
joins east of "Backstage Wife". ., .Madeleine Pierce added to "Lorenzo
Edith Spencer joins "Young Widder Brown". .. .Steve Ellis,
Jones"
. ..
.
WMCA sportscasjler, who announces the Giant baseball games, breaking in TV
Jack Runyon, old hand at coordinating (during the war for. Inter- Amer14-year-old protege, Alwyn Michaelson.. ..Bobby Doyle, singing star of
"Tonight on Broadway," Monday night CBS commercial, cutting pnd re- ican Affairs), will perform that selfsame duty for Milton Biow between
Frank Woodcording next week for his own program, a 15-mlnute. collegiate motif the N. Y. and Hollywood operations. He'll be based here
stanza to be heard In fall. .. .Louise Carlyle, of ABC "Sunday Evening ruff, who contributed largely to the success of Lux Radio Theatre in the
Party," chosen singing envoy for flower good will by Society of American days of Danny Danker, is coming back to radio as director of the Camay
She will make a number of appearances at flower shows in the dramatics. Vic Young is leading candidate for the music assignment on
Florists.
Abe Burrows will be at the typewriter for Dinah Shore and
east during national flower week, starting Nov. 3. .. .Hank' Warner, head of Camay
copy desk at CBS flackery, will have another killer-diller produced on Peter Lind Hayes if his demands arejnet by J. Walter Thompson...,
It's titled "Preview for Murder"..
Lewis Allen Weiss and family passing' a month in Hawaii. ., .Mique Kirk
"Inner Sanctum" Monday (12).
Eugene Francis Into "Big "Town". .. .David Randolph now doing "Music For is still pitching for the Texaco account, this time with Robert Montgomery
in a series of Raymond Chandler mysteries. .. .Tony Martin, refused his
ne Connoisseur," Tuesdays, 9 p.m., on WNYC. .. .Virginia Stevens, for
nerly radio editor of Cue mag, back after six-month tour of Paciflc in release by Bourjois, offered the cosmetic firm 13 weeks free if they'd let
him take the Texaco show with Frances Langford. Firm is now interested
USO-Camp Shows' "Blithe Spirit," and will do freelance writing.
AlT&organ, director-writer-producer of WABC, N. Y.'s"This Is New in Dick Powell at the head of a variety show, with Martin in the guest spot
York," will lecture on "Radio Writing and Production" at Fordham Univ. for the first cycle. Bourjois deal allows him outside shots which can be
lumped .... Bob Hussey, chief talent, buyer for Young & Rubicam, draws
in
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7,

Gunzendorfer, manager

maximum

results.
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Loop Radio Goes

Teadi Electronics

InstitDtes to

Oat

All

Chicago, Aug.

And Radio to Ex-GIs Under U^.
chain of
,

Gtf who want

Knowii

Radio-Electronics

as

In-

FoDr Texas Projects

and

Light

San Antonio, Aug.

The FCC has given the green

6.

light

projects.

Approval

was given the

Express

Publishing

four

FM

station.

of the organization is
former Col. R. L. Duncan, radio ent;ineer who organized the RCA Institute in the early days of wireless
Acting as cxecuccminuinicalion.
tivt administrator is ex-Col.

William

Long, Bay City theatre circuit operator was given approval
foi sale of KVIC, Victoria.
Long
purchased 250 shares ot stock from
Morris Roberts.

M.

Segal

and

Henry

N.

B. Campbell, who was with SHAEF Fonse as the Tex.arkana Broadcast(luring the war and previously was ing Co., at Texarkana, has been
piexy of Radio-Television. Institute. given approval for a standard broadFormer Col. Edward M. KIrby is cast station to operate on 1,400 kc.
them public relations with a power of 250 wailsi full time.
tie<l in.wilh
counsel lur.

Among

stockholders

the

America"

know what

and proshould
most

number

of

they

fame,

were

entries

get-

have

kept the promotion guys after office hours, with hundreds of pictures to scan. Five stations— WENR,

WSBC

Montevideo, July 26.
Argentina's Ial>or prei^s is very
fond of hurling darts against the
country's commercial broadcasters,
accusing them of exploiting the poor
down-trodden radjo talent by paying
miserable wages and of raking in
heavy, coin at the State's expen.se.
The reality is that all except the
three major w^bs are either bankrupt or on the verge of bankruptcy,
as has been proved by data recently published by the Radio Control
Board of the Posts & Telegraphs Ad-

City

Atlantic

—

are

running separate<contests with winners, who will be dubbed "Miss
WENR," "Miss WGN," etc., appearing at the final ".Mis.?. Chicago" judging Friday (9).

Show

Argentine Stations

radio

they"

The WGN, WAIT, WAAF,

J. C.

David

to

into.

Record

Texas

to

ting

decided

6.

in sending Chi's

femme

"Miss

didn't

FCC Green

Get

already opened offices in New York, Caprock Broadcasting Co., of Lubwhere it will be able to accommo- bock, was given approval for a
date 750 students in day and night standard broadcast station to operNext school will be opened
session.";.
ate at Lubbock with 1,000 watts, on
in Los Angeles, and later there will
1,590 kc. full time.
be one iii Chicago.

President

five station flacks

men

beautiful

America, the group has Go. here for an

of

When
motion

have a hand

to

stockholders.
gtilules

Bill

new

schools for ex-;
get into radio
end electronics, with plans td branch
correspondence
into
later
out
courfcs, has been organized by a
are
Uroiip of ex-Army olficers \yhp
experts in the field of communications. Another group of well-known
radioites has joined the group as

A

B. A. Stations in Red; Interior

To Pick miss Chicago'

Profits

the comparatively flourishing .situation of the provincial outlets, which
get cufTo programs from the webs,
have relatively .small payrolls, imd
do a hefty trade in local spot biz.

A large slice of the city webs'
losses can be written down to excessive .state interference, which has
forced them to take on additional
staff to deal with red tape and the
check and recheck arising out of
government imposed regulation.s and.
censorship.
Aside from this, the
webs have to accept big los.ses on
ministration.
time which has to be cleared for reAccording to the publi.shed figures, lays of government broadcasts. The.^'e
the gross take for 12 .statl>jns in Bui°- often come over at a moment's no-inos Aires during 1945 was $3,145,857. tice, without allowing for time tn
Against this, expenses amounted to switch high-cost talent.
At limes
$3,273,328, giving a los.s of $127,445.92. webs have had to pa^ talent fee.s on
On the other hand, the 32 stations programs scheduled for airing on
located at poinU in the interior time commandeered for the. ofticial
grossed $1,542,159.45. with an expense broadcasts.
OtttcUl BUh
sheet of $1,457,183.48, netting a profit
of $84,975.97. The overall gross take
Government appropriation of highfor all the country's stations was $4,- cost radio time has increased since

I

I

I

Cash, bonds, clothes and free
courses at a local modeling school
are being offered by the station for
their individual winner. Ante in the
'Which contest shall I enter?" game
has been raised more than once as
each station maneuvers for the most
beautiful gals. One station ofTered
a $50 saving*; bond as a first prize,

and another
$50

in
course.

station countered with

cash

plus

a

model school

i

i

730,511.50,
469.95.

Network

with

a

net loss of

$42,-

i

I

account

broadca.sty

for

Gen. Peron cased himself into the
presidential chair, and listeners are
(Continued on page 46>

the

in

are former FCC Chairman
Lawrence Fly; Ralph and
Sherwood Brunton, of KQW, San

group

•lames

Francisco; Martin Campbell,

WFAA,

Louis G. Cowan, owner of
and head of the
firm bearing his
name; Bob Coleson, Coast manager
Dallas:

the "Quiz Kids"
radio production

-

for the NAB; Herbert Hollister, of
Holli.Mer Crystal Co.; Col. Harry

Wilder, of WSYR, Symcuse; Roger
Clipp, prexy, WFIL, Phila.; and Lt.
Col. John H. Oewitt.

Since the schools are organized
primarily by vets, they will be able
Ui buy equipment from the War As>ets Surplus Property Division and
will

be thoroughly equipped.

Ex-

For neaily five years

st-rvicemen will be admitted under
the GI Bill, with Veterans Administration

endorsement

New

'

V.A.-AFBA ritcb

Hollywood, Aug.

Yorkers have learned of

6.

Plan for refresher schooling of
discharged
former professional
radioites has been approved by the
California State Board of Education.
Idea was worked out between the
Veterans Administration and the
American Federation of Radio Artists here.
Notion was put into
motion in last month with the openat 6331 Hollywood
(same site as AFRA)
with Rot>ert M. Light, recently discharged as Lt. Col. with Armed
Forces Radio Service in charge.
Course will take 17 weeks and will
include
lecturers,
seminars
and
workshop experience.
Fifty hours
of the time will be devoted to

war and peace through the
hourly

news

bultetins

on

WMCA.

ing of offices

Boulevard

OF

Now, these special

editions of

'

private

Top

instruction.

the news are prepared

flight

working performers will assist and
coach actors, actresses, singers and
Miind effect workers who enroll
after qualifying under the GI Bill.
Hope is also to engage in actual
broadcasts with assistance of local
stations.
Two years pro experience

and edited by the

or service equivalent ere required.

New P.R. Head

Kantzlaar

In State

7

am and

every hour

Hygiene DepL

Albany, Aug. 6.
George Kantzlaar, who for some
time Conducted a "Your Opinion''
forum discussion over WIBX, Utica,
from the YMCA, is new public relations director, for the

MenUl Hygiene dept

thereafter through

N. Y. Stfllc
He served

News

a Navy officer in specialized
writing assignments during the war.

«s

The Mental Hygiene dept.

htj

one of

tlie tcorltTs

II

pm.

leading news-

galhering organiuiiions presented over America's

planning a series of programs, to be
made under direction of the State
Radio Bureau, for the purpose ol
interpreting psychiatry and psychiflic problems to the public.
The
project, which would be a pioneering effort, is still in the formative
is

leading independent station ...a public service-

combination

tluit

more

tJian

ever keeps

vietropolilaa listeners in the habit. of tuning to

stage.
first

on

their dials for firsts in the

news!

KCMO TRAHSMllTEE PUSHED
Kansas

City,

Aug.

6.

Work on KCMO's new
transmitter
cording to

is

50,000-watt
well under way, acmanager Joe

station

Harlenbower.
This is first 50,000-watt po.stwar
Iransmitler to be delivered by RCA.
In addition new building will include a 5,000-watt emergency trans"lilter,

emergency power equipment,

Jivmg quarters for engineers and a
three-car garage. Job should be completed for broadcasting by Jan. 1.

570 -NEW YORK

wmca

REPRESENTED

BY

WEED

ft-

CO.

.

RABM
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Cop

SeaUle— Bob Druxman, who

stop-

George Matowitz wahls Hollywood and the radio industry to
the

at

WLW-Gollojic of Music ot Cincin-

KOL.

director of local indie

television

ot

director

as
nati

Summer

addition

to

Television Institute, in
his
regular Closley

duties.

PltUbursh
announcing

Fort Wayne— Dr. R. O. Curry has
been appointed audio and acoustical
unfe'iiieer lor the Farnsworth Tele-

—Two

new
at

start

additions to
are

KDKA

James D. Wcslover, former proWayne. gram manager and musical director
He previously had been engaged in of WGL at Ft. Wayne; and Gary
audio research for the Capehart Di- Goodwin, who used to spiel oii
KWKH in Shreveport, Ind.
vision oC the company. ^

vision and Radio Corp., Ft.

Mont.— Appointment of
L. Miller, Missoula, as chief

Missoula,

Dorothy
of

continuity

department

week by

CCole, station manager. Miss Miller
is a 1940 graduate of Montana State
this

J.

formerly from Conrad, Mont.,
where she worked at various times
Pondera County

Uni.,

I.ouis--Fostcr

SI.

.

•

KGVO's

was announced

lo

her copy duties

at KGVO, Miss Miller writes and delivers "Club Calendar," five-minute
jcross-the-board show lor the Hotel
.'/'lorciico of MiSsoula.

Wayne— Gerald Cole, engineer
WGL, has been elected president

Ft.

at

Board

of the School

of Decatur, Ind.

Brown, recently

discharged from the Army and
former manager KFRU, Columbia,
Mo., has been appointed sales- promotion manager for. KXOK, St.
Louis. Brown was with AMG's legal
department in Munich during the
war.

as reporter on the

News, In addition

—

Detroit

WNOX,

Ken Marvin has

Knoxville, to join the an-

staff of WJR (CBS), While
Army, Marvin was on AFN
Munich. iPrevious to his stint in
the Army, Marvin did various network freelance announcing chores
in New York.

the

San Antonio
Jack Keaslcr has
W. Poundstone
San Antonio
taken over as commercial manager
Jackson, former audience promotion
He replaced Cecil
for of WOAI here.
manager
merchandise
and
goes to KTBS,
KABC, has been named to a similar K. Beavers who
Keasler
came here
Shreveport.
post with the Texas State Network
He assumes his new from New York, where he was ofat Ft. Worth.
fice manager of- the Taylor-Howethe
work
on
will
once,
and
at
'POst
new Chesterfield "ABC Roundup," a Snoden radio sales.
.

half hour airing to be heard

Mon-

—

New Orleans Deane Long, who
doubled as announcer and head of

the

day through Saturday over
TSN, originating on KFJZ,
Worth, with Zack Hurt as m.c.

Ft.

beat.'-

radio and newspapers,

Films,

Matowilz,

charged

.see

111

"lo.

glorify crime to exalt the criminal and tear down the oincer
"Why riaicuie ine
of the law;

asked

police''

Matowitz, "such
de-

hokum should be

popular

bunked and law and order given

the production staff of WWL, has
resigned to take over as program
director of KSDJ,'San Diego, Calif.
Lynn Williams, announcer, is another
departure, resigning to join the staff
ot
in Mobile.
Jill Jackson,
feminine sports reporter and Hol-

Omaha—Harold Baker has been
upped to night editor ot WOW's
news dept. A former Navy officer,
WALA
he had been holding down the night
Bill Dunbar,
rewrite stint before.
engineer, has been promoted lywood newscaster on
to asst. chief control room operator. Hollywood.

WOW

WWL,

is

in

—

Lake

WABF, N. Y. FM'er, currently transmitting its programs in both the
upper and lower ri-cqucncy bands,, is testing audience response on' the old
42-50 megacycle span via a strongly worded announcement to its listcnerii.'
Claiming that it's an expensive proposition to operate on both bands, the
announcement warns low-band dialers that the service will be shut down
if they don't drop a postcard to the. station.
Rcspon.se to dale has been around 25 cards a day. Station eyccs have
been impressed by the mail flow, considered large for an
outlet, and
have decided to mainlain the stiatus quo for time being.

FM

the respect they deserve."

observations before the annual meeting

Claude C. Hammerston has resumed hus radio column on the Ottawa
Evening Citizen, and New Yorkers who've seen it think it shapes as an

the

interesting conlrib to kilocycle jbiirnaliijm. In a recent issue, Hammerston
refers to trade Reaction on this side of tjie border to the sock job done by
Fletcher Markle on CBS, and lb "threats" from theU. S. to capture scripter
Hugh Kemp who wrote the Orson Welles satire "Life With Adam." The
editor hopes Canada doesn't Jose Kemp.

The

chief

made

his

the Ohio Chapter of
Fraternal Order ot Police.
of

unassigncd call letters, will get under
way here Oct. 1. Fred Jones Broadcasting Co. is owner, with Lawson
Taylor ns manager. Station will be
a 1,000 w.-.ltcr on 1050 kc, and will
feature block programming and news
on 1'hp hour. Donald Cooke will be

Reading & Wrilin;: Tomorrow's (Thursday) New Yorker mag will contain an exhaustive study ot husband-and-wife breakfast teams by Phil
Hamburger, with such teams as the Fitzgeralds, Kollmars, McCrarys, etc.,'
coming in for the typical New Yorker treatment. Yarn is also unusual!
pointing up increasing interest of newspaper-mag world in radio, since
the New Yorker rarely does radio stories.
.Also upcoming in the New
N. Y. rep.
Yorker is a profile of CBS prexy F'rank Stanton.
Albert N. Williams, radio editor oif Saturday Review of Literature, conSarnia, Ontario- New 5,000 Watt
tinued his four-net profiling in the last issue (3) by. tackling CBS. He calls
station, CHOK, with frequency of
this web "the Tiffany among the broadcasters." engaged, through its
1070 kc, opened here on border ot
Sarnia and Port Huron, Mich. Cov- emphasis bn programmijig and radio as an art form, in trying to 'fit a
erage will extend into Windsor-De- TilTanjr ring "to Iowa's third finger." He traces the emphasis on programDonald Cooke is N. Y. ming through William S. Paley,- Frank Stanton, Davidson Taylor and
troit area.
Robert "J. .Landry, and winds up with "We'll wait, and hope for the best."
rep.; Claude Irvine is lotial manager.
Lorraine Sherwood's story of the American feald eagle, "Old Abe," first
told on her "Going Places" show over WCjR (N.Y,), has been brought out
Philadelphia.— Joey Kearns, who in book form by Scribners^ lavishly illustrated by Katherine Milhous.
replaced Elliot Lawrence's orchestra
Joe Liss' anthology of radio plays of "lasting, literary quality," being
at" WCAU, has: signed two vocalists
prepared for early fall publication by. Greenberg, seems to be shaping up
to sing witti the band, Alan Foster, as more of a war-themed job thari originally planned, according to a lookrecently discharged from the Army, see at the preliminary schedule of contents.
Among contribs thus far
who was with Sammy Kaye before inked are Charles ("Lost Week End") Jackson, the John Mason Brownthe war, and Nancy Nylurid, Phil- Howard. Teichmann"D-Day" script, one by Archibald MacLeish, Marc
lyite formerly a single over WCAU. Blitzstein's "Airborne," a play on the life of Helen Keller by Ethel Deckelman, an Elizabeth Lomax adaptation of Thomas Wolfe's "Look Homeward,
Boston.^Will A- Davenpott In Angel," CBS' full-hour "Operation Crossroads" show, the Lou Coopercharge of sales for Dowd Adver- Carl Carmer-Stephen Vincent Benet show including the late President
tising agency, which specializes iii Roosevelt's last words titled "The Last Speech," Arthur Larents' "The
Face," Albert Morgan's "The Little One," Norman Rosten's "The Big Road."
radio.
and probably a State Dept. shprtwaver beamed last July 4 in connection
Boston.
WCOP, Cowles station with Philippine independence titled "Tanawan; Thy Tears Remember."
and ABC outlet here, into new quar- There's still room for inclusion of two or three more shows if they meet
ters in Mutual Life insurance build- the "lasting, literary" standards, sez Liss.
>ing.
Station moves out of Copley
Plaza hotel, where it has been loTEXAS JUSOE'S COFFEE-POT
cated since founded about 10 years
City Polio
JEdinburg, Tex,, Aug. '6.
ago.
,

Troy— Walter Neals has been apCity
Dr. Lowell
Durham has joined KSL staff as pointed continuity editor ot WTRY.
director ot the station's orchestra. He has -had college and commercial
He recently conducted research in newspaper experience.
sound at the Sain Diego Navy Radio
Austin, Tex.
Howard Lumpkin,
and Sound Laboratory under ausproduction managei: ot Radio 'House
pices of the U. of California.
at the Univ. of Texas, has resigned
Cincinnati
Richard Hubbell, to go into professional radio.
Radio House, an experimental,
Crosley Corp. production rhanager
and television consultant, has left on training and service unit of the uniBoston. WHDH, now owned by
an extensive lecture tour, with talks versity, has been under Lumpkin's
direction since 1939, except fur his Herald-Traveler, moves into its new
scheduled at Colorado Univ.; Pacific
Northwest Writers' Conference, L. three-year leave ot absence during quarters in Paine Furniture buildthe war when he served in the radio ing across from Statler hotel.
A. Chamber of Commerce, etc, rebranch of public relations in the Air
turning Labor Day.
Corps.
Boston. Menncn Co. expanding
During June and July he served
iU
(Yankee Network) adToledo
Bitter Associates has vertising from a one-minute spot to
been incorporated here as a firm, of a five-minute transcribed program
radio engineer consultants, with au- called "Fun at Breakfast."
Show
thorized capital of 250 shares of no aired from 7:10 lo 7:15 a.m. Monday
par stock. Firm is headed by A. R. through Friday beginning Aug. 12.
Bitter, chief engineer of WTOD, To- Contract, agencied by Duane Jones
ledo, and will work in cooperation Co., runs a full year to Aug. 8, 1947.
with Toledo radio stations in modeling of
stations. Other principals
(gasoline) Mtg.
Boston. Jenney
are J. D. Harlbut and James R, Co., Boston outfit, has picked up
Newell.
Fred Lang's telephone quiz gag for
the Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Colambos, O.—
is now usevening stanzas from 7:15 to 7:30
ing its new 380-foot tower on W. p.m. Program is a money giveway.
Goodale street, with its original John Dowd agency handling,
tower in downtown Columbus being
Philadelphia-Mrs. Ruby Cooper
dismantled. The tower will soon receive a 32-foot addition to be used has been named music and record
for FM,
having been granted librarian at WFIL, succeeding Erva
' license v by
a conditional
the Giles, recently retired after 22 years
FCC.
in radio. Mrs. Cooper was librarian
for several record distributing comTolsa New station, with! as yet panies before joining the station.
Salt

standby, organ ot the American Federation of Radio Artists, has reviewed Frederic Wakeman's novel, "The Hucksters," with a good deal ot
di^plcasuref as a case of an advertising man fouling his own former
nest
Excerpt from the AFRA sheet's revie\y: "'The Hucksters' is badly wrillcn'
and outside of thi; circumstance concerning the signiiig of the coincdian*
which are taken from a real radio scandal, there are few characterizations
or situations in the. book which- can be called good satire. In addition,
it
we're to. take Wakcman seviously (as many book reviewers did) there
isn't a man or woman in the .advertising business who has real talent
or
integrity. There's no such business!"

...

—

—

They're delay olt the cop.
picting the average patrolman
as one who needs help of amateurs in order to .solve the simAnd this, s»id
plest of crimes.
the Chipf. 'lis no good for the:
morale of the policeman, nor
docs it help the coinmunity
think highly of the man on the

left

nouncing
in
in

Inside Stuff-Radio

Cleveland, -iug. C.
Police Chief
Cleveland's

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
poil off in N.Y. for a short wliilo as
radio ed ot Tide mag aflcr lie leXl
the Army, is baclt home as program

Murder

Yells

—

—

•

—

—
—

WNAC

—

.

—

FM

1^1

.

WCOL

-

WCOL

FM

—

ARNAZ

JOHNSON IKE QUEIEC
LUCILLE lALL
ELLIOT LAWRENCE
RUDDY RICH
lENNY eOODMAN 6ARDNER MALLOY TIMMY ROGERS
TINY GRIMES
JOHNNY MERCER
ANDY RUSSELL
JOHN HARDEE
SARA VAUGHN
SY OLIVER
DESI

JAMES

fi

.

Twin

Continued from page 34

^^s!

turned to the air over WCAL as
"Uncle Ray" to read the funnies to
children while the polio outbreak

as guests of N. G.

and
the

Di

Hints
.

On WCAL

selling

FRESH, IPANA, MOLLE, PABST, VITALIS
is

now

available to

do an

effective selling {ob for

products. Inquire about availabilities todayl
I

Ralph M, Well, Ceo, Mgr.

John

E.

Pearion Co., Nol'l Rep.

your

C.

FCC

for stations in this area.

and Tips
there

now

pro-

are

ments; children's verse, including
that written by listeners and sent in;
suggestions for. gamfes, drawing and
other fun at home, a storybook
time, etc.

Last Sunday

Twin

tha

City
commercial stations presented a
continuous two-and-a-half hour entertainment program for the kiddies,
in addition to making substitutions
ot other children programs -wiien
non-sponsored time permitted. The
Sunday program, included Milton
Cross' "Coast to Coast on a Bus,"
"Story to Order," "All Aboard for
Adventure," ','Uncle Ray Reads the
Funnies," "Juvenile Jury," and special musical stories for the children.
(4)

What was more unusual during
show Sunday was

this:

Bach

gave a half-hour show and,
before the end, sent the listeners on
to the wavelength of a "competing"
station for the next segment. In that
way, the kids, were kept glued to
their radios.

The

you kaow that...

same voice heard on the networks

FBBD BOBBIHS

J.

grams giving tips to mothers on how
to keep children occupied and chilmusic. Both KUOM and
dren's
WCAL have dramatized stories for
hints
to
mothers and
children
children, children's music with com-

station,

W0V'S"12i0 Club"

judge

continues.

the big

appeared "IN PERSON" last month on

county

Hidalgo

Looney, who will retire from that'
There next was a period of circus post, this year, has applied to the
music and suggestions for making FCC for a standard broadcast staOne
prohome.
circus animals at
tion to operate here with 250 \vatt3
gram had the announcer telling chil- on 710 kilocycyes, daytime only.
Looney's application is one of a
dren how they could help their
half-dozen now. pending before the
mothers around the house. Grim re-

stations,

too,

of

course,'

are

keeping the public fully informed
about the epidemic developments
with frequent bulletins and announcers are passing on health department advice and instructions to
parents and stressing the necessity
of keeping children at home or close
to

it.

Minneapolis at present probably
has the woi-st polio epidemic ot any
city in the country. It's the first
time the dreaded disease has hit
the town with any force;

Hlt.i

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED BEXALL DBVfl CO.
FrUaT—CBS—1« p.m. DSX

Mem(^

Oh!.'

OLAN SODLE
SAM RYDER
CMIdrM"—llih Ymt

"•aehtler't

— •—

LEADING

MAN

I*

"FIRST-NIGHTER"
.— •—
PrMS RapresMtotlvM
,
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NeUett Nibbles Candy ^
Confab

Wiley Invades

Rem for Coin

Pitt

Via

Richards' Danghter

WCAE, Gordon 6aDM.C.

Hurt

m

Anto Smash

Pittsburgh, Aug. 6.
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Fletcher Wiley organization will
•Rozene Richards, daughter of G.
invade Pittsburgh, on WCAE, next A. Richards, proxy of WJR, Detroit;
Chicago, Aug. 6.
One way for a thesp to keep the week (12) with same set-up Wiley WGAR, Cleveland, and KMPC, Los
"SunAngeles, was seriously injured in an
wolf away from the door during has in several other cities, the
rise Salute" six mornings from 6 to 7 automobile accident in Beverly Hills
Inyoffs, the summer, doldrums or
what-have-you is currently being and the half-hour "Housewives Pro- last week (30). She was driving
demonstrated by Johnnie Neblett, tective League" five afternoons at within a block of her home when
sent
here
her
Ball's
being
car was struck by another and
boss of Neblett Productions, Chi ra- 1:30. Gordon
turned over. She suffered a broken
dio package outfit. He got a check to do the programs.
week for $3,750 for one afterCouple of months ago, John Trent, back and serious head injuries.

Doring Heat Doldrums

last

and here's the story:
Miss Richards just recently
chief announcer at WCAE, left to
Show was a commercial layout join Wiley and has since been placed graduated from Stanford Univ.
Confectioners' in charge of Boston and New Eng- father divides his time between
National
the
for
Assn., which held a convention at land territory. There had been talk troit and Beverly Hills, and
Burnett at the time of holding Trent for family was due back in Detroit
the Stevens hotel. Leo
agency, which handle the NCA ac- Wiley in Pittsburgh, since deal was month.
.
count, got a query from the outfit cooking at that time, but it was den,oon show,

Fundamentalist Sect Files With

FCC for Its Own Outlet In Knoxvilk

Montevideo, July 26.
Following considerable noisy agitation,

which included picketing of

was
Her the principal Argentine radio
De- tions and threat of a strike
the "work to rules" sessions on the
this

Washington, Aug.

4-

Argent. Announcers Win
After Threat to Strike

sta-

or
air,

the Radio Announcers' Union inked

6.

in their efforts to buy
time, Fundamentalists,. religiou.V
have, filed for an outlet of
their own in Knoxville, Tenn. Move
follows pattern of Buffalo (N. Y.)
Tabernacle, religious group which
put in a bid for a station of its own

Stymied

air

sect,

when FCC nixed
with

time

air

contracts for
Buffalo Broad-

its

the

casting Corp.

Fundamentalists raised a row at
the FCC and on Capitol Hill mth

.

for a certain kind of show, involvjng candy ads (from the Satevepost
and Life) which come to life, and
also for skits demonstrating the nuTo simtritional value of candy.
plify matters, Burnett turned the
whole deal over to Neblett.
Latter set it all up in the hotel's
main ballroom. Neblett emceed, of

and betweentimes skits— all
Noblett's
written by Judy Tom,
"Story Goes" scripter were put on
in the side booths, with 12 Chi radio
participating.
During the
actors
and between, Dave Bacal
acts,
course,

—
.

'

played the organ. Neblett paid the
cast and Bacal (scale, of course) out

check— and also for the
A special sound system
had to be installed, too, with eight
mike outlets, including Neblett's and
Bacal's, and that came out of the
cheek, too. Withal, what the producer had left for himself was still
of the $3,75()
scenery.

in four flguries.
New field for people in showbiz is
called "pictorial revues" by Neblett.
Strictly for big conventions, sales
etc., Neblett says the hardest
p:irt of it is the writing. With rehearsals taking up only a few hours.
He's also been signed to put them
on for American Meat Institute and
4-H Club conventions, and some
other groups are also negotiating.

meets,

give him the new berth
inasmuch as it was figured that new
voice and personality, rather than
one known to listeners here, would
better
for
Pittsburgh
be
the
break-in.

cided

Networks Dizzy

Negotiations for WCAE spot have
been carried on for several months
now between Wiley and Leonard
Montevideo, July 30.
Kapner, head of the local Hearst staSupervision of radio matters has
tion who recently stepped out of
general managership of Hearst Ra- been switched about so often in
dio on account oi his health to con- Argentina
that
broadcasters
are
centrate exclusively on the Pitt out- dizzy— not
knowing whether to

In Arg. Switches

Ball arrives this week to takepresent scripts for revision in Govt.
over, after get-togethers with" Galen
House, or at the Central Postal Dept.
Drake, Wiley's man in New York,
During the pre-Peron election peand Trent in Boston.
riod, a Direction of Radlodifusion
was set up, under the Press and
let.

Propaganda Secretariat

Radio Reception Figures
In Conn. Property Values
Hartford, Aug.

6.

For the first time in Connecticut
and possibly in the'nation, the qualand television reception
has been recognized legally as a facproperty valuation.

in

creasing

damages

to

a

In

in-

property

owner

"HIRES TO YA'
FOR

I
DID

WCOND

YEXK

PA«U
AK. COAST-TCCOAST

]

YOU EVER DREAM

of ewiilH9 foMT rhrtr freiit
oertt hi the cowrtry for yowr

fatw* bom* sit«7
WOULD YOU Line TO

HAVE

beariH9. bathing «Md fishing
or yew front deer, with large
eM shade trees and ossored
seclusion, within one hour of
New York City. Three miles
from stores, beaches, etc.?

THEN HERE

IT fS

4 choice river front acres en
the upper Saugatuck Rivier,
Westport, Conn. . . $12,000.

BOX
1S4 West

VARIETY

«75.

4«tli Street.

^AG

New

York 19

Lends In

83 Out Of 96
,

01 tb» 96 pertodi per «Mk
Hoepcr Ibti.' Apt.

nH4

W

'46) to

A*

WTAG

t«<Mii

(»

an<»

»r4«4 iMVr*

per,

l< <i

ren^n-

wtkr""

family

these

connections

cial stations.

At his first press conference,
Nicolini made it clear that he had
IK) intention of fostering plans to
nationalize Argentine radio System,
but he also made it clear that the
govcrninent won't relax control in
any way. The Posts and Telegraplis
Dept. is traditionally under supervision of the Ministry of the Interior.

The new Minister, Senor Borlenghi. an ex-Union leader,
a
is
vision
reception.
Italo
Martino, supporter of either nationalization
chief engineer for WDRC in Hart- or of an even more rigid control oit
whatever
goes on the air. He is reford, had equipped his home with
ported
be
loggerheads
with
to
at
radio and television equipment for
both personal and professional ex- Nicolini on these matters, and some
perimentation and reception. He has political observers believe the Minalso done television consultant work ister will resign very shortly and
based upon his experimentations that Nicolini will take- bis place. It
and works at his Woodbridge home was Borlenghi who once led a delegation of about one thousand suplaboratory.
The referee decided, in making the posed commercial employees In an
invasion of Radio £1 Mundo's stuaward, that the passing of automodios as a protest meeting to presbiles on the highway extension near
sure
the station into supporting
the Martino home would interfere
Col. Peron, and he has always diswith both radio and television deradio stations.
ception.
He therefore upped the liked
If the Cabinet change does take
property damage above that set by
place,
anticipated that radio
it's
the state highway dept.
control will be switched again to
the Ministry of the Interior, once
Nicolini rules there, as Peron's enHits
tourage insists that NicoUpi must
remain in charge of radio control.
Hollywood, Aug. 6.

KNPC

Re-powered

ly

The broadcasters accepted the announcers' demands, after Radio El
signed a separate deal
with the union and forced the
other outlets to follow suit.

Mundo had

—

Announcers are now split into
three separate categories. A, B, C.
Minimum wage Tor Class 'A is $S5
dollars monthly, and minimum for
Class C $65. The union agreement
also provides for a six-hour working
da^, with a maximum stretch at
the mike of two. hours at a time.
The agreement sets up rules gov.

erning

disnriissals, etc.

.

.imong

sects.

all

Knoxville application' of the In-*'
dependent Broadcasting Co. is signed
for Rev! J. Harold Smith, one of
three Fuiidamentalists who stormed
the

Capitol

against

casts..

Meanwhile, attacks from church
groups, the Hearst newspaper chain
and Capitol Hill are expected momentarily on FCC's. atheist d^ision.

SUMS ONLY im nsnmn
Km$c snvica mnmt

wHiH

m

Hmo

noui
pnojtcT WAS msj
MY tKOW AHP CAU Mt
tut
PHIl tVAHt, THAT'S THKlt
TtAHS tACK-ClOSl TO A
THOUSAMO fARMCASTS AtOI

FM

ImporUnt fann radio newt wu nude ia '194b let jiut aboat
this time of the year. Witb 49% oT the Heart of America bciog

KMBC lecogniicd a need for even a crcater farm serTiee
progianuning— allhoogh the station long had been a leader in
Tnain**''''''|f a fnU4hne &nn department, exclnaive marketcasta and nual enlerlainnient. To enumerate aU the iaaavov^
menta and impntant contrUmtiona made bjr CMBC Sirwiea
Farms daring the past three years woaU
iperimcnta have
feetof books. Vital cx|

raral,

ried out with soil binding and.
vides, fertilisicra and seeds. Dozeaw

been nondnctc^ for 4-B,

of

FFA and other frna barean

Road

KMPC

here, the "Station of the Stars," now approved for
hike from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, will
cover all league games of Los Angeles Rams (football) via specially
assigned itinerant sportscaster and
.spoci.il lines from spots around the

Slip

Tween Cup and Mike
New

Edilor,

York.-

Variety:

"Those 40 Seconds" you wrote
about in last week's issue was fine
country.
but I believe I caught something
Signal Oil has signed to spon.sor more significant
than the story
the play-by-play, starting Sept. 29 covered. While Biir Stern was begand running to Dec. 8. Games wi*l ging his station for the extra seconds
be broadca-sl by Bob Kelley. station's to (.-over the rundown of the ball at
sports editor, who will tour with the the cup lhal would decide whether
team, broadcasting on U con.sccu- Herman Barron would make the putt
tive Sundays.
that would put over 10 grand in his
pocket,

WFII'S 'PAGES OF TIME'

iund

a

number

of millions,

like

on the edge of the cliair
wiiited.
What an opportunity

in/.ticlf,

.sat

Philadelphia, Aug. 6.
Ipicsciilrd itscK to a fast thinking
Wully Biillciwouth, formerly of iidio sliition manager to hold up the
"Vox Pop," will launch a new .•^how Fiaiik Morg;m .•;how for the extra
over WFIL tagged "The Pages of time needed for that putt and give
Time." which the station will platter the Morgan sponsor the credit for allowing the extra time. I know what
and syndicate.

ff— A

.

'

I

with delivery of Bulldog edition on

'.

I

ra<lio,

H.

Wayne

Pierson.

1928-

CBS Starion for
Mbteuri and Kantat

:

.

P«ters, Inc.

Sine*
Basic

1

Show features Butterworth read- it would have done to mc; I would
h.nvc stayed tuned to the station. Ining from old newspapers from all
.<!tea(l I wa."; so mad I promised niyparts of the country, slaiulng news
isclf I would never n'^aih listen to the
analagous to events of today. Locally.
Morgan program; which, by the way,
"The Panes of Time" will be a part
is one of my fayorites.
of the Philly Inquirer's daily news
Yoiir.s for more nimble brains, in
show at 7 p.m., timed to coincide
newsstands.

protest

in

Scripps-Howard. The other two are
his wife, Myrtice Smith, and Marvin Thompson, former U. S. Army
sergeant. Application says they will
sell time freely for religious broad-

nearly

proved Peroii's undoing.

i

Wotcwritr er«a,

,.,<(l<»».,iei;ond,.iR/.rt#

the House Committee on Un-Ameriwhich secured them all the wage can Activities when Scripps-Howard
increases they had demanded, plus station WNOX, Knoxville, refused
to sell them time. The Knoxville
improved working conditions. The station, like many others throughunion is now working on negotia- out
the country, said it had adopted
tion of better pay and work scheda new policy not to .sell religious
ules for announcers on the provinslots but to pro-rate free time equal-

(or land condemned for a
highway. State Referee Alfred C.
Baldwin has ruled that favorable Peroh took over he appointed his
conditions for reception .of radio old friend, Senor Oscar Liiis Nicoand television programs are an cle- lini, as Director of Posts and TeleFormerly Nicolini had
ment of value in real estate. The graphs.
Director
of
Radiodifusion.
referee allowed increased damages been
recently married Pcron's
to a property owner for land con- Nicolini
mother-in-law, and in Oct. 1945
demned for a highway.

In a report filed in superior court

HIIIS SUNDAY

the

W.-1S

handed over

ity of radio

tor

When

dissolved,
radio
was
to the Ministry of the
Interior. In pre-revolutionary days,
radio was controlled by the Radio
Div. of Telegraphs and Communications.
Now, apparently, the revolutionary period has come to an
end and radio has been switched
back t'' the Tel. and Comm. Sect.
This in itself isn't much of a
change, because as soon as Pres.
Sect.

and accepted by Judge Edward J.
Daly, Referee Baldwin had increased
from $1,250 to $4,652.45 the damages to be paid by the state highway dept. for taking about one-fifth
of an acre of land owned by Italo
and Pasquale Martiiio in Woodbridge.
'The land was needed for
an extension of a highway.
According to the referee, the
Woodbridge properly is so located
that tests have determined that it
is unusually good for radio and tele-

0

a deal with the Broadcasters' Assn.

to,
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plugging the Red Cross Instead.
Program heard on Tuesday eve, Is
live, with a 7D-piMe orch, and prominent conductors and soloists seiic
from Paris. Time and talent cost is
cials

Coast Nets add RDG
Continued from page

asked for— and obtained— by RDG in
New York. Guild asks that iii.tlie
computation of time worked for determining tlie rate of pay, tlie time
•worked prior to the date of tlie contract demands shall be diiniuishcd
by 50%. Guild al.so requires tliat
salaries paid now shall not be lowered as a result of the agreement
(figuring that at least hal'f of those

M

;

more than
two years,
than t.wo weeks'

discharge, and if working
six months but less than
.

shall have not less
notice.
If working over two years,
he will get one month's notice. Severance pay of two weeks per yeari if
discharged, is also requested, and
vacations are asked for after six
months, with latter getting 10 days
off, and, after one year's employment,

working now enjoy amounts in ex- three weeks, plus one extra work
tran.>-ters day tor each year of employment.
ecs.-; of the demands): that
within the organir.ation shall nol adCommercial fees include: On all
versely alTecf seniority.
local house- packages the director
Guild shall be paid 10% of the package
the
directors,
For as.=istant
After the first
is asking $75 weekly.
year and for the second, Guild seeks
$87.50
year.s

in

For

cla.ssificalion.

latter

to seventh, the
aasisl-

from the third

Guild wants $100 weekly for
anl.";.

There arc no limitations placed on
the hours of work to be expected of
employees, according to the sl;itc-

However, Guild

ment of demands.
states that the failure to state liinitations does not preclude either parly
from reopening the question. Five
'

days

con.<:titute a

workweek, leaving

according
two consecutive days
to the ticket, and the Guild will permit exceptions where warrarited.
Severance Pay Sought
off,

Employees with
shall be given

six

months or

less

one week's notice of

about $2,500.
Coca-Cola's sympli hour is practically the only live program on RL
today, says Merlin, others are reMerlin mentions
corded in Paris.
using, instead of platter or wire, a
recording devices as yet new in theU.S.— the Magnetophone, a ribbon
on which programs are recorded,
which is abiiolutely noiseless, and on
which both very high and very low
frequencies can be used.
were fed up with
Listeners
speechfe's during the war, says Merso 75 r;- of RL programs are
lin,
mysteries,
being
balance
music,
comedies, news. Taste for classical
music, since the war, Merlin adds,
increased.
greatly
has

—

B. A. Stations
Continued from page 43

condemned once again

^

—jast

the earlier stage of the "June
Revolution," to dialing off

4,

7,

1946

Toronto Star's Free News

as in
194!j

rather
than listen to unending official blah.
Stations not only have to clear time
for all presidential speeches, but latterly have also had to take tho.se of
the "first lady," ex-radio actress Eva
Duarte dc Pcron.

Meanwhile, Congress Is liiiing up
its big guns to turn them against
commercial broadcasters, and insid-

Time
Just

Stirs

Gov't Probe

Toronto, Aug. 6.
Daily Star

why the.Toronto

largest evening

newspaper

in

Canada

and staunchest supporter of the
present administration, should have
free time for its news broadcasts
over CBL, Toronto, is being probed
by tlie Federal Parliamentary Radio
Committee. This time-value comes
to $42,255 a year tor the Toronto
Daily Star's daily morning and evening 15-minutc broadcasts, based
on Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'a
current rate card, according to Dr.
Augustin Frigon, CBC gen. mgr!

ers report that some Congressional
reps are putting out feelers towards
the networks, inviting bids to stave Committee members were of the
off legislation nationalizing the radio opinion' that such newscasts were in
system.
cost billed, to the agency, exclusive
competition with CBC's own news
of station time.
On regional hou.sc
Broadcasters
considerably service."!, for material of which CBC
are
packages 'he director shall bp' paid
burned up over interference from subscribes to three wire services.
for oneat scale ranging from
officials of some European countries
E. L. Biishnell, director-general of
quarter-hour per week to $75 for
where
commercial
broadcasting CBC programs, said the Toronto
five quarters, and from $50 to $150 in
doesn't exist, who have been trying" daily had enjoyed its newscast privthe case of half-hour shows, or 10%
to sell Argentine legislators and gov- ileges, without payment since 1933,
of the package cost billed to the
- Continued from page 37 ;s
ernment reps on the virtues ol state- when the newspaper closed down its
agency exclusive of time, whichever
owned radio, in preferenp.c. to the station. CFCA, Toronto. He said he
tional buildup, but nonetheless im- commercial system.
is the greater.
believed the arrangement had been
sporting
On foregoing, directors arc to be portant to television's
The politicos are not so much con- made with the old Canadian Radio
scene.
given cancellation notices within
vinced that state-controlled broad- Commission, which was later superand
stations
All the New York
three days after the notice of cancasting is prel^erable, but many of seded by CBC, but didn't know why
telecasting
in Chicago began
cellation has been received by emthem seem anxipus to chisel by hold- the arrangement was still being
ployers. It the net supplies a direc- local big league ball games. WNBT- ing the threat ot Vnatioiialization" honored.
of
He said the Star's news broadcasts
tor, the latter shall have the right to NBC followed with a fine pickup
over the heads of the present radio
negotiate his own fee, and shall have the Forest Hills pro tennis matches. conccssionnaires. Party funds oi- in- were not passed upon by the CBC,
on
collaborated
AnC and
the right of rejection of shows.
dividual pockets arc itching to get although emanating from one of the
Employees shall also be free to ac-' comi)lete four-day coverage of the at some of the big coin the m.'iior CBC-owncd stations in Toronto for
in
Chicept outside work, excepting com- Tam O'Shanlcr golf tourney
networks had been reported raking the Dominion network. It. was admitted by Dr. Frigon that the arpeting nets so long as it does not cago. And the rush continues, with in.
rangerfient might be "compensation"
They shall sponsors and potential sponsors
interfere with duties:
On the other hand, the government for the closing down of the newsin video
also receive air credits, except on seemingly more interested
itself has a plan of its own to inin
than
events
paper's radio station and promised
news or commentary shows, or programs of sporting
of
the
ofAcial
crease
the
wattage
least
to make further statement to the
where work is only nominal. Arbi- any other type of show. At
government station and go in for Parliamentary
Radio
Committee
Creative the percentage of television sport
tration is also asked for.
state-controlled radio iii a big way, once he has searched his correspondwriting is not to be required of di- shows on the sustaining list is smallwhile still allowing the commercial ence files.
Preferential employment of er than that of drama, aude-particirectors.
webs
to
operate.
Deals
are
already
uroarams.
layoffs ind no loss of seniority arc pation, or various other
on
for the purchase of equipment
also included in the one-year ticket
Relatively Low Cost
for the government-owned station,
sought.
Sponsor-! like them, of course, be- and the plan would call for comcause of the public interest; but also mercial broadcasts, sponsored by
because many feel sporting events the many state-controlled industries
will, in the long run, be cheaper to at present operating, viz.: state oil
bankroll than studio drama or name fields, state air lines, gas co., etc.
Continued from page 34
comedy shows. There isn't the usual The regular commercial webs viroiild
rehearsal time, which runs be expected to contribute to the
English could heai: anything, it was cost of
on the average of a six-to-one ratio upkeep of the official watter, by
certainly undemocratic to bar pro.While studio and paying high license fees or taxes,
grams from them in peacetime. Two to actual airing.
charges
for this time are vir- and they would be faced with yet
talent
weeks ago, according to Merlin, the
Luxembourg government sent a tually nothing now, many sponsors another competitor.
television begins
when
realize
that
As the commercial broadcasters
sharp note to the British, expressing
fulltime basis and are already, hep to the government
resentment of the- official attitude as to operate on a
present buyer's market for video plan, or government plans—because
interfering with their sovereignty, the
segments
begins
to level off, charges there are several ot them nationaland definitely nixing any chance of a
will climb accordingly. Talent costs, ization
threats
by Congressional
British lease. Situation has cleared
which are low now because of the deputies do not phaze them, as it's
since then, and English sponsors who
continued experimental basis of the no secret to anyone that the presheld' off pending the discussion arc
will also begin to rise. And ent setup in the legislature is nothmedium,
now negotiating with RL.
while the expenses involved in live ing more or less than a rubber
Listener Surveys
studio production take a healthy stamp.
RL, in addition to its tremendous climb, it's felt that expenses inIn the meantime it is impossible
wattage, has other biz advantages, volved in sport remotes, although
to go ahead with plans tor construcsays Merlin. Before the war there increasing somewhat, will remain
tion of larger studios, or tor inwere 16 commercial and 14 govern- comparatively stable.
in power, until, the bugbear
creases
ment stations, in- France. Today all
In spite of opposition from a tew ot nationalization has been buried
are
government controlled, and
French adver- quarters in the spurting world, once and for all, so everything is
none commercial.
where
the old song is heard about still hanging fire, as it has been tor
tisers have to use Radios Luxemvideo and radio remotes hurting at- the past 10 years.
bourg, Monte Carlo or Andorra. A
tendance, the majority of sports
listening survey in June '46 showed
execs so far approached have exthat in Belgium, where there are 1,pressed enthusiasm over the possi000,000 sets, Luxembourg has 21.6%
Boston Indie Set
bilities of television for them. They
of the listeners. In France, with its
seem to feel that television will do
6,000,000 sets, RL as 14% of the lisin 13-Wk. Record
for them the same job radio did for
teners.
athletics as a whole and especially
Boston, Aug. e.
Before the war, except for the
Super speedy job in radio studio
news which is never sponsored, all baseball, where average attendance
the past 20 years has jumped construction
was done, here tor
RL time, in French and English was over
almost 100%.
sold.
Eighty percent of BritishWHDH, Herald - Traveler indie,

Sports Video

.

WBKB

WBKB

,

Radio Lux

;

.

—

'

.

New
Up

sponsored programs were for U.S.
subsidiary products, which explains
RL's interest in U. S. biz at present.

Luxembourg now broadcast

a.m

CKLW

Promotion Idea;

Time

.which got ultra-modern new studio,
from plans to opener, inside ot 13
weeks. New studio went into opera-

tion yesterday (8) morning.
Station commissioned Dr, C. P.
Boner of the U. of Texas, kudos
Detroit Aug. 6,
winaer on his WFAA Austin studio
of Sunday. On March 1, RL resumed
Mutual's promotion-wise Detroit- job in sound refraction, to superFrench commercials. • During the Windsor outlet, CKLW, has come vise acoustical design for the new
present summer slack season, French up with a. new one. Taking cognl studio, located on the eighth floor
programs from 6 to 9:30^ p.m. have zance of newspapers' advantage of the Shearer Building (housing
been sponsored.
over radio in acquainting aaverits- big Paine Furniture Co.) in Park
Coke luiltatlonal
ers and prospective advertisers with Square, a vicinity popular with the
Coca-Cola has had a full-hour their name mentions in free pub- radio ad -agencies.
symph program on the French seg- licity stories or news items, CKLW
All si:t of the studios, including a
ment since April. Program is more hit upon a follow-up system which little theatre, are of polycylindrical
or-less goodwill, since company has furnishes a form of clipping
eliminating
or tear constructioon
parallel
no product to sell now, its commer- sheet service to advertisers.
surfaces.
This is supposed to perA careful record is kept by the mit complete diffusion of sound
uniform frequency restation's newscasters and program providing
sponse
throughout the sound range.
personalities of all product menElectric
equipment was
tions, firm mentions or firm activi- Western
lUpt out with fact!
ties of a news nature and excerpts used.
are gathered by the program direcand figures on a progreiilve
*
tor and passed on to the Sales Pro'
station
local
apd
na.
• . !n
N.O.
—
Join Houston
motion Department.
tional advartiiamenli ... on
A regular form with the catchy
for Texas Station
heading "You Were On The Air" is
taxi peit^i ... window ditNew Orleans, Aug. 6.'
mailed to advertising managers and
Fred
Weber
and E. A. Stephens,
play and counter cardi
.
public relations ot the firm named. operators of WDSU
here, have anor he may ba peering (rom
The form indicates the date and nounced the organization of
a new
time of the newscast or interview company with H.
the rear of WtHBC'i ttatien
G. Wall of Houswith a capsule excerpt giving the ton, Tex., as the third
party, tor
wagon at it coven ipecial
nature ot the nientlon.
the operation of a new station in
'
aventi..
The new program is designed to the Texas city.
offset the fleeting characteristic ot
Call letters of the new Houston
• You'll lao him EVERYWHERE-^and wharaver you lae hlni, you'll know
radio and to tocus attention upon station are still pending approval
ha symbolliai good natghborllneii on our part In The City That's Althe tact that considerable tree time by the FCC, Weber will spend part
ways lusyl
is devoted
to' advertisers although ot the year in Houston supervbing
they are not aware ot It
and directing the new outlet

7

to midnight
French hours are ^-8
a.m.; 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
English hours
are 8-11 a.m. and 2-6. p.m., and all

Airsbow /Tearsheet'

Six and a quarter million minutes of radio tare have pasted
over and out of WKY's facilltias

WKY

started engineering WKY's
kilocycles in 1928. To him and his
staff go credit for WKY's long,
continuous and progressively imice,

proved

I

-OOD
MIKE
minb
UUUU "EIGHBOR „.„^
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Man

.

.

"Jack" Lovall, oldest
omployee in years of serv-

since H. J.

ers.

servicsl to

Oklahoma

listen-
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AGCY. DEALS RAISE TRUST SCARE
A New

Type of Plimger

CONGESSliS FOR Coast Tttpdace Toppers Groupiiv

Th*re'i considerable talk among certain miuic publiahan ||bout
bringing into the contactmcn'a fleU • new type •( employee. Due to
the (temanda ol the Peatman system, which puto • premium on long performances by the highest-rated commerctal and sustaining radio programs, these publlahen feci that plugging songs currently calls for ai
different type of contact mjan.
Their ideas seem to center around snaring young men from advertising agencies and the radio field, those well acquainted with radio producers, et ai:, who are In the best position to dole out plugs.
'

Death of Rosenborg llirows Crimp

Met Plans

Into N. Y. AFIVrs 'Hoe'
Death ol Jacob Rosenberg, presi--f
New York local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
dent of

in a N. Y. hospital last Wednesday
(31 ), has tossed 802's reigning "Blue"

of which he was a memb^,
due to the fact the union
current two-year term expires this year and an election Is due

Liiidy

Jack Rosenberg's 2 Sons

ticket,

In

December.

teur, has started a round-robin collection to set up a f 25,000 fund to
provide for the education of the two

Rosenberg, 51, was president of sons of Jack Rosenbeifg, president
802 (or the pasi 11 and a half years. of Local 802, American Federation
His death, plus the fact that tor the of Musicians, who died Tuesday
past four years opposition to the (30)1 The boys are Ronald, II, and
19.'
"Blue" bunch has been steadily in- Lewis,
.

has put the remaining
creasing,
party members and their supporters
in a frenzy of preparation for the
Their task is
coming December.
made doubly difficult by the absence
of William Feinberg, who would
have been Rosenberg's logical sucFeinberg resigned from his
cessor.
spot as secretary of 802' last month
to join General Artists Corp. Since
Rosenberg's sudden demise, Feinberg has been pressured strongly by
the "Blue" leaders 'to become their
candidate for the spot, now being
fllled tor the remainder of the term

the fund with a
contribution which has been

Lindy Started
'$2,000

augmented by a |l,00b gift from
David Dubinsky. head of the InterLadies' Garment Workers

national

Union.
A show biz committee Is
being formulated.
'

Funds Set Aside To
Help Crew-Cuts Work
Into Longhair Set

McCann, Rosenberg's
Further evidence of desire on the
he has refused.
Rosenberg and Feinberg were the part of U. S. symphony orchestra
real strength of the "Blue" ticket. conductors to encourage young talRichard

by

v.p.

So

'

heaviest vote of all nominees for the
vurious positions.
It's figured he'd
be a shoo-in for the presidency,
which now pays $12,500 yearly, and
the "Blues" wouid thus retain power.
Without him, 802 members seei the
hottest race for the top chair in
years, and the likelihood that the
current
be
administration
will
out.

Rosenberg
unexpectedly,
died
though he had been in Polyclinic
hospital, N. Y„ for eight days following a heart attack. For most of
the first week he'd been in an oxygen tent; later, this was reduced to
nasal tubes, and he was considered
on his way to recovery. He'd been
picked up on the street one evening
following a slreugth-sapping 602 executive board meeting.
Rosenberg
often got excited at these affairs,
despite warnings from his doctor not
to overtax his heart.

New York

will

instrumentalists

get

a

chance

appear in Kansas
City, who otherwise wouldn't get
such an opportunity due to the usual
local manager reluctance to engage
untried talent lacking b.o. draw.

next season

Kurtz's

to

action

sustains

recent

whereby George Szell, conductor of the Cleveland Symph,
agreed to take on two young ap^
prentice conductors next season, and
Reginald Stewart, Baltimore Symphony maestro, arranged to take one.
These men will be jn addition to
trend,

regular

associate

or

assistant

con-

ductors.

« city

orchestra.

Rosenberg's 802 administration did
what virtually all musicians agree
Was a tremendous job. It was responsible for many reforms and regulations that helped the musician.

Rosenberg's body, on view last
at Riverside MemorUl, had to
be moved for the services on Friday
(2) afternoon to Town Hall, because
of the large crowds that sought to
pay their last respects.
Hundreds

week

could not get in. Eulogies and the
reading of wires from many notables
occupied most of the afternoon.
Burial was at Mt. Hebron, Queens,
N. Y.

University Label SeUs

Hollywood, Aug.

6;

University Records, operated here

by onetime vaude performer Jimmie
Richards,

is

attempting

new

ap-

men arranged

across

the

country.

Many

indie

waxeries here have talked over the
idea of late, but University is first

Tommy

horns, ete. Victor never released it,
objecting to the disks on the grounds
that waltz tempo wasn't Dorsey's
forte and that he would only confuse his public. Dorsey has been
arguing the point ever since.
When he started his summer series
as replacement for Fred Allen on
NBC Sunday nights, Dorsey inaugurated the idea of featuring one of
these waltz arrangements at the
end of each program, figuring, it's
said, to create a demand for the
versions by him, thereby forcing
Victor to put them on the market.
There have been reporta in recent
days that this will be done, although Victor execs seem to know
nothing aboiit- the idea.
^

Gale to Continue

SongDistribOp

Song Distributors, Inc., musicrack string set up last year by Saul
Immerman, Moe Gale and American
News Co., will not be sold. An offer
had been made tor the operation
DISNEY
several weeks ago by a party whose"
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
identity is- still undisclosed, but neJimmy Van Heusen and Johnny
gotiations have been broken off, the
company to remain In the hands of Burke, who recently completed with
Paramount one of the best contracts
Moe Gale.
Immerman, who launched the a soncwriting team ever drew, are
rack last summer, died recently and currently dickering with Walt Dishis work has been carried on by ney to do the score, for his big-budget "Peter Pan" cartoon.
It seems
Gale and assistants.
that the Burke-Van Heusen copyrighta, "Swingin; On A Star" and
•'Aren't You Glad You're You," have
Stan Kenton's N. Y. Exit
convinced Disney that the team is
the one he wants to do the music

VAN HEUSEN-BURKE
DICKER WITH

.

for

Cues Agcy. Scramble
Open spot
Pennsylvania

in the schedule of the
hotel.
York, left
finally

Supporting the campaign are all
dancery operators in the Far West.
.

his sppta a total of 120 name-bands,
78% of which, he claims,, cost him.

Only two combos went

losses.

into

percentages, Stan Kenton on three
dates and Woody Herman on one.
Aside from these, two, only other
bands to earn operator a profit in
his spots are Bob Willis, Bob Crosby

and

Alvino Rey.
Kaye, Les

Sammy

Ellington,

Losers

were

Brown,

Duke

Tommy and Jimmy

Dor-

Jimmy

Lunceford. Henry King,
Benny Carter, Buddy Rich, Joe
Sanders, Freddie Slack, Skinnay Ennis,
AI Donahue, Spade Cooley,
Sonny Dunham, Lcighton Nobie,
Harry James, Lawrence Welk, Jan
Garberj Gene Krupa, Will Osborne,
Jan Savitt What other bands have
trouped through territoiy?
isey,

No Deagh, Joe
The

crimson-coated ledgers of
v;estem one-nite prothe- song of all the other
operators this side of the Rockies,
and, too, of just about all the. ballroom operators save a few stout
spots here, cubh as Palladium and
Aragon. Ops point out that finally
they have secured
cooperation
from agencies in their attempt to
.slice demands of names, but leaders,
the

biggest

moter sing

.

:

still

seem adamant for most

part.

Batoneers fail to realize the war.
born boom is deflated and that ballroom biz is off more than 40% from

his

latest

How tar Dlsney''E negotiations stockholders $600,000 one year).
with Burke-Van Heusen have gone
Among the, few stick-swishers
is undisclosed.
They are permitted who have recognized the situation
by the terms of their Par deal to and seem willing to make concesdo outside work. Disney film isn't sions now are Harry James, Tommy
for release until 1049.
Doi-sey. Sten Kenton, Woody Her>
man, Tex Beneke, Frankie Carle,
Lionel Hampton.
James, following
Will Bradley Pitched
this summer's not-too-bright biz in
east, bounces back here within fortFor Teen-Ager Stick night and into Balboa Beach balN
room at only $2,000 guarantee, plus
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
percentage, which la far cry from
Teen-Agers' orchestra. Coast out-

New

by Stan Kenton when he

cancelled out six weeks beginning
Sept. 2, is creating quite a scramble
among N. Y. band agencies. All are
concentrating on slipping one of
their artists into Kenton's slot. Ken-

that he couldn't afford to lose

money

at this time. Penn is noted more as
a prestige spot than a money-maker
for orchs.
So far, the entries for the open
time are Johnny Long, General Artiste; Claude Thornhill, William Morris, and the new Ray Anthony and
Buddy Morrow ba,nds, Music Corp.
of .America. One of these, or posbe sesibly a late entrant, will
lected this week.

to take the leap,
.

i

move.

$7,000

first

stellar

example,

Have Claghom

Allen;

orchestra

for

the hostilities' period, (although that
biggie.
"Star," for 40% originally represented a wargained the attention of time boost in biz and it's no secret
that
before the war boom the Palvarious educational bodies for apladium, for example, earned ite
plication to kiddie class work.

Hotel Peon Date

Ken Delnuv

owned by

market

ing a unique method of making A. V' Bamford, who runs a string
upstate halls located in key
RCA-Victor see eye to eye with him of
on a matter over which they have towns from San Francisco, to Chico,
been at loggerheads for a year or so. and is one of targest nameband buy.
Last summer, Dorsey recorded an ers in country, is in tpwn for the
album of Johann Strauss, waltzes, meet with determined mien. Thus
using a big band of fiddles, French far this year, Bamford has had in

,

normally going

is

open

starting

of year, unless
aggregations
lessen
coin
calls.
This figures to start some
fun hereabouta, if the idea goes
through.

Dorsey Waltzes

That Dance Witb RCA
Tommy Dorsey seems to be choos-.

anti-trust charges.
It's probable that the conditions
described abov^e. contributed to the
subsequent decision by Music Corp.
of America to deal out only regular
three and seven-year deals to prospective hirelings, per American Federation of Musicians rules, and not
to participate in the bidding for
name
or
likely-looking
young
maestros. That decision seems to
have already developed a leak,
which unquestionably will widen as
the contracts of .various top names
agencies
represented by several
come up for renewal within, the
coming year.

tailers, wlio

which

only

Radio So He Can Have

.

Bait offered is extra profit for reare cut in for the coin
Berlin's London Co.
Latter
to distribs.
Irving Berlin returns from his
buy the average indie
customarily
Disker Sighs
hideout
(the
D wight
37 '/4c. and peddle it to Bermuda
for
disk
75c
But Can't
This middleman Wiman house) next Wednesday (1^)
retailer for 49c.
Kenny Delraar, Fred Allen's differential now goes;to direct seller to meet Francis Gilbert, his attorney, who is sailing lor Xx>ndon
senator Claghorn, has signed with under University's plan.
the following Friday 116).
Muslcraft Records to do a series of
Lately, distributors, retailers and
kiddies' disks, all straight
Both will settle details in connecnarraUon. coin machine distribs have not
for late falltion with the new Berlin music
release.
taken kindly toward most of the
^Under his contract, Delmar is not Indie label^ and this is probably the company (London) which is bein«
Chopallowed te.use his Claghorn
with Louis Dreyfus
setup
char- major reason behind University's

Survived by widow and two sons.

Woody Herman's

the

in

weekly, is advocating that-all spots'
agree to shift policy to~local bandi

snare maestros' signatures on contracts. This idea lasted as long as it
took for agency attorneys to decide
that such an agreement -by all agencies would leave them all open to

From

t,

Barney McDevltt, manager of
Avodon ballroom, who last week
grabbed

unsuccessiful.

the

pell)

as selling agent.

$4,000

he

set

for his services
fit
which, under General Artists
along Atlantic. Further, James, who
Corp. booking, has been getting some
was pencilled- Into Pacific Square,
good one-nite playing time along
San' Diego, for li weekend evenings
Pacific slope last few years has put
(Continued on page 46)
out a feeler to get Will Bradley to

.

proach by dropping all distiibs and
attempting direct sales to music
shops and jukebox-chain owners

without success.

After the purchase, of the E.'
B. Curtis catalog by Edwin H.

ton, incidentally, managed to drop
out of the Penn on his complaint

Retailers, Jukes Direct

in

Morris recently, the latter attempted to continue the lease on
the vacated Curtis offices and
use them as stockrooms, biit was

in

AFM

Hollywood, Aug.

A long pent-up dam broke over
weekend and ballroom operators all
along the West Coast have finally
rose
in
resentment against- the
salaries they have been asked to
pay
name-bands.
Reaching the
proportions, of a literal revolution,
a meeting of all top terpalace chiefs
hereabouts will be held this afternoon ('Tues.) to determine Une of
resistance to be thrown up as a barricade against top baton-twirlers'
guarantee-demands.

so

offices,

in the business is. desperately
trying to corral space, mostly to
hold stock.
Some have been
ranging into riemote parts of the.

desirable bands as a means of getting thein to sign contracts. To halt
this practice before it
became a

Eight young vocalists and

chestras.

that

hallways
and every available niche seems,
to have been turned into stockroonis.
Almost every published

The^ problem the agencies were
attempting to get together on, and
about which all principals were so
sotto voce, concerned the commission deals and concessions agencies
were increasingly dangling b^ore

U. S. as a child,
of the few

acter,

Office space has become
tight for music publishers

among

raised byjifrem Kurtz, conductor of
the Kansas City Philharmonic, to
debut young artists with major or-

Idea to further young American
conducting talent was given its first
big boost several years ago by Serge
Austria and brought to the Koussevitzky. Bo.ston Symphony conRosenberg was one ductor, at the Berkshire Festival.
leaders who had Leonard Bernstein, conductor of
been outstanding as a musician. His N. Y. City Symphony, is outstanding
forte was drums, although he was ac- example of result of the training.
complished also at tympani and piano. Walter Hendl, associate conductor of
He played the former as a member the N. Y. Philharmonic, is another
of the N. Y. Philharmonic orchestra Berkshire product.
for years and with the NBC concert

Born

Tight St(>ck Space

New York a few weeks back
representatives of the various major band agencies, which was
Bald to have broken up without accomplishing anything, did arrive at
a fast conclusion, and broke up fast,
too, because of a report by agency
attorneys.
ing in

Frankenstein, agency

Prices

By AL SCHABPEB

revealed that the meet-

far

In the last election, in 1944, Fein- ent, is seen in fund of $2,000 recently
berg's
supporters gave him the

moved

now

It's

Leo Lindy, the N. Y. restaura- a round-table, with the idea of setting up uniform commission charges
and re^trictiiig the bait used to

into a snarl

officers'

Wante 25G Fond For

To Force Down Name Band

BANDS GET enUSH

.

front outfit.
Van Tonkins, personal manager of
T'een-Agers, has tossed Bradley an
{offer to assume the baton which
Jimmy Higson has been waving over
crew.
Hie.son, a UCLA scholar, wants to
concentrate on stiidies and won't take
out-of-town trips save during yacash
from classrooms. Bradley, who lives
in N. Y., is said to .be of the same
mind, except that his reasons are a
family. He's comfortably ensconced
as a network trombonist end flgure.<!
He's had
to be hard to dislodge.
one fiing at maestroing and has repeatedly said he's happy it's all in
•
the past.

'

I

>

Spanish Rights Chief
To Colombia Via N.Y.

!

•

'

Dr. Eduardo Marquina, president
of the Spanish performing rights society, Sociedad General de Attores
de Espana, arrived in New York last
week (30) by boat. He's on his wisy

Colombia on personal business,
leaving sometime this week

to

Dr. Marquina spent much of his
time in N. Y. at American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishwith which his society renewed
rights
a
reciprocal i)erforming
arrangement last year.

ers,

.

.

...

.
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Vadnesday, Augatt
British Best Sheet Seflert
(Week Ending Avg, I) ~

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines

London,

link Spots
( Dinah Shore.
.

Gypsy

1.

(15) .(Leeds>

I.

To Each H£3 Own

,

_

(

(Paramount)....

(.2t

.,

. .

Eddy Howard .....

Freddy Martin.
(Dinah Shore..
,.
(,).(Beilm)
| Freddy Martin
Perry
Como.
P^'^^ Comb.
(
<

.

j

„
.
Natm
Don> What Comes

8.

,

,

..Oecca
.Columbia

,

.

...

lly

Stnrender

4.

W

5.

(S

(Santly - Joy )

)

.

\

Say

Don-t

It^s

wonderful

(Berlin)

(11)

Know Enough About You

6.

I

7.

one More Tomorrow

Victor

Love In Vain

MmfBro^*'!

In

9.

Prisoner of Love (isi (Mayfair). .......
{

Sioux City Sue (14) (Morris).

10.

Coming
If

You Were

tlic

Rain Must Fall.

Down

.

of

Me.

..

Dash

San Diego Sii^s

.Decca

.

^
.

.

Play-Spots Sink
.Decca

Rain,

'

.

(

Come Shine (Crawford).

(

Do You Love Me (BVC )

No One But You

There's

(Shapiro)

.

.

Soutli

{S^'^o.^ey:

After four sky-high, years,
departure of the hordes of service.Decca men from area lias wreaked havoc
at the hooferies.
Woody Herman. .Columbia
Starting Sat. (10), when Freddie
{Andrews Sisters, .....Decca Slack band is the lure. Pacific
Xavier Cugat
.Columbia Square will light but one night
(Betty Hutton ... ....Victor weekly.
Mission Beach plans to
Capitol keep breasting the tide "by opening
. .
( Jerry Colonna .
doors six nights out of seven, but
the pace at the wicket is down to a
plod. Frankie Carle just woiind up

America Take

It

.

.Victor, season.

... .Capitol
.,

.

,

A,way (Wilitiark)

.

My

...

King Cole Trio.
ICrcosby-Andrews

Mabel (United)

Mabel,

.

(

Route 66 (BUH)

Fickle Eye (Santly-Joy )

.

.

.

......

...

,

.

.

.

...
'

i

'

BMI Songwriters

drawing fewer thaa
Jimmy
customers all told.
Dorsey, preceding, didn't even bring
fortnight,

a

Sing Blues Over

5,000

Hollywood, Aug.

Loud agitation Is
among songwriters

arising here
Broadcast
of

why

as to

afflliation.

per week; and the sheer operations
nut at Mission is $1,500 per stanza,
Larry Finley, Mission Beach boss,

SPA

.-

6.

Music

they con-

now

is

trying to

cancel

out

Tex

Beneke, who some time back was set

Basie Gets Renewal

sistently are being refused memberProtective
Songwriters'
shipi
in

.

the spot his guarantee, $4,500

into

Claimed Difficulty in Joining

clevierly tparaphraseld,

—

for Oct. 11-13 and 18-20 at high
guarantees.
Pacific
Square last
spring penciled in. Harry James for

At N. Y. Aquarium

Boxofftce reaction to Count Basie
Assn.
They protest that all noteworking for publishers at the Aquarium Restaurant, N. Y.,
notchers
linked to American Society of Comr has .been so solid that the band has
posers. Authors and Publishers seem been signed by Ben Harriman, own
to receive admission to SPA auto- er, for-another run, either in October
or January, 1947.
matically, if so they seek.
Buddy Rich, now at the Strand
SPA'S Sigmund Romberg and
Coast' Councilman L. Wolfe Gilbert theatire, N. Y., follows Basie .'into the
lately have been bombarded with Aquarium later this month.
challenges on situation, and mgny
ASCAP-afflliatcd,
Assn. members,
are agitating along with their BMI
PhUly
brethren. Both I^oraberg and Gilbert have sidestepped showdown
Escalator;
Spot
since memberships are passed on
by SPA exec council in N. Y., alLouis Prima
Set
belt it is admitted that no by-lav.'
Philadelphia, Aug. 6.
of organization prohibits a BMI
The Click, latest addition to the
writer from joining.
.

'

'

The BMI

writers here, who as a
group are proportionately stronger
in a numerical sense than else
where in the country, are pointing
up their challenge with argument
that SPA was originally formed to
benefit all clefters, not merely thoiC
in ASCAP ranks, and that admit
tahcc of all professional writers
would serve to strengthen the or^
ganization.
.

COSTLY COAST HOME
Hollywood, Aug. C.
Decca Records is plotting erection
of super Coast quarters here. Prexy
Jack Kapp.'here on annual Visit, is
on prowl for location on which may
be built structure capable of housing plattery's offices, recording studios, distrib setup as well as such
subsids as Sun Music Co. and 'World
Transcriptions, pressing plant which
Decca opened last winter will probably continue to function on own
_..
„
This. move
of
Decca s follows
Capitol fashioning of new recently
,

.

opened headquarters in which all
activities are bunched, and Columbia's plan of building lavish local
layout as soon as building restrictions are lifted.
Waxery wants to
consolidate

all its

functions here, in

one plant carded
acre

site

to go up on threeacquired some time ago.

GASKILL BESPOimS
Recent Vabietii ad of ex-GI

lyric-

Irvin Hackerman, seeking "a
ist,
melody by an established composer"
to his verse, "You Should-a When

You Could-a,", resulted in Clarence
Gaskill's cleffing. the music.
Song has had several offers from
pubs to date, according to
£Casklll.
the

heavier

suited to Carroll's voice. He's more
relaxed, and greatly improved.. Dave

Rhodes' fiddles

fit fine.

nice to

It's

hear, and with distribution will
cross the counters. Recommended.
Fatay Garrett and The Hollidays
with Jerry Heffron's Orch (vocal

12

weekend evenings during Sep-

tember

at flat $3,000 per night. Spot
trying to' pare figure in half,
pointing up argument that James'
biz generally bagged in cist this
surnmer and that band reportedly'
will get but $2,000 per shot tot Aug.
22
and 29 one-niters, at Balboa;
Beach, nearby. Latter date was recently set.
is

now

.

.

Shaw

For Mnsicraft, Raises

Enoch Light (vocal by Lamplighters with Patsy Garrett) 'No Restricted Signs"-"By the Light of the

Silvery Moon" (Continental).
"No
Restricted" is a musical gun in the
fight, for racial tolerance. Done in
boogie tempo its average musically,
and sounds like eight "other tunes
you've heard somewhere. Only value
lies in the lyric and that is so hard
to under.stand due. to the up-tempo
that it all measures up to a goose-

—

,

,

—

Question on

"

.

Day

.

RCA Disk

Artie Shaw has recorded a new
version, of his perennial click, disking "Begin the Beguine" for Musicraft, but there is some indecision
over whether it will be released.
Shaw's original version of the tune,
made in 1938 for RCA-Victor, has
been a. constant seller ever since and
earns the leader, along with other
disks he made for RCA, a tidy royalty annually.
'Those close to Shaw arc endeavoring to get him to halt release of
the Musicraft cutting, figuring that
a different arrangement of it mayinterfere with the sales of the RCA
disk. Too, they feel the original caii

hardly be improved upon.

Doesn't

He Write Songs?

Pittsburgh, Aug. 8.
Joey Siins' band can nOw depend
on being well protected. Outfit just
took a new male singer, George
Flecker, ex-GI.

By day Flecker

is

a detective in a
He's
store.
of Walter A.

downtown department
also

the son-in-law

Monaghan,

sheriff

of

Allegheny

County,

FOR THEATRE DATES

•

capture

—

Name Band

.

to

Darcy)

FREDDIE SLACK EAST

DECCA BLUEPRINTING

vocalist, he sings
needs more polish and

trickery

Dave Rhodes' band does very
well by the lad. He needs more experience as a solbist At present he's
remembering the "band boy" days,
and hanging too close to the beat
It's too precise, and thisrefore
lacks
warmth. "Someday" is much more

ed.

Has

,

.

straight, but

vocal
loot.

has a lot of Jordan. Recommendwith group and Orch) "Thafs My
This one will sell!
Home"-"Lir Abner, Don't Marry
(vocal by Don That Girl"
(Continental).Patsy
"I Left My Heart in Mis- Garrett with The Hollidays
do for
sissippi"-"Froin the Land of the Sky "That's My Home" what ho
other
Blue Water" (Signature). Johnny singer has dqne yet made an outBothwell is rapidly shaping up as a door pop out of it Sung siinply, as
good bet among embryo leaders, but it is, it's a good Western tune. Every
proves it on only one of these sides. other side of this, bn other labels,
First, "Mississippi," with the excep- has missed the interpretation by
a
tion of Bothwell's sheerly wonderful furloflg. The femme has a clear set
sax, has nothing. Musically weak, of pipes, phrases accurately, and
tempo lags and the- Don Darcy vocal makes you relax while listening inmidway sounds dragged and on an stead of trying for the high ones
"Old Black Joe" kick. He makes it with her. It's good. "Lil' Abner'V
sound like a spirituol farce. Actu- is almost as good. Oiriginally really the' disk hasn't captured the corded by the Satisfyers, and a halfreal brightness of tlie band.
This a-dozen, groups since' then, always
Won't move on tlie counters. "Sky as a rhythm tune, it came off second
Blue" is another opportunity for that best Miss Garrett, doing it as a
socko Bothwell sax. And the band ballad, lets her personality come
that backs it. with proper record through and sells.it as strongly as it
releases and dates to match, is ripe ever will be.'
Not an intelligent
to reap a lot of customers.
Only lyric, or a funny one, it actually adds
drawback on the side is the seque up to nothing, except you will just
from: Bothwell's- slow solo to the like to hear the femmp sing!
Refull band's. hepped-up middle chorus commehdedl
with a reversion to the slow beat.
Had he done the full disk slowly it's probable b.o.' results would
Records 'Begume*
have been heavier. Recb'inmchded,
however, for this side.
it

no sale.
Only orchestra which has drawn egg. Cominercially
On
appreciably here since last May is the other side. Light shows wisdom
Bob Wills' rustic-rhythm crew, at by planting a saleable standard.
the Square July 5-7; it's only band "Silvery Moon." sung by Miss Garto go into percentage on a date here rett with an asiiist by Tlie Lampthis season.
Wills' aggregation' has, ligliters is pleasant. But after a
like all oatuners, been a hot item in smooth vocal opener. Light blo\ys
Band
up a brass stoi-m and drowns -the
the west.
big appeal of the side— its nostalgia.
Niteries, too, roundly are taking a
Frank Palumbo enterprises, will lacing. Burg's biggest, Sherman's, This is regained, in final measures
somewhat by mutes and another voopen here September 2nd with a presently operates but two of its
cal turn by the group.
Recomunique setup.
Spot, built on the six bars. The syndicate controlling
mended.
site' of Dewey Yesner's old Shangri- site nixed offer of $165,000 last FebMoajy Carmichael (vocal with
La, will use the top name bands ruary, but this month sold out for
Only straw of optimism orch) "Ole Buttermilk Sky"-"Gingcr
with a no-cover-no-minimuni'-no ad- $54,000.
mission policy. Much of .its bi? will still blowing around here is knowl- and Spice" (ARA). First is Carmibe done over one of the longest bars edge that the whole Pacific Fleet chael's newest, done tor the pic
in
the country 452 feet of bar' will drop the hook here next Mon. "Canyon Passage." Sung by him, it's
good. Side has bounce, a hitching(12) for a long swing at anchor.
space.
Capacity is 1,500.
pbst tempo, and clever lyrics that
Opening band will be Louis
must be understood to be sung propPrima's.
Deals are in the works
erly, and who should know better?
for Vaughn Monroe, Benny GoodIt's a good dance "'Tecord too, so it
man, ct al.
racks up as an all-around commerOn the second floor, the Click will
cia'i bet
"Ginger and Spice" opens
have an escalator and "magic eye"
like something Voumans woiiJd've
doors amon^ features. Ben Corson,
.Hollywood, J^ug. 6.
co-owner of Palumbo's Ciro cafe,
Freddie Slack, who has reorgan- written. And then you expect ah.
will
manage the spot.
Other ized his band once again, heads east Astaire vocal. What you get is Carniteries in the Paluinuo chain are in October to start work on a string michael. and that's not the sanie.
the Cove, 20lh Century, and Palum- of theatres being lined up for him This plays like a true production
bo's,. South Philly,
by Joe. Glaser's Associated Booking number, and will sell slowly for
Corp., with which he's again aligned. this side. Not a dance tempo, it's
RecoihSlack opens at the Palace theatre, just lively to listen to.
Columbus, O., Oct. 20, thence to mended for "Buttermilk Sky."
Eastwood Gardens, OeL>
Harry Cool (vocal with Orch)
Albee, Cincinnati, Oct. 24; Palace,
Cleveland, Oct. 31; RKO Boston, "Derry, Deny, Dum '-"It Hnd to Be
SheOs Out Heavy Coin
"Derry" is a
Nov. 7, and others still to be set. You" .(Signature).
Eastwood Gai-dcns, Detroit, this
Slack folded his orchestra last pleasant Harry Cool vocal with an
year is one of the highest-paying loassist by Jeanne Shirley.
Femme
winter after a negative run in the
cation spots in the band business,
does well with an ingenueish deeast, and returned to this area to
.shelling out coin not too. far from
work as a single, make Capitol Rec- livei-y. yune, sort of a musical "Jill
theatre salaries of some bands, with
Went Up The Hill," is cute and comords, etc.
hefty guarantees against 60% of the
mercial. Two voices blend well, and
gate, Spot is strictly a summer opbacking by the band is legit. Side
eration, with an outdoor dance floor,
will sell.
"It Had to Be You" is
which means bad weather can ruin
purely for the dance.
It Happens Every
Tempo is
a band's take.
easy, and although not. shot with
Omaha,
Aug. 6.
Top money so far this yeiar was
brilliant
musicianship
or
vocal
"There's .sharp skirminlshing
for handling
taken, out last week by the Tex
Is an acceptable side.
Cool
name
bands
here. Joe Malec of attempts
Beneke-Glenn Miller pr«hestra. In
a Jimmy Dorsey "Green
on a $7,500 per week guarantee for Peony Park, a major, dance, spot, Eyes" switch on the final chorus with
two weeks, the band took out' $21,- for example, just, about had Tommy a segue to yasid tempo. It's a misDorsoy.when the band was sold to take. He doesii't
000 aided by good weather.
handle rhythm too
Woody Herman, weeks back, another spot. It seems the American well. As a bandleader he's better
earned himself' almost $16,000 as his Legion outbid Malec.
than average. He should slick to it.
end of a two-week take, with the exLegion is strictly in the amuse- Recomriiended for "Derry, Derry,
pected second week's gross halved ment business here having two big Dum."
by rain, Johnny Long, who is not spots where they stage shows and
Jack Carroll (vocal with Dave
in the b.o. class of the above two but dances.' Vets of Foreign Wars have Rhodes Orch)
"Temptation"-"Somenevertheless a good .draw, earned also entered competition. Tliey want day" (Music Art). Carroll is Music
$5,700 in one week.
talent. First will be a rodeo.
Art's besl bet for fame and fortune.

New

Formerly a band

Johnny Bothwell

. .

;.

Come

is

.

Cosmo

.

Lyric

and should get by any possibe airshot
censorship.
Recommended.
Is just what it advertises.
Good boogie, and a lyric that matches the fine beat. Commercial. What
sells any of these platters is what
Other side

San Diego, Aug. 6,
Les Brown
.'.Columbia
The bottom has dropped comPerry Como.
.... .Victor
pletely out of ballroom biz here.
Dinah Shore. ..
.Columbia Twin name-band sites. Mission Beach
Haymes-Forrest .....Decca and Pacific Square, are finding their
Haymes-Forrest ......Decca ledgers soaked with carmine week
.... .Decca after' monotonous week thus far this
,

Louii Jotdan (vocal -with orch)
"That Chick's Too Young to Fry""Choq Choo Ch' Boogie" (Decca).
This is a lot of Tympany Fivt
rhythm with plenty of double entendre. It will do all right, for it'a
cleverly done vocally by, Jordan.
Band works cleanly, with axcellent
beat, and backs Jordan's vocals just
fine.

(Navy) Blues As

...Decca
,

Fitzgerald-Jordan'

Only Girl (Mulual),

B. 'Wood
. .
.i . ...Leeds
Evil. .Chappell

. . .

Valley, ....

..Capitol

.

P-'Ip^^V;-.

in

Money Root AU
You Can Be Sure

!\ffa

. . ,

Up

.......

.

l

''(Bing Crosby
( Tony Pastor

"

Stone Cold Dead (Miller)
I Got Sun In Morning (Berlin)

!*.'!."

."

.

Harms).

(T. B.

.Olumbia

iHaymes-Forrest
Margaret Whiting.

8.

(7)

.

.

.

.Victor
.

.

By BARRY GRAY

Mary Lou ........... .F.D.&H.
Land of Beginning. .. .Feldman

{jgg^^^j^^

(Remick,

(6,

{WOR-Mvtml't All-Night M.C.y

Columbia

[It^^c^^^-^--^^^

<C)

(8)

Woody Herman

(For Jocks and Jukes)

Bygones Be Bygones. .Feldman
Laughing on Outside. .Connelly
Oh. What Seems to Be ....Sun
Primrose Hill..
L. Wright

,

.

-

RECOMMENDED RECORDS

A.ug. 2.

Gay
Blc<!s You....
Can't Begin Tell You. VChappclI

.Majestic
.Victor

;

.

'

1946

7,

Coast Price Meet
;

ContlDoed from page

47

during September, at $3,000 per
night guarantee, now has agreed to
get at Balboa and,
he'll
figure
further, has been found willing to
cut to eight nights

Tommy
majority

by

Dorsey, who
stockholder

request.

himself Is
Casino

of^

Gardens here and hence knows situation from behind the counter, has

Bamford ballrooms
well cognizant of losaes

notified string of

that he

is

band cost during spring swmg
and instead of $3,000 guarantee this
winter he will want but $2,500.
his

likewise has spoken; Hampton's guarantee for forthcoming tour
has been dropped. Beneke has cut

Herman
from

$3,000 to $2,500.
,
To Implement the threat of local
terpalace potentates, who are determined to agree on general policy ot.
local crews only if names won't rer
duce demands, Bamford chain and
other western spots have declared

themselves

In.

Bamford

particu-

lariy has a lever in that Ae uses
local aggregations in' his sites in bespottlngs. and his booM

tween name

show that these native outfits are
generally
what keeps his. chaiii
chugging.
As It is the string of
spots has lost about $12,000 monthly
of late.

.
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JULES

its vice presidents don't know the full extent
MCA's dealings. Headed by one of the richest
men in America (although he shuns publicity and
you won't find him in "Who's Who") this huge, ruth-

Even

of

,

lessly efl^cient organization handles

ly large

radio

an astonishing-

number of the top stars of the movies,

and night clubs. Here

stage>

at last is the story of the

Music Corporation of Amerfca, biggest talent agency
in the

world— and of Jules

Stein,

who has been

threatened, cursed, and sometimes sued, but

remains a mystery. The

first

still

of four articles appears

in today's issue of The Saturday Evening Post;

STAR- SPANGLED OCTOPUS

by

David

G, WUtels

IN THE f POniGHT. // you want to keep
in tune with the entertfiinment world, you
can't afford to miss

a

single issue of

The

Saturday Evening Post. Top writers give

you

the

lowdown on who^s who find what's

doing in the
vision

theater, the movies, radio, tele-

and music.

ORCHESTRAS-MIJSIC

80
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10 Best Sheet SeDers

Music Notes
Billy Berg. Hollj'vvood nitcry op. opciiinfi

own

.

.

.

.

(Week Ending, Aug. 3)
To Each His Own. .Paramount
Leeds
Gypsy
What Comes. Naturally .Berlin

pop-plaltery. which will

.Eddie Wolpiii, of N. Y. office ot Paramount Music,
use label ol Bce-Bcc.
on Coast this week huddling with studio execs ancnt autumn rclea-scs of
new tunes. ., .George Handy, Boyd Racburn band arranger, forming own
Harry Lamont, oldtirae
pub firm, Floranne Music, with office on Coa.sl
vaude performer, formed own plaltcry on Coast and shortly will issue. 12
;Irving
sides of own song renditions, under label of Lamont's Gay 90'.s.
Jimmy Hilliard, MerMills lounging aroimd Arrowhead Springs, Calil
cury Records' waxing boss, wiU leave Chi hcadqMai;ters Aug. 15 for Coast
cuttings ot Tony Martin, Anita Ellis, Connie Haines, Frances Langford.,..
Chester Conn, veepee ot Bregman, Vocco it Conn, in Hollywood on threeweek vacash. .Harry Link, head of Feist's N. Y. headquarters, on Coast
huddling with Hy Kanter, chief of firn\'s Hollywood outpost.
..lack JohnKloii, N. Y. chief of Embassy Music, on Coast scssioning with Tommy
Dorsey
Saul Bcrnic, of recently formed Cartoon Records. Cpasl outfit.
en route cast to establish distJ'ib outlets,
.Stan Kenton crew cut total of
ciftlit sides over weekend for Capitol ... .Leopold Stokowski and Hollywood Bowl Syniph set to disk 24 12-tnch sides for Victor between now and
Labor Day.. ..Rudy Schragcr will^score PincrThomas' pic,"Fear in the
Night". .. .Jimmy McHugh and. Harold Adamson .set to clef tunes for Re-,
public's "Hit Parade'.'. ...Daniels Amfilhcatrof scoring "Bella Donna" for
International Pictures. ,. Vic Arno named concert-master of Gapitol

.

Santly-Joy

Surrender
I

Prisoner,

Wonderful, Berlin
.Mayfair
Vain
T. B. Harms

It's

of

In Love in

.

C-P

Know Enough

Don't

They Say

Love

.

.

.

london Town' Film

M

On

NO.€ENrL INDIE EXHIBS
VERSUS ASCAP-AGAIN

Trade

to

In Son' Pic,

Minneapolis. Aug.

Disking Non-Picture
Hollywood, Aug.

to beat rival diskcries to the
a ''Duel in the Sun"
tune, figuring to take publicity advantage of the forthcoming David
O. Selznick film by that title.

idea

market with

Some time
jump original

ago,

Sherwood cut

titled

"Bedjam."

a

When

is released next month it will be
called "Duel In the Sun" though

it

there

no

is

melody

connection
the film.

in

with

Board of directors

of Nortit

C.

Cen-

independent exhibitors'
body, has voted unanimously to fight
the validity ot the ASCAP music
Allied,

tral

6.

Sherwood and Capitol
Records last week came up with an
Bo'oby

license

fees.

Members

will

be

in-

Isl

more

and the organization will defend
any suits brought by ASCAP, carrying the issue to the U. S. supreme
court if necessary, it was announced
by Don Swartz, executive secretary.
fees

(Ar* Rrtaking

Up

That

OM

Goag

of Mine)

WHEN

Two ASCAP

suits against

Minne-

Decea's Aug. Inactivity
is

doing very

little

recording in New York this month.
Most of its major names in the vocal and band fields are either peiniancntly. on
area at the

the Coast or in that
moment on bookings,
of the company's activity
taking place in Hollywood. Jack
Kapp, Decca prez, is there now and
will be for several more weeks. Dave
Kapp returned to N. Y. Monday (5).

hence most
is

Only, possible dates Decca will do
during August will be sldetf with
Evelyn Knight, Guy Lombardo or
Connee Boswell. .None has definite
as.'-ignments, however.

1

here.

Fact that the English music pubwill get the songs first, however,
may hot prove their worth. Not always do the song-lovers of both
countries go for the same songs. As
an example,, the No. 1 plug from the
score by Morris, Ltd.. has been
named "The 'ampstqad Way." a sort
No. 1
of "Larhbeth Walk" piece.
plug when BVH starts work in the
U. S. will be a ballad titled "So
lic

,

Would

I."

"Tempo VI"

IN,

Of

Fashion"

.

:

.

t.C-I'

Fcisl

,

.

.

.Bcilin

.AcKMiiced
.Miiluul

.

.

.

.

.

Eioiulway
T. B, lUunis

Linger In

Prisoner of Love

.M;iyr;iii-

:

r

,

—

:,

t

Filmiwicni.

• Leflit Mri.'Jicnl.

t

BJWl

NY/S COMMODORE
BIDS FOR NAME BANDS

.

Dorsey, however, wants to return
to his old haunt, the Pennsylvania
hotel. So tar, no deal has been set.

three meets.

Thvrs.. 7:30 P.M. EDST
CARNIVAL. Sat.. 8-8:30 P.M. EDST
LUCKY STAR. Sun.. 4:30-5 P.M. EDST

•ROADWAY

Beach Regatta.

Gay

Claridge.

MArAGEMENT
>

Yo:!.:

Symph Breaks

Top Tmes for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite

following the current layout headed

I

CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUTLOVE.BABY
Music by.

,

,

JiMMY McHVGU
Publisheil hy

MILLS

Close

Yorker's Nitery
hotel. New York, will

PENNIES

FROM HEAVEN
By

ARTHUR JOHNSTON and JOHNNY BURKE
FROM THE \\H9 CROSIY PICTUM

"PENNIES

FROM HEAVEN"

RIDING HIGH WITH 2 BIG HITS

WHO TOLD YOU THAT
ECOROID

VAUGHN MONROE

LIE

IT'S

MY

RY

LAZY DAY

RECORPIO RY

PHIL BRITO

Victor

IMufieraft

HARRY COOL

CONNEE BOSWELL

Signature

Occca

In

piano.

Chicago, Aug. 6.
on the band.stand

at the Chez Paree here since March
1944, intends leaving the spot
10,

badly in spots.
'Tank must be ripped out and replaced and, if possible, the hotel will
install a floor show in the interim.
If it's deterniined that the repairs to
the dance floor will be too extensive,
all entertainment and dancing, too,
will be out for a while.
Chuck Faster band is cbrrcnt and
the work will probably be done before he leaves Sept. 21.

APOLLO RECORDS

Iturbi

He'U Find Out

speedboat wheel

May Force

New

Liceii.'!cd.

Hollywood. Aug. G.
Jose Iturbi Vill break in his new
Commodore hotel, New York, re- 9S-piece symph orch. which he ashere, with
decorating its Century Room and in- sembled and rehearsed
one-niter at Russ Aud, San Diego,
stalling air-conditioning with an aim
toward ^making the spot a major Sat (10), with stand at, Lon^ Beach
band room, is bidding for top names, on following night, also se|.
Orchestra then starts incander
among them .Jimmy Dorsey. Latter
cast. Iturbi, will render solos on the
is currently digesting an undisclosed
His .<risler,
bid for a date around the tirst ot the 88 as well as conduct.
Amparo, also will be featured on

New Yoiker
have to remove its ice show for six
weeks or so this tall and may be
forced to get along without any
show at all fo ra while. Because the
current ice tank leaks and must be
repaired,
the
leakage
onto the
dance floor has warpe<} the latter

WEAF Three Times Weekly
JOHNNY MORGAN SHOW

ve^.-v

My

In

by Gracie Fields. House band job
has been good, but not conducive to
marquee importance, and Claridge
plans building the band via onefastest racing craft in competition. nigh ters.
jet - proexperimental
Outfit won't leave the Chez till
Maestro's"
pelled boat, ruled out of competition Fritzel and Jacobseii, cafe's operaas unsafe, will probably be unveiled tors, line up another.
within the next three weeks, and is
expected to break the existing record for the measured mile.

Repairs

Ave

Waltoday

Aug. 11. followed' by the National
Sweepstakes, Aug. 17, at Red Bank,
Closing date for Lombardo's
N. J.
racing tour will be the Gold Cup
races. Sept. 3 on the Detroit River.
Lombardo^s boat is the former "My
Sin" which has be^n clocked at 1215
m.p.h. and is reportedly one of the

Broadcasftitg

/45

in

First race on the
will be the Long

BABSy CHARLIE and LITTLE

BOOKING

his closing at the
hotel,
N. Y.,

(Wednesday) Guy Lombardo will
virtually drop banding until Sept. 4,
day after the Gold Cup Races, speedboating's richest contest. In the interim, maestro plans to race his new

THE SMOOTHIES

'm^m:

Know Why— t"Faithfiil

Should I Tell You I Love You?— '"Around the World" ... ,T. B. Harms
K, 11, Morris
..,
Sioux City Sue
...,Wilm;irk
South America Take It Away— •"'Cali Me Mister".
.Fanion.-;
Strange Love— ^"Strange Love of Martha Ivers".
.Sanlly-Joy
Surrender
Sli;lpim
There's No One But You
Hji lin
They Say It's Wonderful— '"Annie Get Your Gun".
P;ir:iniiiunt
To Each His Own— 7"To Each His Own",,
...j-BMl
Whalta Ya Gonna Do
... Berlin
Who Do \o\.\ Love I Hope '"Annie Gel Yoiir Gun"
Harms
..
You Arc Too Beautiful
Dinlio- VH
You May .Not Love Mc— '"Nellie Bly"

NEW YORK, NOW

EXCLUSIVE

Don't

Van Heusen.
aiid' Jimmy
the film will be released in
England in September, a couple
months before the U. S. release.
Burke-Van Heusen, which will publish the score, will be in the unique
position of having the songs tested
abroad before they are marketed
Since

SPEEDBOAT SEASON

Decca Records

DIGA DIGA DO

STRAND,

Lends

Bonnie
My Arms a Little Longer...
.................. .Millvi
More Than You Know.
•••••
, ,ll;ii-ms
Night and Day— t"NiRht and Day"
,Ui-micl;
One More Toinprrow— Y"One More Tomorrow"

fit

payment of

•
YOU'RE SMILING

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1 i1 1 iroadway
Htm twk

.B;iriii!i

Ltd., publishing outrecently set Up in England by
Louis Dreyfus, for Morris, will be
from J. Arthur Rank's
the tunes
"London Town," written by Johnny

win H. Morris.

I'sota

Saii9—All

BELLS

Bouri'e
.... .Boi lin

.

I'd

LOMBARDO DATES OUT

WEDDING

:

I've

Tunes

.

,

Woyt Popiriar
MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

.

.

Got Sun In Morning— *"Annie Get Your, Gun",
Be Lost Without You
If You Were the Only Girl. ..
For Morris' Dritisb Co. I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time.'
In Love In Vain— t"Centennial Summer"
Initial score handled by the Ed-

independent exhibitors for nonfees are awaiting trial.
They're against the Avalon, White
score, performed
by the Boston Bear, and the Lyceum, Duluth, the
Pops Orchestra under Arthur Fied- latter owned by Bennie Bcrger,
North Central Allied president.
ler. Sherwoodls disk will be on sale
Following
long before RCA's.
doi-f-Astoria

Always

.

Coax Me a Little Bit.
Doln" What Conjes Natur'lly—,*"AniUe Get \onx Gun".
Full Moon and Empty Arms
Gypsy
I Don't Know Enough About 'Voii

,

structed to refuse to pay any

any

RCA-Victor. in a tieup with Selznick-International, is now readying
an album of the Dimitri Tiomkin

Played songs of the week, July Hi-Aiig.
based
by Dr. John Peatmw's Ojfice oj Heaearch, usino
the Accurate RcpoTting Radio Log as bath of iii/omiaiioii in W. y.
AU the Time— v"No Leave, No Love". ,...
.Robbins
AU Through the Day— t'^Centennial Summer"..,.....!.
William.vou
AlOiVg With Me— '"Call Mc Mister"
Witmark

I

To Provide

Burke

Cap Seeks

(Peatman System)

,

.

Transcriptions.

Plu^

CBS, ABC, Mutual

.

One More Tomorrow. .. .Ro hi ick
Told You That Lie.Steyens

Who

.

.

PC,

Folloiciiig are die Most
on tlie. copi/ri0li(ed survey

VAUGHN MONROE

EVELYN KNIGHT
.

Decca

Victor

SMILEY

HENRY BRANDON

BURNEHE
ARA

Imperial

OTHERS SOON TO BE RELEASED

STEVENS MUSIC CORPORATION, 1619 Broadway, New

York, 19

orchesthas-mvsic

Vednctday, Angutt 7, 1946

Bands

at Hotel B.O.'s
We<ki
Botcl

llMia

Guy Lombardo.

..

Waldorf

CoTcri
Past

(550; $2)...

8
3
3
5
27

..

Elliot Lawrence .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Pinenpple'Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50>.
Joe Heichman
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Chuck Foster
.

10,025
10,250
10,625
0,750
92,625
26,375
10,000

7,725
3.250
3,000
1,800
1,429
.2,000
1,575

6
6.

Sheet Music? Lonceford Denies

Music
Publlchera
Contact
Men's union thia ytai has had
BO many prizes donated for it<
annual golf tourney in New
York that even the lowliest dub
figures to pick up a trophy of

Total
Cover*

Week On Data

Flairtd

NatBrandwyniie'.Biltmore (600; a la caite)
Tommy Tucker ..Astor (850; $1-$1.50)

What—No

some kind.
lists

oyer

MPCE

All told, the
60

$1,830 in cash

including

prizes,

and items such

as

pair of autographed boxing
gloves from Jack Dempsey.
a

Asterisks tndicote a supporting floor show, New Yorker has lc» show,
Lexiirgton, an Hatooiion floor shoto; Biltmore, Jane Pickens.
'

Whether
the
which starts Aug.

Chicago

held

at

the

Henry Brandon (Beach Walk and Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel;
4,(i00 combined; $1.5p-$l.B0 admission to Beach Walk; Marine Room, 75c-$l
cover charge, no minimum). Good weather filled this outdoor nitery with

deep

in

New

Miller,

min.).

Miiri.nm Seabold

A

min.).

^;ood 2,200.

Charlie Splka (Panther room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Socko .7,000.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room, P.ilmcr House; 590;; $3-$3.50 min.). Fell off
a bit to fair 4,900.

Orrln Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.).

Ok

•6,000.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; SOO; $1-$1.50).
but still glittering 3,900 covers.
Russ Morgan (Biltomorc; 900; $1-$1.50).

Off slightly due to heat,

Sparkling 4,000 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
ICMcago)

Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min). Joe E. Lewis rounded out
run with good 5,500.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.), Courtney heading for a
Blackhawk record with a big jump to 5,500.
Henry Kins (Aragon; 90c-$1.15). Healthy 15,000.
George Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). Fancy 10,000.
Baddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Fell off to poor 3,200.
(Los Angeles)
I.es

Brown

(Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk).
all terpalaces and this

«lowcd turnstile pace at

is

Humidity has especially
no exception; down to

16,000.

Jnn Savitt (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 3d wk). Worst week since sleek
site opened in May; 6,500 customers means heavy coat of crimson.
Jimmy James (Trianon, B, South Gate, 3d wk). Doldrums deepen at
about 2,000 stub-buyers.
Don Wood, Larry Adler (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 2d wk). Adler still keeping smart spot alive at 2,400 covex's. Brown band, which had been relief,
took over with departure of Leonard Sues.
Stan Kenton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 4th wk). Final stanza saw
sag to 6,000, but still profitable. Kenton gave tcrpalace best biz since
Goodman last January.
Woody Herman (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk). Off from
smashing initial frame, but still stout at 15,000 admishes.
Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 27th, wk). Still plushy lining
of profits at 7,000 payees, though pier prance-parlor drooped like its rivals.

'5

TOP HITS «F

CHEAT

mTEiOHV

POFUMH

STANOAHDS TOOAT

RAT ANTHONY ORCH.
With

Dee

Keating,

Roseland Ballroom,

Bill

(19)

Johnson

New York

Ray Anthony's orchestra, out of
Cleveland, is Music Corp. of America's hope against the new bands
being nurtured by rival aficnciei.
A lot of MCA sales emphasis is being
placed on the new combo, brought
east to Roseland for showing purposes, and the interest is not misplaced. This is a good band,
Former sideman with Glenn Mil-;
:

and Jimmy Dorsey, et al.,
Anthony plays trumpet up front,
He doesn't give Harry James an argument in virtuosity, but he plays
enough to command attention and,
in addition, exhibits an easy, likeable
ler

personality.
Physically, the guy'.s
a miniature Cary Grant; at that, an
English accent can occasionally be
found in his speech, which isn't bad
from a showmanship standpoint.

Anthony is leading a
of four trumpets (his
five), four trombones,

combination

own makes

french horn,
sax (including E}iiglish horn,
oboe), and four rhythm. This combination was constructed only last
February, partly with Navy dis-

five

chargees under Anthony's baton in
service,
the remainder from out
Cleveland way.
Though it's hard to judge a band
in this spot, due to the latler's peculiar dcinands, Anthony's
group
seems to emphasize dance tempi
wrapped in smartly rounded arrangements stuffed with color, from
the french horn, etc.
It is smartly
rehearsed and always completely in
the hands of its leader; this point,
combined with occasional lead clari-

,

fcr new ortirt testes ond
<wron9«m»ii«»,writt or phone

fm KOltNHEISER, Mana^vr.
'

$tDn«l<ircl

Exptoltattw

0*pU

th* Bta 3, \6\9 Brooctway,
Hew York 1^ Ortln «'2W9

net arranging, the featuring of entire
sections, muted or open rather than
soloists, plus other
minor details,
constantly remind one of the old
Glenn Miller orchestra. And that
isn't

bad

either.

Dee Keating, no newcomer as a
band vocalist, a looker, makes with
the rhythm tunes while Bill Johnson handles ballads equally well.
They round out a picture of a band
that has a fine chance to live up to

MCA's

hopes.

Wood.

is

will

be

course,
still

prez,

in-

Bob

trying to secure the
Engineers course, Roslyn, L. I.

tcMiiftc 12,500.

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-52.50
and Haskell drew a good 3,000.
Ernie Hevkscher (Mayfnir Room, Blnckstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50

MPCfe's

definite.

tournament,
22,

Rivervale
Jersey,

i

j
'

i

is

He'll

Return to Harold Oxley
Jimmy Lunceford

flatly denies he's

going to renew his relationship with
Harold Oxley, who managed him for

and
Lunceford
years

is

now on

the

Coast.

Capitol

51

Changes Tune

On New Bands, Eyes
Vic Lonii)ardo, Anthony
Capitol

Records,

-wiiich

doesn't

often show an interest in new bands;
preferring to string along with the
few it has under contract, plus a
dozen or so vocalists, seems to be
changing its stance. It's mulling
terms on such new bands as Vic

admlte
dissatisfaction,
with his current William ^Morris
agency affiliation, which guarantees
him bookings h« so f«r hasn't seen,
but he says he has no intention of Lombardo's and Ray Anthony's.
hooking up again with OH}ey. It had
Capitol, unlike other major disk
been talked about that Oxley and outfits, has few bands under conLimceford might make • go of it tract, and outside of the new Billy
again.

Morris contract, which is said to
call for major N,Y. bookings, is cur^entl^^eing^enegotiated^^

Butterfield orchestra has not taken
on a likely looking prospect in some
lime. Butterfield was with Capitol
before the war.

omcansnAs-MiTSic

52

Vc<ine»d»y, August 7, 1946

Frederick Bros. Divesting Itself Of

Local

47

Ms In Horns
Hollywood, Aug.

Name Bands;

Paxton, Auld Releases

On The Upbeat

On Air Coin Fdt Demands

Apollo Racords hai signed Eddie
iRochester) Anderson to recording
contract.
.Let Castla incorporated
his orchestra.
.Chuck. Foster held
over at New Yorker hotel, N. Y. for
another four weeks, 14 all told....
Leslie Long rejoined Eddie Stone or-

.

6.

Ailempt of Musicians' Local 47 to
wages on commercial t.c. pro-

till

,

.

.

.

"lerrilorial" grams before expiration of existing
Reid,
Billy contracts with networks, has cea.scd.
Bishop, Jirtniy Jame.i, Sully Mason,
Webs' objection to the move, plus
Ray Pearl, Wilson Humber and
unsettled imion conditions fostered
George Winslow.

Frederick Bros, agency seems well

on
(ii

way toward

ils
ilie

suiblo.

divcstiog

more important band$ in
Currently, George Paslon

They

ognition.

combos

itself
its
is

the verge of arranBitig for a rc-

ar«

Don

und6r

who

has been in
Chicago otVice of
the
liMso from his contract
Swoclho;irls Frederick Bros., Has been named
;i-,oiny;
International
vice-president
of
the
Arm
in charge
CI i licsira
severs coniicclions with
KB Oct. 31 .it will liave paid by of New York and Chicago opcralioii.<
He'll work under Bill Fredtiii'M SIO.OOO to cut the ties), dcorfjie
sccretary-trea.surer.
of
erick
and
Auld recently drew a relea.se. Lawhas been with
riiico Wolk has bceii with Mu.-iic iho. agency. Stclt
Corp. of America for some time F3 for' 12 years, and started in the
cocktail
leader
of a
alter Welk and PB ended their licup. business as
group.
Paxton's negotiations to buy out
nl his agreement with FB havc-ljecii
filing on. for week.s. He has been at
with the agency lor much Auld in Middle Of
drills
lonucr than that, and at one point
a fouple months ago was about, to
Wrangle
1)11

Milo

with

Slelt,

I'harge

rut himself loose. Now at the Capitol
theatre, N. Y., Paxton goes to the
Atlaittic City Steei Pier week of
Aii^. 19. He is a Majestic recording
artisL

replace the bands it has split
the past and ones due for
release, FB says it is bringing east
as soon as possible a nurnber of
jnidwestern outfits which at the moment have little or no national recT.>

wi'li in

the

of

GAC/ABC

On Newark Booking
Gcorgie Auld'Vbooki'iS into the
Terrace Room, Newark, which becomes a ballroom Sept. 17 with the
opening of Glen Gray's orchestra,
has set off an explosion between
Auld and General Artists Corp. on
one hand and Associated Booking
Corp. on the other.

It

seems that

by .^FM's own anticipated demands
in January have put quietus on what
was to have been a long-shot try at
forcing nets to pressure ad agencies
into extra emolument while tntion
still was bound legally to agreement
which runs until next Jan. 31.
Matter of short-term raise was
forwarded to American Assn. of Ad
.^gencics last month, but after brief
discussion, it was abandoned' because
not only networks remonstrated, but
AFM execs sent 'Vord that ncvv commitments of any type were to be
avoided, pending James F. Peliillo's
forthcoming move to hike recording
scale for transcription
companies
as well as present level of pay fo'r
chain commercials.
u

chestra
L.

I.,

vocalist. .. .McFarland
is at Oyster Bify,

as

own

Twins'

cafe

not Noiihporl.

.1

next

Pitt,

month.

has severed

.-.Bill

.

Rang and Howard Altman and

fea-

NY

turing Connie Howell,
vibraphonist, is at the Olympic Restaurant, Lake Placid, until
,

Carlos Molina band
froiii
Frederick Bros,

first ot
agency and October
Everett Haydn, organist
now nestles under wing of MCfi. ... at Seventh Ave.
Hotel Lounge, Piit,
Kddie Oliver band reopens now. was critically
injured here last week
shrouded Mocambo, Hollywood iiit- in an aiitomobile
accident when lie
ery. Sept. 4 for eight-weeks. ., .Tiny sulTered -10
cracked ribs as well as
Dobbins' crew set for rest of sum- other internal rind
external

mer

.

at

sca.s'oii

injuries.

Arrowhead

Lake

Lodge. Calif. ...Murray Arnold now
occupying Jack Fina's 88 chair in
Freddy Martin
band.
Recently
mustered out of khaki. Arrtold shares
vocals with Stuart Wayne. ...Jimmy
Dpr.sey doubles olT "Fabulous Dorseys" set Saturday (id) to one-nitc
at Lon,'; Beach, Calif. .. .Joe Liggins'
Iloneydrippers
open
four-

Late Fats Waller's wife awarded
life
.

.

.

New York

ty of di.-iking in

week

this

....Eddie Stone orchestra extended
indetinilcly at Glass Hat, N, Y....,
Dcl.uxe
Records
inaugurating
a

house organ similar to Capitol's
monthly
Co.^mo
started
unique
exploitation campaign, on Hal McIntyrc's forthcoming "Banana Boat"
disk..
Max Schall setting up new
offices for Louis Prima band in
N. Y,..'.Andy Kirk follows Louis
joined Frederick
Armstrong into- Band Box, Chi, Aug.
to book cocktail16
Enric
Madrigucra orchestra
.

Slierwood band,
Bros.' Coast office
With
eries
Xavier Cugat, current withi
crew at Cal Neva Lodge, Lake
Talent Scout, Etc. Tahoe,
flips back to Hollywood next
John Hammond, who severed con- Tiiesday ) 13) for additional scenes
nections with Columbia Records two for Metro's "This Time For Keeps"

Job Hammond

As

.

signed

Joe

to

Auld split with Frederick weeks ago, is negotiating to join.
Jimmy Dorsey into Sherman
several weeks ago, he has Majestic Records in N. Y. His as- hotel, Chi, for two Weeks, Nov. 8...
ABC without a con- signment with Majestic will be. as a Louise Tobin (ex -Mrs. Harry James)
(one was to have been signed talent-hunter and recording director has resumed professionally, as
soon). And GAC booked 'him into under Ben Selvin, head of artists thrush with Skip Anderson's band,
and rcpertiore under prcz James J. Los Angeles combo.
.Larry Barthe Terrace.
Walker.
nett, MCA's natioiial coordinator of
ABC, operated'by Joe Glasbr,- had
Hammond,, who was with Colum- band bookings, swoops from N. Y.
been negotiating, it's claimed, to put
bia only a few months after his re- to Coast next week on one ot peAuld into the Terrace, apparently
turn from service, split with Colum- i:iodic prowls.
.Mickey Bloom, who
without his knowledge. GAC, howbia due to the fact that the tight- trilled trumpet in late Hal Kemp's
ever, called the leader on the road
ness of production allows no room band, has applied for admission into
for permission to put him in and
for the development of new talent. Hollywood chapter of songpluggers'
drew an okay. It went ahead and He
is also a member of the board of
union.... Hal Derwin, onetime vocal
set the date for Oct, 15 for four
directors of Keynote Records.
with Shep Fields, pacted Icct week
weeks. Glaser blew up^ and subby Capitol Records as a soloist.....
sequently
cancelled
some halfNick Cochrane crew set as relief
dozen dates for which he already
band for Billy Butterflcld when
had s'et Auld, and others that were
latter opens iseven-wcek stand at
in negotiation.
Los Angeles' Avodon ballroom Aug.
Auld's booking at the spot, fol14. Cochrane will get $1,250 weekly,
lowing Gray, will lee ofT a policy
Bulterfleld $3,000.
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
of using
bands.
medium-priced
Al Katz, to whom American FedSandy Evans, young Pittsburgh
Simon Lafarge, who took over the
Terrace last week from the Rosen- eration of Musicians recently gave singer, is new vocalist with johnny
.LeRoy Brown's fourhaus Bros., had operated it as a top- choice q£, continuing as assistant Long's crew.
band cafe in opposition to. Frank with Harold F. Oxley's booking some closed 64-week engagement at
Dailey's Mcadowbrook in
nearby agency or continuing own incipient Hollywood Show Bar, Pitt, tjut has
Cedar Grove, N. J., and lost a. wad pop-plattery for which he recently been contracted to return there next
winter. Latinaires replaced them
of coin. Lafarge intends installing a was licensed by Local
47 here, has
Another replacement at same spot is
$1 -plus-tax admission price to the chosen
latter.
He will sever from Two Kings and A Queen for Gary
spot and, because of the low tariff, Oxley as soon as his agency
affairs
3..'..Band
Buzz
singer
is
not going in for higher-priced can be .washed up and arrangements Grannis
Aston joined Sho-Biz-Quiz. WJAS,
bands with the exception of Gray, on commissions due worked out.
Pitt, for several weeks while Jeanwho was bought to give the operaCase is first nationally in which nie Baxter is taking a rest.
.Baron
tion a. good start.
AFM made a licensed operator of Elliott band returns to staff job at
waxery cease booking talent, per

CONCESSIONAIRES

Bros,

bo YOU SUPPLY
YOUR OWN

been booked by
tract

.

.

Associated

Glaser's

Booking Corp.

since

ELECTRICITY?

.

.

H*r* art a group of Mirplui g«ii•rolon that ara offered to you in

NBW

PMTABlt

GENERATORS

.

30 Kw. Meiel. G.M.
120-240 V. A/C. to Cycle
3 Ph. International

$2,995

Price.

*

.

KATZ QUITS AGENCY

AHER AFM

ou

R

^^

E

''^

regulation made effective two months
ago by union. Katz as yet has issued
no disks under firm label of F-M,
which he will headquarter here.

Kw.

10

O'Neefe A

Goiellee,

Merin
120-240 V. A/C, Single Ph.
Price. $595.00

.

.

SONGS TO REMEMBER

1

IS Kw. DIetel. lateraatleiMil
20-240 V. A/C. 60 Cycle. J Ph.
Price, $1,98S

RULING

.

B

Morris Seeking

GomIIm, WImmmI*

5 Mw.

VE

120

e.E. Generator.

4,

V.,

Ph.

3

$395.00

Price,

5 Kw. Gotellae, Witcwniii
D.C., 120 V.

$315.00

Price.

.

Wr; Writ*

or Phon*

BENJAMIN'S for MOTORS

AFM

130 CHatea

H. Y.

St.. Ittlya >•

PboM MAhi

4-51 01

Aid in Oxley Coin Beef

Don't Ever ChangeYourMind
.

*i REIDY REID

Slswlr wHke^pftn'Km

MKiT

ir-ncMMPica

mpd.

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
William Morris agency has pitched

Goodheart's Daughter

m

plea to national exec council of
American Federation of Musicians,
Eight-year-old daughter of Billy
Goodheart, who resigned as head seeking union's help in collecting
of Music Corp. of America's New more than $2,000 in back salaries
York office over a year ago to re- owed Johnny Moore and Three
tire to his Eaton, O., farm, was Blazers, sepia singing act, by Harold
killed last week when she lost her F. Oxley agency. Turn was spotted
hold on a tractor she was riding and by Morris in Oxley-backed Negro
fell beneath the wheels.
Accident vaude-and-nitery unit, "Swing Paoccurred Wednesday (31): services rade of 1946," which experienced
and interment were held Saturday extremely heavy going on onet3).
nighter trek through South. Moore^
David (Sonny) Werblin, M*CA dropped out of show in Baton Rouge,
veepce, and Al Gazely, former secre- La., when salary was not fully forthtary to Goodheart but now a sales- coming, and sans notice to unit
man, went west for the burial.
zoomed to N. Y., where he lodged
complaint with Rex Riccardi, of

Killed

Farm Mishap

res

a

tjattt UT, IV. Mn::

((H|U(nai<
1

IU|Hi

r>UI<kf n,

IU9 tNUwtj, !to T«k Cil>'
>l>MbS.I.A.

lnm<4 IxMiai nv]k ftrtiinu tut

rraTil

Won't You Please Pardon Me
Betala

AFM.
Leeds Infringement Suit
Thereafter
Vs. Melrose Over Old Tune

campaign for

TRUE

WHAT THCY
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SONC PUBLISHING COMPANY
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"MAMA NEVER BAIB A WORD ABOUT
LOVE."
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Dlflannl and

Morris office took up
act, for
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INC.,

1658 Broaiway, N. Y.

also asks that all Infringing copies of
'he Melrose tiine be delivered up to

be impounded during pendency of
the action.
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tune,
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A LOVIN'

"Uirr Man." Yw Mult Uaar Thil!
"JUMPIN' DOWN AT CARNEGIE HALL."

.

this

Frukte

Unlverial Feituratta, itarrlnf
Caria and >ung by Darry FalHiaet.
<l>a

"SPECIALLY
MOOD." by

ertit

far IIh Jakt Bwei.
taka It a*ar) ty
Fraa
Hfrtcliar.

I
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A
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"ORIFTIN" (Illy Ilka

which agency
Melrose Music Corp. tune, "The
had secured one week's salary,
Story Book Ball," It is charged in a
from Oxley as a deposit beNew York federal court suit filed $1,500,
fore committing the thrushing threelast week by Leeds Music Corp.,
some.
was taken from its copyrighted tune,
"At The Stoty Book Ball." Action
seeks an injunction, damages and accounting of profit.
According io the complaint, Leeds
piiblished for the. first time
year, was coniposed by Ernie
Burnett and Jocko Jones in 1916, and
originally assi^ed to Waterson, Berliti & Snyder, who were adjudged
brankrupt in 1929, Irving Trust Co.
appointed trustee, assigned the tiine
rights tp Mills Music in 1932. Ernie
Burnett obtained renewal rights in
1944 and assigned to Leeds. Leieds

IT'S

Ttitre Are
Two Ts li Dixie
(Two blue ayet thot mean the world
to me)
Hy I.OVIS IIKRRCIIKR
You WHI
Yotlerdoy,
A Song You Sang
Sing Again Today and Tomorrow

.

I to

a

income from macstro's estate
.Columbia Recording doing plen-

at L. A. Downbeat Cafe,
Aug. 21 at $1,250 per.
.Dave Cavanausli, onetime batoneer and until
recently road-manager of Bobby

wceker

.

Majestic Mulls Deal

WCAE,

Provost, pianist-composer at Mercu*
Musio Bar, Pitt, has movad to New
York and Teenie Tr«nt is taking hi»
place. ...Bob Rhodes' orchestra into
Arlinglon Lodge,. Pitt, for Indeflnila
nm;,.. Local 60 (Pittsburgh) outfit
composed of Joe Martin, Bunny

SID GARRIS
Opening Aiigust Mth

at the

CANDLELIGHT

Victoria Hoftl.
bclatlve

Ncw

ROOM
York

M—Bq B BiBBt; MOMi DAO AND

SIS

August

WtiilneBilay,

VAUDEVILLE
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May Come Out

of Florida Dispute

Miami Beach, Aug. 6.
Controversy between Paul Bruun,
emiisement editor ot the Miami
the American Guild
Sun-Star,
Beach
of Variety Artists and the American
Federation of Radio Artists, may
union power to enof
test
lead to a
force an unfair listing.

Due

Foster

Court Test of Union Unfair' Listings

Liquor Board Nixes
D.C. Daricery as Cafe

m U. S.

Harry Foster, son of the late
George Foster and present head- of
the London
agency bearing his
name, is due in New York in September for a protracted visit. He
was In the U; S. this past winter
setting up some AnglorAmerican
film deals, in association with the

William. Morris, agency, for talent
which will now be consummatecl.
Washington, Aug. 6.
Lou Wilson ot the Morris office
Plan to convert ballroom on the will probably go back to England
roof of the Willard hotel into a top with Foster in October
hitery
was
stymied
wheii
the
D.
from
C.
action
court
of
Possibility
an opinion handed down by J. Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
Tom Watson, attorney general of turned thiunbs down on a liquor
license.
Florida, which states that AGVA's
Rejection was based on grounds
unfair notice preventing acts from
appearing on Bruuh's radio stanza there was no way of shutting ofl the
''constitutes
a
Miami,
ballroom from the rest of the hotel,
over WKAT,
from
artist
prevent
an
and
that Are exits were inadequate
conspiracy to
to meet building code requirements.
working."
now hinges on
action
New Club was to have been run by
Court
Bruim's swearing out a warrant Harry Anger, who formerly staged
Miami Beach heads of shows at Warners' Earle, and Paul
against
Young, operator of the Roumanian
AGVA and AFRA.
A $7,629 windfall was- bestowed
They are now shopping for
Controversy stems from Briiun's Inn.
on the 123 Club, N. Y., by the U. S.
recent refusal to' join AFRA after another location.
circuit, court of appeals When it dehe became arnusement commentacided! the poser: who keeps a cabaret
tor on WKAT. AFRA put him on its
tax mistakenly coUected'by the Govunfair list and AGVA, backing up
ernment from a restaurant, which in
AFRA, followed suit, sending a
turn had made the same error by
notice to Miami agents and performtaxing its patrons.
Club acciimiiers forbidding them to appear on
lated the coin as a 5% tap added to
Bnum's air show.
customers' checks following a ruling
Bruun sent a copy of AGVA's
of the Treasury Department that the
order to Attorney General Watson,
spot was a cabaret because it supwho declared that "such notice l-;
Chicago, Aug. 6.
plied a piano player as entertainif
in violation ot Florida law
Vaudeville is perking up in the ment. After 13 months' operation,
and when participated 'in 'by another
the department reversed Its ruling
person; and as soon as any agent, midwest with a vengeance, with the
and decided that a pianist doesn't
or other person receiving Warner theatre, Oklahoma City, set
artist,
convert an eatery into a cabaret.
such "notice acts in conjunction with to go back on a stage-and-pix policy
Federal court, in its twb-to-one
the sender thereof to deprive any
sometime in the fall as a result of vote for the club, frankly recognized
pei'son of working, the two so doing
have constituted a conspiracy in the recent break-up in that city of the award as a windfall but held
that between the Government and
violation of the law and are sub.

N.Y,

123 Club.

To Keep

$7,629

Tax WindfaU

.

Vaude Perks

Indie Agents'
Split

%

Head of Steam Over

.

.

.

.

in '50

other agents and bookers.
Indies
are expected to. take their case to.
.

Chicago, Aug. 6.
Chicago's long-promised World's
Fair will definitely coine off in 1950.
City's corporation counsel, Barnet
Hodes, who's also chairman of the
recently appointed
"Chicago To-

the
Representatives
N.Y. agency organization, at the next
meeting. Situation was pointed out
in Variety July 24 issue, but since
then indie resentment has reached

is

Warner Bros.-Par
four

one. of

by

operate

themselves,

policy will be
Hogaii, Chi,

name

and teeoflt
Charley

bands.

book the

will

ally come arid represent the State
of Florida in urging that the person
or persons charged by you to be
bound ^over for criminal prosecu-

for the past 10 years.

tion."

revert

This is Bruun's second recent tiff
with amusement unions. He re-

after its annual
session,
starting

which has been featuring

.

The

St.

Charles,

back

to

House

pool.

Warner's will

that

New

theatre,

films only

Orleans, will

flesh -and-fllrK,

summer
second

too,

pix-only

week

in

wrote a column slamming September, and the National, LouisTheatre Authority and as a result ville, changes over from Ihree-daysis being, sued by Allan Corclli, TA
a-week to full week starting Aug.
executive secretary.
29, with the Ink Spots headlining.
Chicago, despite rumors to the
contrary, won't have more than its
current two Loop vaude spots the
Monte Proser Working
Chicago and Oriental. They're, the
only two with sufflcient capacity to
Deal for H'wood Troc
cently

—

As Copa Counterpart
Monte

operator

Proser,

of

the

I

Copacabana, New York, now on the
Coast to start work on his Aim
"Copa Girl," may soon complete a
deal for the Troc,

which

Tom
name
when

Hollywood

Committee,"
said
a the boiling point.
at
Club luncheon here last
It's an open secret that policy of
the: exposition will be Music Corp. of America, for example,
by three "tryout fairs," forbids a commission split when
starting in 1947. After the 1950 lay- booking its acts into cafes. MCA deout, an atteinpt will be made to parts from th^ policy only when it
have one every ensuing year.
has no choice. Other major agencies
Next year's shindig will start out similarly ban the percentage slice.
Action, when put before the ARA
oh a small scale, Hodes said, building each successive year till '50, meeting, may cause a crisis in the
when the big show goes. on. Each organization. It's been claimed by

Kiwanis

week

that

preceded

;

independents that the ARA's board
consists mainly of representatives ot
the majors, and consequently fear a
coalition that may prevent eReclive
action oh the measure.
If so, then
it's expected that some indies will

will be sort of a "fall festival," with
a dramatic and mu.sic festival ; displays, on Northerly Island (scene of
the 1933-34 Fair) and elsewhere in
the city, stressing midwest indusnational
and international
tries;
sporting events, and championship

secede from the group.
It's

fights.

AGVA

is

Leaises

Andrews Trio

MuU

were

with

at

17

stanza

Million
Dollar
Los Angeles. Unit,
which will have line of 24 girls to
buttiress layout of acts, is asking
$8,500 a week. Following Coast dates
show heads east, via Texas.

orig-.

to
theatre,

follow,

at

•

WMFM Coin Block

Defers Stanley Vaude
Pittsburgh, Aug.

6.

Warner Bros and the
the American Federa-

tion of Musicians to get together on
a deal continues to hold up the return of occasional stage shows to
Stanley.
The 3,800-s/tater has been

on

a

straight

picture

policy

weeks.
set

Ted Lewis

to

following Lewis'
run at the Latin Qu<irter, N.Y.

more than

a year now.
Understood that originally musi-

cians

were holding out for

Doesn't

a .40-

weck

guarantee, but lately have
agreed on a week-to-week basis but
at a salary considerably higher than
is willing to pay.
Last deal was
for a sliding scale depending on
number: of work weeks musicians

Anyone Come

From the Strand

or

before entering the. servgot, with minimum pay provided in ice, has: been signed for Leon Sc
Eddie's, N. Y., opening Friday (9).
case season dropped to 26 weeks.
to be the incubator of
seems
Par
Stanley
doesn't
want to play
shows regularly, insisting that only singers; Inkspot.s or so the story
name attractions do biz here. House goes, were porters there.
wants to book flesh only when topWhile in service. Lane was with
flight talent is. available.
.'the GI. show "Stars and .Gripes,".
.
tre,

.

.

N.

Y.,

on

money

and bands.

money

for

Belgium
tight.

is

Amsterdam, was.

booking

6.

fee.

Plans 3,000-Capacity
Nitery

for

Four-Day

Am. Legion Convention
Cleveland, Aug. 6.
Biggest nitdry this town ever had
is bei.ng born just for four days of
'the State American Legion convenSpot
tion here starting Aug. 16.
with a capacity of nearly 3,000 will
be set up in a downtown armory

building by Herman Pirchner, Cleveland's No. 1 impresario, who owns
the Alpine Village^
Operator also is producing for. the
90-minute
Legionnaires
a
80,000
"Victory Follies," headed by Ann
Corio, Gus Van, Ben Dova, Dell
O'Dell, Sylvia Froos, Cliff Winehill
and a chorus line of 20.
Blueprint of hi.s Armory Casino
calls for a 100-foot "Silver Dollar
[Bar," western decor to match cow-

Currently, Andrews iare laying off
in east after cancelling vaudates on
Texas' Interstate circuit, due to Palti
Andrews' broken hand. Levy will
be gone from his Coast office for boy costumes of waitresses, a' vaude
theatre-sized stage and a portable
about 10 days.
Icitchen. Complete layout is rumored
to cost about $20,000 for four-day
run, but Pirchner, angel of project,
Zwerling to Exit
figures $1 gate fee will cut down the
|

Ruby

nut.

State, N.Y., Pit in SepL
Ruby Zwerling', house maestro at

ZEBO'S

BEADTT WEEK DATE

Y,. for the
now recovering
Mostel,
Zei:o
past 19 years, will leave that post from a tonsilectomy, has been signed
when his contract expires in Sep- for the Copa Cabana, Atlantic City,

Loew's State theatre, N.

tember.

for Aug.

Prospective band leaders are being interviewed to succeed Zwerling.

nitery.

2.1,

Beauty Pageant week.

Comic follows Sophie Tucker

a

cert artists.

John Roy May Return To

RC

But

Roy,
of

Rainbow

the

in

Another Biz

former, managing

di-

Rainbow^ Room and

Rockefellers'
the
nitery atop the RCA
return to the same Radio

Grill,

.self-operated

Bldg.,

may

City scjenc of activity, but this time
tie<l
in with a valeting concession
service. He i.< trying to expedite Leo
Mollel's franchise with the Rockefeller Center;

Mollelha.s the Waldorf-Astoria and
other hotels. Josef Mu.scateJIi, %vho
used lo be headwailer at the Rainbow Grill, is already associated with
Mollcl.

Cap?

Ziggy Lane, recently discharged
from the Army, and who was the
house singer at the Paramount thea-

WB

Bid

Hollywood, Aug.

high
spot in pre-war Holland but there
it's a case of the bombed-out theatre
requiring cpniplele rebuilding. Denmark and Sweden OK only for con-

John

Bcrger has also
open at his spo(

for

frozen

acts

Carlton,

rector

New edition of Earl Carroll's
"Vanities" will play a nitisry before
hilling the vaude houses.
Unit has
been booked into Ralph Berger's
Latin Quarler. Chicago, for $8,500
and overages starting Oct. 6 for four

is

has no freeze but

The

interests.

Chi Mtery Stopoff

Pitt Local of

play.

to open week of
France
Orpheum, San Diego, American

booked

already

In past seasons, Carroll himself
Inally set .to open at the Copa in
produced
"Vanities"
vaude
January, follo\ying run of Joe E.. has
He leased tagline rights to
Lewis, but now Proser wants them units.
Vernon this .sea.son because he plans
10. precede Lewis.
to devote full time to. new theatrebuilding project here in addition to
his nitery and other local business

Inability of

some-

foreign exchange treaties will
hay; been ironed out and condition?
Bobby
mora conducive for U. S. talent.
vaude touring rights to billing "Earl Right now only the concert business
Carroll's Vanities" and next week is getting any sort of international

Sept.

Silvers

still

thing for the future, possibly in 1947.

starts casting specialty act^ for unit

Raglasd and

are

FOWLER & TAMABA'S SCHOOL
Addi.son ijack) Fowler and Flore;,
Tamara. top terp team of a decade
ago, in N. Y. on their first holiday
in years.

,

They now own' and operate the
Arthur Murray school in Prpvidence
and stale that the ballroom-tutoring
biz is "truly a big busine.s.^. especial,ly

it."

a.<:

step

cut to

nitery bookings. But iit the extra 5%
cut is preventing bookings, then the
union may step in and revoke the

Lou Levy, Leeds Music chief and
nianager of the Andrews Sisters,
flipped to N. y. over weekend for

.

Treaties Set

basis

may

5%

J

Until

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Vernon has bought the

While on the Coast, Proser will
attempt to get Rags Ragland and

.

Vaude^

Band Tours Off

Intel national

Phil Silvers to open at his N. Y.
cafe Sept. 1 following- current Peter
Lind Hayes.
Orson Welles was
originally slated for that period, but
instead is going. to the Coast to fuU01 a Columbia film commitment.

Brit.

American
more than
agreement

bookers haying cafe exclusives while
permitting the lO'Jt agent's fee to
remain. This was done to encourage

been received by Levy from various
South American agents.

M\

CarroU Tag for Road when

$60,000 exclusive

ARA

A

Vaude and band bookings on an

Bobby Vernon

nitery,

into the picture.
year ago, amended its
with
to legalize a

a

,

Big Scale

also likely that the

Guild of Variety Artists

the operators the club, had the better
claim. Since no tax was imposed. on
huddle with thrushing trio anent
the club by law, the eatery could
autumn personals. Andrews have
not levy a tax on its patrons, the
an old agreement, still to fulfill, at
opinion said. Therefore, charges listthe Paramount, N. Y., for four
ed on the checks as taxes were not
Par has been pressing for
weeks.
taxes at all, the court opined, and
the warblers to appear during Octhere was no obligation for the club
tober, but there's a bit of indecision
to account to the Government for
over coin, reported to be $60,000 for
these sums.
the run.
If
the patron, did not like the
the
Meanwhile, from
London,
prices charged, including the soJimmy Phillips agency has.bid $8,500
called tax, "he was free to refrain
per week for the Sisters to make
from patronizing the e.stablishment."
string of British theatre appearances,
If overcharged, the court concluded,
with promise take can be doubled by
the patrons could have brought suit,
simultaneously working hiteries and
but the actual money received by
flying on Sundays to Continent for
the club when the checks were paid
single shots on Radio Luxembourg.
"became its own to use as it
rather vague set of offers also has
pleased."

Money

he'll buy in association with
Cassara.
Proser will cliange
of that spot to the Copacabana
deal is completed.

Purchase price
cf inventory.

bear the traffic, the Downtown (now
the RIalto once again) having wound
up with colored bands recently after
a vain attempt to buck the competition of the other two theatres.

Assn.,

Artists

morrow

,

the

ARA

to take a strong stance against major talent offices which refuse to
split commissions on deals, involving

Chi's Annual'Fair Plans

Out Again; Big One

Sear

Independent agents are preparing

4-

.

ject to prosecution therefor.
"If you swear out a warrant in
support of your right under the
statute, because of such notice and
conspiracy, I will be glad to person-

May

Situation

In Midwest
.

SS

Arthur Murray has organized

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY
ofNfiAi fxtcurivf orrici*

lOEW BUILDING ANNiX
;IM W. 44tk

y.,

N.Y.C vHywil %Tia9

int«

1

W««ln«*Mlay, August 7,

dub

Night
HavsDii 3fadrld.

...

_
.,
Aficionados are currently gcttmg
an eye-and-carriil of sock Latm en-

tt-rtainment

Lacking

out.

new

lay-

name.s.

anti

this boite s

ui

marquee

Ids category boniface Angel Lopcv
ha
las nevertheless contrived a h>Blj y

Reviews

with "Gypsy in My Soul." followed
with "Full Moon" and "ril See You
Today." She really loosened their
platinum fllling.s with "The Same
Old Thing." and had them wingin.ij
with "Every Little Movement." Her

Y.

IV.

Carni?ii & Rolando With Candito,
Canetina,' Ja7iies Barry, Miguet It
Sergio Orla, Line (7)
/lIlKiiriHe.
CiirliM Vare.ln Orch 19), Cntaliiio
Oicd (7); $3-$4 itiiii.

prciiontaliiiii ot

roses to Bucsts

sooko here as

it

•

"

,

i

|

j^qjjj

[

the black-lie audience lin-

j,f

-

'

,

,

«knai><oi> <'hl
l.nUll ljuarier.
1 HI
(FOLI.OWUP)

.

'

.

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Lind Brothers, versatile vocal trio,
return to Chi as bill-toppers at the
Quarter replacing the Merry
Macs who bt-aded west for a pic
•

|

i

|L,atin
1

>lark H»ukinS H..

audience. Hildc

yercd through thiS second show,
Eddie Oliver's orchestra plays supcrlatively for Hildcuardc and for
dancing, making many friends^ with
Ted.
easy-to-dance-to rhythms.

|

Toiiini.

new

Sah Francisco engagement
w^sl Goa^l show business wow.
opening night, which called for a
j2 cover, had the C50-scat room
jamnied. and 750 were turned away,

:

—

Heart

„;,,.((e\;

[

bill.

My

j^j

,

1

boR
^

as

is

the Persian

suddon

^

Kowned, completely at
^.^^^ , ^''c^^, ,owm

"

^J'''

and" brfore a

;

'

out a

,.

^Beniilirully

"Negra Triste," which leaves customers limp but loving it.
Line's opening number, "Eh La
Plantacion" is standard fare, but
seems better than usual because ifs
not overdone: Two rhumba bands
work well, with Carlos Varela cutting a nice show, especially on the;
tough Miguct and Albalcine (New
AcLsi stan7ji. and Catalino keeping;
terpayees happy. James Barry and
Carmen and Rolando (New Acts
(111

,,f

personality tunc "Cub
Love. I Hope,"
"Jj^
Strauss piano med
•e„rholle.inB lor more,

the

and%he
» °
;

^

last show, towith Sergio Orta, is Canesepia Ciiban import, who
sings Afro like a female Miguclilo
does an exhausting
Valdes. Gal
"Facundp" and
including
slanr.a,

..^^n

"

si„os

;

soiree.

Holdover from the

(jsthtr
tina. a

in

is

Room New York
i

ent
iiitertaminB package lor the "'Shtly

samba

K. F. Phil— who

ends.

'

(MOUNT

Break for Sound

—

—

,

nice appc'iirance and sell efTectively.
Noble 4. King have got a rather
elaborate <lre.ssihg for their vocal act.
They carry' their own lights, and
their ii.se adds much IP registering a

Brothers— Dale. Murray, and

date.

Sen Froncisco. Aiip. 1
Eddie Oliwer Oreli
ffildefforde;
<I4); cover $1.50 tOeekdays, $2 week-

slaiie.

.

studied for the concert
unusually fine voices

;

cbuldn't

d.-.

'

number. Got oft' to a big hand on
night show caught. Tee off with a
"(jarousel" bit and segue into serious
ballaos and novelties. "Donkey" song
is clever.

'

Flight
of the Bumble Bee." Trio is
- --• c„^. „,;n, ,a popular
annular
"ally at home .J^/'h

'

I

otherwilfe

S

H'.inn^^r''

Plv

'
400 Into $2,«*».«M
lo make the .screen talk and just
concentrate on adapting music to
Upon their return from abroad,
films, thus bfiriging flne orchestral the Warners foiind the firs! all-lakscores to every theatre in every ing fealure completed and awaiting
inspection.
Cast ot making
city, big and small. Then he rea- their
soned, they could try putting short "Lights of New York" was only
musical and vaudeville acts on the about $40,000, and it brought in more
scre,en,
and gradually the way than $2,000,000— one of the most
inight be paved for public accept- profitable film investments on record.
Thus did chance, accident and coance of talking pictures— at lea.st
educational medium. Good incidence, along with all the hard
as an
music and education for the masses work, play vital roles in making

'

B0sse.-;s

and use their classical training to
advantage in such numbers as "Vcsli
"Pagliacci."
f r o ni
Giubba
La
•'Donkcv Serenade." "Glory Hoad."
'and a difficult vocal arrangement of
'

•

today the town i.; ringing Hilcle
garde's praises, which, it is and in
simply because it
spades,
is
it
If

1946

herent grace that In .time should film, turned put to b« perhaps the
bring the duo into the top dance mast important milestone in talking
the picture progress. The
spoken words
the Blame On Mame" for a bolf re- brackets. Pair slay away from
(iverworked Latin tempo, projecting not only thrilled the audience,
ception.
but
Latin duo Lari Worth and Nana inlelligently routined waUzes and finally and definitely convinced
the
Encore with a
essay samba-s. flamenco and bolero rhythm niimber.s.
film industry that the talking pi^.
needed
it
like
looked
which
them,
samba
enjoyed
if
they
as
rhythms
lure had arrived and would remain.
which is something ot a departure rehearsal. Overall elTect, though, is
Had. not Jol.son appeared in "The
from the latinites who've flooded good.
Ken ,Toiie.<:. bariluiie. who's been Jazz Singer," it is veryyunlikely that
the spots hereabouts in a rhumbacouple there would have been any ad
crazy town. Gal is lithe and projects hcie tor weeks, opens with a
liblit pops, t lien works on piano to go
bing pr lines in that 'lllm. And but
plenty personality.
guy,
Cecil Lew in works with line and over nicely. Tall, good-looking
for this
unscheduled talking bit
bietter-thiinin s^jlo spots purveys ballet work in he's, developing into -a
ihcre i.s no telling how nuich the
singer.
some
tair
with
Line,
standard fashion.
real introduction of talking pictures
smartly worked out routines by
.lohnnv SilviMs and his unil back would have been delayed.
Boots McKenna and nicely costumed, the show in lop manner and gel
Hist
The
all-talking
fealure,Lnrj/.
garnered healthy initling.
them up in large numbers for the
dansapatiun. Carlos Honez and hi.'* "Li.ghls ot New York," which made
ils bow on July ti. 1928. at the N. Y.
>'!(l;rihandi(> lt«>»f. Zlloill'l unit attend to the rumbaddicLs.
Strand theatre, also came about by
ROYAI, 1IOTEJ-)
Harry, Jack and Albeit
chance.
AIuMtreat. Aug. 1.
Wariifr had gone to Europe laic in
Gomez & Bealrk-e, Noble & Kiiiff.
Biiddiy Cliii/a- Orch (14) leilh Dee
l9'i7 lo iost up from the months ot
Sniinrlers, £nii Ardi Qiiiiiict; $'2.00
overwork that had resulted in (hq
from paKt II
Conlhiucd
iiiiiiiiniiiii.
death of Sam on the very day beon the screen and started to play. fore the world. premiere of his gicat
New p:ulay at s\v;ink Montreal He stopped dead in his tracks. Still triumph. "The Jazz Singer." Inspot provides ploasing enough .-.uinhe walked around the striiclions were left with Ihe sdidio
skeptical,
incr fare. Show is a Iwo-acler with
confiiic
all
sound produi-tioii
the screen to. make sure a to
fair enough balance maintained be- back of
concealed activitie.s lo short subjects. One of
wasn't
orchestra
real
tween terps vocals nd music.
Gomez S- Bcatrice supply the terp- there. There was no -orchestra just these, .sjiorts was "fjights of NewYork." being made by Bryan Foy.
nlojiy in some cleverly worked rou- a lot of bulbs and other .strange
tines Willi an abundance of spinning paraphernalia.
As filming progressed. Foy and his
tricks. Duo didn't have a chance for
Now Harry Warner was convinced asspeiate.s. including Hugh. Herbert
the regular pre-show rehearsal due
synchronizing on the writing end. figured that they
oorder ditliculties. Tliey came or the feasihility of
lo
nicely sound with piclure.s— but he was had enough good material to stretch
di.sadvantage
the
through
opening night to garner payees with still opposed to talking fllm.s. He Ihe story into a regular full-lcngtli
Latin American dances. Pair make favored giving up the idea ot trying feature. So they did it.

For Love" and changes pace with
"Do It Again." Encores with "Put

Buddy Clarke band does okay.
Ardi quintet okay in relieftng. Bi/.

W^^^
P'^^

Hildegarde simply went out on the
j^'^
^it'c.^
c_Up^^^
Hotel Mark Hopkins' «oor and^ look ^^"nf
wrrive?cd'on act
lu-m oyer. )usl like that. ^ Using
interpretation of
.sensitive
^
three microphones, she opened easily
Act
.^^h..^^ hymn "Eli Eli^'
for
natural
and
a
is delinilelv class
radio and the well-heeled nilery.

Laza.

good.

,

i

'.

|

Hand Box.

,

j

COMEDY
rmclMs

—

1

ON HACK

Ht-Sl

VelMmn

..

talking picture's one of the most farreach ing .accomplishment.s in history.

Aftw « MeMbi

-,>..•

,

1

Anna

wM

Ih*

URCA i

Hotel OailaMlaba, Irmtl
and AmuHliiir

feature. "Don Juan," had only
a synchronized score, but no spoken
dialog. On the same program, however, in its debut at the Warner
^.^^31,^ j„ j,ew York, were-sevei al
j' «
Vitapl^one musical shorts, including
Mischa Elman, Giovanni Martinelli.

.-ioiind

Tliu<M«. KsrlaiiJTf

1

Efrem Zimbalist, Harold

Case,

Bauer, Marion Talley and the N. Y.
Philharmonic Orchestra directed by
^'^>iif'}.J'^'^?'^4^ Vo^fTZ'i Henry Hadley. Also an introductory
4'lAv«>r 4'lub. Nllami
^;;^^r'''^^a*Ya'G^:^;D:rUp«^^ >'PoWon from the screen by
Minmi. Atip. 1.
Monicn Leii'is. Lari Worth 8c IVniin. Hefty chirpstress Velma Middelton Will H. Hays.
Cecil LeuJin, Ken Delaney Orch (6); clicks with "No Variety Blues" and
The next epoch-making sound
crooner Leslie Scott is convincing in pj^,ju,.j "The Jazz Singer," which
$1.50 mill.
..Dnic«>,-.,
„f Love.
rn.r."
Pri.soner of
'opened 10 months later on Oct. B,
Joe Garland^ band's musical di.recA neatly knit, light and brief
^jlanned without talk,
^ .^r;,
midsummer show comprising. three tor and composer of In the Mood
„ industiy
-.r,^,,.-!,,,
r,^i
ro
only renot ^ni«
film
'or the ai
acts, with all clicking nicely, holds and "Leap Frog." joins with Johnny
Sparrow in a terrific tenor sax duet inained unconvinced that talking
sway currently.
Topliner is Monica Lewis, who of another Garland tune,. "Let's pictures were coming but didn't feel
'aI
J.l__
J
II U n.BA
OA£*f<hAn Together,
nAil^A^
any too sure that even musically
comes up with a neatly rounded Have a Session
Rest of show is strictly a jive synchronized films had come to stay.
looker.
song-selling
stint.
Trim
smartly gowned, opens with "Sun- session with Armstrong. Sparrow, The Warners, however,- continued
In The Mornin." follows with "Mood Garland, Don Hill, alto sax, "Big to .gamble, work, and hope— with
Russel
Moore, trombone;
Chief"
Andrew Ford, trumpet; Arvell Shaw, their fingers crossed.
ba.ss. and Earl Mason, piano, doing^
Jolson'n Ad LIbi
foos.
.solo stints.
In
making "The. Jazz Singer,"
which was to have synchronized
Airlln««r
Klliy
singing
by Al Jol'son, the star
t

,

K.');

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
1

Scott,

Leslie

chief

as well as brothers Jack and
Albert, agreed that Harry Warner's,
approach was sensible. So the first

Sam.

I

NOW

r.\T('H lip

Aliddeltoii,

-

Warner's

aim.

''

of Thcvtricolf

thrm 13 at 91.0S Mch or
13 ScripH for $13.00
READY!
Nek 14 MirM 20
$2.00 MKb—DoaMa Script*
.vKXn >-0R THEM NOW!

Not.

Velmd

Harry

was

—that

Andrews Sisters, two Johnny Sparrou', Joe Garland; $1.2(1
Dancing
shaoely blond fcms are also new in couer.
owner Haloh- Berger's revue. Girls
olease with two well executed tap
Louis Armstrong is the second
routines to Pa per Doll' and "Span- orchestra in this basement boite's
new name-band policy .and. like hU
is Melody."
Comic Jack Carter. Bora>i Mine- nredecessor, Lionel Hampton, ^.
with S.ilchel Mouth lakes the place by
Harmonica Rascals
vitch's
Line and Buddy .storm. Armstrong's solid and jivey
.Johnny
Puloo,
Shaw's orch are holdovers and band fits perfectly into bistro, which
Foos.
caters almost exclusively to le'en
'round out solid show.
age hepcats.

PATTER
Fsr Alt

VM

Chicogo, Aug. 1.
Loiiij Arm.slrong OrcJi (18) loith

'

1

ot $25.00 ptf Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

Laurelle and Clymas

'

10 Sock rcire«M—$10.00
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,

Davis

;MIAMI BF.ACH)
® u*^**' I'*".",'
.

warmed up

to

one of his vocal se-

K
'-.I quences by ad libbing a few words.
Arthur
A Morton Havel. Muf.el
'Z,..
_j
jf....
i...
recording
apparatus
sound
Lnne. The LeMne.', Brtice Stevens, The
Ken Jones. Johnny Silvers Orch (U), picked up these words, so they were
allowed lo stay in. In fact, a comCarlos Hoiiez (5); S3.50 niiiiiiMUin.
plcle talking scene was inserted -In
Though biz is spotly around town, the picture. This addition of some
this intimate boite has been, draw- dialog, though it had not originally
ing well in recent weeks, with oper- been intended lo have any in the
ator Danny Davis going in heavily

champagne hours, garnes
other gimmicks to hypo biz.
a dog show the
other night which packed the place
with hounds and their owners, alo.ng
with the regulars.
/Type of shows the spot has been
getting hrsn't hurt any. Most of the
talent is better than usually seen at.
this tiiiie of year in these parts. Current layout is good instance.
The Havels. essaying thefr first
nitery stint, do okay with a brand
of corn. Act goes well with. the type
ot tourist now in town. Pair emcee
proceedings and in «wn spot click
with a "And then I wrote" routine.
Tlirush Muriel Lane contributes a
smartly 'olended song .sesh. Opens
with "I Wanna Swing" .specially
tailored for her. then rounds into
well-handled ditties, among them
"Donegal.'
"Whistler's
Mother-inLaw," and "Im a Big Girl Now."
Solid mitting brought her back for
two encores.
Sockiest act of .session Is Bruce
Stevens. 'Nice-looking lad with an
ingratiating manner, he boITs with
instrumental (akeolTs. Opens with

STEVE EVANS
OITarlDg

HAPTY TIMES
'

ft-

.

JOLLY MOMENTS

rdrrantly
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for contests,

and
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RADIO ARTISTS
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PHONE CIRCLE

Encored with piano version

BOSTON STUDIO

Carmen Cavallaro and comes
for a jam session with the Sllunit to leave them begging for

more.
I^aMaes, playinf{ their second engagem.ent since teaming, do okay,
though routines show need of more
work. Gar is a looker, with an in-

-

SfTMt

DEUGHlfUlVf AIR-CONDniONED

back

niEND YO

SCREEN
1S4

some Tommy Dorscy tromboning.
sax work a la brother Jimmy, then
comes his forte, the trumpet. Includes Harry James, Bunny Berrigan,
Armstrong, Clyde McCoy and Henry

ver.>i

-

NEW YORK STUDIO

fhoii* for

|

-

7-3505

LENOX HOTEL

AppotMniMt: KMiamr* 9-300
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Palmer House, Chi, Revive

Unit Picture Improving; 'Horseshoe'

Cartwheel Idea of Gay

Hfldegarde Deal at Roxy, N. Y, Geared

'90's

Chicago, Aug.

6.

Revival

And

Due

'Star-Garter

Vaude

for

Deals are In the making to boiH
hit legit musicals for presen-

down

tation in

lounge loading customers

vaude houses. Harry How-

ARA

Molls Insurance,

-4-

•'
Change-making idea was a trademark in the hotel years ago, when
thousands of the heavy coins were
planted in the floor of its old barbership.

'

Strip

.

Beneyolent Fnnd Ideas

rinka," hais signed Mike Todd's "Star
and Garter" for vaude houses, and
is completing a deal with Billy Rose
to do a "Diamond Horseshoe" unit.
While the latter is a nitery it has
been the basis of a successful Aim
hence has a considei:(20th-Fox)
able b.o. value. Bose, several years
ago, .put out his own "Horseshoe"

To Pay Off 25G Weekly, Top B way Coin

down with

the cartwheels,

ard, \yhp in the past has produced a
string of vaude units and who last
jrear co-produced the legiter "Ma•

of the Palmer House's
dollar" gimmick is on tap,
with waiters in the hotel's newly
opened Town and Country cocktail
"silver

Artists Representatives Assn. is
considerihg creation of ah insurance
system and benevolent fund. Action
follows recent deaths of a leveral
old-time agents who left families in
destitute circumstances.

Art, That's the Qnestion
Cleveland, Aug. 6.
Legal difference between a stripand terpsichorean art is giving

tease

Rio Spots Seek Air

both Ruth Scheihing, nitery dancer,

and a Cleveland judge some head-

'

.

Action was started by a
from Eddie Smith to Bill

,

aches.

letter

Kent,

Tie-in for

ARA

president, in which creation of
units for vaude.
^such a fund was urged to aid perHoward is after other legit mu- centers outside the organization,
sicals for vaude, and may even go and to start an insurance system for
into ice and water shows. His ac- its membership.
form the first important
Move will be discussed at the next
tivities
board meeting.
stirring in the unit field in years.
During the war, very few units with
the exception of Earl Carroll "Vanities," went out because of transporPa.
Bd. Stirs
tation difficulties and talent scarcity.

ARA

Up

Booze

Talent shortage still prevails and
Storm by Roiing
consequently Howard is trying to
compensate for lack of top ''draws
Midnight Folding
by relying on pull of the legit titles.
However, he'll use names when he
Pittsburgh, Aug. 6.
can get them.
Nitery owners here have been
All deals with the producers of tossed a fast one
by the State Liquor
legiters to be boiled down will be
Control Board and they're now lookon a guarantee and percentage basis.
Miles Ingalls will agent for How- ing to City Council for rescue. High
ard.'
hard one was an edict by the board

Sat

Hour

.

that entertainment and dancing must
end at midnight on Saturdays, the
same time liquor sales stop, unless a

Soph Sets Hnb Date

ordinance

city

is

passed permitting

Sophie Tucker has been set to
floor shows and music beyond the
open the Mayfair, Boston, Sept. 3
closing hour for booze sales.
for four weeks. Spot is now closed
As a result, Joseph Lieber, execufor the summer.
Miss Tucker will follow the Bos- tive secretary of the Nite Club Ownton date, with a stand at the Chez ers Guild, importuned Councilman
Paree, Chicago.
Joseph A. McArdle to introduce a
.

-

in City Council making 2
a.m. the legal cafe closing hour from

motion

Monday through

Stmt Or Terp

Stripper,

known

and Eleanor Teeman. Layout will be
presented along her "Raleight Room"
format airshow.
This is Hildegarde's first N. Y.
vaude appearance in nearly 10 years.
She recently played the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, in which she headed
a package on a guarantee and percentage basis which is said to have
earned her around $22,000.

profession-

ally as Trudine, was tagged .by the
gendarmes last week for staging an

Taknt

indecent dance at Pony's

allegedly
Cafe.

Brazilian casinos are attempting to

pay for name talent with money
Cops declared she was making
from American advertising agencies.
herself "offensive to womanly modRecently deprived of the income
esty and common, decency in a pubfrom gaming rooms because of a
lic entertainment wherein Immodest
government edict banning gambling,
gestures and lewd conduct" were
the

casinos

film

names

are

attempting to get
displayed.
double

at top prices to

Kited Check Brings

Charges were denied by dancer,

between the cafes and radio stations.
stations would put them on
commercial shows, many of them
sponsored by Yanqul firms.
During the past week, the casinos
have approached at least one agency
asking them to get top film talent.

One of the highest salaries ever
paid a performer at the Roxy theatre, N. Y., wUl
go to Hildegarde
when she opens at that house after
the Jerry Colonna- Vivian Blaine
show, which starts Aug. 14. Chanteuse is slated to get a reported $17,.
500 guarantee plus overages which
will bring- her take up to $25,000
weekly. Out of that sum, she'll pay
salaries of Jan. Murray, Patsy Kelly

who claimed she was ah "artiste"
who always wears at least a bras-

The

-

20G

siere and G-strings.
Judge merely
yawned, granted her case a continuance until Aug. 7 and released her
on $200 bail.

Snit Vs. Chi Spot
Chicgo, Aug.

.'

Damage

was

suit for $20,000

It's declared that they'll .spend five
figures to get them- So far no deals

'

Hollywood names have been
Clob Site Gose
now burned-out American Room.
Waiter was subsequently fined $60i
However, one name talent deal
To PhiMy
St'
in Municipal Court when it was realready started down in Rio
vealed there was an overcharge.
de. Janeiro. Lucienne Boyer, the
French
chanteuse,
is
currently
Set by Jack Lynch
working at the Copacabana .and
Philadelphia, Aug. 6..
doubling on the radio several times
Spic and Spanning
Jack Lynch, who has been hunta week. She'll switch shortly to the'
Sheraton hotel, N. Y., will reopen
Casino de Atlantico, also in Rio and ing a site for a nitery since the
its lounge in mid-September. Room,
will continue with the air shows. closing of his 'Walton Roof by the
at various times known as the SatPre-war, she worked Rio spots at Fire Marshal, has clinched a deal
ire room and the Mary
Murray
around f 6,500 weekly. It's reported for
a building in the "Wall Street" room, will be renamed the Sherathat her
with

New

closed.

/WaD

has

current earnings there are

over that amount because of added
income from the air.
Since President Dutra of Brazil
banned gaming, the casinos have
been in dire straits. They're not
putting on lavish shows, and since
the Boyer booking have been trying

section

of

convert

it

ton lounge.

midtown Philly. He'll
into an intimate spot, it's

Mary Morrison Kennedy
the decor, iflent

said.-

is

Is

not yet

doing

set.

on Walnut street, near
15th, is in the midst of "Brokerage
Row," and Lynch is said to be planning to spend a wad of moolah to
rebuild and redecorate.
He has
been a'lmost a fixture in Philly's
night life ever since Prohibition.
Except for the recent shutdown, he
always operated one of the leading
spots in town.
Building,

-

Saturday.
Lieber
said that night clubs and hotels had
been operating ever since repeal on
dance permits that allowed dancing
until 1 a.m. on Saturdays and 2 a.m. to make a go of it with a single
on week nights. Most of the bor- name. "They're hoping that top Yanqui film names will put them over
oughs, he added, already had ordinances in effect permitting 'enter- the hump.
The casinos also hope that the
tainment beyond the hour for shutweak tourist trade will bring reting off liquor sales.
consideration of the issue by the
News that McArdle would intro- government. It's pointed out that
duce
the
measure
immediately since the gaming ban, many of Brabrought a storm of protest from local zil's wealthy residents have deserted
church groups. Council promised a the Rio this season for Buenos Aires.
public hearing before any vote was Consequently many business men are
taken.
pressuring the president and BraAt same time, proposed ordinance zilian legislators to recall the antiwas turned over to city legal, de- gambling edict.

:

Lynch was forced

Walton Roof about

to abandon the
five weeks ago

WALLY BOAG

the Fire Marshal condemned
the Walton Hotel as
"flretrap."
Hotel will be rebuilt by new owners, but it will take a couple of
years before it's again r^ady for
after

Cir r

— Hy

VACATIONING

.

MoMfWBMtt MARK
.

J.

UBOr

business.

partment to determine
whether
Liquor Board was within its rights
in regulating hours other than those
for sale of booze.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Ben way

PUR CRYING OUT LOUD!

ite,

TOMMY RUSSELL
RlisSKLL

Saranac Lake, Aug. 6.
legit and ex-Rogera Clolumbia Picture connecspending August here for check-

Bob Cosgrove,

now

tion,

Sl'E RV.AN'S BROTHER AND
CAMP SHOW'S X BOOKRR
would like all hia frlrndii t«t haow
•Bat he U ii«w au«rlat«d with

father-in-law, John T. Fisher.
Will Rogers staged it's annual lawn
party and entertainment; as usual, it
packed entertainment galore by the
patients, with Eddie Vogt doing the
m.c. duties.

TUCKER FURS

Margaret "Monty" Monroe, formerly with the old N.V.A, sanatori-

CONIB RUSSELL'S DAD,
.

.

Senorita

ups between fishing periods.
Benny Rosier planed to Hampton
Bays to attend the funeral of his

AND MARCOMR,

MARIE RUSSELL'S SON,

um

101 North Stota, Chlca«»
IB tha Wheltula DWItleH
UP AND SAY HELIX)!

and

staff, reports
is connected

sister.

BETTY
REILtY

she's doing well
with a San Fran-

cisco hospital.
Julie Hanken in to

COME

mitt her big

Rose Hanken, who

is

perking

Iroadway's Night Clib ami

Ditto for Adam
Gamba,.bedsiding his brother, Victor

up

EPPY

.

PEARSON

,

DOINmOttAAT
TIC TOC

^

,

MILWAUKEE
•

•

'

•

•

who

Cameron;

away in
member of this

passed

St.

recently

Louis,

was

a

colony for three
years. His passing came as a shock
to many here whom he had be-

Thiatre Srasatlei
"IKOMMiNMD"

Bill

•

Baker

Latin Quarter, Newport, Ky.
StnrlInK Au(, •

BUckhawk, Chlrano
DIr: \Vm Mnrrla

Chomp. 4714

NIm

M

SulllvH

JUST COMPLETED

Currently

CAPITOL

Appearing

New York
LATIN CASINO

•ILL MILLER'S

Phfiadeiphfa

Diving Girl I

larrl ttrtot.

rm

VIelat

MonlrMi, Conodo.

Chomp

Opening August 25
LATIN QUARTER, Boston

Opening

RIVIERA

EL

RANCHO,

For Avoltoblo Dot** Cootocl

I

Effy

LATIN RHVTHMS.

Bill Sullivan and Jack
in unannounced to help cele-

ANYONE KNOWING WHEREABOUTS
•Mm

Um RHUV ROiM

HR

Garzke,

brate the natal day of Edith Garzke,
who is doing o.k. at the Rogers.
Edna Hagen all hot and bothered
over the fact that her mother, Gertrude Hagen, will vaicash here the
balance of the summer.
Rosita Rios took time out to entertain the gang at the Rogers, while
Benito CoUada handed out a mess of
good cheer. It sure helps a lot.
Wrlt« to those that arc III.

'WHITEY' ROBERTS

•f Mri. Jo* Solly (Imewii ai

. . .

THf RIVinA WITH

friended.

ALWAYS WORKING
Now

at the Rogers.

Gamba.
Tudor

6.

filed

Circuit Court here last week
against the LaSalle hotel by four
men the hotel had arrested last January for protesting the amount of a
$179.36 check given them in the
in

at

Las Vegas

HARRY

KILiY

plcai*

DE LUXE RECORDS

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

»

'

Wcdnesdajr, ^ugust 7, 1946
away the mental rubbish
about democracies and the -U. S. in
particular which years of totalitarpropaganda accumulated in
ian
of clearing
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English women have not yet learned
the glamour of Hollywood gals. The
American women, as an audience,
will not be interested in English
women stars until they learn how to
do their hair, how to speak with a
less aiTected English accent
(the
real English accent is wonderful but
too many British women stars don't
know how to use it).
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Warners as N. Y.

Pictures Exhibitors will be
iV llA SpM^nr »hr« v^reKv p^^^^^
hcld at the Copley-Ptaza Hotel, BosU VauUn
w/rl N.
N ^«!ni»r
Ls
taken over hv
by Mark
Silver,
iu_ .fir„l day
jL„ -a.i>ui
ctsrt
period startr^r......
.>„„kv...«
iia in
i». ton, for the three-day
former
exchange head for UA
ng Sept. .16. Some 600 exhibitors
Washington
are expected to attend the conclave
according to Leonard Goldberg,' genAnother Drive-In For Toledo
eral
chairman.
Arthur Howard,
Toledo.
public relations chairman for Allied,
Herbert Ochs, Cleveland, owner i;as""ser7'rno!d"'van'°L^7, "Para^
of
driye-m theatre .now nearmg mount's field
publicity
rep,
as
completion on property near Toledo, chairman
for the
•ctvuvci
cSnvensh.
on.
has acquired a site for another outdoor house east of the city limits
New theatre probably will not be
LocRer Par's Mpls. Maiiager
built until next year because of
Minneapolis.
scarcity of building materials.
Joe Loefier promoted by Ben
Blotcky,
from
branch
manager,
«1H,M« Bocbester Drive-In
salesman to sales manager at ParaRochester, N. Y.
mount exchange here.
Succeeds
New Central drive-in theatre boasts Dick Scheinbaum, resigned.

effect.

'

Lack •'Superficial" Grace
"They haven't learned yet to dre.<!s
and they haven't learned to smile

They are chic

in tailored suits but
their hats are horrible.
They have

;

.

the "largest screen in the world," 57
feet, wide and 75 feet from ground
to top.
The. fireproof steel and concrete screen building has a 1,200

\
'

square foot balcony offering free
dancing to platter music before the
shows.
This figures to draw and
entertain early comers as well as
boost the concession take.
Promoters are William Tishkoff,
indoor operator for 25 years until
he sold the Murray, nabe, two years
ago for $75,000; Gradon Hodges,
manager of the Rochester drive-in
for three yesu-s, and Elmer Ellis,

Rocky

HouDlaln Moves

Denver.
G. Knox Haddow,. home office
representative Paramount, spent two
days here t>efore going on to Salt

Lake City.
Mountaiii
The annual
Rocky
Screen Club picnic and golf tournament set for Park Hill CounUy
club, Aug. 14.

Duke Hickey. field representative
^
not yet learned proper makeup for
for MPA, making survey here for
the Johnston office.
the ,' screen.
They must learn a
theatre electrical contractor.
The
'superficial' graciousncss which the.
Mike Pavich has opened his new
new
drivc-in cost around $100,000.'
American woman film s'tar has
Alpine at Lake City, Colo., first film
theatre in town.
learned.
Listening to their direcNclh's Building Plans
tors is a good way.
Golumjjus, O.
Bill Warrlnglou Bark to
"But as for rhen, Hollywood men
J. Real Neth, operator of J. Real
Pittsburgh.
had better watch out "^r the Engli.sh Neth Theatres Co. here^ has an
managerial
J
Latest members of
,
.
,
male movie stars will take all the iiounced_^
plans; for construction of a
staYf to be di^charned from service
honors. In fact, there are only five large suburban theatre in Columbus •a'.eBill Warri^efon and Saul Wics$400,- |-;,t„^; '
stars in Hollywood who don't have
^"^
rctunis to State
Dnn'°'pi,''n^Tnr.K*f
Plans for the, ?-rn
2,000-seat house gtatc College, Pa., and Wicscnthal
to worry at this time, these being 000.
are being drawn up and construehas been named acting chief at
Cary Grant, Gary Cooper, Gregory lion; will start as
soon as' materials warner until ailing Lou Gilbert gets
Peck, Humphrey Bogarl and Clark are
available.
Theatre will be ijai;k
Gable."
known as Colonial, and is the first' „ '
„ „
r„im(>r
toimcr
U.^'-^oi't'e^Ball, ex -marine and
Still meeting British .male st.ars. of three new houses planned by the
•^'1=
Neth company. Construction of two ^°}^ ""P^'^'' '•?tui"cd
Miss WinSlow declines yet to .rate
additionar theatres here; with Joca"Ll'P.„wh»
"^iT^M to
fi'""??,^,"'
P»
them but as great examples of top tipns and plans
^° «°
M?|;ty,_Se^d.
to be announced at :."e,
men she gives Lau.'»' ;e Olivier, a later date, was disclosed. The
James Mason, John Mills, Michael Colonial will be equipped to offer
Gus Davis, formerly with WB
in
and
here
department
booking
third
dimension and television when
Redgrave artd Stewart Granger
Cleveland, to Bert Steam's CO-OP
Available.
a place in her book.
Theatre Service here following dis'

,

institutions as part of the reeducation program.

Army will call oh the aid of Rim
industry technicians since extensive
dcmobili^.ation of industry experts
who played a major role in the
production program during
hostilities has cut technician manpower to the bone. Loreiitz will recruit personnel from Hollywood of
over 100 men as technicians and
administrative men. He is currently
seeking some. 34 film editors and
production men for overseas duties
with his unit. Vet? are due for
preference.
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St.

building housing the Richmond theatre, St. Louis County,
operated by the St. Louis Amuseincnl Co. under a 15-year lease, has
been sold for $67,500.
Perry Arnusement Co., Pirickneyville. 111., purchased the Capitol and
Court there from Malcolm R. Reid.
Orpheum, a Fox-Midvrcst house in
Marlon, III., closed lor face-lift job.
Recent story referred to. Warners'
St. Luuix divisional sales chief as
Walsh Hall. Correct name is Hall
Walsh.
Thi>
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the Attlee government, they
said, is getting set to dissolve th^
sterling bloc in about ll months,
thus beating the one-year deadline
pledged after the loan agreement
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upped to sal.es manager of Paramount
exchange here.
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region
for
Scranton-Wilkes'-Barre
Paramount, replacing Jack Bergin,

'

CHICAGO

Cr»:*a

ft

Lee Insley, Eastern Shore exliib.
look ths operation of Auditorium,
Lewes, Del., and Blue Hen, Rchobuth
Beach; Del. Both houses formerly
were run by Charles Horn.
Jack Holrhan named salesman in

Cul.,

Brandon Duke and Dawsoii Smith
Brentwood, changed hands here last have opened their own film-booking
Duke formerly was
fill
week.
Charles Bogorofi sold the agency here.
Monica to Leo Hershon, and. Rich- with Paramount here and Smith
British filineries.
with
Warners.
British officials also disclosed that man Brothers sold the Brentwood to
W.
Underwood
and C. C. Ezell
G.
Jo'i"
W.
Hazelwood.
their government was set to pay off
opened their Circle Drive-In theatre
on all trade promises made to the
at Waco.
Also opened the Trail
Ellis Named by UA
U. S. as conditions for the loan. The
Jack Ellis iippointcd eastern dis- Drivc-ln at San Antonio recently.
British trade delegation preparing trict maiiager for United Artists,
to attend the 18-nation trade conferwith headquarters in. New York, sue
Allied'* llth AbdmI Mee*
ence in London, Oct. IS, will sup- ceeding Sam Lefkowitz, who recent
Thirteenth annual convention of
ly returned

ish

* ii
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frith
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Colorado Theatre
Dbnver.
Iiilcrmouhtain
expects to
its new Fox Aurora, Aurora,
aboul Sept. 1.
Alberta Pike, Denver Fox Theatres publicity direclor, being ap^
„ .run „
proached „^
by both ,parties to
as
^.
, egenl of Itic University of Colorado,
She already holds the Norliii medal
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New Fox

Monogram exchange has adopted
a family in Holland via the B'nai
B'rith's "adopt-a-family" program.

Tom

.

Bernard Kranzc, who formerly
held this post, recently became eastgeneral
sales
ern
manager for
United World Pictures in New York,

Hollywood.
Murcal Iheatre, 800-seater on Hoi White House to recommend an
independcni 12-15 man commission ly wood blvd., will, shift to llrst-run
policy on
completion of current
to handle shortwave broadcusling.
inbveovcr run of "The Outlaw."
It is expected that President Truman
Glaston & Sutton, owners, shutter
will recomm'chd enabling legislation
temporarily for reseating and redecon the shortwave setup to the next orating. As a moveover, "Outlaw"
Congress in January.
has grossed $44,700 in isix weeks at
the Marcal. and flgurcs to keep on
running till end of summer.
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Connally (D., Texas)
withdrew his motion to consider the
legislation when it became apparent he could not win a quorum in
the upper house.
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Washington, Aug. 6.
Philadelphia.
The Senate recessed Friday (2)
Frank
Hamerman resigned as
without taking action on the House- .salesman for PRC here.
Eai-le Sweigcrt. mid-Eastern diapproved Bloom Bill which: wuiiM
vision
manager
for
Paramoiint,
rehave established a 'permanent forcovered from recent illness aiid back
eign information program in the
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capacity of 802. House will be known
as the Broadway.
The Crescent, at Sour Lake has
been sold by C. D. Edwards to J
Wood Fain and his son, Johnny'
The Fains also own ana operate a
house at Woodville. Name of thea-

Penn theatre at Slovan, closed for tre will be changed to Fain. C A
vet, has been
While dovetailing with the Slate several years, will be remodeled and Smith, a World War
named manager.
Dept's own film program, the Army reopened soon.
The. Tejas. at Uvaldc; has been
„. ^^^^
„...„ able to
advantage
of being,
has the „
in
„
jack Tucker, ...-^ exploileer ...
by Jack A. Pickens. House
demand compulsory playing-linie in this territory, had six stitches taken opened
on his head as result of a swimming ^as^a^SOO-seat^capac
all- theatres in territories occupied
P"^**"by
Two Government arms are -poo dive.
,.
uct will be featured.
Closed for 13 weeks, Coraopolis
currently negotiating for an inti^r-.
,-„nnn rcrnodeling
j iA, »50,000
job is under
change of films and program plans tiieatrc here has reopened after new
on the Gonnollee at Eastland,
contract between management and h-a^
to prevent duplication of production
which
is opera ted by Interstate,
(CIO)
service employees
theatre
work. Army will distribute iLs own union was signed. Increased wage
RKO Ups Milton Cohen
lilms in occupied countries and those scale was approved.
Check-up reCleveland.
of the State Dept. apropos to iUs vealed that house was operating only
Cohen,
former branch
four and a half hours at night in- „„Milton
aims.
v-v—
,..„„, for ovr\
i-,
manager
an Detroit,
has
ilead of five and a half, thereby
lowering employee earn- ^en P'oinoted to^ post of district
jctually
ac
vantages,

nam*
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place, at northside
governments and society operates. another outdoor
Army pilch will be to show Yanks eixd of town.
Arthur Adams, hew Metro stuat the polls, work and play; depict
dent salesman who arrived here a
their unions, businesses,, homes and
week ago, is a brother, of Jerry
clubs; and Anally, their public in- Adams, who was stationed at local
stitutions, roads and material ad- branch for several months recently.

•hsivL

ol

Theatres-Exchanges

'

Germany and Japan and of demonstrating pictorially how democratic

T

;

i

,

.

Lorentz will have the power to
approve all features and newsrecls
exhibited in territories occupied by
U; S. armed forces. Duties also call
for his purchasing films and ordering
their production for shipment overcharge from service.
Addition for Interstate
seas. Likelihood is that he will farm
Glenn Rendeivous, Newport, Ky.,
William W. Woodward returned to
Galveston.
out part of his work to commercial closed for refurbishing, will reopen
Construction is under way here old berth as ad director for Orpheum
firms.
Aug. 24 with Joey Adams, Mark pu a hew Interstate' house which In Connollsville, after three years
Films will serve the dual function Plant and Tony Canzoneri.
when completed will have a seating in service.
|

.

,

'

WgJneaJay, Auguei
John

whistler, teams with Dorothy Rae
for familiar routine including "Waters of the Minnetonka," "Rhap.sody
in Blue," etc, flnalini; with "WhistDraws favorable relin' Joe" duet.
sponse, but fresher repertoire would
help. Bob Evans, ventriloqu!i>t, gets
kudos on series of lively gags and

Kirbi/
Grace McDotwld.
Ann Cornell;. Wtcfc
Orch. C6) with
r«MS Milton Dou(/Ins & PtisciIIo.

as
Helene

fc

_

AU

Howard. Duke

OVSB miTIBWS

1946

7,

State. N. Y.

and

"KittV (Par).

entertainment, this Chester Dolphin .draws gapes with
fortunate mixture of his intricate juggling handled as
obbligato to deft acrobatics.
Not quite enough to make <how
looks like, a wm- potent in comparison with usual laytGrn
every
variety ai^
... band, by
Bill has pucins 2nd
_^
out here, but the Jordan
^1:
running tin^
^^ ^^^^ ^how over to ciis
despite the TO-minutes
to keep
jomcrs' satisfaction. Customer.s. by
the show is ,c?™P?.'=}j«°«'"6h
weren't any too much in
way,
the
the payees Inter^tffv
'i'^'i.M^r.^-.ij
^
Hea<Uiner is Grace McDonald, the ^^i^ence on opener, but biz was
player, who makes, a periodic building,
,.
c rcuit.. She's a
?um on the vaude
Third week of "The Stranger is
in banter
oert item who indulges
cutting into b o. so stage show is re_w*io^ emcees,
Douglas.
Milton
what
biz
of
with
sponsible
P^n|'- lor hefty hunk
Elie.
^vis out with a Song on the apart»i"e is.
ment shortage and does a pair of up

a

is

expert rou2^veral strong, acts and
session in
finine which provides a
,

S

.

^

.

mm

.

'

I

numbers for good

results.

i

singer not heard often in these
into
Darts is Nick Lucas, who came
prominence when pictures first found]

A

Apollo, N. V.

,

,

Benn« Carter Orch (17): RubberWillioTTis, Walter Green, Ernie
voice.
their Morns,
The Lamberttnes; Lucy
that "talkies" are celebrating
"Strange
20th anni and is still identified with Elliott, McCain & Rose;
some of the song hits of two decades Voyage" (Signal).
He's

still

going strong

now

on
aso which he helped- introduce
Accompanying himself
screen.
on the guitar* Lucas rated two encores at- show caught.
Musical end of the show is by
John Kirby's six-piece band. Their
pickings here have been on the
Kirby books for several years, and
by now have reached the status Of

standards, which makes ti\eix- numbers easily digestible and worthy of

Newcomer
the applause they get.
to the crew, is Ann Cornell, who bowed some years ago as a nitery single
at Cafe Society Downtown, N.Y. She
seeihs to be. finding herself with this
crew, and she's never been heard to
better advantage.* The looker gets
healthy mitts for a pair of tunes.
Holding up the comtdy spot is
Milton Douglas aided by Priscilla.
latter contributing a few moments
Douglas, a portly gient,
of banter.
.

an experienced hand at throwing
His delivery is much superior to his material, but he regi.sters solidly. He also does an aftable
job In the emcee department.
is

quips.

Hclene and Howard, who bowed
at the beginning of the year at Leon
te Eddie's, are showing considerable
improvement in straight and comedy
.

ballroomology.
There's still some
roughspots.to be ironed out. but the
essentials of a good act are there.
These youngsters open straight and
impress with overhead lifts and
.'

'

and suddenly segue into comedy routines, which hit the mob
nicely. Take several earned bows.
Bill is completed by Duke Art and

spins

Junior, whose rapid moulding of
clay phizzes gets a rise from the
mob.
Jose.

Barle, Phllly
Philadelphia,' >tu(r. 3.
Vivian. Bloine, John Colvert & Co.
WelU li Four Fays; "Little Giant" (U).
•

(10), Billv

Straight vaude this scsh with three
acts knocking out 60 minutes.
Pit
band, batoned by Lou Schrader,
liouse maestro, lends able support to
ihe turns.
Offstage voice brings on
Billy
Wells and Four Fays. * Well known
to devotees of vaude, it's a good
flash act with plenty of acrobatics

and knockabout comedy.
Miss Blaine, getting a heavy buildup froni Warner flacks, wears a
white curve-i-evealing dress.
She
does a flock of songs frowi pictures,
and gets a nice hand 'from the downfronters. Has a pleasing voice to go
with her streamlined chassis. "Hubba
Hubba," then a medley including
'Whispering," ^'Something for the
Eoys,"^ "I Don't Care Who Knows It,"
'Here Comes Heaven Again" and "It
Might as Well Be Spring" :m« encore of "They Say It's Wondtiful"
completes her bit.
This is first appearance here for
highly touted John Calvert. He has
a smooth bag of hocus pociis ranging from disappearing rabbits to a
Lady Godiva riding a prop horse all
over the .stage. Best bet is hypnotic
sag in which he seemingly makes
inembers of the audience do every^ing from a hula dance to a handstano.
It'si plenty
diverting for a
hot weather show.
Six shapely
models and two guys help him in his'
tricks.

House about

when caught

three-fourths

filled

(Sat. afternoon).

Shdl.

"

leg

an
over-sized bill consisting of seven
Carter s
acts in addition to Benny
orch. Show Jogs along at an unusubut
house
this
for
pace
slow
ally
patrons at the show caught (2) sup-

week

this

layout

Apollo

is

2.

-

Baltimore, Aug.

^

.

a gamble. Young baritone
"typically
clean-cut
a

won

presents

American" appearance, st e e r n g
away from the garishly ciit costurnes
of most popular balladeers, and sellsan excellent voice and nice phrasing
with the poise of a veteran:
Afler palming the crowd comi

pletely with "Sun in the Morning'
and "rve Got You Under My Skin,"
singer does "When I'm Without You"
in ooth English and Spanish for a
He ranks with the
leirific niUting,
bettci-

barHonc

Wilb Candito Afro-Rhnmba
la Mlhsi

Havana Madrid, N.
Accompanied by

fhrough

;

ar.

Start-

pression with her warbling.
ing with "Gypsy Caravan

pace

changing

then

"Frim-Fram

into

Sauce," the songstress was called
back twice to do "Come Rain or

and "Lover Man,
Where Can You Be?" She's got a

Come

Shine"

weU-tralned set of pipes although
used on the conventional side.
McCain & Ross in a display of
ballroomology walk through a tepid
routine that doesn't dick with the
Apollo clientele. 'In next-to-closing,
Rubberlegs Williams gives a terrific
low-down
lift to the show with sock
blues wailing of "I Got the Blues,
"I'm Just a Lucky So-and-So" and

"Sweet and

Finishes

I<ovely,"

off

with the terps that got him his cog-

nomen.

.„

.

..^

Walteri Green closes the bill with
a superb demonstration of tap terping. Green is on the stage for about
10 minutes In an uninterrupted routine supported by Carter's rhythm
section. His is a smash act that paid
off in long and loud whistles from
the crowd.

Capitol,

Wash.

Washington, Aug.

1.

Jimmy Edmundson, Doria Wind&

Co.

Arthur

Lo

sor

Dugyan,

Johnnj/
Fleur; with
<3),

"O.S.S."

(Par).

This

bill

offering for

Jimmy

is

a

balanced

nicely

mid-summer.

_

Back-

(Mr.

Edmundson

wards) tops the

and deserves

bill

part of his 12-ftiinute act

first

is

it;

a

high-powered light monologue packed with laughs which sets the crowd
up nicely for the "backwards part
of the number in which he gets big
prO'
words from the audience,
,•
nounces them backwards and writes
them backwards on a large blackboard. Stunt is an audience pleaser,
t>iA ha/.VuiarH
nronunciabackward pronunciaespecially the

—

,
.

.

tions.

move

in

Illusion

is

extra pair of arms which

rhythm with her own.

i|in*-?,';,^^^!iSf,.**'Ex^sing'm^^^^^^^^

.

MIGl'ET

ft

ALBAICINE

Flamenco Dancer*
2S Mins.

Havana Madrid, N. T.

'

Oiynpla,

H'wood Readies

id

.

j

_

-

.

]

Tower, K. C.
Kansas City, Aug.

WB

2.

Frank Payne, Lippincott Magic
Co. (4), Gleason & Sanborn, Wilkey
& Dare, Tower Orch (9) with Don

Preems

CoDtiDucd from page

1

eluding Mayor Fletcher Bowron and
other civic officials.

.

.|

|
'

'

'

.

•

CTiaSi

|

,
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tinuing.

&

In their U. S. debut, this vet Spanish flamenco duo showed themselves
Exa cinch for any cla.ss nitery.
quisitely costumed, the team preenliststuff,
teelerboard
with flushy
sents a stanza of heel-and-castaneting all the familiar catches and clicking
customers enthat has
considerable
Work
in
hand-to-hi:nd.
tranced.
^lUllon Dollar,
A.
comcciy and make for a fine clincher
Los Angeles, Aug. 2.
After bowing off from a second
Freddie Slack Orch (15), featur- to this setup.
encore, diio reorises later in the
Burm.
Biz very good.
ing Bob Matthews, Dottie Ann Dare;
show, with Albaicine strumming
Miguet,
Wini Beatty, with Barney Bigard,
Ruitai- in accompaniment to
Zutty
Sitigleton,
Artie
Shapiro,
and then both terping without ac^
Miaaii
Barney Kessel; Ray Malone; "Gtty
companiment of any kind for sock
Miami, Aug, 4.
Blades" (Rep).
returns.
.
Chito
Worth,
Jack Shea, Cotey
Emphasis is on bbogle beat and /znr, Russ Miller li Co., Baron
the blues at the Million Dollar this Twins & Bonny,' Les Rhode House
"Northwest Mounted
(13);
week. Former is in the able hands Orch
of Freddie Slack and shows up best Police" (Por),
with "Cuban Sugar MiU" when
Continaed froni page
maestro solos at the keyboard. Band
Pleasant se.ssioii here this week,
shines on opening number. "Geechi with well balanced layout satisfy- visers on foreign problems employLove Song." but is not too forte ing most of the way.
ed by each of the 10 studios which
on "What Is This Thing Called ReTooliner Jack Shea is solid with belong to thie AMPP..
Bop." More polishing is needed on his "mad auctioneer" stint. Steady
In addition to giving the Internalatter tune.
line uf palter and easy handling of
"good
the
rubberneckers
Slack's accompaniment to vocals aud stooges combined with the give- tional
will'' works, committee will meet on
of Bob Matthews and Dottie Ann aways, puts him. over,
Dare is higjispot. Matthews' bariproduction problems relatcommon
Coley Worth gathers boff laughs
tone gives- swell. workout to "It. Had
showing of U. iS.
overseas
ing
to
smartly
with
a
reaction
to Be You," "Laughing Ort Outside" and audience
Studio boners regarding
product.
and "Stardust," pleasing solidly. blended Bct, Fooling around with people or facts about foreign counMiss Dare is equally forte oh "Kiss that half-violin, plus well-timed gags
not only, HollyGoodnight."
"Come Rain." but and mugging adds up to a sock ypck tries, which hurt
wood, but U. S. relations, have been
stands out with "House of Blue sequence..
since the MPSA
Lights," recent tune by Don .Raye
Personable young latin, Chilo Izar, virtually eliminated
The regular
and Slack.
playing his first theatre date, bhows was set up in 1941.
Wini Beatty and her combo of ace it; his soft-voiced versions of Latin- squawks that used to come from
jazz musicians, whip olut five mean airs go nicely in the. niteries he's South America, for instance, conblues pieces. Group opens with in- played around this area, but he'll cerning Hollywood's ignorance of
strumental number tYvin go into need plenty stage experience before
thing.s ouUide the U., S.. have been
"Wini's Blues," "I Cover the Water- adjusting himself to proper piojecab.sent these past flve^ears. That's
front," "M. D, Stomp" and "My tion for this medium.
why the studios are anxious to set
Complaint, Baby,", before joining
Ru.ss^iller and his dogs turn in a up the successor to the MPSA. Latwith Slack's crew for Blowoff. Miss
Works .some neat ter originally was designed to
Beatty takes care of the piano, while salislying stint.
Barney Bigard handles clarinet, tricks with a terrier and spaniel, handle only Latin American relaZutty
Singleton,
drums;
Artie winding .up in a rope-jurhping ses- tions, but effect of its work was
Shapiro, bass, and Barney Kessei sion to garner nice returns.
much broader.
guitar. It's a sharp combination.
Baron Twins and Bonny pace off
New committee will' also' work
Other act on the bill is Ray Ma- the proceedings with some fair tap
with the Production Code Adminlone, young- tap danc,er filling first
work. Houtines are well worked out,
date since being discharged from
Joe Breen,
but at session caught the aud sat on istration, headed by
the service.
He has i_ style that
_
during the war, acquired, an
which,
over.
hands until aci was almost
click.s. plenty of energy and per
relations staff of its
Les Rhode and orch backgrounded international
cnnnlilv to
i>,
niif over fancy
fnnf«v spins,
crtinc
spnality
put
toward
insurance
further
own,
as
Biz
show in competent fashion.
twirls and clear taps,
Brog.
keeping pictures out of trouble
good when caught.
abroad.

(7)

^wl

Candito

,

I

Doria Windsor and, two male
dancers offer a "Goddess Siva
dance and a fast adagio: Siva dance
clever
is particularly effective in a
costume to which iis attached an

.

Negro

Afrc^rhi^^^^^^

the customers but remaining just
within the bounds of good taste, the
gal is an' undergraduate's dream ^f
Latin beauty. S.a: is accentuated by
the wriggles that generally accompany a stanza/ of -this sort.
Tcrpwisc,: the .team shows better
than average class, with the guy going through sonie difficult acrobatic
Speed of the stint takes it
turns.
out of the ordinary but act will have
to be edited before it can go into
ihe really big league bpites.

'

makes a strong im-

y,

beating tomtoms madly. Carmen
Rolando, Cuban imp6rtation.s, go

,

'

Elliott

singles.

CARMEN & ROLANnO

4.

.

"The

former Horace

has

.

.

Boston, ^ug.

Dodging the usual procedure of
vocalists who make their beginning
via band spots, James Barry has
dated this Latinophile bistro as a
single and, judging from return.s,

.

RKO, Boston

Tympanv Fibe

Havana Madrid, N. Y.

.

to jjet off some clever tumbling before, the freres horn- into the act and
try to prove they are versed in the
art of .tumbling:
Sans kibitzers,
Maxellos get good results.

Mins.

14

—

—

Acts

Son|s

Mandcts,
Three
Block,
Jesse
LucieiKie & Ashour, Lilyann Carol,
Ji'elice lula and House Orch
112);
Marion Francis, making her third "The Stranger" (RKO).
appearance at the Chicago in five
Mild layout headed by Jesse Block,
pUed their own ^eam and biz was months, shows reason for her popuand doi„t
,w essaying
.
_ a single
_
larity with nifty chirping of: '"It's now
Backbone of the bill, Benny Gar- Only a P'aper Moon," "I Don't Know light wita gagging, parodies iind
hot style
ter's musicrew, stokes up a
Enough About You," and a cleyer general business, Ha-s the appearof jazz. Aggregation of eight brass, novelty tune "Uncle Fud."
Ritzes ance, showmanship and experience
accents
rhythm
five reeds and four
play three hungry wolves—and for to di) a solid job and in the next to
that s
a blaring brassy tone, but
good reason— while Miss Francis en- close slot here came through mightily when caught.
okay for this housie. Carter s sax- cores with "f Don't Know Why."
ing still has that mellow round
Comics take the stage— alone this
mixed
and
Ashour,
Lucienne
In
fluency which is easy to Uke.
time— and convulse with "Dark Friench Apache duo, open solidly
addiUon. the orchestra features two Eyes" and "Tiger
Rag." Harry docs with a reverse switch on the usual
standout sldemen at bass and key- a solo takeoff on
hold
Band opens with "Prelude in spite of the Frank Sinatra and routine v.-ith 'the dame taking
board.
her
partfact
that
the
is
and
slamming
gag
finish
the
on
the
m
to a Kiss," and picks, up later
worn at the edges, on him it looks
for a socko getaway.
show with "Back Bay Boogie and good. Other two then get rid of ner about
is allotted to Lilyann Carol,
Deuce
"Star Dust."
T.
Harry, and proceed to tell the aud former vocalist with Louis Prima,
In the number one spot, Ernie their collective troubles
by singing who' sells a rep of pops. Without
Morris riffs the harmonica in a "The Guy in the
Middle"— meaning the flash arrangements of a full
couple of intricate numbers for Harry— saying that
although he gels combu behind her, nice looking gal
Following, the Lamsolid returns;
the
laughs they really, aren't so bad. give> quite legitimately with "Sunny
bertines, ofay acrobatic team, work
Snafued
transportation
kept tapthe Street," "I Walk. Alone,
hard through difficult pyramid bal- ster Sondra. Bak-rett from appear- Side of
•Rum and Coca Cola" .and a medley
ancing with a switcheroo in that ing on the first show.
Lou Breese wrapped around "The Man I Lbve."
the feirime partner does the heavy and his boys do their usual svirell
good.
is
trick
Payoff
work.
holding
Three Ma ndells, follow Jesse Block
job of backing.
Foos.

Ducy

87

JAMES BARKT

.

Some people wonder, how Tiff & Beverly Cassady; "Down Misgood.
weaving to ^^^j
"-idu epddeM
ever, at a Hindu
t
(p^^j ^ ..^^^
the "Dance of the ^^'.i^^^^^^^' venturous Night" (U),
"
from the Nut cracker
Fairies
'I^e.^^agia appeared to be
Suite.
jvjo<ierately good stage show goes
'red Lowery & Dorothy Rae; Bob
slightly rushed^ when caught
over with a bang. World preem of
Evans,
Chester
Dolphin;
Johnny^ Duggan opened
"Down Missouri Way" with a p.a. of
Stranger" (RKO) (third weeW.
here with a cold Which, however, some of the cast swelled b.o. when
failed to affect his warm, mature
Good layout so far as it goes 'but voice. He does best with "Come caught (2) and customers got a twoply stage .''.how and a .double feature
needs another act to make it click,
Rain or Come Shine" very well, re- picture bill for their money. P.a.
Jordan band, a septet, not a quintet, ceived.
. xu
T
gang was in only for two shows,
turns out some sharp jive ranging
Curtain opener is Arthur La however, and rest of the week show
from "Beware" to "Caldonia" and Fleur, "The Human Top."
This
is as listed above.
takes major share of the kudos.
flP" emcee chores
Con.slsts this time of piano, bass, ILhlfliL ;io'Ilf*I'*moJth
worked nicel/ Opener, "Doing
;and
*uitar, drums,
fun SUB? Act^s one of
trumpet and two
Comes Naturally." is by Don
saxes, Jordan holding down the star fnrh^tof itl tvoe to Dlavthirto^
Cassady in
Beverly
band
and
Tiff's
role with plenty of capability.
%''ninteStio';ialhumTr
En- n'sSme ? m^
.LiPPmsemble really jumps. Other tunes wafadded at the show caught by a one of her better vocals
gone over are "Salt Pork," "Sadie." new girl assistant. She forgot her eptt magic^turn next with stondard
and "Don't Let the Sun Catch You Unes when introducing the top num- trick.s with silk hankies, falM botWying." Very good stuff and catch- bcr "Now wait a minute." she told torn boxes and the like: got a good
aistinctly routine material,
•"e a strong reaction.
the crowd calmly, and then referred [hand but
In the deuce Gleason. and tanborn
Other acts are okay standards, to a card in her hand before con'red Lowery,
click with & turn built around her
Lowe.
Heiill
'

,

Louis Jordan

New

:

side

«:inte -

»,^k

marionettes and hit tooting
on
midget Instruments. Hale is standChicago, Aug. 2..
out with a marionette which fingers
Rilz Bros. (3), Maxellos, Morion
Francis. Sandra Barrett, Lou Breexe toyrsize instruments.
Orch (.18); "Bride Wore Boots"
Anita Powers, weekly am., i.< a
(Pnr).
cute chick in her teens, and her tap
routine is okay. Payne then takes
The Chicago lined up good sup- his turn at vocal mimicry of big
port for the Ritz Bros, in their first show biz names. His only weak spot
windy city engagement in a year. is ail imitation of the Ink .Spuls.
Zany trio walk off with the show, which he shouldn't attempt with his
dispensing large aniiounts of the bass range.
But on Bergen, Mcsame laugh-provoking material that Carthy and Snerd, Dick Haym'es and
has made them Chi favorites of long a soap opeva parody he's clicko and
standing.
Besides doing two solo the customers eat it up, Wilkcy and
stints theiTlselves, bros.
Al. Harry- Dare clo.se with a turn of acrubutic
and Jim are in' and out of the en- eccentrics into which they less a
tire show, heckling the aud, other good quota of laughs for high audiacts, and each other.
ence approvall
Lou Breese's. orchestra opens With
With the world pre.em of "Down
a straight arrangement of ''Where.
Has My Little Dog Gone" then con- Missouri Way," PRC assembled EdDean, rural lead of the film. Rosdie
tinues to ask the question as a miliSunshine Boys <4;,
tary band, 'a symphony orch and coe Ates and the
slui'lcts Sliirley Patterson and Helen
finally as a sepia jazz combo.
Mowery, \A'ith Hal Smith a.s m.c.
Ritzes float on stage to "California This troupe did an added half hour
Here I Con^e" and after 'some fast at the \v/0 Friday night show.«.
patter do a chorus of "Dinah" with
Quill.
Harry— "The Guy in the Middle"—
standing out with his falsetto vocalizing.
Maxellos follow and manage
HIppedrdBie, Ballo

Chle«g«, Chi

I

Booked for appearances are Earl
Carroll and 12 of his showgirls,. Ken
Murray and' Marie Wilson of "Blackouts," '.now one of the town's historical institutions; Jack Bailey and
'

"Queen For a Day," Tom Breneman, Art Talum, Arthur Q. Bryan,
David Street, Jack McElroy, Dale
Evans and, of course, names reprehis

senting Warner Bros.

Bleachers have

been erected on

Hollywood and 'Vine, facing the
the Taft building,
drugstore' in
where Oldtime thesps have been
wont to gather for years to tell each
other hbw they used to knock 'em

Foreign visitors have become an
headache
the

to
increasingly large
many of them :have con-siderable influence in. their home
countries and are iif the U. .S, at the
invitation of the State. Department.
For its own sake, therefore/ as well
as international relations in general,
industry must give most of them
Grade A studio tourr and see that
they meet the right peopled
formerly handled the protocol and
studies, as

MPSA

arrangements regarding 'VIPs, work
which will now devolve on the new
committee. There's also the ^job of
sorting out the phonies and unimportant sightseers, which the. foreign committee, must handle with
.

tact

and dispatch.

ni-Hat Club, just south of Memtown's newest nitery. Operated by Wilbur Fowler. Features
d;pad in Kalamazoo: Fliashcast will
be operated by KFWfi, the Warner Jamae at the piano with her sixman combo, plus local floor show.
Bros, radio station.
phis, is

.

Vedneaday, August
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Metop,

AGMA Impasse Cues Managers

to Discuss Loss in Artists'

Meet

Metropolltan-f
between
Impasse
Opera Assn. and American Guild of

over cutting ol
chorus, personnel, continued unresolved as ot last night (Tues.), with
opening of Met season Nov. 11 actMusical

Current London Shows

Artists,

'QUEEN' SET

London, Aug.

"Frieda," Westminster.

"Ganc Show," Stoll.
"Grand National Night," Apollo.

GLORIFYING SO. CALIF.

Los Angeles, Aug. 6.
Early struggles between farmers
Situation is conually threatened.
sidered so serious in ihusic ranks and city folks over Los Angeles'
met
water supply form the. background
that various artists' managers
yesterday (Tiies.) to discuss it, the for "Queen of the West," a new
managers being involved because operetta slated to open at the PhiU
they have time blocked out for their harmonic Auditorium Oct. 22. Story
singers for the Met season, which concerns the building of an aqueduct
time could be otherwise filled on from Owens Valley to L. A.
Musical Production Guild is backconcert dates. Met manager Edward
Johnson, who went oft to his Canad- ing the show with $150,000 and aims
ian home over the weekend, was to take it east after its local showFranz Steininger wrote the
back in N. Y. to attend the meeting. ing.
Thought it being expressed that big- music, Forman Brown the lyrics and
may bring Irving Phillips the book, based on a
name artists in
pressure on the union to get to story by Jlobert Spcers and Bert
Met on theHoUoway.
with
the
gelher

"Herie

•

AGMA

Pitt's 1st Outdoor

Season Over Big 320G

The Met is just as firm In
this matter, as In its stated Inability
members.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 6.
Pittsburgh's first season of outdoor
operettas went way beyond fondest
expectations of sponsors, playing to
around 270,000 persons in eight
wieeks and total gross of better than
Final show, "Vagabond
$320,000,
over the weekend from King," with Lansing Hatfleild and
ceived
regarding the 18 choristers it Lucille Manners, was the recordwants to drop. Negotiations between breaker, getting over $59,200 and
between the two will likely resume SRO nightly; regular capacity was

to meet AGMA's coiinter-proposal of
Met offiraises totaling $151,000.
cials claim Ihey can't permit the
union to dictate to it in the matter
of policies (le., cutting personnel).
The Met is studying a proposal re-

late this

week.

just

Ex^rvicemen, Geared

To Wartime Shows, Up
Theatre Guild Enrolling
Minneapolis', Aug.

8,000.

S.

acquired a taste for the speak-

censorship setup is under considerabeing made that the State
showings
film
controls
rigidly
through Censor Richard Hayes, but
thing,
does not interfere with stage pres-

drama while serving Uncle Sam and likely a permanent
them becoming ac- although just what the setup will be
of
quainted with it for the first time- hasn't been decided. Whether Max
are enrolling as subscribers for the Koenigsberg, managing director, will
Guild's Amerl return again hasn't been decided
York
Theatre
New
can Theatre Society season in "amaz- either. He was ailing most of the
ing numbers" in the various cities eight weeks here, and his daughter
according and assistant, Florence Weberman,
offered,
where it 'will be
time.
to Harriet Watt, Theatre Guild rep- was in. charge most of the.
.

As

here

supervise the

to

sale.

a result, says

Mi^

Watt, the

American Theatre Society will have
a record number of suttscnoers, and
the Theatre Guild's own attractions
and the ones sponsored by it are
assured of a highly successful road
tour next fall and winter.

'HARVEY' GETS

NEW PAL;

WHEELER SUBS FOR FAY

Tauber, Here for 'Smiles/
Reports on Biz Abroad

.

'

was the first, and the laugh play
proved a stage comeback for nim.
is Joe E. Brown, who
opened a second season on the road
in Chicago this week, and from the
way that comic packed 'em in to see
Mary Coyle Chase's, laugh classic
last spring, the show should stick
around the Loop for a year or so,
Brock Pemberton, who produced
the show with a crack assist by the

Then there

.

late Antoinette Perry,

who

directed
it,
knew, that Wheeler could also
toy with the amiable barfly-philosopher Dowd, and had no hesitancy
in giving him star billing, as ac'

corded Fay and Brown.

At times

Wheeler handles the part in a slightly faster tempo than Fay but it's
a lossup who is best in the part,
with indications that it could be a
triple deadheat.
Josephine Hull, back from vacation, is just as amusing as the ample
aunt as she was on the first night;
and in a curtain speech Wheeler
billed her as the first lady of the
theatre. Miss Hull convinces audiences that she's just about as nutty
Fred E.
aa her brother Elwood.
Lewis is also of the original "Harvey-" starters and plays the psychoanalyst much more efTectively than
when the play first opened. And
that goes for Jesse White as the
stron.e-arm guy in the sanatorium,
Bomola Robb, as the nurse, is new

and good, so

is

Jan

playing, the daughter.

Van

A

century.

comedians

One

in
real dif-

is that bluenoses may encourage the clergy to press for cen-

sorship. Clerics have reported- several instances of "blue" incidents at

After almost five years ot war- vaude spots. These are only reports
time trouping in England tenor to them because clerics are not perRichard Tauber hasTeturned to the mitted to attend vauders or legit
United States to star in Arthur sAows to see for themselves.
Spitz's production of "Yours Is My
Heart Alone," known in Europe as
"Land of Smiles," Franz Lehar op- 'OklaJ' Dates Stir.Omaha;
written for Tauber some 2Q
years ago. Tenor, who remained in
the Isles from the outbreak of the
war, has made only one short trip to
the Continent since, when he spent
three weeks in May '46, in Switzereretta

—

wood P. Dowd, the loveable screw^
ball stew who not only says
pal is a six-foot invisible rabbit
called Harvey, but makes others believe it, including a psychiatrist. Fay

entations.
rigid enforcement of terms of
theatre licenses would bring a comThese licenses are
plete cleanup.
based on laws passed in the last

ficulty

"Harvey," well on its way to the
two-year mark, on Broadway— and.
won't have land.
Speaking of British show biz,
its chances impaired by Bert Wheeler, who stepped into the lead Mon
Tauber said it has been excellent
day (5) at the 48th Street, so that since the end of the European war,
Frank Fay could have a month' but added that Word from the rest
vacation.
ot Europe, with few exceptions, is
Wheeler is the third vaude-trained discouraging. One outstanding excomedian to enact the part of El ception j'eported is Switzerland,

In fact, another season

tion, point

Tighter check on
vaude houses looms.

where well-heeled showfolk, and
some not so well-to-do, have found
a haven from destruction and (
ready market, which they have. almost glutted with their various talents. In that country, which Tauber
described as a "dream world," there
is

as

much

of a

boom

in entertain-

ment

as a buyers' market can sup
port. Majority
of performers are
having trouble finding bookings,
"Yours" is scheduled to open
Sept. 5 at the Shubert, N. Y.

50c in H' wood Bowl
Hollywood, Aug.

6.

Mike Todd is making a bid for the
proletarian trade by offering 10,000
seats nightly at popular prices for
"Up in Central Park," which opens
Sept. 7 in Hollywood Bowl for 22
performances.
General admission will be 50c,
with about 5,000 reserved seats at $1
and choicer spots running up to $4.

NAME SEGAL

m NEW HAVEN

now

looks doubtful that

"Windy

City,"

musical which expired

in

total of $220,975.

Dublin, July 25.
Fear that Ireland is veering towards censorship, of the stage is beIreland, even
ing expressed here.
when governed from London, has
always been free from censorship
such as that of the Lord Chancel-

such as stage, sound equipment, etc.,
which can be used again, were written off the first season. That makes
summer opera a certainty next year,

ing

resentative,

It

Chicago last spring, will eventuate, on Broadway during the new season,
although it (tad been intimated that the show would reach the main stem.
Total loss was placed at $265,703 by accountants, there being a cash balance ot $646. Richard Kollmar and Harry Brandt formed a "syndicate"
ot some 60 investors, each putting in $3,000 plus an additional $750 for a

Of Dublin Stage

—many

advance

"Eternal Red."
Weisgal has been an ardent Zionist, same going for those who put money
into the show, including Louis Nizer, his law partner, Louis Phillips, and
Joseph Levin, department store owner.

That $320,000 gross represented'
just about an even break and doubtful if committee will have to touch
the 50 grand Kaufman's Department
Store put up to underwrite the
Actually there was a profit lor's Office in Britain. But recently,
losses.
since all of the original expenses, there have been reports that some

Former servicemen' and women

who

under

assumed fantastic figure's, and when claims- of the crew'
were audited, it was discovered that one electrician charged for "25 hours'
work" on a single day. Norman Bel Geddes was given free hand in designing the settings and the venture established.
It was referred to as the

See Censorslnp

AGMA

.

Stagehands'.;, pay

.

Op

.

,

"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Obnnter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere'! Fan," Haymarket.
"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

|

Europe.

.

"Bed Roses for Me," Wyndhams.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.

choristers.

in

Interior of .the house Was remodeled, characters entering from what
was
the orchestra pit. Rehearsals were stopped many times, and during the
summer of 1935 Weisgal was forced to suspend production for Jack of
cash. With the aid oil Crosby Gaige fresh financing was obtained, and Max
Reinhardt, engaged to stage the work, restarted rehearsals in the fall.

Savllle.

"PoUergelst," Vaudeville.
"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly.

•

apparently steadfast in
refusing to agree to the Met's proposal to cut its chorus from 94 to 78

Come.the Boys,"

"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Kingmaker," St. James.
VLady Edinburgh," Playhouse.
"Marriage a la Mode," St. James.
"Night and Music," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Pickup Girl," Wales.

.

is

downtrodden Jewry

"Guinea Pig," Criterion.

.

AGMA

In a news dispatch from Palestine last week, Meyer Weisgal was
amone
those reported having been permitted to leave Tel- Aviv, alleged
headquorters of terrorists, for Jerusalem. Mention of Weisgal recalls his efforts
in producing "The Etcirnal Road" at the former Manhattan Opera
H6u»
street,
on West 34th
N. Y., early in 1937. Religious spectacle-drama wH
to
have
opened
supposed
a year earlier but ran into so many difficulties
that the delay became something of an epic. 'When it closed, "Road" ren!
resented an investment of nearly $750,000. Show grossed around $22000
weekly, not enough to ever show an operating profit, but its sponsors,
who
numbered between 50 and 100, rcgai'ded the effort as well worth while tor

"Fllty-Flfty," Strand.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
'^Follow the Girls," Majesty's.

ON COAST

1946

Inside Stuff-Legit

6.

"BetUr Late," Garrick.
"Ballet Theatre/' Covcnt Garden.
"Crime & Punishment," New.
"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.
"Day After Tomorrow," Fortune.

Time

7,

More money was required when the show ran into unusual difficulties
during tryouts and In Chicago, where the theatre (Great Northern) was
shuttered by authorities for fire-law violations after the La Salle hotel
fire.
Kollmar and Brandt personally put up $45,375 when the original
investment was cohsumed. Book writer Philip Yordan was said to have
supplied some financing when "Windy" folded, but the statement does not
niention such an item. Set forth that for the few weeks it played the
show grossed $54,541 but theatres got $34,209, leaving the company's
share only $19,331, which is some kind of a record.
,

Despite word that his wife, Edith Ward, actress, had unexpectedly died
Wednesday (31), Bill Woodson, doubling as the Duke of Richmond and

Duke of Clarence in "Richard III," with Jose Ferrer at the Royal
Alexandra, Toronto^ played the Wednesday matinee and night performances, fiying to New York immediately after the night curtain. To offset
any further emotional upset from sympathy of his colleagues, the rest of

the

the <:ompainy were not told of Woodson's bereavement until after his departure, when Robert Henderson, director, rhade the announcement. One
of Woodson's poignant lines in the play was: "Death, spare my wife and
wreak thy vengeance on me slope." Nornian Roland, usually identified
with Broadway musicoinedy, who was holidaying In Toronto, his home
town, hurriedly spent the day getting up the lines of the Earl of Richmond;
Anton Diffring, who runs a dramatic school in Toronto, took over the part
of the Duke of Clarence. Play was in its second week.

"Show Boat'; has earned back $187,000 of its $300,000 production nut,
and Metro figures the Kern-Hammerstein Broadway revival a stage winner in addition to enhancing the screen value of the musical. It is an
expensive show to operate and can break even on a 'gross of around $33,000
weekly, although a larger sum was first mentioned. "Boat" grosses have
been overquoted by the management, the present pace'belng approximately.
$32,000, indicating ttiat in recent weeks there was an operating, loss. However, mall orders for the autumn are piling up at the Ziegfeld and attendance should steadily improve from now on. Show will be sent to key
It was originally produced
.<--Unds out-of-town, according to present plans.
by the late Flo Ziegfeld, who did not roadshow it. However, a number of
sununer operations that specialize in al fresco musicals have on occasion
revived It.

Henry Senber, who decided he'd rather be a press agent on Broadway
than go out in advance on the road again, and advertised amusingly In
Variet:V to that effect reported some unusual responses. P.A. said he bid
received 16 letters, five postal cards- and 22 phone dalls in response to his
ad. The communications included a couple of invitations to the country
Tristates Gets Needle for a weekend, six bids for dihner and suggestions to have drink in midtown bars. There were also, four offers of jobs to agent shows of the "if
Omaha, Aug. 6.
A little tempest is brewing here -we raise the money" classification. He accepted press job for "A Flag Is
Tristates Born," which promises to be first new play of Broadway's fall season.
over the legit situation,
"Flag" win play the Alvin instead ot the Century, Quentin Reynolds Is
theatres for the past few years has
had the UBO franchise arid l\as been among the latest additions to the cast.
I
bringing in roadshows sparingly.
Last week the dormant Omaha
Lone complaint against first season of summer opera in Pittsburgh, which
League, composed of some influential wound up a thumping success, was failure of sponsors to have understudies
local women, started inquiries about for the leading roles. That was pointed up in the finale show,|l'The Vagaroadshows and why more of them bond King," when Lansing Hatfield, in the title part, was stricken with
in.
They didn't laryngitis midway in the run and couldn't sing a single note final three
aren't, brought
openly criticize Tristates, which is a performances. Nobody was on hand to go on for Hatfield so he merely
film outfit primarily, but they plan went through the motions, speaking his lines and letting his co-star, Lucille
some action.
Mariners, shoulder all of the majof vocal chores. Same thing happened
Mrs, Alfred- J. Brown, League earlier in the year with Morton Bowe in "'The ftlerry Widow," but since
prez, recently wrote to the N. Y. his wasn't a top assignment it didn't matter much.
Theater Guild
about sponsoring
"Oklahoma," since Tristates seemed
Housing shortage for legit plays on the Coast is so stringent that prounable to bring the musical in
ducers are begging for time in theatres' of any calibre, including those
Guild replied that owing to previ
formerly passed up by first-rate companies. An instance of the crowded
oils bookings it would be impossible
conditions is. found in San Francisco, where "Hasty Heart" and "Lady
to send "Oklahoma" to Omaha this
Wxndermere's Fan," both Lewis
Young productions, are competing \Vith
season.
each other at the Geary arid Curran theatres. Commitments were made
'What gripes Omahans is that Des
eight months ago; and the producers considered themselves fortunate.
Moines, with fai* less population, is
Last time this situation prevailed ^vas over 10 years ago when Henry
getting "Oklahoma" for six nights
Duffy competed with himself with two productions in the same town.
and two matinees. Kansas City and
.

.

&

Minneapolis,

other

the Midwest
season.

had "Oklahoma"

sister

cities

in
last

Mpls. House to Continue
Legit Policy; 16 Shows In
Minneapolis, Aug.

The Lyceum,
aire,

recently

6.'

local 2,100-seat the

purchased by Asso

ciated theatres of Detroit, will con
tinue its. present legit policy. New
owners will spend $150,000 on im-

Benjamin H, Segal has been appointed manager of, the Shubert, provements, it's been announced.
Season opens Aifg. 21 with return
succeeding Le^onard B. Sang, who
resigned recently to handle Shubert engagement of "Voice of the Turtle."
Segal, native The next week also brings back
interests in Chicago.
New Havener, acted as assistant to "Oklahoma" far seven days, ManSang for the past three years and ager' Leo R. Murray left for New
has also had film house experience. York to seek additional attractions
to. augmeni the 16 .shows, a record
Ben Witkin stays as treasurer.
New season opens Aug. 29 with number for recent years, already
Duser
three-day stand of "Front Page."
booked.
/bee.
'

"The Glass Menagerie" spurted during the finale week ending Saturday
(3) at the Royale, N. Y., although co-star Laurette Taylor appeared only
one night, complaining of a stomach ailment; Laura Walker filled inStated that tekings-at the midweek matinee bettered $1,800, with few
walkouts when it was announced that Miss Taylor was absent.
"Menagerie" is slated for the road but Miss Taylor's, contract calls for
appearances only in Chicago. Play opened there originally, and is due
to return around the middle of October.
Sid Phillips, eastern talent scout for Metro, Is being run slightly ragged
covering summer stock companies. His activities were not curtailed when
the film corhpany's play department was discontinued several months ago
but some friends had a different Idea; one asked him how it felt to be 'at
liberty." That reminded Phillips of his seasons in vaudeville as a monologist.

"Hail and Hello," musical comedy, was presented at the Chapel theatre,
stock
J., last week, by William Spickers, new in the summer
Book lyrics and music were written by his mother, who also
staged the show.
House is a high school auditorium and. .is fairly well equipped as are
other similar school adjuncts, also used for stocks this summer.

Rldgewood. N,
listings.

.

UBCmiMATB
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EQUITY HITS PETITION ABUSES
Slrawhats Boosted by Tryouts, 17 So

Stocb Are

Far, 3D Seen; 10
Rtported good attendance at

Though Authors and Managers

Otf
Coming months

Par AnxHHU

to B.R.

Rattigan's 'Winslow'
Paramount continues hopeful

of

finales.

will probably see

Equity take a firm stand to* eliminate
what are regarded as unnecessary
thrust
controversies,
occasionally
upon the members. Several leaders
are considering ways and means
whereby actors will be stopped from
petitions
among the
circulating
membership unless the subject matter deals with the welfare of the
profession.
There is a petition calling for the

providing the flnanclal backing for a
Broadway production of the current
British legit hit, "The Winslow Boy,"
by .Terence Ratligan. Because of the
ta.x situation, however, Rattigan Is
not interested in seeing the show
produced in America this year. It formation of an anti-Communist
is expected it will be brought over league ii a case point. It and when
in 1847 with the London company Equity introduces a resolution to
playing it here,
ban such movements, there are
Harold Freedman, of the Brandt & likely to be violent objections from
Brandt agency has gohe to England certain fractionists. When the idea
to consult with Rattigan, whom B. was broached to conservatives there
scheduUs f^r 194«-47.
He'tl be were prompt expressionis of apIl B reps in this country.
Spa Oat af Money
gone about a month., planning S gen- proval.
On the other hand, 10 summer eral look-see as well as the Rattigan
Many favoring the proposal say
stock ventures have flopped so far, huddles.
that the right of petition has been
the number being considerably less
abused. They point out that the
than was expected because so many
average professional is, too prone
Hearing
newcomers entered the fleld this
to sign "protest" papers without any
Latest folding was at Saraseason.
knowledge of the subject matter,
toga Springs, N. Y., last Saturday
Morris
and some. have thereby become, in<3), on the eve of the Spa's annual
volved in arguments involuntarily.
Visitors for the races
turf meeting.
'Candida' Those who have refused to sign petihad been counted upon to support
on subjects they did not favor
McKay tions
actor
against
Charges
the stock but the management ran
quickly discovered that the soliciton "Canout of money too quickly. Shows Morris, who walked out
ing members had become' unfriendly.
were panned In the local press and dida" without notice in Buffalo re- During the war several theatrical
cently, have been set back until
aftciidance was meagre.
organizations circulated petitions deJewel Stevens, who has had little^ Sept. 3. Postponement, was granted manding the White House to order
theatre experience, had the house, at the request of Jane Cowl, who a second front, and there were many
one of the best equipped of all sum- starred in the play.^ and others in arguments over the propriety of

During the war, when the barn-

was much

circuit

yard

curtailed,

very few tryouts were allenipted.
As only a limited number of previous summer slock tryouts ever made
the grade on Broadway, the merit of
this mmmer product is problematiTryouts fo far have not discal,
closed much, material that holds
promise but several well known
managers are rurally testiiig shows
production
their
on
tentatively

-

Ob

ScpL 3

McKay

theatres.

She was supposed

to

Candida,"

to

have had the backing of a refugee Equity, council of which will hear
also
with, ample funds. It had been re- the case. Miss Cowl aiid others,
ported that rehearsals were so lim- Morris, will be occupied in summer
ited that the players could not become familiar with the lines, which
accounted for ragged performances.
Guest stars were engaged, usually
called fo report on Fridays altho'ugh
the bills started on the following
Tuesdays. Last week Elissa L,andl
appeared In "Blithe Spirit," with

Principally criticized are petitions
on subjects, of a religious nature,
or those pertaining to so-called
theatres for the balance of August. political issues. Proponents of the
In addition to claim for a sum
plan to eliminate "left wing" pracequivalent to two weeks' salary from tices contend that such issues should
Morris, filed with Equity by J. J.
not be enmeshed In Equity.'
Leventhal and Frank McCoy, who
Argued that it's just those movemanrevival,
the
are presenting the
ments that have made Equity a taragers demand that the actor reim- get of politicians, such as the reBufbill
in
burse them for his hotel
cent introduction' in the Congreswhich
pay
but
falo, which he didn't
sional Record, for the second time
they liquidated. They discontinued in recent years, of charges that combookings in that stand, Toledo and munistic Influences have attempted
Cincinnati after the walkout, and
associations.. Rep.

Luella Gear billed for "The Vinegar
tree" scheduled for this week. Miss
Gear cancelledtt{e trip to the Spa.
Musical stdClc at the Auditorium
do
stopped Saturday
Dramatic blame Morris for it. Managers
(3).
of loss susstock. at Deal, N. J. failed to open at not indicate the amount
appear,
all
Others closed: Harrison, Me., tained through his failure to
had
gained
possibly
profit
Provincetown, Mass., Highland Park, nor the
the
N. J., Morrlstown, N, J., Toledo, Buf- other of their shows.^played
three cties.
falo and Cincinnati.
'

.

SI. L.

PUyhoBSC Naaic* Wbltncy

Aug. e.
Bradford Whitney, former director
of the Pasadena (Ckl.) Playhou.<ie,
has been named director of the St.
St. Louis,

Community Playhouse, formerly the Little Theatre of St. Louis,
and will step into the top role

Louis

Sept.

1.

such a movement.

4 LEGITS SET FOR

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
Dallas, Aug. 6,
Four legits plus one big niusical
and name band unit is the fall lineup so far for Interstate Theatres.

dominate actors'
George A. Dondero of Detroit was

to

not the only legislator

to

say

his

New Weodslork Group

plays are dated for the Melba
In January, "Voice of the Turtle,'
three days, .opening Jan. 16. It will

American Repertory Co.. headed by
Eva LeOallienne, Margaret Webster
and Cheryl Crawford, whose new

be followed on Jan. 24 by two days

raised by telling stock, has not yet
started rehearsals but has already
pencilled bookings of 45 weeks on
the road during the season of 1647not due on
48. Rep's shows are

23.

SCULLY-MORRIS LEGIT

PLANNED FOR B'WAY
Hollywood, Aug. 6.
New legit play, "What Made Alexander Great," authored by Frank
Scully and Jack Morris, has been
optioned by Norman Markwell for
winter showing on Broadway.
Markwell, currently in town release from the Army, Is negotiating
with Franchot Tone, Brian Donlevy
md Mlscha Auer for top roles.

Named Manager Of

'

which
Conrad Nngel and Irene Hervey
have the leads.
"Life With Father" will play at
Ihe Melba for its fourth vi.Mt on a
date to , be announced! "Oklahoma"
has been booked for a week opening March 24.

of "State of the Union,'" In

8.

has

^300,000

a

Memphis, Aug.

6.

Hillsman Taylor, Memphis Open
Air theatre prez. is drafting bylaws
for the new National Civic Operetta
AfKii., which held a preliminary sesin,

Louisville recently.

Taylor,
torney,

prornlnent

was

a.'sked

Memphis

by

reps

of

Francis E. Cavonaugh, controller
Grand
DuPont, has been appointed

'Appleseed' for B'way
Hollywbod, Aug.

report and elect officers.

choices.

It is possible that production will
until
the
retarded
be
partially
points at issue are finally cleared
lip, some showmen saying they may
be hesitant at signing contracts
with authors and composers in the
interiin.
Negotiations proper' were
completed in record time in comBlaze occurred .soon after the parison to the extended series of
night performance July 19, but only sessions that attended the first basic
subsequent
and
the
because a member of the company agreement
returned to the stage for a forgot- changes at the^nd of each five-year
ten hat was the fire more ^i^itjjly. period. "Thiie >Veire some flaireups
discovered than it might otherwise by one or two maibigers but acrimony and recriminations were abhave been.
Forrest stage backs up on a nar- sent for the most part.
Forelgn-AallMred PteyVrrow street, dressing rooms being
across the alleyway. Stage entrance
One regulation to be settled perwhere the doorman was on duty' is tains to plays of foreign authorship.
in a building adjoining the Forrest.
As now framed the manager may
'

I

buy such works outright,
case

PROPERH

EX-LEBLANG

BOUGHT BY MEX GROUP
The

Longacre

buildlng~

at

the

extensive reconstruction. The property had been owned formerly by
the late Joe Leblang, former ticket
magnate; the Leblang agency is located In the arcade of the Office
building. The agency will 'be forced
to find new quarters when rebuilding begins, as all Longacre leases
have 60-day cancellation clauses,
Longacre is a 12-slory structure
but the foundations were designed
for a skyscraper. It's P-posed to
build additional stones. Instead of
stores, as at present, It's likely that
a large restaurant and clothing establishment will be spotted on the
rroui?id"and second "floors '
being useable space in the basement, or subwa)[, level. Leblnnij'M

lation

I

!

j

Los Angeles, Aug. 6.
_
C...1U...
Gershwin-Herb Stclhart
"Song of the Flame," re
Ivived after 21 years by Gordon Hil
iker, Canadian producer, moves into
'the Philharmonic Auditorium here

_

fer three

an

iridic

st^:-

in

as a

il

r:

f

'
.

in

it

,

,

,

Vancouver, B. C, and

„
2.

(Mbn.)

will

play

Portland and San- Francisco before
,,
.
,
-J
Musical, laid
hlttmg Los Angeles.

•11

,

Broadway

and film

venture.

„

,.
weeks starlmg Sept.

.

'

due

for

.

,
'

'

r

I" .show circles it is believed the
refusal of dramatists to permit descript revisions has.

H,,ions and Okay
I

^

'

'

not infrequently endangered the
It's
chances of plays clicking.
PolnW out that too many times

and critics have nien,i„^ed*that plays were too long «.>id
not sufficiently b'

first-nighters

Revolutionary Russia, features ihc .scripts
.pencilled.
Serge Jaroff's Don Cojisack Choir.
in

later

and

Straight-play producers are apparently satisfied generally with the
changes and concede they will gel
a better break. That especially applies to revenues from subsidiary
rights.
Eastern picture executives
wiiu suggested they participate, in
the negotiations were not invited
because the film companies are not
participating principals to the basic
pact.
As there will be amendments,
there is some chance that picture
representatives will be heard durmg the fall, but the authors recall»
that the film people walked out on
nesotiations some years ago. their
attorneys finding too many regulat'ons which they questioned.

.

,

Musical opened yesterday

has been acquired by Bcrny Byrcns
for production on .dape ,nnd..screen.
Idea is to
musical laic

.

indefinite

« *^°'*'J"^j°?
tried and ''''•Tk
could be
posals should be "/.L"*"!!
changed by amendment in the. event
the rule's don't work out advan-,
tageously.

'Song of Flame' Troupes
Along Coast Key Spots
George

is

points pertain to musicals, objecting showmen protesting ,lhe right ot authors and composers to nullify managerial choices
fl""" <"J.'"*9r. »"anger and conactor.
Guild contends that all
f
tj;r« _are^ fre^^^^^^^^^^^^
maintaining the fluidity of the story
and integration of the score. It ir
felt that if the authors' ideas,
if
adopted, would niean the .success of

Fitzgerald

the

which

The other

Leblang also owned the adjoining
i>»

in

translator

clarification.

a cut-rate ticket department
there, .that branch of the bu.slness

known

or

ager contracts with the foreign
writer on a smell percentage, basis,
however, the set royalty sharing of
4%, 6% and 10%, stipulated ar
minimum in the agreement, would
apply.
It is evidei t that the regu-

had

property

adaptor

the

would be compensated by one-third
of the royalties regularly due on
percentage basis, based on the
amount of the grosses. If the man-

northeast corner of Broadway and
42nd Street, has been purchased by
a Mexican coterie,, buyers planning

fi.

ated by the DtiPonfs.

and theatre are oper-

tended rights can. I>e abu.<:ed not
only by authors but those whom
they may favor over managerial

musical,

as

hotel,

merely the right of approving the
of producers in casting

ing the entire Broadway front block.
"Henry VIII," "What Every Woman His estate dwindled after the stock
Knows," "John Gabriel Bjorkman," market collapse in 1929.
Lion" and
the
"Androcles and

E. P. Conkle's play. "Johnny Appleseed," based oh the adventures
of a legendary pibncer character,

ul-

to

selections

Fire Brings Suspension
phia when fire damaged the interior
ot the Forrest theatre, where it was
playing, will resume there Sept. 2.
A longer period to make repairs is
required than was originally esli
mated, first six rows of the lower
door on one side of the house having been burned and, in addition,
a portion ot the proscenium aich.
Only one "Girls" drop was destroyed.

with a corner at 43rd
Street, and he planned reconstruct-

St.

and

factions,

will

and appointment of directional complement. Producers claim such ex-

building,

Rapids and Dallas summer
manager of the' Playhouse here, re- theatre."! to prepare the basic docuplacing Ray Harris, who retired. ments for the proposed organizaPlayhouse, which In late seasons has tion.
been increasingly used for legi! tryAnother meetinu I.^ to be heW in
out-;, is located In the hotel.
late September to hear the Taylor
Both
of Hotel

timately

"Follow The Girls," forced to suspend three weeks ago in Philadel-

being abandoned.

at-

di.<pute.

.

ing.

Louis, Louisville, Cleveland, Toledo,

in

the negotiato be further

To Resume

until late autumn, plan
being to play about six months, then
lay off next summer prior ,to troup-

Rep

but there

(I),

points

prolong

amendments

Sept 2 After

In Philiy

Broadway

Columbus Circle, which the
group has rented for a year.

four

be in the for/n ot
the pact. The i-isues are expected to be ironed oiit
by Dec. 1, the deadline set for thHt
purpose.
Spehgler.
There is no, doubt about a differ"Life WItli Father" (road)—Oscar
ence of opinion over the changes, on
Serlin.
"Tobaec*
lUad"
(road)— Harry the part of some producers at leaft.
Those critical showmen say that the
Oshrln.
Dramatists Guild. ha.<i extended its
power of veto to an "alarming" extent, but the authors decry the term
'Follow Girls'
"veto." contending that theirs i.o

bankroll

"School for Scandal." First performance will be given In Princeton,
N. J., Sept. 20. with Philadelphia end
Boston to follow, Broadway premiere being dated for Nov. 3 at the

.

whatever changes are agreed to

"1*4t Wlndcmere's Fan" (L'o.s
Angeles)— Russell Lewis, Howard
Young and Homer Curran.
(revival)—
"The Front. Pate"
Hunt Stromberg, Jr., and Thomas

For '47-48 Season
venture

Thui:,sday

last
still

Rather than

Co.

Rehearsals are scheduled to begin
next week, there being five bills,

Southern Alfresco Assn.
Into Action This Fall

sion

Playhouse, Wilmington

45 Road

X.eventhar and

J.

Hayman.
tion.s. these points are
"Dream Girl" (road)— Playwrights considered by both

Clifford

Woody

plus a group of
variety acts, will play the Majestic
week of Oct. 17.

band,

Two

Woodstock, N. Y.. Aug. 6.
New cooperative group is tlic Vil
letla Studio Players here. "The Infernal
Machine" was their first.
They plan, generally, to produce
Works of unknown writers.

Wilmington, Auk.

and

at the Melba, Nov. 22

as of

are

"Cordelia"— J.

Weeks

the legit category the season
will open with "The Hasty Heart,"
In

Herman's

Shows m Rehearsal
U My Heart"— Arthur

"Tours

'

American Rep. Sets

replaces Gordon Som
mers, director for several years, who
resigned to accept the directorship
of Virginia's state-subsidized Barter
Ihcatre at Abingdon.

Whitney

tween

Spitz.

stuff in the Record. Other congressmen also made reference to alleged
radicalism in Equity. Copies of the

Record were around the Lambs
club last week, where the topic was
widely discussed. The Idea of barring
petitions on luues foreign to the
theatre was also suggested there.

The revised basic agreement beauthors and managers became effective, for a five-year term

4-

M.

who made complaint

Contract

Sign Basic FiverYear

Walkout

From

mer

Be Arbitrated

to

Still

manyt

itoch *pcia is partly credTo
ited to tryouii of new playi.
date 17 have been presented and it
around 30 will have
)g expected that
been shown before the strawhat sea-

aummer

son

4 Points

WANTS TO BALK

;

.

,

60

.

Wednesday, August

Broadway Eases

Though Big

Off

'RUTH' TIDY

Hits

P,000

'Washington, Aug. 6.
"Dear Ruth" turned in a tidy $20,000 in nrsl week of a three-week run
at ihu Ncilional theatre here last

Up

wft'.'k.

L^sl week's last half saw cooler around $32,000, with previous
weather for early August than for under, the. figure.
,

on

:

Wiih FatherV moves in for

w^'tk

Ec'

The Besi

'

betiinning Aug.- 19,

with

Maxwell and Betty Alden.

week

And

inUMli'

by Anilrrw

Hurn>:r:

llo'^loit
.\Vlllu:ll

.Mnlher
I

!iI:ik'''>

HunitltiM-

.

)lnll,

.Incoln

UnioKM.

...

Chi Advances;

Mra.

fantasies,
and while occasionally
lender or touching, is jnore often
downright dull. Relief with which
audience greeted its infrequent luimProus sallies ooints up ils general
lack of entertainment value
Cast includes alternates for sevof. the leading roles. Oh
opening
night Gerald Prosk played Al
"red^
with Margaret Rainey as Anny-May
both turning in acceptable pcrformaivces. Carol Gustavsoii, Jack
Burk-

eral

'

'

lliii'r

Schwpl?,l:onli:(iiiii.

.

.

MiKlc'Icinc

.

.M:Hlci.vi)

Hole

K llloeii

Sil(ll'>i-ljinil

.Kll'/.ii

.l'iir,sl(»>"

... .Cl-.VHl.nl
i".

.luso'i'hitiii.

.

Slttiv
< ll\ u

AIIh'iUi

AllH'.H

lYyiiiu

hart

Sally Duke.

John Miller. .lane
Moultrie and Steffi Blank are othei-^
faring fairly well. Saul Colin's
direction had not quite blended
all
Ihc script's, fanciful elements

A farce with a few songs rulhor unifiedvjvhole for the premiereintoanda
than a full-blown musical this item some of ^the actiiig was still riugh
Chicago. Aug. 6.
offers okay midsummer night;.-! di- Arturo Sofo has designed
modLcgil bi7. here on the upgrade,
version but its chances for. the liigh- erately effective. non-reali.siic
.wt
with five plays hitting the boards,
priced pews secni remote at this sil- oavin!:_ either top much attention—
in contrast to the low o( three a
Idea is good nhd might offer or
not enouph— 10 such jarring
month ago, "Harvey," with Joe E. ting.
basis for more substantial treatment notes ns a tree which lij-hts
up like
Brown in the lead, opened .Monday thougli
question would be whether to a liikcbox and fu?;7.v urojcclcd scpii(5). and promises to be around for
scrap the inusic and speciiillios for cry on the backdrop.
Pnni;
terrific
view

LAYING OFF

and "Oklahoma!" both crack
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"Thi! Red Mill," 4Gth Street (42d
year;
That should, hiutf, favored theatre-going, but business, week) (M-l,.319: $4:aQi. Expectation
fall
off,
which indicated that is for continuance 't"tociuf'
eased
lipped Broadway .figures the pre- period: business pfofilabu, ' $25,000
vious week were correctly credited estimated
to convcntionites.
No. variance in
NEIGHBORHOOD
takings fbr the four leaders, "Annie
"Good Night, Ladles," Flalbush,
Get Your Gun," "Gall Me Mister," Brooklyn; repeating,
"State of the Union" and "Born
"Dear Ruth," Windsor, Bronx.
Yesterday," same going for "Har-

iiiai\.v

Aug.

Boston',
of MUifclral

Ut>l:ivlH
.

of Frl«>ndo

]IinUln:;i'jn nml l.t'o
In Iwii nciu.

..Jiiltn
(.Iciii

.Mnll

jifc

To New Year's, SR032i^Gr'Anme'^

"Dream Girl," Coronet (CD-I ,037).
Played 29 wfeeks; relighU Sept. 2.
"O Mistress Mine," li:mpire (CDThere are now 19 attraictions re- 1,082; ,$4.80). Played 22' weeks; reof the
a long stay in
It
lights
Aug. 20.
maining
on
a straight farce or vice v>;is;i.
the
list,
including
advance. "Up in Central Park,"
doesn't hok". enough for Broadway
"Maid in the Ozarksi" the freak hillwhich continues as the town's top
billy play which slipped but is still
at this time.
grossers, skidded to fold Aug. 24.
appe.nrnnco
plenty
attraction heir
holdovers.

'

Business

"Icetime"

for

and "Carousel"
money.

is aihar.ing,

lects big

1946

7,

Strawhat Reviews

WEEK AT WASH.

IN 1ST

Taking Orders

Sell Out; Dlister/

vey"

.

'

still col-

.

profltablc.

'FIREFLY' 43G; 'FORTUNE'

Week

Estimates tor Last

C (Comedv), D (Drama),
(Comcdy-DTama), R (Revue),

Keys;

CO

M

42G

O

(Musical),

(Operetta).
Lucasta," Mansfield (102d
Intention

"Anna
week) (D-l,041:'$3.60).

HOT

IN

L

Hollywood; Aug. 6.
Hot weather hit only one house
last week, although it helped the,
outdoor oiferint' of Greek Theatre.
Latter got $43,000 for the second and
final week of "Fireny" and was SRO
"The Forlatter part of the week.
liine Teller" hiked up to take in
$42,000 for the second week at the
Philharmonic, which speaks plenty
lor the attraction, inasmuch as the
Philharmonic is the town's largest

is

to hold over well into fall, with expectation that business will improve; $8,000.
.

.

"Annie Get Yonr Gun," Imperial
week ) .(M-1,427:. $6.60). Box-

(12th

office
statements
are /identical
weekly, gross topping $45,000, which

means standees, too.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (27th
bake-ovon.
week) (C-993; $4.80).
Also con"The Merry Wives of Windsor"
tinues to sell out, and will probably
play through next season; count is came to town as the third in the
Theatre Guild offerings and drew a
close to $21,000.
from the press.
"Ca'll; Me Mister," National (10th unanimous panning
week) (R-1,142; $6); GI revue has Show's receipts were half of "Oklafor the
orders for tickets up to New Year's homa!" getting only $18,000
that's plenty
initial

and anticipates a cleanup through

new

season;

out

selling

lbi*-UL

"Carousel,'* Majestic (68th week i
(M-1,667; $6). SUghtly affected last
week, when count was- quoted at
around $37,000, but still among the
gross leaders.

Ken Murray's "Blackouts
i

'-vlo standard $17,000
at El Capitan.

at

$15,000.

Estimates for Last Week
Up,"- Selwyii
Ort

"Come
week)

(1,000;

Good

$3.(iO).

since.

Terrific $24,000.
in Central Park."

Seattle,

Aug.

6.

Scaled to $3.75. "Voice of Turtle,"
Metropolitan,
1,500-seat
the
grossed around $35,000 in its two-

basis.

at

"3-''!(«2d

husband during the manipulaSecondary yarn involves Miss
Holman's daughter in tepid romance.
This sorhehow offers springboard
week at
for music and a few. specialties. One
played to capacity $4.80-top house song, "The First Time," is pleaslast week at the Curraii, $40,500 be- antly romantic and might sooner or
ing the biggest take since Al Jol- later catch on. But others are mere-

San Francisco, Aug..

son's "Big
ago.

Boy" played here 20 years

.

shows

did

prcvioo.iK

Tailulah's 'Pit Lives'

<luo jd at $48,000.-

With Father," Bijou (348th
(C-614; $3.60).
ftuh leader
spanning its seventh summer; tak'-Life

Wow ^23,000,

week)

Boston,'

ings around $6,000.
*Mald In the Ozarks," Belasco (3d

Boston
Aug.

6.

"Private Lives," which Tallulah
in off the strawhat circuit for a 90 at the in-town
Colonial, got heftier on second take
at the air-conditioned legiter with a
wow
estimated, 5G above
$23,000
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Mecca for
opening week.
Show moved out
visitors, and there are many repeat
Sat. (3) to fulfill hayloft commiters; Ukings hold to capacity, with
ments. Colonial remains dark until
last week's count $29,600.
"Life With Father" comes in Aug,
"On Whitman

week)

C-1,077;

Bankhead brought

Somewhat

$3.60).

overestimated; eased oft somewhat
to;^$10.400: plenty 'or this one -setter.
"OkUhonur, St. James 180th

Avenne,"

week)

CZort (13th

(D-1.064; $3.60).

23.

Mixed-cast

"Marv Had
okay $15,500

a

last

Little."

week.

last

Windermere's Fan" due Oct.
Norway,"

Broadway
Around

(0-1,900: $4.80).

not profitable for major
musical, v;hich ends lonu run Sept 7
"State of the Union," Hudson (38th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Tops the
straight plays and should hold that
position indef; $24,500 plus.
$19,000,

,

"Swan Song," Booth

*H
(C-930;

(12th

week)

Morosco
$3.60).

new

definitely enter the

Will

season and

should improve considerably; $10,000
estimated.

"Three to Make Beady," Broad-

huist (21st week) (R-1,160; $4.80).
Intimate revue also will be on the
autumn list; turning an operating
profit, with around $21,000 last
week
Ziegfeld

(30th

Pace

week

$6).

last

v,ay
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Bcaumarchais

will

roll

—

thC

in

grave depcndiilg
on the treatment accorded this hew'
version of "Figaro" from here on.
In brief, there's a foundation here
for some okay tpngue-in-check entertainment but like other pending
jiisles— or

in

his

building projects, comedy may
a victim of material shortages.

any

premiere indicates

case,

fall

In

cla.ss

rather than popular appeal. Nothing
here for pix.
Actually, the version unveiled on.

postage-stamp strawhat slagbonly a thumbnail sketch of what

this
is

might

fee

done by way of

.script

and

production expansion. This particular opus. is. a combination of odd
costuming, narration from the footlights^ players entering and exiting
through the audience and similar
unorthodox approaches. It scratches
the surface adequately, with the real
grind yet to come,
Gino Caimi, Italian-borh thesvi,

tor catche'; good response for a
dance number, too.
music
by
Sigmund
Production is intimate and suitRomberg and George Gershwin, pro- able for occasion, which is lively and making his English-spca1:ing' stage
duced by Denis Du-For as the fifth entertaining and, on the whole, well debut, does a fairly capable job as
week's attraction at Iroquois Amphi- doiie.
Elie.
the romantic barber; although limitheatre, .closed Sunday (4), after
tations of the production do not afringing up a gross of $28,000, equal
ford a complete gauge o( his potenAlfred
to the previous mark set by "StuBarnet Biro gives a good
tialities.
dent Prince." Biz was capacity all
Great Neck, L. I.. July 31.
account of himself as the stupid Don
week, with from 200 to 300 standees
Drjimatlc Workalmli l*lu>-ei-a' |>|-0(luclloi)
Buschman's
and
Adcle
Basilio,
iliico
<ir
lii
p)ay
at each
performance:.
Cast was (dlreclor, Kivin I'laculm)
by Rtiniild Milcliftll. shrewish princess fills the bill. What
headed by Evelyn Wyckoff and Earl ncl9 (fijur HcentB)
liy Saul Culln: ,imilnx,. by Ailnio
Joan Lawrence lacks in ability to
Oxford as romantic leads, and Will- SlagJd
Sofa. PrMciiicd nl the L'liiii>cl, Ciieut Neck,
read lines she makes up by displayiam Sully and Helen Raymond for I,. I., July 311,
torso.
Cmol Ouslavaon. Slovlc ing thehn—via an attractive
comedy.
Support included Robert Lily Helslroni
...Umla Ciina Frank Butler makes an .acceptable
Eckles, Robert Pitkin. Hal Conklin, MV. Helali-oni
N.ldiT narrator and Clark Williams puts
N'l";'
»r«. Helalli'Hi
Swayne Gordon, Virginia Bolen, Alfred
Cmnld IVosk enough hoke Into royalty portrayal
i.
Witlicra
Jack Rutherford aiid Gail Manners.
Waller Mullen
to
make
it amusing.
M;irK;irft iialney
"Babes in Toyland," final bill of Anny-May Wlihera
Staging has caught the clambake
.Marian NVnII
the six-week season, opens tonight
Sally Dnko spirit of this embryo romp. Bone.
PKyllla.
'(6), Mairjorie Belle, Ross Wyse, Jr.,
I.enll Hnrliiw
Bdna
'Virginia Bolen and Jack Blair in- Waller BurKL-»»
tolin Miller
terpreting the Victor Herbert-Glen Honoria I'ricc
Annii HorKOr
CyviK OnldliorK
MacDonough show.

-

-

i

:

.

of Broail-

niiiouiits

ducen.

song and dance by Bertha Belmore,

at Lonisville who

'

ANGELS
Snii Edition.

merit. Two specialties really click:
first is comedy trio called "Innocent
as Hell," involving thrc? of the lawyer's; freed clients, nicely put over
by Madelyn Killeen, Eliza Sutherland and Crystal Ame.'. Second is a

Louisville, Aug.. 6.

—

BEVrVALS
"^"V*^.week)
(M-1,623;

28G

Whlllii),-. A.Iiiplpd froir.
I.nlouclt(< version of llip britilinV
llcauinnrrlinl.i.
Sl.'irs
OInn rnlni'l-

Jfdin

Cni'llop

SAM GRISMAifFOLDS

.

!

ATLANTIC CITY LEGITS

Shows

(CD-712: $4.20).
Claimed to have
bettered $7,0(» with the aid of a
radio contest; about an even break.

/,oJ?'"
«22d week)

Week

songs suited to action,

"Burlesque," Bert Lahr starrer, returned to the Boston summer theatre
week for a second engagement,
touching an estimated $7,000, good
.'iino
Mi.ullrli'
Dorolliy Effpnbacli
for a strawhat anywhere.
Mean
•lai'< Hurl.hnrl
.Tm Puraon....
Sl^'fi Hl.Tiik
while, "Goodbye Again," switched
I.oulHK. Hall
Jerry folicrl
Marlin Hall
from Boston to the Cambridge sum
Corrent Road
innnr Vnn I'rini'f
Harry Duk,>
mer theatre, went to estimated $4.
.Sni-in.tii H(Mv.lril
(Period Coverinfli Aug. 5-17)
Current at Boston s.t. is
000, fine.
.Syjvi;l
Sllinor
Mr«. Johnson
"Anna Lueasta"—Civic, Chi. (5the Libby Holman musical, "The
Best of Friends," while Cambridge 17).
Ronald Mitchell, a professor of
is doing 'They Knew What They
"BUckouts of 1946"— El Capitah English, has several plays to his
Wanted;"
It in
"Set
of
them,
credit,
one
Hollywood (5-17).
Legit season prospects continue to
Troy'," having made a favorable im"BIPemVr Girl"—Curran, Frisco pression in tryout at Coluinbia Unibuild up'.
List now reads as fol
lows: "Dear Ruth." Plymouth; Aug. (5-17).
versity a couple of seasons ago. The
"Life With
19;
Father," Colonial,
"Come On Up"— Selwyn, Chi. professor's latest effort, *'Alfred," is
Aug. 28; "Miss Jones," Colonial, (5-17).
said to have won first prize In a naSept. .9: "Song of Norwav," Opera
tional contest, although the manage"Dear
Ruth"Natl.,
Wash
(5-17).
House, Sept. 9; "Park Ave," Colonial,
ment of the Chapel, where "Alfred"
Sept. 2C; "Born Yestsrday," Wilbur,
^'Fortune
Teller"- Philharmonic, is currently testing, seems vague
Sept. 30: American Repertory The- L. A. (5,10).
about exact details.. Its. chahccs are
atre, Colonial. Oct. 7: 'Toolitskv of
weak.
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (5-17).
Notre Dame," Shubert, mid-October;
It's a fantasy, the hero of which
"Happy Birthday," Shubert, Oct; 3,
"Hasty Heart" Lobero, S. Bar- is a middle-aged idler shamefully
and "Come On Up," Shubert, Sept. 2. bara (16-17).
henpecked by the womari he thought,
"Mary Had a Little"- Geary, he was in .love with years before
when he asked her to marry him.
Frisco (5-17).
Anny-May. the wife, runs a summer
'Richard'-Ferrer In
"Merry Wives of Windsor"— Bilt- boarding house for vacationists, and
Toronto 4«/JG Brodie rhore, L. A. (5-17).
one day, in front of the a.ssembled
guests,
she treats Alfred to such a
Toronto. Aug,_ 6.
"Obsiesslon"— Erianger, Chi. (5-17).
tongue-lashing that he .murders her,
Despite rave notices and cxcc'llcnt
"Oklahoma"— Aud,, Portland (5- then commits suicide.:
business that was dented by a week- 10),; Met, Seattle (12-X7).
Both these acts of violence, forend heat wave only, "Richard III,"
"SUte of the Union"— Black.storte, tunately, are purely in Alfred's imwith Jose Ferrer and Nance p'Neil Chi; (5-10); Aud., San Diego (15-17). agination, but they lead to a series
of further imaginary incidents in
heading a large company, nosedived
"Up In Central Park"—Shubert, which Alfred, and Anhy-May too,
to a poor $4,500 ph its second week Chi. (5-17).
are forced to wander through a
at the Royal Alexandra here, with
"Voice of
the
Turtle—Temple, kind of timeless purgatory, where
ever.vthing is very much Wke the
l,525-seat(>r scaled at $2.40 top.
Re- Tacoma (5-0); Capitol, Yakima (7); life
they have just left, until they
action was that piece should not Fox, Spokane (8); Wilma, Missoula
have been held over a second week (9); Fox, Butte (lO); Brand, Gt. Falls expiate their sins. Happy ending is
achieved when tho couple rediscover
and that first stanza had lured in as
many Shakespearian devotees as the (12); Marlowe, Helena (13); Babcock the love they once bore each other
Billings, (IS); Aud., Bismarck (16); —a state of affairs which continues
traffic would bear, the weather beeven after Alfred wakes up aiid reaFargo, Fargo (17).
ing what it is.
lizes he has onlv been dreaming!
"Voice ot the Turtle"^Cass, Det.
Jose Ferrer Is current In "The
"Alfred" suggests a -warmed-over
(5-17).
Green Goddess,"
combination or earlier and better
.

.

takings estimated at $7,500." "Lady

»9th week)

Capacity

ly

situation

2

by WIMInm

aieni.s)

ti

i

drama about breaking ev«n, with
of

tions.

though Miss. Holman's big song, "The
Al Rnsen Party's Over," has some independent

production now in its third week at
the l,550-se<-.t Geary, chalked up

"Ro.salie,"

Skaiing u^vmi is rtvs.v
visitor.s lo Hndio Ciiv. ,m-

- I).

the

6.

Girl," now in its, second
Curraii,
the
1.776-seat

anrt

.

••

gets the SEine. idea at same lime, so
there's an elaborate swilchcroo ot
poison cups, etc., ending up in
poisoning southern gal who steals

'MARY' 15iG, FRISCO

week)
Wa*<( enrnawaji late week engagement.
bettered $19,000
Ilov'over, overshadowing It was 'Rosalie'
again; Bert Wlleeler replaced Frank the rush on mail orders for "OklaFay Monday (5) for a month while homa!" presented by' Theatre Guild,
in
latter vacations.
at the Mel lor two weks starting
"Icrtlme." Center (7th week) (R- Aug. 12.

week

.

Aug

«llll«in Wlilllnir nnd Anihi llrmiMiv
lln
nssm-lallun .with AUri-d II. T.-i nmiln) ' pro dui'llnn
of cnnicdy
In
tbree ndii (n\m

Moreover, Opvncd
c-onn.V

.

(C-925; $4.20>.

the

niakes a fine stage presence, in low-

backed gowns lo boot.

she can snap a doublc-bpri-elcd entendre and get over a witchy line
with the best of them.
In this she's married to a l.-.wycr
who has been two.^tiniing her with
her best friend for years. He decides
at last he's bicycled from one hoiise
to the other long enough, so an-

her.
Shubert nounces his intenlion to divorce;
"Up
She learns he is going away with
(2,163: $4.80). Public
(16th week)
friend, .so. figuring he can
notice of closing Aug. 24 helped biz her best
get her out ot a murder rap, too.
to the tune of a nifty $36,000.
plans. to poLson. the friend. .Friend

'BLOOMER GIRL' 40iG,

Fitjaro
Brahford. Conn..

l.<!

well-known seductive hiiskiness and

(4th

$15,000.

(1,400;
Erlah.ijcr
."Obsession,"
$3.60). So-so no! ice;, but wound up
with okay $15,000. tor Hist week.
"State pr the Union,' Blackstone
(15th week) (1.360; $4.20). Hit its
near-capacity stride aflcr two weeks
in, towh aiid ha.<i been at the top.

"Bloomer

2 SEATTLE WEEKS

(45th
likely to score a year's run, mark,
or better; around $7,100, t\ay for

in

Cihlef

set for the

.

Are the Boots," FuUon
week) (D-968; $3.60). Now

.ummer

,

"-i

y^fH Week

'TURTLE' ?35,000 IN

"Deep

mixed-cast drama
"Harvey," 48th ^*

frame, although

of profit.

over nf
r946'

at

$32,500.

"Bloomer Girl"

Shiibcrt
ot Libby Holman in lior first musiciil
Still solidly in
in some tinio.
wock we e good role groove
for the throat warbling,
the
A. WEEK'^°''°'*='
with "Come on Up" Ihc big surprise
she puis over a song with all her
healthy
I

Atlantic City, N.

J.,

Aug.

6.

After four weeks in the huge
theatre,
Auditorium
Boardwalk
which was constructed, in the ballroom of the huge Convention hall
for his attractions, the
H. Grisman productions quietly
folded Sunday night (4).
Grisman was granted the c.9,ntract
for the use of the Auditoriui^r.,
a bitter fight with Alfred K-.»"'>"'>
who sought the Auditorium to preespecially

Sam

1

sent

Brpadway

mer

season.

hits

during the sum-

New Opera Back

Wir

/Belle of N. Y/
The New Opera Co.,

'

^

in Fall
idle

on

Broadway

since "La Vie Parisienhe''
revive 'The Belle
York," In a new production
devised by Hassard
staged and
Short.
Show expected to start rehearsals Sept. 15, with production
estimated to cost t2M,000.
Contracts were signed .Monday
(22) with TamsrWitmark Co. vfhor
control copyrights ori original score
by Gustave Kerker and book by
Hugh Morion. "Belle" was produced
(Jan., 1945), will

of

New

originally by George W. Ledcrer,
with Ediia- May in starring role, al
been
It's
Casino, N. Y., in 1897.
done regularly in England, the last

time in 1943 with EvelJ-n Laye
the lead.

m

.

-

CHATTEB
Frederic A. Birmlngbani new mgr
ed in Chi for Esquire,
R. H. T, Bond .handling mystery

Literati

book dept.
Maiss Production Dedications

1

Allen Smith brushes oti the
/dedication business in a lulsome
intro

I

to

new

his

:book,

"Rhubaib"

(Doubleday, $2), with the following,
mass production salutiitions:
The author is far behind in the
production of books, this being but
behis seventh, wherefore he is also
hindhand in dedicating books to
those who, he feels, should have
books dedicated to them, plus those
who have asked him to tledicate
To catch up he
books to them.
would have to write around 143
bopks.real quick. This; book is^dedicated to:
"My wife; my daughter, my son,
my mother, my father, nly sisters,

.

l

h
'\

for

By Frank

<

Scully

«*

V

*« ^

Kubla, Kan,, Aug.

e.

People marvel when dining by candlelight cnez Scully's Bc^am Manor
way our little Alice in'Blunderland can cbpk rlea.
'"Jftjj
individualism of each grain is retained to the end of time, after the RKO
smasheroo of th^ same name.
I have to explain to guests that she learned the art from a prince who
hoped one day to rule Siam. It was, on the French Riviera where she w«s
etary and being paid chiefly: in a course of English from
actinfe^j^'jny
copies of y^Riri'5» It saved learning a lot of things which weren't so.

Fascination featiire editor BevH'Wcxler scripting a itsy^U-iV
\iviit
yarn for 20th-Fox:
Erskine Jbhn.son inked to write a

.

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

Dodd Mead.

Lionel Shapiro, chief European
correspondent for NANA, ganderihg
Hollywood.

galaxy of individuals, seeking a few
moments' audience with His Honorjust enough time to be photographed
and' explain to newspapermen how
their nam'es ar* spelled."
Pic alongside was of O'Dwyer on
City Hall step's showing the sights to

at the

ley

'

Canadian gal in New ICork to pre- monthly Hollywood column for Mosent hirh with an invite to a Toronto lion Picture.
Fawcett fan mag.
air show.
If the juxtaposition of
.s'
William H. Toumey out of the
story and picture was intentional, army,
ed of projected ,new' fact
Sun played it straight and gave no crime mag for
My opposition, this heir apparent to. some elephant empirei offered to
Bernarr Macfadden.
indication' it was being intentionally
give up his right to 300, wives if pur little starry-eyed skijvunper would
Sandy
Vanderbilt
succeeds
.Wilmade up that. way.
rice
liam Shawn as m.e, pf. The, New marry him. 'What's mpre, he promised to teach her how to cpok
Yorker. Shawn going on pari-time properly. She asked my advice aiid I tPld her to settle for the rice, and
Authors League's Drive
after she had mastered the art I'd marry her myself.
duty.
Authors League, of America has
Harrison,
Hei'
friend
nearly,
regal-looking
as
Rex
swarthy
wasn't
as
boy
Homer Croy back to home town,
reduced member fees from $25 to
I
Maryville, Mo., for a. regional novel who is' really, king-size in "Anna and the King of Slam." In fact,, as
$15 and writers may become memfive
to be published by Duell, Sloan & remember Alice and her particular King of Siam he was well under
bers of the Pulp Guild for $10 a
feet.
Mickey Rooney could have played him without benefit of Adler. I
my brothers, my in-laws, my in- year, the idea being to- get as many Pearce.
eh?'*suis
beau,
remember^
he
had
way
of
saying,
"Comme'je
too,
that
a
Harold
Kufus,
dog
laws in law, my
Fred Johnson, drama editor of
authors as possible into the fold
("Boy. am I beautiful, no?") On that I nearly lost the biest cotiked rice
Matson, Don Elder, Lee Barker, Ken before the big book contract 'fight is the San
Francisco
Call-Bulletiii,
McCbrmick, Milt Runyoni George waged. In the piist the Guild had gandcring Hollywoo(J studios for in the World.
Even Tliclr Cats Arc Cultured
Hecht, boVothy Larrimorc, George ail the. w.k. authors in it; but for a two weeks.
Code, Eric PusinelH, Fred Allen, united front the little. ones must be
What other few contacts I have had with romantic Kubla Khans have
New trade journal for carnival
Ben' Serkowlch, Marcella Hendricks, in as well, or there is no chance of
and circus concessions called Na- not been anywhere nearly as charming as Anna Leonoweh's with Motigkut
Abel Green, Morris Gilbert, Clayton victory. "Thing in the past that has
Irene Dunne's with Rex Harrison, it you prefer, it that way, Mrs.
tional Concessionare, but can: the
Buttolpb, James Street. Rufus.
E.
Eddie Dmytryk once gave us a thoroughbred Siamese kitten who used tp
stopped considerable membe^'ship is muggs read?
Blair, Blrig Crosby, Buddy DeSylva,
hop upon the seat ir^ the bathroom, thereby carrying the word "housethat, ajside from a few official meals,
Ted Bennet taking six months' broke" tb'cultural extremes, and pertainly years ahead of the brighteist of
B. O. McAniiey, H. L.. Mencken, there is no social nor club life, no
Frank Waldman, Chuck Daggett, meeting place. That last is a real leave from his piiblicity chores to the Scully-bred flieas from Heaven. -And George Wylie Paul H'mt, A'''"
started while zona's practically perpetual governor (he held the oflice seven tcrnis),
Sherman Billingsley, Leon Kay.
drawback, in N'. Y. city; not only finish two hovels he
In the Army.
Shiilnian, aU the residents of Old
used to regale me with 'quaint tales from Bangkok, but they were no
tor resident but also for visiting
Roaring Brook Road. Bert.MacDon- writers who'd like, to meet co.Leslie Charteris, author of mys- ciuainler than Anna's, nor even Siam Goldwyn's plain tales from Grauman
nld, Mary Margaret McBride, Elmer workers.tery yarns, received his final Amer- (Chinese.
Roessner, William J. O'Brien and all
ican citizenship pape'rs in Los AnPresident Wbodrow Wilson sent Hunt oft as minister to Siam just to
his Klnkels, Morris Watson, Joe
geles last week,
keep him from getting into a gubernatorial rut and, all I got out of it
Charles Jackson's Newest
Alex Morris, Harry Battin. Grayson
Jack Tooill has takieh over thea- when he came back were slippers, ,dre.ssing gowns and photographs, which
Charles Jackson's ."Lost Weekend,'.'
Kirk, Red Barber. Ted Crosby, Waldealing with dipsomania, is being trical post for the Erie (Pal.) Dis- always seem to fiome out better in the Nalibnal Geographic.
a
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Winchell,

ter

Herman

.

Fox, Jack
Wilson,
DeVoe followed by another daring theme,
homosexual marriage, in his forthcoming "Fall of Valor," iSimon' &
Schuster publishinjg.

Earl
Sutherland,
Joan
iiingham,,

'

.

.

patch-Herald. He's son of Kenneth

That Anna's educational program didn't leave lasting effects, is pbyipus
The king pf Siam, whp recently com-:
in the reading pf latter-day pbits.
mitted isuidde, or was murdered (vote for one), was a successor to this
same King Mongkut whom Anna educated. Mbngkut's first wife, played
by Gale Sondergaard (whp really stPle the picture) told Anna that the
thin veneer of occidental cultiire wouldn't last, and it. didn't.
Chl'E Sun, Trib In Price War
Morning newspaper price war is
Nancy
profiles
Harry
Davids
/>f these dry-moated, monarchs are a pretty sad
In fact the modern
on ;tap in Chicago, with Marshall Haenigsen,
Herald-Trlb
syndicate lot. A dairk-skinned dnui
regal subsidy adjoining. Siam spent his
Field's Sun gciing from 3c to a nickel creator of "Our Bill": and "Penny", last years building up
> .ein of ex-Follies girls in Paris and trying to
last week.
strips, in Sept. Pageant.
drink them all under the table in New York this at the very time, (1942)
The other ayem sheet, thfe Tri"A Blind Man Goes to Tale," in' we were fighting to restore orderly government all Over the world.
bune, remaiiis at. 3c, with signs on current Issue- (Aug.) of Ebony inag,,
Na Best For. a Windsor
newsstands reading "Tribune is 3c has been writteh by Harold M: Bone,
Pay No More,!' indicative that itH V.Miurrv
New
correspondent
in
He was confined to an A-A institute on Long Island until the British
stay that way.
Haven,
felt it would be better fpr the English pound if his mortey cleared through
,Tohn K. Hutcheris upped from as- one of their subsidies than through ours.
they asked emissaries to try
Helmer's 'Big Drag'
sistant to editor /of N. Y. Times the idea out on the Prince Alarming.
Mel Heimer, King Features writ- Book Review,, succeeding Robert
Between his hangovers, the emis.saries finally t:-'
»he oriental Othello
er, is doing a book on Broadway Van
Geldcr.
Latter resigned to into leaving New York for Nassau, but When thj.-- •wb reached Eddie,
called ''The Big Drag," due next write a novel.
who was ruling there at the time, Eddie, to borrow a Drew Pearson
spring via Whittlesey House. Writer
Ray F. Fletcher, recently resigned phrase, hit the ceiling.

Crawford,
Tom
Douglas Black, Jim Moran.
Leo- McCarey, Gene Fowler, Hedda
Hopper, John Moynlhah, Alton Cook,
H. R. Ekins," Sam Ballard, Idwnl
Jones, Elliott Arnold. Chet Lauck.
Norris Goff, Mel Heimer, Sid Reznick, Stanley Anderson, Arthur Godfrey, Jim Howard,,' Gerald Holland,
Charlie Gorham, Carl Randau, Asa
liriccetti,

'

Tpoill, co-publisher.

;

Random House will publish' a
translation of Joseph Kessel's French
novel, "Coup de Grace," which will
be filmed by Enterprise,

-

—

Durante,

Pop

Jolson.

Reynolds,

,

at

.

•

Will'ani Laas, new m.e. -of Holiday, talking with Mark Hanna, literary agent for Errol Flynn, for the

James
Bikini Expose
Cpnsidine, who covered" the

Daition

Bob

Runyon, Jack Foster, Leo Lindy.
and .New Castle Wiater District

atomic bomli; test at Bikini, and latter's
"oceanographical
survey"
wrote the script of Metro's A-bomb when Flynn makes his next excurfilm, "The Beginning or the End," sion on his yacht.
is doing a "Wayward Press" piece
John Chapman returned to his
for the New Yorker on the news- New York Daily News chores after
pa'per and radio coverage of "Op- two weeks of gandering Hollywood.
flrst

No. 1.-

-

P.S.— It's a funny book, besides.

-

.

IUm Oat

PMkcr Out

of

of

New

Bacr
York.

'

eration Crossroads."

Wifpr, Variety:
After reading
Billy Rose's'

Rosenberg,, editor of the
Inglewooid (Cal.) Daily News, appointed executive editor of the Sacramento Union.
Second instance in the last several
months pf one author demonstrating,
a "photographic memory" by duplicating almost wprd fpr wpi-'d an earlier wprk of another author is currently forming one of the chief
topics of conversation in the pubJ.

He maintains that the coverage
your reprint of
column critical venom, was mishandled all around, with the
result that none of the correspond-

cry enough's enough!
Billy and too many other persons
have attributed that crack about
Hepburn running "the gamut of emotions from A to B" to Dotty Parker
I

ents could write intelligent etbries
of what was happening during and
after the tests.

wIthoXit question.

Total TIcup

L.

It's about the only thing ever atHarold Sherman has a hovel,
tributed to Dotty, and her .whole "The
Green Man," in Amazing lishing business.
reputation as a wit seems to be Stories, about a visitor from Mars,
Tokyo Correspondents CJub elecfotmded upon it. If so, she's only a that; is surrounded by tieups. The
ted Walter Simmons, Chicago Tribhalf-wit, in a manner of. speaking. author, who recently sold ','Jane
une, president for current, six-month
For Bugs Baer said it flrst, about an A<ldams of Hull House" to ParaOther officers: John Luter,
term.
earlier novice in the windmill school mount, has film and stage interest in
Time mag, first veepee; Tom Labert,
of acting. It isn't clear just how it his new opus and a coriiic strip also
Burton (jrane.

was

AP. second veepee;

her tag: either Dotty
had a good rnemory, or somebody
else .hnd a poor one.
'^".hi-.,
doesn^t need the credit; he
has aaid too many other quotable
things that'll live. He's probably too
calloused now, after all the f tiilT of
that has been lifted (he wiu;
Ily the sole support of half
M'J •.- •••"^ics in vaude), to care.
It
first glvei)

is

in view.'.

N. Y. Times, secretary; Ralph Teatsworth, UP, treasurer.
another anthology of New
Still

In the novel, not at all disguised,
arc numerous Broadway celebs, so
there'll be no guessing games. ZifT Yorker pieces: Francis Steegmuller's
Davis may also bring out in book book for Rcynal & Hitchcock, joinform, though the book and mag de- ing Wolcott Gibbs, /» 'hur .Kbber.
partmcnl.s are now. entirely disa.sso- Irwin Shaw. S. J. .Perelman and
ciated; m.igs in Chi,

.

books

in N.

Y.

others in the reprint swiBepstakcs.
Shaw'sr book is titled "Act of Faith"
for Random House publication.
Five of Theodore Dreiser's novels
will be reprinted limultaricously by
World Publishing on Sept 25. Titles
will include such worJcs as "Sister
nnd "Jennie Gerhardt"
Carrie"
amon.i; olher.s and will sell at $1.98.
(Book - of - tbeEdwin Scaver's
Month Club) daughter. Edwina, has
with the
.signed a: licw contract
with
the
starting
Ru.s.se.
Ballet
troupe at the Hollywood Bowl.

'

•.appeii:
'o.

that

I,

Kipllnc:er Snags Engel
Louis Engel is resigning as man.
aging fdltor of Business Week mag
New York m.-mager for

as an' old B.ncr fan,

Clark Kinnoird
(King Featiires Syiulicale)

to become
Kipliiigor.

N. T. Sun, Hizioner and P. A.'s
N-_Y. Sun last week gave Mayor
William O'Dwyer a kidding onceover on his sasceptlbilily to pro.is
agent gags. And right next to the
story it used a three-coUimn photoot just the <;ype of stooging for which
Hizzoner is being ribbed.
Which
seemed to prove that it was Ihe Sun
,and not the Mayor who played .«uck«r for the p;a.s.

lonial-colonnaded

hallways

pass

a

•

Enjii'l's cniil.-ict.s with big bii.sincss
wiis one of the factors in l<ipliii(;er"s
He checks out
desire (0 \mb him.
of Business Week Aug. 15;

.

Ytirn by Harvey Call s.nid: "For
Jhe last seven months, under Etrooklyn's favorite son, William O.'Dwyei',
City Hall has switched from a onejnan production to the greatest stage
Jn the city for praise agents. Uj) the
broad front' steps through the Col-

—

,

Is

-

Al

'-.

:

Saratoga Springs completing biz Mgr. of Portsmouth (p.)Times,
Miller, Frank Partos, Harry Tugend. ,the mss. for a September deadline. aiid'Ray F. Barnes, publisher Elwood
Heimer has dropped the Bill Robr (Ind.) Call-Leader, bought the AlaY.' Frank Freeman's dogs, the Harlem Division of the New York. Cen- inson biography he was to do for mosa (Colo.) Daily Cbui-ler. Fletcher
will be publisher.
tral, George Brown, Libble Block, Whittlesey.
Rose,

,

>

'

i-

Bordages. Tatum Wallace, the Mount
ftisco National Bank & Trust Co..
Toe Mitchell, Doc
Rockwell, Ed
Gardner, the lost. Dorah of Doubleday Doran, Sid Skolsky, Dinah
Shore, Gene Austin, Edgar Bergen,
Hal Bock, Nick Martini, Willard
Mullin, the Sawmill River Parkway.
Douglas Gilbert, Clip Boutell. Raymond Chandler; Charlie Brnckett.
Billy Wilder, Dwight Wiley, Seton I.

Stuart

.

,

Contagious Talent?

There has never been a.s many
forunvs on writing na Ibis summer

!

.

nbccnl casualties. Read and Facts,

cclcbs getting a chance comes with announcement writers
how-I-donc-it. After all Ihc can file but there is no money for
the 'cm. Fact is that according, to legal
iiito .silence, and
ballyhoo is over, just wh.nt prac- procedure, the printer comes first
gel head tried to bolster position with
tical benefit the young hopefuls
puzzle lottery, with confrom these gatherings is tiuestion- ;\ teiTifio
testants being urged to go out and
ablc. a.sidc from seeing and hearing
Large sums
subscriptions.
scci-ns gather
the grciit and near-great. Idea
a.s- and small were paid as prizes, with
to be that with so much talent
lingering month after month,
.semblcd there must be some con- cf ntest
but ho help, apparently.

with
1

lo

local

tell

words

settle

I

,

.

i

tagionl

British foreign office fprccfully explained to Eddie that, color and
polygamy excepted, he and' thie Prince Alarming were royal cousins and
if Eddie' gave the guy a brush it might inflame every potentate against
British rule frpm the Gobi desert to Ceylon. The British empire was having a tough enough time surviving dismemberment without adding Eddie's
caprices to its list the, foreign office added,

The

"But

the Ziegfeld hsirem!" Eddie insisted.

He was told that was .being taken care of. It was, too. An American
Portia who had been called in on the legal and medical aspects of the
case suggested that the harem be allowied to accompany the Prince as far
as Miami. Without passports, which they would never think pf getting on
their own, the gals would be denied the privilege of walking up the gangplank behind his rum-soaked highness. She would, see, however, that a
doctor accompanied him to his destination with sufficient medical supplies
to take care of H.R.H. when he became hysterical at the loss of his assorted
collection of old chorines.
The switch wprked, but the ordeal left the young doctor so shaken that
even after four years of surgery with the American forces in the Pacific
he still prefers not to go back to New Yo'rk but has picked instead a rough
western town near the Mexican border to practice his profession.. The
Prince Alarming has since died of what alcohpllcs anpnymous would call
"overeating."

He Wasn't Her

Disli

The metropolitan .Portia who straightened out that "right of asylum"
for royal refugees had been an old hand at taking kinks out of kings.
Once, while resting in London between revolutions in his fleabitten monarchy, a king offered her his hand in marriage.
The servants were out He was helping her
It was a Suhday evening.
clear the dishes after dinner. They were in the kitchen when he popped
the .oldest of questions. It seemed to come right out of his heart. Or a
Hollywood script
He had seen her pull many of his bewildered bluebloods out of bankruptcy, He and all his kind wer.e eternally grateful to her. She looked
at him with compassion where he hoped for adoration and awe.
"Listen, my Balkan beloved," she said, "dry that silverware, and I do

mean

dry!"

But will you marry me?"
'Morganatic or: royal?"

'

"r have no choice. Morganatic, of course.'*
said the Portia, reared under the American
"Oil,
"

rnoli,

way

of

life,

"a king's

eh?"
Kin;. Leer Disarmed

He really wasn't a bad egg and he didn't
Aga Kalui, Otto Kahn, Kubla Kahn— any
of these boy.s could take him in anything from gin rummy to diamond
mines; All he had was the prestige Of co.stume drama.s.
She looked him up and down.
have the strength of one either.

"You

know," she

said, "'I've seen

you

in

dozens of imiforms, but never
.sticlf.
At least a gang-

armed with anytliing more lethal than a .swagger
ster'.s moll would be protected by a gun."
.''What I a.sked was, would you marry me?"
.

".Np," .she said.

The refusal really shook him up. It didn't follow, the protocol at all.He ilnished drying the silverware and then left in a very undiplomatic
Between her and the British foreign office they eventually got him

hiitT:

but so far he has never itiarricd.
Personally, I rate her several cuts above Anna and I suppose a hundred,
now One World Pictures will reach back for her memoirs to
produce them in atorhovles. But I'm rather glad I saw the. rough cut It
seems to have had more vitality in the original.
I thought "Anna and the King of Siam" was
Biit don't get me wrong.
his job back,

years from

.

swell, top.

:

.
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OBITUARIES

HarrISi died last week (29) in are traditionally close and, economically, must be closer.
If not,
Washington, D. C.
Lohg a member of the Treasurers British loan or no, America may
Club, CuUen lived in Washington for find its $80,000,000 annual gross
Surviving are his from the British Isles curtailed:
past 15 years.
widow, Ada; two sisters, and a Without that foreign revenue the
nephew.
U. S. film industry cannot thrive or
survive. Should It lose the foreign
JOSEPH MANNING
gravy, the construction at home
Manning,
former would be interpreted pronto in
Joseph
16,
Shakespearean actor, died July 31 in diminishing quality, and its effect
Hollywood following a heart attack. on; dImlnisKing returns right, down
Retiring f rorh the Broadway stage 30 the line arc obvious.
years ago. Manning moved-^ California where he managed an amusement pier for a time and later be- Zanuck Also Stresses
came «a realtor. No near kin surfor Showmanship
'

BOT OHABTIEB

cago vaude houses for over 35 years,
Roy Chartler, 45, veteran VARieni died in Chicago Aug. 5. A native of
motion picture critic and editorial Ghi, Teller entered show business as
fitaAer, died in liis sleep at home a. member of the band at the old
Monday morning (5) after a linger- Hippodrome theatre and later was
ing Illness. Services today at 2:30 musical director for the Central
R iverslde Memorial, N. Y.
Park, Congress and McVlckers TheaDetails In Picture section.
tres in pre-talkle days.
.

.

'

.

JACOB BOSENBEBG
Jacob Rosenberg,

president of
New York local 802 of American
{"ederation of Musicians, died July
51,

;
Ne;w York.
in Orchestras-Music sec-

31. in

He became associated with Balaban & Katz IB years ago and directed
shows and orchestras In their houses

'

sell-

;

Holly woocl, Aug.

FBANKLIN W. NEVNEUBEL

Survived by widow,

Franklin W. Neuneubel,

Jennie Torriani Hutchinson, 71,
former opera singer and protege of
Melba,. died July 30 in Los Angeles

31,

execu-

Nielsen & Co., Chicago',' operators of
Nielsen Radio Index, died in Evanston, HI., July 26. During the war
he served as a naval officer.

Survived by widow and son.

EMERY HEIM
Emery Helm,

TO THE FAMILY OF THE lATE

of

38,

Pan-American

Hollywood, July

JACOB ROSENBERG

to

musicai. director
Records, died in

31.

Before moving
Heim scored

U. S, 10 years ago.

numerous European Aims, including
"Ecstasy." Surviving are

widow and

son.

Hi*

staff

off

Cetmo

ftaeerds Mprtsict

its

WALTER PEARSON

proffeuiid sympathy, for th* less of on* so
door to you and to musicians threuglieut tho

Pearson,
Walter
64,
old-time
vaudeville straight man. died in N.Y.

nation.

for 14 years.
and brother.

Aug.

6.

Warning that the "honeymoon

Is

over" In the picture business and
Is every portent that leaner
years are ahead" was stressed by
Darryl F. Zanuck in' a speech to
theatre operators and managers at
dinner at the 20th-Fox's studio commissary. Cafe de Paris, Monday
Other "speakers at the
night (6).
dinner, which climaxed the annual
convention of the managers of nawere. Joseph M.
theatres,
tional
Schenck, Spyros Skouras, Charles

development division of A. C. "there

tive in

JENNIE TOBBIANI HUTCHINSON

ETHELBEDA LEWIS
Ethelreda Lewis, whose best

Need

.

vive.

until his retirement In 1938.

Details
tion.

:

He had been

2.

.

out of vaude
Survived by widow

s

Around World
Continued from page

1

mated $25,000 but "World" nccd^
$27,000 to break even. After an uncertain debut business Improved
and
by the third week the gross toppod
$33,000, although that was considerably under capacity. During July
attendance tapered to around $21 ODD
Around two-thirds of the loss was
shouldered by Welles personally

Alexander

Korda

having

invested*

$100,000 originally. The actor-au.
thor-director is said to have borrowed most of the coin required
and during one of his curtain
speeches he said he was "mortgaged
and bleeding". Welles was a natural
tot publicity, one of his radio
talks
Intimating that his "voodoo friemls"
in Harlem rnight put the whammy
on critics who didn't like "Wodd"

being highly amusing and publicity,

No critics have expired
the talk, however.
Welles, during "World," was called
the "busiest man on Broadway",
what with his stage and radio apl
pearances. His schedule ealls for a
Skoiiras; Tom Connors and George return to the
Coast to start work
Jessel.
on a picture, "If I Die", for Co"If there Is going to continue to lumbia,, but part of the film will
be a picture business as we know it," be shot on Long Island early In the
Zanuck said, "it will be up to you fall. He is under contract for five
theatre managers and operators t<r pictures, one to be done in London
keep girosses up. We've got to go for Korda. He is set on returning to
back to the old days when show- Broadway for appearances in "King
manship was the keystone of our Lear" next season..
"World" production is to be
industry."
Zanuck also called on the. theatre shipped to London as soon as space
men to help develop and popularize is available, but the' visible stage
new players, advocated extended treadmill will remain here, it beplaying time through more effec- longs to Dwight Deere Wiman, wlio
tive advertising, more original ex- used it in "I Married An Angel", it
originally, constructed
for
ploitation ideas and greater enter- being,
"Green Pastures."
prise and ingenuity.
Welles will go to Britain to get
the. cast
together and begin rehearsals as sbo.n as he completes
the Columbia commitment. He will
Dorothy Elizabeth Nesbitt to Ed serve, as producer and director
on
Wynn, Las Vegas, Nev., July 31. "World," as well as act in it,
just as
Groom is radio .and film comedian, he did in New York. He'll also
perfather of Keenan Wynn. film actor.
form the same chores for the film
Jeanne Hofmann to Frank Natale, version, which Korda will make
in Pittsburgh, July 27, Groom is a next year.
Welles will be the only
bandleader.'
member of the N. Y. "World" cast
Ruth Rosen to Mickey Hartz, in to play in the' London version.
Pittsburgh, July 28.
Grooni is a
Under a pre-production deal. In
salesman for UA,
accordance
with
terins
of
the
Virginia Reed to Fred Moore, Dramatists' Guild agreement, Korda
Santa Monica, July 27. Groom is e also paid 15% of the weekly gross
radio announcer,
for the film rights each week the
Dorothy Elizabeth Nesbitt to Ed show made a. profit. That amoOnted
Wynn, Las Vegas, Nov., July 31. to comparatively little. In addition,
Groom Is the stage and radio Korda advanced to Welles a considsnaring.
sin.ce

.

ing adventure novel, "Trader Horn,"
into a film, of same name
in 1931, died at Port Alfred, South
Africa, recently, according to word
received in Cape Town, South Af-

was made

after a long illness. Mme. Torriani
made her debut in Paris 4C years

ago and was the first to' sing the
"Aida" role in this country, at the
New York Academy of Music.

Later she was chief of the vocal
week. Mrs. Lewis met an
Walter Damrosch
of
itinerant peddler, Alfred A. Smith, department
of her puin Johannesburg In. 1925. Fascinated Institute of Music. One
by his stories, she decided to write pils was Jeanette' Macl>3nald. SurTorhis biography. His jungle stories viving are a daughter, Aimee
were published in both London and riani, and a grandson, David Hanna,
New York in 1927. Simon & Schu- liOS Angeles drama critic.
ster published the American edition
OLIVE HABTZELL
under the title: of "Being the Life
Olive Hartzell, 45, woman clown,
and Works of Alfred Aloysius Horn,
died Aug. 1 In Kirkland, Wash., folan Old Visitor."
Book was so well received that lowing a heart attack while perMetro acquired the film rights and forming in Dodge's Thrill Circus. A
"Trader Horn" opened at the Astor Canadian by birth. Mrs. Hartzell
with the Ringling
theatre, N. Y., in 1931 with Harry had appeared
and
Carey, Edwina Booth and Duncan Bros., Al G. Barnes, Sells-Ploto
Renaldo in leads. Though a heavy other circuses. Surviving, are her
husband. Glen ("Funnybpne" ) Hartbudgetcr, picture was a success.
Glenna
Blrs; Lewis
several zell clowii, and daughter,
rica, last

.

Clarence t. Harold,

49,

Paramount

technician for 19 years, died July 29
in Santa Monica following a heart
attack.
Surviving are his widow
and daughter.
'

.

Mrs.

Jules

Levey,

wife of
46,
real estate department exec, died. Aug. 9 In New

Warner Bros. N. Y.
York:

Survived

by

husband

and

daughter.

.

Mother of Irving Rothenberg,
salesman in Warners N. Y. branch,
died Aug. 1, in N. Y.

U. S. Pix
Continued from page

1

cessful as.

"Trader Horn."

THOMAS

P. BEEOLE
Thomas P. Beegle, 59, Pittsburgh
concert Impresario and. managing
director of the May Beegle Concerts
since the death of his sister in 1943,
died last week after a heart attack.
He had been with, the Equitable Life
Assurance Co. since 1932, but when
his sister died three years ago, she
.

him her concert business and
Beegle had been directing It in her
name. /
Her will provided that after Tom
Beegle's death, the May Beegle Concerts was to go to his two 'sons,

left

.

Thomas P., Jr., and William. Latter
had worked in concert promotions
'with his father since last March
when he was discharged from the
Navy.

Beegle

World War

was

veteran

a

of

I,

WILLIASI

L.

erable portion of the sum due him
under his employment contract to
do the film version. Welles sunk
that coin into the show.

..;

,

Athens' Bl Riot

'

Continued from page 1

'

U

U

BIRTHS

erns and turned all the facilities
and International Into production
of top A features.
Blumberg, Reagan and other top
brass of the industry also see the
decree system as (1) creating a new
standards of extended runs, comparable to roadshowings at pop prices,
and (2) the greatest return per
picture ever in hlstoiy through

U
IN

MIMORY OP

My Mevad Hatb««4

DICK RYAN
MARY RYAN

PEACOCK

'William L. (Pop) Peacock, 77, vet.
eran of more than 30 years with the
Harris Aihuseraent Co;,, died recently
at the Presbyterian hospital, Pitts
burgh, following a long illness.
Peacock joined Harris enterprises
In 1915 as stage doorman at old

;

quality of British and French films
and the industries burgeoning in
Scandinavian countries, Italy, Egypt,
Mexico, Argentina, India, China and
throughout the world. Not comedian,
elsewhere
Halle, trapezist.
only do the fllmgoers of these counRay Jones to Eloise Kummer,
tries naturally like pictures in their Sheboygan! 'Wis., Aug. 3. Groom is
MBS. LOUISE STICKNET
native
tongues,
but there's a strong assistant national executive seretary
Mrs. LOulse Stickney, 73, a memthrough- of AFRA; bride, Chicago radio
ber of the DeMott family of eques- nationalism now prevalent
in
which
Is
resulting
out
th'e
world
actress.
trians in early circus days, died in
Lois Butler to H. :A. Brocamp, Las
Des Moines, July 24. With her hus- preferential acceptance . of homeband, the late Robert Daniel Stick- grown products, Blumberg pointed Vegas, Nev., July 27. Groon> is an
associate of Rodney Pantages.
ney, a grandson of John Robinson, out.
easily
American
companies
can
Grace Drysdale to John Halchak,
founder of circus by that name, she
meet
competition,
the
pVexy
tills
New York, Aug. 4. Bride Is USO
traveled for years with numerous
opined, but only if they concentrate performer who was one of the surcircuses.
Survived by one son and two sis- on pictures which by their very vivors- of the Lisbon crash, and
quality
playing
time
on
demand
standard vaudeville act.
ters.
foreign screens. That's one of the
principal reasons fbr the revoluULLA BILLQUIST
last week that
Ulla BUlqulst, 39, Swedish singer tionary changes at
ended,
the
making
of
B's
and
westand' actress died at her home in
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Wetzler,
of
'

had written
other novels but none was as suc-

MARRIAGES

cafe entertainer.

'

.

,

did during the war."

now

asst. gen.

mgr

of

Harris

WSM.

The Stout story started Wcdnes-'
day (31),. the day before the election
here. Stout, figured that this would
be a "hot" place an^ came down
here to .hook a wire direct to his

news room at WROL, 50 miles away.
daughter. New York, Aug. 1. Mother He installed himseU in a building in
Sylvia Rosenberg, secretary to the center of the town.
Thursday afternoon, when thiiigs
Deems Tayler, A^CAP president.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Eckler, son, in started getting hot as deputy sherifTs
try-"
Pittsburgh, July 22.
Father Is a were beating up ex-servlcem,en
ing, to protect the ballot boxes, Stout
bandleader.
told the station he was sure there
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy O'Neil, son,
would be plenty of trouble but that
io Pittsburgh, July 19.
Father is a he was sticking.

'

Davis theatre,' Pitt home of two-a.
day vaude. His first managerial assignment was some years later at the husband and daughter.
old Palace. Later he served as manJOHN W. JOHNSTON
ager for Harris theatres In WilmingJohn 'William Johnston, 70, film
ton, Del., St. Marys, Pa., and McKeespbrt. In recent years he was a character actor, died Aug. 1 in Hollywood. Starting his career on the
relief hoiise man fOr the company.
Survived by one son and two stage 44' years ago, Johnston moved
to Hollywood in 1912 and remained
daughters.
active until a few days before his

is

is

Stockholm, July 8. She was one of intensified selling.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Lehgsfelder,
The sensational $5,000,000 to $7,000,- son, July 31, N. Y. Father a EuroSweden's best known disk singers
and often appeared in vaudeville. 000 grosser of tdday may (and pean playwright and director. :
Her records have been played in should) get twice that under the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Purcell, daughmany foreign countries. She made auction-bidding system. True, that ter, N. Y., July 31. Mother is of the
her stage debut with Ernst Rolf in means the exhibitor will pay more Kim Loo sisters, vocal trio
formerly
Stockholm in 1928; Survived by her rental but it will come from the with Ina Ray Hutton; father's
a gul-

Itself

By

nightfall,

when

the

ex-GIs

started to besiege the ''jail where the
sheriff and his deputies had locked
up the ballot boxes, the ex-servicemen in control of the town chased
all newspaper reporters and photographers. Stout had been joined by
Frank Larkln, of WROL, and together they hid in a little room overThe exlooking the main street.
GIs in control of the town tried to
find them, but coiildn't.
tried to send a crew into tv*
town by that time, but the JJashvlUe
people were turned back at the
county line. At 11 p.m., Thursda.v,
Stout started telling of the jail house

public eventually under the IntenUrlst.
of top film enterMr. and Mrs. William Rhodes, son,
iainment to the public. That means
Santa Monica, July 25. Father is a
stimulating general show business
radio announcer.
interest and ballyhoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Tex McCrary, son.
This striving for topflight prodNew York, Aug. 2. Mother is Jinx
uct, especially in the case of Universal which has progressed now FaUcenburg, screen and radio star;
father, former correspondent, now
into truly big league circles, gradis on "Hi Jinx" radio show with wife,
death, His first Broadway show was uating from the so-called Little
GRACE HAMLIN
siege.
At 3:30 a.m., Friday, when
wife.
Mrs. Grace Turnier Taylor, retired "Under Two Flags" with Blanche Three into the Big Five orbit, must
the noise of
Mr. and Mrs. Zana Mann, son, the shots and shouts,
be pushed, at once, according to
opera' singer, known professionally Bates.
the grenades, rifles and dynamiting,
Father is a
Blumberg. He Is in good position to Hollywood, July 30.
as Grace Hamlin, died Aug. 1 in
and
were, carried by
screen writer at Eagle-Lion.
BAE BING
appraise that since U, traditionally,
New York.
native of Lansing,
over the line set up and held by
Mr. and. Mrs. Jay £. Coumbs, Stout.
Mrs. Rachel Jensen, 47, who ap- built it£ btislness oh clifThangers,
Mich., Mrs. Taylor attended the
That doesn't daughter, Los Angeles, Aug. 1.
Boston Consen'atory of Music and peared in musical comedy under westerns, B's, etc.
also studied in Leipzig, Germany, name of Rae Hingi died Saturday mean there's no market for theie Mother is the former Cheryl Waliter,
6G FOB. IIILY
>
under Prof. Paul Francis. A pro- (3) at her home in Jersey City, N. J. bread-and-butter pictures and it's screen actress.
Mr. and Mrs.- Harry Lutke, boy,
Mrs.' Jensen,
Toledo, Aug. 6.
tegee of the late Mme. Schumannwho retired two likely that the majors' abandonment
Helnk, she sang contralto with the years agd due to injuries in an auto of the B's wili open new vistas and Chicago, July 31. Mother is Ginger
Suit for $5,000 damages has been
Chicago Opera Co. and was especial- accident, was featured in the road screen-time for the other inde- Dinning of the«Dinning Sisters.
filed against Herman H. Joelson, coClub here, by
LaUn
ly noted, for the many concerts she tour of "The Vagabond King" in pendents.
owner
the.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Henry, daughof
gave for servicemen during the first 1934. She leaves her husband, John,
The everrdwlndling "one world" ter. In Cincinnati, Aug. .3. Mother Donald George, a patron, who sa)^
and three sisters.
World War.
idea, Blumberg dismisses quickly, la former dancer; father is comedy he was slugged with a blackjack
brother.
Survived by a
but not lightly, because It's now a emcee.
during a quarrel June 9.
,
J. CULLEN
fahilliar story, yet it's something
Joelson claims trouble started
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ryan, daughHarry J, Cullen, former treasurer which he has long argued is the ter, N. Y., July 31. Father Is mem- after George and a companion beTELLEB
in
dimany
Broadway legit houses and problem of everybody In the pic- ber of the SmoothlM, NBC quartet; came abusive and smashed • winHenry Teller, 85, vaudeville
onetime
associate
leader
ChiIn
of firm of Cohan ture business. The Anglo-U. S. ties mother is former Powers model.
rector and orchestra
dow.
^
sified pre-selling

WSM

'

.

•
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rion Smyth at the Drake prior to
the "Obsession" opeii«fig.

Broadway

"Bloomer Girl," coming in from
Jack Li.sler, hu.sband of Pat Kirkrvan Black, flack, writing a first Coast, makes its bow here at Shuwocd, goes to Hollywood in Septembert, Aug. 29, with both "Oklfthomal"
ber to contest his wife's divorce suit
Sydney Kaye, exec veepee, BMI, and "Lute Song" due in next month. against him.
week.
next
vacation
from
reni.nis
Margaret Webster, in to talk about
Bob Wolff, head of RKO in Great
Lobster cafe, closed after a kltch-r the American Repertory Theatre at Britain,
recovering from nervous
reopened Monday Theta Sigma Phi sorority conveneiv fire last week,
collapse which doctors attribute to
tion, entertained by Mrs. Homer
too much traveling.
Lois Lee into the Beverly KUls Hargreave, nee Colleen Moore,
Sabu, de.<iBile suffering from acvite
Country Club, Newport, Ky., startCarson
Dennis
Morgan,
J'ack
and
sinus trouble, is appearing in the
ing Aug. 16.
en route back from their p.a. with Powell-Pressburger
"Black
film,
Max Dreyfus, prez of Chappell "Two Guys From Milwaukee" in Narcissus," so as not to hold up proMusic,' sold his Brewster, N, Y., Milwaukee, went to Warner Bros,
duction.
zone manager Jimmy Coston's place
estate.
Ada Reeve, over TO, has been actGeorge Generalis has succeeded in Minnesota for a' fishing trip.
ing in Marcel Hellman'a picture,
tradepaper
Calgary "Meet Me at Dawn," for six days
.Clyde McCoy's band,
iBic Al Selig in handling
Brothers, Will and Gladys Ahern with a broken arm despite doctor's
publicity for 20th-Fox.
Eddie Hyans motoring east to his and Walter Camryn open ih Boule- orders to rest
first
vard Room of Stevens hotel this
fiew Rochelle home, the actors
Flora Riobson Is to head cast of
week (Fri.). Claude Thornhill goes James
v.ncash in three years.
Parrish's "Message for Marinto the Panther Room a week later.
garet," which Henry Sherek is putHorace Greeley McNab,. ex-Gl,
ting on at Westminster theatre to
new pa. of the Woodstock PlayY.
run concurrently with "Frieda."
house, Woodstock, N.
"Follow the Girls," the Jack HylLambs club "waish," its former
Sooth Africa
ton hit at His Majesty's, may fold
annual buting, held on grtunds ^of
By J«e Hansen
Aug. 10. Evelyn Dal], playing lead,
Percy Williams home Sunday (4)
Capt, J. H. Stodel, Cape Town di- is DOW out of cast, having gone to
for first time since 1942.
rector of African Theatres, spending France for holiday, with her part
friends
wrote
Cawthorn
Joseph
six weeks On hunting trip in in- being played by Sheilla Douglas
that his wife, Queenie Vassar, was terior.
Pennant..
injured in surf at Laguna Beach
.

•

,

.

.

Current
pictures
this
week,
"Postman
Marvin Schienck, Metro talent "Desert Song" (WB) and
are doing caback at hia desk in New York Rings Twice" (M-G),
'

i-ccently.

Monday

(5) after

two weeks of

stu-

pabity

biz.

Classical
music still big here.
dio confabs.
Whereabouts of Cass Franklin, Yfrab, Neamaii. young Palestinian
is
latest visitor to this
violinist,
former singer at One Fifth Avenue,
sought by M. Radler, of 7 country, while concert (bur o°f Paul
ist being
pianist, is how
French
Layonnet.
HoUand Ave.,. West End, N. J.
advertised.
distribution
Selznick
Neil Agnew,
and Marda
Davies
Ffrangcon
toppier, returned tb New York from
•the Coast over the weekend and Vanne, South African actresses, ere
presenting two. plays this season on
leaves Saturday (10) for England.
Edward Colton, law partner of African Theatres Circuit, "The Wind
Sidney R. Fleisher, attending North- of Heaven" and "Month In Counwest Writers Conference at the try."
University of Washington, Seattle.
Georges Themeli, blind Greek piBen Sclvini Majestic Records boss anist, who has just finished South
here, off to .Coast next week for African tour, is suing' his manager,
huddles with board chairman E. A. Marcus Levy, in Johannesburg SuTracy and company prexy Jimmy preme court, charging rnoney is due'
him under his contractl
"Anna Lucasta" cast sponsored
Brian Brooke, English stage star,
-meet of actors and directors yester- has formed company of local- actors
day (Tues.) to discuss arrangements to tour country independently. First
for benefit to aid families of lynch play. "The Shining Hour,'; was only
Monroe,
victims in
Ga,
moderately received.
Herb Crooker, M-G publicity
Biggest gamble recently was premanager, leaves next week on second half of his vacation— cruise on sentation at Cape Town of iShakespeare's "Tempest"
by all-colored
his sailboat out Long Island Sound
cast.'
However, the magnificent profrom Mamaroncck.
duction
overcame that city's rigid
Ted Peckham, former Escort Serv- color prejudice,
with sell-out resultoperator, now feature writing
.

'

,

ice

for

currently ap"Junior Miss" at New-

King

Features,

pearing in

port Casino theatre, Newport, R. I.
Lillian Speciale resigned as secreto Monroe Greenthal, United
World pub-ad chief, Friday (2) to

tary

marry Robert
'

law student,

Massachusetts
running for the

Bliss,

who

is

ing.

Local pfTice of 20th-Fox states that
In future it will provide newsreel
coverage of all South African events
inclusion in U. S. Movietone
Special camera crews will
come here for Royal Tour assignment next year.
for

News.

legislature ih that state.

Actress Ernestine Shirley, currently appearing in "Crime arid Punishment" at the New theatre, and her
brother, Col. A. W. Shirley, have
purchased the Fulham theatre for
164,000, and intend to spend another
Would use it
$88,000 to rebuild it.
to stage new plays' and revivals prior
to West End production.
.

"Brunch With

Bucks Connty, Pa.

RKO

By

Jud/ Canova to San Francisco bn
Art Levy, head of Col exchange, vacation.
Mikhail Rasumny recovering from
Variety Club goU tournament
surgery.
Highland Country dub.
John I'ord hospitalized on CataEddie Wappler, the Nixon manlina Island.
ager, got bacK in town with a badlyr
Duncan. Underbill joined Samuel
infected, left eye.
Goldwyn's flackery.
Jeanne Coyne home with clo.sing
•Ann Richards returned from Her
of "Are You With It?" and heads vacation in Australia.
for Hollywood shortly.
Lynn Farnol in town for huddles
Joan Price replacing the vacation- with Samuel Goldwyn.
Loretta Young checked in at RKO
ing Dorothy Nesbitt at Gay Nineties
following hospital siege.
Lounge for couple of weeks.'
Maurh:e Glass, Balaban & Katz, In
Ted Blake cut short engagement at
Nonnandie Room in Cleveland to go for Paramount confabs.
Roy Rogers to be guest of honor
to Wildwobd, N. J., for fourth sea.

at

.

'

at the IllinoU Stete Fair.

son.

John C. Fliiin, Jr., signed as pubBill Cain, naval flier arid hu.sband
of Mary Krleg. ex -Baron ElUblt licity chief at Monogram.
Jeff DorineU mulling a legit chore
singer, promoted to It.-commander
in "Balloon" on Broadway.
in Hawaii.
S. Barret McCormack in from New
LeRoi Opertl rushed from closing
surixmer operai here to Cohasset, York for huddles at RKO.
James Flavin bicycling between
Mass., for "Arsenic and Old Lace"
two flims at General Service.
^ith John Carnidine.
Harry Carey's son, Harry, Jr., makWaynee Klalss, organist-pianist,
into Kejrstone hotel lounge, replac- ing his film bow In "Pursued."
Angela
Lansbury .filed suit for diing Rodney Davis, to Hotel
Sherator
'
vorce from Richard Cromwell.
in Springfield, 111.
ViiHor Midiaelldes In from Greece
giving a build-up to local
19-year-eld
singer
pianist. ior studio confabs at Warners.
and
Dorothy Porter playing Army hosCheryl Lee, who's airing every
pitals in the San Francisco, area,
Wednesday evening.
Harry Revel in town after six
Collette Ford, local ^al who was
in stage and screen versions of "Tars weeks in N. Y. and Washington.
Bob Hope entertained guests from
and Spars," staying on Coast as secHong Kong on the Paramount lot.
retary to Milton Bren.
Edward Golden sails Oct. 12 to
survey the European film market.
Donald Crisp to Victoria, B. C,
for the' International Drama Featival.
Manila
Jack Otterson returned to work at
Carlos Vander Tolosa may direct Universal
after three, weeks' IUdcss.
"Black Princess" for Lou Salvador'
Eva Tanguay. bedridden by ar'

WWSW

'

'

James H.

New

S.

Lawe

CBS

checked in at

as legal counsel for the Washington
office.

Capt Ernest McNeill Eller
new director of Navy Public
tions, replacing
old B. Miller.

is

the

'Rela-

Rear Admiral Har-

Albert Warner was given a recording of the ceremonies ait the. Library
of Congress commemorating the anniversary of sound, to play back to
his brother's.

Productions.
Gregorio Ticman elected president
of Philippine Cinema and
Stage
Guild. He is an actor.
;

Camera

Exchange,
Inc..
given
rights to handle booking of Movie
'

16m

Pix, Inc.,
tory.

WWDC's

recorded

dance

pro-

Maria

here

•

Bondage"

The Monte Prosers' five-month

son,

at

Cohen did the

home.

Carversville

original screen ver-

contracts for Hanna's season. preem, Sept. 1 with Gardner Daily,
Alvino Rey band into Cedar Point architect, at the helm.
Marlyn Mindell,. former Marlyn
Marcus, of WNEW, N. Y,. now a

legit

Ballroom. Aug. 9, for one week.
made his first coast-to-coast sion.
Jon Gnagy, New Hope sketches,
Heidi
ex-nitery
Krall,
singer,
week with his parents. Chip
renewed contract with NBC for Fri- making pop concert bow at civic
is otherwise Charles Morgan Proser,
art lessons via aud.
dually named for his grandfather, day night video
WBNT.
Tommy Tarbox. former newspaand Morgan, his father's favorite
Haila Stoddard commuting from per, and radio chatterer, new p.a.
bajitender in Kingiston, N. Y., where
for at WTAM.
the Copacabana boniface commuted Springtown farm to New Hope
38" bowMary Dublin, city's sesquicentento court "the pride of Kingston" as rehearsals of "Amphitryon
trip last

Jane Ball

(Mrs.

Proser)

famed.

_

is

locally

ing at the Playhouse Mon. (12).
Fred FinklehofTe in from Hollywood writing stint to gather hay at
Springtown farm, with wife, Ella

Logan.
Otto Kruger

Chicago
Ann Sheridan in town.
Mark Hcllinger checks in soon
with a print of "The Killers."
Ed Lewis arrived to take over
management of "Come On Up."
New. cooling system at the 2,163seat Shubert theatre installed at cost
of $180,000.

'

Ziegler. Jane
Willi down to

Broder
catch

and
resi-

Arthur
dent strawhat company al Yardley
last week.

and Joe E. Lewis.
.Marcel Dupre, organist of St Sulpice church, Paris, drew 3,000 at
University of Chicago chapel.
Milt Berth trio are at the Riptide,
Calumet City, sharing billing with
Bill Turner's Dead End Kids.
Joe E. Brown hosted by Ed Flem-Ing of the Blackstone hotel after
the 'Harvey" bow,

Monday

(5).

Connie Hilton hosted the press at
opening of a new Palmer House
cocktail

lounge,

Country.

the

Town

and

Mauer Sisters taking over femmc
V9«al,chores in Ted Straeter's band,
with Kitty Crawford off to N. Y. for
a solo flight.
Judith Evelyn off to the Shady

Lane strawhat in Marenge,
see somebody else
play her
Angel Street."

111.,

to

role in

„,^d"e and Ida Cantor house guests
orPab.<!t Beer chieftain Harris Perlswm, while Eddie entertains at the
Milwaukee centennial.
Basil Bathbone and Eugenie Leonlovich hcstcd by Tommy and
Ma-

press dept.
.

Bert Qranet returned to his

d^k

two

after

weeks

in

RKO

Mexico

City.

Ann

Miller

and husband, Reese
from Mexican vaca'

Miller, returned
tion.

1

Jay Norris in town for film work
year of eastern legit and

-

after a
radio.

zona.

Douglas Shearer, Metro recording
chief, returned from two months in
Europe.
Kenny Delmar, who made Senator
Claghorn famous. Is now a Kentucky
colonel.
.

Maurice- CoeteUo,

days,

seriously

111

star of silent
in St Vihcenfs

hospital.

Roscoe- Ates and Eddie Dean to
Louis for the preem of "t>own
'

St.

Mi.ssouri

Way."

William EUiott 'vacationing on his
ranch after a nationwide personal
appeariance

totir.

Howard Hughes reported in satisfactory condition after fourth tiTppir
of his chest.
Cecil Gidley sailed to represent
Metro's 16m Interests in' Austtalia
and New Zealand.
Dona

Drake,

ho^italized

jaundice, withdrew
"Flame of Tripoli."

from

with

cast- of

Charles Bickford conferring with
Gov. Warren about establishing a
motion picture college.
Cornelia Otis Skinner and Estelle
Winwood in town to rehearse for
"Lady Windermere's Pan."
Mrs. Roy Del Ruth won an appeal
setting aside a divorce decree granted her husband a year ago.

Barney

Oldfield,

former Vabibty

tative in

Van Grove to conduct
Isaac
"Rosalie" for Light Opera theatre,

By Maxwell Sweeney

Wang Sze Jan and Cheng Pa
A-bbey theatre will run second
Chang,
film representatjLves,
Hank Geer's ex-G. I. band preem- Irish - language pantomime this studyingChinese
American methods at nKO.
ed Puritas Springs Park's new out- Christmas.
George Jessel going to Washington
Kenneth Pakeman, BBC Midland
door ballroom.
In October to emcee the White House
Crystal Beach Park trying name Region, here to conduct his opera
dinner
for
reporters
and photograband policy, with Vaughn Monroe "The Land of Heart's Desire" at phers.
Olympia.
set for Aug. 14.
Leland G. MuIIer, recently disPhilipe de Rothschild Is translating
Transcription-recording
studio
charged from the Army, Joined Teleopened by Henry George, maestro, Micheal MacLiammoir's dramatiza- vision Productions, a Paramount
tion of "Jane Eyre" for production
and trumpeter Hank Schneider,

Lounge

"The OutInjuiiction-prolected,
is still the big attraction on

femme

in

a

booking

impersonators.

war

over up in Ireland.
Film actor Stewart Granger,

law"

tno and Hilda
Simmons opened Aug. 1 at Hialeah.
Chez Paree shuttered after three
Rollini

Plenty of people, but not
weeks.
the nightclub spending crowd is
given as the reason.
Northside (colored) spots doing
well while southside ones are hav-

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Mrs. Maxie Gan. wife of nitery
man, recuping in Woman's hospital

from operation.

Bob Casky. senior Par salesman,
rushed to St. John's hospital for apFoinier's late shows pendectomy.
ing trouble.
AI'Marsico. taking month off from
and no cover or admission policy
his bandlcadi.ng duties at the Nixon
seen help.
Sophie Tucker presented a check cafe.
Lee Simmons, of old vaude team
for |l,000 to the Betly Bacharach
home. Money came from royalties of Chick and Lee, home.from.a USO
on her autobiography. She is now tour of Japan.
Gordon Trio, until recently at Bill
at the Copa Cabana.
Town is closed tighter: than ever, Green's, now at the Hickoi-y House
says prosecutor's office. Even bingo in Manhattan.
Harry Pitler. cafe man and fight
games now are shutturctl. Various
other games simil.'ir to bingo are manager, has sold his Paddock club
running becau.se ef injunction se- on tbe Northside.
Shavo Sherman- at Vogue.: Terrace
cured by un Asbury Park oppralor.
-

ring

in

subsidiary,

Warners entertaining

Pictures' "Capdue here from London

Kansas City

Shelah Richards London-bound to
produce Dr. W. R. F. Collis's Dublin

By Jfoho Qnlnn
Dutch Holland band at ballroom

slum play, "Marrowbone Lane" for
Anglo-Irish theatre.
Terence Rattigan's "While the Sun.
Shines" moves in from strawhat at

Bray (Wicklow County)
here

five foreign

managers: Michael Sokol, Mexico;
Peter Colli, Havana; Ary Lima, Rio
de Janeiro; Armando Trucios, Lima,
and Arthur Abeles, Buenos Aires.

Individual

tain Boycott,"
for locations.

Steel Pier.

.star-

to

Olympia,

.soon.

Dubliit Grand Opera Society, with
gu^st stars from Old Vic and Carl
Rosa' Opera companies, signed for
Belfast season,'
Deborah Kerr, star of "I See a
Dark Stranger," tb do a p.a. at Theatre Royal preem in August.
Location work on, film was done in Ireland.
will screentest the winner
of 1046 Dawn Beauty Contest currently running here; first' contest

RKO

discovered .Ifaureen -O'Hara.
O'Neill directs competition.

.

Tim

.

Walter Hanneman .and bride returned from honeyinooning in Ari-

mugg, succeeds John C. Flinn, Jr., as
planter for Warners, flackery,
Aaron Pines, Columbia representhe Far E)ast, shovecl itl
for Manila after studio huddles.

plugging for vocal ca-

U

Atlantic City
By Joe W. Walker

Adrian

KPO-NBC

Musicians union, cracking down
on jani sessions, gave Red Nichols
$500 suspended fine for sitting in
with Lu Watters at Dawn Glub.

Gordon D. Klein, new LakewOod in France.
Fergiis O'Ryan, scenic artist fOr
repertory director, doing "Three's a
Theatre Royal, named art director
Family" for Sept.
opener.
Zombie
Club
and
Singapore for 16 theatres of the new Rank set-

Gewge Raft dropped in to see
Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom at
Lolosimo's.

of

t>er.

Sept. 26.

in Monday (5) to see
18-y'ear-old daughter, Ottilie, debut
opposite Freddie Bartholomew in
"The Pursuit 6i Happiness" at Play-

house.
Jules

nial queen,
reer.

member

observed her 6BtH birthday.
Frances Dee completed "Bel Ami"
and retired to her ranch for summer.
Maureen O'Hara applied, for a
pa.ssport to visit Ireland in Septemthritis,

prod'iict in this terri-

Capt. Salvador P. Lopez, writer,
editor and guerrilla during the war,
has become a newsreel commentator, working for Palaris Films.
Producer Luis: F: Nolasco has
started ^reduction on "Fort Santilution to change its name to Motion ago," which wiir cover Jap arocities
Picture Theatre Owners of Metro- against Filipino citizens during the.
politan D. C. to make the title all- occupation.
Director-actor Fernando Poe has
inclusive of its members in nearby
given up idea of going to Hollywood
'Virginia and Maryland.
Liocal theatre owners doing a burn and stays here to do the role of
over suggestion of Hans Kindler, Andres Bonifacio, Philippine namaestro of National
Symphony, tional hero. In "Life of Dr. Jose
currently in the red, that a special Rizal," a Stateside production.
film tax be used to support the orchestra, a la soine Latin American
countries.
Francisco
Natalie Towle, first announcer for
the opening Dumont Television show
By Ted Friend
in N. Y.. now doing the light chatter
Jan Murray at Copacabana.

Kay Ford, wife of Loew's Gene
Ford, will headquarter here as well
as N. Y., when Morgan Baer's Music
Agency, for whom she books acts,
opens its branch here this month.
MPTO of D. C. has passed a reso-

.

bia.

flu.

divorccci Leslie Fen-

Kay Johnson divorced John Cromwell.

won

Jeritza
for concert.
Joan Carroll in to visit father.
Paul Whiteman installing steel gram, "Hollywood Sat. Night Dance
Station tabs her the ."first
swimming pool on-Raven Rock farm. Party."
Fay Bainter in to visit with son, a
woman disc-jockey" on the air.
March of Time.
Stanford student.
Kaufman
tb
New
York
George
S.
Barret McCormick, RKO pub-ad
Don Mozley, KQW-CBS newsman,
casting sessions.
chief, not slated to go to the Coast for "Park Avenue"
due back ttom Operations Crossfor another month, pulled out over
Ed Fish, RuthraufI & Ryan ad
roads.
Cleveland
the weekend on less than 24 hoUrs' man, new home owner at Upper
Jack Fina, former Freddy Martin
notice. Huddles said to be on pro- Makefleld.
pianist, to follow Dick Jurgens into
By Glenn C. Pullen
motion campaigns.
Tberon Bamberger on crutches
Eddie White toplining new edi- Claremont.
Dr. Eduardo Mar^uina, prexy of with left foot in- cast after breaking
Hildegarde aind Anna Sosenko
Spain's performing rights society, two bones in fall .at Aquetong home, tion at Borselliho's.
Bob Crosby's band at Palace for tossing party' for the .Jack Kapps at
here for few days last week to powthe Mark Hopkins.
pounding
out stage week starting Aug, 8.
Cohen
Lester
wow ASCAP's general mgr. John
Le Gourmet, new swank eatery to
Maugham's "Of Human
Milt Krantz in New York closing
G. Paine, while en route to Colom- version of

Chip,

Ann Dvorak
ton.

'

Washington
By Florence

on

Sol.JactbsoD

by

Ross, Hunter bedded

Bill," celebrates third

anniversary this week,
Sgt, Everett Neill out of Army
after 14 months and resuming music and radio production duties.

San

RKO

Pathe News editor
Former
Alfred ButterAcld appointed promoPathe, Inc.
tion director for
Butterfleld
was associated with
Pathe Newsr since 1942; and was
of
producetr
formerly
assistant

Hollywood

month,
KDKA's noontime variety show,

biz this

play. "Thanksfiivine"

chief,

6S

celebrating 21st anniversary In show

London

of Fairyland park.

Marjorie Garretson in for two
weeks and topping El Caabah show.
Roanoke theatre changes policy to
Mexican films and name to the
Tamoico.
Bob Morton band held over for
.

third time In the
the President,

Drum Room

of

Bob Berkey band with Marion
Ross and Bill Waymire taking over
the Terrace Grill bandstand,
Mort Nathanson in ahead of "Up
in Central Park" which is due for a
week'« playing in late August.
Eugenie Leontovlch accidentally
locked in her dressing room flr.st
night of '.'Obsession" and holding up
.

opening curtain- until extricated.

.

.

.
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Lux Soap beouty faciols
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make
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skin lovelier/ soy these famous stort

"My

beauty facials bring quick new loveliness!"
says charming Alexis Smith. And lovely Jane Wyman
tells you how to take them: "Smooth the creamy
Lux Soap lather well into your skin. Rinse with
warm water, then splash with cold. Pat gently with
ai

soft towel to dry.

Now

skin

is softer,

-smoother

takes on fresh new beauty I" Don't let neglect cheat
you of Romance. Be lovelier tonight!
In r«cent teilt of

Lux

dalists, actually three

in

9ouf of 10

Toilet

Soap

facial?

by

skin spc'

out of four complexions improved

a short time!

Screen Stors use Lux Toilet Soap

—/^X&r/s srB ^t^e//en

A
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—
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RADIO

SCREEN

rubllahtd TVcftklr at 1(4 West 46th Str««t,
Elalerel
uconl-clau mattsr Dacsmliir

New
21,

MUSIC

Toric I>, N. T.,

th«

ISOf,. at

by VarUty,

Put

Ottlc*

COrVBIQHT, 1M«, iY VABIETT, INC.

YOL. 163

NEW

No. 10

WAR ON
S.

VETS' TESTIMONIAL

FETE FOR ALJOLSON
Testimonial dinner to Al Jolson as,
the friend of veteians and soldiers'
is currently being mapped by the
Motion Picture Chapter of the American Veterans Committee. Understood thai Jolson has accepted the
invite and the AVC is working on

Films Into Germany

Motion Picture Association sent*
two of its execs to Berlin last week
an efTort to break down the at- Keep-'Em-Apart Cinema
titude of non-cooperation by the
Only
in the
Government,
Anieiican
Military
Dublin, Aug. 8.
which has prevented Importation of
Clones (County Monaghan) has
new U. S. Alms into Germany.- the only film house
in the world
Francis Harmon, v.p., and Gerald
where' the boys and girls can't hold
department
international
Mjyer.
hands in the back or any other
e.\ec, took time out from efforts at
row.
film
«tvaight6ning out the. Dutch
Because no other building is availmuddle to fly to Berlin for huddles
able, cinema shows have to use
with Gen. Joseph McNarney, boss of
Parish Hall, controlled by local
the American section of Germany.
clergy. One proviso in the letting is
No indication has been received that unmarried couples may not sit
61 what success Harmon and Mayer together in the house. Rule has been
met with in breaking down the con- in force about six years; was lifted
tinued brushoff that McNarney has briefly but clamped down again
been giving the film companies. He within 14 days without explanation.
lias heretofore
indicated he feels
A rival house will open next
that new Alms are not essential to
month in a building uncontrolled
of the German
tlie rehabilitation
by clergy, and the locals will watch
people and has refused the aid the
the results closely.
American companies have requested
to provide product in addition to
ll!e old Office of War Information
imports now circulating.
111

World

the affair to make it an all-showbiz,
proposition. Timetable calls for the
napkin-tucking to take place early

son Story"

Forst,

'German Crosby/

In Vienna Eviction Snarl
Vienna, Aug.

6.

Willy For.st. the No. 1 Austrian
film actor and director, sometimes
known as the "German Bing Crosby," is storm center of a much-discussed impasse which may result
in
French occupation authorities
forcibly expelling Forst and his wife

In Other Words,

Longhair Music

from

their villa

home

in the

French

zone of Vienna's 14th district.
Although hundreds of homes,
large and small, throughout Vienna
and suburbs have been requisitioned

Here to Stay

Is

in the offing is coin-

Becomes Storm Center

from

means

is

cidental.

that

of cementing the market for the
futm-e and as a contribution to the
thinking.
remolding
of German
Their major request is for use of
availabia laboratory facilities for
(Continued on page 42>

fall.

AVC has been hankering to tender
kudos to Jolson because of his wartime tours overseas and his more
recent countrywide treks to soldier
hospitals and camps.
Fact that Columbia Pictures' "Jol-

'

to get their pictures in as a

the

in

—

While companies accept the fact
no money can be withdrawn
Germany, they are anxious

Tork,

BIOHl'S

for Allied troops'^nd families, Forst's
home escaped attention untU last
week. Then the Austrian city real
estate office notified the actor-producer that he had Until 6 p. m. that
day to vacate. Alternative quarters,
cert management toppers, as a talk- doubled up with another family,
ing point for film and radio biz, is in were offered to Forst, who was forforiii of a comprehensive report on bidden to remove any but personal
yearly attendance for serious music property such as clothing' from the
Report villa. Protests by For.st and Ameriin the U. S. and Canada.
discloses that the total live attend- can army friends to the' French
ance for the 1945-4C season was brought an extension of time which
29,466,000.
(Continued on page 11)
In addition, listing "attendance"
for classical radio programs, Alms

That

tba

American

public

High School Kids To

Operate

Own

Station In

1st Experiment of Kind
Launching the

first

fuU-scalo ex-

periment in scholastic broadcasting
the east, the Sewanhaka High
School in Floral Park, L. I., is set
to go on the air over a 250-watt FM
An
transmitter in the late fall.
educational license and construction
permit for the project were granted
in

by the FCC last May.
Under plans blueprinted by Dr.
Alva

supervisory prin(Continued oir page 41

P. Stanforth,

ALLOWS FILMING
OF A-BOMB PROCESS

U. S.

,

Newsreel officials , arched eyebrows in surprise last week when
the Government, on Its own initiative, suddenly threw open the doors
of the Oak Ridge (Tenn.; atom
bomb plant and invited shots of the
most closely guarded process in the
worid. The reels had been vainly
pounding on the gates since last
J'ear's Hiroshima fission for permission to shoot interior scenes at Oak
Ridge but had been restricted to
the lensing of the plant's exterior.
Under strict Army conditions, the
live reels

chose by lot one camera-

music

is

private

with longhair music and classical
record sales, report claims total attendance for serious music of 4,-

SHEET SALES IN SPURT;

PAPER LAG CONTINUES

929,406,000 for the year.

In other words, with 90,000,000
adults in the U. S. and Canada, each
aduli on the average was exposed to
serious music 54 times per year.
Confidential report, which Variety
was able to sec, is broken dow-n into

Music

sales

slight tendency to

biz

shows

Y.,

,SIn(U

2C cents.
II'S.
t,

copliti.

under the aci of Uarch

PRICE

1946

14,

(Continued on page 46)

the

come out

stir.

the paper situation
gets worse. Printers and publishers
are really feeling the pinch now.
Some pubs are in fair enough shape
(many have always kept their own
stocks) and others arc in a spot.
Printers are in the same boat, with

no relief in sight.
Curiously enough, the sale of
standard material, folios, etc., has
not been disturbed too much by thie
current slump. Thi.-;, too, indicates
I

I

I

I
'

CENTS

Luna Park, N.

Y.,

ACTORS EOUIIY

Seen Doomed As

Amns. Center
Possibility of Luna Park, Coney
Island. N. Y., being rehabilitated as

TO FIGHT
Equity has a committee considering the feasibility of the association
taking action to counter discrimination against Negro theatregoers. The
National, Washington, D. C'., is specifically named; tickets are not sold
to colored patrons for any part of
the house.

an amusement center seemed more
dubious than ever last week when
William Slubenfield, veepee of the
Prudence Bond Corp., N. Y., holder
Allegation of Jim Crowism was
of the property, stated it may be made at a membership meeting, and
converted into a housing project or the committee was appointed. 'When
ball park unless someone steps up action will be taken by Equity has
quickly to take it over for an amuse- not yet been indicated.
ment enterprise. However, it's up
Understood that one proposal was
for sale to the highest bidder.
to ask managers not to book a theaPark has been closed since the tre unless the practice was discon$500,000 fire in August, 1944. It was tinued, but there is some question
built in 1904 by Fred W. Thompson whether Equity is in a position to
and Elmer S. (Skip) Dundee, who make such a demand. It is within
later built the Hippodrome, N. Y. the union's scope to rule the NaThey obtained a 21-yea% lease on tional to be unfair, iii which event
the 38 acres and spent $600,000 in legit actors would not be permitted
to appear in thai theatre. Before
building the amusement center.
In J9U the Luna Amus. Co. took such a step could be taken the Is(Continucd on page 41)
over the park and ope;-aled it for 23

Barron G. Collier, prez of the
company, invested $200,000 in new

years.

before declaring himself
bankrupt in 1934. Then for 10 years
the Prudence Corp. was owner.
features

currently operating
the Embassy nitery. N. Y. and the
Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J., and Harry
Lee Danziger, who had operated the

Report Abe Lyman
Seeking to Buy Ont

Miller,

Bill

Longchamps Chain
Abe Lyman, who has spent most

(Continued on page 41)

time on the Coast since giving up maestroing, is reported to
have put in a bid last week to pur-

Chevalier Inked For
Montreal P.A. in Nov.

chase the Longchamps string of restaurants in .New York. Lyipan was
in New York last week for a brief

of his

*

Montreal, Aug. 13.
stay, his second trip east in the past
Maurice Chevaber is reportedly six months! He has concerned himset for an appearance in Montreal self with film production in Hollywood since sidestepping the baton.
next November.

While

it's

not

certain

whether

he'll appear here before his scheduled N. Y. dates, it's definite that
do a series of p. a.'s while in
Canada.
It's been
14 years since
Chevalier has appeared on Broadway, but his draw, up in Quebec
anyway, is still likely to be sock,
if his platters, old as they are, arc
any indication of drawing power.

he'll

Operating

restaurants

is

plus

a

string, of

drive-ins

in

the

southern California area.

Henry
champs

owner of the Longwas recently con-

Lustig,
outnt,

victed of tax evasion in connection
with the restaurants.

The Hour
Of

nothing

to Lyman and his brother Mike.
Between them they own Mike Lyman's on Vine street, Hollywood,

new

of the

Meanwhile,

PauU-Pioneer Music Co. will immediately start work on a new song
written by Jack Rosenberg, late
president of New York Local 802 of
the American Federation of MusiRosenberg wrote the tunc,
cians.

25

a

doldrums it has been in for the last
few months. Jobber biz the latter
part of last week and early this
stanza showed a bit more life, with
no unusually hot seller, beyond the
quick spurt of "To Each His Own"
into the No. 1 spot, on which to peg

Posthumous Drive On
Jack Rosenberg Tune

titled "Let's Put Our Dreams Together," only three weeks before his
demise, in collaboration with Larry
Stock and Ira Schuster.
Max Mayer, head of the P-P firm,
is doubling the usual writer royalty
fioin the tune for the benefit of

sheet

to publishers that the sheet music
man, Murray Alvey of 'Pathe, who
market is still there, that at the
Icnsed the making of U-235 while
personally supervised by an Army Rosenberg's widow and two sons, moment buying is simply more se<lclailed guard.
iind Stock and Schuster are giving lectivc than in the lusher war days.
Alvey was permitted to shoot uj) a share of their income to the when a purchaser of one song, oi
folio, might buy others- also.
fund.
(Continued on page 41 >
'

N.

is

more and more to longhair
being claimed on basis of a
survey recently completed.
Survey, undertaken for several conlistening

L.I.

subacrlptlnn, tlO.
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CROW THEATRES

JIM

One

Annual

Maw

YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

MPA Woos Gen. McNarney for Change
Of Stance on U.

Inc.

at

AU.

Charm

All-Girl Orchcsfra

and

Clietr

Conducted by

Phil Spitolny
10«h Year on «he Air

Sundays. 10

P.

NBC

M.

E.S.T.

'
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U^rBritish Deletion of Dual Income

Tax

Show People

for

Announced in Washington
week was that the agreement

last

made

Protocol deletretroactive.
ing the restriction is elfective as of
Jan. 1, 1945, for Americans, and
April is, 1945, for Britishers. Many
stage and film act9rs wiU be benefited
and so will autliors.
There was $27,0B5 withheld oh
salary during tho
engagement" ot "Seven

Lillie's

New Vbrk

Lively Arts'" for the U. S. government. Of that sum $20,600 was extracted during 1945 (show opened
in December '44). and is the approximate sum refundable to hei*. Coin
was only recently paid the Internal
Revenue Department by Billy Rose,
chow's producer, as taxes from
aliens are not due until one year
after withholdings are completed.
Around $2,800 was withheld for the
state <N. Y.) but may not be refundable.
During the Biroadway run of
"Pygmalion" during the past season
there was $17,000 withheld oa the
'

'

so that George Bernard
Shaw will doubtless receive that
sum in addition to moneys already
royalties,

him.
Withholding was
Theatre, Inc., which presented the revival and also the
Broadway engagement of the Old
Vic company from England.
It is
presumed that American authors
will receive refunds from Britain on
showings over there of such plays
as "Arsenic and Old Lace".
With
holdings on the Old Vic. players
did not amount tO' a considerable
sum, because of the brief' date,
around $5,600 being held out, but
only around $1,300 refundable because Theatre, Inc., advanced that
money, to the visitors. Withholding
tax of only five Old Vic leads is in
volved. Theatre, Inc., hiving ad
vanced "tax" money to the others.
Reported from Washington that
the Treasury Dept. is outlining the
procedure to be followed in apply;
ing for the refunds, which information should be available l>efore the
end of siimmer.
It is believed that, more Hollywood players and others there are
in line for refunds than Icgiters.

remitted

made by

.

-

Sports Shorts
Much

is

said ot the inadeqiui-

cies ot radio baseball reporting
in New York, but little is iossed
around as to how the sports
pages of the dailies are handling
the same subject
For instance,

that wild Yank-Red Sox gameofrlhe-year. Saturday (10) at the
Stadium, which the Yanks won
with two o((t in the 12th, 7-5,
on Rctbinson's three-run homer.
The Times made ot it an ordinary reading as diill as a loat of
bread.
The Herald Tribime. at
least, printed the picture of Robinson trying to-, cro.ss the plate
through a reception committee
comprising half the bench and
lower stand, all the ushers in the
joint, and, if you looked clo.se

217TH

'

"BLACKOUTS OF
El

Gallery, too.
Show business parllcipntion in
pi'ofessional sporls wa.s heightened last week wh.en Bing Crosby was among the foursome that
purchased the PiVlsburgh Pirates
for a reputed $2,225,000.
A. few
weeks previous Bob Hope figured iii the syndicate that bought
the Cleveland Iiiciians. Prior to
thatjTed Collins beciame the main
man in obtainini; the franchise
for the new pro football team
tabbed the Bostor Yankees.

'

was likened

.

«

a

proceeds to go to charity. Traynor thinks that it Crosby and
Hope appear on the field during
the game or game.s, the gate
Pirates are
in the cellar of the Nationals,
'leveland tops the second
division of the American League.
Incidentally, when Crosby was
announced as one of the new
owners of the Pirates, sportswriters immediately began to
speculate on what a great thing
world series between the
a
Pirates and the Indians would
bc,..seeing as how Hope now has
a piece of the American League

about his fpolballers.
that

his idea or that ot an
didn't
interest
the
scribes, but at a subsequent .ses-

sion with the byliner.i! Collins
partially squared himself. Similar tactics made colorful copy for

reporters when George Preston
Marshall, owner of the Wnshington Redskins footivall team which
he tran.splantcd trom Boston, did
his stuff. Mar.shsll, who Owns a
laundry in the capital, was alluded to as the wetwash king.

He is wed to Coiinne Griffith,
formerly Of the stage and Hollywood. Kate Smith is d6ubllcs.s
in
on Collins' football outfit.
Miss Smith backrd a pro basketwill
probably
ball tearn. arid
have one in the fall.
.Tulian

athlete too.

Like

walks.
talks.

He
he

Saratoga Springs; N. Y., Aug. 13.
Actor Monty Woolley left. Albany
Friday (9) after undergoing what
.

And he.
And he

walks.
talks.

Starting from
he has hoofed

his

of the authority is to put all writers
at the mercy of a clique of insiders
who would exercise a censorship at
the source upon thought," said the
Trib.
"The authority would be in
the position of saying what kind of
writing was acceptable and what
was not. It would not even need to
acknowledge that it was hostile, to
It could silence
certain writings.
the author by failing to make any

market his work.
"This purpose behind the organisponsored by Cain and his
supporters may be disguise(i but the
authority patently is designed to
establish an ideological regimentation in the United States. It cannot
possibly have anything to do with
getting a fair price for the work of
writers or it would not have originated in Hollywood, where writers
are paid at a higher rate for drivel
than in any market under the sun.
"This scheme has the appearance
of being CommunLst-inspired.
It is
effort to

,

certainly totalita.rian.
It is an atby private individuals to
establish the same smothering control of expression that was developed by Hitler, Mussolini and the

tempt

is

called

.

That Hienry Kaiser invented Don .Amcche. ... .That Arnold Reuben was
.That Ethel Merman .spends
arrested for loitering in front of Liiidy's
.That- Milton Cahiff has launchedall her spare time in shooting gallerie.'!.
.That Branch Rickey
a new comic strip, called, "Crosby and the Pirates",
to all thc^ players on the Brookl.vn
is distributing Spanish textbooks
Dodgers. .. .That "Oliver "Twist" will be re-fllmed in Teclinicolor— with fix
name bands.
Hane-Nail Drscrlptions
Eddie's: Clamor Manor.,..
Peter Lind Hayes: Copa-setic... .Leon
Grac'ic Allen's dialog: Silly-bles.
A
Gene Krupa: Drummer One Boy
female coffee drinker: Chicory chick.
Observation Dept.
Danny Rogers, the comic,, opens at the Glass Hat in a fortnight: from
Belmont Park to the Belmont-Plaza.
When Charlotte Greenwood was in New York last, she tore one ot her
silk stocking!!. That was the longest run on Broadway.
,

.

.

.

—

.•

i;..:...'!<-'-,t i.',i.s,sici.v
(ishls s t;,,.,-. '
latest pici
try to steal his Socii ; Sci-ii;- •• ,:i-,fcU!
brother (the one who paiiil.s "Keep Off The Grass" signs for inila
dancers) says he doesn't linind spending $450,000 for a baby flat-top, but he
doesn't like spending the $2 to 'gel married first.

it

"Inside

Slul'r."

-

who

My

NEWSMEN TO TOUR IN
'BRITISH' GERMANY
Washington, Aug.

The

Both Interested

set

precedent this week

Version of 'Casablanca

and

are the

meet

Reverse on the play-into-piclure

Jack Warner, WB exec producer,
newsmen'
saw a strawhat version of the play
and will
Aug. 23 at Newport, R. I., over.>lhc weekend
to begin conducted tour of British and has ordered Barney Klawans,
zone. Goal will be first-hand .study WB legit rep in New York, to view

London.

reach

Midwest

first choice visitors
in the British capital

:

ot food situation.
Those making the trip are: Julian
Bentley, hews editor of WLS. Chicago; Karl Koerpcr, KMBC, Kansas
City; Carroll Binder, Minneapolis

it

To Star

Bonnco

Hollywood, Aug.

13.

Mike Romanoff and his princely
restaurant are threatened with a
heave-ho .through an
proletarian
eviction suit filed by the owners of
the property.
Donald Woolard and Mrs. Henry
C- Gerke, proprietors of the. real
estate,
declare Mike altered the
building without their permission.

ENT EE-INKS LEWIS

back

Hollywood, Aug.

13.

Enterprise signed David Lewis to

''The

Olher

Love."
film .for

yai'n,

Lewis under, the

will be 'based on his

"Beyond."

own

pos.sibilil.v

of

Warners
partinlly

Peculiar angle is that the pic is
based on a play, "E-verybody Comes
kicked around for
achieved a Bro:i(lway production. It was written by
Murray Burnett arid Joan Alison.
Screenplay was by Julius J. and
Philip G. Epstein and Howard Koch.
Legit adaptation of the screenplay
currently being presented in New-

'Feather'

port, is by
directed.

Hollywood. Aug. 13.
Maria Montez and her husband,

Hudson

Warner was

in

Fauselt,

Newport,

who

iilso

lo see his

Jean-Pierre Aimiont, will co-slar for
Ihe
first
time in "The Scarlet
Feather," to be produced independently by Charles R. Rogers, .start-

stepdaughter, Joy Page, recreate the
"Annina Brandel" role she did in
the picture.
Idea of a Broadway
version came up as a result of sev-

ing in November.
Picture gets first call on the Rogers schedule, replacinj; "Queen of
Hearts," which will be filmed later
with the same .<vtars. Miss Montez

eral inquiries to
about rights to
dp a legit adaptation of the film in

is

WB

London.

on loanout from Universal and

Sez Clare Luce

Aumont from Metro.

Clare Soothe Luce, spending Inst
at Grace Moore's hon.e in
Newton, Conn,, was on the' phone
con.stantly, denying reports hat >he
Hollywood, -Aug. 13.
Paris will see a .stage showing of was writing a play on Congres.s, that
•:Life With Father" next April, di- .she was writing a play. thal .she was
rected by Victor Franceri, who has Mo acti to enter a convcnl— or' do
translated the Howard Lindsay-Rus- anything else but rest.
sel Crouse Broadway hit into French.
CongresswOman - play wrijiht told
woinim
Francen .shoves off for Paris tlii>- i.'VAiurry howcveV that as
week to select the cast and rent a .slie' had every right to ch.iui'". I"-''
theatre.
mind any day.

weekend

l

i

'

!

First

new pact

week with the

it.

to Hick's," which
a while but never

'La Vie Ghez Papa*

a new prodiicer contract, following
cottipletion of his current jobs on

"Arch of.Triijmph" and

io

this

it on Broadwiay.
would probably at least

doing

.

actor-director status.

El

take place with "Ca.sa-

Warner Bros, feature of
making an appearance as t
legiter on Broadway this winler.
1942,

Hollywood, Aug. 13
Metro assiigncd Richard Hart as Tribune; Oscar StaufTer, Topeka
male topper opposite Lana Turner State journal and George Lamade
of Grit Magazine. John Miller ot the
Chicago office of BMI arranged the
trip.
annual novel award.
Hart recently climbed to .stardom
when he replaced Robert Montgomery iii "Sacred ami Profane." Maria Montez, Aumont
Montgomery at that liihc nioved up

Romanoffs

may

routine

blanca," hit

in "Green Dolphin Street."- film version of the winner of Metro's 1944

to

in Legit

13.

the editorial line will follow the
party line as Mr. Cain and his colleagues dictate it."

in 'Street'

London and Broadway

British Ministry of Informa-

papers of America will be next and

With Lana

'

i-'.

Understand that in his

rustlers

issued its first invitation to American radio and newsmen to tour the
British zone of occupied Germany.
Trip will be Dutch treat, however,
with scribes paying their own pa.ssagcs and on their own until 'Ihey

Richard Hart To Play

.

-

lioii

is

.

Understand Carmen Miranda rials .struck for higher wedgces.
Idle thought: If the M(jrris Plan 'ever asks Damon Ruuyon for "chsvacter" references. .. .all he has to do is >how them a copy of his lat».«t
book.
Beried .Ecgs
.lust ate in a restaurant where the food was so bad .... Instead ol a check
the wjaiter gavCnie. a citation;
The bla(:k marketeers' are getting bolder. Just read as ad where they
boasted that they've never been oi;ersold.
Isf columnist: How'd yoxi gel thai black eye?
2d ditto: I vms giving a clio'rus girl a helping hand and it slipped.
Understand Charles Jackson's latest novel is such a shocker that it's being printed on restraining sheets.
\ii ..mi.li'r that aivni
-i
Kcyholed at the Gaiety Delicate.--.- n
he only books his acts ft-' i-i;v>»' -..-i --.O;;.'.''
crumb

the Ideal means of stifiing
and turning every writer
to captivity into a
goosestepping pr(>pagandist. If it is
permitted to succeed among writers
for screen, stage, radio, and the
magazine and book trade, the news"It

,

&

in Russia.
all dissent

.

.

.

Japanese war lords, and which has
achieved such pernicious perfection

bagel
to the

What he never tells,
though. Is how he gets. back. Nor
does anyone ever ask. The rea.son is that just thinking about.
his jaunts exhausts his audience.
Ted Williams .started- a baseball
column for the l<ni};ht
syndicate Monday (12). Ddily
piece

Dictaphoned at the Carnival: "Is lh,-il guy conceileil? Why, everyiin-ie
the papers print a romance Hem about him.... he's the only one nuii•-'
tioncd!"
Al "Paris" Green's definition of a tout: a character who thinks the Big
Three stands for ."Win, Place and Show."
Just learned that a major studio is going to do a picture about a oert:iia
gossip columnist. 'They're not going to film it in Technicolor—just tatHetalc gray.
There's No Truth, to the Bo'mor

barrister

ahnp
Bronx.

WOOLLEY LEAVES HOSP

(7).

the

.

years.

Wednesday night

Abele.s,

and former high hurdler^ when
lie
would run fpr somethiriB
more than a train, sleeps with
two alarm clocks. The fir.st one
is a gag. To laugh at, reach out,
and turn off. The second is electric arid on the other side of
the room. This is the one with
R.S. V. P. on it.
Leo Lindy is something of an

eration got under way .so he called
for pulmotor but attempts to revive
Mrs. Todd proved futile.
Divorce action was brought last
Wednesday (7) by Todd who charged
mental cruelty. At that time he
itated he intended to provide for her
support and that of son Michael. Jr.,
16..
Couple had been married 20

was described as a routine physical
checkup, and returned by automoto'bis-home here.
'Wo<>lIey
entered
the
hospital

Whether

was

-attorney

'

man-

"The obviously intended purpose

who submits

Radio's Ted Collins stal led out
by high-hatting the .>:porL>i columnists when, he sought to chat

tion suturing a severed tendon in
Mrs. Todd's right hand.
Accident ,had occurred several
days ago, when Mrs. Todd visited
the Todd ranch at Rancho Santa Fe
near the Del Mar race track, where
Todd is operations manager. She
was attempting to peel an orange'
when the knife slipped and she cut
her hand.
Seeking medical treatment at :Del Mar Sunday, she was
adviied by Todd to consult Dr.
Imerman the next day.
In.stead
both Dr. Imernian .and Mrs. Todd
rode to the hospital together yesterday (Mon.), stopping off in Beverly
Hills for a cup. of coffee and then
proceeded to Santa Monica where
she was administered an anaesthetic.
Dr. Imerman states he noticed her
heart began to fail before the op-

bile.

'

club.

Hec phsyician, Dr, Stanley
Imerman, was to perform an opera-

to the pctopus-like

in which James C. Petrillo controls the musicians' union.

ner

zation

Pie Traynor. former manag;er
of the Pirates and sports dire(:tpr
of KQV, PitUbuigh. has-suggested that Pitt stage a sort of
world's series with Cleveland,

at time.

the Chi Tribane

By

Chicago, Aug. 13..
"Shakedown" was the label placed
American
Cain's
R.
Jannes
on
Authors Authority plan last week
by the Chicago Tribune in an edi"Regimented Writers," in
torial,
which AAA's proposed operation

rialized.

Mrs. Bertha Freshman'- Todd, 39,
wife of theatrical producer Mike
Todd,
The coroner's office has
asked for a routine probe pending
autopsy and possible inquest.
Mrs. Todd, who had entered St.
John's hospital in Santa Monica
yesterday (Mon.) for a hand operation reportedly was in good health

.

rating to have their livrs Jilmed

.

George -M. Coha'ii was reported
on the verge of buying a pro ball
team, but no such deal mate-

13.

ASCAP

at least a triple-A

.

Scored

Eifitorially

baseball clubowner,' because of the unexplained animosi'.y ot the late
Judge Landis to racing intcre.sts,
ai principle thai has lasted: Crosby is rep(jrted interested in buying an interest in other ball
teams,
Boston
including
the
Braves.
-Years ago the late

while

have to have

in Technicolor.

SYDNEY GREENSTREET.

.

as

only book Intimate cbmbo.<t; in fact, some of its combos are so intiniHle
that every: musician in them has been slapped at least twice.
Biil some
For in.siance,
of these intimate combos do very well in certain places.
Norway, where the nights are .six months long, won't use anyone but. the
Three Suns....-A number of the top Itsaders are thinking of reiiiiniL;.
Louis Jordan says he's going to quit as .soon as he's got 12 musicians iii
his Tympany Five.
A band has'lo hav,(: sex appeal, and that's whtre
the female vocalist comes in. I know one band. who. hired a prima donna
with. such powerful lungs,
.she's the only girl who sings with a niuU- in
her m(3uth.
Great
Way
What ia picture.
I loved every Imin- of ii!
Jiist saw "Night an(J Day."
The movie studios are toughening up. From now on all conipo.soi-s wiij
.

—

Aothors Antliority

According to report, Crosby
gave up his interest in the Delmar racetrack on the Coast to
Vqualify"

Berle.

WU

1946"

Capitan Thaatrc, Holfywood, Cal.
"Uproarious
no 'n-onder packed.

,

The Santa Monica (Cal.) police
have been requested to make the customary investigation into death of

.

!

h(ju»e9 always."

would b^ ensured.

.

WEEK

KEN MURRAY'S

enough, probably MacPhail and

ORDER ROUTINE PROBE
IN MRS. TODD'S DEATH
Hollywood, Aug.

By Milton

Seems the big money today lies in' name bands. Most of these new
crews have silent backers. ,, .they're known as Band-Aids. But even \viil>
financial backing, these bands have to have talent. For example, I Wnow
a baby who used to scrawl musical notes everywhere: on walls, ccilin^js,
fences. Now he's doing arrangements tor Spike Jones. One agency will

t

be-

Iween the, U. S. and England terminating Hhe discriminatory dual
Income tax clause against actors
and ollicvs in show business, was

Beatrice

The Berle-ing Point

Retroactive

,

;i

—

—

—
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PICTIJRBS

MUST UP ADMISSIONS-BERNHARD
Last Year s Record Film Earnings

Cracked To Date;

$65M Net

announcements of*
by all major film compaexcept United Artists for fiscal

net pioflts

the figure $65,593,036,
has already surpassed the heretofore
rucord net take of the seven majors
year of 1945. The high
banner
in the

Male Jane Russell?
Frank Fayleh, who's played

hitting

mark of $65,257,000 chalked up in
rormeily the largest net profit
•45
in 'the history of the industry, was
last

shattered

when Para-

week

second quarter
payinent of all charges
of $10,205,000 and a

announced

mount

pi oHl-s a tier

taxes
wliopping total for the half-year of
$21,792,000. United Artists, privately
owned by partners Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and David O. Selznlck, makes no official disclosures

and

of

ili-

In

featured parts in 26 films the
past three years, has the dubious
distinction of being the most
un released actor in Hollywood.
Actor, who arrived In N, Y.
Monday (12) from the Coast for
a two-week vacash, has featured
roles in six unreleased Paranioiiht
pictures
"Easy Come,
Easy Go," '.'Blue Skies," "California,"
"Welcome Stranger,"
'"Perils of Pauline" and "Suddenly It's Spring."
•

profits.

Figure was reached on announced
proHts of RKO, in addition to Par,
on the first six months of '46; by

Warner

Bros.,

Metro and Columbia

for the first three-quarters of the
year; and 20th-Fox and Universal
for the first quarter. Profits for the
comparative period in fiscal 1945

Senator Langer Of

Mhm. Talks OPA'

On

Film Rentals

added up to $32,104,107. The record
smashing net has earned holders of
common stock the average equivaMinneapolis, Aug. 13.
lent of $2.87 per share as against :an
U. S. Senator William Langer has
average of $1.51 for the comparative advised Bennie Berger, prez of
period last year.
North Central, an independent exProfits of the companies have reg- hibitors' organization here, that unistered a steady rise since the wlhd- der the terms of the OPA law an
up of depression days. Total scored amendment being introduced by him
by the seven, majors In 1944 was at Berger's request, independent ex$.=)9,316,000; in 1943 in was $59,670,- hibitors will have the right of appeal to the OPA board on film renUOio; in '42 the companies netted $49,.

735,000;

in

'41

$34,443,000;

and

in

emerging from the long declevwas up to $19,369,000.
Comparisons
Par's half-year $21,702,000 compaies with $8,487,000 for the same
period of '45 while its second quar-

'40,

ily.

the net

ter $10,205,000 is against last' year'e

(Continued on page 46)

J.

L Warner Back West;

Abroad Soon

to

Place

tals.

Senator Langer previously announced that he'd seek an OPA provision putting a ceiling on film ren1942 level. The appeal
a substitute and will
serve the same purpose of getting
film costs down to a fair basis,

tals at

the

amendment

Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros, exec
producer, cut his visit to the east
short by a week to fly back to the
Coast Monday (12) night. Problems
at the studio, particularly concerning new pictures going into work,
npcessitated his return'.
He had
come east to head the
convention in Atlantic City last week.
Warner and his wife, Ann, will return east shortly preparatory to
their departure for Switzerland with
their 12-year-pld daughter Barbara,
whom they will place in. school

WB

exhibitor

may

appeal to

the' board to fix a maximum figure
fair to and equitable for the exhibi-

and which would effectuate the
law's purpose.
Langer, a few weeks ago, introed
anti-block booking and theatre di-

tor

OPA

vorcement

NOT FmST RUNS

Key

Foreign

bill in

Senate.

AIDE REPLIES

Rapidly spreading postwar trend

Hohnan,RKO's Bauer

Going Over;

Agnew Today

TO RED'S PIG RAP
answer Russian writer Ilya
Ehrenburg's crack in Izvestia,' Moscow daily, that Hollywood was the
spiritual leader of American thought
and U. S. films were "pitilessly consored" by Eric Johnston's "Hays

JOHN KIEBY'S

WB

POST

resigned.

quality of pictures. If the quality,
in generali is good, people will continue 'going to the movies.' Nothing
creates and maintains public inteirest
in films so much as a string of good
pictures.

To

To

those quality pictures," Bernhard continued, "producers must have more income. And
the only way to get it Is by higher
admissions. The cost of making pictures has gone up tremendously and
probably will continue to go up. So
the exhibitor, in his own interest
.

which

'

maintaining high audience
levels must provide the producer
(Continued on page 11)
is

—

Sell

DueF As

(jrind

'Roadshow'

Exploratory

talk concerning' the
set for exhibition of

policy

to

be

David O. Selznick's, "Duel in the
Sun" was held Monday (12) by
Neil

provide

-

DOSWantsUSeOK

very profitable.
"However, whether that situation
will continue or not depends on the

Agnew, Selznick

distribution
chief, with Robert L. Wright, U. S.
attorney in charge of the industry's
anti-trust suit. There were no definite results of the huddle, pending
decision of the special Federal court
in New York on final lorm of the
decree, but it appeared likely Selznick would have to modify the sales
policy originally planned.

In view of the tremendous production cost of the Technicolor pic(over $5,000,000)
and the
ture
heavy advertising-publicity budget
(over $1,500,000 behind it, Selznick
Chaplin's 'Dictator'
was aiming at a sales policy similar
to that on "Gone With the Wind."
Gets Chiefly
It was hoped to ask .terms in the
neigihborhood of the 70% exhibs
Reaction in Berlin paid
for "GWTW" and to demand
Berlin, Aug. 13.
upped admission prices. Both points
Initial glum reaction of the Gerappear impossible under the recent
mans to Charlie Chaplin's "The court decision unless a formula can
Great Dictator," which was screened, be worked out under a "roadshow"
last week at a sneak preview in a
basis
of exhibition. That's what
Berlin neighborhood
house, may Agnew has been trying to evolve
move the Information Control Divi- and discussed with Wright Monday.
sion of the Military Government to
As' far as the percentage goes,
shelve the film as unsuitable fare
best that could be done by DOS
in tlie "reeducation for democracy"
campaign now underway. Althov^II would be to set 70% as the minino tally is yet available of the data mum flgure acceptable in bids from
contained in the questionnaires dis- exhit>3 for the film. If they didn't
tributed to the spectators on their desire to bid that high, there's noth-

Ghim

opinion of the

film,

(Continued on page 11)

the almost com-

plete silence which met the picture
indicated a strong negative response.

drawback of the Chaplin
comedy to the whipped Germans was
its burlesque of war of which they
had such an unpleasant taste so reOpinions, of anti-Nazi Ger-

cently.

might cause

tribution

a

profound

emotional depression among the
peopl* instead of reviving them
through laughter. This was borne
(Continued on page 20)

Back

of the majors to build, lease or acbeing
theatres
is
quire
foreign
.sparked by, the feeling that big piclures
must have company-owned
situations
houses in tight key-city
for a maximum return. So says Ben

Martin Cchn, general manager of
Universal International's Overseas
Theatre Dept. Cphn, who was named
to the post last week in U-I's newly
created department, said that U-I is
seeking deluxe houses in big foreign
cities to insure ample playing time
and to aid in the general exploitation of the company's films in foreign
markets.
It was important for the company
to control showcases overseas because of the difficulty it experienced
in many situations in obtaining protracted playing time, Cohn said. With
many of the top houses in lush spots
tied-up by other majors, Cohn added,

companies without theatres
were finding themselves at a com-

tiiose

,

disadvantage since indie
were cutting down on the
available playing time and, frequently, big grcssers were pulled before they had garnered their full
petitive

houses

profits.

U-I is also mindful of the advantages in exploitation that enlre to
big houses, free for long runs, gave
to a Yank distrib, Cohn declared.
The smash grosses that can be scored
in deluxe theatres coupled with the
extended run was the key to top ex-

and favorable terms with
subsequent run foreign theatres, acWithout theatre
cording to Cohn.
control in certain situations, he said,
ploitation

,

the

company was forced

smash drawer could not
(Continued on page

Washington, Aug. 13.
Phil Reisman, RKO veepee in
charge of international affairs, was

named here Friday

extremely hot weather
in several sections of the country
gave film theatres a healthy boost
this session, with strong pictures reflecting

this

number

of

in

new

nearly all keys. A
and addition-

entries

bookings for recent boxoffice
winners also contributed to the genal

erally healthy biz picture.
in

(9) to

member-

on special export advisory
committee to confer with Secretary

ship
of

.

Commerce Henry Wallace.

Cornmittee Is one of several set
up to stimulate organized trade re-

program

and other

pix

in

fields.'

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Howard Hughes yesterday (Mon.)
was permitted to leave the Good
Samaritan hospital having recovered
sufficiently from injuries sustained
in airplane crash several weeks ago.

Move was

Trade Mark ReslXcred

carried out in secrecy and
no one would comment on whether
Hughes was taken to his own home

FOUNnEI) BT BIMB BILVURMA'N
rabllnhnl n'ockl) by VAKIRTV. lac.

or elsewhere;
His doctor, Dr. Verne Mason, stated
"getting along fine."

1S4

Hughes was

Bid Stlv^rman,

Wca( 4C(h

such as Wildwood, N. J. and
Laka George, N. Y. "Stranger"
looks like a strong future entry on
basis of trade done at the N. Y. Palcities

ace where

still

making money

Proaldcot

N«w York

St.,

It^^^

in its

42

Chatter

47
10
18

House Reviews
Inside Legit

(WB),

while lusty $25,000 in Detroit, is off
elsewhere currently. With slim total
three dates. "Searching Wind"
(Par) also looks on disappointing
side, being only so-so in Los Angeles
for

and not too forte in' MinneapolLs.
"Young Widow" (UA) is doing great
.
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Film Reviews
Foreign

Inside Orchestras

Bondage"

Ill
,.2E Cftnt*

Bills

ara topped by the
smash $50,000 the Marx Bro.s. comedy is doing at the N. Y. Globe opening week.
"Canyon Passage" started to gain
momentum this session with five
playdates. Picture was leader in
Minneapolis- and Cincinnati where
doing well and appears a new record
in N. Y.

"Casablanca"

Human

N. T

Foreign
,

sixth week, although in only three
spots this stanza. New bookings for

"Of

19,

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual.
.tlO
Single Copies.

INDEX

Milder Weather Boosts Film Biz—'Day,' 'Wed/
'Anna/ 'Summer,' 'His Own' Best Bets
in

up'

challc

11)

To Confer with Wallace

Vol. 103

Break

where a

Reisman Named

Phil

lations

Hughes Leaves Hosp

to play their

first-runs in smaller houses

National Boxoffice Survey

"Night and Day" (WB) is far out
lead among first 10 biggest grossers, showing close to $500,000 in keys
covered by 'Vaisietv this stanza. Next
Helen Deutsch's Col. Deal in money is "Easy To Wed" (M-G)
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
with "Anna" (20th) not far behind.
Others in the big qioney 10 are
Helen DeuUsch today (13) was
signed by Columbia to a producer- "Centennial Summer" (20th), "to
Each His Own" (Par), "Canyon
writer contract.
Studio now has trio of distaff pro- Passage" (U), "O.S.S." (Par). "Kid
ducers,' other. two being 'Virginia Van From Brooklyn" (RKO), "Night in
(UA) and "Smoky"
Casablanca"
Upp and Frances Mahson.
(20th). Three which just missed 'the
first 10 category are "The Stranger"
East
(RKO), "Henry V" (UA),. "Make
Skouras
Mine Music'! (RKO) and "The OutHollywood, Aug. 13.
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, law" (UA).
"Outlaw" Is pacing. Detroit this
flew ea.-vt last night (Tuesday).
He has wound up conferences on session with a giant $48,000. It also
is doing nicely at several smaller
Coast.

Jacques I,. Kahn, WB field man
working in the Philadelphia area,
has been assijgned to handle the
Pittsburgh and Cleveland territories
under supervision of Bill Brumbcrfi,
manager of the field staff.
the
.

serves:

"You have the same number
of headaches. They're just in a
diiTerent place in your head."

years directed operation of all Warner- Bros, theatres, until he joined
last fall with Milton Sperling in for-

"Tl\e public now is 'going to the
movies,' not to 'pictures,' " Bernhard
explained,
"Patrons have money
and are not being too selective.
They'll go to see almost anything.
That naturally makes the business

Difference

Asked how being a producer
compared with operating a theatre circuit, Joseph Bernhard ob-

office."

Parade of American picture execs
In Johnston's absence, however,
to Europe continuss at double time aide Joyce O'Hara did some tonguewith Russell Holman, Paramount's in-cheek speculation about the Ruseastern studio rep, among the latest sian gibe. Said he, "Ehrenburg says
scheduled to hop the pond. He'll we hav'en't free thinking on the
Itfave during September for a 4-6
American screen. That's what he
Weeks slay.
says. But, of course, we don't know
Holman will give the o.o. to Par's what he thinks because he is not
talcnl and story scouting setups in a free, agent. If he isn't careful he
London and Paris, with the pos- might trip over a shifting party line
sibility of adding to. their .staffs and and
be compelled tomorrow to
facilities.
He may also visit other praise American pictures."
i'uropean
centers,
Leda Bauer,
O'Hara Wound up with the obRKO's eastern story ed, has already servation: "I wonder What would
been announced as going over In
happen if ha went to Stalin and
September for the same purpose. •
demanded free thinking on the RusNeil Agnew, distrib
chief for sian screen."
David O; Selznick, leaves today
(Wednesday) for London.

John F. Kirby has been appointed
southeastern district manager for
JAarncrs with headquarters in Atlanta and supervision of over the
Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans
branches. Kirby, former. Paramount
sales exec, succeeds Ralph L. McCoy,

Same

Admission prices, particularly in
subsequent - run houses, must be
pushed up to maintain the film
business at its current high level,
Joseph Bernhard declared, in New
York this week. Bernhard for 13

mation of United States Pictures, indie unit releasing through 'WB.

a Must

City Showcases

For Postwar Worldwide Maximum B.O.

GOLDEN

mans who witnessed the showing
Washington, Aug. 1.
The Motion Picture Assn. refused added up to sharp criticism on the
here last week to dignify with a grounds that the film's general disstraight

Par's

By HERB

Chief

^ MPA

there.

is

Langer wrote Berger.
An amendnient by joint resolution
of
Senate, and
House provides
wherever the film rental required
to be paid by an exhibitor has risen
or threatens to rise to an extent
contrary to and in conflict with the

OPA, an

Daughter in Swiss School

,

SUBSEOUENTS,

pfticial

Total
nies
1946

Ili

VARIETI

(Publlihed In Hollywcoo lif
Dally Variety, Ltd.)
110 a Tear tiZ Forclcn

'

ncTnjREs
Still

Wednesday, AneuBt 14^ 1946

PA Gadget Measures

Another

Pine-llionias Hiatns
Hollywood, Aug.

Amt. of Free Space Snagged by Pix
Another gimmick lo headache p.a.s
has sprung up in New York during
the past five month;. It is the Editorial Analysis Bureau, which provides each month an exact compilalion of how much. free space the film
publicists were able to wangle in the
nation's

magazines.

top
report

Misses

Las Vegai Nev., Aug.

Commonwealth Corp.
Dunne and Loretta- Young
Palace and
from Art -Brick

the

boom

I

are measured each month.
Thai's
nboul 19'. of the total. Next was
2()th-Fox with $1,265,000 (I7.5',i) and
PKO with $1,185,000 (16.4';).
"Two Sisters from Boston" (M-G)
was the pic hat grabbed most space
during that period— $160,000 worth.

atre

Back of it was "Kid from Brooklyn"
iGoldwyn-RKO), $145,.500: "Anna

the

18.

Irene

is

buying

Western theatres
what will be a

in

theatre expansion

will

also

put

in

another

The corporation already operates

$1,•58,500.
.scrviei?,

Hall's service givtt>
the exact amount of money that the
tising agencies,

Execs Converge

publication's black-.tnd-whife lineage rate. That's not absolutely accurate, inasmiK<h as no allowance is
made for publicity material in color
(for which the line rate would be
higher) or, for in.stance, the front
cover of Life, (which wouldn't be
nvailable to an advertiser at any
price). On the other hand, tho.se defects are balanced somewhat in the
total by the fact that various discounts, are allowed by piiblications
on the per-Iine rate i)sed. by EAB.

'Washington, Aug. 13.
oii film rentals

Hollywood's net

in Europe this year will hit the
$120,000,000 mark, according to Department of Commerce estimates.
The take compares with the 194S
figure of $110,000,000.
An o'ffi(:ial of the Department's
office
of international
trade attributed the bulk^of the increase to
release of payment for U. S. product
which had been bottled up during
the war years. The $120,0(>0,6oo, he.
explained, represents the net balances di.e U. S. producers after pay-

For U-1 Reorg

ment of all expenses incident to. exr
hibitipn of the picts overseas. With
Leo Spitz, Malty Fox, Robert move toward breakdown of trade
Benjamin and Monroe Greenthal, barriers and heavier, infiltration of
probably accompanied, by William the U. S. product abroad, figurie Is
'47,
Heineman, will leave New York for expacled to soar even higher in

,

fpace grubbed each month is worth.
EAB staff analyzes the material
touching' on each pictures or company, measures the number of lines
arid multiplies that flgure by the

Huge Rentals In

in' this

Huntridge, and recent acquisitions will put th«> outfit in the forefront as a local, chain.

which co.<!l? $150 a
month, has already been sub.scribed
lo
by Metro, Paramount, RKO,
United Artists and 20th-Fox. It is
operated by the- Lloyd H. Hall Co.,
which has long been in the busine.ss
of measuring and analyzing the editorial content of magazines for the
editors of the publications themselves and for advertisers and adver:

the Coast next Monday (18) to be- the Commerce official declared.
DeparlMeanwhile,. Commerce
gin huddle.s with Universal prexy
Nate Blumberg and William Goetz, mefnt is readying release this month
president of the new Universal In- on a proposal to make regular reroyalternational production company, on ports to industry on- U. S. pic
the rtv'iscd U and UI setup: Spitz,: ties. Beginning next year. It hoped
chairman of the board of UI, ar- to turn out statistics on royalties
quarrived in New York oh the Queen and film export figures on a
Mary from London yesterday (Tues- terly basis.
day). Fox is slated to become exec
v.p. of U and Heineman heads sales

I

1

I

I

j

j

,

:

:

i

Arthur Rank product in this
country, distributed by U. Benjamhi is counsel and exec of Rank
and Pathe' affiliates here..

on
i

!
;
.'

'

Ad

NLRB

J.

Coast Meet;

Moi^ris'

Gal West

GaUic

Pilots

New

to

Peak;

Pix Lineup Has 29 Producen

Upsets Examiner

In Two. Par Firings
Washington, Aug.

13.

Hie National Labor Relations
Board upset findings of a Loa Angeles trial examiner here last week
and upheld Paramount in its battle

Plans tor building two new

houses have been li>id by other theowners in town, while Common-

wealth

'46-'47

ome

.

of

house.

and the King of Siam" ('20111 ) $140.(100
and "Till the End of Time"

New

.in

town.

t

(RKO;

Dunne and Young:

Add 2 Las Vegas Theatres

EAB's

discloses thai from
March to July, inclusive, Metro led
the list with $1,376,000 worth of free
space garnered in the. 61 mnfis that
liitc;!

'

UA Boosts Ad Budget

II.

fhoinat, ar*
.Two Billf, Pint
ourrantly taking a braathlng •pall
on tha beach at Corontdo whila
of their picluraa for Pararelease
mount
are going through, the
shearing process.
In the cutting roonis ara "Seven
Were Saved," "Jungle Flight," "Danger Street," "I. Cover Big Town"
and "Fear in the Night."

budgets under

new

aucti..,

bidding plan decreed by the r y.
court will necessitate the higl.ci
advertising budgets In the history
the industry, Paul N. Lazarus, "jr
publlcity-advertising head of United
Artists, told delegates to the company's convention in New York ycc.
terday (Tuesday). Lazarus dccbr«-<l

over discharge of two- members of that UA has appropriated the unthe Technical Engineers, Architects precedented sum of $8,000,000 for ad& Draughtsmen's Union (AFL).
vertising during the coming seaM.n.
Board said it was. unable to agree
Pub-ad chief d eel a r e d that
with findings of th'6 trial examiner although there are
90,000,000 weekly
that the two employees, George A. ticket buyers in
the U. S., only in,.
Gary and George A. Heap, had been .000,000 see the average A
Icalure.
fired for "union actlvit)'."
Evidence UA's tremendous
expenditure,
showred. Board added, that the two said, would be in an
effort to double

were let out for "legitimate reasons,"
end Par had shown, "beyond all reasonable doubt," that their work had
not been up to scratch.
Case was up for appeal from Los

Both employees had been
reinstated pending outcome Of the

Atigeles.

NLRB

fight.

WBs llJPjNK)

number.
He stated $3.000.(JOO
would be spent between now jind

this

Jan.

1.

International' contention, flr.tt since.
got under way Monday il2)

1942,

and

continues through loniormw
(Thursday).
J. J. Unger, gipneral

sales manager. Is expected to clarify
the new sales policy' under the
decree for the sale.<:men at the conclave's most important session to-

morrow morning.
there will be

Anni Wk. Gross
With Warner Bros, billings reaching the unprecedented figure of well
over $1,000,000 for the period of
Aug. 4-10, a grand total of 54,779
features and shofts were played
by 17,584 theatres in the. U. S. and
Canada during the Sound Anniversary week to break all records for
a single week's booking by any one

WB

Bookings included
film company.
features,
38,324
one-reel
10,816
shorts and 4,639 Iwo-reelers.
No.
trailers were counted in the total

It is

expected that

change

little

— nt

leu.'^l

until final detaiU of the decree are
worked out— from UA's prcst nt
method of single-selling.

UA

was described by prexy Edward C. Raftery at the opening dav>
session as a model under the new
court decree for al! companies making and selling pictures,
Palterh
established 27 years ago by the company's foiinders, Douglas Fairbank.s
Mary Pickfprd, Charles Chaplin and

D. W. Griffith, whereby pictures
wotiM be sold on an individual basis,
is in today's law books as the only
iscceptabie
declared.

method

of selling, Raftery

Investment in UA product for
and the company has no newsrcel.
1946-47 season will be more than
Playdales during the sound anni
week climaxed the 1946 Warners $50,000,000, company's, chieftain, slated in teeing-oft product review. He
sales drive which' involved more
termed UA the "greatest stronghold
theatres in the celebration than any
world'' in
previous industry event, either war- of independents in the
are
time or peacetime. Buildup for the announcing that 29 producers
The.v have
campaign was highlighted by exten- now under contract.
and
scheduled
for
release
36
features
sive radio and press coverage and
was
59
shorts,
which
Raftery
said
various exploitation stunts

William Morris, Jr., trains out
Greenthal, v.p. iri charge of advertising for the
about-to-be-dis- from New York for the Coast today
solved United World Pictures, said (Wednesday) to review the William
yesterday
that
had
yet
he
as
made
agency's international setup
Morris
Life, with its $22.44 an agate line
<!°'"""t'"«"' *o
re- with
Abe Lastfogel and Johnny
(one-fourteenth of an inch, one
column wide), is by far the most .Prean'zed setup. His sUtus will be Hyde. .Accompanying him is Barbara Laage. French model whose
valuable publication for .celling a determmed at the Coast confabs.
has offered him a spot which would picture in Life a few weeks ago
(Continued on page 11)
initiated
entail supervision of publicity and evoked considerable Hollywood inby co-sponsors of the anniversary, the maximum in company history.
advertising on the Rank product as terest.
Morris office brought her celebration.
Announced for the new sei'.Min
one part of his duties:
Number of
fi'om France last week.
were Preston Sturges' "The Sin of
INDIE
companies have talked terms for her
Harold. Diddlebock and "Vendptia";
FOR 'RUTH'
services, but no deal has been set
Hunt
Stromberg's
"The Straii.ye
Revamp Starla With Marphy
$17,000,000
Morris vvjil also set up local disHollywood. Aug. 13.
Woman" and "Dishonored Lady ";
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
tribution
plans for his' Compass
Paramount named William Russell Charles R. Rogeis "Angel on My
Martin Murphy will step out of Records (nee Globe). Company is to direct "Dear
Budget of $17,000,000 was anRuth," originally as- Shoulder" and "Tie Fabuloiic Dcrnounced by Independent Artists for his present post as general manager releasing foreign tunes for Ameri- signed to Sidney Lanfield.
seys"; Andrew Stone's "n>e Bachetlve-year production program call- in charge of operations with Univer- can sale.
Initialer will be Soviet
Required dental surgery forced lor's Daughter" and. an untitled prnunder the revised Universal- series.
sal
ing for two pictures annually.
Lanfield to give up the job.
uuctibn based oh the script "Strange
Curently in preparation are "The Inlerna'tibnal setup. Murphy, who
Morris' will be on the Coast about
Bedfellows"; SeUnicks' "Duel in the
Happiness of Pursuit," "Vanity 11," also is veepee of Universal, will re- three weeks.
Sun," "Paradise Case'* and "Litlle
L. A. to N. Y.
"This Is the Life" and "Feather on main in "important executive spot"
Women":
Benedict Bogeaus' "Mr.
but in an advisory capacity.
Edward L. Alperson
the Tide."
Ace," "The Short Happy L'f*
Expected shortly for planning the
to Ihital
G. J: Altilisch
Francis M»comber," and "A Miiiicle
new studio- executive setup will be
Jean Pierre Aiimonl
Hollywood, Aug 13.
Can
Happen."
J. Cheever Cowdin, it was indicated
Jack Benny
Neil Agnew, Selznick distribution
Clakn
Also Seymour Nebenx»r.« "The
by Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy. chief, leaves for London shortly with
William Boyd
'
Ami."
Cha.se." Loew-Lewiii's "Bel
Goetz and Blumberg have William Erb.
Grace Bradley
For PRC-Patbe Renewal William
LeBaron-Morros' "Carnegie Hall."
been in daily consultation, preparing
Ann Corio
Agnew will set up Erb as London
Breach
contract
suit
was
of
Orlean.';."
Jules
Levey's
"New
blueprints for the new firm.
Sonia Darrin
isales chief for 'Vanguard.
brought by Arthur Levey in N. Y.
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur VerNed Depinet
supreme court Monday (12) again.<:t
doux," Crosby Productions' "Abie'5
Armand S. DeuUch
Lire.
_
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Erb
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PRC

for $60,000 allegedly
agent's

due him

as
commi^ision on a deal
which he made for the company with
Pathe, Ltd., for distribution of PRC
Levey, now
pictures in England.
head of the Scophony Corp. of America, claims he's entitled to a fee oh
the renewal of the contract betwe^en
PRC and Pathe ciiginally entered

renewed in 1943.
Levey previously sued and won a
money judgment Irom PRC on a
Fimilar charge in 1941 several months
rfter the deal was negotiated. Levey
clalm'ed PRC froze him put of coir
IccUng 'his commis.<;ion amounting to
IViVc ot the advances Pathe made
to PRC.
In filing his present suit,
attorneys for Levey staled that all
future renewals between the two
companies would a!so be. subject to
legal contest by I,evey.
into in 1941, and

.

Rep's Heavy Uphobtery

Cliff

Ranks Costly Xleo' Under Heineman's

Cecil

Keys U.

Sellii^
i

S.

Personal request of J. Arthur Rank
that William J. Heineman, newly
tagged general sales manager of the
Rank organization here, supervise
the U. S. sales and distribution of
"Cae-sar and Cleopatra" keys a belief
strongly held by Rank and Universal
officials that "Cleo" will be the proving ground for the fate of British
pix in the U. S.
Paraphrasing the

Fate of
John

Britisli

Bull's fllins

•

-

Always Loved You.': laltir part of August. With a potent
•The Angel and the Outlaw," "The Sid and rxploitatibn campaign in
Plainsman and the Lady," "That mind, the overhead for drum-beating
Brennan Girl," "Rendezvous With is reportedly in excess of $300,000.
Annie," "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook"
Or Else
find "In Old Sacramento."
Rogers]
Idea is to smash U. S. exhibitors'
t tc'pi? are "Heldorado" and "Home allergy
toward Brili.sh films by
in O.Jilchoma." Lone'Autry piotUre'! chalking up lowering gro5.ses for
is

"Sioux CHy.-Sue.",

.

.

!

"Cleo"'

and

thereby

proving

that

World

which is being absorbiid by U under merger arrangements_with International Pictures.

He

Picture.^

previously held dnvyn the spot of
central district head for

ea.stern

RKO.

Both Heineman and Kranze

will journey to England within a few
week.s lo liudd'e with Rank f.nd his
pro<luccrs.

Humphreys
Kazan

Carl Leserman
John Loder

If

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Completion of "Calendar Girl" at
Republic gives that studio a backlog
of 11 pictijres, highest in: its history.
List includes eight features, two Roy
Rogers westerns and one Gene tion, claimed to cost $6,000,000, has Kranze, who will h.q. in New York,
Autry.
been set for openings in 130 spots, had been formerly designated as
Features, in addition to "Calen- including most keyrcitics, dutin^ the eastern district manager for United
dar," are "I've

Elia

Al Margolies

McCormick
Carmen Miranda
S. Barrett

Maria Montez
Paul Mo.sher
[

Rose,".

Cagney

Production.^'

"The Stray Lamb." Sol Lessor's "No
Sam Coslow's "Copacabana" and Arnold Prcssburger's
"Then and Now."
Announced also v;ere six Hopalong

Jack Kirkland

audiences given
buildup.

Irish

Tre.spassing,"

Adele Jergens

Fix

can draw American

the right pic and
the film does keep the
wickcls spinning, U's salesmen will
be handed a potent argument to
overcome exhib shyness. On .the
other hand, should the pic prove a
dud, despite the preliminary hullabalon, the Briti.sh films will be in
for rough sledding, as "U execs priMaine political slogan, U and Rank vately concede.
execs put it "as 'Cleo' goes, so goes
With the appointment of Heinethe rest of British films" and point man, U annoijnced- that a special
out that thb film can pave the way .sales representative staff would be
for ea.sy sailing on other Anglo pix created to supervise key-city distrisho'j;d it prove a powerful grosser,
bution of Rank's pix and llrst-run
Heineman, who under his new dates. The new Rank manager will
five-year contract, will have com- also have overall supervision, of the
plete charge of Rank product re- Prestige pictures unit which, now
leased through U, was drafted for moves over to U,
the "Cleo" job despite the fact that
Hciiicnian, in his first official act
the film is being released by United last week, signed Bernard G. Kranze
Artists.
The Bernar'd Shaw adapta- as assistant general sales manager.
.

Edwards

Frank Faylen
Arthur Freed
Dick Haynies

starring
nil
Cassidy
Production.";,
William Boyd, and iix Comet (Buddy
Rogers-Ralph Cohn ) productions, including "Little Iodine." "Su.xje Steps
Don
"Adventures of
Out"
and
Coyote."
Fifty-nine .<!horts include 39 from
WorW Today, headed by John Grit-rr
Sutherland "DaiTy
son, 13 Morey
Ditty" color cartoons and seven subjects to be produced by David L.

&

Kurt Neumann
Martha O'DriscpIl
John Payne
James E. Perkins

Loew.

Arthur Pine

Monte Proser

N. Y. to L. A.

Phil Reisman

Harry Conbver
Eddie Darling

Quentin Reynolds

Chuck Rinker
Betty Reynolds

Bob Goldstein
Candy Jones

Buddy Rogers
Sigmund Romberg
Harry Romm
Manie Sachs
Jan Sadio
Spyros Skouras
Andrew Stone
Harry H. Thomas
Richard Thomas
FranOhol Tone
Lilly Veidt

Frank Wiilker
James J. Walker
Irving Wallace
Sylvia Wallr.ce

Franz Waxm.^n
Arleen Whelan
Bob Williams

Barbara Laage
'

,

.

Frederick Lonsdale
Allan Meltzer
William.Morris, Jr.
Bill Schaefer

Leo

Spitz

Jack L. Warner

.

N. Y. to London-Paris
.

Richard Carlson
Louis 'Merlin
Janet Rowspn

.

London

to N. Y.

Bi lb Goldstein

Frederick Lonsdale

Led Spitz

.
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NOW— More

Than Ever

Since 1905 'Variety' has diligently covered

phases

Show

of

Business.

Because

all

of this back-

Belore

unbiased, show-wise and frequently contain practiced
ideas of showmanship.

ground, now, more than ever before, 'Variety' with
its

PRE-SELUNG NEWS will be used

in buying, selling

and

as a major guide

Especially since the important advent in motion

With perhaps
come.

pictures of the 'Single-Selling' policy.

many more

important changes to

Since 'Variety's'
tors all over the

REVIEWS
larly clip

first

film

review in 1907, exhibi-

world have found

p^niETY's FILM

tremendous value. Exhibitors reguand file them for buying reference. They're
of

PRE-SELLING

NEWS

prove a further boon

distributing pictures.

of th6 picture business

to exhibitors,

tributors all over the world.

tant

advance news

It

wiU

producers and dis-

will give

them impor-

of the product while

still

in th*

early stages of production.

Showmen can
stories
tips,

successfully use these facts

as advance exploitation material for local

and
tie-

press and other promotion ideas, as well as

source material for their ads.

Subscription rates remain the same. $10 for one year, $18
Foreign countries $1 odditional per annum.
for two years.

New
154

York 19

West 46th

Street

Hollywood 28
1708 North Vine Street

Chicago

1

360 North Michigan

Avenu*

London W.C*. 2
8 St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar

Squar*

—
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Pyiy-Jersey Indie Exhibs Feel

In the Days

Newark;

Murphy, manager

Atlantic City, Auk. 13.
New England's rosy optimism
gives place to a spirit of future uncertainty among the Jersey exhibs
who have spilled the beans to this
questioner during the past week.
Philadelphia and Wilmington also
Down
the
feebly
reflected only
Easters' conviction of an indefinite
continuing of wartime peak grosses.

concession.-;
cellation
by now. I
don't say the -big distributors have
been 100% right, but who is? I had
to pay 20c more for lunch every day

week than

this

yoii going to

last,

but where are

put the. blame?

"Doublie features are a curse, but
they were started by the indies.
by
Onl/ way to end the system
concerted action.
And this slacks

It may be competition is keener in
these spots, but whatever the reason
this stretch of the Atlantic seaboard
has its full quota of back-stabbing
knives in the sleeves of hand-shaking rivals. In such conditions you
can hardly expect complacence with
the present, and faith in unclouded
tornbrfows.
Gontra-wise, the week has produced striking evidence of a degree
Of determination to keep biz at warmore
considerably
peaks
time

'

i.-;

up

Hilz,

as

an

impossibility.

Pycr^Orfanlzcd
"Trouble with all exhib organiza,

-

.

tions is the trouble with, trade union
Thie officers have to set up
stiraw men in order to take the kudos
of knocking 'em down. It's the. only
set-upis.

way they can

create an iappearancc

The

of earning their, fat salaries.
result of it is the whole industry is

Individual
greatly over-organized.
dealing viMouId be a much needed
step forward to a
the biz.

simplilicalion of

"Without withdrawing what l,said
about .united action being necessary
dogged than anything observed in to end the duals, Hollywood could
New England. AH along the line ex- do A lot to help by cutting out the
hibs urge priBssing need to hypo production of B pix and concentrateach succeeding pic to the limit of ing jn top product. In this connectheir ability, if they are to keep tion, I consider quality of Hollywood
earlier product has not improved in' the
grosses at anything like
levels. Get an earful of sonrie of past few years; They go on making
them:
hits and flops as always. In spite of
Says Robert S. Clark, manager this, biz is good, and I foresee no
Warners' Garden, Paterson:
serious falling off for at least two
"For my bosses to celebrate the years.
20th anniversary of their giving
"Coming back to the Amerimoviegoers the benefits of a revolu- can Theatres Assn. and kindred
tionary improvement in screen entertainment is understandable. It's
a privilege commonly accorded all
successful revolutionists. You might
as well criticize kids for shooting
off firecrackers on the Fourth of
July as to question the propriety
of this week's spread-eagling tributes to Wairner Bros, for having
made the silents articulate. The
trouble is people are too much inclined to rest on their oars, to live
on past achievements. In this game,
sockeroo
p.'.rticularly,
yesterday's
v.on't help tomorrow's stinkeroo a
'lime's worth.

Third Dimensional Film

"Twenty years in any man's life
a chunk of timej in the picture
business it's an eon. And in the
real world, revolutions have a habit
of coming along a lot oftener'than.
once an eon. So I foresee another
revolution in picture making, as farreaching in its consequences as the
introduction of sound. I'm talking
about the third dimensional film
which is already well past the iex'
perimental stage. I'm convinced the
Is

day is near at hand when third dimensional films will be as universal
as talkies are today.
"As for current conditions here in
Paterson we are all victims of tho
pernicious double feature policy.
Incidentally, unless I've been tipped
off wrong, the duals were first put
into operation in this neck of the
woods—in the old Paramount theatre in Newark, now the club home
of the Elks. The indie who sprang
this idea on a public alwiays ready
to grab two-for-one of
anything
,

made a fortune out of this doublefeature policy. And, of course, everyhad

to

fall

in

line.

But

everybody, in the industry, agrees
they bught to be cut out.
"As I see it, it's -like a double.

header. When the Red Sox or the
Dodgers are playing the fans are
satisfied

with nine innings of class

baseball. It's only when two second
division clubs battle that the crowd
wants quantity to make up for lack
of quality. But if some get-rich-

and the way
ers kick, up a stink

setups,

Scholl,
Capitol, Ti-enton:

manager

RKO

—

1931.

.Poblle

features, I am convinced
they're here to stay. Plenty people
com-i to nie and say, 'Why can't we
have good single features?' Others

double

.

order

to

say they want a return to vaudeville, instead cf the second feature.
But what people say means nothing.
'You can get people to say or sign
anything. Ihc other day they were
getting signatures outside the theatre
to A resolution calling for a buyers'
Nine Out of ten who sighed
strike.
just walked around the corner and
paid any price for whatever took
their fancy.
So these very people
who say tliey doii't want duals stay
away when a single feature i;: of-

their jobs, it bught ,16 be
manufacture nonstressed
they
existent troubles just to wage campaigns, to right non-existent wrongs.
The industry would be better off
without 'em, but new ones we for-

hold

ever springing

'

.

in

up'."

No Squawks from Fans
On Single-Pic Policy

,

Says John Murray, manager Paramount, Newark:
fered. Only oiic barometer and thatts
"Biz is not quite so good as i! was ihe b.o.
a year ago, but 'Kitty' as a single
"As for quality of postwar product,
.feature has ju-st finished a 24-day this has yet to be proved. For niy
run to good biz. Currently we're part, I have yet to see anything come
playing a single feature, and there's out c-f Hollywood which didn't have
no squawks from the patrons. In its beginnings in the wartime pethe past we've played Republic prod- riod. For instance, I saw 'Saratoga
uct as second features, and occasion- Trunk' in the Philippines more than
ally a Columbia, but with a two- a year ajo, and I'm satisfied most
hour Paramount picture our patrons current
releases
were wartimeGenerally this house scheduled. Time enough to decide
are satisfied.
has weathered the war years' wear, whether 1046 Hollywood standards
and tear in good shape. The air- are higher than formerly when we
con<li1ioning plant which has taken a see what they've rnade this year."
-

.

intricately mixed up in municipal politics to ah extent un-

is

imaginable elsewhere.

Atlantic City the Warners boosted
prices from 83c to 95c, and the newspapers raised helL
Actually the
boost resulted in their playing to
fewer people than they did a year
ago, but the gross take probably was
At any rate, there is no
as big.
possible etiance of further increases.
"Philadelphia. is definitely a single
feature districi But here comes
offering Abbott & Costello' in
'Little Giant' and Maria Montez in
Tangier' as a dual. This kind of
thing docs more harm to the industry than anything else could. And
in this case it is the distributors whd
are to blame. It's an admission of
poor quality when you have to urge
quantity as effective sales talk.

.

year to install is now functioning,
Says Hardie Meakin, divisional
and other improvements are pendmanager RKO, Trenton hq.;
ing.
So long as quality of product
"Who says wonders never end?
is maintaip.ed I see no trend towards
any considerable falling off in biz, Here VAmtTV is asking me question.<i
but the wartime peak is definitely when for nine years I was 'Vabilty's
Washington correspondent, getting
passed."
paid for givin;; them the answers.
Says H.
Rodomister,
manager Incidentally
the job uras the first
Loew's Newai'k:
proof of my having taken a tumble
".Mter three years in the Pacific I to myself. Belore I became one of
was demobbed three months ago, and Sime's muggs I was an actor, and- it
came back to my old job here. I wasn't until I discovered tiie big
am keeping most of- the women em- mo.ney they paid me was big only
ployed during the war, and have when 1 got it— and alternated with
found spots for all returning GIs who^ long 'at li'oerty' spells I decided to
have shown up. I don't agree with eat regularly. As Scholl has told
people who say we've passed the you 1 believe prosperity generally
peak and are headed down. I find is going to continue to the extent of
biz good, and improving. And I see permitting admission prices to be
no reason for. a setback. Our new rectified upwards -where they are
lobby and marquee are now almost obvioiisly too low. Not only in his
finished, aiid the material situation house, in aU the houses over which
is slowly improving,"
I have jurisdiction prices have been
slightly boosted since the end of
B. O. Value of Color
v/ar. In Trenton, and elsewhere,
Says Harold Weede.nhorn, manager the
I have established a flat price policy
Branford thsatre, Newark: ^
as against the former scale of 50c
".One thing Variety's questionnaire
.

—

,

better

TfeMe WeeplDK Indlcii
Says L. A. (Larry) Mackny, manager Arcadia theatre, Philadelphia:
"Indies a.re the world's wcepie
champs. They always carry a hiuulkerchief in each hand. They can
let loose a flood of tears as easily as
you turn a faucet. But they spend
their summers at Atlantic City, and

.

RKO

'Vou can
their winters in Florida.
hear, 'em howl, about the major.v
but there's not one of 'em who'd not
rather see a new 4,000-seater going
:

'

them

up

opposite
whispers of a

new

than to
indie house

liear

to

be

around the corner.
As between' indie and major opposition
give me the big companies every
time.
Not only do they not carry

built

Wants Doals

"Incidentally,
suppose
I
we're
unique in being the only house in
the country which has increased its
admission prices since the ci:d of
the war. It isn't a sensational rise,
but we're charging more today than
we did in 1945. And biz has not
fallie:i off on that account.
As for

is

.

-

'.'To
get an over-all picture of
business at this house you should
this was originally the Taylor
Opera' House, playing legit and
vaudeville. There are stiU. two members of the old staff oh the. job, and
they can tell you of the days when,
there was a gallery gang who held
up patrons' for an extra nickel, if
they wanted to get a seat Refusers
stood through the show
and got
beat up! in the alley when the show
was over. AU this ended when the
house was burned to the ground, in

know

.

than the pic they boost.
In my
case I look at every, pic 1 pl.iy and
decide for myself what it hiis of
strongest appeal to my patrons.
This is where the neces.saiy ovi-rall approach of the press book mirkiers
can't be expected to apply
universally. There is still need for
the local exhib .to take into account
the taste of his local customers.
"Finally, for Hollywood's inform.-ilion in case they've not heard, ihtre
is
in this area a bigger demand
than ever for westerns.
Current
releases of horse operas are of nn
evenly high standard, and need only
to maintain this standard to keep on
packing 'em in hereabouts."

'oy $232 over (he IMl figures. So
the kind of bi;: -jroa do depends on far there has been no squawk from
the quality of the'pix you play; And the public because they realize the
In
cost of everything has risen.
ther2'.<; plenty of room for improve-

ment here."
Says Henry

.

"Press books are better than
they've ever been. Sometimes the

work of the ad experts

becoming more and more
choosey.
Now, as in prewar days, up

lead-

their

film;

Warner

their

.

.

The

impossibility.

in connection with "The Outlaw" had the other exhibs on
the anxious seat to such an extent as to gag them, too. From
other sources the most that
could be gleaned was the whole
picture setup in Atlantic City

line up. to pay their money for anything you dished out are definitely
gone. Ths customers are demanding
value now, and the trend is towards

'

-

else

an

Bros, convention had the managers of thieir houses scared pink
to open their mouths, and the
faux pas of the town's mayor

"When youask ifblzis good.it

.

,

body

visit to Atlantic City two
widely separated events made
interviews with local managcr.s

|

etc.)

By HAYDEN TALBOT

ments, but in
light ~this will

13.

time of this fact-find-

er'!!

When

i

hibitor reactions to current (rndc
the decree. rentaXs,
prbblenis;
distribution relation.';, duals, boi-

.

Atlantic City, Aug.
-At the

Gallery
Hijacked Extra 5c

Says C. P.
Elizabeth:

academic to talk about improvethe matter of cold
be practical only in
houses with a short throw.
Big
houses definitely will never use Ifim

Skeered?

of

"The mdjes asked for it, and depends on what you mean. After
they've gut it. 1 refer to their U,,ree years of duck soup Jou're insqueals about their troubles, real and dined to think a diet of hajn sandimaginary. It they'd stuck to block- ^jches is borderline starvation/' In
booking they'd have had better can- my opinion the days when they'd

Variety's

outloolf,

ci-.se

a good musical score."

Mobs

o//ice

lot in the

Pierce' which pul Joan
Crawford back in the limelight. Too
mucn importance cannot be fiiven to

Up; Report on Duals and 3d Dimension
tol,

any pic out of modi-

•Mildred

Constant Hypo Needed to Keep B.O.

(Second i7i the stries hv
Touinp Tppprier ini
a coast-l6-coast sxnvey o/ ex-

lift

helped a

So Scarce They're
Reissuing British Pix

Flints

handkerchiefs; they don't have a
knife hiddien underneath the tear
wiper.
"Biz is definitely past the' peak. It
is still good, given a good pic, but
the difference between good and bad
pix is back to prewar chiisms.
A
year ago tripe -would cause the ceiling to sag a little, say to the picmany restrictions throttling would-be ture- moulding. Instead of,, say, a
$700 net profit the exhib might
builders. There's millions in money
have to put up with a measley $600
waiting to be spent on new seatingi
on the, week. Today when the pic
but there are' no seats. I know of one
is bad the take drops to the basetheatre, planned to cost $100,000 now
board.
Once again it's a IS-huur
in course of
:

for new building, that's out
Material is impos-sible to get. Carpets are absblulely not to be had.
I'd re-carpet my four houses tumorrow, if I could get the materiaL In
the case of new building, even if
materials were at hand, there are too

"As

.

construction. When it
who
finished it will-have cost $400,000. day for the. indie manager
wants to keep on top. But now as
six hew
theatres building in this area which always things aren't really bad: Let
already has 800 houses. And this in the groaners name one exhib who
went bankrupt.
That's the
spite of the fact that if anybody ever
Things are going to get
asked me to point out a spot for a test.
new house in this area I'd be able to tougher still, but this only means
profits won't be so sweet, that's all.
point to very few.
That— and the need of working
'There is definitely not enough
harder.
product coming forward. So all a
"Quality of product generally is
house can do is play repeats. This
good, but quantity of good pix is
almost always is done in pairs, so
insiilhcient. Always close below the
you get double features. Even the
surface is, the bad idea of le-inlrnEnglish pic, '39 Steps' is being, reducing sets of chinaware and linrn
issued. What more proof does anyas prizes as in the days attrr '29.
l)ody want of the scarcity of new
Hcrie is a trend which nuisl be
product?
But the quality of the
watched.
It's bad
biz.
0"e can
Hollywood product is better than
only
savings
it ever was before.
And this is all still hope with wartime people
unspent by plenty
to the good.
there will not be a return to bad
''No question about the price of old
days when trolley conductors
prints having gone up steadily for and
garage hands, with a few hunyears. Worst part is the small com- dred
dollars, thought there was a
panies are demanding the same fortune in the picture busine.ss. It
price as the big companies. One would
be too bad for the industry
reason for this increase is the if once again stores were rented and
.switching
of
personnel
in
the new so-called indies came into being
distrib
outfits.
It
res-'lti.
in
to give Washington a fresh excuse
an inevitable hoisting of prices. for imposing more rules and regulaA Fox ex-employee, say, gets a bet- tions on those who know what it's

is

At the moment there are

-

—

:

.

—

-

ter job

with Paramount.

He knows

what an exhib paid

to play a Fox
pic.
He can't see why that exhib
shouldn't' pay as much for a Paramount release. So he justifies his
salary, rise, and the exhib has to

about"
Bill Goldman Talking
Says William Goldman, owner

all

'

of

Philadelphia houses:
people eat ham sandwiches,
caviar.
Tm satisfied to provide entertainment to the masses; let
the other fellow cater to the classes.
As for biz being good, all anybody
has to do is to look at tbe recent
edict of the British Government
They have gone on record as saying imports of Hollywood films are
as vitally necessary to the well being of the country as imports o£
dried eggs.
'When the demand in
this country for sandwiches drops
I'll be prepared to consider the pos.sibility of a drop in the peoplt s
need of entertainment.
"This is not to suggest it's er.«y
sandto
seil
entertainment— or
wiches. In both cases the equation
of 'know how' flgutes importantly.
It isn't enough for the picture 1o
be good any more, than the whole
story is told- when the bread and
meal of the sandwich are of flr.-t
five

"More

come across with the heavier dough. than
''There will be plenty of lawover unfair clearances when
the general situation worsens, as of
course it will. There will not be
so many, here in Philadelphia as
elsewhere in the country; after all.
Philly has only one William Goldman. But existing conditions spell
trouble for distribs, and a general
suits

overhaul is bound tb come.
Says '45 Was the Peak
"Viewing the country as a whole

;

.

1945 was the industry's best year;
quick, gent started to make a habit
the 1946 figures are sure to .sliow a
Now it is drop. I don't think we're going to
of having the league leader.; play omits, and a thing too few e.\hibs upstairs and 60c down.
double- headers regularly the crowd seem to realize, is importance of 60c fiat, Anii- 65c on Sunday nights. see gro.sses like the 1945 figures for
I know' the. general feeling in this some lime
would insist on it forever more.
to coine. Biz is positively
Technicolor.
It is not my opinion
"In a single' featiire house, if the pic- alons, it is a provable fact Techni- iireia is the trend towards a gradual past the peak.
ture isn't a lulu naturally the cus- color increases the b.o. value of falling off of biz, but I do not sub"An evil crying for correction is
tomers squawk. In such a case a sat- any film by as much as ono-third. scribo'to this idea. I believe r.iz will the attempt of the big distribs to
isfying supporting picture would moi- An outstandint; example, of this was continue good for an indefinite pe- dominate small town houses.
This
riod.'
lify the audience, and to this extent the
is bad for the whole industry.
But
success of 'Canyon Passage/
Juy- Emanners Sage KemarkK
this
were so, yoii
If
there is something to be said for Others that come to mind were 'Song
percentage conlracLs create a sit- .quality.
Says Jay Emanuel, owner four uation which has to be faced. If wouldn't find juke boxes in the
the duals. But it seems to me a fal- to. Remember,' 'Salome, Where She
lacy, to base your policy on the Danced,' and '1001 Nighl.s.'
One of indie houses in Northeast Pennsyl- M-G-M gets 40':{, why should Univer- cheapest food joints. But talk i-"
cheap. For the real answer, so far
premise yoUr chief offering is going the most flagrant errors a producer vania:
sal get only 30%'?
to be tripe. The Fabian theatre here ever made was filming 'Anna and
"On the other hand servicing con- as I am. concerned, a lobk over my
"Present admission prices, are at
keeps to a strictly single feature the King of Siam' in black and white. the higlicsi possible level. We can tracts have saved the Operation of newest house, the Goldman thtapolicy, and gets away with it, but This one yells for Technicolor nn(l only hope to niaintain them. This is many theHtre.s whose prewar equip- -tre, will give you all I know."
• Next
It is ail outstanding exception to the with it would be doing even bit'Kcr a
necessity because of increased ment would otherwise have gone to
week: Baltimore, Wilminjf-.
other »p<ils
biz.
In one of my houses, for in- pieces."
costs.
rule."
ton, Washington and
"In the same way a good musical .stance, the weekly payroll has gone
"Under present conditions It is thereabouts.)
Says Phil R. Manes, manager Capi-
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NEW BONANZA

INDIES SEE

Showdown on RepuUk s

SIhhIs Headed for K.O. Uidess Gov't

Im

Exempts

Washington. Aug.

From

could be included in the word
"Alms."
Possibi* easing of strictures on
brevities follows appeals made personally to the JusUce Dept. by a
number of shorts producers who've
argued that otherwise shorts would
be on the way out. Opinion is shared
by sales execs who point out the
peddling
of
burden
Impossible
shorts singly and at auction at a
time when sales forces will be
swamped by selling features in thesame way. And as things now stand,
the briefles, lost in the rush when the
three federal judges mulled the pros
and- cons of the suit, are subject to
whether the
regulations
feature

Pay

to Step hto

PRC

PRC will step into the vacuum
created by the defection of the majors from the ranks of producers of
B pix and with that move in mind
has tripled its estimates for production costs of some 16 bottom bracket
features, Lloyd L. Lind, PRC veepee
charge of

in

sales,

said last week.

Withdrawal of the majors from the
low-budget field has opened the
gates

to

smaller

court so intended or not.

greener .pastures for the
companies, Lind declared,

Government takes a and PRC would waste no time

in

to supply a still existing
market for the second feature.
Boost in production costs would
permit the company to offer exhibs
substitutes for 20th-Fox and Univer-

seeking

CoL Hikes Cnnunings
Hollywood, Aug.

der" as his

jors

On Decree Sou^t

Universal's recent decision to quit at once further production of low-budgeters
and westerns, companies with high
studio overhead can no longer afford to make pictures that won't
draw top terms from exhibs. With
every film to be bid on s«!parately,
execs of major studios see no room
for the m^iurriTbudgeted picture.
As far as they are concerned, there's
no such thing as a "low-budgeter"
production
anymore.
Increasing
costs have eliminated the pictures
that cast $150,000 and less. In fact,
production toppers maintain they
have a good bit of trouble keeping
within a $350,000 budget now, l>etween rising labor, material and
story costs and studio overhead.

Hoping to throw the full weight,
of its constituent tnemt>er-units behind recommendations for changes
in the court's ruling in the anti-trust
the Conference of Independent
Exhibitors Assns. will seek a unan-

suit,

imous re|}ort at its planned Washington meet during the last week of
September, Jesse L. Stern,- CIEA
chairman, said this week. Confab
to talk harmony moves became necessary, it was reliably reported from other sources, because
number of the theatre units have
slated

B(

.

expressed partially divergent views.
Idea of meet, it is understood, is
to

would be weakened, it is felt,' if
each unit comes out with a different
panacea.
Stern, himself, representing the
Unasf^ociated Theatre Owners, an
organization of mainly last-run exhil>s,
has voiced his approval of
auction selling. Allied States Exhibitors, oh the other hapd, has
taken a strong position against the
bidding method. Other units of the
CIEA are scattered between the two
diametrically opposed Views.
Because the court, in its opinion,
stipulated
auction bidding
t h a t
would be on trial until it had proven
itself. Stern said that he was "not
at all concerned oyer threats of what
happen under the bidding
will
system." "The court has not taken
an adamant position," he declared,
"and we are confident that if the
system doesn't work out, we
be
able to win further relief." Divorce-

Whether the

D

of J does propose
or not, company attorneys
will
press for different
treatnoent of features and shbrts
when the decree comes up for argument in the fall, it has been indi.
,^
cated. They will make no prediction
as to the reaction of this court as
to shorts, but do feel certain about
a

Friday (16) for
handle the flackery bn "So Well Remembered" which RKO is making
flies

distinction

„

.

new.sreels.
"Should newsreels be
tradescreened and sold singly," one
lawyer said, "the spot time element
so important to them would be lost.
Obviously, the court did not intend
such a result and clarification by
the judges is more than likely."

MONO BE-niXS BEKHEKS
Hollywood, Aug.

13.

Jeffrey Bernerd inked a hew producer contract with Monogram calU
ing for four pictures m year over
a two-year period starting Jan, 1.
Producer still has two features to
make under his current pact, "Black

Cold

"

and "The -Maze,"

publicist,
London to

in the British capital in conjunction
with J. Arthur Rank
Gersdorf's trip will set the pattern
will make
f^r later films which
j„ England with Rank, He will be
•

r

j

!

'

RKO

gone ^bout two months.
.>a*l I.-hpl Cljitpd
OiaiCO

^"^^

For
ror
13,

All

trademark

only on pictures

will

made by

be

that studio.

producers releasing through
20th-Fbx will use their own labels.

Iiidie

New ruling affects Sol WurUel
Edward L. Alperson, who are
•naking indie films fo» the Westwood
lot
ar,d

Rep district managers were wired
Monday (12) to be at the homeoffice
today (Wednesday) for an emergency meeting with Yates and James
Grainger, exec v.. p. and general sales manager, at which the
of

state

affairs

Its

upon

June,

recommending measures to pothe court order, Dept, of Justice has been guided by conferences
with and reconunendations from the
major exhibitor and distributor
groups, it was understood.
All ssgm'j'-ts of industry are conIn

tinuing

tu

push their cases

at

the

.

detailed.

in the Government anti-trust suit.
Rep lawyers feel .Certain that the
plan decreed by the court
applies to it equally 'with the eight
major defendants.

selling

-

B program
said,

wiir be hTPoed, Saal

by addition of four features

in

(Consolidated Film Lab's
These pix will coat in the
neighborhood of $500,000 each. There
will also be two Roy Rogers spe-

Trucolor

process).

cials in color (plus six regular.

Rog-

ers)

Department Justice men

said,

Own

Indie Prod.

Via

Unit

Decree

Ea^le-Lion

Hollywood, Aug.

Ready Before die SepL 15 Deadline

lice

l>e

Huddles will go on for about a
week, with company's h.o. exec staff,
attorneys and the district managers
endeavoring to work out solutions
to Rep's
problems under decree
selling.
Although not a defendant

Espy's

Have

in setting up machinery for
enforcement of the Federal
the
court's ruling, it was learned here.
The proposals will be in final forni
before the Sept. 15 deadline which
in

will

produced play, by Rian James, has that. Still further hypoing of this
been purchased by Paramount. Price prograrh is in prospect, he asserted,
was around $15,000.- Studio has ho with four package deab now in the
making. Rep is aiming particularly
particular plans for it.
James is a Hollj'wood screen- at star value in these setups, he
writer and former newspaper coluni said.
nist and foreign correspondent.

Washington, Aug. 13.
Justice Department will file a proposed decree in the film i«nti-trust
suit which will follow the general
pattcrri of its initial decree terms
submitted in July while including; at
the sarne time considerably greater

used late

next picture

Rep may be

forced to follow Universal in drop-'
ing the low-budgeters and reorganizing its setup to make A product
exclusively.
While admitting that
Rep had been able to maintain its
overhead below that of the major
studies,. Saal said that there were
nevertheless too many constants
such as labor and material costs—
which couldn't be shaved.
As a result, he said, the 16 B's on
Rep's 1946-47 slate will cost arbund
$250,000 each. That's far above what
was spent on them in past and the
company must derive more revenue
from them or eliminate the whole
categor}'. Rep exec stated. He declared that the coming season will be
in -the nature of an experiment.

Reeves

Under a new policy announced by
company i prexy Spyros Skouras, the court and attorneys agreed
20th-Fox

federal court.
By the end of the
season, Saal declared.

.

^M

detail

Studio Films Only
Hollywood, Aug,

Justice Dept. Will

pay more for low-budget films

than they have in the past, this may
t>e the last year of B picture production
for Republic, William Saal.
studio exec and assistant to prexy
Herbert J. Yates, told .Varivtt Moiiday (121. Saal said Rep would continue as a test through the coming
year the production of the type
pictures on which its growth has
been built in the past but the company was not certain that it could
come out profitably on them under
the
new single-picture, auclionsellinl plan decreed by the N. Y.

and eight other westerns, starring: Monty Hale, in color,
Saal
expressed optimism that this color
product would be meaningful in
tilting Rep's income since shortage
would make Rep's
of
pictures
chromo output attractive to many
small houses for first-runs and billment would follow a breakdown in toppera on dual.s..
auction selling under the court's
In the higher bracket department,
opinion. Stem said.
Saal said that the 10 A's an ,XM
studio schedule would cost $900,000
at (he very minimum and many of
BIAN JAMES SELLS OHE
"Eagles Have Flat Feet," an un them would go much higher than

RKO

RKO

officials with a tanunanimous program riepresent-

the' sentiments of a substantial
proportion of indie exhibs to present
both to the Dept. of JusUce and the
court.
CIEA officials believe that
the indies can make out a much
stronger case if they stick together
and chorus the same gripes and
remedies.
Entire fight of indies
i.ng

'

Gersdorf,

arm CIEA

gible,

made

Phil

chore.

Indie Unanimity

bail out,

a copyrighted article as is a feature.

first

film goes into work Sept.
with D. Ross Lederman as director.

Mystery
3,

by.

difficult for PRC to
it
feature houses have tried to change
Lind declared. When costs policy to singles in the past, they've
rose above a $100,000 figure, availsuffered at the b.o. and have quickly
able pl9ying-time was insufficient to switched back.
pay a solid .profit on the film, Lind
cast K. O. Daab
^dded. Besides the 16 bottom bracket
That means that there will be a
which will be aggravated by new pix, company's slate calls for 12
Uni- bigger pix including two in Cine- definite economic demand for lowtelling methods, execs assert
formly confronted by the need tor color, each to cost close to |7M,000, cost pictures to Ull playing time.
Exhibs need, this product and the
expansion of their sales forces, the he said.
laws of supply and demand can be
majors will be vieing with, each
rSC-s «I«,M*.H« BadfCt
depended upon to insure their getother to pick up experienced salesting it. The economics of free enmen in a tight labor situation: To
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
sell at auction brevities equaling in
Overall production budget of |10,- terprise, it is pointed out, have alnumber a season's program of fea- 000,000 for PRC Pictures was an- ways worked to provide a supply
tures would require tremendous de- nounced by Harry Thomas, prexy, when such a demand exists.
tail work arid an outlay of indis- in town for studio conferences about
By the same token, exhibs are
pensable time by salesmen, it is said. the 1946-47 program. As part of its
going to be forced to pay more for
It'i more probable, execs say, that
expanded production schedule, PRC this B product. No studio and ho
the companies would give up the is putting in strong bids for comindie can make pictures any longer
idea o( shorts entirely.
bined financing and releasing deals for what they did in the past, no
Joker is that the court probably with indie producers, with package
matter how. many comers they cut.
never even considered shorts in deals aimed at the action picture
So the low-budget operators are
reaching its opinion, according to market.
going to have to get more income.
the. lawyers.
Many of the claimed
Thomas shoves off for New York And if exhibs need the product to
monopolistic practices whicb the early this week to make arrangekeep up their attendance levels,
Covernment taxed the defendants ments for the PRC sales convention
they're going to have to pay more—
on features did not apply to the in Atlantic City in September.
and they will pay more, because It
brieBes.
But the diitictilty ifi the
is profitable to them to have these
opinion L<i that in banning all blockpictures. The laws of economics are
booking the court ruled that it was
as simple as that
Exports PnbBcist
unlawful for the 'licensing of one
copyright to be conditioned on the
licensing' of another, lawyers point
To Handle London Preem
out.
And a short subject is as much
Hollywood, Aug. 13

boost expenses,
shorts
unprofitable
business for all majors and pronounced losses f<H' most.
Second factor, equally important,
is the existing dearth of' salesmen
will

mean

13,

Columbia hoisted Sandy Cummings from assistant producer to full
producer status and handed him
"The Lone Wolfs Invitation lo Mur-

as result of the new
auction-selling
imposed on the industry by court decision. With major companies backing, rapidly away from the making
of B product, minors are expected to
reap a harvest of theiir own. Also
seen as a likelihood is a hew flood
of indie producers coming into the
field to fill the gap left by absence
of major company product for the
lower end of double-bills.

observers

single-picture,

That means the field wUl be open
for companies such
as Republic,
Monogram and PRC, which have
sal dual-billers of the .same quality comparatively low overheads, and
and drawing power, Lind said.
So indies who have little, in the way of
long as double features continued to permanent staffs and facilities to
maintain.
t>e a wide practice, Lind added, a
lucrative market would demand a
While some distrib execs see the
supply of these films.
new selling plan tending to limit
Previously, the company had laid- duals, most
of them agree that
balancing profits against losses. Any off any hiking of its budget on lower double features are too deeply ensubstantial hike in distribution costs, bracket pix because the stiff compe- trenched in public habit to be cut
and sales execs agree that auction tition which it faced from the ma- down much. Every time that twinwould

Bs Unless Exiiibs Pay More
to

Bonanza to minor companies that
can keep overhead and production
costs to a minimum is seen by trade

As exemplified

Higher 'B'

j

hand the brevities' disappearing act
from major production slates is
more than likely because of several
One of the
factors, aim execs say.
most potent reasons, according to
officials, is the unprofitable nature
of shorts sales caiised by exhib resistance to increased rentals coupled
Conwith rising production costs.
sequently, many Of the majors have
been skating on thin ice and some
have gotten their feet wet when

single-selling

Conti

Unless exhilts show a willingness

SSD

the

Prod, of

Single-Sellmg

13.

subjects which appeared
Nixes
Hike Offer
doomed to an early fadeout by the
application of the strict selling proHollywood, Aug.' 13.
visions of the anti-trust decision
Major studios' offer of a 25%
may be saved by a clariBcation of wage increase, retroactive ttr Jan. 1,
their
the decree which would permit
was turned down unanimously at a
the
sale in blocks, a high official in
meeting of Screen Set Designers and
Dept. of Justice indicated today. Decorators, Local 1421.
The D of J is currently considering
John Raymond. SSDD prexy, will
the i>6ssibility of recognizing a dis- head
committee of 12 .with
a
tinction between features and shorts authority to call a full-scale strike
and permitting separate tradeshbw- in .case the producers refuse to riieet
was the union's demands.
ing and sale of the latter, it
the
said, despite the fact that under
language of the court opinion, shorts
and newsrecls as well as features

Short

Unless

IN B'S

and

are lieing given full hearing. Their
statements will l>e reflected in the
Department's final recommendations
on ways and means to carry out the
court ukase.
Attorney General Tom Clark indi
caled again this week, however, that
a court appeal on the divorcement
angle of equity suit will be "an im
afJIer
final
eventuality"
mediate

13.

has resigned as. production executive
for Eagle-Lion
and will enter independent production releasing through Eagle-Lion hs
E<;pyk

an indie unit.
Espy checks off lot Aug. 31 for
month's vacafion prior to returning

own organization which
two high budgeters annually. Espy will, under
a deal
closed with Bryan Toy, supply his
own financing with Eagle-Lion doing distribution only besides supplying lot facilities.
to form his
will put out
.

-

judgment

is entered.
Justice attorneys have indicated
that ..if the Supreme Court orders
complete divorcement, auction sales

Actor hjnries Delay Pic
Hollywood, Aug.

13.

will be unnecessary.

Start of "The Br.ishear Doubloon,"
John Brahm's production at 2pih*

process of divestment is. completedJustice men anticipate at least five

years will be required for complete

Fox, was set back one week becaus*
of injuries to Hoy Roberts when
actor, caught by a high wave while
swimming, was tossed on the shore-

divorcement

line rocks.

However, they
believe auction-bidding Is needed to
assure a "free market" until the slow
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boxoffice loves

"ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM'-Jerome

^^^^^

*

-V

a

Kern's "CE;

WeJiieftday, August 14,
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NEW YORK

mm m%

mmi
in

DOROTHY McGUIRE
with

Mary Astor

•

the

•

NEW

ROBERT

John Sutton

adventures of

YOUNG
•

CITY

in

"CLAUDIA

Gail Patrick

•

AND DAVID"

Rose Hobart

•

Horry

Else Jonssen • Frank
Jerome Cowan
Twedell • Anthony Sydes Directed by WALTER LANG • Produced by
WILLIAM PERLBERG • Screen Ploy by Rose Fronken and William Brown
Meloney • Adaptation by Vera Caspary * From Stories by Rose Fronken

Davenport

he big ones

•

Florence Botes

from 20th Centur>'-Fox

ENNIAL SUMMER"

*

•

in Technicolor

.

CENTURY-FOX

.

-"SMOKY"

in Technicolor

.

The BIK Sleep
Los Angeles, Aug.
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liam raulkner, Leigh Brackett and
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Ridgely makes a convincing .bigtiriie
gambler.
Regis Toomcy, Charles
D. Brown. Bob Steele, Elisha Cook,
Jr., and Louis Jean Heydt, Sonia
Darrin. Joy Barlowe and Trevor
Bardctte are among others showing

'•
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l.yniu-

I.ra«P
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Court

Revolutionary War and doomed to
remain fn earthbound ghost until
proved irinoccht, Costello. turns iip
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Hollywood, Aug..
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or Martin Moitney prtidOfllun.
C.*bnway,. .Mnrihii
o'Orliroll:

ri'lfji8o
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in 1946 still looking for the evidence.
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it^n.

Roebuck model
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fix, Marjorie Reynolds
through the film like a Scars-

In a similar

Aiiiilf-.i<ii
l:it•))^l^ls,
filr;:««n,
I'ai
Rrnilu-. Kulici t Warwick. Pliil \V:irU/:\iin.
lih-pclrd liy lioWrt \\\hfs.
Sii i'»;n|iia.\\ Lawienre Kiinlkle:
liascd
nn

Ki

(Hint'rii.

HiiHf (I I

vttt-v.l y.

ghost, but Costello
the smoothie grade.

can't quite make
It's good for laiighs.

Frnnk JlcdA
Cu lly
ywink.

Abbott, who early In the picture
plays a 1780 heel, turns up in modern tinics as a p.sychiatrist, houseguesting in> the ,mansion Costello and
friend are haunting. Latter
.,liinu
'l:iywMrl)i
wrcak their revenge via a series of
Ktilioft .\rinAlronK
.\ilOiMUi Itk-lianlH
invisible-man stunts that drive, Ihe
.i».i'
w. ,i
.'I'al Ctlraxdn
brain specialist out of his mind. This
l''f::nl.ii'
sievr Jjrodlr.
Mai'tjafilf
HulMMt Wflrwick gi'mmicK is worked to. the limit, and
beyond.
r^aii. ..
l:lll
.I'liil W.Tricn
l^l'itW.liit;
hic Dovtin
_
With many of the gags double(Ml i,:ri)d>i n
Lf*- r>iinnr-ll
,77^
tracking on themselves, film could
Daiii
Uli\rti.i
KolX C .^M.irkt
be .snipped at a few points for
punchier
effects.. Direction is
RKO h:i.s concocted a neat court- well-aimedcomicthe
belly-laugh level
at
.room melodiHma 'liiat will play well
and the trick photography is handled with flawleiss technique. With
Is'fs interest, ha.i, excellent pace.
production values okay in every
Production
backing
by
Martin
Mooney gets the most from the budgr other department, film sags only in
the script, where A&C could use
el allotment, showing off plot ingresome fresh, bright material instead
dients smartly.
Cast troupes woll, performances of the easy and tired way out.
Strong supporting cast is headed
being headed up by 'Tom Conway
and Mdi-Iha O'-Driscoll in the Icad.s. by Binnie Barne.*', playing another
Robert Wi.-e's direction keep.s, a tight house-guest in the colonial mansion,
grip on events to make thisbne come and Gale Sondergaard, a psychic
out better than average for such hou.semaid. Donald MacBride's bit as
budget films. Conway is a smart Ihe bewildered cop is; played to the
defense attorney, running Jor office hilt for chuckles. Marjorie Reynolds,
in the ingenue lead, makes a sweetMiss O'Driscoll
°t district :attorney
looking .i;po6k-.
is his fiaiicbe. a iujrjht club singer
Plot of the Lawrence .Kimble
Earl 4'arroii KiteieliiHMik
script, based b.ii a si pry by Earl Fel
iniislr;
I'l

I'mil

.<iiM\vn
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This one's a pici^ic for Abbott Sc
Costello fans. Replete with trowTwo stars give almb.st, straight ellcd-on .slapstick, corncd-up gags
readings to their assignments.- Joseph and farcical plot, "Time bt Their
Santley's direction iS; lightweight, Lives", won't shock the patrons with
which doesn't.aid balance of the cast. any unfamiliar novelties. Abbott is'
Others include William Prince, law- still pltiying straight to Costcllip and
yer who gets the girl in the end; all's well at the b.o.
Don McGuire, Dick Erdmani John
Story line is a broad burlesque
Alvin, Peggy
Knudsen and Lisa takeoff on the spectral theme- that
Golm.
Broh.
fancifully spun by Rene Clair
was
in "I Married a Witch." Shot by misI'riininal
take as a traitor in the American

well.

I-iil)

Macltrhlc
.A.nng (illlls

i:nnnni-8
.Sis'li

Tarmt

II.

?^^
bang windup:

Low-kiey lighting and lensing by
Itarnvj.
Sid Hickox help to, further the fff(ii,;iH Guff"
mood, and other production appui* .tf.tii .M.i.^fii
tenanccs have tfeen well valued by Inr^l^! M^ni

.AiiliK-y

KiiIh.tI

.Ounald

.

^.^^^^ '?*^'"gL" f^^' ^'"21^'
^'^mphy.sical;iSf.^5J^*^i'=^
lusJy

fa'ns. '^i'enty'o

as Bogart matches wits with dealers
in sex literature, blackmail, gambling and murder. Before he closes
his vase he has dodged sudden death,
been unmercifully beaten, threatened, fought off mad advances of
one of the Sternwood. females,, and
fallen in. love with another.
Some good scenes are tossed to
others in the cast. Dorothy Malone.
Imok.'hop piopriclri';-,";. l-.'iS her bi.U
riii 'm I;;
ill
a .sequence shot w,iih .sex
ii);pli(- .1 Mm.i as she go' S on
make
Siti
Bo;;iirl, Mnrtha VickcVo. as the
(.:;:iv
Sl(-i'm\;ood i.ii'!. clues excellently
by the assignment. John

.

.

.

I'nmuu

.Tune

HZ

:

up

.

'"l^" Slirllou
.CaJu SoiiiliMvaanI
irss I larkc r

Noia

;

action, both romantic
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riiiniiiit

Madon...
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Da iilin y

IVini

Major

who should. have

.WlUoii 'Wnoil
T.llu l.omis
liSinory Pai-iif-ll

Ttmrndyke

j

i,

and as supporting- material.
Skelton' fans .will citj6y. it and

ation.-i

h"-^.
Others Will find a good deal of
"^^^^^^
f^^nd
his
giil
a^tiunst. a
m^d^r
chuckles scattered through this tale,
r«a"y. the guy
of a showofT who never learns his"^':'"^S«
who did the killing, even though acle.sson. Production values are good,
cidental.
Becau.se, of his flamboyalthough modest.
ant courtroom tricks in saving clilaw won^t believe his confe.sUles oi
plvlt out
Su? lanciiui
fancffSl taies
Of -^-.^ ^,
who gives
man
an wno
fiii;,,,/ «r a.
nn«nf-i/^,,o
sion of the killing
of » notorious
his travels, friends, position, etc:
racKeteer who has been trying to
all figments of a fertile imagination, keep Conway
from entering race for
The George Keljy play* from which d.a.'s office. Instead. .Mis.s Q'Driscoll.
screenadapted
the
Wells
George
who came across the bbdiy shortly
play, has Skelton falling jn Ipve with afterwards, is charged with murder
lUarilyn Maxwell, to the disgust of
Situations develop logically, and
her farhily. His big talk gets himself dialog is a factor in making meloand everyone else into all sorts dramatics believable right through
of mlxups,: but familiar story pat- to the. fliiale, when COnway"Tincovtern has the showoff still on top ers a heretofore, unsuspected witne.ss
at the finale, although fooling no to the killing; saves th« girl ahd goes,
one but himself.
free himself.
Miss Maxwell is n luish foil to the
.June Clay worth, the witncjis; RobSkelton clowning, showing up well ert Armstrong, the racketeer; Addias his beautiful bride who love.s the son Richards, prosecuting, attorney;
dope despite his faults. Marjorie Pat Gleason, Steve Brodie and others
Main, as mother of Miss Maxwell,, of the cast deliver expertly. Frank
and George Cleveland, the father, Redman's lensing, editing and other
account, for good share of the laughs factoi'.s-.contcibiite to keeping this
by virtue, of their reaction to the one okay for the market.
Broff,

(MUSICAL)
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in thii anniiai series of Earl
"colo.ssals"
for Republic.
"Sketchbook" JS an ornate piece of

Carroll's

:

pastry lopped by a pleasant musical
score and heat performances. Film
unreels as a scries, of warbling solos
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Conventional treatment In
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Family film fare and especially
good for moppets who nur.se their
matinee.
Saturday's,
for
nickels
"Personality Kid" pulls a couple of
well-tested .stops for audience re'

action.

Obvipusly

done

on

wee

a

the mpthe.'jten
batuner formula and, in the groove
with an upbeat musical score, :a zany
laugh-getting script land a good cast,
"Down. Missouri Way" shapes up as
one of PRCs" best offerings to date.
It's a hillbilly mule opera
with a

budget, story's setting, and tone are
such that elaborate production is
hot a requirement' Should do okay
with strong, primary dualer.
Evidently going on the premise
that animals and moppets are a
surefire bet for nabe filmgoers. pic
gives top billing to a boy and a don^
key, with a returned vet thrown

tongue-in-cheek

for

quality,

this type of film can provide genfor
eral- entertaiiimeht. especially
that large group of flicker fiins who
like lo live adventurously Ihrouuh,
pictures. There are no thrills in this

ri-ofcsMtir

Out

........

of the rut

Koiii-iluii

I'iliil

of,

treatment
thatshould earn this pic belter slotting
than the usual westerner.
A total of eight numbers, all highly listcnable and several- of sock
areclosely
disti'ibutcd
throughout the film. Eddie Dean's
sole chore ,is the handling of three
.standard saddle Songs with, the rhain

vocal stint carried off in lop form

Renee

by

dodfrey

and

Martha

O'Driscoll. Standout tune.s in a cityslicker- tempo include "Big Town

Gal,"

"Just

Can't

and "Never Knew
Sing."

Cast is topped by John Carraidirie
who's- taken off the leash, in his
Of a Hollywood director and
given plenty of space in which to
deliberately ham. up the screen. Per-

role

formance

a

is

,

m

perfect facsimile -oC

ArmoUr brand of thc.sping made
famous by John Barrymore during
the

the latter's more flamboyant moods.
Supplied with florid, well-cadcnced
lines, Carradine pays, off with plenty
of laughs.

Story line is some frothy nonsense
concerning the attempt to find a hep
motion picture role in a
rV,l?.,f°'' *
hillbilly operetta. Madcap angle
is
in the fact that the animal
IS rnatrjculating as an
experimental
student
an Sgrieultural college
Plot doesn't stand up under scrutiny
but clever dialpging saves the situation. Direction and camera
woik are
okay but the editing hjis left some

played up

m

rough, transitions.

'
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the

of

begin

story

himself as a cornmercial
instead of returning

contest, reuniting big brother
Michael Duane with love interest
Anita Louise.:
Thesping by all concerned i.< far.
above the general B average, with
Anita Louise and Ted Donaldson
heading performances. Corn and
hoke is hold to a minimum, although the angle oh rehabililatioii
of the returned ' vet should either
have been eliminated or given sufficient strength to make it an important factor in the story.

big

.

Passkey to Danger
Repulillc releaK): oC %Vlllbtin J. (i'S)iilliv-nn
ptudui:Uon. Htam Knn© Ulrhmimil. ."^lepbJfaclivlnr; feiilureH
Directed by
liuy.

iinlb

ury

ivi>ia

S<'reenplay,

Adcio Muni, iitfw
l.e!iley
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>vi;.lam
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lightweight
directed
Smoothly
to
"Passkey
whodunit,
comedy
Dantfcr" trots srtappily through a
plot that wiiriax the thjnking pow.

of
no one. A well-flnlshed
though small-budgeted pic, it .sporls
no marquee names but shpuld do
well in dual situations.
Story, which takes a couple of
unusual turns, moves an advertising
executive turned unwilling detective thrpugh everything that could

ers

,

vai-ies

in that
centers in recovei'ing the
$300,000 snatched in bank
rather thaii in solving a
Otherwise, it follows the
pattern, making "The Last
Crooked Mile" palatable fare for
lower rung of dual combos.
Picture, spots Donald Bari^y as a
TSfiVate sleuth, who undertakes to
trace the missing^ coin when offered
10% for the recovered loot. This Is
only ia slight switch from the Barry
of a coijple of j^ears back, when he
was moved from' straight westerns to
a Robin Hood type gahgster. Here

interest

missing
holdup,
crime.
accepted

an eriergetic private Sherlock,
irritates the. coppers, nearly
him.scif arrested .several times
iind never, overlooks a comely dame.
The $300,000 has disappeared when
he's

that

photographer

Qwcn

Mile

nppiiblJc rcleiiw or Ituiliilph K.
Alirl proyiicUon. S:iii-j. OiinKliI Hurry. Ann
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i'lnvlewKl In

threads

Doubtful

,

separately,, with young Ted Donaldson trying to keep a burirb.fbr a pet,
and his big brother trying lo make

Jtenee

Tli« Last €r«M»i(«>d

lime.

measure.

gppd

Get That Guy" to a soap factory job. Climax comes
That I Gould when pictures of the" blirro win a

,;

and production dance .numbei'S tied who
Into a package by a light story gets
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as Vivian. Marlowe's chief romantic lavish bud.uet.
Plot i:oncei'ns a young bride mar
interest. "If hey make a smooth teain
terror that
to 'ct over the amatory play and Tied to a doctor and the
action in the script. Hawks has given grips her life as she graduall^r realstory a staccato pace in the devol- J?es he is a quack and a killer
has received poor developmciit
Plot
of
distretches,
long
using
opment,
alogless action and then whipping "i^ I'le scripting hands of Whitman
between characters. Chambers and C. Graham -Baker,
talk
in
fast
This helps to punch home high spots wlio worked from the Virginia Pernoye'Helmut Dantine. the
of .suspense, particularly in. latter
doctor, is such an obvious villain
hair of bicture
Chandler plot, scripted by VViU that Andrea .King gains little .sym,

Down

.

I'nlvoriifll rrlciisc. uC .Ion Ucmheniioii ' pi-n•luf'tion.
SiuiK Mini AliliiiU una' (MfU'llVt;
ri';iturOM .Mtirjoric tli'yituld^,' Illnnlc .l^ni'nry,

al-

,

lianper".

.

,

Time

Tlie

voltage in
the selling:

aid
-

to

comedy whodunit
mounted for dual billing..

.

.'audiences,

values are .okay,
evidence
beaHrig no

down by Production Code' demands. Production

.,

,

"Passkey
nicely

much marquee

There's not

'

general

Goodwin, -as the producer
Of an Earl Carroll riitery .extravaganza, goes 'through his. paces casu-,
ally and makes a strong third angle
to the pic's triangle.
side. Bill'

--

LIgbtwciight

'

po.ssibilitles.
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Kid
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heavy

is
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that

bbxoffice
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and Upbeat score' in an
above-par mule opera.
"The
Last
Crooked
Mile"
(Rep)
Donald Barry, Ann
Savage in gang.ster meller geared
fo'.', stroni; .supuort on duals.."PersoDnlUy
Kid"
I'Col )
Small-budgcter for family apscript

Giihn

.

.

theatrics are told with.; a mihimum
of realism' and vill draw only slight
interest

I

Mi.ss Bacall

.

Iii,-k-

tainment weight.
e.st'
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.\tvjntu

.Sun-is.

melodrama
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"Down Missouri Way" (Songs)
PHd ), Good cast riding a -/.any

Alvln
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Krdinnn

V)irU

lilm

Sketchbook"
Well-mounted
extravagan/a shapes up as good
program fare.

lioi-ky Uvown
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There's plenty of boxofflcc potennames
liiil in "The Big Sleep." Star
and release, combiiied with the sexy
Raymond
of
the
melodramatics
Chandler novel, point the way to
charChandler
large returns. Brittle
acters have been transferred to the
by Howard
with punch
.screen
Hawk.'' production ^nd direction,
providing full load of rough, tensp
action most of the way. Name of
Humphrey Bogart, coupled with
Lauren Bacall, furnishes marquee
voltage for customer lure.'.
Bogart'.s portrayal of Phil Mar-,;
lowc, Chandler's hard-living and
loving private detective, has plenty

for the fans.

in-

the bank robbers are killed in their
wrecked auto. Detective Barry decides that the strong interest shown

over this robbery car is the solution:
to the rhystery. Before he winds iip
the case though he has caught a'
bank official red-handed there are
three murders and the master sleiilh
uncovers the real, culprit via his
mtest romance.
There are .several implausible developments in view of the' final
denoiicmeht but these; are largely
covered up by the smart scripting
of Jerry Sackheirri and expert direction by Philii) Ford. Barry makes

,

,

.
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cluding "I Was Silly, Headstrong and
Impetuous," and "What Makes You
Beautiful, Beautiful?" in addition to
three reprises of ,a .ballad, "I've
Never Forgotten." In an eflfeclively
.staged number, she wails over the
Harold Arlen-Tcd Kochler tune of a
1932 Earl Carroll production, "I've
a typical flip private detective. Ann
Got the Right to Sing the Bliies."
Highlight pf the film are the fasl- Savage plajis tne cabaret singer who
..stcpping terp luimbers by Johnny supposedly is helping him in the case
Coy artd Dorothy Babb. Again.st one but who several times is nearly
of
those typical elaborate back- bumped off. by mysterious tlangsiers
ground.s, the duo- work dver some also -seeking the' missing bank coin.
cye-fllllng routines in. Styne-^Cahn's Adele.Mara is Barry's real .sweet"The Lady With a Mop" and Arlen- heart, though overshadowed by Mi.i^s
Kochler's oldie. "Hiltin' the Bottle.", Savage, who givcsvJut with one pop
One' I Love BeRepublic's dancing line gives okay song, the oldie "The
Tom
support in. the production number.'^. longs to- Somebody' Else."
Vera Vague and Edward Everett Powers, as the unscrupulous banker,
Horton are.on briefly but their com- heads the support which includes
Miljan, Sheldon Leonnrd ,iind
edy, bits spice up the film. William John
Paiva
ih important lole.s.
Nestor
Marshall, in the male lead as the
Wenr.
talented songwriter who .sold- out to
compose radio jingles, Ls acceptable
althciugh his crooning is oh the weak
Peroonalily

Lightweight
mclodrania
with
modest prospects.
CoulI"
"Cr mlnal
( R K
QV
will
Tight
melodrama
that
nvaiittain interest in supporting

Broy.

.

.
.^^

'

'

Sliailtitv «»f » Wimiuii
Hollywood, Aug. 7.

.UoKl« Toontny
ChMrh's Wiililion

.Aki-s

'I'liNli-iili

derson,

.John Jllilwly
Vlik.iH

,

phrey Bogat and Lauren Bacall.
Important boxbfiice prospects.

0

Iini'.uhy Malum'
l*c;iKy KnuiU»'ii.

riiiiiiiii
\

have little to do but add some.
.
marquee value.
Han-y Beaumont directed the Albert Lewis production;
Lensing,
edjliiij; and other technical functions

who show, to

SlMilhn
.

........

OIiIh
*:i ii> r.il si.^rnwouil.
Ni iiiw (liullPr)
I

lioKiii

Knuroh

li'ln
.M:li4

ItciOii*

Hill

"The. BIk Sleep" (WB). Strong
detective melodr.-ima with Hum-

.

K.l.llt
.MiiiH
4'ttrnii^n

J.I.-

in the (umily cirthe best advantage
the .story. Virginia

Mni'lli:i

ItlilKPly.

VUiiin

.Miiii:i

..

marquee lures won't hypo the b.o. in
the key spots, but for general situations it shapes up as a winner.
Constance -Moore handles the lead
with ah airy thespic touch and appealing though not standotit set of
pipes. She does nicely with the Julie

Miniatare Reviews
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possibly befall a man who accidentally .stumbles upon a brbther trio
of ernbezzlers, unknown to anyoneelse, and competes -with -a -couple of
thorough thug.s for the privilege of
doing, the nasties iut Brothers are
all named Spring;, which leads them
to believe ad exec's "Three Springsfashion ad campaign is a blackmail

attempt on his part.

.

Love interest is provided by
Stephanie Bachelor^ -who seems to
be slated as Republic's bellwether
of the B's, with Adele Mara adding
a nice femme fatale touch, Heavie.s,
with which this film is amplystocked, are led by Gregory Gay.

Low

production

'

expcn.scs

become,

less obvious when backed by viuf.^
sets and photography which .is, gdoii.
without reaching for 'special effects.

•

!
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PICTI7BE9
Loft Crockery

National Screen Service Invited

By Rank

to

Hypo

Newark, Aug.

Here's a toothless grin from
Phil R. Manes, manager of the
Capitol. It might be headed "32
Grinders in Search of an Own-

Inti Trailers

The other day a letter
signed "Mrs. Caldwell" arrived
at the theatre asking for a
search o( the ladies room to se«
it a set of false teeth could be'
found. When the missing dentures were discovered and delivered to the manager's office.
Manes found himself in more
than somewhat of a quandary.
Mrs. Caldwell had failed to give
any Indication in her. letter as to
where she could be found.
Manager planted the yarn in a
local paper, but is still awaiting,
the; owner to claim her property.

iL

More Any

Par Awaits Final Decree

13.

Theatre Deals or Single-Sales Moves

er."

James Majorell, National Screen
gerviee production chief, will head
September to
for England early In
tutor the British

company's

Les Sharpens Mission

on

staff

To Coast with

trailer production lor International

Scripts

execuuse, William Brenner, NSS
Lester Sharpe, eastern story ediveepee disclosed last- week. tor for Republic, left New. York last
tive
Modernized American methods of week on a three-month educational
tittikr
tial for

making
London

are currently essen-

mission to the studio.

NSS, requested Malprell's presence

He

also aims' to

Company'

theatres with
limited use. of the .eastern office
the past has since Rep
prexy Herbert J. Yates
sent Sharpe east to set it up at the
end of last year.

in

celluloid sales talks for
Britons alone, Brenner said. With
the British now vielng for the international market, it is considered
important to raise tlie qtiality level
its

aiiiied

.

o( the trailer to the hieh standards
b( llie Yank trailers, Brenner de-

Rank had stressed the
necessity of someone teaching the
British the know-how of putting

.

ROACH, COHN DICKER ON

COL COMEDY RELEASE

clared.

.

salesmanship in the trailer in comwith
American
the
municating
company, Brenner said.
Plans also call for the shipment
American-make lattoratory,
ot an
now in the process of manufacture,
to the British company by th^ first
of the year. Much NSS. equipment
was destroyed during the blitz when
the

London plant was bombed

out.

400^ Comnion

Alias'

Shares

in

'Duer Sales Plan

.

British

all

tr:*ilcrs.

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Hal Roach is negotiating with
Harry Cohn for a Columbia release
'

for

a

series

Sold

of

12

feature

,

500,000 each, to

RKO

Continued from page. 1
ihg Selznick could do about.it, although actually the same situation
prevailed with "GWTW" if the exhib didn't want to pay the. Selztiick
terms. With the latter, however, ad-

justments were promised if an exhib
than average
didn't make better
might be
profits.
Similar
deal
worked put for "DITS."

.

outiei

comedies, two of which have been
completed and a third is currently
in- work.
Ready for distribution
are "Curley" and "Here Comes
Ti-ouble," with "The Fabulous Joe"
nearing completion.
Closing of the deal awaits the arrival from New York of Jack Cohn,
Abe Montague, Abe Schneider aind
Nate Spingold, Columbia execs. Involved in tl.c proposition are 10
dramatic features, budgeted ait $1,-

augment the dozen

comedies.

Tougher nut is the tipped admission tap, since the court clearly
slated that an exhibition- licensing
contract could not contain a minimum admission figure. Exhib, therefore, could charge as little as he
Sclzhick
desired,
wTiat
despite

offering

of

.

Thursday

bow

German Crosby
Continued from page

1

..

,

nvotcsi bearing on present-day inlernalional affairs. Forist has already
been extensively screened by both
Allied and Austrian authorities and
no objection raised to his future
participation in local film or stage
activities

for

Tlioiigh
iindor the

political

reasons.

and $9 in Movie Show.
"Caenr's" l^ailer
"Caesar'and Cleopatra" was second
in July with $92,358 worth of space,
of which $92,184 was from Life and
$174 from Pic. "CSiC" space in Life
was most highly monetarily-valued
break Igrven a picture since EAB has
been measuring, particularly since
in Collier's

it

was

Film

82

.

&

a

in color.

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) was third

in

July with $63,000. partly accounted
for by a $30,000 Life break, plus
space in 18 other mags. Top three
for previous months were: March—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO). "Ziegfeld Follies" (M-C and "Lost Weekend" (Par); April— "Night in Casablanca" (LOew-UA), "Green Years"
)

Foreign Houses

Idea

Speaking

of

Upped Costs

increased

of

costs

countries
liiis
in
foreign
bought land in Buenos Aires for
theatre construction. B. A., heretofore, was one of the few cities in

;

gain's b'asis.

.

.!
,

_

.

:

with

de-

a

sinall

His

office in Ix>ndon in
pictures included

initial

.

"A
Terrible
Railway
Disaster,"
"Queen Victoria's Visit to London"
and "An Attack on a Chinese Mission

Station."

Before the first World War. Gaumont entered the U. S. market, producing foaturcs at his Flushing,
Long Island, studio with such actresses as Lcnorc Ulric and Alice
Brady.

RKO

luxers

.

—

newspapers.

ing
18U8.

RKO

.

credited

He founded Caumont-British, open-

the sensational gains that would sell
the pic to (he subsequent runs.
Movlnr In
Determination of majors to get
into foreign exhib business with both
feet was emphasized recently by disclosure lhal
which cuirently
controls no overseas hou.ses was out
(o acquire a circuit of theatre.'! outside llic U. S. Metro with many de-

of

Bcrnhard pointed
pictureniaking.
U. S. Pictures is being
oiil that
its
budget by
forced to exceed
33 '.3 '.'i to complete its second feaOriginal
budget
ture. 'Pursued."
was $1,300,000. he declared, and the
film is actually costing about $1,830.000. Din'erence. he said, is almost all due to the rise in costs
from the lime the budget was first
laid out untir the present.
Increasing costs for labor, material and evei-y element, that goes
into a film likewise punhed up the
charge.": on U. S. Pictures' initial
''Cloak
and Dagger."
production,
going into release in September, to
a total of nearly $2,000,000, Bern-

-

city

Gaumont was

veloping the first talking films as
far back as 1903, using a silent motion picture and the. phonograph. Ha
synchronized the voice with tha
picture by first obtaining' a phonograph recording of the speech and
then having the speaker repeat. his
speech bcfoi'e the camera.
Besides being an inventor, Gaumont was a shrewd business man.

said.

An

.

.

WB

'

evicted.

garnering deep inhour-a-day grind

'

an active film producer
Boebbels regime. Forst
hard said.
worked only on operetta-type feaProducer opined that It is too
free of Naii taint. Prints of (M-G) and "Duel in the Sim" (Selzearly to tell what effect the new
•nost of his films are presently held nick-UA); Ma.v— "Henry 'V" (Ranksingle-picture, auctionand distributed by U. S. distribution UA1, "Duel in Sun" and "Cluny method ot
selling wilt have on indie problock
onlfit. with imprinted negative of
Brown (20th); June— "Stolen Life"
certain, he declared, to
nis last opus. "Wiener Maedeln,"
(WBi; "Specter of the Rose" (Rep) duction. Il's
the quality of indie prodforce
up
awaiting availability of color stock and "It's a Wondeful Life" (RKO).
just as it. will the major comand synchronizing equipment. When
Most free space in July was given uct,
but the effects beoutput,
panies'
Russians seized Rosenhugel studios away by Life^239,o6o worth. Modyond that— -such as quantity of indie
this
negative- was smuggled into ern Screen was next with $204,000;
production will be determined by
Aniericah custody.
followed by Photoplay, $137,000 arid
selling method finew
the
way
the
French want the Forst home for Look. $103,000.
out, Bernhard stated. He
occupancy, by Rene Bidatix new civAt the request of a'pumber of nall.v works
said the new in'come tax rulings
ilian police official.
Vienna artistic companies. EAB is going into the
USP.
as the comnot
affect
would
world, is waiting, «t time of this l>os.'<ibility of similarly analyzing
pany v.as not organized on a capital
writing, to sec if Forst will be forci- space garnered in a group of key
1>1>'

.

19

Technicolor feature by independent
producer J. C. Tevlin of Prestige
Pictures,
who'll
release
through
with more money to keep up qual- United Artists.
ity."
B'iliii
will be based upon Polan
circuit topper ex- Banks'
Former
novel.
"The Man From
plained that his thoughts on higher CJook's." which Tevlin recently acadmissions did not refer to Broad- quired.
way houses and other key city firstruns, wliich he thinks are now getting the maximum tap. The houses
that are getting 23c and 30c arc the
ones that must scale admissions up.
Continued froin pafc i
he

tures

I

tha

'

How important the Life spread is
can be seen from a brief analysis of
the July totals for individual pic"Perils of Pauline" (Par),
tures.
with $96,000 worth of free space, led
However, it was repreall others.
sented in only three magazines, as
against "Stolen Life" (WB) in 20
magazines, but 11th on the list with
tola! space valued at only $31,000.
'•Perils ot Pauline" gets its whopping
total out of $78,000 in Life, $14,000

part of

that's

is

was given even more im-

period

portant to the exhibitor than tha
distributor, he added. He had littla
deltixer to doubt that thi: court
would grant tha
Philly in two companies sufficient time to
maka
a gradual changeover. ..

Leon Gawnont, Pkneer

Upped Admissions

.

has already expired with Forsl finally refusing to vacate unle.ss removed by force. French military
police' have threatened to send a
squad to evict Forst but are reluctant to do so because of certain adveise public reaction. Forst retains
a large public following.
If.s
luiotticially
learned
that
French action against Forst is based
on liis production in {!.a£t of a German-languagc version ot Guy de
Maupassant's story, "Belle Ami,"
wliicli
deals
unfavorably
with
French North African policy in the
1890's. Fad is this story was also
produced in the U. S. with George
Sanders starring and has only re-r

—

new

policy ot the new hou.se, built at the
cost of $1,000,000 at 15th and Chestnut by William Goldman, w.k. Philly
indii exhib.
In
Prodnctiofl,
Th? house, which will feature a
world preem of "Monsieur BeauDies in France at
caii'c," will run from 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Paris. Aug.: 13.
daily except for the Saturday midLeon Gaumont, 82, leader in tht
night t* Sunday 2 p.m. hiatug due
to Philly's blue laws. Rest of houses French film business for years and
downtown run from at>out-10 a^m. to founder' and one-time chairman of
directorate for Gaumont Company,
not later than midnight.
House has a lush decor with a huge Ltd. (now Gaumont -British), died
sign with name of theatre. Incident- in retirement at Sainte MaxinM;
ally, a special ordinance had to be France, Aug. 11.
He was credited
passed by City Council in order for with deiveloping. many inventions in
exterior sign to be hung. The ordi- films, camera
work, and opticalnance amended the city's zoning or- equipment.
The Gaumont pictura
dinance anent outdoor advertising interests, formerly in partnership
with Pathe, include picture distribur
signs.
tion and production as well as film
theatre operations.
Gaumont also
CINEMATIC 'COOK'S TOUR'
at one time was chairman of two
Story of the Thomas Cook
Sons
French film companies.
("Cook's Tours") is slated as

RKO

gram and PRC.

.

Angle
terest

(15), first

downtown

in

decades.

RKQ

UA, Warners. Uni20lh. RKO.
versal, Columbia, Republic, Mono-

.

.

'

.

ion on its own.
It was important for the industry.
Philadelphia, Aug. 13.
Pars prez said, that it be given a
trade--especia]ly thait con- breathing
period to adapt itself to
the hew sales method. Adjustment

The

cerned with midtown operation is
watching with interest the: experiment in f.rst-run operation by the
new Goldman theatre which opens

,

•

holding*,
either buy

HOUSE DEBUTS THURS.

i>OS was originally planning to
"roadshow" the film, on- an opinion
of the Department of Justice but
on a continuous run basis, since
roadshows are t>elieved to be ex-,
empt from provisions of the decree.
However, that leaves open the definition of a "roadshow," which in
general trade parlance is taken as
.

;

.

to

GOLDMAN'S NEW PHULY

.

wanted.

Check on P.A.S

420,000

move

'

two-a-day,, reserved-seat exhibition,
rather, than grind run. By merely
labeling the .policy a 'Roadshow" it
sh:ii:os oC RKO common, brought out
appeared unlikely that Selznick
CouUnned from page 4
close
altc-r
the
of the
inarkel
could: get "DITS" out from under
Thursday (8). was over-subscribed picture, from this standpoint. With- the decree provisions, although the
and llie book.s closed. Bulk of this out a spread in Life, a film has vir- terms under which a theatre is
RKO stock sold was for the ac- tually no chance of rating among the rented might be the determining
count of Atlas Corp., which origi- top five space-getters in amount of factor and Selznick forces are aimnally had planned to dispose of money.
On the other hand, with a ing to work something out along
niorc than GOO.OOO shares of its big Life' spread, a pic can hardly miss that line.
sliiUp in RKO.
A banking group the top five category. Ladies 'Home
Meantime, preem of the picture
lu>udcd b.v Lehman Bros, and Gold- Journal is second most valuable at
is
l}eing dielayed by slowness in
man. Sach.v & Co. made the offer- $17.60 a line, followed by Good getting prints from Technicolor, and
ing at $121 per share, now about tiic Housekeeping
Satevepost first date probably won't be before
($14.95),
current price (or
common.
late November. .Decree terms are
($14.75), American
($13.50), Look
TJiis slock does not represent new (S9.41), down to Movie Show, lowest
expected to be definite prior to
firiancins' for RKO.
Of the total of the 61 mags analyzed, at 60c a that time, so that policy will be
sold. 400.000 shares were for Atlas line.
settled before "DITS" opens. Preem,
Corp. and 20,000 shares were purIn the five months that EAB hias incidentally, is now definitely set
chased b.y the banker group from been operating, M-G has been at the for Dallas, with six other Texas
officers of the company through ex- lop of the list three times and 20thopenings following it on successive
ercise of rights issued
these of- Fox twice.
and Fox each got days..
ficials.
Total net cash proceeds to second place twice and Metro once.
be received by the corporation from In third pesition once each were
e.xercise of 'option rights amount to M-G, 20th. RKO, United Artists and
$l()0.000.
which will be added to Paramount. Order of 11 companies
company's working capital.
in March to July totals was M-G,
ContlDued from page 3
Par,
spi<&ial

partnership

lio

.

Via Special Offering

The

make

.

to

serviced

largest

will

'

.

demonstrate to

tone up the British trailers.
the producers the services the story
The British company, employing department can perform for them,
some 100 workers, heretofore has inasmuch as they have made very

the

out its partners or liquidate iti joint
hoidings until a definite final decrea
In Be(ilain of Disorder is signed by the court some time lii
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
the fall, so says Barney Balaban,
Demonstrations, which resulted in Par prexy. As matters now. stand,
disorder at the second special ses- Balaban said, the company is not
sion of 'the Los Ahiseles Central certain what its legal rights and ob.Labor Council last night (Mon.) ligations are under the court declitemporarily ended the action brought ion which ordered liquidation by
by council against Herbert K. Sor- majors of interests of less tlian 95%
rell, Conference of Studio Unions in theatres.
prexy, on charges of "being a ComOnly after the decree defines what
munist and pro-CIO-" Thomas Ran- can t>e specifically done by the comford. Council chief, presided and the pany will it start the complicated
defense took proceedings for the business of carrying- out the partial
first time since action started several divorcement provisions^ Par's prexy
weeks ago. Sorrell, William Ester- added. The company, it is reported
man and Frank Pestana conducted from other sources, has approxiinterrogation of State Senator Jack mately 1,100 of its total 1,50<> house*
Tenney, the first witness called. falling within the- partnership ban
Tenney earlier was iactive prosecu- of the decision.
tion
witness.
Wait-and-see tactics will, also b«
After ^n hour of
these pro(!eedings, noisy demonstra- employed by Par with reference: to
tions by both sides turned the meet- auction selling, according to Balaing into disordier which ended, with ban.
Company has no idea of
motion to adjourn.
Ranford an- launching into auction bidding until
nounced that visitors and press a decree has lieeh signed which
would be barred from future ses- prescribes tlie technique of that
sions, although no date was set for sales method. par has embarked on
continuing trial.
singie-pic deals in accordance with
a Government understanding, Balaban said, but the situation without a
decree is "too confusing" to permit
the company to construe the decis-

'

He took with

Brenner said, him betweeft"-25
and 30 story properr
biicause of the hypoed production lies he had tagged as Rep possibilir
of British pix on Important sub- ties during the past year and will
J. Arthur Rabk, top British endeavor to "sell" them
jecli-.
to producers
producer and prime customer for on the lot.
plant,

Paramount, major company with

LA. Labor Forum Ends

America in which no
were owned by American

Soutii
M-CI'

is

opening a

al.'; )

Valparai:-o.

Chile.

Schaefer's Rin-Tin-Tin 3d
|

Ihc-itres!
dislribs.
\

Paramount

dc^l

.

is

being talked in
J. Scbaefcr on

by George

in. an unlitled Icature starring Rin-Tinaud Thi III which Koes into production
i

on the Coast ncxi week.

Schaefer

,

|

j

^

!

"i'orfc

new houfc

jointly
building a;
are
theaiie in Limn, Peru.
Cohn uniil recently was chief of
Inlernalional
opcihtions of Metro's
In lag,!;ing Jiiin for
ITIieitic Dept.
[the
Joseph H. Seidelnian. head
of IJ-l'.i f.Ti-ei.yii dept., said that it
'"is
llie intention of the comoincd

20lli-Fox.

Film Release Being Set
Release

New

own

the film, which is being
for. him by William StePic is being Ahaiieed by a
bani^ and other outside sources, not
Eqiiiiy Capital Corp.,'Wliich Schaeler
set up during llu.' past winter.
will

produced
phens.

.

W

hile
eavl^.forjmer RKO and
Uiiftud Artists- prexy has also been
Rank-Universal group to add to its
vacationing. He wmII return to tha
over
interests
in
1,000
present
Coast in about a nioiith to continua
Cohn's job', would be to Working on indie production setupi
theatres,"
"inainlain a close liaison with these to be financed by Equity Capital.
combined interests" .^nd to take
with
associated
Margolies,
Al
"charge of those operations ')f those Schaefer, returned to New ITork
theatres which come under. •the Uni- frotti the Coast over the weekend.
vei'S.d-lnternatioiial banner. in. terri- He expects to gc back to Hollywood
tories older than the .United Slates." in about two. weeks.
.

.

.
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PICTURE GROSSES

14

H O. s;

Stout Des|Hte

-DAY' ROUSING mooo

'Passage'

Baltimore, Aug,

Marx Bros. Same;

SOG, Near-Record;

3d

'Hearts' I71/2G, 'Ivers'-Stage lOOG,

tcring-off with a

new

row. Break in the humid weather
plus continued trek Of vacation visitors to N. Y. are contributing to
the present strong boxoffice take.
"Night in Cssablanca" and "Canyon Passage are outstanding new
entries, latter hitting a new high of
$50 000 at the Criterion for the week
ended last iTues.) night.: "Casablanca," at the Globe, looks to hit
$50,000 or slightly better on
session.
The other new picture,

_

of

"Martha Ivers" plus Dinah
Lamb and Dick Stabile
holding up is near sensa-

Victoria

(720: ,70-$1.20)

Day'

Kansas City, Aug. 13.
"Night and Day," at the Newman,

new

weeks.
Estimates for This

here currently, is racking

bill

holding up remark-

house.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; G0-$1.25)
—"Canyon Passage" (U) (2d wk).
Second .session starts today (Wed.)

"Canyon

Passage"

swash $20,000 and cinch holdover.
Last week, "Well Groorned Bride'
.

okay $14,000

small-seater; Garrick,

where being
at Chicago,
boosted by Ritz Bros, on .stage, to
great $62,000; on second week. "Stolen Life," Roosevelt, $28,000; and ':Qr
Humalt Bondage," Apollo, $16,000,
also are in solid groove for second
Boots,"

Bob

M'40G,aeve.

sessions.

,

Estimates for Thb Week
Cleveland,. Aug. 13.
Apollo. (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)— "Of
Bob Cr<Mby's band, last of the Pal- Human Bondage" (WB) (2d wk".
Last week, fine
ice's contracted stage attractions for 'Very good $16,0001
1945-46 season, is socking "She Wrote $19,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; eil-gsi—
Ihe Book" up to one of house's best
summer grosses. "O.S.S." is nailing "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) with
another outstanding take for State. Ritz Bros, on stage (2d wk). Smash
Holdover of "Night and Day" so hot $62,000. Last week, whammo $70,that Hipp planning another round 000.
(Civic (Wildbisrg) (900; $1.10-2.40)
for it.
"Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Near
Eslimates for This Week
.siellout
Last week, great
$15,500,
44-05)—
AUen, (RKO)
(3,000:
.$14,40(),' with one matinee scratched.
Smoky" (20th) (m.o.). Smart $10,Garrick
65-95)—
(BStK)
(900;
'

000.

Last ^eek, "Kid

lyn"

(m.o.)',

From Brook-

"Janie Gets Mprried" (WB). Good
$14,000.
Last week; "Somewhere' in
downtown week.
•the Night" (20th) (2d wk), okHy
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 44-65)— $10,000.
"Night and Day" (WB). First five
Grand (RKO) (1.15(); 6.')-95)—
days of h.o. almost as husky a.s initial "Canyon Passage" (U) «nd"Danj;<'r
chapter, indicating $25,000 as follow- Woman" (U) (4th Loop week on
up to strong $33,000 last week.
in. o. from Palace).
Okay $61500. in
Lake (Warners) (800; 4^-65)— a days, cllosing two days for rcpiiirs.
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO). .Move- Last week, .'"They Were Sisters" U)
over on fourth week, good for, hefty and "Dark" Horse" (U), iivornijc
':Stranger."
week,
Last
$4,000.
$10,000.
stnash $12,500 on third

l

.

,

(RKO)

(m.o.O, $3i000.

Orienlal

(Bs.sancss)

(3.240;

a, 200;

)

;

•

"Hearts (Srowing Up" (Par),

$8,000.

95)— "Green Years" (M-G)
Very satisfying

Okay

(RKO) "

Tower (Fox

—"If

Joffee)

Shouldn't

39-60)

(2,100;

Happen

Dog"

to

Woman"

and "Undercover

(20th)

(Rep) with stage show. In regular
groove at $9,500. Last week. "Down
Missouri Way". (PRC) and "Her Adventurous Night" (U) and vaiide,
big $11,000 week.

'Widow' Smash
.

COOL WAVE UPS INDPLS,

SL Loo;

W

AT 23G

Indianapolis, Aug.

13.

Film biz is being helped by cool,
wave over weekend, ofl.selting outdoor c.oir,peti.sh with annual summer
opera production and return of fir.stball

club

to

home

grounds.

"Night and Day." at the Indiana, is
one of the big gro.sseis of the year:

.

Both. "Renegades,"

and will hold.

Loew's, al-so is above average.
Eslimates for This Week
Circle (Kut/:-Done) (2.800; 40-60)
—"Night in Paiadi.se" (U) and "She
Fair $10,000.
Wrote Bobk" (U).
La.st
weelc. "Janie Gets Married"
(WB) and "Gla.ss Alibi'' (Rep), oke
at

$11,000.

Indiana (Katz-Dollc) (3,300:40-60)

—"Night and Day

'

(WB).

Teirific

$23,000. Set for holdover. Last week,
"Smoky". (20th). sizzling $20,000.
Loew's I Loew's) (2.450; 40-60)—

"Renegades" (Col) and "Talk About
Nice $14,000.
Last
Lady" (Col).
week. "Easy to Wed" (M-G), nifty

St

T

.

<

Tall

ouis

25G,

Aiiir

20G
n

is on the upswing here,
weather bolstering, trade.
"Night and Day," running solo, is

Biz

.still

coolijr

out in front at the Amba.ssador. but
"'Voung Widow" looks, comparatively as strong at the smaller Orphcuiii.

Estimates for This

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; Cii4lh wk).
$26,000.
Last wei'k,
lusty $28,000.
Woods (Essane.ss) (1,200: fi.-i-gs)-

Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO)
Perking up, with strong
Last week, fine $25,000.

wk).

lOlli

$24,-

000.

'Day' Colossal $32,000;

Week

MS.'-Vaude

D. C;
20G
Bine Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
James" (20th) and "Return
Washington, Aug. 13.
Frank James" (20th) (rei.ssues) (2d
"Night and Day" appears headed
wk). Fairish $3,800 in 8 days. Last
week, "Well Groomed Bride" (Par) for an all-time record at Earle lliis
and "Devil's Mask" (Col) (3d wk), week.'.and is sure of a smash session
even if old mark is not broken. Bulk
$3,600 in 5 days.
of others are second and third week
films.
Local bally on "Day'' atS"^-^
«n°^
tracted plenty of attention.
"SwamU Fire" (WB) (2d wk). Great
Estimates for This Week
after
$12,000
fancy
last
$14,600
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Session,
"Make Mine Mu.sic" (RKO) (3d wk).
Liberty (J&vH) (1.650; 45-80)— Nice $14,000. Last week,, big $17,000.
"Unknown" (Col) and "Cowboy
Cap:tol
(Loew) (3,434: 44-80)—
Blues" (Col).
Slow $5,000.
La.st "O.S.S." (Par) with vaude i2d wk).
week,
"Renegades"
(Col)
and Strong $20,0<)0. Last week, smash

J^^'

n^)«

.

"Blondie's

Lucky Day"

(Col)

(3d

wk), big $7,800. Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
EstlmaUs for This Week
'O.S.S." (Par) and "Strange TriLoew's (Loew) (3.172; 44-65)
angle" (20th) (4th wk). Good $5,500.
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d w^k). Last week, $6,700.
Strong $20,000 after wham $33,000
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
for first .session.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000: 44-65)— "Makei Mine Music" (RKO) and
"Young Widow" lUAT and "Behind "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO). Solid $15.5()0.:Last week, "Jesse James" (20th)
The Mask" (Mono). Great $21,000 or .and
"Frank James" (20th) (reissues)
near. Last week, "Two Sisters Bos(2d wk), oke $6,600.
ton" (M-G) and "Man Who Dared''
Orpheum (H-B) (2,600; 45-80)—
(Col) (m.o.) (2d wk),-ncat $7,000.
(WB) (2d wk).
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44-65) "Night and
Last week, wow
—"Night and Day" (WB), Giant Great $14,000.
$25,000.
Last week, "Of Human $20,600.
Palomar (Ste'rling) (1,350; 45-80)—
Bondage" (WB) and "Spector of
''In
Old Sacramento'' (Rep) and
The Rose" (Rep), $16,500.
"Last, Crooked Mile" (Rep).
Big
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)
"The $6,000. Last week, "Janie Married"
Stran/jer" (RKO) and "Adventurous (Rep)
and
"Below
Deadline"
Night" U). Nice $20,000. Last week, (Mono), $5,100.
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Partners In' Time" (RKO), sock "Kid -From Brooklyn" (RKO) I2d
$27,000.
wk).
Great $13,000.
Last week,
Missouri (FiM) (3.000; 44-65)— sock $19,800.
",0.'S.S." (Par) and "A Yank in LonBoosevcU (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
don" (20th) (2d run). Fine $li;506. "Without. Reservations" (RKO) (4th
Last'week. "Lover Coriie Back'' (U) wk).
Last week,
Okay, $4,500,
and "She Wrote Book'' (U), $14,500. $5,600.
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 50-60)—
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25"Rain" (SG) and "Meet John Doe", 50) "Virginian" (Par) and "Devo(SG) (2d wk). Only $5,000. Last tion" (WB) (3d run). Big $5,000.
week, "Down Mi.ssouri Way" iPRC) Last week, third run of "Dragon(PRC), sturdy wyck" (20th) and "Blue Dirhlia"
and
"Avalanche"'

of tasty $125,000 for seventh. "No- $12,000 in .second stanza.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) tl.6()0;. 40-60)—
(RKO) opens tomorrow
torious
"Smoky" (20th). Extra good $7,500
(Thurs.).
Last
on moveover from Indiana.
(Mayer) (594; 35-85)
Blalto
"Dead of. Night" (U) (2d wk). weck."Deadline at. Dawn"' (RKO)
as
Slipped a bit on holdover but still tuid "Bedlam" RKO), fair $6,500'"*'
$9,000.
nice profit at $9,000 after sock $14,-; flist-ruri.

—

21G]n

'Stranger' Rousing

"The Stranger" also

'DAY' TERRIF

2d

Seattle, Aug. 13.
Many spots have holdovers this
week, and they will slow up the
pace -consequently.
"Make Mine
Music" looks top newcomer.

$27,000.

"Jesse

Caution"

Fury"

place

45-65)—

(1,900;

(RKO) and
(RKO) (2d wk). 'Music' Strong IS'/zG,
Last week, fancy
Seattle; 'Day' 14G,

44-70)r^

(1.400;

(FC) and "eapt.
(Astor)
(reissues).
Good
$7,000. Last week. "Centennial Summer" (20lh) (3d run), hotsy $6,000.
Palace
44-70)—
(RKO)
2.600;
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk).
Strong $16,000 in wake of great
$24,000 opener.

"Capt.

$10,000.

$15,000.

opening sesh.
Lyric

Alibi"

fi5-fl.'i)

44-65)— —"Two Sisters Boston"
(M-G willi
Great Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller
(Indie).
"God's Country"
orch on
$8,500. iJast week, "Each His Own" .stage.
Terrific $75,()00, and iioar
(Par) (m.o.), about same.
hou.se record.
Last week. '"Young
55-75)— Widow"
Palace
(RKO) (3.700
(UA)
with Tony Pastor
"She Wrote Book" (U) plus Bob orch on stage (2d v;k), big $40,000.
Crosby orch on stage. CrosBy may
Palace (RKO) (2,500; OS-g.-i,)— "Till
boost this to near Spike Jones' fig- End of Time" (RKO) and "Falcon's
ure with terrific $40,000. Last week, Alibi" (RKO). Great- $37,000. La.>^t
"Smoky" (20th): nice $21,000.
week, "Canyon Passage" lUl and
44-65)^
State'
(Loew's)
(3,450;
Danger Woman" (U), .solid $30,000.
"O.S.S:" (Par). Sturdy $28,500. Last
Roosevelt (B«tK) (1.500: 05-95)—
week, "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G
'Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk). Robust
(2d wk), $16,500.
$28,000.
Last week, big $31,000.
StillnuB (Loew's) (2,700; 44-65)—
SUtc-Lake, (B&K) (2,700: 65-95)—
"Postman
Rings
Twice"
(M-G) "Each His Own" (Par) (6lh wk).
(m.o.).
Trim $11,500. Last week, Healthy $25,000. Last week, sturdy
(Loew's)

.

Orphenm (RKO)

at the

"Henry 'V," in second stretch, is
getting near-eapacity .at $15,500 on
two-a-day basts at the Civic. Top.
holdover, however, is "Bride Woi:e

tax.

"Falcon's

.

—

•

is

(Par), $13,000:

$17,500;

Paramoont (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.20)
—"Martha Ivers" (Par), Din.nh Shore,
Gil Lambi Dick Stabile orch, others,
Great stageon stage (4th wk).
screen combo staying way up in big
money class at $100,000 for third
week ended last night (Tues.) after
smash $102,000 on second.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel"Anna"
70-$1.25)
}ers)
(5,945;
(20th) and stageshow (8th-flhal wk).
Winds up long engagement tonight
(Wed.) with strong $123,000 on heels

Indicaited, In-

amusement

U.. S.

.

Gels Married"

"Kid from Brooklyn"

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par). Good
$17,500, but' not up. to expectations.
Last week. "O.S.S." (Par) (11th wk),

reached
robust $30:000 for fourth session.

however, as

elude the

-

"O.S.S." (Par), great $20,000;
Capitol
(RKO) (2.000; 44-70)—
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (4th wk).
Solid $6,500 trailing hefty $8,500
third round.
44-70)
Grand iRKO)
(1,4.10;
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
Encoring to smash $10,000
wk).
after huge $17,000 teeoff.
Keilji's (City Inv.) (1.542; 44-70)—
"Janie Gets Married" (WB) (2d wk).
Okay $4,200 following pleasing $6,000

'

last (Tues.) night, it
$25,000, stiM 'good coin, after

prices,

Ohio

Week

65)— "Night and Day" (WB): Looks

Terrific

(U).

1

ended

first

Newman

Blurbcd via extra space
and color ads in dailies.' La^t week,

-^Film- gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, .I.e., without the 20% tax. Pistributori
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
admission
parenthetic
_The

$24,000.

smash $50,000 on first week,
which is a new house record. In
ahead; "Courage of Lassie" (M-G),
only $10,000 :'on second week.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)—
"Night in Casablanca" (UA). TerShubert IRKO) (2.100; 44-70)—
rific $50,000 or over, on initial stanxa
AH light
winding up next Friday. Holds, of "O.S.S.' (Par) im.o.).
iRKO)
course. Last week, "Young Widow" $6,000. Last week. "Smoky
(UA) (2d wk), a tit over hopes at (m.o.), dandy $6..')00.
after

.stanza

offering;

$15,000, satisfactory in face of polio
de-einphasis on biz.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
'Diary of a Chambermaid". (UA)
and"Devil's Mask" (Col). Nice $15,OOO. Last week, "Renegades" (Col)
and "Return of Rusty" (Col), $14
000.
(Paramount) (1,900; 45-

wow Albee figure. Holdovers
topped by "Night and Day,"
which is giving the Palace a
"Postman
sizzling second' round.
Rings Twic?" al.sb is sock on second
week at smaller Grand.
EslimaUs for Tbis Week
Albee
(RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—

up a

.

'

okay

is

row

film

Fox-Midwest

fact that isdge is oft biz somewhat
because of oolio threat. Week-end
weather was cool for first break in

are

"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) supposed to open Aug. 29.
Capitol (Locw's) (4.820: 60-$1.10)
—"Easy To Wed". iM-G). George
Paxton orch, Hn; LcRoy. Joey
Adattis, others, on stage (5th-final
wk). Looks to hit near $66,000 on
blowoft after stout $60,000 last week.
"Holiday in Mexico" IM-G), Gene
Krupa orch, Mitzi Green, others,
open tomorrow (Thurs.).
City Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). Continues near recent levels, 8th week
ended last Sunday (Uth) hitting
$28,000 after $28,500 in previous session.
Closes here in about three
weeks but moves over to another

Maintaining speedy gait with strong
$44,000 or bit better on this .(3d)
frame after big $48,000 for second
week.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
"Stranger" (RKO) (6th wk). Proving a sustained moneymaker after
record opening .weeks.
For fifth

the Midland,

new

and

runs are playing holdovers despite

Esquire, Uptown, Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (800; 2,043, 720; 45-65)—
Cincinnati, Aug. 13.
"Canyon Passage," the only major "Centennial Summer" (20th) (2d
wk): Okay $10,000. Last week, got

(RKO)

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$1.10)
—"Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk).

in front this week with
figure; "Diary of a Cham-

way out
swash

Orpheum

Wows
Huge 24G

Cincy,

well at $21 000 after sturdy
Stays on.
$24,000 last (16th I week.

big $14,500.

Terrif 20G,

K. C; 'Diary' 15G
is

(or

.

bermaid," at
for the other

ably

okay

—

(Mechanic)

—

(Maurer)

'Passage'

Estimates for This Week
Astor iCity Inv.l (i;300; 70-$1.40)
Still

New

"Anna"

Janie

Chicago, Aug. 13.
Sensational to' good is the wuid
three new Loop bills, "Two
Sisters from, Boston" with the Tex
Bieneke-Glenn Miller band on stage
being the topper at the Oriental
with a terrific 475,000
"Till the
End of Time," at the Palace, also is
cleaning up with $37,000, and "Janie

Grosses Are Net

wk). Very

(4th
consistent, at slightly less than two-a-day capacity, at $6,500 after better
previous sesh to $7,200.

a

the next picture. It held to $18,000
on third frame being helped by an
upped ad campaign.

UTth wk).

(306; 1.80-2.40):

(RapjJaport)

Little

—"Henry V" (UA)

until Aug. 29 when "Black
Beauty" (20th) comes in.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "They Were Sisters"' (U)
(4th, wk). Held, (ip well on third
week ended last Monday (12) night
to garner sturdy $18,000 while second was $20,000. Run continues indet
until next attraction is decided on.

Green and others tomorrow (Thurs.)
"Thev Were Sisters," now is in its
fourth week at the Winter Garden,
^ys on until decision is. made on

Biooklyn"

—

Stays

:

From

to .$19,400.

Keiih's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20"Searching Wind" (Par).
60)
Opened today (Tues.) after two flne
weeks of "Canyon Passage" (U) to
$17,500. and $13,600, respectively.

—"Suspense"
(Mono) ,(6th wk).
Heading for flne. $16,000 oh current
frame after neat $16,500 on fifth.

Other biggest holdover is "Anna,
at the Music Hall^ where it is concluding its eight-week run today
(Wed.) with a- big $123,000 in view
'"Notorious" opens tomorrow. Roxy
concluded four yery big weeks with
Summer" and Jane
"Centennial
Picken.s. Chico Marx, on stage. last
$80,000.
fancy
at
night
(Tues.')
"Claudia and David," with stage
show headed by Vivian Blaine, Jer
rv Colonna and Roily Rolls, opens
today (Wed.).
Capitol brings, in "Holiday in Mex
Ico' and Gene Krupa band. Mitzi

—"Kid

getaway

.

tional for this time of year. On the
third stanza concluded last <Tues.)
night, the house went to $100,000;
making three weeks the Par has, hit
Holds over,
this figure or better.
naturally.

'

David"

'

—

OK

Shore. Gil
is

(2,240;

pace to $13,000 after good

fairish

McDom

Our

Gotham, looks to do
but no smash.
Manner In which the Paramount

band

and

—

90-$1.20)
(20th) plus

.

small-seater

bill

'Claudia,

(Rappapori)

night hitting, 20-70)—' The Stranger" (RKO) (2d
wk) plus h.o. of vaude. Maintaining

(12)
(5,886;

(1,800; 20-60)
(20th) (2d wk) Going extra
strong at $16,000 after a smash preem
plus Grace
d, Nick Lucas,. to $10,300.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-74)
John Kirby orch, sturdy $33,000.
Biggest
"Night and Day" (WB).
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)
'2
Guys. Milwaukee" (WB) and thing here in moons with extra balBuddy Rich orch plus Robert Alda ly helping toward rousing $23,000.
"Human Bond(3d wk ). Solid $53,000 on tap" this La.st week, second of
was fair at $12,700.
(3d) or .slightly better; Last week, age" (WB),
was strong $55,500. Continues on.

its ini-

Hearts Were Growing Up," at the
$17,500,

(20th)

Vivian Blaine, Jerry Colonna. Roily
Rolls, others, on stage. Opens today
"Centennial
Last
week,
(Wed.).
Summer"; (20th) plus. Jane Pickens,
Chico Marx, others, on stage (4th
wk). fancy $80,000 after rousing
$93,000, third. This gives this a very
big four weeks.
SUte (Loew's (3.450; 4341.10)—
"Boys' Raiich" iM-G) (1st run) and
Bros.,
Dale
Belmont,
Nicholas
heading
Charles
"Dizzy"
Smith
likely.
',7,000
iis
vaude. Moderate
Last week, "Kilty" (Par) l2d run)

picture tomor-

tial

Monday

second was fine $34,000.

Bo«y

Wow 37G,

14G, 'Boots -Ritz Bros. Great e2G, 2d

(3,000;

Wed" (M-G)

Hippodrome

.

finished
$31,000;

to

Sis'-Beneke-MineT Terrif

End of Time

75G,

20(3d wk).
Holding very nicely at $12,000 after
a fine secxind round of $16,300.

(Loew's-UA)

Cenlui-y

60)— "Easy

'2

Biff'

13<

The big news here this week is
"Night and Day" at the Stanley with
top trade registered from the getaway (Sat). Rest of town, mainly in
h.o., is consistent, with "Anna'' very
solid in repeat at the New.
Estimates tor This Week.

Only three new pictures on Bioad- 000 opener. "My Pal Trigger" (Rep)
comes in Friday (16>.
vay for current wecfk, but holdover
Blvoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$l. 25)
.ittractions and extended runs ore
"Till End of Time" (RKO) (4th
holding up so- well that business con', wk). Holding nicely, third frame

Two
tinues in the high brackets.
new stage-film combos come in towhi'*
diiy and tomorrow cThurs.)
the Radio City Music Hall nlso is

irkj

14, 1944»

iS

big.

—

^y"

,

$32,500.

Palace

"Anna"

—

.

,

(Par), fair $4,100.

44-70)—

(2,370:

Columbia (Loew)
"Centennial

44-70)
i2d
(20lh)

-

(1,263:

Summer"

Oke $8,500. Last week. "Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) (2<l run),
run).

$9,000.

Earle

(WB)

(2,154:

and Day" (WB).
Last week. "Stolen
wk), $17,000.
Metropolitan

44-85)— "Nisht

Colo.^.sal

Life"'

(WB)

S-iaoOO.
i2d

iWBl

(1.503:

44-70)

—"Stolen Life" (WB). Fair $8,.'i0fl.
Last
iMiiii"),
week,
"Suspense"
$10,000.

Ohio Tax Repeal Clo.ser

—

I

(Loew)

Off to good
Last week, sturdy $27,500.

(20th) (2d wk).

$20,000.

Columbus, Aug.,
Repeal of the state admissions iii-x
Ohio came a .step clo.'er, when
Gov. Frank J. .Lausche announced a
I.''.

.

in

call for

a special session of the Legis-

lature for Aug. 20, when, the group
will be asked to ccnsider three rec-'
ommendations, including the appointment of a special commission to
.study tax revenues and tlicir distribution.

This commission will submit its
findings for action at the iTguliU'
session next January.

Weilueaday, Augual 14, 1946

"Hey, what are

you doing

my

in

trade-mark

Lassie?"

"Why

not?

I

rank

with your top

making

BUSINESS
(TOP GROSSES!

NEW

money

M-G-M

IS

RECORDS/

stars, Leo!"

GLASSY WITH
HOLD-OVERS/)

COURAGE OF

LASSIE

M-G-M presents LASSIE in a New Adventure "COURAGE OF LASSIE in Technicolor. ELIZABETH TAYLOR, FRANK
'morgan, TOM DRAKE. Original Screen Play by Lionel Houser. Directed by FRED M. WILCOX. Produced by ROBERT SISK
"

—
Wcdnceday, AngatI 14, 1946

PICTUKE GROSSES

16

'Mnsic' Big 7G, Lincoln

L A. Spotty; lover
'Suspense 38G in

For

here

\vc:itli('i-

3,

is

A>ip.

Wham

bhiniccl

Both 2d

for

Broadway Grosses
j
i

Estimated Total GroEi

'

'

Tills

(Bnied on 17

)o(iks pirasani $25,000 in three ihea-

Total Gross Same
Last Year

llTS.

band

"Bowerv Humbsh'cir'

to great $21.0,00
"Uiial the Alillioii Dollar Ihealre.
known is okay $28,.')00 in two spots.
"Suspci'sr" appears headed for $38.-

Brown" I20th). Sad $5,000 in 6 days.
Raymond Scott orch with "Her Ad-

tlienfres)

Week

venturous Night" (U), one day, nitty
$2 200. Last week, "Centennial Sum-

mer"

"Night

houses.

ilirce

in

in

Jordan Dps

Cr.'ablanc;." is taking a lusty $32,000
in (our .small locations on first hold-

"Nisht and Day" is
over .ttni za.
sock SSli.nOC in lour spots for second
frame,
Ksfimates for Tfals Week
BHiiionf IFWC) <l..'i32: ."in-Sl
"Green Years iM-G) (3cl wk ). Okav
$4,800. ..Li'.st week, okay $6,500.
Eevc:lv Mills Music Hall iBIuinenfeld-G,^S) 1824; 65-$l)— "Ni.i;h(
Casablanca" (UA) (2d wk).
Trim
$5,000.
Last week, hefty $8,600.
Carlhay Circle .(FWC) (1518: 50(20th)
(m.o.).
Solid
on four days.
La.M week.
(20th) and -Shouldn't H;'.pto Dog'' (20th) (4th wk.-m.o ).
nice So, 400 on finale.

$5,500

"Smnky"
pcn

$1

1— 'Anna"
on

$7,900

smooth

(2,048: 50-

i20lh) t4th wk).
Fine
days.
Last week,

four

(WB)

;,nd

Grand

$24,000.

fL800;

(WB)

Day"

"Ni.nht

Last

50-»l )—
(2d wk).
bofT

week,

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen1672:
55-$l )— "Night
Casa-

leld)

(UA)

$16,000.

L=st week, fancy $18,300.

,(2d

wk).

Healthy
'

Eryptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
Years" (M-G) (4th wk).
$8,500.
Last week, oke $11,100.
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— "Suspen.'e" (Mono) and "FreUdy Steps
Out'^
(Mono).
Nice $6.50().
Last
week. "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d

"Green

'

Good

wk

).

I

$4,500.

Four Star (UA-WC)

—"Dead

of Night" (U).

Last week,

.$3,I»S.SM
189 fhca-

N. Y.)
Total Gross
Last Year

$2,»t,5M
cities,

9iG

(900;

50-85)

Fancy

$6;200.
.

—

—

—

—

re-

with only so-so results.
EsUmaUs for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 50-$l.lU)—

176 theatres)

Tassage

Kg I7G.

"Smoky" (20th) plus Gene Krupa
orch, others, on stage. Faiicy $3!l.(ino
to lead town for single house. Last
week. "Stranger." (RKO) (3d wk)
and Louis Jordan Five, others, on
stage, big $29,000.

Mpk;

HM 9G

(M-P)

Esquire

V"

"Henry

(19th

wk).

•

—

$2.40)

(1.200;

Ding-dong

week at' $6,000 after nice $7,000 la^t,
Continuing.into 20th week, astonishing run for city.
Minneapolis, Aug. 13.
Fenway (M-P) (1.373; 40-80)
The unchecked polio epidemic is
taking an increasingly larger toll of "O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't Hapbqt boxofflce showing pen to Dog" (20th) (2d wl ). Still
loop biz,
^powerful
at $7,500 after wow $10,000,
downtown continues fairly good.
first,
which was near-record.
Newcomers partially overcoming
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1.500: 40the bad handicap that includes bar•'Ga.slight"
(M-G) and "Lest
ring of children of 15 or younger 80)
are "Canyon Passage" and "'rhe Angel" (M-G) (reissues). N.s.h. fdr
Searching Wind." Holdovers- .still $.5,000, Last week, "Specter Host"
making good are "Night and Day" (Rcp) and "Gay Cavalier" (Mono)
and "Make Mine Music" in their (3d wk), $5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-80)
second week.s.
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
Estimates for This Week
BeKins
Aster (Par) (900: 30-44)— "Night "Adventurous Night" (U).
Memphis" (Rep) aiid third week today (TUes.) after )iifty
Train
to
"Bowery Bombshell" (Mono). Fair $25,000 on second. Last week, smash
$1,700 in 5 days. Last week. "Un- $34,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
known" (Col) and "Inside Job"
(Col) split with "Shadows Over —"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Shadows

—

—

—

Chinatown" (Mono) (2d wkh S(ilid
enough
at
$24,000
after
smash
$32,000,

first.

—

Olyrapia (M-P) (1,800; 40-110)
"Boy's Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful
in My Fashion" (M-G), First fi)-.<.lrunner here in many .seasons on
day-date basis with Scollay. House
averages between $4,000 and $5.0()()
on subsequent runs and thi.s hasn't
hypoed situation too much with
about $6,000 in view. Last wttk,
subsequent-run.

Orpbeum

(r,.oew)

(2.900:

40-80)

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk).
fairly strong
$34,000, first.

at $26,000 after

St)ll

K)eiit

Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-80)—
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (Par) (2d wk). Husky
$17,000. Last week, smash $19,000.

—

'Stranger" (RKO) (2d
wk-8 days) (m.o.). gobd $4,300.
Sawyer" (Indie)
(reissue)
so-so
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Lover
Come Back" (U) and "Her Adven- $7,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 42-89)—
turous Night" (U). Fine $7,000. Last
week. "Runaround" (U) and "She "Lady Eve" (Par) and "'Virginian"
(Par) (reissues). Only $4,500. Last
Wrote Book" (U), dull $5,800.
week. "If I Had My Way" (U) and
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenteld) (956: "Shadow of Doubt" (U), (reissues),
60-$l)
"Night Casablanca- (UA) $4,200.
(2d wk). Fair $6,000. Last week, very
Mastbaam (WB) (4.387; 42-69)
fancy $10,800
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk).
Great $37,000.
Opener was socko
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$l)
'Nighl and Day" (WB) (2d wk). $52,000 plus neat $4,800 for one-day
Swell $17,500. Last week, big $27,800 stint at Earle on Sunday.
SUnlc^ (WB) (2.950; 42-89)
but under hopes.
"Easy
to
Wed"
(M-G) (3d wk). SUdHollywood Masle

is

-

turn of ScoUay and Olympin to firslrun status. Both are showing "Bov';;
Ranch" and "Faithful in My Fa.-ihion"

Sam* Week

(Bnsed on 22

Boston this
is good and

probably temporary,

situation,

tres, chie/lv first rtins, includiii|;

—

$28,600.

hlanca"

.

RKO

takes remain fairly high. New bill
ia "Smoky" plus (3ene Krupn band
on stage at the Boston. Combo will
lead town for single theatre. Unusual

Philadelphia. Aug. 13.
Nice weekend biz despite acicumu'Day' Brilliant $32,000,
laiion of holdovers in downtown film
sector will help grosses this week.
Pitt Leader; 'His Own'
New films gettiiig a play include
"To Each His Own," "Till the End
Strong 24G, lover'
of Time'' and "Inside ,lob." Latter
is teamed
with Louis Jordan band
Pittsburgh, Aug. 13.
for red-hot business.
Cooler weather and some sock a(
films are booming biz generally this
Eslimales for This Week
"Night and Day" is leading
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-89)— "Till week.
End of Time" (RKOi. Fine $17,000. the town by a wide margin at StanLa.st
week. "Courage of Lassie" ley and will hold while "To Each
His Own" is getting plenty of favor(M-G). fair $9,500.
at Penn and
Arcadia- (Sablosky) (700; 42.-89)— able word-of -mouth
"Green Ycar.s" (M-G) (2d run) (2d may stay also. "Kid From Brook- Chinatown"
(Mono) and "Avawki. Neat $7,500. Opening .sesh; lyn" is winding up six-week run
very satisfactorily at Fulton. Weak- lanche* (PRC), neat $2,400 in 9 days.
$8,000.
CenUry (Par) (1.600; 50-70)— "Of
the
Bo.,-d
(WB) (2.350; 42-89)
"To est entry ,ot the stanza among
Human Bondage" (WB). Mild $7,Each His Own" (Par). Nice $27,000 first-runners is "Lover Come Back"
at Harris, which w-ill bariely get by. 000 ,or near looms.'Last week, "Easy
plus $4,000 for Sabbath showing at
to Wed" (M-G) ('2d wk). healthy
Estimates far This Week.
Earle. Last week. "Without ReservaFulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)— "Kid $8,000.
tions' (RKO) mild $15,000 for holdLyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Easy
From Brooklyn" (RKO) (6th wk).
over .sesh.
this
Natural
decline
expected
to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.). Third stop
at
Earle (WB) (2.760: 52-99)— "In.'side
stage of rim. but drop isn't nearly as downtown for this one. Sturdy $6.Job'' (U) with Louis Jordan orch
Will wind up 000. Last week. "Green Years'" (Mas anticipated.
onstage.
Hot $35,000. La.st week, sharp
big $10,000. G) (3d wk), fine $5,000.
combo of "Little Giant" (U)«and near $6,500. Last week,Danny
Kaye
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 50-70)—
Vivian Blaine and Jcihn Calvert On the six-week run
starrer
show about $68,000, "Canyon Passage" (U). Big bally
will
stage show. $25,000.
for this and helping make turnstiles
Fov (20lh) (2.250: 42-89)—"Smoky" terrific.
*
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)— go.
Smash $17,000. Last week.
(20th) (2d wk) (6 days). Fairish
"Lover
Come
Back"
(U ). This one "Stoler. Life" (WB) (2d wk), okay
$15,000. Last week, trim $23,000.
will be lucky to get $9,500.
La.st $6,000.
Karlt«> ((Soldman) (1,000; 42-80)
week, second of "Smoky" (20th),
Radio CHv (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"Centennial Summer" (20th) (2d
very big $13,000.
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk).
run). Okc $8,000. Last week, "Tom
Pcnii (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-70)
word-of-moulh
.

$16,400.

-Dowiilntvn

..

cities,

Boston, Aug. 13.
In
all
flrst-nm

week. However, product

Total Grosa

This Week
(Bnsed on 22

are

hou.ses except the

City Grosses

9-60)—

]

•— ".^nna''

Chinese (Grauman-WC)

(1,126;

$1,900.

W

%xm K, Both 2d
Holdovers

Key

$8,000.

"Centennial Summer" (20th) (m.o.)
and "Inside Job" (U ). Smooth $2,200.
Last week. "Well Groomed Bride"
(Par) (m.o) and "Danny Boy" (PRC),

Solid 3SG^ PhiUy

'

$1

Milwaukee" (WB),
Nebraska (LTC)

'Job'

I

(20th), big $7,500.

Varsity
(NTC) (1,800; 35-55)—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO). Strong
Last week, "2 Guys
$7,000 or near.

'

(100

'Wed' 41G in

BaUmaUd

Stuart (LTC) (1.800; 9-60)— "Cluny

$Teg,599

.fC2t:5M
CBnsed on 15 fheniresj

pushing

is

Week

Week

44-60)—
(1-500;
(LTC)
Lincoln
"Night and Day" (WB). Solid $7,500.
Last week, "To Each His Own"
(Par ), $6,500.

|

WW

'Smoky'-Krupa Fancy 39G Tops Hub;

Storms were brief and failed to cut
into theatre trade. "Night and Day"
looks hot, having been plugged from
"Make Mine Music"
every angle.
started strong, but may not hold up
for the whole week.

S9G

Estimates for This

letup in recent high levels of
Do.-ipilc few
hiz at picuire Ihenlrey.
films most houses held up compan. lively well. •'I.over Come B;irk"

Konlon.'s

i

Lincoln, Aug. 13.
Two rainstorms helped out biz
here by bringing down temperatures.

13.

gliphi

Sliin

'Day

'Casablanca 32G in

3,

Los AiiRcles.
Hoi

Nice 25G, 3 Spots;

'

Critics praise and
Own" (Par). Strong make this a big boxofflce winner
is likely and may hold.
Last here. Strong $13,000 after socko
week, second of "Green 'Years" (M $19,000 first week.
50-70)—
G), sock $23,000.
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: ^^
"-Bite (WB) (800; 40-70)
"Green "Make Mine Music'^ (RKO).
Ha.s
Thumping done surprisingly well considering
Years''
(M-G) im.o. i.
Last week, "Without Res
$6,000.
elimination of juvenile trade on
ervations"
(RKO)," (m.o.),
good account of the polio epidemic. Sat$5,000.
isfactory $5,000 after good $9,000
ScnalAf (H?rris) (1.750: 40-70)
first week.
"Smoky" (20th) (m.o.). After two
50-70)
State
(Par)
(2.,300:
weeks at HarrL«. still nice at near ""Searching Wind"' (Par). Mild $9.Last week, dual horror bill 000 in view. Last week. "Diary
$5,000.
of "Cat Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf Chambermaid" (UA). $8,500.

—

"To Each His

Scollay
(M-P» (2,000: 40-80)
"Boys' Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful
(M-G). Joins
fiist-nin

$24,000

Fa.«ihion"

houses with this bill, day-daling with
Olympia.
House averages about
$6,000 with regular clientele and will
probably not exceed that figu)e on
this first-run bill. Last week, subsequent-run.
Slate (Locw) (3.200: 40-80)— "Ea.'^y
to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk). Nabe hou.^e
dipping to $15,000 after wham $24,000

—

—

I

.

on first.
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—
Ball (Blumen- ing to fair $16,000. Second sesh trim of London" (U), stout $4,.5O0.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: .50-55)— ""To "Behind the Mask" (Mono) and
Icld) (475; 65-85)
SUnlcy
(WB) (3,800: 40-70)— Each His Own" (Par). First nabe "'Body Snatcher" (RKO) (rei.ssnt).
"Night <iisa- $22,500.
blanca" (UA) (2d wk)..Neat $5,000.
"Night and Day" (WB). Sma.th $32.- showing. Fair $3,000. Last week, Average $e,000.
Last week. •Queen
SlanUn (WB), (1.475: 42-89)
La.st week, solid $7,800.
000. which puts a second week in the
•'Two Sisters Boston" (M-G), $5,000. Burlesque"
(PRC) and "Io<!(;er':
"Badmen's Territory" (RKO) (2d
Last week, "O.S.S." (Par),
Loew's SUt««(Locw-WC) (2.404- wk). Modest $10,000. Last week, big bag.
(WB) (reissue), $5,000.
$25,000.
50-$l )— "Anna"
(20th)
Trcmonl (Brand-Moge) (1.500: 40<4th
wk). $19,900.
Warner (WB)
40-70)— 'His Own' Sturdy 18G,
(2.000;
Great $7,700 in four days. Last week,
80)
"Marriage Is Private" (M-G)
"O.S.S."
(Par)
(m.o.).
House
off to $16,800.
(re)ssue) and "Swing Shift Maisie*
changed at last minute from first-run
(M-G). Thin $5,000. Last week.
I.os Ancelcs (D'town-WC) (2,097Busse Boosts 'Book' To
policy to ti ke a moveovcr asain for
LNiile; 'Renegades' 17G^
60-$l) — "Green Years" <M-G) (3d
•'Specter Rose"
(Rep) and
'Gay
fir.Tt
time in .several weeks.
Spy
wk). Surefire $19,C00.
Cavalier^' (Mono) (3d wk), nice $6,Last week
Great $20,000 in
thriller continues sturdy at $10,000
average $24,000.
...
^ u Aug.
a
'Day' Giant IIG on 2d
*
Omaha,
or over. La.st week, second of "Bad13.
m.-.
Million
Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55With the toughest kind Of com- man's Territory"
(RKO),
Louisville, Aug. 13.
about
Bowery Bombshell' (Mono) petition all over town, "Night and $7,000.
"Night and Day,'" at the Mary
with Sfan Kenton orch on stage, Day'' is a .sensational smash at the
Prov.
Despite
Great $21,000.
Anderson, is still the big noise on
Last week. "Gay Brandeis and ear-marked for holdBlades" (Rep) with Freddie Slack over since opening day. It is racing Day'
21G> Tassage' 18G, the main stem, with second week
oj"<'h.^^Wini Bcatty on stage
slow for the "Bells of St. Mary's" record.
'Wed,"Kid'17GEach,2d
Last
shaping up to solid stanza.
"Easy to Wed" at the Paramount is
Providence, Aug. 13.
'O.S.S.' 19G, Buff. Aces week it- went over hopes to b)-e»k
Orpbeum (D'town-WC) (2.210- 55- tcrrilic.
Wrote The Book"
It's
holdover week hereabouts
$1)— "Suspense" (Mono) and "Fred- and Henry"She
records. Horror combo "Cat Creeps
Busse band at Orpheum
Buffalo. Aug. 13.
but all stands are doing a whale of
dy Step.s Out" (Mono). Happy $23- looks very big. Biz is up all over
Batch of new films will boost and -"She-Wolf of London" is surLoew's State "Ea.'^y to W«I"
500. Last week, "Bride Wore Boots" this week.
o.
J
overall total this week. "Night and prjsmgly big at. the Strand.
Renehit
.second
week
without breaking
(Par) and "Queen Burlesque" (PRC)
Day" is great at the Lakes to top gades," at the State and "To Each much olT great opening week pace.
Estimates for This Week
(2d wk), slow $11,900.
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)— city. "Canyon Psisage" and ••O.S.S." His Own," at the Rialto. both biu RKO Albee's "Kid From Brooklyn"
PanUges (Pan) (2,812; 50-*l)
are running neck and neck tor secHeartbeat" (RKO) (2d wk) and "Nisht and Day" (WB). Sensat.onal ond money, former making compara- sealers, are likewise look to do neat earned a third week stand. "Night
Unknown"' (Col). Average jlS.SCn. $12,000. Last week, "Stolen Life" (W- tively as big a showing, because at a trade. Jerry Wald band and "Ava- and Day" is still big on holdover.
lanche" at the National accounting
E:;tlmatcs for This Week
Last week, with "Bamboo Blonde" B) and "Falcons Alibi" (RKO) (2d smaller house.
wk ), $7,000.
for nice take on three days weekend.
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 44-65)— Kid
(RKO). only $1.5.700.
Estimates far This Week
Pai'^i.m^nnl (Tristates) (3,000; 16From Brooklyn" (RKO) and "DanPsrsmount (FficM) (2,812: .S0-$1)
Estimates for Tbki Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500:
Woman" (U) (3d wk ). Start(-d
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "Swamp 65)— "Easy to Wed" (M-G). Terrific "O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't
Brown (4th Ave. -Loew's) (1.0()0; ger
HapLast
week,
third
$14,000.
"Smoky"
(20th),
week today. Second was
Fire' (Par) (2d wk). So-so $16.!50O.'
pen to Dog" (20th). Hefty $19,000. 40-60)— "Centennial Summer" (20lh)
strong $12,500.
Last week, below average £24.400
(m.o.).
Medium $4,000. La.st week. strong $17,000 after hitting wow
Orpheum (T)'istates) (3,000; 20-80) Last week. "Easv lo Wed" (M-G) "Without
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (I Reservat'ons" (RKO) (3d $23,000 opening sesh.
"She Wrote Book" (U) and Henry (2d wk), big $16,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 44-65)
451;
50-$l)
"Searchinc
downtown
wk
same.
Wind
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
),
"In Old Sacramento" (Rep) and,
(Par) (2d wk). ShaV$llWXst'?"'?*°''='''6>'?^*'2°'?°"'T''"^='"^^^^ -"Night and-Day" (WB).
Kentucky (Swituw) (1.200; 30-40)
Great
best grosses in year.
Last week.
"One Exciting Week"
week, modest $12,300.
reRep )
"Postman Rings Twice"
(UA) and $21,000. Last week, "Anna" (20th) and "Strange Conquest". (U) (M-G)
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2.800; .SO- "Diary Chambermaid"
good issues). Fair $4,500. Last week,
24" (20th). nice $10,000. (2d wk), big $15,000.
«0)
"Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d wk) "Rendezvous
Last week, "Kitty" (Par) "Smoky" (20th) and "Deadline for
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Ea.sy $3,000.
Omaha
(Tristates)
16-65)
(2;000;
Murder"' (20th) (2d downtown wk
and "Unknown" (Col). Teirioerate
to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.). Stout $9,000. and 'Tangier" (U), $2,800.
—"Smoky"
(20th)
fm.o.).
Sturdy
$15,000. Last week, with "Bamboo
40-60)— $5,500.
State
(Loew's)
(3.300;
Last week, "Somewhere in Night"
Last week. '^Eacih His Own"
$9,500.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— ".Night
Blonde" (RKO), slow $iaiOO.
(20th) and "Blonde for a Day" "Renegades" (Col) and "Talk About
(m.o.) and "Junior Prom"
Rllz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Lover (Par)
Lady" (Col). Looks like good $17,- and Day"' (WB) (2d wk). Niflv $7,(PRC), fancy $11,000.
Come Back" (U) and "Advenfiirous (Mono) (1st run), $8,500.
Teck
40-70)— 000. Last week, "Easy to Wed" (M- 000. First week hit snappy $8,500.
(Shea)
(1.400;
44-65)—
Majestic
Nl3ht" (U). Okay $8,500. Last week,
(Fay)
(2,200
"Anna" (20th) (m.o.).
On third G) (2d wk), fine $16,000.
"RurEround" (U) and "She Wrote
Abry Anderson (People's) (1,100: "Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk).
week downtown will do only $5,000,
Book" (U), okay $7,400.
Out" (Mono). Fine $8,000. Last week, but still okay. Last week, "Capt. 40-60)— "Nisht and Day" (WB) (2d Very healthy $15,000. Last week,
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk), Caution"' (Indie) and "Capt. Fury" wk) getting 10 a.m. start, and grind- fancy $18,000.
State
ing out six shows daily.
(Loew) (3,200: 44-65)
60-.?])
Result is
"Lover Come Back" (U) $4,000.
(Indie) (reissues). $5,500.
and "Adventurous Night" (U). Dull
Wllshlrc (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300: 40-70)— $11,000, colossal for this small-seater. "Easy lo Wed" (M-C) (2d wk). Hot
$d,500. Last week, "Runaround" (U) "Green Ifears" (M-G) (3d wk). Okay "Cartyon Passage" (U) and "Strange initial week went above hopes to $17,000 or over after wham $?7,U00
first week.
and "She Wrote Book" (U), fair $11,- $7,400. Last week, good $10,400.
(^nouest" (U).
Strong $18,000 or gigantic $13,000.
40-60National
Strand
(SUindard)
(2.400;
(Silverman) (2.200: 44-65)
700.
Wlltern (WB)
50-$l)
•""Johnny
in
(2,300;
better.
Last week.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-Sl) —\ "Night a)id Day" (WB) (2d wk). CIoud.s"' (U) and ""Inside Job" (U), 80)— "Avalanche" (PRC) plus Jeny —"Each His Own"' (Par) (2d wk ).
Wald orch and .stage show, split with Second week began Monday il2).
"Anna" (20th) (4th wk). Ample $4.- Fast $17,500. Last week, .sock $26,000;'' sui-p'-'.^e nt $9,000.
2Cth Ccn'.ii- (?nth Cent.) (3.000: "Monster Maker" (PRC) and "Ghost Fir.";! week was nowcrful $18.(l(i0.
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2.40)
200 on four-days. Last week, stiun};
- .Ci,- Rro'klvn"
---:.cnry V" (UA) (9th wk). E::- "
(RKO) and Guest" (PRC). Wald's record In ,->hcad. "Hearts Growing Up'" and
$0,000.
Vopue (FWC) (885; .50-85!— 'Si^s- vcp^i'-nal $9,000, Last week, neat (Id wlw ::,.„:vy $17,000. L>:sl week, ing reputation, and some nice ladio ;"Return Rusty" (.Ccl) (2d wk), culy
(Continued on page 20)
$7,500.
terrific $29,000.
pense"" (Mono) and "Freddy Steps $10,20U.
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Pact,

London. Aug.

Sydney Box has iHken over conShepherd's
fiios,

As

a

Picfiiies,

Gainsboroiish

of

^trol

Bu.<:h

al

Stockholm's

earlier than expected.

month

Box

England

New House

Opens With Coward Play

and- Islington stu-

chief of Giiin.sborough,

in

7.

Stockholm's

will

Stockholm, July 29.
new theatre. Royal,

one of biggest here, opens with Noel
and production out- Coward's "This Was a Man" next
put nt both studios and expects to month.
Mr. Marmstedt will protreble output, with three films in duce and Sandre Malmquist direct.
In the cast are Inga Waern, Irma
production simultaneously.
Loefgren,
Marianna
Christenscii,
Bon's rise to position of premier, Karl-Arne Holmsten and Gunnar
English producer has been meteoric.' Bjoernstrand among others.
This play wa.s produced at Nya
In 1940, he was one of the minor
producers, and as chief of Verily Tcatern in Stockholm more than JO
Films produced oyer 120 shorts "for years ago.
the government and the services in
two years. In 1942 he .<itarled pro-

control

policy

many

recent reports,
the government policy in Spain Is
not \o iinlionalize the picture business, according to Enrique Agullar,
Universal's manager for Spain, who
after two
is returning home soon
months in N. Y. He was convinced

<lucing big features, teeing off with

"On Approval," "English Without
Tears," "Flemish Farm" and "Don't
Take it to Heart," latter two for
Two-Cities Films. He then broke
away to form his own indie company, Sydney Box Productions, al
Riverside studios, where his first

that the Spanish government is willing to come to terma regarding a
S. it real
film pact with the

tures

pared

nationalizing

including

and that French
would be taken care of.

theatres,

A new
.

to

decree
settle

of
pic-

now being prehow the various

is

trade organizations can be prevented

from overlaping. Eventually the industry is likely to be brought under
and "The Man Within," adaptation a government agency and out of the

Graham Greene's novel by Syd- Information Ministry,
American distribs are now operatney and Muriel Box. Made in Technicolor, it stars Michael Redgrave, ing, even if some wrinkles still have
Jean Kent, Joan Greenwood and to be ironed out. Out of 24 new picRichard Altenborough, with Ber- tures released on French screens
during July, 19 were U. S. films,
nard Knov
directing.
14 were French and one was RusAlso ir production, at Riverside sian.
Studios, lor Box is 'The Upturned
Glass." starring James Ma-:on and
Pamela Kellino (Mrs. Mason), with BRITISH
FILM BIZ
Lawrence Huntington directing and

of

By

Successor to Perkins

producer.

associate

Shepherd's Bu.sh for Sydwill be "Bad
Girl" based on new novel by journalist Arthur la Bern. In this Jean
Kent gets her first starring role
Meanwhile, Islington Studios gets
into action with "South East Five
an original by Peter Fra.ser, which
will be directed
by John Paddy
Carstairs, his first assignment since
quilting the

Navy

Weltner is
understood to want to confer with
Perkins before making any appointment to fill this vacancy.
Tony Reddin, director of theatres
and publicity of Paramount Film
Service, Ltd., Great Britain, is due
in

Large,

for

five

years

Venezuela manager for Metro, has
been named by Universal manager
for Venezuela and company homeoffice rep for the country and Columbia. He will headquarter in
Medellin. Large
had been in film
business
in
Latin-America
four
years prior to going with Metro.
Discounting fears that the Venezuela government take o\>er the film
business, L.arge pointed out that
threats of nationalization were confined to a Xew houses in Caracas
where theatres were taken over because owned by those associated
with a previous regime.

Large predicted that great strides

would be taken in the film biz there
in the next few years because there
is a dearth of pix houses and de-

mand for screen entertainment. This
theatre expansion will come swiftly,
forecast, because there is plenty
of money in that country because
of a big oil industry.
he

W

Record 30G
In

2

Doblin

Weeks

Dublin, Aug. 6.
"Bells of St. Mary's" has
broken all. records for first and sec-

RKO's

ond week showings at Savoy here
with about 8,000 daily attendance.
Previous best was Metro's "While
Dover."
Two weeks' biz has totaled around
$30,000. Pic will remain four weeks
at Savoy before moving to another
Dublin first-run hou^e.
Cliffs of

this

week from London

for

a

three-week visit." He will huddle
with Paul Ackerman, Par International

ad-publicity

director,

and

other home office officials while in
N. Y. Reddin also goes to the Coast
for a product looksee and also will
confer with Perkins while he is in
the U. S.

London, Aug. 6.
Henry L. French appointed
General of British Film
Producers Assn. Announcement beSir
ing made by J. Arthur Rank.
Henry's -post with BFPA is a newly

theatres

(1)

new
(2)

Plenty of money
construction.

.

.

Vast

despite
(3)

.

war

growth

to

in

go into

population

ravages.

Chinese government

is

.'-pun-

soring film theatres on a .considerable scale.
pic-

tures not only as good busiiie.ss but
as a medium for enlightening the
people. Indicative of how the popuElevation of John B. Nathan from lation
has grown is Shanghai. Bemanaging director for Argentine, fore the war, it had 2,000,000 people.
Uruguay and Paraguay to European Today, it has upwards of 4,000,000.
man. dir. for Paramount resulted in Additional seating via new theatres
two promotions in Latin-America to is the answer to a huge increa.se in
Henry Gordon suc- biz, it was indicated, there being
fill the vacancy.
ceeds Nathan as man. dir. while scores of potential Him patron.s.
S. E. Pierpoint was promoted to the
Japan is not nearly as tough a
newly created post of district man- film market as before the war, Berager covering Argentina, Brazil, gher said. This extends down to
exUruguay, Paraguay and Chile.
hibitors, the people always going
Gordon has been in Venezuela for U. S. screen fare in a big way.
for the last six months organizing He said that the best theatres there
a Par branch there, and before that have signed for American films 363
was the company's Central Ameri- days of the year, this being done
can gen. manager. Pierpoint who is through the U. S. Motion Picture
Brazil gen. manager, retains this Export Assn.
post besides having the added duties
Bergher explained the old toiigh
of district manager.
terms and prolonged negotiations
A. L. Pratchett Par International for product today are missing among
Latin-American div. manager, an- the Jap exhibs.
nounced the changes prior to leavConfabs with Joseph Seidelman,
ing on a four-month trek over his Universal International prrxy,
and
territory that will keep him away Al Daff,
U Int'l. veepec, will be confrom N. Y. until Dec. 5. He also cluded by Bergher in a couple of
revealed that Robert L. Graham, weeks. He plans
returning to ShangPratchelt's
assislant,
has
been hai late this month for
rxten.sive
placed temporarily in charge of additional
study of China and Japan.
Chile where Benito del Villar has Bergher's territory
includes China,
resigned. Latter is leaving Par beJapan, Manchuria, the Philippines
cause of his Chile theatre interests. and Hong
Kong.
Del Villar runs the new 2,500-seat
Rex in Santiago as well as Teatro
Santiago, Real and Victoria theatres,
there. He also has six other houses in
E-L

Nadiaii Switch

.

GFD AND BRITISH

Chile.

Sir

Director

Sn)E'S'

SHOWN

IN

the Comedy,
ceivcd but is
to get only a
the Ronald

The Vencr.uela branch organized
by Gordon will be managed by

BAD SIDE
LONDON BOW

'OTHER

"The Other

liaison

London, Aug. 13.
ly
which opened at

Side,"

Aug.

8,

2 Abbey Theatre Stars
Signed by Rank, RKO

five years.

Nathan, who is now in N. Y.,
stays until Aug. 26 for instructions
before leaving for Paris. In the
meantime, Henri Michaud, assistant
to Robert Schless, is coming to the
U. S: on Aug. 19 and will accompany Nathan to France. Schless,
present Par European chief, is leaving the company sonie time in Septcniber because he needs a rest.
Nathan plans spending about 10
days in Paris huddling with Schless

was well re

'

2tth-Fox' Mullen ni
Lcmdon, Aug. 13.
Mexico City, Aug. 6.
Kathleen Ryan.,- Abbey Theatre
Joseph G. Mullen, 20tb-Fox toppee
player, has inked a term contract
with J. Arthur Rank which calls for here, had to take time out from his
her to play in one film a year, with work to take treatinent for stomach
in option to make 'a second if .she ailment.
it The 23-year-old Irish
actress recently completed her first
screen role as the lead opposite
James Mason in "Odd Man Out."

MERGE Oa.l

IN

THE UK

London. Aug. 13.
Robert A. Pratchett son of A. L.
General Film Distributors will
Pratchett recently discharged from merge with Briti.sh
Eagle-Linn as of
the Army in which he served near- Oct.
1, GFD handling all distribution

too verbose and likely
moderate run. Ttiis Ls
Millar adaptation of
Storm Jameson's topical novel.
The play was sold to a major U. S.
film company on the eve of its pro
duction for $26,000.

istry.

VENEZUELA CHIEF
Edward

Arrival

the end of this week.

created one, calling for a sort of
with Joseph 1. Breen. U. S.
film code chief.
Job pays $25,000
after five years. per year.
Sir Henry formerly occupied an
important post with the Food Min-

U PICKS LARGE AS

Win Wait

Successor to James E. Perkins' divisional post in the Orient likely will
not be pickcfd until after discussions
with George Weltner, Paramount International prexy, in N. Y. next
week.
Perkins was promoted to
managing director for the company
in Great Britain when David E. Rose
resigned to go into Indie production.
Perkins, who handled Australasia,
all of the Orient, India and South
Africa, arrived on the Coast from
Shar.ghai last week but will stay at
his former home in Berkeley until
Weltner returns from his vacation at

GETS A JOE BREEN

at

ney Box Productions

Int'l

On Weltner's

.'S

i,000

Government leaders look on

Accord Okayed

for Gainsborough Pictures. Already
practically
completed are "Daybreak," based on play by Monckton
Hoffe and directed by Compton Bennett, with Ann Todd, Eric Porlman
the stars;
and Maxwell Reed

that

'

24,000,000.

At Par

Predicting

would ba built In China In the next
10 y«an, Mldiael B«rgh«r, UniverTurns Film Producer sal's Far East chief, currently in N.
Y., told 'Variry that China is the
Mexico City, Aug. 6.
New film producera here ar« biggest potential film market in his
and territory. He expects it to surpass
ace megger,
Bracho,
Julio
Vicente Miranda, founder-operator both Japan and the Philippines as
buyer of American pictures alof El Patio nitery. Bracho ia direcFilms,
prothough the latter two countries for
a
Bracho
general
of
tor
Its years ran about even on total revecbmpany.
ducing-distributing
Simon
return to U. S. distributors.
"Don
nue
comedy,
first film is the
of Lira."
Three factors are responsible for
Miranda continues to run El the current Hctiyity and future theconstruction boom,
Bcrgher
Patio besides making pictures. He's atre
readying his first, which will use stated. These are:

City Nitery Chief

A number of new theatres
are going up, two in Madrid and
Additionally,
one in Barcelona.
second-run
houses are being
many
constructed since there is no short- his nitery as a lot
age of building material.
Spain is well equipped with theatres already, Aguilar told Variety,
there are more than 3,000 houses
there now, a big total considering
the fact that population Is only
1945- 46.

around

for production will be made by place
Sydney Box Productions, and eight some

Also

by the

4-

Mex

Par Changes Cued

U5.-French Pix

Paris, Aug. 13.
pic was "The Seventh Veil," folThe French National Assembly
lowed by "The. Years Between."
during the same sitting approved
Box's ambition is to produce 12 the American loan and the picture
with
Gainsborough,
films yearly for
accord, opening France to U. S.
pics not to exceed the $800,000 mark. product.
He intends to continue a policy of
One communist member, who had
building up younger stars. Scheme, pledged his support to fight the
which has been in operation at pact when the labor unions had
Riverside Studios for some- time, is discussed it, raised a protest. But
in charge of Nora Roberts, whose the measure was passed after Minduty is to train the youngsters.
ister Bichet explained that a reorSix of forthcoming pix .skedded ganization of the industry is taking

Mason

are conducted

Despite current barriers to American product, about 160 U.-S. pictures
were imported into Spain in the
1944- 45 season and around 170 in

'1

Far East Market; Gov t Loids Hand

'

negotiations
U. S.

Yhd figgest

China Looming as Uil.

U Manager

Sez

Contrary to

Of Gainsborough Pix

Ui. Pix

Spain Eager for

Sydney Box Takes Over Control

of films in the United Kingdom from
that date. Teddy Carr, managing director of E-L since its inception, will

move over to the po.stof joint managing director of GFD along with
John Woolf, son of the late C. M.
Woolf, founder of the company.
Frank

Dittfhan,

GFDs

managing

director during the war years, will
retire despite Rank's expressed wi.sh
that he retain his board sc.tI with

GFD.

E-L staff in the UK will be
and then planes to Buenos Aires tr| absorbed within the framework of
pick up his family before assuming GFD under plans currently being
charge of his new duties.
formulated. The expanded GFD besides handling features will also dis-

wishes

Paris Legit Lull Prelode to Big

British actress Greta Gynt will
play the lead in "Take My Life," produced by. Cineguild for Rank. MLss
Gynt turned down ah offer from
Bryan Foy of Eagle-Lion for a role
cpposite Franchot Tone in an AmeriParis, Aug. 6.
can production.
The Paris legit stage now is very
Col. Jack VoUon, RKO's Hollyquiet, with managers blueprinting
wood studio representative in Eu- next season's shows. At the Atelier,
rope,
has signed Sean McGlory, Andre Barsacq
produce a
will
member of Irish Abbey Players to "Romeo and JuUet" by the same
longterm pact
Arnouilh who wrote "Antigone,"
McGlory has been given contract Later in the season he will have a
without being tested, this first deal
"Richelieu" by Jean Francois Noel.
made by Votion for RKO since tak"Vin
Souvenir" (Wine of Re-

Fall Season;

.

tribute the Gaumont-Brilish newsreel, Universal newsreel and a new
monthly screen feature, "This Mod-

ern Age."

GFD

Over 12 Shows Planned

will direct Briti.sh dislribu-

tion of over 50 pix annually consi.>^ting of the entire Rank output and
that of Universal-International. Foreign distribution remains unaffected

"La Terre est Ronde" ('Earth
Is Round").
Simone Berriau will with Eagle-Lion Overseas selling
produce a play titled "Termitiere" product outside the western hemisphere
and
Universal
handling
by a new writer, M. Miel, at the
Rank's films in the U. S. and Latin
Antoine.
America. Eagle-Lion of Canada will
Willemetz will continue the run
continue to service that dominion
of "J3" at the BouiTes Parisiens.
under supervision of GFD.
After which he may produce Duget's
"Jours
Heureux"
(Happy
Days). Jacques Hebertot will stage
du
ing lip his position after release
membrance"), by Steve Passeur will the new Jean Cocteau's play. Latest
Okays 4 U^. Pix
from the U. S. Army.
be done at the Studio des Champs title is "Death Eavesdrop Behind
Elysees. The Comedie des Champs the Doors."
For Occnpied Germany
Andre Brule will produce a comElysees may get a French adaptation
Mexico's 25-Reel Film
Washington, Aug. 13.
of "You Can't Take it With You." edy by Jean Bernard Luc 'L'Amour
Mexii.'.T City. Aug. 6.
American Military Governincnl in
The Poliniers will refvive Jean Paul Vient en Jouant" ("Love Comes
Government of Mexico is complet- Sartre's "Huis Clos." His new play When Playing") at the M.ndeleine. Germany reported the rtleiise of
ing a •25-reel docimcntary on the "Mort Sans Sepulture" ("Dead With- "Amants de Majorque'' by Maryse four U. S. films 1^ week for exsocial and other achievements of out a Tomb") is likely to be done al Querlain, will be done at the Ver- hibition in the Occupied Zone. Thc.>^e
iaine, and "Plainte centre Inconnu" are "My
President Manuel Avila Camucho's another theatre.
Sister Eileen," "Sundiiy
six-year administriitioti that .started
Henry Bcrn.stein will fir.st revive (Complaint Against X' ) i>y Georges Dinner for a Soldier," "Corn is
Green" and "Kitty Foyle." Piclipr<s
with a glittering inauguration Dec. "Secret at the Ambassadeurs. Later Nevcux, at Ihc Grammoiit
he plans to do his new play on unAl the Varicles, where Marcel will be rotated in the i675 Iheiitres
1, 1940. at which Henry A. Wallace,
as vice-president, per.sonally rcprc
derground activities, "Apres, Apres.'' Pagnol s "Ce.'iar" had been .skeddeU, now open in the Zone.
Baty there will have to be another ofTer.•jcnted President Roosevelt. His term 'At the Monparnassc, Gaston
Same AMG report announctd
concludes on Nov. 30.
;will produce an "Alccstc" by Si
Raimu, who was due to slar, delivery of 100,000 additional nittcis
Ten rOcls of the pic sre ready .^moiic, starring Marguerite Jamois. lia.s not yet sudiciently recovered of film raw slock in the U. S. Zunt:
and work is bcinij' concluded on' the
At the Sarah Ber.nhardt, Dnllin ^f om his jriotor accident to appear from AGFA at Wolfcn in thi .Sovitt
will
first
others.
revive Armand Sala- 'on the stage.
Zone.
crou's

AMG

'

j

I
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Mpk hdies in Furore Over Plan Of

Picture Grosses

—

Continued from page IS

council license committee laid it
Minncnpolis, Aug. 13.
over at the Volks' own request.
Strife has broken out within the
ranks of Minneapolis independent
Fricdl Takes Rest After Op
Minneapolis.
exhibitor ranks again because Bill
Failing to make the anticipated
and Sidney Volk, independent cirrecovery following a major operahitherto
have
owners, who
cuit
tion and nervous breakdown caused
been among the most active organi- by overwork, John J. FrledU presiiLntion members, are trying to get dent of Paramount theatre circuit
is confined to a rest home in
B license to build a new neighbor- here,
suburban Minneapolis and is exhood theatre here. The local group pected to remain there a minimum
Is on record against additional theaof 10 weeks. He and Mrs. Friedl had
tre construction and had sent a planned a vacation trip to the Berhis release from the
communication to the cily council mudas following
hospital, and this has had to be canasking it to refuse to issue any more celled.
permits.
In addition to his duties as MinThe Volks, hitherto at the fore of nesota Amus. Co. head, Friedl headed nearly all industry activities In
previous fights to prevent the build- this territory during the war, being
ing of more showhouses, justify the War Activities Committee chairman.
Apparent reversal of their position He often put in 15 to Ul hours daily.
His operation, for hernia, was sucthey're
simply
that
grounds
on the
I

seeking a "transfer" of the license
of one of their other neighborhood
houses, the Falls, which they propose to abandon, to the new location. But fellow independent exhibitors refuse to take that view.
At an indignation meeting of the
Minneapolis group feeling ran high

and the Volks were bitterly assailed.
It was declared that if the license
goes through, the bars will be let
for "an orgy of new theatre building."
The city council has had a policy
for the past 10 years to prohibit any
more theatre building, and has
turned down a large number of applications for permits. At a meeting

Metro Sales Confab

Volk application the

in

Chi

Chicago.
Sales meeting to discuss new sell
ing techniques made necessary by
the recent anti-trust decision will be
held here by Metro late this month
at the Drake hotel.
Sales managers from all over the
country are expected to attend.

Pickett Par-Nace

Ad

Chief
Phoenix, Ariz.

A. G. Pickett, manager of Orpheum
here, appointed advertising director
for Faramount-Nace theatre chain in
Arizona.
George M. Aurelius, former manager Rialto and State theatres,

Tucson, succeeds him.

(PRC) and
(PRC) oke $7,500.

Serenade"

"Secrets of Co-Ed"

RUIto (Fourth Avenue)

60)— "Each His Own"

(3,400; 40-

House

(Par).

been doing okay with single
this one is no exception at
sturdy $18,000. .Last week, "Centennial Summer" (20th) about same.
has

bills,

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 4060)— "Cat Creeps" (U) and "SheWolf of London" (U). Getting big
Last week, "Somewhere in
$7,000.
(20th)
and "Man From
Night"
Rainbow Valley" (Rep), $5,500.

'Outlaw/ Smasheroo 48G,

Tops

Del.;

Tears' Lofty

26G, Xlany' Thin 20G

cessful.

down here

to consider the

plugs on local disk jockey programs
booking.
three-day
the
helping
Straight films rest of week n.s.h.
Last week,
Result is good $9,000.

"Colorado

Detroit, Aug. 13.
Big news here this week is the ter
$48,000 being racked up by "The

rific

Outlaw

1946

14,

I

as

LOUISVILLE

Yolks to Build; Other Theatre Briefs

181

played by Jack
week, "Stolen Life" (WB) and Dictator Napolt^o,
"
Dressed to Kill" (U) (m.o.), big Oakie, "Benzino
$6,000.
The Chaplin fl*n was moved into a
Webber (Fox) (760; 35-74)— "Night Bmall theatre In* the American zone
and Day"
<WB), also Denver, ot Berlin wher* the regular billing
Esquire. Fine $3,500. L«st week,
Ginger Rciiers in "Kitty Foyle."
(20th) and was
'Centennial Summer"
'Strange Triangle" (20th), big $4,000. When annoutylement was made from
the stage tfiat a switch had been
made to the Chaplin satire, the audience remained completely stolid.
Xiida' 12G in Mont'l
First showing of the film in GerMontreal, Aug. 13.
many actually took place the night
Biz continues good here despite before when the ICD invited exhibilarge number of holdovers. "Gilda" tors of the city together with film
looks tops.
and theatrical personalities to a spe'
Estimates for This Week
cial preview.
Palace (CT) (1,700; 35-82)—"Gil"Mikado" Liked In Tokyo
da" (Col). Big $12,000 .for second
Tokyo, Aug. 11.
week after opening at nice $14,500.
Japanese spectators took a shine
35-62)—
Capitol
(CT)
(2,700;
ciilbert and Sullivan's operetta,
Courage of Lassie" (M-G). Fairish to
first performLast week, "One More "The Mikado," at its
$11,500.
ance in Japan this week despite its
Tomorrow" (WB). $10,500.
Loew'a (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Sar- fun-poking at the Japanese of a bysatire, flrrt
musical
atog? Trunk" (WB).
Good $11,000 gone era.
The
for third week after great $14,500 produced in London in 1885, was presecond.
sented here at the Ernie Pyle TheaPrincess
35-53)— tre for troops of the American occu(CT)
(2,300;
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
army.
Hot Cargo" (Par),
Okay $7,500. pation
For the first time in its hi.<;tory,
Last week, "Fanny by Gaslight"
The Mikado" was put on with a
(E-L) and "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO),
ballet of Japanese girls together with
$7,000.
Imperial
(CT)
25-45)
(1,850;
a part-Japanese chorus. The audi'Bedlam"
(RKO) and "Bamboo ence was predominantly Amcricnn
Blonde" (RKO). Okay $5,000. Last but the" 50 Japanese who were inweek, "Wrote the Book" (U) and vited said they thought the perform"Smooth as Silk" (U), $5,500.
ance was "thoroughly enjoyable."

at the Palms-State. .."Green
Years" also is strong and right up
with topnotch winners this weiek at
"Night
the smaller United Artists.
and Day" looks lusty on its second
session at the Michigan, but "Cluny
Brown is rated mild at the Fox,
Estimates tor This Week
Palms-SUie (United Detroit) (2,
976; 60-85)— "The Outlaw" (UA) and
Freddie Steps Out" (Mono). Ter
Last week, "One More
rifle $48,000.
Tomorrow" (WB) and "South of
Monterrey" (Mono) (2d wk), nice
'

—

$18,000.

N-T Cuts 125G

'Dictator'
out by the

Jewish

girl

Pie

Los Angeles, Aug. 13.
National Theatres will distribute

Continued from page J

'

comment of one half- a total of $124,915 among its theatre
who said she was shaken and district managers as bonuses

deeply by the reminder of the sufferings which she and her family^
underwent during the swastika rule.
A few Germans, on the other hand,
contended that the picture should

accrued during the fourth Charles
Skouras Showmanship drive.
This amount, announced by Skouras as the climax of the four-day
convention of NT district managcr.s,

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034 have a wide sho\ying.
Ls the largest
60-85)— "Night and Day" (WB) (2d
Despite the fact that the audience organization.
wk). Lusty $30,000. Last week, solid
sat on its hands durmg most of the
$42,000.
several
se
unreeling,
United Artists (United Detroit) two-hour
(1,941; 60-85)— "Green Years" (M-G) quences managed to get across tor
and "Behind the Ma.>-k" (Mono). Sock laughs. Among them were Billy Gil
Last week, "Make Mine berl's
Herman
$26,000.
of
impersonation
Music" (RKO) (3d wk), good $14,000. Goeritig and Chaplin as "Hynkel
Broadway-Capitoi (United Detroit) doing a ballet solo with a global map
(3,000; 60-85)— "Of Human Bondage"
which blows up in his face. Loudest
"Passkey
Danger"
to
(WB) and
Loud $25,000. Last week, chuckles were earned by the barber
(Rep).
"Stolen
Life"
(WB) (m.o.) and shop scene in which Chaplin shaves
Shadows Over Chinatown" (Mono) a customer in time to Brahm.";' Fifth
Rhapsody and when Hynkel calls
solid $15,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049 60-85)

in the history of that

Nou> S(>«cia/iTi'ng)
Re/refhnxnt

n

'Concessions for

DRIVE-IN THEATRE!

Ine.

;

—"Cluny Brown"
Shouldn't Happen
Tepid

$20,000.

gades"

(Col)

(20th) and "It
to a Dog" (20th)

—"Her Adventurous Night"

York Theatres

70-95)

(U) with

McDowall, Buddy Morrow
Lee Simpkins and June

Roddy

New

Last week, "Rene
and "Walls Tumbling

Down" (Col), okay $25,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683;

MOReAN

DMHii

orch, Arthur

Msdtaon (United Detroit) (1.856;
40-55)—"Devotion" (WB) and "Badman's Territory" (RKO). Okay $2,000 in 3 days. I^st week, "Do You
Love Me" (20th) and "Cinderella
Jones" (WB), $3,000 in 3 days,

CARSON

$24,000

And His OrebMtra
Speclnl AtlractloB Direct Front

Robert

3

Spots, Denver's Best
Denver, Aug.

STRAND, B'way at

Estimates for This Week
(Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Centennial Summer" (20th) and
"Strange Triangle"
after
(20th),
week at Denver, Esquire, Webber.
Fine $5,000.
Last week, "Anna"
(20th) (m.o.), big $5,500.

—

Denham

(Cockrill)

(1,750;

35-70)

—"Hearts Growing Up" (Par). Good
and holding. Last ^-eek,
$9,500,
"Searching Wind" (P«r) (2d wk),
$9,500.

—

Denver (Fox) (2.525
35-74)
"Night and Day" (WB), day-date
with Esquire, Webber. Big $17,000.
Last week, "Centennial Summer"
(20th)
Triangle"
and
"Strange
;

(SOth),
$18,000.

same

as

Esquire,

'

47«li St.

TECHNICOLOR//
MONTY WOOLIEY 6INNY SIMMS
MNC WYMAN ivi mimii camios mmwu
MMiomooi»« MARY MARTIN
Hgmti MiCHAli CUNIiI*ri««KM I,
MTDW RHWMU • Oeaca CfMM w« MHM ki
•

•

mfk.

leMT rtuu

NK.MKa.1

MEXICO"

•II nil

riASK^A

•

WARNERS^

>

HOLLYWOO

MITzTuiEN':

9ftm IMO AH.* CONTINUOUS •t«TE nUI

11:30 f

13.

"Night and Day" is easily top coingetter here this week, playing daydate at three houses. "Till End of
Time" also is sock, being equal to
best one-theatre figure for "Day."

Aladdin

H'vsod

ALDA

Blar of "RhupiHKlr In Blue"
Alr-Condlttoncd

in

In

SMITH

In PerHOn

uddy RICH

8ENI

'Day' Brigiit

GRANT

MILWAUKEE"

$22,000,

Adaraa (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)—
"Centennial Summer' (20th)
and
"Mysterious Intruder" (Col) (m.o.)
(2d wk).
Oke $10,000. Last week,
modest $12,000.

• Jack

Ip Warner Bna. Hit

"TWO GUYS PROM

Fair $18,000.
Lorraine on stage.
Last week, "The Runaround" (U)
with "Gay 90's" revue, Diacoffs,
Whitson Bros., others, on stage, good

Webber,

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Night
and Day" (WB), also Denver, Webber. Fine $3,500. Last week. "Centennial
Summer" (20th) and
"Strange Triangle" (20th), also Denver, Webber, $4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Till End of Time"
(RKO) and
"Bedlam" (RKO). Great $17,000. Last
week, "Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and
"Letter- for Evie" (M-G) t2d wk),

Iporetl
oretlir

McQUIRE

CLAUDIA
yci
A

nn

\

•

V«UNi
SuNV

TUl the

and DAVID

End

30lh Ctnlvtf-fot fiefur*

ON SMGf

ROXY

Barbara

DINAH SHORI

HEFMN

T.lzabeth SCOTT
In Hal WhIIIi'

•II

Extra

The Stroig*

DICK BTABILK

Lev* of

Martha

lAMI

The Acromanlace

Prodaotlon

A ru-amount

Pcrsnn

In

STANWYCK

/

Ivers'
PIcturt

TARAHOUNT,

and nil
Orchmtra
Time* Bqnara

UMIIEL NLIWYI

Our

Dorothy

McOUIRE ood MADISON
BOBKRT MITCH UM
BILL WILLIAMS
RIVOLI, B'way and 49th

PALACE

St.

B

WAY

4

7II>

&

SI

idword O. ROBINSON
UraHa YOUNO
OrMn WEllIS

''THE
An

STRANGER"

International

Picture

Relfaaed thru

BKO BADIO WCTCRK8

RADIO CITY

jiniMii

DANNY KAVE

of Time
atarrlnc

- VIVIAN BLAINE,

MUVROUa
JErtHy CQLONNA

KMtral

Van

Itabort

MUSIC HALL

«

"NOTORIOUS"
Starriaf
'^TKhnlMlor
Doori Open

t:30A.M.

ASTOR

^Slt.

Cory Orant mad laqtU icrqmaa
SpMlacMlar Stofi* Prodactlen*

$10,500.

Paramount iF(x)
"City for Conqinst"

(2,200;

35-74>—

(WBJ and "No

Time

for (."omociv" (WB) (reissues).
Fin<; $11,000. Lii;,t week, "Janic Gets

Manied"
(PKC),

iWBi

f.-lr

and

"Avalanche"

$B,nno.

Kialto iFo.
1.878: 35-74)— "Anna"
(2fHh I,
iilter
week at Denver.
Esquire.
Webber,
Aladdin,
plus
"Dark Horse" (U). Nice $5,000. Last
1

SET AinTA LOUISE
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Columbia inked Anita Louise as
the third co-slnr with Arthur Lake
and Penny Singleton in "Blondie's
Big Moment".
Abby Berlin directs the comedy,
starting this week.

ON SCBBBN
[^fcp ThurH.. Auff, IB
Olivia

H

fM
rX

Uf PKHdON
JohnCAI.VEHT
AII4I

;

DeHaTllland

Amcrtcii'n Moki

"TO lACH

Beautiful

HIS

OWN"

Introductnir

JOHN lUND

MotlrlK

Ray
IBERLE

»

VgJneaaay, Anfeuat 14, 1946

STARS' STRANGE
Berle,

Dwango,'

As

'Night Life' (tf

CBS Revamps Sked
CBS programing dept. is cur-*
rcnlly engaged in weeding out the
good from the bad and is revamping its schedules on house-built
shows, now that the regular fall
commercial shows are set to return.
Milton
include
the
Ca.sualties

for Fall Season

show emceed by
fa^1os

Luce s

2I)0G;

Of

Henry R. Luce, head of the TinieLife-Fortune mag empire, has spent
(200.000 to investigate the radio and
films, but isn't very much interested
in probing the three media to which
he is closest newspapers, magazines

I

Ludens Coughs Up For

By GEORGE BOSEN

All

Mag, Press Probes Off?
«-

&

Abswb

Radio, Film Reports

HITHOOPERS

Abe Burrows Inked

21

BEDFEUOWS

SHUFFLES MAY

Throughout the past season there
Carmichael
has been a. growing conviction in
Hollywood, Aug. 13
and t>ooks.
trade circles that your time slot and
opposition shared equal imCBS has sold the Sunday after
Thiit's the situation in regard to
portance with the quality of your noon 5:45 to 6 quarter-hour segment seven forthcoming reiorts^to be
show. As such, it's been argued that \_ ,
published by the University of Chi
Take a to Ludens. the cough-drop outfit, cago Press on behalf of the Commisratings are meaningless.
low-budgeted run-of-the-mill pro- That's the period occupied last sea- {^jo^
Freedom of the Press,
gram and sandwich it in a choice son by Gene Aulrey for Wrigley. but
The CFP was founded with $200,>
time slot between a couple of sock latter has been moved into the Sun- 000 contributed entirely by Luce. It
airers the audience payoff will be
regard to
^'"^
'
day at 7 spot
intinitely
greater
than
a
topthe rtve principal media of mass
,
^. ^
,
show, which will i<^^^»y^ commumc3\ioT^-v,toss.
Luden
superior program
that
budgeted,
books, magborders too close on fringe time and Hoagy Carmichael, will originate azines, radio, films,
The commission, under the chairIncidentally this is the "Year of is running into tough opposition from the Coast.
Starling date in'"unship of Robert M. Hutchins,
the Schwartzes" in radio scripting. from other networks.
definite, probably early in the (all.
president of the University of ChiSherwood and Al Schwartz, brothers,
The real test, however, will come
cago, has now run through its 200C.
are writing the Aian Young show, with the ushering in of the new
And, according to a member of the
which moves into its new time slot season next month. For not in years
commission who was willing last
^F^iday: 8:30-NBC) in the fall.
has there been such a reshutTling of
week lo discuss some of its doings,
shows and personalities as that
"it- has suddenly
been discovered
which characterize.? the '46-'47 prothat there isn't enough money to
gramrning schedules. (See detailed
probe the press, the magazine field
chart in this week's Radio Section).
or the book field. As a result, there
Stars, benefitting by the divkiends
will be frank and open discussion
accrued from years of listening
of the radio and film
industries.
habit will find themselves without
But. by some strange circumstance,
this bulwark as they move into unthe fields to which Luce is closest
familiar time segments, bracketed
will be discussed only in the general
with strange bedfellows and pitted
On the
against new opponents.
The new ad agency of Sullivan. report."
The general report, one of the
other hand, good shows that found Stauffer,
Colwell
& Bayles has seven
volumes to be published by
the going tough l>ecause of strong
signed up two more accounts total- the Univ. of Chi
press, will be the
opposition are now in a position to
The Radio Directors Guild of New pull their full Hooper weight with ing about $3,000,000, bringing its overall report of the commissioii.
York last week turned down a re- the lifting of the abnormal competi- billings up to well over the $5,000.- Even here, it is 'believed possible
quest by NBC which wanted to start tion.
that at least two or three 'members
000 mark. It had previously sewed
an on-the-job training course for
of the commission may file minority
There's considerable interest, for up the Smith Bros. and Noxzema
veterans interested in becoming '.'apreports.
instance, in the reshuffling of the 9
prentice directors."
accounts for a total of $2,200,000.
The radio end of the job has been
lo 10 Wednesday night periods on
Ed Byron, prexy of the N.Y chap- NBC and CBS, with the latter web
SSC&B's latest incursion into the done by Llewellyn White, while
ter of RDG conflrmed the fact that
making a bid for audience suprem- bankroUer parade is via American Ruth A. Inglis. is preparing the book
the Guild council nixed the NBC reacy with the bracketing of Frank Home Products and Carter Products, on the lilm industry.
quest. Most of the members of the
Some of the volumes to be pubSinatra and Dinah Shore, the songboth pharmaceutical houses.
lished, among the seven scheduled,
Guild council, like Byron himself,
stress moving into the 9:30 spot for
ire veterans.
Whitehall Pharmacal's ^AHP sub- will be weighty, scholarly tomes,
Ford Motors. For years NBC has
While none' of the Guild officers dominated the 60-minute strip with sid) "Ellery Queen" and Bob Burns written, respectively, by two membeis of the commission: Dr. Zechawould speak of their reason, the the two-way .Bristol-Myers teamup shows, both in the Ruthrauff
4 ,iah Chaffee, Jr, professor of
claim was they felt "NBC wanted to of Eddie Cantor and "Mr. District
stable
heretofore,
become at Harvard; and Dr. William E.
get some cheap help and we said no." Attorney," but it's now Sinatra vs. Ryan
Hocking, professor of philosophy at
The NBC offer was that the net- "Duffy's Tavern" at 9 (with "Duffy" SSC&B accounts as soon as the
work would pay "apprentices" two- moving into the Cantor slot for B- switchover can take place. Burns' "f^^'"'*- There will also be a study
of press coverage of the United
thirds of the Guild scale, and let M) an<f Dinah Shore vs. "Mr. D. A." will be spotted on NBC, Sunday
Natkins charter conference held in
ihe Veterans Administration pay the

For Shore

Hayes

Show

Hoagy

—

.

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Becle "Kiss and Make Up" program,
Abe Burrows has been iiiked to
which goes oil now that Lux Radio script the new Dinah Shore-Peter
Monday
its
returns
to
Thtfalre
CBS pro- Lind Hayes show on which Ford
nigiit spot next week.
giamming execs say that the Berle Motor is lavishing all kinds of coin.
show may be revived at a later date. There was some Uilk earlier in the
General consensus in the trade is summer of Burrows teaming up with
that Khow was a disappointment.
Eddie Cantor for Piibst, but Dave
Also a caiiualty is "Hawk Durango,"
which CBS also says "may come Schwartz has moved in on the Cantor
back later." The web"s "Night Life" scripting job.
.

aAPlO

p^fHETT

your

j

I

i

|

j

—

j

|

Willie Bryant also

j

out of the picture.

!

Both the Jack Kirkwood show
and the Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scout program, on which -the network is pinning high sponsorship
prospects, stay on. Kirkwood, currently occupying the last half of the
Lux hiatus lime, moves over to 6:30
Sunday until Kale Smith steps into
the latter period for General Foods.
That will involve another Kirkwood
switch.
Godfrey, currently ~heard
7'ucsdays at 9, moves into the Tuesday 10:30 slot on a permanent basis
on Aug. 27.
"Richard I^awless" will occupy
the

Sunday

;

New SSC&B

NBC s

'

,

at 8 period until "Sam
in for Wildroot, then

Billings,

2 Shows

Rejected by Cdld

new time will be found. "Sweeney
and March," comedy show from the
Coast, moves from Friday 8:30 to
Saturday at 7 on Aug. 31. And
"Oklahoma Roundup," heard Saturdays 10:15 to 10:45, will be moved to
a

.

another time.

Rep ortPhflcoln
Crosby

Grabs ^000,000

'Apprentice'

Plan for Directors

Spade" moves

Wax Deal

There's been a flurry of excitepast few days over reports
that Bing Crosby has been signed
by Philco for a haU-hour weekly
transcribed show. .Even the time and
network have been bandied about
ABC. on Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
which would give Frank Sinatra on

Agcy.

Uw

ment the

I

I

[

V'"'

rest.

Guild officers professed to be nrtore
interested
in
their organizational
drive rather than in collaborating on

ye^-and-a-h,u ago
now lookr^lTflLlg cUy's"uan"i"J«''^ 'L,«^:'J"
k"' '^t
JTf^^H^
study, for wluch a^
Benny. The Ellery Queen show
will -and^that
scribed si.ow is going into the
\
]

j

Wednesday night at 9 slot on ABC stay on CBS, Wednesdays at 7 JO $30,000 was spent, will not co»ne
out until about two years after the
for Philco, which pits the V>>ice p.m.
event
Ed Gardner on NBC
"apprentice" plan.
They were against the Groaner.
Both Bums and the "Queen" show
It's understood that, at one point.'
worry about. Sinatra and the
pushing their drive in television,
SUengthening the NBC ^Vednes- being former R4tR accounts, it was the commission did start looking
Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern" have the
claiming they already had organized day night parlay, however, is the
into press. About $12,000 was spent
sanie time spot.
the video people at the ABC net switchover of "Gildersleeve'' into noted that these two new accounts for
researches, done by a couple ol
Reports further have it that ABC
and were making good progress at the 8:30 period for Kraft. Latter for the agency coincided with the profs in
is all set to move the U. S. Steela midwestern State uniNBC. At CBS television, the Guild formerly occupied the 6:30 pre-Jack switchover of another R&R exec. versity. But the stufi
Theatre Guild show into 9:30 p.m.
is in the fileo.
was still waiting for ccrtiBcation Benny Sunday night time on NBC,
The second new SSCJcB account,
Wednesday time, immediately folfrom the National Labor Relations although it's considered problemati- this one taken from the Small &
lowing Crosby. U'. S. Steel has been
i

CBS and
pleitty to

.,

—And

Kraft

Hopes

Still

Regardless of other contracts,
pacts or arrangements, real or
rumoi'ed,
surrounding
Bing
Crosby— Kraft Music Hall keeps
a candle in th
window for the
lioped for return of the prodigal

Board, having received a 6-5 vole
in the June 14 election, with two
'challenged votes still to be released
by the NLRB. The remaining' television outfit in New York, DuMont,

employs no directors.

Kay Kyser,

ki Lather
in

son.

Kraft
through

Co.'
J.

to

J^n.

1,

OverG.W.HiII,Striasiiig

has signed
up,
Walter Thompson

agency, for renewal of
p.m. slot,

with

kept open and

fonfiat

to

in

the;,

new sequencings

There's a lot of interest, as well,
the Cantor switchover to the

Hollywood, Aug.

be

Pabst Beer fold and his occupancy
the 10:30 Thursday night fringe
time on NBC which Procter and

flexible.

relinqu'ished

after

a

Crosby spotting.
It's

Strings Back to

Vrednesday-at-» time, the
Guild show will follow."

ThcaUe

the

tor.

ADf
Apt

!

AKasiI nf
UI
rtiiCdU

*41
tJ

i

Gross billings for the

months of 1946 at

it:

is

transcription

setting

company

up
to

his

increase over the
year.

own

package

with his own prograin for Philco as one of the pack•ges. He's said to be inked iu /or
J15,0UU a week on the Philco deal.

*iid sell shows,

Bill

wax
|

Anson,

|

fir.st

seven
last

Network's firm bu.iine.ss for the
en-month p?iir>d tptaLs $20,037.That's stia-I^IOI more than iu

ses

030.

of

Eomance'

at

l''?^'

^^zTl^^^.T':^
;

•

•

Dec.
his

31, 1947, bul he will transcribe
commercial patler 'for WNEW
weekly basis until his ticket

a

'
;

i

back.
Colgate has decided to drop the
Program originally slarled dn
Tuesday night CBS "Theatre of RoNBC, and negotiations were on for
mance" show.
Shei inan Si Marquette, agency on a while .for the show to return to
Die account, is ioplacing it with a a Sunday slot on that network, bul
new Mel Blanc show fioin the Coasl. CB.S came through with a choicer
New entry bows in early next mouth. time segment.
-

'45.

I

]

Boughl.i on

Matchabelli sut>Eequenlly moved to
I.
u
J
m
chec-ked
off a couple of

t-ar'
ABC,
butI

months

ABC show

same period

Drop "Theatre

sponsor

.Stradivari

on marathon

currently
„,
,,
.
,
spot for Warners, will check
the expiration o( his conwhich is about the time Block
.

out

j

Here's the deal as the trade re-

Crosby

Coast.

portedly give Block $1,500 weekly,
^^ich figures to mean more perl
sonally for the jockey than hiv present $2300 from "WNEW, N. Y, Lower
California taxes, plus a better clime,
is reported reason for Block's decision to switch.

,

•

what

!

I

i

'

station in

looms as the most lucrative offer
ever pitched at a disk jockey on th«

|

I

show /or that

platter

CBS

j

reported that the Philco deal

was wrapped up last Thursday (8),
but was put into escrow for 10 days,
pending ironing out of details. All
of which may mean that the Bingo
could well change his mind.
At any rate, ABC says Uiere's
nothing definite yet, that "it looks
hot and it's safe to assume that, if
and when Crosby goes into the

poru

Platter Deal

Prince and Net Brings

far

from successful experience with the
apparently,
Prince
Matchabelli,
'Vallee program.
For years.
It now looks like Kay Kyser will Rudy
has decided to do a forgive-and-forbe permanently divorced from the Cantor's been up there with the Top
George Washington Hill-Lucky Strike 15 aggregation. That back-to-back get act and,ii returning with its
o.
J''u
.
iu
* ij
with "Mr. D. A.," of Strad.van
fold, with reports that when the sequencing
show to
the
CBS fold
on
-KoUege of Musical Knowledge" cuts course, didn't hurt. Nor did that q^I. 6. Program moves into the
down to a hall' hour after the first heart-of-the-evening time slot. But ^""day
c.^r.j,„ afternoon
.n>.-n«.,^,. t.30 to i
< period
t^^^i^a
of the year he'll remain under the 10:30 at night is something else
which was occupied last season by
Colgate banner.
3g3j„
Frigidaire
"Hollywood
Star
There's one aspect, however, that the
Kyser is currently under lendLatter has shifted to
lease to Col.;ale. with deal providing can t be shrugged off and that's the [Time" show.
j
that he revert back to Hill Jan. 1. solid Thursday evening block of!^aturdaj
night at .8.
Kyser and the tobacco magnate have NBC programming. It doesn't have
P<ldly enough, it was the selfsame
Bing Crosby any more, but. from
been .squa'obling for some time.
Understood that Ky.'ier wifl go into 7-30 to U. reads as follows: Dennis iFrigidaiie program that figured in
Family"
<movi,.g the. Matchabelli "walkout" last
"Aldrich
Ihe 10:30 to It p.m. period on NBC, Day,
with Frank Morgan taking over the .over from CaS\ Bums and Allen, after CBS had allotted a Ume period
a new Kraft Music Hall show. Jack
jq o-dock niche lor Lucky .Strike.
to the new Frigidaire show which
Haley, .'Vbbott 4: Castello and Can-

KFWB

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Martin Block will move to KFWB,
Hollywood, to work a three-hour

!3,-

•

anxious to grab an earlier time period than its present 10 o'clock Sunday night time, with ABC ready to
fallow
afterthrough
with the

Block's

Kiss-Make-Up Act By

of

run

to

well

Along With Cofaate Gamble

NBC,

its

Thursday 9

whether "Gildersleeve" will fare Sieffer

agency,
involves
Carter
Products' Arrid which, in radio,
Taking over the old "Gildersleeve" sponsors Jimmie Fidler. Much of
liine is Bob Burns, who held down this outfit's campaigning, however,
the 7:30 Thursday evening NBC is in the print -media, especially in
segment for Lever Bros, but now women's mags.
goes to work for Aiherican Home
Products.
cal
as

,

Block Will do shows from hia
^oast ),ome in specially constructed
with topline music world
entertained on an lotimate
basis. Maurice Hart, jiow conduct-

I

studio

!

gue.sls

ing

the

NBC
New

•

]

when

Chesterfield

and formerly
latter

comes

program

to

on

aide in
over that post

Block'.s

Voi'k. will take

the Coast.

RAMO

12

North Coitral System, MiiB. Net

Ross Broadcasts Latest State Dept.

Tonporarily in

Headache; a Personnel Problem
BigRcst U.

che

State Dept. headns far. as the infQ
Asst. Sec. William

S.

currently,

under
Benton are concerned, is how to debroadcasts
shortwave
the
velop
nimed at Ru.ssia, scheduled to start
ii«>rvices

eometlrhe in. the
The problems,

full hour'.s

H

wrapping

"commentary"

up

edi-

torial opinion and feature stud ot a
political nature from the American
mags and radio gabbers;
press,

music, ranging from folksongs lo
longhair, with a smattering of jn/.n
(not too hot); a serial' ill which an

some
American

reflecting
cociological activities,

Washington to

of.

laibor

relations

the

Natioha)

Assn.

ol

KLZ CANARY

BETTY ANN DAVIS
Bettyann's' voice Is li. fkyorlle
r<>gl()n,
Denver
the
throughout
hpHid cuvrenily on "Song of the
Week" and -Welrker Serenade."

Smith's beef is predicated
on the fact Uial, during the recent
union aclivilift.s here when AFRA
and IBEW slapped indie stations
heavily via concluding tough pay

KLZ, DENVER.

NAbofTered little or no
valuable assistance to the indies.
nego'iirilions,

Corwin Odyssey

-

Indies

here,

where, feel that

and

possibly

NAB

is- filled

else-

Stanislavsky method in Moscow.The technical problemi is next in
good
Its; felt that a
toughness.
enough shortwave signal can't reach
directly from N. Y. to Greater Ru.-!liia.
The problem therefore is to
There is a disfind a relay point.
mantled, 50,d00-watt transrnitter in
Munich, not now used by the U. S.
Army, that could be used i( the
Army will let the State Dept. have
Some State Dept.
this' equipment.
people feet it would be better to
relay the .shows via Radio Algiers, a
powerful station taken over by the

World'' award,

.

—

,

WOR
WOR cancelled

!

uals,

Its

10:15 p.m. Tiies-

I

into the spot instead.

WOR

The
scheduling is until the
exprration of NEC's current cotitract

for

The

dial

num- Aberdeen,

Walter Russell, of

D.;

S.

';*
KGCU, Mandan. N. D.; and Ed Bieen,
was 1000.
The station was fir.st caught by of KVFD, Fort Dodge. la. CI) If, at
the end of 90 days from Aug. l\
the Fecleral monitor at Grand Island,
Boler's reflnaTicing is completed, the
Neb., July 25 and was tracked down
stock he places in escrow is to be
Officers said
by a mobile unit;lelurhed, the trustees* commitlee i.s
that KOGY, was on the air daily
to
be dissolved, and operalioniil
12:16
from
to 1 p. m., broadcasting
the. regional; is to be
religious music, sermons and talks authority of
returned to Boleir.
against tobacco and alcohol.
Credilors Insistent
Underbill, discharged from the
Qefore
arriving
at the above deArmy last year, was temporary pastor of a church across the road from cisions, credilors demanded that, for
the setllement of corporate obliga;
the home.
.

Transmitter was a home built afbeing constructed from information out of books. Operation was
off a wind charged and had SO watt
The signal was plainly
power.
heard for a radius of 50 miles.
The studio was a: little pantry oft.
There was a reniote
the kitchen.
fair,

piano in the living

control

at the

room.

The transmitter

was.

in

a

under the hoiise, and the antenna on the roof of a barn.

cellar

the warmest receptions
Corwin. has reported to date has
been that given him by the Russian
government which went all-out for
him but woiild not let him see
of

Nip Defeat Day

Boler nriake a complete and
absolute
a.ssignment,
for
NCBS
credilors, of all of his assets in

tions,

KSJB and KVOX— sla-

NCBS,

in

tions in

which he has the controlling-

interest.

that
Creditors
al.so
requested
Boler resign as officer and director

of NCBS.
In original, propo.sals,
credilors offered Boler. 60 days in
which to secure acceptable refinancing for the network in order to regain operational control of NCBS
and to recover his as.sels. Proposal
also stated that, should Boler rcfufe
the creditors' offer, immediate re-

ceivership
or
involuntary
bankruptcy of NCBS would follow.

Compromise

Nips Radio V-J
Some

confusion developed in New
York radio circles as to the celebration of V-J Day. The ehoice was
between Aug. 14, when the announce'

ment

propo.sals

finally

agreed upon will only become eflec'tive after they have beien approved
by all NCBS credilors, and routine
legal formalities have been completed.
It was. also agreed upon
that creditors shall have Ihe authority

make

to

came through a year ago,
NCBS and
and Sept. 2, when the actual unconditional surrender terms were
first

complete audit

a

MVN

of

books.

Confidence

'

According to Moser. credilors at
signed by the Japanese aboard the
the meeting expressed their confibattleship. Missouri.
Stalin.
The 'While House was reported dence in NCBS and said that they
In most countries >yhich he visited, favoring the latter and nriore ofticial were sure the corporation could be
special
radio
shows, date, but the American Legion
put on a paying basi.s. Moser^ furshortwave
and
(Continued on page 30)
other elements threw their weight ther pointed out that, in view of
for the Aug. 14. date, so that in con- the compromise agreed upon in St,
sequence the major webs looked set Paul, It can be said that the credito schedule their observance for the tors think enough of NCBS to continue operation instead of inilial'ing
earlier day.
With the American Legion stir- immediate hankruptcy proceeding.s.
Earlier in the meeting Boler traced
ring up V-J Day as a holiday, there
has. been
some question as lb the history of the two webs and
whether Armistice Day (Nov. 11) stated that, since the start of NC in
.will continue
to cut
any swath. 1939, the network had paid out in
Some observers feel that this holi- excess of $650,000 net to its affiliates.
coined as much as (250,000. In addi
day has become an absurdity, since This covered a period to June, 1946.
tion, Shaw amassed the largest and
most expensive private record coL it celebrates a mistake rather than Boler pointed out that there was a
need for regional networks such a.«
lection in the country, numbering a victory. Many hold the view that
NCBS and MVN, and that los.ses of
85,000 platters valued at more than Armistice Day, 1918, was not only
misnamed but made the second the combined operation had occurred
$140,000.
.since
was added in Dec:, 194,'5.
Knocking oft the midnight grind World War ineviUble.
He concluded by saying that If it
under doctor's orders, Shaw left for
had not heen for the material shorta month's vacation with no .plans
age and industrial labor troubles in
'BEST'
set ifor his return, although it is
the past two years, which have been
understood that he will resume in an
responsible for a decrease in radio
.afternoon slot. Johnny Dale, a proa(dvertising, MVN, the main money
tege of Shaw who worked, with him
Cresta Blanca (Schenley), perma- loser, would have made a profit
as a production man on the
nently scrapping the Tuesday night
>
program, has stepped into the gab- CBS "This
Is My Best" show, has
bing spot vacated by Sha'w on WJZ. bought
"Hollywood Players" as a
With Shaw putting his record col- substitute. It preems
Zell,
Russell
in same spot
lection,
which was used. oh the on Sept 3, when "Encore
Theatre,"

—

.

.

Willi Mutual.
Fall was renewed
Aug. 13 to run through the broad-

DX

cast of Oct.

1.

"

menUil committee in Washington

however.

One

day "Take These Notes," a musical
education sustainer, and put Close

I

sta-

owed

is

.

—

gelher.

whom money

:

is.

Mind About Close

—

;

-

Corwin, as first recipient of the
Wendell Willkie Memorial "One

currently in India,
having completed a third of his
itinerary although half of the originally scheduled time is up.
With Lee Bland of the CBS production staff as his constant comPrbtcsts
liberals,
by
boycotts, panion, and a wire recorder as part
picketing, etc., notwithstanding, gab- of his .equipment, Corwin has finber Upton .Close has' got himself a ished the European part of his junHooperaliiig (4.3), and has increased ket. He left Cairo, Egypt, yesterday
his cutlets over the Mutual net from (Tuesday) for New Delhi,
Coi^Wih has recorded interviews
57 stations to 6:t.
Last night (Tues.) Close ana his with stalesmen, writers, artists and
European
sponsor, N.'stional Economic Council, scientists in the leading
countries.
In Rome, he interviewed
victory
probably, won their biggest
by shagging.an outlet in metropoli- the Pope at a special audience alwhether
reported
though
he
has
not
York.
Close was on WGN,
tan New
recorded. In most
Chicago.'^fvom the very start of his that interview was
countries, he interviewed the heads
current series, last Feb. 19.
exception
WOR, until' now, had pleaded ii^r of the governmentsfaronly
being France
to this rule thus
ability to And time for Close, but
and Ru.ssia. He could not get an init was irio secret that the station was
terview with the President of France
afraid of the ire of a New Y'ork
and he couldn't get within shouting
audiv'nce, Ted Stfeibert, "WOR prexy,
distance of any of the leaders at
however, acknowledged this week
He did
the Kremlin in Moscow.
that Close's Hooperaling entitles him
interview leading Russian intellectto a
spot;

war and still an
inside
enclave
American-held
French territory.
Those Parties
But there is a fear that when the
Russian .shows start and they arc
not likely lo plea.se Moscow— the
French Communist Party, which is
It's
strong, may kfck up a fuss.
feared that if that should happenj
the U.S.A. may find KseU being "invited" by France to pack its antenna
and get out of Radio Algiers altoBut the biggest headache of all is
personnel.
So far about 100 anrouncers, writers, actors, etc., have
epplied for- the Russian broadcast
jobs. since the Slate Dept. sent out
a story to lei the country know that
such jobs were open.
Eddie Raquello, actor and executive producer for Slavonic languages
for Ihb old OWI as well as for the
present State Dept.
outfit, has
been auditioning the applicant.s. Out
of the first lOe, he picked only 16.
These 16 have been passed by the
and
an
iriter-departSlate Dept.
by

A half dozen big bankroUers are
reported standing in line to grab
Norman Corwin for a series of shows
oh CBS when he retiiriis from his
globe-girdliiig trip,

Allies during the

principally

creditors,
to

use of tirhe for network operation.s.
Points agreed upon by Bbler and
the creditors, representing over 60%
6f all outstanding indeblednes!: of
NCBS, for settlement, of the long
standing controversy are as lollow.s:
(1) Boler is to put into escrow his
They are G, F.; Un- stock in KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.,,
radio Station.
derbill, 70, a farmer living southeast and aliso. his equity in KSJB, Jamesnot to transfer
of Trenton, his sons Earl, 28 and townj N. D., but is
controls.
(2) A
John 26.
All were released on voting rights or
committee of three tru.stees is lo be
bonds of $i2S0 each.
Arrest took place in the middle appointed to temp'orarily run NCBS
The station's call and MVN. Committee will be comof a broadcast.
of A. A. Fahy, ot KABR.
letters were- KOGY ^("Kingdom of posed
.ber

At Half-Way Mark

WOR Changes Its

—

porate
tions,

was removed
northwest Kansas
from the air last Friday (9); Three
members of the family were arraigned belfore U. S. Commissioner
Eva Spencer at McCook', Neb., on
charges of illegally, operating a

God Within You").

with

liigh coin "authorities" who do not
"Americana"
deliver.
Therefore an attempt will
and
cultural
be ipade to force, appointment of a
and a closiiig
v.ith.fuU authority to

labor topper
The dramatizations, put .''lations in a position of equal
will be done by top actors, many of inipirlaiice with unions when it
them havihg been trained in the comes to dickering for contracts.

news summary.

13.

13.

Fate .ol the shaky North Central
Broa^asting System and the Mis::issippi Valley Network, midwest regional webs, was decided last wetk
at a meeting In St, Paul between
John Bpler, NCBS prexy, and cor-

,

capital.

will

about
duration each;

Omaha, Aug.

Operated by a family, a radio
station utilized, "lo spread the gospel" to southwest Nebraska and

of

to

Broadcasters.
He wants NAB, which he
charues "hasn't' done ^a; thing," to
start husllihg during its labor relalions corainiltee meeting at the
al

Sermon

FCC Catches On

Until

13.

manager

general

throw hoi potcln

be dramatized
15 sessions of 15-minute

American book
jn

.

NAB

Aug,

lloliywood,

•

Smith,

Cal

programming schedule KF.AG, has gone

with has been tentiilively
eel, to start probably at 4 p.m. N. Y,
.time, or II p.m. Moscow time (.since
the Russians stay lip late, and
p.m. is peak time for them).
Roughly, the program will consist
ot an opening news summary; a

from

F'rotection

in

Strong

Signals

For Increased Labor

fall.

to begin

Hands^ G-editors
Chicago, Aug.

Snip and Snode Station

Reported Hot

Indies

the order of
their toughne.ss, are threefold: perKonnel, technical; and program. The
Jalter hurdle is the least formidable.

A

AvgusI 14, 1946

We«IneB«Iay,

Stan

in-

Shaw Took

Winchell Hint,

.

cluding reps of State, Army, Navy
Now these 16 are being subto scrutiny for security.
The qualifications are stringent.
The men or women only aboi^ 10
will make up the total radio staffmust be American citizens, preferThey must
ubly American-born.
hnow the Russian language thoroughly, know .something at least
radio
writing,
and
must have
about
good voices if they are to go on the
And of course they must pa.ss
air.
their
politics
strict, scrutiny as to
past, present and. parallel '(family
connections with Communism, etc).
Depts.'

jecied

Piled

—

Audition

Stan Shaw, the disk jocke; who
turned the wee hours of the 'morning into a big business proposition

Into

Top Coin

.

for

the broadcasting industry, took

his flnal

program
wind up

bow on WJZ's

1

to 5:45 a.m.

Friday night (9) to
12 continuous years of airing on the musical graveyard, shift.
Starting the first midnight trek on
'way back in Aug. 1935,
last

WNEW

Shaw is the authentic granddaddy
Hardest of all to find is a person of the current brood of platter purAfter two veyors now swarming over the early
head up this unit.
months of shopping all over the morning, airlanes.
country, that chief of Russian broadI

to

MYN

WINERY

EXITS

FOR HLM STAR SHOW

WNEW

Idea for the broadcast, originated
casting isn't in sight as yet.. One
man had been considered and dis- with Shaw from a suggestion contained in a. column by Walter Wincarded because he was born in
chell
under the head of "If I Were show, into packing cases. Dale Is
Pbland, had had connections with
The Mogul of Radio." Wihchell had now forced to bank on the relatively
"right-wing" Poles and the State
said. that there were millions of peo- limited \VJZ platter library for the
Dept. is afraid Moscow would claim
Somebody ple awake at night who would be request numbers wired In by dialthe guy's anti-Russian.
mentioned an American-born man receptive to an early morning show. ers.
During the la.st show, In between
who knows Ru.ssia. its languages Shaw sold Wally Bulterfleld, then
and its habits as well as its politics. program direet'of for WNEW, into his turns at the liriike, Shaw looked
But the Slate Dept execs shuddered letting him fill in the dead tinrie be- back over the last 12 years and said
when they heard his name. He's tween 2 and 7 a.m., on a 25-day that, during that period, only two
trial.
unpleasant
Incidents
marred an
Earl Browder, ex-head of the Com
After the- show's sole sponsor, otherwise
smooth routine.
First
liiunist Party in the U.S.A.
Kreuger Beer, topped its previous was when he received a wire from
business by 125% during this period, an anonymous dialer asking whether
SIMMS
TO
Shaw's program was regarded as one had to be an Irishman or a Jew
Ben Brady, who doubles both as a one of the hottesl items on the air before getting a request platter
producer and gag writer, has joined and the "Milkman's Matinee" got heard; and second when a southern
Rubicam. He takes over oft to a flying start on its long and- gal wrote in to say she enjoyed the
young
program except for Shaw's plugs
direction of the Ginny Simins show profltable turntable career.
During his 12-year stint on The for a Harlem hitery. Both times,
Jcr Borden's when it resiimes on
''5*' air,
Shaw regularly hit yearly ea.rh- Shaw had to take long time-outs on
CBS
Brady left for the Coast Y & R ings up ill the six-figure bracket, the program in order to roast the
with several peak years in which he race-bigots.
cfiicc last week.

•

Von

Andy

.

|

BBADT

SHOW

;

&

summer replacement
goes off.
This is the

for

"My

known

house piroduction.
Novel Idea behind hew dramatic
is that top screen players, each
to be heard In the lead several times
during the season, will do adaptations of pix (nor their own) that
they've always wanted to star in,
making their own choice. Pacted
thus far are Joan F'ontaine, John
Garfield, Paulette Goddard, Belle
Davis, Claudette Colbert and Gregory Peck. Pix adaptations wiir comprise two-thirds of the programs,
with the other third of season devoted to air versions of Broadway
plays, novels end short stories.
.show

Off Joan Davis

Best/'

MCA

package that was
as "Star Spangled
Theatre," but which now ha^j a revised format It'll be a BBDJScO-

originally

Show

Hollywood, Aug.

13.

.

When

the Jo&n Davis show,

ns
night CBS slot for
^.ever Bros., it'll be minus Harry Von
2:eU and Andy Rus.<;ell. Comedienne
has dropped both, with Wally Biown
going in as her foil In place of Vcn
Zell, end likelihood of a singing
group in as - successor to Rii.sttll.
T,atter is how singing on the Lucky
Dick
Strike "Hit Parade" show.
to

its

Mack

retiii

Monday

continues

at

the

production

helm.

Meanwhile Lever Bros, would
like to get off the

nut on the

weekly package which

Mi.ss

.'lill

$I7.U(I0

Diivis

Nobod.v's offere<l In take
it off the Levels' hands, so they're
contracUially obligated lo re.uiiiie
picking up the tab.
controls'
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NAB BOARD VOIES SELF-POUCING
F^on

Tis-Taint

On twixt

Goes
Perennial

Washington, Aug.

13.

controversy

over

service for the Agriculture Dept.
Wilson, in a July 25 memo to his
48 state extension directors, had
touted the U. S. Census Bureau
study of rural radio' listening, which
he claimed proved his major thesis
that farmers in the underserved
areas listened most to regional and
local stations for farm service programs, rather than to the powerful
channel jobs. Wilson also
clear
claimed the Census study bolstered
his own belief that more and better radio time in the evening as
well as in the daytime is heeded
for farm information programs.
Sholis in a heated reply Aug. 8
declared the U, S. Census study was
loaded in favor of the regionals, but

added

that,

even

PUIS TEETH INTO Ed Murrow Winds Up Junket Sets

Exports

Statistics

Pattern for
E

>

Washington, Aug. 13.
A militant NAB board of directors
meeting in Estes Park, Colo., last
week, followed the lead of prexy

Russia Ain't Playing

whether or not the farmers are getting the kind of radio service they
want from the powerful dear channel outlets flared up here last Thursday (8) when Victor Sholls, director of the clear channel broadcasters service, put oh the gloves with
M. L. Wilson, director of extension

—

Fav^

Rural

As

CBS and

the atom
are concerned, the Soviet Union
far. as

.

talking.

isn't

Dr.

Lyman

Bryson, in charge-

show

—

including

the

program of industry self-regumore FCC moves
Blue Book variety.
Spearheading' a program calling
for expansion of NAB activities up
and down the line was a resolution

down..
Consequently, when he came
to the Russian side, last night
(Tues.), Bryson. put on Charles
Colling wood from N. Y. and
CBS'
Moscow
correspondent

okaying

ards 6( practice and the old

of.

At

Richard Hottelet.

Wilson misin-

"Three-to-One"
The clear channel spokesman
quoted figures from, the Government survey which showed three

Obtain For

An
precedent established, a
many farm families listened month FCC
ago at the hearings for
clears at night than tuned to
license applicants
New York
in
regional watters. "In each service
City may be invoked against the aparea from the poorest to the best,"
plication of the Cowles radio inSholis declared, "clear channel staterests for permission to sell
tions, were listened to. most over(N.Y.) to Generoso Pope, publisher
whelmingly by farmers at night"
ot 11 Progresso Italo-Americano. The
Sholis also maintained that farmCowles have agreed to sell the staers wanted to hear farm information
tion to Pope for $450,000.
shows during the.'daytime, and that
hearings, the PCC ruled
At the
the Census study indicated they
that analysis of the editorial conwere "well satisfied" with the time
is relevant
now given to such slots by the big- tent of a newspaper
matter when that publisher's applitime stations. Only 2.6 percent of
cation is considered for entry into
all
farm families interviewed, he
radio broadcasting. The ruling was
said, wanted to hear farm talks at
handed down in the argument connight.
license
granting of an
Figures in the Government study cerning
Daily News.
Subsewhich are qit bottom of the con- to the N. V.
quent to that ruling, the American
troversy are those which' indicate
to
permitted
Congress
was
Jewish
a preference of rural audiences for
into the hearing record an
enter
shows on nearby regional and local
analysis of the editorial content of
stations, rather than distant clear
columns
including
the
Daily
News,
channel outlets. Hiose show that of
canvassed, written by John O'Donnell.

FM

WHOM

FM

FM

listen to

clears

for necessary farm information, 19%
10 Class II stations, 41% to regionals
and 14%. to local watters.
,
In closing, Sholis demanded that
Wilson follow the radio practice of
allowing "both sides to b« heard'

and
letter

forwarded the clear channel
on to his extension directors,

Now New

opposed

to

Opening gun
flred

last

in that

week

in

11

campaign was

Mondo

(Tlie

World), a monthly published in N. Y.
which calls Itself "a forum for unfettered Italian opinion on world
Alberto CupelB is m.e. of
events."

mag.

Post to Frederick
CBS' long time quest for a dlrec
promotion and advertising— the Job held down by Paul M.

—

Hollister resulted this 'week in ap
pointment of David Frederick to the
post. Latter was former editor and
and publisher of Tide, and during
the war served as director of war
programs, for the OWI. Prior to that
lie was with the Treasury Dept
Sales promotion and advertising
job, in elTect, will be split up two
ways, for, coincident 'with appoint,
ment of Frederick,' the network has
upped its art director, William
Golden, to the associate promotion

advertising directorship. He'll work
with Frederick in the creative plan
ning of the department.

Y&R

committee will be

"Grand Officer" bestowed on him by
Mussolini, El Mondo says:
"II Progresso's editorial room is
more or less composed of the same
(Continued on page 33)

WABC

Soags Fast

In Bobble

25G

Take With

Lnckies /Hit Parade'
WABC, the CBS flagship station
New

York, grabbed itself a fast
in
$25,000 a year added revenue In one
of the slickest ideas yet pacted. Station is now carrying the Coast repeat of the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" show, which is heard earlier
in the evening oh the same station
from 9 to 9:45 p.m. Repeat is carried

from midnight

It s

to study revision of present
standards and present recommendations at the NAB convention,

Oct. 21-24.

Idea

that

is

takes over the production reins

to 12:45.

believed to be the

first

time

with

WABC

execs figuring that, in-

on "Duffy's Tavern" when it re- stead ot carrying dance band re^
sumes in its new Wednesday time motes it that houj, it might as well
.

on Oct,

Uiider the

2.

JWT

banner, Stanford

was associated with Lux Radio Theatre (or some years, as well as with
the Edgar Bergen show, the scries
of
etc.

two-hour Elgin holiday

shows,

If

FihK Can Can

Hiat

Still

Murrow also
more reporting

said we can stand
of this country to
itself, region by
region, state by
Minnesota doesn't know v/hal's
going on In Oregon how its people
live,, what they grow, their, sports,
the climate. Radio could do the job.

Voice,

state.

sort of an industry Blue Book expressing the credo of broadcasters
and embodying some of FCCs own

WhyCanVRadio?

—

He also got the impression that
"If Holly wood, can do it, why can't
foreign news reports and analyses
radio'.'" appears to be a mounting
beef among, radio producers and di- had been too complex, a little over
the heads of the average U. S.
rectors who contend that, in comFuture broadcasts, Murparison with film studio technicians, < listener.
row. felt, should be couched in
there is a sluggish
indifference k
on thcpart of radio, particularly, in simpler language, with less boring
except where necessary to let the the field of sound
detail on involved, obscure points.
improvement.
audience know a show is transcribed
Murrow found less uneasincs.s in
What is discouragii>g to the r.'idioNBC and CBS reps opposed the new ites
the fact that the one medium the west than elsewhere about the
rule, it was understood.
But he
that, after all, consists solely of the country's economic future.
Directors rubberstamped resolu- exploitation of sound in all
its also found, he says, an amazing action of. the NAB Music Advisory forms, prefers tc sit quietly
by while ceptance of the inevitability of anCommittee, and voted a $5,000 study the pix studios ar.e. giving minute other war. He was impressed, too,
of blanket and per program music attention to experimentation in su- by
the
incredible
variety
and
licenses.
Report is due before the personic sounds.
quantity of food in the U. S.
convention:
For some time now there has been
Back at his desk less than a week,
Early completion of an Employer- an awareness of the existence .of Murrow isn't working on any new
Employee Relations Division within these supersonic sounds. The most I programs' yet With veepee DavidNAB was approved.
commonly publicized aspect ef this {son Taylor, he'll be working on sevDirectors okayed a study of stand- was the special dog-whistle which eral shows together, the twp formi^
ards for program ratings and of uni- only pooches can hear, human aural a team. However, each *ill concenversal standards for recordings; and perception being sadly inferior to trate en different fields, Taylor on
approved standard AAAA contract that of animal. Scientists have also musical, entertainment and drama
form as proposed by the sales man- discovered that certain of these shows, Muirow on news, ediicatioii,
sounds, though inaudible, still affect discussion and general public affairs
agers executive committee.
audiences, who feel them and react programs,
"Oscar" Sana Fands
to them. Certain tones please them'
Since the end of the war, hi) reTabled agency recognition bureau while others jar and make them unports, there has b««n no reduuMuii
project and gave only half-hearted comfortable.
Thus, the sound desupport to ideas of setting up or- partm.ent of one of the pix studios is in CBS' foreign staff. CBS will conganization to make radio "Oscar" now working on experiments to in- tinue to cover world events as
awards. Directors authorized a new clude those supersonics on the film strongly as before.
committee to study the Radio sound track so as to heighten draAcademy idea, but refused funds to matic effect. During, for cxample,the project and announced a "bands a pa.^toral or a love scene, a pleasant
off policy.
or lulling sound would be projected
Directors v«ted to forbid NAB to the theatre audience which would
staffers to operate or own stock in only feel this intangibly; then, at the
on
the
side,
or
accept proper moment, the sound would be
radio stations
(This ac- changed to an exciting or irritating
fees from station sources.
tion is looked on as significant, in one, adding impetus to the normal
It's practically playing on
tendency
of climax.
view of the increasing
Washington, Aug. 13.
audience's emotions.
NAB Washington lawyers and en- anApplication
~ Both ABC and Mutual have called
of such alert and probgineers to enter the station ownering aspects of the technical side of on the FCC for ah "advisory opinship field)
radio would revolutionize dramatic ion" on the legality of "Pot O' Gold,"
Named Robert C. Colcson assistant programming, but it's strictly Holly
it was.learned here this week. Both
to prexy Miller, with headquarters wood's "baby."
nets are dickering with the idea ot
Coleson has been
in Hollywood.
NAB's western rep since January.
accepting the show under a revised

patois.

Other board actions included:
An overwhelming inajority of the
directors endorsed the FCC's prO'
posal to eliminate identifying an
nouncements of recorded programs

.

i.<:

•

.

|

)

J

Tot'

capitalize on one of the sock dancevocal shows in radio and pick up
audiences that missed the earlier

performance.
The "double-take" on the "Hit
Parade" got under way last Saturday 110).
.

OK by

Nets

IfFCCWon'tMind

Referred to finance committee a
proposal to set up the job of Assistant to the Presid<;nt in the

MEXICO STEPPING INTO
BIGTIME WITH 250

office.

classes

of

membership.

councils

.

in

each

NAB

district

to

work with newly-formed "Freedom
of

Radio!'

Committee.

KW

fall, but want to g«t
FCC's blessing before clearing the

time.

Acting FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny, it is understood, ha.s jTDiked
Mexico will have one ot the former commission reticence in the
world's largest broadca.sting stations face of such requests, and is reunder plans of Eniilio Azcarraga to ported ready to give the nets a
on
develop a 250,000 watt, transmitter "purely advisory" opinion
j-t Mexico City
for his XEW.
An- whether or not the new format is
nouncement was made of a large acceptable under the anti-lottery
^"P^nsion program, for his stations provisioiis of the radio act.
James Lawrence Fly, counsel for
XEW. XEQ and
which
include
Cleary
agency
Williams,
Roche,
XEWW, shortwave station.
One ot (he newest television handling "Pot O' Gpld'| has reportslight
recommended
two
edly
studios on the continent is now un
der con.struction* at Mexico City with changes in the old version' of the
latest equipl^lent already on order. show, which he believes brings it
An FM station *is expected to t>e within the pale. Snow was once recompleted within ?ix months which ferred to the Dept. ot Justice by
includes arrangements for network FCC for prosecution under the antir
coverage which wiil give Azcarraga lottery act, but went off the air
the largest network in the 'republic, before 'the D. J. moved one wuy or
Laredo, Tex., Aug.

Rejected a special $200,000 assessment of membership to cover purchase price of New NAB h. q. at
1771 N St.. N. W., but authorized a
study ot the present dues schedules
with a view to possible increases for
certain

format in the
.

New

York

Tony Stanford, long time identi- in radio that a station has carried
with J. Walter Thompson agen- a network show twice in the same (NABi moves to new expanded
cy as Coast producer, joins Young & evening on a regular basis. Show is quarters next month).
ot
Rubicam on the Coast this week. repeated Kve out of the New York,
Recommended "appointment

slot

NAB

Altho r \B passed the rule,
dir^tors reserved judgment on
whether or not it would be invoked "ex post facto" against
Pellegrin and Bartley.

new Code may be

fled

He

Murrow said he found vast areas
where people depended Iar.i;'ely on
radii for information, especially oi\
foreign events. Newspapers in iiiid
and far west devoted most of space
to local news, he discovered, sloughing oil international coverage. Murrow was surprised to find the large
percentage of local radio stations
carrying news originations fi'om N.
Y., London and Paris.
"Most encouraging," Murrow said, "was my
discovery of the extent and depth
of the curiosity of the American
people.
It's much deeper than an
average European's, for whom war
and hunger has dulled an interest
in international events."

.

Grand OHlcer Pope
Referring to Pope as "Mussolini's
loudspeaker from Nov.
1928 to Dec. 29, 1941, or 22 days after
Pearl Harbor," and reminding, its
readers that Pope held the order of

American

tor of sales

Tony Stanford to

Yorkers

WHOM

transfer to Pope
granting the
are preparing the same kind of a
case for presentation to the FCC.

this

CBS Promotion

A new

basis.

PopeWHOMDeal

to

farm households

business survey, listening to tli«
radio and talkinj; to people en route.

named

times as

30% reported they

trip a

.

May

.

'

covering the continent, rnade the
combination vacation, rest and

won FCC

he pulled out of
earlier this summer he is not
affected by the new ruling.

since

—

News Precedent

terpreting conclusions reached by
the Government on rural radio
needs.

492,707

NAB

watered-down "standards."
the same time, the directors

the

voted to amend the association's bylaws to enable it to initiate ."codes^
and standards" and more important'
"adopt measures for the observance thereof." Up to this time,
codes have been purely advisory,
and stations' compliance with them
was theoretically on a voluntary

recently

mer NAG public relations man
Ed Kirby is also angling for a
new waittcr in Nashville; but

$3,000 study of the stand-

a.

Department.

Pellegrin

Code, discarded a year ago in favor

—

so,

FM

green light for a station in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and Bartley is
competing in a hearing for a
new regional in Houston. For-

of the

Great Britain, France and China.
He had held one spot open for
the U.S.S.R. But they turned it

>

completed by Edward R. Murro.\\',
programing veepee. Murrow, who
had served overseas for CBS nina
years, .headquartering in London but

owning pieces of stations hits
squarely at Frank Pellegrin, director, of advertising, and Robert Bartley, head of the Assn's.

lation to fend off

U.S.A.,

cially of its

Does It Hit?
Washington, Aug. 13.
NAB's new ban on staffers

sive

on since July 22, has had repi
of all the major powers on the

Pattern of new CBS shows, espenew shows, is likely to
develop out of a 2Vi month, 11,000
mile cross-country tour by aul'o just

Whom

Justin Miller and called for closer
NAB-statipn relations and an aggres-

"You and the
Atom" program which has been

for the net of the

CBS Teople Programs

13.

'

I

I

Streamlined district meeting procedure to permit joint meetings of
contiguous districts.
Adopted proposed amendment to
article 14. ot the by-laws to permit
70 stations.
their complete revision.

the other.

'

Wednesday, August 14, 1946
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For four years

a queer,

high-pitched

human

whistle oil

^<

Gdlumbia's Pacific Network has befeu the signal to miluotii^i#
west-po$sl listeners of the most sj^rte^lrtni^g mys^^

the

air.

Today on the entire CBS network

it is

an urgent sound

paging every advertiser eager to guarantee sure-fire ^tt^ii^fen
for his messiage.

and produced by Columbia,

r/ie Pf/iistfer, conceived

first

pierced the west-cioast air back in 1942 as a unique and original
sustaiiiing
shifts, it
111

June 1943

prising

ph

program. Through the yifai*^, fepite frequent

continued to carry

to

pei^fomanCe proved

Facifi<5 Ct>ast

it,

t)f this

its

mdMiM^y its audience.^

advertiser

and with canny

irresistible to

tittle

.

an

^liteit-

(ThE Sigiial OilCo. ) He lathed

f0resi|iit*'Buring the first six

year, its L6.8 Pacific Coast

mouths

Hooper average placed it con4

sistetitly
I:;

among the top 15

¥6day, except

of a/! programs heard

for the Pacific coast,

business on the entire

CBS

on the Coast.

Th^ Whistkr

is

open for

network. For the businessman with

a message it shapes up as an audience- tested, audience-proven

program
head.

He

of terrific impact.
is

The sponsor who uses it is using his

not whistling in the dark.

k.

,•

•>•,'

"

.

.

.

:

RAAIO
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h

Writers GuOd

NBC, CBS DX Pact

betuieen-seasoa jockeying

/our-iietu)OTfc
«onali(ieis

in

weeks

I

!

the curtain U/(* on <h« '46-'47 ieaion, th#
ha» e chonped drosfi.allv, toith tnony o/ the fcev per-

will

time periods, eome under

Out o/ (he scramble

stvitches to other networks.

SUNDAY
P.M.

«.

schedules

nijtif-bu-nifllit

|

The CBS contrac took a little
longer because there- were some'
complications regarding schedules.
NBC's overall pay-hike was about
14r;
while CBS' comes in many in.staiici'.s to about 17%, but each net
n(/w pays the ihortwave writers the

Si

(Intl.

Silver)

Sun. Eve, Parly

Hour

Catholic

Harriet

(Hires)

bringing the two to

Kate Smith
(Gen. Foods)

Bob Burns

Sustaining

Nick Carter
(Cudahy)

1:99

Gene Autry

Jack Benny
(Lucky Strike)

Drew Pearson

Sustaining

(Wrigley)

Blondie
(Super Suds)

Phil Hariris-Alice Faye
(Fitch)

Time

(New" Show)

Quiz Kids
(Miles Labs)

Sam Spade

Charlie McCarthy

Ford Symphony Hour

(Wildroot)

(Std.

Crime Doctor

Fred Allen
(Std. Brands)

(Whitehall)

(Lee Hats)

Don Goddard
(Seeraan Bros.)
7:39

problem in
parity was the

NBC pays monthly, while
checks are issued weeXly.
hew (unitorm) scales now.
a monthly basis for both nets,
follows:

NBC

,

.

The
a.-i

to

regaining his health in Arizona, although presently he's in Mexico.
•The -reports as to Kesten's future
have spanned' everything from his
taking over the presidency of ABC
network, starting a fifth network,
a deal involving development of
and television stations, stepping into
the manufacturing end of color tele

Sustaining

<5pen

Moving

fact that

is

last week's board meeting in New
York, came as no surprise, in view
of Kesten's Ijealth. It was because
of his health that Kesten turned
down the presidency during the top
shelf exec reshuffling upon the return of William iS. Paley from over,
with Frank—Stanton subseseas,
quently moving, into the. post of
prexy. Since then, Kesten has l>cen
,

CBS
on

Resignation ot Paul W. Kesten as
vice chairman of the board and director of CBS, announced following

Websters
(Quaker Oats)

«:3«

Another

scale.

To Health Only

and

MUTUAL

ABC

NBC

CBS
Ozzie

.

same

•poiis'orjhip auspices,

tieio

o/ sfdrs /or better fiine stgmewtt

j
'

«:39

(Philip Morris)

Sustaining

TM

Brands)

Ford Symphony Hour Special Investigator

equipment (it was Kesten who. as
exec veepee of CBS, fought the lone

(Comhi'l: Credit)

Foreign Dept.
$43'7.00

Rpgioiial Expert
Senior Writer'
In icrnicdiatc Writer

.

New Show

9:M

380.00
360.99

bell

.

for.'

Soup

:

Camp- Manhattan Merry-GoRound

Walter Winchell
(Jurgens)

Exploring Unknown
(Revere !'Coppcr)

Louella Parsons

(WoodburjO
9:39

Texaco Star Theatre

Album

(New Show)

(Bayer)

of

Jimmy

Music

Double or Nothing

Fidler
(Carter Pills)

(Pliarmaco)

.'

Policewoman
(Carter PUls^

,

19M

Take

19:39

We

or Leave
(Eversharp)
Tlie People

.

(Gulf Oil)

MONDAY'
7:99

Beauty Title

P.M.

Theatre Guild of Air
:

(U. S; Steel)

Mystery of Week
(P & G)

WPEN .and

Oscar

row man, over who

video)
with also
he's mixed up with
in Mexico City.
,.

'

.

are said to be baseless, with
Kesten solely I'nterested in recapturing his health. Although continuing as a consultant for CBS, he'll
remain strictly on the sidelines, wiili
possibility that he'll do sonic writing

on his own.
Generally accepted is the fact that
Kesten, during IS years as one of
the CBS' chief officers, played a
major role in the field of radio. The
standard he set for the network's
promotion activities is one of the
factorsf that

run the

News

;

.

made

Iniier

it

difficult for

Joan Davis Show
(Swan Soap)
Lux Radio Theatre

9M

Dailies

((io-Op— Pure Oil)

(BayukV

(DuPoul)

Lux Radio Theatre

9:39

WPEN

week of festivities.
NciifcId is well known in show
business circles. He is in charge of
lllm delivery for the Highway Exa

Sullivan

Voice o( Firestone

(Larus Bros.)
Sustaining

Telephone Hour

Sustaining

Benny Goodman,

Vic-

.

Sustaining

Screen Guild
(Lady Esther)
Schick Razor Show

TUESDAY
7:99

r.M.

7.39

Show

Contented

Sustaiiiing

Spotlight

Bands

Sustaining

Sustaining

Q.

I.

(Mars Candy)

Chesterfield

(Co-op)

Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Jack Smith

News

Elmer Davis

Sustaining

(P & G)
American Melody

(Miles)

(Co-op)

Claims Agent
(Kreml)

Sustaining

Supper

Club

Baukhage

News
(Richfield Oil)

Kaltehbom
(Co-op
Big

8:99

Town

—Pure

Inside ot Sports

Morris

Philip

(Ironized Yeast)

(New

Mel Blanc Show

Date With Judy

(Colgate)

(Turns V

Vox Pop

Amos

(Lipton Tea)

(Lever Bros.)

Hollywood Players

Fibber

(Cresta Blanca)

(Johnson's

Frolics

Show'*

9:90

'n'

Lum

'n

Abner

Procter tt Gamble, which in recent weeks has been in the process
overhauling its radio programschedules, has finally evolved
a pattern for its 7 to 7:30 cross-theboard sponsorship on CBS in tha
fall, P&G has relinquished the time
for the .summer.
Instead of bringing Lanriy Ross
back, PiG win spot "Mystery ot
the Week" in the 7-7:15 segment.
That's the show that P&G tried out
on a split network, last season, Jack
Smith goes into the; 7:15-7:30 period.
ot

Sustaining

Adv. of Falcon
(Gem Razor)

Sustaining

Heatter
(Zonlle)

ming

Real Stories
fAnacin)
9:39

Company and at one time was
head of local exchanges. Ho also
operates a model school and agency.

&

Molly

.

Wax)

Doctor Talks It Over
(Amer. Cyanimide)
Sustaining

Bob Hope

Sustaining

19:0«

,

Sustaining

agency's

Hollywood.

radio

Move

from
viewed as

activities
is

Sustaining

(Pepsodent)

Uplon Close
(Nil. Economic Coun-

COAST RADIO PARADE

further recognition by Lyons outfit, following lead of Young & Rubicam and other agencies, that Hollywood and not New York is the
Ko. 1 production center for radio
as well as pix.
Ben Pearson, formerly with J.

Sustaining

(New Show)

LYONS AGENCY JOINS

cil)

18:39

WEDNESDAY
7:89

Red: Skelton
(Raleigh)

Sustaining

P.M,

Mystery of Week
(P Sc G)

Chesterfield

Jack: Smith

News

.

(P&G)
7:39

'EUery Queen
(WhltehaU)

Supper

Baukhage
(Co-op)

Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Raymond Swing

Sustaining

(Miles)

(Co-op)

Clainw Agent
(Kreml)

Lone Ranger

:

Walter

'Thompson, and Lennen &
on the Coast, has joined

the Lyons agency and comes east
next week. He'll take over the New
York radio dept. when Omiperle
goes to the Coast,
'

Insid«. o( Sports

8:99

Jack Carson .'
(Campbell Soup)

Kaltenbprn
(Co-op-Pure Oil)
Mr. & Mrs. North

(Woodbury)

(Bayuk)

Lum

'n

For Radio Lui (English)
Radio Luxembourg time, left for
France by plane yesterday (Tues,\
having laid groundwork for U. S.
advertisers coming in when Radio
Lux'a English programs go commercial

Sustaining

(Gen, Mills)

.

Mitchell,

Coca-Cob, Par Signed
Louis Merlin, prez of Information
Et Publicite, Paris, sales agents for

Sustaining

Club

STRIP PATTERN
ON CBS SET BY P&G

Sustaining

(Miles)

Andy

NEW

(Bay uk )

Oil)

Sustaining
8:39

pr<'ss

&

.

(Bayer)

-

A.
S. Lyons agency is revamping its radio setup, with Harry Oninicrle switching' from Now York to
tlie Coast next month to head up all

From, track rheets held on 150 playgrounds under the supervision of 250
professional athletic leaders, 63 boy
.and girl winners of the finals liere
this week, condu."ted In W'throw
High School stadium amid traditional
American sports pageantry, will go
to Cleveland to complete Aug. 24 in
the national finals,' 20 other cities
taking part.
The finals are to be
staged in Cleveland's Muni iStadium,
with Father Flanagan of Boys Town
delivering the invocation.
Each of Cincy's three dailies
co-operated with
|n
the
Olympics promotion, treating tha
movement as a civic enterprise, as
did various business houses and motion picture theatres, which contributed displays and screen trailers.
The station blurbed JO daily through
special programs a.iid spot announcements.

WKRC

Mystery of Week
(P SiC)

Hour

H ouses

welfare movements in local history.

Sherlock Holmes
(Petri Wines)
Gab. Heatter

(Carnation)
Dr.

and Bob Hawk repeat split network

and Fdm

Cincinnati, Aug. 13..
With an enrollment, of 27,153
children, -Greater Cincinnati's participation in the Junior Olympics, iin<

der WKRC sponsorship, has developed into one of (he largest youth

.

(Coca Cola)

Philly.

Neufeld has ben in charge of the
"Miss Philadelphia" contests here
since 1940. This ycir he is also running another contest, the winner of
which will go to Wildwbod, N. J., for

Drummond

(Lewis-Howe)

(Miles)

tor Borge

court,

pageant, the two were inseparable.
Miss Lcnora S. Slaughter, executive director of the Atlantic City pajicant, said that her organization had
approached
to handle the
Philadelphia competition, as a means
of getting a better representation in

Bulldog

(Socony)

19:3*

The

Abner

(Simier);

value of the name
Philadelphia" and therefore

however, declared that, since the
purpose of the local contest was to
choose an entrant for the national

'n'

Real Stories
(Anacin>

the

the Atlantic City affair.

.

Olympics, Supported By

J.

Inside of Sports

Lum

CBS

promotion

.

WKRC Sparkplugs Junior

Taylor
(Gen: Motors)

(Gen. Mills)

Ed
8:39

Henry

man.
'

Kaltcnbom
Cavalcade' of America

Sahctiim
(B'rome)

8:99

had expended vast amount of time,
en'ort and money since 1940 in es"Miss

Sustaining

(Co-op)

Lone Ranger

1«:99

had a prior right to the title. He
further argued that the "Miss' Philadelphia" contest was independent of

Elmer Davis

(Miles)

Neufeld contended through his
lawyer, H. George Lipsius, that he

tablishing

Fulton Lewis
(Corop)

Claims Agent
(Kieml)

station

ing the "Miss Philadelphia" tag. The
court also denied Ncufeld's,' request;
that it restrain the Atlantic City
beauty
pageant
from accepting
WPEN's entrant in the "Miss America" Competition.

(Co-op)

(P&G)

"Miss Philadelphia" contest in Philly
this year, reached a showtlown in
the coiarts on Friday (9), with the

emerging the victor.
Presiding Judge L. Staufler Oliver
of Common Pleas Court denied Neufeld's petition for a preliminary injunction to restrain WPEN from us-

Baukhage

Jack Smith

13.

battle, beNeiifeld, vet
is toi

Show-

Bob Hawk Show
(Camels)

Philadelphia. Aug.

Chesterfield Supper

O

On
The long drawn-out

the

Mystery My Hobby
(Mutual Benefit)

Theatre Guild ot Air

7:39

WPEN Wins Coirt Tiff

tween

Ameclie Show
(P 4: G)
(New Show).
Parkyakarkas
(Old Gold)

J>oii

it

color

AH

to find the right kind of

events.

;ilm

it

for

some talk that
some enterprise
.

(Dr. Lyons'*

........ 'Z80.28

EnclUh Dept.
Chief of Section.
.$427.50
Acting Assistant Chief of
Section
300.99
Sehlor Writer
342.00
Intermediate Writer ..
256;!)d
Junior Writer
171.00
The Guild, is now ready to negotiate a new contract for NBC's do'mestic news writers, but is awaiting
the return from Paris of William F.
Brooks, veepee of news and special

fight

Sustaining

MoniMy

Co. cyory
Chief of Section.

Bow Due

Kesten

Prograi

Wh«n

ouer;

tiirtually

/ollowing picture emerges:

file

ehoi-twavc
tlaliii);

is

radio shifting over into.neu)

some invbluinj

The Radio Writers. Guild, which
completed negotiations for NBC's
several
dept. scripters
ago; has. now finished ncgoa similar CBS contract. For
tlu- first time, the DX-ers on both
nets have been broiusht to parity as
lar as wages are concerned.

Coml Network

Fall Liiieiip of
Tlie

Abne}

(Milfis)

Sustaining

Sept.

1.

Contracts -with

Coca-Cola and Paramount Pictures
were In his pocket. Par for a halfhour weekly program. Coca-Cola's
time as yet unsettled. Coca-Cola already sponsors an hour on Radio
Lux In the French segment.
Choice for Radio Lux's U. S. biz
rep, a choice plum, has narrowed
down to two people. Merlin said
.

Sustaining

(Continued 'on pagt 32)

itiefore

Jeaying^^l^osiQn io ,bj:..made

shortly In Paris,

... the

Mona

AAA

Lisa meets you eye-to-eye, great art from every angle.

...Any way you
If

you want

to

look at

it,

WCAII

see results, you'll see

is

a

eye

great tadio buy.
to

eye with

WCAU.
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Marcel Brun; Ben Grauer,
With Les Damon, Claudia Moryan, With Staali Coiaworth, Lesley Woods, With Capt. Kay Slroxil, Dorothy
Gene Kirby, announcer
narrator;
Santo OrlCKa, Fre* Fradkin oroh;
John Gibson, Bernard Lefirow,
Writer: Ray Harvey
Francis, Ruth Last, Lois Volkman,
Tom Shirley, announcer
Gilbert Mack, James Van D)'ck,
Mildred Fenlon
Joseph Da Santls, Arthur Kohl, Producer: Kay Elliott
Writer: MlUon Lewis
Georce Mathewt, Lon Clark, Tony
McCarthy Director:
Producer-Director: Hi

Brown

Marvin, annonncer
Writer: Alonio Dern Cole
Producer; Robert J. Landry

3a Mlns.; FrI., H:30 p. m.

GENERAL FOODS
WABC-CnS,

N. Y.

(yoiiiig

the

III

& Rubicnm)

wholcoalc

reshuffling

WABC-CBS,

spotted

n the Friday nif!hl 8:30 time
kale Smith occupied last sea-

.

.

N. Y,
tWeiitlrai(b)

After three year* as a sustainer,

Photographer"

"Crime

mercial for the

^

'j'-'il

went

''"i^Jt^*

com-

^1^!!.*'

when Anchor-Hocking Glass
of sponsorship of "Hobby
This inarl(s the sixth year on Lobby.
picked up the, tab for this
As "Casey
radio of the advenVurcsonie saga of CBS house-built show.
the program had
Photographer,"
the.
the Dasliiol Haaimett-inspired charkicking around all segments ot
acters. Nick Cliarlcs and Nora, with been
network, beir.g. heard early (afHaiiimctt now blanketing tlio kilo- the
ternoons) and laic (11:30 p. m.) and
cycte-s with "Tliin. Man," "Fat Man"
In the
various spots in between.
ami "Sam Spade."
summer of 1945 it looked like it was
I'orhap? ifs lime tor Hi Brown to sold when in a good hiatus spot, it
take stock of his valuable "Thin snagged a sensational 14 rating. Its
Man" package. For thus daddy of ,„ore recent suslaii-ing ratings have
tli.-ii\ all, still ctiiig;tig to th;it suave,
ijgen 6-7 averai^e
.sophisticated Nick-,\ora banter amid
j^^. eompetition
of midv^lii.:li

,

soil.

"

'

the new season's
broadcast (9) to have enthe realm of absurdum.
The
siiow was "The Case of the
T^itkins; Shop." and it was as unbelievablo as it was crudely devised.

season commercial programrping in
the heart of the evening (Anchor
Hocking has it in the Thursday 9:30
period). "Crime Photographer" will
need some pepping up, particularly
in the acting division. ,Pertormance.s
on the initial spcn-sored broadcast
were for the most part sluggish and
<»^Ute below the _par^f those a^^^

openiiiij

tered

toi'off

Nick and Nora were nothing more
tliaii
bloodlcs-S puppets, and some
»hn%"?.Hi'„ n..h fhnv
where al
had lost til?
the pa?ucu?at°cl^',!;
pa.v„.u,oi ....c,., wU^
whicli Hamniclt had endowed his;"'"'^"
favorite sleuthing team.

.

heard

as

a

sustainer.

The

was that, after three
amateur -sleuthing, the

overall effect

The rapid

of

others

'

Sustalninr
N, Y.

Better scripting,

exaggerations

a lonin;
in the

down

managed
of

•
I

Nick

pg^in

to'conve.v
certainly,

Siislaining

-

WK/,0, Kalamazoo
encountered
DifTiculties
by
j
young couple who were hastily married during the war and are currently in the throes ot "getting ac-

quainted" are the basis of

sale.

this

on WKZO, which
Avery agency has up

sustainer
Lewis H.

the rest of

If

new
the
for

adds up

it

to

punchy kickoff, Avery shouldn't
have much difTicuiiy in that respect.
Ross Spencer has just wired Ann,
his wife, that he's been released
from the Navy and is due in town in
as subtly
a.s- well
a few hours. Instead' of hashing that
Current situations interest.
their problem.-:.
Even the reliable Walter Kiernan. subject over for the whole quarterabroad are presented simply, with as emcee, seems to fall in with the hour, as most soap opera composeri
informal dialog, and no
ploa.s;int.
program's general tone, fumbling in- would be prone to do, scripter Barpretense. Overall result is effective. eptly past contestants and cracking barn Donahue spots Ann and her
Saturday's (10) program was a ;ome weirdly ancient gags.
next-door neighbor, squeaky-voiced
It's .i
The subject was truism that programs of this sort Knima, beating their gums comically
point.
ease in
Program, in straight nar- can be made or broken by partici- over what kind of clothes Ann
France.
with dramatiza- pants. This one had excellent peo- should wear when she meets Ross,
ration interposed
tions, painted a pictiire of present ple >^'hcn caught Monday (12), obvi- how she should act. elc— and then
livin-.; contlilions. with gas, electriously neither shy nor nervous, soine gets them out of the house' lo the.
city and soap rations, coal .shortage; of them with
reajly funny adiib station, where Ann' mistakes anoihcr
Knler Ko.ss,
Program dramatized material, but it never jelled.
sailor for her husband.
clo'thcs lack.
French rationing, how a family buys
To the standard participation and there's some kidding about her
a dross for an engaged daughter, prescription were added two new- failing to recognize the guy she
how dishes are bartered for clothes, concoctions: a weekly poem contest, married, with F.iiima finally walking
how the French get aloiig with sub- with all the lightweight lyrics from otr with the Sailor.
and how cheerful they each show toted up to a winner by
stitutes,
Acting was uniformly good. Wriliir
were under their privations. Per- a guest judge (Van Johnson in this also played Ann. Larkin and Ruth
haps the picture was a little too case) who has to hear every pro- Noble were Ross and F.iiiina: and
But it gram; and "One of a Kind," in RobiM-t Baird was the sailor. (Wi'-echeerful and' acquiescent.
the which audience is watered down by
e.specially
roalislic.
sounded
the

—

•

•Jtiiies

in-laws squabthe
preparations for

of the future

and
wedding.

bling,

a process of elimination to a single
person who then receives' a gift
duplicate. Latter is a
is lost in bad scripting.

which has no
Program introduced Capt. Marcel good idea but

intercsl.

'

-

30 Mins.; Mon,-lhru-Frl., 4:30 p.m.

WJZ-ABC,

Larkla

Ruth Noble, Richard Baird

.Noble,

Writer-Producer: Miss Donahue
IS MIns,, Tues. and Thurs. 9;I5 a.n,

formats
participation
Audience
30 Mln-n.; Sat., 11:30 a.m.
seem to have reached the saturation
Sustainlnir.
point, needing only a fervent "Hold,
WKAF-NBC, N. Y.
enough!" from listeners for a safely
Around
"Home
current
NBC's
valve to prevent them from getting
The World." a public service sus- completely out of hand. Not that
tainer in the University of the Air
"Meet Me in Manhattan" has any
series, has a simple, almost sentiwild or unusual gimmicks. It doesn't.
mental approach, but il is likely to
about, a.s. characterless as any
it.s
ends to dramatize the It's
gain
made up of
aiid-participationer
f
characttM-istics' and customs ot other
loosely strung together twists, none
lands and gain our respect tor them,
unusual enough to foment
them
of
in
aidour
enlist

,

mayhem, seemed on

F.'

announcer.
Writer: Doria Folllolt.
Producer: Howard KecRan.

ANCHOR-HOCKING

o(

Foods pvoKram. "Thin Mail,"
heard on CBS Sunday
(oiiiitfiiy
niKlits opposite Jaclt Bcnliy, is now

Charles

Ella. Brace;

Director; John DIelt
30 MIns.; Thurs., 9:3« p.m.

CLMiei-al

1946

"THE NEWLYWEDS"
ME IN MANHATTAN"
"HOME AROUND THE WORLD" "MEET
With Walter Klernan, emcee, others; With Barabara Donahue,

"CRIME FHOTOGRAPHEB"

MAN"

"THIN

..

Eirun of France Forever, in N. Y.,
in a brief inlro. then switched narrator Ben Crauor magically to a

Perhaps

was

it

all

opening day

-

jitters.

Toniin.

"UNHAPPY BIRTHDAY".

Wllh Clillon Fadlman, lurralor;
John Beai, Fannie Hurst. Josh
White, James Ciiirey, Merle Miller,
Dr. Howard Curtis, Rev. Alien E.
Claxion, Sen. Chariest Tobey; announcer, Al Heifer, muslf, Josef

Slopak and orch
French town and household. Pro- "JUVENILE SEX CRIMES"
was not with the gram wi.ll make friends and break With Harold Shcvelson, Dr. Ralph S; Wrller: I,arry Menkln
Banay
Producer-Director: Martin .Andrews
down hallional barriers— which, senp.m. (one
15 MIns., Wed. (7) 12:01 a.m. (one 30 Mins.; Tues.
(6), 10
timentality aside, is its purpose.
.

.

Bron.

Someone thought up the bright apart from the host

amateur
"Photog" should

of other

sleuthing

.

sessions,

!

I

WDRC
W
D R

^

M

sive style of speech, to his analyses
Senof the news for boff effect.
tences are short, words are simple,
and style not involved. The man
on the street understands, and the
man in the library appreciates.
,

'

tained

all

ot

its

bright

qualities.

Accomptng herself on the piano.
Miss Alan sings in a lively, puretoned soprano voice with excellent
phrasing and piquant sense of humor.

Numbers were varied

To

.

issue.

shot')

Susiaining

N. Y.
boost an article in

Coronet mag

WJZ-ABC,
its

August

week put on

last

a special radio show discussing juve
sex deviations. It was a talky little
15-minute stanza, but interesting and,
in a way, extraordinary tor radio.
Harold Shevelsbn, the mag's m.e.,
had written a piece in Coronet (under the pen name of Charles Harris),
about juvenile sex crim'es,. their
causes and possible cures. He kicked
the subject around with Dr. Ralph
S. Banay, formerly chief of psychia-.
try at Sing Sing Prison and now director ot research in social deviations at Columbia Univ. Between the
two ot them, the discussants pulle(]
no punches. They went into some
reasons and some proposals tor cures
or curbing of juveniles inclined to
be what the tabs call "sex maniacs."
It was the kind of adult talk .seldom
.if ever
heard on the air.

N, Y.

A week ago
called

an

((5)

orgaiiizali.>n

Americans United

Government put on

a

show

for World
for which.

ABC

gave time. Stacked. up against
the very great dramats and documentaries aired during the war—
this one look its place among Hie
topmost handful.
Scripter Larry Meukin did an unwrapping up the
in
usual
job
speeches by the luminaries on the
show with the dranialic sequences in
such a tight knot that the most
ardent opponent ot the show's theme
couldn't separate the gab from the
pure entertainment and dramatic
,

(Continued on page 33)

—

WOV, which ordinarily signs off
midnight, stayed on the air past
the zero hour in order,, as It said in
its official explanation, "to reach an
adult audience to whom the serious
discussion is of prime importance."
Cnrj.
at

.

in mood and
included "As I Was Awalkin' One
Morning in Spring," "Th€ Rambling
"I Had
a Sister Susan," "ASK DR. CYCLO"
"Sweet Lady Fair," "Darlin' ", "Rich With Al Henderson, Julie Conway
yoiing Bachelor." and "There Was Writers: Al Henderson, Jack Gates
a Young Farmer.'
Continuity, also Producer: Sylvan Tapllnger
scripted by Miss Alan, was a light 15 MIns.; Snnda.v, 12:30 p.m.
thread tieing the numbers together WORLD SCOPE ENCYCLOPEDIA

Kingdon summarized the Chinese
Monday in simple analOr
with dramatic description of the
three Soong sisters to point up the
effect.
He pointed out Chiang KaiShek's stand, the Reds'. He showed
the strings being pulled by U.S., by
A 15-ininut«
Russia for control.
talk laid out the picture plainly
Bron.

situatron

Sailor."

gies,

WMCA,

into a story sequence.

"TACK KIRBY SINGSHunter Kahler orth, Len
C'leary, George Cuvan
Wrller: Mort Hall
rroducer-Oirector: Maurice Murray

STATION

l.'t

Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.

MONTGOMERY WARD
WBBM.

N. Y.
This quiz show reduces the proformula down to the unadorned and unexciting e.sscntials.

gram

With

TO CLEVEIAND'S

shot)

WOV,

"STORIES IN FOLK SONGS"

With Davee Alan, Stanley Burns,
annonncer
emphasize some spc-cilic traits in the
the script, utilizing an assist, from leads and develop *heir personalities Writer: Davee Alan
Producer: Corl Ross
the iiharactcrs. without benefiting the more fully. Lacking this added color
20 MIns.; Sal.; 2:10 p.m.
commercial or the script.
Rose.
the burden is placed wholly on Sustaining
•
scripter Cole, who gets— and certain- WLIB, N. Y.
ly merits— star billing.
With the recent addition of RusCommercials extolling the virtues seU Oaville to its talent roster, and
ot Anchor-Hocking glass products now Davee Alan, WLIB's program
Rose;
point
the
department
aiid
to
seems
were brief
bent on cornering
the market in folk singers.
It's a
laudable step (even though it smacks
FRANK KINGDON
13 MIns.; Mon. (hrouKh FrI., < p.m. of monopoly), since folk music deHARTFORD J CCiSSCIiCUT
serves a; better break on the air
Sustaining
g
C
thian it's received over the past few
WOR, N. Y.
Dr. Frank Kingdon's new quarter- years; Unlike so much of Tin Pan
hour -series on WOR, N. Y.. which Alley's ear-wash, folk music has a
started Monday (12), is a distinct natural charm, vitality, and beauty
Kingdon brings his. aggres- in a popular and genuine art form.
asset.
sive, clear voice; straight thinking,
As rendered by Miss Alan on her
and above all a very simple, impres- preem session (10), the music re'

Idea of integralinf serious Sanka
cotToe commercials, fore and aft. into

CORONET MAGAZINE

a stodgy torrhat that calls for
about as much imagination as an
encyclopedia index, a string ot random queries are put to Al HenderIn

son, playing Dr. Cyclo, the

man who

knows all the answers. A gimmick,
providing for audience participation,
Coup & Belding)
Like WBBM's new "Billy Leach is also included with dialers invited

'''.SELL

MANir^HlbDUqS FOR

Chicago

(Footc,

C0MMA1«DS HEAP BIG

Show."

this "clcan-from-Pittsburgh" to submit letters pro and con on
layout was snapped up- for sponsor- such world shattering .questions as
by Montgomery Ward almost as "Is love at first sight possible'?"
soon as
At best, program last Sunday (II)
put it on the air.
Aimed at distaff listeners. It generated a mild curiosity in the
should accomplish its mission of lin- origin of such words as "mugwump"
ing up slenos. clerk.s. order fillers, aiici "echo" and other odd tacts.
cic. for Chi's,.big mail order house, But the deadpan riiannar in which
dimply on -the strength of Smoky the quiz was handled, gave it a
('My ciooner .lack Kirby, who tenors classroomish amal--ur quality.
me;iM ballad in the Danny O'Neil
sishion.
Plugs for this stanza are "SAY IT WITH MUSIC"
•Ufterent than for the Leach show, With Wlllard and orchestra, the Debonaires. Earl Rohlf's instrunienlai
Ijeing in the employee-relations vein,
trio,
Virginia
Alvarez,
Ha.vder
'vhile the other plays up Ward's
HendershoK; Pinky Hunter, emcee;
icrchandise.
announcer, Fran Petlay
Pioducor Maurice Murray- has
Producer: Jack Music
given
the
singer
everything he
could ask in the way of backing, 30 MIns,: Mon.-Frl.
with Len Cleary's solid doings with Sustaining
WHK; Cleveland
(he Hammond added to Hunter Kahis making a decided bid to
ler's orch lo give it body, and, while
lure away the faithful who stick to
the plu.gs (pleasant working condiafternoon diets of .soap box operas.
tion.s at Ward's, liitie-and-a-halt for
overtime, plenty ot chances for rapid And it's doing so with a potpourri
advancement, vacations with pay, ot colorful emceeing by Pinky Hungenerous discounts, etc.) arc repeti- ter, and a sparkling dish of musical
entertainment.
tive and laid on withn trowel, the
Hunter is good as an adiibbing
light, banter between Kirby and announcer George Guyan sorta takes eincee and keeps the show hopping,
although at limes the boys strain a
the sting out of 'em.
"Pleasant. Sunday afternoon lislen- bit in attempting to inject humor.
ing" describes the teeolT segment, There's enough musical talent in the
with Kirby's theme, "My iWondcrful halt hour to present a toprate show,
OiU'." sandwiching a nice trio ot and their tactics are usually a credit

^

I-

r

*.-J

.>^liip

"LISTENER"

WBBM

_

:

WHK

.

G«t aboard and lot WJW, Ckvsland't Chief Station; • Cemmandor of big
Kilenerahip, guido you to NoftlMrn Oliw'* bHRan-doMai: morkot. WJW brnigt
mart doytime listenon per dollar in the Cleveland area than any ether

in

regional slc^on.

tunes— "And Then It's Heaven,"
"When Vou Make Love to Me," and
"Prisoner of Love"— and the orch
contribbing an array including "Cynthia's ill Love" and "Two Silhouettes."

shine In

Cleary gets a chance to
the instrumental interims,

and maUc;-, the best of it;
Ward's sccin to. have a good buy
here, from the standpoint of both
Mike.
time and talent.

too.

.

program.
The Dcbonaii'es do a nice; job in
harmonizing: Virginia Alvarez is always easy to .li.sten to; organist Earl
Rohlf has formed a .smooth trio, and
Willard's 11-piece band beats out
loud, fast music that jumps.
If- the
group wouldn't rely ton
much on aflltl); and. attempt to work
from script, thei half-hour show
Mark,
would be network stuff.

KTUC
Tucson, Ariz.

FOR

UNIT

LAUNDRY
AND

DRY
CLEANER

lo the

'

CNEW

I

NEW YORK OFFICE
475 FKrh Avtnua

I.MMMI&

I

,1

CNmnMMMMai^

Hetol Pickwidc, Kaniat

Cty

6,

Mo.
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BADIO

Wedneeday, Aogmt 14, 194<

AP

Moves To

BMB

Measurement Bureau,
ready to come out

Broadcast

which

li

with Its first of a series ot a reports
chance
next Ottober, Is taking no
or
on the misuse of Its information
industry
6n the faUure of the radio
to use

at

It

all.

series of clinics has been held
York,
in
tor the last month
another series is planned lor Chi-

A

On the top
cracks pulled

of some indigo
by Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Kolbnar over
The air the week before, Ed and
Pegeen Fitzgerald came through
last week with some other stuff
that made listeners' ears wiggle
wiih wonder at the husband-wife
chatter teams.

Features for FacsimUe

Avert Data Misuse
Inc.,

Associated Press, through Its affllAtad Press Assn., Inc., which furnlniM a news wire to broadcasters,
h«B been signed to supply its feature
strvice to Newspaper Publishers'
Faximile Seryice.
Latter out&t.
headed by John V. L. Hogan, is now
supplying newspapers and radio people with experimental fac service,
in preparation for possible early expansion ol that phase of broadcast-

On

BMB

the

An

ing.

may be held on

ad agencies, advertisers, stareUilers
tions, nets, station reps and
have attended the N. Y. clinics conducted for BMB by Philip Frank;
Some of the points brought out In
of

clinics, as to the use of the
material once it's published,
are these:
To help compare radio with other
media; to evaluate stations and net-

the

BMB

works; to determine what station to
use to reach a given market; to

network
and sales;

and
stations
distribution

match
product

to
to

stations to supplement other
to allocate radio costs to
sales districts; to promote programs;
dealer-distributor tiein
foster
to
select

media;

and

advertising;
research.

One point

evaluate

to

being

yiat's

cleared

fully

up

.

the

is

falsies.

general. This general was pinning a decoration on a lady

WAC, Navy

or Marine. Whun he
the thing went
psh-sh-sh."
That was an expiring sound.

Hogan heads both NPFS and Radio
mak-

pinned

Inventions, Inc., and both are

ing use of the experimental data
compiled by a group of newspaper
publishers and radio people teamed
in Broadcasters' Faximile Analysis.
Participating in that project are the
Albany (N. Y.) Knickerbocker News,
Boston Globe,
Chicago Tribune,
Cleveland Plain Dealer, the Cowles
newspapers, the Hearst group. New
Bedford (Mass. ) Standard - Times,
New York Times, St. Louis StarTimes, Toronto Globe and Mail, and

on,

it

Safeway Stores To
Sponsor Coast Opera
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Safeway Stores, through a tieup
with San Francisco Opera Co., is
proposing to air complete operas
during a five-week period starting

Washington (D. C.) Post.

Sept. 19.

Foote, Cone & Belding is setting
of two operas weekly
be presented over United .Pacific
Network.

Philadelphia.— Julius C. Geise, Jr.,
recently discharged from the Navy,
has been named assistant chief engi-

up progratps
to

neer at WFIL.

surrounding countryside which is
blanketed by the rival station.
"The smart station man will either
wait for his competitor's data, or
check with the competitor," said a
official.

But there

is

stations

no doubt that a good
find

will

much ma-

BMB

reports to boast
film, etc., are
designed to teach the stations what
to do with the materiial after it's
terial in

about.

the

The

clinics,

out As another BMB official put
It: "The Audit Bureau of Circulation took three years after it started
to' publish reports to teach its members how to use those reporl.s.

We

are teaching

Slater's

them

in

'Sleep'

which are

advance."

Disk

Faces Food Act Rap
Ralph Slater, hypnotist, formerly
with his own program on Mutual, is
defendant in an odd law case. Slater
is to appear in Federal court, Brooklyn, Aug. 21, in a test case involving
the record, "Time To Sleep," which
he made recently lor the DcLuxe
Record Co.

Records were first placed on sale
In April. Recently a temporary ernbargo was placed on 23 such disks

channels.

Distributors,
held
by Malverne
Brooklyn, on claim records violated
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic act.
Slater, who claims it's all a conspiracy on part of manufacturers of
sleeping pills, Insists his record is
neither food, 'drug or cosmetic, and
above all a legitimate sleep producer.
He expects to prove it in

Bakery Wrings Brats'
Necks for New Strip
Continental Baking Co., which is
dropping sponsorship of the 11-yearold
CBS
Children"
"Bachelor's
serial, plans picking up the tab for
a new five-a-week, 15-minule strip
show with Irene Bea.sley. Sponsor
shifts into new line, 11:30-11:45 a.m.

"Chldren" folds alter the Sept. 27
broadcast, with Bess Flyhn, creator
of program, scrapping it perma
nently. She's teaming up with Mar

Ti'd

In these cases,
applications will

was announcing an "interim prowhich would remain in grant

cedure"

effect until final decision is

—

.

f

Ciilking Banning for a new
liUod "Tomorrow's Children."
P.iil.s is the agency oii the
aci junt.

>^

Several weeks ego, newspapers, magaxmet and
radio stations were telling conflicting stories
about the need for famine relief in Europe.
Eight hvndred million people— one third of the
world's populotlon— were reported to be faced
with an acute shortage of food.

As a clear channel
agricultural area,

true facts

and

a

station serving

WLW

set out to

to report

rich 4-state

determine the

them without bias or

We

arranged to send a
emotion to its listeners.
group to Europe to report on actual conditions
as they found them. We chose three laymen
typical of our audience— a farmer, a grocer,^
and a houiewlfe, representing the producer, the
WLW'i Farm
distributor and the consumer.
Program Director, Roy Battles, accompanied
them on a six weeks' olr tour of England, France,

Greece and Poland.

Italy,

by shortwave, cabled reports
and recorded programs and interviews were sent
back and aired by WLW throughout the program
Direct broadcasts

The grocer reported his findings by
shortwave to 4,000 members assembled at the'
National Association of Retail Grocers convention In Chicago. Returning In Mid-July, the
Famlneers made a report to officials of the FCC,
the State Department, the Agriculture Department
and prominent government olficiaU at a meeting
in Washington. A similar report to agricultural,
civic and government officials of our 4-state area
was made at a meeting in Clnclnnot!.
schedule.

WLW

The

tour

and

ing) hove,

the true
situation

its

we

and meetprovided our listeners with

resulting broadcasts

feel,

.

and complete picture about the food
abroad upon which to base their own

decision arid course of action. Our only purpose
in arranging the tour was to provide the facts

—

in

and

so doing

we

feel that

we have accomp-

our serious obligation
responiiblllty as a clear channel station.

one more step

the competing
be set down for

all

may be

able to okay a
to the party requesting operation on a band next door to a clear.
reached
However, if "public interests"
on which if any of the clear channels is broken down a decision now shows that th0 company bidding for
expected in November or Decem- use of a clear channel should be preferred, competing requests will be
ber of this year.
denied. Then, the request for use of
TJie new procedure provides:
a clear will be placed in the "pendAll requests for operation
on
ing file," and no decision tiaken on
either the 770kc or 1030 kc bands
whole clear-channel init,
until
will be placed in n so-called pending file
unlil
final
mandate on vestigation is disposed of.
dears is out. FCC last February
shelved all other bids for operation
on 1-a channels, but made a special
Mutual's 'Girls' in Aussie
exception in case of these two chanMutual's Saturday night "Leave
nels which are already being shared
Girls" lovelorn advice
It To The
but are still- classified as clears. The
show, produced by Martha
Commission ruled, however, that quiz
been bought by the
KOB, Albuquerque, would continue Rountree, has
Macquarrie Broadcasting Co., Sydto operate on 77Gkc with "special
ney, through its N. Y. agent Dorotemporary authorization" as in the
thy Stewart.
past.. Boston's WBZ now operates on
Purchase involved rights to pro:030kc a I-B channel.
FCC said there are some applica- duce show in Australia and the
tions now before it which do not basic outline.
it

said,

liSiSiiS'llpif;;

lished

gaiot

with present

iiil

and

court.

seiiii-.

conflict

The commission explained consolidated hearing. After hearing,

FCC

.the

-|)"!tiriE

in

rules on use of the big time clear

a

of a lim-

Gears

request operation un clear channels
of adjacent bands
—and so are mutually exclusive to
last Friday (3) to govern handling
those who want to climb aboard the
of applications for radio stations clears.
13.

Ever try to Survey

ited fact, since the report may show
that this station reaches only Zilchville" but does not reach out into the

many

Washington, Aug.

That may

Zilchville."

be an accurate statement

BMB

In Conflict With Present
The FCC issued a new procedure but which seek use

other

BMB

in

last

Fitz-

Interim Procedure Set for Pleas

successdifference

between BMB's audience research
on the one hand and the Hooper or
Nielsen rating services on the other.
BMB measures the number of
people listening to a station, and
shows the area where they listen.
It does not measure the popularity
of any specific program at a specific time.
data may be
Misuse of the
possible if stations who receive their
own reports in October jump forward to claim that, according to
BMB, "we are heard by 79% of the
listeners

show

Pegeen

Countered Ed YiiiCj,:
"Well, you heard about the

with

as well as to the public.

reports.

average of 100 representatives

(7),

gerald referred to the N. Y.
Daily News' "Inquiring Fotographer" column of that morning,
reporting the question asked was
whether a woman should be divorced for fooling her husbapd

According to Elliott Crooks, director of NPFS, several manufacturers,
the Coast, including
General Electric and Finch
to
and a film Is being planned
Telecommunications, will be ready
with
industry
radio
famlliari2e the
soon to offer fax equipment to broadin
the information to be included
casters
one

WJZ

their

Wednesday

New

cago,

29

Cereal Serial

Signed to Service

In

THE NATION'S!

J
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so

Army diow. .
Harry Conover and liis dlstad, Candy Jonea, have been auditioned by NBC
(or a new husband-wi(a airer. Model boaa and wile planed for the Coast
Sunday (11) for a two-week second honeymoon and a Warners screen test
Chicago MoDday (19) for Windy City origination ot U. 9.

<« «*«««*
From

\

the Prodaction Centres

i|

NEW YORK

Tom

Stix-Jap

Milty," based on

Guda

CITY

.

.

>

series.

..

.Howard Meighan,

CBS

Bing Crosby goes on the air Sept.

a one-shot guesting to

.

.

j

.

visit.

The show* were

all

built

around a master script written by
Jacques F. Ferrand, head of tha
radio division of the Common Counfor Unity. The latter organlzation is one of the three along with
cil

CBS and

— which

—

the Willkie Memorial Fund
sponsors Corwin's

officially

lour.

In addition to recording interwith notables, native street
scenes, arid various sound effects
that Illustrate native color in the
various countries, Corwin has been

.

views

.

sending back to New York voluminous notes taken on his visits. The recordings, and notes will be wrapped
up in the shows which he's expected
to do. upon his return.
Sponsors aware of these prepara*
for
sock
Corwiriiana
are
anxious, to get signed up for the Corwin series sure to. result. CBS, however, has been holding off all com-

lions

mitmenls.
One reason for the net's refusal lo
dicker definitely for any Curwin

commilment

is

.

the fact that Corwia

has been promised an absolutely free
hand not only in saying what he
chooses but also in the format he
I

may want

develop for his

to

.

new

series.

IN

The writer-producer-dircctor has
assured CBS that he will not object
to being sponsored.
However. Cor-

CHICAGO ...

Eddie Cantor and press partied at An\bassa.dor hotcCs Pump Room
Thursday (8) by his new radio sponsor Harr+s Pearlstein, Pabst Beer win will have lo okay any spon.sorprexy.. ..Don Gallagher and Elmira Rocssler added to the cast of "Guid- ship arrangement and will hnve to
ing Light". .. .Carl Havierlin, Mutual's station relations director, in town have an iron-bound ^act keeping the
within narrow limitafor confab with network's midwest' execs and to line up new stations for bankrbller
the web.... New daughter added to household of Dick "Two Ton" Baker. tions.
Corwin was originally expected to
Father is WGN pianist and singer:
.Len Levinsbn, ex-VAaicn* Mugg,
return
to
the
West Coast about Oct.
iii town over weekend. .. ."Women
in White" sporting two new thespcrs;
Ruth Rau and Burr Lee
"Vic and Sade" cast burning' at show's puck- 14 (he left N.Y. June 15). However,
age' man who fined two members of Ihe, cast for being a few ininutes late he has stayed in various places longer
than
planned, and he Is
he
had
for rehearsal and for going out for a drink of water.
Roll call can be
expected at further gatherings
Bob Vcnables, WBBM announcer, vaca- not rushing to get home. It's figured
tioning with his new bride. .. .Virginia Payne, prexy, and Harry Elders, that )ie may not come back until
veepee, of local AFRA chapter, to attend AFRA convention in L. A. later November. By the time he has had
the trip, has been a strenuthis month.... Bob Savage, formerly with WLW, Cincinnati, new sales a rest
promotion manager, for WBBM.. .Joan Kauffman, WIND flack, married to ous one both for him and Bland
Chi manufacturer Henry Lowerithal, Sunday (11). .. .Nate Gross, "Town .and gets started: on his hew series, it
Tattler" for the Chi Herald-American and WBBM, has been renewed for means that no Corwin series is likely
another 52 :weeks. .. .WGN's "Crime Tiles of Flamond," folds as a local to go on the air until well into 1947.
show Thursday (IS) and will be heard over the Mutual network in the
"7-7:30 p.m. slot t>eginning Tuesday (20). .. .Harry Greben, local talent agent
Baslan—Commander S. Kennedy
who set up the Jimmy "Professor Backwards" Edmonson show, moving Tully, after five years and five
into the radio field with two package shows:
.Plans to establish a pro- months of active duty in the Navy,,
duction department in Mutual's central division have been tabled until has returned to his old post as news
the first of the year. Bill Kutch, former veepee of North Central Broad- editor of the Yankee. Network Servcasting, opening his own .station in Peoria in the next three weeks. . . . ice, a job he's held-since 1934.
Carl Wester office moving. bag. and baggage to the Coast this week....
Roy Engel skedded to take top-billing in "Adventure of the Sky King"
which bows over ABC Oct. 28
Swaney.Hagman takes over as general
manager of ABC's central division Sept. 1 with several changes in personnel expected thereafter. .. .Chartov-Colman readying new type of coop program for local station. .. .Arthur Mcyerhoff looking for man to replace the late Nelson Shawn as radio head of his agency;
.

]

i

I

.

.

welcome

.Skinnay Ennis draws the

.

.

.

.

summer shift ends but there's other client intereiit in the George
Baker cartoon character played by Herb Vigran, longtime AFRA stocker
... .Cass Daley talking over a fall deal in New York. ,. .Bobby Dolan,
choice of Dinah Shore as nfiusic director of the new Ford show with Peter
Lind Hayes, won the nod over a Held of candidates. .Carroll Carroll has a
nattering offer from Frank Sinatra to write his show next in the event
.Bill Bacher broke his two-year
he breaks off with J. Walter Thompson.
radio fast by producing an ABC special to commemorate first, raising ot
the flag in California. .. .GeOrge Fisher moves his "Hollywood Whispers"
from KECA to KNX with a change of regional sponsorship. ,. .Norman
Blackburn passing his sabbatical in Colorado Springs with, the missus
while "Corney''. Jackson helps Stanley. Resor with his hay crop in Wyoming,
Snake River, that is. .. .Dick Mack back from New York and set to go
with his Joan Davis show. Supporting the star will be Wally Brown,
Shirley Mitchell and Verna Felton and scripting staff comprises Joe
Quillcn, Bobby O'Brien and Matt Linden, Only the band remains to be
.set. .. .Frank Galen will be head writer on the Dennis Day stanza....
Waller Craig returned east after cutting a record ot Kenny Baker as emcee
of "Glamour Manor". .. .Ray Lewis moved his Yellow Cab "Story Teller"
down from Frisco. .Hal Kantcr set as head writer of the Don AmecheDrene session, with Jean Holloway to do the adaptations for the gueslars
Ray Sinatra will shake the baton for Cousin Frankie next fall. Axel
Stordahl moving over to another show. ..Artie Phillips tops the writing
staff for "Maisie," with Sam Taylor exiting completely due to ill health. ...
There's a deal cooking between Riidy Vajlee and Milton Blow. " It would
be for Philip Morris. .. .Hay McCliuton houding west to install Glenhall
Taylor as Coast radio head for Ayer.
.

,

.

.

the

.

.

illneiis.

baton oh the Abbott and Costello sho^, which would like to latch on to a
few good gag writers: .. ."Sad Sack" will be set adrift by Old Gold after

,

.

It's

1.

Louella Parsons back alter a protracted

Direoior

.Actress Joan Allison back from
oC Station Administration, on holiday
iBci'muda
J. V. Mellick, upon whose "idea" the Columbia Workshop
piece "Wilbur, the Psychoneurotic Automobile" by Sylvia Berger is based,
auditing
division
... .WOV's Arnold Hartley joins
is employed in the CBS
.Frank Wahm has a deal cooking
his family this week for Michigan loll.
for n revival of "Pretty Kitty Kelly" .serial. .. .Edward Everett Horton
Berin
Levy's "Topaze" on "Thcatire
adaptation
ot
.starLs in Bob Sloane's'
of Romance" Aug. 20.... Anne Sheperd and Chuck Wetwter featured in
the new sequence of CBS' "Cimarron Tavern".... Barbara Kline, now
"Sparrow
and the Hawk". .Earle
of
Barbara Becker, back into cast
McGill takes over direction of "Mr. District Attorney" for two weeks
slarling Aug. 21, while Ed. iByron. show's producer-co-author takes his
Allen
Eagle
River, Wis
yietars.'
Byron
Ls
jioing
to
lirst vacash in five
Prc.icott. tabt>cd as 'The Witcsavcr" for 16 years is dropping that monicker
He's mcing ABC's new"Society of Amateur Chefs"
tr> work as a comic.
is
also
doing
a
.yesterday
(Tucs.)
and
participation show which debuted
But Prescott's afraid those NBC
DiRhlly around town series on ABC.
"Wifcsaver" platters he made will now come back to haunt him. ...Dick
show
Tuesday's
almost
missed
last
(6)
"Boston
Blackic."
Kollmar, WJZ's
due to fact he was at Santo Domingo at time of earthquake and tidal .wave,
and was delayed getting back to N. Y. Plane got him. back just in time. ..
Bill Wagner, recently on Coast as scriptci on "Dufty's Tavern," back in
N. Y. because he couldn't find an apartment for. wife and kid out there
Scriplcr Alien Boretz has a new package making rounds called "Backstase On Broadway," with each program scheduled for backstage origination from a Broadway hit at 8 p.m.. just before curtain time. .. .Lewis
Lane,, music researcher at NBC. has book on musical anecdotes due for
Don Manchester, Chi Foote. Cone
winter publication by Summit Press
Si Bclding account exec for Frigidairo, ostensibly off on two-week tishing
.trip, reported leaving the agency for good. .. .Harry Ackerman,, Y Sc R
.solo
flight
last we<>U.
He's got 10 hours of
vccpee.
made
his
first
radio
flying time to his credit. .. .Following the move-up of Bob Buckley to
account exec on Whitehall brands, Frank B. Kemp has been appointed
William
agency
DancerrFitzgcrald-Sample
... .Mrs.
for
media director
Slanc in New York this week looking, for a radio professional who will
s|>cnd two months in High Point, N. C. to conduct a radio iiistitiite for
view
writing,
directwant
a
bird's
eye
on
service
groups
who
community
At WMCA, Joe O'Brien' is back at his chief announcer job
ing, etc
after being with the Armed Forces Network; newsroom staffer Owen Macnext
Sunday
ex-Powcrs
model
Duncan
is
being
married
to
Ruth
Farland
(18), and announcer John McKnight has been signed for the forthcoming
"Carnegie Hall" pic. .-.Leon Goldstein back after a month's vacation ...
Abe Lyman heading a new outfit; Sun Recording Corp., which will wax
foreign-language platters in Yiddish, Spanish, French. Italian and German
....Wm. Esty ajgency has upped veepee Jame.'; J. Houlahan to exec vcepce,
and has raised two copy dept. chiefs, Julien Field and James Martinriule,
to vice presidencies. .. .Ned Calmer subs. for Bill Henry on .the nightly
5-minute news shot on CBS,' Aug. 19-Sept. 6, while Henry vacations, ..
Jack Perils opening up own fiackery office in New York. , .Lester O'Kecfu
resigning J. Walter Thompson production staff this week to freelance.
Inge JoUis, radio actress, playing ingenue lead in ."Dangerous Corner" at
Martha's Vineyard strawhat this week.. ..Harry Sosnick. taking over musical
helm on NBC Carnation show for two weeks starting Aug. 19 while PercyFa ith vaca|lons
Francis Head, who was in London with OWI raidio and with the Armed
Forces Network during the war, has joined the staff of John E: Gibbs.
Barney Boyle. WOR, N. Y. traffic manager, flying to Stianoon, Ireland, tomorrow (IS) to visit his 90-year-old mother. .. .Mutual's Hike Jablons to
.

CorwiR
broadcast from the United states
and relayed by local nets, emphasized the "One World" theme of the

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

.

offering Will Glickman's "Private Life of Waller

James Thurber

.

for Mrs. Conover.
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Boston—Arthur Fiedler, Boston
.Committee con.<usts of
Elmo C.' Wilson CBS research direc- Pops, conductor, and his orchestra
tor; Dr. Henry David, research con- of 5S Boston Symphony musicians,
sulUnt to BBC in N. Y., and Dr. signed for third season of "Sunday
Morris Hansen, of U: S. Bureau of at 4:30" concerts from stage of Boston Opera House. Weekly series,
the Census.
Committee was set up at the re- drawing near-capacity houses in the
cent Colorado Conference on public big (3,500 seats) uptown stand, aired
opinion research, to work with the over WBZ and WBZA. Deal made
three rc.';earch toppers on some by Frank Hatch, BBDO vp. and

for

TOP

three-man committee set up

Cential City, Col., recently to work
with Gallup, Crosley and Roper on
establishment of a national association of public opinion researchers,
will meet Sept. 1 to outline plans

PAUL BARNES

DUnON-LIPPOLD

Samplers To

action.

Francis

criteria of scientific standards for all
reporters of public, opinion sti:dies.
Conference's idea is to extend the
standards-setting work of Gallup.
Crosley and Roper into a formali^.ed
association which will have rcRiiiar
conferences similar to the Central
City confab, and in a sense regulate
workings of the field.

Baldwin,

WBZ

account

exec. Sponsor is First National Bank
of Boston, Lloyd Brace signing for it.

Globe-Democrat

Publishing Co., publisher of the
Globe-Dernocrat, only a. m. rag here
has been tentatively authorized by
FCC to operate a new FM radio
station, subject to engineering conditions. This will make the last. of
the three local dailies to own and
operate its own radio station. KSD,
owned and operated by the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer) was the
.

first newspaper owned station here.
Sfiveral years ago the Star-Times,
the other p. m. rag began operation
of its own station KXOK,

ColDmbas—Gene

formerly

Ragle,

announcer and newscaster at WCOL,
Columbus, has ben named program
director

the

of

WCOL-FM,

lo

new'

FM

staliori^

be put into operation

soon.

Raleigh

—Plans

have

nounced for a

been

an-

series Of 14 dramatizations of true' situations with which
social agencies, supported by the
work; of the Charlotle Community
Chest, deal in their task of caring
for families, children, the aged and
the sick.
Dramatizations will be
'

fore National Wbeacies Week..! asked a

man

In for
I

a

aaeanl*

manager

of

make

Piltabiirgb— District's newest radio
station,
in nearby McKeesporl, ran into a peck of trouble right
Ht the start. Less than 48 hours after

WEDO

.

of a radio station's ledger.

each

Weed and Company's competent staff of seventeen

the day.

transformer

from Chicago

arid

the night.

too,

was

flown

installed

men insures full market
coverage and maximum

in

duiiiig;

burnecl out following <iay alter it had been in opeiaticin only a short time.
as a result was s.ilent again for a
day.
It was fixed again and since
then has been ok.iy.
It,

prettier

picture on the credit side

had gone on the air last week,
burned out and- there
was no broadcasting for the rest oi

New

a pretty picture. But

signed contracts in the safe

produce a much

lran.>iformer

results.

WEDO

—A

Cincinnati.
22-year-old Cincinnati girl, Mi.<s La Vonne -Bond,
was selected as Miss
Cincinnati of 1946. She will be sent by
Station
to Atlantic City in

WCKY

WCKY

September, with a complete wardrobe and all expenses paid, to compete for the title of Miss Americia.
This is the fifth year that WCKY,
holder of the Miss, America franchise in the Cincinnati area, has sponsored the contest. L. B. Wilson station teamed up with the
Albee theatre in conducting ine local

RKO

I

•III! STATIIK REPIESINTMIIES
Nnr VMt o iMtM o cWtm • MiMla
• S« FrMdict • Mil^Mi'

Kansas City—Bob Liggett will
leave KMBC, Columbia outlet end
the rrionth to join
Pon-

of

]

everybody Iimw$

WBlfi^

competition.

soM

WCAR

over WBT. liac,. Mich; Liggett is continuity ediAnnouncement of plans for the pro- tor at KMBC, and will become
grams was made by Mrs. W.I B. Sul- program director at WCAR. He's
livan, |>resident of the Charlotte expected to check In at WCAR in
Community Chest, and. Charles mid-September.
presented

"I

general

WBT.
Director of dramas will be Robert
Louis Shay on, CBS producer. Cast
includes
Shirley
Booth,
Patsy
O'Shea, Jimmy Liplon, Mrs. Edith
Wensley, Josephine Hull and John
Gibson.

it

Loots—The

St.

i

bewlorWb«atlMUi4heni4 yea...totlie WlwatiM

Crutchfield,

week

grMflU>or», n.

c.

MHK

mt mn

WadntAiyf AuguBt
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S-Day Jingle-Jangle

TloDttscolor

Hypo

Television Review

London, Aug.

"BASEBALL—BED SOX

Planned for N. Y.

television service has a
tune, composed
But here, tunes
like that aren't dashed off like
spots and jingles in the U.S.A.'
overseas journal, London
Calling, quotes Coates as follows:

TANKS'*

Suitalnlng
N. Y.
National pastime as a natural for
video was forcibly demonstrated by
sports
NBC's
staffers
Saturday
in coverage of the second- game in

"When

.

baseball series. Most interesting, outside of the contest itself, was the excellent picture trans-

a "crucial

New

Free licenses are to be granted
m»nufacturers, Thoma.scolor's take
coming from royalty on machines

able.

Camera
game was

»pld that employ his three-color separation filter process. The system,

direction throughout this
at>out as nearly perfect as
could be. Frame of the pitcher's
wind-up and toss was switched at
the. instant the ball left his hand
to a picture of plate and the hitter
taking his cut, and back to the de-

^

which employs the use of Thomascolor patented lenses in both cam^
eras and receivers, is being bellyed
AS permitting video In natural hues.
Mutual is reportedly among tho.se
to be conferreid within New York.
Net is said to be interested in using
'

it

will

man making

his play. There
were some tough plays to cover, too;
best of the lot was a lightning-fast

fensive

double play engineered by outfielder
Wally Moses. One which was -missed
by all, including those. at the stadium, was the putout registered viu
Tiny Bonham's foot, when batted
ball bounced off the extremity into

Tommy

Henrich's hands.

In spite of good camera work,
program was not all cake. Commentary by Don Pardo, who evi-

Bergen to Sell Video

dently

looked at

hasn't

many

ball

games, was extremely weak. >yith
ball fans the only video audience
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
who will sit three hours in front
Edgar Bergen is tossing another' of a receiver for a game, commentary will have to be hep to hold
twist on his video activities. He is listeners, and Pardo's was only anfilming the activities and facilities noying. On the other hand. Jack
Lightcap, former newsroom boy at
of his new indie television producthe net, sounded like an experlenccid

Stii£o in 16in Pitch

.

for presentation as a sales
pitch to agencies and others. He and
Patrick Cunning, associate, are producing a 45-minute tour and inspection of plant to visually demonstrate
on 16m its features and hoped for

tion center

benefits.

heard that television

'

knot-holer, using sport-paye cliches

good effect.
Between innings, dangerous dead
time for video, cameras were panned
about the stands for some nice color
shots, including a couple of peanut

•to

transmKilon,
equipment.

tage in Sussex and, in the garden there, woi-ked put the whole
composition— theme,
trio
and
repetitive finale. I think it's the
quickest and most spontaneous
thing I have ever done."
London Calling adds: "The

whole work." Coates

it

and

pickup

It's

topper said "these countries are
neither bluffing nor fooling with
television, and it's
the
benefit
from

station

Television

world can

Although foreign sales heads of
RCA, General Electric, DuMont and

"was

says,

agreed by all concerned that
businessmen and government reps
of other nations are dead serious
about their video intentions, and
most evidently have tbe funds to
back their queries. One DuMont

Gates to a multi-million dollar
foreign television market are swinging open months ahead of schedule,
and U. S. video companies are moving in on the double. Delegations
from more than a dozen countries
have come here in official capaciwith
ties and otherwise, but all
queries on the purchase of tele

.

mitted on a dark, muggy day. Three
image orthicons were not hindered
in tne l<>ast by low-hanging clouds
and players were easily recogniz-

process.

I

wanted to break away frorn all
the prewar melodies, I went for
a long walk through the London
streets, jolted down a few notes
in 'my own musical shorthand,
and then went down to my cot-

Hypo

In Year Seen in Foreign Market

BBCs

WNBT-NBC,

Corning, both in
at Rochester and
York, to insure mass produchis tint
tion of lens necessary to

On his return, here, Thomas
press demonstrate his product

VS.

Director: Nael Jardan
Technical Director: Alfred Jackson
IM MIDI., Saturday (!•), 2 p.m.

transmitting equipment makers on
While
use of his process In video.
arrangeEast, he will also make
ments with' optical and glass firms

signature

by Eric Coates.

WiUi Jack LifhtCBp, Den Pardo
'

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Richard Thoma», head ol ThomasAug. » for New
color, left here
will huddle with
Vorli, where he
manufactuirers and
television let

Equipment Sales O'Seas

$3-5,000,000

13.

BBC's

new

finished in eight days."

Atlantic Pacts
U.'of P. Football

modities, in spite of tremendous in-

by the governments themWith domestic production of
equipment moving into high gear,
there is little doubt here that demands, both local and foreign, can
terest

selves.

be

.

.

filled.

hot

yet

experienced

in

jority
will

television programing and transmission techniques look to the U. S. for
their leadbrship, in spite of Great
Britain's longer and reportedly more
extensive experience with British

I
:

a

hawkers. Wisely, too, usual routine
Business was handled through N.
pitcher-batter-defense sequence
was varied when such people as Ted W. Ayer, which is also dealing for
Williams were performing. Cajnera West Point in the potential tele
stayed right on Williams during his sponsorship of the Academy's games.
turns at bat. Same applied to Bon- Army tele is being held up for the
ham after his pedal encounter with present by engineering problems.
the ball, when fans were obviously NBC techicians
are not certain yet
interested to see how his pitching
what wrinkles will have to be ironed
would be affected.
Outstanding filler for afternoon out before transmission from the
Point can be effected. Another obhours with light listener^hip.
stacle to sponsorship is cost potential
To>»im.
of the prograining. BankroUiers fear
they will have to foot the expense

big break from foreign

bu.Mness.

'

(Continued on piige 33)

-

of

With Apple of FCC Eye
Hollywood, Aug.

1.1.

—

Public Service radio's bugaboo
and the FCC's baby— has come, to
video. Television Productions, Inc.

(Paramount),

started

visually demonstrates such matters
as city planning, celebrations, campaigns, governmental problems, etc.,
as usually only discussed in newspapers and speeches. Graphs, charts,

Il|t.l

maps, models and other .>:ight gimmicks will be used to aid.
Opener was guested by the chief
of police, Joe Micciche, radio coordinator for Mayor Fletcher Bov;ron, C. of C. reps and others. Program may later be expanded to a
half hour and, according to Klaus
Landsberg, director for Tele, will
remain a permanent feature through

LOU CLAYTON

tl' mORDINfi

•

the lifetime of Tele's operations.
•

MOTION PICTURES

RIC0R0IN6

•

equipment might be necessary.

Viewtone Careful With
DREIER PRODUCTIONS. INC.. PRESENTS

Dealers, to Distribnte

telecasting

"Your Town," a civic program, on
Aug. 8 at 8:45 for 15 minutes.
Endorsed by the Mayor, City
Council and (but, of course) the
Chamber of Commerce, the show

UNITED BEXALL naco CO.
Friday—CHS—10 li.m. DST

"Disk debut of Alex Dreier All are authentic and have an
gives every promise of becom- O. Henry twist,- and there'll
ing a hit. Dreier has doped be 156 In the series. The two
out a device that sponsors heard were definitely hacklewill love; namely a teaser to ralsers,
thanks to Dreier's
protect the closing commer- solid, just dramatic-enough
cial" (2'/2 minutes of commer- narration, and the original
cial time fully protected).
background organ music of
"There are two stories to a Irma Glen. Plus the writing,
platter, plus a short, 'Did 'you of course. This one will selL
Know?' feature at the end.
Mike.

of erecting transmission facilities at
the Academy, ;plus whatever pickup

Par s Tele Plays Ball

MOTION PICTURES

•

»

Only Thru Tried
With several hundred
installed

the

in

& True

This Fabulous

sets already

New York

area,

Viewtone Television Co. has adopted
a unique method of doing business
dealers. ^Company has inpolicy Of strict selecstituted a
tivity on the basis of experience

with

its

World''

with tele in one form or another,
before it will distribute to dealers.
Set manufacturing company execs
have stated that their experience

shows that

a

receiver

L-;.

With ALEX DREIER

no better

than its installation, and refuse to
dealers
to
inexperienced
allow
handle their product. As a result,
only men who built or installed sets
before and during the war are
handling the firm's sales now. In

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

cases, dealers have begun a
for.,
service
installation
regular
others who sell the receiver but
haven't the experience necessary for

some

FIRST

.

|

installation.

'

1

"THIS

j

tion

spite of an output of several hundred sets a week.
tribut5J,jit:t!ers

in

curtailed
been
has
plant switch from
Manhattan to Brooklyn as well as
tube shortage currently felt by the

Production

somewhat

.

for

tails

|

by

entire industry.
$l;^9

13

WEEKS-39 SHOWS

5-MINUTE-THREE-A-WEEK

I

Demand is reported high, with
production not yet caught up to dis-

Vie.^wtonc's set reinstallation
plus

charge.

|
,

1

[

:

;

3 More Bow from Yideo»

of

FABULOUS WORLD"
factual

and fabulous

is

a dramatic collec-

stories,

gatheried

Bringing Reneges to

CINEMART
• Hours

I

•

«

•
•

offers you-

suited te yoyr ctnvtiicnca

One •( the lariest studios

in

New

g
-^'
o
3

Yorli

Hiibly experienced lechnie*! steM

Filter service and dellve'riet

Phone us today: PLaza 3-9172

S

CINEMART

IQl

Faik

»»euue

•

Hew Y»ih

S

16, N. Y.

80

Washington, Aug. 13.
Three additional companies withdrew their bids for commercial television stations here last Thursday
of
(8), bringing to 80 the nurnber
applicants who have reneged on
their original plans for video oper-

i

i

EXCLUSIVE SALES REPRESENTATIVES

CHARTOC-COLMAN PRODUCTIONS
j
.

Writ*. Wir* or

iition.

The departures leave less than 30
companies

still

in

the

market

video outlet.s, and over 20 others
which have gone through hearings
and are waiting for final FCC decision.

PhoM Un Colnaa

200 East Chastnut Strtct, Chicane.
SMpcrior 2380

for

'

from

every corner of the earth and packed with a variety of
suspense, drama, adventifre, mystery, music, romance
and folklore. It is night-lime radio, produced with the
finest network actors and talent and is designed to compete with the best live network shows for audiences and
sales.
An audition disk will convince you that "this
one will sclL"

|

E

interest
the

over

all

From present appearances, it's
evident that television in the maof the interested countries
be on a commercial basis,
financed by private interests, although in most cases the government will also participate. In reBroadcasting Corp. BBC seems to turn for the financing aid, governbe as much responsible for this ments will be allotted certain time
situation as anyone, displaying a on the air in addition to their stock
puzzling reluctance to reveal its interest in the outlets. A few cases
methods to people from other coun- are reported, however, of wholly
tries, in spite of the fact that the government-ftDahced stations, to be
home video industry would receive used for mass education of the
Nations

Atlantic Refining Co. has signed
repeat pact with University of
Penn.sylvania to do the team's home
football games foir the 1946 season.
Deal will include Philco Radio Corp.
and its facilities as in the past, when
each participant agreed to pay its
own way in the deal, with Atlantic
doling dut to the school foi: rights to
do company plugs.
Contract dicker was longer than
usual because pf high price asked by
U. of P., a reported $40,000. Fiscal
differences were finally settled amiAtlantic originally wanted
cably.
to purchase rights to: the school's
entire schedule of athletic events,
plus airing of its Mask and Wig annual musical production, but was
turned down on the deal.

to us to reiTp

tbeir

Biggest block to large-scale orders at this time is weakness in dollar exchange throughout the world.
Those nations which have U. S. dollars are unwilling to part with them
except for the most necessary com-

others are reluctant to talk, for obvious business reasons, all are willing to admit they have been questioned and even acknowledge the
placing of ordi^rs. According to one
international sales boss, there will
be between $3,000,000 and $5,000,000
in
video transmission and .station
equipment sold within the next year
and a half, and indications arc that
this is just the first bloom to a
market that seems to be mushrooming overnight.

a

up

industry
profit."

IIL
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Hirschmann-BOM

Lmeup

Fall

of

Coml Network Programmiiig

Stock Deal Poses

(Continued from page 26)

FM

Deal Okayed

Washington, Aug. 13.
FCC last Thursday (8) gave the,
nod to the sale of Metropolitan Television,

Inc.,

Abraham

&.

New York

Dr.

(Chesbrough)

Gildersleeve
(Kraft)

9:00

Frank Sinatra

Duffy's

(Old Gold)

(Bristol-Meyers)

It's

Sustaining

Heatter
(Barbasol)

(Seventeen Mag).

10:00

interests

is buying the radio
properties through a ne\vly-formed
Arm, the Hirschmann Broadcasting
Corp.

store companies,

Hirschmann
interest in the

holds

a

Academy Award

Kay Kyser

Theatre
(Squibb)

(Colgate)

Holiday For Music
(Nash-Kelvinator

10:30

THURSDAY
P.M.

7:00

;

is

7:30

Sustaining

(Colgate)

Mystery of Week
(P & G)

Chesterfield

Jack Smith
(PfitG)
Mr. Keen
(Kolynos)

News

Club

Raymond Swing

Dennis Day

Show

Sustaining

Professor Quiz

(American

(Colgate)

,

Oil)

own station, once it becomes the
property of Evansville-on-the-Air,
but of'thc Evansville stations as well!
Even if a second bidder was willing to pay cash equivalent for the
Indianapolis station, the question

Inside of Sports

.

Book-of-the-Month Club would in no
sense have controlling interest in
the broadcasting company.

(Bayuk)

Lum

Aldrich Family
(Gen. .Foods)

Suspense

(Roma Wine)

FBI In Peace and
(P fit G)
Dick Haymes
(Auto Lite)

MOTOR MAGNATES SEE

Abner

Sustaining

whether the owners would accept the offer as equal in value to
the stock deal.
arises

(Miles)

.

8:30

'n'

War Burns &

Sustaining

Allen
(Gen. Foods)

Town Meeting

Vic

(Sustaining)

(Fitch)

Kraft Music Hall

Town Meeting

Heatter

(Sustaining)

(Zonite)

The

Automobile

An FCC spokesman,

Sadc

St

question

the
,

was

overlooked when

admitted here
one completely
rules were

AVCO

out last month.

spelled
uation

may become an

Since

sit-

increasingly

popular way of tri^ding radio prop:
crties, FCC may rule on the question

Real Stories
(Anacin)

RADIO HERE TO STAY
Assn.

Evans-

WABW

News
(Richfleld Oil)

BOM

in

pay for
which has a

to

station

construction permit for an atniiated
day time standard outlet— with stock
in the Evansville company.
In this
way, the present owners of
will share in profits not only of their

(Co-op)

(Miles)

outlets

contracted

WABW~an FM

Fulton X>ewis
(Co-op)

(Co-op)

.

has

ville,

MUTUAL

ABC
Baukhagc

Supper

(New Show)

8:00

two standard

df

NBC

13

to' coiiie

another interpretation
of
rules governing the
sale

property.
The issue may be raised if a competing bidder enters the race to buy
WABW, Indianapolis, already contracted for sale to Evansville-on-the
Air.
Evansville-on-the-Air, licensee

Sustaining

Sustaining

AVCO

of radio stations.
And big question
at issue may be whether cash is
the
equivalent of stock in an exislini
station
OS
payment for a radio

Spotlight Bands
(Coca Cola)

.

Kay Kyser

CBS

controlling

new company. He

ttnancing the deal by a $200,000
loan from the Book-of-the-Month
Club, made on negotiable promissory notes which, mature in four
years. The loan is secured by a
pledge to
of eight shares of
Class A common stock, but both
parties assured the FCC that thie

Mr. District Attorney Sustaining
(Bristol-Meyers)

with

out

'(Anacln)

Dinah 'Shore
(Ford)

Problem

Washington, Aug

The FCC may be forced
its

9:30

transfers

AVCO

Up To You

Fishing

Real Stories

for $106,000.

store

Tavern

from
Straus and the Bloom-

from the departownership of
WABF, FM outlet, and experimental
tele station W2XMT. Hirschmann, ai
vice president of the department
Deal

ment

Christian

City,

ingdale Bros,, Inc. to Ira A. Hirsch-

mann

Hunting
fit
Club (Mail Pouch
Tobacco)

8;3«

in

Manufacturers

any event.

has set Up a radio division,

similar to that of the National Assn.
.

relations

with

the

radio

AMA

terests allied' with the
found
that the payoff on radio tleins waS
very much to their liking.
Harry Cushing has been named to
head the' dept. as. liaison between the
and the radio industry, a post
comparable
to
that
of
Johnny
Johnstone's at the NAM. Cushing is
headquartered in Detroit and was in

Sustaining

Treasure Hour of

'

New Memphis

Song

(Sealtest)

(CbntiX

industry.

Move stems from the recent Automobile Jubilee, when the motor in:

Jack Haley Show

Crime Photographer
(Anchor Hocking

9:30

of Manufacturers, to establish firmer

Abbott & Costello
(Camels)
Phone Again Finnegan Eddie Cantor
(Household Finance)
(Pabst)'
Radio Readers Digest

10:00

Sustaining

On

Sustaining

(Hall Bros.)

10:30
:

FRIDAY
F.M.

7:00

AMA

Sustaining
is

Buakhage
(Co-op)

Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

News

Raymond Swing

Sustaining

(Miles)

(Co-op)

Mystery
(P fit G)

Chesterfield Supper

Jack Smith

Memphis, Aug. 13.
WHHM, Memphis' newest station,
on the air now, after formal cere-

monies.

Club

Operating li9 hours dally under
ownership: of Herbert Herff, local
automobile man, station is localed

MUTUAL

ABC

NBC

CBS
of Week

Station

Air 18 Hrs. Daily

in Sterick BIdg.,

town's tallest struc-

'

New York last \yeek on the Urst of
a series of public relations missions.

& G)
New Show

ture.

Music on initial, broadcast was
provided by special orchestra under
direction of Vincent de Frank, conductor of the Memphis Symphony
Arch. Vocalists included June Lynii;
Dorothy Barnes, Ray Sharp, Clinton Clarke, Jean Dickson, Betty .Jane
Cramer, Mary Lou Rapault and

(P
7:30

for

Lone Ranger

Canada Claims Agent

Dry

Henry

(Gen. Mills).

(Kreml)

8:00

Fannie Brice
(Gen. Foods)

8:30

Thin

Highways

(Gen. Foods)

Ginny Simms

9:00

(Bayuk)

Melody

Operi

Sustaining

(Sam Spade to CBS)
"his Is Your FBI

Sustaining

(Bristol-Myers)

(Equitable Life)

;ople

in

Service)

Are Funny

(Raleighs)

(Bordens)

Taylor

Inside of Sports

Alan Young Show

(Cities

Man

J.

(Gen. Motors)

Kaltenborn
(Co-op-Pure Oil)

:

Break The Bank

Heatter

(Bristol-Myers)

(S.erutan)

Ruth Parchman.
Patt
McDonald, formerly with
in San Antonio, is managing,
with William Marsh as chief en-

KMAC

gineer.
Station has no network affiliation,
is stressing local programs and Press
Assn. news..

Real Stories
(Anacin)

••THERE'S PLENTY OP

.

&

Moore

Sheriff

Pays To Be Ignorant

Waltz Time
(Philips Magnesia)
Mystery Theatre

Boxing Bouts

Spotlight

(Philip Morris)

(MoUe)

(GiUette)

(American Transit)

Maisie
(Eversharp)

(Colgate)

Durante

9:30

(Rexall
10:00

10:30
.

SATURDAY
7:00

Bill

"Time

Bourjois

7:30

Show

\ BUSINESS

IN^^—

On America

G

(Gillette)

NBC

Open

Spotlight Bands
(Coca Cola)

Borax)

Boxing Bouts

Stern

CBS

P.M.

(Pacific

ABC

MUTUAL

Sustaining

Sustaining

Sustaining

Curtain Time
(Mars Candy)

Sustaining

News

Life of Riley-

Sustaining

e

t

Your

Share

B y

sing

...

U

(Richaeld Oil)
Sustaining

Hollywood Star Time

8:00

(Frigidaire)

Mayor

Pueblo, Colo.

Town

(P

& G)

Twenty Questions
(Ronson)

.

Truth or Consequence
(P fic G)

Sustaining

Sustaining

(Noxzema.)
9:00

Hit Parade

New Show

for
(Alka Seltzer)

Gangbusters

Sustaining

9:30

Hit Parade

Can You Top This?

Sustaining

(Colgate)

Detect or Collect
(Goodrich)

Memo. Oh!!

Judy Canova

Sustaining

Sustaining

MarilouNEUMAYER

8:30

KGHF

,

of the

WEED & CO,

Serenade

Sat. Nite

(Pet Milk)

Sat Nite Serenade

10:00

(Colgate)

Hedda Hopper Show
(P fi£ G)
Hedda Hopper Show

.

10:30

JOYCE
Sustaining

LOUIS

Washington, Aug. 13.
out four conditional

new

FM

stations in St.

(9)^ and so disremaining FM bands

Louis last Friday

posed

of- last

available for Immediate use there.

Winners of latest
Louis were

for St.

Globe

-.

wants an FM grant in nearby Clayton, Mo. All four must file additional information with FCC on their

FM done;

FCC handed
grants for

13emocrat

FM

franchises

CBS (KMOX);

Publishing

Co.;

and the
Evangelical Lutheran Synod which
Unity. Broadcasting Corp.;

iSTELLA

la

''MA PERKINS"

NEW PERMITS

4 GET

BEER

'

Sustaining

ST.

!

"boploia MldDlgbt"— i Ymt*

Grand Old Opry
(Camels)

FOR

WALTER'S

Noltenqt RepreMntali***

(Waterman)

RCA

Tops Partied On
Coast Trade Swing

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Frank Folson, executive v-p of
The
commission
earlier
had
RCA, and James W. Murray, g.m.
okayed FM channels for the Misof RCA, were trade-receptloned at
souri
Broadcasting
(WIL); the
Co,
Ambassador hotel, Aug; 7. NBC
Thomas Patrick, Inc. (KWK); Pulit- and RCA biggies hav.e
here arranged
zer Publishing Go. (KSD); St. Louis
soiree so that the piair could meet
Star-Times Publishing Co. j:KXOX); radioites
while Coasting in a cusand St. Louis University (WEW).
tomer relations junket.
Friday's action gave Unity BroadThey leff here Aug. 10, Folsoh' gocasting Corp. its second FM grant ing north to Portland and. Seattle,
without hearing. Unity, controlled while Murray returned to Camden,
by the International Ladies Garment N. J. Folson returns to N. Y. headWorkers (AFL) won another un- quarters by Aug. 20 to attend a Viccontested franchise, in Chattanooga. tor board meeting then scheduled.
engineering plans.

,

'

.

PrMt ReprMcntaltvM

DUTTON-LIPPOtD

.

'

get Cashman
InHoll^ood
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Cowan As DFS Consultant

Inside Stuff-Radio

CBCDelidt likely

Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample, agency
striking out lor new programming,

is

Despite protests received before the broadcast, and iti N. V. and D. C.
being picketed during the program, Mutiial thinlfs it performed a
public service and showed- up Senator Bilbo (D., Miss.) in its Friday (9)
right broadcast of "Meet the Press," with the senator ns guest. The senator

hypos to aome of its
older .shows. These moves were seen
this week in the appointment by
DFS of Louis G. Cowan as radio
program consultant to Show Productions, Inc. Latter is one of the

Double Original Estimate, Sez Mgr.

identified before the country by his own admission as a Ku Kluxer,
of "Bilbo Klan No. 40, Mississippi," although claiming he attended only one meeting, and didn't approve of some of its policies. Bilbo
production outfits packaging shows
iilso denounced Senator Taft (R., Ohio)- for "wooing Pinks and Reds";
claimed' the 14lh and 15th Amendments (giving Negroes equal rights in lor DFS clients.
•Among the shows on list' with
the U. S.) were adopted by fraud, and repeatedly referred to Negroes as
"Niggers" despite announcer's warnings' against derogatory racial terms which Cowan will now hook up are
Jordan."
"Real
Stories,"
on the air. MVitual's yeepee oh special events, Abe Schechter, is mulling "Joyce
possibility of a rebuttal airer, since various organizations have asked for Jack Smith, Betty Crocker, "Perry

member

Program, as usual, was carried over MBS Fri. (except WOR, N. Y., which
rebroadcasts from tran.script Sundays). But 2.'i0 people picketed WOR in
N. Y. Friday, and as many WOL in Washington. Four or five organizalions. among them the National Maritime Union and Negro Youth Congress,
protested the program when it was first announced, but Mutual has had no

Hymns

WB

Gets FH Okay
Washington, Aug.

Warner Bros, won

complaints since the airing.

final

I

j

j

division of the
law dept., to slot as chief of a newly-created
hearing
section.
New
hearing section will have special
job of expediting the more than 720
broadcast applications now in hearing to early decision.

13.

FCC okay

here Friday (9) to go on the air with
station in Oakland, Cal.
.Pic company, one of the first to
win an FM permit, operates standard
outlet KWBR, Oakland.

WOR

1

'

I

gloom

Theme

of the show
the atomic

was

a

warn-

claiming

that

even

the

figure was tentative. Expt-iK ifigured at $6,210,6)!9. with
*^''^^-263-

.At the June meeting. Frigon exby clainiMiu that
icvonue of radio license
ccei\ irs
had fallen shnrt of estim;ile.s, and
tluil
conirncreial revenue had not

plaliicd t'ne deficit

;

j

j

to the end.

At

-'-'iie.

^^'^"^^

;

Washington, Aug: 13.
Variely Broadcasting Co., Inc.. last
Friday (9) Won FCC approval to put
up a new one-kilowatt broadca.';t

^"^

'"'^^""•'^

I

Result was, of course,
excitement.
that tlie listener stayed glued for the
lectures because the show held him

by

lallc;|

:

year.

Lee Sepall Gets FCC Okay

.

P'"''*'' '° t*^* '^<»T>">i.'tee

that lime. Frigon presented a staler
ment which figured, the CBC w(.iil(i
be about $35,000 in the red. Now,
howtye'r, he said that .it look.s like
the ((•rpoi-ation \*ill be; about $78,000
in the hole.
Frigon added to the
•

p

As head of the new section. Milhave job of scheduling and
supervising conduct of all heariiigs
in radio broadcast field. Job was
given Miller in view of hi': previous
Irecord as FM expediter which saw
action on almost 500 FM cases this

Continued from pace ZS

,

..
i

ler will

Reviews

Radio

in

FM

ent head of the

an FM
j

is

wi u^ wvuvu

FCC

"Life Can Be Beautiful,"
of All Churches;"

llVIason."

inch. time.

Montreal, Aug. ]3.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
deeper water than ;t flr.«t
Augustin
Frigon, cbc
°'
Hearinf Section aivuM
Head!"'"'*';
gen ..ral manager, disclosed to the
Washington, Aug. 13.
Commons Radio Committee last
has uppecrsam Miller, pres- weelc that the
deficit would be more
:

Millar ITmiAil Ta VCf
mUlKl
UppeV 10 TIAj

I

Hartford Courant, Philadelphia Bulletin, Wilmington News-Journal, Wateibury (paper pool), Camden Courier, Newark Cail, Allentown CallChronicle and Bridgeport Herald. Papers ran fiont page stories, features
and pix. and several setup .stunts, such as having their mayors see the GJs
EaslPi n Air Lines put a special plane at WOR's disposal to pick up the
otX.
men. New rapprochement between press and radio is believed explained
by (he local community tieup and the public service angle of the program.

Or

$78,000,

as well as for

ciillets

Breakdown of old anti-radio feeling among ea.<:tern newspapers was
further evidenced this week in connection with WOR, N. Y.'s two-day
special program. "One Year After—The Veteran Reports," yesterday and
today (13-14). Newspapers in 16 cities were to pick representative vets
10 come 10 N. Y. and report on their impressions one year after the war.
Not only have sheets cooperated, but mo.st papers sent reporters along to
putting scribes up, selling up pressr
cover the story from N. Y., with
room for them, etc. London Daily Mail is also covering with two N. Y.
men. Don Tddon and Noel Monks, while papers who sent staffers include

Be

to

S3

materialized as expected.
I

I

:

At a lacor committee meo:ing, A.
D. D;:nton, CBC chairman, li;id si»gi;e>lt(l

Ihiit

the full

station

amount

ol

S2..'i0

in Dallas. Lee Segall is presi
fee
to the CBC. The
>v:.v
it
bomb makes dent and principal
holder in the works now, the Dept. of Tr.insmirt
world government more necessary
now than ever— stressing a world company. Segall also has second which is responsible to Parllamont
"Carrington Playhou.se," finishing its second i3-week cycle on Mutual government in full, rather than a bid pending for new AM outlet in for Canadian radio, collects llic fee,
tomorrow night (15), will as usual make its ^500 award for the best show loose federation like the United Houston.
gives about $2 to CBC, and takos the
the or-

live).
Winner of the award this
of the cycle, and rebroadcast the .>;how
time will be Winifred Wolfe, author* of "Portrait of a Girl," which was
fir.sl broadcast on the series May 23.
But a.^ide from announcement of Miss Wolfe as the winner.' there will be
«n extra-curricular publicity angle to this award. It so happens that Miss
Wolfe, engaged to marry radio scripler Jack Gprdun, had scheduled their
marriage to take place in Boston, tomorrow inorning (Thursday).. The
pair will be hitched a.s per plan, then plane to N. Y. to attend the brbadAnd they will use the $500 prize coin for a bridal suite at the St.
ca.rt.
Regis, N. Y.
(

John Cro.sby. radio editor of the New York Herald Tribune, who did a
on censorship practiced by the networks, was the subject

series of articles

some blue penciling himself.
Seems Crosby did a column which criticized, one web for censoi ing a
food expert. "The column didn't get in. Crosby says he had some qualms
about the column himself, checked with the managing editor, then called
tomt medical men who said the guy he was defending wasn't much of an
authority anyway. One way or another, the fact is: Crosby wrote another
column in a hurry.
of

Writers' Board is circularizing radio writers, asking their aid. especially
during United Nations Week, Sept. 22-28, "to integrate, in dramatic .scenes
and dialog, allusions to the stark necessity of ordinary citizens making the
UN work by strengthening, supporting and enhancing its prestige." Board
urges iicripters to assure American people that (a) German and Jap
Ideologies must still be beaten, (b) invasion of individual human rights
anywhere is a threat to U. S. per.sonal lives, and (c) the United Nations,
despite limitations, is the only agency we now possess to make peace a
.

reality.

ing

that

j

Nations. "That's the aim of
ganization that backed the show;
whether one agreed or not, the outfit used radio so as to sock the mes.sage home
in a forceful manner.
Radiowise, however, the show was
irhportant because it had brought
the integration of content and form
to the highest point possible.
Martin Aitdrews gave the show
casting and direction that showed he
understood the nuances for which
the author aimed and knew how Id
put them across for major payola.
His ca.s( of pros was tops. But what
was more remai'kable, his amateurs
author Fannie Hurst, a mini.<:ter, a
scientist,
a
Senator these people
fitted into the action dramatically,
as if they had been poured right
into an AFRA mould. No "sensible"
director would try to give to amateurs spots that required a pro's
timing and pacing: Andrews did
just that, however; and the fact that
he came out with kudos shows that
he did the unexpected with great
credit.
Clifton Fadiman. of course,
was himself which means tops
as narrator.. . And Josh White, singing a John La Touche ballad, gave
the show the fillip that brought it
right down to earth. It was a performance highly creditable to everybody all around.
Cars.

—

—

The Hollywood Radio Directors Guild

states it is a.sking for a Guild
hop and not a closed shop, as previously reported'. The former would
permit employment of Guild mernbers oniy, while the closed shop is delined as limiting the number of employees.

\

Followup Comment t
««««««««»
SenaUr,"

"Figbtlnf
Bros,

:

Lever

the

summer replacement on CBS

Continued from page
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One of

now

a

tion,

Wliat

a.

lot

of people are

.i.skino .jy

CBC

how' the
is planning to work its
¥2.000.000 expansion program in view
of its present financial headacht.s.

members is Lfto Di
former editor of The Arrow,

its stafl

Slefano,

administrative

this source to $4,300,000.

who, until Pearl H;:rbor,
hard for Mussolini and Hitler.

scribes
toiled

for

Under the Dunton propo.s;il. the
would gain an extra $300,000
in revenue, bringing the total from

CBC

I

defunct bi-language publicaorgan of the •Italianof the Khaki Shirts

official

American Legion

— U.
El

on

S. Fascists.'

"

'(Mz Kids'

Mondo
II

says that another man
Progresso's payroll now is

to

NBC

Chicago, Aiig. 13.

Alka Seltzer's "Quiz Kids." on
Capt. Vincenzo Rossini. The paper
will
alle.;;es that Rossini had "welded to-, ABC for the past six years,
gether" one group railed "F: .scist move to NBC on Sept 29 in the 4
p.m.
slot.
educational clubs," another "proMove, on the Are for the last
Fascist"
outfit
callied
'-Naiional
three
months,
was
made
remove
to
United Italian A.s.sociations." and late
in 1941 wrote to Mussolini's ambas- the program from having to comsador in Washington .seeking instruc- pete with NBC'S Sunday night comedy parade of Benny, Daley, and
tions "what he should do."
The activities and writings of lhe.se Allen, and to place it in a spot
H Prcgresso stafl members, and the where it could get a wider aud.
present editorial slant of the paper
which,. El Mondo holds, has been
anti-British and until the recent
Italian
slecticns
"pro-monarchy,"
will be introduced into the
rec-

JACOBSOH TO NEBLETT

.

ords

»

$3-5,000,000

50-cent balance
expenses.

Pope-WHOM

when

comes
El

WHOM

the

Mondo

application

concludes:

Pope— in

the

event of the

13.

business partner with JohnNeblett in th« operation of
Neblett Radio Productions, i.s MorJacobson, formerly
ton
Neblelfn^
personal
mgr. and now general
«ales factotum for the outfit,
nie

up.

"There is no doubt that, since
liberal elements have absolutely refused to work for Mussolini'.s Grand
Officer

Chicago, Aug.

New

rcc

'

|

,

NHP
oiit,

is

prepping a

new

e.

incidentally, in addition

t.

to

lay-

the

which bowed July 29, took exactly FCCsanctionins the sale of the ladio [current "So the Story Goes' and
three weeks to achieve the clarity station to him, the Fa.scists, like a "Louise Massey and the WesternContinued from pate 31
of sock entertainment with a punchy plague of locu.sts, will swarm
over ers." It'll be titled "Song and Story,"
populace. Latter seerns to be the message in the third stanza (12).
Station
WHOM. TTiis mu.st not with Neblett and the Home-Townmost important projected, use of Here was a radio adaptation of an happcn."
vers, musical combo.
exciting news story— the rebellion
large-screen transmi.ssion overseas.
of the ex-GIs at Athens. Tenn.— told
'FanUsdc' RequlremcDts
sense
of
civic
with realism and a
their own shortcomings

—

mi'

j

I

0'

Despite

responsibility.

technically and program-wise, forThe senator, trying to halt the
eign representatives have laid out fratricide, sided with the forces opwhat, at present, are fantastic re- posed to corruption yet insisted on
quirements for television equip- orderly procedure. And the scene in
ment purchased here. Russian dele- which he stopped the firing partly
gations, most frequently seen, haye described in the .sotto voce of a
asked for undreamed-of technical radio newscaster seeing the event
features in receivers and transmit- from a rooftop (as WROL's Allen
Stout actually did describe the
A network Athens
ters to be purchased.
doings)
was real drama.

—

—

"HIRES TO YA'"
NMI SICOND YEA!
MIBCS SUNDAY tAKTI
AlC. COAST-YO<«OAn

remarked "perhaps we
engineer
should be complimented, that they
expect so much, but one of them
asked for 625 line.«, with, both black
and white and color on the same
machine."
'Together with (he et|uipment on
have
nations
purchasing
order,
asked for technicians and -Sngineers

—

"Travelln*
selling

free

it

Man" on NBC Is still
enterpri.se,
democmcy

and patriotism in a red. white, arid
blue package and although the colors have been toned down slightly
from what they were with the open-

m
m

.

help wUh the installation and
the training of their own video
people. Few, if aiiy of them, have
to

any

background

some are
stages

still

in

radio

of

in

television,

and

the most primitive
transmi-ision and

ing broadcast, the pitch is still a
touch too unsubtle for the product

on sale.
Facet

was

hit

on Monday

local dictatorships

(12v airing

and incipient

KCMO

is

up to soMtbiRg!

domestic fascism, dealing specifically
with a city in which' the mayor
rigged polls and intimidated voters
with special 'vigilante committees,
giving "protection from Bolsheviks"
a.«i
his excu.se. It's all broken up

programing. List of countries
which have sent representations in- when "Travelin' Man" Bill Adams
clude Mexico, Russia, Holland. Bel- persuades town moppets, on junior
gium, Peru, Chile, .South Africa, mayor day, to reopen a case in which
Greenland; Brazil. Australia,. Nor- the unscrupulous mayor's opponent
way, Sweden, and France, among had been sent to jail unjustly. Govsteps in to protect the
others. A few have had to be turned ernor then
down after a quick look at their election.
Program mounting.s. pace, direcfinancial situation, but practically tion and thesping were of superior
all .leem to have the wherewithal to
quality. Scripting was suspcnseful
back their orders.
and intere.sting, but a bit cloying at
One of the most surprising fea- times. Issue was worthy of treattures of the intere.^t shown lies in ment, and at times bore a strange
recent alleged happenthe time element' Apparently no one similarity to
Athens, Tenn., although proAmerican television expected ings in wa.s scripted days before.
in
gram
much foreign inlcre.st for .several Parallel between "mayor" and Hityears, or at least u"til the first steps ler was too obvious, and made more
in recovery from the war had been .so by -(Icliberatcly pointing it out
to an already cognizant audience.
completed.
.

.

'

G
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•

AS CITY 4, MISSOURI
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for
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MCA

MCA

Original burnup by the SEP and Wittels wa-s caused by the runarouhd
given them by
execs who referred Wittels to company lawyer, Morris
MCA prexy, Jules Stein,- however,- amelioraled it; partially by a
visit to the SEP headquarters in Philly.

London, Aug. 9.
.....(Jay
You..
Laughing on Out.sirte. .Connelly
Can't Begin Tell You .Chappell
Money Root All Evil. Chappell
Cinephonic
Cruising River
Bygones Be Bygones. .Feldman
Dash
You Can Be Sure of Me
F.D.&H.
Mary Lou...
B.yWood
Rain Must Fall.
Oh, What Seems to Be ....iSun
L. Wright
Primrase Hill.
Chappell
Home Sick

.

MCA

Warns

Carle

Prospective Buyers

MCA

Of

Strict

GAC

Tieup

the largest in the field, but Wittels' talc indicates a scope of recording companies and various
beyond the average estimate. This, say top tradespeople and- other buyers of music pointing out
will -make
more of a magnet than ever it performers.
that all negotiations for the services
of Frankie Carle's orchestra must be
of General Art"For You, For Me, Forever More." a George and Ira Gershwin tune conducted with reps
Apparently, GAC execs
that has never been published, will be' worked on by Chappell Music ists Corp.
complained to the union over direct
starting next month, 'tune is included in the Dick Haymes film for 20thlor
the band by
being
made
deals
Fox, "Shocking Miss Pilgrim," which carries other Gershwin numbers. It
Carle's handlers.
was dug out of old manuscripts by Ira Gershwin recently.
Warren Pearl, formerly with GAC,
Jane Froman will cut the first record of the tune lor Majestic.
and attorney Leonard Zissu, handle
It doesn't look like Teddy Powell will ever icorganizB his orchestra. Carle.
is

activity far

MCA

men,

Since getting back into harness, he has been devoting much of his time to
song writing, his trade prior to the fling he took at macstroing. Currently,
Powell has eight or 10 tunes placed with various publishers in New York.
His latest is one writtcri with Little Jack Little titled, "You Broke the
Only Heart That Ever Loved You," which Chappell is starting to work on.
Mustcraft Records is lifting platters from the newly pressed Artie ShawCole Porter album, as yet unreleased, lor distribution to the coin machines.
Records will be given to the jukcrs at the rale of one a month for the
next lour months.

to

I

AH

Vito, and he listens like one ol the
fine, and when the sheet calls lor the
in N. Y. band to play out, they do well! best band vocalists around. Ballad,
wrapped in nostalgic words, it'll
named v.p. Lyrics mean nothing, but the bent move!
"Heaven" opens like "Waters
of Leeds Music and head of its will sell it. "Wind Blows" is yery
The steel strings are ol the Minnetonka" and then James'
Hollywood office lor the past lew listenabfc.
horn moves in. Ol course this sida
together
with a
slow
years, will be moved into New York leatured,
is practically in a hit class now, and
next week and shifted over to. Peter Miller-type tempo, and soft voicing
although this release is a bit late
Maurice, Inc., firm set up by Leeds by Miss Ryan. Ifs a good side, and

YOU ANYTHING
BUTLOVE,BABY
Music by .

.

•

JIMMY McHUGH

NOW

Harold Adamsoni writing as a team
lor some time, have been signed by
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris. Morris'
firms will publish all material turned
out by the pair for films, the first
being a group ol. tunes recently written lor a Universal pic. Two
lor Republic are lorthcoming.

in N. Y. permanently to supervise the operation of the company,
Archie Levington is prol.

Goday's place as head Leeds man
on Coast will be assumed by Goldie
Goldmark.
Sam Freidman is In
Hollywood for the Maurice outfit,
Latterls first song here is "Under
the Willow Tree," a hit in England

York

To Each His

2.

Surrender

3.

Gypsy

4.

Doin'

Own

its

(3)

(Paramount)

Eddy Howard.
Freddy Martin

.Majestic
.Victor

j

Coma
Woody Herman

Columbia

j

Ink Spots

I

(16)

Perry

(

(Saiitly-Joy)

(Leeds)

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

5.

Natur'lly (8) (Berlin)

f

7.

8.

Schneider was boosted to v.p. two
weeks ago when Milton R. Rackmil
was boosted to the lale E. F. Stevens*

10.

\

.

.

Tony Pastor

(Perry

Prisoner of Love (19) (Mayfair).

.Cosmo

Como

Victor

Ink Spots.

Decca

Comng Up
stone Cold. Dead (Miller)

Rey forN.Y. Aquarium

Fitzgerald-Jordan ....Decca

-

You Were the Only Girl (Mutual)...
Do You Love Ma (BVC).
II

Perry Como. .. ..
Haymes-Forrest

....

orchestra, -which

.....Victor

Decca

(King Cole Trio.
Capitol
completed its first postwar date in Route 66 (BVH)
(Crosby-Andrews .....Decca
New York at. the Hotel Astor Roof
Woody Herman. ..Columbia
in June, comes back to the area Mabel, Mabel (United)
again in October at the Aquarium
South America Take It Away (Witmark).. [Andrews^ Sisters. .....Decca
Restaurant, N. Y. While no con( Xavier Cugat.. ... .Columbia
tracts have been signed, Rey is due
Victor
Hutton
j f*"^
into the spot Oct. 3 lor three weeks. My Fickle Eye (Santly-Joy)
(

Sept. 13 to Oct.

Diaky^

.

:

(

Rey's

.

I

6.

9.

Schneider.

Count Basie is current at the
Aquarium, lollbwed by Buddy Rich,
Aug. 23-Sept. 12 and George Paxton,

HERE'S A TASTE!!

Decca

Dinah Shore
Columbia
Dinah Shore. ..; .Columbia
Freddy Martin
.Victor
Victor
They Say It's Wonderful (12) (Berlin).. ( Perry Como.
Bing Crosby
.Decca
Peggy
Lee.,
Capitol
I Don't know Enough About You (9) (C) ]
(Mills Bros
i.,,,. .Decca
I Got.Sun In Morning (1) (Berlin).
Les Brown
Columbia
.Columbia
f Frankie Carle.
One More Tomorrow (7) (Reinick)
Capitol
\ Margaret Whiting
( Bing Crosby
Decca
Sioux City Sue. (15) (Morris)

What Comes

;

^^'^TEr 300KIN^

Victor

(

Decca Ad-Sales Heat

Alvino's

America's Finest Rhytlim Dancer

share ol the coin-raking.

(Continued on page 41)

I
(4)

spot as executive v.p.

STEVE CONDOS

do

(

Manning Upped To

been with Decca for 14 'years, imqst
of the recent time as assistant to

New

it'll

particularly

10 Best SeOers on Coin-Machines
1.

more

Edwin H. Manning has been. named
advertising and sales promotion head
of Dccca Records, fulfilling the 'spot
vacated by Leonard Schneider, now
a v.p. of the company. Manning has

4TH WEEK

STRAND,

Recommended,

duo.

Jimmy McHugh and mgr.

Length of the deal is undisclosed,
but it's claimed to be a long -termer.

Publbhed by MILLS

should do the best busine.ss of the

,

main

McHugh-Adamson
Songwriters

Vito
chorus,
and smooth stuff
tthroughout, it's gonna do well all
around! Tune is a natural lor Di

recently

of

Fihn Tunes By

and

danceable

-

Of Maurice Co.

Happy Goday,

v.p.

CAN'T GIVE

Miss Ryan, abetted by the
Rey, makes it a very
side.
Rey's rhythm is

it.

Four

V P.

partnership with Peter Maurice,
London. Goday will become a
of Maurice and will have an
interiest in the firm.
He will re-

Morris to Turn Out

-

tops

Happy Goday

in

Top Tunes for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite

M.C.)

Gcbrile GIbba (vocal with Earle lor .'The Way That the WindHagen Orch) "You Keep Coming Blows."
Hal MoIiityre ( vocal by Nancy
Back Like a Song"-" Willow Bond"
Reed) "I Got the Blue Light On".
(Majestic).. First "relea.se by Miss
The House ot Blue Lights" (Cos.
Gibbs in some time. IVs a welcome mo) A parlay
ol blue. The "I Got"
elief, for this is iiolid song sellirig side has a drag beat, a whole
chorus
Che does of the opener ol Mclntyre rax. Mis^
all
the way through.
Reed
takes
over
tol'ably.
It's jrot a
rving Berlin's "You Keep Coming
vocal. Whole side could have more
Back" to perfection. Earle Hagi.n, lift if hepped
with better rhythm.
top trombonist, has done a masterly
Not as good as Mclntyre can do and
job pf conducting; he cuddkd the
has done. "The House" grooves are
voice in such wonderful fiddles and
boogie and movet Miss Reed should
flutes.
Tune, Irom the pic "Blue sing only
this type of tune. Sounds
Skies," is great. Sure hit. "Willow
like a different voice, it's that much
Ro>d" is a novelty with more tem- better. This
will do well at the
po, aiid although not up to the par
nickel-eaters, and will liven up on
of the other side gives the Gibbs gal
airshot.
Recommended lor "Blue
a chance to show her rhythm, and
Lights" side.
fine delivery.
Good, hot distinctive
Harry James (vocal by Buddy Di
enough to measure up to the other
"I
Vito)
GUCS.S I Expected Too
side, but both sides recon^ipehded.
"Then
It's
Heaven"
Alvino Bey (vocal by Jo Anne Much" -"And
Ryan and Quartette) "California (Columbia). ."I Guess I Expected
Too
Much;'
is the type of side muSunbeam" "The Way That the
Wind Blows" (Capitol). "California sicians sneeringly label "commerSunbeam" has been around lor a cial James," and. laymen customers
bit.
It
was recorded by Connie will buy and buy. -Very nickel-ish.
Haines lor Mercury, but this issue Replete with fiddles, a soothing Di
.

PetriOo

James C. Petrillo, prez of the
Most distinct reaction to the yarn, on the basis of the initiol install- American Federation of musicians,
ment, was the impression of MCA's bigness. AH show biz knows that the sent wires "last week to theatres,

MCA

By BARRY GRAY
AWOR-MutuaVs AU-Night

-

execs, agree that the story probNlost opinions, including those of
didn't
ably will wind up doing the agency more good than harm.
care too much for Wittels' digging into the package radio setup, on the
theory that performers might be smartened up to its workings. However,
it's Xelt that Wittels passed- too briefly over the point to hurt.

agency

(For Jocks and Jukes)

Bless

MCA

Schrier.

REGOMMENDED RECORDS

British Best Sheet Sellers
{Week Ending Aug. 8, '46)

Inside Orchestras--Music
topic of discussion around New York bnnd business luncheon and
dinner tables during the past week has been the Saturday Evening Posl
serial on the "inside" of Music .Ct>rp. of America, the first installment (ol
lour) of which ran last week (7), Opinions on the yarn differ widely
except on one point there's much surprise at its mildness, at least as far
as chtipter one is concerned. It was expected, that writer David G. Wittels
due to the agency's earlier
n onceover— but not lightly
would give
refusal to cooperate, forcing him to get his dope wherever and from
changed its stance, perhaps because il
whoever he could. Later,
figured' it would gel the worst of it, and welcomed Wittels. The second
part, out today (Wed.), likewise reveals nothing which isn't part of any
hard-hitting organization.

Main

2.

LitUe Diner

Who

Told You That Lie (Stevens)

'

HOLT

Capitol

" - '^-T?
Victor

Frank Sinatra.

.Columbia

Five Minutes More (Melrose)

b.;^-;-

Jerry Colonna

(Vaughn ?f
Monroe

I

...

THORNHUL SNAGS 4
WEEKS AT PENN,N.Y.
Although contracts have not beea
signed, Claude ThornhlU's orchestra
occupy four weeks of the sixleft open at the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., by the with-

will

week period

drawal ol Stan Kenton. Thornhlll
opens Sept. 16, to be loUowed Oct.
14 by Charlie Spivak's orchestra lor
eight weeks.

Thornhlll

might

have

had

the

entira six-week period Irom which
Kenton dropped out 11 he had bpen
able to cancel part of a booking's*

H«

the Sherman hotel, Chicago.
goes into the Sherman Aug. IM?""
lour weeks and closes Sept. 12. Tn'V
leaves the first two weeks ol tn*

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
6047 Hollywood Blvd.

«'

CAROL MUSIC,

INC.

SID LORRAINE, Gen. Mgr.

NEW; YORK CITY
1619 Broadway
ALLEN BEST. Prof. Uqr.

Penn time still open starting Sept.?There's not so much ot a rush lof
this open tlmt as there had been
by all agencies lor the lull six-weeK
law bands ol any consequence leel a two-week run at tne
Penn, or any other spot, ol valueHence, It's likely that the lortnl*'
will be filled by a secondary ban*

period;

'
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Morris-Capitol Berle

Adams-Co^^

Anxiety of recording firms to hit-t
market ficst with new songs is
Ktill creating friction within the muCrystal,
Link
sic and recording industries despite
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
of
publishers
trend
recent
the
Merger of Renown and Crystal
toward placing- release-date restricCurrently, Music Companies effected here over
tions on their material.
Former Is hew name of
there are two hot disputes over the weekend.
attempts by. disk outfits to beat firm formerly known as Loft-Marrivals to the disk stalls with tunes,- mor, in which Eddie Marmor and
and in both cases threats of legal bandleader Les Brown are parthave been made by the nered after having recently bought
action
the

Renown

publisher.
Flpst square-off

is.

between Edwin

Morris and Gapitol Records.
Morris has a tune titled "The Things
yVc 'Did Last Summer," which has
been recorded, among others, by Jo
11,

Stafford for Capitol, Frank Sinatra
lor Columbia, and Bing Crosby for

Ms

out one-third interest of Solly Loft.
Crystal is firm owned by Sonny
Burke, Eddie Powell and .Herb
Spencer.
Former is Coast musical
director of Musicraft Records and
latter two are scorers working, for
20th-Fpx. Renown is BMI, Crystal

:

Decca. i^ch copy of the tune bears
the notation "not to be released unGapitol seeks to
til Oct. 15, 1946."
put Miss Stafford's version in circulation a month or more earlier.
Morris, one of the first firms to place

an

ASCAP

affiliate.

In combining

interests- here, Marmor will actively
be in charge, due to .qther busittess
interests of other four'" meniibers of

firms merged.
The quintet are in
on equal divi.sion of holdings.

release restrictions on tunes to be
certain all disk companies get an

even break, has

told'

Capitol

that

legal action will result if the Stafford disk i» marketed earlier than

StafTord.

Morris hasn't yet Issued Capitol a
license to record the tune and gays
it
won't unless Capitol agrees to
Nvilhhold the Stafford disk until Oct
15. Since Capitol's record would be
the first on the .market if released
when the company wants to put it
out, Morris
legally can withhold
the license %nd force the, company
to defer the release date or face legal action.

Second dispute is over a tune
"Banana Boat," published by
Pic Publishing, firm owned by Berle
called

Adams,

Louis Jordan's manager.
Cosmo cut the novelty with Hal
Mclhtyre and has already shipped
pressings to dealers to coincide. with
exploitation. Adams' attorneys have
warned Cosmo that a suit will be
filed if the Mclntyre disks are released before Sept. IS.
Cosmo's answer is that for weeks
Pic's representatives have been after it to record the tune, and wires
and letters, none of which mention
any release deadline, are available
to back its stand.
It asserts that
Adams placed the belated release
date on the tune so as to allow
time for Mercury Records, with
which he's also affiliated, to get out
:

.

'

its

own

Final

version,

by the Starlighters

Details

StiU

To

Be Ironed Out Before

Disney Deal
Hollywood, Aug.

13.

George Joy, partner with Lester
Sanlly In Santly-Joy, signed an
ag/°eement with Walt Disney, when
he was here two weeks ago, to publish the score of Disney's forthcoming "Song of the South." It marks
the first time in seven or eight years
that 8-J has concerned itself with
the exploitation of a film score. Its
main Interest has always been the
marketing of Individual tunes in
which it has been greatly successful
the past couple years.

and the

No

price

is

being

disclosed

by

either company in Cosmo's takeover
of the smaller label.
Harry Banks,

the

coin

owed

the

tcrninj;

outfit obviou.sly ii: patitself
after
the powerful

Midwest Ballroom Operators, headquartered in Fort Dodge, la. Larry
Geer, one of founders of that group,
has been asked to come to next confab here to present angles on how
his 6rganization functions.

:

New 'York local 802 of the American Ff^eration of Musicians jolted
important music buyers last week
when it opened the eastern half of
the AFM's campaign for increased
scales in all entertainment litld.i.
Local served notice on all Class A
hotels and niteries within its jurisdiction that, beginning with Labor
Day,, salaries for musicians would
jump 25%; That's the biggest hike
802 has ever asked in one lump.

Evansville, Ind., Aug:
Editor, Variety;

Just received

a'

from

letter

5.

E,

B.

Marks Music Corp, enclosing a check
for royalties due me from a song
written years ago. They stated that
they received my address through
the courtesy of my brother Art
Weems. The statement was. for the
years 1932-1933-1934 during which
brother fixt was playing trumpet
with the band at such remote places
as the Pennsylvania HoteT in New
York and the Palmer House, Chicago. Ye Gods.
Ted Weenis.

However^

For
Terms

of

the

SPA
new

past six

months or more,

to

dickered
Local is

have advanced its demands
with the knowledge that they would
run into strong objection, and de-

said to

liberately «sct them high to allow
room to cnne down a bit. Only the
spots involved received notices of the
increases, which indicates that they
are not final. Booking agencies,
which would be vitally interested in
Ihe boosts since ttieir sales are -basically predicated on scale qunlatibiis, were not aware of 802's move
until hotel operators advised them of

Pact

contract

likely that 802's, latest

it's

quotations will be
before they' go into effect.
salary

e02's

the

communiques,
asked by

802 in the
field precede other
Rewill ask soon.
companies, for example,
have been waiting since last spring
Increases

Songwriters Protective Assn. members have been working on for the

nitery and hotel
jumps the AFM

replace

cording

.

,

James C. Petrillo's
on disking scales.

lishers,

for iniion prexy
latest quotations

which

He advised them then

that prices

would be hiked in the
have not* been quoted as

fall'
yet.

tract.

The new

New

parentheses:
Sesslans
Hovrs
2
4

Scale

$8a.00 ($64.40)
$55.00 ($40.25)
$60.00 ($48.30)
1
$75.00 r$e2.io)
2
5
$90.00 ($72.45)
2
6
$105.00 ($86.25)
:<
7
$120.00 ($94.30)
4
8
$135.00 ($110.97)
In addition, there's an extra 25''^
boost demanded for those playing
for fioor or ice shows. That would
mean, for exaniple, that the. New.
Yorker hotel, N. Y., which is in the
$86.25 category currently, would be
boosted to $105 per. man, plus another 25% for playing- the hotel's
standard ice show. Tacked on also
is an extra $5 per man for "special"
evenings such as New Yearns Eve.
and other holidays.
With these
boosts, 802 decrees that no employer
shall use fewer musicians after the
."cnle goes into effect than he em-

4

1
1

They will read its terms to
members before the con-

the Coast

'

ment with western memtiers. Curvent agreement expires the end of
year.

Andy Kirk Asks

They

with the previous ones

in

tract is presented to the Music Publishers Protective Assn. for negotiation.
They went west several
months ago to discuss; the new agree-

this

scales,

AFM

To Force King Cole
Payoff for Half-Wk.

'

Andy Kirk has filed a claim for
appTOximately $2,000 against, the
King Cole Trio with the American
Federation of Musicians over a year- ployed during
months.
old situation.
Last August, Cole and Kirk's band
were set to do vaude together, with
Cole guarsnteeing Kirk 10 weeks'
work over a 15-week period. Due to

the

preceding

Coast Stores

certain interruptions in the vaude
series by unexpected and desirable
bookings for both, only nine and
one half weeks were played. Kirk
now wants Cole to pay. him for the
remaining half week.

12

Boost

Music Price to 40c;
East

HoMs 35c
HoUywoodi Aug.

For

first

in

tinie

.

Line
13.

15 years retail

music is nudging .upwards iri this area. Following meeting of retail owners fortnight ago in
San Francisco,, music stores agreed

price of sheet

COSMO SIGNS BARNET;
MAESTRO MAPS REVAMP

to tilt ifrom

Chnrlie Barnet's orchestra was
signed to the Cosmo label late la.sl
week and the band did its first di.sks
under the new term contract Monday (12). Barnet's initial .-iides for
Cosmo covered standard items that
have iong been top-sellers for liCAVictor, for which company's Bluebird label they were originally made.
Tunes are "Cherokee," "Rcd.skin
Rumba" and "Caravan."

longtime level of 35c. to

40c.

.

Upon word

of hike reaching

here',

two largest local .sellers, Fre'eman's
and Schirmer's, also tilted, and some
smallics have followed.

No Jnmp

BisiM >Ea«t
.

In the east, there's no sign of ;<n
imminent jump in retail prices, although the Coast decision to go to
4pc could conceivably start someBainet is disbanding hi& current thing.
Popular sheet music is one
orchc.'.tra next week preparatory, to
item that has never! had a priceEastern bps Excited
returning to Hollywood; nine of the
boost through the war despite subEastern ballroom owners sre ex- present members go west with the
SEPT. 9 cited by the report in 'V'ahiety last leader to be bolstered there with stantial increases in operating cost.';.
Everything from rents, down through
American Society of Composers. week concerning the- get-together of other men formerly v.'ith Burnet on paper, office staffs, contact personAuthors and. PubRihers has called one-night and location owners on the Coast.
;iel,
el al., hus been increased the
the Coast over what they term "exits annual Coa.st inceling for Sept. 9.
Cosmo also signed Monday f]2) past year or two without a jump
band
guarantees."
Acorbitant
Earl
Car-,
at
Fcmine
held
soloist.
Confab will be
Fran Warren, as a
in sheet prices. Jobbers still get the
to their conversations with formerly s.nnfi with Barnet's band
roll's thealre-ieslgurant in the af- cording
merchandise for 22c and racks for
are
avidly
follow^
they
rhen,
agency
that
.separate
dinner
Co.'^mo
is
a
with
but hci- dc.Tl
ternoon, followed by
2gc;
moves of their Coast and apart
is
an ASCAP ing the
,Carr6ll
evening.
Reason ifor th^ failure of pubs to
brethren. They: have long been ad-

COAST MEET

TO BE HELD

Cosmo president, and those^ involved member.
with him in the floating of a. recent
Who is going but from- N.

stock deal are .supposed to be preparing' another issue to take care of
the costs of the National purchase.
Included in the-buyout.of the latter,
.of course,
is that .coippany's complete talent roster.

Via Carrier Pigeon?

,

Terpalace Tops

_:_

.

Asked

By N. Y.AFM Starting Labor Day

the current deal with music pubwill be ready for unveiling early in September.
Pact, for
all pubs have' been waiting for
agency men, many promoters still
operate the same way. They spot months, will be read first to Tie
Coast
contingent
of SPA at an an75 or 100 window cards, take a onenual
meeting,
the
date
of
which
h^;
inch ad in local papers and thus
feel they've done a job. And the not been definitely set.
John Schulman, attorney for SPA
better known the band the less efand Fred Ahlert, of SPA, go to the
fort Is turned toward promotion!
Coast later this month for the second
time in relation to the new con-

FB

.

production and shipping fain Vhillipsburg, Pa., and. New
ifork are being used by Cosmo.

:

.

.

cilities

nighter.
Hence, many promoters
didn't go out of their way on advertising and exploitation of band
dates.
Now that money Is tighter, say the

For Coast Org.

Cosmo

letter's

_

^d

.

agency, Paxton agreed to pay $.'1,500
National Goes to
immediately and ^another
in cash
Purchase of the National Rocord $17,500 in in.<tallmenls on the basis
Cosmopolitan Records has of SCn of all earnings until the debt
just about been completed, although Is paid.
the signing and working-out of 'de
tails .such as an exchange of stock,
etc., have not been closed.
National ASCAP'S

distributing National disks,

BIZ LAG
.

:

that

Tunes involved in the Disney
which Is i combination cartoon and live-actor production, are
the title song plus "Uncle Remus,"
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
"Sooner or Later" and "Zip-a-DeeNew orgaiiization. Western Assn.
DoorDah." There, are others, but
they are the four S- J will concen- of Ballroom Operators, was formed
here
last
week
by reps of 20 of the
trate on.
top terpalaces of the Far West. First
formal meeting and election of ofr
fleers will be held at a confab here
Paxton Signs With Glaser
Sept. 17, at which time rules and
by-laws of the non-profit group will
After Getting
Release; be drawn. Meanwhile, A. "V; Bamford, who runs string of 16 upstate
Settle Payoff of Debt danceries and who fathered idc^ of
organizing, will head up outfit.
George Paxton concluded negblia
Association sprang into being at
lions
the
with
Frederick Bros,
get-together of ops to exchange
agency late las.t week for a release
-views on how they might Cut guarfrom a contract that has another
antees demanded by many name
three years to run. Paxton immebandleaders.
Most western balldiately signed a long-term deal with
rooms have lost coin this year and
Booking
Joe GlHser's Associated
month's meet organization plans
Corp. and a day later was booked by
really to mass in attack to reduce
the latter into the .Aquarium Restauflgures demanded by top narhe orrant, N. Y.. opening Sept. 12.
chestras, to try to secure lower
Paxton and Frederick. Bros, had ASCAP fees, and if possible to get
been battling one another virtually musicians' locals to sla.sh scales.
ever since the leader signed with
Before next meetings, too, outfit
the agency.
He has pla.ved. how- hopes to get all one-nite promoters
ever, most, of llie major jobs in the to join the united front.
Tabled
country while with iheni, the Penn- meanwhile are requests from at least
sylvania Hotel, .V. Y., Capitol Tliea- two bookers. Dick Webster, of GenHowever, he owed eral Artists Corp.'s local office, and
tre, N. Y,, etc.
the agency $29,000 for commission."! Eames Bi.'hop. ot Music Corp. of
and coin advanced, and this "lini had America, who want to ease into orto be erased before a release was ganization to present agencies' views.

To make up

will r.ot lose its identity for from 30
to 60 days.
Meanwhile, Cosmo is

average one-night promoter is
mistakenly under the impression
that the so-called "name'' band needs
no help to draw fans. They point
out that promotion and exploitation
for the majority of dates are slipshod, and this often forms the difference between a winning and losing date. It's pointed out that toward the
of
the war, when
transportation problems; were eased
and one-night spots began operation
the

score,

secured.

firm by

attitude that

there was plenty of
money around and not too. rriuch
pressure was needed to hussle up a
good crowd for the average one-

Santly-Joy In

Oct. 15.

Capitol claims it is in the middle,
again In this argument. It asserts
Sammy Weiss, Morris Coast rep
and Sammy Cahn and Julie Styne
exerted pressure to have the song
recorded by Capitol lome time ago
and that at that time no release date
that
It's claimed
was: mentioned.
>opy of the
only' last week did
song com* through marked for Oct.
15 release. By that time, the disk
had been scheduled' for marketing.
Capitol claims that had: the Oct. IS
been mentioned earlier 'the song
would not have been assigned to Jo

Agency men take the

:

Hotel-Nitery Boost

PAN PROMOTERS
Certain
eastern
agency,
band,
bookers exploded this week over
the persistent and increasing squawks;
from one-night promoters and location buyers over the generally
lagging b.b. figures of 75% bf available bands. The bookers feel that
the bands are not completely at
fault, that some of the blame must'
be laid at the doorsteps of the operators themselves, and the sooner
they realize it the better it will be
for all concerned.

again,

that

.

25%

on Disk Release Dates

In Disputes

*

:

85

Y. to vocating lower guarantees to eastand mocstros, and
attend the Coast meet, which must ern bandsmen
been showering the
lately
be held yearly according to ASCAP have
with letters of protest vs.
bylaws, i.s not certain. It's assumed agencies
citing the genquotatioa«,
coin
high
manprez Deeni!: Taylor, coneral
smaller crowds aiid lowered
ager John G. Paine, assistant Dick erally
Murray and ether toppor.<i will go. income.

boost asking prices is the fact that
Dccea currently in fast pres.iing of virtually all during the war .sheet
music sales boomed far beyond x>
Haywood-Andrews
Sister."
Eddie
peclation.s. During 1945, for example,
platter of "House With Blue Lights
to get in on bonanza apparently ."-ales- were as much as six time." us
struck by Capitol with Ella Miie large as the late 1930'.s, when a
|

"

!

Mor.se disk,

,

1.50,000 sale

meant a

big hit

VedaesJay, August 14, I945

OIICUKSTIIAS-AIUSir
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10 Best Sheet

Music Notes

lU'cc;,-

Sellers

NBC. CBS, ABC. Mutual Plugs

Ending, Auy. 10)

To Each His Own. .Paramount
Sonys concluded deal with Sain Don;iluie to publish all maestio's
.Abe Bloom biick lo Bourne, Inc.. in N.Y.. from Irving Berlin
Mickey Glas.'; to become
linn.... Duke Niles joined Leeds Music in N.Y
second slafT-mcmber for new Mood Music in N'.V.
.lames J. Walker, Mnjeslic Records' prcxy, en route back lo N. V.
Plaltery's rccordin;; rajah, Ben Selvin, comiuK lo
sllor ciuickic lo Coast.
.Anita Ellis will tut four sides for
Hollywood to wax crop ot contraclees.
iVlcrcury Aug. 20. .. .Charlie Banicl arrived on Coast to get lenscd in
.Ella Mae Morse lasl week cut-new batch fur
'•I'aiHilons Dorscys".
Ciipilol Kccords, but with Billy May orchestra backing her up, nol Freddie
Slack combo. ...Gene Raymond paeled lo platter two children's albums for
l.iltle Folks Favorites, Coast wa.xcry operated by George Batchcllor.
Kiel; Nelson will disk pair ot kid platters for Aladdin, the Coast odd-label
... Artie Shaw will cut two more sides for Musicraft on Fri. (IG>....
Frank Sinatra maintained good standin;; in Coast chapteu on songpluRger.s'
.Vivian Garry Trio, with Pinky
union by paying dues for another year.
Tomlin teaming up as thriLsh, last week cut four sides for Enterprise
diskery
.Jack Smith and wife back from South America. .. .Duke
Ellington's latest composition. "Perfuse Suite," \vill be Puppctooncd by
George Pal for Paramount release. .Gene Kelly and Marie McDonald
will" duct "It I Could Be With You" in Metro's fortlwoming ''Lite's for
the Living". .. ,Lco Robiiis-Ralpli Rainger's .12-year-oldie "June in Jai\Norma
\iary" being reprised by Paramount in "Paris' in the Spring"
Lav.-scn, NBC soprano, pactcd by Capitol Trnnscr.iptions. .. .George Antheil
will do background musical score tor Republic's ."The Plainsman and the
Lady". .. .Frederick Hollander will score Warners' "Stallion Road"....
Harry Warren and Ralph Blaine will clef the songs tor Metro's "HuckleC'apiiol

criKiiiiils.

.

.

.

What Conies Naliu'lly. .Berlin
Sunender
Santly-Joy
Tlu-y Say U s Wonderful. Berlin
Melrose
Five Mins. More
Who Told You That Lie. Stevens
Got Sun in Morning.
Berlin
Don't Know Enough.
C-P
One More Tomorrow .... Remiek

.

I

.

.

Cap $20, Cosmo Up
$8.25, Keynote

New Common

I

Isisoes

Common

stocks of the three inderecording companies tliat
issues durii\g the past
couple ot monjjis have been fluctualin,? llie past few weeks.

'

Jack Smith to Capitol

'

Deal; Milt

fivc-wceii

South

Deal
ofT

is

board

of

In L.A.

EJIT

POPUIAR
)S TODAY

Concert

Ellington last

is

seal

6.700

cated around country.

strength of showing, Ellinghas opened negotiations with
Hollywood Bowl for band to stage
Exclusive Disks Plans
similar shindig in the open arena
next Slimmer.
Shrine session wa.s
British Market Invasion joinlly promoted by Ellington and
Joe Zucca, operator of Meadowbrook
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Exclu.'ive Records is planning to ballroom, where band is current,
invade England with its disks. Proxy with Ellington guaranteed $7,000 for
Leon Rene has a deal afoot with the night against 60% of gate.
Irving Mills, veepec of Mills -Music,
whereby, plattering across-the-blue
and distribution will be handled by
rep.

Bands

Deal also

whereby

Artie

Night and

One More Tomorrow

— t"One

Mayfair
Morris

f,epil Musical.

new

artist

lieved to be the reason for his departure.

artangen.enls.'.i'ril

mm.

Lang, w.'io was formerly associated
with Broadway Music and Music
Makers, Inc., has no plans at present.
.

Paramount

JBMI
Burke-VH

Months — Every
Fri., & Sat., at

Gabbe, Dorseys Part
Hollywood, Aug.

Wed.,

13.

Di;K G.ibbc, who came here last
year lo manage'lhe Tommy Dorseyowncd Ca.':ino Garden.^ Ocean Park,
He has
Cal.. is out ot that position.
been replaced by Kermit Berkamp,
formerly associated with the Tom
Archer siring ot ballrooms in Iowa.

TOTEM POLE
BARON^

HUGO
and hU

Reason tor Gabbe's checking 6ut
He has been with the
obscure.
Dorscy brothers for some time, having started as Jimmy Dorsey's road
manager, then became his personal
matiaper. Belore that he was oncniglit booker for General Artists in
New York.

is

at Hotel B.O.'s
\\'**i^\iH

I'tlHt

riii.i

Total
i'uvem

H'«rk

On Dnte

9

1.700

4

3.350
11,000
1.900
1.325
2.200
1,500

20,725
13,600
1,600
ILO-IO
53,950
28,575
11,500

I'll

0

28

Astensfcs Indicote a suppoTtlne /too7 shoto.

7

7

A.S.C.A.P.
Must Be Heaven
bocayi* Claronct Oatklli comm
from thero, but It took yean for
Ms ioag

PRISONER OF LOVE
It doMfvod

to got tho rocaqnlltea

New

^'"'"'"<'" ^'O""" shotc; Bi/(iiiorc,

New
Jniit;

dear pMbllthort. DON'T WAIT.
SURE-FIRE HIT

GRAi HIS

Vorfcer has Ice jhoto.
PicK-ms.

You Should-a

^ o'HJs.

When You

Chicago

Brandon (Beach Walk and Marine, Room. Edgewater Beach hotel;
4,600 combined; $1.50-$1.80 admission to Beach Walk: Marine Room, 75e-$l
cover charge, no minimum). Still strong socko 12,500.
Lang Quits Bomstein
Mel Cooper (Mayfair Room, Blackslone hotel; 350: $l.50-$2.50 min.).
Charley Lang, who only a few
Ernie Heckscher's orchestra closed Thursday (8;, Cooper opened Friday
weeks ago replaced Fred Raphael as
(9) to finish with a good 2,100.
assistant to Saul Bomstein at Bourne
Sherman Hayes. (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 405; $1.50-$2.50 min)
Music in New York, left Friday (9).
Up a bit to 3,100.
Friction
with Bomstein was beClyde McCoy (Boulevard

c

Witmark
Santly-Joy
Shapiro
Berlin

'.

t'BMI Licensed.

Heiiry

For

.Triangle

"

|

1

Harms
Remick

More Tomorrow"

al

'^^•^"'Vf

.;.

Bourne
Miller

Somewhei-c In the Night— f'Two Girls In Blue"....South America Take It Away— "Call Me Mister
Surrender
There's No One But You
They Say It's Wonderful— '"Annie Get Youv Gun"
To Each His Own— -[^"To Eafch His Own"
Whatla Ya Gonna Do
You May Not Love Me— ""Nellie Bly"

Nat Brandwynne*.Billmorc (COO: a la carle)....
Tommy Tucker ..Astor (850; $l-$I.50i
Grift Williams. ...Waldorf (550; $2)
Elliot Lawrence ..Pennsylvania (500; $l-S1.50).
Johnny Pineapple' Lexington (300; 75(;-$1.50).
Joe Reichman
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
New Yorker (400; $I-$1.50;
Last week Rene look away nation- Chuck Foster

!

Broadway
Harmi

Morris
..Shapiro

Prisoner of Love
Sioux City Sue

who recurltly split as general manager of Freddy Martin's pair
of music companies, will receive halt
interest in Rene Publications and
Rccordo Music, Exclusive subsids, in
return for giving the sheet pubs national distribution through his jobbm:g firm, Pacifie Music Sales.

'

Mutual
...T. B.

Day— 1"Night and Day"

Schwartz,

distribution of Exlusive platters
from Jack Gutshall. Plattery will!
open its own disirib setup along
Coast and make deals with local in-',
die disk distribs elsewhere across
country.

Barton
Leeds
Feist
.Berlin

. ,

More Than You Know

13.

site.

On

ton

publisher's London
is
on
the
fire

Fashion".

Just the Other Day
Linger In My Arms a Little Longer

week grossed

Shrine aud. here. Take
largest ever harvested by such a

co"ncerl spotted west of Chicago. At
a $3.00 lop, 5,150 payees jammed the

locally with distribs but S|ioltily lo-

My

In

Berlin

tC-P

Never Forgotten

t Filmti.sical.

his orch at

Pollack hopes to peddle $300,000
worth of shares to strengthen Jewel,
which is at present operated purely

B'VC

Mark

Hollywood, Aug.

DuUe

Know Why— f Faithful

$11,200 at a jazz concert put on by

di-

rectors..

TOP HITS OF YESTCRDAY

I've

Duke Gets Over IIG

who recently

Decca's

now

other independent firms have
yet touched off a stock deal, allhoiiL;l\ several have been rumored.

stock in his odd-also afoot with at-

Diamond,

torney

shares,

No

Sci)t. 10 16 sell

label.

Capitol

.Ts

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Ben Pollack, ex-bandleader and
Singer resumes his show in the presently prexy
and sole owner ot
7;00 to 7:15 p. m. slot on CBS, starl- Jewel
Records, will trek to New
ing Monday (19) from Wew York.

dropped

the

in lircuiation at $3.75, is
-'
peg,'4cd at .*3.

acation.

York

ABC

Got Sun In Mortiing— '"Annie Get Your Gun"
You Were the Only Girl.
Be With You in Apple Blossom Time
Love In Vain— -("Centennial Summer"

I'll

lloateri

pla;-;.'il

Diamond May

If

In

Become Eastern Rep

American

Crawford

I've

havo

Currcnliy.

Pollack East on Stock

•

a

Don't

pci\donl

whicb hit the market at $19.50 and
went up to $S3 thv flrst day, are
quoted at $20
Cosmo, whic-li followed Capitol onto the market with
approximately 275,000 shares at $4. is
now worth S8.25. Keynote's conmion.

berry Finn."

\

$3 For

.

.

Jack Smith has moved o(T Majestic
Records. He will now wax tor Cap;;ol in a deal negotiated on the Coast
last
week.
He recently returned

.Leeds

—

—

to

•

Willianvson

Remick

.

.

fiom

'

Through the Day— f'Centennlal Summpr"
U's Heaven
Azusa
Come Rain Come Shine "St. Louis Woman"
All

And Then

Do You Love Me?— t"bo You Love Me?"
Doin" What Comes Nntur'Uy '"Annie Get Your Gun"
Full Moon and Empty Arms.
Gypsy
I Don't Know Enough About You

•

.

(Peatman System)

^

ni«' (li« Most Ptavtd songs of tha week, Aug. 2-8,
A''olloi('iiiff
based
on lUc copyriglilfd sun^ey by Dr. John Peatman's Office of Research, using
the Accurate Reporling Radio Log a* basis of in/orma(Ion in N. Y,

Cynthia's In Lo\ e

,

.

.

Leeds

GyiJsy

.

Rooin, Stevens hotel; C50; $3-$3.50 min.).
Orrin Tucker's orchestra closed Tuesday (Oi, relief band Wednesday and
Thursday with McCoy opening Friday (9) to round out okay 4,900 week.
Charlie Spivak (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Spivak going great guns; solid 6,700 last week.
Ted Slreeter (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). Average
4,700.

Denny, former vocalist for
Maclntyre, has joined Joey

wrttton

Gould-a

celloboratiM

In

with

a

CI. with olght army MailcaU Midor
hit bolt.
A copy will bo toot yoi
you wrlto tot 231, Varloty, 1S4
W. 46th St.. Now Yerh 19, N. Y.

If

Don't wait for teniooM olt« la pobIt or yoa'll
ba toylag^ YOU
SHOULD-A WHEN YOU COULD-A.

llih

but

now

It't

too lata!

You Want Somefhing Sp«cfa/

A Song

Custom-Written

Carl

Hal

Kearns's

WCAU

band, Philly.

For You

Los AngeUi
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;
Ru!iii

Morgan (Biltmore;

900; $l-$1.50\ Strong 3.800 labs.
900; $I-$1.50). -Mighty nice 3,750 covers.

Inquiry WItheat

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Cliicapo)

Gay Claridge (Chez Paree;

Honeysuckle
Rose
By

ANDY RAZAF «nd "FATS" WALLER

650; $3-$3.50 min.). Summer slump has caught
up here. Off with Gracie Fields, but still okay at 5,400.
Del Courtney (Blaekhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 fnin.). Leveling off at 5,600.
Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$l.I5). Comfortable 14,500.
Ceorce Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). Robust 16,000.

Buddy Shaw

(Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.).

Down

Original and Commorclal
Yoa Matt ia SaHiRod loforo Yoa
Accopt tha Seng

to

poor

Obligotlen

Thought Music Go.
2490 Merrit Avonuo

Now

Yarit SI,

N. Y.

Telephone—VOnlham 0-Ml»

3,000.

(Los Angeles)
Lea Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d wk.). Heat continues to crimp
capery cash takes all over town; dip to 14,000 payees.
Jan SaviU (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 4th wk.). Approximately 5,000
admishes mean heavy coat of carmine for big-nut terpalace.
Jimmy James (Trianon, B, South Gale. 4th wk.). Band built a bit on
word-o*-mouth; o.k. 3,400.
Don Brown (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 3d wk.). ..Larry Adler, toplining floor
flourish accounted' for the satisfactory 2.200 covers.
Duke Ellington (Meadowbrook, B. Culver City). Opened Thurs. (8) as
spot reverted to four-day-weekend policy.
Not too bright 3,600 payees
first three eves.
Woody Herman (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk.). Held well,
as most of opposish wilted; 14,000 payees.
I,awrence Welk (Aragon. B, Ocean Park, 28lh wk.). Profitable 6,700
adiTiisheti.
Band's long stand ncaring end.

Sang—All Way*

Alwayt

MILLS

Papalar

ntOCRAM SUCOiSTIONS

GIRL

WHEN

OF

MY DREAMS
•

YOU'RE SMILING
•

WEDDING

BELLS

Up That Old Gang
af Mine)

(Are Breahtng

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
U19

Broadway

New

York 1*

We«lneMlay, AiiguBl 14,

1946
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Harry Ronun Slated for

Return

As Partner After His Miller Pic
Harry

GtMieral Artists Corp.'s theatre dewho came out here several
months ago to produce a picture
based on the life of the late Glenn
Miller, left for New York Friday (9).
Dope here is that Romm, who en-

such difficulties in

c-oiinlered

seciir-

iiig a star and studio space for the
Miller picture that he gave up the
project, is due to go back into GAC
as a partner with Tom Rockwell,
pi'csldcnt and owner of the agcncv.
How much of a piece of the firm
Romm is going to receive is not
known here. However, papers arc
MOW being drawii up for final signaliires.
When with the GAC last.

had a guarantee-and-perccn-

deof
the
lage
partment deal which he voluntarily
gave up before his contract CNpired
field.
film
in order to go into the
-

-

-

gross- of

-

his

-

Pie Not Off Definitely

Romm, who

got back to N.Y.

He

asserts the prospects are not
Ion bright, but if the studio and star
siUiation can be straightened out
.

go west again next month.
to his plans, Romm says he ha.i
nolliing working either wilTi GAC or

he'll

As

anyone

else.

Slate, Harlford,

Besnnes Vaude

State, Hartford,

resumes

its

for the Borsht

Pinewood Hotel
(Th« Shoioplace o/ tht Mounfaini)
Fleischmann's, N. Y., Aug. B.

First Waterfront

Marsobis, Gale Part
Joe Marsolais, head of the cockunit department of the Moe Gale
agency, resigned last week. Reasons
for the split, are undisclosed; his
tail

future connection is not known.
joined
Gale
originally
Marsolais
term with the William Morris agency.
.

after a

weekends

who

"ebplij

it

serve meals to the show
entertain here.

of
your theatrical folks
low trick on me, and believe
I served them all week-

Three
piillod a

hie

I

hurl.-.

end and then they told me they'd
cocktail department will "take care" of me Monday morning
continue under the supervision of
Well, you can imagine how rcTim Gale, Billy Shaw and Walter volling it was to find out thoy
Hyde, the latter having been Mar- checked out at 3 a.m. just to avoid
Whether Marso- lippiny iiio!
solais'
assistant.
lais will be replaced isn't definilc.
1
know that the vast majority of
you theatrical people are good tippors. but a fev.- crums can ruin any
Gale's

.

Denney Anklet

St. Louis, Aug.
13.
nitery-restaurant-eodttail lounge on the city's waterfront
the first in the history of this burg

is

A

GAC

Chicago, Aug.

Jack Denney

13.

resigning as head

of General Artists Corp. concert
Denney, who
dept. Saturday (17).
six months
set up the dept. for
a.ijo, said he'll set up a concert tour
and
foiIrene
Manning,
his
own
on
plans producing a Broadway legiter
in the fall.

GAC

No replacement
lo

set- yet,

Weems, head

Biib

according

of the office.

.

ANNIE KENT SPANS

SHOW

50 YRS. IN

BIZ

Annie Kent, vet vaude performer
group.
These three cheap- and songstress celebrated her golden
were (naming a girl imanniversary in show biz at Ben HarN.Y. pro.-.unnisl and a skating team).
riman's Metropole. N.Y., last Mon-

RENARD'S NEW NITERY

decent

skates

IN

SOMERSET HOTEL,

Nat Renard, former vaude performer,

is

opening a new nilery in

the Somerset hotel, N. Y., Sept. 18
to

be

known

Seymotir SmooUXiX.

day

lo

vue," comprising a group of other

fact.s.

as the 47th Street Fol-

lies.
Spot and entertainment will
be patterned after "Sammy's BcSwcry
Follies" on New York's Bowery.
Already set for initial show are
Margaret Hastings (Panama Hatliei,
Saul. Meltzer (Popeye, the sailor),
Lew DolgofI and John McCormack,

where she is cur"Gay '90's Re-

P.S.— We the imdersigncd have
road this ktter and sign as wilnesses
111.'

night,

(I'i)

heading

rently

.

llie

yesteryear vaude favorites.

Miss Kent,

May Johnson
Ankles

MCA

Jr.

who

1^

Scow Used

Bistro by Winter; Old

What kind

tit>ld

.

vaud-

St Loo to Get

Editor, Varibtv:

of reputation are somr
the people in the entertainment
trying to create for yourselves'^
I'm referring specifically to those
eMlertaincr.s who perform in the socalled "Borsht Belt" circuit of the
work as a
I
Catskill Mountains.
waitor in a "B.B." hotel and on

WeJnc«Jayt Augusi 14, 1945

of

Mon-

(12), states that the Glenn Miller picture venture is not completely

day
off.

^s

Hollywood, Aiig. 13.
Romm, former head of

partment,

Romm

No Cream

recently turned 66,

has been in show biz since she was
16' and played them all from Tony
Pastor's to the Palace. For a number of years, she had- been teamed
with her lale husband, John T.
Kelly and had also appeared in
several Broadway musicals.

May Johnson, who headed Music
Renard was member of vaude
Despile her age yhe's still going
nim policy Aug. 30.
Eddie Sherman agency will book team of Renard &, West, which had Corp. of America cocktail depart- slroiit; and giving out with nostalgic
the house.
No acts have been set been a topflight comedy act in vaude ment in conjunction with act book- tunes for six shows nightly at the
ni;. resigned from that agency last
from
retirement
and
since
Metropole,
for
years
as yet.
vaude had been house manager for week just prior to leaving New
several theatres of the Loew Circuit. York on a trip to Montreal and Toronto.
MCA knows nothing of her
Tees Up London
plans or even when the resignation
is
effective,
it's
claimed.
They
Chi Tribune Reviewing
Under McHugh, Jr.
know only that the resignation was
Vaude Stageshows Again given.
London, Aug. 7.
Chicago, Aug. 13.
Mi.ss Johnson concerned herself
Music Corp. of America office
Vaude acts are finally getting a closely with the booking of Cana- here gets going next week with
break in the Chi Tribune reviews of dian as well as New York accounts. Jimmy McHugh Jr. in full control.
Loop houses, which have been non- She handled the Normandie Roof of McHugh has been here for weeks,
existent for the past few years, due Mount Royal hotel, Montreal, which having come over with Taft Schreimostly to newsprint shortages..
she has booked for past 30 years.
ber, to lay the ground work.
During the war, the Sun's filmJack Fallon, prior to the war with
drama critic, Henry Murdock, was
MC.'V and more recently with Jack
the sole reviewer in* town who deHylton-ReevL's & Lamport, will be
GUU.D
voted space to stage portions of layin charge of acts, bands and radio,

MCA

combo

planned by Mrs. Phoebe Davis'
part owner of the Hollywood Newsreel theatre.
Last week' the Board
of Public Service, after much dely.
ing into legal tomes granted Mrs.
Davis a permit to use a portion of
the river front for her enterprise
which she has tagged Fish Scow.
With the purchase of a- government surplus steel barge 175 feet
long and 50 feet wide Mrs. Davis
expects lo start operation before
the winter season sets in. The barge
will bo towed from New Orleans to
a point between the Eads and MacArthur
bridges
that
span
the
is

Mississippi.

The upper deck for entertainment
and dancing will be enclosed with
screen in the summer to ward oft
insects and with glass in the winter
to keep the place comfortable. The
restaurant and cocktail lounge will
be on the lower decks.
Since the
razing of buildings several years
ago to make way for a national park
the river front has been practically
deserted.

Inherit Beegle Concert Biz
Pittsburgh, Aug. 13.
Pittsburgh's concert business, conducted under name of May Beegle

Concerts, was willed by Thomas P.Beegle, who died recently, to his
two sons, William H. and Thomas
P., Jr.

Elder Biecgle had Inherited the impresario mantle from his sister. May
Beegle, who left an estate of around
$500,000 from her promotions at the
time of her death in 1943.

Arm

PACTS NEW DEAL
WITH MONTL NITERY

outs at the Loop's three vaude-pix
(Chicago,
Oriental
and
houses
Downtown). First-named two are
Normandie Roof, Montreal, was
the only two in operation on that pacted as a class-A spot by American

Hal"umNcir
Fisher

basis

roiMS"

I

OpeBjBK Aiwnit 1*

MOBROCO, XONTBK.\r,
WIM.IAM MORBId A4.KNCV

KI.
l>lr.:

I

now,

Downtown having

re-

(juild

of

week

'Variety Artists this

verted to burlesque as the Rialto and posted customary cash bond to
but now that the Trib has let the cover salaries of performers embarriers down on vaude -reviews ployed in its (loorshows. Scale calls
it's
expected the three afternoon for $100 minimum for principals and
$60 weekly for choristeis.
sheets here will follow suit.
Deal also calls for only AGVA
perCoimers lo be booked for club
dales or functions held in other
of the Mount Royal hotel
which houses the Normandie Roof.
room.';

with men for oilier departments to
be brought in.

Company

has leased offices in Piclia.s
already lined up
.some local talent lo handle, including Gabriel Pa.scal. Deborah Kerr,
John Mills and Carol Reed, who
leaves for Hollywood Sept. 4 with
McHugh on story consultation on
"Portrait in Black." which he is to
direct for Jack Skirball fit Bruce
Manning. McHugh has closed deal

STEVE EVANS
OffeHnit

HAPPY TIMES t JOLLY MOMENTS
Ciirrciilly

and

cadilly

'

to import Titn Whelan to direct pic
for him, making first American director to be impbrled by Sydney

Box.

ORIF.NT.VI., CUIC'.ACO

ROSKN-ANIIKK AilSOCIATKB

ROUGH

IT

COLONY"
Irfiiiir

.SIior«.

AT "THE AtTISTS
AT SEA CUFF

>*c»rlb
lalHiid'H
|ili'tur«Miar
Act'uniincMliilJ'^iiH available fnr

aod Amw— — KurotmiD
fUhhiirt
and eaterlnln-

nexl two we«*kN
IcHii
Inir.

nicnt

itlHU

Willi

boiil-

li^iiclt,

Roir. tronlH. rtr..

HH<n from

RVHlltililfl.

Kor Informiinoii

4'nll

til^n

Cove £94?

Coast Airer Cuts Dinah

Date at N.Y. Paramount

Soy They're the "TOPS

Crifics

Dinah Siioru will pull out of the
Paramount thea.tre, N. Y.
show one week earlier than called
for so as to get back to Holly wiod to
preonic for her first Ford broadcast
She closes Aug. 27 and will be replacJ^d next day by the Modernaircs.
They slay one week with the Par
illm. "Maiiha Ivers," until Cliorlie
Spivok opens Sept. 4 with "Monsieur
Beaucaire." BoL Hope starrer.
Mi;,s Shore will have wor'i:'.\l the

ON WHKtS"

.

curr;-nt

THE
SENSATIONALISTS
Currently

h6u.se five weeks.

LOEWS

OPENING FOR
Saranac Lake

CHASE HOTEL,

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N; Y., Aug. 13.
Helen Lassman, Harry Jackson.
Eddie Rehberg, and Bob Cosgro'e,
exrpaticnts. cheering up
at- the Will Rogers.

all

STATE, New York

WEEKS AUGUST 16TH

3

LOUIS, MO.

ST.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
MILES INGALLS. Astor Hetoi. N«w York

the

gang here

Tootie Emerson's brother, Howard
shot in for a visit from Minneapolis,

Minn.
Sidney Cohen cheered up by surpri.se

visit

from

Theodore Cohn, been recently
discharged from the Army, is at the
Will Rogers.
•

Daily Kiel from RKO, N. O..
checked in at the Rogers for general
•
checkup.
Ike Hope, ex-vaude and legit ac.

taking

tor,

edfooNi

mioTa-NEiu

yoRK

'Will
.

llic

rest

routine at the

el

Mn. Jot

odviM

Effy

Solly

(haowa at Nino Dlvlnf Glrll

Cbomp, 4714 Mrrl

rtroot, Moatrool,

mo

Vtelot

Irhpae

wh*

are

ill.)

Cboap plooM

CoMdo.

MIRIAM SEABOLD
%A\.\JtK\HA eXTRAORDINAIKE
CrBBKNTI.Y

ISMARCK

HOTEL,

CHICAGO

PERMANENT ADDIESS—1221 OAKLEY PLACE.

Roger.-;.

(Write to

ANYONE KNOWING WHEREABOUTS

his wife.

Sol Title, formerly with the circulation dept. of The Exhibitor in
for a checkup at the Rogers.

ST.

LOUIS. MO.

!

.

WmiieMlaj, Augu'tf 14, 1946

VAUDEVILLE

Ops S(NTy

Fitt Bistro

T^^

For Relax on Sunday
Pittsburgh, Aug. 13.
Local nit«ries are now suffering
a hangovpr from a Mickey Finn of
their own stirring. Fearful tliat they
might be forced to close, at midnight

on Saturdays by the Stale Liquor
Control Board, cafe owners, recently
asked City Council to pass an ordinance permitting them to fenterlain
customers: with music and shows unSunday morning^ even
til 2 a. m.
though drink; had to be shut off at
'

opinion held

thai under the Stale's Blue Laws,
the bars had no right to keep the
after the liquor had
lyrics' going

Ciosipgi

old

contract

Boston;

Joan Barry, nilery thrash and

mer protege

the

at

has had an

ilKD

for-

of, Charlie Ghaplin, had
her suspension lifted by American
Guild of Variety Artists this week
after she paid off a claim of
$150 to
ops of the GrGy,stone Cjub, Mansfield,
p., as ordered by the union.

for nioney .spent

by

nitery for advance buil(jup of singer,
who cancelled out date because of
illnes.s.
Union ruled she would have

reimbuise owners and declared
her unfair soma weeks ago when she
refused to pay up.

guests wiir be- taken for a mopnlighl
ride tonight C\yednesday).
Haymes opens 'at the Hub house
next week 'with Margaret Whiting.
He was supposed to have played the
week last year, after a date at the
Rox./ theatre, N. Y., but at that (ime
he was ca'iled up for an induction

physical in N.

and couldn't make

If.

the.

mule's

kick

.

stood, however, they had been given
to iindei'stahd on the inside that

there would be no trouble getting
proposed ordinance
through
the
Council. But now State Liquor Con-

Board is going to clamp down
on the midnight deadline not only'
in the city but also throughout the
trol

district.
'

Ratds Prompted Pilch
Liquor Board agents said the cafe
owners apparently decided to ask for
the. ruling when, they got wind of

Impasse

Still

Over

Rift

%

Sept.

Splits,

Over Toolers' Pay Hike
For Newark Yauder
Adams

of

Sez

ARA

Representatives

ists

Assn.

theatre,

I

'I

I

'Scapegoat?*

Pearl Bailey Wan|s Out

Of Zanzibar; She's Tired

Palumbo

Sets McKinley,
New Philly Cafe

Cole for
Fiankie

Palun>bo's

new

Click

nitery in Philadelphia will take on

N. Y. early last week to straighten
out snarled situation which developed when 10 of top spots here
balked at AGVA demands on new
contract. He contacted above three
and pacts with each are understood
about ready for signature.
Since Shelvey entered picture here,
union demand.-; have been modified.
No longer .sought is six-day workweek and but one, not two, week
cash bond on '.s.Tlaries of performers
is
asked.
After initial talks with
some of the unsigned nitery ops here,
the
chief went to ease the Las
Vegas. Nev.. situation. He bounded
.

AGVA

back

10

Hollywood-yesterday (Mon

).

Italo-American Waiters'
Quickie Flights Abroad
Hotel Plaza's Pcifian Room iN.Y.)
closing the end of this rhonlh; and
not reopening until Sept. 27, will
permit some of the staffers an opportunity
for
quickie
flights
tb

Ray McKinley 's orchestra and the Italian homeland.s and relatives. Thi.'-Kjng Cole Trio show, opening Sept. ha,s been the drram of inany an
Italian-American' restaurant attache
McKinley is drawing $3,500
9.
,

N.
war.

in

13.

Pfoi'Jiht creeps- in this week on weekly and Cole $3,000.
.three niteries, the Mocambo, the
Palumbo opens hi? spot Avig. 29
Trbcadfero nnd Elmei's Fireplace, for with Claude Thornhill's orchestra.
• period of 30 days.
He is endeavoring to make the new
/^''io
of
bistros got in wrong with club go via the use of name music
.
the St,ite Eottrd of Egunlization and and has been bidding, without sue
suffered suspensions of their liquor cess, for the bigpcst vocal names
.

'possible,

y.,

and elsewhere, since the

.

•

The DeMarccs, with

.loer Hcrron's
reopen ;he spot, staying
7. when Hildcgarde
returns.
Eddy Oliver, her present
backerupper at she Hotel Mark
Hopkins, San Francisco', will be with
crchcsti-a,

there until Nov.

her,

j

I

Boston Aiiir 13
pardon petition foiv. Barhett Welansky, scrvinr, a 12-15 year slate

the

FSCA

to beat the tax if
court.
Such a battle

have a
lakes

it

it

however,

is

Tiix will hit only those operations
holding nightclub liecn.ses and payins,' 20%
federal tax.
Unions point

]

A

''"""^u
through four months
of the
'he. peak of the season. Many
are not allcclcd, though
because they
""^P''^s«nt shows during off sea""^ t hus avoid federal tax,

:

|

iy^'"""

prison sentence for involuntary manslaughter as owner oft he Cocoanut

rMf."""*".'
^jo'^'^e nitery licenses

.

Grove

disaster, which claimed the
lives of 498 persons, many of them.!
I

prominent show people, turned up

j

this week.-. Welarisky, long' suffering
n heart ailmeiu. is not expected to
live long and /.<- confined -at r-tMiiips

;

n

of the Massachusetts General
Petition has gone'- from
Gov. Tobin'.s hands to state .-.dvisory

.

•

fit

freoerick Bros.

'

House

•

Uaim

[

Hos.oital.

Be

Vs. Belle Baker to

;

i

board on pardons.
Ally .-Gen. Clarence A. Barnes.
though not yei having made a rec-

,

Arhitrated

hy

AGVA

The much delayed arbitration of
Frederick Brothers agency claim for
$488 commission against Belle Baker,
songstress, has been definitely set
for next week by American Guild
(or 'Variety Artists.
Dispute involves claim by the

ommendation

oil the c-se, is (jubted
as :-aying V/elansky. was "made more
or less of a scapegoat in the whole

:

'

I

l....nn..'f

>'''Seo).

I

CLEVL NITERY OWNER
^mw^mr^ •«...».v
DUCKS THIRD BOMB

agency

for

commissions

oh

Mian

Bakci's appearance- at Lou Wultcrs'
" Quarter, N Y last winter
,

involved
Controversy
j i
Cleveland, Aug.
13,
^-^^^^
-on
Rosen, now agenting
Trouble comes m threes for Carl, his own and handlirig Mi.ss Baker,
Amnio, nitery owner, who escaped ^ad been in the employ of Frederick
death for a third time last week 3^05 .31 the time the L.Q. dale wcs
when a dynamite bomb hidden
originally pactcd but .songstress had
his auto failed to explode due to a ^ccn unable to open because of illfaulty fuse.
Walters agreed to set back
ncs-s.
Proprietor of the Green Derby the date and in the meanwhile Rosen
Cafe discovered the bomb when left the employ of the agency lo
he sat on it. Timed to go off when (branch out on his own to represent
he climbed into his car. it had gone Miss Baker and other talent. It was
phlooie only a few minutes before after he anklcd Fredericks that she
he arrived.
played the nitery dale.
is

-

further

I

:

,

I

,

,

m

|

1

'

I

|

]

|

maintam that
Amato's only explanation for the
Frederick
Bros,
attack last Saturday MO) was that..<:ince the L.Q. dale, was pacted by
^as trying to shake lilm Rcsen, while in their employ, they
down. Last April, when he ignored are entitled lo 5% of the aggregate
;

.ioiriebody

'

-

I

June

Hollywood, Aui.

For

re-

'

.

^

Petition

1

pointed out by them, will be
militated against, what with fear on
part of the opponents that 'f defcatcd, minor ordinances ^.nd state
liiws as they affect niteries will be
striclly enforced in retaliation.
It

Cocoanut Grove (Hub)

,

of (he politicos admit that

unions and

'he

"^^"?'"^e

———

Prop.;

Some

!:

I

to

an anonymous phone call for $.1,000.
Union Demands Modified a bomb placed under his auto's hood
is with 20th-Fox. The- deal has
in the works for some time.
blew radiator to pieces.
Hollywood, Aug. 13.
Matt Shelvey, national director of
Music behind Silvers and. RagFront of his nitery was blasted by
land will be by the Lecuona Cuban American Guild of 'Variety Artisls another bomb early in 1944, just a
Boys, who open tomorrow night today (Tues.) resumes confabs with few minutes after he left for home,
tThursday) with the current show, operators Slap.sy Maxie's, Florentine Spot al.so had beep burglari-/.cd and
replacing Dcsi Arnaz's orch. They'll Gardens and Band Box anent poslin:; had
windows broken repeatedly.
cash bonds with union to cover 'floorhold over into the next show.
show salaries. SheKvey arrived from

and Jack and

STRIP BLACKS OUT

;

i

rnusicals.

Pardon

of

GOPA

Up

ing.talent.

'

for

'

remote than ever as negotiations be- fusing to split corrimi.ssions with
them on cafe dates ha.s simrhered
tween A. A. Adams, operator of the down
to a teapot tempest.
house, and Local' .16, the Newark
Bill Kent, prexy of ARA and also
musicians' union, continued dead- an independent agent, told 'V.^RIET^<
locked as of Monday 02) with ap*- this week that there had been no
parently no hope o( ah early settle- complaints on that score filed with
ARA, nor did MCA ever apprise the
ment in sight.
agent grbup that it did riot intend to
According to. Adams, union ups split commissions with agents on
wage scale demands each season and acts booked into cafes in N. Y. and
this year the hike is so high that he elsewhere wherein
MCA held an
feels its time to ciill a halt. iSpokes- exclusive bookiitg pact or
for acts
man for Local IC declined to com- under MCA pads booked .elsewhere
ment other than, to admit that dis- by other agents.
cussions are continuing. House orig-.
"Until such a time as actual cominally was to have operied Aug. 22
plaints of commission holdouts are
with Andy Rui^sell.

Agency

Blair, dance duo.
Alperfs last nitery date was a
couple of months ago at; the Coro-.

who had been with
19 years, did hot renew
because of a desire to
branch out as diri;clor for Broad.

.

'

effect Sept.

'"''eussed at a' meeting of
commission and biz and union
reps before effective date, but with
little hope of repeal.

i

'

anent

shows ~tO~the. sharp practices of Music Corp.
Newark, seems more America and other big agencies

Pearl Bailey and Zanzibar. N. Y.,
operators are in conflict at the moment over Mi.<:.^ Bailey's attempt to
bow out o( the current show. She
Zanzipleads physical exhaust ion.
Mickey Alpert Sets
bar ops Joe Howard and Carl Erbe
Talent
in N. Y. apparently don't agree: they had
Mickey Alpert> nilery emcee and their, own physician examine the
bandleader, has set up own talent singer la.st week who reportedly
agency in New York. He'll concen- found nothing wrong.
However, Miss Bailey is still trytrate on young taleht,_for radio
iKrgely,. but work all field.s.
He's ing to cancel herself out of the 'show.
already signed' Benny Baker for. She admits not being ill; she's simply
radio and tele; Aunt Jemima (Tess tired out, she .says.

net, Philly, in which club he. had an
Interest, acting as emcee and book-

metropolitan

contract

way

Recent beefs from minority group
of indie agents, within r^nks of Art-

vautTe

•

exclusively,

for -Loew's

j

Return

American Room.

Gardell)

Appointment was made this communities.
Eugene Picker, general
Tax, which goes into

5.

I

Management's estimate

of $900,000
rehabilitation of the 22-sfory
building
approximately
includes
$20,000 to fix up the
fire-gutted

and

,

,

Zwerling,

I

vers

for

fathers to beef that the tax.
^""i?
will rujn biz and drive nitery goers
to Miami Beach and surrounding

,

.

[Loews

Jan. been

caused a clampdown on reservations
longer than five days.

union locals
(AFM, ACVA,
Waiters-Bartenders) appearing be-

baton wielder at Loew's State, N. Y.,
when, latter s contract expires, on
,

i

L

lieving the terrific Loop room shortage that has detoured a number of
large- conventions from
Chi and

as

Ruby Zwerling

theatres

On

FOR

Chicago, Aug. 13.
Lb Salle hotel, shuttered since the
fire that took 61 lives last June !>.
will reopen about Jan. 1, thus re-

I

'*^'^er at the, Carman theatre, Phila-

delphia, succeeds

week by
manager

-

To Reopen Next

who has been orch

mission raised a protesting clamor
<imong unions and operators, with
reps of Florida Supper Club A.ssn.

I

No

13.

on

|

it.

Sunday raids the officers had staged
the outskirts: These were on
howeyer, agents explained,
place.s,
which had opeiily defied Blue Laws
by operating Sunday nights. Board
filed
with ARA, Kent continu<>d,
then began to check on licenses in
Adams further stated that recent nothing can be done about coi-rectthe city for similar practices. That
reports that he may sell his interest ing
such abuses if they do exist."
was when nilcry owners askcd
to Paramount which holds a piece of
Councilman Joseph A. McArdle to
Commentingfurther on reports
the llUUdC
house, were
Wt^lC untrue.
mill UC.
Under
UIKICl the
IJiC
j......
r
Introduce the ordinance that would
divorcement decree the Federal court 'j^"". di.sgruntled mdies that ARA is
permit music until 2 a. m. every
rul^d that in cases where the produ- dominated by the big agencies, Kent
night of the week.
cing firm owns less than ;95'/i of a
Council asked the Law Department
theatre, it must either dispose of its
for advice. And the Law Departinterest or acquire the.: partner's agencies by nearly two lo one and
ment replied that undei: the State
share. Court has not as yet .set up reiterated there wasn't a chance for
Blue Laws of 1794, as re-enacted
the big three (Wm. Morris, General
machinery
for producers to comply
in 1939, the places had no right to
with provisions of decree and neither Artists Corp., MCA) to cither domislay open after legal closing hour
Adams nor Par, will huddle until nate or swing loo much weight in
for booze sales.
definite stems from the the agents assn.
something
It's going to be a costly Mickey
ARA has no intention of letting
court's decision.
Finn, too, as trade's always been
any particular grbup dominate it,
heavy in past between midnight
Kent added, .since organization was
Saturday and 2 a. m. Sunday, cusprimarily sel up to stamp out such
tomers having usually purchased SILVERS-RAGLAND SET
and other bad conditions that had
flock oit drinks to last them over the
exi.<;ted in the agency field prior to
two-hour stretch. Nilery men arc
formation. "And we intend tb keep
FINALLY
N.Y.
how. kicking themselves in the pants
Film actors Phil Silvers and Rags it that way," Kent added.
for bringing up the matter in the
Ragland, former Broadway
burfirst place.
lesque comics, have finally been
signed for the Copacabana. N. Y,, to Shelvey,
A. Niteries
follow the current Peter Lind Hayes.
La Salle Hotel, Chi,
Team opens Sept. 5 for an indefinite
Parley Again on Pactsrun at $5,000 weekly for the two.
Fire,
Shattered Since
Ragland is a Metro contraclee; Silon

licenses"

Louis Basil,

Miami, Aug.

Pas.sing of 25 cents per head tax
all niteries by Miami city com-

I

N

to

to

the Mickey Finn was the fact Hhat
the State Liquor Control Board probably wouldn't have stepped in anyway since clubs have been getting
away with a 2 a.m. Sunday closinig for
years now. Seems there was a rumor
that they plight, so clubs got panicky
and .stuck their necks out. Under-

_

Louis Basil Succeeding
R. Zwerling at State,
Y.

I

What added

.

*

have chartered a Hudson River liner
aboard which between 200 and 400

stopped.

.

To Battle New Head Tax on Niteries

theatre,

His reps

'

S9

Unions Align With Florida Ops

unusual press

party 'arranged for him^.

When Joan Barry Pays Off

Amount was

Haymes

Dick H9ymes, who got into New
York over the weekend from the
Coast in preparation lor fulfilling an

AGVA Lifts Suspension

.

Law Department. The

.

A M.

+

'

12.

But instead of getting the ordinance, the night club proprietors got
a fi-ee legal opinion from the City

Fete Dick

|

I

:

I

commissions_ojf^he engagement,
Arbitration had been set up at
AGVA several limes but Miss Baker
had been unable lo appear eitfeer
through illness or out of town cornHowever, she did pest
mitmcnts.
the amount involved in e.scrpw with
the talent union pending arbitration,
.

:

.

'

!-

!

VAlJBBVnJ.B

Night Club Reviews
llo«»f

Marlif|!ii<

(WAI-nORF MOTKI,, N
GriO

B

Kill.-.

il>

11(1

OrWi

Williaiii.s

<vith sood standard aels with nary a
line of .smut which seems to be the
order of the day in some o£ Chi's
Kxlrcmely good
'smarter nileries.

I

1

Y.)

(15)

U'ltli

VVnItcr Kniy, Tifo Giiirur;
%l iriiflfdriy.s. $1.50

hi«ve

much

.

maintaiiun.!; the
kecpiiii; virUially

troubl-.-

il has bocM
under Xavicr
.siinirntT
b:md and Guy Loinbardo.

ho. pace

"

new

,

[

•

.

,

:

.

'

J
j

'

1

I

.

i

"

lull. .Miami
Miami, Aii0. II.
7')i«'
Vdgaboiid.v i4), OI|;a/& DoHiiin. /..iiie
i(i),
H(i,«. Muriel
Keu
Dc/nuey Orcli (ti); $I.50-$'2.00 niiii.

'

i.s

—

"Mexican

•

into

|

.

.

525.00 par Vol.

3 Vc'

"SOOK OF PARODIES"
10

Sock Poredioi— $10.00

NO

CO.D.'S

St.,

.

New

u

"

emcees

I

York If, N.Y

Sand Ut Yevr Home Ad^lreu

—

—

'

RAY
E BE RLE
STATE.

Nat Brandwynne cuts show

nicely,
ball

with Ralph Font carrying the

Font, feafor rhumba rhapsodisLs.
turing distafT Caiidi Corle?r. is one

make

New

e.NCcptions.

ol Ihe best.

•

.

Toinm.

Y-ork

THOSE AMUSING

AND

EXCLUSIVE

i

(IrtOUNT

Koof. Mont'l
ROYAL HOTEL)

'

New

York

OPENING THURSDAY, WECK AUG. 15TH

APOLLO RECORDS

I

I

1

Montreal, Aug 9
D'lvotis. Betty
Buddi/ Clarke Orch
14)
Norma Huttoii, Erni Ardi

Ru-ssell

.

-

LOEWS

fe>A/

.\«irinan4li«>

i

,

Ex-S*rvi<tin«n S«b*crlb«n:

will

appeal.

subtracls

"Dixieland" for a play to
Returns are t"ps with

is

the yokeb.

:

effcchis

and
?''P . '""es,
,''P'°P
this lime she brings her own musical Mn?-^
7"' '"= s Continentals give oul
conductor, who acompanies her on
P'^!"*', °' "oofology music lor
the piano.
He's f.ie highly capable ,
relief
Hank
Finney, who was ^conductor of .1 = tl".a''<et when they essay the"->
.-^
..
~
..
sessions.
Abel.
Ihe Downtown theatre, Detroit, for
Ove years prior to joining up with
songstress.
<°ii«'x Pnr«>i^, 4 'ill
Most tuneful and amusin.g of her
naughty numbers if ".Who 'Took Me
Chicapo, Aug. 6.
Gra(-ie Fields, uiifh Walter Popp;
Honie Saturday Night?" the musical
recital
ol a young woman who Grace & Wicco, Bill Bloir, Jack WiN
couldn't figure out her escort's iden- fiajMS, Z.ine, with Billie Lauirencc,
tity, but by deduction was able to Cay Claridge Orch (12), Lncio Garreach a conclusion who it wasn't. A cia Orch (5); $,')-$3.50 ntinimuni.
"Sadie Thomp.«on" recital, which
lampoons the "Raih" heroine, perGracie Fields isn't turning handmitted some dramatics, but was done springs, asf of yore, in the latest
with a little too much verve and Fritzel-Jacobsen nitery scoop, but
exaggeration.
the ops are— figuratively speaking,
"Ain't Taking Orders from No of course. The gal's a great favorite
One" shows off Mit,s Blakstone as an hei"e as she must be everywhere
efficient purveyor of
swing.
As else she deigns to work and nobody
double entendre is in the saddle in cares if the rest of the layout
isn't
''At the Riding Academy," but there's up to the
Chez' usual standard,, or
more straight swing and the_ con- if the olher acts aren't
given all
ventional when she has a fling at the time they'd
like in' which to
"Ragged but Right."
display their wares. It's the Fields
The personable and pleasing vo- segment the faithful sit
and wait for,
calist. Perry Marlm, fronts an orand she doesn't disappoint.
chestra that does right well (or the
Her radio theme, "All for One,"
dancing guests. Room Ailed.
Rees.
brings her oh for her first nitery
stand in a couple of years. LeadofI
number is a rip-roaring version of
"No Busine^ Like Show Business,"
with segue to "Don't Be Angry With
Me,' Sergeant."
Then does "Nobody Told Me."
That's the one about ttie elephant,
and it's plenty blue, but they love
it. Kerchief tied under the chin and
i

i

.

PAULA SMITH 200 W. nth

'^'^^

j

Closer

,

Group

definitely

vocals

"

September.
Clover ops renewed Ihcm until Sept.
Line comics back for two additional numbers, both neatly staged
Olga and Donalo had lo follow ihe
Vagabonds to precede closing line
number.
Ken Deljiney and his musicker.s
back sh^-^n ^o^-V^shlo,, and '^I^^Vp
dance floor crowded with their
sweet-swing style.
Ldry.

,

|

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"

of

doing aria

'

and the classic
sequence. Could have

night.

all

their first appearance in
at
La Martinique in

,

,

Medley

hillbilly

stayed

-

and suggestive— enough, undoubted- sK„^^,_"-j^Li„
ly, to leave her fans satisfied and
oVh^^u.i o'^'D,
feeling they got their money's worth, .ij; v
hnf
This^ is her seco'.id visit here, and '^.^^'r.,,^^^

best,

,

antics arc aided by accordion playeV
wilh his deadpan antics. Two giiitarisls supply the hot singing to round
out the palm-whacking results. In-strumentally, they do riiore lhan
okay.
Standouts in scsh are their

:

I-:.'*:

is

'

pipes

.she

"

.

II.VCK i8SI

ing, and loss of the entire stint
emphasized by the large room.'
t'icks up nicely with, the type

singing

-

'

PATTER
IT OS

Swan. The

Williams,

with

(

Qiiiutet; $2 ntin.
Rus.sell

Swan

one of those

acts,

I

this class boite.
The Hellzapoppin
atmosphere plus his "trying" to do
trick.s
that never come oft bring
yocks aplenty.
Lad's got a W. C.
Fields technique which is surefire,
works easy, and gets results,
D'lvons ballroomology loses effect
somewhat due to the overdose of
ballroom, teams which have been
flooding this 'rboin. But the D'lvons
still look like one of the better duas
to appear here.
Their technique is
smooth and clear, and they offer
enough variety for all tastes,
Betty Williams in the warbling slot
has neat voice, but seems in need of
more grooming to perk up the salesmanship personality. "All of a Sudden" in English and French is clever
idea,
and
was nicely received.
"Showboat" medley also oftective.
Buddy Clarke's band is on the button with show cues,
Erni Ardi's
Quintet is soothing during the lulls.

New

in

vocalist.

Norma

some cUcko band

good,

,

;

1

an Irish brogue rich enough to
.shame a lorry-fuU of Abbey Players
stand her in good stead for a couple
of gags so old they creak, followed
by "Let Him Go, Let Him Tarry"
and "Bleeding Heart"
Customers, could stand hours more
of mock-soulful ditties like "Heart."
,

Laurelle and Clymas

Hutton, helps
Bi2
Laza.

novelties.

DANCING HUMORISTS
ClovHanil tirn».

.\ot.

''J.

VUULK HUOM SHOW

"Thm thu HOTEI, HOI.l.K.NDEN
VO(H'K HOOM cuirtnlly HA3 ITS
HB.ST Pl.OOR SHOW IN MONTHS

m

I)UK TO THK fuel lli:(l
I.INKKS HTu th« <lin<'<i

II"

WHOSB CHANOINO BXPRESSIONS
Joy
iiioi-ltllcKllun,
ADD MUCH HUMOR 10
THB ACT, And ClymHi Ij •n
"NUMBERS OF THIS FAMILIAR..
hire
TALENTED PAIR, who come
or
bHWlIdi^nnftnl,
»nil amoui
,

PRVlner.

mbntha III Br«»ll, INCLUDE
AMUSING, IRONICAT, ROUTINKS
cnll»tl
Th* aiRllo «nd the T.irt.''.
Tli» Wolf «nd ih> Ijirty of Gr»ncliii« •
on Matilinony.
'Satira
Day.' and
aflec Blx

HKRE

IS

TRUr>T A C;T.A,Ha A('T.
By PBTBR BBMiAMI.

roil

LOEWS STATE

OPENING SETTiMKI 1* AT TM
CAPITOl THEATRE. WASHINGTON.

edy has

to be showcased, and Jt Is,
but with a vengeance— in "Gypsy,"
followed immediately by
vicious
jab at the "Shoo Fly Pie" skatters,
"It's Wonderful." "Walter. Walter,"
"Christopher Robin" Bnd "My Hero"

—all

in rapid succession, Italian dit-

Baeordbir
ArtIM
IHaiiHnd RnwrAa

Kirliialva
'

at

AND ri.TMAS HAVB
tastk, imBXTREMH
fOSTUMBS,
ORIGlNAIy ARRAN(;t:Mii:NT,S AND
rUfC BKST OROHESTHATIO.VS— I.S
SHORT EVERTTHINO TlfAT A
i>ANr'B TBAM SHOt'r.O HAVl-:,
,:-'i»Hysi<'A.LLy, thu hiiONdb
I.AimUTTli HA9 rBRFKCVr 1.B0S
Hllrt HP U.NUStIAT.,I,y MOBILE VM'B
"I.AIIRBTTE

intki.i,i«bn(.;r. rood
AtMNATiON, J'1NB,SSE,
OKACK, K.X-PBNSIVRi

Thanks JESSIE KAYE
A WONDtUUL WCIK AT TUt
THEATRE, N*w York City

.

HKAU-

tFHin

I,.HIRETTIS AND CljYMAii. iin« ot
Ui<* top dn nee (lut>H of.Hliow liuHliiesa.

NICKLUCAS

"Aspidastra," for instance. Or "'E
Come Back," "Orphans of
the Storm,""Sha Fought Likt a
Tiger," "Thing-Ummy-Bob," etc. But
that wonderful split-second trick of
switching from pathos to high com-

Forgot to

i

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

is

whether you like him or not, you've
got to admit he's cr.mmercial. Lad's
takeoR on magicos registers big in

I

1

'

from '"Madame ButterHy." but impresh is lost again with "Doin': What
Comes Natur'lly," ungood number
for this gal.' Follows with "South
Amcrieai Take It Away."
Faintly imitative quality lell when
piano is wheeled out and canary
plays own accompaniment to "Summertime" and. "Blue-tailed Fly."^
Gomes back with "Full Moon and
Empty Arms." Frowning concentrathem yocking. Ove'rall laugh-gelling tion, on SU-pounding'in the inidsl ot

nVCKMAM

C.^TCII

in

i.s

"

NOW

no cinch for
extreme

Opening number is "This Is a
Deuce tunc, and
Night for Song."
perhaps the best of the lot: is "They
Say It's Wonderful," piped in really
nice fa.shion. and one of .the few
limes that Miss Pickens has warm
audience contact. Stanza's big comedown is, brought on by canary's mirror number, in which she reflects a
spot around assorted males in the
crowd, while pullin,!> some extremely
lightweight cnattcr: Per.sonality for
this sort of thing is obviously lack-

and pseudo-native stomping
left
payees cold.
Opener by Boots McKeiina line
neatly staged and costumed, with
Muriel Himt, formerly of the line
coining on for solo stint which shows
talent,
though routining and costuming could be improved.
That iiidellnabic almospheiV of
click pervades the room when the
Vagabonds coinc on. From Hawaiian
takeolT opener they had the hou.sc.
Follow with "Angelina.
including
Ink Spots .saliri'/alioii which had

.

H

i.-:

.

area the zany in^jtrumcntalists
from walkon, though following a dance duo whieh left the
jamriicd 'room cold. Team, billed as
Olga and.Doiiato. and as appearin.g
for, the llrst lime in the stales, nui.st
ha'i'c
soured the bps on
Latin
dancers. "I'heir monotonous chaiSls

.sameness. Nco-dramalie "My Man"
fanfare, the topper being "One Ihing
that I've got— it's my apartment,"
proves she's no comedienne. "South

,

appearance

room

high-ceiliiigi-d

linds Miss Pickens lacking, especially
during lh0!:'e moments when, she alIcmpts lo spiec her routine wilh banter and audience prigs.

this
click

'

'

i

.

.

lliis

Its

length makes it okay for payees' cool
comfort, but keeps the performer's
crowd touch on a Ibng-dislanee basis,
Result is that the added requireinent of an inteelious personality

Coast qiiartel of iriusieomies, Jack
Goldman and Henry Ncyle, operr
ators of the Glover club, watched
the four.some lift current shows to

Things slows il down. "Doin' What
-Comes Natur'lly"
another "Annie
Get Your Gun" excerpt, making for

Amc'.ica Take It Away" is good:
.Next a Strau.ss waltz, OK change of
*Y'«ce. but thereafter, she flounders.
Clyde McCoy and his orch do a .There's the, bit of
Wnller
Nelson
Sister.'!,
Ahtnu.
lighting her perCaii!Tj/)i,
X Billv Rci'-lv, Calqcr:/ hangup job of supporting the show, .sonable male accompanist's cigarct,
hefty applause for lis fabrushiin; his clothes, loviiig him Hp.
B'(>:<:.
N nlie ScliiI!iii.o. Line li'U. •".cltin'.'
PIOUS Sii'tar Blues.
Singers- Billie
etc.,
with the toppci*, "The union
Cli/cle McCoK Orc/i (14) icilli E.IKc
Bcnncll and V;' -s. Howard, featured
Jane B-J»ncn Si Wes Howard:
makes us do th,-it now." This busib.v the band, arc okay on the vocals.
ness precedes "Stone Cold Dead in
$3.50 iiii"imuni.
Finale features the line in Indian
the Market
and again, as with an
doing war dance led by
New show at this room brings. out costumes
Natalie
w ho does an elTcc- earlier attempt at being soubretish.
more and more the fact that shows- tivc soloSchilling,
this
calypso
gives
her
nothing.
dance.
Hunt.
arc being produced by Dorothy DorThence tlie Irish ballad, more letben with a livcathcr eye out for the
down, and finally the "Okla" medProduction i^ loaded IC<>l>in 1lo«»il lliii.. Mfilj«. ley—all four hits, much loo much.
family trade.
IHOTi-:L
There is plenty on the plus side,
Minneapolis, A up. 10.
of course. Miss Roberts is a wholeWnii Blnk.t one i2'). Perry Martin .some
looker
by the way. that
Orch i8)r $1..50-S2.50 7ii!m.
whole.someness is what militates
against those attempts at sophisticatIn
her initial ilivasion of th; ed comedy— and- she, certainly has
a
s.vankier hotel supper, clubs, the beautiful pair of hands, which
she
ebullient and naughty Nan Blak- knows how to use in her song
deslone is varying her u.sual routine to iincatTon.s!
the extent of sandwiching in the
There's, no reason for this .tvellc
For All IraRctiei of Tbeotricalt
more "respectable and conventional ingenue not to click in the plush
Net. 1 tlira 13 ol $1.0$ each or
song numbers along with the sophis- niterics and clas.s hotel
rooms. Hav13 Scrlprs for $13.00
^icated and blue stufT with which she ing interrupted
herself so long in
h ss been entirely a-'sociatcd hitherto. between the Rainbow
READY!
Net.
tbra 20
Grill and "now
However, at the si-iow caught here, with those three
Scriptt
cBcIt—
Dooblo
S'>.00
legit
musicals'
there was plenty of the daring, blue
SKNI> I'Olt THK.1I now:

COMEDY

Playing
aiiyone.

I

OK

Clos-

Tuesday 113); she
one show, which

tainment,

Lipping their summer budget considerably to ttook ill Ihe Vagabonds.

i

I

tairly well.

lo be Billmore's compromise
for cust^>mers who insist upon more
than their own terping for enter-

(

solid hit proportion.s.
Making their llrst

it

ing the house date
will still dp only

seems

-

'

i

'

lion, bill liandlas

hand.s.
rouliives

Claridgc and Lucio Garcia accomps!
Mike.

•

I

'

Continiiing a policy instituted with
Dunnirigcr reopening, the nicely

,

4'lov«>r

iio)

is presenting Jane
Pickens as a single attraction, in just
n midnight suj^pcr show.
Doiibling
from four-^a-day at the Roxy, canary
has cut herself a rather, large poi--

the line., with Billie Lawrence
soloed for some pert ballet convolutions,
are okay, ax are the Gay

.

Oic/i

mounted Cascades

for

.

:

i

.

,

what to do with his
Bernard -designed

Leopold Po|.

loitH

Bra)idu>t/n)ie

°

its

'

of

Olive

Picfcfns,
hint

Ralph Kotit R/iuniba Baud (7) wilh
Cnndi Cortez; $1-$L50 coOer.

ble-card-rins presto stulT, and Jack
Williams' tapstint is okay, although
the guy seems a little nervous from
the service, being, speeincally. un-

—

-

Jane
lack;

olT.

.siire

is soon
application.
One u:....
-:
,
.._ _
_..
J,,,
erfiiiiv^. and Ihe other^i^ coachiii
u.se of the mike,
A.s rowrds the latter, she doesn't
need the mike. I'o.s-essed of a line
full soprano she can command the
room and. if she feels there's additional a.ssuraiicc via, the inicropjionic
application, then she should ecrtainly learn how to slaiid away frpm
it -and pitch her voice.
As rc-iard.s the .song routine, that's
not loo difticult to correct either.:
Pacing and sfflection are the .answers.
That doesn't mean pulling in evcry-^
thing from an Irish ballad to a fii|some "Oklahoma!" medley'. Opener is the
"Sun 'n the Morning."
spirited
rhythm number. "Foolish
,
jiiriic'oiis

I

ra«ii>adeN, IV. Y.
(BILTMORR HOTEI,)

their nexl-to-closinii. .spot.
liod
in
C()uple's subllcr-llian-avcraue takeofV on the strai'.<lit teams calls for
mgre of the saiiie but there isn't
lime. Noi.sy Chez crowd al.sp sits
still willingly for Bill Baird's thim-

".

far renuived fronv her iiovitiate as
vocali.st with Russ Smith's band five
years ayo: at least so far as a
saloon siiiyer is concerned.
IVii.'.s. Roberls has yet to master the
cafe (joor technique to par her Ic^il
Discounlin.n the difllcijlty
imparl.
manifested when reviewed— a rudeness, by the way. which the Persian
Room's altachcs should have curbed
more cIV.ectivelv Miss Roberts can
ccifaiiily click handily with some

•

.-how.

as

'

Brace of eomcdy ballroom caperinns \vins Grace and Nicco a nice

Room was
for lack of name acts.
•Marinkn and "Are You Willi If.'
opcnin,!; ni.uht.
^
Revue opens with .six-toot 200- two other Broadway musicals, and is
oound Dennis Kelly, lusty baritone. undoubtedly sure to be tapped for
ijiving forth with "Go West of the further heijjhts. But shCs not loo

Cuyal's
while the I2-,!ial line
M!ssis.-<ippi.''
this
drape thenuselvcs over a rather picTiio Cuizar is an old luresquo western sctlint;.
Gals are
I'avorilc with the ermine set. and decked out in sumbrei-os and buckspeChic;!SO
band,
a
Williams'
CiilV
Second number
skirts.
and skin.. i.-owsal
cial, nu'kcs with the swciH notes
by Kelly 'On the Trail.'- like the
dance Icmpl in the style to which li St makes up in volume what his
Roof h;ii) liics hav.- long been aci'us- siii'rini; lacks in quality:
tomcd. for those with Latin leanWill aiid Gladys Ahern follow
ing Mi.-cha Borr U in the relict slot. .with llveir rope twirlin;;. act which
Guizar docs one show. He s lucky miaht: be better if Ahcrn cpiild .?el
lhals all th:ifi asked of him tlvsc .sonie better ;;a':;s th;!ii the stale, mawho
.suy
a
he's
becau-e
hot ni-'ivts.
OH' to a fair hand.
terial he uses.
works hard to ple.isr. And he docs
Nelson Sisters, with a portable
please— mightily. Who knov\s whal trapeze are easily Ihe standout act
Su[(ic|
he's sin'^hv, half Ihc lime'.'
of tile show, opcnin,!; with horizon-.
that the m-lcdici arc familiar and lal bar routine followed by one sisArLiinlly
Tine.
the pc-rfM- iip.n -c
t-r hansina by legs 10 feet above
he docs "YoM Belong to My Hear'..
tlie Mooi" suoporling the olher ncck-Three Caba'!-. i:s." Never Say 'S'cs.
lo-ncck will! a velvet rope attachRan.li-"
'.'Kl
.uc'iio,
"Bcsame
menl while the lower girl twirls at
C'.rande." mcd'cys, i-le. When cauclu b'enk-neck speed.
They dose with
.-.tcnoca the .-Irini; a ferris wheel hands-tO:fcet twirlhe could have
as Ion'? as he c::r;.'d.
routine brin.gs down the house.
in
Williams; in addition to poppinc! a
W.ilter Can-iryn arid Billy Reillv
corn-tempo that istlls nicely, con- do their "Dr. Eli Duffy's Snakerool,"
tribiDcs a bit to Iho floor show that number dancing out in paiiloinii.ic
rnust look ,';ood'on Ihcatre dates. He. tl'.c case of the man with seven-year
doe.< a mavionrlte act, manipulating!
eh and how Dudy's medicine is an
mi'niature likcnerp-os of Paul White- ciVeclive^ cure-all.
Other aches and
man, Harry James. Toscanini. Ted p,Tins eiired are "chills and fcv:;r"
Lewis and Cab Calloway, while the nnd "lost youth,"
Pair arc cITecband follows the;' direction, with lively costumed as itinerant "snakelunes each arc associated w^th i:i oil oeddlers. Get olT to a line. hand.
It's all done well,
the public mind.
Calgary Bi others get top applause
WooJ.
and the stunt is novel.
With, th-clr standard but .solid inebriation routine and slow motion
fisht
follow.ed
by Impressions of
H»Hl4>v»riI Rooiii. I'lii
what happens to various sliow ch.ai(STEVENS HOTEL)
•eters who meet in front of Chi's
Cliicngo, Aug. 9.
Wo'-d's buil.-'ing.
.^ begofT.
Glrtd;;."
Will: &
Dc'iniis
Kfllu.

ail

bens

CIrill

packed

won't

Roof

Slarl'.!.'IU

translated
and
Arounil,"
ty,

atop the RCA bid.y. in 'M.
She created the perhaps immortal
role or Laurie in "Oklahostafie
ma!", traveled on to stardom in

bow

but inodcralely priced dinner sans
cover chaiRc seems, to conu>ensale

coriT

tiii.'i.

li'OO/vDids.
W3ldoir'.<-

August 14, 194^

We4lii«>tM]ay,

"Mr. Sprin.?'s
Farewell
"Maori
Soii^." with a comnumity-sing assist,
Jooii Roberls. Piinc.ho iiiid Miirk
wind il up. Accompaniiil Waller
Moiile Orchs; $1.50 cot'i-r.
Popp, recently with Danny Tnuinas,
Imsn'l quite caught on to her Iricks.
.loan Roberls has traveled far .since
but he probably will in lime. She
lirsf cauiilK at the still-closed Rain-

v.

PerMiaii Rooiii.
(IIOTEI, PLAZA)

^

D. C.

Hooked KirlunUdir
.

1S,'UI

tmr Tlieainia b;'
ilsck Knlrhriii
Room lie
Hmadwoj, S. V.
'

-

,

.
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Olympla, Miami

House Reviews
State,

"A Stolen

N.Y.

she In turn brings
Evans, a neat terp

on the Four
team of two

Li/e"

Weak opening

(WB).
acts in layout here

Rubu ZtoerHnp's House Orch, The generations. First it's the brother this week induced palm-passivity
(3), Dole Belmont,
and sister for a fast tapping ses- from house until trio of comedy"Dtezv" Smith. Nichotas sion followed by
mom and dad. angled acts come on for a parlay
Buckteu, Dona
Dicfc
(2),
Despite the ages the elder pair are of laugh results to wind session in
y^indsor; "Boy s Ranc h" (M-G).
quite agile and garner a heavy mitt ,sock style.
with their softshoe routine.
Girl
Openers are the Tudells, dance
This is a diversified bill of talents, then comeis on for an acrobatic high
duo who project some Standard terpthat it doesn't
hut if s unfortunate
reads. The kick turn followed by the foursome ing which left them sitting on hands.
always play as well as it
Del Breece, card manipulator and
the Sensationalists in. some fast challenging.
?tart is fine, with
Miss
Carroll then brings -on Ben magico, working to musical backrollerskaters; the
(3) (New Acts),
'

.

,

sensotlowilists

ChirlM

Bror

entertaining part of the layout also
such sUndards as the
includes
Nicholas Bros., with their hoofing,

Buckley and
plus the cRgaging Dick
audience - participation panto-

his

mine.
,
11.
show-stoppers are the
Biggest
Nicholas pair with their, class hbofby-now standard
the
plus
ine
Caro."
in
the
Y
"Mama
of
wabbling
original Portuguese, by one of the
.

Beri, a juggler with a pot pourri of
ti7cks ranging from ball juggling to

pin and tambourjne manipulating.
to get beaucoup laughs
from his offerings. Is assisted in a
few bits by his two youngsters in

He manages

horse play, One of the lads surprises on the piano with 'Tolanaise."

Standees at

,

Buckley

is

more than

first

show oh opening
Shnl.

day.

£ccr€S.

RKO, Boston

hamrtiing it a little
in going through

lisual

Boston, Avg. 10.
the audience to select a quartet of
Gene Krupa Orch with CHrolyn
patrons for his bit in which he
mouths an Amos 'n' Andy routine Grey & Biiddy Steuiart, Johntiu
"Smoky"
the
Colstons;
merely
selectees
go Barnes,
the
while
through the motions. Bucltley milks, (20fh).
the routine too much at times biit
A Very wow show for the Kriipr
generally he garners laughs.
Dale Belmont is particulairly im- addicts, of which the town is obvipressive for a highly classy chassis ously full, this one comes under the
and sexy appearance; But her rou- heading of controlled pandemonium.
tining and choice of times are a It's Krupa all the way, beating the
couple of oldies like "Paper Moon" hides and lopping off the cat's' heads
and "Sorrento" aren't socky enough like a kid with a stick in a field of
to start her off, and that operatic daisies.
aria certainly is not in her metier.
Bland is loud and high-charged aiid
And she should edit her talk more sounds like every other band that
closely, too.
comes in here (only one in 50 of
Charles "Dizzy" Smith, from films, which differs in any detail of sonoris reviewed under New Acts, as are
ity,
attack or precision from the
the Doria Windsor novelty dancers others), and traverses tunes like
Kahn.
(3).
'.'Lover," "Valse Triste" and "Boogie
Blues" in a: flawless but completely
standard way. Krupa, who gets a
Oriental,
roar from the customers from the
beginning, reall:; breaks loose for
Chicoffo, Aug. 8.
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller Orch. his "Drum. Boogie" solo, and' draws
tutth
Artie Malvin, Lillian shrieks, gasps, cheers and other
(31)
Lone, tc Crew Chie/s (3), WhitsoJi manifestations of enthusiasm.
Bros. (2), Crosbi/ Sisters (2), Jack
well-moulded,
Grey,
Cairolyn
Caner; "Two Sisters from Boston" throbs "Boogie Blues'' and other
(Af-G).
tunes to achieve considerable ap.

grounds, gets over in fair fashion.
George Kaye, emceeing proceedings, gives the. show a lift in the
middle slot with some fresh material. "He starts slowly with some
topical gags, then hits laugh stride
with takeoffs on radio dramatics.
Follows with a hilarious seqiience on
a racetrack tout turned waiter and
tops with a wacky psychiatrist bit
that rolls them.
.

Free-wheeling Walter Nllsisoh follows with his Rube Goldberjgish contraptions. Patter and stunts brought
gasps and laughs in equal portions.

Wally

Ward,

aided

by

unbilled

femine singer, cohtribs a solid session of mugging, corn and comedysinging for top returns. Sequence
with femme adds to the gayety for
solid hit.

Les Rhode house orch backs show
manner. Biz good when

in top
caught.

Lary.

.

ToWer, K. C.
Kansas City, Aug. 9.
Morgan, 5 Taylors, Frank
BettyMorgan,
Betty
& Skippy Heaton, Tower
with Don. Tiff & Beverly

Roy

Radclxffe,

Brans

:

Orch

(9)

:.

Cassady; "It Shouldn't Hdppen to
a Dog" (20th) and "The Undercouer
Woman" (Rep);

,

Chi

.

Dopesters who pegged the BenekerMiller orch as a "once around"
outfit ffliled to take Chi's reaction
ex-GI orch into consideration. Following their smash hit at

to the all

proval all around, and Buddy Stewart croons a la Sinatra such items
as
'I

Rain, Come Shine,", and
Know Why." 'Various side-

"Come
Don't

men

contribute

instrumental

solos

and the whole band show goes over
the Panther Room last month, orch with plenty of sock. But it is Krupa
opened at the Oriental Friday (8> the cats are out to see and hear, and
he all but Jihocks himself out to
to a packed house.
Orch got things going with "In make them h?ppy.
the Mood," following with "These
Two other acts round out the bill,
Foolish Things" with Beiieke in a both clicking. Johnny Barnes wows
tenor sax solo. Thirty-two instru- with his familiar dance caricatures
ments blend well in "Foolish'' num- and swivel jointed tapperoo, while
ber with
fiddles and trumpet sec- the Colstons, turning in their comtion standing out. Beneke docs neat edy
(and slightly olue) ballroom,
job of fronting orch and his easy, dancing routihe, draw a very high
intlme style takes well with the aud. decibel. Opening day biz was great
Groaner Artie Malvin. pleases with and points to a boff week,
£Iie.
"Simple Life" tind a reserved rendiUon of oldie, "If You Were the Oiily
Girl." Orch shows its versatility in
Million Dollar, L. A.
"Red Cavalary March," using strings
Los Angeles, Av0. 7,
to good advantage in a symphonic
Sfon Kenton Orch (18), featuring
arrangement with brass taking over
Vido Musso, Gene. Howard, June
and a final combination of the two
Christ!/, Ray Wetzel; Dave Barry,
sections in a rousing finish.
Mildred Law; "Botuery Bombshell"
Ghirpstress Lillian Lane and Crew
(Mono).
Chiefs take the spot in "Everybody
Loves My Baby" and are joined by
Million Dollar's band policy this
Beneke in the Miller favorite, "Chatweek has Stan Kenton and' his orchtanooga
Cho-Choo."
Miss
Lane blowing out the loud, hot notes to
comes back for a solo, pleasing with
bring the jive addicts in. The Ken"Gypsy."
ton music was up to par at the show
Tumbling Whitson Bros, draw a caught but the programming wa.s
good hand for their clever routines off, making for 'a draggy bill that
and are especially good when one didn't really come to life until Dave
of the lads tosses the other in the
Barry, added act, took over near the
air in a demonstration of how to
finale.
read a newspaper "in the air." This
Opener for orch Is "Artistry
IS done with
expert footwork and Jumps,''
returns.
grabbing
solid
timing.
String," second band
..Comic Jack Carter filled in during "World On a
the first show for the ailing Crosby number, was on the fuzzy side,' not
having the sharp, clear arrangement
Sisters. LaUn Quarter headliner
still
one of the ouUtanding new funsters usually featuring a Kenton piece.
Band's finale is "Concerto to End
convulsing the payees All Concertos" which, despite cumu.
with his
rapid fire delivery. Foos.
bersome title, clicked with the. audience. Kenton does his usual chore,
with much horseplay froni the sideEiirle, Philly
men, on "St. James Infirmary." It's
PhitndelpJiin, Aug. 10.
a good novelty that gets over but
Jordan Orch (7). Jean Car- certainly leader would be iii better
, f;<»'«
* ^;«ons; "inside Job" taste if he drops the swish portion.
,

U

•

.

.

:

(U)

oJ—
SfilL."

Louis Jordan and his aggre-

packing them in

this

sepia maestro has a
J.'iSe following in Philly and they're
ail out in full
force. Septet consists
OTxlano, bass, guitar, drums,
trumsaxes 'with Jordan
fr«\,*?""
"ontlng on one of the horns.
Terrif
^'^""''"ons of "Beware," "CalSX^'^and a first cousin of "Hey

Kenton's business of introducing
various members of his crew was
and slowed show con-

dragged out
siderably.

'Vido Musso, filling. his last date as
Kenton's tenor, sax specialist before

starting

his

own

outfit,

giye.s

a

strong delivery to "Come Back to
Ray Wetzel, trumpet,
Serrano."
does vocal chore on "Sepulveda"
and a "Trees" parodjr. Latter is a
bit too salty a version for juves.
CJene
male vocalist with
"U^t S^^^P" a little ditty called band, Howard, "They Say It's Wonjgets over
*?a Lo Rob" among others.
^lowns with the front pew- derful," and "Until the Real Thing
hMrf
Best response to
'"s "Beware" number to Comes Along."'
good results.
Four shapely aepla piping, thc.M.Th, went to cute June
jemmes come on for the "Caldonia" Christy r.;-'' her singing of "Rika
tor a bit of fast stepping wUh Jaka Jaoii." "No Misery in Me" and
T«?j
Jordan.
A fast and great closing "Come J£,;ln, Come Shine."
Dave E.-'iy, song and patter
Carroll,
a
fast,
talking comic, .'i.ijri'rt biggest success at,
t«~^"
„^'"">e«e, handles her chores very show ;..'ijlit with his biting comweaving jn the acts and has
mentr. ; :ul ..satire on things political,
spot on her own. A cross be- etc., f'li'S sound effects. Barry, howfr*«'>^Joan Davis and a subdued ever. .<;l'"ulcl cut his mintiicking take^.ass-Paly, Miss Carroll holds her off cf I.ns .Vngcles' Pershing Square
aumences with a clever line of chat- whor. iJ.nyiiig to predominately juve
and^clftks ja a medley parody. auai-.-.HT.'
Mildred Law contrib.s
..stage voice introduces Miss fast tappini; as her stint, on the bill.
^-arroll after opening
flrog.
fanfare and
.

.

•

wo

i

Neat piano follows Prima's

little.

Miami, Aug. 8.
Wallw
Word,
Wolter
Nillson,
Georpe Kaye, The Tudells, Del
Reece, Les Rhode House Orch (13);

boogie-tempo.
That's all.
"Porgy" has Miss Carol, and she
bolsters
the
side
plenty.
From
"Blackbirds of 1928" it's pure torch
in the "My Man" tradition, and the
femme knows what to do with this DORIA WINDSOR CO. (3)
type of tune. She opens and closes Novelty Dancinir
the side vocally, and Prima plays 7 MIns.
midway. That's when the record State, N. r.
Two guys and a gal are especially
needs help. Recommended for the
notable in this act for the novelty
vocal, and heavily for that.
comes out,
Bobby Byrne (vocal by Peggy stunt of the femrnc. Gal.
first, in a routine t'nat's unbelievable
Coffey) "Ridin' on a: Summer After- —she creates the illu<:ion of having
noon"-"Whatta
Gonna
Ya
Do" four arms! Actuall};
course, she
(Cosmo). This is Bobby Byrne's first has a shoulder contraption Ayith two
post%yar disk. Baick in business with makeshift arms thiat flail away along
a new group, the' young trombonist with the two actual ones. After a
turns in some fine work with "Rid- couple of moments of that; however,
she sets the audience's mind at ease
in'." A good dance record, it could
by discarding the contrdption, along
stand faster tempo, but musically its
with other parts' of her costume, tofine!
Byrne plays expertly, and display a niftyTlboking epidermis..
should get heavy buys from fans,
•The rest of the- act, wherein the
old and new. "Whatta Ya Gonna femme goes through a novelty rouDo" is the best side of .the set, for 'tine of body-tossing with the two
Kahn.
guys, is just average.
it .seems to have mote drive. M'ss
Coffey sounds age-nine and cute.
CHARLES "DIZZY" SMITH
'Voice fits the theme fine though, and
Talk, ImpersonaUons
only bad spot is a high try halfway. 10 Mins.
This is the side most recommended Stete, N. T.
of the two.
Charles "Dizzy" Smith,, out of the
Pied Pipers (Quartet with Paul Henry Aldrlch picture, in which he
Weston orch) "Everybody Loves.My played a lead character, is just anBaby," "Ol' Man River" (Capi- other of the host of Hollywood
tol).
"Everybody Loves My Baby" players who are quick to take advantage of the 'supposedly lush coin
was written by The Three Suns. awaiting
so-called name performers
With, two more like
this;
they in the vaiilfidmers.
But Smith is
can quit and concern themselves wasting a lot of time. He. just hasn't
with perfprming rights. Has dance got an act.
beat, and that's meat for the Pipers,
His face is more easily recognizwho do good work, the best in some able than his name, of course; and
time. Paul Weston helps plenty, as upon his appearance the audience is
he always does. Lyrics are clever. quick to acknowledged that recognition with 3: ripple of applause. But
Pipers really handle that close tuning.
when he goes into his routine of old
Sinatra's. "River" will be danced to, gags and imperson:.tions, it's practibut its listenat>ility for the Kern mu- cally murder—the material and de,sic lovers is nil. Excellent tempo, and liv.ery
are that bad.
A Jimmy
the group does fine, but you hate to Stewart copy is his lone saving grace,
hear that happen .to those fine Oyrics. and even that has been done too fre>
Kahn.
Should've let Weston record it as qyently in the theatres.
talk

in

New

Acts

A

.

;

.

-

forStage lineup is on the moderate an instrumental for dancers, and
THE SENSATIONALISTS (3)
and gets across for mild recep- get the words. Recommended, par- Roller-shating
ticularly for "My Baby:"
5 Mins.
Five Taylors open with their
^tate, N. T,
standard acrobatics, flips and. pyra.The Sensationalists are in the vein
mids.
Clean-looking kids, as alike
of other similar roller-skating acts,
Scliool
as peas in a pod, work hard througharid they're a strong opener for any
out and garner solid applause. Roy
yaude bill.
from
Continaed
page
1
Morgan follows, getting novelty
They're comprised of two males
music out of- tin cans, baling wire cipal of the school,, all phases of the and a femme, neatly costumed and
and a ruler. Baling wire fiddle wins station's operation will be handled with plenty of class, enhanced by
him good response. He then pro- by qualified students selected from the girl's particularly ' good looks.
ceeds to erncee other acts.
Their stunts are standards for acts
the
3,100
co-ed
body.A
He brings On Betty Morgan, drum among
of this kind, but they have a heat
majorette, who beats out a boogie broadcasting schedule of four hours fiair for selling that gets them over
rhythm with hands and feet. She daily has been mapped with two particularly well.
Kahn.
boogies on piano while terping to hour.j lo be devoted to school activi'
tune for solid returns.
ties during the afternoon and two
Tower orch number is spotted evenirg hours directed to adult conmidway in the show with Beverly suiinption. Programs will include
Cassady warbling a medley of past
wire
Contlnncd from pate 1
arrangements by Don Tiff, for aver- newscasts based upon a regular
age response. Following are Betty service, transcribed musical sessions, sue probably would be put to a gen>
Brans and Skippy Heaton, juve anja- regulsrly organized forums, football eral membership vote.
teur winners, terping ballroom, mod- and basketball ylay-by-play dt'scrip"Carmen Jones", colored-cast muern and begulne numbers to hioder- tions, and dramats, written, produced,
sical, will play Washington next seaate response.
directed and cast by the students
son but it will not be presented at
Frank Radcliffe registers In clos- themselves.
ing slot. The lad is okay on high
Equipment for the project was gar- the National. Billy Rose has booked
register warbling of "There Goes
it into the Uline Arena, a skating
the 'War. Assets Adnered
through
My Heart," with a hot lick on trumrink,
under a non-discriminatory
pet thrown in, and on "Irish Lulla- ministration, which' made a free gift contract, said to be the first pacted
by" and "If I Didn't Cai-e."
His of an antenna tower, and the school for road shows. Tickets for all porcomedy patter between numbers- district board of the town v/hich
tions of the arena will be available
gives desired lift to his stanza.
shelled out about $2,500 for a comto
colored
applicants.
Showman
Quin.
mercially-manufactured transmitter.
says "(Tarmen" can gross over $50,000
Final assembly of the antenna tower
on the capital date but mechanical
and base and the transmitter will be problems surrounding the performaccomplished, by student .technicians
ance have not been "worked out
in the Industrial Education departBaltimore will be skipped by !'Carment of the school.
Continued from page M
men", because of racial regulations
Decision to 'go on the air is an
'Wonderful
sBx
work.
Recom- extension of the school's radio work- similar to those in Washington; no
substitute for the regular legit theamended!
shop established on the 18-acre
DlnnlDf Sitters (trio with Carl campus four years ago. During this tre there is available. Show will
Kress orch) "I Love My Love"-" And time, the students had been main- play the south, where it is planned
alternate performance.^ between
to
Then It's Heaven" (Capitol). Din- taining a regular broadcast day over
ning Sisters sing "I Love" like the the iriter-building public address sys- white audience.'! and .chose all-NeBoswell's would have. It's the best tem with hourly news programs and gro. Company will travel In Pullmans
and carry special dining cars.
work they've done thus far. A plain- previews of school activities. Three
Jim Crow issue was also voiced
tive side, with' tempo, and great
fully equipped istudios for the workclose harmony, this one can't miss! shop were built and maintained by at a meeting of the American 'Veterans
Committee, held last spring.
Organized comparatively a short the school's radio division. ('
At that session comolaint was -made
time
under this label,
they've
Group of faculty members acting that no colored stagehands were
strengthened their stature with each as a board of consultants/ include
permitted backstage for Broadway
release, and this side will be no ex- Worthington Gregory, project head;
shows.
ception. Carl- Kress' crew puts in a
creative
Hamniersley,
Katherihe
hep find strong assist. 'Wonderful for writing consultant; and Sam Jones,
airshots featuring the trio, and. a tip
production consultant. Gene Flanato jockeys; plays this, and an old gan, production manager for WWRL,
Boswell -Trio disk for comparisoh will act as programming advisor for
Conllnned from pace 1
iind airshot discussion. Good copy. the .school's radio committee.
"Heaven", is again in this hews.
amusement center since 1941, signed
Everybody's doing or done this one.
a contract with Prudence to buy the
Dinnlngs won't suffer by cdmpariThe'
title had not been turned
park.
the
way,
it's
good.
U. S.
f.on. Undersold all
I over to the- new owners when the
Their lead sheets were marked with
14-alarm fire bjoke out. Immedi-'
a large, "sotto voce" notice, and with
feet of the pirocess including ately there foll.owed a long wrangle
2,300
arrangement
woodwind
a siibdued
of the methods of making for the division and disposition of
by Carl Kress, it sounds pretty. glimpses
radio-active piles and the insurance monfey, which ended
Naturally, with this being the plug the famous
the testing of U-235 for purity. last July in the State Court 6f Apside, it'll do the best business of the
precautionary peals.
feature
also
duo, but actually the other cut shows Clips
Court ordered the property
work.. Iltcommehded method.s taken by workers against
finest
their
exposure to tJie deadly gamma rays. turned over to the Danzigers for
highly!
Louli Prima (vocal by Lilyann The Oak Ridge reel hit the theatres $135,000 instead of $275,000 originally sought by Prudence. Danzigers
Carol) "Porgy"-"Boogie in Chicago" ye.sterday (13).
Tremendous size of Oak Ridge estimated that at least $2,000,000
(Majestic Duraflex). Prima's fir.st altheir would be heeded to recondition the
bum. From Album M-3, cut on high- plant crossed-up the reels in,
Alvey over to nearby park, so they sold the property back
cost Duraflex, these sides have been effort to get
cover the GI riot to .Prudence for an undisclosed
ch'o.«n to review. Lilyann Carol is Athens, Ga., to
no longer with the outfit; she's do- which swept the town. Reels tried amount.
it
Since, the fire the inside of, the
ing a single. "Boogie" just shows off frantically to reach Alvey but
but th«
the accomplishments of sidcmen and took hours before contact was made park has not been touched,
on
Louis' horn, with small patter at the and by then the action in Alhen-s front section has been leased
entree abou.t the' various "L" stops was over. Consequently, none of .''cason-to-.';easQii basis to the Resort
leaving Chicago's loop. Brassy, with the reels obtained any shots of the. lAtnus. Co.. which operates severalconcessions there.
many old riff tricks, It adds up lo fighting.
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U one ol the
soni why GermRn versions aren't
being made in this country and
S. companies recshipped over.
oRiiize his right to okay the pictures, but have no desire to send
over dozens of prints on approval,
which the General has off-handedly
indicated should l>e done.
As an alternative, McNarney has

Germany, which
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard Tupper, son,
Schenectady, N. Y, July 25. Father
is an announcer at WGY.
.

of

a

limited

native personnel to handle the work.

McNarney

Oik's

McWarnejr wants

Everythlnr
to

book.

approve

all

pictures before they are- released in

Mr.,

and

.

Mrs'.

Hal Bongaid. son.

New York, July 17. Father is rep of
N.Y. local of American Guild of
Variety Arllsts; mot":er U In. mer
Kay Dooky. who did a vaude act
with husband.

30.

If34

Toledo Aug.

5.

SERGE SOUOEIKINE

He was a life member, of the
64, noted Rus- American Federation of Musicians,
designer, d'ed in Local 15.
During World War I. he
N'yacit, N. Y.. hofpital Aug. 12.
For was bandmaster on the U. S. S. Inmany years he had been a member diana.
of the
.stage-production
staff
of
Radio City Miisic Hall, N. Y.
LOUIS
An arti:,l for 50 years, he began
Louis G: tto. 50, a director in
designing stage s»ls in Moscow in Societe Pathe Pils, died in Paris
lao.");
Hi's novel ideas and brilliant recently following an operation.
paintinss soon established him in the
Before the war, he had long been
Trout rank of Russian stage design- French territory manager for Warers.
He was later commissioned to ner Bros.
do sets for 'The Miirrlage of Figaro"
Lind 'The Carnival of Life" at the
A. rBEUSSE
Kemerny theatre there.
Carl August Preusse, 78, a memHe came to this co'tintry in 1922, ber of the St. Louis symph orch for
ostensibly
to
resume career as 25 years, died last week at City
painter, but soon returned to stage hospital lit that city.
designing and did sets for BaliefT's
"Chauve-Souris'' at the Century. theMother, 77, of Fiapkie Ms-slers,
atre, N. Y.
In 1934 he designed the orch leader, died in Robinson, IIU
scenery and cooperated with Alarco Aug. 5.
-..
...
stage

GATTO

V.*itii-rrr

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Kellman. son.
New York, Aug. 11, Father is
lawyer with the William Morris
''•
agency.

dubbing and titling in Germany,
lease of rawstock for prints and
sifjnmenl

his;

PAUL rOBCASI
.

Serge Suudeikinc.

.sian-born

Mr. arid Mrs. Robert Spiers Benjamin, twin sons, Aug. 1, Santiago,
Ctiile, where he is with J. Walter
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Mr.
and
Mrs.
Larry
Adier.
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Aug.
10.
Father is the harmonica virtuoso;

tePoritiM
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>{lih:i)(lN
I'liuifvr Ore
Kdirewntrr Heh
UraiHlon Orr

Alex-ii-r
Ih' .Mht tie |)nnl^e
Otiiina
T<ano
.lark .Mil(6n

CIT¥

Pittsburgh,

daughter
pianist.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald O'Connor,
daughter,
Hollywood,
Aug.
10.
Father is a flltn star at Universal.
Mr. and Mrs. Arch Otioler, son.
Hidden Valley Ranch, Calit., Aug. «.
Father is a film director at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Compton,
daughter, Hollywood, Aug. 8. Father
is promotiort manager for Look mag.
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was

Wells denounced the "War of the
Worlds" broadcast after he was told
alarm it caused in this country. But the program resulted iu
ot the

.Tcanne Pryor, 78, who had been
secretary tn managers and press
representatives
in
the legitimate
theatre for' more than 60 years, died
'GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN'
at her home, in Philadelphia, July 31.
Until retiring some years ago, she
R. H. B.
had been secretary to Mark Wilson,
press representative for 4;he Shuberls
leased two theatres in Morristown. in Philly, and had previously been
N. J.
In 1937 when they sold out a$.sociated
Forrest
old
with
the
to the Raritan circuit, they were theatre. Broad and Gai-rtck theatres
also operating theatres in Madison, in that city.
N. J., Summit, N. J„ Newark,
Survived by a niece.
Brooklyn. SUten Island and Yonker.«;. N. Y.
WILLIAM A. LEON
Survived by widow, two daughWilliam A. Leon. 64, musician aiid
ters, son, three brothers and two son of the late Tony Leon, bandsisiters.
master and orch leader, died in

Sherman,

-

llnniu*

Siiai'lcr

MhInkii

I.arry

sis-

H. G. WELLS
H.
G.
Wells,
79,
world-famed
British author, died in London Aug.
13 after a long illness.
A proline writer whose imaginative novels on science in the futiire
placed him in the Jules Verne schooV
Wells authored "War of the Worlds"
which was the basis for the Orson
Welles broadcast in 1938. Another
WelU book, "The Shape of Things
to Come" was made into a film
alxiut 10 years ago in which some
of the destriictiveness of World War

Charles B. Dillinghain

Shavo

Louisville,

and .Mrs. Gene Brice. son,
Aug. 2.
Mothers the
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Father's vaude and nitery comic.
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Howell & Bowser
r.iiiiela

S41ly

Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Slezak,
daughter, Hollywood, Aug! 5. Father

Uilln iliiHrter
l.tnti

Ringling

the former

Paul Porcasi, 66, character actor
director.
on stage and screen, died Aug. 8 in
Sally Rawlinson to Al White, Los
HABBt BOTH
Hollywood after a. long illness.
Angeles, Aug. il. Bride is a PaiaHarry Roth, iS7, retired .theatre
Born in Italy, Porcasi started hit
inou'nt starlet, groom a sketch artist. owner, died at his home in Morriscareer as an opera' singer but
kilty Carlisle to Moss Hart, New town, N. J., Aug. 6. He retired in shifted to legit .and later to flima.
Hope, Pa., Aug. 10. Bride is musi- 19.37, when he sold his interest in His first picture was "The Fall of
comedy singer; groom' is playwright. nirn theatres to manage his real the Romanoffs," produced by Herbert Brenon for Paramount in 1920.
Norma Johnstone to Karl Her- i!st«!e holdings in North Jersey.
Born in Hungary, Roth came to For 10 years he was under Paralin.?er, Jr., Los Angeles,
Aug 10.
this country in 1898 and had t>een
mount contract and then a freeGroom is a makeup man at RKO.
in whole.<>'ale clothing iHisiness until
lance, retiring two years ago be1918 when he. and his brother, the cause
of failing health.
late I. A. Roth, who 4ied in 1942,
Surviving is his widow.
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Paul Rich

became a clown

teamed with

I

Ktlip) Lvnn
Bri»mle>' A- Barrett
Jai'kic Rrlcht

former clown and

formers and he became a contortionist and tumbler when a youngInjured in a tumbling act, he

later
Bros.,
cuses.

1

,

55,

ster.
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I

CARL
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HARRY GAGE,
Harry Gage.
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CarnuiM II) l>

n>rrl l>a Fr;«n#inl
Edwui'ils
Lnwlon
J4-11
r<«y Cnl« C»

to

staff.

vaude performer, died Aug. 7 in
Chillicothe. O.
He was stricken
blind, 10 years ago, virhich forced liis
retirement.
His parents,
were circus per--

.

Tib

Wfcar'f fi«w7
f

of

tres, generally grouped under
the
corporate name of the Tribuhs
Operating Co., including such houses
as the Shubert,
Booth, Century,
Broadhiirsl, St. James, Shubert Boston, and .the Boston Opera House.

Sidney Justin, Los Journal-American. Born in PhilaAnjelcs, Aug.- 8. Groom is liew head
delphia, he began newspaper work
J i'ine;i)>iile Ore.
VVally lilnrk^r
of Paramount Studios legal staff.
Hob Howard
on the Oakland (Calif.) Herald after
Ilulrl Nriv Voriiri
IVdrIc- \Viill:(ce 1
I'luii-k Ko.«*ier-Orc
Audrey Gallowich to Otto Krenn, graduating from Pennsylvania' UnirfilKMYltMHl'l Niir.H Ravhl
Pitttburgh, July 4. Groom's a radio versity. He had also been on the
Waily Uhii'ker
K l..:iivrence Ore
Vi<r*.;illlp»
::nnouncer.
Hutel rlerra
staffs of the San Francisco Bulletin
Carl Uava7.-/A
My IMS
wi> i:niii-ri>rt
Ceil Smoler to Morton Jacob.son. and San .Francisco Examiner.
He
I'nr.suolo t Aiiim
lOniil T'cflt Iti-r
Chicago, Aug 10.
IJiA .Paiiciioii
Bride is former later came to N.Y. to devote his time
Hnro
VIIInK**
S'anli'y Meili:i Ore
feature writer for the Chi Herald- to writing and had made his home
Rlily Kelly
HnlH rinaa
(':irl.ind!i
Ameriban; groom is l>usincss man- there since.
.Imhii llubcrl:!
Allrla AV.n1l:<ca
I'ani'hii Ore
ager for Neblett Radio Productions,
Noel was author of a dozen plays,
lien Slone
.MxrU AloniA Ore
rmjiy Ijini*
Chi.
seven of .which had been produced,
llnlpl KMiarerll
Jimmy Nol.i
ioi" .Itoif'Iiman Ore
'l>v >*leirlior
Jane Tracy to Len Simpspn, Las on Broadway, and six novels. 'Am9iig
Hnlrl St. Krct*
VIIIre^ %'HiiKnnrd
the plays were "Pawn," "Good Little
Ve3as.
Aug.
4.
Bride
and-.groom
IV;ccy Nnrmnn
Tt \\ ll^niifl
Bad Girl," " Pal O' Mine," "Birds of
I'.iiil
Sparr Ore
are screen press r.ijents.
Kdd.v MailHOii
'I'twddrir.'i
Brooke
Kli'anor UowVra
Prey," and "Marriage-Not." He was
Marianne O'Brien to Lt. Comd.
tiiMel Tiifl
r>oii l-'ry
a clo.se personal friend of Jack LonVliiffni .l.oiicy On
Mank T>iini'an Trlb
Richard J. Reyno'ds, New York.
lintel n'niiliirr-il
don, and of George Sterling, the poet.
Wl\r1
Aug.
7.
Bride
film
is
player, and
'riio i;ui/.ir
Hnli I.ee
In a book, "Footloose in Arcadia,"
i:iilT Wllllama
l3*»rlrudV» Hlld
stepdaughter of
ex-pugilist
At>e
Ml)*!-!!;! itiii r .(,)rc
published in 1940, he added a number
.li*al>
Aln.Nlle
Attell; groom is the tobacco heir.
lit*laMil
l''ranciM-o
of stories about these personalities.
Iv"*
Ki»viic
llruce Niirmnn
Helen O'Hara 16 Willis Goldbeck,
In addition to his son, a widow
Krll.Va Sliihira
Vivian NIviiolviin
Las Vegas, Aug. 5. Groom is a ftliii and daughter survive him.
H. -niy Itcd Allen O D Rivero * Heim'u
\ lcl:l

JACK POWELL

designing

Ira Helstein, t»9, of the Shubert
slaff, auditor with the firm for
3i
years, died of a stroke at his home
in N. Y. Aug. 5. He had been stricken
similarly before and three days previously became ill while attending
a performance of "Show Boat"
but
was quickly revived.
Itolstein hahdlcd the Shubert general accounts up to the time of the
firm's
bankruptcy aiid thereafter
audited their personally owned thea-
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.

Mary Kirby

tlie
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in

MAUDE RYAN

Sally Rawlinson to Al While, Los
Angeles,; Aug. 11. Bride is film
player and daughter of Herbert
Rawlinson; groom is studio artist.
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Leon Gaumont,

French film industry and British
distribution, died in retirement, Aug.
11 at Sdinte Maxime, France. Furtlier details in film section.
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TODD

Mrs. Bertha I're.shman Todd, 30, the costumes for Mascagni's
opera
estranged wife of Broadway pro- "Cavalleria Ruslicana," which
was
ducer Mike Todd, died at St. John's presented at Radio City Music
Hall
iiospital, Santa Mciiica, Calif., Aug. which
led to his appointment
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OBITUARIES
MRS. MIKE

nowhere, MPA execs decided to
L. HOWELL DAVIS
send Harmon, and Mayer from
L. Howell Davis, 69, former chai.rAiii.'iterdam to Berlin in an eltort
to straighten out the affair by per- man of the Pennsylvania Board of
sonal contact. Pair of MPA execs Motion Picture Censors,' died Auti.
also made a short visit to Paris be- 7 ill Philadelphia after a short illfore returning to Amsterdam Mon- ness.
Davis, who was. contracting ofRcer
day (12). "They're due back in New
witii the old Victor Talking MaYoik Aug. 24.
chine Co., \yas a close friend to
Meantime, they have reported
show business flgures. Durmany
limited progress in efforts they've
been making since thc:^ left thi.; ing the past war he was manager
ot the Charlieston (S. C.) district ot
country three weeks ago to get
the United Seamen's Service.
American product into Holland.
Principal item of success has been
JOSEPH VOEL
interesting the U. S. minister to the
Joseph Noel, 65, newspaperman.
Netherlands in the illni companies'
problem. He had, shown no interest dramalL'it and author, died in New
York.
7.
He was fiither of!
Aug.
in the. situation previously, but now
Sterling Noel, Sunday ed of N. Y.
is taking an active, part in negotia-
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STRAWHATS SWELL EODITY ROLLS
Propose

ATAM Do

Not Get Votes

As Members Also on League Board
matters

Kmont

discussed

at

Shows in Rehearsal
"The Macnifleent Heel"— Brock
"
Pemberton.
two or three directors who are
"A Flag Is Bora'*— League for
also members of the Assn. of TheatFree Palestine.
rical Agents and Managers, although
"Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley"—
Ihey are not producers but represent
Barney Josephson and J. D. Proctor.
Iheatre interests and are general
"What Every Woman Knaws"' and
managers. It is proposed that they
"Jeha Gabriel BJorkman"— Ameribe given votes or.be invited to
(13) was a proposal
amend the bylaws. League's board

,

ATAM

-

clariHed.
Agents and
managers outfit declare that if their
demands for higher pay are not settled by mediation and the dispute
goes to arbitration, they will resist
the issue of "new blood" iii ATAM
to be settled in that manner. Originally, the League insisted that the
new-membership provision be made
before higher pay was considered.
Understood that the League offered
a boost around 9^a%. said to have
been scorned by ATAM, and that a
Agents
revised proposal followed.
and managers figure the sought-for
increases at least should be between
20% and 25%. They base the boosts
on the increases in living costs since

immedialely

can Repertory.
"Cordelia"— J.

So far Equity has gotten $19,384
Levenlhal and
-J.
from students in the sticks, $17,600
Hayman.
"Yours Is My Heart" ("Land of being initiations.
In other ways the strawhats have
Smiles")— Arthur Spitz.
"Dream Girl" (road)— Playwrights been beneficial to the association,

"The GUss Menaicerle"' (road)— having summer engagements.
Eddie Dowling and Louis

1941.

stressed by the union, but general
increases are sought for staff men on
Broadway and on tour, ATAM-ers
saying they cannot get by at the

present scales. When the union first
asked for higher salaries, .<;ome categories called for virtually double the
current scale.

MONTE CARLO BALLET
WILL PACE ITS RIVALS

ing the

Singer.

were no air-colled theatres, Broadway was virtually shuttered to them
during summer. Equity is also, benefiting by collecting dues from members in .stocks who had hot paid up

Howard Young

to

"Tobaec*

and.
Itoad"

Homer

Curran.

(road)— Harry

Shubert Denies Booking

Monopoly or Recent Goyt.
Looksee Into

UBO

Setup

Last winter Variett reliably reported that the Government was investigating allegations of monopolistic practices in the booking of legit
shows, it was later understood that
the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice had not yet discovered grounds for prosecution and
whether the case had been dropped
or not is uncertain.
Principles
named are the Shuberts and the
United Booking Oflice, which books
nearly all legit shows on the road.

to join Equity is fostered by
operators of stocks who receive tuition for their summer drama classes.

Students are permitted to appear in
two .shows during the season under
the rules, but the managers encouraged them to join Equity arid
thereby be eligible to appear during
the balance of the summer, also
telling the youngsters that it should
be easier to obtain Broadway jobs
if

UBO was formed by the combinaof the Shubert booking office
and that of the Erlanger interests at
a time when it was claimed that two
legit theatres in one-week stands
was impractical, Erlanger interests

Those Women!
Abingdon, Va., Aug. 13.
theatre here had to
its male actors as ushers
for tonight (13) and tomorrow's performances of "The Women."

The Barter

enlist all

Boston and Chicago are predominopen at N. Y. ant. Marcus Heiman, who took over
i>.-id close Sept.
the Erlanger interests, is head of the
then goes on tour, starting at UBO.
Chi's Opera House Sept. 17, for a
Lee Shubert is quoted last week
tour of 77 cities ending May 10 in
as saying that federal agents sought
Philadelphia.
Sandwiched in is a
infoirmation about bookings some
six-week midwinter return engagetime ago. He disclaimed a monopoly
ment in N. Y. Feb. 17 to March 30.
the Government has not

Manager Bob Porterfield had to
on all girl ushers to help fill in
the 38 all-femme cast of the Clare
Boothe satire, forcing the men into
aisle duty.
call

It

Murder Ai a Strawhat
Hempstead, L. I., Aug. 13.
"Murder For A Song," new play
by
Sydney
Shields
and Ralph
Sprague, will be tried out at Hempstead Summer Theatre here week
of Aug. 20.
Play has cast of four.
will
stage,
with
Otto Simetti
Richard Corbin designing sets. Dr.
William F; Dunn is strawhat's producer-manager.

and said
finished six performances at
contacted him since. Shubert added
Hollywood Bowl last week with,
that because of the number of inclaimed gross of $82,000 and arrived
owned theatres on
dependently
in N. Y. over the weekend, to begin
Broadway, there could not be a
new season rehear-als Aug. 18.
monopoly. Among the indies is the
Ballet Theatre, returning from a
City Investing Co., which owns and
highly successful summer at Royul
operates five legit theatres.
Opera House, Covent Garden, Loncharges 5% as the booking
don, will open its new season with
fee from theatres supplied. There
five weeks at the Broadway, N. Y.,
have been complaints about stipulastarting Oct., 1. Company, formerly
tions and percentages in some of the
bookM by S. Hurok and now by contracts issued, which may have
Music Corp. of America will conaroused complaints made to the Decentrate on legit house dates as
partment of Justice. There is at
cfiainst concert halls on tour, for
least one independent booking office
a new policy. Company, impressed
which charges 10% of the gross from

Group

.

.

UBO

its
London success, plans ah
annual international tour, with invites already in from France, Switzerland,. Belgium,
South
Ireland,

attractions rather' than getting a fee
from the theatres booked.

America and Australia.

Coast Gets

with

is also interestetf 'in

year-round

resultant

pe.''manent

employ-

ment and' security for

its staff, doing
via a setup of N Y. season, subsequent crosscountry tour, six-week
spring reliearsar period and yearly
summer abroad.
Igor Yoijskevitc.v has joined the
troupe since his discharge from the
Navy. Leads incli'de Nora Kaye,
Hugh Laing, Alicia Aloaso, John
Kriza, Lucia Chase, Dimitri Romanoff, Michael Kidd
and Youskcvitch.
Anthony Tudor will be artistic ndIt

jninlstrator,
.be

and Max Gobcrman

musical director.

will

New

LOOK TO lOOG 'OKLAi^
RECORD IN DES MOINES
When "Oklahoma!" plays Des
Moines the week of Sept. 9 expectation is that a new legit gross record
will be established. It will play the

Auditorium, which seats approximately 4,000, and the house management's advices to the Theatre Guild
indicate the probability of over $100,000 gross in eight performances.
Booking occurs at the height of the

Legit

Roadshow Company

be-

institution,

members.

Niagara Falls Theatre
Buffalo, Aug. 13.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., will have a
Lilttle Theatre this season.
Civic
leaders have formed a directorate
of the Niagara Falls Little Theatre
and are soliciting subscriptions for
five
productions this fall.
Frank
Roth will direct.

Ballet Russe will
City Center Sept. 4

a

they're

tion

Los Angeles, Aug. 13.
New legit roadshow group, headed
by Nick Demos, George Dow and

cities.

Take

ing the sale of tickets'for the musical
cla.ssic of the midwest.
Road
Ticket scale is $4.20 top.
"Oklahoma!", billed the "national"
compaiiy'by the Guild, is currently
in Seattle, Wash. It will play the
KRNT radio theatre, former Shrine

First production, "You Can't
It With You," will be shown

13 in Chino, followed by
dates in Pomona, San Bernardino,
El Monte, Ontario and Fontana.
Company will work on a cooperative basis, charging $1,500 tops
and presenting a different play

Aug.

Temple in Des Moines. The governor
of Oklahoma has promised the governor of Iowa to attend the first

--

every month.

1

night.

going into rehearsal are steadily inr
creasing, and while the season of
1946-47 will be somewhat tardy in
reaching full stride, tentative opening dates are being set. Production
activities are likely to be somewhat
feverish, with a flock of new managers entering the field, as in recent

A scramble for theatres is
a house-shortage situais almost a certainty.
Canopies on dark Broadway show-

seasons.

likely, for
tion again

.shops are starting to display the
titles of attractions booked in for
season's start, namely: "The Iceman
Cometh," Beck; "Gypsy Lady'!
("The Fortune Teller"), Century;
•;Yours Is My Heart," Shubert; "The

nounced
atre,

$126

$98

I

I

I

;

j

WILDBERGToIeAHEAD
OF TOURING lUCASTA'

will be three \yeeks ahead of the
show, with Wildberg to be 10 days
Wildberg, accompanied
in advance.
by his wife, Ellen Leed.s, associate
producer, will be gone (or eight
months. Show opens a full-season
tour in Bridgeport Sept. 30, while

the N. Y;
Mansfield.

company continues

at the

Wildberg says he'd rather play it
safe with "Anna" than try his luck
at two or three new productions on
Broadway this season. Believes
"Anna" has four or five years touring.

Strand, Boston FUmer,
Facelifted for Legit
Boston, Aug.

13.

Strand, local jilmer, has been redecorated with a view to housing
legit this season. "Anna" Lucasta" is

mentioned as first show.
Strand would be, with the Colonial,
Ihe only independent legit theatre
in'

the

(Shubert,

The. others

city.

Wilbur, Plymouth, Coplex and Opera
House) arc Shubert-controlled, while
the Esquire, now housing "Henry
pic, i.s owned by the M, St P. in-

V

to re." l.s.

'Approach' in Coast

Des Moines centennial celebration,
and all civic organizations are boost-

Charles Mayakis, was organized
here to present stage shows in a
circuit of six Southern California

Legiters

Miller, is anfather, Henry
to have p^ircha.sed the the- Front Page,'' Roy ale. Other shows
properly having had an estate definitely booked in include "The
Magnificent Heel.". "Park Avenue"
ownership.
and "Present Laughter," both in
October, when 'The Temporary Mrs.
Smith,"
"Mr.
Peebles
Mr.
and
for Treasarers,
Hooker,"
"Happy Birthdiay" and
"Cyrano De Bergeraic" arc also due.
for Aides Sought
Five out of the current list of 1.9
attractions are due to exit before'
By B'way Boxofficers or soon after Labor Day. so that
Broadway ttoxoIHce men's union only 21. houses will be available for
new shows, although that total may
\f seeking a boost of 40% from the
present stale of $90 for treasurers be: increased by one or two. BroadTreasurers way's capacity to house the new
arid $70 for assistants.
would jirnip to $126 per week, while season's product depends on the
There will merit of the incomers and the speed
aides would get $98.
probably be a compromise. Ticket- at which they are produced. It is
sellers argue they should not be certain there, will be flops and upon
sciled under levels of backstage de- the percentage of lailures will depend the pressure of bookings.
partment heads.
Success CKsnces
Union also want.- it obligatory lb
Survey of the last two seasons' prostaff all boxofflces with three people.
Present rule calW for an extra ductions resulted in a score of 13
sssislant for houses with 1.000 or successful musicals out of 39, that
more seals provided business is 85% being one out of every threie, which
of capacity or more. Some theatres is a liberal coverage estimate of
three-man staffs seasonally, tuner clicks.
Among the straight
h.nve
busine.s.s.
shows, only 21 money-makers wer*
of
regardless
however,
E^xoffice staffs also want two week.s' recorded out of a total of 130, or,
roughly one out ol every evi.
va<^ation with pay every 40 weeks,
Theatres will be guaranteed by
producers in most instances, and until there are more houses, or fewer
productions, theatre operators will
have a preponderant edge on the
chances to profit for an indefinite
In an instance rare among properiod.
Because of guarantees et
ducers, John Wildberg is going out
least
one
theatre
leasee
went
ahead of his national company of
through last season with a succes"Anna Lucasta" this fall as tubsion of flops but made money anythumper. Press agent Maurice Turet

his

1.

Rush

,

Company

May

Deputies with each stock are supposed, to see that all members are
in good standing in the dues department. To date thiere are no reports that summer-stock rules are
not being complied with, but a flock
of complaints
from actors have
been received, Such gripes include
comments that it's tough not having
fans in dressing rooms, that there
should be carpets in the barns, etc.

Oshrin.

.

coming

Be-

Windermere's Fan" (revival) <Los Angeles)— Russell Lewis,

"Lady

"The Magnificent Heel,"' comedydrama said to be based on a comof Broadway columni.sts by
Constance O'Hara, was placed in rehearsal by Brock Pemberton on
Monday 12). Bert Lytell and Peggy
Wood will play thK leads. Producer
will stage the play, with Elaine
Peiry as stage manager.
Miss Wood, coming in from the
Coast, is due to join the cast later
in the week.
"Heel" will try out
in Buffalo and Washington and is
due into the Miller, N. Y., Sept. 18.
Gilbert Miller,, who has been opcriiting the hou.se sirce.the death of
1

i

idea de-

Serlin.

have' out-ofrtown
holdings, their
standout houses being the National,
In the merry whirl ballet is going Washington, D.C.; Nixon, Pittsburgh;
give the U. S. this season, the Colonial, Boston, and Biltmore, Los
Angeles, while the American, St.
Ballet Russe (le Munte Carlo shapes
up as leader in the chase. The group Louis, is supposed to be jointly
controlled by the Erlanger group
will open its season in N. Y. ahead
the Shuberts. Latter own or opof its two arch rivals, Ballet Theatre and
and S. Hurok's Oriiiinal Ballet Russe. erate around 50% of Broadway legitend be on tour well in advance of ers, including most houses suitable
Their holdings in
for
musicals.
the other aggregations.

l>y

show— shop

Spengler.
"Lit* With Father" (road)— Oscar

to

15.

rural

New One

posite

"The Front Page" .(revival)— veloped there was sparse' chance for
Hunt Strbmberg, Jr., and Thomas stage jobs, and mostly because there

.

Higher pay for men ahead and
back .with musicals is especially

J.

M

By JACK FULASKl
Number of Broadway legit shows

.

Pemberton's

not the least being that players are

•

Broadway Hieatres

This Season in Booking Plroblems

ClifTord

Co.

21

To Be Available for New

stocks are proving a
boon to Equity's membership in an
unprecedented degree, embryos in
the hideaways flocking to the legit
actors union. During four, weeks in
July there were 109 new memberships, while last week saw a rush
of 67 newcomers, all bein^g required
to pay $100 initiation plus a half
> car's dues of 19, at the time application was made.

lias

sit in on discussions of issues beand the League, it between
ing argued that up to now the latter
has been at a disadvantage.
Proposed changes in the provisions
basic ag; cement between
of the
ATAM and the producers are still in
process of mediation. A session was'
mediator Anna M. Rosenby
held
berg last Friday (9), with no concrete results. As she is now on vawill not be
cation, the situation

About

The summer

tres yesterday

not

'

g

TO

a

membership meeting of the manjigerial League of New York Theato

NElOMEilS

1/6

Bow

Los Angeles, Aug.

13.

how.

Guild offering,
Gentile Approach," opens Aug.

"The

Pft^d""-'^'''"

21 at the Belasco theatre.

Jewell,

Isabel
Lillian

Marcy

'

McGuire,

Fontaine and Wally Cassell
cast, with Harold Daniels

head the

directing and

Josef Monlaigue

Clancy Cooper producing.

and

That

wlisn't .possible

when

Gaaraotcc* the Bale
Bijoadway
guarantees
for
shows vary upward of
and for musicals the requirement is between $6300 and $7,500,
.same going for the road and especially for new song and dancers,

On

straight'
$3,500,

although established successes are
not subject to the same financial
obligations.
A spring musical that
expired in Chicago, "Windy City"
got less than the shares to theatres
during its brief playing time, which
is explainable by the guarantees required there and two other stands.
Stop limits were used extensively
in booking contracts before the practice of guarantees became general
but are not .now factors.
A low
stop limit .where there is a guarantee would favor the house, because
the show might be prevented from
.

closing even though losing.
Under
such a contract the house would
profit through the guarantee coin,
while the producer would be forced
further in the. red.

Henri Bernstein Back

Slated for a two-week stand, the

Theatre

.

there was a score or more legiters
on Broadway.
At that time some
theatres went so far into the red
that owners let them go to the
first - mortgage
holders,
usually
banks.
Latter have since disposed
of the properties:

To

Paris for Legiter

After a long U. S. stay, playwrightproducer Henri Bernstein planes to
Paris Friday (16) to begin production of his own "The Secret," for
its seventh Paris revival. Rehearsals
begin Monday (19) for opening at
the Theatre des Ambassadeurs.
Bernstein has been in the U. S,
;

into before the -war.

.

.

.

'

Wedaewlay, Augggt 14. ig^^
on stage or screen, Story concern*
a vicar whose lon61y house Is invaded by evil spirits, strange rappings, bumps in the night, and all
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Sweelhearl Mine
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is served up hot.
But the argument
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In 1945.

ors arc just taking over the place

London, Aug.

same:

the

Is

dra-

What Ls to be done with Germany?
The seductive French girl. Marie,
has married a German officer, alVMoiIb ready killed
In the war. She is sus-
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A

Ilirv.

family

.

riullls Sl.inlfy

.

;

The

with practically
connected with the

affair,

six of the cast
-

family, this new musical
the brightness and
fails to
originality of "Me and My Girl,
which ran at the Victoria Palace for

Lupino

weat

is

.

i

over two years during the war.
There's no "Lambeth Walk" in
this one, with no number that meaNoel Gay,
sures up to that tune.
who wrote the music, for "Me and
My Girl," has supplied the tunes
again, but the numbers lack punch
and the virility of the former.
There is no outstanding one.
Story, with Cockney background,
Lane's
concerns - Lupino
mainly
courting, gal being Barbara Shotter.
He finally marries ;her. .Noel Doyle,
who plays the son,' is one Of Doyle
twins, Irish comedy vaudeville act
given chance here sometime ago
when Jack Hylton present£d vaude
season at this house. Boy looks a
youthfur ringer for Jack Buchanan.
It taken in hand, he should develop
Into real juvenile. But needs lots of

Germans.
pii;ection by Henry Cass is fine.
Play, however, shows how difficult
it
is to
conduct a dramatic argu-

ment amid heat and hate when only
calmness is the' solution and any
sympathy for Nazis looks false. But
>

the. story quickly builds in interest
arid seldom is dull. As a film, play
potentialities.

has great

.

.

acting

cood. Elizabeth Sellars, a newcomer, patches up the
torn emotions of Marie with skill
and intelligence. There are admirable performances by Louise Hampton, Valentine Dyall. Gillian Lind
and Anthony Ireland. A striking
uerformance is. c o n t r b u t e d by
Charles le .Feaux as a French colonel
who knows, his job and knows the

l?'iyle

.I'rsiiin

.

tray.

.\yr

..Iiini>

-,

,
.

li.n-lwira
Iloli-n P.iiil
I'oivjv If '"I'l-'
.

.

Niivsc.

l"»lstripl

One of those rat-like Nazi boys with
an inflated eg*"does the trick. Loyalty and decency disappear. The
French major, formerly tortured by
the Germans, ;spits his contempt at
the German officer, snivelling good
faith while waiting to kill and be-

Nell Kmfnilil

Sniu

'

Ebef.

On Cherehe
('In

Search of a King')
Paris, July 31.

Wehcr: mualc liy I'hillppe Pares nnd
OeorRcs van P.ir>s. DIrocloil by tJeoiKc.
Costumes by Krte: .nctii.hy Rokt nnd Dur.md. Fenturcs rhnmpl. .Millv .Maihls. UrAlhambra. Paris.

some dough, ban. Irene Slrozzl., At
via the old legacy gag, and decide to I:ou|s
educate boy, giving nim what they I/jontlne.
Ro<-he Tarpee
But boy Diamond ninik
lacked in their youth.
into

corties

turns, out

spendthrift.

Lane's singing of the old classic
Dutch," in one of the
scenes; brings memories of the oldtime star, Albert Chevalier, but
latter sang it better.
Billy Russell,
vaudevillian, playing one of* line's
cronies, nearly steals the show, although not giveii enough to do.
Phyllis Stanley, former crooner, portrays a vamp successfully.
Her
stripping,
while singing a song,
seems out of place.
Big hand went to Fred Ginnett's
troupe of do|s, with pooches made to

Show should have

.\uini.«

Mnrcelle Oarnler

Mac

.

.

i...

Flls

Rene (iuy
Loche

Kretonnlere
Albert Michel

Dambrus. Andre Darsys

.H.irry

A very summerish production, revamping under a new name the old
"Louis XIV" musical comedy based
by Serge Weber on "Merton of •the
Movies.
Champi is introduced as
'

the grocer's clerk who is made to
act in a picture opposite Irene Strozzi.
Latter shows up well as future
revue star material.
Comedy is supplied by Urban, comedian who starred in "Phi-Phi,"
and Milly Mathis, better known for
.

mem-

run due

lair

Ircho Hirozzl

"octor

Prnf.-KIss
SalMnieii.

Lane

but loofc unlikely

Malhls
...frlmn

Mlllv

The Mannser..
.Sam Paddock

bers.
to popularity of

.Chanipl

;

Odette.
Broil

"My Old

perform their antics by cast

Rol

IJn

Jules Dorkon. prAOiiction of musical conieily In two licla (live acenes). Uook bv SerKC

polishing.

Couple

at this house;
to duplicate suc-

her work in pictures.
Show drags at times, and some of
Champi's funny stories don't click.
Marcelle Gamier, as the salesgirl in
love with the grocer, has a voice and
looks good. The sets are mostly backLondon, Aug. 9.
drops. Ray Plaxon batons a pit or.Tnck <Ie Tioon tii-c!>cntnUon ot now play
in Hvi> nets by Runiilil Mlllnr. adniitecl from
chestra of eight. Obviously a filler,
nmel by Kicini Janirabn. Directed l.'y Honry depending on nabe trade..
Maxi.

"Me and My

cess of

Coinody-thentro.

.\t

.

Anna von

Cialcn
llcinrlch von Otilon
I'uul von a.ilen

Ollljan Un.l
Pdor Srott

.

nirbaril

(lau.iki.

.

.

.

Captain

I.nnir,...

C'nloniM

MaulnkT..

T.tml.se

After Tuinorrow

llamnion

London, Aug.

.niznl'Clii Sellar.s
.

.Anthony

Vf-irrr

.Iri-lnnil

(*dy

III

CtlHKor

acU by

.

.Man

F.nld

Iluod

Fli'luliev

FleldlnB
Phyllis Dare

.>h»rJorie

:..

Sir Gcrvase Tu'lse...

AlBCrnon Fovklol>>'

.

with

Germany

Anne

questionable, but
Ronald Millar, ex-British Naval Officer of 28. already has sold the
fcreon rights of this blay for $26.000 to a U. S. indie film company,
so he doesn't need to worry. He already has "Frieda" running at the
Westminster theatre, play on a simiis

Maturin

.'Kric

.Tohn.Pcnr.-i30

.

Whether this is the time for the- Lady iHObel..,,.
arguments on what to do Hannah

atrical

2.

pro»enlat)On or new c(im
Klcrjin Tunnev nnd
Pirecled by lOsme Percy

D.'i'ibrny
ihi-i-.^

Paint'la Utakc
Simon \\'(ir<i'.|l.
..Desmonrl Teller. .\t Fortune theatre.
Crcy nlnke
.Charles le Vcaux Lady Tula?

. . .

'Setting

to carpets and animating
furniture. Mischief is traced to

the
the

play with a scene of psychic uproar.

Play tickled the fancy of firstnighters, but is principally an opD6rtunity. for Gordon Harkcr, as the
insurance man; Lloyd Pearson. the
vic.Vr. and a
young actress, Olive
Kirbv. cast as the dauehteV. It is
neatly turned and supplies the predominant, need of the day, anything
.

a laugh.

for

Antoinette Ceiller

IIUKC'oic

.Kvelyn

Moore

Felicity

Cower

;

Mrj. Fansliaw
Miss Patch
UU'bard Fkii her

Thtn-ndike
Irene ll.indl

I'llccn

Andrew Osborn

The 600-s'cater Fortune theatre,
next to Drury Lane Theatre Royal,
reopens with its first new play since
the war with a satire on life in
him a Socialist Britain. Story is by two
Arthur London journalists. It tells of a

fibct.

,

Grim Fairy Tale

llualro,

.Vendovcr
l-Milk Tribe

)

(

. .

.

.

Kdwaril Chanmaii

(.IWi'i'iliic

....I.eueen

Olar 'Ihyson;

,

William Sb.nckle.
Walter. niijlrv
Wnlly Etherldge

. .

.

.M.aCKrath

.-Xrlbur

1,11

.....Jame.s

w. cncr

lliiri-ourt

Charlc-j

Talon

....Wally Patch

—

.

I>ori(i

Could have been titled "The
Hangman's Revenge" dealing, as it
does, with the ingenious way a man
exacts vengeance on his wife's lover.
Husband returns to his barge unex-

pectedly and

with

a struggle with a
he surprises

in

Scandinavian
his

the

wife,

man

oldei:

-

is

knocked out and thrown overboard.

•

THEA^BICAL

Dear Murderer

Clirrord
talion.ot
Tv.

CHICAGO
•

e.

Uke

St.

N«w

Yerfc

tOS ANOEIES
1119 So. L A.. St.

Poltergeist

ville

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830
Play, Brokers and
Anlhors* Representatives
eS Weae 45th Street, New Torii

11 Weei

7lh Slnet, Los Aoselce

Audrey
Jlobliy

Gordon Harkfr
.Ol^.-i LIndo
Austin Trevor
Lloyd Pearson
Ollvo KIrby

J'rcscotl.

.loyce Present t.
Olive Venner._.i.,

..Anne West
Jacqueline Clarke
;.
.Peter N'cll
f. Strickland

Achhy.

.

Turn Copplenonc..... .Frank

Spooky

trifle

"Topper" series
likely to cause

reminiscent of the
of films, but not

much

Qf a

stir,

InBoifRetiini

"Flliy-FUty,'' Strand.
"First Gentleman," SaVoy.
"Follow the GIrli," Majesty's.,
"Frieda," Westminster.
"Gant; Show," StoU.
"Grand NaUonal Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys,"- Saville.
-

"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Kingmaker," St. James.
"Marriage a la Mode," St. James.
"Night and Music," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Ferehaiice to Dream," Hipp.
"Flokup Girl," Wales.
'

"Shop
"Song

Sl)'< Corner," St. Martins,
of Norway," Palace,
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambhss.
"The Other Side," Comedy.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere's Kan," Ha'ymarket.
"WInsiow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Strawhat Review

A Penny on

the

Cragsmoor, N.

Y.,

7-

CruKsmoor Theatre pro<luctlon ot play In
three acta (four iicenea) by Howard otway.
Directed by Morion DaCaitn; aellinK hy
Kol White. I'leseiited at Cnigeinoor, .N". Y..
Auk.'

.'i.

The 1946
since

either

U

Salzbur?Fe!'tiva"if:

pre-anschluss

nnT

days

purely Austrian auspices,
took
to a brassy start with
Gei^eral M»,u
W, Clark. U. S. Commander
in At^""

down from Vienna

iria.

to top

off
list of American artistic
and miir
lary bigshots. Clark, attending

ous festival event.c, including
Dre
miere of Mozart's "Don
Giovaimiwas also accorded unusual
honor of
being made an honorary
ciUzen
Salzburg.

of
'

V

though

was a valiant si
Festival in li)45,
shortly
after European, war's end, that
year^
program didn't approach 1946
in
cither artistic weight or
tliere

lertipt^at a

number

events

of

scheduled.
Likewise, whUe
last year's show was almost
entii-ely
an American eft'ort sponsored
and
organized by the Army's 'Infoima.
tion Services Branch, the 1946
sched.
ule is merely overseen by
U s.
authorities,
with
Ernest
Lofhar

former Vienna theatrical director'
who recently reitiniod from the
U. S., acting as 'ilieatre officer
for
the Army.
Army has made travel
for stars possible and helped in
procui-ing malci'ials but wants the
Festival considered "an Austrian
show

Drum
Aug.

By JOSEF ISRAELS

WK-

;....Mr8. I.iona Howell
Mlaa Randolph
.Nan .Mebarland
Major Petersop
Pfancca lirnndt
War fry Ss'.: Smith
Major Simpson. ...Benuinont Broualle
Sk'i.
Helen* Ambrose
faptuln Taylor.
;;''"'"•''•'>',
Mildred Smith
Costa
Morton da ^V"VJ
JncQues Renet
Set.

from, now on.
Biggest difference between pre-war
Salzburg festivals and the 1840 oper.
Etion is in lower calibre of musical
names involved and in absence of
the

showy

.

intern^>tioiial

set

which

formerly made Saizburg in August
ES much a "must" as Saratoga for

Aldwych

theatre.

.

Richard Fenon..,.,

MIehoel Hordern
..... ...Terence de Mi.rney
Vivien War.-cn....,
RoHalyn Tloultcr
.Ilinmy Martin
Barrie I.ivesey
T-ee

Warren

Diana Kins

Avis Fenton
l-nspeetor PenOiury..

Avig Scntt
Jack Rnlne
Peter Slorlton

yerfjeant Fo.<

This sensational thriller got a soso press but may well have a good
run on account of its audacity as a
spine-chiller.

As a

film

it

looks

likely.

First act starts vivi'dly when Lee
Warren, the dear murderer, busts

into the flat occupied by his wife's
lover, Richard Fenton, trusses him
up. on a sofa, and describes in detail
how he is going to be murdered.
The accused getting a grilling that
mikes him sweat for three quarters
of an hour.
Act ends with Fenton,
being dragged into a gas oven.
When his wife, Vivien, comes in
with a second lover, another candidate for the hot seat is made sure.
What follows is nothing near as
brilliant as this act, which throws
all the cards on the table at once.
Hence, nothing with which to follow
through is left. However, the suspense is well sustained, the murderer gets what he asked for and
the wife, drawn without a redeeming
feature, goes into hysterics. Play is

It Ls unfortunate, thou^ harilly
surprising in the work of a beginner, that the. made-up part of "Penny on the Drum"—the love story
between pretty and efficient Cap/tain Taylor and a discredited doctor
whose self-respect she restores
should fail to carry conviction. As
though recognizing that plot isn't
his strong point, Otway lets it run
rather thin at times while he dwells

on extraneous comic incidents. The
result is, a structurally weak, script
with flavorsome trimm/igs. Revisions are contemplated, and if they
are thorough-going enough there
may eventually be something here
for

Broadway and

pictures.

Meanwhile, strawhat troupe at
the Cragsmoor Theatre does a good
.iob with the material at hand. Morton DaCosta, late of Maurice Evans'
"Hamlet," has directed sympathetically against an effective Roi White
.set,
^nti he displays further talent
in the somewhat muddled role of
the sardonic doctor. Helene Ambrose is appealing jis Captain Tay-

who falls in lo^e"- with him but
him up at the end. Frances
Brandt contributes a fine cameo ais
a blowzy old sergeant with a sharp
tongue and a secret fondness for
drink. Miss Brandt, who was- with
"Dark of the Moon" last season,
emerges here as a kind of female
Barry Fitzgerald. Peggy Wynne, as
her flamboyantly attractive daughter, and Nan McFarland and Beaumont Bruestle, as othiir Army worklor,

gives

in for a single show- at the prograQi's
cr.d early in' September.
Both per-

forming without pay since possible
payoff in Austrian schillings ctiuldn't
be exported anyhow.
Non-appearance of Arturo Toscanini, who pleaded fatigue after his Italian appearanco.s, was a disappointmcnt but the
NBC maestro made the gesture of
(Continued on page 46)
.

AGMA

Situation
bctwetn Meiropojitan
Opera Assn. and American Guild of
Musical Artists over Met's desire to
cut chorus from 94 to 78, and
AQMA's wage incvease request, was
improved a bit yesterday (Tues.)
when AGMA's bo.ird of governors
heard Mctopera officials present a
detailed report of the Met's position
in the two matters.

AGMA thereupon approved a
meeting of Met choristers, dancers
and artists, to dis-juss the situatioii
further.
Meeting will be held in
about 10 days, when it'^ hoped a solution will be reached on the impasse that thus far seriously has
threatened opening of Met's season
Nov. 11.
;

JULES PFEIFFER prAtenfs

ers. ncar-caricatur.»s in the writing
and' Derforminp, also give good account of thenwelves.
Paul.

10 Attractions

Booked

For Erlanger, Buffalo
Buffalo, Aug. 13.
attractions have been booked
for early fdll Jegit season at Erlanger. here. Bookings include world

Teh

of Brock
Pemberton's
"Magnificent Heel," Sept. 4, with
Berty Lytell and Oscar Polk. "Heel,"
by Constance O'Hara, Is due at
Henry
Miller
theatre,
N. Y., Sept. 18.
Cobnrn
Falstaff
Other attractions: Blackstone the
Los Argieles, Aug. 13.
Magicp, Aug. 19-24; "Merry Wives of
Charles Coburn. leaves the cast of
Windsor," Aug. 26-29; "Cyrano de
'•'The Merry Wives of Windisor'' Aug.
Bcrgerac," Sepf. 12-14; "Life With
17 and wjU be succeeded in the Sir
Father," Sept. 16-18"; 15th appearance
John Falstaff role by Alan Reed.
here of "Tobacco Road," Sept. 19-21;
Although Reed is known as Fal- Maurice Evans'
"Hamlet," Oct. 16stafT Qpenshaw in radio^ he has
19; "Rose Marie," Oct. 21-23; "Anna
never played the Shakespearean Lucasta," Oct. 24-20; and
"Magnicharacter on the stage.
ficent 'yankee," Oct. 28-31.

Alan Reed Replacing

Approves Full Met
Meet to Ease Snag

Artist

BELASCO THEATRE
NEW YORK

premiere

London, July 26.
Llnnlt Sc Dunfce, J.,td., proseniatlcn of
nlay lit three acls by Frank Hnrvec.
Directed by Charles Goldncr. At Vaudenew

theatre, London.
Joe Han-Is.'.;..
Hilda PrewMitt
Vincent Bbury
nov. Alfr«;l Preaoott...

Salzburg Fete

"Day After Tomqrrow," Fortune.

ture.

London,. July 31.
Sidney Walts' pre.ienIn three acta, by St. John
Directed by ItcRlnnld Tale. At

Webb and
new piny

CloweK.

,

The

130 Wttr 46tb StTMl,

13.

Garden

Puniihment," New.
•^Dear Murderer," Aldwych.*
ti

,

!
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"Crim*

bookmakers and madames in the
Boy is caught, convicted of murder
same month. This year's crowds are
and when the last minute procession
mostly GI's; with Americans from
visits his cell he recognizes the exboth.
Austria and Germany predom*
ecutioner as his supposed victim,
.•nating but soldiers and their famiwho had in reality miraculously esSalvation Army has been exploitcaped.
ed before in plays and films, but lies from Great Biitain, France and.
Edward Chapman does not look perhaps never by a writer so thor- Russia are likewise plentiful. While
old enough to mark the contrast in
oughly acquainted with the milieu. buying out seats solidly for all fesage and temtJeran-ient, but, ar al- Howard Otway, the young author of tival events, "this- sort' of crowd
can't
ways, gives a polished performance. "A Penny on the Drtim,' was born be
expected to spet~d the same kind
Leiieen Macgrath fits smoothly and to parents active in the movement
of coin hungry Salzburg used to get
attractively into the role of the- err- and grew up taking part in it himing wife unable to resist the call of self. His first play thus couldnt be from the society-page luniinaries.
But,
in general, It takes a more seriyouth.
better as far as detail and characArthur Lawrence makes a da-sh- terization are concerned. In show- Otis interest,, in- the niusic and pays
ihg young seducer, and James Har- ing the daily life of a group of offi- less attention to what Lady So-andcourt turns in a cameo as an old cers in a Canadian village, in ex- so is wearing.
sailor.. Show unlikely to get a better posing
petty feuds and rivalries,
Grace Moore. Menuhin
spot unless drastically overhauled. but at the same time paying tribute
This year's top musical names are
Clein.
to
the genuine religious motives Grace
Moore, in tor a single concert
that prompt his heroine, Otway preAug. 11, and Yehudi Menuhin, also
sents an imlsressively authentic pic-

lar theme, which brought
two-year contract with J.
Rank.
young British jfTicer from Burma
"This time he presents a batch of who returns to his Mayfair home to
Irritable and murderous characters find it was not worth fighting for.
In an old chateau near Mainz. Half Rations are tight, his girl friend is
are French,, half are German, and di-inkinff herself to death, his smart
tl.i chateau is oh territory occupied Mayfair mother is taking in boarders, the government is nationalizing
the saloons
and ordering more
babies on penalty of a heavy fine.
This admirable idea starts well well written and can
FABHIGS
compete with
but peters out in the- second and the major whodunits,
biit after the
.third acts for lack of material.. Re- first act
for COSTUMES
it is hard to get. interested
ception' here was indifferent, and it m what happens to
anybody.
DRAPERIES
is doubtful if the brilliant cast can
Terence de Marney as the mursave it. Marjorie Fielding, Phyllis derer, puts in a good sadistic
perSTAGE CURTAINS Dare,
John Penrose, Felicity Gower, formance. Rosalyn Boulter makes
MQhdram luppEM every Fabric need
Irene Hartdl and Antoinette Cellier something of the bad
wife and has
for leading
Broadway productions
are all names to conjure with, but the looks. Jack Raine steals
the play
they are wasted in a desert of smart with, his acting Scotland Yard
and Hollywood tiudiot.
indialog;
T/i« HtHut of Srn'ic*"
spector. Show is second in theT West
Ebet.
End of a new management, Clifford
Webb and Sidney Watts.
Ebet.
.

Ijondon, Aug,

"Better {.ate," Garrlck.
"Ballet Theatre," Covent

UatiH \*alcrle

This play is adapted from a radio
play
several
ago.
heard
years
Doesn't transfer comfortably to the
stage and smacks of the «ld Lyceum
meller days.

young

Cnrrent London Shows

"Poltergeist," Vn'udeville.
"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly.

London, July 31,
Envo\^ Productions. Ltd.. In nssocliitl.tn
with Ari.s Cx'iiiu'll jii-esentatlon oC new iday
in tbreo flct!» (U accncs) at the l-.'lnbassy

RItn

Day

Vnlunline Dynll

]iai-onc.'^.s von
I.pyile
Marie von I.eydc.
Major .\ulirf.i-.
Lotto von T,4'yiU'.

is

fire

Girl." Rcpe.

The Other Side

<:as!<.

what mystic agency

cide

the border. young daughter of the house who

pected on both sides of

T.iipiiin liMiio
Illlly ItuHSrll

......

S:iin,

Mi-s.

the familiar tricks.
An investigator in psychic phenomena calls on the vicar and is
mistaken for on insurance man assessing damage to a burned carpet.
The two of them, get together to de-

Her fate is to. fall in love with a already has a reputation as a modyoung British Intelligence officer ern witch. After this, the author,
and ^see him slain in a Nazi plot. having no more to say. ends the

T...inc

SliiMlor

.Hni-liTirft

.

'.l.aui'l

Patloi.-ion

J^.-iily

.\>r»nn

.Idi'k

.

LKGITmiATB
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CITY

Hovimm
5TH SHA%H week;

As

HOTEL LOBBY SPACE
D«iJnlile lobby apHce, In crntrallr
located liotel; aultnble for airline
ticket uKoncjr or •tmllnr vatCall Mr. Miuphy, jnanagcr.

Afrirc,

HOTEL VICTORIA
7tli

Avt. at 51 tt St., Now Yeit
Clrcl* 7-T800

I

)

W«l»

«*|Slay,

AuguBt 14, 1946

LEGITIMATR

L

Inside Stuff-Legit
George Jean

">'•.•'•;

i6) ot lafl ;\;*,.
{• :i' Ks,"'.oiuler
l-ft^lftcr, who o.

'

devoiiiig
...
gently sweet Ayori.
voti

.

.

socked ''back in a paid ad in the Daily
.^iKium frotn the producer," which read^ "Thank
yo/ir entire column to 'Maid in the Ozarks.'
Flow
aii<i to think I npver heard of you until now."

,

,

was

.

>

.

.

(Period Coueritiff Aiig. 12-24)
"BlackouU of 194$"— Et Capitan,

Hollywood

:

.

Teller' Ends at

—

metropolis

"Come On Up"

120G

while

which hews

to

the line

of

the theatrie,"

SanU Barbara

"Llfe With

— Lo-

Fan"

Windermere's

"Lady
bero

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946"
held to standard $17,000, despite the
heat, for the 216th str«tch at E-1
Capitan.
"The Merry Wives of
Windsor" repeated 'so-so $18,000 for
the second week at the Biltmore.

(23-24).
-wa.sh:

"Merry Wives

of
moris, L. A. (12-17).

I

— Erlahger, Chi.
"Oklahamit" — Met, Seattle

CD (Comedy-DTamu) R ifieviie),
M (Mn.sic(il). O (Operelta).
,

"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield
week)

Holman Musical Rapped
In Hub Though SRO 8G

Show, claimed to be. breaking even now. isn't likely to get its producand probably will go out in October when theatre shortage
threatens. Claimed that $25,000 has been raised in a special fund to send
show on toiir. Show's press agent, Bernard Simon, got an unusiial break
Sunday, not only having the "Avenue" lead article in (he Times' amusement section, but: the article directly below it on Harold Rome, whose
"Call Me Mister," he also agents.
the'
,

"State

"Up

P'"^

(26lh

week)
Although
(C-993;
$4.80).
more than six months old, engagement is pointed through the new
seasdn; over $21,000.
"Call

(12-

week)

Me Mlslcrt"
(R-l;l42; $6).

National

il7th
lines ut

Long

denote strength of GI re-

bflxofflce
vur: last

(19-

week takings ever

"CarouMi," Majestic

.

$32,700.

(6!)th

week)

(M-1,667; $6).
Went up to around
$38,500 with midweek matinee pilaying to limit of standees.
"Peep Are the BooIn," Fulton
(46th week) (D-Dfl8: $.1.60).
Picked

Park"— Shiiberl.

Chi. (12-24).
fiirtlc"
"Velce of the
Brand,
Marlowe, Helena
Falls
(12);
(13); Babcpck. Billings (15); Aud.,

Pe'-fo™ante.«-

a."

over $45,300.
"Born Yestcrdav," Lvceum

(12-

—

Gt.

.

musical comedies with capacity-

t*'*

I

Union"— Aud., San

Central

In

eslirniled

'.(13h

24).

-

-.

of Ibc

Diego (15-17); Biltmore, L. A.

-

il0:<d

Perked up

$3.60).

"Annie Gel Your Gna,!' Imperial
week) (M-i.4'27; $6,601. Tops

j

24).

Boston, Aug. 13..
Though pretty severely rapped by
drama crix, Libby Holman's musical,
"Best of Friends," at the Boston
Summer theatre, caught plenty of
biz
for
near-sellout
throughout
week, going to a sock estimated
Show moved
$8,000 on the week'.
over to the Cambridge sumhner theatre for second week, now current,
and is maintaining hot pace there,

(D-1,041;

and chances look .okay for continuance well into _
autunin. if not Ioniser;
$io*,500

I

24).

tion cost back,

registiired

i

I

Wlndnor"— Bilt-

"Obsessleh"

.

of

increases

I

Father"-Nall.,

"Voice

"Anna Lucasta"

j

(19-24),

.

with buyers

filled

the Turtle" ,Biid
the best
among the dramas.
Esl'':na<es for Last Week
Comedy), D iDrumii),
K«i/.9; C

!

—

$34,000.
the nut.

well

is

—

(12-24);

'

they ..<:aid. "is that most prothink the trouble with
diicers make the mistake of loo readily admitting they've made a mistake.
We haven't yet flgured why it's smart to reneg the day after a siiow
opens on what One believed in previously with all one's might. Because a
handful of men (critics) said 'no' are you supposed to lie down and die?"

A

Girl"

(12-24).

,

where we went."

"We

"Bloomer

LA. Take;

and vacationers. Reported, too, that
Curran, Frisco advance sales are curving upward.
Weather favored the show shop.s.
Among the musicals which gained
Selwyn, Chi.
were "Carousel" and ''Show Boat."

•

"Cordelia"- Shubert, New Haven
Los Angeles, Aug. 13.
Grosses were off a' bit during the (23.-24).
past week because of --greater out"Dear .Rnth"— Natl., Wash. (12door lures, namely the weatheir, heat
17); Plymouth, Bost. (19-24).
keeping^em away.
"bream Girl"— Ca.ss, Del. (20-24).
"Fortune Teller" wound up threeHarris, Chi. (12-24).
"Harvey"—
week stand at the Philharmonic
"Hasty Heart"— Lobero, S. Barwith $43,000 for the final frame and
a total of $120,000 for the stay. "New Jjara (16^17); Geary, Frisco (19-24)
Moon" bowed to nice press for two
Geary,
Mary Had a LUtle"
weeks at the Greek theatre but lack Frisco (12-17); Shubert-Lafayetle,
of top name talent caused slurhp to
Del. (22-24).

an instance where producers can .sell a play v/ith special appeal.
it- the hard way, they said; "we jimmied our way onto every
radio program, we talked to teachers in schools, we called on
and neigjibors, we talked to our barber, and left leaflets every-

,

'

Heat Slashes

.

mSOO

to

Attendance trend on Broadway
was definitely indicated to be up'ward .last week. -Several musicals
improved to the extent of S3.000,
with one known, to have jumped
over- 7,000. Expetitation is that business will continue to sturdy figures,
lines at boxofflces showing that the

(12-24).

''BUckslone"^Erlanger, Buff. (1924).

nulices, as
did.

.

Carrent Road Shows

with

$125,000.

Canada Lee and Mark Marvin, producers of "Oil Whitman Avenue"
(Corl.. N.Y.) in a Sunday (11) N.Y. Times article, referred to coritinuence of their play (now over 100 performances old), in face of discouraging

.

King"

nose in the
Hot!
$133,300.

weather reduced the take on three
frames of 'The Fortune Teller" to

,

.

c

,

.

po.';.>'lble

Vagabond

"Roberta,"

show money,

*

•

Nathan was mockly milTccl Ihiil Pieiffer used an idea he broached some
if bad plays -vfr? iiuverli.sed a.s such they might get more
pjilronage: "Producers with fheese strudels for sale might profit by pub^He added: "I
licizing them for exactly what they are," Nathan wrote,
had believed that not more than one out. of every five producers could
read a lid that the exceptions certainly never read me, but stuck safely
Nathan after mentioning objectionable bits of
lo the one-syllable boys."
•Maid." said he "rushed out to enjoy the relieving fragrance of the nearest
I suggest that the Belasco theatre
(Chinese restaurant's garbage can
change its name to Gent's Room for the occasion:"

friends

"The

$135,500;

rear for

Ups

$3,0()0r'Oklahoma

"Bloomer Girl" set the pace for
four operettas with a total of $204,400 for four weeKs, the longest stand
of any of the plays. In gecond place

time ngo. that

They

And Straight Plays Soar As High As

1945 by $69,300.

The reference wn.s lo a play authored by Nathan called "The Avon
flows." which combincrl .Sli;ikespearean character.s in an attempt to show
what might have happt'iicd M llomco and Juliet had wed. Play upon which
Nathan said he had woritoi'l for 12 years wa."! tried out at the Pasadena
Heview in VAHieT>) staled: "This surgery on
(Cal.) Playhouse- last Mn..
is another
Shakespeare is one in wlyicu ih>- operation was un.successful
of those cute, smart-alecky ihinuii that people who haven't better ways o£
occupying their minds do with Shakespeare." It is not slated for showing

45

B way Surges Upward; Some Tuners

Lo* Angclei, Aug. 13.
Highest gross in the history of the
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn.
was. registered in its 18 week of performances iit'lB46, with a total boxoffice of $598,800, a take that topped

.

on Broadway.

Cmc FINALES FOR

RECORD GROSS OF 599G

Monday

to a scurrilou$ discourse on "Maid In. the
••r>i-..cotlned Tobacca Road Very Smelly." Jules

'?vi.tf'<i

'

hriidcd

]\'twf

the N. Y. Journal-American on

colii.-un in
•

v.-

A.

j

>

up

to

mer

around

stayer

is

|

$8.50'); surpri.se sumstill indefinite in this

was thrust upon Equity'^ bookkeeping staff before payBismarck (16); Fargo. Fargo (17); spot'.
"Harvey," 48lh Sliest (93d week)
(19-20); Lyceum.
ing disputed salary claims to the "Annie Get Your Gun" cornpany in conAud., St. Paul
(C-925; $4.20).
Off a few liimd ednection with the musicsl's postponed Broadway premiere. Around |4,000,
M pl's. (21-24).
too.
representing a. half week's salaries, was in Equity's hands but when the
"Volee •t Uie Turtle"— Cas.s. Del. '"st week, which was anlicioated, but
Meanwhile, June Havoc, scoring
long-stayer scored fine SlB.iiOO.
money was ruled payable by a/i arbitration award, it was flrst necessary critical raives in "They Knew What (12-17).
"Icellrae," Center (Blh w(»<;k) (Rto deduct withholding taxes! Data on the percentages of withholdings had They Wanted" at Cambridge, also
12.994; $2.40).
Scale is sli'^htly mr.ie
to be obtained from the show management, and the deduction total, plus grossed a near-top figure at estithan lor previous skating rci'iies
^ jj » *M
"Time of Your Life."
a listing of individual amounts, was then remitted to Rodgers and Ham- mated $5,000.
here, which parity accounts for giest
lirceil IxOadeSS -rerrer
with James Dunn and Julie Haydoh.
mrrsleih, "Annie" producers.
Ti«„„
m_L.„.„A_ 8rosses; new high at $51,500,
if^ '
is current at BST.
4(ji in loronto
Meager
-Life with F.ih*r,» Bijou (349ih
Error in sending the money to Equity originally without tax withholdLegit prospects, iceing off with
week) (C-614: $3.60). About gelling
Toronto, Aug. 13.
responsi- "Dear Ruth" at the Plymouth Aug.
ine.s, was blamed on the management, but the latter denied
»'Paj''"a ^<->nAn admitted ball choice for sum- ;^}:„,fL
19, find .the addition of "Cordelia."
bility, .oaying that Equity made an "or. else the show won't open" demand
around *^^cnS!^«J„,?,'.
$0,500; should pick up con...
^
1.1
Understood the ZaSu Pitts starrer, at the Wilbur. mer theatre
here, and the only blot siderably.
for the salaries, pending arbitration of the argument.
"Maid in the Oaariis,'' Bela.sco (4th
check came from R. tc H.'s attorney instead of the company manager, Aug. 26, and the- new Moss Hart Ion the Royal Alexandra's escutcheon
play, Plymouth, Oct. 2.
week)
(C-_i,D77;
$3.60).
Improved
who ordinarily makes the tax deductioiis.
for current strawhat season, was
-p»,«
r-,— n Goddess,
fn/iri.cQ
u.ith
Jn«P despite follow-uo panning, and was
JOfe
with
The Green
qy^tg^
jq(,
'Babes in Toyland'
Ferrer, which dived to a meager
Experience Ihey got on the old Golden-Rod Show Boat in Pittsburgh,
"OklalMraar St. James
dSlst
XT ± nn^ •
T» .„
_
on the week) <M-1,509; $4.80). Champ muwhile bolh were students at the Carnegie Tech drama school several
.Neat £9{x iti
Vllle $4,000. Local press
_ jumped
summers ago, have stood Bill Roos, playwright, and author, and his wife,
Louisvillei Aug. 13:
opus' unmercifully. bitUrly conipar^?Lf^J^,KfLT'*' 'tS^'^f'^'i
Audrey K'elley, in good stead on their combined literary chores. Both
Babes in Toylahd," flnal summer
midweek
matinee;
$30,500.
pen my.stery novels under the collaborative name of Kelley Roos, and musical of the six-week season tation with that of Ferrer.
"On Wh tman Aveiioe," Cort (14th
was. scaled at
(1,525)
their latest whodunit, which they've iu.<il sold to American magazine, i.s wrhich (^ened July 3 at Iroquois Alexandra
week) (D-1,064; $3.60)
Toleianc*
Amphitheatre, drew a swell $29,000 $2.40 top.
laid in Pittsburgh on the old' Golden Rod, which was owned and operated
drama, in spannin-^ summ'cr. is anon week closing Sunday (11). Cast,
however, with over
Currently,
by Frank Menke. Roos was represented on Broadway this season, having
headed by Ross Wyse, Jr.. Jack $6,000 in advance, is Lucille Man- other surprise en'^agement; around
$8,500, its best gross.
adapted Bcllamy.Partrldge's "January Thaw" for the stage, and was also Blair, and Johnny Mack, was supners and Gordon Dilworth in "The
"S«Dc •! Narway;" Broadway
one of the authors of "The Umpire's Daughter," an unproduced musical ported by Marjorie Belle, Virginia
Desert Song," another of Ernest
which Par has since bought Couple of the Kelley Roos mysteries have Bolen, Robert Pitkin, Robert EcKles, Rawley's successful musicomed'y re- (100th week) (0-1,900; $4.80). Leaving
and is sl;:ted into the ShuDean Dickens, Anni Ferry, Jack vivals, which have consistently made bert,soon
already been made into pix.
Chi, after nrcbable Boston date:
Rutherford and Hal Conklin. Local money here this summer.
rated nearly $22,000.
chorus was auHmented by a juve
"SUI« af >Uic UniaD." Hudson (3flth
Ray Bolger, whose contract for "Three To Make Ready" (Broadhurst, line of kids from a local dancing
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Top-gros.<ier
N. Y.) expires Sept. 1, has agreed to a renewal, insuring run o{ musical into school.
among straight shows is quoted
the fall.
Expiration
unusual, most aclors' contracts legularly be«

ma.ss of detail
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date

'Ruth' ISG,

is

ing up June 1.
Lateness of
counts for the late date.'

show going

into production last season ac-

would be loo much of

a strain.

("Happy") Fellon, ex-vaude comic and. ex-bandleader, who
appeared briefly last season as lead in the Rowland Slebbins production
of "Flamingo Road," by Robert and Sally Wilder iBelasco, N.Y.), will
again act the heavy this fall in another drama whose title and author
Francis

;

1st

Week. 'Central Park' 35G

is

,

new,

untitled- play,

due

in

November.

is"Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley,

Kerrigan and Louls« Campbell the principal

"

with

J.

:

M.

lead.s.

C. has

Esiinatct for Last Week
Od Up," Selwyn

"Come

In

week)

(1,000;

own with

Holding
$3.60).
$14,000.

its

good

a

$3.60).
(l.OOfl;
Harris
Monday (5) with terrific
first -week of $23,800.
"Obsession," Erlanger '2d^ week)

"One Touch Opened

of Vrriis"
a couple of seasons ago, was bitten 'by a rattlesnake recently
wliiU playing
golf in Texas. He was on a vi.>-il to his family at the time.
M'hn t,i)ie(j jj,^ snake and was then rushed to a hospital. Comic is due

burlesque early next month but

Stnechiind husband of

a dancer, suicided

$3.60).

OK

Rathbone-Eugcnie

$13,000 for Basil
Lfeonlovich Iwo-

"'siat« af the Union," Black.slone
Nifty
(16th week) (1..360;. $4.20).

by hsng-

m

and several other

(1 400;

may do another Broadway show.

Peggy Ann Holmes,

He:
'"K at their Greenwich Village (N Y.) apartmrnl la.st Thur.sday i8).
J_nade a noosc-from a
sash cord and dangled out of a window. She was
Sloomcr Girl"
Deceased was an electrician.
musicals.

Opening

at

$24,000.
I

'

I

"Up

In

Central

(17th week)
$35,000.

Park,"

(2,163: $4.80).

week) (M-I,319; $4X0). Making exstay and may: make year's

cellent
run of

St Louis

Louis, Aug. 13.
"The Wizard of Oz," L, Frank
Baum's fantasy, presenled in the al
Park by the
in
Forest
theatre
fresco
Municipal Theatre Assn. for the
firist time in 1942. has "been reprised
for the. current offering. The piece,
with two new faces in lead roles,
St.

teed off a seven-riifjht .iland last
night (Monday) with an opening
The
night mob of 10.000 on deck.
opening night gross was ajaproximately $3,600..
Standouts In support are William
J. McCarthy,,- Evlmuha Dor.'ay. Eric
Brotherson, Nina Varcla and Josephine Collins. -. Dance director Dan
^
M. Eckley copped appj]|0y,il lo>. his

it:

rated iaround t25.000,

.

NEIGHBOBHOOD

'

"Dear Rath."
|

"Goad

Fl.itbush.

Brooklyn.

Ladles,"

Wind.'^or.

N;gbl,

Bronx.

LAYING OFF

;

"Drean Girl." Coronet (CD-1.037).
Played. 29 weeks: relights Sept. 2.
"O MIslren Mine," Empire (CD1.082 $4.80).
PU.vcd 22 weeks: re.....
"8hts Aug.

26,

|

.

(5th

"Harvey,"

Mann, burlesque comic who replaced Teddy Hart

'Wizard' $3,600 In

a long Chi stay.
Cool weather was kind to remainr
ing four legiters in town, with"Up
in Central Park," skedded to fold
Aug. 24, pulling in a good $35.00fl"Bloomer Girl" is set for the Shubcrt Sept. 2, with "Dream Girl" Gloria Hamilton, native-born .soopening at the Selwyn on the same prano. ingenue, and Muriel O'Malley.
date.
character
actress,
mezzo-soprano
hicle

An-

been, equipped with an air-cooling' system and is again housing road shows through, the summer. Business has
been good, though not ai strong as during wartime summers, because there
I'e not as many persons
Before the war no attempt was
capital.
in the
"^if"* to operate the house during the hot months: but when it was proven
that it could
be profitable, large fans were installed.
National, Washington, D.

13.

Chi critics went to town for, "Harvey,"' which opened Aug. 5, as did
payees who contributed a nearcapacity $24,000 to first wteek's b.o..
A(ivance for the show has hit $40,000, assuring the Joe E. Brown ve-

doing the misters show solo but teams' with Bernie Hart for

the production of Moss Hart's
other "Mister" show readying

REVIVALS
"Show Beat," Zicgfcid (31st week)
Iniprovnd conslder(M-1,623: $6).
ably, with gross estimated at around
$36,000; best flgiire in some time.
"Tb* Bed MUL" 46th Strer.t (43d

I

;

nature the contract, returning there, for flnal studio B.'signments.

in

N

(123d week) (C-939- $3.60). Jumped
to around $12,000 last week, with
visitors generally going for threeper.son play.
"Three ta Make Beady," Broadhurst (22d week) (R-I.ieO: (4.80).
Jumped last week, when takings
were estimated at $25,600.

I

FoF

Rhys Williams and Howard Smith will play the name parts in "Mr.
Peebles and Mr.- Hooker," a drama by Edward E. Paramore, to be produced by Joseph M. Hyman. Williams came on from Hollywood to sig-

"art

(CD-712; $4.20).
Picture bid belnf
considered and may take to rood;
grosses mediocre; bit over $6,000 last
week.
"Volee »t (be Tnrtle." Moroscn

Joe Brown-Harvey $23,800 in Chi

Chicago, Aug.

J"i'k

around $25,800: should easily play
through new season..
"Swaii S«nr," Booth fl3th week)

J.

haven't been disclosed. Fclton will own part of the production. His contract with ShcfTicld Farms, lor which he appears as emcee on its 'Gue.ss
Who?" program on WOR, N. Y., Saturdays, permits him six weeks off lor
an out-of-town tryout. Felton got four weeks off last sea.von for "Flamingo," with sponsors adding a fifth when that was found necesfary.

Hyman

Wash.

HOPKOrS' BANS PIAT
Washington, Aug. 13.
will
Hopkins
produce
Arthur
"Dear Ruth" chalked up a neat
"Hold That Trumpet," new play $18,400' in the second week of its
about bands written by Oron Jan- run at the National theatre here.
nings, on Broadway this season.
Show will hold, for third week
Play will \>t cast with people new and then give way to "Life With
Father."
to New York.

Comic re-auditioncd for another radio program for the Blow agency,
N. Y., last week, with results as yet uncertain. Bolger isn't believed too
keen on a radio, program, preferring his stage work, believing both stints

own dance siwcialty,
man scored in her

Patricia Bowlocal ap-

first

pearance of the .sei'.«on.
"Robin Hood" wound up its
Shubcrt
Healthy one-hight engagement Sunday
with a neat $45,000.

'BUlion

DoDar Rahy'
Boiu;ht

hy Goldwyn

Hollywood, Aug.

'

Ellcn:

placed
on
has
been
Picture
pro1947 .r-roducticn
OoUlw.vn's
i;i-ain, ill Technicolor.
:

fiflli

(11

13!

-Dollar
Baby," .which
clo.sed recently, on Bro3dwa.v, h.is
hct-n bought for filming by Samuel
Cnlclwyn
as a starrer for Vera'

"Billion

.

)
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_

such

in

biiletln;;

Even

Literati

.

matters as transportation,
and feeding for visitors.

extra

rpeclal train

coal nnd gasoline for
and bus services to ac-

SCULLY'S SCRAPBC^OK

;

rommodale visitors unable to find
rooms in crowded S'alzburg town had

Leonard Levinson laying off radio
Nathan Lbb Reasons
Hunter")
Gcoree Jean Nathnn. contribiiloi- (o do a comic strip t"Man
for years, of a monthly review of and a biography of one of the bigEsquire
the Broadway stage scene to
gest names in show biz but not of
issue.
maK. has quit with Ihe current
G.

'

By Frank

be arranged by the army.

:b

-J.

Scully
Hotundermy,

Col.,

Aug!^

My.2.S0,000 constituents from Hollywood are bombarding the. Scully PotfOblivion hindquarters with wires, letter.s, postcards and phorie calls demanding that this be called "Western Beet Week." Their beef is that
though Hollywood makes more pictures than all the rest of. the world put
1
froin.pase
Continued
ever
Claims he's been discontented,
together, the last people to see what they make Is this same wide-gauge
The Celestials, luncheon org sponsince switch of his close friend Arlonghair activity. whistletop of the Pacific.
Cowlcs Magazines, is various forms of
nold Gingrich six months ago from sored by the
As a news center it always finishes in the money and sometimes runs
with it Dick Hyman, Live listening audience of 29,466i()d0
active editor to European roving' ed, iolding, -and
ahead of Washington and New York on scandal. Even 50, it often gets its
Attendance
for
Cowlcs,
events
special
follows:
director
ot
at
as
been
arrived
is
with the way his copy has
I'm not kidding
first peek at pix when Yonkers is In the second-runs.
handled, and disregard of his sub- has resigned.
of 28 major symphony orchestras, about this. My people are serioius. In a way it affects me, too, for
what
publiof
20th-Fox
Schrott,
Gene
nusequent protests. Besides, with
to raise the ceiUng so that
with budgets over $100,000, was is the good of having nie plead with the
merous changes. On the mag, and ci.st has sold articles to. Esquire
symphony gri ups, I can praise four pictures a year Instead of three, it the fourth picture''
Smaller
4,783,000.
TehuanBeauties
of
("Barefoot
departure of his friends Paul Gallico,
turns out to have exhausted its ru^ elsewhere before we culture-chumps
and
orchs
(".\
prolessional
Hook
Is
Coronet
and.
100
tepcic")
including
Sinclair Lewis, Gilbert Scldes, etc.
of the west cpa.sl have a chance :to'' see the new masterpicce'^
and community encollege
from the scene, there's no more in- Not a Hand").
300
It's an Operations
It definitely is not a 'slipup, not an "accident."
job.
William Tavg. editor of World 3g^.,^,;(;s added 2,0391000 more.
terest on his side in the mag. he
One u( pur chapters goes further than that, The Durante
Itis collusion.
•
Publishing Co.. has authored a new
says.
More American Revolutioiis insist that it's mbrtlfylng.'
orch series, in- Daughters o£ *'
summer
Sixteen
Vet critic says he'll concentrate on tome on book collecting .entitled
All the big companies are in on this brush job. The last one was Warners!
Pops,
Boston
Stadium,
V.
N.
cluding
weekly syndicated, newspaper "Carousel for Bibliophiles." Publi;
his
They spread word around that they were world-pfeeining the pride oi
piece, his monthly American. Mer- cation's set for ne.xt Spring at $6 Boston Esplanade, Berkshire Festi- their 20 years of sound at their Hollywood house with the biggest of
them
cury article' and his annual bi^ok on per copy.
Phihidolphia Dcir. Hollywood all-night "Night and Day" and advised all of us to save our adjectives
val,
the theatre.
Curtain, new pub for showman Bowl, Chi s Grant Park, Chi;s Ra- for this one, if we should get in.
Frank' vinia, New Orleans and Cleveland
using
area.
in
F.
Came the ni.nht. Cops, arc lights, erminp wraps and popeyed peasants
S.
Canadian Dissent on Time Spread
Scully's. item on Americanism from] Pops,' N. Y. Carnegie Pops, D.C.'s were all over th^ place. People were silting in hastily: erected stands on
Time, itisg's Aug. 5 spread, on Varkty to masttiead. it's first issue.. Watergate, Milwaukee Park— but hot Hollywood Boulevard since 2 p.m. They were still there at midnight
Montreal and Quebec, topped' ofT by- Mag being edited by Edward Chew including summer operetta series like f'Night and Day." get if;
tctaled
etc,
Dallas,
pic of Mayor Camillien and William Gault, two ex-GL> from St.
Louis,
a cover
Having been chumped some weeks ago into throwing two priceless col<
Houde. has sparked a controversy in Oakland.
^space-grabbers so that people would not
2,883,000.
umns into the lap of these
Canadian' circles on whether, the
forget on Aiig, 6. 1946, what happened on the night of Aug. 6, 1926, you'd
Twelve major opera jrompanies in
All. sorts of reprint requests for
publicity was good: or bad for the Jim Cain's piece on lend-leasing ^eluding
Y. Met, San Francisco think I'd. be thrown at least a pair of passes to this living proof that the
^ ...
N. Y.
town. What .Canadians agreed, on. leasing material as run in August tind Chi Opei'as and their tours; and Brothers are still in biz. But, oh no, I have to do It the hard Way. I have
however, was that' the piece was Screen Writer. Cain says material comuanies in New Orleans, Boston, to crash. I have lo get past -Harry Crocker unrecognized while" he is shillCin- ing at the mike, getting everybody to tell what a wonderful picture they're
full of inaccuracies, e:g.: Describing
belongs to the AAA, American Hari;fordi N. Y. City Center,
totaled going to see. I have to get by all those cops, too, which is much harder.
"scantily clad" girls in shows at
Aiithors Authority, first item to be cinnati Zoo and Philadelphia,
the Tic Toe & Chez Maurice "nitSixly-lwo smaller pro or When Jakie, who used "to bodyguard Wendell' Willkie on accoiiht they
2,000,00b.
dropped into the hopper.
erics." The facts; Tic Toe 4 Cher.
opera groups added 289,000 went to schoor together in Elwood, Ind;, shouts, -"Hey Scully, where did
semi-pro
Bennett Cerf and Van H. Cartihell
Maurice haven't had aniy shows for
more. Recitals, courses and' single you get the white shirt?" I have to turn away and lock toward some guy
just brought out their latest
years,*with the Tic Toe now beii^g a have
presented by impresarios in a white shirt to get the finger off me.
"13 Famous Plays of events
straight drinking spot and the Chez anthology,
Then I have to climb to the balcony in the hope of getting seats reserved
clubs, etc., attracted ILCrime and Detection". (Blakiston; schools,
a zoot suiters' danceland.
The so-called Organized for some guy who is sure to drop dead on the way. That's not easy for
S00,0C0.
What also riled man;^ of the Ca- $3.75), Introduction by John Chap- Audience Movement (CommunitJ even an old alpihistri such as me. The Warner balcony is really vp.
nadians was the playing up of the man, li. Y. Daily News drama critic. and Civic Concerts series, etc.) added
But even after all this effort do ypu' think I'll have something to get
"Sher^vice situation by frequent mention Plays run the gamut from
another 4,000,000. Ballet "runs'Mn on the wire NPR collect?, Perish the rush. Fortunately for me, the guy
of the "bordellos" and gambling. lock Holmes" to "Angel 'Street."
the principal cities, usually with two in the next scat has- been through all this horsing around before. He
author of The companies visiting each season, drew knows a picture scheduled to start at 8;30 will not start till 9:30 and what's
Eliiptt Arnold,
The. facts; Bordellos have now gen
erally been shut tight for a couple Commandos" and "Tomorrow Will
Small dance groups in more he knows it's, not a world-premiere but simply a proved product,
1,000,000.
Sing," has delivered the manuscript special cities, 2S0,000. Special debut that has now worked its way back to Hollywood. So he opens a copy of
of jears:
Good spots of the yarn wore de of his big liew novel to Duell, Sloan recitals in N. Y. and elsewhere, an Vari£t%« Which he gets by airmail on account he's big time, and sure as
scription of, tourist .attractions and & Pearce. Called "Blood Brothers," other 720.000— to reach the 29,460,000 "Okay For Sound" is not okay tor sound, he opens on Page 13 and reads
rounding up of political feelings of it is the story of the last of the figure
aniong New York grosses:
great Apache chiefs and his blood
the people.
"Holluuiood (WB) (1,499; 80-$1.10)— Ni(;Ut and Day (WB). Pou)er/ul
4
As for the adddd listening cn difek
'brotherhood
with Tom
Jeffords,
'/roin gun uiith initio,! tueek .Keading /or. (rigantic $48,000."
film and radio, the report asserts that
prospector. Army scout, and Indian
"Gigantic!" Why, that's the very word I was going to ask the CPA to
Rose, C. O. D,
Hollywood is now presenting about
agent It's for March publication,
guy turns over a page and
let me use to describe this premiere!.
Billy Rose's "advertorials" run
10 pix a season featuring serious
Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious." That's Gary
ning in the N. Y. Daily News will
musio (with the torbis, Melchiors, there's a. double-truck of
discontinue as such next <month.
with lO.OnolwiO audience for Grant' again. I saw him in this, only the night before, in a studio proetc )
jection room no less, and here he is spread all. over two pages of Ingrid
Same columning, sans the Diamond
each! or a 100,000,000 total. In radio
Bergnian enjoying a world-preniiere at Radio City Music Hall!
Horseshoe suffix appearing in.
thero are po majo^ network pro
Having seen "Notorious," but having missed "39 Steps," "Spellbound"
.and Qther papers out of town
grains, averaging audiences of 3,
- Continued' from page 44 and all the rest. I can report that Hitch has grown greatly as a producer!
gratis, will be syndicated on a cash
000,000 per show weekly, which mul
aiid director, and much thinner as a one-shot actor since 1929 when ha
recording, some' special numbers for tiplied by 52 weeks, gives a 4,680,
basis starting with Jan. 1.
Pro- made"Blackmail." He shoots an entertaining picture with a smooing
playing over public address system 000,000 "attendance", figure.
in the Festspielhaus.
ZifC-Davu' 1S-25 Spill
grams include Met Opera; Boston, scene between Berg'nian and Grant that runs so long the thing could be
and Philadelphia prchs billed as a double-feature.
The initial "Don. Giovanni" re- N. Y.,
Now mystery division of the ZiffBack To the iDserti
ceived a workmanlike but unin- Harvester, Firestone, Ford, Tele
Davi;^' Publishing Co. has signed a
My good neighbor turned to Page 19 and there was Cary Grant (not
Texaco, Cities Serv
basic-minimum contract with the spired performance under orchestral phbha, Celancse,
Album of Familiar again!), this time singing "You're the Top, You're a Warner Picture." (One
Mystery Writers of America provid- direction of Josef Krips of the ice, American
Hour of Song, and ot us is getting into a ruf^ "AH time record Hollywood, N. Y.," screamed
Treasure
Music,
Vienna
Philharmopic,
with
Lothar
ing authors with 7r>% of the. income
the streamer across the ad.
programs.
from reprint and book club royalties Wallerstein handling stage direction. many other similar
By this time there is no doubt about what's left to discover by the 1,500
As to classical record sales, annual
iristead of the usual 50.%, plus other Singing names included none recogrecord first-line chatterers, critics and celebrities about to view "Night and Day."
benefits which
describe as nizable to U. S. audiences, biit sale is 30,000,000, with each
They are there for the second-run of a Hungarian goulash 'and it Mike
"The best standard publishers' con emigres may recognize Maud Cunitz, esiimaled played an average four Curtiz reads this I'm not kidding.
Hilde Gulden, Ljubia Welitsch, An- times a year far a 120,000,000 listentract yet offered mystery writers."
Under the circumstances what could a guy say at this late date that
Clayton Rawson, former associate ton Dermota, George Hann, Hans ing figure. Radio, pix and disks thus
wouldn't have his readers looking around for an exit? Well, he could mop
Also add 4,900,000,000 to the. previous 29,editor of True Detective, in charge Hotter and Ludwig Weber.
up behind this gigantic musical about a poor little rich boy who bearded ,
listed on
the musical production 466,000 figure for the grand attendof Z-D's new mystery division.
Wooliey in his Yale den and got richer on Broadway. He could take the
side are "Marriage of Figaro," with ance, total of 4,929,466,000.
opening gag and correct both Monte Wooliey and Bennett Cert on its
Kelix Prohaska handling music and
CHATTER
origin.
It certainly didn't happen at a meeting of the Yale Law faculty
Leon Gutterman's play in behalf Oscar Fritz Schuh as stage director,
because (a) Wooliey wasn't on that faculty and (b) it didn't happen at
and "Rosenkavalicr," under conot Palestinian refugees is strictly el
Yale. It didn't happen at 'S'ale because Howard Dietz went to Columbia
ductor Hans Swarowsky and director
cuffo.
and he first pulled it at 1540 Broadway and he said it to L. B. Mayer, who
Oscar
Waeltcrlin.
In
addition,
there]
page
1
from
Continued
Bee Beehymev, 84, gave Carrie
was upbraiding him for leaving the office early and Dietz said, "Yes, but
will be a string of orchestra and
Jacobs-Bond, 84, a great plug over
music concerts and $4,486,000. Other companies have I came in late, you gotta flgger that in."
last week.
(ienesia of a Gag
the record so far as follows:
Don Thompson in Hollywood to "serenade.*!," some in outdoor set- gone on
How did it get into a Warner script as happening at Yale? Easy, my
nine months ending June 1—
gander the film stars for the St. tings. John Barbivolli will conduct
Aug. 18. Other cor.ductors are Alceo $14,749,000, as against 1945's $6,564,- dear Hitchcock fans, easy. Arthur Schwariz was the producer of"Niglit
Louis Post-Dispatch.
weeks ending June 6 and Day." Like Cole Porter he too had been a law .student the only
Dennis McEvoy, Tokyo cd of Galleria, Karl Sehuricht, Bernhard 000; Metro 40
difference being he passed his bar exams and practiced around New Yorlt
against
$9,312,243;
$12^579;245,
Reader's Dige, in for a three months Baumgartner, Ernest Anscrmet and
of
Charles Muench, The famous Vienna RKCF^six months ending June 30— until one day he discovered his desk was full of sheet music instead
huddle with Plcasantvillains.
20th- briefs and by then he had' met Howard Dietz and they were working on
a.gainst $2,421,778;
Bart Sheridan resigned as Coast Choir Boys and Winterthur quartet $6,881,352.
ending March 30 "The Bandwagon" and Dietz would slug at the show till Schwariz colmanaging editor for Life to join arc also down for performances Fox— first quarter
while masses by Schubert, Bruck- —$6,241,953, against $2,855,485; .Co- Inp.sed around 3 a.m. and then make the rounds ot the nileries till daw"
David O. Selznick's flackery.
weeks ending March 30 when he would go home to sleep till noon.
Jim TuUy, who suffered a stroke ner and Mozart will be done by the lumbia 39
That got him to the office at Metro just in time to go to lunch each day.
against $1,380,000; and
two years ago, scribbled his first Salzburg Cathedral Choir under —$2,315,000,
Universal— 13 weeks ending Feb. 2 He made all appointments frorri 3 to 4. Coming biack from lunch about
Josef Messner.
letter since his collapse last week.
three, he crowded everybody on the conveyor bell so that he could ge'
—$934,506, against $1,083,601.
The
two
big
items
on
the
dramatic
Gale Pedrick, British drama critout in an hour ori account Schwartz would be recovered by then and
announcement
Par's
last
week
program
are
revival
of
Hofmannsic, in Hollywood to confer with Inthey have to repair to their hotel room and get on with their musical.
dependent Artists about a screen ihal's famous "Everyman" and Gold- said that earnings for the half-year,
And it was on one of these occasions that Dietz told Sehwart'z about his
oni's "Servant of Two Masters," as computed on the basis .of 7,504,272
play.
run-in with L.B., and so in time the gag opens the 20th Anniversary ot
Spec. McClure ot Hedda Hopper's Max Reinhardt originally created shares of common outstanding folr Talking Pictures at Warners. All it needed
was for John B.. Lewis (The
split
the
two-for-one
them.
lowing
put
Helene
Thiniig,
Rcinhardt's
staitT
has smacked out a 40-page
Eyebrows) to louse it up more than The Beard did and refer to the star as
through
on
July
8
was
equivalent
widow,
will
play
in
"Everyman"
as
blast called 'That Was the Army
Coal Porter and the time-clock as Porter to Porter pay.
well as supervisiht; atmospherically, to $2.90 per share compared with
Then."
Harry Crocker, who got a line in the picture and a shot of the back of
'45.
For
for
the
half-stanza
ot
with
$1.13
her
brother,
Hermann
Thlmig,
Joe Weston, former war correhis head where the hair has gone, could have done somethiiig about the
spondent for Life, in Hollywood to ciown as stage director for "Servant." the second quarter of this year, hi.<itoricnl touches of this item. He was a classmate at Yale of Cole Porter's.
finish his G.I. b<S)k, "I Never Had
Chances are thir year's festival earnings equalled $1.36 per share All that this picture lacked was Donald Ogden Stewart.
It So Good."
can operate only at a deficit, with against 60c in the comparative peOh second thought, maybe we'd better forget what Harry could have
the
year.
Also
pointed
riod
of
past
Carl Gartner, Sunday feature edt- ticket prices ranging from 40c. to
done to -get this one nearer to biography and further away from baloney,
out was that the half-year take in- because Harry shilled
tor of the Dcs Moines Register-Tri- $4, depending on event and location
for the world-premiere, announcing the arrival of
bune, rounding up. Sunday features But perforrhers get minimum wages included $4,140,000 of undistributed the creme de la fromage and atone time, he. announced that Cary Grant
earnings
of
partially
subsidowned
In Hollywood,
here ^$100. a month is a good figure
was not. present because he was listening to the broadcast at the side 01
Beth Brown's novel, .''Wedding for a leading player). On the. other iaries.
Cole Porter who was too ill to attend. Well, Cole was in New York ana
Ring," hits the .stands in Pocketboqk hand food and material prices are
Board ot directors of-.jPar last Cary was slugging away in Hollywood on a little thing called"The Bache- |
form this month with an Initial run skyhlgh in still-InflBted Austrian week declared a regular quarterly lor and the Bobby Soxer," which I hope
will let us see when finish?"
common outstanding before it has milked the market dry in old Vienna. For those two to
currency.
ojt 100,000 copies./'
Deficit will probably be dividend on
Ralph Dalgh, editorial director of met by; Salzburg municipality, with after the two-fbr-one division of holding hands with 3,000 miles
stretching their arnu
.
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Publications,
Fawcett
appointed possible help from Austrian national 40c. payable Sept. 27 to stockholders
Marilyn Gayle Koble associate edi- government, 'with all hoping this of record Sept: 6.. The Increase in
tor of Movie Story;
year's event will .merely prelude payoff was announced at the annual
Ed Grunwald, one-time Variety. possibility of a genuine commercial stockholders meet last June and is
asst. radio editor, upped to manag-^ success in years to come. "This. year's equivalent to an. annual dividend
Ing editor of business Week, suc- show would hot be possible without rate oh the old stock of $3.20 inblessing and help of U. S. military stead of $2.
ceeding Louis Engel
:

between' them was
more than Harry was. stretching 'his imagination.
:.','
But aside from these 'twinges of nostalgia, I could say nothing ^''""'ill'
picture that hasn't been: said already by VarietWs regular reviewer.
<>'
least Cole Porter could do now is to offer to produce a biomusical
Arthur Schwartz's life in return. Nothing much more has happened i».
ana
Arluro's life than happened in Cole's, but it began on a lowcivnote
ended, to rhy car at least, on more schmaltzy music.
.
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"Wetinesilay, Augin-t 14,

CHATTEIl

Teddy Wilson and Mary Lou Williams among the sponsors.
Marking the first time that three

America in September, returning to
England later to do final script.
Not generally known but Sidney

-

Broadway
Uoiman back from

i-ci!'

I

o

.

'iV'\)

U>-tniea

Coast.
Blair) writing

(ir

nations have pboled their air travel
resources,

.audeville.
System
MacGregor out ofihospilal Dahish,

i.-n

I.iiok

,1

Kiir'

intestinal operation.

ail

John Wexley due in trom Coast
Sunclay 118) to. work' on play.
Oliver M. Saylor, legit piibliclist,
gold liis Scarsdale, N. Y., hoinc.
John J. Garrily, of Shiibprt staff,
back after Hollywood vacation.

Intercontinental Airlines. New comwill pool equipment and personnel for joint operation between
U. S., Copenhagen, Oslo and Stock-

pany

holm.

!

Room

Empire

down

cl'oses

three weeks after

Bucks County, Pa.

.

for

til

'

;

(1.7).

.uiday

,

erger.s,'

^

Adeline Waller, New Hope treasGeorge .Abbott may produce a first urer^ feted Tu'os. 13 at. Logan Jnn
play by Max Shulman; who authored by Playhou.se oer.sonntl.
.
"iebra Defby."
Kitty Carlisle, i.iid Mo.ss. Hart to
Ernesto Lecnona. Latino composer, co-star at Pla.vluni.se Sept. 2 in
bought a ninerrboiri home in Jack- "Man Who Came To Diniier."
;

-

son Heights," N;Y.

Jimmy McHugh
of

directors
of

of

now. on the board
the Beverly Hills

Commerce.
drama and

Chamber

Sun-Tele-

of the Pittsburgh

graph, lamping Broadway.

back

Quentin Reynolds

York
.

weekend

this

after

,

.itbr

'

Rivoli. now in the bus)nes.s of .selling' used buses (o Latin .\merican
countries.
Hollywood trip of Ben Selvin, MaRecords veepee. po.stponed
jestic
until Sept. I because of heavy pressing schedule here.Anne Jeffreys,
starlet, signed
to ising lead iti "Tosca" tor Salmaggi
0|>era Co. at its Brooklyn season's
opening, late :ncxP. month.
Garry Davis (m.iest.ro Meyer D.'s
son),' featured in "Three to Make
•

RKO

.

auditioning

for

comedy

in a

a

future

.single.

rep

for

recently became
Nikolai. Paul
trio into his

&

has booked' the

new

Latin. :Quarter show in N. Y.
Eddie Dimond
to stage manage
the new Edward Paramore comedy,
"Mr. Peebles and Mr.
Hookei\"
which starts rehearsals Aug. 26.
.

Eddie Dairling, former Palace Theatre booker; is writing the story
of the Palace for Doubleday Doran
.
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a.ssigncd yet.

Circle, changed back to
International theatre, won't be

the
relighted

by the American Repertory
November and another legiter

Mark

Hellingcr,

Murphy McHenry. former Coast
VAHiEiY mugg and recently with. Ed
Small Prod., doin? publicity for Federal Films on "Carnegie Call" pic, in
as.sociation with Dave Epstein.
Terry Leblahg, grandniece of late
ticket magnate, making stage debut
"Burlesque" at Greenwich this
week in cast headed by Bert Lahr,
Arlene Francis and Kay Buckley.
Jim Mulvey, Goldwyn "distrib
chief, returned fronv abroad Monday 112). Lynn Farno). p\ib-ad head,
and Bcri Washer, his aide, .returned
froin the Coast ycslerdiiy (Tuesday).
Richard Carlson, in from Coast,
leaves N. Y. Friday (16) on the

m

,

I

replace the

latter leaves

.

Chez Paree.
Margaret Siillavan.
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By' Bra RatlilTc
lo niarry Dorothy

Ed Wynn here
Nesbit.
Erroll
divorce.
EI

Flynn's

here

sifter

for

Benny Fields heading new show
Rancho Ve.uas

a
at

.Tolin
Bnles'
Marcclilc
Bole.':,
daughter, divorced George Yule.

Bing Crosby
liori

re.'jorl

on

buikli|ig
I

niulli-niil-

ho shores o( Bunldcr

I

Scott..

.Thca .Dispccker, of the Wm. Moragency's concert division, left for

ris,

Hollywood and Mexico last week.
combo vacation and business
•rip and she'll be, away
about a

.Its a

participate in the opening of the
Last Frontier's new wing. ;
Sally Raiut headlining show. at the
Slate Brollicr.s
Nevada - Bilim'ore.
doing likrwise.iit the El Cortez.

Detective Ray Schindler in' town
the
Frank Scully's Wife. Alice, planing for a; few d;iys after exposing
In from the Coast next-Tuesday (20) gin rummy racket in Hollywood.
Director Willis Goldbeck married
and airlines Aug. 30 to Rotterdarh
Helen
O llHra iji the Little Church
nnd thence to Oslo, where .she'll visit
here.
her- mother. Returns around Oct. 15 of the Wc.<l and honeymoon'ing
'

.

month.

by plane.

Steve Edward.s. pub-ad chief for
Hepublic, back Monday (12) from
month's vacation in New Hampshire,
fvelyn Koleman. publicity head,
leaves Thursday (15) for her annual
'Studio visit;

Manila
Carlos Vandcr Tolosa reported replacing Mike Alegre as director of

"Prima Donna/'
Ed Weiner and the missus shoved
Preddy Montllla. who appears in
«R for Hollywood last week with the Sampaguila picture. "iMiinila."
Broadway puhliciist insisting tagged as local version of Alan Ladd.
JP^
Wat- he s vacationing and not going
War woi-k of Philippine society
W .set up a Hollywood adjbnct to girls via their Volunteer Social Aid
"'•vN. Y; flackery.
Committee, organized -soon after fall
Orson Welles and Joe Louis will of Bataan. given oHicial praise by
*°-cnainnan N. Y. City drive Sept: chief of Philippine army .staff.
'9-21 for. funds to'^iolp Southern
Army International M;:1p Choru-'
-

.

'

Conference for Human Welfare, with
Libby Holm.m. LeDji Horne; Uta
Ha,«cn. Canada Leo, K.-.therine Dunw.^ C. Handy, HiUlii Simlns,

flni.shcd

it."--

conceit

tf.in',

w.th

-it;:

100th pprforni.-mr*' \><:r. r(cci)lly.
.Feiilurod mi clo.'-iiig prci-iraiii wi.s
_

'Vincent

You.'iiaiis'

"GH

iil

1); y.

Pilm.s'
"Wicked
Gainsborough
Lady" is being trimmed and retakes
taken by Sydney Box and associate
producer R. J. Minney for American

Del

head

Guidice,

of

Boy" opened
the

of
t)ic

Irish

-.

Italy

to

visit

Headed

three livcek.s' season
Players, presented by
a

.Analo-Irish 'Theatre, Ltd. at the

Granville. Aug.

6.

Jack Hawkins received an ovation
fin

his return to the stage after

war

nnd starMng
"The Apple
the Arts Theatre Club.

"Ci vice;
He's producing
in a revival of Shaw's

Carl"

iit

George

(Cohen

F.

had hot seen

managing

di-

»s

Trudy Marshall checked in at
Ginger Snaps took Neeiiie Waters, Columbia for the first time since the
local pianist, with them as their ac-. birth of her son.
Arthur Lubin returned from scoutcompanist
Karl Krug, Sun-Tele critic, and ing tour of locations in New Orleans
'

•

his

bride

to

New York

for

"New Orleans."
Kay Proctor,' prexy

some

for

showrshopping.

Women's

Arthur Molans,' ex-WB manager,

of.

Hollywood
recovering

Club,
•

versity of California.
Rudy Vallee pinch-hitting as emre«
for "Blackouts of 1645" while ken
Murray is on vacation.
Bert Granet returned from a twoweek inspection of the
Churubusco studios iii Mexico City.
Walter Abel planed to Washington for two scenes in "13 Hue Madeleine" and hopped right back.

'

nouncer,

Press.

from major surgery.
Alice Evans Field lecturing on development of sound films at the Uni-

liked, army so well he,'s reenlisled
for A)askan duty.
Billy Grimes, ex-Herbert Frilsche
singer, joining Bruce Carlton's band
at Penn-McKee Hotel.
-

rector Independent Producers, Ltd,
who has had two .•itlacks of pneu-

monia in six
two months in

from

•

Ed Sehaughency, K D K A anand his wife, Gertrude,
have opened talent agency;
Sohja Henie's weekly platter shovv
months; i.s spending being bankrolled by Frank and Seder
Switzerland to recu- department store over WJAS. <

Archibald,

shifted

International

'Jack Goetz, Sid Rbgell, Hal llorne
and John Beck, Jr., on a deep sea
fishing expedition.

Maxine Sullivan in town for a
Two-Cities week visiting friends and relatives.

White

Englander

Goldwyn's lot to
office coordinator.

By Hal

Films, flew in from
his father whom he
in eight years.
Revival of "The

Harry

.

showing.

Emanuele Del Guidice, son of

Dam's Lake Mnid.
Virginia Fields .sellling down for a
Queen Mary for London, to appear
m the Adrian Scott production. "So six week' stay o- secure her divori'e
WeU-Rcmembered," opposite Martha from Paul Duuiila*.
Mr, and Mi'.>;, Dan Diirypa in to

ham,

.

I

I

•

in.

Big day gastronomically tomorrow
(Thursday), both at Toots Shor's.

Lunch is with. Liberty Films' execs
Ted O'Shea and Lou Smith, supper
with

summer home.
Lew Diamond set to.
Gay Claridge orch when

Walter Slezak hospitalized with
pheinnbnia. t
Harry Maizlish to San' Francisco

I

-

Columbus

fill

i

•

"Dancing Years" .doing okay biz
for Williamson-Tait at His Majcsly:s,

;

Frederick
Lonsdale,
in
today
(Wed.) on. the Queen Mary, leaves
tomorrow (Thur.s.) for Cbast lor
RKO duties, with nothing special,

may

Coronado Beach

to

I

.

Nate Piatt and. John Balaban vacationing at Mercer, Wis., Baluban's

'

;

Arlur 1^0d/.l^^ki. cui.uaciui
uic
N: Y. Philharmonic Symphony, sold
his
Stockbridge, Mass., estate' to
Dorotha Powcr.s. N. Y. concert vi-

until

Dunsinbor;

.

Lou Walters, who
persijnal
Patricia,

.Slim Gaillard took a plane for San
Francisco.
Claire
Trevor divorced Cydos

I

I

New

.

.spot."

Eric Gorrick

Tioyls plan to

.

in
stint

show.
Arthur Mayor, managing- director
of Hialto' llicatrc, N. Y;, became a
grandfather 'Monday (12). Daughter
was born to Capt. and Mrs. Michael
Mayer;
Jimmy. Dunn, former p.a., for the

Heady,"

Slapsie

,

Paraniount In "Goldem Earrings."
Conn Little resigned after eight
years in Ford's (Baltitho.re) baxofflce and will be back with a road-

nilery

the

open a newsreel IheArthur Murray
Maxie Rosehbloom-Max Baer layout atre, underneath own Regent, Brison vacation.
at Colosimo's.
bane.

•

for

hospitalized

Catalina Island on

-to

.

picture

Krug,

Karl
editor

Anita Ellis
acation.

Melbourne.
on business.Ross Buchanan roadshowing "MurRoy Rogers to Springfield, III., for
der Without Crime" on' agreement the state fair.
Louis Bonnet recovering from
With. Williamsph-Tait
in,
apd out
Hector BolitlKi. New Zwiland bi- minor surgery.
Irra Pettina, ''iSong of .Norway'-'
from
recovering
Miller
Colin
eggS;
ographer, will give a series of lecthrush, and spouse, Lt. Frank Bussey, again ..quick^ after -scrambled
minor surgery.
at the Blackstbne..
tures 'here for Williamson-Tait.
Navy medic, in for look-see.Bill Pcirce ruptured a blood. ve.«sel
Press agent Al Fuller's wife rieAnother bid- is being made in SydWalter Chrysler; up from 'Virginia
playing' badminton.
farm. to. art -shop, bought ovu John covering from a minor operation at ney with Soviet pix. ; Product schedAgnes Moorehead.has a pet skunk.
uled for dating includes "Pioneer
Sharp's entire -painted tiay collec- Michael Reese hospital.
Eddie Cantor back, from Mil- Palaces," "Growing Up" and "Indus- Deodorized, that is;
tion;
,.
.Orson Welles in from New Y.p\k
'
out of waukee to talk over his new three- tries."
. Russell Cbllins checking
Whitehall Productions will pre- to resume dim woik.
New. Hope Sat, •ill) after two year radio pact with Pabsi chiefDanny Kaye to spend his vacation
miere "The Third Visitor" at Minermonths- as character man for "Thea- tains.
If the liiob that turned out for the va, Sydney.
Muriel Steinbeck has at Colorado Springs.tre
Guild "Iceman Coriielh'' reCharles Trenet, French singer,
Gracie Fields opening at the Chez the top rj)le.
It
follows run of
hersals in N. Y;
"
opens at Giro's Aug. 23.
Dick Skinner boasting the New Paree is any indication, it .should be 'Youth at the Helm
Betty Brodel bicycling between
'
French Society of Australia is
Hope strawhatter hasn't had unfilled a good season.
Abbott & Costello due in Aug. 31.. backing the presentation of French two musicals at Republic.
pew for last six frarnes. Playhouse
his
changed
William
Lechner
"I Reniemher -Mama" will prob- pix at Sydney University from time
won't shutter until Sept. 21. giving it
name to William Mason.
week season longest in its ably follow "Lute Song" into the to time. Present draw is "Retour
15
Carleton
Alsop recbvering from
Studebaker Oct. 14.
I'Aube," plus documentaries.
career.
emergency appendectomy.
"Up in Central Park" ca.st celeElnglish fbotbail /team jiist wound
Sidney Blackmer back- at Logan
John Grant retiirned to Univer.<al
brated
its 700th: performance here
up
record-breaking
tour, of this zone.
Inn for rchear.suls on; "Heaven Can
after six weeks of illness.
Wait," opening Aue. 19.
Blackmer by taking an outing on the yacht This summer will see arrival ot EngPaul Emile Victor, French aviator,
lish cricket team for Aussie tour.
starriJig as Mr. Jordan in play from Wehdella on L^ke Michigan.
Frank Fay passed .through en .route Means a lot of coin will flow away guesting with Charles Boyer.
which flicker. "Here Comes MrCharles Korvih checked in at home
to the Coast but missed Joe E. Brown from- pix.
Jordan'.' was derived.
after a siege in the hospital.
Mrs. Brown
Biz remains brisk with the Little
Kitty Carlisle. J;nd Mess Hart. gave opening in "Harvey.'Leda Bauer, eastern story editor,
howTheatres here.
Current shows in- in town -for huddles at -RKO.
New Hope biggest -show of season made it in from Hollywood,
clude "Hamlet,""Mourning Becomes
whien they were wed Saturday after- ever;'Think-a-Drink Hoffman doing a
Marion Francis inked fbrthe Stork Electra," "The Vinegar Tree," 'They
noon (10) by Magi.«^trat6 John Simon.
Club,
Council
Bluffs, following cur- Came to' a City" and "The Old Lady two-week stint in San Diego.
wilncs.s.
Bernie Hart a
Max -Gor-.
Tyrone Power' in from Wichita,
Chicago date, with<dates at the Shows. Her Medals."'
don.
George
Kaufman;
Kitty's rent
Kan., with his new airplane;
The Eric Porter pic, "A Son Is
mother, and Joe Hyman in for re- Park Plaza, St. I/iuis, and Bradford
Bob Preston and Catherine Crai^
Roof; Boston, following.
Born;" is being groomed for release vacationing in San Francisco.
ception.
Re.sidcfnt.s lined streets to
It's rdtigh on
press agents. cur- via Greater 'Union Theatres.
Pic.
throw rice and oggle c.eleb.s.
illness
halted
Joan
.Crawford's
rently,
what with Irv Kupcinet, homebrewer with Ron Randell and
Times; Dale Harrison, Sun: Nate Muriel Steinbeck starred, has been shooting on "Possessed" at Warner.s.
Ra.<!s Ragland returned to HollyGross, Herald-American, and Syd set for Victory, Sydney; next month.
wood to recuperate from an operaHarris, News,, all on vacation.
Minneapolis
lion.
Eugenie Leontovich and Basil
Wallace Berry to Jackson Hole,
By I.es Rees
Rathbone Joined uo with some of
Adantic City
Wybmihg, tor a late summer vacaBurlesque reopens at Alvin Aug. the Ringling Bros.'-Barnum & Bailey
tion.
30.
By Joe Walker
cl,owh's in making a pitch at State
Billy Friedbere in frbm"'N'e"w York
Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood Room and Madison for the Emergency
Orsatti's continues to do go,6d biz,
has Jack Herbert.
with' Shep Fields' orch currently for Exploitation nuddles with EnterFood Collection.
prise.
Old Log, slrawhalter, olfering
featured.
Selene Walters filed suit for di"Night Must Fall.''
Sophie Tucker hypoing biz so
well at the Copa Cabana she's being vorce frorn Dr. Alfred G. Huener.Hotel Radisson Flume Room holdgardt.
ing over -Robert Crum.
held over for a third week.
.Mien
Warshauer
moved into
Gene Meredith; Warners chiff acJane Russell held over at Steel
Martyn Green, back with the Pier with
cpuntant, on sick li.sl..
"The Outlaw," which is Fagle-Lion to handle studio advertising,
-iv.
..
Paul Auditorium Pop Concerts D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. after five still playing to big crowds.
years with the R. A. F;
Sidney Gilliat, British producer-(t'J <i-e show' drawing record crowds.
Dean Hudson orch dishing out
David Home pacted ^ 20-year lease dansapation at Steel Pier this week. director, in town for huddles at Unilii.-.ithy Lewis ice show in third
the Royal theatre, Stratford, Where Bob Eberle,
t;(':v:
at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota of
Grace McDonald, Ladd versal.
^
he
plans
stage
legits.
to
Eustax Wally, Swedish legit pro.Iciidce:
Lyon, Daro St Corda and Dorothy
Bransby
WiUiSnris
opening
at
diicer, in town to confer with Vi\
Byton line comprise vaude show.
Bob Mlirphy. Star and Tribune
film editor and critic, vacationing Brighton in "The Shop at Sly CorJean Gerner, 19 year old resort: Lindfors.
ner" Aug. 19 for six month.s' run.
Capt. Patrick CuUinaii, of the
in northern Wisconsin,
girl,
awarded flve-year contract
Ronald Millar, author of "Frieda" with ."Ice-Capades" following trials British Army, guesting with Leon
Terry.Turner, RKO. publicity head,
in
frorn Hollywood
work on and "The Other Side," signed long,- here Show due to move out of Au- Shamroy.'
tp
term scripting pact with Michael ditorium Sept.
iJobn Murray and family returned
'Sister Kenny'' premiere;
1, when Miss America
from vacationing in the cornfields of
"Harry Hi r.soh and Harry Kalz, Balcon.
contest takes over.
Hermione Gingold, star of "SweetAlvin theatre Ics.sees. vacationing at
Sophie Nebraska!
^fitery
stars
including
est and Lowest,' recovering from
Joe McGuinn .shifted from Repubnorthern Miniic-Jota resorts.
Tucker, Hal Winters, Freddy HerOlive
Wright
appendectomy,
with
lic to a director berth at IndependLocal legit .season opens Aug. 21
man Trio, Paul Martell and band
with four-day return engagement of subbing for her.
scheduled to appear at third annual ent Casting.
Elsie Randolph currently appear- charity supper for Betty Bacharach
Ma.xine Lewis In town, looking over
"Voice of Turtle," "Oklahoma" following for a week for second .local ing in Ralph Lynn's farce, "Is Your home for afflicted- children Sunday nitery t<ilent for the Last Frontier
in Las Vegas.
-:
Houheymoon Really Necessary'.'" was nite (18);
visit;
Robert L. Llppert in town for disArt ;;^dcrson. Warner Brothers married July 31 to 'Vernon Page.
weiit heavy for first season
Town
tribution
huddles with 'Screen Guild
First play set by Robert Donat for of n«w track. Local papers gave big
branch 'Snanager. suflicicnlly reProductions.
covered from pneumonia to attend his new season as aclor-managcr at playup.
Attendance about 13,000
Man
Blake
McVeigh
will
be
"The
Inked
the
'Westminister
by Beacon
company's sales convention in Atdaily with crowd jumping to more
Behind the Statue" by Peter Ustinov. than 20,000 Saturday, Meet clo.ses Productions to handle publicity on
lantic City.
Hal Wallis not expected to start Saturday (17), with next session "Copacabana."
Sol Les.sei: is .sending his .friends
producing for Paramount here till starting Sept. 17. Total attendance
next May when he has been prom- for meet was 280,000 with pari- cans of salmon, souvcnir.s of his vai.sed stumo space by J. Arthur Rank.
Las Vegas
mutuel windows- handling $23,583,t>08. cation in Alaska.
1

1

-

joined

Allen

Gracie

\

I

By

.

Jimmy Ray

•

;:heckup.

;

i

next shbvv lot

its

a facelift.

By Sol.JacobMn
Joe Abcle's. Broadway photograAlexander Knox, up itvBo.ston unyesterday, leaves for Coast Siat- Eher, weekending with Theron Bam,

silectomy.
'{'

I

,

,

•

i

.

,

Canoii, vacationing in North .Caroliiia.-.

Eddie Graham to Honolulu for two.
weeks.
Oscar Homoika- divorced in Lot
Angeles.
David-Street recovering froni ton-

,

Wjnn, only

son-in-lu'w of Foreign
Secretary Ernest Bcvin,' is Working
with J. Arthur Rank outfit as public
relations man. .Expects to go to U. S.
this
winter to work with. Jock
the Illinois SUte Fair at Spring- Lawrence for several month.s.
}Ie
is
field.
a journalist and headed public
Mischa Auer out of Colosimo's. relations for the Ministry of Supply
next show, with Three Stooges'inked during the war.

47

Hoflywood

instead.

Georgia

wife,

Devi-Dja back in town.
Dusty Fletcher at El GroHo.
A. J. Balaban due in for a looksce
around his old 'home town.
Roy Rogers in town en route to

.

.

and

Kyscr

"

Kiiy

Airlines
Scandinavian
been formed ot the
Norwegian and Swedish

ha.S'

Cbicago

RKO

Johnny Rossi, new Hollywood .Show
-now directing Bar doorman, is a boxer who looks
Jules Levey in from New Orleans
two plays concurrently: "King Lear" like another fighter, Fritzie Zivic.
Harry Walton away from Meicur where he: ipade arrangements to
Tor the Old 'Vic company and Thornion Wilder's "Skin of Our Teeth." Mu.sic Bar for couple of weeks and shoot a picture of that name;
Margaret L. Witt, director of drar
which is beijig revived, with his wife, Jack -Davis silting in at piano for
perate.

Laurence Olivier

is

..

.

Vivien Leigh headini; cast.
Philip. Friend, under seven -years
contract to David O. Selznick, will
make his Hollywood debut In "Little
Women." His wife, Eileen Er.skine,
who is with him. is being tested Jor
the new Alfred Hitchcock picture.
Henry Sherek is set to do Ferencz
Molnar and P. G. Wodchou.se's "The
It will star
Play is the Thin?"
Leeds,
eiive Brook, opening- in
.Sept. 30 for eit(ht weeks tour, after
which it goes to the We.lt End
'

,

J>:iul

Ciallico

.nt

l;i.s

home

al .Salfinisliiiia

((imhe. Devon v.-herr hc'jt
Ihst draft scrip' of "Snow Goose"
ArOiur Rjink.
Go back l.o.
l<ii
J.-

him.

Jean Carson, former Tech student,
touring, strawhat circuit with Gloria
Swa'nson in "A Goose for the Gander."
Adelaide Lasner. Sachs pipch-hitfing for Commentator Florence Sando while she's on coast for several

matics at Pennsylvania State (jollege,
gendering Hollywood's film; technique.
;

Thomas,

George

Jr.-,

swinging

from Paramount to William Cagney
Productions
studio
publicity
as
director;
Flo ContinI, former flnanqial .secretary of the Screen Office Emweeks.
u
In
.ployes
as exec
Guild,
checked
Edyth Ames, nite belt's newest
chantcu.se, a war wid<iw; her hus- .sec of the Conference Of Studio
•>
band, Dave- Jeffries, was killed in Unions.
Jeri Alte'rman and Connie HartGermany.
announcer, "and man checked out of Warntrs flackCarl Idc,
t-r.v and nircd
to Tokyo- as civilian
Jirii Lc(/ine, Par p.a.. arrariaiiig vaMacArlluir'a
Gen.
cations in their native Bo.'^lon to .^icrriaries -in
hi adfjiiartcrs.
coincide with World Scries.
;

'

;

.

'

.

-

KDKA

'.

.
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Martin Block Parlays 'Ballroom'

disk
deals

I'aceted

ju.st

Roundup

Lady'

in

Hebrew

Tel Aviv, Aug. 20.

Hollywood

First

coii-

film

Hebrew has been shown
20th-Fox's

Navy

dubbed
here.

in

It is

"Fighting Lady." U. S.
of the Pacific cam-

thriller

Commentary was by Baruch

paigns.

Magnes. son of Dr. J. L. Magnes,
head of Hebrew University in Jeru-

Dubbed film was in the nature of
an fexperiment and was made at the
requfeit

of

Tel

Tommy

Aviv pix

interests.

Dorsey

Burns at Bing

basis.

For Nix at Pic

Block Enterprises, whicli will packa;;e the "Ballroom" .shdw for 30 stations spotted aroi'nd tlie country.

Hollvwood. Aug.

(Continued on page 56)

Race

FlPiction in

South

There

Dales

Cancel
Recent

unrest

south

the

in

publis'ning

firms are to be submitted to him for
recording or perfoimance.
Crosby

has

is

Aug.

Wa.shington.

Former Senator A.
Chandler,

now

baseball, turns
the
Bluegrass

which
for

a

aa'iWes.

He

20.

(Happy)
of

Broadcasting

Co.,

week

new

application
filed
radio station in Ver-

Ky.

So far

last

Chandler's

is

radio

B.

commissioiior

up as president of

as

first

is

known

flier

in

this

the

field.
is

a.ssociated

in

Ihe

applica-

tion

with Colvin P. Rouse, his partner ill the law firm of Chandler &
Riiiiso.
Chandler is majority stockholder in the company, which
bidding for a kilowatt station on
the 590 kc wavelength.
i.--

major

'

^

B-VH, coBurke and Van

Of Concert Dates

Morris,

Abbott and Costello, Phil Spitalny,

Spa Weekends, But Boffo
Saratoga, Aug,

Nitery

20.

take at the spa continues

boffo. It s a weekend busine-ss chiefly
seemed Dorsey wanted Crosby but the pickings all around have
do a brief bit in the film, sup- been great.

It

(Continued on page

Town

2)

continuej! wide%)pen.

Sigmund Romberg, Lauritz Melchior,
Oscar Straus and Lanny Ross, Paul

Polio Shutters Minn.

Draper and Larry Adler, Jooss Ballet, Boys Town Qioir, Tito Guizar,
N. Y. Philharmonic orch— those aie
just a few of the many attractions
(Continued on page 61)

Schools, But Classes

Go On Via B'casts

,

Minneapolis. Aug.
-Radio, enlisted in a big

GetAMG OKfor Germany,
But H wood SezNix In Raw Stock B^ef
16 U.S. Pix

Sixteen Hollywood feature films cated now that he Is desirous of change out of the blocke.d marks and
have been okayed during the past having American pix as an aid to Japanese yfen to provide the xs\kfew weeks by the American Military reorienting the German people, the stock, Maas said. MPEA i.s piling up
Government for release in Germany American industry sees no reason hundreds of thousands of marks and
yen, but they are of no use except
during the 194(3-47 season, but the why it should foot the bill. It
American film industry has laid willing to provide the pictures for in paying cost of day-to-day operadown an ultimatum that it will not exhibition with no prospect of get- tion within Germany and Japan,
provide print.s of the' pictures unless ting any money in return, according American industry figures there
to Maas. but feels that it should be little chance of ever beirtg able to
it gets cooperation from the U. S.
in making ravvstock available. That reimljursed for the out-of-pocket ex- convert this blocked currency to
was revealed this week by Irying pease ot providing rawstock and provide payment for use of its product, but there's no squawk on that
Maas, v. p. and operational head of niaking prints.
"If Gen. McNanicy needs .text- score.
the Motion Picture Export AssociaFacilities are available within the
tion, under whose aegis comes dis- books for reeducating the Germans,"
tribution of American product in the declared Maas. "I'm sure that he Reich to make rawstock, but they
doesn't write to an American pub- are mostly in the Russian zone. SoReich,
MPEA is demanding one ot two lisher and ask him to send 100,000 viets agreed to provide the stock
textbooks without charge. Or if he from their plants, but have found
things
from the Government
either it pvovido tlu' rawstock for needs athletic equipment for the excuses for continually evading the
the prints or it make available dol- Germans, he doesn't call on a sport- commitment, Maas said. Factories in
lar credits a.uain.<t the blocked marks ing goods manufacturer to turn over the American zone need raw mateheld by the industry in Germany so thousands of dollarJ worth ot gear rials and chemicals,' which could be
that the raw-tuck r.in be innchased for nothiii'4. Tti£_film indu.'^try is ir bought in this country and shipped
position,
over if the coin were available.
here and sliippeil (i\ er. Situation is exacllv the
It'> not up to the Army now. but
Films okayed by the AMG for
virtually analngou-; In .lapan,
McNarney, to the Slate and Trea.sin-y depart- distribution will be sent to Gei''
While Gen. Joseph
(Continued on page 62)
'AMG chiel in Germany, has indi- menis to rel+itse enough dollar exi.?

HAPPY CHANDLER IN BID
FOR KENTUCKY STATION

from

;

Heusen.
to

figures

Houses Secret War Pix

.

flnancially intevc ted in

owned by

Ihe election battle at Athens. Tenn.,
a couple weeks ago and the murder
of four Negroes at Athens. Ga., a
few days later, Duke Ellington, for
one, has cancelled all plans to work
in the territory until a later late.

Ellington had between fi\'c and six
weeks of one-nighters and concerts
definitely booked through .Texas and
other southern states. They were to
have been played on his way back
from his current stay on tlic Coast
ti5
New York. Late Ia.st week he
ordered the William Morris agency
to cancel all commitments and return all deposits for his appearance.

Burke-Van Heusen

and

ap-

induced Negro bandleaders to avoid playdates there in
the immediate future.
Mindful of
parently

20.

Tommy Dorsey and Bing Crosby,
friends from the days when both
werfe with Paul W.hiteman, are not
so chummy anymore. Dorsey, burning against the Groaner over failure
ol negotiations for the latter to take
part in his "Tiie Fabulous Dorseys"
film, has issued orders that no songs
published by tlie Edwin H. Morris

Prompts Ellington To

audience and to better meet com-

For Big Season

the '-Ballioom" major
just set up his own Martin

In addition,

domo has

of

distribs .and from aflillated and in^dependent circuits reveals business
continues, on a scale considerably
Washington, Aug. 20.
above even last year's record peaks,
petition
from foreign producers,,
Wright Field, Dayton, O., will be- but that signs arc unmistakable that'
virtually all- U. S. film companies
Theatre
are hypoing efforts to locate suit- come permanent archives for the the boom is leveling off.
able screen material in England and 100 million feet of film turned put receipts foi: the first, 32 weeks of this
on the Continent. Entire U. S. picture by the Army AJi: Forces during the year (Jan. 1-Aug. 15) average d
around 12%. above 1945, ,whjle inindustry is agreed that with pros- war, it was learned here this week.
pects of production costs increasing
New film storage quartei-s will come from, foreign film rentals for
and income sliding in this country, house secret reels used by AAF in the same period was up about 13%
there must be more concentrated Europe. AAF films of both A-Bomb and domestic film- rentals increased
by slightly better than 5%: Current
effort to sell pictures to foreign au- tests at Bikini, which cost as much
theatre grosses are up about 8%
diences. Use of plays and books by as $1,000,000 a reel, will be returned
over a year ago.
native writers as ba.«es for Holly- to Wright for permanent archives.
Indication that the days of one b.o.,
wood films is seen as one method of
record after another being broken
accomplishing this.
are nearing an end is seen by Oscar
Not only will this give American
Doob. Loew's circuit exec, in a
pictures
broader
international
a
weakening ot holdover businessv
flavor, but, in limited degree, there
Pictures don't have the same sta.vwill be the advantages of pre-selling,
ing power as they did a year ago, or
such as studios derive in this counearlier this .year. Doob declared.
try when they buy best-sellcr^^nd
There are definite sign.s, he stated,
Broadway plays.
that the public is beginning to do
American filmmakers- hshe not
a lot more picking and cliposing than
failed to take note of the awareness
it used to.
of British producers now to the
Donald Henderson. 20th-Fox treasvalue of novels and plays. J. Arthur
lirer. and perhaps the industi-y's most
Rank and Sir Alexander Korda, the
assiduous statistical aiialyst, reportsChicago, Aug. -20.
two top English film moguls, both
that while theatre gros-se.s are t'iU
Chicago and other midwest keys
have on their production lists not
well above 1945, the percentage o£
are set for such an abundance of
only many widely-known British
increase, over each respective month
concerts this fall that a number of
novels, but have picked up quite a
a year ago began -to taper ofl' a le w
few American best-sellers. Hank, observers in the trade are begin- months back.
busiinstance,
for
holds
Daphne du ning to wonder where all the
Summer Reaction
Maurier's
"Hungry Hill," Rumer ness is coming from, especially in
First blast of liot weather last
to
Godden's "Black Narcissus" and view of tops ranging from $3.60
plethora of one- May, vtfhich sent grosses into a slight
for
the
$4.80
(Continued on page 31)
(Continued on page 56
nighters.

subject matter to

of

Midwest Ready

TWA

airlines which will expedite
uelivery of the disk show.- on a daily

1945,

'

salem.

transcribed on the Coast, whefe
starting
in
domicile
Block
will
October. He's jusi made a deal with

CENTS

25

But Signs Point to Boom Tapering Off
broadening
appeal to a world

With the necessity

Multiple-

jockey."
radio

for

Up 8% Over

Picture Business

Intol-nianyustry;185GWNEWDeal
What has all the earmarks of a*
one-man contribution to the Treasury Department was set in motion
'Fighting
tnis week by Martin Block, the "milcUided by Block create a situation
paralleling tlie saga of
.sciinevvhat
Oscar Hainnier.-itein II, who. on the
basis of his coin intake from his
flock of Broadway shows, pictures,
disks and ASCAP royalties, has kept
the tax computers plenty busy.
Block on Monde y (19) signed a
new pact with WNEW, the Bulovaowned indie in New York, in which
continue his "Make Believe
he'll
Ballroom" for another four years
and a month, w ith shows to be

PRICE

1946

NEW EUROPE INVASION

FIX IN

lionaire

STAG

MUSIC

fight

against polio

hei-e.

way
is

20.

in the-:

coming

With additional aid as the
epidemic, coiitinues .to rage. With
public school Opening deferred:
because of the epiciemic. Univ. oi
-will,
Minnesota radio station
put school instruction on the air
across
baci

the

KUOM

3, the dale schools had
been scheduled to open.
Plans for the radio -school programs were worked out by repre-

starting Sept,

sentatives of the state education of-

(Gontinued on page

2)
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—

"

!

;
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VALLEE HAS MILLION

FOR TELE-CINE PLUNGE
Hollywood. Aug.

20.

Rudy- Vallee reportedly has plans
television production
Vallee,
fUras for video.
who owns a hefty chunk of San
E'ernando Valley real estate, is understood- intending to build several
studios exclusively de-i-oted to teleto

enter the

field

via

cine production.
Already scouting video activities
here for purpose of getting' infoma-^
tion, .Vallee is said to be telling
invest
friondii he is prepared to
81.000,000 in the venture.
.

^:

.

.

-.
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Only a Dozen Strawhat Flops
Out of 102 Ventures This Year
one {oUowing
see \he finale (it what has been
a surprising .s;pi»i(in of :rurril summer stoelv, .Tlfrre were so many
was
it
that
ventiu-cs
stKwhiit
thotighi: scores: would collapse, but

Next week and

Three chHmpionship bo."i;iiig
two with high tops, .will
be staged ni the Yankee Stadium
during Soptembeiv which should

'

casiialties,

\Ofi the fapacity of .fight fans
on the line, they never
previousb' having been offered

•
.

There., were 102, stocks oflicially
stated to be a record, not
.

as many title events within- a
three week period. Fir.et match
is dtiled lor Sept, 6. when Ray
Sugar) Robinson, contender for
tlic welterweight ,crown and the
probable favorite,
will
meet
Marly Servo,; Ringside $12. Joe
Louis - Tami Mauriello for the
heavyweight title, at $30 top, is
dated for Sept- 18. and the post-

,

:

.

.

there is approximately $200,000
on deposit with Equity ..tc) guarantee
'

.

salaries of .aclors"in, the .stocks,' that
money to be refwnded'. as soon as
,

Deposits were
the strawhats fold.
between $1,500 to $2,000 for cjch outfit which represents the payroll for
two weeks, but in .some instances as
much as $3,000 was posted. Unless
the coin is needed to wind up the
season here and there, it will be
paid back in tuU; ItEquity is called
upon to send checks to pay oft, there

new

season,

was

However

"BLACKOUTS OF
".Save

.

knoWn

is

it

and Los

More Dramat

the peace parley

They

Nope,

Wm

change

none.

He was

ain't

gonna

Phew!

That

will be enough of that".
Daley
told about Dean saying into the
ra'ike that a batter "slud" into
second base (instead of slide).

for

Also about a game held up by
a_
cloudburst dtiring the war
when Dean drawled: "I ain't allowed to tell you why the game
waz called, folks but that ain't
sweat pourin' down the pitcher's
face".
Columnist also iold of
the' game with Dean pitching
and the gashouse gang leading
11-0
in
the seventh
inning.
Frisch steamed Diz up by hav-

past week and leaves today
(Wednesday ) for Boston, where he'll
play a seven-day engagement at the
RKO Boston, Which is due to the
hpu.se under an old contract.
He'll
head from the Hub for the Coast.

the

Flight

Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Tyrone Power hopped off in his

new

pen start warming up and Dean
heard the resounding smacks of

two^month .,tour of: Latin America.
With the star are three passengers,
Cesar Romero, Jim Denton and William Gallagher, and a co-pilot, John
:

balls
reaching
the
catchers'
mits.
So Frisch,
Dean
called
"that silly Dutchman",
strolled to the pitcher"s box and

whom

Jeffries.

Party will make stops in Mexico,
Central America, South America
and several Caribbean island ports.

chirped:

around

stop

"Diz,
I'll

hossin'

yank

hafta

;

(L.

I. j

,

for
the
trotting races

WestbUry'
"free"

is

•

prize cup at Westbury.

The
Loui.s.
.

A GREAT GRAND DAD
Baltimore, Aug.'"20.

Goldwyn

Producer
London, Aug. 16.

Brit.

,

Sporting

founded

third

family

New-s
in

1886

geneiration,

of

of
arid
•

St.

in

Spink:

ownership-management,

Al Capp, creator of the "Lil Abner" cartoon, has a David O. Selznick film feature offer of $200,000:
Cartoonist has attorney Julian T.
Abeles handling his contract, pli,is
bids from other studios.

Polio Shutters
Continued from page

^

1

the superintendents' of Minneapolis and St. Paul 'schboi systems,
and reps ot other communities
throughout the state. School classes
will be broadcast every day, Monday
fice,

KUOM

through -S^jday, over

until

schools reopen.
Classes will range
in .schbla.slio standing from kinder-garten through senior high school.
Stations continue to stagger children's programs throughout the day
help keep the youngsters at home
and away from crow^d.s. Mayor H.
Humphrey now goes on the air
Sundays to read the funnies to the
to

garding the epidemic and instructions to parents and the public are
broadcast intermittently by all stations throughout the da,y.

Howard

Dietz

wondering if.
Marvin Schenck took advantage
of him by on)y laying 2-1 oq
the Red SoX to cop the pennant.

to Sydhej; Box.

Shall

we

tell

is

him?'

i

here (hev

.

'

"

.'.Berled'' EsfS'.

Do

Will George

It?

'

George Jean Nathan, drama
kept promise last night

If

critic,

kiddies, a la LaGuai'dia.

News

re-

15^ on Top of 'Park Ave;
Already holding a 25% interest in
Max Gordon show coming to-

Broadway

Continued from: page

this fall,

week: committed

Palestine Singer Freed;

by

directed

6.

la.st

It will be "Miss
Ruth Gordon and

Garson

her husband,

How

much Par will, put tip
hasn't been determined. It can't get
as big a piece as it desired, since
deal with Fredric March and Florence Eldridge to appear in the play
includes a i^rovision that they be
permitted to buy in on a dollar-forKanin,

Kidded Curfew, Jailed

Paramount

itself to "Jarticipate

backing another.

Jones," wi'itten by

Jerusalem, Aug.

Max Gordon

one

,

Hilda ljulifzkaya, cabaret .singer,
has been released from the Bethlehern Women's Detention Camp after
being held 25 days.
She was ar- doHar basis, and their chimk is being
rested after her performance at the
taken by Gordon from the share set
Panorama Garden on Mt, Garmel.
aside for the film company.
Some of her songs referred to the
As in the other Gordon show in
curfew, in a humorous manner, and
which
Par will participate, "Park
mentioned that the inquiry commitAvenue."
the
angeling of "Mi.ss
tee had "heard evidence from everyJones
will be purely an investment.
one except myself." Arrest was atCompany
has no tie on the film
tributed to these.
rights, which will be subject to sale
oh' the open market if Gordon and
Kanin don't decide to film it themMuni's 'Nobel' Pic
selves,' as they are talking of doing
Paul Muni, who arrived here last
week to begin rehearsals on Ben with their current hit, "Born Yesterday.".,.-,,",
Hecht's "A Flag is Born," will return to the Coast at the end of
Production cost of "Miss Jones''
show's run to begin tensing oft his will be about $60,000, With Par probown "Story of Alfred Nobel," film- ably putting up about 15% of it.
biog built around the life of the Company has $80,000 in "Park AveSwedish scientist and discoverer of nue." representing 50% of the prodynamite.
duction cost.
Script for the pic is currently
being polished Off by Alfred Norman
"

.

.

:

for filming late in September, when
"Flag," presented for Jewish relief;
is
scheduled to end its limited

Tommy Dorsey

engagement.

Jolson Dinner Oct.

1

Testimonial dinner to Al Jo).<!on
by the Cinema Chapter of the American Veterans Comniittee is set for
number
the Astoj- Hotel Oct. 1.
of HolTywood biggies will come to

A

1

posedly in the scene in which-Whitehas agreed to take part, That
Crosby would do The job for free or
a. nominal sum was promis,ed by a
close friend of the two, .Negotiations
for
the
chore,
however, went
through Everett Crosby, the- singer's
brother-manager, and he quoted A
$4it),QO0 price-tag for the bit, Dorisey
flipped,- and the-'spng-han resulted,

man

Par's Second

Legit Buy-In; 'Miss Jones'

(Tues.) by attending a preview
of Mark Hellinger's "The Killers'' (U), he'll not only be making good a promise to the producer, biat it will be first film
he's seen in years.
He'.^ been allergic to pix all
his life.

.

GuyLombardo waltzed in. with
all tlnee 15-mile heats of the
Nationaf Sweepstakes at Red
Bank, N. J., the past weekend.
Driving his new Tempo" VI, the

My Sin, Lombardo never turned
her loose in hanging up heat
averages of 62 and 65 m.Jj.h. He
had' nothing but a few 225s
against
him. Red Bank was
really a break-in for Lombardo
and his boat. He'll debut as pilot
on the big time at Detroit for.
the Gold Cup.

saj/s

the pennant.
Know a midget who's so small he can only catch single pneumonia.
Jesse Block .says there are so many pinup girls in a certain Nevada
.that they're thinking pf calling it, "'Las Vargas."

in

former Gold Cupper that was
.

It

:

.,, .he'll settle for

town now.

ABNER' INTO PIX

H,

Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., in
t«ondon and wearing civvies, starts
work A}ig, 19 as as.9istant producer
.

'LIL

celebrates its 60th anni Sept. 4.
Special
edition
may. hit 150
pages.

:

Fred C. Schanberger, Sr., pioneer
showman liere and former operator
of the local two-a-dayrKeith vaude
franchise^ became a great grandaddy

Lt.

itis

(reodinfl iietuspoper account of hold-tip)

1st coinic

,,.
. . ,

policy,

you."

but the 25c lee donations, go to
the
Nassau County
servicemen. Incidentally, ex-nitery emcee Al B. White, now a "Freeport, L.: I., innkeeper, donates a

Hollywood'.
Batchelor's a.ssociate, Arthur Lesser, returned to Paris this Week to
arrange for the advent of other
French thcsps, including Maurice
Chevalier who will do a vaude-revue
on Broadway in association with Lee
Shubert:

,Lleut.

I

,

Parking

versal-International
fold.
French
actress had a prewar contract with
Universal, but various things have
happened since she shook the dust of

.

'

later said: "I sorter hoped
he'd manage the Cardinals forever, cuz I, usta have much fim
^driyin' hiin nuts".
,

Darrieux's U-I Dicker

to a baby girl at Mercy Hospital.
Father is publicity director of
Keith's, downtown first run, operated
by his dad, J. Lawrence Schanberger.

usual secrecy

Dean

Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Walter Batchelor i.s huddling William Goetz on possibility of fetching
Danielle Darrieux into new Uni-

last week when his granddaughter,
Mrs. Fred L. Schanberj(er, gave birth

the

black market scale.
Police have
temporarily shuttered a few of the
better places, such as Korniloff and
the Quirinal, claiming they were
charging too much.

ing reliet batteries in the bull-

plane, "Ssludos Amigos," on a

to

bar has been installed for their
benefit.
Apart from the hotel, restaurant, there are three others iff
the Luxembourg Palace.
These get
spe:cial supplies so as to avoid. the

.

.

Power's Chilibowl

.

-

Assure way to tell that a comic has reached the trpper brackets is when
you see him kindling a hotfoot with a gold Dunhill lighter.
Chuck Barnett says that he has just written a starring picture vehicle
for Mickey Owen called "Holler-day In Mexico."
Asked one of the showgirls at the Carnival what she thought of the
Wagnerian Cycle. She replied, "I used to love it .... until one of the
politicos.
wheels dropped olT."
About 800 scribes are covering the
Know a Funnyman who's dickering for a new radio show. If he goes
meeting, about 150 being Americans. back on the air I'm not even gonna fill my tires with it.
Arrangements for the American
"Jtfv husband's too good to be true.'"
press were made by William Bird,
"Don't toorry, .. .he isn't."
.secretary
of
the Anglo-American,
If -any more mystery programs go on the air.... all radio editors will
Press Assn. and Jean Marin, French' be former crime reporters,
Government press delegate':
My brother (the one who's a guest conductor tor electricity) want-snie
Most of the foreign newsmen have to help him with his income tax
he wants me to pay it-^-not 'figure it.
been housed at the Grand Hotel, near
the Opera, where a wine and cheese

even

they

.

.

knocked them out, tied them up, then put gags in their mouths^
2d comic: There must be on easier way to get material!
Glad to .see they're making these quiz .shows tougher. Now you've not
only gotta know your name. .,, .hut what program you're Oft/
newsmen are getting more facilities
Benny Meroff said he should have listened to his mother when he was
than heretofore, The big auditor- a boy and' .studied the piano. Who knows, he muses, he might have beium has been carefully wired. Apart come President!
Bob Hope says it isn't necessary to give the: Country back to the "Indians'
from mikes on the speaker's desk

connected with the press rooms and
the press bar, two stands have been
erected ju.'-t
below the president's
chair for new.sreels and photographers. Above the sands, four soundproof cabins have been built for
radio commentators, besides another
three broadcasting studios,
Latter
opens on the gardens and one of
them is reserved for interviewing

hit.

after a sandwich in Reuben's.
Hang-Nail Descriptions
Frank Morgan: Boa.stmaster.. .Christmas Compliment: Yule-iogy.
Tommy Manville's career: MaiTy-thon .... Boris Karloff: Medi-ogre,
Javanese publicity: Bali-hoo. .. .German jewelry: Rhine stones.
Observation Department

being held, has

ing chuckles for sports fans. It
was an answer to coniplaints by
Ozark teachers that the gram^
mer tised in hasefoaU game
broadcasts by the hillbilly hero
might affect the speech of their
pupils.
He started off with: "I
ain't to argue with them teachers what said Dizzy Dean don't
talk no grammar in his radio
broadcasts.
They ain't gonna
change him none; Old Diz done
pretty much what he pleased
when he was foggin' that fast
one past them batters.
They

boss.

.

is

6.

where

Palace,

named Charles TVenet

they've

undergone a thorough revamping to
permit suitable news coverage. Con-

so
good that Frank Frisch
couldn't do nuthin' with him,
neither.
And Frisch was his

.

Aug.

Paris,

Luxembourg

.

.

]

At Paris Peace Confab
The

„

AGVA

News

Given Full Sweep

trary

lucky when
touched him for a

Twentieth-Fox is planning a gradual switch for Dick Haymes from
a singing to a straight dramatic .star.
His next picture, "Mine, on Sunday,"
will have him doing only one tune.
After that it is planned to have, him
do two pix a year, one with musit
and one without.

New X^rk

coniing buck,

laiigliH."'

I

that 15,000
been. -sold

•

in

seat, t'ln

Grammarian De Luxe", provid-

wuz

Haymes has been

I could speak freely ... .then charged me 50 biick-s!"
Went to the Copa the other night. Had a table so close to the claiioe
card to get a drink.
floor, I had to show aa
'fliy eirMias ei/e.s in theibacfc 0/ her heod."
"Hm-ju-))i, M! bet she fias ftin appli/inp Hinjicara.'"
There's No Truth to the Kiimor
That Andy Devine has the only gravel-throated canary in captivity.,,.
That Red Skelton's doughnut routine is to be re-filmed in Techni-cruller
.That Sidney Greenstreet has his shower curtain let out once a week.
That Bugs Bunny will star in "The Carrots of Wiinpole Street". ,, That
.

Men

.

Ease Off On

Chirping,

me-a

iiiillicm

Newsreels, Radio,

few refunds were niade,
One of Arthur Daley's sports
columns in the N. Y. Times last
week was headed "Dizzy" Dean,

pectcd, seasonal stock before the advent of films, especially prior I)
sound, pictures— covered ^Jbe-.. country, and as highias 200'were active.
Summer stock, however, is principally confined to the Atlantic seaboard, except for such open-air
operetta seasons in St. Louis, Pitts-

to

.

1946"

BETTY GRABLE.

very

.

Haymes

a

it'.'S

cellation

players having already been engaged for new productions, but no
rush is anticipated because the seaAlson will be late in starting.
though this summer has seen much
more stock- activity than was ex^

Dallas

KEN MURRAY^

tickets had
by Mike Jacobs prior to the canand it's claimed that

talent

Broadway for the
number of
a

quite

burgh, IjouisviUe,
Angeles.

!

have

to

ringside
of

WEEK

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

El

been
staged early in the summer and
when it was postponed wi.se >
guys said it was because the
ticket sale was away under par*

a fee of $25.

There will be a flood
flowing back to

218th

on Sept. 27, also with
the ringside at 30 bucks,' 2a le-

.

is

theme Cor the final symphonic scene..,. a 105-piece orchestral arrangement of Bulova time signals.
The Great Wit Way
When Errol Flynn walked into a night club he saw a sign that. :sai4,
so he settled for a drink.
"Nb. Ladies Served at the Bar"
Monte Carlo mohoUig: "How do you like tliat p.sychiatris.t? "He t;bld me

-

.season

Graziano

.

. .

complete the music, ..they're tearing out the first five pages of all
rhyming dictionaries 9rtd scoring them; .. .Understand they're using a new

poned Tony ZalevRoeky Graziano
bout
concludes, the outdoor

|

'

to

I

.

21, 1946,

like

.

to lay it

.

niidwostern stands
that wore more properly on a pronor including 'two
ductioii Wsiis,
neighborhood -rotary" stocks in
New York. In addition there were
semi-pro or sUiclent ventwres iiot
.listed by Equity,
three

fountins

Aug.

Hollywood has moved into New York lock, stock and apparel to shoot "Carnegie Hall." Everybody is reenacting his former triumphs on this great stage. Among the top concert artists who owe somuch to Carnegie Hall are Jascha Heitetz, Rise Stevens, Oregor Piatrigorsky....and Francis Renault. In fact, I've met only one person wlio.
.he's directing. It,
But Hollywood is
doesn't claim to be in the picture.
.they made Heifetz throw away his
really doing this picture up right.
old Stradivarius and buy a new one. The arrangers are working like intid
Looks

bouts,

hot more ihair ^ dozedf were rated
8.S

-By Milton Ber)e-

Sports Shorts

,

listed:,

The Berle-ing Point

ttie

ANDREWS SUED FOR
Los

..

•

60G

Aug. 20.
Paul Forrest, promotion manager

,

of

KGFG,

filed

New

-'VTork

for the fete,

Angele.s,
suit

in

Superior

Court for $50,000 damages against
Dana Andrews^ screen istar.
Plaintiff declan?s his hip was fractured when he. •mSs hit by Andrews'

lauded aS: the "friend of the
man," traveled more than
miles to cover battlefronts
service-connected
serious

Jo.lson,

service
100,000
de.spite

ailments.

Preem of "The Jolson Story," bi-''
car on a crosswalk in Vine street Cohimbia -biopiC will be at Rad'o
near Hollywood blvd. ^
City Music Hall sbout the satne date,'
'

'

,

.
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Metro Putting Auction Bidding
Into Practice Pronto With 33 Pix
Chicago, Aug. 20.
Auction bidding system ior pio-

A

GovernaiS called for in the
ment's anti-trust decision, will reindustry
ceive its first te.st as an
withsales, procedure immediately,
Metro serving as the groundbreaker
majors,
for the rest Of the
Under plans outlined at Metro's
bysales meet here today CTue."!.)
William F. .Rodgers, veepee over
try out the
sales,- the Company will
system in a few test localities, starts
the company's
iiig immediately on
1946-47 product. Tests will be conducted on a "purely experimental
basis," according to Rodgers, in an
"attempt to work out an administraof
tive procedure for the handling

Trailer?

"Star-Spangled Octopus," seof four articles on Music
Corp. of America by David G,
Wittels in the Satevepost, is
evoking interest from several
'

adding that the uncertaininherent in the present situation

test localities

are 33

System will tee

ofE

Prestige and

the

UWP

Tags Dupikated

pix.

with "Holiday in

Legtil snarl over the label "PresMexico," Sept. 1, to be followed by
"Two Smart People" and 31 .other tige" for pix,' which max wind up in
the couf ts for final say, cropped up
films in the forthcoming Metro rosthis -yveek with the formation of a
ter. To insure that his salesmen un-^
derstand fully the company's entire new indie producing outfit. Prestige
Hew sales policy, Rodgers announced Pictures, Inc., organized in Hollywood and headed by C. J. Tevlin.
that tomorrow (Wed.) and Thursday
News of the new outfit aroiised offi-would be devoted to huddles among
cials of Universal's Prestige Pictures
the live sales managers and district
months back to
and branch managers, while Friday unit, formed some
number of J. Arthur
and Saturday will be given over to distribute a
Claiming
general meetings, at which Rodgers Rank films in the U. S.
had been regthe
"prestige"
tag
that
«nd his associam will attempt to
several states, U's Presanswer and iron out any problems istered in
that
they
had
said
tige
unit
execs
still existing in, the minds of the
instructed their attorneys on the
M-G sales force.
Coast to immediately advise TevOther Points
unit's
claim
to
of
the
lin's
company
Other points in the new Metro
prior rights.
i)olioyi to be edective until- final
The Coast outfit has slated as its
disposition of the Government's suit,

Situation 'is much better in BulThere the
garia
and Rumania.

MPEA

operating its own
is even
branches and has complete control

Only

The

Deal on liliom' by 20th

institution.

M-G owns the rights. Legiter
"Excursion," which Proser and
Streger will retitle "Dream Boat."
Metro paid $125,000 for screen
rights to it at the time it was pro-

which

CASEY ROBINSON'S %
PROD. DEAL AT COL.

on Broadway by John C.
had it on the shelf

Wilson, but has
since that time.

'

Casey

Hollywood,: Aug. 20.
Robinson moves onto the

WB

JOAN

lot

|

20.

i^ack Skirball-Bruce Manning production unit signed Joan Crawford
star in one picture a year for
years. Starter -(IvUl be "Portrait

to

two

damages

will

wait,

Company take of exhibition coin
represents the greater portion of the
net, Balaban said. Thi.s
was so, he added, despite the fact
that Par garnered
heavy profits
from the distribution of a run of

$21,792,000

business.

Of Minds Thurs.
and Universal-Interna-

tional execs will put their heads together in Hollywood tomorrow (22)
for talks on new distribution and
advertising plans called for under
anti-trust
decision
selling.
Nate

Blumberg, U's prexy; William Goetz,
U-I production head; Leo Spitz,
U-I's board chairman; John Joseph,
U's top publicist; Bill Scully^ veepee
in charge of sales for U; Matty Fox,
U's executive veepee; Joe Seidelman, head of the foreign dept., and
Maurice Bergman, U's chief eastern
pub-ad man, will map plans for the
producing and distributing compa-

Lifting of the excess profits tax
gained more for Par than for any
other major because the company
had been hurt the most by the imposition of the tax in 1940, Balaban
declared. Conservative evaluation of
the company's invested capital when
Par emerged from Federal court reorganization resulted
in a sound
operating structure, but a poor tax
base to meet the surplus profits
bite, he said. Consequently, the com(Continued ori page 29)

NAB

Cautious on Giving

Radio-Themed Pic

Execs from h.o. expect to return eastward in^five or six days.
Spitz has alrea'dy started huddles
upon his return to the Coast with
Goetz and Blumberg on setting pro-

T18).

however,

he

he sees the suggested decree presented by the majors and the
D. of J. Then he'll make his suggestions either to the court or the. Justice

broadcasting.
Board of directors of the National
Association of Broadcasters, meeting here last week, voted to with-

hold

"formal

Litvak Peddles

Hollywood, Aug.

20.

Anatole Litvak has sold his filming rights on "The Snake Pit," Mary
Jane Ward's best selling novel, to
"
20th-Fox.
Picture will be produced by Robert Bassler with Litvak as associate
producer.

Traa» Mark ReelBtorcd
POTJNDlSn BY StMB SILVERMAN

Exhibs—
top

More

fVebkl] br VAKIEXZ, Inc.
Sid QUvorman. President
West <Oth St., Now Torit ID, N. Y.

rulilliilied
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is

where it got $132,000. The only other
city where opening was Pittsburgh
where it is leading the ncto pictures

Day" (WB)

with sock

.

Other big item of present frame
the -vyay in which "Night and.
is holding up, being in
top: spot nationally again this week.
Biz Will exceed .f 41.8,000 in cities reported by Variety correspondents,
being in 22 spots and about 24

biz,

"Courage

.
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in Montreal, shapes up big in Cincinnati. "Queen of Burlesque" (PRC),
helped by stage layout, is okay in
Remainder of the topnotcher list Detroit. "Henry V" (UA) continues
includes "Anna" (20th), "Claudia and doing real trade in Boston, Chicago,
David" (20th), "Canyon Passage' Baltimore and'N. Y.
(U), "Notorious" (RKO), "To Each
(Cojriplete Boa:o;9'ic« Reports on
His Own" (Par), "Kid From Brook- Pages 00-00,)
'

the

at a board meeting in October.
Meantime, a six-man committee of Los Angeles broadcasters has
been advising Brandt.

'Pit'

National Boxof fice Survey

-.

from

support'.'

U-1 Dis- project until it -got more Informawin center around attract- tion on the treatment the industry
will be given. Subject will come up
(Continued on page 29)

cussions

again

billing.

theatres.

OK

cluction organization for

of $2,725,000.

Actress recently won a legal acfor the termination of her
player contract with the Biu'bank
action
she
her new
In
studio.
charges the Warners feduged her
billing through "malice and ill-will."
financial
damages.
In addition to
Miss Leslie asked an injunction to
restrain the studio from exhibiting
the film unless she is restored to star

this stanza.

Its

Washington, Aug, 20,
Radio industry has decided on a
Fox flew to the Coast Monday "wait and see" policy before giving
full
support
to
Jerrold Brandt's
night (19), followed by Scully and
Bergman, who emplaned yesterday projected feature, "Magic in the
Air."
Film depicts rise of radio
(21). Seidelman trained out Sunday
nies.

:

of Justice oiTicials, he would make
some definite suggestions concerning
the form of selling under the decree.
He
said, until

solid advantages, greatest in the industry, that Par obtained from the
lifting of the excess profits tax.

.

Department.
Black."Nelson left Washington for the
Miss Crawford's pending contract Coast Sunday (18) and will be back
With Warners wiU permit her to east before the end of the month,
Make one outside picture annually* he stated.

m

ITs Big Meeting

Universal

Paramount's amazing 1946 sprint
which has carried it far out in
of all other majors with a
tremendous $21,792,000 net for the
first half-year is attributed by Barney Balaban, company prexy, to
two main factors, First, its highly
profitable and strategically located
theatre holdings and second, the
front

top pictures during the first half of
'46.
Balaban's disclosure indicates
that the theatre, end continues to be
the bigger money-getter of the film,

producer keeps his indie setup and
also makes films for Columbia on a
percentage deal.
.
'Day,' 'Cleo,'
Biz for
Rain,
Robinson,, who was partnered with.
First 10
Claudia,' 'Apna,' 'Passage'
Benedict Bogeaus in Las Paliflas
Films, has severed that tie following
Less torrid weather plus a rainy lyn" (RKO), "Centennial Summer"
completion Of "Short Happ^y Life of
weekend in many sections of the (20th) and "Till End of Time"
Francis Macomber.",
exhibitors (RKO). "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G),
making
country/ are
In many key which teed off in only one city (New
happy this week.
the strongest session Yorli's Capitol), just missed the first
is
it
cities,
Decree Headache Stalls
"Night in Casasince summer-. 'started, with abun- 10 classification.
dance of stout, new product help- blanca" (UA) and "Smoky" (20th)
hit the runner-up class,.
Nelson's European Trip ing.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Par), latest
Donald M. Nelson, proz of the So(UA),
"Caesar and Cleopatra"
Bob Hope starrer, preomed in a new
ciety of Independent Motion Pic- preomed in some 16 cities covered
a colossal
ture Producers; has pushed back his by Variety, is rated nice to great .Philadelphia house, where
"Notorious" landed in
scheduled trip to Eurqpe because of or colossal in a vast majority of $35,000 looms.
problems here arising out of the Fed- spots. Picture will hold over or go the top list because the picture hit a
Nel- into moveover locations in virtually terrific $150,000 on initial week at the
eral court's anti-trust decree.
Y. Music Hall. This is a nonson had been slated to visit Europe every one of these cities. In these vast N.
holiday week record for the house,
this month for ,a look-see- at the sitr 16 keys, the J. Arthur Rank-British
Strength by '^Claudia" mainly stems
nation as it affects the indie pro- opus likely will top $345,000, being
from another non-holiday stanza
ducers.
1.
second in the list of first 10 winners record made at the
N. Y. Roxy,
He said last week; thati as result of

of the
Leland Hayward agency.
Proser is also producing a picture
for United Artists built around his
nitery. Sam Coslow (Beacon Pictures) will produce.
numerous huddles, with Department

Hollywood. Aug.

'

our pictures."

this

;

department

Pact

nors and Gehring:
make P. 1 of the Times,
the least you. could have done
Was to get in S plug for onej of

tion

More

.

New

total

week in a deal
made with Harry Cohn whereby the
Columbia

Deal is almost a facsimile of the
one by which Richard Rodgers and
Oscar
Hammerstein 2d obtained
righ;s from 20th-Fox to transcribe
"Liliom" into the current hit musical, "Carousel." Under the terms
of the arrangement, Metro has been
given an option to buy screenrights
to whatever changes or additions
are made to Victor Wolf son's original pi ay .''However, it must meet the
ofter of any other company. Others
wise, M-G must sell its rights to the
-highest bidder, for which it will get
around 30% of the proceeds.
Book for "Dream Boat" will be by
Woltson and Stella Unger, with latter
also
lyrics.
Alec
providing
Templeton will do the music. Producer Proser is operator of the
Copacabana nitery, N. Y., and
Streger until about six months ago

Joan Crawford's

wired Con"If you had

to

is

,

is

•

(19), Schlaifer

difficulty is that the

blocked and can't be gotten
out. Czechoslovakians are not seeing American pictures at all, but
that's about to be corrected, Maas
disclosed, A purchasing commission
is due shortly in the United States
and a deal, which is already being
negotiated, is expected to be closed.
That's despite the fact that both theatres and studios have already been
nationalized. As in the other countries, there's little likelihood of the
new pact permitting export of coin
in Czechoslovakia.
Other Territories
In Hungary the situation is rather
satisfactory except for the same old
problem of not being able to get
money out. Russia itself remains a
(Continued on page 28)
coin

OYER STAR

Monte Proser and Paul Streger
U's Prestige unit was formerly a
have closed a deal with Metro to branch of United World Pictures and
produce on Broadway this season a went over to U when XTWP was abmusical version of a 1937 play to
(Continued on page 18)

legit

day

authorization of the companies that
own the films. Protests have been
through
official
channels,
MaaS: said, about this .unauthorized
uncontrolled
exhibition
of
and

a

Proser-Streger's Musical

was head of the

Plaza Hotel by fire brought out
the true flack in Charley Schlaifer, 20th publicity director.
Reading the story on the front
page of the N. Y. Times, Mon-

made

travel

duced

that

Fox execs attending a company
convention in St. Louis had
been routed from the Park

'

in

'Excursion' Parallels

Tom. Gonnqxs,, .William Gehring and other 20th-

Poland and Yugoslavia are exhibiting Ui S. pictures-^but without

LESLIE SUES
picture "The Man from Cook's,"
yarn built about the Cook's
BILLING
agency.
Film will be shot
widely separated spots, chiefly in
Hollywood, Aug. 20.
England, with Robert Donat penciled
Charging her' billing was reduced
in as star, and release arranged from star to featured player in the
Tevlin is
through United Artists.
picture, "Two Guys From Milwaupresident of General Service Studios kee," Joan Leslie filed suit in Fedbut the new firm is apart from that eral Court against Warner Bros, for
first

(Continued on page 31)

Tax Advantages
By IRA WIT

'Smoky' Maybe?
News

13

According to information available to Maas, even highly-Sovietized

of prints.

^,

in the

new M-G

in

-,:

administrative details prohibit
the company" from working out a
"general policy" for competitive bid-

biddmg

1946

American-owned films, but no satisfactory answer has been received.

and the necessity of working out

,

situation

countries.
,

:

many

"ding.
Slated for auction

Situation;

MPEA

phaiiized,
ties

Structure Aids Current No. 1 Profit

nations
handled by the Motion Picture Export Association, of which he is operating head,
is the combine
of American pix companies™ formed
to distribute jointly in "problem"
of the

than

of emergency situations," all com-^
Rodgers emterritories,
petitive

Par s Theatre

OUT-

within the Russian orbit .in
Europe, the people, there are seeing
U. S. pictures, it was revealed this
week in a summary by Irving Maas

studios as a possible yarn for
the .screen.
However, rather

take Wittels' somewhat
excoriatory attitude, screenplay
is seen as a success story of
topper Jules Stein in building
up the talent agency.
One company particularly interested in the screen rights
figures on getting. Stein's aid in
getting further material, inasmuch as the picture would undoubtedly be an offset to the
nasty words the SEPost has to
say about him.

How

tries

;

'

im

While the American flltti indus-try
is getting no coin out of the couti-

ries

competitive bids." Bidding will be
cbtlfined to a "very limited number

Balaban Details

THOUeH NO

COIN

+

tures,

•
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Run High

Feelings

at Stockholders

Meet As Skouras Defends

Buy

NT

of

-

;

Wm.

,

gives

.

voting, Pur- facing the Republic stitdios: in north
corSfoi '^of |W°%wood.
^ ,
Initiated at RepnWjc and being
ap:^idea to State and
ril-feeling on ihe pe^«J<^^dJ«ith

20th,

circLiit.

Indications

are teamed up in company which
filed application last Friday (16) for
new radio station in Denver,.

Company, under moniker

Hart Statue

S.

Hollywood. Au.^. 20.
-A •statue lionoring, 'Wiliiam S. Hart
is planned lor erection iii: the sqiiare

100%

Den-

of

ver Broadcasting Corp., is seeking
the 810 kc wavelength with 50 kilowatts power daytime and 25 kw at
night,

v;,'

'

:

,

:

I

of

.

m^'c-Pal'ty backing, plan is to
part of seteral o£ the stockholders
Imal^e .^^ « super-civio affair, with
present against the 20th board bePO-^^sibihty other producers of westcause Charles P. Skouras, brother of
e^ns
will participate in the costs and
Spyros andone bf the fpur l^T man|tlie show attendant to the dedicangers Irons whom the stock was,
tion.,
\
bought, received a sizable, profit on
the deal, caused ihe 20th prexy, tb^
pull a partial Gromyko. After presenting a s.hort history of the backOutfit Develops
ground .of the deal, Skouras- emphasized that the boaM has acted
Low-Gost Method For
only for: the best interests of the
fNtockholders, and then walked out,
Cartoon Features
f>iving the chair to 'W. C. Michel,
exec veepee of the- company.
Out fit is beiiig set up this *eek to
said make features With .puppet charSkouras saio
Before walking nut, bKOuras
he had flown in from. the Coastj actsrs via a new method wilich will

BreeuAsksPCA

,

Red

1

;

for

London

'

'

,

.

To Counter

etson, Jr., president of the Pox Intermountain Theatres of Colorado,

31% not

opposed, with
the

Washington, Aug. 20.
Ted Gan-ible, former chief of U. S.
bond promotions for the
Treasury Dept., and Frank H. Hick-

savings

:

(Tuesday),

piirchase by National Theatres Corp.
of all sharef of the latter's: o.utsta.ndSiig
Ch»ss B stock for $7,415,000.
Proxy vote was 65%' in favor. 4S
< ha.se

20th's

Stock in $1415,000 Deal

Twentieth-Fox stdckholders, at a
special meeting yostei-ciay
approved the proposed

spirited

GAMBLE AND RICKETSON
Indie Exhibs Seek Adjustments
SEEK DENVER STATION

:

Production
Code Administrat'or
Joseph I. Breen is currently making
his report to Eric Johnston, prexy
of the Motion Picture Association,
on the three-week visit to England
from which he, returned last week.
Breen headed Saturday (17) directly
from New York to Spokane, where
Johnston is vacationing at his home,
and will proceed from there to Hollywood later this week.
Breen, at the meeting, is recomcspeeially to be present, sipce, his,| ^ut to aboiit 21% the ciirrent cost of
brother; was involved in the deal, carbon pi-oduction. It is figured that mending to the: MFA topper that
Deal gives Charles, plus Elmer C. the economy of the technique will the request of the British Film ProRhoden, Harold J. Fitzgerald and pei.n.iit fmjng of the void being left ducers' Association for .stationing of
F. H. tRick) RicKertson, Jr., other by cartooneries which are suffering a PCA rep in London be honored.
top managers of the circuit, a sizable under the high cost of their pro-' Breen said upon his arrival in New
York last week that he would make
profit over the $565,000 that they laid duct ion.
out for the stock in 1944. 20th board,
New company, ,XiOU Bunin Produc- such a recommendation to Johnston,
Bccording to Skouras, exercised its tions, will be headed by Lou and but with the limitation that it be
preemptive rights obtained when Florence Buriifl, who developed the only for a year or so, rather that
the stock was sold to the manager!!, puppet technique, and Al Margolies, indefinitely, as the BFPA wished.
under which they could match any New York p.a and producer's rep.
PCA administrator was in England
offer received for t!ie B stock. Man- Initial picture will be "Alice in at the request of the British proagers had been ofl'ered the purchase Wonderland."
Leopold Stolcuwski ducers to advise them on applicatrice by Transanierica Corp., a hold- has been pacted as musical director, tion of the Code to their films. He
ing company, la-st June.,
and will also work with Bunin on the said he believed his visit cleared up
Ko'egel Explains,
adaptation. Deems Taylor has agreed confusion by the Briti.sh oh the
Directors were not required to to use of his ''Through the Looking American regulations.
Most of the
Submit the proposed purchase of NT Glass" suite and is also writing spe- misunderstandings, he stated, were
stock to the stQckhbld'ers, according cial music for the productioni
basically language difficulties, stemto. Otto E. Koegel, chief 20th attorBunin did the puppets used in the ming from British use of colnuy,, .but had called 'the .meeting. t»: ^
"Ziegfeld loquialisms not acceptable here. Alintr(>ductien
of Metro's
,„
give the stockholders, an opportunity ironies
aoiie a
anuuioer
nuaib
of thbligh the English are very jealous
Follies" andnas done
ano- has
to state their views and record a educational shorts for various Gov
of their freedom fxom censorship,
vote., Despite this fact, several of ernnient agencies. His process, uhBreen said, the British Board of
attempted
present
the stockholders
like that, of .George Pal, •w,-ho has Film Censors, quasi-governmental
entire
the
until
to defer purchase
made puppet shorts for .Paramount, agency which compares ill some re(Continued on page 18>
requires only one doU for each charspects -to, the PCA,. is on .the whole
acter.
It
is
made of completely tougher than the. code Administramobile plastic built on an armature tion, he opined.
20th's $11,449,449 First
and can reproduce every facial and
Breen disclosed that he had re6 Months Doubles 1945 bodily expression of a human being.
j

B.O. Loss Via Folio

Hot for 'Hotispur'
Scramble is presently going on
between N. Y. reps of J. Arthur
Rank and Sir Alexander Korda for
screen riglits to "Dutchess Hotspur,"
novel penned b.y Rosamond Marshall.
Asking price for the book is
$100,000,, plus bonu.ses based on the
number of copies. sold. Deal is being
handled by the Shirley Collier
agency.
Miss Mar.vhall's first book, "Kitty,"
was recently filmed by Paramount.
"Duchess," piiblished by PrenticeHall, is currently being promoted by
the Fiction Book Club via four-color
newspaper and mag ads in the largest campaign' ever attempted by the
club.

New
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Rogers-Pickford-Cohn's

UA

Costlier

Hedge Against Decree
New
two

company

productioi^i

make

to

announced by

high-budgeters,

Buddy

Rogers at United Artists'
convention .in Ne\y York last -week,
is a hedge against what .selling unr
der the court-ordered anti-4ru!!t decree may do to the low-cost pictures being turned out by his Comet
Productions, Rogers admitted. Associated with 'him in the new company, just as in Comet, will be his
wile, JViary Pickford, who'll carry
the president title,; and Ralph Gohn,
son of Columbia v.p. Jack Cohn.
Rogers said that with the majors
,

.

giving up all B picture production,
he, figured there would be ,a bonanza
for the ,.smaller companies in that
field. Howe^•er, inasmuch as the future is so clouded as to how and
w'hon
singlerselling
and auction-

bidding

what

to

is

its

become

effective

The RKO-Pan, playing "Make Mine
Music," a picture, with great juvenile
appeal* reported only 37 children'.'s
tickets sold oh its first Friday. Ted
Maim, /independent circuit owner,
who
has
deluxe
neighborhood
houses in two sections of the city
where the epidemic is worst, s.iys
his grasses are off 30 to 40%, "and
that tripr.e than wipes, but 'profits/'
Unless there's a change for the

•

.

As

Films

Minneapolis, Aug. 20
,Wilh the polio epidemic here continuing unabated and, the number
of
cases rising to more than 400
by
the end of last week, indepondeii't
exhibitors: are" -calling, a meeting
to
consider a united effort to obtain
an adjustment of film contracts
to
off.<;et the
serious boxoffice reper.
cussions.
All theatres have beeh
banning children of 15 and under
in compliance with, the city health
commissioner's request.
Even the
loop now is feeling the adverse
cf.
fects,
and
adult
patrona'gG
has
started to sOcid in, most situations
Even before the youngsters were
barred,
the
juvenile
trade
had
dwindled to negligible proportions

:

better .soon, .several neighbor'- 'lod
exhibitors have announced tliey'll
shutter their houses.
In several

towns throughout the state, also
suffering from the polio epidemic,
theatres have been ordered closed,'
A number of other towns are barring children of 16. and under.

There

already

have been some

individual requests to distributors
for contract adjustments; but as yet,
as far as can be learned, no ex-

change

adopted any pdlicy in

lias

-

the matter.

N. Y. Nixes Closings

Albany,

Avig. 20.

There will be no compulsory closing of picture theatres, resorts and
similar places of amusettient because
(.Continued on page 62)

and

influence on the, industry

will be, RogGr.s said the

was anxious

Comet

trio

D.C. Hy^ios Vets' Housing

to protect itself against

any eventuality,

Problems Via Hollywood

First pic by the ne.w company will
a remake of "The Bat." to be

be

adapted from the mystery farce by
Mary Roberts Rinehart and Avery
Hop wood. It was originally produced by Roland West for UA re-

I

Washington, Aug.

20.'

.

U. S. Housing Administrator Wilson Wyatt's personal publicity m.in

Fred Polangin planed to Hollywood
Friday (16) to line up support of
film toppers behind the 'Veterans
Housing Program. >olangin, will remain in the film capital for twoweek round of conferences on ideas
for housing shorts and other publicity angles best handled by the film
medium.
USHA director Wyatt, it was understood, is anxious to set up f.ict
sheets and information guides for

lease in 1926. Second feature will
Stop-^motion camera, similar to that newed witti the French government be a western in color. Combined
used for cartoons and other puppet the prewar agreement by which cuts budget for the two of them will be
proauction, is employed. Only 23 (from American filnjs were returned .$2,500,000, Rogers said.
after all
the
this
country
for
study
by
to
to
required,
compared
technicians
are
of 1946 of $11,449,449, as against
The pix will be in addition to the
LpCA. Breen stated that he is trying
$5,433,360 for the corresponding per- about 600 on tlie average cartoon
six Comet productions promised for
to reestablish throughout the world
iod last year, according to a states feature.
the coming year, of which three are
Negative cost of the film in color arrangements to have local censors completed— "Little'
ment issued at a special st/jckIodine," "Susie
what's
cut
inform
him
of
exactly
will
under
as
future
will
be
$500,000.
liolders' meetmg, at the h.o. yesterStep.s Out
and "Adventures of Don
Second from pictures, so that studios can
day (Tuesday ). Subsids include Na- pictures cn the agenda.
Coyote," Other three are expected
avoid such objectionable scenes or
tional Theatres circuit and the Roxy prop-erty, now owned by another
film execs similar to those already
by early 1947.
shots.
make
protection
nebeing
is
presently
company,
_
^
Theatres, Inc., N. Y.
fanned out weekly by the Office of
Breen admitted he got a rough
Prof it, after deducting dividends jgptiated for. ^Oirtfit'v/ill also
War Mobilization & Reconversion to
on prior preferred and convertible commercial shorts and is setting up working over from 75 British :newsbroadcasters. Wyatt would also like
rights,
subsidiary
unit
to
handla
a
arrived,
with,
the
day
after
he
men
Ripley:
amounted
preferred stock,
to. $4.33
Bellinger's
to see dialog on housing shortage
per share on the 2,534,895 shares of such as dolls and novelties based on resentment heavy at this "bluenose"
and rights of vets to building prioricoming over to tell them what they
common stock outstanding as of characters in the films.
Party Sans a Pic Plug ties worked Into features. If film
George J. Schaefer's Equity Capital could put in their pictures. Much
June 29, 1946. There were 1,895,698
The stag party Mark Hellinger men okay the idea, Wyatt's publicity
shares of common stock outstanding Corp., with which Margolies is as- of the feeling was based on falmen will feed .stuflt to industry
may handle financing. lacious ideas of the American code, hosted at Toots Shor's bistro last through OWMR.
at the same date in 1945.
Corre- sociated;
Thursday 115) in N. Y. was One of
sponding profits in 1945 amounted to ''Alice" is expected to be completed Breen declared.
those get-togethers which teed off as
in about 10 months.
$2.43 a share.
a. Univer.sal press ^ag and
wound
For the second; quarter, ended
up a truly inspired .evening. For
June 29, 1946, the consolidated net
Wallace
Indie
all subsidiaries

i

a consolidated net profit
charges for the first halt

]

Twentieth-Fox and

showed

1

.

"

'

,

m

.

>

'
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WHITE HURT

profit after all charges was S5.207.IN
GEO.
49tr>
After deducting dividends on
prior preferred and convertible preferred stock, this amounted to $1.97
San piego,: Aug. 20.
per share of common stock. Profit
for the first quarter of 1946 was
George White again iwas involved
$6,241,953.
Profit for the second in a traffic accideSit oyei: the weekr
quarter of 1945, on a pomparable ba end. when the car in which he was
sis was $2,577,875, equal to' $1.15 per driving was struck from behind by
•

2D AUTO ACCIDENT

.

j

share of common stock.
[a Greyhound bus.
'White arid his
Half-year profit statement showed icompanioh. Bill 'Williams, were hurt,
White being bruised about the legs
o, gross inconie from sa,les and rentals
of film, plus theatre receipts, of [while Williams was thrown from the

Siegels' Dad Critical
one thing, it was properly east and
and Moe Siegfel, in New York e.yerybody ro.<e to the occasion
with
week to see their: father, who bits atid nuiiiber.s, speeches, a.ssorted

is
seriously ill,
returned to the
Goa.st Saturday (17). They expect
to be jjaek east within a few weeks

for another visit.
Mbe is production /exec at Metro
and .S<jl, -whb has h.^^ided a unit at
Paramoutit, is leaving to produce
independently.
.

i

jcar

——

$91,218,724.

^

Sanders' London

and more serioasly injured.

The legit and film producer
pleaded guilty to hit-run driving in
an accident several weeks ago in

!

Hop

George Sanders planed to London Which a newly'W'ed cpuple, was killed
to confer with J. Arthur Rank on a and is schedtiled to appear in sU'^
,

possible picture deal.
Actor says nothing is definite a-s
He is making the trip to "look

pcrior court Friday <23) for probation hearing on felony plea.
In the
recent accident, -which ocIhe situation over" and also will curred a few miles south of here,
visit family who reside some 20 the highway patrol saifl no citation
miles outside of Londbni He plans was issued.
to return in about a month.
yet.

j

more

I

L. A. to N.
.lean Pierre Aumont
.Martin F. Bennett

BLUMENTHAL BACK WEST
Hollywood, Aug. 20.
A. Pam Blumenthal, Enterprise
veepee, arrives today (20) from New
York where he confered with E: T.
Gomersall, Universal sales manager
tor Enterprise.
Blumenthal will go into immediate
huddles with Charles Einfeld and
,

David Iioew.

Curtis Asks, Gets

RKO

Hollywood, Aug.
Curtis asked for

Out

.

•

Henry. G, Goldberg

Knox Haddow'

Radie Harris

20.

Nathaniel
and
received his release from a contract
as an RKO writer-producer. Curtis
had been at studio for over a year,
writing three sci'ipts, but getting no
production chores.
His latest script, "Water Gypsies,"
is due for lensing soon.
•

Roland

Hili

Boniface Shor staggered through

what was

strictly

a,

restaurateur's

road company of Milton Berle., As
an emcee he proved a good exboimcer. but the, sentiment olTset
,

everything. Everybody got into the
act ahd, surprisingly, everybody was
good,
notably
General
"Rosey"
O'Donnell.
Leo
Durocher,
Bert

Wheeler, Eddy Duchiiii Joe Laurie,
Sid Silvers, Peter Lind Hayes,

Jr.,

et al.

Earl Carroll
Shirley Collier
Don Curtis
G.

\yieezes and small talk, strictly rarified^- -"•:v;V''':

HoUywoed, Aug.

20.

New

indie Richard Wallace Productions, Inc.. has been formed by
director
Stanley
Wallace,
agent
Bergerman and I. H. Prinzmetal,
Wallace, currently under a onepicture director contract, with Co'

lumbia, will be prexy and producerdirector of the new outfit, with Bergerman as veepee and treasurer and
Prinzmetal as secretary.
'Company has six story properties
under negotiation and is bu(3Ke''"K
a $2,500,000 program, with Boston
fiQancial backing.

'

Lyle Bond
Scott Bradley

,

V

Bows as

Sol
last

;- •;,:,, [v

'
,

•

There were as.sorted cafe men
from competitive joints who dropped
in for a liowdy with Hellinger, and
the Ripley of the evening was that
nobody, mentioned "The Killers,"
vvhicli, is Hellinger's first independent
production for Universal release.

Tony Leader
David Loew
William Mayberry
Maria Mon'tez
Robert Montgomery
Ralph D. Paonessa
Linda Salzberger
,

Loyd>-efigmon

.o

Spyros Skouras
Elizabeth Taylor
Lily Veidt
,

'

Les Whelan
AJ thiu: Whitney

N. Y. to L.

Jr.
,

Chaplin's Indie Co.

;,

Charles

Hollywood, Aug;
Chaplin,

has

Jr.,

Charles Chaplin, Jr., productions.
Comedian's 21-year-old son has been,
incorporated for $200,000 and plan?

"Buddy Co-ed"

as his

first feature,

Associated with youirg Chaplin, in
the venture are H. Robert Angus,
Daniel Cahn and Alvin Greenwood.
All are recently-discharged vel.s and
ope to confine the company's pcronnel to ex-GIs only.
'

Marjorie Dav'Ses
Le.<;ter

Gottlieb

,

Alexander Knox
Herman Levin

Tom McKnight
Charles C. Moskowitz
Jack Pulaski
Joseph H. Seidelman
Pranchot Tone

Anna May Wong

'

an-

'

•

Dave Chasen

20.

nounced formation of an indie pror
duction outfit to be known as

N, Y. to
Richard Carlson
Phil Gersdorf
George Sanderi

LONDON

,
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the
t'.

suspense
with

RDNER

as -Kitty'

.

.

EDMOND O'BRIEN as

Reardon

The eye-Stopping sensation

The star of "Winged Victory"

of ''Whistle

in his first picture since

Stop" as the

giri

"^^n couldn't leave alone!

ing from the

Armed

return-

Forces!

10
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NC

J'

E

BA RNETT

am-

'J

.r.

IHE
AREATiST

*DUM?0UM"
piayed by JACK

rMARACTlRS... BRINGING
^,,-«rMT TO THt
THI screen!
EXCITEMENT

"BUNK

LAMBERT

played by )EfF-|JR.EY

MARK HELLINGER
presents

with

EDMOND
Screenplay by

ANTHONY VEILLER

•

BURT LANCASTER

O'BRIEN

ALBERT DEKKER

From the story by ERNEST

A

AVA GARDNER

HEMINGWAY

•

SAM LEVENE.
A

UNIVERSAL RELEASE

MARK HELLINGER PRODUCTION

t
'

:

.
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GOVT. BRUSHOFF ANGERS EXHIBS

mm

Columbia Not Dropping B's Because

Of Decree But Does Add
lead in dropping
B picture production was scotched
week following trips to the
last
Coast, by Jack Cohn, Joseph McCon-

fo'ilOW Universal's

Abe

ville,

Montague

;

huddle

Schneider to

U.

of 48. featur6s,

total

when

Drafts Proposals
Washington, Aug,

Production budget wjU

be the same as last year,

S.

20.

Tentative draft of new Go vernmfent proposals for policing
under the antithe, industry
trust decision has been forwarded itoaliorneys for the major compa:hies, it was reported
today.
The four or five page
document sets forth the latest
D of J ideas for the machinery
to be created and asks defend-

Abe
and
on eompariy

What actually
pioduetion policies.
came out of the meeting was a decision to a'dd two A productions to
the present sehedule. whieti calls for
27 specials, four action musicals, and
10 westerns.

Pix

'A'

a

were produced;

lawyers for their reactions.
,Governmerit
and: Big
Five
lawyers have been dickering for
severa,! months in what appears
to be futile efforts to come together on a decree.

ants'

Other than the addition of the two
top-bracket pix, no changes have
been made in the regular schedule.
Details on the two new additions
are not available, but it's thought

,

,

that the- abolition of bJockbooking
instigated the move, with the new
to take up sortie slack.

A

pix expected

Schneider and Cohn returned Fri-^
day (lG). JatTe Sunday (18), whtle
McConville and Montague have not
begun the trip back.

New

Hollywood. Aug.

'

J,

^

—

:

2.

.

flJm

;

,

with.

programs
6. That double feature
be eliminated in so far as having
two pictures playing at houses
owned by the defendants prevents
the
Jackson Park theatre from
showing one of the A features.

I

I
'

I

I

informed sotirces
Accordinjg^ to
here, it is expected that defendants
iu the case will file briefs in *eply

I

,

to the detree when the case comes
for hearing .Sept. 9. If judge
Igoe rules against the defendants,
and grants the decree, dependants
are expected to appeal the case to

up

"Caesar and Cleopatra,'' J. Arthur
Rank's $5,000,000 T'echnicolor spec,
opened in 116 spots throughout the
country last week to generally good

the U. S. Court of Appeals, and then
Igoe has
to the Supreme Court
already declared the Chicago system of relea.se a monopoly and his
approvmg the decree is expected on

spottines.s,

howeyer,_ With Grand, Chicago, for
instance," doin,i» sock biz, while the
:tenlury, Baltimore, was disappoint-

',,"',:';
i

for the .first iour days his previous action.
: Totals
showed "C&C" doing 87% of "Spell*
the
reach
the
case,
Should
bound" business and-92% of "Since Supreme .Court,
by virtue of apYou Went Away." There was' gen- peals by the defendants, it is very
,

:

eral trade interest in how the picture would hold up after the opcnings, with the' results available from
only a limited number of engagements indicating fair strength after
the first few days, but considerably

likely

that

the

court's

ruling

will

supercede the recent "Divorcement"
^'
|

.

•cree in N. Y.
Deferidants in the. case are

RKO,

Warners,
20th-Fox,
Par,
Loew's,
B. & K. Corp., Warner Bros. Circuit

than "Spellbound."
Indicative o£ the trend is comparison of opening day figures with

less

Management

Corp.,

and

Warner

Bros, theatres.

Monday (19) in three representative spots. At the Grand,
Chicago, it was $4,400 for the first
full day and $4,220 for Monday: at
the Century, Baltimore, it was $2,150 against $1,650, and at the Midland, Kansas City, it was $2,650 vs.

COLORFILM REVERTS
TO CIVILIAN STATUS
Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Reconversion of the Hollywood
Colorfilm Corp., devoted to war work
shortjy after Pearl Harbor, will be
Completed in six weeks, after which
the coinpany will be in a position
to apply its activities to its own
Currently the
Vitacolor process.

'

B'klyn to Swiss, But

No Gags About

Cheese

Chapel Hill, N. C. Aug. 20.
Betty .Smith, author of -Tree Grows
ih Brooklyn," has been i nked to
write a film, for Lazar Wechsler,
Swiss film producer, who r.*gotiated
the deal at her Carolina home.
Writer, who's just completed her
second novel, "Tomorrow Will Be
Better." which is also about Brook:l,vn,,
will, do
the fihn: script in
Switzcriahd.

supervision

over

leased through RKO, willbe
maintained by Schwalberg under agreement with Leo Spitz
and William Goetz, International

heads.

,

,

use the physical
>

.

.

,

,

:

:;

But CJoyernment oppositi'On

.

(Continued

ori

Goldwyn Placated On
'Premature'

UA

budgeted

plenty of trouble for indie exhibs in
keeping their houses open 52 weeks
a year. In addition, several industry
officials predict that the hike in
budgets may boost film rentals to as
high as 70%.

page 31)

.-

:

Booking;

Concentration of the studios on
higher quality pix necessarily means
that they'll take more time on each
Battle of Rank vs. Goldwyn for picture. Moreover, according to inthe Astor theatre, N. Y., came to an dustry spokesmen, there's a definite
amicable close yesterday (Tuesday) "limit to genius" and only enough
on the "highest policy levels." While top talent to go around, indicating
local forces were frothing at a pre- that if top qualify product is to be
mature announcement from Artists the rule, the studios couldn't turn
a few weeks ago that "Caesar and out more than a certain number
Cleopatra" would go into the Astor yearly if they wanted to. Decrease
Aug. 29, compromise reached in Hol- in the number of films, therefore, is
regarded as a certainty, which means
it
determined
lywood yesterday
that unless the smaller studios step
would actually go in Sept. 5.
Goldwy n's "Kid from Brooklyn" is into the breach with B pictures,. excurrently occupying the Astor aiid,: hibs will be confronted with plenty
under terms of the occupancy, has of trouble in trying to buy up enough
quite a few weeks there if Goldwyn product to stay in business 52 w^eks
However, appar- a year.
chose to hold it.
ently before he had been consulted,
Production - distribution ofTicials
the UA announcement of the Aug.
(Continued on page 29)
29 dale was made and there were
indications that the Goldwyn forces,
in their white heat, might not reBridgeport Can't Take It,
linqui.sh the house until every last
provision of the: contract had been
So Stamford's Got It
But that was all.; smobthed'
hi.et.
Bridseport, Aug. 20.
yesterday and Goldwyn will withr
Locale of "Boomerang."
{20thdraw "Kid" despite the; fact the
holdover figure is being exceeded. Fox (Louis de Rochemont) semihas
been switched
Pact under which Goldwyn and dpcumentary,
David 6. Selznick use the house as jrom Bridgeport to Stamford be^
Broadway showcase for tlieir .prod- cause of cool official reception of
uct provides a $17,000 \Control' figure, former burg to idea Of cinematizing
with the producer holding the op- .story ba.sed on Father- Dahme murtion of remaining two Weeks beyond der case in area where unsolved
happened.
Jasper
Mayor
that if he desires, Last week, the crime
IVtcLeyy of Bridgeport did not See
picture's 17th, it did $20,900,
Goldwyn and Selzhick have ifsu- how film would accrue to municipal
and credit nor did be like roping; off
ally employed an "Alphonse
Gaston" policy toward each other streets tor location shooting.
Stamford, 23 rniles aWay, is home
in the house, relinquishing, it. after
a film has had a long run there if town of former U. S. Atty. Gen.
the other producer has a picture Homer S. Cummings, who as states
waiting to come' in. They generally attorney wafe a principal in the

Xleo'OKforAstor,N.Y.

,.

tion westerns,

Thomas

Belmont (Buck)

said.

Gottlieb, recently

with

Southern Films, has been
as Coast rep for Thomas and
will handle, PRC's interests at the
Eagle-Lion studio. First three of the
12 pix, all of which' will be : made
at the E-L lot, have already been
set.
:They are "When the Devil
Drives,"
currently
being
lensed,
"Big Red," a Cinecolor pic slated
for shooting Sept. 15 on location in
New Mexico, and "Born, to Speed"

named

'

already

in the ' caa. "Her Sister's
Secret," starring Nancy Coleman,
and "Driftin' River" with Eddie:
Dean will be the company's first two
releases with their dates set for
Sept, 23 and Oct. 1 respectively.
Thomas who returned to his h.o.
'^rom, the Coast last week is bu.sy
setting up final arrangements for

PRC national convention which
opens Sept. 4 in Atlantic City.

1|ie

EXHIBITOR STAVES OFF

;

TORNADO CASUALTIES
I

Minneapolis, Aug. 20.
thinking by Bill Heath,
of the Wells theatre at Welte,
Minn., near here, prevented more:injurie.s
and possible deaths there
when a tornado occurred. As the
storm struck. Heath took a look out-

i

Quick

1

owner

1

I

:

:

1

side

where masonry, timbers

and

debris would have endiingered 400
theatre patrons.:

.

;

i*

J

He ordered people

to

Temain

in-

side the showhouse and held the exit
doors against them. Electric power
was immediately turned off and as
patrons remained in darkness a fu-i
rious burst of storm ripped out a sec-,
tion of the theatre's back wall, but

don't Wait: until they go under the Dahme case.
h.;0. figure. Spokesman for Goldwyri
indicated this Week, hoWever, that 'Variety Girl' Rates
there was no mood to. bow. to
nobody- was -injured.
Staff of 8
in view of Sears' presumption.
Ho-llywoodi Aug. 20.
''C&C" was originally slated ..to go
P-T MOOLAS SCOTT
Pa-rathount assigned five additionr
plant is processing ..about 1,000,000 into the .Winter Garden Aug.; 15, but
with' 'the 'delay in ,prteemin'g SelZ"- al writers to the script of "Variety
Hollywood, Aug. 20.:
feet of film per month during reconwas Girl." making a total of eight. They
Pine-Thomas unit, once knov/n for
version, with about 50,0000,000 feet nick'.s "Duel in the Sun,"
able to Snag: ihfe preferable Astor. {are Robert Welch. Edmund Hart- frugal production, climbs into the
Vitacolor ejipeeted in IW.
ill
Winter
Garden, mann, Frank Tashlin, Jerry Seelen, higher financial bracket with the
the
Currently two feutures and five Meantime,
shorts are being processed b.v; Vita- which is controlled by Universal and Al Lewis, Sna? Werris, Thornton signing of Randolph Scott as star in
"Albuquerque."
During the- war the company J. Arthur Rank, is showing a British Lee and William Cottreil.
color.
Picture will be shot in color on;
Filming .start.s early In September
turned out film for the OiTice of pic, with Mark'Holtinger's "The KillStrategic Service and the Canadian .ei\s": (Ul. schoduied to go in next with Daniel Dare produciiig .and location, starting next January.

UA

Penmen

:

UA

i

I

I
'

:

I

Harry

which will
be in Cinecolor, along with six EdDean outdoor musicals and eight
At La Rue-Al "Fuzzy" St. John ac-^

.

,

'

film,

die,

:

;

,

each-

features, at least three of

[

;

"

.

for

Thomas, PRC prexy disclosed ye.sterday (20) in announcing the company's 1946-47 production schedule.
Season's lineup; will consist of 28

.

.those of

$2,000.

Continued

sales and; liquidation of Interna-;
tional product, nOw being re-

Auction Bids Cue

That on subsequent runs the
may not 'rijn Ipngei' than one

:

I

I

„_

There was some

(see herewith), but

distribution facilities: of PRC.:- Both
companies are controlled by Robert
Young's Pathe Industries.
Rank product to go to E-If will be
chosen by the same conrimittee that
selects
the British' .producer's 12
filnis to -be distributed by Universal,
Krim said. .This -group, he revealed,
will consist of one rep -of U; one: of
E-L and one of kank. Idea in gen*
era! is that major Rank pictures will
go to U and lesser ones- to E-L,- but
Krim said that his company will
also get a choice of a certain num-ber
of top pictures, from
British

tui'es.

Loop

in

3. The "dead" Urn* between, loop
runs and showing,s. at B theatres
(heighborhood be eUmihated),
4. The mbVeoveir of fllrris frbni one
Loop house to sriother Loop house
be eliminated.
5, That price fixing be; done away

To Generally Good Biz

business.

,

week.

'

tleo' Opens in 116 Spots

,

:

.

A

,

,

,

Schwalberg fornierly was

of Warner Bros, and then
sales chief of International Picv.p.

'.

Schneider, Joe McConville and Leo
,JalTe, Schneider's ass't treasurer.
One of the prominent points
brought out during the meetings was
Understood to have been Universal's
decision to drop low-priced produc
tions and Republic's threat to do the
same, unless exhib."? handed over
more coin lor such produef.

-

:

job,

'

,

its own production: staff headed by
Bryan Foy, and 10 obtained from the
J. Arthur Rank- forces in England;
prexy Arthur Krim disclosed this'
week following his return from
huddles on the Coast; First, film, will
probably be released, by Jan. 1,.
Krim said. E-L will- have its own
sales staff, under A. .'W. Schwalberg:':

•

the friend of the indie in its capacity as plaintiff in the monopoly suit.
:Fuel to the fire was added recently
vfhen. reports: circulated widely that
Government lawyers advised theatre
group reps that it would not permit,
indie intervention in the: suit,
Exhib exasperation over the D. of
J. stand is expressed rnainly by the
sentiment that the theatremen^ who
will be most affected by the decision,
will not be represented in
court at the hearings.
They point
out that the distribs will all be

made by

.

Abe Montague, Abe

—

become more noticeable

over the past few weeks With the
'Goyernment no longer; regarded as

year

first

its

Theatre Closings

Attenfling sessions and participating in the decision to let B's go along
for the time being are Jack and

Harry Cohn,

during

I Pix Rentak,

,

,

Alfred W., Schwalberg was
namijd veepee and general sales
manager o£ Eagle-Lion yester;d?y (20) by Arthur B. Krifrii
prexy. New E-L exec relinquishes his present post of veepee and assistant gen,eral sales
manager of United World Pictures to step into the: top sales

resenting the interests, of the general

Runs

and
homeoflfice
chiefs
studio execs, it was decided to carry
along low budgeters for a time to
.iust how the program will be
a fleeted.
li:)46-47 season had called for 30
light coin films with seven producers
turning out pictures under the executive guidance of Ben F. Zeldman^
in addition to Sam Katzman's releases, for Columbia. Just how many
of tliese will now be filmed is a
moot question, depending entirely on
KiUe.s
graphs during the coming
,

Schwalberg Tops Sales

increasingly anti>Departrnent of
Justice attitude in a general harden-'
ing of the battle lines.' Exbib ^atti-

public.

PRC

12 for

Eagle-Lion

Will distribute; 10 pictures

an

has

From Rank);

Producing

E-L Also

in rentals that this method
would presage, exhibitors have taken

boost

tude

10

to indie intervention leaves the exhib out in the cold, the plaint rute,
producer's affiliates.
Dept. of Justice reticence. Over
;-..-Buagets on the. E-L-made films
whether the exhib will be allowed
will run $1,000,000 or over, Krim
to be heard on a vital question when
asserted.
He said the production
Chicago, 111., Aug. 20.
the exhib thinks that ojiportunity
staff
under Foy is now set and
JDecree;
requested
by Federal should be his as a matter of right
no further changes are expected.
Judge Michael Igoe;' was: entered in is vexing theatremen.
Questioned
In the east, however, in addition to
U. S. Pistriet Cotirt, Tuesday (20).
spokesagain last week, a D. of J.
head, appointments
a. distribution
by Thomas C. Mcponnell, attorney
man said .that fhe question Would be,
shortly will probably include other
for the Jackson Park theatre, which
decided when pre-sented and that no
.sales personnel, as well as a pubif granted .will mean the death of
formal application by any group
licity-advertising head and staff, he
the present system of film release
been
.filed.
had
Decision of the majors to forego said.
»
in Chicago.
False Eeonomics
productioji of B pictures in favor of
12 for PRC Also
Highlights o£ the decree are as
Many exhibs are anxious to bring more costly, top-bracket
films as
Eagle-Lion: will also JMfoduce 12
follows: 1. That a film, may not to the couirt's attention the claim a result of the single-selling, auction
pictures for PRC release, with a
have a run longer than, two weeks that the judges had acted on the bidding provisos embodied in the
minimum negative cost of .$500,000
at a first run (loop) house.
wrong judicial theory of economics, anti-tru.st decision
may presage

between

,

the

,

20.

s,ee

months.

From Foy and

(10

COLD

Government's
apparently adkmant stand On auctionselling and panicky- over the feared
Eyeing

heard as deferidants, in -the suit and
the Government will appear as rep-

Would

B's on Trial

,

Chi Decree

IN

Eagle-Lion to Distrib 20 Pix This Yr.

,

Columbia will put its B product
on trial for the next few months,
pending sales results under, the
single-picture auction selling plan
decreed by the N. Y, federal court.
In a meeting which just wound up

:

BE OUI

Columbia would

that

Tratle talk

2

Goveniment.

Wednesday

l'28j.

'

George Marshall

directing,;

.

;

:

:

12
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MCTURES
boosted in future. Also there is no
new building Contemplated, so far

3d Lap of Exhibs' Fact-Finding Tour

In our case, anyhow,
as I know.
don't believe in expanding on a
high market. There is, however, ii
tendency on the part of o,iitsid(;rs:'to

we

(Third

^'^ants

in

llie

wants, and won't:bc lured,
anything it doesn't want,"

by

series

reporter on a
const-tQ-cpoSt survey of exhxHtor reactions to current trade
the decree, rentals,
})roble»)is:
rouirig

By HAVDEN TALBOT
Washington, Aug,

Two

"As

mense and everything's okay as far
ahead as, I can see. Of course, Baltimore along with the rest Of the coun.
waxed fat during the war years,

20.

Cities, Baltigiven this

more and Washington have

try

food for
solid
moi'o
fact-finder
thought than/all the other burgs thus
.far covered put together. They have
shown an unusual, independence
for instance, in
indicated,
that's
their defiant refusal to have any
psri Of the doublc-fcatiire policy
Majors :ahi3' indies, nabes, and arty
hoiiscs—-all offer their customers a

but the greatly increased prosperity
resulting from the prodigious work
done in the port of Baltimore from
Pearl Harbor to VE Day seems to
be caiTying over into an indefinite
future.
Anyhow there's plenty of

Fewer, Better
More Openings

Pix,

see

V

office outlook, etc.)

In this Tale of

in, to,

B.iltiniorc's Ideas
Says Rodney Collier, manager of
Warner's Stanley, Baltimore:
acro.ss the
"I've got 'Henry
street, but much stifter opposition
wouldn't bother me. Business is im-

box-

ilistribution relatio'its, duals,

-

get Into the business, and this,
course, involves building new houiies,
0Ht .so far; no such move 'has reaehccl,
ncrete proportions,

Rx, Less Percentage. Deals i

Better
Vmhe* v's

product

tor quantily of

I

know

of no case of first run liouses
milking the marltet because it is big
grosses thej', like u.S; ai'e looldng
for—and the way to big grosses is
by, frequent opening days.
Quality
o£ films today is not bettiu' than it
was three pr .i'our years ago. Actually the preNvar ,pic'tui'cs had, more
story value than most of the. current
offerings, You remember those pictures. In the case ot most pictures
today you forget what they were all
about almost as soOn as you get olit
'

,

:

,

.

money

.

is

,

Keith's Baltimore:
"As the son of
father, Fred,'
and as the father of my son, Fred,
1 expect it is true we're the only
inadvertently family in the picture business with
crack
delphia
a
omitted frora last vfeek's chronicle. three generations actively on the job,.
The battle to the teeth between At any rate, we're a happy family.
the And with cause.
Although this" is
Warners and Goldman in
downtown area rages unceasingly. an independent house we split Paramoment the score is: mount product with Warners, and
At the
Warnea-s .six houses, Goldman five. our relations with .that .outfit couldn't
Business is up to warIf the latter pulls off his announced be happier.
intention to build a Radio City in time peaks, and r Can see no signs
the Qualter hamlet he will be in' an of waning interest on the part of
even- betteip position to convince our patrons,,' From this I would not
visiting firifemen Warner Bros, did have you infer Baltimore is indulgnot label Philly "the City of Broth- ing in any orgy of spending, Wartinae profits didn't go,- to, anybody's
erly liove,"
Continuing the tour south and head, and now things are getting
letting the other fellow talk here, back to normal Baltimore is going
ih E. J. Doon, manager of Loew's about its business in the usual sane
way. But Baltimoreans like pictures,
Wilrtiirigton theatre:
"This town has the screwiest Sun- and their likes don't change. So
day law of any town in the country. catering to them is a relatively
We can open at noon, but we've got straightforward, simple matter,"
to have everybody out of the house
(Incidentally and parenthetically,
at six. Then we can reopen at eight the
Schanbergers
grandfather,
and run to midnight, ^[iie result of father and son have a reputation
it is lih6s running both ways around for rugged,
simple honesty which
the block for the two closed hours, has. become a by- word among Baltiand traffic jams you have to see to more 'film men. As a fellow elbowonly one of the leaner on the cocktail bar of the lobelieve. And this
many screwball laws resulting from cal Variety Club put it to this
the hatred of ddwnstate voters for Vaihety mugg, "If you showed any
Newcastle county, which is Wilming- one of the Schanbergers a cute way

politely .proffered:
But to keep the log in chronologi cal and geographical sequence, there
is perforce a harking back: to Phila-

j

my

,

.

j,<;

Although tliis city's population
ton.
of 170,000 is bigger than aU the rest
of the State, in which there is not
another town with as many as 2,500

they put pictures not rating it into
the percentage bfacket. Clearances
are not excessive, but there are some
independents hereabouts who are
definitely in a Jackson .Park claim
mood, and undoubtedly there are
court battles pehding."
"Business generally is satisfactory,
a,nd has not fallen off from wartime
peaks. But as to the future. I cannOt
even see around the corner, Tlie
many exhibitor organizations work
at cross purposes,, resulting in confusion.
Each of - them is working
.

;

,

for something difterenty and I can't
see how any of them is benefiting
the independent: exhibitor.

offset Wilmington's.

•

"As for the proposed auction bid-

am

as completely befuddled
For the life of
as everybody else.
J, can't see how it will ever work,
I think all this Goyernment interference has: put the industry back
20 years, so far as buying is con-

ding

I

me

—

:

;

,

when

I

woke up

cover I'd hit the front page of the
local "daily for three-quarters of a
of hoost for 'Caesar and
In a way it only adds
Cleopatra.'
worries. Such unheard of adto
vance publicity is bound, to make
patrons think this one is sensa-

eolumh

my

Us 'Kfllers

tional.
I haven't seen it myself, but
picture: which runs 136 minutes
had better be good.

and Xanyon,' With Heavy

Bally Buildup, Keys

New Selling

Idea

any

"In spite of the newspapers' policy
of clamping

down on

us,

Wilming-

moviegoers can smell tripe further off tlian any other fans I know
about. Tliey seem to have a sixth
sense developed to an amazing degree.
With a minimum of printed
information to go upon, they flock
to winnei's and pass up d lids with
uncanny intuition. So, while business is fully up to wartime peaks
and shows no signs of falling off,
the crash from peak to bottom is a
whenever you play a
certainty
ton,

Heavy ad and

days in advance of opening date of
Aug. 28 plus' radio spot anno.imcements. Second largest sum was laid
and maximum advance buildup In
out for "Canyon," in which U's New
selected key-city first-rui? situations York. preem, ran to $30,000 for heatfor Universal's "The Killer,s" and ing the drum, Bergman, added,
Slow Releasing
"Canyon Passage" is a ''rehearsal of
Explaining the new blueprint for
the new order of things under the
decree," and is the pattern that U exploitation further, Bergman said
will follow in the future, Maurice that between the -current date and
Oct,
1
"Killers"
would be released
Bergman, company's head eastern
slowly in a half dozen carefully
pub-ad exec, said this week,
With an unprecedented ad and chosen spots where, the first-run
publicity budget of $300,000 set for: houses coitld draw upon a large metropolitan
area^
both "Killers" and "Canyon," the
exploitation

If

,

cash

expenditure, slow release schedule

,

:

company

main

town.

ture

We

want

naturally

'This

dual.?.

this is

a single feano part of

operates

will aim for the longest
playing-time: in first-run -houses as it
will in all its future, films, Bergman
Consequently, ,the ruling
declared.
order of things calls for a minimum
of three weeks' advertising in advance of opening first-run in any
key city. "We. hope to do with these

against us when we play a lenion,
but that's better than the heartaches
of the double feature, policy.
"Quality of product, is generally
good. Admission prices are still at picture.^ what we haven't done with
wartime peak, and I see no reason the others," he said, "and that's get
maximum territorial penetration of
for lowering them."
Says A, J. BelaipJ manager of Wil- our exploitation before the film
leaves the -first-run house,"
mington's Rialto:
World precm of "Killers" in New
"No kicks coming from me. I
have plenty of Fox product, and my York's Winter Garden has an allotpatrons like it, No demand here for ment of $50,000, for newspaper, radio
duals, and it wouldn't make any and billboard media, the largest Sum
difference: if there was. Business is by iar that tj has ever earmarked
Immense When you give them a Ric» for advance bally ta one situation,
ture they lilte starvation with bad Bergman said. Plans call for conones.
Wilmington knows what it secutive use .of New York dailies 10
/

U's Detroit Outlet
Detroit, Aug, 20,

The Balaban rnahagement of the
theatres has
signed a deal with Universal giving
that company top outlet in Detroit

Downtown and Adams

its two pix, "The Killers" and
"Canyon Passage."
The Downtown will drop its stage
shows while showing "The Killers."
Adams will be used. S.s a' long run
house with the opening of "Canyon

for

,

',

,

,

,

—

Passage'' for an expected six-week
run. Heretofore it has been a movo-^
over house .from the Fox.
To offset tlie opening of the Downtown and Adams a.5 first-run' houses,
the United Detroit chaai has opened
its

for

Broadway-Capitol as a
top shows.

flrst-run

'

.

Good

Up;

:

.

.

lems

,

present time which won't eventually
straighten themselves out Take as
an example finding jobs for returning GIs. There was a short time

when we were

.

so overstaffed there

were more ex-service men Jiround
the house than customers in it. But
;itter

cerned, for material shortages and

Governmental attempts

to

run our

for us.
Sooner or later
everything will get back on a sound
business basis, and current insani-

business

will

ties

"when
it

the

will fix

'

.

a while it sorted itself out all
right. This goes, so far as I'm con-

B,srge's reply stated that
is finally entered,

decree

an appropriate date, for institution
of, a method, of selling which will
give an opportunity for necessary readjustments." Brandt promptly cpun»
tered with a Wire which declared
that "the proposals of the Department of justice should be sufficiently
that a sales plan, upoii
proving
impracticable,
may
be
changed to suit the exhibitor, the distributor and tho Department of jusflexible

.so

tice."

Brandt thereupon, suggested the
meet lo press his argument for flex-

vanish."

Ctiaracter of a House
Says Mrs, Louise, Miller, manager
of the Little, Washington;
"It is a pleasure and a privilege

ibility.

O'Keefe Upped

;

to contribute aiy bit to the enormous
symposium this Coast-to-Coast sur-

A,

j.

at

U

O'Keefe has been stepped up

sales manager
vey will eventually constitute. Alof Universal from his previous post
though the Little theatre is in fact
as western sales head. He will serve
tiny
a 300-seater the owners are
directly under William A. Scully,
my two sons, and operating it for U's
veepee and sales c'hief. Charles
them has been for 10 years one of
J. Feldman, weistern district manthe happiest experiences of my life.
ager, has been tagged to replace
Small as it is, I have gradually built
O'Keefe as western division head,
up a policy to which I've clung
O'Keefe replaces E. T. Gomersall,
to

general

—

—

tenaciously because I firmly believe
in this fashion a house can be endowed with character quite as a
being's character can be developed,
"My admission price poUcy_ is of
long standing, I have consistently
refused to increase prices When an
exceptionally good picture comes
along. In this way my patrons know

named general

sales manager of En*
No
terprise Productions last June.
replacement for Feldman has been
as yet.

human

made

kind of screen fare I offer. And I
believe this is a nationwide development. In my own case I can

,

clearly see a day to
Little theatre will
holdover house for

by long experience not only

will
see the best possible picture I
,

tliey

assistant

can provide for them; they
also what it will cost them.

know

come when

this

function as a
larger thea-

my

tre.

Must Be Choosy On

They

know

there is less fluctuation of
quality at the Little theatre than in
many of the larger houses because
when current offerings are not up
to standard 1 invariably put on a
repeat. Better, 'it seems to me, •
good old picture than a- rubbishy
new one; And my patrons appear to

Foreign Film Buys
"Already the bigger houses are
beginning to- show foreign pictures

The

trout)le is they buy them iiidisv
criminatingly. They seem to think
there is some miraculous quality in
the Russian or French or Engli.sh
atmosphere which automatically en"Another
inviolable sures i00% pictures. The truth is,
up-to-now
rule of the house is no extended of course, quite as much trash is
runs. On the contrary, I am all for turned out .of foreign studios as
chanaog
a.s frequent as
possible
of Hollywood produces. So once the
bill. You see, 1 keep uppermost in big houses play two Or three bad
mind my regular-s, and try to afford foreign pictures, and boxoflice ref hem as many opportunities as poscepits take a tumble, they will desible to see new faro.
cide the .game
worth the
isn't
Certainly Reason Enough
candle and this is where the wise
"l: am playing currently 'johnny
independent who buys' discriminat-;
in
the
Clouds'
a
wicked title ingly will come into his own."
change from the English original,
Says
Charles
Noske,
assistant'
Way to the Stars'^because, of sen- manager of Keith's, Washington:
timent, 1 lost one: :p{njy:^,^^^^
» ''AS.
am just put of the service.
in the war, and felt I must play this .1 can't answer Iniuiy of Varietk's
lovely tribute to &11:, war, fliersi questions, but as an ex-service man
whatever the boxofllice loss might I can spealc for the majority of
be. Kind frietids- tried: to dissuade men still iiV-, Uniform,. 'and say -they
me from playing it on the grounds understand the necessity of cutting-,
it was top dated,
but I knew this out reduced, prices :riow the war's
quite as .well as they did,. To my been over a year. They don't get
great joy the picture is doing rieat^ any such bulges in food Joints or
capacity business, and makes me anywhere else, and they
realize-.;
ashamed- of myself for having taken eosts have gone up all around.. Cerit for granted it would hot. be well
tainly there have been no squawks
received. It s.eems:to ,me th.is ihj,ec-' since our new rule went into effect,
tion of personal feelings may hpt be and there has been no falling oH
without interest to distributors in in the number of uniformed men;
so far as it may bring to their at- lining up at the boxoflice,
tention the all important fact Con"Bvisiness is definitely holding up
siderations of a kind undreamed Of to wartime figures, and there are
by a film salesman may influence an no signs, of its failing off. The seaexhibitor to buy a picture,
sonal fluctuations are to
be ex-.;,
"Little theatres throughout- th*; pected, but thus far there is nothing
country are popularly classed as be- in it as between the summer ot 1945
ing arty, I've no objection to being -and 1946, As the only RKO house
SO classified but I prefer to Consider in: town we go in for extended runs
I merely endeavor to get -and play as a matter of set policy. And, of
the best pictures available from course, like all the downtown Washwhatever source they may spring. ington houses we adhere strictly to;
At any rate the success of my own a single feature system."
house makes it imperative I find a
i.:Next week,. Northeast PennsyJbigger one. For there is rapidly de- t'onia and a flocJc
of New York ufveloping a growing clientele for the lS<a(e,eil^esi),;'^ '''•':/'"::: '-:'':. .''' ':

me

in this.

.

—

,

'

'

'
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,

:

:

'

,

;
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stinkeroo,
"In the

Decree OK'd

Metropolitan
Meeting of Dept. of Justice attor.
opera troupe neys and reps of the Independent
plays Baltimore for three nights Theatre Owners Assn. was asked by
each year the. total number of Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, last
names on the mailing list notified in week in the course of an exchange
advance is 3,700. We play to twice of telegrams between Brandt and
that number of people any one day Wendell Berge, Assistant: U,S. Attor*
with an average picture.: So you ney-Gencral, Up to late ye.5terday
can see how far we'd get if we con- (20) tlie ITOA had received no word
fined oiu'. appeal to highbrows.: But \vhethe" the: huddles on a new sales,
as we're, handlihg it I expect it will system in the industry: was acceptdo well here. There is glamor in able to the Government.
Claiming that an immediate atthe title, and the production is
tempt to initiate a rigid auction bidsumptuous.
ding system under the anti-trust deProblems Expected
cision would cause chaos in the industry, Brandt had started the ball
Biz
Clear
"Generally business is good. So r<jHing by a telegram which requestgood in fact we're considering i'ais- ed a .'Six months' period of grace from
ing prices in the hear future. Each Oct., 8 date when a decree will be
presented to the court. The half-year
of your questions could be answered
period would be valuable, ho wired,
at length, but an over-all answer
to Iron out the kinks arid get the hew
will have to do. I know of no probconfronting exhibitors at the sales plan in working order,

agree with

my

Period of Grace

future!' 'Cleo, the Scarlett O'Hara of
the- Nile!'
Not for Loiijfhairs
"If they don't like it, they should
realize I'm operating a 3,000-seat

,

non-Wilmington votes
So Delaware's
other two counties force farmer
Says Harry C. Valentine, head ot
Says William Ki. Saxton, manager
legislation on us.
the Rome chain of nabes, Baltimore; Loew's Century, Baltimore:
Gripe at Newspapers
"Baltimore is the only city I know
"I'm playing 'Caesar and Cleopatra'
"Chief gripe of all exhibitors here
of
where
the
majors
week, and expect to do two good
don't
this
own
a
is the refusal of the local papers to
single theatre.
I .don't knov,' what
It is open to con- weeks with it.
give anybody a break. They didn't
jecture
Mr.
Rank or Mr. Shaw would say
how
much
this
fact
has
to
do it for our grandfathers in the old
do
with
Baltimore's
about
the way we've jazzed up the
not
having
Inlegit days, and you can't talk them
creased
publicity,
adjnission
prices
advance
but in case they
through
the
into changing it, now. If you get 3
war years, or since. Anyhow, prices don't see it before you can tell them
inches single for a reading notice of
remain at prewar levels in this through Vauiett.
Have a look at
your attraction you're a wonder. So
single feature territory, and I see some of the teaser ads we've been
you can imagine my amazement nothing
You've made a
to suggest they will be using: 'Oh Shaw!
this morning to dis

inhabitants,

lT0AAsks6-Mo.

,

cerned.
,
"All of our houses took a beating,
equipment- wise, during the war, and
we are .still handicapped by a material shortage.
Our bootli equipment is all right, thanks to a servicing contract, plus the work of our
own crew of four men who make
regular rounds of our houses.
In
this connection it may be of interest
to note: vandalism and general wear
to outsmart his competitors, or trim and tear in our four all-Negro houses
a distributor, he not only wouldn't have been considerably less than in
bite at it, he wouldn't know what our houses patronized by whites. It
you meant, if you put it in words of seems to me the colored folks, have
one syllable.")
more pride in their own house, and
take better care of it."
Malors Never Got It

—

lus

To

on the street.
"As for prices,

they have been
going up exhorbitantly. In spite of
for right pictures, and there
this we rnahage to. make a reasonan encouraging flow Of right picable profit. There are certainly too
SUTtglC; feature with a "take it and tures coming along,"
many percentage pictures, and disSays Lawrence C. Sohanberger,
Jilce it" implication as final as it is
tributors step out of bountisv^vhen
'

fraternize!
She was the
O'Hara of her time!' 'Caesar
He finds out
hair down!

to

Seariett

When the
hou.se.
am Opera House grand

for fewer and better pictures. 1

all

loved
lets

most
'Cleo

about Quev\is from Cleo!' 'Meet Cleo,
of a girl: of: the. past with a terrific

,

Reveals Good Biz But Cry for Fewer,

down-to-earth doU of the
tempting woman of the ages!'

.

.

,
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EXHIBS VOICE PRESSBOOK BEEFS
Lesser Film Companies Also

CLAIM MOST ARE Exhibs' Intense Concern Over U.

Have

'Those Decree Confusion Blues'
Conceding that the Federal court
law oi the land and
must be followed, smaller film .coitit

Rumblings' from exhibs on what
they term; an "exploitation s.lump".
on the part of the majors continue,
with the exhibs agitating for distiibutotB to. reishuff'le- their allegedly
stilted: ballyhoo, ideas to meet the
needs of the day. 'vL^^
of
the exhibs are the press-sheets
turned out by distribs on each picture, ,' Maleriar. in the pressbooks,
exhibS: c^aim^ is dated .and shows'
laolc Of/lrhagination and initiative, .
. ;.P'6'inting
to the ornate covers oh
most' pressbooks and the eijuSlly
ostentatious but frequently useless
ad-publieity .materia); exhibs contend the. staft'ers who turn out the
books apparently try. to please their
bosses and- satisfy their own egos,
rather than attempt to turn out material that would be of use to the
average exhibitor. Solution is possible, according to exhibs, if the majors will take the trouble to do a
httle research and find out for themselves what the exhib needs, then
reconvert to those needs.
Ad mats and readers in the press-

Lazar's Heavier Tasks

.

anti-.

tlie

application of the sinslo sellwill l>urt
iiiS IVaturO of tlie decision
thL'>-o companies yin their .operations.;
In only one thing is there" uhaniniity,
strict

ertiesi

,

the indecision

and bewilderment

'

personality contracts and story prop-

up package

..sets

doal.s

:

and

directs the eoinpany's talent depart"
ment
-

.

of

major companies is eriually
shared by the smaller prodiiccrs.

llie
'

'

Kirsch Calls Special

,

With the minor league film legalilcs still pondering tlifi effect of the
deci.sion, tl^es6 cottipanies themsolves
havi?. for the most part, held ofMrom
launching into large scale selling for

'

National Allied Board

Meet on Divorcement

Chicago, Aug. 20.
Tendency is to
wait-and-see attitiide until a
Special board Of directors mefetfinal decree is signed by the court ihg of National Allied Theatres has
despite the fact that in normal "times been called by proxy Jack Kirsch
full-scale selling- of 194^-4'? product for, two days preceding first postwar
would be well under way at this date. National Allied Theatres convention
One exec capsuled the situation by in B0.stOn Sept. 16-18, to mull stand
(Continued on page 31)
saving. "It's up to thq lawyers to Allied will take on recent Divorcetell i'^ how far to go and they're not ment in New York.
sure.themselyes."
Resolutions reflecting AHied's po'Gofhpatiies can swing into .single- sition on the N. Y. court's decision,
by Allied attorneys,
pic deals without, too much difticulty as prepared
because at least 60% p£ previous will be thrashed out at the board
busintiss had been on a selective deal meeting but regardless of decisions
basis in which the entire product was of the board ot directors it is exnot sold to an exhib, one exec main- pected that stormy sessions will
companies folic w on the floor of the convention
tained.
"The smaller
ttever had the economic strength to when resolutions are submitted to
compel an exhibitor to buy an en- the delegates.
Delegation from the Chi area,
tire season's product," he said, "GonChicago, Aug.. 20.
seqiicntly, the switch to a single pic- which will leave in a special railTheatre architects and contractors
ture policy will not be too nvuch of road car Sept. 15. will be headed by
a hai'dship."
Other officials, when Lou Abramson of the local Allied in the Chi area plan over $15,000,000
worth of construction, most of it for
questioned, differed sharply with this Office.' :
new theatres, that will have to be
view and. asserted that the cliangeheld in abeyance from six months
over would be a costly and ha7ardto two years due to inability. Of theaous (''peration.
J.
D.
tre owners to obtain construction
Series Pix Kii Bloc
permits from the Civilian Production
Authority.
Monogram, for its part, will sell
Pinch on theatre construction is
its .scries pix such as the Bowery
S.cophony anti-trust suit, first case
due to the allocation of materials
Bo.vs and Charlie Chan in groups, Ed
involving monopolistic charges in
for veteran housing and for projects
Mqr"y, executive assistant to proxy
remained
the television
indu.stry.
essential to the public safety and
Steve Broidy, said. Company recogfollowing
deadlocked this Week,
a
health.
Local CPA officials said
nizes that it must be part of the final
series of huddlbs in New York over
that restrictions
the
but
tilt'

coming season.

take

.

$15,000,0i Worth

'

Of

New

Chi Bldg.

Waits onCPA'S OK

15,

be

.

gradually

relaxed

16m
Demand

week

hearing on reorganization
.filed under the bankBenjaniin Pepper, of
Federal Referee
told
Irwin Kurtz that IT&T had stopped
paying the sum due for 16m rights

U

of U'.s pictures last May.
asserted that income from :U prod-

uct

was being used by the narrow-

on certain

'

;

:''

'

wriliuK.'

'

'

:

'

,

reading "invokes no
of
impression
or
consciousness
plagiarism," the opinion declares
there may be, but
only in the broad and general sense

Comparative

irtli)

its

new season
;

:only

Ma. n

RKO Grand, Chicago,
Now 1st Run With Xleo'

seiling. ha.s closed

,

'

and lawyers arc nnilliilg is ,w.helher
auc lion solliii.g is n mu.st for thci com;pany. aocoiding to roporls,
.S...iks
_

blueprint

for

PRCwill

"hi'^.'ily flexible," an attorney for the
:ci)mpj,ny .said
currently
nvaiiving tirne untir final word on the

'

'.

of

runs.

first

.

Initial

.

>

'

picture

,is

I

i

4

in

slated

to

First

i
"

'

writes

ardent

:

Pickman Stays

.

at Col.

Hollywood, Aoui.

20.

I

I

WB

'

;

.

;

,;

.

.;''':,

''

''':

'

.

,

-,

Col. as exec

as.-ii.st.mt

to.

prexy Harry"

Cohn.
1

Pickman

wa.- .si;i'.ed to go to U-I
executive head (1 talent, but was
the new off.
by .Colm when
learned ot Piiknian's; intention
of depc'rthtg Col; P.ickman recently,
left for the Coa.st from Now York,
where he, wris; Col m'i eastern rep.
;

as;

made

i

he

FONDA'S 'APPOINTMENT'
COL.'S EXTEA 50c
Hollywood. Aug. 20.
Skirball-Manning production unit '..'CoVtmiBia Pletrii s directorate ciit
inked Ilenry Fonda to star ih "Ap- ail extra melon of aOc ,for cbihmon;;
pointment in Samara," the John stockholders at the meeting held in
Directors
O'llara; yarn recently purcha.sed.
N; Y. yesterday irnes.l.
!
Picture will be the third ot five declared the lusnal divvy of 50c plus
to.o-budget coinmilnients. by S-M for an e.'vtra of 50c p> r common share.
relcise through Universal-lnternaDividends are piiyable Sept. 2* to
.

.

I

•

.

'

'

,

national went j,o tar as to prepare
lelcasos announcine he wa.s; joining
that company. Mi Iton Piclfman decided to. stay on at Columbia. .He
agreed to sigh a one-year :paGt ;>vitlii;

and Bernard Hart, producers

:

,

Alter an in-8gai'',-oul-again week-during wliicli Universal-Inter-

end

attributes

p.gr.sbn.al:

.Or

are concernedi the opinion said:
Suit for, an injunctidn and accounting named Joseph .M. Hyman
of the
with
play,
along
defendants
as
Krasna.
Paramount Which purcha.sed the film rights, to "Dear
Ruth" for $400,000 and marked time
pending determination of the suit,
gave the gun to lensing t.h6/ play
Monda.^.; fl?) iinhiediately following
'".
Krasna'* victory,

'46-47

tee off its
1946-47 season with four films to bo
released up te the middle of October, pix will hfe sold singly in accordance:. with the iproyisipns of the
anti -trust decision, although
has
been .selling its product in that manner for the .lasl several years.
New films include "The Big
Humphrey "Bogart-Lauren
Sleep."
BacaU -starrer, skedded for Aug. ,31
release;
"Shadow, of. a Woman,"
is

'

I

ghi who

;'

that both

"meddlesome,

a

of

in

'

Pi;n))Osition is

;

;

:similarities:

'

were Suggested

the telegrams.
Those were: 1—
a Federal court petition to obtain
the right of indie exhibs' to "present
their views; 2— to join in the;:fight'
against auction selling; 3-^To a.sk
cOiirl appi'oval of a postponement of
the date that the decree would go,
: '
into effect.
:;
::

,

.

.

.

li

tell

intellectuai

nd Cledpa'tva," with "No"Caesar
PRC
torious" scheduled to follow it into
with Helmut Dantinc and Andrea
given by Robert Ben- the 1,200-SQatcr.
.laniln, chief coun.se].
which mostl.v had b.ben King, Sept. 14; "Cloak and Dagger,"
Hou'se,
Probability is
it is uriderstodd,'
that, tiie eoml?any:|USCd for mov.eoyers: previously, will first productioii of U. S. Pictures, the
\vill .sell singly but not
.Bc,rnhard-Milton
Sperling
at auction. have future policy determined by Joseph
Exew vicv; the ban on blockbooking circumstances and availability of unit, stari'ing Gary Cooper, Lilli
f»s
."pplicable to the compan.^* but [product, according ^o. Sol Schwartz, Palmer and 'Robert Alda, Sept. 28;
(un';-idcr the auction-selling proviso RKO theatre e.*cce. ''frho was here and "Nobody Lives Forever". <john
a-v optional
Ga''Apld-GovaUline Fitzgerald> :. lor
to "distribs who were not 'from New York for the opening.
made parlies to the suit.
release hi niid-Octobcr.
Admission top is Dae.
'

•:;
practices.
Three possibilities

;

'

;:.;

—

;

letters in the name of her sister
to a strange soldier" and then relate the family complications result-

Universal-Interna-

.

.Chicago;. Aug. 20,
opened its refurbished Grand
here at the end of last vveek with a
be new policy temporarily... at leasts

RKO

may be said that one
ke another." ; :^

it

is

adolescent

Hollywood, Aug. .20.
go before the lenses

WB's

few deals tor single films;.
puzzler which Republic execs

welfare transcended ATA's St. Louis
resolution against mixing into trade

^

i

combo will be "I'll Be Yours," ing from an unexpected visit by the.
with Deanna Durbin, William Ben
soldier, the stories are totally unTom Drake eo-starrrng. like; th6 court detiared.;'. !^^
dix.: :and
Drake is on loanout from: Metro.
pe.rspiiae in :,the two y ai-ns do n o
Felix Jacki,on Will produce and
resemble each other so far a.s social,

Warners

a

which

horse

defendants by Scophony of :William.Seiter direct.
America aiid Levey, .latter; com-,
oany's proxy.

^

'

.

"Resemblance

other

O.mieral iraprcssion among Republic: execs
is that
blockbooking is
henccKirth: oiit- and. that all future
contracts. will be for single pix. Company which ordinarily; 'would be welt

'

"wild-

'with

cat practices;" In a.sking for advice
fronri tUe directors, the telegram asserted that the threat to the indies'

tional

I

:

,

dangered the^idustry

,

First. film to

new

.,

:

;

J

twecn. the two works which- would
create an inference that Krasna
took .a jseek before .writing his play.

Beyond the

the

oflicials,

:

in

under

Abandonment of the laissez faire
principle becomes feasible because
the feeling against auction selling ia
shared by both indies and affiliates.
Consequently, the danger that the
organization would be. split by the
group taking a stand on practices is
no longer considered great by. ATA

that plaintiff 'had failed to
a
primary point that
as

Pic 1st for U-Int'l works
.

changed their minds after mulling
the pros and cons.

Telegrams sent to ATA directors
Krasna had access to Columbia's
liast week quizzed them on what the
story for copying purposes.
Moreover, Justice Null said, there, unit should^ do after declaring that
the
t)ro*isiphs of the decision en^
was not the startling similarity be-

Durbin-Bendix-Drake

"

a

Mr. .Private"
Columbia's "Dear
Four-page opinion which followed
the trial of the suit by two months

,

^

.

Additional lactor which cues ATA
intervention is the change of opinion
by ihose directors who voted against
the entry of the unit into trade
practices at the meeting held im-i
mediately after the rendering of the:
anti4rust decision several months
ago. Many of the more potent figures
in
ATA, including Harry
Brandt and Paul Williams, have

,

;

'

:,

as soon as we're

';

WH'

prove

enough but

.Chanjsr of Attitude

court victory last wee:k when N. Y.
supreme court Justice Samuel Null
threw out the piracy suit of Columthat.
holding
after
Pictures
bia
Krasna's Broadway hit play. "Dear
Ruth", was not a plagiarism of

.

'

politely

COURT SAYS KRASNA
DID NOT THEFT

ruled

:

through, up pop the hands and the
first and only crack out of the box
is, 'What's going to happen 'o us under the decree?'

in the proceedings.

cannot
make any ma,jor constructional improvement: Large part of work Waiting to be (lone iri several million dol.

outfit to

Norman Krasna came up with

':

:

.

pay off the secured
creditors. Standard Factors and the
Continental Bank, N, Y.
Pepper asked an accounting be
presented at the next meeting of
creditors, next Wednesday ^28), of
the company's profits' and losses for
In
the period July 18 to Aug. 18.
the meantime, IT&T last Friday (16)
presented to Referee Kurtz a plan to
pay off creditors, which was similar
to the plan it had submitted earlier

gauge

.

lars v.-Orth of. marquees and. elcttritjal
'
signs.
:.;;/.

'

counsel,

He

.

.ibiit

IT&T

ruptcy laws.

j

;

anti-trust; decision and nothing but
Officials of the
it, the ATA reports.
theatre group who've been touring
the counti-y to attend membership
drive regional meets see it everywhere. Such former hot issues as
charity drives, Governinent films,
and; ATA itsell',. which kept exhibs
in a turhioif in and, outside the oi'ganization, have, faded into the background.
One ATA topper's semi-complaint
"We take the platis as follows:
form at exhibitor meets and talk
about our aims and what we intend
to do in the way of taxe.s. drives
They listen to us
and so forth.

the

get

in a

of the

as materials

equipment.

'

&

^

veniilation.

Universal

that

ehan;ee,*'':a're;.thf!it

will step into; the picttirei^as'.a
result of its poll.
Exhibs eat, sleep and dream the

'

.

whirh 20lh-Fpx, is the
stockholder),
individual
sale of it.j films but all conlraots Scophony
America, Paul Raior
carrv a proviso that any arrangement bourn, Arthur Lev"(.y and Ear] Hines.
finally provided for by the court Governirient men the following day
Vvoulrl apply .to Ihcso deals, IVIorey huddled with eouiisel for. the defendadded.
ants but refused to comment on tlie
(mtcoiTie o! their talks.
Ili'ji
ludcterininale
It's reported that the Justice Dept.
has hot yet fixed its In- <A'ill make no. move on acceptance or
J' .'liepubUc
•ture .sales policy but ha.< set a,i'LimrCicction of the offoi until the court
.her of regional meets within tiic next
decision in the ca.se is handed down.
monjh or BO IBv. which the question
Ca.se went to trial last June and tlie
will be kicked around by: sales offi
decision is expected sometime within
cinU it is understood. Company hold
ng^t few weeks' If the offer ishuddle of dis-trict managers last
accepted *The " care wilf probably
>ve<>k to mull It's coming moves but
,„;„,^
i>
consent decree. Acin a
ho f'lrtal rtocision was made. District wind up
ai'^o mean the' Wipceptanccwbuld
hciids. were asked to torrhulato tlieir
slate of the Cpunterown ; ideas and 'advise the h.o. in ing off. the
filed against the
damage^
for
elaims

.

ATA

Else

or

Rights,

$2,500 a week due it from InternaTelevision Corp.
tional I'heatre
or that that outfit stop distributpictures,
was made last
ing
its

:

(of

execs Intimiate- the

Weekly from IT&T For

.

principal

.

U

become available with the majority^
of -the more stringent rules done
away vfith in the neict nine months.
Over' $1,000,000 worth of theatre
construction was started during the
8hi.".ii.j under auction sirlling," Alorey
on
conferred
rep-;
Government
first -four months of this, year before
said, and will not consider any ..such Thursday (15) among themselves on
CPA went into effect. Theatres are
move. "It would bo well nigh im- ih.e joint offer to ne.eotiaie made now allowed to renovate and repair
liossible for us, pspecialJi' with the ieve,ral weeks ago by all defendants,
all present structures needing such'
lari^e number of pictures which we
including Paramount, General PrO.^ work as new /seats,' ca.rpeting,;' and
cision

the

reto
position: in the

.

;

he stated. Company is clirrom'y pacting with cxhibs for the

;

,

,

rclfw.io."

by

directors
Asgn.

'

imposed on March
went into effect, Iwill

CPA

when

its

Theatres

its hands-p.ft'.

,

SCOPHONY DEADLOCK

decision
feels that
sale of its
the weekend among Joseph Borfcin
"established trademark"
in
series
and Sigmund Tiincerg.' 'Washington
groups will not be violative of the
reps of the Dept. Of Justice; James
court decision, Morey added. Other
Wilson, chief Ot tiie N. Y. office of
films, under current plan.*, will be
he anti-trust divi.~ion, and Joseph
solct nii selective deals.
B. Marker, dep..u-tment's special atMonogram "cannot po.x.<ibl.v go torney on the case

consider

Unit

anti-trust suit keys the difficulties
Hollywood, Aug.. 20.
besetting any theatre organization's
Edward Finney has formed his attempt to stay away from:, trade
own indie production for a ser.ies of practices when the chips are down..
films to 'be released through Screen Although ATA officials claim 'that
Guild Productions. ;
the. .chaos threatened to' the irtdusti'y
First of the series,: rpliing .e^arly in by the decision "transcends .quesSeptember,, will be "Queeii of ;.the tions of trade, practice," the reopenAmazons."
ing of the question was forced ;L)y
postal: pressure from hundreds of in-;
die and affiliated, exhibs. who "saw
their pocketbooks hit by the new
Demands Its $2,500
Moreover, ATA
type of selling.

REPS HUDDLE ON

OF

of

Polling

American

SGP

Finney's

.

.

Hollywood, Aug, 2a.
panic-'
Recent resignation of Reeves Espy
trust suit, differ widely on tlieir interpretation of how tar llioy must placed added chores on the shoulders
of
Irving
Lazar, executive ascue on selling, a
tlie judicial
talv,"
oanva^s of execs indicates. Opinion sistant .to Bryan Foy at Eagle-Lion.
Now Lazar clears all important
also IS sharply divided' on ;M'hcthcr a
not defendants in

Decree May Force ATA Intervention

OAIEO. USELESS

"

decision is the

S.

j

lional,

:.;.

;.'•

;':

'
.

,:.

stockholders of re;-ord Sept.

9.

Vedwffwlay, August

^"Grand
bing

entertainment thafholds the audience spellbound from opening to heart-throb... As sleek and romantic a thriller as the
has s^en in many months."

Wen

finish

^-^fatt-^meron, N.

"One

Y. Daily

Ntws

most absorbing pU.jres of the year ... A romantic melodrama which
is
just about as thrilling as they come
Check up another smash hit for a fine and
experienced team."
-Bosfey Oowther, N. Y.
of the

.

.

.

Times

"Movie fans won't have

to cast the

dream

screen mystery.

It's here in 'Notorious*.
Hecht, Alfred Hitchcock, Ingrid Bergman, Gary Grant ... Try to top that list!"

- tee
"From now on, RKO will have a hard time keeping
apart. The movie-goers will be shouting for more."

Ben

Mt>rtimtr, N. Y. Daily Mirror

Ingrid

Bergman and Cary Grant

- Joe

Pihodna, N. Y. Htrald-Tribune

"Will be giving Music Hall patrons their most exciting movie session of the year."

- Altoit
.

.

Thot the old moster should

now

love scents obsolete is-^to drain the

crack out with

word

of ail

its

Cook, N. Y,

d tove scene

to

World-Uhgram

moke

till

previous

connototions— o sensation.**
-Cectfio Ager,

PM

21r,

1.946

Wednesday, August 21, 194fr

"Tops
of

IT

entertainment ... The suspense
romance and top-drawer melodrama all

in thrillers, sheer spell-binding

terrific

.

.

.

it's

intrigue,

— Ro*e f^\%whk, N.

package.**

"Unmistakably a Hitchcock melodrama ... a

"...

We

ment

tires of

elect 'Notorious'

counting

— Eileen

thriller.**

Y.

is

in

nothing short

one

Cr§e1man, N.

as most likely to stay at the Music Hall until the

money and

fighting off

owners of

pictures

booked

~ Archer

brilliant

Journof-Americon
Y.

manage-

to follow."

Winsfn, N.

Y. Post
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Miniature Reviews

AVC's Brown Cues Film Biz About

Inside Stuff-Pictures

iRep'i.
Informal-"
"Invisible
my.'stery chiller for
dualers only,
I)
a
ii
U
1 o r
"rostmasU-r's
(French 1, Well-acUHl but poorly scripled adaptation of Pushkin story for arty houst',^. .\

Lightweight
.

of

'

'

Training On-the-Job Publicists
the

stressing

and

flackmen

truiticd
pevKonnel in

of

dc.ivth

:

oilier

i;

:

The campaign put on by Warners in celebration of the 20th anhivoi.sary
sound was without equal in several. respecta ,a,s' a promotional undor-

ineluUin,g its ob,icctive approa'ch, avoiding the lisiial flood of- plain
self-puffiiig..
By sticltiiig to'' fact,, fa.scfnatihg. in itself .invtioiH^^
pronrinelit eo-,sj36n.^orS,, air'iiound nim..l.VioiTeer.s, including A. :Tr:&
Tekn.ihone; Wesierir Electric, RCA Victor, Society of Motion Picture
Engineer.s, Ea.st man Kodak and Thomas At Edison, Inc., shared in the credit
and cooperated in promoting the celebration here .and abroad. The .sustained leii,gth of the' campaign about four inonth.'-'—madte; possible regular coverage in the trade press, dailies, magazines,- riidio, etc,^
of which
accented new.s value and reader-interest of the press material prepared
by the Warner: stall. The amount of active exhibitor participation was
uuiuccd largely through the trade press, local press and the Warner field
organization.
tiikiiig,

.

.

:

i

and fancy
\\-ith

Bi^Il

'Brief Encounter'

exhibitors throughout tlie,
country win be asluHi via exhib,
crganizalions b.v tho,: Film Chapter
of. the America Vctcrsns Cbmriiittoc to embarlv oh a prograni .o{ Govori - the - job
ernment subsidized
training foi^ vets, Waller Brown,
chapter chairman, said last week.
Pointing out .the rencnt gripes of,
dislribs. aired in Vaiuety, that the
cxhib was not only coasting .On r
present lush grosses but was fail-,,
ing to train showmen for the
luture. Brown said that the AVC
w^as, pointing a- way out .in letters,
iiow .in: the. draft stage, to all exhib

l.heftres,,'

Noel Coward's "Brief Kncounprodiieed by J..; Arthur
Rank's Cineguild, which will be
tra'deshown tomorrow (22) by

,

,,,

;

.

InviKilile liil'ornior

S.,
Pre.'itige .Pictures, film's U.
froni
di.'^tributor,' wa.s revieNved
London, by V.miiety in.lts Nov.

'

28, 1945. issue.'

Hrpuhlic-i'virns).^ .tit.-WUl'i.im .1. '.rJ^tllUvon
I'ViiU'h's. .iuUit'- Si'liMing,' W'll,-'

lu-odueUuh.

Pic received high

Hiiiu

a .••.notable' contribiitibh

pra ise a.s
to the growiiig list of Britishinade pictures qualified to ap-,'
peal to world ai,iclienoe.s." AdditiOhally,., it was predicted that
"the Coward iianie and strong.story spells nice U. S. chances."

.

.

.

j

,

'

I

lit'iiVy.,

injt't

t-ni.

liy:

tii.in-y

\\ lUiiiin,

A'ini KiiMcr.
:

live:

ii>

]:)in\'t..'a

Carried out. uu4er- direction of Mort Blumonstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity, the Sound Anniversary celebration
goes down in film history as a top achievement of its kind. The event
the birth of commercial talking picture.s— was one fundamentally
deserving of a celebration; and Warners^, did a job in signalizing it.

Kunl.

I'.'iiliM

:

om

U, 1 .myy.
urlK'ili'niUl Ur.ii.v'^iiu AVUinisi onmBniilfniHi; .t'ditm-, Itivihiird 1^.
I'lTi-ii'M'-rii.- 01 'N'.' V..:- Aum:.- lt>,'

S.liiH'tJiati

.Si'i't't-,ni.ilii.v',

'

i
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Film Reviews

'
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i
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Rpgerrt. .,,.>,...
........
Itoveile.
.v.
.

.

Mike R^aS;an

.

...

.

.

Marie

.

..

.

.

;

...

.

.

..

.

i

itself

.Filiuhi Si ii'Unff
.AVilliflnir lioni-y
.

-

.

.

.

Adclc

.

—

M.-Vra

MoUr

Thrashing which Life gave to Warner Bros.' ','Nvght ai><i Day" two weeks
ago has caused considerable comment in film circles, which felt, it didn't
merit treatment that harsh. Fact that the piece didn't bear the custoniary
"Movie of tlie Week" sl'ug,. but just the word "Movie;" also led to speculation that this .might represent the start of a new Life policy; "WB followed
.W
.(.'Ii!i.rii\^-.
ia',nf
offer.'
,^
.v.M'y KomluU
up the review, and also the unfavorable one in Time, another Henry R,
Step was'' being, taken lifter an
/
Luce publication, by banning both from the studio.
initial AVC survey indicated that
viewer opined.
Oliver Jensen, Life film editor, sounded a bit taken back recently
A my.stery Chiller, "Invi.siblo. Infew theatremen had taksn adwhen queried concerning the trade feeling that his review had been unfdriijfir :is too li.i;htweight for .anyvantage of on-tho-,iob training, it
thing but secondary dual spots. Lin- duly rough. He said that there was no policy change, but that an attempt
was said. AVC is also currently
da Stirling and .William Henry are would continue to be made to choose the best picture to be released at
negotiating with major companies Rank's Shorts in Blocks
the. top names, \yhich means exhibithe time of issue for the "Movie of the Week" slot and' that picture so
to win them over to the hiring of
tors Will- ha\'e to- do plenty of selling. labeled obviously had Life's endorsement.
However, he .said, occasionally
vets in a course of schooling in
Via Prestige Pix (U)
.Yarn concerns a. private detective a film is felt to b'e the most newsworthy of the week, although not the
which the Governmeht foots part of
Broadening the scope of his inr agency
which
probes
insurance be-st, in which case just the slug "Movie" is used. He porated out tliat
the bill.
for
missing
gems,
claims;
with
curvasion of the U. S. film market, J.
this had been previously done with "Till the End of Time" (RKO> and
Idea is to publicize in the industry Arthur Rank has set some 50 special rent case covering a necklace insured "Kid Fi'om Brooklyn" (Goldwyn-RKO).
existing Federal legislation which children's shorts for distribution in for .$lOO,OOC which a bankrupt famreports .mysteriously
missing.
authorizes the Government to pay this country in the coming year. The ily
Miss Stirling and Henry try
solve
Tabulation of the cards handed out to the sneak preview audience for
any established concern the differ- one and tworreelers are on their the mystery, plus several to
sudden
ence between a novice's salary and a way to the U. S. with the Prestige .deaths .and. a suicide. The. heavy Metro's "No Leave, No Love," in New York last Tuesday (13), night ihdiApcates that Metro may have a new singing star. In her second picture, and
said.
Brown
to
of
Universal
wage.
branch
Pictures
living
eliminates his victims by stranglingplaying
only: a secondary role; Marina Koshetz was mentioned on 31 of
discharged
honorably
sale.
all
their
plicable to
handle
them or linleashi^ig a vicious police
the" cards returned, whereas Keenan Wynn and Van Johnson, stars of the
Prestige will endeavor to book dog on them.
vets, the U. S. pays a maximum of
favorable notice on only 29 and 27 of the cards, respecspeci'ai ki els shows to play the brief$6.'5 monthly for trainees without de^
Miss Stirlitiil and Ilenry do all film, received
tively.
dewith
will
besold
those
blocks.
The
shorts
in
for
ies
right
as
private
Snoopers
Witliout
the
pendents and $90
A Ni .Y. nitery success before Metro talent .scouts spotted her, MLss
pendehts. Statute permits training separately and not along with Rank's, .creating mUcli stir.:: Their romantic
are
few,
with
Gerald
nipments
Mohr,
Prestige.
distributed
by
years.
features
four
maximum
of
daughter of opera diva Nina Koshctz. In revieiwing her
is
the
Koshetz
to last itor a
killer and. gem thief,- :.spptted in the
under New Acts on Sept. 8, 1943, when she opened at the Hotel WaldorfA vast pool of untrained but edumo.st torrid love scenes, either with
Astoria's Starlight Roof, Variety's Abel called the turn on her film suecated vets who would 16nd themher br Adele Mara, as a hotel clerk.
declaring
singer "is big league now" and' predicting that "one
cess,
the
Latter doesn't hayc much 10 do but
selves 'speedily to digesting exploitaday soon, somebody from Hollywood, when the operetta cycle rolls around
dpes that, exceedingly well.
tion tactics and other aspects of the
Continued from iwgc 4
art of showmanship are avaUable to
Sherman L. Loew's screenplay again,, will suddenly 'discov^s': Marina,, because she rates such distinction."
does as well with William Bradford's
With the
exhibs, Brown declared.
transaction could be more fully in- original.
Wear.
as could be done.
Government taking the brunt of the vestigated.' Motion was defeated.
Insiders have been a bit surprised by publicity emanating from London:
costs, theatre owners would be able,
on Trans-Atlantic Pictures, new production unit set up by Alfred HitchMotion was also proposed that all
in time, to have skilled flackmen on profit accruing to the managers on
Postmaster* !« Dauglitcr cock and Sidney Bernstein. Apparently commg from sources close to
their staffs for the. drumbeating the transaction should be judged as
(FEENCH-MADE)
Bernstein, it indicated that he is the company's topper and Hitchcock is,
which fattens grosses,, he added.
Ml!ir«
in a sense; working for him. Hitchcock's friends, on the other hand, have
VOfS;. .VPlPu.ise .-of i.n.x iiVdiliii-vIon.
"extra compensation" and "pperatBrown pointed out that theatres ing expense,"' rath(jr than capital (I'eopges .HiKfiu*!; Dirpt-t- d '>y V. I'oui-- been pointing out that it was originally his setup and he invited Bernstein,
and in. Hitchcock was desirous of tying up. with the Briti-sh film man because
were depleted of most of their gains, since in that way, 20th Could .i.Tnaky. S(?r* enpiyy, ,l:icitun.«
Robert. 11 tiiii tmvr'l hv .\U^xunilPr it is intended to produce half of IP-A's output in England and Bernstein
younger exploiteers during the war write off the amount as salaries paid Theodore
I-'U.Hhkin;
KukH.* llUf!-; llan-.v 1,. Uli(-r:
when selective service thinned out and the managers Wpuld be. muHic, MicUel ].e\inf.- lliiHniti^^ tini<', 75 has numerous connections there. Hitchcock, and Bernstein produced pictures together for the Ministry Of Information during the war.
their ranks. Many ol these, drafted nicked for the added income tax.
Virit\e.
Hnl'ry llaiir
flackmen have not returned to their .This motion, too, however, was de- Tlounia..
T-A corporate organization is still in the dummy .stage, with\actual divi«
.
It-jininp
'ri.si)in
i,ieut. Andre M:iH?-ky.
.ilt-orH-'^.s KlSliud.
old ;Spots, he said, .and a pinch in feated.
.«!ion of ofl'ice.s between the two partners and Al Margolies, Hitchcock aide;
......... .ft)i(rl!>.'! Dci'liumii!!
Col. Raaitoh.,.
exploiteers and other skilled theaBoard decided to purchase the t'aptiiin.
.Rene -)>ary who will also. participate, not yet decided on.
tre einployees has resulted.
ina Mane.s
according to Skouras and 0)R:a .....................
stock,
l.iaa
rhrl-^tUie Hlbcp
Top flackmen iii the majors have Koegel, in order to retain full con- Donor
..Slnbe
....... ............. ....
Crowds milling around 50th St. and Avenue of the Americas, N. Y.,
.l.ahry
frequently expressed concern in the trol of the circuit in accordance ^tnlile Boy.
were endangered yesterday (Tuesday) by a ."jOO-lb. limestone slab which
r'aula'.'^
..V..
recent past over the lack of exhib with the provision of the iinti-trust Bu.sirvOssmaii
had become loosened on the 65th floor of the RCA building. Large stone
currently. decision, calling for a distributor to
claimed'
showinahship
block measuring three feet square, and 8-10 inches thick, was discovered
(In t'rench; English Titles)
Among those beefs has been the re- own at least 95% of any circuit he
on the northwest corner of the terrace oft the Rainbow GrjU by a windowThis film .should do well at- the arty
Besides the fact that sale
iterated, assertion that the exhibs operates.
washer on the 65th floor.
are not planning ahead, via the en- of the stock to Transamerica would houses despite, a poor adaptation, in
which mixed French and Russian
Investigation revealed that it was protruding about 16 inches, and
listment of skilled flackmen, when give a partial control in NT to outtemperaments and viewpoints form, building .engineers surnlised .that it was hit by lightning. An: emergency
attendance dwindling will require side interests, possibility also existed an uhderlying thread of conf usioii
squad of Rockefeller Center maintenance personnel have secured the
old'time ballyhoo to fill the house. that Transamerica might resell the. running .through the stoiry.
Late block b.y cables. Permanent repairs will
be. made within, a few days,
stock to a competing distribiitor. Harry: Baiir's name should prove a
when 50th- St. will be blocked off by police order.
Skouras recalled that Universal had gooQ.'draw' at
highbrow
.
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urging them\ to faiiijlial-ize
their monibcrs with' the Goyevhrncnt
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offered to buy the stock for .$10,000,000 several years ago but had

Prestige-UWP

been turned down.

Continued from page 3

pecially

death
camp.

in;

b.o.s, e.s-

view of reports of his

a German concentration
Film;; incidentally,: 'was con-.,

in-

.

by th-c Nazis,
Baur who holds:

fisoatod

BUck

Into the

together
with spck thesping throughout as the
old postniasler. Acting by others In
the east follows the European standof
top
ard
performers
usually
shackled by light .story material. The
NT
Pushkin stpi-y tells, of an ob.s^quious
solidated earning of more th'an $13,- postniaster who runs a waj" .stat on
"United World" Confusion
Use of -the United World label 000,000 for 1946." Managers will con- in Czarist Ru.si!ia, and hii daufihter
also seempd headed for argument tinue with NT, under theif longr vi'ho falls in love with one of the
officers passing through. Officer has
this week when Robert Cummings, term employment contracts.
been sent by his colonel to effect a
actor, Philip Yourdan, .scribe, and
Class B stock, if converted, repre"working agreement" with the girl,
Eugene Frenke, producer,, announced sents 20% of the equity of NT. Earn- but has to give ifp hi.s cPmmission
the .{orroation of United World Pro- ings' applicable to the 20% interest, so they ean be married. Throughductions, Inc.. another indie outfit. at current rate of income, is ap- out, the- father attempts to win hi.sWhile United World Pictures, subsid proximately
$2,600,000
annually. daughter away because she' so resemof U, Ra-rik. and International, is Purcha.se will enable 20th to file bles his dead wife. Unusual, for Rus;
slated for absorbtion by U-I, it was consolidated
income tax returns sian stories, is the happy ending.
Camera work, is okay,\but direc
deemed unlikely that. U-I's e:xe.i!;.s with NT and thus effect a savings
would be ready to waive prioi* claim: of $500,000 annually, making a total tion could have added more pace.
Fundamental story is obvious enough
to the
label.
of .$3,100,000.
from. -pictLCfes and titles, but dialog
.Glass, B stock was -issued to the
The newly formed
tyill 'pro:
n.uattces will probably :be missed by
duce "Bad Guy,." a film depicting re- managers in 1944 under a plan de- tho.se who can't speak French. Pic
adjustment of; a discharged vet, with vised by a special committee of im- will Jibt sell in general market.
Cummings starring, as its first portant stockholders and directors
venture.
appointed by the late Wendell Willkiej at that time board chairman.
Gloria Stroock's Par Pact
sorbed' as a result of the rnerger between U and Int-ernational Pictures.
The unit is to distribute a minimum
of a half-dozen British-made 'Rank
pix which call for special handling.

It

was .pointed but .that the

.^managers had: taken Over the circuit back
1932 when it had filed bankruptcy proceedings and since then
had brought it into the black, until
today
is expected to show a con-

It's

film
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Gloria Stroock, daughter of James

HVood

Flacks Add 5
Clauses to Prod. Pact
Hollywood, Aug.

20.

Screen Publicists Guild, -officially
certifl^ed by the National Lsibot Relations Board iiS bai'gaining agent
lor 23 motion picture companies,

Doziers

Form

major

new

con-

studios.

Clauses include reduction in

work

week from 54 to 40 hours, increase
in '.far-off location pay, seniority
rights, sick leave with pay and discharge for cause.

Stroock,

Indie

Hollywood, Aug.

Co.,
20.

William" Dozier, Universal-Inter-national veepee, and his wife, Joan
Fontaine, organized an indie unit,
Rampart Productions, Inc., slated to
start producing

next February.
Miss Fontaine's player contract
with BKO expires Feb. 1, except for
a one-picture-per-year commitment
with that studio. In addition to starring,, she will be veepee of Rampart,
of which Dozier is listed as president. Between them they own most
of the stock in th^ company.
'

tract with

RKO's current

thriller,

"Notorious," was laid in
,

'''

'

/::'-

.

'OUTLAW WINS IN A. C,
OKAYED IN BOSTON

foi .showing in Massachusetts here this week.
Film was shown to Mass. State Folice Bureau of Sunday (jensor.ship
pa.s.sed

;

.

.

and found, not objectionable. Mcanr
while The Pilot' official organ of the
stated
Catholic archdiocese
here,
arbitrary" manner in that the Holy Name Society might
torial' and
.serving notice on the Steel Pier picket the film here as it did in
three weeks ago that films of "The Chicago.
Atlantic City, Aug. 20.

City

officials :acted

in

a

."dicta-

:

-

!

Outlaw"

:

would

b'e

Vice

seized.

Chancellor Albert S. Woodruff said
yesterday (Man.) in Camden as he
,

dissolved

a

temporary

Brit.

'Henry' Sidetracks

restraining

,

.

:

•iiiserted five clauses into its

originally written,

i

,

.

As

Argentina and was planned by Producer Alfred Hitchcock to show that
the country Continued to be a Nazi nest. Hitchcock was prevailed upon
however, .by the State Department,: Which. wa.si then headed by Edwar.d\
R. Stettinius, to switch the locale to Brazil,
Relations were on a much
more friendly basis with that country and so Hitchcock, as a coverup, was
forced to picture the Brazilian cops helping American G-men capture
''> :,'.,.;' ^^.
t
the Nazi spy in tlie film.

owner

of

Brooks Costume

largest theatrical outfitters

Yorif, has been inked by Para
to a long-term contract, Her
all-theatrical family includes a sis-

mount

Geraldine Brooks,

under

to

Warner

Bros.,

con-

and

mother,' Bianca, a stylist for Broadr
way legit proJucers.

,

terms of United Arti.<ls'
deal for the John Golden theatre,
run, of "Henry 'V" in New. York cart

UA has.
view the film and report back to- be extended indefinitely.
him. "The master reported to the acquired the house on a four-wall?
own
court that it (the picture) was a rental basis and will put in its
to

class picture
made into a management and staff for the movemoney-maker by expert publicity," over of the roadshow run (,$2.40 top)

Woodruff

said.

(Techniof the Laurence' Olivier
color) spec.
Pic will have com-

The temporary restraint against pleted n weeks at the City Center
was issued before Howard Sept. 1 and opens at the polden the

the city

Hughes' "horse opera" started its
her threeweek tun on the pier which
ended last Saturday. Jane Russell,
who appeared in the film, at the
Actress
heretofore
the.sped
in same time was on the stage of the
Broadway productions of "Little pier for the, three-week run.
Women" and "Truckline Cafe," did
time in a number of second comBoston Passes 'Outlaw'
,panies and appeared In .<ieveral radio
Boston, Aug. 20.
series.
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" was
tract

Golden's Italo Pic Policy
Under

third
in

New
ter,

order isisued July 27; and (dismissed a
complaint-by- the' pier opefators that
city: officials threatened to close the
.show.
Woodruff revealed that he
had commissioned a special master

following day.
Theatre, seating 729, had been recently leased by Marcello Girosl,
head of Superfilms Distributing Co.,
for exhibition of Italian picture.y

was to have been "Tosca."
However, UA's offer, with its rental
guarantee, had the promise of being
so much
more lucrative, Giro-'-i
Initialer

,

pushed

off his Italian policy.
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OF THE

MONTH

OBSTACLE RACE TO ALTAR.
many pre-nuptial mishaps

in

Hurfyiug to have knot tied, after
gay Mexico City, are SHIRLEY TEMPLE

and GUY MADISON, cO'Stars ivith FRANCHOT TONE in RKOV
Honeymoon. This hilarious r<»nance is based on a Vicki Baum story,

AjLLURINa AS A

HAREM BEAUTY'S

19

"GO AHEAD AND SAY

IT,

JOAN BENNETT, as she
fAe^eocb. Sharing

stellar

of a hateful love are

Fm

no good!" The

appears in

screen's sultriest siren,

RKO's power-packed Woman on

honors with her in this tensely dramatic story

ROBERT RYAN

and

CHARLES BICKFORD.

LIPS. Lavishly filmed Sinbad the

RKO Technicolor wonder, destined to rank with the screen's
greatest. Co-starred are DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., MAUREEN
O'HARA and WALTER SLEZAK, supported by a cast of thousands.

Sat/or is an

MORE

iNOW

for tke mult^
NEWS FROm
BI0
readers of the 10,578,700
copies of three greot notionor mogoxirtes— llt^l,^
September 9; WOMAN'S
lOOK, issue of October I.
HOME COMPANION, October issue/

aW

"

:
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PICTURE GKOSSES

so

;

'Time'-Vaude Lusty 20G,

L A. Revives; 'Summer

Big

TaMG

Balto.; 'Cleo'

3 Spots; 'Bascomb' Mighty 67G in

Baltimore, Aug, 20.
Strong product is holding grosses
up X6 a pleasing letrel here with

weekends .-providing considerable
fo«ndation. Very nice response being
accorded "Till the End of Time" at
the .combo Hippodr()me and. fairi.sh
action is al.«o i-eported for "Caesar
and Cleopatra" at Loew's Centurj'.
"Night and Day," at the Stanley, i.s
holding powerfully 011 second week,
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew"s-UA) (3,000; 20-60)
—"Caesar, and Cleopatra"- (UA).
Drawing pleasing $19,000. Last week,
third of "Easy to Wed" (M-G), big

4,

Hub Preem,

'Geo' Sockeroo 52G on

Huge

I Spots; 'Day

39G» 'Annie' 166

Boston, Aug. 2(1
"Caesar and 'Cleopatra," day-date
two Loew houses, and ''Night
and Day" at the Met are leading the
Hollywood; Aug. 20.
town wilh a goQ.d.deal to spare tiiis
Revival of the Ku Klux Klan will week, the latter niidkihg sunimerLOs AngeJcs, Aug, 20.
form the basis of "The Clansmen time top, "Cleopatra," doing great
Strong $390,000 or. better total is
Ride Again,'' to be made independ- for a British pictuire, is near the sock
seon for Los Angeles firstruns tins
Top
ently by Lawrence Taylor and Wil- biz hit. by other big pictures at thisise'.'
Aveek as a result of new strong-draw
spots,
"Smoky"' is holding well ori
Los Angeles, Aug.. 20,
liam Rowland.
films and dip in temperature. "Censecond week at RKO Boston being
Larry Shea, western division chief
tennial Summeri" biggest grosser of
Taylor, who wrote the story, will helped by new vaude show. "Cleoweek, will, get a big $75,000 in three, of ASCAP, has appointed David O. $12,400....and
Rowlaiid will direct.
produce
holds
patra"
at both theatres here.
(2,240;
in
four
theaHippodrome
(Rappaport)
Bascomb,"
Tytherleigh
.local
hpols. "Bad
as the Soci(jty's
'Estimates for This Week'
20-70)— "Till the End of Time"
tres; will la«d a mighty: $67,000 or district office manager.
v
close.
ItKO Boston (RKO) (3.200; ."iOTytherleigh recently rejoined (RKO) plus vaude. Sock $20,000 and
$1.10)— "Smoky"
(20th)
(2d
wk)
"Tarzan and Leopard Woman" ASCAP after service in the- Navy as sure h.o.- Last week, "The Stranger"
pUis vaude (2d wk), 6kay $13,600.
plus Bill Robinson. Lilyann Carol,
looks to do $32,000 in. two locations,
senior lieutenant.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20Film holding » up
others, on stage.
"My Pal Trigger," and "In Old Sacr;,60)— "Hearts Were Growing Up"
well at .$30,000.
Last week, with
ftVerito," looks fairish $28,000, in two
Opening tomorrow (Wed,)
(Par).
Gene Krupa orch, others, on stage,
"Night and Day" will lai.iij
spots.
after: "Searching 'Wind" (Par) did
great $39,000.
sraash: $55,500 in third, frame for
fairly, ificc $12,700.
Esquire
(M-P)
(1,200;
$2.40)—
thi^e houses, ."Night in Casablanca"
$1.80(306;
LiUle,> (Rappaport)
"Henry" (UA) (20th wk).' Back to
looks solid $28,500 in four smaller
(5lh
wk).:
V"
$2.40)—
(UA)
"Henry
$6,300 and no closing in sight. :vet.
third
stanza.
locations in
St. Louis, Aug. 20.
st(3adily at trifle short.df caHolding
Last week, $6,000.
Estitnatcs for This Week
hpldo.vcrs
predominating,
With
pacity at $6,000, about same as fourth.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$^—
New (Mechanic) (1,800; .20-60)-^ particuiarly downtown, "Canyon "O.S.S." .(Par ) and "Shouldn't Hap"Bad Bascoinb" (M-G ), .great $10;000.
"Anna" (20th.) (3d wk).; Maintain- Passage" at the 5,p00-seat Fox .looks pen to Dog" (20th) (3d wk). ExcelLast weak, "Green Years" (M-G)
Washington, Aug. 20.
ing fine pace at $14,000 after, very
lent $6,000 after: big $9,000 setiond.
(3d wk), $6,000 in: 10-day finale,
AU'ialong' the. mainstem, boxofficg; strong second round to $14,200..
topper with a stout $22,000. "Night
Majestic (Brand-^Mage) (1,500; 40-'
Canyon
Beverly Hills Music Hall (BUimen- music is loud this week.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-74)— and Day" is still a hefty in second ftO)— "Rendezvous Annie" (Rep) and
,feld-G&3 ) (824; 65-$l )— "Night- Casa- Passage" racked up a new first-day "Night and Day" (WB) :.<'2d .wk). week while "Easy to Wed," in third "Inner Circle". (Rep). Nice $8,500,
blanca" (UA) (3d wk). Trim $4,500. irecord. at Keith's and will have a Mighty $20,000. after eixqeediug pre- frame, is.istiil big. Long sitige of rain Last week, "Gaslight" (M-G) and
big.
week.
"Cluny.
Bi'bwn" and vious estimates of preefn: With .a .refer is not hurting,
Angel"
(reissues),
Last week, sweet $6,300;
"Lost
(M-G)
"Caesar and Cleopatra,"
hew- ord smashing .$28,800..
V
Kstimales for This Week
$5,000.
Carthay Circle (IWC) (1.518: 50- comer's. are also doing other
impressive
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.860; 20Memorial (RKO) (3,900; 40,80)—
Loew's (Loew) (3,172;. 44-65)
$l>-*"Anna" (20th)' (m:o.) t2d wk). biz,, while "Night
and Day" (WB) 60)— "Easy to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.). "Easy to Wed" (M-G)
Pine $7^500. Last week, sweet $7,600. is giving
(3d wk). Will "Till End of Time" (RKO) and ".Toethe Earle one of its best Going exceptionally well at $5,500,
Opened today
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048: 50add a neat $15,000 to the $20,000 Palooka" (RKO).
weeks in history.
"Make Mine
week,
(20).
Last
Last Week "Gangs. Inc." (M-G) (re- copped in .second stanza.
$1)—-."Centennial Summer" (20th). second,
Estimates for This Week
Music"' (RKO) and "Her Adventurissue), $4,300.
Terrjfic $2l5',000, Last week, "Anna"
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)
Keith's (RKO) (1.838; 44-80)
ous Night" (U) (3d wk), bi(! $18,000
(20th) (4th wk); hefty $11,900.
"Young. Widow" (UA) and "Behind while second was strong $25,000.
'Canyon Passage" (U). Terrific $27,IMask" (Mono) f2d wk). Okay $9,000
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-$l)— 000, holds. Last week, "Make Mine
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367; 40-80)
'Cleo'
Strong
$24,000,
after fine $12,500 .opener.
"Night and Day" tWB) (3d wfc). Music" (RKO) (3d wk). Fine $14,000.
—"Night and Day" (WB), Great
Superb $23,000. Last week, over estiCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44r65) $39,000, Last week, "Stolen Life''
mate at $25,500.
"Cluny Brown" (20th). with vaude.
—"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk). (WB) and "Shadows Chinatown"
Prov.; 'Anna' Fast 27G,
Great $20,000 after hefty $25,000 first (Mono) (2d wk), $23,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- Strong $29,000. Last week, "O.S.S."
week.
55-$l)— "Night Casa- (Par) (2d wk), nice $22,000.
(872;
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900: 40-80)—
feld)
2 Spote; 'Own' 18G, H.O. Fox (F&M) (rv.OOO; 44-65)—"Can- "Caesar
Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44^70)
blanca" (UA) (3d wk). Hefty 414,500.
and Cleopatra" (UA). Tee"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). ExLast week, healthy $13,300;
Providence, Aug. 20.
yon Passage" (U) and "Runabout" off of this British film here looks
.Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; .50-$l)— cellent $26,000. La,st week, "Anna"
With the weekend weather on the (U). Stout $22,000. Last week. "The very good with plenty of interest,
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G). ..Mighty $15,-. (20th) (2d wk), solid $20,000.
sunny side for a change, a small Stranger (RKO) and "Her Adven- great notices, and lively opening day
Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)
COO.
Last week, "Green Years"
frade,
Husky $30,000 looms, wlii(?h
drop in biz is evident here this week. turous Night" (U),^about same.
(M-G), windup 10 days, rugged "Easy to Wed" (M-G). Nice $8,500. Hefty session is in prospect despite
is above piif for this house and is
Missouri. (F&M) (3,500; 44-e5>
.• v 'V:
Last week; "Centennial" Slimmer" this.
$11,000.
Loew's State's : "Caesar and "Rendezvous With Annie" (Rep) near other recent big film op(?ner,'?.
v
(20th), good $8,700..
Cleopatra" is leader but not too far and "My Pa), Trigger" (Rep) nice Ijasf week, second week nf "Ea'^v to:
El Key (FWC) (Se'l; 50-$l)^"SusEarle .(WB) (2.154; 44-85)*-"Night behind i.s Majestic's "Anna-;":
Wed"'
(M-G)v strong $26,000.
pense" (Mohb) and "Freddie Steps
$14,500. La.st week. "O.S.S." (Par>
and
Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40>80)—
Estimates for This Week
Out" (Mono) (2d wk). So-so $4,000. 000. Day" (WB) (2d wk). Sock $24,and "Yonk in London" (20lh) (2d
Last week, wow $33,000.
"O.S.S." (Pa») and "Shouldn't HapLast week, below estimate $6,200.
:Albee (RKO) (2,2l00; 44-65)-^"Sus- wk), big $11,500.
'Metropolitan (WB) (1.503; 44-701
Don to a Dog" (Paf). Third week50-85)—
AdventurFour Star (UA-WC) (900;
St. Louis (F&M)
(4.000; 50-60)
—"Jungle Princess" (Par) (2d run). pense'' (Mono) and '.'Her
here is very unusual,
this is .<;1ill
"bead of Night" (U) (2d wk). Nice Handsome $9,000 for this reissue. ous Night" (U). Opened today "God's Country" (SG) and "Man profitable at $14,000 but
after $17,000,
Last "iveek, "Kid From Prom Rainbow" Valley" (Rep), Mild second..
$5,000. Last week, big $6,700.
Last week, "Stolen Life"
(WB), (Tues,).
Brooklyn"
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )- "Black above average $8,600.
(RKO and "Danger $6,500. Last week."Ra in" (SG) and
40-:80)—
Sffate
(Loew)
(3,200
Woman" (U) (3d wk), wow $14,000. "Meet John Doe". (SG) (reissues), "Caesar
Angel" (U) and "Wild. Beauty" (U).
(UA).
and
Cleopatra"
Second session was big $17,000.
Mild $6,200. Last week, "Dover Come
$8,000.
Plenty of ini;erest here on this BritCarlton (Fay-LOew) (1,400; 44-65)
Back" (U) and "Adventurous Night" 'Wed' Paces Lihcoln At
ish super with great $22,000 in view
—"Night and Day" (WB) (3d down-'
(U), slim $5,891.
on first week. Last week, "Easy to
'Cleo'
Only
$7,000;
town wk). Nice $5,000, Last week.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
Wed" (M-G) (2d wk). good SlS.OflO
Lincoln, Aug. 20.
"Night Casablanca" (UA)
"In Old Sacramento"
(Rep) and 'Outlaw' on Pan, Hits
50-$l )
after $24,000 opener.
"Easy to Wed" looks ea,3ily top "One Exciting Week" (Rep) (reis(3d wk). Pleasing $5,000. Last week,
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—
'
moneymaker this Week. "Caasar and sues), not bad $4,500.
good $6,700.
Smash $15,000 in
"If I Had My Wayr (U) and "Shadow
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Anna"
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; S0-$1)— Cleopatra" started out nicely but is
Good
of Doubt"
(U) (reissues).
Omaha, Aug. 20.
"Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk). Fine not holding up well. The initial week (20th). Playing day-date with MaLast week, "Behind Mask"
$6,500.
at the Varsity is rated disappointing. iestic.
Good $7,000. Last week,.
$16,000. Last week, riotous $22,700.
Condemned
by Parent-Teachers, (Mono) and "Body Sriatcher" (RKO)
Estimates for This Week
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk),
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen(reissue), $6,000.
Legion
of
Decency
Archbishop
and
Lincoln
(LTC)
(1,500:
4JU«n— $6,000.
65-85)
feld)
(475;
"Night CasaTremont (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 40James H. Ryan, "The Outlaw" will
'Easy to Wed" (M-G). Looks good
Ma.jestic (Fay)
(2,200; 44-65)
blanca" (UA) (3d wk). Happy $4,500.
80)— '"Rendezvous Annie"' (Rep) and
$7,000. Last week, "Night and Day" "Anna" (20th). Packing them in at do smash $15,000 at the Paramount.
Last week, sweet $3,200.
Okay $7,,500.
Circle" (Ren);
wow $20,000. Last week, "Night and Crix rated it as a second rate horse "Inner
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; SC- (WB), fine $7,500.
Last week. "Marriage Is Private"
Stuart (LTC ) (1,800; 9-60 )— "Boys' Day" (WB) (2d wk), $15,000.
SI )—"Centenniat Summer"
(20th).
opera. Despite this neither rainstorm
(M-G) and "Swing Shift Maisie" ,
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Tremendous $35,000. Last week, Ranch" (M-G). Okay $6,500, Last
nor heat stopped the boxoffice lines.
"Anna" (20th (4th wk), resounding week, "Cluny Brown" (20th), sad "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). Quick "Night in Casablanca" at the Or- (M-G) (reissues), $5,000.
$4,500 in 6 days.
turnover helping this to strong $24.- pheum al.so is good. Second week of
$13,500.
Varsity
(NTC) (1,800; 35-55)-. 000 or better. Last week, "F-asy to "Night and Day" is fine.
tos An£«les (D'town*WC) (2,097;
(M-G)
wk), snappy
50-$l)
"Bad Bascomb"
(2d
(M-G). "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). Dis- Wed"
Pitt on Beam; 'Claudia'
Estimates for This Week
Masterful $30,000. Last week, ''Green appointing $6,O00. Last week, "liake $17,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Strand (Silverman) (2,200 44-65)—
Years"
(M-G)
(3d
wk-3 days) Mine Music" (RKO), fair $6,500.
"Tlie Outlaw" (UA). Terrific
Nebraska (LTC) (1,126; 9-60)— "Each His Own" (Par) (3d wk) be- 65)
pleasing $24,800.
15iG, 'Anna' 14G,
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55- "Night and Day" (WB) (m.o.). Stout gan Monday. No drop at all in sec- $1-5,000 or over. Last week, "Easy
85)
"French Key" (Rep) with $2,000. Last week, "Centennial Sum- ond week gross, remarkable here. to Wed" (M-G), gr'feat $13,500.
'Day' Thumping 21G, 2d
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
"Sugar Chile" Robinson, others, on mer" (20th) (m.o.) and "Inside Job'^ Both the first and second weeks hit
(U),
$2,200.
big $18,000;
^"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
Pittsburgh, Aug. 20.
.stcLge. Bombastic $35,000. Last week,
"Avalanche" (PRC). Fine $12,000.
"Bowery Bombshell" (Mono) with
Biz on the beam this week. EveryLast week, "She Wrote Book" (U) thing's doing well."Night and Day
Stan Kenton orch on stage, sturdy
plus Henry Busse orch on stage, is still in the top bracket for second
$21,000.
smash $20,000 at 20-80C, scale.
Orpheum (D'town-WC)' (2.210; 55week at Stanley while "Claudia and
$1) ^"Suspense" (Mono) and "FredBrandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65 )-r- David" .at Harris and "Anna" .it the
die Steps Out" (Mono) (2d wk).
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk). Fulton are pressing for leadership
Uninspired $12,000, Last week, pleasFine $9,000. Last week, near record- among the newcomers. "Courage of
ing S23,100.
Lassie" also, shapes as strong at the
breaking at $12,000.
reissiJ^
Pantages (Pah) (2,812; 50-$!) .—
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)— Warner. Sfnasheroo is twiil and
"If
"Tarzan Leopard Woman" (RKO)
"Easy to Wed" (ra.o,). Big $10,000. bin of "Destry Rides Again"
Senator.
and "Deadline at Dawn" (RKO) slow
y
Detrt)it,, Aug. 20.
—"Smoky" (20th) and "The Man Last week. "Smolcy" (20th) (m.o.), I Had My Way" at the
Last
week,
"Heartbeat"
$13i500.
Week
This
Estimates
for
solid $9,000.
Despite an over-supply of hold- Wlio Dared"
.<BK0) (2d wk) and "Unknown" overs in the clirrent sessi(>n, biz ..is Last week, (Col), Strong $33,000.
40-70)—';
Fulton
(Shea):
(1,700
"Cluny Brown" (20th)
(Coi), fairish $13,000,
Biggest ,hew-.;,,and ."Shouldn't HapR.6n to avp.og"
holding: iip strongly.
"Anna"
(20th),:
Getting heavy play.,
Faramount (F&M) (2,812; 50-$l) comer is "Smoky,"', which is doing
but length, of picture is hurting;,
(20th ), tfepid $20,000.
—"Old Sacramento" (Rep) and "My sock
'Cleo' Hot 17G, Mont'l
trade at the Fox, Only other
turnover.
Looks good at $14,.00(),:
u„ited Arti<i*<! fTTnifprt hMrftft'i
Pal Trigger" (R:ep) okay; $18,500.. new .film .is. "Queen of .Burlesque,."
house getting in only five showings
Montreal, Aug, 20.
,i^41: M-8t)-"GrcS^Y^
Last week, "Searching Wind^' (Par)',
wljich is being helped by the Bcjb.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" looks like daily. La.st week, "Kid From Brookand "Swamp. Fire" (Par) (2d wk), Crosby band, but: not sensational.. at ahd "Behind the Mask" <Mono"; (2d
lyn" (RKO) (6th wk), very big
w.k). .Stout $20,000'. Last w.eefc Ibfty the big one this week, with streng
$17,000..
Downtown; House is doing betr $26,000
$8,000.
session in prospect.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- the
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
ter than last week, however.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
Estimates for This Week
451; 50-$l)— "Old Sacramento" (Rep)
Estimates for Tliis Week
"Claudia and David"" (20th). Wham
(3,400;
60-85 )-^"0f- Human Bondand "Pal, Trigger" (Rep). Fair $9,Palace (CT) (1,700; 35-62)— "Do
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,- age"
Naturally holds. La.it week,
(WB) and "Pas.skey to Danger" you Loye Me" (20th). Nice $16,000. $15,500.
500. Last week, "Searching Wind"
in dog"Lover
976; 60-85)— "The Outlaw" (UA) and (Rep)
(2d wk).
Okay $14,000. Last La.st week, "Gilda" (Col) (2d wk), house Come Back'' tU),
(Par) (2d wk), slumping $10,000.
at $8,000.
Steps Out" (iWono) (2d week, $25,000.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- "FreddieLofty
neat:$lL500.
»enn (Loew"s-UA)' (3,300; 40-70)---.
$35,000.
Last week,
80)— "Tarzaia Leopard" (RKO) and wk).
Downtown
(Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)
terrific $48,000,
Capitol
35-62)— "E-ach His Own"" (Par) (2d wk).
(CT)
(2,700;
—"Queen of Burlesci.ue'" (PRC) with
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO) sweet
Michieran (United Detroit) (4,034;
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) .(2d wk), Will finish up with fine $17,000 oh.
Bob Crosby orch. The Town Criers, Fairish
week,
"Heartbeat" 60-85)—
Last
$18,500,
after
"Night and Day" (WB) (3d OUie
big $13,000 Itop of great $28,0,00 last week,
O'toUe and Mirai Walters on opener. $10,000
(RKO) (2d wk) and "Unknown" Wk). Solid
:'Biti (WB). (800; 40-70)— "O.S;S,
$23,000. Laist week, loud stage.
|.
Good $20,000 or over. Last
(Col), sound $15,500,
dow-n-.
$30,000.
Loew's
(CT)
35-67)- pa''> fn?'0-'''' , Third- stanza week.
(2,800;
"Adventurous Night"
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )— "Black
(U)
La.st
Fox (Fox-Michigan') (4,049; 60-85) week,
and
Cleopatra"
(UA). f.°wn is down to $3,500
with Roddy McDfiwall, Buddy Mor- "Caesar
Angel" (U) and "Wild Beauty" (U).
Years" , (M-G,y .'m.o.). big-;
l^jeen;
Fancy,
$17,000.
La.st:
week,
"Saratoga
row orch., Arthur Lee Simpkins and
Average $8,100; Last week, "Lover
^^'i'^O'
Trunk"
(WB),
nifty
$11,500
on
third
June
Lorraine,
Adven$18,000.
Come Back" (U) and "Her
.^^^"vS''"''.
iX^InU
)-r
•"""1Senator
(Harris) (1,750; 40-70
Out" (Mono) (2d wk). Below par
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)— week.
« -turous Night" (U), offish $8,000.
Desstiy Rides Again" (tJ) and^'Tf :1:
Princess (CT) (2„300; 35-53)— "So
"Renegades" (Col) and "Walls Came
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; $4,50O: Last week, fine $7,400.
^a^^^^j;
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)
Tumbling Down"^ (Col). Good $14,- Goes^.: Love" (li) and "Danger- a puncn ai :>p,ouu.
"Black Angel" (U) and
50-$l)
.fig:U""e»
Bimmp.w" (U).
(TT1
rjnnrf
*n nnn
Good
"Wild Beauty" (U). All right $14,- "Bad Bascomb" (M-G). Fancy $12,- 000. Last week, "Centennial Sum- ous Business"
$8,000.
^20th) im.o.),
La.st week. "Smoky"
(.?Oth )
and "Mysterious In- Last week, "Hearts Growing Up'" first-rate $4,700.
300. Last week, "Lover Come Back" 000.' Last week. "Green Years" (M- mer''
truder" (Col) (m.o.) (2d wk), oke (Par) and "Hot Cargo"' (Par), okay
(U) and "Her Adventurous Night" G) (3d wk-3 days), $8,900.
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)-$7,300.
WiUern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)
$10,000.
(U), standard $10,300.
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk)..
Madison (United Detroit) (1,856;
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l) •— "Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk),
Imperial
(CT)
25-45)— Thumping $21,000, and may hoitt
(1,850;
-Glowing
40-55)
Grand
Last
week.
Smash
(20th).
$16,500.:
"Heartbeat"
(R K 0) and "Shouldn't Happen tO: Dog" (20th) again. Last week: solid ,$32,000.
"Centennial Summer"
"Dark Comer" (20th), Okay $2,200 and
"Strange
$15,000. Last week, "Anna" i20th) $20.!)00.
Triangle"
(20th).
Warner (VIB) (2,000::. .40-70)—,
Lauricl (Rosener) (835; $l,80-$2,40) in 3 day.'.
La.st week, "Devotion" Okay $5,000.
Socko
(4th Wk), big $5,321.
La.st Week, "Bedlam" "Courage «f Lassie" (M-G)
and
"Bamboo
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Sus- '-'Henry V" UA) lOth wk ). Fine (WB) and "Badman's Territory" (RKO)
Blonde" $13,500 loom!!. Last' wecl
O.S.S."
(RKO), $3,000 in 3 days.
IRKO), fairish $4,700.
pense" (Mono) and "Freddie Steps $8,000. Last week, slow $8,700.
(Par.)
m.o.), only fair $7,000.
'
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pictvue grosses

Wednesday, August 21, 1946

Xleo' Lusty $20,000,

Tleo' Is Big Chi News, Colossal 34G;

B way Booms;

21

Huge

'Notorious'

Buff.; 'Day,' 2d, Ditto

Me

Buffalo, Aug, 20.

-Arnaz Hefty 67G; Time 27G
Chicago, Aug. 20.
biz at the. re-

first: :;weefc

Ton'iflc
iiiveiiated

Cleopatra"

is

playing

is

itavvs this weeli:: Midnight shows
95c. top starting- at noon will get

a socko $34,000. This
markable for this; small spot.
lioii.se

Si'.lors

i.s

estimates,

gross

ported herewith from
ous key cities, are net,

the
re-

"Two
Prom Boston" with Tex Be-

.

tlie

revari-

i.e.,

with-

!

as

out the 20% .tax,
Distributors
share: on net take, .Wheri playing
percentage! hence the estimated
figures are net income.

neke-Glenh Miller band on stage, in
.second frame at Oriental, looks robust $70,000 Oriental, .wliile "Weil
Groomed Bride" with Desi Arnaz
band on stage at Chicago will get a

prices,

strong

clude the U. S.

.parenthetic

admiii.sibn

tax.

.

.

$8;500',

Teck (Shea)

NewPixUpMpls.;'Anna'

ful

My

'

(1,400;

Fashion".

at

Of

40-70)— "Faith-

:

Lafayette (Basil) (.3,300; 40-70)—
"CMiyon Passage" (U) (2d wk) and
"Sli.ghtly Scandalous" (U).
Last. week,. With"Strange
$12,500,
Conquest" (U), powerful $19,000.
20tli Centurv :(20th Cent)
(3,000;

Minneapolis, Aug. 20.
A powerful array of attractions is
bucking the. polio epidemic Iiandicap
and rnakiag good .headway this week. 40-70)— "Kid fiom Brooklyn" (RKO)
"Anna": and ".Ceintennial Summer" (3d wk). Sturdy. $,10,000. .after hefty

—

:

.

are leading the procession of iiew- 815,000 last .session.
cdmersV: "Caesar and Cleopatra" also
attracting real attention, although
word-of-mouth and the crix comment
leaves plenty to be desired. Holdovers include the virile vGanyon.
Passage" in its second week at the:

/.

\:

Hall, this easily topping anything in
N. Y. by a wide margin. This is oniy
$8,000 away from the all-time high at
the Hall,, and is the biggest week
ever outside Of a holiday, session. Pic-

S20,000 daily gross,

35G, Philly

:

Ace

.

.

—

'

—

$20,000.

.

;

.

—

;

sues), $4,200.

Ma-stbaum (WB) (4.387;
"Night and Day" (WB)
Potent $28,000. Last week,
Stanley (WB)
(2,950;

'Geo' Trim 15G,'Cristo'

9G, 'Day' Tall 12G, 2d
Indianapolis, Aug. 20.

stage.:

.

(20th)

—

90-$1.20)

(5,886;

ly. Rolls,

others,

:

on stage (2d wk).

Ben enormous

Mitzi Green,

Teeing

oft

sock

in

"The

:

:

for helping this to very big $36,000.
Last weelc, "Boys' Ranch" (M-G)
(1st run) plus Nicholas Bros., Dale
Belmont, Charles"Dizzy" Smith, on

.

—

Stranger,"-,

.

—

(Loew's)

Capital

"•

60-$1.10)

(4.820:

—"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) plus
Gene Krupa orch, Mitzi Green, Ben
Beri on stage. Very fast frOih the

'Anna' Rousing

!

gun, initial session ending tonight
(Wed.) likely will bit a terrific
$100,000. Of course, hold,s over. Last
week, "Easy to Wed" (M-G), George
Paxton orch, Hal LeRoy, Others (5th
wk), okay $62,300, but under hopes.
City Center < 1,617; $1.20-$2.40)

—

42-85)
(3d wk).
$37,000.

.

Boxy

"Claudia and David" (20th) plus
Vivian Blaine, Jerry Colonna, Roi-

—

—

Legion Meet Ups Indpls.;

to solid $32,000 for fourth, week .ended last Monday (19 ). better than
the $30,000 done on third.

:

.

Week

:

;

.

Estimates for This

..

..'

—

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-9.5)
—"Till the End of Time" (RKO)
plus stage bill headed by Eddie Heywood orch and Joaquin Garay. Excellent $35,000. Last week, "Criminal
Court" (RKO) plus vaude headed by
Frankie Carle orch, others, fine

$7,800.

stage; modest $25,000,
Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-$1.20.)
'2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and Buddy Rich orch, Robert Alda on stage
at Pala.ce;, (4th-flnal wk.)i Winds up here tomorrow (Thurs.) with nice $47,000
also betteied its previous Week,
Strand brings in "The Big Sleep" on tap. Third round hit'solid $52,000.plus Bob; Crosby band. Town Criers "The Big Sleep" (WB) and Bob
and others next Friday (23). "The, Crosby' orch. Town Criers, Ollie
Killers" comes into the Winter Gar- O'Toole, Dunhills on stage, open
den Aug; 28 after more than five Friday (23).
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$1.20)—
weeks of "They Were Sisters."
(Mono)
(7th
wk.).
COrhbo of "Martha Ivers" plus "Suspense"
Dinah Shore, Dick Stabile band and Favorable weekend pushing current
others on stage, which held to a big stanza to stalwart $20,000 or better
than
the $18,000 done the sixth week.
Parathe
week
at
$92,000 on fourth
mount, goes for a total of six weeks. Makes way for "Black Beauty"
(20th) on Aug. 29..
Estimates for This Week
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40) $1.20)
"They Were Sisters" (U)
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (5th- wk.). Fourth week ended last
(18th wk). Looks to come near ,$21,- Monday
night held well at
(19)
figure
same
as
OOO, this (18th) week,
$19,000 after fine $18,200 for third.
reached on 17th week, and may ex- "Killers" (U) slated to come in
ceed it. Unusually strong weekend Aug. 28.
is helping to pep up this despite its
long run. Stays on.

''

Fox.

.

looks to hit a terrific $106,000

the: $21,000 figure Of previous, week at'
the Astor where it's in 18th stanza.
It also will: push "Till End of Time,"
at the Rivoli,- to $32,000 oh fourth
frame, ahead of previous week. Same
is true of "Suspense," at the Victoria,
which will better the sixth :frame
figure in current (7th) week with

:

2210

lers)
(5,945; 7Q-$l,25)-i-"N6torious"
(RKO) and stagesho.w. Great opening day followed by .Successively big
days. With a colossal $150;POO resulting for. initial statiza. big.gest.
ever for Hall outside of holi(iay
week. This is only $8:000 away from
all-time
mark here. Last week,
"Anna" (20th) and stageshow (8th
wk), ended highly profitable run
with big $124^000, a bit above hopes.
Rialto (MayL,r) (594; 35-85)— "Pal
Trigger" (Rep). Westerners not. especially suited for this' spot, but
this will do nice $7,500;^ In, ahead,
"Dead of Night" (U) (2d wk), sturdy

.

!

.

on

style,: it

i

•

.

(5oes into initial holdO'Ver week today (Wed.). First week soared to
$132,000, record non-holiday week. Both the picture and
strong stage layout given credit. Last
for the first frame. Remainder of week, "Centennial Sumnier" (20th)'
Broadway is holdover excepting the plus Jane Pickens, Chico Marx, on
excellent .$80,000 for final
State which has the second-rvn "To stage,
Each His Own" with John Calvert's (4th) week.
Magic :show and beauty models plus
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
Ray Eberle. General upbeat is aiding "Each His Own" (Par) (2d run) and
this bill to strong $36,0p(): of near.
on stage, John Calvert Magic show
The rousing weekend trade is and beauty models plus Ray Eberle.
keeping "Kid from Brooklyn" near Magico layout plus femmes credited
SSeri

I

—

'

Gene Krupa band,

,

i

—

y

Roxy. With "Claudia and David"
'Vivian Blaine^ Jerry Colonna
and others on stage, hit a gigantic
$132,000, which is a record nonhoiiday week for the house. Opening;
day was best the Roxy ever bad.
Also a smash entry is the Capitol
combo of "Holiday in Mexico" with
plus

first: full week.
Orpheum.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 65-95)
."Janie Gets Married" (WB) (2d wk).:
Estimates for Tills Week
Fair $9,000. Last week, tine $14,000.
Aster (Par) (900;.: 30-44)— "Devil
Grand (RKO) (1;150! 65-95)
Bat's: Daughter" (PRC) and "Strange
"Caesar
Cleopatra"
and
(UA). Triangle" (20th). Okay $1,700 in 5
Philadelphia, Aug; 20.
Smasheroo $34,000 with midnight days. "Mark of Diijon" (PRC) and
Plenty of biz for everybody this
shows and 95c. top starting at noon. "Desert Horseman" (Col), dual fir-stLast week, "Canyon Passage" (U) runs, opened today (20 ) for 4 days. week .with ,niajor coin going to the
and "Danger Woman" (U) (4th Loop Last week, "Night.. Train Memphis" new Goldman theatre Which opened
Thursday
(15) With world preem
last
week) oke $6,500i with theatre closed (Rep) and "Bowery Bomhshell"
of "Monsieur Beaucaire." House has
two days for repairs.
(Rep), $1,500 in 5 days.
been playing to virtual capacity
Oriental (Essaness) (3.240; 65-95)
50-70)—
(1,600;
Century (Par)
opening o£ latest B(ib Hope
—"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) with "Night and Day" CWB) (m.o.).. Here since
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orch on after big fortnight at Radio City. starrer. "Anna" and "Two Guys
From Milwaukee" al$o: are getting
stage (2d wk). Very good $70,000. Good enough $6,000. Last week. "Of
good play along with holdovers.
Last week, big $75,000.
Human Bondage" (WB), only $6,000
Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "Till and below hopes.
Aldine' (WB) (1,303; 42-85)— "End
End o£ Time" (RKO) and "Falcon's
Gopher (Par) (44-50)— "Shouldn't
Alibi" (RKO) (2d Wk). Sharp $27,- Happen to Dog" (20th). Mild $3,500, of Time" (RKO) (2d. wk).^ Okay
000. Last week, rousing $37,000.
Last week, "God's Country" (FC).; 515,000. Last week, nice $17,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)
light $3,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Search- "Stolen Life" (WB) (2d run). Trim
"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Robust
ing Wind" (Par) (m.o;). Light $4.-. S7.800. Last week, "Green Years"
$25;000. Last week, lusty $28,000.
000 looms. Last week, "Easy to .Wed'.' (M-G) (2d wk), same for second
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)
.r'un.
wk), good $5,000.
"Each His Own" (Par) (7th wk). (M-G) (3d (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89)
"Each
Orpheum
Sturdy $24,000. Last week, $25,000.
"Canyon Passage" (U).(2d .wk); Has His Own" (Par) (2d wk). Fine $21.United Artists (B&K), (1,700; 65- gone over amazingly well, with fine 500. Opener brought husky $29,500
95)— "Green Years" (M-G) (5th wk). $7,000 on top currently after sensa- plus $4,000 for Sabbath showing at
Earle.
Very good $21,000. Last week, fine tional $16,000 first week.
Earle (WB) (2.760; 52-99)— "Lover
$26,000.
Kadio City (Par) (4,000; .50-70 )—
"Centennial Summer" (20th). Hefty Come Back" (U) with stage show
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)
Last, week, "Night headed by Carole Landis and Jackie
;'Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (10th $19,000 in sight.
wk). Holding its own at good $23,000. and Day" (WB) (2d wk), socko Gleason. Fairish $18,000. Last week,
"Inside Job" (U) and Louis Jordan
$12,000.
Last Week, nifty $24,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600 50-70)— orch, bright $35,000,
FOX (20th) (2.250; 42-89)— "Anna"
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). Given
big hally stressing sex. Opened weU (20th). Sweet $34,000. Last week,
"Smoky" (20th), so-so $15,000 for
reach
Tleo' Gigantic $30,000
biit reception: is mixed. May
fine $12,000. Last week,. "Make Mine second sesh.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,350; 42-89)
(2d wk), $5,000. Ban(RK0).
Music"
Frisco; 'Passage'
Beaucaire"
-"Monsieur
(Par).
ning of children of. 15 and under be•
San Francisco, Aug. 20.
cause of polio epidemic hurt this one. Opening with plenty of fanfare and
/
(_">itstrun houses are holding up
Stale (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Anna" running grind policy (8 a.rn. to 3
well this week. Probably the best (20th)! Raves 'lor this one but orily a.m.) adding up to tremendous $35,showing is being made by "Canyon $11,000 in sight. ]l.ast week, "Search- 000 .for. initial week of latest firstruh of Goldman cMain.
Passage,", which looks to do terrific ing Wind" (Par), fair $9,000. ^
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)
50-35)—
(1,100;
total in first five days at the Or(Par)
U.plo.wn
"Without Reservations" (RKO)
(RKO).
pheum.
Reservations"
"Caesar and Cleopatra," "Without
however, on its first full week at the Modest $3,500. Last week, "Each His (2d run). Good $8,000. Last week,
"Centennial Summer". (20th) fair
smaller United Artists, looks" to hit Own" (Par), $3,000.
a colossal figure. "Till End of Time,"
World (Par-Steffes) (350: 50-90)— $7,500 second run.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 42-89)—
with support from vaude layout, also 'Stolen Life" CWB) (4th wk). Satiswill have a sturdy week at the factory
Last week, good "Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (2d run).
$2,000.
Pale $4,500. Last week, "Lady Eve"
Golden Gate. "Easy to Wed" has a $3,000.
(Par) and "'Virginian" (Par) (reissolid week in prospect at the big

—

•

;

;

Wham

Bob Hope

:.

ture had a great opening day and
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$l,25)
Was followed up With big takes; With —'Till End of Time" (RKO) (5th
no apparent letup in the better than wk). Strong weekend pushing this

':

:.:

is

for

set

a couple of theatres to
beat their previous week's take and
in other cases to equal it.
"Notorious" with the Usual big
stagesHow will hit a colossal $1.50,000
Robust Or: :better on initial week at the Music

:'"

0.), $4.500..

19G

-:

b.oxofficcs v/orking
This shot in the arm,: too,

visitors

(M^G) and "'Vahk overtime.
is. enabling
.

Warm

added

'.

'

in London" (20th). Modest ,$5,0()0 or,
over. Last week,. "Anna" (20th) (m.

Good $1 1,000, Xleo' 12G,
'Summer'

;

being supplanted by Lesv.'
ter because former had a picture
commitment on Coast.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellast night.,

..

,

oke

(m.o.),

'Estimates for This; Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)— "0£
Human Bondage" (WB) (3d Wk).
Good $14,000. Last week, nice $16,000.
Cliicaso (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) with
Solid
Desi' Arnaz orch on stage.
Last week, "Bride Wore
$67,000.
Boots" (Par) with Ritz Bros, on:
Stage, fine $62,000.
Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.40)
"Henry V" (UA) (3d wk). Capacity
$18,000. Last week, terrific $17,500

sion ended last f TuesM night held
to early swift pace, being rousing
$92,000 while, third was sock $100,00.0.
Gil Lamb wound up his fourth week

^

however, as inditated, in-

amusement

:

-

,

'The

$67,000.:

lexico'-Krupa- Green Great 106G

;

Grosses Are Net
Filin

and

''Henry V," at the Civic, .with a
$2.40 top, two-a-day policy, is turn^
ing them away while raking in a
smasheroo $18,000; "Till the End of
Time." at the Palace, is doing a good
$27,000 on second week.

.

Sock 132G

'Claudia -Blaine-Coionna

'

"Cae.sar &
the big film

Grand Where

new

entry this stanza is "Caesar, and Cleopatra," Sturdy at' the;
Buft'alo. li looks to tie the biz being,
done on second weelc by "Night. .aiM
Day" at tho Great Lakes:
V-:
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500:
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). Stal-:
Milder weather and a rainy week
wart $20,000 or near. Last v.eek,.
end boomed biz: at Broadway picture
•O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't Haphouses over the past weekend, makpen to Dog" (:20th.),$'ir,000.
ing Friday,: Saturday and Suiiday unGreat Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)—
usually .Strong.
Result is smash
"Night and Daj-": :'(TO) (2d., wlc).
grosses this session, with both the
Strong $20,000 or Jieir. Last: Week,
Rpxy and MusiB Hall, hitting new
.:
great $25,000.
and
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "O.S.S." records for nOn-holiday. weeks,
the Capitol, also With a new bill, not
(Par) .and "Shouldn't Happen to
far .behiridi The rain kppt many folks
Dog" (20th) (m.o.). Stout at $11,000, from
going to the beaches, and this
Last week, "Easv. tO "Wed"' CM-G'J
to the normal weekend influx
Best

in Cleve.
Cleveland, Aug.

—

20.

American Legion convenr
42-89)
"Henry V" (UA) (10th wk). Staying tion here and rainy weather^ which
"Guys Milwaukee"
(WB).
Good up there in the high brackets with drove them -indoors, are upping all
$26,000 plus -okay $3,500 for one-day marked steadiness. Ninth week fin- downtown houses. Majority of visitStand at Earle, Sunday (18). Last ished last Sunday (18) going to $27,- ing firemen flocking to "Centennial
week, "Easy to Wed" .(M-G)(' fair 000 after strohg $28,000 on eighth. Summer," socky at Palace, or "Anna
$17,000 for third canto.
Winds up here in about two weeks, and King of Siam," Which is catch-:
Stanton (WB) (1,475: 42-89)
then moving to another spot to con- ing heavy femme vote. "Caesar and

—

State

.

—

Biz is sturdy at all. downtown firstFox (FWC): (4,651: 55-85)— ".Ea.sy runs this
Mild $11,000.
'
stanza, thanks to strong "Suspense" (Mono),
; :
to Wed" (M-G). Solid $30,000. Last
crowd Last": week, "Badraen's .Territory" tinue 'run.
with overflow
attractions
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25)
week. "Nieht and Day" (WB) (2d from state legion convention helping (RKO), so-so $10,000 On second sesh.
—"Canyon Passage" (iU> (3d wk).
w-k). $24.000'.
keep houses at capacity through
Third
sta'nza opens today after great
Warfield (FWC) (2.656: 55-85)—
Night,
weekend. "Her Adventurous
second weak, at $37,000 following,
"Kid. From Brooklyn" (RKO) (3d
by draw of Ray McKinley
smash $49,500, near record, for flr.st
wk). Good $14,500. Last week, nice^ helpedand Modeirnaires, is hot- at the 'PASSAGE' FINE 17G,
band
frame. At: this gait, may stay here
$18,000.
at
Circle. "Caesar and Cleopatra,
four or' five weeks.
Pai'amount (FWC) (2.646: 55-85)—
Loew's, is setting an unusually good
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) and figure for an: English-made film,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.2O)—
"Janie Gets Married" (WB).
Mild this town, "Wife of MOnte Crjsto
'^Casablanca" (UA) (2d wk). DipKansas (iity, Aug; 20.
$17,500.
Last week, ('Hearts Grow- is above average. at .the Lyric. Only
'Night and Day" continues to lead: ping a bit on. initial holdov(»r .sesinsj Ud" (Par) and' "Ih Old Sacrathe
sion
but sturdy at $35,000; first went
the;
town
for
se(;on.d
straight
hold-over, .':'Nig^t. aiid .Day,." at trie
niento" (Reo) (2d wk). $15,500.
Week
holdover
to
great $45,000, a bit under exOh
at
the
Newman.
.^.'^Indiana, is oke.
:St. Francis (FWC) (1,400: 55-85)—
"Canyon Passage" at the Uptown. pectancy.
Estimates for This Week
"Anna" (20th). (m.o.).
Just S7,0OO
Esquire and Fairway theatres looks
Gotham
(Brandt) (900; $70-$1.40)
in 6 days.
Circle (Katz^Dcille) (2;!500;; 46:-72) best Of the newcomers and surp 'of
Last week, nice $12,000
Growing. Up" (Par), (2d
for fourth downtown week,
—"Her Adventurous Night':': (U) with a second week. Midland looks only —"Hearts
wk). :Ju.st: $lliOOO in prospect after
Sfale
55-85)—! Hay McKinley orch.. MBdernaires, fair with "Caesai' and; Clcppatra..'' fairly,.good $17,000 opener. Goes out
(FWC)
(2,133:
."Night, and Day"' (WBV (m.o.)::Okay otliors, an .staso. Extra good $22,000. Long a\vail(?d rains came at the end
next Friday (23) with "Swamp Fire"
:$.JlU50O
on third week downtown,! La.st week, "Night in Paradise" (U) of lii.'it week. ..slacking off polio casts (Par) due in Saturday (24).
..I>ast ;weck,
"Torrid 7,nne.V (WB1; and "She Wrote Book" (U), only and wss immediately reflected at
Hollywood: (WB) (1;499;: 70-.$1.10)
"Forever and a Day'^.(iRKO), $10,000. | $10:500 at 40-60c scale.
boxOlflce, espGcially 'nabe hou;-;es.
—"Night arid t)ay": ,(WB* y(4tlji: wk).
Indiana (Katz-Dalle) (3,300; 40-60)
Orphcum (Blumenfeld) .(2,448: 55Estimates tor This Week
Continues
...up: iremarkably
to
.hold
85)— '-Can von Pa.ssage" .<U);v Tre-. —Night and Dav" (WB) (^nd wk).
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway
iFox weil. being near. '$46,0.00, Stilrdy; oh
nicndous fS22,500 in five days. Last Trim. $12,000 after terrific ,$23,000 Mid\ve,st) (800: 2,043; 720: 45-65)—
this (4th) stanza while third hit a
week, .''Night in ;(5asa:blanca-':' (UA) opener.
'•(Canyon' Passafie" (U). Oft to a R'oOrt strong $44id()0.: ;.:,;. ';
(3d wk). held to good $18,50fl.
Loew's (Loew's) .(2.450; 40-fiO)— start, with sturdy $17,000 and cnch:!.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)
trnitctl Artists
(Blumenteld). (1,- "(frac.'iar and Cleopatra" (UA).. Solid holdover in sight. Lust week. "Gon"Strari;£!cr"
(RKO)' (7th' wk). Still
207; 5,5-85)— 'Cae.'?ar and Cleopatra" .$15,000.
Last week, "Renegade.';" tcnnial Summer"
(20th) (2a wk).: profitable, sixth week concluded'
last
(UA). Cnlos.sal $80,000.: Last week.. (Col) and "Talk About Lady" iCol), trim $11,000 in
8 days.
(Tuo.s.) ni.yht picking up to $24,000,:
"Walls
r-me :1'urrtbling Down" niceV,$14,000,
Midland
(Lnevv-s) .(S.500: 45-05 )-:
"ahead of the $23,000 on fifth,
fCfil I. $14,500.
LYi-ic tKat7.-DolleW.H,GQ{): 40-60)—
"Cai'sar end Cleopatra" (UA) and
Pararoounl (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.20)
Esainre (Blumsnfold) (1,000; 55- "Wife o[ Monlo .Cri.sto" (PftC) and
"M:m
Who
Dared"
(Col).: R(ju.'iin? ^''Martha
Sturdy
:lvers':' (Par) pKw: Dinah.
(Mon).
Ra)--"Outlaw"
".Siinbonnft Sue"
(llth., wki
(UA)
Good $10,500. Last week, smooth ^,000 or 'near. Last week, "Smoky" $16,0()0 looms. Last week, "Diary of Shore, Buddy Lestur, Dick Stabile
(Continued on page 28)
orch, others (5th wk). Fourth ses-:
$14,600.
Fine $8,000 on moveover.
(20th:).
$.30,000.

:

.

Cleopatra" got off surprisingly good.

:

:

:

'

:

m

K.C.;'CLE0'TR1M16G
:

'

:

Estimates for This Week
44-65)—
Allen
(RKO)
(3,000;
"Night and Day"
(WB) (m.o.).
$14,000. Last week, "Smoky"

Bdmper
(20th)

'^Smoky"

,

.

third

;..:

.

.

:

"Kid

;

,

i

:

I

$4,500,

Nice

(m.o.),
:

also; third.

$3,,5QO':

week,

Last'

(m.o.),

dOwhtO.WO :

;

44-65)-^:
(1,200;
Twice"
(M-G;)'
Swin^y..$7.5()0.
Last .week,
-Country"; (Indie), ditto;
-

.

"God's

Palace

65-75)—

(3,700;
;

•

:

i

:

i

:

—

'

:•:::
great $37,500,'
State
(Loew's)' f3,450; 44-^65)-^
Cleopatra"
"Cat'sar
and
(UA),:
Clipped' by newspaper pans biit bet:

'

:

than expected at $23,500. Last
week, "O.S.S," (Par), sturdy $27,500.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 44-65)—

ter

.

:

'

|

'

.

(RKO)

"Ceritenriial Summer" (20th'). Fancy
$20,000.
Last week, "She -Wrote
•Book". (U) plus Bob CTrosby orch,,

i

|

.

.

.

(m.o.).

j

'I

(20th)

downtown round.

week.
Ohio
(Loew's)
"Postman
Rings

,

'

;

'

:

:

-

From Brooklyn" (RKO)

hefty

j

.

$9,500.

(tti.o.),

Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 44-65)—
"Anna" (20th). Very hearty $24,000
to top town. Last week, "Night and
Day" (WB), about same.take (Warners) (860^ 44-85)—

Strong $12,<.
"O.S.S,'* (Par) (m.o,).
OOO.
Last .week, :"Postmati Rings
Twice" (M-G) (in,o.), brisk $11,500.
:

:

.

.

'

.
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dialog;.e
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The «o«
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Lanpage Trend

Single

to Aid India

Mex

Fix Biz; Taxes, Equipment Hamper
Aug.

Miuirn.s.

Aug.

City,

Czechs Mark Year of Nationalized
13.

First suit for film plagiarism filed
here in some time involve.s Dolores
and Emilio Fcrnatidez, top
Jose A, Inclan,
producer-director.
16eal college prof es-sor^ .who filed

Pix Biz But

arc

RKO

Chevalier in

Paris Pix

suit in first 'diftrict court, Mexico
City, charges that Miss del fiio'.'--. recent picture, "Maria Candelai'ia," is
a lift of hiiv. op«.«, .""Xoehimilco," in
story, content.
He told the court
that he.had written: a. picture script
whicii has' .-the flower -resort near

.

;

:

,

;

|

j

;

-

i

.

'

,

:

'

|
'

,

'

.

down

shut

n

the

-iW.

of 40 -50'"; Jinposed h.y
the government on film producer.'; i-^
blamed- Dy some fijf the liackwiirdi\ess of the picture bi?..

On

Forst

French

2di'.,

in

French

Vienna's

ized U. S. Pix

Do WeH

;

,

backing

Stars Look to Mexico,

^ek

Aussie

down

Buenos

in effect,

French film ofiicers likewise don't
their
commander's move
though unable to intervene officially.
French attitude toward Forst is reportedly based on his production
.^ome years, ago of De Maupassant's
"Belle Ami" pic, which was critical
of French North African, policies in
the last century.
Forst, thoug.h aNazi film favorite, is under no 'Allied
ban against his producing Or acting.
Russians purportedly offered Forst
support

Link

Plans

a

home

luxurious

in their district of

Sydney. Aug. 1.
Vienna if he'd string along with
Reported -here, thai- a top- reprer their efforts to revive v nna's best
sentati ve :of Sir -Alexander Korda's and rriost modern studios, at RosenB^ritisli ..produet)o,n-distribution-exhihuegel as European center for Soviet
bitipn setup will visit here soon, production aolivities, but he's reexploring the pdssibility of hooking ported
disinterested,
placing
his
up with an Aussie circuit in opposi- faith in the less-elaborate but ade.Union
tion to the Rank-Greater
.tjuate.U. S. facilities at Sieverihg for
combo,
his film future.
keefi.
is
on.
Understood, that Korda.
Emp.ire BXpan.sion, with an eye on

U. S,

film,s

contiv.ue to be leaders

in Argentina by a i.'Onsiderable margin, ;Johri-,$. -.Nathan, Pararhoiint Internatidnail's, :mana,^ing director and

.'!upervisor

.

Argentina, Uruguay,

for

,

.

Paraguay' and

CHINA FILM BIZ UP

last

:

:

Way

dp

:

his

to Paris

Nathan recently Was
European manager for

week.

cleVated

j

stated

Chi.-e,

arrival in N. Y. on his

j

,

American tbiir, has the :Argentine
show biz dreaming of the big coin
to be picked up in Mexico and Cuba.
Olivari and Pondal Rios, who form

to

ing to get Sandrini to work out his
contract for Cocinero oil broadcasts,
relaying his programs from Mexico

.

lot of cin--

emas changing hands, some swinging
Union, others to Hoyts,
Only recently r^etrp bought a nabe
,cinema,' and present plan's call for
at least five more, With Korda coming into the Aii.'ssie field the oompe'

:

:;

,

;foi:

i.s'

;

.houses rtiay. grow heated.

:

,

PIw Mm
Synced riX
KO
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'

riJnlr

-

-

:

fieiina Ullil

'

:

!

Au"

Vionha

13
to introduce Arrieri-

,

'

First attempt
c&n .^Irnii, -.synchronized in German:'
:3aBguagei,.has failed licre, While- jn
Miilney' is :iiow. finishing retakes: of
the: provineial " oistrict.s .such Tilms
may' be,;:bctter liked, in ;yionna;'p:io- "The Wicked Lady," with: the help
ture theatre patroiis :w'aHt' .to see of Sydhey Box and Jock, Lawrence.
Engiiyh -and Froncii laiking picliircs; .Speed of retake;; have been in,<;i,stod
upon by Univcr,';ars; Matty Fox, so
iil th,oii-, original language.
thai the film sets an; American sho'wi-ng shortly. 'Fox fcol.'^ that the '.film
will -'e.«tabUsh ;;'Mar.!{i! ret Lockwood,
Cleo Film in Mexico ..'
,

1'

:

i

,

;

-

-

..

-

Fi)glahd;'.s

Mojvico City, Aug. 13.-

ace

^i Im:: stai-',

\

Made

,

:

/

,:::

;

.

'

,

who

is

star-

Prod. Advisor by Ranlt

Britain for tlie: Aniei-ic'ah market is
not advisable." As a partner o£
Frank Launder in Individual Pictures, Ijtd... 'Gjll{al recently produced
now, iri .'-imilaj- capacity'^of
"The' Rake's Progress," which will
Kank'.s Odcoi. circuit,' hasi'
be shown: in thi.s, coujid-y under a
rmihted by Ra'nl: -ns chief pmUietio'n, new,-: title, "The: Notorious Gentle-^
advi.'-er,
with produCcr.s having to niaij;''^ '.;,; .:
Eai'l

of

St.

London, Aiig, 20.
John, fornierly in charge

Paramount

th'eatres:

and
J. Arthur
been ap-

here,,

.

submit all scripts .to St, John before
going into production. Rank,, how-

the

obviou.sly yearns
good .^American films.
Two

own

consensus that
much remains to be done before
Czech films reach the high goal set
industry's

;!

it.

,'

i.s

i

-

•

of
Czechoslovakia'!!,
theatres have reopened:
since May,: 1-945,. They are being:
all

film

:

;managed under nationalization,
Ever since war's end", the theatres have been fighting to slave
I

Off an acute film shortage, a situation which has; led officials to release anything, oftpn regardless of
quality.
This dearth also has resulted in a flood of Russian films,
many of which mlglit have beeo
okay in Minsk or Omsk but proved
hard to take in a cosmopolitan city,
like Prague,
Then, too, besides the
aforemojitionod second-string films
sent in by Hollywood independents,
there have been Briti.'-h. French,

and Swedish pictures, two

SWi.fs

eight years old.

lb

^

New

FYench Film Stitdia
Replaces Royah Plant
:;:":'::
-

;

Paris Aug.

^While Die politieos: are

Still

'

l'^-

argii-,:
'

.

i

^

Nearly

2,000

ing;

ing iii '"Lady,'' a.i :bfix(),fliee,; niueh:
Lushriaugh prodLiclion, ''i\l«irk; Anever, has not. curtailed, freedom, of
Camacho's Nephew Into Pix
tony and Gleopatra," is; bt ing;: com- the sfiijie as; JameS' Masoiiynjid is; producorSi, ;,-'Mexico City, Aug, 13.
pleted for early' fall release by holding up prOdiiftfnn :ot"iJt)Mj;ry
-Mthough St. John still looks after
A- film shorts ami documentary
Jlill" atid other Lock v/ood: eDmmitT
Filmex,
fldeoh 'theatres,
Is. expected that
prodmitipn
,com))any ha.'-, been. organiSlar.'--, in
film are JVfaria .Antpniela tiicnts.
vacate his ,iob I'oim wfth F. ized: here by -Lui.s. Manuel Avila
} 0 will
Pon.s,
Mexican Iroker, am! Luis
Another rea.'.-on frr the ru.'^h
to Stanley Bates, joint mana,ging: direC" Camacho, Pic'-idetit Avila
Camacho's
Sahdl'i,ni, Argentinian star comic who get filni in ,bof(,i,-c "-''i ••ever;AmhPr". t.,r of Odoon with Jolta Davi.s,. t-aknephew.
.
(is ready for di.'-tribulion.
has gone places in Mexican pix.
j ig over.
Max Li.szt
,

for

.

l

,

:

The Czech public

,

to Greater

tition

at

Ciiy. with Juan Carlos Thorry, to for
them when nationalization was
announce, and Silva Guerrico, vet launched.
The quickie complex is
Argentine sciipt writer also raking the chief curse
of Czech picture
in
Mexican coin, to produce the makers.
Fortunately, top officials,
broadcasts.
Technical
difficulties and the directors and writers, seem
killed this plan.
aware of these shortcomings,
Mexico is, not the only Central
With a call for new talent, f ilms
American, country which is, looking are planned with
an eye to interaround for Argentine entertainment national
appeal.
Now it's a mailer
talent. The Dominican Republic ha.s
.or viraiting until the anli-Nazi scries
grabbed one of the Mundo network's end,..;; In
the light of some yarns,
announcers, Juan Carlos Lago. He recently
put into production, then
signed a six-month contract to rethere'll be a string of good comedies:
organize program production- in El and
:.human-interest pix.

the: company but won't leave for
Hollywood,, Aug, 20.
China, and the Far East in general Paris until late this month.
While admitting that ArgentineIs, undergoing a motion pioturo boom,
aeeorcTing to Alec Caplan, Shanghai made firms are fnakihg gains he said
rep for Warners, currently in town they were successful primarily in
to take a gander at the studio's latest neighborhood and rtiraltheatres, only
product. Caplan has spent his, whole outstanding pix getting big returns
life in the Orient and is paying his in Buenos Aires. IVlc-st film biz in Ar- Trujillo's chief outlet.
gentina is on: a percentage basis,
flr.st vi.sit IQ the U. S.
Caplan, reporting to the studio, which m.eans that ., individual disdeclared fllrn receipts in Shanghai tributor results .are directly in relar
Copycatting of Yank Pic
arc up ,200% over prewar takes, and tion ,to the <iraw of .the product if
business is still- ihcreasing.
advertising and bally is handled
Themes Hit by Brit. Prod.
right and playjBg- time and rental
setup are correctly protected.
Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Rush Out 'Wicked Lady'
French product
starting to reSidney Gilliat, one of J. Arthur
ceive steady release in Buenos Aires, Rank's top
produeer.s, eurrentjy tbur*To Beat 'Amber' Release Nathan added, as are British films. ing the U. S, and Canada,
warned
Nathan, cited ;that Argentine pictures British
film-makers, not to; attemptLondon, Aug. 16.
liave beer%,: ifopiroying.
He said that the .filming of pseudo-Americaii
Harold Huth and R. J. Minney,
picthere have been, Z6 new theatres tures in
England. He .said in part:
"'"^
leaving Gainsborough
opened and 13 are under coh-struc"British producers should not try
rjlm.r as producers, with Huth oxtion in, Argfentih.i this year.
to ape American films -for -release
Peetlng, to go;into independent proin
the
United:
State.s.
d"otit?n. \ Minney
Sarrihg neces-iplans to go to
sary changes in dialog and dictidh,
where- .he
Chief
Hollywood
formerly St. John Is
.<-:pecial, trcal ment of ifilms made
worked;
in
-

spots.

-Right -now there are a

hard

BritLsh, French,
Swedi-ih films
office business,
and U. S. film

.

PAMPAS, SEZ NATHAN

/

i

work and withRussian, Swiss and
doing steady boxthe failure of Czech
Companies to reach
agreement remains the real sour
note of the anni celebration.
makers

6.

and his collaborator

PACE

,

He figures
Uiider territory.
the Rank tieup with the Greater Union chain would not leave many
playdates for other British fare.
However, there are few indie loops
left,
excepting the Fullers and a
Hoy^.?
couple of nabe holdings.
might be interested in a Korda deal
-when current pact for Rank product
on distribution via 20lh-Fox expires.
There's a chance that Korda will
.set up his own distribution outfit in
Australia and New Zealand, with a
show-window in several key Au.ssie

Yugo

in

Aires; Aug.

musical
"Blackie,"
her scenarist husband,

,

.,

-

of

star;

.

Therefore

cither.

a standoff to date, with
Forst and wife still at home but
requisitioning order stiir lechnically

Circuits

Down Under

Cuba for Big Salaries

Ameri-

the

is

can entry, but neither the Czechs
nor the Americans are loo happy
about it because of the- existing
stalemate over import of Hollywood's products.
With Czech -fil'm

!

conflict's

.

'

programmed.
"Of Mice and Men"

Argentina's Film, Radio

;

move him. French brasshats apparently aren't willing to go that
far but don't want to lose face by

India'.s '.pn^tiires haye progressed only slightly in the .last 32
years.
running the same fHm for
of
Habit
mdnths. at the same' theatre i.s typical
Outstanding
of India's exhibitors.
example of this is the, Hindi-language production "Kismet' (ftot the
has run
which
Metro)
made
by
film
more than 114 weeks at a Calcutta
theatre, witb the sxhibitcr expecting
wcefcs.
150
run
to
picture
,'the

nically,

Down

.

Argentina's best writing team, have months ago 'it was hinted that an
One of the rea.sons American film been inked by the Mexican::studios accord was near. But nothing has
companies do not want any product to write nine scenarios. "Blackie" happened. Unofficial report is that
to go into Yugoslavia for the time signed a .deal for one picture in the Czechs are hesitating on eco^
being is the reported action by the Mexico and she also will work in nomic grounds, hoping to persuade
American film exporters to reduce
government, there in seizing several the Azcarraga radio network.
U, S. pictures already in that counThe trio found Juan Carlos Thorry, their demands for high percentage
try after the war ended.
Govern- Luis Sandrini, Tita Merello. Amanda product deals. Basis of the negotiament in Yugoslavia has set up a Ledesma. Hugo del C-arril, Gloria tions is the supply of 40 films
state filnj monopoly.
U. S. dis- Guzmrin and Libertad Lamarque in- brought into the country over a year
ago by the. former Office of War
tributoi's: iiesarned that the govern- stalled in Mexico City.
.lijerit had taken ovtr the.'se films, but
Thorry is getting set to make a Information, The Czech government
hopes to
before action could be taken the, picture in Mexico,
make any agreement
at a price double
government allegedly made a quick that paid in Buenos Aires. In Ha- reached about the disposal of these
deal with four officials who at one vana, he
was paid $500 U. S.~ for his 40 stick for aU future imports.
time represented .'Vmerican distrib- broadcasts. XEW in Mexico is
Meantime, the patrons suffer; .satpayutors there;
ing him, nearly as niuchi Thorry and isfying their yen for American fare,
^'^hi,s -gave some legal credence to
Miss Guzman will sail for Spain after seven years, by flocking to the
the; seizure beeau,'5e American di.swith their musical comedy company. few available second-grade offertribs let the deal go through rather
Lamarque has been at work in El ings being sent in by some smaller
than disciredit the officials involved,
Patio for 12 weeks in Mexico City, U. S. independents, on basis of a
although admittedTy they had no
and a hit. Luis Sandrini and Tita pact negotiated six months ago.
authority to act in giving over; the
Merello are appearing in "El Diablo
Local Prod.
pictures to the Yugo government.
Andaba en los Choclos" at one of
Payofl; i,s that U. S film companies
The Czech film lndu.stry meanMexico City's principal theatres and
rejected any plan for sending progetting coin that bids farf to keep While is doing its best to cash in
duct into. the„cou-ntry until the Exthe postwar boxoftice boom.
on
them
in Mexico for some time.
port A.ssn. is able to make some sort
Seven films are in production or
Carril is due to return here in a
of a suitable deal. In the meantime,
nearly: completed; five have been
these films being handled by the few months as he has picture com- released in the last 12
months and
Yugo government are doing -stMnger mitments, but stays only long three more are being preemed at
enough to make oiie picture. He has
biz than Soviet or other product.
the spa f*tival.
Technically, the
written a bolero "The Night and
local product has been goodj thanks
You" which he sings in his new
to the well-equipped Czech studios
Mexican film "Desesperacion."
U.S. PIX STILL
and their trained crew. As for arRadio El Mundo has been dicker- tistic and entertainment value, it's

;

,

1.3,

Sixto Pondal Rios, from; a Central

long

district

;

.

Aug.

I

I

6.

industry's

film

:

Carlos' Oliyari.

;

Prague, Aug,

the first anniversary o{
nationalization
in Czechoslovakia a film industry festhe

:

comedy

*,

,

Cil.y,

Looms

.

;

Jieturn

:

In

Mexico

Metro is distributing "Candclaria"
in the U, S.

:

after priginal eyictipn .deadline,
U. S, and Soviet film sections have
unoflicially
notified
French Gen.
Chener o£ thejr belief that requisiwere
88
>-,vailablc—
.are;
which figures
tioning of Forst's home for occufor
preference
a
indicating
in Hindi,
pancy
by
a
French
official
at this
that
and
language,
films in that
na- late date, after occupation's start,
is- on the way to becoming, the
would look like persecution and
tional language of India.
react adversely to Allied prestige
turned.
P'xductions
df -the screen
four are .rated with Austrian people!, particularly
Oiit in 1944, only
film fans.
Recently, 'Forst, defying
tolerably good pictures, all being in
Others represent thousands French eviction order, notified auHindi.
stock,-. Tech- thorities they'd have to use force to
iilm
wasted,
of feet of

With

Strike

New drive for iiigh.fr pay has re- tival featuring products o.f .seyen
sulted in, a strike. Iiireat^agaimt, two
countries opened Aug. 1. a', iwp
and.
\i\ig .second-rui-i: -cnnlnnas -.iiere',
internationally known spa,s, faariahfilni: tiottsv'i' .ii* Monterey, SaiV Luis
ske Lanze tMariepbad) and Karts^.;.
l.'otosi -state and Nayarit state.,bad)
Each one, running siinultaneFbrjiier cvistbmary pay hike de-' ously, lasts for 15 days and iru-lndes
hiands of theatre- help, was 50%. It; showing
films
of
produced
by
now has been lipped to 75%, Ernpldy- Czechoslovakia, the Soviets. U, S.,
Federal Great
ers call that exorbitant.
Britain,
Switzerland
and
Board Of Concil'aiion and Arbitration Sweden,
The Czechs are showing
iS:striving -to\settle this trouble..
three of their' latest films, the; others
one each.
Documentaries also are

.

are

1944.

Korda May

!

Mex Theatre

sation."

Try

Eviction
Vienna, Aug.

;

S. and-

^

.

yarn and made "Can-

delana'' .out of 'it, Miiis del Bio haying.a;:hand in the alleged plagansm,
Inclan, is seeking "suitable compen-

Both Russian and American cultural officers have entered the slillunsettled French Military Government vs. -Willy Forst eviction case,
with Forst, Austria's No, 1 film actor
and director, still occupying his villa

British films.
about, 500
In'
mobile UAits. Nuhiber of pictures
produced llropped fro.nV 165 in. '1942
ill

with

Side

\

Of the
.showmg pictures, Pply

Howeycr^ the trend to-vvard.'s a
single national lans.;ua.ge: is vie.wcd, as
£ii
encouraging ."ign tor the film
Of the 124 pictures prO^
biisines.s.
auced in 1944— tl;e Uist year for

Big U.S. Films

IVtarkihg

.

addition, :thefe

to 125

daleno, filni writer,- claiming that
the latter and Fernandez look nearly :ail of his

$1250 to. .$500 p(-r iiiohth.

1.800 theatre.s

about- 265 play- U.

:

lead.

Soviet Officials

ILS.,

Salario.s p,ai4,f..ri.'cn pl-ayers'are i.n
line wjth.:.thfe. /lag zii; the i'vi'hoie i ndustryv Top: acKsrs and flttresses 'get

only

femme

tr.x

.

No

.,.
i

Paris, Aug. 20.
Rene Clair, ,\vhp soon, will begin
,'-hootinfi
"Silence Is Golden" for
oiio film, and then are
Joinville Studio,
never heard of agiiin. The remain I;RKO-Patho al the
Francois
ha,'!
cast the three lead.s.
ing 20 form the .-backbone M- Tiidisv'sPerier, young leading man, already
large, film intluslr.f with qnjy nine
was sot.
He has signed Maurice here as. its. locijiejai-id thcit i.s the
Iiavitig-thf jr ovyn a!udios.ariii..-Hetc.s;"Che\-alie-r for tHe aging man's role. locale of "CiUKlelarS\
He charges j
s,ar.y eqiiipineiit for turnirig.'oht pi-o^
pany RPbin, who did a bit in his agent submitted the story to
aitdilioh,^ there iirc up-;:
duclipns.
Miu'cel Carne's "Night's Doprs" and Fernandez but that it. was rejected.
*ards-- p{;- 40:- jiniaVl pianfs p:f a ;spi:l
many of wprked in "Destiny :Has Fun" gets
Inclan also names Mauricio MagIndia,
yeatter'ed. around

who make

Heavy

Still

del Rio

6.

120 different
film producers in Ii\dia at the present finie. nearly lOO of them -.are
jegarded as' "'carpet'baggers," tljc
terra applied to film-makers here:

then-r

TmfttlMt Aqinr*

Plagiarism Suit

Mexico

Alt'noURh there

Named

Dolores del Rio
In

,

LONDON OFFICB

I St. Mnrtln'ii l>Iac«,

inked to

direct.

wher'e

future Holly'wObd:
Ri\-iera will he,.,:E.iniie 'Couzinet liiL-f
started work on a 'Studio tiear I3or^
deaux to replace the Royajr I'tudios
which were razed: during he war,:
The new; studio will have, liuir
.stages, first one beuvg nearly eiiiii-'
vi.'^iteri
pietcd.
douziiiet rcecntly
America to get a line on hUe.'-l tech-,
nieal improvemcnt,«i.
.,the':

'

'

.

.

f

;

•VABIKtT'S* I.OWDON

OSnCK

INTERXilTlONAL

SquaM

B St. Mattin'o riai!«, Vmfaltar

TECHNICIANS CUE
Imkns Latest

Roller Speedway,

BRIT DEAL

U. S.
Year

After-War ThriU,

Ate VJ SeeslHrci^

^^^^^^^^^^

Does 30G Wkiy.

By HARRY REGENSBERG
London, Aug.
Londoti

is

going ior a

new

15.

London, Aug. 13.
Harry Biixfon has acquired
Adolf Hitler's 3,600-ton luxury

and ice hockey. This is Roller SpeedHarway, how thti attraction at the
"ringay Arena.,,
Imported by Fred Friedlob and
Mortmi'TWais, in conjunction with
has
the Greyhound Raring Assn., it
clicked from the start, and; how is
playing to: 10,000 spectators .nightly:

yacht, the Grille, from the British
"government
for
about
and will make a 500seat theatre out of it.
He will
spend $150,000 remodeling it into
a film house which will .he
^equipped for television as w^ell
,'
as shbvying of film.s.
Hiller yacht will be ready as
a theatre next year, when it, will
tour principal ports around the
,

.

,$30.0,000

,

.

.

-

.

:

(capacity), six days weekly. This, in
dog racing at an
ot
adjoining track, which packs in 30,the
000 twice weekly. Excitement at
speedway is moj-e tense than at the

GRA

spite

London, Aug.

Yacht for Pix

Hitler

after-

easily ranks with
v.'ar thrill,
greyhound racing, dirt track racing

which

,

.

.

English coast;

dog track; despite the former being
devoid of the gambling element.

Americans
(men and women) against 12 Europeans (dlso mixed), all supposed
champs in their own respective counRace takes Ave weeks, ,on
tries.
circular track with mileage to be covcomprise

Teams

12

ered over 2,500.
Sport, was Inaported here in 1939,
by the same promoters, and stayed
six monthis, leaving just before the
Apparatus imoutbreak of war.
ported for the spor^ weighs ov;er 16
Besides the teams, a aiaft of
tons.
seven is needed.

•

and
Former are Americans,
heroes.
Johnny Cazar and Dorothy Gortz,
and latter are Paul Maline and Joan
Lemke, both French. The audience
.seems to havd a general antipathy
-towards the Americans, who are
deemed too- rough, willv the Europeans always getting the applause,
have

Teams

their

villain.^;

while the U, S. eiiirios get the razz.
.-ionielimcs is -so terrific that

Booing
it

"The Drunkard"

reniiiiiscent of

is

^days.,

.,

Rush

Philippines

India As Orient's
Best WS. Pix

MkL

Manila, Aug. 6.
Philippines may supplant India as
top market In the Orient for TJ. S.
films, according to Maurice Silversleiiii Metro rep for the Far East,
who is now here. He described India
as being the best market for U. S.
pix in the Far East now with the
Philippines in second place despite
war ravages.
Silverstein was inclined to believe
that India has top position at present only because having more theatres intact, in contrast to the many
houses destroyed by war here. He
came here from -Shannhai after
seven months- trek, in which he
visited many branches In the Orient.
•

,

Avorage Intake
per. week, which

is

well over

is

good

$.'iO,000

com-

for a

Silverstein. goeis

But the
new sport.
paratively
healthiest sign are the ofter.s pro-

Metro

wotprs have received from ?H over
Britain,
including Glasgow. Manchester. Liverpool, Nottingham and

the
the

ofTicial,

to

who

U.

shortly.

S.

.was, with

SHAEF

25

Current

moves

20.

the

While early postwar foreign bu.siAmerican film companies is
up about as anticipated,.

ness for

USA-Made

Still Tops
While rnany foreign countries
have laid d o.w;n restrictions
product, formed
against U. S

straightening

for

deadlock between Britain
and America on interchange of stu-^
dio per.sonnel are likely to have
a big efTect on film production here
and in Hollywood.
Up till now Britain has been consistently anxious to import producers,
directors and, technicians to
help in making films over here but
the .Association pi Cirie. Technicians
has strongly opposed it unless some
reciprocal, arrangemerit is forthcom-'
out

.

.shaping

,

:

film raon(jpDlie's find tossed, other
barriers in path of American
distribution since the war ended,
no nation has discovered a law
forcing patrons to see .pictures
they don't want "to look at.

pre-war

'

CSSt.

stuff.

seized U. S. pictures that had
been sent in before the war.
These are easily outgrossing any
new Kussian fare or product
from other countries.

V-

--

;

stemming from heavy wartime

fice

spending and the tact that pix thewere about the only places of
to the bulk of the

amusemenKopen

Instead, the; decline

British public.

.wnat-dip has

French Unions,

Nobody

the U.

in

profe.sses

film

S,

know why

to

industry

the British

they realize it has. Austtralia's film
trade also has held up better than
anticipated.

In contrast, the cessation of

fios-',

has left the JEuropean setup
badly involved witn restrictions, film
monopolies, nationalization of the
The four U. S. film companies that pix biz or threats of same and
had dubbed' over 60 features into domination of certain countries by
tilitifs

U.SrDubbedPix

,

Soviets, particularly Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia.
Only in Belgium, France and
Nego- Italy does there appear to be any
tiations are contini'lng between the semblance of normal distribution for
French government and American U. S. film compa.-ies. While thedistributors witlT no indication;as tii atres are booming in both Italy and.

French prior to the end of the war the

have them available for distribuwhen the war ended, may still

to

tion

have

RKO

to

redub them,

in Paris.

.

;

technician.

is how to get
American rentai coin, out of the
countries.
U. S. pix execs believe
dislodging of reveuue from France is
certain, the indicatioas now are that
it will take a much longep time to
unfreeze rental money in Italy. This
because of the dollar exchange
is

France, the question

'

the ultimate outcome.

number

of leading critics here
are opposed to the exchange sy.stem,
wanting British pix to be stric;tly
British for the sake of building up
the local industry.

.

While it's felt in N. Y. that U. S.
distribs should :Win. and not have to
ci u b
over a ga ih li^ Paris, ;a h i on f a ctions may force complete redub,bing. Projeetioniflts' Union in France
threatens not to handle any Am.erican product that is not dubbed in
that country as a reprisal if the government should let this product,
:

'

the war, was surprised by
amount ot dev;a.statlon caused .by
war in Manila.
Kordaitcs Commuting
problem.
He explained that Metro plans to
Aiming to improve British proAmerican distributors can spend
expand the distribution of 16m films duction technique. Sir Alexander
CardifT.
all over the world with the improveKorda has had a \lihole string of aubbed in the U. S., into France for the money collected from jirbduct re^
Team.s sre enjoying thei trip' over
iea.sed In Italy for anything in that
of
technique
ment
film
such
tri- technicians commuting to and from distribution.
as
that
Their
angle
is
here, but complain over the lack of
country, but they; can't remit it to
dimensional
and
color
pictures.
playFrench
their
Pro.•.iich
action
would
cut
Hollywood
or
on
way.
food, particularly the shortage of
the U. S.
American distribs have
ducer's brother, Vincent, who for ere aij'd technical union members out
milk (which is strictly rationed
many year.? has designed his setSj of' just, that much additional work. agreed among themselves to send
here).
French Pix Theatres
French governnient naturally is in a- only a limited number of pix to Italy
i.s:the late.st due in from London.
Besides the public, the sport is atlor release this year.
While there
Lonfrom
il'.s
supported
by
the
arrive
quandary
but
scheduled,
to
He's,
tracting many shnwmen, with Tom
are no. restrictions on number of
To Get 50-60^ Boost don next week for a;'studi(5 ihspec-- fact that the French statute requires, piaydates
Arnold. ,wlio is siiortly staging an
in Italy, American officiahs
tion.
that such required dubbing on Imice show at StQll's, Kihgsway, a freParis, Aug; 13.
roalixe that there Is a gentleman,',<5
in
France.
shall
done
ports
be
Ned Mann, Hollywood technician,
quent, visitor.
Following the recent increase peragreement existing between Italian
City
'American di.stnlHitors went ahead producers and theatres there to show
mitted in legit admission prices, the is now at Korda's Sound,
(near London .supervising in dubbing -features Iti. the. U," S... so
picture theatre scale is likely to be Studios,
Italian films two months out of each
ihstallation of optical, printers and 8.S to have
pro ;iuct ready When 12.
revised upvyards soon. Top in Paris
U. S. execs leel that this is
Dorothy
France was opened up tor distribu- rquitable.
now 60 francs '(i50c.) fpr;first-run other trick mechanisms.

during

.

•

)

,;

i,s

CANADIAN BILINGUAL
'

Montreal, Aug.,.20.
Queb<>c Productions Corp.. new
film iiiiit here which plans to start
it.*
first bilingual sooii,
liiS.'s
pacted
Paul I.ukas,
Paul
according
to
X'Anglais,' cxoc diroetor.
Helnriut
pautiiie already has been signed.
't'Anglui-s said that he's negotlatnig
With Aniiabells for the,' femme lead.
,

i

First:
'

.

FodQr

houses, with an extra 10 francs for
theatres with a stage presentation or
vaudeville.
New scale Is expected to be 50-60%
higher.
-

.

London. Aug.

tentatively

titled

will be prodLicCd..by
and directed .by
off
in
tee

"Crime & Punishment," New.
-"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.

Marlon

-

.Ozfi.

-Should

Seirtembor,

"nay After Tomorrow," Fortune.

-'.^
.

"fifly-Kirty,"

Rank

Joins Board

"terictla,"^

His Irish Film Setup

"Gang- Show," Stoll.
"Grand National Nii;ht," Apollo.
"Guinea I'ijf," Criterion,
"Here Come llic liovs," SaviHe;

:

when first (^.stabli.shed,, is
9 chaio'i'ian along with E'rfglish

Time," Palladium.
"Houpynioon," Y<lrk's.
"King-milker," SI. James.
"Marriage a lii Mode." St, Janio.'j.
"Night and Music," Coli.-iouin.
" No Ro 0 m a 1 1 n n
n le r C a rde n
"Perchance, lo Dream," llipp.
"rickiipdirl,". Wales.
'•'High

,;setup)

.

John Davis. DavLs ,Was in on
allgnmont.
Louis Elliman continues as mana-

aides,,;

tire first

,

giiig-dircctpr
rice

with his, father,
Ellimfui,^; vice-chalrolan.'

.'

"

MauThird

,

Irish director is;G.;;A,,Qveri;'nd.

;' ;'

.

,

.Wostmihsler.,

W

1

1

'Toltcrgcist," Vaudevill,;/
"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly.

HABIMAH DOES 'DEIUGE'

"Shop Sly Oorncr," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palaoe.

Jerusalem, Aug. 6.
Habimah's final play of season was
a revival ot "The Doluge," first presented over 20 years ago. This is a
diama by Ilenning Berger, iSwedisliAmerican playwright.
Or the cast of eight, Ben Chaim
gave the top performance.

"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Amba.ss.
"The Other Side." Comedy.
"Under the C'ouutcr," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shine.s," Globe.
"Windermere's Kan," Hayinarket.
"WinSlow Boy," Lyric.
''Worm's View,'' Whitehall.

'

.

.

.

,

their interests.,, has

changed

ON AMERICAN TREK

;

-

;

Morrill, Hollywood special effects
technician, will leave shortly for

,

;

London.
Vincent Korda, while in the U. S.
wilt also visit With another brother,
Zoltan, and with his 12-year-old son
Michael; ill, school in New York.

j

cost

angle

is

the

main

disirib.";

U., S,

tho.se

new

rethat a
dubbing .job
uiore siiitkble'dub'o.'ng, at'- least, as far
is
infleelidns
language
a.s
pei-Tet;!
be done in Francf
I lincernerl, could

Cynda Glenn to Riviera
and London Before Paris

'

VV,hit!c„v, wKo is; brother,, of;
ClifTord, phde. faorous English: revue

patra,"

:rea.son, for

wLshing to get

Into Frahee, without a

them

beCaufC

Parisi Atig.

TOP BRITISH CRIX

thO: pic-

ture somowbati
London, Aug. 10.
Warner, Bro;;,
it's: estimated th.it
Two of Britain's top hevv/.spaper
which ha.s the largc.st nuhiber. Of feabeen dubbed In men leave for Arnerica sljotlj^. One
lures that had
pally Mirror
in
is
Hcginuld
Whitley,
pictures
abr.ut
2,t
Hollywood, has
He leavtii, Aug. i:i ,:to
this category, with the other three;' film critjc
cover preem of "Caxisar and Cleo'ciistrihs having eight to lO each. The

;

Cynda
name of

2

|

up departments.
George Samuels and, Walter Veespecial effects men, currently
studying back pro,)ection and miniature building on the Coast, and Paul

,

:

,

Strand.

"First. Gentleman." Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Ma,|ehty's,

Of

Publin, Aug. 13.
J. Arthur* Rank, wlio rcma ined off
the board of new Motropolo and
Allied Cinemas, Ltd. (his new lri.sh
ir.f)w

20.

"Bctfur Late," Garrlck.
"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden.
"Clutlerbuck," Wyndham.

a^ain, with Hie assurance that
these would not have. to be dubbed!
over in Paris. However, the attitude
ot the unions. rep.--rtedly backed up
by French proJucer.s looking after
tion

Hollywood make-

inspection tour of

vers,

Current London Shows

;

Vance, head of Korda's
iiiakGUp department, has just returned to London from a four-week

Hamilton

-

,

pi(;tMre'

''.The:Fortr.esK''

.Geprge

,

•

LUKASJANTINEFOR

,

;

been about normal.

Sim trade has held up so well but

Producers Snag

-

A

-'-

'-li

in biz at .film theatres has been surIT.e'.ual summer seajirisingly small.

Rank has fiad a big
these negotiations, following his visit to America last year.
As a result, six technicians have
come to Britain to assist in the production here of RKO Radio's picture. "So Well Remembered,", currently shooting at Denham, and. four
technicians 'have gone. from here to
Hollywood.
unit consists o£
a producer, his assistant, an art
director, two writers and one other
in

-

atres

.

under way.
Arthur
J.

hand

',.

5'llm officials naturally expected
theatre patroqage to taper off rather^
drastically in Britain after the war:
ended, the war boom at the boxot-

Outstanding example recently
was in Yugoslavia where the
government is handling some

Last April the ACT, which irons
out all trade union problems on
the technical side, instructed its
general council to push forward
with this interchange on the strict
understanding that in all countries
be reciprocal. An agreeit was to
ment was made with France. No
agreement has yet been made with
the U. S., but, negotiations between
George Elvin, secretary of the ACT,
and the International Alliance of
are
Eniployees,:
Theatrical Stage

,

,

Majority of patrons still insist on
American product even if it is
,early

DLscusing from the other end.
slohs lodking to this end have been
rgoing; on for years but nothing ever
has come of it.

-

picking up only slightly, year after
V-J Day has brought, two unexpected developments One is the way
revenue has hold up in Great'
Britain; there being no drastic dedine as l)ad been anticipated. The
other is: the niuddled European situation, Continental Europe admits
tedly being in more of a mess than;
even most the pessimistic had fpre-

.

favpi"ai9ly^_petJorted on
its' Lonxlon
oticning.

j

miUve'

actoi^s.;

":

to

for

,

8.

who

Dispatch,

-

si,g!iment for

Chile Films to Build

Around

Expected

week in New York; then heads
Hollywood for: eight weeij.s .stay.
Second is A. W. Parsons, one of
top feature writers ior the Sunday;

.

';,-,';

CHcnn, who, under hpr; real

Cloivn, EUyn w,a.>i a, star' of
the, ;"Fol:ies;i,Borge,r(is";here .some 10
years, aso,, will double, between a

"Caesar"' ori

.stay

'

jiilh

,

was/only reviewer who

producer,
{'

felt

it's;

vvilt

,to

,L).e

goes on a rovin;i asHis main job

one year,
rcpbrt; on

;Briil!4i^ flllns; in

reeeptipfl,

;

pt::

America. vTiii!; Jock;

U.S. Stars liii-wreijce-oiyice Is re;sponsible lor the
Pix
variety engagement and a
Canne.'i bookini; Over the sununcr. In
toiu' of both
'Valparaiso, Aug. 1.
;;
the fall she 'will star in •'Anythjiig,
Chile Films, a leading prbducinjj^
Goo.-;:"'6aliici-/.ed version of the Cole 'c-oiTtpany here, ha.s begun an ambi->
niiisical Uou.s picture program, to be built
Brpadv;;ay,,:,;IeKit;
Porter
the 'Wind'
.limay
/r'Wfillbmet^;
which Albert
around stars from all parts of the
bretioizK;iiWbvf!rentfh;\',;/;
'"Sfarching -, Wilicl.',' which -had a;
We^ern IlertiisphCre, Film-s will be
The doi-matlt jfrgJt ,.iityati6n. tere,, in Spanlfiiv," as ptir ,;cUKlomvf ;,-anti,, eaia,;; preeiti at, the rarltOii theatre,,;:
London,
last ,V?,edhesday (14), is be-,
where possible, V. S, actors who can
due to j)oiitiSal,artd liihor tinrest^^
ing, sold in' Ehgian i via the pol itico
albeit
short .speak the language will he used.
witness the sudden
Pietur? i-s being' shown to
for Kngle.
inked
reportedly
.Mready
postal strike, sans warning), has
Lt)hiiiin

I

:

;

Way

;

Blows

,

,

;

;

,

.

,

,

'

'

^

'

'

.-il»lemated

the

theatre

:

are George Sanders nrtcr Arturo
d<!
Cordoha, latter recently
with' Paran-iount; Dolore,s del Rio,
who h'a.s-^ been rriaking a series of
filnis Tor a, Mexican producer, will
star in CF's fir.st picture, "La Quin-

nihyors

sea.son. ,lilms

Spending also .seems to be abating.
iTia.ssies insist on raises to meet

Tlie

current prices which leave the average U, S. and other non-native visitor exclaiming, "I wpnder how the
French can live on their francs."

I

;

i

.!tala."

--';',,;''
,,

viewed

iii

In

each town where prehopes of pointing up tM-

political aspects of the lilm.
i

I

j
'

For

premiere

in

London,

Prmia

Minister and Mrs. Atlee, chairman
of the London city council, and the
Czech ambassador attended.

;

No

other company has ever had so

many pictures bream P

!

2T

[

ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM
Scoring new all-time highs! Hundreds
of hold-overs! King-size everywhere!

i

JEROME KERN'S

CENTENNIAL SUMMER
The

biggest of all 20th's big Technicolor

musicals

— by far!

SMOKY
"

i-

': ^\

/

:

-v-:

Outpacing

'..v

-

all

-

;

.

"

r^--

,

;.;.;":..-r,

grosses, outrunning all

playing time of outdoor Technicolor hits

many records

in

so

many
YOUNG

theatres as
AND DAVID"

Century "Fox!

Mary Astor
John Sutton
Gail
Else Jqnssen • Frank Twedell
Harry Davenport • Florence Bates * Jerome Cowan
Patrick
Rose Hobart
•
•
Screen Play by Rose
Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG
Anthony Sydes
Directed by WALTER LANG
From Storjes by Rose Franken
fronken and William Brown Meloney • Adaptation by Vero Gospary

©OROTHY McGUIRE
•

•

ROBERT

in

"CLAUDIA

with

•

•

•

•

•

-

&8

Wednesday, August 21, 1946

l*ICT1]RES

Sidney Deneau

New

Alibi" (U), Great $18,500. Holding.
Last week: "Till End of Time" (RKO)
and "Bedlam" (RKO), big $17,000.

Montgomery Re-Prezed

Chief of Schine

By SAG

SPG REJECTS

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; H5-74)—
Ccme Back" (U) and "Dan-

Term

for 4th

COS/

N.Y.

OFFER OF 10% RAISE

"Lover

Negotiations between Screen Pubger Woman" (U).. Sad $6,000, La.st
Hollywood, Aug, 20.
week, "City fbr Coiiquost" (WB) and licists Guild and major producers
Robert Montgomery, will be the
"No Tiine for Comedy" (WB), fine have reached a stalemate again,, as
pre'.'iidcnt of the Screen Actors $11,000.
negotiating committee for the flafiks
Rialto (Fox), (878; 35-74 )— "CenNominated without opposi-:
decided Monday- night. (19) to reject
tennial Summer" {20th ) and "Strange.
0?,rol., theatre at Broughton.
tion
to
succeed George Murphy, Triangle", (20th), after week at Den- the latest proposal of the film comMohtgornery's eieeiion is a certainty. ver, feguire, Webber, Aladdin. Fair. panies tor agreement. Decision was
Wis. Rxhii) Bulks Checkers
emphasized after the meeting by a
week, "Anna", t20th
L;>st
Minneapolis.
U will be his fourth term, as SAG .'ii3,000,
fine torchlight parade by the publicists
(m.o, ) aiid "Dark Horse'* tU
RKO and 20lh-Fox exchanges here prexy, as he served in that capacity $5,000.
through the Times Square section,
have pulled all percentage pictures in 1935, 1936, and 19?.7.
-Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "With- during which more than 100,000
dated for Rice Lake, Wis., theatres
Others nominated are Franchol ont Reservations" (RKO) and "In- leafiets were handed to people on
owned bv George Miner, The reason
Denday-date
with
side
Job"
(U),
first
Powell,
Dick
ToBBi
veepee;
a
one-man
is
that 'Miner, staging
the streets stating the, SPG case.
headcjuarters, had been assistant to strike against the employment of second veepee; Ronald Reagan, third ver, Esqiiiie. Big .$4,000, Last vveek,
Special attention was 'given :pict(n'e
.and Day" (WB), fine $3,500.
Lazar in recent months.
local checkers: by CRI,,, refused the veepee; Paul Harvey, recording sec^ ."Night
theatre crowds.
Lazar was upstate zone manager checkers permission to check 20th retary, and Ann Revere, treasurer.
(or Warner Bro?. in Albany before and RKO percentage pictures in his
Campaign to "bring the fight to
joining Schine.
the general public" began last week,
Rice Lake houses.
'Cleo' Great $16,000,
when handouts .were distributed
Bolnick Opens Mpls. Bookinss
quoting V.Min5'ri''s figures on record
Picture
Minneapolis.
Everett, N. C, Chain Buys 2 More
Seattle; 'Years'
film profits for 1946 ($130,000,000 was
Ted Bolnick, associate of Bennie
Raleigh, N. C.
Continued from page 21 =s
predicted).
Also given out were
Seattle, Aug. 20.
Berger and general manager of his
Stewart Everett, Inc., southeast
large theatre circuit, is branching picture circuit, .purchased the Wade'
"Caesar and Cleopatra" and "Green postcards addressed to Eric Johnout as an "impresario, joining the and Royal theatres in Morehead
.Years" are the winners this week, .«ton, MPA prexy, petitioning help
growing list of local concert and City from Royal Operating Co. The Chambermaid" (.UA) and '-"ijevil's! Most of town is on holdover.
for the ..flacks in their negotiations.
Show promoters. He already -has two houses were sold- .for about Ma.sk" tCol), nice $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
At Monday's meeting Lewis Merrill,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45landed Abbott & Costello, the Will $180,000. Royal bought the houses
Blue aionse (H-E) (800; 4.1-80)— UOPWA,
Local
prez,
114,
said
Osborhe band, Xavier Cugat band in 1945 from Dyffy and Francis 6,5)— "Night and Da.y" (WB) (2d wk). "Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk).
that ,tlie national; white-collar union
and the Chicago Civic Opera Co. in Wade for $125,000.
Everett chain Terrific $19,000 after last week's Good:$5,500.; Last week, 2d of "Jesse
is
behind the SPG demands, and
*'Han.sel and Gretel."
smash $22,000.
now has 62 houses..'
.lame.s" (20th) and "Frank Jame.s"
Orphciim (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— (20th) (rcis.'iucs), in 8 days, fair $3,- that the fight has become a national
The Abbott &. Costello show wa.s
issue for coUarites. He also said
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) and 900.
spotted in for Atig. ,'JO, but on ac'Sam Goj-elick A*>ni Month'
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO) (3d wk).
count of the polio epidemic will be
Fifth Avenue (H-fi) (2,349; 45-80) that the national CIO is watching
Chicago.
set back to a later date. Cugat is
Okay $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
-"Green Years'- (M-G). Great $18,- with interest.
Plans for the celebration during
set for March 23. All will :,go into
Tower <Fox-JofEee) (2,100; 39'-60)
His Own"
Ma,iors offered a lOCi flat raise
November of "Sam Gorelick 30th —"My P.il Trigger" (Rep) and 000. Last week, "Each
the Auditorium;
(2d over the minimum salaries in return
Anniversary Month" have been com- "Colorado Serenade". (PRC) with (Par) and "Swamp Fire" (WB)
wonderful. Bo.xoflice for freezing of salaries for two years
pleted by the local RKO exchange. vaude headed by Ray Conlan, Jr. wk), .$12,500,
weather.
Indpls. Theatres Clians:e Hands
and abolition of closed shop. Raise
Gorelick, who is RKO branch mana- Oke $9,500. Last week, "Shouldn't reacting to cooler
45-80)—
Liberty
(J-vH)
(1,650;
Indianapolis.
ger hercj entered the picture busiaveraged out to about T^Tf', since
.Clleopatra"
(UA).
Alamo, downtown film house that ness, in November 1916 and ..has Happen to a Dog" (20th ) and "Un- "Caesar
and
few of the flacks were., receiving
dates back to nickelodeon days, pur- been associated with RKO. since 1931 dercover Woman" (Rep) with stage Steamed up with billboards, big
show, $9;500..
chased by group headed by Joe Ctm- and Chi manager since 1941.
newspaper bally and air blasts. Im- minimum Guild wages.
tor, operator of nabe chain.
House
mense $16,000. Last week, "UnPitch
.Of the celebration is to have
has been operated as a western outknown" (Col) „and. "Cowboy Blues"
playdate
branch
salesmen
arrange
a
let by Manny Marcus. Extensive re(Col), weak ,$5,100.
a day from each theatre for each Cincy Soars^ 'Kid'
modeling is planned.
Curtain'
Wtusic Bo.>£ (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
theatre.
Muncie,
Ind., day of November as a tribute to:
Liberty
'"O.S.S." (RKO) and "Strange TriContinued from page 3 aS5
bought from Art Bennett by Don Gorelick. Steve Erode, sales mana$25,000, 'Cleo' Lush 17G, angle" (20th) (5th wk). Holding welt
Hammer, Universal salesman at In- ger for the local RKO exchange," is
$4,500 alter nice enough $5,600 last
at
in charge of arrangements.
blank, although Maas is not unhppedianapolis branch.
session,
High Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— ful that he can make a deal to .sell
'Lassie' 17iG,
George Pappas, former manager of
Circle here; now manages Feru; Ind.,
Cincinnati, Aug. 20.
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and "Fal- the Soviets some American product,
Wylle's UA Albany Spot
houses for Gregory circuit.
Ex- They bought a total of about seven
Albany.
Four new bills, all but one box- con's Alibi" (RKO) (2d Wk).
pictures last year and MPEA heaA
Raymond Wylie appointed United. office wows, have downtown biz in cellent $10,000. Last week, $15,300.
'Wehi'cnbers' Adds Another
Orphcum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— is in hopes of selling at least that,
Artists district representative, vice high gear. Current champ is "Kid
St. Louis.
"Night and Day" (WBJ (3d wk). Big if not more, this year. However,
Fred Wehrenberg and his wife Ollie Wog, who shifted to Washing- From Brooklyn," with a sock Pal- $10,000 after sock $16,700 last week.
Ru.ssians pay only a fraction of what
purchased the White Way theatre, ton after four months In this district. ace figure. "Courage of Lassie,"
45-80)—
(1,350;
(Sterling)
Palomar
Wylie
manager
for
for
was New Haven
which is setting a house record
now under lease to Sam Komm
a film would be worth in comparithe cortipany prior to the switch the smaller Keith's, under new City "Rendezvous with Annie" (Rep) and
and
from widow of Alex Pappas.
Exciting Week" (Rep). Good son with size of the population
The Stadium is the tag for a new here. UA does riot operate a local Investment ownershio, and "Caesar "One
The booking and for- and Cleopatra," in the Capitol, are $6,500. Last week, "Old Sacramento" there's no word of how it is u.sed or
tB50-seater being erected by the Fox exchange.
warding of prints is handled from neck-and-ne'ik for second honors. .(Rep) and "La.st Crool»ed Mile" what becomes of it once it is deMidwest in Mt. Vernon, 111.
v' .fr
livered.
The Albee is merely okay with (Rep), around $7,800,
Bernard: Mariner succeeded Harris f-^sw xorK.
45-80)—
Pai-amount (H-E) (3.029;
Outside' the Russe sphere, MPEA
"Searctiing Wind."
Dudelson as manager of the St.
'Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (3d wk). operates in Japan, Germany, AusCarthage Kcopens
Louis exchange for United Arti.sts.
Estimates for This Week
Good $7,500 on five days. Last week, tria, Holland, Korea and NetherCarthage, N. Y.
Mariner, before becoming a Marine,
Albec
(RKO) (3,100; 50-70)
Schine reopened the Strand here "Searching Wind" (Par). Okay $14.- swell $12,800.
was a UA salesman in the Denver
lands East Indies. Troubles in Japan
Roostsvelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
after 15 months shutdown due to 000. Last week, "Cariyon Passage"
territory.
elsewhere
"Without Reservations", (RKO) (51h and Germany are detailed
iPeter A. Nepote, formerly with fire. Equipment and material short- (U), "terrif $24,000.
Okay $4,500. Last week, $,5,100. in this issue, with virtually the
RKO Theatres and recently out of ages repeatedly delayed the relight- Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-70)— wk).
"Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25- same fionditions prevailing in the
Army, now city manager in Olney, ing date. The refurbished house is "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA). Great
considered one of the finest for its $17,000. HoUJSi Last week, "Easv to 50) "Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) military-oecupied areas of Austria
111., for the Frisina Amus. Co.
(Par)
(3d
and "Bride Wore Boot.s"
Capacity Wed" (M-G) <4th wk), big $6,500.
and Korea. Austrian situation is
St. Louis Amus. Co. reopened the size in the, Albany district.
week, "Vn-- complicated, however, by policy of
to
approximately
725,
Washington, Granite City. 111., dark increased
50-70)— run). Okay $4,500. Last
Grand (RKO)
(1,430;
(WB)
for several months following a fire. Carthage, 15 miles from Watertown, "Postman Rin.es Twice" (M-G) (3d ginian" (Par) and "Devotion"
both the American and Russian govhad no film shows during the close- wk). Hefty $8,000 on heels of (3d run), very nice $5,100.
ernrpents to woo the Austrians in
down. Harold Sliter, Schine district smash
Canadian Chain Leaves Odeon
$10i000 second round,
order to keep them from going over
manager in Watertown, supervises
Regina,.Sask.
KeltWs (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-'70)
to the other camp. In this attempt,
Roxy, Sa.skatoon, ha.s terminated the Strand.
—"Courage of Lassie" (M-G). Sen- Rain Slows L'ville But
U. S. and Britain have elected to
its link with Odeon after, two and
sational :$17,500 for an all-time high
treat Austria as a "liberated" rather
a half years and reverted to the
F-WC's San Diego Buy
at house. Establishes the house on
original chain of Rothstein Theatres,
than an "enemy"; country. There'Anna' 17G, 'Geo'
its fil-,?t-run policy, ..under new City
San lbiego,
^
Ltd.
Fox-West Coast botight the Fair- In ve,stmeht ownership. Last week.
fore, they are handing back to the
Louisville, Aug. 20.
General manager David Rothstein mont theatre, a 900-.seater, making a "Janie Gets Mariried" (Wfi) (2d
theAuslriani5 the film; industry
said his company was withdrawing total of 13 F-WC houses in this terri- wk), six days, nlea.sing $5,000.
Heavy .rains have been, dampening aires, exchanges and studios. So
at
coming
downpours
its eight theatres in Manitoba -and tory. Deal includes
week,
biz
this
Lyric
the whole build(RKO) (1,400; 50-70)
which forSa,skatchewan from Odeon because ing. Theatre y~!\\\ be completely re- ."Canyon Pas-sage" (U) (m.o,'). night just when bulk of the patrons American companies,
in
controlled
distribution
it felt that it could better serve the
decorated and modernized before the Plumo .*7,000. Ditto last wee^ on go to film" houses. Product is strong merly
the weather .Austria pf iiot only their own prod.public as an independent chain.
opening, slated for October.
"Capt, Caution" (FC) and "Capt. and partly will ovefride
Nelson Warner has been named
"Anna" at the Rialto is cop- fuctt! but all films including Russian
factor,
Annual three-day convention of Fury" (Astor) freis.s.ue.s).
tnanager of the Roxy.
likely to .stay out —ai-e about to lose that control to
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-70)— ping attention, and
At Camera, Rask., M. Britski has the Pacific Coast Conference of In- "Kid From Brooklyn"
"Bride Wore Boots" will the Austrians,
front,
.:;...:
(RKO ). PacKold his Royal to the Saskatchewan deijcndcnt Theatre.. Owners, beiiig
better-.than: averthe town with a terrific $25,000, give the Strand a
Holland
Amusement Co. of Regina. House, held this w^oeS at Ihe Ambassador ins
warranting a vsecond week. Last age figure,
hotel,
to be known as the Roxy, will be
In Holland, the MPEA has just
week, "Night and Day" (WB) (2d
Kstimates for This AVcCk
•H. J. Giiffith and P. R. Isle.v will
completely rebuilt and modernized
.succeeded n m aking the first era ck
wk),
.socko
$16,000.
open
the
Laulcorsliira
theatre,
a new
Borwn (4th Ave.-Loew's (l.OOO; in the airtight monopoly in cxhibiand will seat 4.00. The company, reShuliert (RKO)
(2.100;
50-70)
cently formed, has:thoatres through- 1.000-scalc:r, in Beverly Hills next
40-60 )---','Renegades," (Gol) and "Talk
"Ni.sht and Day" (WB). Moreover
month.
Okay tion exercised by the governmentout Alberta and Sasliatchewan.
About Lady" :(e;oi) :(m;o,),
for third -d-owntown sesh. Wham ,$9.It hjis
A $22,000 theatre to seat 375 is
$4,500. La.st week, "Centennial Sum- sanctioned BioScoop Bond.
000. Last week. "O.S.S," (Par) im. mer"
gotten two theatres, one in The
now under con.^truction in Canora.
(20th) (m.o,), $4,000,
o.). all right $6,000,
Paul Roll and Metro Chabum are
Kentucky (SvWtow) (1.200; .30-40) Hague and one in Hilversum, to play
behind the venture.
—"Jesse James" (20th) and "Return American pictiires. Mori; houses are(20th)
(reissues). expected to come over to the MPEA
Prank James"
I'ilt !i.\l)ib Buys Hotel
Good .$3,200. Last week. "Postmari: side now that a break has been
Tveservations' Bright
Pittsbur.feh,
Rings Twice" (M-G) and "Swaiige: made. In any event, no coin can' be
Hollywood, Aug, 20.
Noibcrt Stern, who owns, a Di'iveConquest" (U), $.3,000,
out .Of Hollari'd, .although
Sd'ecn Set Desi.!jnors.:alid..the proIn ^eatre near South Park and
24iG, 3 Denver Spots Slate (Lqew'.s) (3,300; 40-60)— gotten
that situation.is expected to improve
builWing another, and,' a' parther, ducd.rs are iioaring a cpmprbmise
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) and shortly,
'Denver, Aug. :2o.
Vi
and,
Francis
Harnion,
Charles Morrji--, closed a deal to buy
r lament as result of a meeting
Polio, scare i.s stowins up busine.s.s "Dangerous Business" (Col). Critics Gerald
Mayer, repping the Amcri-,
'^?!!^^-y?^\ hotel here for $j;i;00,- yeslB.rday (Mon,), wherebv proposals
lukewarm
and
on
G.
B.
Shaw
opus,
^^^t
at, all theatres this weolt;: but tourist:
OGO.
&to.ekholc (T.y mii.'^ ;ac
on thc;,,,,^ counter-proposals
where made trade will Irelp first-rnns overcome
patrons not excited. Medium $14,- can industry,; are in the Netherlands
agroement at next meetmg.
now endeavoring to square thing.s.
by respective sides with regard to vthis to .some extent, "Green Years"- 000, Last Week, „':.HehcgadeK'' (Col
wage increase. Threat pf strike has: IS strong enough at the Orphcum to arid ''Talk Aboitl; Lady" (Col), good They.'re due back here Sunday 25)
Pitt Variety Clears $7,000
$17,000, and m,o.
iNo. films at all a.re. going into the
chsappearcd thanks „lp the ..session. |:hQld,
Pittsburgh
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; Ncitherlands >EaBl; Indies, which;
JSstimntCs for This Week
Variety CUib cleared almost S7,()QD Set Desig^lcrs are' bfrerii-ig a. new
40-60)— ",Nlght and Da.y" (WBV (3d Have beeii ih a virtual' stale of: .'-ie.oc ;
(Fox)
at Si:inday midnight benefit show re-:? wag-J proppsal callihg for ,35':ov in-: '/ Aladdin
(1.400;
35-74 1—
wk). Showing little signs of .letlit) with the natives :figh,ting the Dutch
ceiitly. the. proceeds going ,to swim- crease for Becorators anr\ a 40'*;i co'in "Ni;>'ht and Day" (WB), after week
Last week, sock .government.
ming-ppol fund of. Camp, O'Connell, jump for other clas.<ificati6ns under at each Denver, .E.squire, Webber, at sturdy $8,500.
However, a deal-, is,
Big $5,50O..- .La,st week^ "Centennial $11,000.
a summer plape, local; shpwnie.ti's.p^- it
iuri.=;diOtion, such as IINatiouaT (Standard) (2,400; 40-60- now cooking and the situation looks.:
Summer": f20th'}: and: "Strange Triganizatiott taaintains for underpnv.i- lustralors,
Designers
and Model angle"
80 )— "Devil's
Mask"
'v
(Col)
and hopeful, according to ,Maas.
~
(20th) (m,6,), $5;0OO,':- :>
leged children.
Builders.
Ralph Slater, hypnotist; bthefSj on
New prive-In theatre on William
Denhaw) (Cockrill) 1,750;
Propfeal which is understood to "Hearts (Growing Up" (Par) 35-VO)--^ stage, split with "Delinquent Daugh-,
Penn Highway opening soon,. It's
Kosiner
Again
(2d wk) ters"
(PRC); and "Isle Forgotten
been held up most of the summer by have been, riixed. by producers on and "Swanip Fire" 'Par). Thin $7,- Sins" (PRC),; Stage show
accountTrek to Europe of American film
building shortages. It's an operation tlie other hgiid, w-as met with a coun- 500. Last week, good $9,500.
ing for bulk of coin in first three execs contiriUes, With Harry Kosiner,
Ochs, who has outdoor ler'-pcopoSal: that producers would
of. H. J.
Denver
(Fox)
,15-74)— days, balance of week on slow side. sales chief for Edward Small, slated:
(2,525;
•hotises in Toledo, Dayton, Cleveland recognize under
the new formula "Without Reservations" (RKO) and Nice $10,000.
Last week, "Ava- to
"go abroad in fnld-Septernber.
and Detroit.
some
of union's wage inequity claims. "Inside Job" (U), day-date with Es- lanche" (PRC) plus Jerry Wald ordh
John A. Reilly, veteran theatre
Kosiner was in London and Paris
quire, Webber.
Big $16,500, Last and stage show split with "Monster
manager, resigned from staff of WB Experienced workers in studio art week, "Night
and Day" (WB), also Maker" (PRC) and "Ghost and about three months ago, but will
circuit to return to his former post departments would receive increases
make a much broader survey of the
Guest" (PRC), $9,000,
Denver, Webber, big $17,000.
as manager of Loui.s Kaufman's Met- over 25% wage increase granted at
Bialtfl (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40- picture situation this time, with his
Esquire (Pox) (742; 35-74)— "Withlopolitan in Bloomfield district.
July 2 strike settlement. These work60)— "Anna" (20th).
Likely trim itinerary including Italy* Portugal,
Milton Ripp, ex-GI, joined Pete ers would be placed jn special clas- out Reservations" (RKO) and "Ih- $17,000. Last week, "Each His
Own" Spain, Belgium, Holland, Norway,
Dana's IT exchange as a student sification in order to receive added .side Job" (U), also Denver, Webber. (Par), $16,000.
Big $4,000. La.st week, "Night and
Before going into uni- coin. Union
salesman.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; Sweden and other countries;
negotiators will mull Day" (WB), also Denver, Webber,
form, Ripp was assistant manager of
Small is expected in New York from
40-60 )-^"Brid6 Wote Boots" (Par).
proposition and will meet with pro- fine $3,500.
WB's EnrigHt tlieatre.
Solid
$8,000.
Last
week,
"Cat the Coa.st in a few weeks and will
ducers
once
jnore
befbre
submitting
Busisell U, 01nbai<seni vet district
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— Creep.^" (U) and "She-Wolf of Lon- huddle with Kosiner .before he
cxhib, plaiis to retire shortly on ac- propo&al to membership at lavge.
"Green Years" (M-G) and "Blond don" (U), ,$7,000,
leaves for Europe.

Circuit Operations; Distrib Briefs

GloversviUe, X. V.
Sidney
Deneau has been appointed chiet of Schine circuit
operatibns, siicceeding Lou Lazar,
iesigned to become European manSger for Paramount in the same ca-^
pacity.
Deneau, at one time in th^
Albany division office of Fabian as
assistant to t,ou 'Golding and later
on Si Fabian's staff in: New York
:
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Authors Benefit, But

Goldman,

Par's Theatres

Not Performers, In
'

Continued from page
pany, forced

Tax Setup

Anglo-U.S.
'

tion

be-

Clal-ification o£. the tax treaty

it

.,

from Washington, but nidica.not as beneficial

IiV the,

opinion af John

,

whose clients include a
well-known theatrical
of

number

authors will come
inanagenients,
revif?ed
within the scope oi the
last July.
treaty or protocol ratified
to Jan. 1, 1945.
25 and retroactive,

however, are

Actors,

.still,-

except

:.

with
TTlSdtticai. atforneys- agree
pinto'S dpinioji, that 'actors working
required to pay
in England will, be

:

that

'ari

is,

-

present polio left .his, multi-miUipn dollar estate
epidemic:: comes along and forces to the city of
Philadelphia;. 'William
closing; the doors; of :;most thieatres: Goldman has a SO-year
lease
on the
''
ih ;a sector of the country, it goes property. :'.;;';;, ;.,"' -.v:^

'

American rhanager who

showman';

doesn't suffer

'

,

:

sum withheld on "Pygmalion"

season,

will

as:

other

British

,

;

:

pearances.

mal subject to the

U's Meeting

tax. Credit

was

deluxer

allowed, under the law for either
a fair return on capital, sqaled from
5%-8%i or for an average of income
derived; during the base years from

Continued from page 3
ing top taient in al! departments and
replacing many who were dropped in
last week's purge of Universal producers and directors. U-I goes into
swing Oct. 1.
Goetz is uriderstood highly in
favor of inviting heavy coin pack,age deals to the U-I banner.

downtown

PiiiUy,

Warner Bros, theatres which
had a hold on all the first-run
Philly situations would have obftained the pic under Warners
pooling agreement with Par.
Par-WB pool, however, was
dissolved about a month ago because of the court's ban on all
pools, Bar previously would have
been unable to sell first-run away
from Warners under their pact.
the

Once the credit was established,
all income of a company during the
war years over the credit was subject to the overall 80% excess tax.

In Par's case, it followed that the
low book value of its assets gave it
an abnormally poor deduction beScully along with A. J. O'Keefe,
fore application of the 80% tax.
newly narried assistant sales head Moreover, no boosting of a comwho also is heading westward, will pany's asset evaluation
by bookalso huddle with Ciharles ,Feldman,
keeping transactions were permitriacently hiked to western district
r
ted.:
,
sales manager, Scuily also will make
Company was just as badly off,
through western
short swing
a
were it to turn to the income form
exchanges.
of credit computation. In this regard, Balaban pointed out that durStudio Shakeup Continues
ing the base years of 1936 to 1940
'
Hollywood, Aug. 20.
the studio was in the process of re'

'

.

Radioactivity continues on the oM
Universal lot a» result of the atomic
combination which turned the company into Universal-International
and blasted various ex^cs hither
and yon. Some of them landed in
soft berths with the new company
and some of them are flofi ting over

in

snared the first-run of Paramount's "Monsieur Beaucaire"
(Bob Hope). Formerly, one of

1936-1940.

Ml

.

organization and had

Big ballyhoo surrounding opening of Goldman theatre doors
had Charles M; Reagan, Par's
veepee in charge of sales, and
Earle Sweigert, eastern division
manager, attending the
sales
ceremonies.

not trimmed

for profitable operation until close to the end of that period.
When the studio did score smashing
gains it was too late for it to allow
a high tax credit and most of the
gains were bitten off by the 80%
its sails

,

,

lax.

;,.^,\

.

hour. ; ,,';;,:;
Certain indies who make two or
more films annually are understood
being asked to carry a full orchestra
on. .salary throughout the year,; a
provision w'hich already, applies to
Indies are countering
the majors.
with the moan that such demahds
will force sfnaller outfits Out of bu.si,

,

gimmick,
DaransoU.ipaid: the first month's
rent. Cfliitest is being run in a tieup withi.,the Norfolk Leger -Dispatch and .has to date snared
plenty of space for the offer and
"Down Missouri Way.*'
a,

'

Cliff
aide,
studio' executive.

,

is

lidward
an exec in charge
commitments.
Jack Murton stays on as casting
director; Ray Crossett as head of
the story and writing; .department,
and James Pratt as prod'uction manager.
senior

Muhl remains
.;

those-

which make

\
only two pictures per; year
Indies are also ,;pointihg .otit,':, that
riiusicians win,; other crafts'
if the
,

.;

will press, for similar arrahgeriierits;
with full time crews of carperiterSi
electricians, etc., thus: setting dan^

„

,

gerous precedent. Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
will deal with the union in making
any pact.

RAGS RAGLAND, LONG
AILING, DIES

';

;

AT 41

Hollywood, Aug.

;

ing

,

in

-as

who

41,

Continued from page

successively rose

.

;

they claim, if the Dept; of Justice
ever decides to force total divorce-:
of theatres, the studios may be
glad to cut down on the number of
films, since they'll no longer have
the incentive to produce enough to

He Started his theatrical career as
a burlesque comedian, -trouping with
stock outfits and wheel shows for
12 years prior to clicking on Broadway in the musicals, "Panama HatWho?"

"Who's

tie,"

ment

their own houses in operation.
Decrease in the quantity of pix, by
same token, will result in keener

Ragland was born neither on the
He seemed a
or backstage.

bidding for each .picture under the
auction system, meaning exhibs will
be forced to pay more for the top A
pix.
Basic economic law ot supply
and demand, plus increased produc-

when

the. footlights

he was torn in Louisville, Ky. From
schoolbooks he turned to a newspaper route, and from that to a motion
picture operator. He eventually became a prizefighter ahd was ;re-,
';
portedly a good one.
He had often, been entranced, by
the burlesque sh-pws. tha-t played his
hometown,:
show was. moving, out
and the second comic was ankling
the show,
The .job was open and
Ragland walked in and got it. For
the ensuing ll years he played
through some 2,000 sketches familiar
to hurley house patrons, running the
gamut from "Ghost in the Pawnshop''
to "Floogle Street." He played them:
all and knew them all by heart.

tion costs, would force this issue, industry toppers claim, and it's in this
respect that some foresee a rental of
as high as '70% on product. Spokesmen point out that road shows: of

:

,

;

A

co-author

"Panama

of

anywhere

take

be content with the same kind of'
setup if it proves orofitable.

There's been an intensified trend
toward the production of fewer pix
and single-selling during the last few
years, as exemplified by Warners,
who've reduced their product from
50 to 20 pix a year and made more
money under the latter setup. "If
Warners qan do it," other company
execs contend, "we should be able

He was standing in Dinfy Moore's
(N.Y.) restaurant oiie day when Buddy de Sylva came in on a tip from
the

productions

legil

of the gross and question why legit, producers should be
entitled to more than the film pro*
duoers.
It's conceivable, according
to film officials, that the majors will

from 65-75%

,

:

gradationB of blue, ranging from
dark blue in the front of the house
to a light tone in the rear and are
of the sliding variety which permits
customers to get in and out without
,
disturbing those seated.

..

'

the

stage

way from

.

"New keep

and

Faces."

long

;

concede that the decision calls for
them to sell their product to the
highest bidder, but maintain there's
nothing in the court order compelling
them to turn out a certain numberFurthermore,
of pictures yearly.

Hattie,"

Herbert Fields.
Ragland got the
script and the big chance, the first
in rhany years, to catapult from the
few other salient feapeel wheels to a Broadway musical.
tures of, the Goldman: An iriimense In fact
he assumed that, the; show to do it too."
perpendicular sign with the name of was written
New hardships that will be evoked
about him, and he lived
the ovroer, each letter in different the part oh and Off stage.
Ragland on indie exhibs, consequently, is ancarpeting throughout
color neon;
went to Hollywood in 1941 under other example of the way exhibs
the theatre with the letters "WG" contract to Metro wliere
he was have been misguided by the "agitainterwoven as its design^ (Goldman featured as a comedian.
tors" within their ranks, according,
.says it's the only theatre in the U.S.
Memorial services wiU be held in to industry spokesmen, who. add, that.;
with the entire! floor covered by- a Hollywood tomorrowthese so-called agitators had stirred
":<21)i body to
sirigle carpet); doeskin- vvalls,:poloi:ed be;, sent
to Louisville for Jr.iernient. up trouble in order to keep their
gra.ss greett; a concave partition ;in
A; son-,. John,' Jr., in- the army, is .jobs, rather than: through a des'ire to;
the back of the, house, built fOr the his sole survivor.
help the:; interests they represented.
comfort of standees.
"Every time an exhibitor gets what

Here are

a

;

:

_

'

and

contracts

Auction Bids
U

20.

Comedian John Beauregard (Rags)
Ragland,

from burlesque to Broadway musicomedy to films, died at Cedars of
Lebanon hospital this (Tues.) morning while, undergoing treatment for
Bright's disease and uremic poison-;
ing.
He had been in poor health for
,;,;:''./;;;.-.
sometime.

all of Par's parth^rship holdings,
which the company has less than
an 85% interest are designated as
non-consolidated subsidiaries.
Income from the nbn-consolidated
Also the latest (according to the
subsids are not indicated in the
figur.es' of gross volume of business engineers) In airconditioning :un,its,, C. C.
to Coast
of the company, and an inspection wliich Is, adjusted so ,as tO; Ije affected
Charles C!.:'Moskowitz, Metro veeof these figures do liot cue the en- by the body heat of each qus'torrier; pee and trea-'surer, trains
to the
„,
tire net, Balaban declared. Actu- To insure aft ieVen tethper^tute there
John Joseph continues, as national ally, par's share of partially owned are outlets; In- 'every .part of the Coast Friday (23) for his fir.st trip
to the stuBio in, five ,y,g;ars „and the
director of publicity and advertisnon-oonsolidated profits are highly house. So that ;'the intensity of cool- first since ho a.^sumfd his treasurer's
ing, with Les Kaufman as his assosubstantial, hitting $4,140,000 during ing is greater in, th^ 'area where post;. last' fall.
;' ;^
7
ciate.more seats: are ocbUpied;;tloss, on; the,
.the,'first;half of^M.
-i\ietro exec exijecfs to huddle with
Universal's "Old Guard" got ^
sides where there may be empty his
studio a,s,socia1es, ineludih3' Louis
purging Several weeks ago when a
scats.,
B. lytayer. 'regairdlng coftipiahy, busir,
.flock of "B''
produoer.s, and their
The second floor of the threo-story iiPss, and :will ;als6 eOmbirie- his tWo(Canada)
retinues were, presented with the Regal Films
building houses private: :prajeetioij •A'cek slay will! a vacation; William
ffeedo'm,; of: -.San Fernando Valley.
room.; a oocktair bar, dining 'room, f. Rodgers, Metro veepee over sales,
Tlie exodus continued
Execs Huddle
H.O. and Goldman's private office. ,The and Eddie Aar.-m, circuit .salesrnanweek
last
with the departure of two exeeuT
Three execs of Regal Films, Ltd., third„flpor c<jntains the offices of the ager, are also expected to head for
tives, Howard Benedict and Joseph
piily the the. Coast follo\yiiig
Me,tro affiiiate in Canada, huddled Goldrtian;;: organization.
the .company's
Gershenson, who, ,,had been fuhe- at the Metro h.o. last Friday
theatre proper has beert completed; sale-s convention ai the Hotel Stevens,
(16)
tioning as production overseers for
on next season's M-G lineup for however, with all workmen having; Chicago, thi.'! week.
':
numerous years. Others departing their territory. Henry L, Nalhanson, been taken off the rest of the -project
Under the new alignment are Dan Regal prexy, ^nd Ted; Gould,
general so that the house would be ready for
Kelly, assistant to Nate Blumberg
salesmahager,, conferred witli Wil- the opening and world pi-eem of
HITCHY'S QUICKIE
,and. a member of the old Universal
liam F. Rodgers, Metro veepee over "Beaucaire."
Alfred Hitchcock arrives -in New
.board; David S. Garber, manager of
The theatre will operate on a first- York from the Coast by air .tomorsales, while Dewey Bloom, Regal'S
studio operations; James J.- Geller,
chief exploiter, sat in with- William run policy with the samev prices as row (Thursday-) -to give a deposiwriter coordinator; Robert MclnFerguson, Metro
exploitation the other first-run and subsequent tion in a plagiarism suit agtiinst 20th
R.
^re, casting .director, and .Kenneth chief,
On advertising-publicity cam- run houses in midtown. Unlike the Century-Fox on "Lifeboat." HitchThomson Studio activities executive. paigns for the new product.
others, however, the Goldman jsp^fiS' cock directed the picture.
Employes in the lower salary
He'll give his testimony tomorrow
Canada is not affected by the anti- at 8 a.m. and runs to 3 a.nj^

Work

produciion

fit

especially,

hess,

|ild-the-lily

.

Consequently, Balaljan said, when
hills,
.wondering
Hollywood
taxes reverted to the normal and
where they will land.
limit of 38% at the beginUnder the new arrangement Leo surtax
ning of the current year," Par's
Spitz is chairman of the board and
profits showed up not in the form
William Goetz is prexy in charge of
of taxes but in the towering net
production. William Dozier is veereported. The net appeared oh its
pee and associate chief of producface more surprising, he said, betion. John Beck, Jr., is veepee and
cause, under conservative bookkeepgeneral manager. Rufus LeMaire is
the

:

,

,

.

:

:

,

whose plays were done on
Broadway, British performers such
as Beatrice Lillie, the Old Vic Co.,
and many film players, whose appearances were within the retroactive protocol period; will not receive refunds from their U. S. ap-

:

specifying wages and the number of
employees, in; a pact similar to that
Ih;
recently signed by the' majors.
demands, Petrillopre-negotiation
men are understood: to be asking for
This fig$•75 for three, hours work.
ure exceeds the present ticket with
the majors, which, calls for $1,60 per ;

:

As;

:

is

Norfolk, Va,. Aug. 20.
George Daransoll, hianagcr, of
Fabian's Granby; here,, .gave the
perfect answer to distributors':
claims that the exhib has lost
his sense of showmanship. Mindful of a-little ditty tagged "No
Vacancy" sung in PRC's "iJown
Missouri Way" which is playing
in his house, Daransoll dug up
four-room apartment in overcrowded Norfolkj leased it under his own name with the option to transfer the suite, and.
then offered it as: a prize to the
vet writing, the best letter on
why he dr she should get the
apartment.

.

autiiors

'

Supowitz, Philly architect, it features the latest in projection and
sound equipmeht, aircbnditioning,

,

indicated, therefore, that while
Geoj'ge Bernard Shaw will collect a
last

local troubles."

spurt,

It's

goodly

from

Turning to the tax' phase of Par's
Balaban cited the Paramount
sealing, etc.
building as an example of. the exBuilt withoiit a stage, the house
treme caution which; the cortipany's:;
toppers exercised in computing the features an easel-type screen, decompany's fixed assets. Until last signed to cut down side-rseat distorThe seats are upholstered in
year, he said, the building in which tion.
Par's h.o. is located: Avas valued (jn
the company books at $1. Other treFrixample
mendous holdings of Par are similarly fixed at a low level.
Philadelphia, Aug. 20.
Low Evaluations
Opening of the new Goldman
Rock-bottom evaluation of Par's
theatre in Philadelphia amidst
invested capital in 1940 when the
fanfare and drumbeating. cues, in
excess profits tax became effective
its quiet way, one of the first
hit the company because of the two
tangible effects of the Federal
alternative methods provided by Vak
law for computing income over noranti-trust decision. The house, a

unan
taxes

dual

the

.'.•

hard for any company whose ecoThe theatre is believed to be one
nomic: strength lies in that area.
Paramount gains from, a general of the most, modern in., construction
in the country. Designed by l>avid
nationwide boom in business, aiid it,

ish actors appearing over liere;
the. .show 'be presented by

less

the

lille

,

presents a show in London. Ofiinibii
adds that if the actor is uiider/.coiiT
tract to a British,: manager he must
continue to .pay taxes to both Britain
and the U, S. Same applies for Brit-'

.English
yapply.

.

something

dual income taxes unless employed
over there by a citizen of the U,: S.;'

:

(14) there
of the picture; "Monsieui^Beaucaire," with the
audience consisting of the cohlractofs and workmen; who built the

Really a Tieup

night

unigue^remiere

.a

The Goldman has a seating capacity of 1,200, of which l.OOO are
on the main floor, loge seatiag 200.
It was built at a cost of about $1,000,*
Not Bunched Together
PCID on property, owned by the Board
"Paramount'S
houses
are
not of City Trusts which operates the
bunched together in' a few Ipcali- huge holdings of Stephen Gltard,
ties,"
Balaban- continued.' ,"VVlien: 19th century shipping magnate who

'

:

On Wednesday

.

was

Hollywood, Aug. 20.
American Federation of Musicians
moving in on indie;film producer.'*
with the idea to, secure a contract

.

at firstj Par's prexy said, for actually Par, is the largest film corripany in the world and should show
the greatest profits.
V

iwithin'ithe,:

provisions,
discriminatory
under rare instances.

Seeks $75 Tab for 3 Hours' Work

,

week.

,

acceuritant

29

AFM Moves In on Indie Producers,

Philadelphia, Aug. 20,
The' Goldman, first new filmer to
be built since the end of the war,
had a double-barrelled opening :,last

lapproximateiy
1,500
holdings
in,;
house. :Th6 next day the Goldinan
theatres js the largest :exhibitor in
opened to the public following a
the country., 'The: low evaluation of
dedication by the mayor and other
the company's assets is deceptive,,
civic luminaries;

Pinto,

'C.

the tax

-ol

.

tions are that it is
as first slated,
to professionals
,

its

par's theatres are so widely spread
and well located that local dips in
the, company
grosses cannot
hit
hard, Balab.aii staled. The company
With its outrighi' and' :par;triei^ship

has not been redual iricome taxes,
ccivecl

of

PICTUIIES

Debuts

With Unique Features

3

conn pule a large portake as excess profits,
to,

received the full brunt
blow.

S. and Great Britain,
tw^ees: the U.
affects show business .on the
as'

Philly,

he's hollcr-ing ifor," they

,

blpckbooking,,via the consent decree,
in; 1940; and now the anti-trust decision, have all resulted in a hike irt
rentals and, a- decrease, in. product to
the detriment of the- exhibs;::

.

.

-.

',

.

.;

'

-;,^-'-:

:

claim, "he

winds up getting hurt." First blockbooking-;
then the outlawing of

Moskowirz

,

;

-

'

;

Harris to Lose Senator,

,

,

Pitt

,

,

M-G

,

;'

i

i:

;

.

.

.

.'

'

.

.

.

brackets are
the

next

°'0W,

still

atomic

Manager of the
wondering when tru.st decision, meaning that- Regal
formerly
experiment will can sell Canadiap exh\bis ,t>)e en-s Meyers,
.
Wre season's product in one contract. Karlton,
I

.

.•

.

•

Gi

Vf

House

Pittsburgh, Aug. 20. ; ;
Harris circuit soon will be :wilhout its second downtown house, the,
Senator, which/tiovv is being used as
moveover operation, from the J, ,P.
Harris, and for B product, Senator
is to be razed, as soon as materials
are released for thei constyuetion -pl,

j

I

,'

,

lifloveover

I

1

!

'

'

'

'

;

;

-

an annex for local branch ;of Pederai
Re,serve Bank.
Chain now has the theatre on only
Senator was,
a
six-month lease.
Loew's, AldTne last and before that
was the Victoria and the Shuhort.
As the latter, it housed Shubert
vaude for a while more than 25'
years ago. It was as the Aldine that
nd Friday (23) and return at once to it made a rep for Louis K. Sidney
e Selznick studio to continue work when he came here and installed

oh "Paradinc Case.''

-

,

;

!t3re«cnt3tion .policyy",

-;;,;

'

,'

^':-

'>'
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PICTUREiS
when the decree comes up

court

Eastman Follows

argument

M-G Auction Bids
Continued from paKc

DuP, Dps Raw Film

15%

including a

ieel,

excise tax, to

Eastman action
13% hike by

per thousand.

$11.38

followed by 24 hours a

cost of

Du Pont which brought the
its

raw stock

to $10.92 per thousand.

nually, the

ieet:

1,500,000,000

proximately

ap-

consumes

industry,

the

Since

an-

price boost will cost

it

$2,500,000 yearly.
Rise in price does not affect nega-

some

tive raw.'stock
'

film.

f nian

,trol

nor that of 16m or

As

this

day (14) iJn 35m motion, picture film,
ConSressionally authorized: inin the price of silver and 9
climb in labor and material costs
iticKlc the raw stock" boost, the first
of: the
industry,
history
the
in

A

crcii^f

;.

OPA while decontrolling 35m raw.
Stock also lifted ceilings on 300-400
Other items of photographic and moKept under
lion picture equipment.
price control arc roll film and motion picture film for amateur use.
Crystal radio receiving sets were
also freed from control.

sold

Continued from page
Spring's

Howard
Spur,''

in addition

»

"Fame is the
number of

to a

Dickens' stories and other classics;
recently acquired Miss du
Maurier's "The King's General;" is

KOrda

desired,.

individually

.

the privilege of elimination
granted them.

fall.

Also a factor in the American
Urge to to cop European material
undoubtedly is the low
the U. S. literary output
Story editors are notoriperpetual
almost
their
squawking anent the dearth of good
potential film material, but there's
general agreement that this latter
lialf of 1946 is hitting the lowest ebb
in years. Story eds attribute it to
the disruptions brought about by the
war and the fact that only now. are
the new, bright young novelists get-

around to writing.
Virtually all companies have sent
or are sending reps to England and
the Continent in their effort to extract potential film story properties.
Latest additions to the list uf an-

ting

pond-hoppers

nounced
Brandt,
Howell,
studios.

are
.

for Mrs. Brandt, whof was over
winter to make preliminnrj
contacts.
She leaves New 'York

ment
last

Sept. 15 and will be gone about six
or seven weeks. She'll cull through
material gathered together by the
London staff set up by Kenneth
MacKenna for Metro before he roturned to the studio a tew months
ago. She'll also visit Paris and other
Continental cities,
making tieups
with publishers and agents and set-

ting

up Metro

offices

and

repre-

sentatives.

Miss Howell will engage offices
and staff's tor Goldwyn in London
and Paris and endeavor to make
tieups for storv coverage in other
European capitals.
Other literary
Daniel Boones who'll hop abroad
during September are Ru.isell Holman. Paramounfs eastern studio
rep, and Leda Bauer, RKO's eastern story editor. Par has already
had John Byram abroad viewing
the play markets. Extensive London setup was maintained by 20thFox right through the war and is
now being expanded on the Continent with Andre Davan in Paris.

Moving in the direction of internationalization,
last week ac-

RKO

quired screen rights to "JCmane," a
Hungarian play by Ferenc Molnar,
which has never been staged in
English.
will also back the

RKO

Broadway: production

own

of

Molnar's

translation.

^

Now Specializing^

in Re/re«hment
f^ncestions for
fOWVE-IN THEATRES
L

KTSERVfCE,
BC>

<
.

Inc.

BUFFALO.

N. Y.

of the

of

Jes.se

Stern,

Conference of Independ-

I

I

:

upon

in the busine-ss that if, as and
the opinions of the court are
incorporated into: a decree, there
wiU come about a drastic change iu
the general order of conducting
many phases of our dikSljribution
business and the possibility of some
changes in our production plans."

one

I

Pressbook Beefs
SB

company can pull out the same income from fewer but bigger pix and
have been continually cutting down
the number of films in Oie past
years.

Newsprint

The dropping of B.s. a direct result
the court decision, has further
accentuated the trend, the exhibs
Moreover, they cite such
declare.
other factors as the recent Treasury
Dept. ruling against capital gain exemptions for single-pic corporations
as an added blow to indie production and a likely factor in reducing
the number of pix.

at

An

a premium,

feel,

that

their

not only be heard

in

..it. was
Metro's policy;
terms only after the b.o.
had been deter-

of a picture

New

York Theatres

End

Time

of

«ARY

NIGHT

BIL|> tVILMAMii

RIVOLI, B'way and

CorathyM
McCUIRE

•

49tli St.

RoMrt VOUN<
DUN<^

V'CLAU
CLAUDIA and DAVID

% ruR

tN

20fh Century. Fox Picture

- VIVIAN BLAINE,
ROUYROUS

6n SHtE

TECHNICOLOR/'

MONTY WOOLLEV-GiNNY SIMMS

\Extr
£xt»5 JERRY COLONNA

JANE

WYMAN

gestion is for the distribs to produce
the entire display, leaving only the
necessary room for a playdate snipe.
script-s,

Oitecttl by

tturlMira

DINAH SHORE

HKFMN

DICK SiTAVILK

8«'OTT
Hut WnHis'

f.l/.al>cni

in

a nil

rroiiuclinn

'Th«

A

HOLLYWOOD

10:30

A

M. •CONTINUOUS 'Uir FILM 11:30 P M.

Tile A«roiniiiilH<'ei
Rllrii

Bn<ld.v I,f

ParaniDiint PiEturc.

l>.VK.\»IOI

NT

HUMPHREY BOGART

m et

Tlinm Hiiaarr

LAUREN BACALL
Wnrner

ICruM.

lilt

"THE BIG SLEEP"

%mii

I.N

60LDWYN

.

and His Orchestra
Kmtru

THE

^romSiooklyn
—

Oacrt Open

SMAM.

Ifichnicolof

.rUnn

AslUK

l>KK80N

BOB CROSBY

.re>»t.

DANNY KAYE

A4l(lf><l

AUruriloii

TOWN

CRIERS

,\ir-f'nntllli(»nirf1

STRAND. B'way at 47th

St.

»'«"»y<"
4Jlh SI.

RADIO CITY

exhibs

find,

"NOTORIOUS"
.

Cary Granf

Starring
and iMgrid

are

WKEK

2ND

money

radio

devote
advertising, they
to.

tlieir

own ma-

terial and. then have it transcribed,
air of which adds too much to the
eost td.make it'vvortliwhile,

Bergman

Sptctaenlar Stag* Frodnetioni

I>«lluvlllund

.

ty

WARNERS'

CONDITIONED
OPENS

.11 iff

stageil

BWAY<:.5U>

Srrang*

Love of
Marfha Ivcri*
Cool

Person

tn

STAJfWl'CK
Vun
:

they

usually have to write'

»totn • cm.os ramirez

• Oinccs cicilM tnd
LiROY fRIN2

whenever
to

eve'

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

loo full of the puff, element to be
of much u.s.c.
They contend that

want

•

>M MARY MARTIN
MICHKEl CUXKZ • ProducM by

ooNAip WOODS

ROXY

MUSIC HALL

an exhib decides to try for a
window tieup, he must buy the necr
essary stills from' an
accessories
company and then hire a sign
painter to make up the cards. Sug-

Spot radio

ALEXIS

GRANT SMITH

Goy

in

Too Costly

geiuM'all.v

set

.

and MADISON
JKOHKRT Mrrclil'M

little

If

Exhibs

to

power

R.K,0. Radio Picture Starring

for the poiilers turned out by
the distrib-S and depicted in the
press-sheets, exhibs claim
they're
usually unattractive, containing too

eye appeal. Kind of stuff that
attractive posters and
billboards is usually found on the
front cover of the press-sheet, indicating the wi'iters recognize good
art.
If an exhib wants to use that
material, however, he too often has
to hire an expensive artist to do a
'blow-up'' of the cover or paint the
material by hand.

.

McGUIRE

As

The Bankruptcy Koute

reps should

the

sell

tures,- since

.

.

Dorothy

three-column heads that most presssheets feature.
In addition; -exhibs
claim, newspaper editors have become inured to the straight pitches
made in the readers for the star
and picture and will usually shy
away from them unless they present
something new and imaginative.

it.':,

Veteran exhibs al.so argue that the
auction method will permit the more
force theatrepotent financially
men out of busines.*.'. An exhib who
has outside sources of income can
operate his theatre at a loss for a
protracted period and: buy up all
top product at excessive bids, thus
forcing his competitor into a suicidal
struggle, it is claimed. Moreover, a
foolish exhib eaii make unprofitable
bids for films and puU his competitor down witli hi ni in a Joint parade
to the bankruptcy court.

to

'

Exploitation ideas, as outlined in
the pressbooks, are also outmoded
and too seldom contain anything of
With: the number of films on the benefit, exh'bs claim.
Most place
downgrade, auction selling is bound the emphasis on window tiein.s. Exto hike rentals because theatres will hibs claim the.v're still confronted
compete bitterly' for enough pix to with a shortage of help, and that,
fill
in their playing time, exhibs rather than waste their time trying
argue.
Consequently, the method to sell the merchant an idea that's
which is to remove the monopoly- been overdone in the past, they'd,
caused curse of high rentals will rather devote their time to hypoing
have the opposite cltect. it is said. the media that have proved succesi:"Any open bidding in a .seller's mar- ful. such a.s newspaper ads, trailor,«,
ket means high prices," one exhib lobby displays, etc.

put

date for the block, but not
three last-named pic-

fore: that

:

Till the

Still Tiffht
still

few might
make

of

My

fn

mined. The three pictures sp far
hav6 played only Loew dates anS in
western starrer, "Apache
insufficient number to decide on
be filmed in Trucolor, terms, Rodgers said.
Filming gets under way this week
Metro distribution chiet pointed
with Edward J. White as pro- out that the company in recent years
ducer, .
has often set the sales terms after an
Warners handed Alex Gottlieb the exhib has made an agreement to
production chore on "Tomorrow Is play a block of pictures.
Even
Another Day," slated to start in No- then, if his experience with a pari-:
vember. Picture will be based on a ticular film is lesji favorable than
horseracing yarn authored by W. R. the general average by which terms
Burnett,
were set, he has been given an adGlen Ford's next starrer on the justment. Under the proposed aucColumbia lot will be "They Walk tion selling such adjustment would
Alone," Jules Schermer production. be impossible, Rodgers said, since
Lensing gets under way Sept. 3, they'd be unfair to other bidders.
with Richard Wallace directing;
It wouldn't be right, he pointed out,
"Dan Patch," story of the pacing to give a picture to an exhib who
champion of a bygone era, will be had outbid all others merely because
screenplayed and produced by John he knew he'd get an adjustment if
Taintor Foote lor W. R. Frank Pro- he didn't make money under the
ductions, with Al Green directing.
terms he bought it.
.

left

With newsprint

i

that

"Faithful

Lassie,"

.

exhibs contend, very few newspapers will take even a single-paragraph plug for a picture, let alone
the full-column stories topped by

Govt. Brushoff
is

of

and "Three Wise Fools.''
Branches as of July 25 were ordfulfill any contracts made be-:

ered to

to

,

without enough usable material.
With the emphasis on over.size
mats,
the
pressbooks
al.sri
usually show a lack of small mats
and slugs, meaning that" if an exhib
wants such aij ad, he's forced to
write one himself in straight type,
which doesnt make for eye appeal.
is

current convention.
M-G, consequently, has postponed until Jan. 1
the forum originally called for more
than .175 field salesmen and exBetween now
ploiteers for Oct. 1.
and New Year's, Rodgers added, he
wants all the sales staff to ascertain
how the system works in the field
and then bring their findings to the
ft rum some time after the: first of
the year;

it

ss

take a full-page ad in the papers
usually have their own art staffs who
can turn out the material, indicating
that the average small-town exhib

:

difficulty as they see

.

.

also announced that the
tentative sales policy would be effective following the windup of the

the film business has always been a
and
trend
seller's
market
the
towards fewer pix makes it increasToppers in the majors
ingly so.
have discovered, exhibs say, that a

Continued (rom page IS

books are too frequently out of proportion to the needs of the exhibs.
It's seldom that a theatre's advertising budget will allow the use of a
five or six-column mat. Those theatres in the keys that may sometimes

Rodgers

The

New York

That's the only picture

Rogers

l.Rose,"

as a certainty.

,

patient in waiting until all necessary
adjustments to comply with, the
court order had been worked out.

11

Fashion'!

;

ent Exhibitors Assns., that despite
his own favoring of- auction selling
he would go along with other membars of the CIEA in a move towards
unanimity.
Disapproval by
the
CIEA of auction selling is looked

to every-

p;it;c

age

lory;
30.

when

.Continued from

be "Web of Danger,"; a mysPicture goes into work Aug,
with Donald H. Brown producing
...Keleasing deal with PRC being
talked by George J. Schacfef and
WiUiam Stephens for their forthcoming indie tentatively titled "Rene.-,
Picgades," with Rin-Tin-Tin III.
ture; in color, goes into work this
week at Santa Barbara, with George
Yohalem handling production,
Republic assigned William Whitney to direct the forthcoming Roy

lic will

•

Declaration

5.

head

that the putting into effect of a final
decree will result in substantial
benefits to the industry as a whole
rather than create chaotic condi-

2^

,

International convention.

-

:

:

Rodgers said, "it is our intention to
approach the new order in the spirit
of 'Let's try,' rather than 'How do
I come out?' and we can only hope

Carol

and Miriam
of
Metro,'
of the Samuel Goldwyn
It will be a return engage-

prior to leaving

British director, for the company's current Chicago

,

4:
Return of Paul Williams, general counsel to Southern California
Theatre Owners Assn., to the Coast
following an unsatisfactory huddle

Rodgers conceded that this change
might bring about a delay in product
angeled availability or "other unforeseen inand
Broadway version;
Orson Welles' "Around the World," conveniences," but expressed the
which he'll likewise sponsor in Lon- hope that M-G customers would be

for ftlms
quality of
this year.
ous for

—

.

"wildcat practices."

being

backing a Paris legiter, "Aupres de
ma Blonde," which will also have a

don this

selling

is

Ranch" sales
Rodgers disclosed

F,

pilot "Ashenden," a Joseph Sis- on which it has had enough playing
trom production based on a tale by experience to set sales terms, RodJames Hilton. Bennett was inked on gers said,
the strength of his directorial chore
As with the other members of
tn "The Seventh Veil. ..Total of 26 the Big Five, Metro has been operatweste.fns, including 18 musical cat- ing since July 25 in accordance with
ers,
will be released by Republic the Federal court decree calling for
Comtor its 1946-47 program; Number is selling one picture ,at a time.
eight more than 1,-i.st; year and .the pany fr6rn. a .short time before, that
highest in the. history in .the studio date had been offering for sale a
;Eirst chore for Phil Ford under block of four in which "Boys Ranch"'
Others were "Courhis ne'iv director contract at Repub- was included.

"Although we have received many,
expressions of opinion from the with Government lawyers.
Williams,
trade to the effect that some of the breathing fire,
has vowed to fight
statements of the court in the Gov- the Government support
of the de,.;
ernment suit are very drastic," sion.' 'V^.

must be obvious

week

last

20.

morrient

— "Boys

to

3.
American Theatres Assn. reopening of the intervention questibii
by a directors' poll in which the decision
was branded as leading to

:

the

at

,

chief William

Hollywood, Aug.

Compton Bennett,
signed by Universal

deci.si •n;

each being
any other. It

wi;lh

of

Metro

only one film

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America poll which, to date
shows 61 exhibs against auction selling and only seven in its favor.
2.
General meet of southern exhibs in New. Orleans over the weekend to draft plans for battling the

short.'?

Can Gauge Exhib Terms

It

.f

1.

31

%s Ranch;

1 Pic,

Film Notes

,

Exhibitor stand in the past weeks
have been epitomized by these de-

Rodgers

pri'viiege,"-

;

On Which

velopments:

any Metro eustoiners want; to buy
shorts or news in bulk, however,
they will be permitted to do so, with

tions. It

Pix In Invasion

ing.

and release of Metro's News of the Day, Rodgers said
these^ would be offered individually
for

8m wherever

Action by Du Pont and Eastwas made possible by a deconmove of the OPA last Wednes-

inevitable.

corded
added.

M G Has Only

b.ut

,

3

include provisions for selling pictures singly, but on a one-or-all
basis,
in
strictly
non-competitive
situations, with all pix to be tradeshown, Metro, according to Rodgers,
reserves the right to set up ^'certain
conditions, including the privilege of
elimination," but will oflor all units
of regular M-G product tor a 12month period beginning Sept. 1.
"Should any of our customers iii
these non-oompetitive situations prefer to buy our pictures one at a
time, they will; of course, be ac.

Eastman Kodak's 35m
positive raw Stock was boosted yesper thousand
terday (20) from $9.67
of

pfipe

for

should be parties to
the action when the inevitable appeal follows.
It is their view that
theatre interests should have the full
legal opportunity to oppose auction
selling on appeal by the filing of
briefs and the employment of attorneys for the oral argument before
the bupreme Court.
Government
nix to this viewpoint has them burn:

"TO EACH
HIS

OWN"

IN
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and
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JOHN lUND
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but,

don't take our

word

for

it..

CO

any

to

of the theatres ... learn

first-hand of the

phenomenal

day-and-date record-smashing
OD0nina enaacieiinents
Following

1

is

a

cross-section

Uberty Tbotre, Mr. Johnson

$eoftie,

Chicago,

RK0 ^rand^ Wititam

Boston, Loew's Orpheum, Jacic Mercer

8u9aio, Buffalo Theatre, Vincent McFoui

Briscoe

Worcester, Polf Theatre, H. H. Mafoney
OailaSr

Cleveland, loew's State,

Nace Tbeotre, Bob O'Donneil

louisvllle,

Sovonnab, Avon Theatre, Mr. Conrtinghatn

Son

Prancrsco, United Artist Iheofre,

of 116 openings for your guidance:

Mn

Kansas

Biumenfeid

bi^anopofis, Loew's Theatre, Boyd Sparrow

New

f.

Fisher

loew's Theatre, George Hunt

City,

*

loew's Theatre, Buss Bovim

Orleans, Loew's Tbeafre,

Rodney Toups

San Antonio, Aztec Theatre, Frank Starz

Vancouver, Vogue Theatre, Manager

Hamilton, Ontario^ Capitol Theatre, Manager

Providence, loew's Theotre, Joe Samortono

Washington, D.

Butstoni

Oklahoma

Loew's State, James Tibbetts

Proof beyond question that

it

will be

Palace Theatre, Carter Baron

City, State Theatre, Mriton

among

Overmon

the greatest grossers ever !

proudly,

from
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Nila Mack's Formula for Kid

Gets Full Backing in Report;

$3M000

New

Voted for

After 16 Yrs. of Tretending' on

Outlets;

CFBR, CFCN Slapped Down

Toronto, Aug.

CBS Plans

>

20.

Hollywood, hug.
for a

its eye on Hildogarde, with prosconsidered
good that she
v
might be signed soOn/
Hildegarde recently bowed out of

has

.

ownei's which, in

,

$4,300,000.

;ao '.around

NBC

8 30

BaoJc at KL.'//s promotion throttle
aCter 3 vears In the army injecting
npw burst of siveed to station's oftcited
publicity - exploitation r iiier-

.

ABC's 220 Cues

;

.

Committee

Radio

The

;

;

night

.

:

-

|

aetivities.

chahdisiiig;

Chicago, Aug.

Era of Expansion

.

:

,

.

wavelength

of

CFRB,

100%

power

of Canada's 81 indethat a commisstation
established to answer pri-

AM

renewal

control.

heads point

business,

show

heal thy

to

that

some

new

"7
tac|

was

turned
simile or
down by the Radio Committee, who
did. not favor any change in CBC
television,

ABC

else.

complaints involving
frequency alloca-

/PP^'-?", ^2L
channels, bM,

Gamble and The Willson

—

increases,

and
tions
licenses in

ing two more Hollywood shows to
the fall roster of network specials.
Rudy Vallee starts the new season
under contract to Philip Morris and
Canada Dry underwrites the Meredith Willson musical stanza. Vallee
show will be similar to format to
last season's program for Procter

•

CBC.
The request
be
vate-station

Hollywood. Aug. 20.
important radio deals have
been completed on the Coast, add-

Two

plus

of facilities expansion.''
How that expansion will pa^ off
programwise and, as a result of
programming, how it will pay off in
cash across the counter for time
sold on the net that's something

al.so

endorsed the CBC policy that Class
lA wavelengths must be held by the

sion

Coast Shows Set

of close to

affiliates,

increased power or better channel
spots granted recently to older ABC
affiliates, as well as the lining up
of some stations now under construction into the ABC fold, has
given the network's execs the feeling that they are now in the "era

Calgary, is also to be talten
by the CBC, the Radio
over
private
that
ruling
Committee
station-owners have no vested right

pendent

since 1942;
additional

These

CFCN.

The Committee

220— a growth

filiates to

To-

ronto, largest independent station in
Canada, is to be taken: away and
used by a new CBC station to be
built in Toronto. The wavelength of

in frequenciei;.

business has been contracted,
and note that their billings for the
fir.st
seven months this year were
.^^ ^^^^
up 5% by comparison with
1945.
But the fact remains that, starting

,

I

'

114 stations at the beginning
of 1942,
has added 96 .since to
the present totar of 210. And there
are 10 more to-come.

I

ABC

These
go without vociferous objections
Power or frequency improvements
from the Opposition minority in have been made by 45 of the ABC
Parliament. Donald Fleming, Con- affiliates in the last couple of years.
servative member for Toronto on the Most recent of these are WSLI.
ma"the
that
charged
committee,
Jackson, Miss.; and WFM.J, Youngsjority has allowed the CBC to write town. WHAN. Charleston,
S.
C,
its own Check," and this represented
.foins the net when it opens about
"another major step toward cen- Oct. 1, operating fulltime with 250
monoply.'
and
tralization
watts on 1340kc. Another affiliate,
WNBZ, Saranac Lake, N, V„ has been
Chief Kecommendations
granted a construction permit for a
Montreal. Aug. 20.
250-watter. This one too will operate
The chief recommendations in the
fuUtime, at the 1450 spot on the dial,
long awaited report from the ParAn effort to cash in, on the "era
(Continued on page 47)
of facilities expansion" is seen in the

|

j

WGR

for

fact that
the .'web's presentation
dept. has been hypoed by the addition ot two staff members. Both

I

I

|

As Buffalo Firm Tries
To Dump Two

these
I

and

Walter Persson, are assighed to
hypoing the sales promotional activities of the network.
.

|
I

Stations!

Washington, Aug. 20.
Bufl'alo Broadcasting Co. yesterday (19) sought to ease itself out of
a bad situation by proposing to" FCC
the sale of one of its two Buffalo

men, Maurice Gaffney

.setup fol-

lows the pattern of his current summer series for Maxwell House. Deal
for
Vallee,
packaged at around
$11,500 was negotiated by Milton
Biow through MCA. William Morris office handled the WiUson deal
,
„
through John Bates of the IVIathes
agency
will be spoted in the 8-8;30
Tuesday night slot on NBC and reP^^'^es Philip Morris Follies.
There
will be a Coast repeat with the
lalteoff slated for early September.
Willson takes the CBS Friday night
time vacated
by Glnny Simms.
Bates planed in yesterday to work
out the details with WiUson and
the Morris office and Milton Biow
,

,

,

;

with

':

decisions, however, did not

$750 ,000 Bid

reasons.
She made only
two changes when she took over the
show, then .titled "Adventures of
Helen and Mary," 16 years ago. Its
cast,, all but two, were adults.:
She.
nostalgic

20.

discarded them for kid actors, tii
make shoW: more realistic, and
changed the name. But show stayed
the same otherwise.
A dramatization of fairy, talcs,
show has over 200 scripts?, with favcs

\

.

The

m

Charge that current religious radio
broadcasts, "are, with a few blessed
exceptions, dominated by crackpots,"
v/as made over the weekend by Dr.

VaUee, WiUson

Teii new stations, including eight;
250-wattcrs and two of l,600w each,
are to he added to the ABC network in the next few weeks, bringing the web's total number of At-

'

;:.

Charles Ray Goff, minister of Chi-

cago Temple.

Speaking at

the- Faith

Presbyterian

which Miss

Church here. Dr.

outlets

(WGR)

former

general

Leo Fitzpatrick,
manager of WJR.

to

veepee

Lounsbeiry, formeir
Buftalo company..

The other Buffalo

who

Show

Christianity"
bring
due in Monday to finalize the to the religious radio progratns. "Thus
"The
Vallee contract.
Signing of Vallee i.= serious," he warned.
for the cigaret account narrows the churches must work diligently to
better
something
bring
to
the
radio
field of candidates for the Texaco
crop
crackpot
the
current
of
show and gives Dick Powell, the rail than
program."
position.
\
Appearing on the same program
with Dr. Goff, Rev W. J. Tate, full'Who, Me?'.Sez Mutual
Credo of Mutual network execs is time radio ministei for the United
that, if you want aavice on what you Churches of Canada, repeated Dr.
should put on the cVir, you certainly Goff's belief that radio presents, an
But Rev.
wouldn't go the FCC.
That's why opportunity for religion.
Mutual refutes a itatement that it Tate said that religious radio pro.iought a ruUng from tlie Commis- grams in Canada are superior to
sion on the legality of the "Pot o' those of the United States "because
the Canadian radio is run by th^
Gold" program.
MBS, in effect, says it musta been government, and is free from the
f ommercialLsm that is such a proba couple of networks.
"true

tention to

'

'Of

the

WKBW,

Heaviest bidthe Churchill Tabernacle, forof both stations. -Taberreported willing to buy
is
at stripped price and so
wipe out the station's obligations to
is

also on the block.

der

is

mer owner

nacle
,.

;

WKBW

it.

No sales contract has been reached,
however, since the church, is willing
to put up only $300;000 cash, while
the broadcasting

company

is

holding

out for $560,000 cash .plus .cancellation of obligations amounting to another $500,000:

Buffalo Broadcasting is between
the devil and deep blue sea as retwo FCC ruling.s. Under the

sult of

multiple ownership edict it must, unAnd last
load one of the outlets.
spring, FCC refused to renew licenses of both stations unless contracts were cancelled which gav&
Churchill Tabernacle rights to large
blocks of radio time on both stations.
To get out from under, Buffalo
Broadcasting is now trying to sell
botli stationSi

has

won many

A

awards.

book on its programs, ot same title,
and written by Miss Mack, will be
published in December by Whitman,
while the first album of recordings
of the, shows will be out next month.
Mi.ss Mack, before joining CBS as a
writer 17 years ago, was a vaude
and legit trouper.
She played 75
weeks in vaude with Tom Wyse; appeared with Alia Nazimova on stage
SIX years and with her in lattcr's

'

i

'

film

"War

Brides."

.

in the.

United States."

Kesten Explains Exit

With an Ever-Faithful

.

Plug for CBS' Corwin
Mexico

Fundamentalist Bid

I

Richards Sees Value in Blue Book,

Disturbed

Minneapolis, Aug. 20.

Irked because Christianity, allegedly is not getting a square deal
stations.
radio
from;
established
Northwestern Bible School here has
made application with the FCC for a
declares Richards, "should feel that 1.000-watt
broadcasting
standard
ladio is doing a perfect job. Such station of its own to operate in day-

j

.

Detroit, Aug. 20.
.G, A. Richards, prexy; and principal owner of th>ee powerful stations, has issued a plea ta the radio self-esteem would breed a complacindu.stry as well a$ to the FCC en- ency which would be dangerous not
dorsing in principle the aims of the only to the public but the industry
Blue Book but asking that the com- i's well.
mission
give
advertisers "better
"WJR finds much, of value in ;the

light

hours on 900kc.

'

treatment."
Richards' radio .stations are W.JR,
Detroit;
WGAR. Cleveland; and
KMPC, Los Angeles. His discussion
of the FCC Blue Boole is part of ah
introduction he wrote to an elaborate
presentation for W,IR. The presentation analyzes tnc station's "programming in the public interest,"
leproduces letters from various important listener or;;unizalions and in«.
dividuals kudosing the station's services, and establishes a case for WJR
as an important community force in
:

its

listening area.

March

'

by the FCC. A
penetrating analysis such as tKLs
keeps us ever more conscious of our
7,

1946, report

responsibilities and ever more desirous of filling them.
The objectives of the FCC and of responsible

broadcasters are virtually the same,
so there need be little friction between the two.

"But.we
are

ban

feel that radio advertisers

deserving
the

FCC

of better treatment
report accords them.

No

taint should be attached to comand: the commission is
ill-advised when it discredits spon-

mercialism,

Richards' statement also includes
references to the listening survey orship because ot the passible ahortmade by the Bureau of Agricultural .sightedness of a few advertisers, The
Economics, and makes a pitch for FCC deplores the lack of sustaining
during nighttime periods.
the stand taken in Washington by shows
the clear channel station owners who However, simply .scheduling a susare oppo.sing breakup of the clears' taining program in a nighttime spot
does not guarantee it a big audience.
status quo.
"No one in the radio industry,"
(Continued on page 44)

The school is part of the first
Baptist Church here, presided over
by the Rev. W. B. Rile.y, a funda;

and call; letters WBR has
been requested. The station, he says,
would provide an outlet for religious broadcasts and educational
programs. An application by the
school before the FCC for an FM
mentalist,

station also

is

pending.

City,

over reports

Aug. 20.'
reaching

him that his resignation from CBS;
was a smoke screen to conceal other
ambitious plans, Paul W. Kesten,

But Asks Better Break for Sponsors

,

station,

•

Abw

does all the adaptation.?, also
fias
done two originals, one for
Christmas called "House of the
World," the other a script in answer
to a stepmother's plea to show "some
He continued by saying, "We have of us are good" called "Castle of
too many crackpot preachers with Hatred."
sensational sermons and the shoutShow, which went sponsored three
ing-type of program The best proof years ago by Cream of Wheat after
of the divinity of Christ is its ability 13 years sustaining (some sort of
to survive despite the bad interpre- record in itself),: uses about 12 kids
tations of it given through such a program.
One of radio's oldest
channels. I have !;one on the radio kid shows ("Uncle Don" preceding it
myself to see it I could not in my by two years) show has been a
own small way help to overcome the stamping ground for talent, Donald
bad picture of religious programs. Buka, the Mauch Twins, BiUy Halop,
The co.st of broadcasting is quite high Patricia Peardon, Jackie Kelk and
but we have to dc- it to offset the others being "graduates."
scandalous impression made on the
Surprisingly enough, according to
public in general by maiiy unin- Miss Mack, kids, in the live audience
formed and ill advised church broad- are never disillusioned by a broad,
easts."
cast, despite practical treatment of
Every effort should be made by many
"magic"
events.
Yet she
the churches of America, regardless doesn't think .show will go on tele
of creed, he said, to devote more at- for this very same reason.

lem

Price tag is $750,000.
Detroit.
Fitzpatrick, in radio since 1921,]
stock,
woii,ld take over bulk of
leaving details Of pperatiori to I. R.

WGR

.repeat

I

,

'.
;

must

IWack.

radio "pre.sents a great challange and opportunity for religion,"
but that "too much of our radio religion is cheap, despicable, (and)...
scandalous."
jaid

.

,

IVIaCk

Goff, w.k, Methodand again, although never more than
ist
leader, who himself broadcasts
once a year. "Cinderella," she says,
over the radio every Sunday night, is the fave of all time. Miss

is

:

'
,

Miss Mack also says her show has
been the same for 16 years, while
it's; been the clientele, the audience,
that's been ever-changing. Kids come
as listeners, drop away a;, adolescents, and return as adults. Miss
Mack, finds 55% of her listening
audience adult, returning largely for

B casts Rapped

.

'

over

the end.

'Crackpot' Cleric

:

KLZ, DENVER.

af-

also

the CBC: policy bc tjiking
present private station, fremost cb.iitroVersial
quencies, ;th?
Two
subject of the 28 meetings.
new oflice buildings, costing several
are to >be built in
dollars,
mlilion
Montreal.
and
Toronto
Dr. :Augustin Frigon, CBC general manager is to be given permanent tenure of office until he.:iS;§5.

firmed

.;

,^

.

thunder stuff in the middle if you
wish; see that the wicked get theirs,
even if you kill them; but complete
your story each week, with everything of course coming out right iii

becoming increasingly acute.
It's
expected, that Ace, Irving
Mansfield and Will Roland, nucleus
of the new comedy division, will be
bracketed in a separate suite,

LEE FONDREN

.

.,

added

.

.

.

W'^hO for Raleigh cigaretg,

the .CBC to;the t)epfc::of Traps-;;!
This \ Slim will hGnoefptth'.b^
to the CBC revenue from
licenses Which, this year, ampuiiled
port.

Wednesday

the
..
I

f rbm

:

-

KLZ PROMOTION MANAGER

;

.

set-

came., to, over
been, trartsfcirred

.1948,.

has

$52*1,000,

pects

$2.50
:

20;

Campbell's Soup; shopping around
new show to replace the Sunday night, CBS "Corliss Archer,"

•

powered CBC stations.
The cost o£ collecting the
annual fee from Canadian

deluxe executive office for Goodman
Ace, who moves into CBS on Sept. 3
as supervisor of comedy shows, the
network's office space situation is

Deal on Vice Xorliss'

.

CBS'

for Laffmasters

With the necessity of finding a

Hildegarde-Campbell Soup

Committee, ending its series of 28
investigating meetings iiito the status
ol national and independent broadcasting across the Dojninion, has
voted unliinitecl Federal Joans to the
Canadian Bi-oadcasting Corp. and
endorbed a $3,000,000 outlay as the
initial step in estabiishiiig four new-

Nila; .Mack,; producer-writer
of
"ILet's Pretend" kid show which
celebrated its; 16th anniversary with
Saturday's (17) program, says she's
her own psychologist and has doped
out her own policy on kid programs.
Don't do scripts that leave kids in
suspense, she says.
Use blood and

Isolation

Ward

The Federal Parliamentary Radio

CBS

ARTHUR BRONSON

By

Indies,

Shows

;

currently in Mexico, has chimed in
with a personal "f aint so.'*
;
'

I

I

Kesten told the Variety correspondent here that "the flock of
rumors about my future plans are
worthy of the imagination et a Norman Corwin. but Norman would
never use his for such doubtful
purpose.
"My resignation is not a smoke
screen, as these rumors imply, to
conceal an' intention to run another
network or start an
chain or
manufacture color television. Nothing could be farther from my mind.

FM

I've tried to lick persistent arthrili.f

for 10 years on CBS. Now I'm going
to try to lick it off the job. I'm tired
of 60% health and am making a,
pitch to regain 100% health. It's as

;

IF

MEAT'S TOO HIGH,

THEY CAN EAT PEARCE
Whether or not Armour will, pick
up the tab on the ABC Al jPearce
show in the fall (sale ot the crossthe-board program will represent
gro.ss annual billings of
approximately $2,000,000) will be determined this week.
It all hinges on what action the
OPA Decontrol Board takes toward
lifting meat prices. It it gets the
green light. Armour will take the
ABC-built show.

simple as that."

Cy Howard
Cy Howard,

to Coast for CBS
who produced tn»
Make Up"
a summer

Milton Berle"Kiiss and

show which wound up
run this week,

is

being transferred

to the Coast for CBS,
a
director-producer

where

he'll be:

comedy
of
in on. the Coa.Hl
as.5iignment on Oct. 1.
Ernest Martin head.s up Coa.sl pjogramming activities for the web.

shows.

He checks

;:

.
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NEHLH) BY

NETS

Groaner s 'Wax in Ear' I%ilco Djsk Deal

iT

SHOWS

FRIGID AGCYS.
Crosby Column Spurs Newspapers

l»

Sounds Radio War Cry; Nets in Whirl

4"

Hollywood, Aug.

20.

:

.

Motors,
another

General
Reynold? Pen and many
Texaco,

Where

(heir siren cali^ and
failed with
baited "gold, the blandishmenig of
philco turned the tables. The <vinning truck was "Here's' Wax ifi Your

•

For

:

performer, groaner, or other-

wise, ever commanded the attention
of national advertisers as lias Lake-:

golfing idol, since he broke
with Kraft after 10 years. It. is conservatively estimated that close to
'

$20.0,000

Can. Indies Burn

was spent by top hucksters

trying to rendezvous Crosby on
the jotted line. General Motors alsucceeded, so did Reynolds
mo,«t'
Pen and 'rexaco, but what Bing
wanted they didn't have or wouldn't
give, so the plum was plopped into
the lap of Philco and Jimmy Carmine caiTied the ball from there

Ifl

and crossed the goal

line.

GM

than youknowhat.
Poser for NBC,

.

might

Spot Sales Drive
Toronto, Aug. 20.
of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to go after spot
business in this country has come as
a shock to independent station staffs
Over the
across the Dominion.
years, CBC executive have repeated
many times that, as they had a
monopoly of the national network
business over their two trans-Canada hook-ups, they had no, intention
of entering the spot field; It was the
CBC admission that the spot field
was particularly, the pasture of the
private stations in that the latter
did not participate in that $4,300,000

The

decision

(Continued on page 44)

CBS

AsJuvesBowOff
CBS' reentry
gramming field

And Not

in

Fun

into the juve proafter a lapse of five
being terminated,' the netto fold Its

highlighting the day's bundle of reIt appear.q the W-T radio ed recently toolv over the coals a Sclznick
elease on its upcoming. "Duel in the

I

Sun"

pic.

Apparently

it

got under

the skin of the Selznicit publicists.
In their lengthy retaliation, in -which,
they tab her the Louella Hopper of
the red-hot radio page of the WprldTelegram" they let Miss Van Horne
'

jew

.eogst»to-coast.

.

and

''Tavern''
are
folding chiefly because the station
acceptance has not. been very good.
.Both shows have received a favor-

able press, and have been kudosed
for their educational ah well as entertainment value. Felix Holt has
.heen scripting "Tavern" and John
Dietz directing, while Charles Gusstnan is the writer of "Sparrow."
Latter is directed by Richard Sanville.

:

mad—

but a
gets
of beriadryl in arid
around her npse- tind lier. inflarned
.sinuses put hisr ih a good mood again,
So now we have 'our Harriot' in a
leclining position airiong her saddlebored,

often

quick

squirt

she

^

10.8

—

•

.'v'..'

,

"

Jack Haley
"Crime Doctor"
Hit Parade
Screen Guild Players.
.

.

"Jian Called
"Big Town".

PhiUy Record Buys Crosby

8.3

(Continued on page 44)

.

,

Leave

It"

.

.

.:,

8.0

j

. , ,

8.0

,

::7.7

Mutual Life Takes

7.8

.

,

. .

.

.

.

.

On Mutual's Gabe

7.7
.

.

7:7

Jinx'

-

.'

.

s:-:":;.,

.

.

,

..-•

Group of pub'ici.sts - colurnnists
calling themselves '.he "Hustlers" in-

:

& Accident

dramatization of succes^. stories, witli
Heatter as narrator, will be titled

"You Can Do

it."

Show was originally, planned to
be sold on co-op nasis. The insurance company, which carried "Freedom of Opportunity" during the
winter, with "Mystery Is My Hobby"

summer

as

replacement, was mull-

going back to "Freedom" but
grabbed the Heatter .show instead

ing

when

it

developed.

Show

will start

SLmday, Oct. IZ. in 10 p.m. spot.
Heatter has been mulling a halfhour show for some time. At pi^esent he's reduced his radio work to
five weekday nights a week, in 1.5minute airers, with Kreml sponsoring Monday.^, Zonite .Tuesdays and
Thursdays,
Barbasol Wednesdays,
and Serutan J'rid.ays.

HOW TO GET
IN

.

network programming fare, what,
terviewed Ilaycs via the wire rethey want to knew, have the agencorder at their u,-ual Monday Toots
cies been doing to inject the necesPost
Gail Smith's
Shor restaurant gabfest, with playsary hypo into commejrcial shows?
back skcdded for the following.
Cincinnati, Aug.. 20.
With, one or two exceptions, .such Wednesday (14).
and
McCrary claims
Procter
Ram.siy.
William
Gamble'.s radio chief, has appointed as Young & Rubicam buying "The it wasn't until 1:30 Wednesday jnorFighting
Senator"
that the agency notified him he:
Lover
Bros,
hing
P
dayas
all
&
G
a
head
of
Smith
Gail
summer replacement, they aaswer mu.st pull the interview, leaving
time radio operations.
"nothing at all."
McCrary high and dry for material.
It was formerly split two ways.

Benefit, Health

Assn. of Omaha has bought the new
hall - hour
dramatization
built
around Gabriel Heatter, which will
start on
Mutual network in the
early fall.
Show, an inspirational

•

P&G

'i

7,9

.

With Hayes Nix

'

>

8,2
8.2

Mutual

.

is

.L,

9.2

8.8

"Aldrich Faniiiy!*;. ;:,..;. ,:;,.;,;;
Summer Edition
"Blondie"
"We, The People"
It,

and Seymour Peck of PM.
Report is that Miss Van Horne

Philadelphia, Aug. 20.
The blackout of radio columns in
Philly dailies, which went into effect

,

,

vacating the W-T radio spot to do
a column of general gossipy nature
for Scripios-Howard syndication.

9,3

Jergen'.s

"Take

column is still in the promissory
Advent of Crosby gives the
N. Y, scene four radio columns on a
daily or regular basis, including
Harriet Van Home, of the WorldTelegram; Ben Gross of the News,
stage.

9.8

.

Sigmund Romberg

.

'

8.8

.

.

,

X"

.

:

,

:

bags, reading and sniffing, sniffing
end reading, etc,"
Release winds up by electing Miss
Van Horne to the "DITSOSLB'
Club," or Duel in. the Sun Our Sweet
this period: of trying to reconstruct
Little Buddy Club.'

.

'.'•

,

Rating Leads 15

JWT Miffs

:':

'.

'

For some of its new sussuch as the Godfrey show,
^
the Milton Berle program, .and the.
Kirkwood show, it has involved
talehf-prciduction outlays commen-.
surate with the fees paid for commercial shows. Hirin'^ 13-piece orchestras for susfainers, as CBS has
Tex: 'McCrary-, who with his wife
doing, further derrionalso been
Jinx
Falkenburg
co-emcces
the
strates the attempts being made to
WEAF- '(N. Y) .'-Hi, Jinx" breakfast'
recapture the web.s' one-time pres- .thow,
tangled With the. J. Walter
tige in building house shows,
Thomp.-s6n agency last week oyer
Similarly, Clarence Menser's pro- Matter's refusal to permit: a wiregraroming department at NBC has recorder playback of a round-fobin
been laying it on the line to the interview with Peter Lind Hayes,
tune of $1,000,000 to develop new who goes into the, new: JWT-propersonalities and programs.
ABC duced Dinah Shore CBS '.show for.
over the past year has been, setting Ford Motor.
lytcGrary ..got
aside chunks of .$250,000 and $500,000
fpst-ininute
word
for the same ..pUtpose.,; And Mutual from: the agency lhat, despite.. .the
has been coming up with a flock' Of plug for a CBS personality Irbrri an'
new sustainers under; its. expanded oppffsitiOii network, .it preferred to
keep Hayes under wraps until his
programniiHg;regirhe:. ::
;.
Ford debut. McCrary did a "burn
The webs concede that much has
and, although not mentioning the
been bad,: and even now, witli the
agency, by name, let loO-se with a
return of commercial, programming:
blast oh -his breakfast show, "'Now I
for the. fall semester, they ai-e encan see -wliy," HtCrary told his a.ugaged in weeding out the. chaff from
dience, ".'The Hucksters' :i.S becomthe wheat. But at least Iheir efforts,
ing a. best :seiler throug-iiout the
they mahitain, represent an 'attempt
country."
to create sornething.
Arid during
;;

''.';'.

Since It's al wa.ys .been the boast.
of the Times that it's tops on coverr
age in all fields, the fact that the
H-T has jumped the gun on its rival
with its day-by-day attention to
radio is expected to cue some innersanctum huddling as to where the
Times should go from here.
Many familiar with the :Times inside thinking say that, Crosby or
no Crosby, the Times will: stand pat
on its Sunday job alone, attributing
it to the fact that managing editor
Edwin James hasn't any particular
love for radio and that publisher
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, despite tlie
fact that he now owns a radio station (WQXR), pretty: much shares
his m.e.'s views.
Another New York daily that
owns a station is the Post, yet
its long-pending creation of a radio

.

1

:

Bottom As

the activity has been nothing Kay Kyser
short of terrific, since Davidson Tay- "Dr. I. Q."
lor' was installed as programming "Dr. Christian" ..........,.:...,

tation.
tainers,

throughout

.

,

ation,

—

two cross-

are currently planning to freeze the
half -hour niche vacant with an eye
.toward using the time to develop
shows.: Latter move is one of
the mo.st ambitious on the CBS
talentrprogram development schedule, guaranteeing a cross-the-taoard
slot for showcasing of personalities

."Sparrow"

•spot.'

Listening Hits

,

—

have it,
Sample of the Selznick-brand vitriol: "On certaiji days the press reat
thcrboard
15 -minute
afternoon leases arrive, from: Hollywood,
shows, "Sparrow and the H;awk" which time 'oui: Harriet' throws herand
"Cimarron
Tavern.''
Both self joyously on 'a couch ..constructed
«how8 have been on for about a from' hahd-made, Ethiopian saddleyear. They're spotted in the 5:30 to bags or something--ahd reads and
eads and reads. Sometimes .she
6 P.m. segment.
The CBS programming chieftains chuckles,, most of the time she's

;

of

cartoon

.

Particularly in the case of CBS,
its best foot forward
to the tune of a reputed $5,000,000
to $7,000,000 programming appropri-

elsewhere

but

,

:

an
H.
T.
Webster
kidding radio.

N.Y.

in

years

breakfast
including
teaiHis'
WOR's Kilgallen-Kollmar duo.

Back cover has reproduction

acceptance
general it's

the coimtry.
Odd situation is that, during the
that the H-T gave radio a
complete brushoff, the Times via its
extensive Sunday coverage; including radio ed itor Jack Gould's serious.
treatment of the mediunri and before
him John:K. Hutohe.ns, succeeded in
projecting the Times into the No. 1

Alexander programs, all, WQRMutual airers, as weir as a critical
article
husband-wife
on

:

Salts Strip

work deciding

WOR

Newest Hooperatings (Aug. 15)
reflect the general slump that's hit
The record of network-built shows radio this summer, with the overall
being grabbed up for sponsorship is audience draw probably hitting an
In contrast to the
a sparse one. "True, CBS only re- all-time low.
cently sold its "Crime Photographer" usual mid-season 30 plus ratings of
to Anchor Hocking via the Wein- the top airers, the No. 1 show of
traub agency, but such sales are so the top 15 in the mid-August tallies
few and far between that they still ("Mr. District Attorney") copped a
come under the heading of an event. 10.8 rating. Judged by mid-winter
audience standards, that's the pullThe networks take great pride in ing
power of the average airer.
the fact that they've been pouring
Unusual aspect is that the top
unprecedented coin into new housedaytime rating -("When a Girl MarIt's likely that, at no
built shows.
ries" strip), with a 6.9, is only
previous time has so much energy
slightly under many of the nightand activity been directed by the
time shows hitting the Top 11^.
four networks at spotting new susHere's the nighttime payoff:
tainers on the air as that which has
"Mr. District Attorney"
.10.8
characterized the multiple program"Suspense"
10.3
ming ventuses since the first of the

which has put

ing

in

lection of articles by its radio
editor, John Crosby.
Irony of the plug over
is
that the booklet includes a lusty
panning of Gabriel Heatter,
John J. Anthony and A. L.

works, too, know ^ how- to build
shows, the agencies would rather do
business with a package outfit peddling a dubious product.

year.

Flacks Bite Ed,

leases,'

.^ycars is-

Yet it's the feeling of these \veb
spokesmen that, rather than yield
an inch in conceding that the net-

One of those rare instances of dog veepee and William S. Paley rereturning bite in this case the. Selz- linquished the presidency to lend a
uick International flackery dept. vs. hand in masterminding the ProHarriet Van Horne, radio editor of gramming operation.
the New York World-Telegram
Many a Hazard
took place last week w.hen the SelzIn the case of CBS, too, it has enhick boys let out all the stops via a
get ideas, to two-page blast at Miss Van Horne tailed hazards and some experimen-

(Continued on page 46)

CBS

agencies are being standoffish about
web-developed shows and refuse,
despite the wide audience acceptance of some of the programs, to
buy them for their clients. For example CBS feels convinced that, in a
proper time slot,, the Arthur Godfrey ?'Talent Scout" show under
eommereial auspices- would stand up
rating-wise with the best of them;
it has similar convictions about the
Jack Kirkwobd show. NBC. and ABC
say they'll match their best .sustainers with anything the agencies are
grabbing up today.

radio column.
Crosby's
pieces
have
been
gaintrade circles;
in
agreed that he's
brought a reire.shing note into the.
j9urnalistic picture that may prove
.the spur' tb additional radio activity
on the part of newspapers not only

Crosby's

daily

,

,

It must be presumed that ABC
and Mutual will sop most of the
gravy as NBC and CBS mve certain
scruples about putting pancakes oh
their network. But they'll hardly
take it lying down if Crosby is
pitted against their Frankie Sinatra
and Ed Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern"
on Wednesday night. Sabotage is a
nasty word but temper it a bit and
you have a general idea of how
the big majors feel about it. They're
just a wee bit suspjicious that should
Crosby knock oflf a fat Hooper in. the

30's other stars

are bit-

The N. Y. Herald-Tribune,
which sponsors a cross-theborder on WOR, N. Y., at 11: 15
p.m., is offering a booklet to its
listeners called "Radio in Review." This consists of a col-

.

As CBC Enters On

:

offered $30,000 for live halfhour and $22,500 for the canned
variety
and while The Groaner
haggled and contracts changed with
the tide, Carmine slipped in with
his offer of $24,000, hot or cold, for
325 stations with the bonus stipulation for each added transmitter
and picked up the marbles. Even
closer to closing was Reynolds deal
for the
until one of negotiators
tmder-water writers hatched the
brilliant idea of taking pictures of
Crosby poised atop eight-foot Reynolds. Bleated Bing, "What kind of an
outfl'l is this?" and deal went colder

Some network spokesmen

terly resentful of the fact that the

.

station added..

No

the advertising agencies.

,

,

side's

talent

only in recent weeks has reached a
crescendo with printed attacks from
various quarters claiming little or
nothing is being accomplished to
brighten up the kilocycles, is now
being complicated by a widening
breach between the networks and

Stieculation appears to be rife as
how, when and if the New York
Tirnes Will move to counter the stir
that the rival Herald Tribune has
succeeded in ..creating with John
to

Razz, Inc.

The whole picture of programdevelopment in^ radio, which

Agencies in general were girding over the weekend for a general spurt in client activity, fol-'
lowing the" pacting of Bing
Crosby by Philco. For it's no
longer a secret that at least half
a dozen bankroUers were sitting
tight oh switching programs or
buying properties until they
were definitely convinced that
they were out of the running in
the Crosby sweepstakes.
Tipoff as to just how valuable a prize the Crosby package
is
considered is the fact that'
ABC network, which hopes to
land the Groaner in the: Wednesday 9 p.m.j segment, has been
calls.,
virtually
.deluged . vvith
from sponsors anxious to bracket their shows either in the preCrosby or after-Grosby time,

a mere $24,000, which
may well reach $30,000 and beyond,
Crosby will .sing a few songs and
present sundry other performers on
the lip, instrumental and otherwise.
If Philco goes beyond 325 stations
arid feaches stated quota of 600,
Crosby pockets a bonus for every
Ear."

By GEORGE ROSEN

The Heat's Off

and costliest
wildest
Longest,
Chase in radio history is at an end
and the quarry at bay. Bing Crosby,
as Der Bingle, The
Groaner and El Bingo, llnally cornered and surrendered to a client.

known variously

Mark

Generally; N. Y. Times the ?

By JACK HELLMAN

:

3S

FIRED

ONE EASY LESSON

Don Hoilenbock is ho longer with
WJZ, the ABC flugship station ;;ia.

New

York, Here's. \vhy:
Hollcnhcck had a 7 to 7:15 early

morning iiows program'. Preceding
his la.st Wednesday's (14) broadcast,
a spot announccmi.nt was put on..
To which Hollenbeck ad libbed:
"That atrocity you just heard had
nothing to do v-,iih ray program."
:

That's

all,

brother.

.

,

.

,

New Group

Wednesday, Augast 2X, 1946

P^fHETT

TKLEVISION-R^WIO
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Video Roams Bistros
With Boniface Grauer
Ben Grauev, NBC announcer, is

Preps Video Program

NBC

Tele Grooming Legit, Nitery

.

slated

Ratings Following
Plans for the establishmei'it. of

program

dio, are- preseritly

being

liuocS tip

w.k., figure, in

a

by

the tele in-

dustry and an officer of the Amerrecently
Society,
Television
ican
concluded a survey on a video show
produced by ABC and sponsored by
Chevrolet.
Objective of the service, according
to: Manville, will be to set up a
sensitive, continuous barometer for:
tele shows, revealing bath the strong
and Weak points of the programming and handling of commercials.
Present plans call for broadcasters
to finance the service on a cooperative basis and, while none has signed
on._the line yet, several are reported
definitely interested in the. venture,
in conducting the Chewy survey,
Manville sent out questionnaires to
all known .set owners, in the Philadelphia and N. Y. area, based on
information supplied by broadcasters ahd manufacturers. Questions, in
addition to. those concerning, the. actual, broadcast, attempted to ascerr
tain the number of listeners per set,
plus the occupation, age and sex of
the viewers. Survey was based on;

first

.

.

:

—

and Govern-

railroads

buses,

cabs,

ment radio needs.
Under FCC allocation,
commercial video bands

the

all

,

Lining up a one-twO punch for
remote pickups of top sports events,
NBC television will telecast the Joe
Louis-Tami Mauriello heavyweight
championship fight from Yankee
Stadium, N. Y., on Sept. 18 and the
N. Y. Herald Tribune's all-star pro
football game between the Green
Bay Packers and N. Y. Giants, from
the Polo Grounds, N. Y., on Sept. 20.
Two-event parlay marks the first
time that two such top events have
been telecast in the same week.
Another boost for video sports
programming is on the -docket for
Decision of the Borden Co. to this fall, as Goodyear Tire & Rubbreak into commercial television via ber has pacted with NBC for spon-

figured a foolproof plan to guarantee
that the closed circuit communications signals will not wander into
tele transmissions;.

the fourth of a series titled ''Let's

WABD

Web

.

Jumping

Cued by Borden

..

Batins of 34

Program was given an overall rating of 34, based on the results of
tlie survey:
Manville pointed out,
however, that the figure stood in a
void for the present, since, no comparative index has been set up.
Figure, in order to have any sig-

ally.

,:'

Last week, the International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees, which challenged the two
ballots,, released the votes which
were then tabulated by the NLRB,
:

-showing

a

total

of

five

votes

for

NBC

Petrillo Strikes

BackatU.S.Act

As

Vindictive
Chicago, Aug. 20.

,

monstrosity," attorneys for
Petrillo

legislative
James C.

a

109-page printed
memorandum in U. S. -District Court
last week (15) in support of a motion to dismiss a criminal information charging Petrillo with violation
of the anti-Petrillo law;
filed

WNBT

WNBT

Team,

to

,

WNBT

Town

Gab

Show

,

Hour

;

J

WABD
<

,

New

Meet

•

K

,

WXAL-PM

.

'

.

'

.

FM

•

j

'..

.

•

,

i

.

,

,

'

'V'

Warren

NBC

Wade,

expressed

chief,

'

the

hope that the regulars on the show
Would make their mark in tele
much the same as beginners in other
fields had done, like the "Revuers."
nitery performers well-known now
Adolph
as
individually
legit
in
Green, Betty Comden and Judy Hol-

:

.

liday.

Tele revue will be produced by

Ronald

Oxford and

Robert May-

berry, in association with Lee Wallace,

packager.-

Morris Office Prepping
Tele Acting Group With

Memorandum

:

,

night,

talent,

tele)

'

To Bow

duction; Garl Ravazza, current head^
liner at the Versailles, N. Y., and
Lillian Cornell, singer discovered on
NBC tele. In addition, Joey TVdamS
and the dance team of Lee Sherman
and Beatrice Sekler will appear as
guests on the preera performance

production

Pegging the Lea Act "a

Make Ready;" Jane

to

and Harold Lang, dance
team from the same Broadway proDeering

Emphasizing that the new show
would accent youth and new (to;

,

Time

:

Regulars include Bibi Osterwald,
currently featured as a comedienne

in"Three

Sunday

listed four major
instead of CBS cues the pos- sorship of the entire Army football
charges against the act: (1) The
sibility that many future sponsors home schedule plus two New York
statute is "one-sided and discriminmay jump from one web to another, games at. West- Point. In addition atory" because
"the
sponsors purdespite the fact that one network to being the first proposed telecastposedly and intentionally framed it
nificance, must be. compared with may carry the bulk of their radio ing of Army games from the 'Point, so as to discriminate
against the emTo d^te,' the top-coin radio this marks Goodyear's first venture ployees
ratings on future shows on a rela- shows.
of licensees (radio stations)
in
the
video
field,
adding
comthe
sponsors
entering tele,
such as
tive basis.
pany to the ever-growing list of big- and to protect the profits of licenSurvey revealed several pertinent Standard Brands, Bristol-Myers, etc., time bankrollers in television.
sees."
(2) The" statute is contrary
Deal
have followed pretty much the same
facts ot interest to the entire induswas made through N. W. Ayer to the First Amendment to the Contry.
N. Y. showed an average of web in video that had aired their
agency, which had exclusive han- stitution because it abridges freeradio programs.
five viewers pet set, with Philly
dom of speech, (3) It imposes "indling of Army games.
Both Borden's radio shows, incoming in on a 5.4 figure. Number
voluntary servitude."'
(4) It VioFight will be sponsored by Gillette lates
of men viewers outnumbered the cluding "County Fair" and the Ginny
the Fifth Amendment because
women in both cities by a small Simms show,- have been- broadcast Safety Razor as part of the deal it "defines a crime in excessively
majority, despite the fact that a over CBS in the past; Company an- inked by NBC, Gillette and Mike vague terms, because it abridges
rival station was televising a major nounced last week, however, that it Jacobs' 20th Century Sporting Club liberty /Of contract, and because
it
league baseball game at the same bought a 15-minute weekly segment prior to the Louis-Conn fight in denies equal protection of the law."
Since that pact called for
(NBC, N. Y.) to plug June.
time. Questionnaires also disclosed over
Joseph A. Padway, general counthat the three highest points of in- all its products. Firm will sponsor NBC to air the' Louis-Conn fight, sel
-for
the
AF,
headed
a
parade
of
plus
all fights staged by Jacobs in
terest in the show centered around the "1 Love to Eat' part of the
four attorneys who filed the brief
the time when the commercials were weekly "For You and Yours" show, Madison Sq. Garden from June 1, which
said the act's "legislative
presented.
Since the commercials aired over
from 8-9 p.m. Fri- 1946, to June li 1947; some cotlfusion history and
even its popular designawere integrated: into the program, days. James Beard, author of three had existed for a time as to whether tion as the
'anti-PetrilloMaw sharpthe
next
heavyweight bout would
ABC execs claimed thi% was more best-selling books, who has handled
(Continued
On page 47)
fall
under
the
contract's
provisos,
coincidence than approval by view- this part of the show when it was
because
it
was
to
be staged at the
still a sustainer, has been retained
ers of the plugs.
Stadium
instead
of
the
Garden. HudOf those set owners to whom by Borden's for the program.
dles between the NBC and Jacobs'
Tex-Jinx Chatter
questionnaires were sent, 52% deYoung & Rubicam handled the
attorneys resulted in the decision
clared they had not tvined in to the deal, which runs for 13 weeks. Posshow. Although no definite number sibility exists that Borden's will also that the fight was covered by the
Other Radioites Flock
contract, and it's believed that NBC
of respondents was available, 12% buy other time on
during
and
Gillette will- not be forced to lay
of those who hadn't tuned in claimed the contract term in an effort to
Hall
Circuit
they couldn't receive the signal, in- reserve the top tele time while it's out any more m'&hey for the television
rights
than
the
$100,000
origiTex McCrary and Jinx Falkendicating, according to Manville, that still available.
nally called for.
burg, of WEAF, N, Y., "Hi Jinx"
a large number of sets both in N. Y.
No sponsor has been lined up to program,, will lecture on "The Most
and Philly might not yet have been
date for the football game, and it's Interesting Personalities We've Inconverted to the new frequencies.
believed likely that the contest will Interviewed" on the Town Hall,
Six percent who failed to tune in 'Author-Critic'
N. Y.,
be telecast as an NBC sustainer. 1946-47 lecture season, for first ap-^
said they had been away from home,
With the possibiity that more re- pearance of a husband-wife chatter
2% listened to the ball game, 32%
Interests BBC, With
ceiver
gave no reason. Only 2% of those
sets will be on the market team on the gab series.
before
questioned failed to send in their
the middle of September, it's
Other radio figures included on
Extended to
answers.
considered, probable that the two Town
Survey also showed that
Hall's list are: William L. ShirThe British Broadcasting Corp. is events will attract
half of those watching the show had
even more view? er, on "A Commentator
Looks At
turned off their sets iriwnediately fol- considering using Martin Stone's ers than the Louis-Conn fight, rec- Europe";
Fulton Lewis, Jr., "Democlowing the program. Siiice. the next "Author Meets Critics'* program, if ord-holder for television audiences racy With
A Gun In Her Rib's";
it cen arrange S switch' with; English
to date.
show on
that niglit had been
Henry J. Taylor, "The Survival of
authors. Format of show (heard on
a -film show, answer indicates a
Free Enterprise"; K. V, Kaltenborn,
preference hy viewers for live over WQXR, N.Y.) calls for critics dissubject undecided; Millard Lampell,
cussing a book the first half of
film shows, or at least over those
"Young America, Looks Ahead";
the SOrmihute program, with the
'Intra-Video' Setup
film shows that tele broadcasters are
Dorothy Thompson, "Our World
aut'hpr taking part (usually to/ deable to offer at present,
Today"; Lisa Sergio, "pow Fascism
fend his work) in the second half.
at Octoher
At an ATS board meeting prexy
Could Come To America," and
BBC's idea is to have Ui S. critics
George Shupert asked MaiiviUe to pick pii a Britisher's
Television Broadcasters Assn. has George V. Denny, Jr.,
book, with au"A Christmas
present his proposal together with thor
"
listening
by trans-Atlantic signed a deal with the Telicon Corp. Carol."
specific details as to what he ooiild
phone and exchanging remarks in for use of the latter's "intra-video"
Ih addition, two radio figures will
offer. In the presentation submitted,
|system at the forthcoming TBA aid
his second half across the ocean.
in Town Hall's Workshop Course,
outlined'
Manville
a plan to begin details are arranged,
setup w'ould meet, scheduled for Oct. 10-11 at the given afternoon and evenings durrating
service
in
New
York;
the
Waldorf-Astoria, N- Y. System is re- ing
get under way in six weeks.
the season, Jane Tiffany Wagmoving from there from city to city
BBC would like to start program portedly the only one invented thus- ner; director of home economics
for
until the nation was covered, using
far that would, permit the reception
off with a discussion of George OrNBC, who does the radio series
ATS as an impartial buffer. Man- well's "Animal Farm," bitter
satire of programs from as many stations "Homes Around Phe World,"
will
ville claimed for his idea more field on
as are in operation and on different
Ru.ssia which has already been
give a course of 16 sessions on
work than that expended in. the published in England and
has caused sets in the same building, all with- "United Nations At Home." startABC-Chewy survey.
quite a Stir, and which 'will come out out interference.
ing Oct. 14.
Series will be an
this week in .the .U. S. (Hsjrcourt,
System, which is expected to pave adaptation of the radio programs,
Brace)
under Book-of-the-Month the way for installation of video 'sets using prominent speakers
from difon Air
Sponsorship.
in multi-tenant apartment houses, is ferent countries.
Another course,
Raleigh, Aug. 20.
Also of unusual interest is tomor- necessary for the TBA conference "Behind the Mike," will be given 10
The Capitol Broadcasting Co.'s row's (Thurs.) "Author" show, when in order that exhibiting manufac- sessions by Greta Baker, who
adapts
new frequency modulation station-r- book reviewed will be Charles Siep- turers can all demonstrate their "Script of the Month," built around
WRAL-FM-r-is on the air for test- mann's "Radio's Second Chance/' equipment at the same time. Telicon an American Mercury
mag article,
station in the with Thomas R. Carskadon. chair- execs are also currently dickering for
ing--the second
schools, clubs and radio Stations.
southeast to begin broadcasting.
man radio committee of Civil Liber- for installation of the system at Miss Baker will discuss different
New station will begin daily ties Union, arguing for, and Sidney Grand Central Palace, N. Y., for the phases of radio activity, writing,
broadcasts on Sept, 1, from 3-9 Kaye,, caunsel for CBS, arguing forthcoming first ann ual Electronic production, ahnouticing,
femmes in
I against.
t
p.ra;"
Exhibition; schedUleid for Oct. 14*19. radio, etc. Coarse also starts Oct 14.
'

iri,

,

future

its

Directors 'as lATSE Bows ,nitery entertainers that it will
The long-drawn out challenge of groom as regulars for the first of its
two ballots; cast in the election con« circuit acts. Performers will bow
ducted by the National Labor Rela- at 8:30 p.m., Sunday (2S) in a show;
"Window Shade Revue,'*
tions Board June 16 among 13 em- titled
ployees of CBS' television depart- slated to be a weekly feature over
ment has at last been settled offici- WNBT, the deb's N. Y. tele outlet.

Radio-Video

produced by ABC " over
(DuMoht, N. Y.) last July 2.
According to Paul B. Mowrey, ABC
Dance,"

video chief, there's "a lot to learn
about television audience research,
but Manvillo's technique is a good
one and possibly the best yet devel-

to'

lar to the old

Represent CBS

.

The Cbminission, however, has not

television, in another stop

program

build up units siirii-.
time vaude unit-s for
network circuit, has
rounded up a group Of top legit ar.d
its

RDG T«

for Net Cvcnit

NBC

*:

GetNBCBooidng

:

:

As R^ulars

and eight for the Radio
Directors Guild, The RDG was then
formally certified as the bargaining
unit for the CBS video directors,

except

—

Talent

lATSE

Fight, Footbafl

are shared with
No. 6
other services, most of which have
not yet begun to get on the air.

channel

,

.,

television's

Headache Grauer, who handled betweenPoses
rounds comments and interviews in
Washington, A'.;g. 20.
the recent telecast of the ConnLow frequency black and white Louis fight, will interview such,
celebs in the 21 as Sonja Henio,
ah'eady
suffered,
video, which has
Loder, illushalf .a dozen setbacks, is now up Patrice Munsel, John
Brown,
trator
William
Arthur
against a new one which has had
Maggi McNeills and others who hap.FCC engineers puzzled for months. pen to be present. WNBT will use
Problem' is how metropolitan tele- an RCA Image Orthicon camera for
vision can deliver a reliable image the broadcast, thereby eliminating
the necessity for the usual bright
,while, at the Same tijme, sharing
television lights.
channels with other services which
must be taken care of such as taxi-

,

-

Tele

become

FCC

Man-

Richard Manvllle Associates.

oped."..

Survey

Closed, Circuit

similar to the Hooperatings for ra-

ville,

ABC

a"*"

rating service for television,

to

saloon editor tomorrow .(Thursday)
night when WNBT, NBC's N. Y. tele
outlet, takes its cameras into the 21
Club, N. Y. eatery, for the second
in the station's 'In Town' Today"
Half-hour' show starts at
series.
7:30 p.m.

Script Contest for Tyros

New

television

repertory

group,

composed ot a former group of Columbia

University

thesps,

who

worked together before the war in
a dramatic workshop unit at WNEW,
N. Y. indie radio station, is bein.g
lined Up by the William Morris ofTo hypo interest in the group,
fice,
the agency is sponsoring a contest
for half -hour tele scripts to be used
actors, contest being open to
all tyro scripters between 16 and 25.
Following selection of the contest
winner at the end of next month,
the Morris office hopes to interest
a sponsor in the group to bankroll
a series of 13 weekly shows on a
package basis. With the group being termed the "Satellite Players,"

by the

the Shows will be titled the "Sateland will be aired
lite Showcase"
over whatever station the sponsor
Contest
or his ad agency selects.
winner will be awarded a monetary
prize and a job to script the 13weekly series. Eric Barnouw and

Morton Wishengrad have agreed to
serve as two of the four-judge panel
who will select the winning script.
Players are headed up by Anita
Phillips, producer, who has done
work on several radio shows, including "Aldrich Family," "Nick Carter,"'
etc.
Others include Owen Jordan,
current Terry of. "Terry and the Pirates"; Bill Lipton, Billy Redfield,
who was in the legit production :o£
Fadlman,
"Snafu,"
and Edward
nephew of Clifton Fadiman. Scripts
can be based on any type of dramatic theme, from fantasies to detective stories, with the wintiing one
teeing off the series as soon as the
sponsor is lined up.
Morris office has also set up: an,
hour television package show for
Ireene Wicker, radio's "singing lady,"
which It's presently trying to sell
to a sponsor.
Besides Miss Wicker,
the show will feature young talent
gleaned from the youth organizations
of

schools,

churches

and

groups.
Show is tentatively
the "Ireene Wicker Hour."

:

,
.

'

othef'
titled

Betty Garde's Probation
Package Show Auditioned
A. new show dramatizing the work
of a probation officer, with the chief
probation officer of New. York City)
Irving Halpern, as the prototype^
Was auditioned last week and is being put through the agency hurdles

:

for sponsorship this week.

Show is being wrapped up by
Betty Garde, formerly of the cast
and her
husband, Frank Lennon. Luis 'Van.
Rooten and Billy Quinn play the
leading roles, and Peter 'Van Steeden conducted a 22-piec6 orchestra
for the audition platter. Miss Garde
of the legiter "Oklahoma!",

.

directed.

•

;

:

Wetlnc8«Iay,

:

,

;

'

:
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MINOR LEAGUE VIDEO SHAPING
Video Sets Out of the

By Xmas, Priced
Television setmanufactiirers,

Wood

Pile

$169.95 to $2,4i

VmEO INVADES CORN BELT

Small-market

Goes to the State Fair (Iowa)
In TIeup With Des Moines Affiliate

ABC

television,

tying in with
RCA's barnstorming tour of its remole tele equipment, hus signed to
handle the telecasts of the Iowa State
Fair at De.-?, Moines from today
(Wednesday) to Sept. 21. Telecasts

next few months.

will be sponsored jointly

by

lor
networks
concerns, who

transmission

on television's
ad medium.

Meeting of the Latin-American
Broadcasters, scheduled for September in Mexico City, will reveal television as top item on the convention
agenda, according to RCA internaexecs.
tional
sales
Organization,

view model, retailing at
and the "Hampshire," with a

20-inch screen, for the present, according to iSuMont execs. Lower-

models are expected to come
First sets wilj go to stores
the N. Y. area, with a few also
for Philadelphia and Wash-

priced

oiit later.

which corresponds
Assn.

slated

of

RCA

'

ABC

,Y^

At .least Id .hiatiufacturers are
scheduled to dispMy their ti'dducts
the TBA meet, and it'.=i: cxpectect
olhor principal nianufactjiTers
Will, follow, Telicon
is
waiting to

to

network operation.

.

the indli.stry before

them

with $C5,000 tabbed for the

casting

Corp.,

r.el

ABC

is

to

an

FROM FCC

AFM

.

Secondly, Latin-Aniei'ica doe.*n"t
have the tremendous public and
private investnient iii .A.M: airjng as
in- the U:.. .S.; so that 'cdnversion to
fuUtime video as radio's, substitute
will
be painless by cpiriparisoh.

Ban

May Bar

Remote

P.A.

Washington, Aug. 20.
last Friday (16) made a "speexception" for Howard Hughes

FCC
\

cial
;

;

;,

and excused him from testifying

in

be,half of, his application for a Los
Angeles televisibn- station, Hughes
had failed to show at two ypC;
.streenihgs on L. A. video operation
,

:

.

:

And his doctheir embryohic d.ays :wheh before his accident.
equipment, -was limited, but,l tors refused to let h.Jm give bed.sid,e.
DuMont, probably the be.sf -equipped testimony to FCC C'ommissioher
CBS 'teWvision .station today, has four camcra.s, Ray C. Wakefield, Aug. 9. Howeve.r,
that
possibility
Would air the finals of the :N. Y. inaking -the gystetf*- especiajly unique,,' Hu,§hps attorneys had a.^sured the
Correspon.dingly, ;pr.essivre, by cerflews-sponsored
H a r v as t in this instanci. Fact\ that DuMont
Daily
FCC; that he would definitely appear^
tain
groups for maintenance of
the rental' tariff oh
Mopii Ball, :s6heduled ipr Madison r probabl.y lowered
:' >
';!.
at a later date.
'I
status quo is not so strong.
its .studio' for the one camera must
4, is
:.,S<3.' 'Garden,/'N,' Y^i Voh, ,Sept.
In teiieving Hughes: df the need:'
also have been a factor in Lewis.'
Financial backing for video opera-'
currently in ra ,st!ilemate stage ,be- plahning. But regardless of that, the, .to-: testily. Commissioner Cllffprd Ji
tion will come from both private
cause of the AlWerican Federation of
was a
stressed
that this
de.seryes a pat. both for the D urr
and :government sourcc.«, with :com- Musician.':" baii on the use of llye producer
partial success he obtained and for "unique case" and did not mean the
m.ercial or state operation: dependexperiirientalibn, of the kind that BommisKion would not continue to
music ill telcshows.
ing: on goyernment.policy, Programreported that CBS should be a boori to .snialltow,n sta- require testimony from principals,
L
It had been
,::'
wise, the .Latins expect to. fill oijt
lions in tlie future.
...
woiild; have first crack at the teleas well as their "hired h'ands." be]
Lewis' siiccess ca n, be: ludged, ptily
the day's :audio! progranT,ming,, by use. l::Ca.«it,::t:liro'ugh its •.receritly-inlied pact
station,
partially sucbfessful beeauiie:;he ap- fore; approving requests for
of the FM sound on t.ele\'i.Sion,_,ah'
e'
G a r d en :Corp and Ford to
\^^i t h t ti
operation.
nouhcing video shows only for cer- I handle all events emanating from parently couldn't decide ihow best to
Meanwhile,
FCC withbeld a
use the single icon. iVlost of the actain hours, and thereby \'irtually
Garden except tho.se fights tion revolved around Mel Brandt in similar reprieve for Tommy Lee,
the
cancelling out Alyi broadcasting for
staged by Mike Jacobs and his 20th, the lead role sitting at a bar.
principal stockholder in the Don
all ptactifal purposes.
Keeping the actor in front of the Lee Net, also bidding for a commerCentury. Sporting Club, which go .to
Popular erithusiairin imong the NBC and Gillette Safety Razor. Irt lens continually was okay when he cial television o'utlet in
Lee
L. A.
Latin-American populace is reported addition, CBS has an. inside .track was sitting by him.self. When Brandt
Was
iioife in

Moon

Of Harvest

^

Ball

i

\

their

:

|

:

!

moved

quently, to 150-200
sets a

week.

By

ail testing equipment is in«? n i"^
bailed
within the next two months,
the company.
hopes to be able to
'"m out at least' 1,000 sets weekly.
is
concentrating preson its "Vanguard," 4>^x5-inch
'"een model that retails
for $169.95,
Plus another
$35 charge for inslalla'"1 and six
months' service. Viewis also
producing a few con.sole

.n}i''^'°"®
ently

'"^fi*'-'

»t $325,

boost production- on

.

j

,

':

i

:

:

',

;

'

,

:

.

i

|.

i

.

'

I

:

'

'

''

:

i

''

:

.

:,.

|

recently

'^'^W downtown: Manhattan plant^
10 a larger factory
in Brooklyn and
l^as stepped
up production, conse-

,

;
'

I

I

^'''^^^

Station

HUGHES EXCUSED

1

.

,

.P*'

Cities.

,

I

an

:

u

WTCN,

of

commercial outlet

a

Twin

affiliate;

|

.,

set soon.

for

j

:

ih^
"Its

4

serve the

i.

.

though one of.:tfee
smaller companies in'
the tiusinos.'!.
wntmues to, break ground, ineanwile, by hypoing il.s production.
,s>everal hundred
Viewtone siets have
already been
installed
in
N. Y.

an!)

licensee

Minneapolis, applitid for video-chan-

;

.

Viewione,

Company

Net proposed a tnree-year research

'

j

.

I

.

prp.ieet,

j

'

.Will

Miss
of

|

•'„.

'

mitter.

.(IS),

speech

,.

,•

.:

'

tliat

trying to put across.
At the show caught
Wood worth's opening

.

j

Therefore, Itical stations in:eaeh, city
can provide audiences:: with jwogram.'^ with no hece.ssity for. recourse

.at

RCA

'

'

homes.

application to

make

j

i

FM

its

/

.

I

.

with

j

!

m'Sm

in the trade

experiment with multiplexing of
sound and pictures on a single video
carrier channel. Method is in sharp
contrast to present mechanical CBStype color video, which uses two
channels to carry the sound and

j

j

Jo

:

which,

show has no

ty Williams
the smallies feel they can
Writer: .Iiiles Richards
operate on much the same basis as Producer-Director: David P. Lewis
radio's 250-walter, running almost Sets: Bob Bright
bi'oadcasis
entirely on transcribed:
20 Mins.; Wed. (14), 9 p.m.
supplied by the vided. counterpart of Sustaining
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.
electrical transcription .services.
Caples agency, one of the few ad
Special events remotes, and espefirms thal^'s experimenting with its
play
to
expected
cidlly sports, are
rribney in television,, ,:brought
own
small
city
part
in
an even larger
out a new idea in this series, which
the
In
towns.
video than in the big
bowed last Wednesday (14) night.
first place, costs for television ri,4hls
Shows are to i'eatuire the whodunit
itinerant
games,
melodrama a la the Dashiell Hamto high school ball
horse and fhidget auto racing, etc., mett-Raymond Chandler school, and,
to punch, home the sock aspects, pro(.Continued on page 47)
ducer-director David P. Lewis trying
out the use of only one camera,
which is trained on the principal
'character throughout the performLive-Music
aiice to heighten the mpodj
One cariiera ideil, of course, had,
Tele
been x\$ed heCessarily by ,mo:st:.stat-

;

AM. and
radio,, plus
sutomatic' record-changer.
.':'

in Los Angeles to test out an allelectronic color television system
it
claimed,, was a Unique
development of its own chief engineer, Harry Lubcke,
The Coast net also raised eyebrows

right
hints
the

appeal whatsoever for men .and,
corusequently, will not go in tJie evening "hours; Best time for it would
be during the afternoons, but then
there arises the question of whether
housewives would take time off frpin
their chores to watch a telescreen.
Confiined to 15 minutes, as it was in
the
version, however, it should
garner enough afternoon viewers to

to the estimate will be that
of potential outlet builders

Now

:

for sale. Telicon sets
range in price from $350-$40.0
^ W-i"ch direct v}ew,:mod.el, up
|2,O0O for a protection model' em-

for

'

and Telicon
have two table models
by November, one
with a 52 sq. inch direct viewing
screen, the other with 23 sq,: inches.
Three large console models will be
in mass production by the first of
pected to surpass AM broadcasting
1947, according to execs. Meaiiwhile,
in a comparatively short time.
In:
portable equipment and 10 cameras the first place, population problems
are already in full ptoductiohv with
are not so pressirig as in the U. S.,
deliveries being made.
since 90% of the people are concenTelicfin Corp, expects to have .set.<;
trated in a few large cities, while
available for, .sale immediately lol- those in the hinterlands have neither
lowing the, .Televisi,qri Broadcasters the purcha-sing power to buy, nor the
Assn. conventiori, siatetj for Oct. .10- educatidn to understand television.
will

production

to

etc.,

:

our National
although

to

Broadcasters,

together, has been
television queries
and expects to clean up important
video problems at the meet, prior
to beginning large-scale construction and operation.
Signs are so optimistic, in fact,
that Latin-American video is ex-

ington,

oiTenn|:

femme

clothes,
listeners, the

j

more loosely put
making extensive

'

.njsplay .sets

makeup,

show
execs

.

At Mexico Meet

sale by mid-September. Comwill concentrate on its 15-

pany

<i.

.

about five minutes was a little too ISrst year's experiments. Lon Lee
and DuMont who stated long, since a video audience will
requested the 550-590 and 850-885 mc
that, given buildings,
a complete lose interest unless there's some sort
bands, with channels 35 mc wide for
video operating outlet can be con- of action on the screen. Show perked
around $200,000, or up after she went into her demon- its electronic color transmissions.
structed for
strative speech, and wound up. okay Lower slots, it was pointed out,
slightly more with remote equipas Mary Kelly of the Millinery Fash- might result in "ghost images in
ment. .Minimurn yearly opetating ion Bureau showed the new hats
California's populous canyon.?."
costs, as estimated by programmers women will be wearing this year.
Two other companies sought to
at CBS and DuMont, would run in Miss Woodworth is a. good speaker
enter the color video field, but pat$75,000-$100,000.
neighborhood
of
and seemed to know what she was
the
terned their expenments o,n ground
talking about; but for better efRemotes Help'
°
already broken by CBS chief enProgramming has been one of the fects she should strive to lose a gineer
Peter Goldmark. They are:
quality in
little of the saccharine
biggest bugaboos to the potential
her voice, which makes her sound Bendix Aviation Corp. which wants
small operator, who envisioned hina- as though she's talking down to her to test mechanical color at
a new.
films
diet
of
old
a
subsisting
on
self
audience.
transmitter in Towson, Md.; and St.
and, when it could be alTorded an
Production mountings and direc- Louis University, licenses of WEW,
occasional live show. However, the tion by Harvey Marlowe, ABC telewhich proposed use of color slides
comparatively low cost of -remote vision's production chief, were good, and films to test ultra-high transtricks incamera
new
several
with
was
against
what
equipment, as
in
Louis.
Eendix
St.
troduced by Marlowe coming off missions
originally expected, plus the develokay. Single set by Bob Bright fits I'.lready has six engineers working
machine
transcription
a
opment of
its purpose adequately.
on design of video sets and told
by DuMont engineers, has brightFCC 70% of its research was going
it
make
to
CAMERA"
enough
IN
ONE
"STORIES
ened the ..picture
into. tele.
appetizing to minor money people, With Mcl Brandt, Ogden MHes, Bet-,
Concurrently, Minneapolis Broad-

TopsonAgenda

inch direct

,

on

infar

Willingness of the small investors
to spend has been applauded by
engineers and equipment sales heads

is

Hole; :W^ldort-^stQria,

Ni V.
This is the type of television
that should give programming
plenty of trouble in finding the
time slot. Embodying beauty

the

Latins Put Tele

turning sets out at the
present time and expects to put them

I|..at

,

Marlowe

(15), 8:10 p.in.

WABD-ABC,

manufacturing

equipment and
programming are

Thursday

Mins;;

Sustaining

which was scared out of the picture
by^ large money amounts quoted by

at

After having licked bottlenecks in
obtaining cabinets, transformers and
other necessary component
parts,

RCA

Iii

Added
group

an

possibilities as

fair

Week. Com-

•

in

and

ON LOVELINESS"

guest
Po-oducer-Dircctor: Harvey
Set: Bob Bright

video images.
At same time, Don
it worthwhile. ...
With no afternoon programming Lee indicated it would continue
today, ABC staged the show at night earlier researches into possibilities
as another in its experiments on all of stereophonic and stereo.scophic
types of tele shows. Format follows video.
much the same lines as similar shows
In statement attached to the apABC
on the radio. Short intro lecture is plication, Lubcke explained that he
presented by Leona Woodworth,
had been testing color video since
beauty expert, and former associate
1930, was convinced electronic color
of Max "Factor in Hollywood, after
ABC
would work, but v.'ould continue to
is
slated to speak before the Des gin to subside and the larger con- vvhJch Miss Woodworth demonstrates
.study both systems at the new transMoines advertising club during the struction permits have been granted. via charts and live models what she's

pany has received several million dolworth of advance orders since
it first announced the prices on
its
sets at a public exhibition several
months ago, and DuMont hopes to
have 7,000,-9,000 sets available for
delivery by Christmas,

in

A

"TELEriPS

With licona Woodworth; Mary Kelly,

say that orders for

on
above expectations.

quiries

lars'

$1,500,

hypoed

nets and other big operators
when they were petitioning FCC
Big boys
for construction permits.
were quoting between $600,000. and
$2,000,000 for building and operation
of television stations, while the little guy, with around $200,000 to
spend, began to wonder if; this was
Also, it's a well-known
Harvey Marlowe,
tele's pro- for him.
that man.y of the minor leaguers
fact
chief,
will
duction
supervise all programming. Tying in with the shows, are. reserving their petitions until
video chief, •such time a.s inflationary costs bePaul B. Mowrey,

public is the fact that DuMont reorders for
its
$2,400
ceived 83
top-priced
"Hampshire,"
console
model in the DuMont line, on the
first day of its concerted ad campaign in N. Y. dailies: and national'

on

now

television, until

_

KRNT,

20,

in coloi television was
last week, when three companies applied at FCC to experiment
with ultra-high color video.
fourth— the Minnesota Broadcasting
Corp.— put in a bid for a commercial black-and-white transmitter in
Minneapolis.
Most startling of the experimental
requests was that filed by Don Lee
Broadcasting System. The net sought
an ultra-high frequency transmitter

Activity

,

ABC radio affiliate in Des Moines,
Statement of the manufacturers is and International Harvester, from
significant in the light whose, tent at the fair the show will
e.spccially
originate.
of a survey recently conducted by.
Electric
Co.
Latter
re-^
Telecasts will mark the first exthe Sylvania
hibition of video in the corn belt.
vealed that more than 10,000,000 peocountry were Twelve receivers are expected to be
ple throughout the
for
the
first
in
hand,
money
waiting,
spotted around the fair grounds, on
production
roll
off
the
which viewers can watch events as
tele sets to
lines. Survey showed that 7,500,000
they're televised and piped in over a
closed circuit. KRNT is also slated
of the prospective owners lived in
urban areas, which was to be ex- to
present several local musical
of
the
fact
that
the
view:
in
pected
groups via video in an effort to whet
FCC iS; rushing to approve appli- the viewers' interest in the new mecations for stations in the principal
dium. Fact that., a closed circuit is:
marketing areas of the country.
bein'> used will preclude the possibility of any clampdown by
the
.Illustrative of the interest being
American Federation of Musicians.'
shown iii television by the general

DuMont

TOM GRIES

predicted by many in the industry
to be more than 10 years away, is
on a surprise upbeat, with every
indication that- within three years
there will be between 150 and 200
stations
operating in towns and
small cities;
In spite of present
high,- costsi lack of netwoirk faciliv
ties, and as yet unencountered transmission problems, this is the prediction of sales people and engineers

ABC

etc., seem ready finally to
market with receivers/within
Survey of the
principal manufacturers reveals that
most are definitely planning to be
production by Christmas,
full
in
with two or three expecting to have
sets in their dealers' stores for immediate delivery by next month.

the

mags, which teed off last

Electronic Tint
Washington, Aug.

By

trouble,

the

Don Lee Claims

YEARS?

IN I

who

the .drums for
have been beating
ever since the war's
their product
to produce because
end but failed
reconversion difficultiesv labor,
of
hit

Color Video Brightens Suddenly;

llALLIES

;

|

.

.

.,

.

.

,'

I

,

•

'

,

high, with eagerness to
strong as it is here.

own

sets as

conversing With another actor, has failed to appear at three .sepahowever, Lewis continued to keep rate hearings on Los Angeles video.
the camera on Brandt, with the rer Each time he pleaded oft on ground.?
suit that only about half the other of illness, with his attorneys promperson's body was visible.
There ising to put him on the stand at some
was no apparent reason wHy both future date. Unless FCC is satisfied
characters could not have been inthire is good reaspn for the defeccluded in the shot.
Story, an original by tyro Jules tion, the net may buck up against
Richards, was good television, in- opposition in getting one of contested
televised unie.is some special disgenr dicating enough action to whet the licenses for video ojieration in the
sation is forthcoming from the AFM.
(Continued on page 42)
film eapital.

with events' sponsored by the News,
having teleca.st both the Silver
Skates finals and the Golden Gloves
Katherine Dunham on Video
tournament last winter.
starting in September, CBS teleSince finali.sts ill the Hamst
vision will produce a show around Moon- Ball will be dancing to. music
dancer Katherine Dunham, tenta- supplied by live musicians, however,
','Kftherine
Dunham it's doubtful that the event can be
tively
titled
,

Productions."
Show will run 27 week*.
.

.

,

.

RADIO REVIEWS

38
"MAISIE"
WilK Ann
Sidney

n,

with Hmrold Hubei^ Rlehard Keith,
Neil O'MsIley, Mitzi Gould. lUlph

Sheldon I;rouard,

Deiek

Elliott I.ewis,

IVtiller

Trout, Jerry Haiisner, Peter Leeds;
Ken Miles announcer
Writer.s:
Arthur Fhillips, Kussell

announcer,

Eugene Perrazzu.
Writer: Alfred Bester
Producer-Director: Carl Kastnuin

»e?S's
Fri.,

fVIins.;

PROCTER & GAMBLE

1«:»0 p-m.

KVHUSHAIll*

15 Mins.,

Mon.-Krl„

7

jMaroits; EArl
Hknertcfc, iin-

,

music, ..

Case;

Nel.son

With Jack Stnitli, De
Sheldon orch;: Dbn
nouncer
Writer: Bohert Sinlth
Director; BHI Brehnan

iFollowup €omnient]

Edwin Bruce, Joe Lathan;

Bell,

rmduccr: Cal Kuhl
30
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"JACk SMITH SHOW"

"MYSTEBT OF THE W^EEK"

I

Sothni

» .

t

'

.

:

.

•1-^>

f

;

Ad agflncy' men sliould piiU in
their hoi-ns an4 retire to ttiL* shiide
of a nice, qijiet oak tvoo. it the slams
>iveh the industry by all partidpaiils
in Monday (19) night's edition <il'
"Books oil Trial" moans anything.
Boolt under discussion v.'hs "Ploasiv
Send Me Absolutely Free," penned

.(IVOKV)

p.m.

Producer: Carl Stanton

.

:

15 Mins.; Mon.-lhru-rrii, 7:li p^ltt.

P*G (OXYDOL)
WABC-CBS.

;.N.

.

Y.-::
,

Jack Smith was hack on hi.s CBS
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
tCo'upiou)
beat Monday :tl9). night, after a
seven-week vacation, for a resump"Maisie"
Poirot,">ix-weok vacation,
"Hercule
. t the French
i,-rv
-i,'
..u
15-minute cross-thehis,
ot
tion
oiv CBS Friday (10) night accented diok who s been on. the air
Arkady Leukum, currently wUh boiirdcr. Opehih,? 'program was up
and all w a.^ woU with the. Sotherncrs trom time to time hi vanou.S; for the Loi:inen & MitchcH agensy.
a cheerful earful of a
who lolloiv tlHvprbai'iim lilvo comic- maU-i, is back asain, and ,P&G s got
Show Wat; one of the mo.st KJ>il iti-rf ^ „J,',, f-pmi <>'i'.l.
Smith lent
and fast
t''^';
Replacing the Lanny Ross mve-and-takc affairs heard to dale l-'-i^^-'"". PM^Py
o.
fans. S(>rie,s .started olV in (jood
tenor, and a
appealing
warm','
his
with
on CBS, back-lo-back
wiiti a breezv pvofiram in the show
>i,-,i>
in the. series over WHN. N. Y. indie.
Smith,s~dly
h, supposedl.v
Aim SQlhein--Maisie" tradition, sen- Jack Smith, the .soap outfit has put with even H. Allen Smit
^
to sucn
^ ^
The
.l(ia<-|
"Mystery
huinorous.
oi:'
o£
-po^roiv
:;,,
fonivadd
thgtirtienlal.
ittorney, gettmff m.some .
g^^"Vo,'re :Sw*n" s
Week" which prc.emed.,- as a i^^l^SS;^^S''^!cS^lnf'lo'B''tVou'.^
o
.situalion.s were trite but were drtsaod the
A<;''0';dnift
kicks,.

WABC-t'lSS, N. V.

,

:

,

;

—

a

Al't-.M.

,

.

,

'

was back

:

;

.

.

'

,

'^^^JT^^^^^'^X^^

.

atit^activelj.

,

ILwas

a typical -A^f ftesh st».ip this

;.•

_

.-

\vith-'

>

^:.:^)^^^^^

;

.

c«tc .jokes,' some old,
"
^mn very now,, ahd a few .in qjics-.
tionalile taste/ like this one; "Where
.would I got; $2,500? I nrn of a secrc^tarv;;trt it. .Congressmah.

show,

entire

:

;.

,

,

,

p;.';,ccutor.

-

,

j,

i

;

;

tiiO

..

evi>ri

ga"s

vhe'siu-ipt. ;ln fact, ij. wat5 a
oK?erdbtie in the. >ast;;part.:

"ON WlNtJS OF SONG"

,

litflii-

Glenn Darwin,
Force Band.

With

'

Br.oii.

"SOCIKTY OF AMATEUR CHEFS"
B»u scsS
Wil'> Allen Prcscott, Gelett
Russell Patterson, Ralph Nprman

Wi

SuSk'4ining
N.

Fred Ueider

i-'sr:

Tupper, narrator
writer-Producer: Earle Pudney
311
Mins., 7:30 p.m., iWon. (U) (one

NBC

shot)

adv^

Sc&euectaa.
pi;ogrart\"— phrase
used by Father Gannon, president of
EordhaiTi .ytiiversity, to (iescribe this
radio tribute to the memory ot the
Jesuit iriartyrS of .New York State,
i.
their.
anniversary; yi;
300th aiiiiiveiHai.y
Of .intOn the
'Ue juuin

"A

„
f
A-mo,^
t^-^ ^.logs xxt
No
death-perfectly described it.
dnothei, acail i.seii „.
one way or ^^^f,'^,.^^"-^/^^^
,v,r„-e .imhi(inii.«
mnre inspirihsO raiObiUous, more
H"er, more
r L half
rfi*^ ^^^.^J^'";?!' ^ck'ttuiT'last
a click
been prell^y'^^i
btuoy in ing dramatization has.
'il'

;

:

.

.

,

A

Sublitted

07:),

a inn.

via WGY: .an; many years.
Perhaps., the: haif-hoUr didn't; come
withlA .the;'Iciose Category -of:: "popular radio," but it certainly cohsti'o, in an ouLstand^^^ehl^^em^nf of a st.atioh: leaving

.^.gnted.-

.

.

,.
it

»

Rhnii;

ii«r,

fpahirp>!

the

r

ch

Mather and

ton

coil-

iBe

i>aiem ,wiicn-

of

radio programing riding pS
horse in all directions but the rignt

comped by
force Band

.:

^

;

,;,v,„
Air
Fni-i.p^Forces
Air
Army
lucked away in the background, this.
13-week, series, of e.ti's is a good

N. Y.

,
This show is vicarious fun but
another sterling; example
still

beautiful
,

"Artierican Portrait," CBS' early
Saturday,, evening dramat based on

.pitch for the
tionhtrus
velv
iinobtrtisively

.

SusUiininti'

'

I

Howard

Choir;

Aurtesville

ver;

bit of history.^ ^^'•ont''1?^cfc.3h<lf c"-

Army

Air
the official
in a session of inarcii,„g

the;sl^r&a;.waSUtea^

tor,

i

;

.

'

:

Diamond Dan

O'Rotirke's bistro on
N, "V.'s Bowery, making with the gab
with patrons and habitues of the
.saloon. After listening to the c-oteiie
interviewed on Friday's (16) segment, it's certain he must have itilr
more interesting people passing the
Rialto theatre, .his WJZ stand-i
or even in his taxicab for that matter.
He could also find better sub-

saloon.,

With Very Rev. Robert 1. Gannon,
S..I.; David Kronian, Phyllis Car-

;

'

-—"T"

.

"SAINT AMONG SAVAGES"

beeau.se it's the tool of orga.n
,.
industry." Jury, incidentally,: V'Oteo
',
l,0-2 in "favor of the book.

,

•

;

With the recWitihg

Producer: Charles HsiireU
SO Mins.; Tucs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

WJZ-ABC,

Y

WMCA,

';

,

•

George McCoy has been quite ,
character both on the airwaves anS
For a time before Uncle Sam
off,
tapped him for the Army he haS
done a man-in-the-street interview
iiig .stint for WJZ. N. Y.
While in
service he i,s reputed to have done
a
similar chore in Italy for the Armea
Forces Radio Service. iWeantime
he
has jockeyed a taxicab. But hack
ing being as strenuous as it is
and
possibly too prosperous, lie's back-on
the air again.
Five times; weekly at 11 p.m via
WOV, N. y., he's piping in from
'

among the m issipn stiflfs who
chirp for their pad and cake.s in th*e
niission
wliich adjoins, O'Rourlce'S'

aroii.

\,

,;..
.'

advertising'.i!!

very ''^*'vg.you,lndiot^t,.

Air

Kein,

M

Gene Kirby. announcer

orch;

Army

Capt, Robert; P.
Cpl. Arnold Wolt.
ns.: Wed., 10:15 p.m.
1.1

Producers:

foi"

„

.

i

.

,

.

Sustaininir
WOV, N. Y.

jects

.

\

!

Gra.uer, incidentally, came of age
iiV tlie show, proving he's as adept at
ad, lib discus.sions a's he is hi read:aning a prepared script.
no'uiu cr. got olT sUch erudite .slafemenls as telling Lfcokuni that, the

..

—

•

word

,.p,.(jpgg.,,nf^.,^^^^^^

,;

,

even more

wa-i

.switcli on the title wi.lh "I
b>>ok ^b.solutely free :but it
po.ii)ting iyu< that

gpatifsh

^

;

'

send mo" and

rtidn^t

!

,

,

i

;

i

,

Marcos, vOCal group, ragging "Alex

'

dis-

little

a

De

the

i

;

.

just

is

bil-'iincs.s

wore

First-night, guests
\

ho;;est""and'''nhe advertising moh ancler's:ilagtlni^^aiid^^
^,,y^ody to ,def<-nd thf ] P''?f"^'-«.
, .^^
,j
because, it hits them where it better 'P
'^..f^^"^"^^"^^^^^
f^'"'^";
Ben, OraMcr,, as Lwhieh Smith
,„t, iho most."
punch,
abusive. never over-emphasized, had

:

j

,,,

,

excellent results.

:

;;

week ,(i9K
scripter :Alfred Beiiter has. worked
out a tisjht and fa.st^paced story
wilhiii Which the detective's smart
deductions operate skillfully. Harold Huber. lilays "Poirot" with credconVerned so.a- ible faoility.: and -producer-direclor;:
trntiivl; program
hoarted. muddling "Maisie" try in4 to Carl Eastman has backed the lead
auc with a thorOuahlv competent cast.
tind a job lor a discharged yet.
rrptit It looks as if, within its class, ;'Mysfinally succeeding after some
bunimng.' Early, sequences vvcre. the tery" is .off to a good;start,
on
delivpiry.::;o£; the
Nel.son ;Case's
;innsl; ahiusing. as w'ilh :.thc,b:*y
a commeroinls
were good oiy the
the train. i;iid "Maisie" mistaking
whole; he was oei'hap.s. a? bit '.too.!
f uUire client, as a; masher.
trick^^^
piTtt.y
.bat .the,,.:
open«t,
„__...
the
_
in
_
Commercials
loidenish
^
lor
plugs
combining
nvorlon^. oOpy seerned-.; io„ defo.an<i,
and standbutish.
" Cnw.
l!;vershar.p, and hl& treatment.
IJoth^ "Maisle" and
Wor1<ing theinselves ,;i,i-itu the
Up

GEORGE "THE REAL" McCOY
15 Mins.; Afon.-thru-Fri., H ni

,

;;';>;,..

;,

.

.;

-:

Program

teed off with the themei'
piped by
waiter, ;witlv toned down
tempo maintained on; theme for subsequent gahfest.
Parade of iiitef-.'
viewoes included a Brooklyn couple
queried on marital bliss, 'an ex'GI
hepped up about torthcoiniiig terminal; leave dotigh and a musician hat
of service content to enjoy the fruits
of tlie 52-$20. club rather than resume tooting just now. (He's probably .waiting .till ipetrillo sets the

"Down

Diamond Dan's"

at

a singing

'

.

,

.

double pay hike on nftcrtes),

There
including a bartender
drinks biitfermilk,

were others,
of the. joint,

who

McCoy does an okay

job but is
handicapped by inaniimale subjects
be brings to the mike. He's got a
neat style and exudes somewhat of
a personality over the ether; Since;
.

;

every

comedian

,

man---so

;

needs

a. .straight
better

McCoy

does

;

need

material to work on Or with to latch'
oiV to a sponsor.
He may improve
as he goes along, but right now it'.?
Diamond Dan that's seemingly reaping Uie benefits via the nightly plugs.
.•
;
;-:
Eaba.
w
.

'

'

,

LALGH AND OKT

"LETS

QtUAINTED"

Show opened
tai'ier on its hands.
premisfe): another aude .ifth ''Road tb MandalaV
day's (13
.studio-audi- handled the Intro patter, which was last March .and was Slow developiH.g
strictly
particioatibn.
enoe benefiting program.
themed to the slogan "air power is into something really adult and
rowdy, gaggy, humorous peace power " while a local an- reached its top stance this past Sata
It's
visible
the
audience~.,nou„(.er*'';Came in at. closing to phig lurday night. It's slated for the ashshov.-— for
)

state history, .and others,

'

,.

j

,

;j

,

.

whose spirit and bounce frequently j.gp,,„i|j„g .{or the^^
communicates itself to the home lis- idVell Field air bases
tener. But it's doubtful whether, an

goes, off in. mid-September,

It

;

beefs

Show

disclosed the in.spiring. story
o^t the martyrdom of St.; Isaac Jogue^^
French Jesuit missionary, and St.

Goupil and St.
Lande, French laymen,

Jean

Rene

;

i

at

de

la

the hands

of superstitious Mohawk Indians at
Auriesville (20 .mil^^

,

Vets really souiided off Willi their
on Martha Dean's programs

unseen audience Will be quite satisa
fied to sit at a dial and listen to
limited five audience splitting it's

With

i

.

had

Wealth of authenhistorical backgi'ound on Indian

ectady ).

It

a

CR.IME DOESN'T PAY— YOU OO" Tuesday and Wednesday (13-14) as tic
WVith Edwin J. Lukas, Sariford part of WOR, ~N. Y.'s survey one and French relations in the lB30's
99PerBates; Jack Irish, announcer
ye,ar after V-J Day through the eyes and 1640's. to set the .scene.
.sides over a program that is
of GIs themselves.
Men. picked as haps a little too much attention was
44 100% visual. Take Tuesday's (13) Producer-director: Elsie Dick
Mins., Saturday, 7:45 p.m.
AJleii Prescott was a very
reps of 16 eastern cities, were ar- given to rivalries of. the Huron and
show.
amusing emcee, keen at adlibbing Sustaining
ticulate, sane and without heat, stres- Iroquois tribes (to which the Moworkinter-group
for
talent;
belonged)
and
of
Y.
hawks
distinct.wOR-M€TUAt,
N..
in
beefs:
housing
with
sing
mciin
two
.and
a
the
This completely exing: in the. ludicrous. He had author
pu^iic service replacement for and unemployment: Bridgeport's Ger- subdivisions.
1

|

j

:

!;'>

:

|

Gelett Burge.ss and illustrator RusSAC members, as
sell Patterson.
guests, but all Pattersonvdid..^was
briefly to mention a dish he Iited,
while Burgess merely recited a short

;

,

^

and contesting for money prizes;.
Loser had to sew. the peas back into
the pods, a good gag in itself, an^
nouhcihg loudly the completion ot
each sewed pod, no matter what else
was going on. This also was ;goQi3
iim
A wcirh'ati ate a hanSna the
;

-

!

'

™o'tt

wMe

I

*

1

!

Broil.

isn't radio.

title.

"A

aid

will

fenses

MEMO TO THE PEOPLE"

But
are

snappy music to make NBC's "Maxwell House Coffee Time" one of the
superior summer-time mu.sic- shows,
aestro - meta.morpliosed - into - em-

problems

of public ofdelved into .sanely and
quarter-hour time

as thoroughly as
limit will permit.

was utilized to
(joiiimunity's
responsibilitv for its ,crime. Bates told
of a boy who had stolen 240, autornobiles and said that "he had 240
WINX, Washinfflon.
narticipants with him in that :crime:
Something new in public slots on ...careless citia;ens." and continued
the local level canie through the by stating that, criminals are
:bur
WINX. mike last week,, .with half- own products, the failures of society.
hour dramatic narration commemOther guests of Luka.s. who also
orating V-J Day, which turned out ha^ Se^he"''"Gon"vicF
show" will" be
to be strong^ appeal lor tolerance and jgmes V. Bennett, director
of Fed.simple but forceful recapitulation of.eral Bureau
of Prisons, and James
'J^sons ,,and cures for. wars from y. Wallender. -police commissioner
Neanderthal man on; down,
New York City. Good listening
V.ictory;show was reminiscent^ of for sociologist.s
and community-

cee has some cute gags, a folksy
manner and .a drawling amiability
to sive Die program an individual-

7:30:S p.m.,

Aug.., 14

ized:.

(one

.;

,

^

.

_

;

.

.

.

,

-

Lee Bennett
Dircctor^Wbd^ier:;

across.

Weak

holding a ma.s.s
audience wore absence of humor to
;

points

;in

!

Writer: Niltkl'

mesage and less- 20 Mins.;
than-professional sound effects and v(^'«-op
illustrate a serious

1

Kaye

Mark

Atf lisk
-

;
;>

;

9:30-10 a^m., Mon.-Fri,

WON, Chicago
niu.sical interludes.
Usual pe§ of having gal dish out
Show was .scripted by Sol Panitz.
vet writer and new public service beauty advice to women in the air
director for WINX.
Panitz; who aud is given a -slightly different twist
authored
the
"New World A- on this "How to Be Charming" show.
Comin' " series for WMGA and co- Announcer Lee. Bennett does more
authored "The Army Hour" last year, than his share of dispensing the
will debut new series along the same beauty hints in patter with lemme
,

.

lines in SeiJtember.
New round will be tentatively
titled '^Bright Tomorrows" and turn

up

a.s

new

half-hour weekday

slots.

If

series lives;up.to high standards

of the V-J

Day performance, HoU.

Some

m.c. Virginia Clark.

Program is mostly talk; with Miss
Clark and Bennett carrying on a
steady conversation of beaut.y hints
while Forrest Lewis provides comedy relief as Cecil the school' instruc-

;:

'"''"^

work up
,

'

^' l'"t^

i
!

!

I

Father Gaiinon closed the broad-

good for a regional outlet. The production, like most of Pudney's, rated
big

I

1

bed.

protessiohal sjmoothness

mistake in not advertising this
-oecial feature on a much wirier
'Plfg^^if^'^fL
It is the. Tind
kind of show that
,

,

'nel-ds
outs de
e
" °^ outbio

build
ouiiain^
in"

Jaco,

'

|

'
.

,

''W' ANOTHER WORLD"
;

with

Teddy
Hcrstand
Dorothy
Genevieve Griffin, Mike
Fgan, members of Cleveland Flay
staff; Stubb.v Gordon, com^
poser; Crandell Hendcrshott at or~
;.

-

Steiner,

.'-san

;

Writer-Producer:- Harry Ridsley
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m.
'

WTAM,

Cleveland

This series of suspeiise stories

:
^
j

I

is

the best to. come out of a Cleveland

make up before going to station"
when getting up in the morning; one of

in"
a

many

year's

Winner

of

"Br. Christian" award,
Harry Hidgley so far has done a
most creditable job weaving tO"
gether dialog, plot and situation. His
informal easy manner, working the first two programs have been outcommercials into the show without a standing, although the second showeci
pause. While telling the aud how to an overplay of weaker scene.s in an
prepare for bed they mention that attempt to create suspense in the
Woodbury's Face Creanri is the ideal plot. However, well written dialog
thing to li.se, and when advising how .smoothed out the rough spots. Cast
to avoid, "nasty" odors they suggest of pro actors helps make— show- a
Veto as the most satisfactory, etc. well worth halt hour of listening.
Lewis as Mergatroid sticks his two
In
"Murder Goes to College,"
cents in often enough to get a few Teddy Herstand, Dorothy
Steiner,

and a conailioning exercise are .some
Of the features. offered on the shb*r.
Bennett and Miss Clark chat ih an

;

lauighs.

Outside- of the fact that guy' tells
the gals how to look beautiful, program is no different than any other
show of its type. Lewis' characterisations and comedy, and occasional
music save it from falling into the
also-ran class.
Fms,

WEAF-NBC,
And still;

N. Y.

another

aua-'participa..:

.

;

now

:

she's listened well.

Show's format pulls a stop that
never fails, and once the aud has
been rendered bene volens, moves
on; from there.
Emcee Jack Grigson
milk.'!; home state pride
by asking
whafs the best state, and when the
mamas are screaming suitably, he

,

down to the usual aud-show.;
Starts by asking a controversial question of world-shaking import, in this ease, "Should
settles

gimmicks.

hiibby have a night Out?"
contestants talk

chosen

After two
out a
it

Week from, the studio audience,
with prizes (on a sustainer's ftnaii.'

level) awarded for the cho.sen
In one respect, "fjaugh'' surother participation programs,
is spent delving into the
histories of the quizzees and their
preferences .than on; siniilar:..sllbws.
Those who have similar tastes, are
sent off into a corner to get ac-r
qu.ainted, which accounts for the
second half of the title
Program originates' at Earl Car.roll's in HoUywbdd.,;
''T(tiim.:
cial

ones.

pa.sses

More time

'

"WNOX FORUM OF THE

AIR'
With Judge Camille Kellcy, »r. W. E.
Cole, Walter Fell*, Owen Kemins:*

ton, others
Producer-Director: Rcminfton

SustainiUj;

to

Su.staining'

show. There's certainly nothing in the way of novelty to recommend the format, and it seldom pro-.;
vides sock entertainment, but this
pleasant afternooher has an dcca-;
sional point.:
It's.
difficult
to predict piibtic
tastes, and those of the housewife in
particiilar, and it's, to the distaff side
of the home that "Laugh" is pitched.
What the average hausfrau finds in-^
teresting about other people's idiosyncracies is questionable biit lip to:
tion

House

and Mergatroid the Negro han-

How

tirfie in'

and eohesion. General Electric made
a big

touch
----^
tor,

oyer -debroadcast

:

with a quiet summary and com- noise vote- is taken from the studio.
ment on the three men of God who The answer was yes.
A Husband of the Week is Chosen
represented the finest flowering of
the human spirit; Acting was quite b.v mail nominations, and a Bride of
the

his hometown, in pOems recited, all
told in a Walter Hustonish voice.and
Bob; Burnsi.sh drawl that appeals.'
His mu^ic. plus:.singing of Ben Gage
and Kihg 'sisfers'^ald"'
:'^^^
,^

dyrnan.

it

the

AC-

Gresiion,
emeee; aftiiounccrs, Don Stanley, Hal Gibkey
Proiluccr-Dlreclor: Andrew J. Love
Director:
30 Min.s.; Saturday, 3:30 p.m.

cast

.cleverly;

song precedes. There is good
.change of pace, in reminiscences .of

of

rang. .true.;

'

,

portions

might have disturbed listeners with
queasy stomachs; the tom-tomming,
incantations and shrieks built up a
horrific atmosphere. At times, there
may have been an overuse of sound
effects, with a sacrifjee of clarity in
Generally, the sound efhearing.
fects—handled by ;Burrill Smith-

.into,

;

the Corwin technique and appeal is minded citizens.
Tomm..-^""fto same type of audience.
Sense of
good theatre, ringing sincerity, and
^
a masterful use of the English Ian- "C.HARM SCHOOL OF THE AIR
guage combined to get the message With Virginia Clark, Forrest Lewis,

flavor.

^°\^t °i
ove.rlDng,
but. they

,

.

homey

'

may have found

dialers
tailed.

.

'

Writer-Producer: Sol Panitz
Mins.;
shot)

peace

-

With Ross Martin, .lack.son Weaver,
Evelyn
Frcyman, John Cohen,
Opening show
Hush Guidi, Norman MacDonald demonstrate the

30

plained the scope of Father Jogues'
missions and the reasons
which led Mohawk braves to torture
him and his companions, but lay

.

felt
job.

j

WOR

in
^he a?e'ompanied
Also
singing "Chiquita Banana."
good ^fuji— for the live audience,
Avhich was howling all through the
show. But--the listener must reoeat
for the last time, as he goes down

gasping— it

Convict."

Aug.

until

m

Quail on Toast."
studio
on
centered
Program
stooge.s.
Two servicemen stood on
ladders shelling peas lor a recipe,

,

"I

31, when "Convict"
"^^urns." Produiier'-di'rector o^^^^^
^^^o^
gl^jg Dick has a good idea
this program for a foUowup to
the jailbird interviews, but summer
listeners are notoriously disinclined
programs which wrestle with
to

air

amusing poem, "Ode to a

though

Was A

Nolan. 21, blinded at Casslno,
the country was doing a good
for vets.
"I don't think the
Governinent owes me or any other
vet a living," he said, "but it owes
every vet the right to make a living."
Philadelphia's Max Slepin wondered
why employers didn't take into acproblems involving much thought. count the industrial training GIs got
Nevertheless, for. those, who are in- in service, New York's Abe Scheehterested, "Crime Doesn't Pay—You ter thought that plans promulgated
Do" provides provoking insight into for vets looked good on paper, but
current crime situatiOh and public that there hadn't been enough elbow-grease used in getting vets jobs
preventatives.
Straight ad lib intervie.w format, or houses Talk was along this line,
illuminating and intensely interestEdwin J, Lukas, executive di- ing,
proving that what had started
tor of the Society lor Prevention
at
as a good promotion had
ot Crime aslang, and Sanford Bates
Commissioner ot Institutions and turiied as well into good public
Agencies of State of New Jersey, service.
Pitching answers back, was not hairMeredith
Willson
continues
to
raising listening with none of the
combine
easy-going
banter
and
thrills auds miBht expect from the

Mutual's

Jack

;

30 Mins.; Tncs., 9 p;m.
Sustaininfr

WNOX,
Good

Knoxville
Tuesday: evening

listening
segment set aside for this publiff:
.service program is an indication of
the active part
is taking in

WNOX

combating juvenile delinquency
Its

territory, bringing

home

to

i"
li-S-

teners the seriousness of the problem
through a series of open forum
broadcasts, as well as endeavoring to
point out solutions to the problem.
For this broadcast. Federal Judga
Camllle KcHey, nationally piomiiient youth counsellor, was brought
over fi-om Memphis, and while
Knoxville she spoke before civic
Genevieva Griffin and Mike Egan groups under
Bponsorship,
held' their parts well, with top hon- climax of her visit coming with her
01 s to Herstand and Miss Steiner.
appearance on the program. Eniinant
Stubby Gordon'.s arrangements for jurist's years ot public speaking exorgan
are
expertly
treated
by perience stood her in good stead for
Crandall Hehdershott.
the declamatory part of her fairly
So far the show stacks up well, a long speech, standout of winch was
credit to Cleveland.
Atorfc.
;(Contiiiued on page 4S)
..;.«. ;

m

WNOX

,

RADIO
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20,000,000 lOS r LISTENERS
Group Wants to Ride Mex Clears,

^Assembly y^^^^

Throws Wrench Into U.S. Machinery
Washington, Aug.

fllR

+

20.

Clear channel broadcasters faced
new threat last week when 12
j.
broadcasters—self-styled the "Daytime Petitioners Assn."—filed a petition with the FCC for permission to
operate fulltinie on JVtexioan clear
Spokesmen for the X5. S.
channels.
ciear channel licensees were quick
to point out that if FCC bowed to
this request, the next step would be
breakdown of the U. S. clears to permit Mexican broadcasters to climb
aboard those channels during the
nightime hours.
Meanwhile, FCC action on., the
petition is being studied in connection with- the clear channel in^
vestigatlOH) and will probably coincide with decision on fate of the
:

•clears,

now expected around

In a strongly

.

.

worded

Oct.

brief filed

Senator Swings Out

.

he
best be used by

by

January.

.•Accordingly,
.they argued that FCC can now permit U. S, stations to use the Mexican
last

pired

clears at night. Canadian and Cuban
stations are already operating full-

time on the Mexican channels.)
Clear channel broadcasters see a
strong threat in the move, since such
operation does not raise engineering
problems at FCC Jind is unlikely to
be opposed by Mexico, if that country is guaranteed similar rights to
American radio bands.
Petition claims that fulltime Operation of dozens of stations now lim^
ited to daylight hours would bring
a new nighttime radio, "signal to
large areas 6f the U. S, now inadequately served or entirely without
radio service.

'TIS

BETTER TO GIVE

Cheaper

Anil

Liaison
Original

Than

Men

Paid
Discover

deal between

Time,

stations ip. the

interior of the U. S.

*

.

"Informa-

the air and manufacturers willing
to donate their merchandise in, exchange for free plugs; Galling themselves "merchandise counseLs," the
liaison agents function as "idea men"
for the companies after selling them
on using their merchandise as the
come-ons for tlie a.p. programs.
On the manufacturer's payroll, the
agents lay out extensive ad cam-

paigns by

WORL Owners To

there were a
number of stations around the
country which peddled the Nazi and
Fascist lines consistently via their
broadcasts of news, commentaries,
and reports from the "old home"
Washington, Aug, 20.
In an effort to escape an FCC edict that came'" directly from Nazi -FasWhen
refusing a license renewal to WORL, cist propaganda agencies.
Boston, application will.be filed with war came, most'of these anti-demothe commission this week to sell the cratic spots were cleaned up by the
outlet for a stripoed price of only station owners themselves and by
some sponsors, while a few- anti.?200,000.
Deal Will give both. FCC and the Allied broadcasters were forced off
owners—Harold LaFotint and the air either by government sugSanford and George Gohen^an easy gestion or by public disapproval.
During the war, FCC monitored
way out pf a tight situation, In a
decision issued last spring, FCC pro- the foreign broadcasts to see that no
posed to deny license renewal be- anti-democratic stuff gets, on the
OWI's domestic bureau did a
cause of the Cohen brothers' failure air.
to disclose a change in their stock- job on the positive side- by furnishThe shift in ing the foreign-language stations
lioldings back in 1P41.
ownership was first brought into the with material boosting the war and
open during Congressional investiga- lining up language minorities betion of the FCC by the House Select hind the war.

WORL

-

Real Danger Now
LaFount, a former Federal Radio
In the opinion of those who know
Commissioner, is manager of Arde the picture; the danger of the reBulova's radio stations, while the surgence
the anti-democratic
of
Cohen Brothers are N. Y. attorneys forces on the foreign-language radio
for Bill ova.
is real now, and the fault is not that
Under the sales contract, WORL of those who listen to those broadwill go to Lawrence Bitner, former ca.sts. These listeners are estimated
official of Filene's Department store at well over 20,000,000, since the
in Boston, and Dominic Perri, vice 1940
census showed there were
president of the American Guaranty 22,000,000 people in the U.S.A. who
Corporation. Each will hold 50% of claimed some language other than

handle packaging, delivery and fitproblems faced by prize-win;

.

involved in handling the manufacturer's

article.

Largest

merchandise

coufisel

in

the business is George Kamen, who
arranges for the give-aways on
"Queen For a Day," "Quiz Kids,"
,

"Winner Take All," "Glamor Manor,"
'Wake Up and Smile/' and "Married
For Life." Companies supplying the
merchandise to these programs via
Kamen's hands number more than
50, most of tliem with a w,k..riat.ional
standing. Kamen, who Was formerly
Walt Disney merchandise product
repre.sentative in England,, also handles licensing of the "Harvey" rab-

W

to manufacturers.

in 1943.

the station.

•

English

Hartford

Starts

Click

New

System's

England Extension

c!bs will tee

off its

Mon-

day

(26) in the' 10 to 10:30 period.
Thai's the show in which the leading

,

character will portray a radio annoufif er .who v/ill draw on his experlcnces in a small town.
Three directors have been assigned
to the show on a rotating basis, Marx
Loeb, Howard Barnes and Carl Beier.
It's an idea developed by James Hart,
who Will produce. Hart created and
produced the kudoseti "Road Back"
'

,

show

of last sea.son.

FM—

•

The NAB's

dates for the
Chicago' confab are Oct. 21-24.
A few people intend to show
the commission the calendar.
14-24,

as

their

mother

tongue.

WEU

Vs.

Firing

Hartford, Aug. 20.

order
against WELl, New Haven, U. S.
Attorney Adrian W. Maher has announced .the filing of a civil complaint against the station to restore
an employee's job under the GI Bill
of Rights. It is believed to be the
first action of its kind in which the
Government is acting as counsel lor
Seeking' a

federal

court

the plaintiff.
T,

According to the complaint, Leon
Lockwood, New Haven, was

given back his old job as WELI announcer on Dec. 3, 1945. He had
been employed there for several
months before entering the service.
The complaint alleges that, after
Hollywood had been on the job for
five months, he was discharged on
grounds of "incompetence in per-

formance of duty and insubordina-:
tion.".

The U.
these

S.

stated

attorney contends that
discharge
for
facts

"were not in fact true." The Government holds that the dismissal
was not only "without cause'*' but
that it occurred within one year of
.

the restoration of the ex-holdier's
job in violation of the Selective
Service Act.
Loclcwood's salary when dismissed
was reportedly $55 a week and he
complains that he has been unable
to obtain other work. He seeks an
order for reinstatement and retroactive pay covering his idle period.

who use radio time to make extravagant claims for their products
are warned that they "reflect unfavorably" on their entire industry,
and effective self-regulation to eliminate the phoney commercials is demanded of the medicine men.
Article Warns that Improper ad^
vertising raises false hopes in people

Fitch Pours Its Coin

early next year, and contemplates national operation as soon

Question a.4
bring Dick Powell back to Mutual
in "Rogue's Gallery" or retain "Vic
and Sade" has been answered by
sponsor's decision to drop both and and prevents them frorri taking adO'
bow out of the Mutual sponsorship. quale treatment for their ailments.
Heavy cost of the new Fitch Sunday Dr. Thomas Parran, head' of the U. S.
n gh t N BC, show with Phil Harris Public Health Service, who wrote
the article, recommends that the
and Alice Faye cued decision.
Texaco may grab up Powell for broadcasters take a leaf from the
book of the newspapers and^ themits Sunday CBS program, while a
couple of ^ .sponsors are reported selves prevent some of the cureall
return advertising claims now going out
in
plans
to
interested
"V & S" to a fi-ve-a'-week daytime over the ether from their stations.
status. Mutual is trying to' convince
MCA. which has sales rights ; to
Joel Herron to
"V&'S," and^ the cast to; continue
the show in its present evening spot
Joel Herron, w'no's been mcaslroon a sustaining basis in the hopes ing at number of New, York niteries
of landing a new, sponsor. Main ob- recently, becomes music director of
stacle is seripter Paul Rynner, who tlie Metro-owned indie, WHN, N. Y.,
refuses to handle, the writing chore Sept. 2.
He succeeds Don Albert,
Herron's will organize a 15-piece
for less than his present salary ^igreement.'-,"
oreh for the station.

service

equipment situation easeg,

.

Cur-

include
clients
Storecast
Hershey, Wilson's meat,
Libby, McNeill and others in nonSked is limited
competitive lines.
to 25 sponsors.

Bandwagon

Chicago, Aug, 20.
whether Fitch would

>,

i

•

NBC HOOKS BUTTON
INTO HIGHER SLOT
NBC

is

completing

it's

reshuffle

its programming department with
Button,,, who has beeh assiistant to Thomas McCrary, national
program manager, moving into the
nightime programming operation.
Post 0£ night program manager was
held by Arch Robb, who recently
was moved into the post of asst. to
Robert Adams, production chief.

of

Robert

;

..

,

a'

mammoth

20,:

re-

The new production line systelm,
devised by acting FCC Chairnrjan
Charles R. Denny, is expectei^ ijto
speed action on an all-time pejak
load, of
station requests, ''^wd
also to
eliminate elbowing fr'pm
Capitol Hill on status of radio applications. Here's how it will work:
When an application reaches FCC
and is accepted for filing, it will be
examined to see whether it is a simple case, whether it involves complicated engineering problems, or if
it must go to hearing by reason of
conflict with a competing bid.
If the application is a simple request for a local station, for example, it wip be placed in so-called
"production Line No. 1."
If it requires a directional antenna array
or something equally complicated,
it will be put in "Line No. 2."
In
each. case it will be placed behind
the application last received at the
:

Backs Ex-Gl

five
Lockwood served nearly
millions contributed to the
years in the Army. The: station is
effort as much as any other
owned by the Connecticut Radio
segment of the population, giving in
Foundation,
Inc., with William Dawar
wounded, war bonds,
lives,
vis as station nianager.worlc, and other services.
But the foreign-language listeners,
say those who kno>v the scene, are
be
largely inclined in peacetime to
'High-Pressure' Radio

Into Single

unleashed

port here last. Friday (16) showing
the status of approximately 1,000
standard broadcast stations awaiting
commission action.
At the same
time, the commission made formal
announcement of a new "central
control" and "assembly line".' system of processing standard station
bids on a fair and uniform basisj.

AM

U. S.

fel. First National statistician, says
system has more than doubled sales
in first 13 weeks.
Joseloff, former radio chief for
Biow, expects full New England

ambitious "Joe

time cross'the^board show next

convention in- October and
thereby forego representation at
or?
the FCC's hearings into
The commission's dates for
the; FM hearings here are Oct.

•

Raleigh,,

Powers of Oakville" half-hour day-

NAB

.swayed by unofficial spokesmen of
Bridgeport, Aug. 20.
whom
Storecast, '.Stan Joseloff's system their communities; many rf
Medicine Ads Spanked;
combining Muzajc and 30-second ptrnb the air via the stations using
commercials in super-markets, fol- their languages.
Self-Regulation Urged
Doors Wide Open
lows up initial test click in HartWashington, Aug. 20."
"Since no one is making a check
ford area with studio installation in,
Spring- on what they are saying on the air,"
It had to happen sooner or later.
Bridgeport-New Haven.,,
The Jo.urnal of the American
field, Mass., will also be covered declared one expert in the field, "it
would be; unfair for us to charge Pharmaceutical Assn.' is out this
out of Hartford hub,
AU stores on Storecast wire: net outri ght that these people, have be- week with a spanking for .the /'high
New expansion gun again to preach fascism in one pressure,, low level commercials"
are First National.
used .to
plug patent medicines on the
(Continued on page 44)
will bring total to about lOO outlets,
''
air.
with weekly traffic of approxiThe "minority" of manufacturers
mately 1,000,000. Clarence M. Raf-

rent

For 'Joe Powers' Show

radioites

facing
to the

war

as'

3 CBS Directors Set

problem
a
here:
To go

There's

20.

These

Storecast's

which the merchandise

ners who are awarded such items as
nylons, dresses, diamond rings, and
refrigerators. Payment to the agents
varies with the amount of labor

Pearl Harbor,

;

;label' can exploit the plugs heard
on the air shows. In addition, they

ting

after

Unload for 200G

Committee

tion Please" and the Encyclopedia
Britannica, which set^ the pattern
for using giveaways on aud participation programs, has now grown into
a lucrative business, for liaison men
between the flock of such shows on

;

insisted^ could-

Washington, counsel,

the
that

"

service,

gone, a sixth of the radio stations
in the country are on their own
entirely^ These stations are the 150odd which broadcast in foreign
languages, many of them devoting
as much as 80% of their airtime to
non English-language radio.
One unofficial organization, and
this one with a budget that's not
very large, pays attention to the for*
eign language section of the American radio. The outfit is the Common Council for American Unity,
which has Jacques P. Ferrand as
director of the radio division.
Before the war, and for a time

Hollywood, Aug.

-

waste a big portion of tlieir clear
signals out over the briny seas.

1.

Cohn & Marks,
Daytime Petitioners contended
the "gentlemen's agreement"
between the U. S. and: Mexico ex-

American homes, but no one knows
whether this is so in fact. With
FCC
wartime
restrictions
gone,
monitoring lacking both equipment
and personnel to do the job, and
OWI's former pro-democratic hypo

affect the big network flagships
in New York.
The clear channel outlets on
both coasts, Sen. Taylor said,

Such

Washington, Aug.

FCC

Coast Conflict

All kinds of foreign ideologies may
be broadcast into about 20,000,000

Washington, Aug. 20.
Sen. Glen Taylor (D-ldaho)
took a hand in the clear channel
fracas today by calling upon the
FCC to break up the big clears
alsng the eastern, seaboard and
re-assigh those straightaway air
highways to stations in the midwest and Rocky Mountain areas.
Such a move, of course, would

:

MISTER!

By SAUt CAB60N

•

WHN

FCC

offices.

FCC

Less experienced

engineers

will process the simple cases. Older
hands will worry with the complicated applications.

Exceptional

Cases

In exceptional cases, an applicamay be considered out if its
but only on direction of a
designated engineer who is in charge
of that particular processing belt.
Once an application is set for
hearing, it is moved over into another line
the so-called "hearing"
belt. Applicants are urged to waive
hearings wherever possible.
This
may mean speedier action on their
tion

line,"

—

requests.

'Where applicants propose only
simple amendments, such as change
in frequency or power, they may
hold their places in line.
Major

amendments

will force them to lose
their places and be pushed back to
the end of the line to be considered
as a new application.

There is a fourth processing line
which FCC will put "pending"
This line will accommodate applications to operate on
clear
channels which' FCC last
February consigned to the "pending
file,"
The same line will receive
applications which cannot be proin

applications.

cessed until the applicant has provided FCC with additional information.

FCC warned radio bidders, that it
would be unable to give them continuous reports on the status of
their applications. Commission said
it would, however, issue periodic reports which would be passed on to
all applicants.
Bidders and their
friends on Capitol Hill were asked
to ease off on telephone calls to
FCC on the subject.

19 Listed for

LA

FM

As Hearing Date

Is

Washington, Aug.

FM

Los, Aflgfeles

Set
20.

bidders will cprne;

up for hearing beginning Oct. 14,
ICC has announced here. Competi-

FM

tion for
slots jH the film capital
will be heated with some 19 applicants clamoring fur spectrunri space;
Those seekirig L. A, stations, are:
Consolidated
Brcj.dCastirtg
Corp.,

\

:

,

:,

:

Inc.; Echo Park Evangelistic A.ss,n.;,
Hollywood Community Radio Group;
Hughes Tool Co.; United AutonioL-ilC' Workers
(CIO),; Los Angeles
Broadcasting Co.
(KFAC); NSC;
Radio Broadcaster.^, Inc. IKRKD);
Standard Broadcasting Co., (KFVD);
(KLAC);
Dorothy. S,
Thackrey
,

Times-Mirror Co.; Unity Broadcast-;
ing Corp. of California aLG WU)
.

Warner

Bros.

(KFWB); ABC; Earle

&

G. Anthony, Inc, (KFI); Cannon
Callister, Inc. (KIEV); CBS, (KNX);,

and Southern California Associated
Newspapers, GlentL^le
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those peopi

All
It

is

sometiiiics lianl for a Lioadoasler to sleep soundly. His

dreams are octasionallyi disturbed by the notion

llial "all

those people out there" have been listening to every word
.

lie

Las heen saying for the past 18 hours.

The
well

wonder

liow

those words (about 125,000 per day) are doing,

how

responsible hroadeasler nuist sonietinies

all

well they succeed in entertaining, informing, and occiisioually inbpiring the people

This

is

who hear

why GoluinLia's

thcni.

foremost objeeliv'e has always l>een

the continuous development of better programs. This

Columbia conceives
and

its

is

what

as its first duty hoth. to radio's listeners

sponsors.

Whether in the area of public

interest or

pure entertain-

ment, Columbia's direction

is

program schedule providing

a constant source of fresh value

and enjoyment for
of

"all those people out there" (83,000,000

them speud more of

their loiMue time listening to the

radio than doing anything

A
right.

single-tracked: to produce a

else).

lew of (Columbia's Feature Productions appear

Some

at the

are clear evidence of conspicuous achievement.

All are a foretaste of the network's effort and intention.

^Tedneetlay, Aupist 21,

1946
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f r ^<

there...

lit

"CBS

Wkekly News Review"

'TiiATs Life"

Sunday, 2:30 lo 3 p-m. E.D.T.
Concise news

!

"RrciiAHj)

Thursday, 10 to 10:30 p.m. E.D.T.
Comic experiences with trivial problems

summary of world affairs,

Lawless"

"Sweeney

SnnJay, 8 Iq 8:30 p.in. E.O.T.
Colorful

''Tftii

Satires

Jack JviKKWooD Sitow"'

'

Tuesday, 8:30 lo 8 :55 p.m. E.D.T.
Hollywood stars in famous film stories,

"Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scoi

new

is'*

D-VWY
Jifce

O'jSeIL Ai\D Gl FSTS"

ronmniic tenor in a variety show,

"Oklahoaia Round-Up"
Saturday, 10:15 to 10:45 p.m. E.D.T.

talent

Southwest folklore, songs, and hujnor,

discovered by l)fyamsteners.

"(^inderexxa, Inc."

"The Whistler"

Moil., Wed., Fri., 3 to 3 :30 p.ui. E.D.T.

Wednesday, 8 lo 8 :30 p.m. E.D.T.
Psychological mystery

drama

ii

Housewives tvith a month in Newyorh.

.synVs.

"Winner Take All"

"ScSPENSE"' ISOLD)

Moil, tliiougli Fri., 3:30 to 4 p

m. K.D.T.

Quiz show

Originalthrillers with film stars.

"Cm.ME PlIOTO(,RAPni-R"

(SOf.D)

in a

big city.

tests ivinner's

"Gi\i:Ai\uTakk"

Thursday, 9: 30 Jo 10 p.m. E.D.T.

of crime

Aug. 31)

.Saturday, 8 :30 lo 8 :55 p.m. E.D.T.

Tuesday, 10 lo 10:30 p.ni. E.D.T.

Pursuit

(.Siaris

by two leading comics.

Dramatizations of childhood fantasies,

'Theatre OF Ro^rANCE" (SOLD)

Thuisday, 8 lo 8:30

March"

life

11:05 lo ll:3»a.m. E.D.T.

S.tUird:iy,

new show,

C,oast-to<oast auditions for

on

"Lets Preiend" tSOLD)

Monday, 9 :30 lo 10 p.m. E.D.T,
The noted comic in a

«.

Saturd.iy, 7 lo 7:30 p.m. E.D.T.

drama ofllih Century England.

:

in.

E.D.T.

endurance.

(.SOLD)

Mon., AVcd., Fri., 4:30 p.m., .Sal.. 10 a.m. E.D.T.
Pick a prize and try to win it.

The Columbia Broadcasting System

:..->Mi|M^,-..:

.

on the kids' faces as the storyteller
went through her multi-voiced routines were something to see. Marlowe did a good job of keeping the
cameras glued on the kids dunng

Television Reviews
Continued from page

37

from radio

transition

to tele

climaxes

the

viewers" interest witliout having to
move too far from the basic set of
Brandt did a neat
the bar scene.
job as the private investigator, will-,
ing to do anything if 'the price were
high enough. Ogden'' Miles, on the
other hand, demonstrate'd once more
through his constant fluffs that the
acting

the

of

DuMoht's boom dolly camera to
good advantage for overhead shots
whenever the kids squfrmed out of
position in their excitement.
Best time for a show of this sort,
of course, is immediately before or
after dinner. If ABG ever starts programming in those hours, it can be
assured of at least one bofi show for
the moppet trade-^and one which
potential sponsors should grab off
fast,

tough one. Betty Williarfis Was
sufficiently pretty and hardboiled as
the detective's girl friend.

/v'..-^

DuMont cameratnen had trouble
getting the lens ,iri focus dtiring the;
early part of the show and Lewis,
concentrating on the single camera,
move another one

was. uhable to
into the breach;

Bob

Stal.

Tele Followup
Ireetier

For Good, They Say
CBS

dropping

is

"American

its

.

m

inally spotted Saturdays at 2:30, it
moved into the Sunday 3 o'clock
segmeiit for the Summer, allowing
for a coqst-to-coast hookup. In its
new Saturday time, it will get an

Wednesday, August 21, 1946
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Fannie Brice

the Production Centres

j

YORK CITY ...
.

ABC
RCA

.

to Work at Hutchins agency after a long illness
Luella Hossame day agency inked Bing Crosby

Jane Kalmus I'eturned
last

Thursday

(15),

recently-resighed; radio chief of the North Atlantic area for the Red
Cross, .sailed' aboard the Wisteria for Tokyo Thursday (15) for year's
assignment with the Army's Civilian Cerisbrship Detachment in Japan.
,
Sy Fisher of Frank Cooper Associates has Wrapped up a series of commercial jingles penned by Eddie Pola and Pem Davenport for O'Sullivan
.CBS announcer. Tony Marvin
Heels. Masters will be cut Friday (23).
was tested last week by producer Edward Small for title role in film, "The
.Mcntalist Dunninger set for a lecture tour
Life of Rudolph Valentino".
programs,
until Jan. 1.
.Announcer Nelson Case signed for two
taking over on CBS for Lowell Thomas program for midwest and Coast
(11 p.rh.) Mon. (19) and the Hercule Poirot mystery series Oct. 1 ... .WOR's

kinsi'

.

,

Show To Get

Pickup on Writing End
The Fannie Brice show, which has
had its budget cut for next season
and was scheduled for a general reorganization;

Richard Sanville,- CBS director, devoted three weeks at Nantucl?et to
raising a full beard.
Wendell Adams, of the music division, is another
CBS'er with spinach, His is a goatee. . .Elwood Hoffman; CBS script
editor, moves into Bob Landry's desk for a month while latter vacations
on Coast thus maintaining liaison between program and writing divisions
.,..Wick Crider, of BBD&O, to Coast for three weeks. .. .That Blue web
now irrevocable and complete, with those floor
switchover to the
signal lights in the
Bldg. elevators no longer flashing blue on the
It's Don
third floor.... Dave Taylor Of CBS off on week's vacation
Gardner, not Don Goddard, who takes over tlie Seeman Bros.' sponsored
news program on ABC. .Brigid Maas, who has resigned as producerwriter for BBC (she produced the "Transatlantic Call" shows'^n the
London end) arrived in this country last week. Her future plans are
indefinite but she intends remaining in New York.
.

:

wicker, radio's -"Singing
Lady," brought her three little pigs
an
story to N". Y. tele audiences
ABC-produced show over WABD
.(DuMont) .last -Thursday (15) night
.and, just as .in her tele bow up in
Schenectady last September, proved
eonclusively that she'll be one of
.

Shift;

show after the Sept. 14
broadcast and on the following Saturday the "Columbia Workshop"
moves into the 6:15-6:45 berth on a
permanent basis. It marks the third
time VWorkshop" has been switched
since it was brought back to the
network several months back. Orig-

in

too ornate but adequate.

in

.Portrait"

Bright's three

keeping With the other limited production mountings, were not

.

Workshop

mW

lis

»«

«

From

1

using

story,

is a

sets,

«
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,

is

currently planning

to hypo the writing end of the pro*
Cut to that policy was seen
in fact that Everett Freeman, former

gram,

radio writer who's been doing top
film scripts for the last few years
(including recently "Secret Life of
Walter Mitty" has been put on the
Brice scripting staff.

Working with Freeman
one

of

Titers,

will

the former Brice
Jess Oppenheimer.

be

show

Carmen Dragon has been

rehired
„3 the orchestra conductor for the
show, but the size of his ensemble
has been cut under the new budget
Show will also use less vocalists and
guests, concentrating its appeal iii
the writing for Brice-Hanley Stafford "Baby Snooks" routine.

:

.

.

.

.

:

P&G

.

jMutual. prez Edgar'Kobak
tub-thumper Charles Oppenheim on vacation
.Bert Briller,
to Chicago today (Wed.) for Friday's (23) All-Star' Game.
formerly with Farrell Publications, joined WOR staff as publicity writer
Last Sunday's (18) "Workshop" ....Teresa Keane, UUa Kazanova and D. J. Thompson join the cast of
Audrey Eagan, Stacy Harris; .Chester StrattOn and
show had a Hollywood origination, "David Harum".
video's .ranking stars some day..
as will next Sunday's (25), with Mary Michael new quartet on "Front Page Farrell."
Using tlie same format, producerWilliam N. Robson ^directing both,
Wynn Wright, indie producer of the "Under Arrest" crime show oh
director Harvey Marlowe provided
Miss Wicker with a visible audience Sept. 1 broadcast is being cancelled Mutual, is ^packaging a new series in cooperation with Lulu VoUmer,
author of "Sun Up" legiter.
.Basil Loughrane, director of "Light of the
of four moppets and the expressions because of Cleveland Air Races.
World" which bows out Friday (23), this week celebrates his 27th year as
radio and legit actor, producer, director and agency exec. .. .Curly Gribbs,
WNEW folk, singer; Signed for recordings under Signature label. .. .Frank
Mihehan, media director for 'Pedlar & Ryan agency and formerly with
Lever Bros., new media head for Sullivan Stauft'er, Colwell & Bayles
^*w^ter':'ira'Knas*eF''tohave a "short story "-in September issue of Salute
.Tom McAvity, radio head of Famous Artists, and wife, Helen Mack, in
town from Coast. .. .Barney's, clothing store, and National Shoes have
expanded their N. Y. coverage on WMCA, both more than doubling their
total time through spots and program sponsorship.
Earl Mullin, ABC flack boss, back from Detroit; and huddles on more
personalized and extended publicity coverage tying in with WXYZ purchase, with James Quelle continuing operation out of latter off ice..,. Don
Giesy, former associate editor in charge of television for Tide magazine,
.

:

.

even bigger hookup.

.

,

.

.

.

i

,:

.

WINX

ident of
aiid assistant to the
piiblisher of the Wasliington Po-st.'
He also has charge of tlie Post's
,

FM

W3XO, and an

station,

experimental

project in facsimile.

.

.

:

O'Donnell Upped at WINX
Washington, Aug., 20.
Regis O'Donnell, commercial man-,
of WINX, .Washington Post:
station here,, was upped to stationmanager last Thursday (15) O'Donnell succeeds Wayne Coy.
Coy. will devote fuIUime to his
other duties as executive vice-presager

i

.

.

named

ABC

same

net-

work, upped to exec assistant to Paul B. Mowrey, ABC's national

tele

publicity director for

Alice Cool^, of the

television.

director.

Windup show

CBS' "Night Life" sustainer skedded for la.st night
(Tues,) with star-studded lineup of sua Logan, Morton Downey; Count
Basie (all of whom agreed to go on for scale), suddenly cancelled. Web
decided in favor of pickup of Decontrol Board announcements. .. .Gillette
Razor, pushing its near-monopoly on sports broadcasts, has signed with ABC
for the full net to: broadcast the 1946 Amateur Championship tournament
for

of the U. S. Golf Assn.
p.m..

IN

Broadcast will take place Saturday, 'Sept.

14, 4:30r5

'0^

.^JiiiiSMi

,

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

"There were no waxed points to "Pops" Whiteman's upper lip adornment so the Dorsey boys set upon him and de-hirsuted his two-year growth
of not-so-luxurious spinach.
But they touched nary a hair on the top
turret
Having tried about every other thrill, the Eds, Gardner and

is

Bergen, hired a yacht and took their families crusing along the coastline
Irene Ryan (remember, Tim & Irene) will have a featured comedy
spot with Jack Carson when the soup is on next month.... Jim Doane
turned serious long enough to propose a radio holiday, a silencing of all
radios for one week on the theory that dialers don't really appreciate
something until they've missed it for avwhile
Johnny Parsons, sales
promotion director of Philco for the western division, is assembling
material for a book to be called "Benzedrine and Hot Brandy." Ed Cashman taking wing for the east to see what goes in the big town. .Rudy
Vallee would, like to have, Billy House on his new Philip Morris program
now that Pinky Lee is stitched to Don Ameche-Drene. There will be
little change in Vallee's ciggie format over last year's Procter
& Gamble
stanza because the, client vvants it that way
Glenhall Taylor, who left
Young
Rubicam to head up the N. W. Ayer Coast operation, was both
hailed and farewelled at the Derby last 15th, the date of his moveover.
Lunching with the Y&R crowd, he bolted the booth for the Ayer corner
at 1 p.m., the time set by Hay McClinton for his check-ih.
.There'll be
six International pictures in a row dramatized on the Camay series.
Unveiler will be "Anthony and Cleopatra."
Walter Scharf draws the baton on the Phil. Harris-Alice Faj^e setto.
Ted Lloyd angling for Eddie Albert and Margo for another" of those breakiast table chinfests. .. :Sam Carter, who writes the framework for
Lux
dramatics, became a papa.... Carl Wester in from Chicago to set up
permanent quarters for the four Irne Phillips series for General Mills ...
Joe Rines exercised his option on the missus for another 23 years of
wedded bliss. ...Al Capstaff and Nate Tufts are using radio audiences as
sounding boards for new comics and their writers. After the broadcast
the funny fellows try out their gags on the sitters and the test
tube serves
as an afterpiece. .. .Billie Burke takes her last gargle with
Listerine Sept.
28 and the client takes a powder, ,. .Mike Connolly of Variety's Chicago
staff, having a yokel's holiday and loving it.
.Axel Stordahl will be back
as Frank Sinatra's music director.

more than

.

just a patter of assertion. It's the

of talent,

leadership in Detrokfdates

when

was the

it

blending

experienfesfd hard work. WWJ's

way back

r'adio station

first

Progressive policies, aggressive pioneering, public
service

.

to the entertainment desires of .Detroiters have

kept

Day

in

WWJ

on top

and day

out,

produce most gratifying

all

through the years.

WWJ

continues to

results for its advertisers

in America's 4th market, 'where retail sales
since the, first of the year have averaged

.

100

iHillion

dollars

monthly!,

.

IN
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Stoffon

WfNA

CHICAGO ...
.

.

'5000

WATTS

AMERICA'S flONEER BRQADCASTINO STATION-^FirtM'n 0«>ro;r
Nalhnal Ktprnmlalim!

OWNED AND OPERATED

THE GCOIiaB

f.

HOLUNStCltY COMfANY

BY THE DETROIT

NEWS

FOR

.

WGN

PARTICIPATION

.

Ad Hult, midwest. Mutual head, sold his Wis, farm last week. /.Richard
Garner, ABC account exec since .1943, resigning to join staff of Maofadden
Publications
Gerald Stanley, of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., will run North
Central Broadcasting for the next 90 days while prexy John Boler goes
about his refinancing business. .. .Glen Cagle, prexy of the Texas State
web, and Harold Dewing, of WCBS, Springfield, 111., in foWn for
confab
witb local ABC officials
Fran Harris, director of television for R-R, to
Co.ast for week's vacation.
.Paul Benzaquin new face at WGN's continuity
department. .;Robert Williams, NBC central division continuity .-writer,
resigned last week and was replaced by William Sweeney, NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio Institute grad
Marilou Neumayer to Coast
for two weeks' vacation.. ..Ross Metzger, R-R radio chief, to L. A. to
work put details on moving "Those Websters" to Coast.,.. Ex Quiz Kid
Harve Fischman inked for role in film "Magic Town" starring Jimmy
Stewart and Lorctta Young
Easter Straker, WIND assistant program
director, vacationing in N.Y.....John Krizek- back with WBBM's engineering department after two years in the Army
In recent contest to pick
"Mi.s-s Chicago" gal representing
took first prize With "Miss WENR"
second.
,

950 KILOCYCLES

.

.

.

NSC tuic Nihverlr
AlKiciaf*

LaCrosse, Wis.

. :

and constant catering

features

WHBK

&

to igao/

the nation.

in

.

NEW'
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OFFICE
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He

says he's studymg

and

all

he has

to

do

How

Radio

is...

Listen to
DOUBT about
Nohow
can
radio

ABC.

A good many

those

who

it,

the place to find out

really sell goods

is

on

advertisers, particularly

are reaching

ABG's

big, nation-

wide audience of women during the daytime, are putting more and more of their
confidence in

ABC

as a prime mass

selling

medium.
Here

is

what some of the

nation's top-

notch advertisers are thinking— and doing
about ABC today:

Sejls,

ABC

•more shrewd buyers of radio time have nailed
down valuable ABC franchises.

Tomorrow's " buyers' market" is on the way
— and advertisers who recognize the fact
that they'll soon have some real, down-toearth selling to do are making sure of a place
on ABG right now. They know that successful mass selling calls for successful mass advertising,-^ and look to ABC to help them
radio homes.

Swift & Co« has 'douhled its expenditure on
ABC — has signed a five-year contract for a full
half-hour of the Breakfast Club every weekday

moming.
2. General Mills has renewed /our big daytime
shows on ABC for another full year.

—

4. Libby-McNeill

it

Why

not find out

now?

leading advertisers

up and

listen to

ABG

REACHES 22,000,000 FAMILIES,
practically every major

market

ill

2«

ECONOMICAL HATES make

3.

207 STATIONS -covering more

located in

the U. S.

possible nationwide covetage of important markets at low
cost per thousand listeners.

major U. S. markets /rom

wiiftirt

of the 300
(actually lo-

cated in the markets) thaji any otbea: network.

PROGRAM

when you want

SERVICE available

if

and

it.

5. EFFECTIVE AUDIENCE PROMOTION that
keeps building a bigger and bigger audience
for

ABC

advertisers.

—

6.

GOOD

7.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION -program-building

WILL a nation-wide reputation for
public service features that present all sides
of vital issues.
on an economical

basis.

,

.

has just

& Libby,Ster]ing Drug

,

Philco,

General Poods, Miles Laboratories, Jergens,
Bristol-Myers, Westinghouse,

1«

sit

4. EXPERT

Today, ABC has very few choice network
daytime quarter-hours left unsold. The
reason, when you boil it all down, is simply
that ABC sells goods and advertisers know it!
Maybe there's a spot on ABC that you can
use to good advantage to sell yqur product
!

3* Curtis Publishing Company is continuing
with its IS-minute weekday moming program

campaign

.

deliver the goods to the. nation's millions of

1.

in addition to the big spot
started,

7 REASONS

why more

P & G and many

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

2

07

K A

IJ 1 (J

STATIONS

S

ERV1N

(J

AMERICA

a

;

Mutual Sees

'45

types,

';

accounts^

of

many

the Boston femme's real

only refcently sigiifid, lilce the, American Transit .Assh;., Seventeen mag,

&

Horwitz

Duberman (young

name

,

Now comes

news from

the

or.

that

the

the

is

[

'

,"

'

,

Can. Indies

America"

,„

American

for

,

'Transit
j

(Serutari
Gabriel Heatter
Fridays); ",Nick Carter" (Cudahy),
(MuTihb);
''Thv.
Brown
Cecil
one-third
(Balm-Barr,
Siiadow"
sponsorship,; 85 ^stations); Spotlight
Bands (Army, while Coca-Cola on
Assn.;,

I
.

IKobak attributes' the net's conadvance, in, the. face of a

.

-general slick that ;bit tlie. industry
Bible Institute <religious
last May, as due -not so much to hiatus);
continued sales to lamiliar clients,, groups); "House of Mystery" and
as to the development of new ac- "Buck Rogers" (Gen. Foods); "It's
(Seventeen: rnag);
Youth"
To
and
Up
counts,
especially new types of
.accounts. It's true, he said, that the "20 Questions" (Ronson); "Special
^net repeated the Coca-Cola biz of Investigator'' (Commercial Credit);
Life); "Judy, and
Stan
iiOmax
(Met.
of
1945
$2,500,000
in
1946,
and

|

j

'

.

oh their network basis;
that' tiiis should be governed by
further fact that the, CBC was
Competing with private stations

stations

My Hobby"

Fight

(Mutual Benefit Assn.)
"20 Questions" (new
started July 6 on 17 stagoes to 137 stations Oct. 5 on
renewal order); "Captain Midnight"

summer show;

of

21

this

Yiddish

19
16

,.

it

lose

contact with the great mass
of
people.
"IRadio must conUnue to be
'eottvi
mereial.' The ind u,5t ry
ust roaititsiiv
Its

m

,

sors whose .primary interest is maiiii
taihing goodwill is far loss likely to'
be devoted to 'Ultprioi- pr'bpagarid'a
than is sustaining 'Jme cdntrblled by

....
Atlihiiles

.

...

'

1,5;

snindividuar station.
.

.

,

not

filiates

for

guages, NBC 17, and ABC-and CBS
17 tach.
AS business propositions, the foreign language stations are very

broadcasting in foreign lan-

WY^C

to Experiment

With CufFo

Scripts

New York City owned
is opening
up an experimental radio theatre, which will go

WNYC,

the

station,

'

Ahead

:

into the

sound

fear

the.

of

CBC

big

stick.

Surveys have shown

outfits.'

that a much larger proportion
homes where English is .not'

mother
those
tive

of
the

have fadios than
which English is the naIn New York, it was
tongue.
tongue

1

o'clock

Sunday
by

occupied

long

afternoon,

ex-Mayor.

fuls.

in

estimated that 97% of the foreign-'
language homes liave one or more
radios.
Of these set owners, about
95% tune in regularly on the broadcasts in their respective languages.

These figures, mean, of course,
commercials are listened to,

that

and are therefore good business for

Variety was informed that the ,the sponsors.
But what the listeners get beyond
Canadian Association of Broadcasindependent stations in tlie spots and some music-^is a
ters
(81
'
Canada) will fight the CBC ::en- mystery.
croachment.
But Harry Sedgwick,
The radio division under Ferrand
CAB prexy, refused to talk for pub- does send out weeldy spots with a
pro - American,
lication.
pro - democracy
With the two key stations of slant, and many of these are used
CBC's two national networks lo- regularly on foreign-language stacated in Toronto, CBL will offer tions. An examination of Ferrand's
rates in the spot field of $300 an mail shows that many stations like
hour, $165 for 30 minutes, $90 for the material and Want more of it.
But what else they broadcast be15 minutes.
(CJBC reportedly has
no open time, but its opposite rates, sides these messages— no one knows.
for such periods are $140, $84 and

Mix"
Sept.
23; - "Tom
(Ralston) Sept. 30; "Real. Stories"
(Whitehall), Sept, 9; and Upton
Close (Nat'l Economic), from 57 stations to 63.

time

Fiorello LaGuardia.
Series will get under way Sept.
IS, with P. J. Sidney as directorproducer. Latter is currently looking around for scripts by radio hope-:

THE CLOWN PRINCE Of RHUMBA'

CATALINO
And

His Rhumbas

Currently Appearing

HAVANA MADRID
NEW YORK
Indefinitely

,

Tat Man' May Be Fed

By Rubber Bankroller

.

Goodrich is shopping arouncj for
replacement show for its ABC
"Detect or Collect" and is eyeing thfe
CFRB, Toronto, largest inDashiel Hammett "Pat Man" pro- $56.)
gram currently heard as a sustainer dependent in Canada,, charges $190,
Only Toronto staon ABO. BBD&O. agency on the $114 and $76.
Goodrich account, will make a de- tion operator who gives * the CBC
brush-off is Jack
intention
the
cision this week.
Cooke, president of CKEY, whose
If "Fat Man" is bought, it'll go
for. half
into the Saturday night sl6t follow- xates are $180 an hour, $108
minutes.
He
ing "Gangbusters," giving the web a an hour, $72 for 15
three-way bracketing of "Famous says he hasn't any open time for
Jury Trials," "Gangbusters" and the sponsored programs, and the proposed GBC invasion of the indeHammett airer.
a

VOICE OF THl

1H,[

PMH

8t\CHLS

DIRECTOR

pendents' spot field leaves

I

"

'

:

'

ESTABLISHED REPUTATION
IVlctrop'jlltHn

Co.,

Areu

Box No. 156, Variety,
154 W. 4&th St., New York 19, N.

[,

I

Radio,

him

un-.

interested.
:

Houston^The Texas Broadcasting

Avnilnblo for rrofoBsionnl,
Semi-Professloiinl EnteaReinentfl

I

has been granted: a license for

a standard broadcast station to operate here with a full time power of
1000 watts and 159C kilbcycles. This
gives Houston four full time stations.

was

it

CBS COAST TO COAST
7:T5 P.M., EDST

Recently Guest Artist On

Continued from page 34
is just as easy to turn bfl the radio
at night as in the daytime.

"The. BAE Report cannot be taken
per se as a guide to programming.
It mijst be: recognized for what it is
^r-a survey of the Pdult audience. A
survey limited to heads of households does not give. a true picture of
radio preference in the home. Anyone' with Children knows the influence of that group on listener habits.
als

dis'rike

who

are those

daytime

.

.

"HILDEGARDE RADIO

SHOW"—3

.

Times

"KRAFT MUSIC HALL"
"CHESTERFIELD SUPPER

CLUB"

seri-

*

are not familiar

with them
The same situation
exists with men.
Engaged during
.with the start of the war, is begin- the hours when serials are broadning to lift.
cast, men seldom hear them, yet are
The Philly Record, which was one their severest critics. This is no
of the first papers to drop its radio reflection on the daytime serial as
column as soon as the newsprint a form of radio entertainment. It
pinch began to be felt, has bought is like persons who have never
the daily syndicated column of John played golf branding: the game as
Crosby from, the N. Y.; Herald. Tri- silly.
"Radio must continue to be prebune. The Record, incidentally, was
the first paper to buy the column
since

'JACK SMITH SHOW'

It:

Continued from page 35

Want In!

Appearing Tonight

Richards

"Women who

John Crosby

last

"HOBBY LOBBY"
Excluiivt

Abner

Management

Freddie Fields
J. Greshler Agency

R.K.O. Building

New

Yorli

oflfered for syndication

week.

Whether or not local radio news
run as*an adjunct to Crosby's
column is stiU under study by the
Record's managing editor, 'Walter

IN

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

will.be

During the four '/ears that I've been called a

:

comedy-script writer,

among

other things, I've

.

a 2nd rate comedysong writer, and authored a G.I. column in a
1st rate army. Now I want to find out if rate
a job in radio.
rate comedians,

I

'

]

1

I

j

Somewhere

there must be a sagging comedy
program that could use the lift of some good,
funny, and clean humor.
CAN WRITE IT!
I

j

j

Write Box T076
Variety, 154

York

W. 46th

,,

j

lieved that they
'

!

'

j

New

There is a possibility that
local news will be added as a 'shirt.'
tail" 'to the syndicated stuff.
The Record will start printing the
Crosby pillar, "Radio in Review,"
starting SeE)t 1.
Recordt recently
acquired 'WCAU for $6,000,000,;. stib,1ect to FC(j approval.
Tlie Record's Camden affiliate, the
CourierrPpst, has been running: a
radio column for the
past few
months. Now ithat :roost of the. Philly
papers have a radio tieup, it is be-

^dsteir.

written gags for a 4th rate publicity office, a

few 3rd

may

put a

little

more emphasis on radio news. The
Inquirer, which owns .WFIL, has

been toying with the idea Of resuming its Sunday radio column.
"The
.Bulletin never had a radio column.
but has been a little more liberal
with radio news,., especially that
'which concerned 'WPKN',. Owned by
the Bulletin.. The,' Caily -News published a daily column by Ray Gathrid before the war.
Thus far no
move has been made tor its resump.

;

St.

'

,

:

19, N. Y.

'

and have a margin with 'which
serve its public beyond the'
normal broadcasting duties. Control
over the air must be diffused as
niuch as; possible,, and this 'is best
achieved through comrrk'rclalization.
itself

to.

Radio time distributed among spon-

,

languages—^thc latest, figures showthe ing' that^ Mutual has at least 30 af-

the general hush-hush policy
agency buyers and their admis-

•sible

(Wander)

I

Greek

.

ber Of stations using from 11 to 15
languages. Not all the stations are
indies. Each of the nets has some
affiliates
broadcasting
foreign
in

On

program
tions,

UNITED BEX ALL DRUG CO.
Frlllny— CBS— 10 p.m. DST

22

that extent Will

to:

'

•

I

54
46

German

and

national spot business.
CBC has now assernbled a crew,
go out- and corral
of: salesmen to
this spot business, and is contacting
Cahadian advertising agencies and
The
offering' discounts up to 20%.
CBC lads are offering 5-10-15 minute
library and transcription programs.
They are allowing, combination
group discounts of W.'e for any
two stations, 15% for three, and
20% lor a group of four stations.

Safety Razors, increased from 88 to
288 stations; "Double or Nothing"
(Feenamint), increased ,190 to ,274

LOU CLAYTON

j--

.

;

stations; "Treasure Hour of Song"
(Conti Castile;; "Exploring the Unknown" (Revere Copper), Sept. 8,
increased from 130 to full net; Inside
(Bayuk)
Sept.
of
Sports
9;
"Shadow" (three sponsors, :D. X. &
W., Garey Salt and new one mentioned above) Sept. 8; "Mystery Is

Mgt.l

(>4

Spanish

Frencli

Canada
in
stations
private
the
should be^ willing to base their: owti
rates on those which CSC bills, tor
bookkeeping purposes, to their own

I

Jill,"

season) tp $1,200,000 this year.
But the answer to MBS' spurt.

Thi-

.

:

(Horwitz & Duberman).
Recent renewals and expansions
(Araer.
Falcon"
include;
"The

its General Foods biz from
$300,000 last year (it came in late

boosted

Programs

Politih

Italian

be,

—

.

sistent

entertainment,
digresses frorri

"Radio mus.t cbnlih'we' to develop
Net
mcrcasing audiences for the finer
Continued from p.ige 35
But the foreign languages include programs. However, we in the in-:
revenue /from the annual $2,50 a total oC 25, ranging— in addition to dustry realize this cannot be achieved
setCanadian
on
levied
license fee
It comes through the
those
mentioned
from Albanian by edict.
That win goes into the, and Arabic to Serbo-Croat and gradual ovolutioii of listener habits.
owners.
CBC coiTers exclusively.
Ukrainian. At least 26 stations in Operating tinder these moreror-less'..,
^ mitter of fact, CBC execu- the U. S. A. broadcast in five or more inescapable conditi-ms Radio must at
past that languages each, and there is a n-'m^ all times observe good taste."
^.^^^

|

1

,

'

Hungarian

I

There's,
Si.x rriontlis to get rbllihg.
been a leveling off with 1945's sec,dnd-halt spurt, but Mutual will still

anothef. But we do know
doors for that kind of

Language

for the

•

may

cast on the foi'eign-tongue Stationis,
and the number of programs in
tlie.<;e
laii,suages, are as follows:

Coast that the same show tliere

\

39

Ferrand's tifiures show that the
languages- most frequently broad-

i.s

same sponsor, on KHJ,
spoken by .lanet McCoy—
iVIcGoy, who's "Dixon."

form

|>.igi!

preachment arc wide open."

Coy."

misses'

Biz for July and August is run- dresses), Commercial Credit Co., and
hing 12
ahead of the equivaient '-''^ Army.
And in several cases, says Kobalt,
months last, year,: he says, wheri the
net really get rolling. Mutuar piled, Mutual sold tliese sponsors one o£'|
up a:47.2% increase in sales first six its' shows, which it had put on origmonths of 1946 over a 'similar period inally as sustainers;
in 1945 because the net started 1945
I>few business sigped al; Mutual
with a loss, Kobali admits^ and took since Jun« 1 includes "Spotlight on

radio

to engage in propaganda
and
preachment, worthy though thaw

field

.

Contliined .from

Nancy Dixon, and the story was
captioned "A Dixon Who'.s Mc-

them

o£

a

der the copyright name of "Nan»
It so happens that
cy Dixon."

according to Kobalt, ha.s been rather
the prospecting for new, out-otrway

Systenii according to prez
Edgar Kobalc, who predicts that the
.net will finish the year 15% to 20%
aiioad of last year in sales.

further

20,000,000

Boston story abo.ut a hew
femme gabbep put on \VBZ to
taik the shopping program sponsored by Clliett & Peabody urvran

With 15-207o Sales Hike Over
easting

dominanily

Getting Complicated
A couple of weeks ago Varietv

Year

Self Finishing

Continued sweep ol good business
expected by the Mutual Broad-

finish ahead.

'
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Programming's

New Day

Is

U.S.

Back at Beginnings, In
Local Stations, Sez Venn

ACCEPTS RUSS

Doherty's

RADIO CONFAB BID

NAB

New NAB Post

Freedom of Speech, Disk

Washington, Aug. 20.
here yesterday

on

Duties,

1st

announced

Washington, Aug. 20.
appointment of. Richard P., Doherty
has accepted a Soviet as director of the Association's Rminvitation for a five-power radio conMiami.
ployee-Employer Relations Departference in Moscow, the State DeMontevideo, Aug. 13.
Editor. Variety:
partment announced here last week. ment. Doherty,. who will move into
You m-e- right. Radio Programming .The U. S., however, has requested NAB in early September, is no'w
The Regional Congress of South
needs a "^w efiange.
the U.S.S.R. to move the Aug, 28 executive director of the Industrial American Broadca-tters, which ininteresting
However, i liavfe an
opening date to mid-September, Relations Council of Metropolrlan cluded Argentina, Uruguay, Chilearrived.
change has
theoiy that tlie
Boston.
that is so while Great Britam has suggested
and Brazil- has just broken up in
H is only the recognition
that the parley be scheduled for the
Meanwhile, the Employes - Em- Buenos Aires -after recommending
'
missins-.
September:

The U.

45

Inter-American Air Congress Agenda

S.

.

motions tending

American
e.sting

to

improve Intermost inter-

relations, the

suggestion to be put forward

.

;

-

.far

.

lun't

It

typt

th'e

programing

of

will carry /.radio on to; .Jts
In my
next plane ot development.
such proopinion, it. is.the oiigin of
radio'.s
gram material. I Unnk that
in
future lies right where it started;
station located in the
the individual
individual community, programing
that
effectively in the interest of

wliich
.

•

.

end of

ployer Relations Committee ol NAB
reported last week that It has current info on 750 radio stations' colDelective bargaining contracts..
tailed analyses of this material on
3.0O stations wiU be distributed to
NAB membership before, the annual
convention in October.

.

U. S., Russia, Britain, France and
Italy will participate in the confab,
which' is preliminary to a worldwide
radio conference d':e to open in the
Francis Colt de
U. S. next April.
Wolf, head of :the State Dept. telecommunications division, will head

.

.

'

the U.

S.

delegation.

.

that

the

gre.s.s

m

meet

of

.

'

'

'

:

E.

and
the

Tieup

Chicago, 'Aug. 20.
JT "Mike"^ Huber, former ad
sales promotion manager for

;

:

New

'Mike' Huber's

ABC

net,

Oct.

first Inter-American Concommercial outlets should to facilitate interchange of programs
Mexico City from Sept, 30 via the. platter system, and would
6.

-

News

received in Buenos Aires,
prior, to. the closing of the regional
confab, points to. non-attendance by a
Cuban delegation on grounds of
Mexican "machinations," which led
to substitution of Mexico City as.=cat of the coiiference, rather than
:

Another jmporta.'it proposal to be
submitted by the South American
delegates refers to guarantees of
freedom of expression over the air.
As only a fewr of the South American countries have really democratic
governments, the success of this prOif

"
Havana,
posal IS problematical.
The regional pow-wow served as a
The South American pow-wow rem the drafting of a number grand shopping spree for the junketof proposals to be submitted at the ing radio folk, wno.- visited BuenosInter-American confab. ' Apgirt from Aires witli tbc'r w vcs in tr-.-;;"^
'

has 3oined Green As-

sociates here as, a partner. Firm was
started recently- by Lew Green, former
producer for "Breakfast

of

of platters sent

This definitely excludes insure talent in each of the countries
holding of the congress in 'Havana, being heard- by the listeners of the
others.
as first: intended.
to

:

community. This i-s. tbe.-new day of
Minneapolis -^ Children's
radio
"radio programing..
radio series, ."Old Tales and New,", auTlie network contribution to
immense, thored by-Betty Thomas Girling, dihag been
bioadcasting
rector of Minnesota school of the air
and must continue to be a dominant
But, only of KUOM, Univ.- ot Minnesota stapart of radio broadcasting.
of tion, has been .selected by Portland,
with the realization on the part;
Ore., public schools for use during
is
.ftatioiis that network programing
the coming year. Series was inaugu-:
but one phase of operational respon'/
and that it is the programs, rated in 1938.

Mexico City refers

to the waiving
customs duties on the importation
from one American
country to another. This would tend
at

'

.lulled

ABC

Club."

-

;

sihitity,

which inust originate in the-., station,
itself that must provide necessafy
Character;'', can radio take its next big
step.

Radio stations are going to have to
spend a great deal more money in
they ever
local programing .than

dreamed

possible.

news, a

"local

fevjr

The days of
records and turn

the network on" are in the twilight
stage.

.

Robert G. Venn,
WGBS, Miami.

Station

AD MEN TIGHTEN

CHI

SETUP FOR CUFFOLAS
Chicago, Aug. 20.
peacetime
Cpuncil,

Advertising

successor to the- War Advertising
Council here, has set up a Public
Service Committee 'working in conjunction with the. Chicago Hadio
Management Club to carry on the
promotion of local public 'welfare

Committer, headed by
campaigns.
the
prexy
of
Harlow Roberts,
GRMC, Will screen all requests for
aid in advertising community proj^
»-ects before official sponsorship is

»,

'

.

given.

Assignments of individual campaigns Will be_ made to agencies so
that one

agency can handle

all

copy

scripts and time on the air rather
than having several different companies working on seperate parts of
the same project. Format being developed will enable the Advertising
Council to give such campaigns as
the annual Red Cross dnvc. Salvation Army and similar groups full
support of radio and ad agencies.
Media end of the project will be
handled by the Chicago Federated
Advertising Club, headed by Wesley
Nunn. Committee members include
Leo Burnett, Fairfax Cone, Melvm
Brorby, Planche Martin and Duffy
Schwartz.

HOOPER

C. E.

STATION

From

C.

E,

Hooper

-

flRST

.

.

in

8:00

Cincinnati on week-ends.

m.

a.

-

Svnday

Kingdon Exits

STATION

WCPO

WMCA

s

J2«00

&jOOpf

to.

42.5

6:00 p. m.

STATION

•D'

n,i

IB.4

Af*«rrtoon
-

fr.

STATION

ii.t

'i«j;

42.6

Alter four years as commentator
on WMCA, N. Y,, Frank Kingddn has
quit that station.
efl'ect Sept. 1.

Resignation takes

12.7

le

J

12.3

34.3

24.4

14.5

14.2

9.7

36.8

14.0

19.1

15.6

27 .2

23.0

San^ffly tfcrv Sofwrcfoy

Kingdon started a 6 p.m. broadcast
weeks ago on WOR, Mutual flag-

t\vo;

ship in N. Y., while planning to continue his 10:30 p.m. cross-the-board
gabfesi It's understood that
had a.sked him to clioose.

WMCA
WMCA

and he took the network
Crawford Clothes sponsored
Kingdon on WMCA, but so far he's
a sustainer on WOR.
Unusual angle is that WMCA itself
goi: its flacltery to send out a release
giving Kingdon's new affiliation and
time. With the release went a copy
of a highly laudatory' letter from
WMCA prexy Kki than Straus.
Kingdon's
Mon.-Fri.
spot
on
WMCA will bo filled with a show
titled "News and Opinion," wrapping
Up newspaper editorials on important
"either, or"

station.

Issues, results of public
.etc.!-.

.''-:

New

L.

From

C.

E.

Hooper

—

Weekday Mernoons

look

at this!

Monday

thru frlday

12sd0

"A^ p.m.

n.

f
Man, )hru fti. - 8

From

C.

WCPO

E.

Hooper

speaks for

— why

itself

opinion polls,

A. Station?

Hollywood, Aug.

There's

20,

Capitalized at $200,000, and askinfi
for a 5.000-watt station on the 1540
band, with'daytime operation, a new
indie station looms in Los Angeles.
FCC has accepted Hugh R.
Murchison's application via the new
Coast Radio Broadcasting Corp,
Application was made for the new
station on grounds that the existing
12 outlets have failed to serve the
conamunity and promote southern

It's

a new note on the morning musical

the Malcolm Richards' Show.

dial

.

.

,

on

WCPO

Watch oor Hooper growl
iREPRESENItDl

The

California.

a. m.-l 2 n.

k

A«Ktial*4l

Tht

With

I

CliicliiR«H|

UlCPO
C!NC!NNAirS NEWS STATION

by

THE
BRANHAM1
CO.

,

"

,

IIAMO
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WedncBday, August 21, 19-16
Crosby Enterprises, which turns

is

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 38

a clever dramatization o£ a scene in

ting-his interviewees pick out the tie

her own courtroom, in wliich she they want.
took the parts of both a kid in need
Loop slioppers on show licard were
of guidance and a counsellor. An asked if they tiiought the stores were

out the records for sale to Philco,
which in turn ships them to their
dealers who pay for local station
time. To make it look all the better
enterprises will also produce other
packages and may also include
Bing's independent produced pic:

The Treasury Department

tures.

is

amateur, Miss Kolley nevertlieless holding "the price liiie. pretty well, said, to have given its bles-sing to
gave the impression that somewhere and vi'hat they thought of buyer enterprises as no tax dodge but So
along the line she must have picked strikes. A -student physicist froin the were some of the picture projects
up a tract on the Stanislavsky ilieth- Univ. of Chicago tried to put tiis now under scrutiny by federal ferod, so adroit was her thosping.
l""' ^
atomic .energie.s .studies into simple rots,.
Other speakers were Dr. W. E. lang,ua|:e, and did a pretty good job
.Talent:.' ;
Cole, local civic light, who explained of it, His girl friend was alone,, and,
For Philco Crosby sings three or
that the growth otjuve detinquency when; asked, by McGivern to repeat four numbers per show and gets
in the south is partly dutr to tkat what he, said, could only come tip
aid and abetting from Charioateers,
area's rapid reconversion, from an With, "When tli,e molecules tire, put
agricultural to an industrial region, together, it's terrific." Two-little girls Skitch Henderson's piairi.stics, John.
and told of Knoxville's eflorts to help got in the act at the end, telling Scott 'Trotter's: orchestra, and a gal
wayward youtli.;
about what makes up a; good teacher, singer of Peggy Lec type if not her.
Walter Felix, local youth leader, if tlia sclioolniarms were listening, Bill Morrow will writc and produce.,
gave with the teenstors- viewpoint, they, were embarra.ssod, ,becausc McPhilco deal is for three years, alreeom'mending schools for delinquent Giyern really, got the ki^s to let their thovlgh Crosby held out for one and
hair down.
'

.

>

.

'

,

::

,

^parents.'.,

Owen,'. Remington, producer and
raodci'attjr; kept tlie audience parsegment well under conand' the imiTfediate reaction to
the show heard was that Miss Kelley
is wasting her sweetness on the
,

;

'

;

ticipation
trol,,

Memphis

air.

The

gal

and whoever

writes, her speeches, if .'jlio Ivas a mentor, are slightly terrific.
Mike.

Earthy, humorous stanza
best man-pn-the-streete,r,;

; .is:

Chi's

Mike.

the

set rnakers, wanted five,
Crosby, brother, and his

ra,dio

Everett

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
FCC

trend

studio.s in Miami and Miami Beach.
The new addition to the radio setup
here will operate from sunrise to
sunstt and feature racetrack and

Louisiana State University also spoke
on FM plans, Snerman Lawtoii of

IVHami— With

final

WFVL

OMNWN"

.

WSNY

tion will be powered at 1. OOP watts
with a radius of 125 miles and a
potential audience of 1,500,000.

Doiigri-

:

.

Short stanza represents an obviously sincere desire on the part of
WCFL, Chicago's "Voice of Labor,"
to give the much-touted man-on-thestreet an oppoi-tunity to express his
.

opinions on various issues of loaal,
natipnal and international impoi't.
Frank McGivern, who rounds up participants in front of the Loop Oriental theatre five days a week, does
a smooth job of keeping it moving.

Guy is no Bob Hawk, by any means,
but there's never a lull, inasmuch as
he picks his ad-libbers cgnnily and
has the knack of prodding them on
if they falter.
Item isn't sponsored, although Cutter Cravats gets one or two plugs for
neckwear, with McGiyeni occasionally achieving some good comedy
and a nice: air of informality by let*-

,

,

—

If he does, look for Pliilco to tie into
their planned two-hour record strip
next season and you'll be able to
count leaping stars as you do sheep
in your sleep,

Groaner
Continued from page 35
wit.

"That's for us, if not on

NBC

then ABC and Mutual. If
Crosby can do it so can we."
Then, again if El Bingo can't
catch 12 in Hooper's pocket piece
the disker comes a cropper. Contract reads that if Philco's fair»haired
boy falls below that figure either has
thp right of cancellation or going
live within ensuing 26 weeks. Needless to say next season's Hooper will'
be watched closer than in any previous season. Just where to put
Bing and his record pals is a
tougher nut to Crack than getting
the lad's autograph, ABC wants him
on Wednesday night and alternately
Sunday night where once dwelled
the Quiz Kids. Bing is not too happy
about Wednesday night because
some of Frankie's fans might think
it is spite work.
Phllco is talking to Mutual, NBC
or

CBS

CBS to line up their publicized
600 stations some way or some how.
That's roughly two-thirds of all the
country's transmitters, and you can't
and

"HIRES TO YA"

set

FOR SECOND YEAR

»»»

4-

Trai^cription Review
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SVNS AND A STARLET"

With Artie Dunn, Al Nevins, Morty
Nevins, Dorothy Claire, others;
Glenn Biggs, announcer
Writer: Jack Barefield
Producer-director: Drex Hines
15 Miiis.

.

-

•
.

.

-

:

(NBC Radio Recordina)
well-paced quarterThour of

A

mu-

divertissement, NBC's latest
addition to its e. t. series is a good
example, of the original intention of
radio's early programmers: entertainment. Program moves with nice
sical

pace through six musical numbers
in its 12-minute span, with some
chatter between times. Net's,
recording subsid has 26 weeks of
platters cut at three-a-week presentation rate.

lifht

.

Platter caught
as

strirlet;

had Dorothy Claire

she's

splitting

"gue-st"

Irene Day e and Nan
Wynn. With Glenn Riggs as "host,"
them up without touching every musical'frio opens with "I Found a

network.

HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC, COAST-TO-COAST

Crosby,

who

has

always

honors,. with

New

Baby," digging about as

much

wanted radio money he can keep, body as possible from a Hammond
gets protection on Philco deal from organ, electric guitar, and accorArtie Dunn, organist- then
capital gains setup. Non-eoUapsible dion.
croons ''It Might as Well Be Spring,"
followed
by
instrumentals
on
"Swampflre" and "Waters of Minnetonka."
Riggs introduces Miss Claire, and
slim gab. slows the show, but almost
imperceptibly.
She
does
"Back
Home in Indiana" in standard style.
Choice of tunes makes for steady
program fare, with no accent On
time or style, biit plenty easy listening. Listener draw of 3 Suns is
probably strong enough now to

LIKE THE LETTERS

IN

:

.

;

BROADCASTING;;*

bring first-timers, and one listen
should keep them ooinitrg for more.

Tomm.

Brickhouse Wraps Up

WIRE
ALL OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS

BUYING AREA WHERE SIGNAL
QUALITY IS ESSENTIAL

BASIC NBC
JOHN

E.

:

.

,

Sustaining:
WCFL, ChicatfO

•

Glover.^ville"

WBFN, Bingham ton; WMSA, Mas-1
sena; WSLB, Ogdensburg; WHDL
Olcan: WMFP, Plattsburg; WBNzi
Saranac
through

Lake.

.Programs are
Tliomas

Fort

set

Commander

Kiely. in charge of
latioiis upstate.

B.

Navy, public

re-^

Wayne— Homer, Rodeheaver,

,

:

las, guests
Prodlucer-Director: Jack Odell
15 Mins.; JVIon.-Fri., 3:45 p.m.

a: statewide FIVI'
netto comprise 43 stations.
Ralph
Stcetle, director of radio for
the

work

,

agent, finally worked a compromise.
Cl'>!veian,d-VSi,gning for its first big
Philco held out for refcords all the local radio package, Setu's: Roebuck
"DR. CYCLO"
With Julia Cohway; Al Henderson way to dovetail with: its slogan, .bousiht exclusive rights; to the WGAR
Writers: .Tack Bates, Henderson
"Nine O'clock is Philco Time" or broadcasts of the Cleveland Biowns
Producer: Sylvan Taplinifer
whatever the time arrived at.
football schedule, Avith 15 (tames in
15 Mins., Sun., 12:.'S0 p.m.
Dealers' war chest for promotion the newly formed A,l] -America ConPUBLIC SURVEYS, INC.
and exploitation, is said to be enorr ference. CBS outlet pacted lights to
WMCA, N. Y.
the
games several months ago.
ABC
chipping
mous,
"with
in
a
few
(Wei-* & Geller)
Broadcast' schedule includes Coast
This is a little turkey cooked up thousand,
to boost sales of a 10-voli^me set of
Wax in your ear looks like na- games with Los Angeles, which will
World Encyclopedia. Radiowise it's tional war cry in radio and one be heard at 5 p.m. Bob Neal, WGAR
about as exciting as a reading of the
handle the play
man's earache will be another's sports' editor, will
dictionary ^-ould be/VIn fact, that's
plays.
feathery caress. Never before have by
all that happens, only it's an, encyclopedia.
On show heard (18), the the big nets been so disturbed: by
Philadelphiii-- The Kold-Kit Corp.
omniscient "Pr, Cyclo" answered a one of their stepchildren. Their
purcliased two WFIL
last .w.eelc
half-dozen unrelated questions on a smugness has been jostled
and
half-dozen unrelated subjects, in- they're plain worried. 'They're hop- shows, each for: a 26- week period.
Outfit bought the first half of "Haycluding Beethoven, bees, bells, and
Burbank^all B's, get it?
Very ing so hard that Crosby's pancakes loft Hoedown," hillbilly show aired
clever. At this rate, it should take shrivel on the turntable, ABC esti- each Saturday night from Town
some time to get to the last volume, mators give Crosby Hooper opener Hall. Second portion is broadcast
of 17 and on the spiral from there.
Shrdlu-Zylch
Cars.
over ABC on sustaining basis. Kold.

With Frank McGivcnii. Hugh

Idr

the formation of

Oklahoma discussed, that state's
ladio plans.
Sports results: iiourly. Programming
transcripfoi»
daily
setup also callH
Albany.— A string of upstate staareashows
night
in
tions: of
club
tions now carry a two-person "Here
Bids are also out for popular local .Comes the Navy"' .show in
'.the
newspaper and literary luminaries, interest'
of
recruiting.
Among
Lawrence
Wylee,
Philip
as
such
those, .broadcasting if are;
Schwab for commentator spots. Sliu Schenectady; WENT,

;

"MY PRIVATE

toward FM broadcasting by,
commercial station's. Following
tlw
talk on Friday plan,s: were made

granting
okay, newest station in South Florida
will go into operation in September
(wonderful
with, call lettori>
land)
with main
Florida vacation
studio in Hollywood, Fla„ and branch

5000 WATTS

PEARSON COMPANY

ReprMenfaf;vM

AFFILIATBD WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

Kit also will bankroll transcribed
Phila Vance series each Tuesday

flaothip there.

baseball broadcasting the next day.
I'oUowing week, he heads for Chi for
game, returns to New

Saturday's

for the

Giants'

last

a

KJonn.— For

Britain,

it,

tlio

New

ye.ors.

radio station
Baptismal of

.

cah

first

Britain
call

WKNB

place Sunday (18). Owned by New
Britain Broadcasting Co., station is
daytime operated on 840 k.c. and
1,000 watt.s, Station has already beeji
eianted an FM license.
:

Baleiffh—Pacting of Clifford Blair
of Winston-Salem as its public service diractor has

been announced by

of WRAL. Blair will assume
his duties Sept. 1; For a number of
years he has been producer in charge
of Piedmont Music Festival Assn.
He now is president of the National
Assn. for Opera, Inc., and is national
chairman of opera for the Nation al
Federation: 6f Music Clubs.

Buffalo— Georgia Day, Canadian
network singing star, is commuting
fr.om Toronto tri-weekly via air for
vocals
on
''International
House

Party"

WBEN.

over

>

Edwin W. Reimers resumes

WBEN

night supervision after three years
in marines. Reimers, who handled
announcing and special events for
for 10 years prior to service, will continue same chores in
addition to news bulletin broadcasts.

WBEN

—

Memphis Associated Ice IndusMemphis picked up option

tries of

for second

IJ-week spiel series on
by Harry Martin, arnusements
Commercial Appeal,
and
mugg.
Martin gabs 15 minutes at 10 a. m.
each Saturday about entertainment

WMC

editor for The
V-iRiETY

field,

with occasional guests lor in-

«288
WEEK ON
WKV

terviews.

—

Pittsburgh Richard Cook, publisher of Bulletin-Index, local class
newsmag weekly, has Iseen signed
for a series of noon-time newscasts
over KQV. It'll be a quart-hourer

Monday through Friday in which
Cook win comment chiefl.y on the
local news picture.
Before taking
over BI he was on advertising staff

Vr

of PostrGazette, morning daily, for
several years.

Kansas City— Erie Smith, KMBC
news chief, returned to his two-aday quarter hour broadcasts Monday
(19)

after

an

absence

of

three

Pottsville, Pa.— The
finally a petition by the

baseball

effort, and then returns to Chicago
egain to remain' for the season.

been assigned.

'

For th« 28Sth contccutiya w«*k,
th« Forotry Program, conducted by
Gian R. Durrel, diractor of tha Okla-

Stota Division of Forattry and
Slata Park*, will ba heard next Satin tha interejt of

homa

urday ovar

WKY

contarvation and tha prasaryaand davelopmant of forests in
Oklahoma.
soil

tlon

WKV

Austin—Using r.idio and visual
aids in education was the theme of
the tliird annual radio audiovisual
forum held hete at the Univ. of
Texas Thursday and Friday (15-16).
Paul A. Walker, member of the FCC,
urged educational institutions to .in-

BUILDS

SHOWS

THE SENSE OF Sill

FM

vestigate the possibilities of
if
they desire radio outlets in the future.

He

predicted

an increasing

its

took

How-

day, Sept. 20, Brickhouse will plane
to Chicago to call the Illinois-Pittsburgh grid contest on Saturday, and
will return immediately to resume

York

has

officials

FCC approved
new Miners'
Broadcasting Service of Pottsville
for permission to operate a fullever, the sports gabber expects one time standard station here 250 watts,
minor matter to c^use him some and 1,450 kilocycles. Miners' Service
was granted also a construction pertrouble: the N. Y. baseball schedule
mit for an FM station previously
doesn't end ijiitil Sept. 29, eight awarded on a conditional grant.
FM
station will be the first in the Pottsdays later.
ville area.
No call letters .have yet
Following the Giants' game Fri-

WGN, Mutual

New

lime in several

own-

night.

months during which he underwent
N.Y.-Chi Sports Sked surgery for an abdominal ailment
and took a rest.' ""Other members of
BasebaU announcer Jack Bcick^ the KMBC news staff doubled
up on
house, imparted from Chicago to do the assignments in Smith's absence.
the N, Y. Giants games, returns
Iiome Sept. 21 to begin the Chicago
Motor Club footbsU schedule over

evangelist, and former: music director
for Billy Sunday, has o.sk,ed the.FCC
for authority to bt .^d a standard
station in F'Ort Wayne, with 250
watts power, 1,430 kilocycles. Pro.!>rain would be largely religious and
educational.

lyP

THE KATZ AGENCY

-,,:

.'

;
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RADIO

ABC

CBG

Moving Day for

Central Div. In

WjMEW, bigger

of

WNEW

from page

Committee

as

34

Radio

on

Wants Authors League Action on Plan

'

.

RWG Accepts AAA Idea; Moore

Entire

two Arde

the

For Planned Shakeup Bulova-owned N. Y, indies Oother being WOy, which is bn. the sales
Chicago, Aug. 20.
With the successor to Gene Rouse block) starts: this; Week, to move to
its
new $1,000,000 quarters at 565
were:
as program chief of ABC's central
Reaffirmation of the prmciple division
1
expected to be named some Fifth avenue, New- VSrk; Station is
owned and operated
no\y located at: 501 SJadlspii. a^^^^^
Of a nationally
time: next week, sweeping realignfull and complete
across the .sitrebt from, arid 'hext dbor
radio system and
ment
of production department perbroadcastto the two CBS h.fl. bldgsl, aiid when
natiotial coiurol over all
sonnel is expected to take place.
by private com^
the move is completed the net is -e?£jng, supplemented
.plans call for a month long look- pected to !?olve its office jaril by takhiunity stations.
following ing over WNEWs former space.
policy pt see 'by - the hew exec,
CBC
the
of
Approval
2.
which Ed Borroff, v.p. in charge of
clear
chanhighpower,
over
taking
from privately- the central division, and :Swaney
.frequencies
nel
Hagman, newly named general mariowned stations.
a suggestion for agor in the midwest, will huddle to I
3. Disapproval of
decide- how thie depgrtraeiit caiv be
network.
station
Continued from pat'e :!7 private
a
replaceinent is
attitude regard^ rebuilt;, Personnel
4; Non-Committal
Suggestion for expected to be effected over a pe- Will be insignificant, if charges are
ing the private station
riod of months.
Enthusia.sm of small
made
at all.
independent
of
an
establishment
the
town people' for .the local tea.m, high
radio appeal board;;v ^:
et.<;;,
has always teen high
[ school,
5. Recommendations that the CBC
and vyill be. an .importan.t' faoto.r in
licensing
Dept:
Transport
and
ELECTION
remote pirbgrams, .accdrdin-g to Du
authority get statements of good in-

— Continued

.

liaraentary
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.

.

I

"

,

Chicago, Aug.

.

A

mofnbership

mid western

I

.

region

plan as "com-

ally labelled, .the. Cain
unLstie." According to

20.

meeting of the
oi the Radio

"The

Tribune

Moore:
and

editorial.,

all

I

week accepted in such attacks are regarded as ridicuprinciple the Cain American Au- lous. It- is Well knowh that the plan
thor Authority plan, giving the AAA was conceived, and chiefly develWriters Guild last

'

.

.

,

,

|

.

.

.

:

;

;

,

.

WTMJ BEATS
DRUM FOR SOCK TALLY [said;

,

I

I

.

|

1

sales head,
."Local color

:

|

Don

.

t.

.

\

\

j

;

elementary proposal remain

r

;

.

.

:

|

;

RWG

-

.

.

Would include' reps of all foiJr comgion, .succeeding Herb Futran who reponents of the Leagiie— radio wrifsigned before leaving for the Coast.
er.s, screen
writers, dramatistsi and
Tovrov is under contract to Procter
members of the .Authors Guild,
& Gamble. He was in the Navy, and
Moore; ineidehtally,; took a rap at before that authored ^"Ma Perkins"
the Chi Tribi.me %vhich hais; editori- and "Marhaltan Mother."
;':;
^

1

;

.

^

:

|

'

;

.

Adrian Murphy, CBS exec
conclusive.
Same shows.
veepee over video, predicted that,
election official who prophesied a
equipment was provided,
small turnout .said that 37.5% of the where
would aifiliate with
outlets
people voted, and attributed the small
nets as booster .stations and simply
12.5% rise to WTMJ's efforts.
feed web programs to their parmarkets.
ticular local
Channel problems will be nonAuto Dealers
existent* it's felt, since there will
be no competition to speak of, beResults

were

Back

.

Auto

On Local

Stations tween

Kansas

Aug.

City,

places

,

But

this season, marking, first time since
'

dealers

produce a much

sixe

picture on the credit side
of a radio station's ledger.

this

beginning of the war that auto
have been angled for this
network; lines.
coin.
Setup calls for broad- west, unserviced by
casts of 10 games, most of them involving, either Univ. of Missouri or
Sara Molen,
the Univ, of Kansas.
Petrilto
KIMBC sportscaster,; will, cover the
Continued from page 36
play-by-play accounts, with Gene
Dennis gabbing the color and prely Show its emotional and irrational

signecj contracts in the safe

prettier,

of

;

KMBC has signed nine metropolitan Dodge dealers as cosponsors of
the broadcasts Of Big Six football
a pretty picture.

Example

is
Des
applications
station
ket
Moines, which expects to have, its
Register - Tribune - owned station
on the air sometime next year.'
With this as an example, other hin-.
terland bity Outlets and smallies will
throughout the
follow.- especiaily

local radio.

make

applicants.

seen in Albuquerque, where eight
channels have been assigned, with
no applicants to fill the vacancies.
Heading up the list of small-maris

20.

dealers are beginning to
of hiding to resume their
as
prominent sponsors of

come out

;

.

Weed and Company's competent staff of seventeen
men insures full market

coverage and

maximum

|

1

game

chatter.

content."

Deal also has been clo.se,d with
"It is rather an expression of unFord for a new series of .'spot an- restrained vindictiveness,'" the memFord orandum said.: vit is a law passed in
nouncements over KMBG.
dealers at one time had a co-opera- an itttenseliy hostile atmosphere th at
tive sponsorsliip of the Big Six Was carefuliy engefvdeired 'by the
games.
private owners of the radio broadcasting, industry whose economic inJohn „^
Schilling,
o. commercial man
ager of \VHB, also noted last week terests and profits were affected by
that some of his salesmen are flush- the traditional and entirely legitiing a car dealer now arid then, and mate efforts of their employees to
activity in this field is expected -to preserve and extend their employresume some of its pre-war mag- ment opportunities.
nitude within next few montlis.
"It is hardly surprising, therefore,
that this law totally 'disregards ba-;
sic constitutional rights and exceeds
.

results.

,

WEED

,':

.

—

AND COMPANY

.

Annie doesn't

live here

anymore. Sh*

!

RPIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

opened her show

went on

to

in

Philadelphia

and

Broadway success. But

'

New York • Boston • Ghlcato •
Ditnit

• San Francises

Atlanta

Hillywowl

1

Craig Lawrence Takes
Direct Control of

the

WGOP

Mema

6*1'.!

CAROLYN GILBERT
NBC SINGER-PIANIST
"Songs by Carolyn Gilbert"
'
,

,

—•—

.

,

Partner In

GllBERT-ANDREWS PRODUCTIONS
:

:

PrcK RtpreuntativM

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

constitutional
corresponding
on the powers of Con-

lirriitations

gress,";

eight
live

million

and buy

prosperous people do
in the rich

14,000 tqimr*

mile area covered by WIP.

:'

Boston, Aug. 20.
In a 37-page appendix to the
Craig Lawrence, veepee of Cowles memorandum was a letter Petrillo
Broadcasting Co., assuriies direct wrote to James L. Fly, former FCC
control of WCOP, Boston's v ABC head, in 1942, in which he denied he
outlet, and moves in early in Sep- is a "czar" or "dictator."
In refertember when the station completes ring to the controversy between his
moving in: to its new hq. in the N. E.. union and radio station operators
Mutual building.over the playing of recorded music,
Lawrence has been supervising Petrillo said' "this is not a question
operations of both WCOP In Boston of being a czar or a dictator. It is
and
in New York, relin- question of a large group of; men
quishing latter when it was sold to fighting for their very existence."
Earlier in the week, at a meeting
Italo-Americano, Move
11; Progresso
here is in line with WCOP's cur- at the Drake Hotel of the exec
rent expansion and recent uppmg council of the AFL William Green
prex;y, threw full support of
AFL
Station
plans
from 500 to 5000 watts.
intensive participation Jn .'New' Eng- the; federation behind Petrillo in his
Green
light against" the Lea Act.
land civic affairs.:
the
Act ''represents the lowest
said
A. N. Arm.strong, Jr.. continues
Our history ,of.,national labor
point,
as WCOP ass't mgr. in charge of

Your clients looking for big gomeT
Train your sure-shot sights on

WHOM

j

m

,

legislation,"

sales

get Cashmait
In llolh^ood

Chicago— Bob Croft .sales service
manager at 'WBBM-CBS was upped
to the local sales staff last week following the resignation: of Bill Dboley.
George Kilmer who takes over
Croft's spot will organize a special
contact service for national adver'

tlsers.

.

Criminal information was

'
:

.

"

filed

by

the government against Petrillo -for
here
calling a strike against
last May 28. because the station, refused to; hire three extra record
Goyernrtient has until
librarians.
Sept. 19 to' file for ah ans^iver, at
which time Fiederal; Judge Walter J..
taBuy will set ii" date for orsl ai'gu,r

WAAF

mmmuTi

nationauy by oeo.

p.

hquingbery co.

'

:

;

ments on the motlbri,

to disncjiss.

to;;

and the '.iicrBen Writers Guild, a be worked out,
so that there ^vfll be
telegram .has. been, «ent :by Sam no danger of either densorship or.:
Moorej RWG national proxy, to El- roonopoli.stic control. The, plan has:
mer Rice, prez of the Authors nothing whatever to do with prices."
League, asking the Leagu'e to set up
Incidentally, at the
meeting;
a committee to; irivestigate the; nierhere last week, Orin Tovrov was
its of the .Cain;,pi'a.n, The committee
elected veepee of tlie midwest reI

.

WTMJ

..

;

RWG

,

,

.

I

j

'

'

—

I

.

Stbw'art, Who
is the" thing Which
VWiU put small rnarket tele over."
Ci-.icago, Aug. 20
'.
i-For all shows it's expected that tieTTBi6)i(<i Vfx
A
ii
tieignis
ceipts from radio license fees be
to v(.ii-,.i,
which radio can attain
"« -n
„.,„
.^o ,
,
„
*
Will pay
pa.ssed over to the CBC,
a public service was clearly em. ups with local merchants
the freight, except where nationjil
the phasizEd; in Milwaukee last'
t h a t
7. Recommendation
.Week..
broadcasting aict be amended to al- When .announcement by local elec- advertisers-; ^'batikroU teletranscrifion ;l6m'
low loans o£ more than $500,000 to tion official was mnde, that riot more tion prograhis mailed ou*
ihe GBC lor capital expenditures.
thsin a slim 25% of the voters would film.
apMaintenance
of
anything
cast ballots in the forthcoming elec8. Suggestion of serious consideraproaching a live program policy is
tion for the estabUshmeftt of a sec- tion, station WTlVIJ decided to do
something
about it^and. came up seen as out of the question for
ond Freftch network which- would
operators.
vid^o
minor
market
With
amazing
results.
carry alternative programs such as
provided for English listeners.
Starting Aug. 8, five days before Ultimately, costs will have to be
borne by the community. With only
initiated a •bai'9. Security in tenure of office for the" eiectioh,
a small share of the national income
the Dr. Frigon until he reaches the rage of election announcements urgavailable in each community, and
age Of 65, thus placing him in the ing the people to vote. During: every
with, video costs higher than those
same category as a Deputy Min- station break, on legiilarly scheduled
programs, and by short talks by of radio and newspapers, plus the
vister of a Government' Dept.
that
com- specially recruited election "minute fact that returns from the medium
10. Recommendation
are expected to be slow, most small
mentators guard their utterances "to men," WTIVIJ didn't let the citizens
Announcements operators will be operating on aprotect at all times the heritage of forget their duty.
continued up to and including elec- hairline basis at best at the outset.
our free democratic way of life."
Therefore,
few, if any, are expected
tion day—as long as the polls were
even to provide fa'cilities for live
open.
jytbnt-.

I

j

.

[

BWG

.

!

tentions ot public service before renewing licenses each year.
that; full re6. Recommendation

.

.

"'

'

v

idea a powerful hypo. Midwest re- oped,, by. conservative elements in
gion's approval follows: .'-the Okay
"
the Screen, Writers Guild,
already given the plan-r-.'al.'iO in prill,-;
"Essentially, the plan is to set;up;
ciple only— by the. .New '^ork ;anda trijst for the benefit of all authors.
Hollywood chapters, ot the RWiJj,
The trust is to have no discretionary:;
and gives .the ; Caj;i-i. i<lea' th^;' solid
powers whatever but. will simply;
backing .Of:;tbe:radio, scripter^.;,;
exist as a completely safe repository,
Significaht here .was ithe fsict that for..;;authbi-s' rights
a repository
the
midwest
council
had which can never sell any rights for
nixed the AAA, issue, but passed it any author but only lea.se them.
on to the membership which re"All developments 0 f the plan beversed its own couiicil's position.
yond. this'; simple concept, are in; the
Now that main idea of the plan; d.iscus.sion stage. The details, of even
has been approved by both the
this;
'

Minor League

;

„.«XC'^"v'"*''"'S TO -MISS MERMAN AND
MISSUS. HRUN, HOGEIIS «, HAMMERSTtIN, .1

61.
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RECOMMENDED RECORDS

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Aug. 15)
London, Aug.

(For Jocks and Jukes)
BARRY CRA\

By
(

Flank Sinatra

WOR-Mlttuays
With Axel

(\oi;iil

"Where Is My
pvcii
BessV"-"Be8i,n the Boguiiie" (Columbia.).
''Bess," fi'om tlje score uC Ira
Gci'Sh win's ''Porgyv'v .is a. loiigh af'
StovcialU

.

All-Nicjht: M.C.},

.

sisnmeht .lor any

Although

vocalist..

For even

material.-

an

•

:>

excellent

handed

he

does

w'liat

he's

liere,

\vilh

aggreiia-

MnUb.>;'s

Siiig.

Jo

do

tion

job

Avell, :bLit, .not great.'

a

Can't Begin Tell You, .Chappcll
L. Wrigl\t
Primrose Hill-.
Laughii\g on Outside. .CoirnelJ.v
Bygones Be Bygones. .Feldnian
.Leeds
DowJi in the Valley
Land Beginning Again. Feldman
Oh, What Seems to Be .,..Sun
F.D,&H.
Mary Lou-.

„"Derry

novelty t,hi,iig, ,giv,BS Babmiich the:', siim'e material he
bitt
worked with as a Kyser subject. It's
gopd. But neither side will enable

Dum,"

Rain. Must:

'

.

WeqitaW,:>Siriatra toils .Ut lent} .ths!.
necessary color or dramnlic shadin's
the
Actually it's,- the hiin to grab any recognition.
to really sell. it.
most ofC-thc-beaten-path tune he's high :si>ot of "Dcrry" is Babbitt's
ever 'attempted. and. it doesn't look reviving :of his ''age nine.'', v-oide,'
buyers will ,boat that wliich he did so well in the past
as- tho the
Recomrnended oiily, ,for the for the words ot "Throe Little Fishpath,
.

,

:

:

fact that it's, Siivatra;. Fans ,wi:ll buy; ies" and others. It makes this more
Stordalil is great in salable. Recommended for this side.
for that.
it
bacltiiig.:'.

other,

For

ail; ''tfess*'

the

1^

much

has that
arrangemcht

sifie

.

'

more:

of

'

..lent

liiakes- fiH-: tcrijing; ft^

aVicl

Willies"'

,,

pn'

ribt

trumpet
Heidi,

,

,

spiiiS;. this;

gomia get
ThornhiH,

(Columbia ).

-

What

side of ''Willow Tree" is

Typically

buyers!

frpiTi

'

has that lasty piatib.
vocal by
(lot-sp-great
-eieellcnt band,
work.' For sheer refreshment this
.It's sp fgr arid
vy ill do; line business.
away in a class by itself for swteet
a

it

:

Formerly ;a
Horace music.

Sj^iiatui'o.

with

specialist;

lie's

rc-Iormed

formed and
,

5:

They Say

Natiu-'lly

:

.

.....

Wondertul

It's

i
.

.

.

.

, .

.

,

.

.

(Berlin)

(13)

.Victor
..Coliunbia

.

Dinah Shore. ... .Columbia
Freddy Martin
Victor
Ink Spots
Decca
.

(Berlin)

(9);

I

(Leeds)-

(17)

..... .Victor

Woody Herman.
.

[Dinah Shore

..

Columbia

Perry Como
Bing Crosby

;

.".

'

Don't

Know

Got Sun

.Enough About You (10) (C)

[

.

Victor

Decca

,

In Mornjiig (2)

(Berlin).

7.

I

8.

Five iMinules More (1) (Melrose)

...

.Capitol

Decca

.•.,,

Ethel
. *

Columbia
Decca
Columbia

Merman

Frank Sinatra
Tex BencUe

Victor

feel

to;

in places.
,

Peggy Lee.
Mills Bros
Les Brown,,.

[
,

South America Take

9.

It

Away

Itll

Andrews

1

(I)

(Wit'k)

Perry Como
Ink Spots

Prisoner of Love (20) (MayCair)

10.

Sisters.

.

.

.

;Xavier Cugat

do

:,.'

,

'

Ai

(vocal

Joispii

;

.

.Decca

Columbia

.

•.

.

.

.

.Victor

. .

.

with

Decca

Coming Up

'

di?

Oi'clv

reeled by Morris Stolofl ) (Decca AiNumber A-4()!)),
bum.
8 sides.
Showers"-"Swance," "Cali"April

Perry Como.

,

Here I Come"-"Rock-A-Byc
Your, Baby With a; Dixie Melody,"
fornia,

"You Made Me tovc: Y;ou"-"My
Mammy,!' "Sonny Boy'"-"Ma Blushthe: bare, exception
A top mixture of conimer- ing Rose," With,
"Sonny Boy," this enwith great musicianship^ for of" one side.
tire Decca book is from Columbia
within;' the past year and this disk top pop; returns. "Willow Tree" is a
Pictures' forthcoming. "The Jolson
conies' trpm'^is latest'crcw. "Snafu" modt^rn "iDo:lly-With-A-Hole-In-HerHere is one srtiall slab of
Story."
a danec side witli a Stockiiig" for a few' openipg bars,
is definitely
America's greatest entertainer on
highlilhted .chorus ,;by the MaeStirp., and then :Thornhill's\yand, takes over.
that
will
minutes
of
24
wa:?:
Good tempo, it won't be any world-.: Arranging is tops. Tempo flifte. And live long in collectioiis.
Jolson
beater; but it's' better 'than -aniiver-. Hughes proves hin}self,a bettor skat
consistently
showman
V who
is
a
age first date. Five bass assist. '''The singer than anything else on this
stopped more shows in his still acWilliea" Sounds like an augmehtcd sid<;.' It'll -sell.
tive career than many acts have
John KU-by crew. Rapid beat, it'll
Phil Brito (Walter Gross Orch) worked. And on wax he's still there.
bring the jitter feet on the floor. "Five Minutes More"-"That Little
The only thing you miss is the
Gujtariiit and sax, catch more than
Droum Got Nowhere" (Musicraft). blacktaee, the working hands. It's
Gpnsidering. it's
fancy.
passing
Brito delivers' the best version of groat Jolson., And its gonna revive
its
very "Five Minutes"
initial
date,
Shcvock's
Actually a memories for some and educate
to date.
praiseworthy. Recommended for this
hit late to market, it :rnakes the most others, in what went before in shows.ide...
salable version of the ditty.
That biz Americana. Youngsters will atHarry Babbill (vocal with Dick is, for a Single. Tex Beneke's should tempt to compare this w.;rk, .when
Maltby's (Dreh) "Sunny Weafher''- do the niekei-grabbing for a group tojd he's the "greatest," with Bing,
'^Derry
Dum" (Mercury Popular vocal. And Beneke's side came Frankio, and maybe even Como,
Scries). Babbitt, formeriy Kay Ky- out long ago. Brito surprises with Don't scoff, for they have, 'on this
acteptness
at
handling
the Jock's airshot. Just feU 'em to forser vocalist, to the wars. This is his his
initial
disk release as
a single. rhythm of the tune, for he's com- get comparisons. This is Jolson,. and
It'll
"Sunn^- Weather"
pleasant monly supposed a balladeer.
is
a
as such he stands, sings, and kneels,
.enough time, bwt lacks tlie, sohnialtz be lilied, and 'should: add -to his alone. There should be one every
necessary to set Babbitt's voice off stature. ''That Little Dream" has a genei'ation, so that his standards
as something special. Babbitt, a po- Walter Gross background that stacks could live, What can you say after
tentially: big name, deserves better with Stordahl or Russ Case. It helps .you say "Recommended?"

.

.

"SnaCii"-"Tho
Sherock's
(SignaUu'e),

too close

and "ad-libbing"
won't be noticed much.

the lyrics,
It

Doin'

Gypsy

Majestic

(Paramount)...,. [Freddy Martin.
Perry Como

(4)

(Santly-Joy

(.'SI

What Comes

3.

4.

6. I

beat instead Of seeming

to

[Eddy Howard

Own,

teach His

Surrender

2.

.

.

He hangs

fault js minor.

To

1.

;

Willow Tree"

Buddy Hughes, and

Sherock

:

a lot for Brito in high,pl,aGes, 'and in
Claude Thoriihill (vocal by Buddy the bank.' Recommended lor^ both
Hughes.) .."Twilight Song"-Under the- sides.
'.':,'';'.

tickling

riiciidcB.

Shorty

B. Wood
.Dash
of Me.
Evil. .Chappell

.

,

"Bpguine,''
it's not the greatest job hc's-.cvor
the.
it's
done, but its all: there,
The rliythni is excel-,
salabld;;?!^©;

'Tempo

,

.

.

a great deal in allowing. Britb to sing
his best tune since "Sorrento." Oiily

,

'

I'al.l

You Can Be Sure
Money Root All

:

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines

16.

Gay

'Vou

Bless

:

You Were

If

f

the Only Girl (Mutual).

'

'

',4:
„ .
,
,T,vr>.,,
Do You Love Me (BVC)

Stone Cold Dead
,

,

,

,

.

Haymes,

.,,

.

,

.

,

.

.

, .

,

.

.

...

,

f
Lie
(Stevens)V

Connee Boswell.

(

.

.Victor

,,

.

Decca

,Decca

Columbia

Fitzgerald- Jordan

(Miller)
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Pluggers

Open Tourney

:'rhere'il,te

niusic contact

Irving Berlin to London
On Music Co. Debut, Film
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on the prowl for plugs

in

the

men:

New

London. Aug.

his

the MUsic Ptibiishers Contact Employees' annual divot-digging derby
gets under way at the Engineers
Country Club, Roslyn, L. I. Hence,
the boys will be homeward-bound
aboard tho "hot-meat special" (din-

:

.

Off

ner

Firm
lin,

which he

publishing offices
operate in conjunction with
Dreyfus (Chappell & Co.).
is to be known as Irving Ber-

Ltd.

Composer will arrive just in time
for the debut of his "Blue Skies"
picture at Paramount's Carlton in
the West End.

you).
the bag of donated
prizes being so hefty, it's figured
that even the worst dub will earn a
trairi to

This

own

will

Louis

.

,

year,

,•,'

His V. S. attorney, Francis Gilbert,
here setting details.

m onmiB
prize.

is

MILLS BROS.

Decca

#23638

TONY PASTOR

Gosino

#498

CURT MASSEY

cadet

#205

GINGER-SNAPS

victor

Many more

sc/ieofu/edf

to fo/fov/

TO "PAPER DOLL" BY THE SAME
COMPOSER, JOHNNY S. BLACK,
WHO ALSO WROTE "DARDANELLA."

EDWARD

B.

MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION

RCA BUILDING
I

il
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/-N f f

•

OHing

— ERNESTO
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LECUONA'S

RADIO CITY
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10.

Irving Berlin ,is expected here the
York night spots tonight (Wed.).
Tomorrow (Thurs,), at !j:30 a.m., end of September for the opening of

NEW YORK

20, N. y!

MAGNIFICENT 5C0RE FROM THE
TWENTIETH cENTuRr.fox TECHNICOLOR pRo-x-oN

"CARNIVAL

IN

COSTA RICA"

Wednesday, Augnet 31, 1946
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NEW AFM SCALE HURTS BAND Bg
Swing Craze Sweeping England Fans
Duplicating Pre-War Antics in U. S.
Swing

on a

is

the proposed

N. Y. bandleaders and contactmen are threatisning legal redress as rej!ult of an uttempted
payola by a small-station disk

months in London,
where he scored the Wesley Ruggles
Alproduction "London Town."
14

week Xrom

Many booking agents believe
new scales set up

Jock on the Take

cording to Tuttie Camarata, Decca
musical director who returned last

jockey.

though the Britishers are a few.
years behind the U. S. in the way
"swing"
so-called
thiy i'Mct to
is high Hor Ameriiniisic, enthusiasm
can bands and music, and Cans there
-

Shakedown, allegedly going on
some tn-ne, came into the

for

want me to cooperate, then
you've got to cooperate too."
Songpluggers have been simi^
>

larly propositioned.

and others are -assured of an.
Front the big ormarket.
Camarata used in thg pic,
Songwriter Sonny Skylar, / who
a nubleus of 16 went out on a tour
has long planned to go into the muand dance dates sic publishing business in partnerof one-nighters
under Ted Heath and, willi Cama- ship with Bobby Mellin as a Broadarrangements,
cleaned up
rata's
cast Music Inc. affiliate, has given
what the up the idea and in the future inindicating
everywhere,
English jivesters will buy. From that
tends to confine all his songwriting
band Camarata expects four or five to firms affiliated with the Ameriothers to grow.
can Society of Composers, Authors
ballrooms
are
getting
English
and Publishers. What: changed Sky(Contthucd on page 52}
revealed, but it's
iict

ToStaylOO%ASCAP

chestra

,

plans

lar's

not

is

no secret that he has been the target

Major Disk Cos.

ASCAP

important

Skylar is now being .sued by the
Warner Bros, music combine. Ac-

New Metro

Ga."
tion states that his
tune, recently published by Stevens
Music, a. co-defendant in the action,
song,
is an infringement on the
"Under a Strawberry Moon." As a
result of this suit, Skylar claims to
have unearthed a public domain
strain for every one of the recent
tunes he has recently turned out.
These were filed with his application for, copyright with the U. S.
Copyright Bureau as a protection
against future infringement suits.

WB

Activity ot the Metro recording
now increasing in tempo
after slightly more than a full year
of preparation, is beginning to bother
the rival majors— Columbia, RCAr
Victor and Decca. There has been
considerable convei-sation ot Intc that
Melrj has already tied up, or is about
to Uo up, a number oX names. Since
any name.' arC; likely to bo already
Under coi-itract tO: the eslabli-shed
companies, the latter are eyeing any
.;Mc*ra moves toward llicir artists.
Victor, Columbia, Decca, .Capitol,
tubstciiary,

he has si.x or seven
tunes now with BMl tha-t have, not
yet been marketed. These will be
his last with that outfit or its affiliated publishers.
Incidentally,

names

Metro will try to gather Will be those
connected with the parent film company. Xiivier Cugat, for nxample,
who is under contract to Metro for
LIVE
fllra work, is said to liave been ofThough hir; orchestra has been
fered a deal by the disk branch. His
.signed to a long-run contract with
contract at Columbia, liowev-jr, has
Records, eticctive next
Mii.sicratt
until February, 1948, to rLin.
Other November, Duke Ellington is in.sistColumbia arti.sts about whom there
ing that R.GA-. Victor live, up to the
has been Mctro-contnict talk arc
terms 01 its expiring contract with
Eddy Duchin and Frank ic Carle.
him. He is still tied lo Victor until
Neither has done aiiy recent fUm
the above date and has 12 .sides still
\york for Metro, Judy Garland, with
to make oh a pact that guaranteed

DUKE WANTS RCA
UP TO PACT
TO

I

Metro him eonlractee, him 24

a

is

however, and there has been taHc of
her switch to the (ilni company's
di.skei'y. Frank Sinatra, a Columljia
artist',

works

l;ir

Metro

in films.

Top executive.^ of the majoi-s make
no bones about their [c(.'lini;s. on posv-sible inroads by. Mulro,
Thoy fiatly
Slate that the minute the now -cohiPany starts raidins talent rasters the
Metro-o\vnrrt music companies are
going to run into trouble with Songs
as ):ar as tho.y are oOhcerno'd.:
So far, the only artist Motro; has
sifincd for recording is ICafe Smith.
.She was unaffiliated at the timo al...:tho.U',4i,,she v/as still
listed pu the
Colt'mbia roster. Her contract ex,

pired eight

'

RCA

.sides

made

be

MoniJhis, Aug. 20.
Sargent, for many years
vocaiist-saxophonist -with
Loma orchestra
ano.. socretary*.treasurcr
of the dissolved Casa Loma Corp., has put to.:

Kcniiy

Glen Clray's Casa

,

new

bian-d/here,

atici

is

hit-

road again for the first
time .since 1941,
- Plays a week ot onc-nighters
in

ably below quotations witfi name
leaders. During the war, this condition was reversed. Musicians sought
to stay in town at lower coin rather

They

-or

have

compete among themselves

to

lor the services of good musicians,
but this time they all will be facing
the stronger competition of scale jobs.

to

agtcfeji'ig

a;

OOd i.a
alblmi
signed

.$100,-

year,, covei-ing individual

and

when

he

.di.sK-s.

Mu.sicraft

.with

agreement

However,
had

still

Victor

his

six

sibput.

months, to go.

at the

Capitol

his previous

deal.

N. Y.,
be higher than

theatre,

at a price said to

That called

Musicraft Sets

EMIDealFor
Foreign

Dist.

Deal was concluded last week between Musicraft Records and ElecMusical

trical

Industries

England,

of

Ltd.,

and

pre.ssing

for

$3,500 guarantee, plus the first
$3,000 worth of covers,: plus 50% of
the covers thereafter.

a

Dorsey burned a couple months
when he learned that the Tex

ago

Beneke-Glenn Miller orchestra had
been booked f or sik Weeks at the

for

eight.

of

the

Miller

platters

countries.

Agreement,

cluded

following

was

co'n-

months of nego-

tiations between Musicraft execuWalter B; Moody, veepee of
EMI, left for Enigland' Friday (16).
Under the deal; which is similar
to EMI's arrangement with Columbia and Victor, disks are pressed
from American masters sent to England, and are di.stributed under the
tives.

EMI

labels

of.

tries.

HMV,

Parlorphone,

,

is

the

newer

of the

first

pfl'ect

No one is booked- between
and the date being negotiated

for Dorsey.

such a deal.

RCA BALKS MUSICRAFT
ON SHAW'S mUINE'

This inonth's board meeting at the

Au-

Con-iposeri!,

thors and. -Publishers will be. inoved
up

to

ftexl

Tue.'iday

York because

the

of.,

.

.t..27)..
.

eaily

Day

.

in

ovtt

week

for the loiig

Ordinarily,

.monthly meet

on. the

is

that

last

town
Labor

ol

weekend.

ne.^it

Ne.w.

po.<«ibili ty

most iTiembers williiead

.

the

Thurs-

contemplating dropping floor shows
as a means of reconciling operating
costs with 802's demands.
Copacabana, N. Y., for example, last week
slipped pink slips to its line and
secondary principals; This aroused
tContinued; on page 50)

Rockwell Plans
Sharing Setup

WithGACExecs
General Artists; Corp., now owned
outright by Thomas 6. .Rockwell,
president, will undergo a revision of
owner interest within the next
week or two, if current plans pan
out.
Rockwell intends passing out
shares in the organization to his
executive assistants.
Idea will be
further solidified at meetings following Rockwell's return lo New
York from a long stay on the Coast.
He's expected the early part ;of

Under the somewhat vague current plans, Rockwell will retain a
controlling interest in GAC while

Art Wcems, Milton Krasny, Tom
Martin, possibly business manager
Sy Donner and Harry Romm split
That Romm
up the remainder.
allow Musicraft Records and Artie would return to the GAC .setup un-

RGA^Victor does not

Shaw
ment

brmg out

to

a

intend

to

new arrange- der

of ''Begin the Beguine."

RCA

week

Musi-

attorneys

last

craft that the

advised

terms of Shaw's can-

celled contract with its recording
division precluded the possibility of
Shaw cutting the tune for any other
label, and that if his Musicraft disk-

ing of "Beguine" was marketed, , legal action would rp.sUlt.

Accordingly, Musicraft. is said' to
have stopped pressing the tune,

a participation - in

arrangements

was

-

the

cited

-

profits
last

in

week's VAniETY.
In spite of the
deal being arranged for him to rejoin GAC, however, he still has not

completely
abandoned pUms for
filming the late Glenn Miller's life.
He originally left GAC, several
month,'? ago to go to the Coast la
produce the picture, but so far has
been stymied by a lack of studio
apace and his inability to secure a
name to play Miller's part.

:

which Shaw cut in Hollywood some
weeks ago with a 45-piece orchestra, and will take the loss on an es-

Concert Buyers Face
Situation That's Old

already:

pressings
timated 20,000
turned out but not marketed. Shaw
of a Cole Porter
Story to
Bands cut the tune as partcoincide
with the
album designed to
Salesmen for; the big concert composer's film biography, Warners'
manageraents,
out
booking,
next "Night and Day.'.'
season business in fresh or .sparsely-

Pop

--

Ameritan Society of

..

concertizcd
situation

territory,

that's

vaudevilie,
fields..

aird

.

are

facing

a

band

Jolmny Long Follows
Monroe at Commodore

very: free,

Johnny Long's, orchestra becomes

an old .story to the

iiitery

They

,.

find

:

and

money

buyers .ahxious for

pop
talent,

but the .second outfit to be -signed by the
Coihmodore hotel. New York, in its
swing toward making its Cefitury'

only the bifigtr artists are wanto.jl:
"there bc'hvg .ju.st so many toppoi's,
the dcmiind far exceeds the supply.
a result, a lot of busine.ss is going bogging.
Colu,mbia Concert.";,
for instance, lost $14,000 worth of
business in Miami for next .season
because of a iack of "names."

In addition to Romm, those cited
as in line for a piece of
have
all been with the firm for years.
Krasny, perh.ap.s, is the youngest in

GAC

point

of.

He was

.service.

general

manager

of the N. Y. olffice for five,
years or so before moving to the
Coast to head that branch. Weems
was for a long while manager of the
agency'^s Chicago branch, moving to

N. Y. when Krasny went west.
Marl^in has beeh With -.tiAC: almo.st.
10 years.
'

Paxton-Kirk Dualed
At N. Y. Aquarium

Aquarium Restaurant,. -Nevv' York,
will ii.se two name outfits simultandraw in the N. Y. eously for the fiirst time beginning
Long opens Novi 14 for four Sept. 12, when George Paxton's or,

Room
area.

a stronger

weeks

following -Vaughn

who opens

the spot's

Monroe,
season in Oc-

chestra opens.
Andy Kirk's outfit
has been signed to alternate with
him.
Aquarium's operator, Ben Harriman, has long been mulling the idea
-

day of the monih.^
tober.
August nieeting is the first since
Situation isii't aided, either, by top
and Mi.s.sissippi; will be at Jtuie. None was held last month
Century Room henceforth will opthe 20th Century
artists who won't do too much work,
of two band.s.
He originally was to
Club, Corinth,
out
were
members
so
many
They erate »i a year-around spot, Herc- put Ina Ray Hutton or 'feddy Powell
bec'tuse of 1|-»e tax .situation.
week of Aug, 27, then six because
weeks at the Broadwater Beach of town on vacation that a quorum prtff-r to t- lu' it v 'nv, feeling they toforci it has been open only during in with Buddy Hich, who opens Frif
notcl, Biloxi,
have nothing to ijain.
the winter.
day 23 J!
was not likely to be rfiKchetl.
..

Arkaii.'.-a.s

.

1

-

.

next week.

which will

three years,

effect

in

foreign

38

in

Musicraft's

be

Studios,

tionably call for a better salary.
Winter season of the 400 starts
Sept. 6 with Randy Brooks' orchestra, Louis Jordan's combo and Monchito's Latin orchestra, Jordan is in
tor eight weeks. Brooks for four
with an option for four, and MonBenny Goodman
chito for eight,
follows Oct, 31 for six weeks, the
Beneke-MiUer. outfit Dec. 12 for

providing

distribution

.

Move Up ASCAP's

A

55%, has thrown the
nitery and hotel end of the field into
an uproar and has drawn the ire of
the American- Guild of Variety Artists, although the latter cannot do
much except stand' by.
Cafe Operators Assn. and the
Hotel Owners Assn; are both in the
process of fencing with 802, the results of cafemen's meetings. .J/feanwhile, virtually all buying of music
by members of either organization
has come to a virtual standstill, until
the situation is ironed out. AH talent
agencies have received -cancellations
of already executed contracts pending a settlementi
Meanwhile, night spot owners are

.

that

iVIiusi

guaranteed him approximately

but

New

,

opening Dec. 12, at a... price
tantamount to a guarantee of $6,750,'
Since he had pioneered the room,
the 4O0's owners had decreed that no
one would ever get a better price
than he. When Beneke did, Dorsey
burned. His new deal wiU. unques-

.

.

To

I'un

tainment

spot,

Ellington split with .Victor several
mohths- ago;- by. the...s.impie process
of

Get

.

Mu.sicraft
diskeries to

\

to

Hike at N; Y. 400

.

will

mb'nth

two.

Tommy Dorsey

.

plus high scales in Chicago, Los An-,
geles, etc., and the prospect, that if
802's demands are met other key
city locals will develop similar ideas,
agents fear traveling riiaestros will
again be behind the eight-ball v They
predict that bandleaders will again

edict by the American Federaof Musicians since the recordstrike has so upset the enterfield as last week's scale
York local 802. .Tlie
boost by
proposed new scales set up by 802
for all Class
niteries, w hich call
for raises running from 20% to ap-

ing

proximately

Ease Payoff Snag
than face ihe transportation and hotel
problems on the road. Peace began
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra will
the process of reversing that proce- probably play the 400 Glub, New
dure again, and the musician-probYork, again this season. A deal is
lem of name ieaders' thus began to
in the works for him to go into the
loosen up.
However, with 802's new scales, spot late in February following his

before he

Monthly Board Meet

..Mntni-ed

gether a
™i8 the

lie

12

to Mii.sicral't.
within the ne.xt

^

.

.

annually,

cut the final

to

moves over

months ago.

Kenny Sargent Organizes
Band, Hits Dixie Road

Sioux City, la., is holding a
contest to select "Sioux City
Sue." One of the judges will be

difficult to hire

and Columbia (British), AH Musi\yi,ll be made immediwants craft artist.?
ately available and records will be
released day and date in bOth, coun-

.

Decca,

20.

Dick Thomas, co-author of the
tune of that name.
Winner must be a redhead.
Hairdi'essing experts will be on
hand to be sure entries are
bona fide.

men, and the iiir
evitable result will be a resumption
of wartime competition and salaries.
In normal times, scale jobs in key
it

"Atlanta,

Firm Talent Hunt

that the initial

first

writer to hook up

BMI.

publicly with

fir^uro

by

moves lately
He was the

retaliatory
ASCAP people.

of

a'l.,

Des Moines, Aug.

are less desirable, to rnusicians
capable of filling the exacting rename-band work, be-

Publishing Ambitions

Woody Herman, Charley Bar-

SRO

et

No

tion

Sioux City Sue Contest

They

cities

.

'

liusicra^

last

cause, as a rule, salaries are consider-.

Up BMI

Skylar Gives

.

Eye

that

.c(uirerrientE of

but top artists can luu-t the
raat'lvet considerably.. Bands. such as
(he Dorseys, Duke Ellington,. Ink

Spots,

N. Y. Pay-Rise Edict Stirs

A

for Class
jobs by New
local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians would hurt the
band business to some extent.
point out that if 802's drive for a 25%
to 30% salary boost (and more in
locations using floor show.sl goes
through, scale jobs^will be so attractive to musicians that bands wiU find

Week
York

'

open when, bandleader Neil McCaffrey approached the gabber
for a boost and was told, "If you

are eager to hear top U.S. name
groups.
To those outfits planning- to barvest English coin, Camarata has a
warning: Britishers look to this
country for leadership in the pop
music field, and appearance there oX
aiiy

AFMs

PERSOiEL SNAG

upbeat in

terriflo

jiigjand, making that country, a lush
bands and artists, acfield for U. S.

AGENTS SEE

Y

I
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Milhaud Scores 'Ami'

Amateurs Draw

Fly-by-Nighls,

Music Notes

Hollywood, Aug, 20,
Darius Milhaud, French compp.'serj
,

:

Murray .Wizell left Broadcast Music Inc. staff in New York to join
Mutual Music as piotessional manager under Leo Talent.
score for
Ozie Waters planed to the Michigan State Fair for live days ot western
To date: Milhaud has written
ballading.
Johnny Moore, and Three Blazers cut throe sides for Exciufor
various
mijsic
background
opinion that the promoter.^^ referred Frencli films but has shied, away sive. ..Anita Mlis to 'dis^^ "I'm Yours" for Mercury.. ..Martha DayiJ
etching fpur tunes for Urban. ., .Xavier Cujiat siartins eiftht-weck tour
to by the bookers are ily-by-nights from Hollywood, although he has
olE
and amateurs who icel that just hir» been head of the Mills College six major cilie.'s. :Frank Loess^r. will write tunes for "Variety Girl at
ing a hall and a band is sufficient to Music Department for fivp years.
Paramount
Al Jolson's; eight all-time hits have been released in an
produce big business.
George Duning and Heinz Roomheld compo-sinf* -score
album b.y, Decoa.
They have
heard too much about th,e big money
for "Down to Earth" at Columbia.,..Jan Savitt band into Repiibl'ic to
in the band business the past few
record for "That's My Gal*'.,. Leeds will publish Scotty Wiseman's tune
Dorsey Freres' Bands
years to know any better.
"Have I Told You Lately That I Love You'?".. .Sammy Cahn and Jule
Styne will do score for WB's "Howdy Stranger,"
Bookers agrep ,with,Hartensteirt.
To Work Cal. Ballroom
Dick Hayrncs, recorded "They Can't Convince Me" for Docca
Morris
They: point 'put;, that :the ,)'regulars"
Stolotf pre-recorded "People Have More Fun Than Anyone" for the Columwere not the promoters cited in
Together, Next Month bia picture, "Down to Earth", .. .Harry Babbitt is releasing "Sannv Wor.ththeir beef against lack of pj-Pperi
Tommy and Jimmy Dprscy wilt' er" and "Derry Dum" through Mercury .,, .Michel L. Michck-t is scoring
proinotion. Such :spots ais Sunny r. team
the Seymour Nebenzal film, "The Cha.'ie"
Jerry .Slieiton signed as acit again .for a brief period. Orbrodk, Bitz Ballroom. Bridgeport
chestras under the maestro freres will cordioni.st for the Veloz and Yolanda lour of the Hawaiian: fslands. ,;j',:
operated by McCormick
Hairy, work: together at the Casino Gar- Bud Green, saxer, leaving Bud Mohr'-s hand to join Law'reneo' Wcik
[
and a few others do riot come Within !,dehs, Ocean Park, Cal. .teTpalace,: Vivian Gary inked' by Exclusive Record,': to wurblc with
Buddy Baiieithe line of their ,bla,Rf.
However, owned by T. D. Jimmy Dorsoy'.s band .. Roy Starkey signed, waxing contract with Memo RecOrd.s.
.Melody
the.se operators are few.
There are band moves in following curreiit Moderns will publish T. TCexas Tyler's tunc, "I've Hoard That Story
Bedozens,: of -pther ,*idely kn,6wn opWill come fore'T.; ,Signjuad: Romberg i.s rearranging his score, for "U|> In Centraf
Wopdy Herman and Terators, who fail to carry :their porPark"
in to double with brother Jimmy's
.Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson wrote seven tunes for the
tion of the ball when they :g6' :ihti3
Republic, pictury, "Hit Parade,"
combo around mid-September.
business fpr one night with a bandPair will iheh.hdld'idowh. the fort
leader,, for that's «xaotIy what a
for two weeks together in ..what; is
Crosby, Sinuira In AI'M
pne-riight booking is— a joint ven- considered a rare .situation.
Band T. D. INTO
Hollywood, Aui;. 20.
ture.
led by both worked on the Same
;;Bing ;Groshy and;i,Fratik SitiiUra
bandstand once :before„ at the Newhave been given hoiiorary :membei'--:
BIZ IN
Yorker: hote],;v',If;¥:j six:;.'Oc; seven:
American film
Loew-Lcwin's "Bel Ami."

composed

Fire of Imiffoper 1-Nite Ballyhoo

his

first

veteran

dance

promoters
last

in,

week's "VAitiwr, by bookers, fhat
they fail to exploit one-night dates

;:,

,

.

.

Via

letters to

Vahiktv and

in phone calls and personal con»
versations with bookers, promoters
are loudly objecting: to the theory
that .top much blame is being put
on iiattds that do not do well on onenight dates, and not enough on op'
erator^ who do hot: extend themselves in, advertising, and promotion.
,

.

Basleniaig, to, shift the xe.sponsibii6ir,,,tho shoalders oi band,

jty, bac,k

Hay Hartenstei n,: bpewtoi- of
Sunnybrook \ Ballrodm, Pottstown,

leaders.

Pa.^ for eicample, point,?

up, his pi'bmotional activity:'. He uses radio
MurBs, on local stations, ads in 16 to
20 „,newspapers in eohmiunities surrounding Pottstown and as far as
40 to 50 miles away, plus windowcards, etc., placed locally.
It's
,

his

"

.

.

properly.

'

,

,

Many

bitterly resent the' accusation

loig

.

-

,

.

.

,

.

:

"

^

!

;',

:

,

j

-

,

•

!

,

.

I

:

;

.

.

i

.

'

,

I

!
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RESTAURANT
HOLLYWOOD

'

,

years ago. T.D.'s band was closin,!?
a run at, the: sppt' arid Jirtimy's :was
following, :Sb the two staged, a simultaneous: "opening" and "closing''
that brought rnost of the industry's

;

names

to the hotel.

Dorse,

week

last

ship cards in L. A. Local 47 of the

leased

American Eedera tioM

a buiidiivg on Sunset pivd, HoUy.which he intends remaking

,wood,

,

lop'

Tommy

intp

straight

a

music

,

Officially

or

restaurant

without

Building

Dorsey

show.

leased now houses an antique Shop
and covers most of a block, including a parking lot which will be used
for his patrons.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD
Philadelphia, Aug. 20,
A few years ago Irving Graham
(Abrahams) was an- usher at^ the

,

it's

tor

.

of lViu.';icia(i.«.
their ability fo;

play drums.

-

TOP HITS OF YESTFRDAY

,

,

Dorsey, a couple of weeks ayo,
Boyd.
went into the liquor busines.s in a
Yesterday (Mon.) Graham:<,was small way. He took over the bar
feted by his ex-bosses at a cocktail situated in bis Casino Gardens ballparty at the Ritz-Carlton in connec- room, .Ocean Park, Gal. Formerly it
tion with the opening of "Make had been operated
by a concession-

GREAT POPULAR

S-W

,

Mine Music."
Graham .wrote the
screen sequence of Willie the Whale
in the Disney which opens at the
Boyd next week.

STANDARDS TODAY

aire!-

Sepia Union Rapping

Off-Hour

802 Scales

AMdUe^

HIT

SONG

by

Jam Seshes

Los Angeles, Aug.

Continued from page 49

AGVA. which

Negro Musicians' Local

767

20.

con-

is

many

of its per- ducting a determined campaign to
formers out of work due to the mu- stamp out "jamming" by some of its
sician.s', demands.
And relations be- members in after-hours black-andtween the two unions have never tanneries.
Musikers
have
been
been too strong.
gathering in small groups in small
Local 802, which admittedly did clubs after regular work. Frequently
not expect to make the propdsod' they have been found erttei'taining
for free in spots which refiase: to
scales stick, sending them out. to
spot operators as feelers and as a employ musicians.
basis for negotiations, apparently
Local tosses fines ranging from $25
did not expect to create the dis- to $50 at those found guilty by trial
turbance it did.
Already there is board. Last week three members
talk of retrenchment
on several were nicked. New York Local 802
phases of the proposed scales, nota- has had a staunch rule against
bly the demand for 25% extra coin "guest" appearances by union muto musicians playing for floor shows; sicians, whether they be. 802 memthe extra $5' a night for holiday bers or
"travelling" men.
Small
eves and special events,
52d street clubs were capitalizing on
Most of the N. Y, end of the in- their work.

sees

,

A

Jule Styne

*

.

and

Sammy Cahn
rVE NEVER
FORGOTTEN

i

I

dustry dependent upon 802's musiclans feels that the

creases asked by
part of a long-range plan involving
the cpming executive electipns. Since
president Jack Resenberg's recent
death and the exit of William Fein.berg, into an agency post, the in'
cumbent "Blue Ticket" will be hard
put in the Coming vpting to maintain its seats.
They feel the "scale
boost is a bid, for prestige to help
at the polls at the expense of tlie
nitery and hotel field.
Nitcry and cafe; Operators took -up
cudgels, to fight' the scale' hike on the
premi.se fhat tlio, proppsed 'hoost
would put them out of business, despite what pruning they might do on
weekly talent budgets.
Matt Shelvey, national head of
Amer;can .Guild of Variety Artists,
'yaude talent union, flew in from the
COa.-:t Monday ( 19 ), cutting his Coast
tour short to- :study the situation, but
stated he could make, fflo comment on
what, if any action his union can
take if the pay hike stands.
Allied Restaurant and Entertain.

,

added

to their

I'LL

Parade of

Hi^s

WALK ALONE

HEARD THAT SONG BEFORE
A LONG, LONG TIME
SNOW! LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW!

I'VE
IT'S

LET

IT

,

BEEN

1

tremendous inthe branch are

Dodds Joins Sonora
:

'

Chicago, Aug.

20.
,

:

'

I

Willic,m

R. Dodds,

formerly with
has been apsuperintendent
pf Spnpra Record Co. and will be
in charge of the company's plant at
Meriden, Conn. Dodds was general
supervisor ot the Remington Arms
Co. during the war years.
\
Sonera's present record prpdhction is claimed to be 11 million
a!
year with a peak of 20 million expected to be ^reached in the spring

Columbia

pointed

\

Recprd.<!,

I

production

|

I

|

I

|

1

'

Fpr new artist cdjJies and
arrcingemenfs, wft& ot phone

PHIL KORNHEISEii, Mondger,
St«ftdard Exploitotton DepK,
The 8ig 3, 16T9 Broadway,
New York l9, Cfrde 6-2939

,

!

j

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE ASSOCIATION OF

,

W
W

And now

I'VE

ment Assm, whose membership

NEVER FORGOTTEN
Recorded by

^
*
s
^

W
^.

#

\
•

HARRY JAMES-Co/ombja
JO STAFFORD-Cop/fof
BOB CROSBY-Decca
SAMMY KAYE-RCA Victor
JAN SAVITT-ARA
JACK SMITH-Mo/esfic

NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

in-

cludes operators of 85 N. Y. arteries,

met with a committee of footers
union Monday (19) to set up arbitration pf the e,roposed tilt. Billy Rose,
prexy of .-AREA, and a committee
jrepl'GSCntcd the bistro bps. Only general discussion was accomplished at
this
til

MR.

MURRAY WIZEll

AS PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

meet which was ad.jourfted un-

Friday

(23).

Monday's conclave was preeiplby a round robin telegram forwarded the musicians union, unanimously rejecting the hike aiter a special meeting of the AREA,; called by
Rose at the Hotel Astof last Friday
(16),
Telegram in part read: "We
find ourselves unable to meet yPUr
terms and same are rejected by each
taleii

MUTUAL MUSIC SOCIETY
1270

,

HOLLYWOOD
nil.

of us.

Our organization

is

wiliinK to

immediately meet with you to negotiate in good faith for the purpose of
reaching a satisfactory agreement."

LEO TALENT,
CHICAGO:
HUGHri KEOUGH
,

.

AVENUE oe,,THE AMERICAS
Vice-Pres. and General Manager
:,

NEW YORK
IRWIN GARR
TED PERSONS

WALLY SCHUSTER

HOLLYWOOD
MIKE GOULD

'

j
'

ttrvJneBday,

August 21, 1946
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)
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Wefliiesilay,

10 Best Sheet

NBC. CBS, ABClutual Plugs

.

What Cotnes

are t/ie Most Played sovgs 0} the u-eck. Ang a-l:>. hiucii
copiirighted surceij by Dr. John Peatman's OSfice o! Reseau-li, using

FolJoiciiig
tliL>

the Arcuralc Reporting Radio Log as basis of injormaiion in

Time.
...
/.
BlU*'; Sku'S—i-Blue Skies"'
Coino Rain Come Shine— •"St. Louis
tho

Al'v

.'.

,

;

,

.

,

Cvnlhiii's In

Lovo

Doin' Wliat

Comes

.

;

.

'..>,.

.

.Berlin

.

Surrender

V.

A".

li

.".Robliins

^ :

.:: v:. ,-,-.

.

.

,

(Week. Kndlng, Aug.

.

Ta Each His Own. .Paramount
Leeds
Gypsy ......

(Peatman System)
on

:

•

C'lawtord

Woman"

Tliey Say

If.s

.

.

Gun"

,1

Know* Enough About You.

Know Why— i-"r'a,itlii;ul

In

.;.

C-P
Don't Know Enough
Told You Tliat Lie Stevens
.Remick
One MoreTomorrow

.

,

.

\

.

;

Got Sun 111 ihe MoiMiins —'''Annie Get Ybur Gun''.
Be Lost Without You. ...;.;...,..,;....,.>..,,:.;.;;:;.:.,
You Were the Only Girl
v ,,;^:;,;^
t:,
yn Be With You in Apple Blossom Timey.
.....
Jn Lovo In': Vain— f "Centennial Summoj'".
Ju.«l the Other Day
Linger In My Arms a Little Longer...
Love On a Greyhound Bus-'t"No Leave, .No Love''.

.Berlin

.....

NAMM'S DISK SALES
CLASS FOR RETAILERS

,

.

.

,

.

;

.

v.Broadvvay

,

.

..

,

.

Shapiro

and ;Day-^t''Night and

Day''.

:.

\

yy,.

.i^^.,:;.'::;

.Robb.ins

.

,

'.-,-l

'J'.

.Harms

,

-

Tell

You

.V'

,;:

Mayt'air

.

I

;

—

:..

.

.

.

Whatta Ya Gonna Do
Who Told You That Lie....
Without Y.0Ur-^t "Make Mine Music",
*

for

retail

Chi late in September. Course is an
outgrowth of tlie "record clinic"
:heia
duping tlws- ireceiit N
trade show- and convention here.
Similat merchandising institutes will
prohably be laun.chcd throughout
the country later, depending on the

Legu

Musical.

i

.

.

...

:

.

AMM

Shapiro

Paramount

..

.

..

.

.

....

.

,

TtSouthern

Govt.

Montreal, Aug. 20.
scrup is underway

orchestra locally, and

top. longhair

the Provincial

Government over jreof the symph to

on the part

fusal

come across with the
levied by the province.
all

started

at

12'/2%

tax

Tuesday

night's
regular weekly' concert at the

It

Six-week period beginning Sept. 2,
open at the Pennsylvania hotel.
New York, when Stan Kenton bowed
out, became a bit more muddled last
week.
William Morris agency and General Artists Corp. thought they had
the whole thing figured out when
they gat B^ie Byfleld, of the Sher*
man hotel, Chicago, to let Claude
Thornhill out of the last two weeks
of his date there so that he could
play the entire six weeks at the
Penn. GAG sold By field on the idea
of using Desi Arnaz for the final two
weeks of Thornhill's four-week run.
Byfield wanted Arnaz, and the latter would have been the first Latinstyle outfit to play the Sherman,
which up until recently was the only
Chi home of swing bands. However,
Thornhill demurred. He doesn't want

traipsed

up

the-

mountain by foot and would rather locate

at the lat-

but when they got to ter for only four weeks, and thus
the gates they were surprised to find feel he's at his best, then play it for
that that night's concert was cuflo. six andi in his opinion, "hot be
Top dukat is $1.00.
ready."
Seenas the Provincial Government
Two extra weeks left open by
had suddenly decided, to clamp down Thornhill's inability 10 open Sept. 2

and

trolley,

;

.

on what

it thouglit was a taxable
event.
City of Montreal, acting as
collectors for theoprovince on a 50-50
split on amounts coUeisted, sent its
men to demand the 12^% and $2,000
guarantee.
Society
refused,
and
when it also got the nix on program
selling, it -was decided to let the
audience in gratis. AH the collectors could do then was sit by the

'gate and twiddle tbeir thumbs.

LIZA
Introduces

Henry Brandon (Beach Walk and Marine Room-, Edgewater Igeach hoteli
combined; $1.50-$1.80 admission to Walk; Marine iloomv 75c-$i- epvtf
'
no minimum). Sailing along with a: healthy 18,000.
Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room^ Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3 "SO min V trn
to hefty 5,200.

Claude Thornhill (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min
Charlie Spivak closed Thursday (15), Thornhill opened Friday 06)
t4
round out: socko 6,800.
.

Los Angeles
Ficddy Mai-lhi (Ambassador;

900; $l-$l,50i.
TremcndotU'? 5,0K.
Riiss Blorgiin (Billniore; 900; $l-$I:50i. Hefty 4,300.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago) :
Paree; 650; $3-$3 50 mini.
Up after slight
Gracie Fields, drawing great 5,600.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk; 500; $2-'$2.50 min. ). New show Monday
but Covirtney Still the draw; hear capacity 5,700.
Henry King (Aragoh; 90c-$1.15). Okay 15,000.
George Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$t.l5')
Lusty 16.500.
.

Chiridsc

(Chez,

be filled by Bobby Sherwood
and Buddy Morrow's orchestras.
Because Morrow cannot be extricated from a prior commitment,
Sherwood will work one night, Mon.day (2), and Morrow will cornr
will

:

.

plete the
originally

remaining

11

days.

He

was to have followed the
current Elliot Lawrence, on Aug. 5,
but Lawrence was held over until
Aug; 31

MORROW
an Unusual Novelty

BLOWTHEMAN DOWN
Raleigh Cigarette Program

WEAFaiKlNBCN8twoi1coflFriday,Aug.23at9p.m.,EDST
And

Thanks,

SAMMY GALLUP aiid GUY WOOD, the Writers,
EMPIRI MUSIC CO., the Publishers.

Lll of

(12)

,,

.

',

i;

Angeles)

Les Brown (Palladium. B, Hollywood, 4il\ wk.). Up again with cool
breezes to 20.000 admishes.
Billy Butterfleld (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 1st wk.). Jumped to 9,000
stubs.

Jimmy James (Ti-ianon, B, South Gate, 5th wk). Nsg 3,000,
Don Brown (Ciro's/N, Holly wood; 4th wk.). Fair 1,900 tabs.
Duke Ellinston (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City. ) Fairish 3,000
.

:

days.

for four

'

Woody Herman (Casino Garden.s, B, Ocean Park, 4th wk.). Herd disappoints with slumped 9,500 pasteboards.
Lawrence Welk (Aragon.. B, Ocean Park,; 29th wk.). From hunger at
3,500 payees.
,

,^

.

.

Swing

Eng.

in

Contimied from page 49 :
grosses than ever in past
Jitterbug craze wiiich bit
history.
the U. S. during the pre-war years
has hit the Isles undiluted. Kids are
dancing
the aisles of theatre-s,
crowding -around bandstands bstwfiCn sets to plague bandleaders
In some cases gal
for aiitographs.
vocalists have, been swept off the
stand for a quick dance.
Bandsmen in Britain, according to,
Camarata, are having a difficult
time keeping pace with public tastes.
English dance public was hypoed, by
music of the late Major Glenn Millei''s Army Air Force band and by
the U. S. Armed Forces Radio, which
used the best disks by top U. S. civilian outfits.
Camarata says English
musicians spend much of leisure
hours glued to radios, listening to
U. S.. bands and gleaning tips on
Their own playing
late techniques.
has also been badly hampered by
poor instruments, with no replace"
ments. during the war,
iWirsic bi7. generally is the same in
England as here. Sheet copies are
selling okay with only Chappell and
World .Rights in the market, but undergoing a seasonal slump, while
records, where they can be had, are
moving fast./ Only three record
companies, Decca, H.M.V., and Parlorphonei are pressing in the Isles,
but demand is so great that Cama>rata expects that within a few years
experience the
the British will
same upsuirge of new labels as U. S.,
has. had.
Since before the war, there has
been constant talk of tJ. S. bands
going abroad. With the conflict's end
numerous bids have been made by
English and Continental promoters
for various lop names, but no'thing
hat materialized. Bids have come
from France, Sweden, Denmark
and Italy for such leaders as Louis
2

higher

m

S

ROY

S

Musicol Transitions for Radio

•jf

SHIEiaD'S S

Monfage5

.

Poy-Offj

,

Armstrong,

Duke

FUington

and

other jazz men, whose followers in
those countries are legion. Arm
strong and the Duke have been

abroad before.
As for maestroB like Benny, Goodman, Count Basic, the Dorseys, etc,^
there have been frequent relferences
to overseas trips.
Of the bunch
Goodman is most likely to be the
over when transportation, entry,
and other problems are ironed out.
B^,G. has consi.stently said he'd like
to work across the water.
first

And BOB

dip;'
'

-

-

•

-

(13)
to be let' out of the Sherman early.
mountain Chalet atop Mount Royal. He feels he wants more time to get
The usual mob (average 10,000) had ready for the important Penn date

739 SF.VTNTH AVE.

'

4,600

(.Los

class

first

ThornhHI Crimps Flan

For6Wks.atN.Y.Penn

Licensed.

A

AH

left

betvveen Les Concerts Symphoniques,

Inc

l2'lo6

?orfcer ha* iee thmiu

.

K.: Harris

... .C.

.. ... ....

Tax Trouble with

BOURNE

New

3,'iO

i.'^Oo

,

.

AsterUks indicate a mppoTting floor ihov).

\l?n
Is'toA

2

,

.

Lexington, an Hawaiian flapr show; dittmore, Jane PickevS.

0-.iy

Berlin

., .,

Montreal Longhairs In

.

.

.

,

.tStevens
.

. .

. .

fis'isj

;

;

.JPemora
.tBMI

..

;

,

the major labels will be represented.

Famous

L'

BMl

:

success of this one.

San1ly-Joy

1

f Filmusical.

^.

:

.

Surrender
,
That Little Dream Got Nowhere
,";
There's No One But You
They Say It's Wonderful— *"Atmie Get Your Gun".
To Each His O'Wn—.t"To Each His Own"

Two Silhouettes
Vem Vem

merchandising

V'latter

record deparlpersonnel,
merit manager.s and
sponsored by the National i^issn. of
Music^ .MerGlianls.- ,\viU be held in

institute

'

•

^

Love You?— •"Around, the Wtjrld'' C .T. iavKafms,.;.
Somewhere In the Night— "Two Girls In Blue".
.... .Triangle
Soulh America Take It Awa.v '•"Call Me Mister". .... .....Witmark
1

20.

.'\ui;.

.sales

Bourne

... .

',

One-week

B- II'>™is

;,T.

,

.

Nijghi

.

.

uM

l[fi06

'

C'-.:ea,i<o.

,

Should

.

*

.

iiviK

2,050

.

.•.Mutilal-

,

Prisoner of Love

.

(J^fM

1.800
S 075
3,300

\

Chicago

;

I'd

.

.

$2)

Elhot Lawrence . .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50J
,
7
Johnny Pineapple'Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50). ......... 8ft
Joe Reiehman.
.Roosevelt (400; $l-$l.50>.
8
.New Yorker (400; $l-$V-50) . ....... 6
Chuck Foster

.^vtC-^;;

. *

.

l\Iy :F^sliioi;i".

I've

I:

:

(550;

Leods
..

.

.Berlin'

.

%T
«V"k

.

GrifT Williams.... Waldorf

Who

Bci-Iiu

.'

Don't-

.

hws'a

Hotel
,

.

.Mutual
Wonderful. Berlin
.

p'ecUf
B-i.!

],945

Hotel B^oTs

at

Nat Brandwynne* BiUmora (600; a la carte) ,(,.». ..•.,10
Tommy Tucker Astor (850: $lt$1.50)
i

I

ABC:
Ncilur'U.v— < "Aiinie Get Your'

Oypsy

.

.

c;irl.

Morning.

in

.

/Sanlly-Joy

....

..

You Wore Only

Got Sun

,

;

Natia-'Ily, .Berlin

.

•rjSoll't

Bands

Sellers

'

VIC lOMBARDO AT POST LODGE
Victor Lorabardo's new orchestra,
formed

following

his

exit

from

brother Guy Lombardo's band, plays
its first date in the New "Vork area
beginning Sept. 3.
Goes «ito the
J*-OBt;.Lodjj«,a^rchmoht, N. Y.
.
.

.

Neutrals

Dramatics
FOLIOS

ONE and TWO »2.00.
by

NBC'l

publicolioni,
lari.d Muiic Dir»ctor. or. of Ir.m.ndoUl
value to musical dlr.ctori, pianiltl, orgoniitt. for work in radio; »o^ ichobll
and univ.riiti.i ofT.rino cowr»e» in rodio:
and profMilonol
amal.ur
01
for
w.ll
oi

unlqu.

That,

g
H

thootrical groups.

Wrill.n by Roy Shi.ld for ut» on Kii
variout Wwofk •bowl, Ib.t. coll.clioni
of trwKitianal "mood'! muiic aro.p.loypiana and orgon. Th.y covor
counli.ii dramalle liiualioni and .or.
monlag.!, pay-on,
broadly claiilft.d
n.utroli, end dromoticf . Th. compo"'.
bai suga.>l*d iptcifle ui»i lor Ih. tran:
but
th^r COR bs gdflpMd by In.
li lions,
usor to fit hit' own noods.
^

obi. on

B
S
2

«

.

H
5

Ev.fyon. who
providing

of

focad with the probl.m
muiicol backgrounds WiU
ii

ROY SHIELD'S MUStCAl TRANSITIONS FOR RADIO indiipenioblo.
find

'

'

Ask your d.ol.r

ll

lo

show you

BYCfublicalions

nEGMAN,VOaO«ndtCONN,lNC

B

1419

IKOAOWAY, NEW VORK

1», N. Y.

g

Top Tunes for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite
I

CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUTLOVE,BABY
Music by ...

JIMMY MeHVOH
I>
Published by Mil

LYRIC WRITER
wont*
•xetptlonol mal«ria|i
fo contact modtrn cmnpotef
writ* muiic.
Writ* Box 141. Variety, 154 WAitk St.. Haw YMk 19, N. T*
Prolific,

^

.

.

Wednesday, August 21, 1946

OKCIIESTRAS-MUSIC
Adds Book
Publishing Department

S3

Criterion

Inside Stuff-Music

^

and the Majestic label can take credit for
Eddy Howard's orchestra
indie label combination to shoot a song into
Howard's recording of Paramount Music's "To
national prominence.
is given the nod by the publisher for boosting the tune
Fach His Own"
only a couple weeks, Durmg the war and
^to sheet-sales prominence in
occasional hjts by some of the many
Jminedialely thereafter there were
remained territorial due to limited
disk firms in existence, but all
new

j

v

'

Game on

keted, the 300-page "Jazz Cavalcade
by critic Dave Dexter, will be out
in the lall.
Tome has a foreword
by Orson Welles, himaelf, a .jazzo-

j

1

.

•

.

Dave Franklin and Irving Taylor. who.<.e ^Everybody Kiss
Band Reviews
i.s being published by Feist, Inc
have agreed to cut in
who churned out a song with somewhat 'similar; title in
Dick Sanford, John Redmond and Frank Weldon had squawked' that LOUIS FRIMA OECH (17)
re.sembled "Everybody Kis.s Ypvir Partner," which With Jack Powers, .fudy Lynii
song's tag to° closely
A slice-in on profits of "Sweetheart", Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. .T.
Miller IMilsic published decade ago,
Hoarse-voiced Loviis Prima is comforthwith was asked,
v^--'''^
bininEC smart showmanship with terp
Legal resource has not been sought on either side,, and probably ad- tuning to keep Frank Dailey's suburjustment will be amicable, since Fei.st and Miller firms both are Metro ban dancecy well-customered in spite
"Sweetheart" writers aver they have told Harry Link, Feist's j of' rain, heat, and the usual suiriraer
.subsids.
professional manager, they would be agreeable to any per- biz dropoff.
Air conditioning has
iievir York
been
installed
Meadowbrook.
at
cehtage of royalties he wishes; to make "Partner" partners,
which has helped the bands playing
the spot maintain a good summer b.o.
'Columbia Pictiires, which paid the record' high music bill to date for
pace and Prima is doing better than
any fiimusical— over $130,000 for the sync clearances to the various Jolson- recent, outfits.
"The Story of Jolson" will probably prove unsuccessful in
iana used
Prima iias the happy faculty of di.recouping the $10,000 paid for "Sonny Boy," but not u.sed. All rights were viding payees between dglirig 'his
consummated with Crawford Music (Chappell), succe.'ffior to DeS.ylva, bandstand antics and taking terp
Brown & Henderson, Inc., which controls the copyright of "SB/' Tune turns on the spacious floor. And to
wound up on the cutting room floor for a number of reason.^—both over- the .surprise of many who only see
Prima the clown, is the fact that the
length and psychological. The lyric has been so satirized by the Bernard
guy now has a much better band
Bros,, Joey Adams-Mark Plant, et al., that its straight singing in the
than he' has ever been able to boast.
»
Jolson biopic might have struck a discordant note.
Heretofore it's beeh all Prima, with
Songwriters

,

1936,

I

1

I

.

I

•

Melodrarnatic entrance of Milt
and
manager,
ban'd
Evans,,
George Frazier, writer, at Toots
Shot's party for Mark Hellinger,

ter of retail prices for their outputi.
Too, while they keep one eye on
rivals in the same class, the other
is trained on the majors for any
signs of price changes.

producer of "The Killers," toting
Buck Rogers atomic guns, scared
the daylights out of their taxi-

,

;i trio ot cleflers

Most of the secondary recordinjf
companies that seem to have the
best chance of staying in businesis
are currently playing
a
waiting
game with one another on, the mat-

Al'ways Glownin'

phile.

pressing jn haste "To Each His Own" to ..Criterion will distribute the book
Both CoUimbia and Decca are
bandwagon of the surprise hit. It is rarity when one of Big through music, jobbers as well a."
oet oh the
scooped in » race to sales stalls, but both in this in- [regular book handlei's.
Four waxeries gets
(Victor had it by Freddy Martin.
itance did.

•

Retail Price Setup

'

i

;'.-

your Sweetheart,"

:

Many

jocltey..

Aftfer

3 a.m.,

it

to

drop the tab to 50c to put
a more equal footing, with
RCA-'Victor, Columbia and Decca,
and also: get the jump on rivals in
their own class. However, there have
been persistent rumors lately that
the majors themselves might jump
back to 75c. That's denied by Victor
and Columbia, but Decca, on the
Other hand, has beeh marketing, a
goodly portion of its recent releases
at, 75c. Thus, the indies do not know
like

.

,

On

the Upbeat

I

—

Corp.,

is

band running a ragged second.

Prime's

still

$5,500

.

'

'

Tomm.
Lincoln hotel, New York, will not reopen its Blue Room until .sometime
next month.
At the moment it is
the mjdst of being redecorated.
Meanwhile, Lee Castle's orchestra, which has been marking time at the
Roosevelt hotel, Washington, D. C, al.so owned by Maria Kramer, as is
the Lincoln, is out of work while waiting to go into the Lincoln.
He
closed at the D. C. spot Sunday (18) after weeks of work there awaiting
the completion of the Blue Room redecoration, at a considerable financial

LECUONA CUBAN BOYS

m

Copacabana^

,

(17)

on Coast

,

,

Richard Gilbert,

.

.

al-

>

boni|:ace

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY
MANAGEMENT

JOE GLASER,

Pres.

York 22

PL.

Pro.ser,

5-5572

GEORGE SIMON,

i

;

j

Columbia Concerts Would
Enjoin Met Bureau Tag
Columbia Concerts, one

of

whose

divisio/is IS the Metropolitanj

,

I

Musical
Bureau, plans to prevent by suit the
newly-fornied Metropolitan Concert
Burp&u, headed by Jack Petrill, from
using that name.

Columbia claims its Metropolitan
Musical Bureau ;was started in 1916
by F C, Coppicus, then general
secretary of the Metropolitan Opera
A.ssn. at request of Met and the late
lotto H. Kahn, to help opera company handle extra engagements for
Its personnel. With Coppicus as head,
and Fred Schang, Jr., as asst. head,
Met Musical Bureau did biz under
that name till 1B30, and thereafter
as a division of Columbia Concerts
into which it was merged. With its
Metopera tieup, and Columbia rights
^for 30 yeans, bureau feels entitled
exclusively to the name.
I

I

[

I

;

MISS
By CHARLIE,

Inc.,

YOU

HARRY AND HENRY TOBIAS

SANTLY-JOY
1619

New York
Broadway, He

Tommy

1»

»en. Prof, Mqr.
Valando, Gen

^

Presents

ONCE UPON A MOON
By ELLIOT LAWRENCE.
.

SKYLARK,

ARTHUR BORSKY AND BICVLEY REiCHNER

.STANDARD SUOGjESTfONS
by Johnny Mercer and Hoo^y Carmiehael

THAT'S APLENTY •

SOMEDAY SWEETHEART • MUSKRAT RAMBLE

1619 Broadwoy,

New

•

I

WOULD DO ANYTHING FOR YOU • ON

GEORGE SIMON,
York

19,

N. Y.

75c

disks.

who saw

-

ASSOGIATED BOOKING CORP.
New

Monte

them on the Coast, where 20th-Fox
used the Lecuonaites in "Carnival in
Costa Eica."
Otherwise the show holds over
with Peter Lind.Hayes a continually
amazing young comedian, easily the
liio. 1 new talent on Broadway this
Sea.soned in the varietie.s
season.
wilh his mother, Grace Hayes, the
come;dian has the aplomb Of a diplomat in everything; he doe.s.. Fortified
further
by expert ;hnaterial and;
thoroughly refreshing approach to
hi.=;
mimicry, the characterizations
pay off like a munitions contractor,
Rest of the show is Up to .^nuffr— Bob
John.^ton and Julie Wilson, romantic
lead.'^: .Jo,y Gilbert and Janet Gaylord with theit .taps;. arid, ballerina
'Lyhno Ba'rreit— and is woalhering
the summer until Proser debuf.<; his
Abel.
new .show Sept. 2.

BEN THIGBEN

BANDBOX, CH ICAGO

Ave.,

five months,
with the major
over

or

etc.)

AUG. 16-SEPT. n
BROADCASTING NIGHTLY CBS NETWORK

Fifth

past four

SANTLY-JOY

version

JOY''

FEATURING

745

the

and

They run the gamut .from a: Latin
of "Dark Eyes"
(guitars,
to
Mexican.
Afro-Cubano.
naningo and kindred tempos. They
were snared for this N. Y. spot by

ANDY KIRK
OF

EXCLUSIVE

ing

give.s the top artists

:50e labels too much of an edge
lighter.- names on the indies'

I

Parker completed "Heart Song"

'

iSt^

into the same price class, but for
of them that course is preferred. The more selective buying
habits of the public, evidenced dur-

RCA-

Victor Red Seal recording director,
to Coast to cut RCA longhairs.,.
Woody HermanlpuUed a switch on
contactman .Juggy Ggyles, of Feist,
Ni Y. staff, by inviting him on Coast
vacation, all expenses paid ...Bob
Astor, finally oiit of Service hospital,
debuts new band this week at Ballet
ballroom, Meadville, Pa.
Frank
.

Y.

in their rhythms, formations
routines. ph.ysical and rnusical.

•

the costs of produc-

.

No relation to Ernesto Lecuona, bum for Mercury..,, Jimmy and
the eminent Cuban composer, exTommy Dorsey's "Concerto for
cepting by name in hiS; honor, this
Cuban combo is plenty tabasco, Trombone and Sax," played by them
They give out with the Latin On T,D. radio program Sunday (18)
rhythms in virtuoso manner as will be the finale number in their
Daniel Gonzalez, sax, and unofficial 'Fabulous Dorseys" film, now being
leader puts them through their made on Coast.
Armando Oreflche is the New sponsors of Singer Buzz Aston
paces.
fovjnder and director, of the band on KDKA,
Pitt, have decided that
fundamentally.
Team comprises novel, instrunnen- his right, front name, Philip, sounds
tation of three reeds, three violins, much better and so now he's Philip
trombone,
piano, Aston... Dom Trimarkie four, windtrumpet,
two
string bass, guitar, drum.s, bongo, ing up six months at Hotel Rooser
maracas, timpalist and conga drum, velfs Fiesta Room, Pitt, renewed
with shifting combinations; as. num- for six more.
They're sprucily
bers necessitate.
attired and thoroughly professional

Fred Miller, ex-drummer, now night lift operator at a midtown apart^
ment house, formerly chauflered the Otis at the Lambs Club in N. Y.
When Joe -Laurie, Jr., Romo Vincent, Taylor Holmes (the latter both
tenants of the 27 W. 55th street apartment ) recalled the ex-Lambs attache,
they started getting Miller back into iihow biz on a doubling proposition.
Result is that MlUier, who has been a rudinhental instructor .lii '.share and
bass drumming, has been jobbing around more with the famod Lovatt
Pipe Band and other kiltie combos.

BEVERLY WHITE

to go.

.stands,

'

Ben Selvin, head of music and repertoire for Majestic Records, and
"'
Howard have concocted an unusual stunt for benefit of coin-machine returns.
Occasionally Prima breaks out in
operators. Pair have recorded a .special disk shipped to all coin machine
timethanking them for their part in the success of "To Each His Own" horn solois. Although already
tested, his shov^manship and ability
and then, with Selvin audibly prompting, Howard's band gives an eightas an entertainer seem to grow
bar preview of its next recording, the Leeds tune, "For Sentimental Rea- stronger. From point of years, poise,
sonfi" which came to light as a sleeper hit by the Brown Dots on the and style, the maestro is a real vetj
Manor label.
and it shows, in the crowd's response.

•

way

it

many

.

Clarke,

distribs

FLOYD SMITH

As
I

.

lAnd His ''CLOUDS

which,

I

tion don't allow much of a profit on
new Elmwood hotel; Windsor, disks marketed at SOc. Majors can
Ont,, Can., name band spot, opening stand it; due to volume business. Indies'
margin of profit would be much
weeks
follows
with
four
Aug. 30; he
slimmer if they were to move down
at Latin Quarter, Detroit, Sept. 11 at

out in front, but not by

•such a big lead.

.

1

'ifweek at

v

the

per,
.Dorothy Shay cutting
Columbia album on Coast ...Buddy
whose vocal on Xayier
Orchestra, with 9 brass (counting
maestro), b reed and 4 rhythm, dis- Cugat's Columbia disk of "South
plays g'odd drive in jump numbers, American Take It Away" has gotten
and; nice contrast, in such things, as him attention,
fiso has a 0EK;ca disk
"Where or When," voiced well by
Groaner Jack with Hildegarde poised for resvelte Jua,y Lynn.
Powers, who displays- natural easy lease.
.Milt Golden, former Tommy
delivery, holds down current pop
Dorsey pianist, killed in car crash
standards, such as "Gypsy," for good

the

through its attorney, Julian T. Abeles, recently protested the "uncompetition" of Country Music Publishers'"Just; Don't Know Why
But I Do," since Feist had just revived "I Don't Know Why," written by
Fred Ahlert and Roy Turk in 1931, In rebuttal, Ru.ss Hull, of Country
Music, declares that.-he has informed Aheles: "There is no duplication of
titles, ours is a folk' ^ong and does not compete with pop.s, ours was contracted in December, 1944, and recorded in June, 1945, long before the
^eist revival."-.-'
Feist,

fair

:

getting $5,0(M) for a

to

them on

cop

Enric Madriguera's new band, recently signed to Associated Booking

'

of the secondary firms now
75c for their di.sks would

getting

unloading them at: Shor's
the hackey hotfooted
on beat to report
Shor's "was being stuck Up."
When cops arrived they were
apprised of the hoajE.
.

at

,

m

Waiting

in

I

I

1,

-

alV
disk production, et

Secondary Waxers

Criterion Music company, operated
by Mickey Goldsen in. New Yol-k,
has added a book publishing department.
First tome to be mar-

I

robably being the first

REVIVAL DAY

Inc.
1537 North Vin* StrMt, Hollywood 28, Xal.

-

"

.

;

"

'

VAVBKVIUJB

S4

Ve«lnc8«lay, August 21, 1945

Wright's 'Bowery' Unit
Sammy Wright, veteran comedian

AFM

Adams, Newark Dispute With

who

May

theatre, Nevvark. decide \vhether

will

-

Union

thtf

Newark

the

AFM

over

local

18,

Due

Unfair; Acts

N.

Y.,

$2,425

Club i8,;N. Y. nitery operated by
Freddie Lamb, wan' declared unfair
by American Guild of Variety Arti.^la /fiiF week for failure to pay off

the

and the

lor a higher scale,

,

riding

.

a

house,

the

for

fence

to

Lamb

and

whp;her

fo'i':

will be consummated or
As tmie growi shoitcr lor eacn
week s band and :acts.. the

the deals

not

sale.

.Claim.s

.

AGVA

'

,

reportedly havring.spot up'

asehcies

can

cooperate

'

intends

by

filed

amount

unit in
not
had

:,spottiivg,-

which

hav<!
years.

ill

-

at
allegedly:,

:

.

.

,

,emcee, .^$LOM.;--^
enouiih to have/cancelled the op?n-.
inK show set tor this Fndav i22>
and the following week s layout; Six
tentatively .set
by Music
olhei->
Corp. of America: are on the verge
of coming out one by one.' Buddy
Rich's band is set for the week of
12, and
Bob Crosby, Alvino
Sfept.
Roy, Gone Krupa, Louis Prima,
Sammy Kaye afe due in. order, -but

)

,

pay

off

^

claims

New Season

Units for

[.^

when he

m

many

years

Carrol r,s

Plans

"Vanities'''

opener

the

as--

,,

with a top riame to be added three:

weeks

'

1,000-Seat Nitery

,

successive. week.s.

'

,

'

'

,

'

;

Mas.s.,

River,
Fall
recently clo.sed for refurbioh-

Morocco

Club.

opens

.

lii.s

Belvedere on
Not on!y wiU rpOm

l,OGO-seat

the outskirts.

reopens Sept. 1, with Mac oe 111 direct competition to Vogue
operator of tho nitery, Terrace, l,100r.seat fipot Which has
booking in the highest-budgeted been in operation fOr several years,
but it's also c^ose by, near the Linfloorshow spot has had to date.
coin Highway, about 10 miles- from
Layout will include Joey Fay,
heart of downtown.
Margie Hart, Jack Diamond, Sidney
f'reem is tentatively, set for Sepv.
Stone. Joan Barry, Five Gracker'28 with Slapsie Maxie Rbsenbloom
jacl^s and Guy Martin line ;of 20
and Maxie Baer heading, allow.
girls.
Another nitery. nameless so far.
Joe Sullivan, N. Y. agent; has exwill make its bow in another few
clusive booking for the nitery.
weeks. It'll be a 300-seal dine and
dancery right near Bill Green's
Casino,
about eight, miles from

ing,

Anclrade,

,

,

;

!

,

-

Bsrgor pl^ns
.American show

]

'

to,

'book the South

m

(as yet unnamed)
various spots arojjnd the country
following, the Latin Quarter stint
using pubiicity tieups with consuls
of the various Latin American countries a la the
good neighbor" theme
loi_
help sell the proSuctibb;, , Tour
i
will be limited to niteries.

J
i

'

;

Still

Name Talent

Plunging on

Saratoga Springs, N.; Y., Aug. 20.
Piping Rock, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., continuing

policy of spot-'

new headlmer each week,

ting a

Show

its

Connie Boswell m currently,
Sophie Tucker going in Friday

has

and
(24),

Set for Tour of Fair Dates,

John Boles tops show at Arrowblade show pro- head Inn, while Gyp.sy Rose Lee is
duced by .lean Rose, will play a set for next week at Riley's Lake
siring of lair dates upon conclusion House, where Diosa Costello is curof current run at Iceland Restaurant, rently headlining.
.N".
Y,, Sept. 6 when a new frozen
Derby on

.IC£>."

,

'

uond show supplants,
leer will play

i

I

I

"lAFFINGiy irOOftS"
rurrenlLv

AGVA

ot Sept. 8 at

issuiiment
He',

shov,.

scenically attractive
spaclou.snf!ss., it.s high, domed
its
eiling anil its acres ;bf windows-r^

—
l

make

it

the old income tax oat
ter,"Subslitutc- for. Love," and "Till
Ihe Erid of Time," Robbin.s' two
pood
olferirtgs :are, his: version of tiic
'lifp
of the average Gl and his idea
of
ladio and radio sponsors whiOi
are

yood enouah

to

win good

applai.ic

Carlton, a really fine sin tjer
than fair:jbb on "Tiiev
Wonderful,'
"Coin" Wlvit
Come.s N,-(lur'lly ,", and "There's No
Pail!

does a

Say

bcllei'

It's

Bu.sirie.ss Like Show BURine.*T." i,
Simpkiiis:: the one saving grace of
the show; opens with "On Ihc Road
to Mandalay." follo\\^ed by "Donkey
Serenade." ''Molly Miiione," "Aria
from Airi-i:" and "Old- Mali Rivet.''
Simokins tries to beg off but i'eluViis
to do "Kili Eili." closing v,'ith the
:Fi',ori('h
.s.'.ng
"A-loutte," /which he
audience ,,i)arl,icip!i(i.-)n;,
doe,'? :a, ,J,a
Shm,!,' closo.>i with a Butterfly ,i-()utiiie
bv the 111! uhich is fai and <iw„v its
''
bt'st nUniber., „
\
-Miiiit'
.

:

-

-

'

:

:

,

•

('ncoiM-a.ge

Suspends Dancer

For Ankling £ontract

Jdync y .Mainrers,
& Gene, Jesiiie

'WKcian,

,Jdc/ci'e:

,,

Riniii.lxis

iWiller

(2),

Boron Tv:ivs

Elliatt,

Sf,

Bu-mty. ?Aggy
8 ) Art

Sidwm Spraguei Ctrfs-

Lil ne,

Waiter Orch, $3

,

:

1

,

7ii|t7iiTiiM)»

.'iO

sr,

,

and

fi'igidily

,,uni-e.spon-

sivene.ss fi'Oni the audience.^ It vyould
take quite- an act to get that crowd
of 4011 or 500 at the dinner .stiow to
put down their forks long enough to
do, any, pahn pbiinding or stop chewfoi sufficient time to jak at a

mg

gdg
Heiiny Youn.gman

is no mor^ forluiuiU* in ;iiis. respect than was "Willie H )\vard ami live other comics who'
have .gone before him. Youngman
:

works Well and gets

a

good many

,

scattered gigglo.s, but it's a far cry
from the boUy-boppei's he regularly
gets .with his, fast talk routine. at the
Broadway vaude houses and standard r.itenes, Youngman has long
since proved him.selt as among the
toppors of Ihc m.c. type cbniic. .so
lot the Riviera's sightseers be no criterion.

This ,^2d street institution, with its
neo:-M6ntmartre decor, slogans and
dbiible-cati'iuirc ..wall-legend.s, might
be described as glorifying 'the AmeiWhat FreirclV ,:p6st?.
ican postcard
,

,

,

the genera! hoopla
Eddie's e-ssays vocally.
Ga.gs, bits, songs are all in the same:
vein, and apparently surefire cscapologv foi the boobois-ie wh.ih Ooeks
(Continued on page 061

cards arc

visiuilly,

Loon

of

&•

Buys Casino,

.laffe

Pitt,

For 300C; Burlesk Stays
Pittsburgh, Aug.

George

20.

veteran burlejsk op^
has purchased Casino theatre buildJalle.

where

ing,

been glorifying

he's,

isale

Deaf was held up for some
him are Nancy on account of Jafife's illness,
was recently released from the

with':

'oill

,

'

,

'

cute novelty tunes,

\

,

::

following an operation.

pital

time
fie
has--

Season

reopens Aug. 31 after annual Summer shutdown. Jaffe intends to air-,
condition

hou.se
a year.

weeks

and

operate

52

COMEDY
PATTER

Copsey & Ayres do an East Indian
dance as their, ihltialer, occasionally
switching the tempo to ,iive, which
adds considerably to 'the: fun. They,
come back later for a vamp routine.
Both are done neatly, with the pair
of good-looking kids exceptionally-

ttie

art!'
for several
years,,
price said to be $300,000.

striptea,se

,

the

Donovan, tall, led-haired warbler,
and Copsey & Ay res, an unusual terp
duo. Miss Donovan has a fine, trained
voice, but suffers on a couple scores
aside from those presented by the
spot itself. Principal item is. a' poor:
choice ot numbers. Thejf've, fccH'ome:
corny io'la.ssics, tiresome from oyerrepetition; "Donkey Serenade." "Ave
Mana and, comparatively new as it
IS,
'The Gyp.sy,
Songstress could
well change her pace 'wi,lh ,a, dOuple

,

For All Branchet of Theatricalt

;

w'Bll'costu';ied in the

two numbers/

Bobby Ramos m.c.si, with his band
backing the show and providing
dance tunes. He's -spaced bv Noio
Morales rhumbaites
Herb.

Diane Lynn, dancer, has been
suspended by American Guild Of
Variety Artists and fined $75 for
l^iiHii <|iiarl<»i', ( hi
having
jumped her contract With
Chicogo, Aug. IC.
Blader features Marilyn Quirin and
Muriel Asche, line producer. She- has
Arlhur
Lee
Simpkins,
Archie
includes Bobby Temple, Donn WusRobbiii.'!, Cheeiia De Simona DanceV.sbeen
placed
on
the
unfair
list
and
sow. Baby Voorhis, Pinkie Olb,
(6)
PniiJ
Carlioiu Line <8) and
will not be permitted to work unMimi Goodrich ano others.
der AGVA .contracts until she pays Buddy ..Sfinio & Orch (S): $3-$3-50
min.

i

I

I

1

,.,

the,' -fine.

Others

similarly classified, - sans
conduct unbecoming memTom Bariett Lloyd Reynolds (Tick & Tock),
Three McGowen.s. Latter group, .have consistfines, for
beis, are

Not.

13 at "$1.05 each or
Ssriph for $13.00

thru

1

13
Nos, 14 thru 20
READY!
S2.00 eaeh-^Doiible Scripts
.SKNn FOIt THKM NOW!

NOW

H

C\'l(

I

I'

ON

isst

I5\Clv

S'

I

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
3

Volumes at $25.00 per

ently refused to pay
cording to AGVA.

Inanms

:f

heir dues^ ac-

Saranac Lake
By Happy BenWaV
_ Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug.
Fust clinic report tor yc r

20.

cor-

respondent denote.s a short Siege in
bed. So Margaret Daugherty will
cover the beat.
,

,

;. Sig Mealy .licking a mess of "shortwind' attacks has been upped for

meals. Ditto Diijk

A, baby shower
Ketleher,,:

who-

for suppers

was given
is

an

Joe
expectant
tO:

grandfather.
:

Archie Robbins who on his record
.should be a solid hit is desperately
in need of some new songs and gags.
Only really bright: spot on tlio bill is
Simpkins.
Paul Carlton, m.c, opens show with

Vol.

Al Brandt given his di.scharge papeii and leave* foi the big citv this

10

PARODIES"

—$10.00

Sock Parodies

NO

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200

\N. 3-jJh St..

New

York 19. N.Y

Send Us Your Horns Address

NOT YOUR PAL JOEY, BUT YOUR-

BUDDY LEWIS
HELD OVER 2ND WEEK

Hippodrome Theatre
BALTIMORE (Aug.

15-28I

.

"

Moore

Abe Seligman upped

BOOK OF

Ex-Servicemen Subtcribers:
It's a
tar cry from the type oE
.shows that Ralph Bergei- ha.s been
presenting during the past year to
the current "sun-imer doldrums" effort that he has patched together.
Show IS overboard with.singers (even
though one of them is Arthur Lee
Sinipkins). The line is badly in need
of rehearsals, costuming wifh one
exception is uniformly bad, ahd the
kindest thing that can be said about
the Cheena Do Simone dancers is
that they look to be' out of condition
and badly in heed of new material.

"What Are Litlle Girls '{'raid Of
which might, be aptly, answered by
show he is, about to introduce!
Even before- Carlton has a chance to
lie up his number the, line de.scends
upon him in some pink costumes,
the

'
',

,

.

Hi'prcM^liiutloiir

St*v* Allison, t/o
Barni«

W.

Rothbard, c/6

N

Bachelor,
E.

Suelt,

Y,

Phila.

,

with feather-decorations-that look as
though they had been pinned Oh with
safely pins as an aftei'thoughl, Each
gal takes a turn at the miite to explain what she'.s going to do now that
she's a big girl.,, ("She's a Big -Girl
,

,wijek.,;
,;

Morgan Baker, legiter, merchant
manner, oir to Florida after effecting, a ."miracle

cure" at the Rogers^;

He plans to' have his third play— Now.")
"
a murder mystery— fini-shed this fall.
Much to ths a.stonishmeht of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lynn up to see cu.stomers the De Sfmone dancer.s,
Vjc Gamba.
oomprKsed of three couples,: burst
Sam Lefko's wife, Rugina. and upon the floor and proceed to get all
son Vincent in from Philadelphia to tangled up with the line, with each
group tryii'ig to get unwound. Chorus
stay a few days.
.

Bob

Groldstein cheered up by a
his wife,, bi'other and
sister-in-law.
visit

from

.

(Write to thpse

who

Hire til.)

finally bows off leaving the De Simone group lo do their standard posturing, ballet routine. Act needs new

loutines and

new costumes badly

Aichie Robbins,

tiijxt

on the

bill

'

fbHowed by

,

i

;

-MORROCO, BIONTKKAT^
WIIXIAAI MOKBliS A(iK>nV

Kf,
l>ir.:

that

N. J., with Steel P,ier, Atlantic; City,
the week before Greensboro: Fair,
Greensboro, N, C, Oct. 6.

:

Hal Fisher

week

Reading Fair, Reading, Pa; following
at Hagerstown Fair, Hager-Stown,
Md: Sept. 23: Trenlon Fair, Trenton,

I

ril the graceful George
Washiiigton bridge on ihe ri.glit and
the who!',!- twinkling panorama' ot
i^ew York Cily.in the backgroiirid,.,
Thei-.^'s no siiciv' tiling as ,a bad,te,ble
!it till- Riviera.
If j'ou're too far away
li;oni tire stat;o in the immciiso cii'cula;- room, you have, on fhtv other
hand, luiturc's much greater show

On

Saratoga Bistros

Golden Triangle.

'

can be added as an a.ssei,
terraced rooni, with
donip opening to the stars and iti!
.tremendous periphery pl^ gla.s's looking but (n-o.r the Jludson river far beItnit -Ibbd

'

,'

I

Iceland, N.Y., Blade

Nov.- noaring ils fOth birtlnlay, the
Riviora continues to be a Hollywood
.set -designer's dream of what a lavish
nitery should be, It undoubtodly still
has few cqilals anywhere for style
Ibcatjon w\A. ..merits-.. ariybod.v's
o.fc
tinie and, tOm^ if £or,^.hbth'ihg nioi'c
tliaii Ihe expel K'nce ot having vis-ited
this iho.tion picture idea, of ultra(,lt;ra in sceivics and service.
Excel-

Earl .toughest nighl club rooms over devised to werk in. The very features

tor

call

j

El

$4,S0

,

sells

niterv or if and when he enli,sts new
capital to resume operatiorw on his
~;
,v;,,;
own,:

New

atul
Sunday»,
niid lioiidnys.

opening the

of hteiallv

potentially a tcrnflc saloon
comedian
but 1ns nialcnal is on the old side
OpeRipg tune is "Ohe-zy, Two-7v

'

after show opens. Billy Rose's
"Diamond
Horseshoe
Revue"
trimmed down to fit "the spot, will
Set for Pitt Outskirts I'ollow with all ail South American
show featuring beautj' queens picked
Pittsburgh, Aug. 20.
]
r \,
via the contest route from all pnn-jown will, get -its, second' big cioal S A cities skederi for the numFAIL RIVER NITERY
iheatreTrestaurant type nitery late ber tliree slot. Ted iLe wis i^ slated
inext month when Henry Lewis, o to bring in
Of his own
UPS TALENT BUDGET newcomer locally to cafe ranks, after the firsta Offulltheshow
year."

not necessarily

ireclvdiiv.'!

Sn t'lirdn ys

Tnimmum

Orch.?; $3.50

Chicago, Aug. 20.
and winter shows lined up by
Ralph Berger for his Latin Quarter outside.
Untortunately; however, the beauty
nitciy \m11 be the mo»t etaboiate of
here is all tht> patrons':. and riot the
any staged in the windy city in porfornu'i's', because it .is 'orie of the
Fall

I'Latnb has^ apprise* iAG^VAvftat' he,

will

Noro Morales

low, the lights

Sets 'Vanities/ Other

,

;

YoKiigimni, Copsev & Ai/res,
DoTiowan, Bobby Rmnos &

/Vancy

hai the oxtremcly tough

.¥.

l.«>^o,

H(^ny

,

Latin Quarter, Chi,

with

,

Kiviorn. Fori

too, tc the groat

performers
$2,423,

;to,

Night Ciub Reviews

ot

its

diie to four perrorme:rs who, had
appeared in the closing show. There
had been no bond, up. as AGVA was
Thoru'after iiegotiating one when nitery did ;sudthe Adams only SD, fal-.
they must pull the dates -Out and ,den foldo,
Jayne I\Ianncr.< r songstress, has
a.ssisn. them el.sewhere to protect the
'
claim for $50 Jcrrv Bergen, comeartists.
As it stand? noiv. the Adams and dian, :;$325;. Floria. Ve^tpfti, dani:;er,
the APIil hayc Ix'cii deadlocked long $350, and Alan Stpiie, cofijediafi.

Wrjght

territoiies

stdgcshows

•

succe.«sive
baiid

edition

first

.

linedup

tentatively
at'<

the

Unit will be headed bv Wright,
doing a takeoff oil the late Sam Bernard,
tlerman dialect
Comedian,
\vhom he understudied for years
and for whom he headed the roadshow of "The Rich Mi-. Hogenr
heimer musical. Eight other speciall\ acti of yesteryear talent will
round out the roster.

actqon its last show which folded
son/e weeks ago, Spot ha.s been opbookers, who have shows,
erating bar, with show room dark.

demands

iatter's

Club

Calls

it

have stage shows this season
For ttie paW month or so
hoMse has been 'in a dispute with

or not.

staged

•Sanimy\s Bowery Follies" at Sammy's Bowery, N: Y., cafe, us lining up
an old-timer revue, "Bowery Blackouts," for a tour ol vaudfilmers on
percentage dates.

Determine End of Bandshows

Batid and act bookers ot the vari
ous agencies may help the Adams

!

STEVE EVANS
HAPPY TIMES a JOLLY MOMENTS
f'lirrdill.t'

OKIKN!J'.\l,. «lllU;A<iO
nA,SKN-Al<jr.lSK AhSOOI.VII

.*-
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AGVA, Coast

Breach Between

Niteries

Healed Following Shelvey Trip
American-^
Matt Shelvey, head of
returned
of Variety Artists,
from Hollywood via
in New York
Monday (19) and advised that
r.iild

ilane
Previous

Even

Bullets Can't Stop
Magico's Hocus-Pocus

^
talent
Minneapolis, Aug. 20.
niteries in the
Snion and 10 top
Although shot in the back by banpostmg of cash
rnast area anent
performer's salaries dits during a holdup in Ghicago the
security to cover
The
adjusted.
week before he was scheduled to
fad been amicably
coming in with new
niteries are all
open at the Hotel Dyckman Robin
the required bonds,
oadts and posting
Room here, Jack Herbert, comedy
according to Shelvey.
the Coast magician, is filling the local engageunion topper flpw to
weeks ago when previous ne- ment just the same.

between

breach

two

had

Botiitions

He

an impasse.

hit

and cash
hroueht back new pacts
four top spots,
security posted by
six due to pact and
with remaining
with Hollydeposit cash security

AGVA

this week
wood branch of
Truce obviates any interor next.
by the
citing
ference or unfair
been mandatory
union, which had
had refused to sign up.
if

niteries

main
Shelvey claimed that the
in previous, conbone of contention
had been due

fabs

standing-,

the

new

misunder-

a

to

on workiijg condi^ons ^^
Operators had feared
.

pacts.

for a six-day
union was processing
performers inr
work, week for, all
which
nead of merely for choristers,
for. some time.
has been in effect
this was
Shelvey stated th.at after
further negotiations
unsnarled,

moved along smoothly.

"AGVA

demand-

never intended

ing a six-day
wood niteries

work week

in Holly-

concerned in the new
added Shelvey. "But we do
security and Closed
insist upon casn
already obshop aereements such as
pacts,"

parts of
tained for niteries in. other
.

.

Palace

Vancouver, B. C, Aug.

ter part of

next month,

On

first

BARONE SHOW

HELD BACK BY AGVA
Sophie Miller, featured dancer in
the line at Club Barone, Harlem,
N. Y., nitery filed complaint last
week with American Guild of Variety Artists that she iiad been canr
celled without customary two weeks'
notice by Johnny Barone; club's operator.

Of

New

At

Bow

Cafe Trends

of

most richly rewarding hours of song
in a night club.

Jane Pickens

Now as in '18

talent.

Intimate Atmosphere.
mmutes, despite accoustical
Of a room who.se airy
.vastnesS discourages intimate rap45

Foj.-

prochement With an audience, Jane

She does

cert.

Fold of Seattle Nitery They
5
3

Jerry Ross, for many years emcee
at Palomar theatre, Seattle, and pa.st
year at Show iSoX, nitery in thp.t
city, has joined
the Hastern yaude-

]
j

i

i

I

'

—

budgets for, Gypsy; Rose Lee, the
Duncan Sisters and other name atwactions.

,

'ernaires.

;

in

a

Striking three^tone-blue gown, with
shbuldee ..cli-apes falling below the

gown easily and
made a complete

knees. Modelinc the
naturally

as she

rinsbide stroll, she
griim. "wit)i; '•This

Love."
.

The

opened her pro^s^the

'

N^^

;

rest of the

program was

full

aria trnm
of delightful contrasts: the
••Madame Butterfly,". "Doin" vVhat
America
Cotties Naturally," "Southi
way " "The Blue -Ta; M.
It
.

.

'
;

Take^

^

"Full

;

Moon and

ynd •Dlxiei"

Lester to Par

,

comr

milsical

'

Opening night she appeared

.

Buddy

,

contrasting

of

numbers,

.

ijcorpedy.

Lester goes into thev^Paramount, N. Y.. stage show today. (21)
to replace Gil LanibDinah Shorc, songstress, who also
exits the Paramount show next week
(28) for Coast commitment will be
replaced by Paula Kelly and Mod-

personality and a rare

voice,

bination
,

Fly.''

,

ville Booking agency in Seattle,
^ Move follows
closing of the Show
Box, due to tiuu
into
club guiug
going heavily
ncavtiy luio
the red after plunging on top fnleht

just want,. to forget."'

Buddy

.

j,

comedy, and more

with appearance,

it

1

after last

sire for

,

makes thf customers feel as if
they're sitting in on a fireside con-

war,
"It was the same
both with regard, to the, drop in
cafe business and the public's de-

After

is

limifatiohs

.

Ross Agenling

from

tion to a set task, with dignity,
graoiousness and a properly matured

;

,

town, and

achieving the position of eminence,
after years of unswerving applica-

.

a nine-piece stage band under direcr six months tiriie somethiiig riiight
tion of Don Tiff, pianist and. ar- hafipen, who knowS(", she $aid.
ranger, and a gal singer (hired by
"Entertainers ..who are frying to
the house), Beverly Cassady. Usual put dranfia iri their acts are 'finding
vaude formula has been four acts that they. flop. The public doesn't
with the band and a weekly amateur want .dfama,. it wants comedy.
It
contest winner for a 3.5-40 minute, wants to. laugh.
I tried two drama
stage show.
Also a double feature routines ana: tossed them out of my
policy at 39C-60C scale.
act the first night.

.

sex-

tainer of her

Ki^^

.

in

Unquestionably she

.

,

back

the leading cafe enter-

Atlantic City, Aug. 20.

Tower m'andemand for

is

a privilege to be back
vacation in time to hear her.

it's

Sophie Tucker, after boom'lng biz
for Joe Moss at the Copacabana the
past month, goes out of that night
spot this Thursday (22), Saratogabound, and to celebrate her 40th
year in show business and show his
appreciation for all she has done to
keep the boardwalk hot spot out of
the red,^Moss and James,

increases were five times what they
were at time of last negotiations,
and that he had no hope of meeting
grosses
present
demands
under
weekly)
(usually
.suauy about $iu,uuu
$10,000 weeKiy..
he^^ p^y-^^
Contract wit^ the union expires owner teased
.After the flashlights
.night.
Sept. 5, and house has given closing (15)
popping and the cake hid
notices to musicians, singers and stopped
came over to the
If disappeared. Soph
stagehands effective that date.
to give them an earful.
closing takes place it will be the first press table
time since April 1934' that K. C. has
Night club biz is on the .downbeen without regular weekly vaude, grade and will continue downhill all
except for a three-month sumrtier over the country, she said.
closing of the Tower in 193.9.
"No cafe in the United States is
Under present policy Tower uses doing a normar business todsiyi In

orchestra

lady makes a queenly entrance onto
the dance floor and begins one of the

:

union for increased scale and
extra coin for the fourth show which
house runs on Saturdays and Sun-^

the glamorous
Biltmore, Nat

in

the

Brandwynne signals
to play "When a Gypsy Ma.kes His
Violin Cry." A few moments later a

20.

Soph Sees Same Postwar

the

atop

his

Balto Nitery

Baltimore^ Aug.

tract.

midnight,

Cascades

Slated as largest and most ambitious local nitery, the Walnut Grove
is pushing toward a Sept. 26 open-

,

union's

liquor with-

and

General Hugh Jenkins'
ruling on the old law.:
cided the law valid but
hours after his decision,

office

for

Jenkins

Enipty'

Arms,

.

A wonderful program
by a wonderful
|

former.

per-

.,

a

de-;

'within two
a group of
Columbus permit holders obtained
injunction. The order was so worded
as to include the entire state.
Interesting political angle tO legal
skirmish is that Isadore Topper, at-;
torney for .the perniit holders, is
well - known republican attorney
while the present administration
(although not the attorney general's
Meanwhile,
office) is democratic.
liquor department officials hesitate
to enforce the unpopular law with
,.

Throng at the Biltmore
By ROBERT W. DANA

Holtz-Lopez for

may discontinue
shows because of a tiff now brewing
between management and the musicians union over renewal of con-

Joffee,

dug up a 58-year-old law
it illegal to sell

fairs,

JmBPlcksnsEnchants

show Murphy

folio wup-

the midwest,

the

:

orphanages and stat^
hospitals.
A hearing is expected to
be held in the Franklin county com'slate

NEW

Pay Hike

Barney

WCTU
making

in a two-mile radius of county-

•

•

ing, With Lou Hdltz and Vincent
Lopez orch.
Built by Francis P. McLane on the
Vaude at Tower, KX. site of his former intimate bistro in
South Baltimore, spot will seat 1,200,
Kansas City, Aug. 20.
with three dance floors. Name bands
Stageshows at the Tower theatre, and top stars would be featured.
one of the oldest vaude stands in Music Corp. of America booking.
stage

said

20;

Temporary court restraining order
keeping open hundreds of Ohio

Union notified Barone he would
have to pay two weeks' salary in
lieu of notice and when coin was not
said no.
They closed theatre for a forthcoming a deputy of union held
vious stanzas.
Murphy's opener, "Mr. Winkle's day and fined him $1,000 bucks and show up last Wetlnesday night (14)
his price came down to 35c.
until payoff was made.
election coming up
Holiday;'' Which petered out after
brief run was a book show and as
such was rated a legit musical under
When he
jurisdiction of Equity,
switched format to a combo of vaude
YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM, MONDAY. AUGUST 12, 1946.
^^^^^^^ was re
^^^^^^^^ show
^^^^^ and water
^^^^^ ballet,
acts
classified and came under jurisdic•
•
tion of- the vaude talent union.
Switchover created some mixups

Demands May Toss

days.
ager,

J,,

lat-

is

bars and nite spots after the State

.

.

demands

N.

when house reopens

20.

,

musicians pay
on the talent
hilce in N. Y. niteries
and
Further negotiating
unio^.
wiU be
pacting of the Coast niteries
of
handled by Florine Bale, head
Hollywood branch of AGVA,

Balking the deal are

Emerson,

stage shows

attention
effect of prospective

Tooters'

theatre,

which closed for renovations, has
enlarged its stage and plans adding

Theatre was originally the Royal,
a grind house and is located in the
"skidrow
district.''
Singer took
theatre
over after having been
turned down for license to operate
a nightclub in Chinatown, and im-^
got
himself into
hot
Elliott Murphy, producer of the mediately
"Aquaretta," tanit show spotted on water after turning house into a
former site of Billy Rose's Aquacade burley policy. He had a non-union
at World's Fair grounds at Flushing three piece piano-drummer-trumpet
Meadows, N. Y., has upped his cash combo and threw in two old feabond security at 4*nerican Guild of tures for 75c. However, price conVariety Artists frOm $1,600 to $3,500 trol authorities told him cut his'
due to upped talent budget over prer prices or they would close him. He

Others to be

,

.

BURLEY0PGETS3M0S.
ON LEWD SHOW RAP

posted but $1,600 cash security
Tom Breneman S, hadcover
acts' salaries.
He had. since
Tabu, to
Bar of Music, Music Box, Club
built up. show .With additional and
and Sherry's and several higher-priced talent which precipiJerry
others.
,
stepping
in with detated
AGVA's
due
Shelvey cut Coast trip short
requiring his mands for the larger amount of
to pressing matters
security.
in New York, including
.

Columbus, Aug,

Palace, Emerson, N. J.,
Mulls Vaudfilm Policy

dancer replaced;.
Injury will force roller skater to
lay off for at lAast .a month.
.

Who

Found Old Law Against Booze Sale

TANK SHOW PRODUCER
UPS AGVA SECURITY

Foys and Larry

cey Maxies, Charley
Potter's Supper Club.
<:et this week are

Court Stymies Ohio Bluenoses

Pittsburgh, Aug. 20.
Male half of roller-skating team
of Lynn and Lazeroni, playing an
outside date at West View; Park last
week, suffered a bad spill and broke
hLs right arm, forcing them out of
Nixon
Cafe.
Lois
Donn, local

5S

In addition to vaude shows it may
City council may lift the license
of the State theatre, local burley also spot occasional legit bookings, mon pleas court before the 24th—
house. Hymie Singer, operator, con- according to Andy Murphy, head Of the day the Ohio State Pair open?
Working under the disadvantage of victed of staging an indecent per- chain which.operates this house and here in Columbus. Should the anti»
suffering severe pain every miove he formance and is appealing sentence several others in northern New quated law be upheld, more than 250.
makes while performing his legerde- of thrfee months in jail.
Jersey.
nite spots will have to darken tor
main feats, Herbert rnanages, to .conthe week.
Charges against Lois DeFee Roper;
ceal his condition from the nitery Dorothy
Pitzsimmons and AHce
Director Robert M. Sohngen of the
customers.
Perkin, strippers, were dismissed.
Liquor Departmenv asked Attorney
CLUB

country."
.
,
andj
already signed
Gontracts
include
brought back by Shelvey
Box, SlapFlorentine Gardens, Band
since ironed out.
tlie

Skater's Mishap Cancels
Team Out of Pitt Nitery

;

.

,

,

:

.

.

;

.
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Roxy

date and. a couple of
others on the way east are apparently a greater 20th-Fo.-x attempt to
build jWis.' Blaine. (3oiipled with her
blond good looks, she has (he' talent

.
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.responiie; Kfl/iit.

"Sugar Blues," and
a la GraoiR PiA|d.s.

.

.

.if he'is to get any where
Right now he's strictly
in. single.
4a .ttiechanical singor with a .voice
gear^iS lor the bobby-soxprs though
hot with enough stall: to: wiii 'em in
g.reat numbers.
Eberle will have to learn how to
use his hands; he's practieally handsat-his-sides throughout hiSi ballad
routine, Which; inoitJentaily^^^^^
a ladle of good iutlgnnenl; in Ihe choice
bt tunes. .Songs like "Temptation"
and "Night and. Day'' need a robust
voice to put theiTi over, and Eberle
cevtalrily hash't ^ot that; the softer
croon -luhos are tiiore his speed,
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A polished technician, Sykes; fai'
where she commanded
N.
attention on^her cbassi.s and style, outcla.sS(;s any BS.'er heard in the
but did a miacli more polite roper- room hi the past four months. Good
tOi're;':,W she must do "sophisticated"" finger work and a particularly fine
touch,
gained from extensive concert
bc-tter
sonjijs, then she. too heeds a
work, ate used to t'ood advantage in
lyricist. V
a Chopin Medley. Debus.sy's "Clair
For 'lhe rest the sequencing is up

spark with

Daley

comedio

a

their
take
music
lightly,
Sykes
obliged with "One Meat Ball" aiid
"Hong Kong Boogie'' on piano 'and

style-

,

WhicVi should Break through impor-

&

Bunny are a
tantly. Baion Tvvins
fair rnixed song-and-dance trio, the
twins being male, Zi,ggy Lane, ex-

in rasping voice.

Bloiid Karen Forbes lends a pleasing fem touch to thi; show chirping

Paramount (N, Y.) staff singer and
ex-GX balladoer; does OK with standard" pops. I'he Sidney Sprague Girls

"1 Don't Know Why. I Love
You Like
I Do,". "Cuddle Upr "My Fickle
S;,ye"
Joi Vera's orch', a
adequate fiUer-inncrs. and Art and "Oyp.s'y."
his show and dance New .Horizon steady, still dispensing
music in above-average manner. Biz keen dance niusic. with maestro
standdiit
at
^
the keyboard.,
fops;
4bet.
temfi/--

are

.
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Raoul .iWcirtiiiej,

SflUy

St

Allen,

i'rie

Larry Potter,, who' owns several
bistros around town, plunked plenty
of coin- into this new Ventura boulO'-'
vard nitory in San Fernando Valley's

.With all due credit to the other
entertainers, 'it is gaily Rand who
packing the Nevada-Biltmore.'s
is
Gal
Fiesta Room at every show.
rernains a bi.g di'aw in these parts,
and has surrounded herself with a
fa i r ly lengthy, som etiinos elaborate

Studio-City; Plash,y-hued Spot is di-'
vided into four inain rooms wilh each
carrying its oWn motif but opening
on the otiier tlireo. Nitery is biggest
and splasliiest of the Ventura boul'

.

show.

bistros and ..should catch
transient ti-adc thahks, to

:

a

quite

its; sit'Uii'.

opens m a soiiy and dance fioii on a; main artery leading into
routine. Gals are lookers and niftlly, town.
costumed.
Star of the opening show is IVIartha
George and
Annette,
Spanish Davis -scpiu piano thumper and war^
dancers, offer three nicely routhied bier,
who had difficulties with stagnumbers that register solidly.
iing oh initial .Show. When Mi.ss Davis
.Line comes on again for South finally got piano staged correctly,
she
American routine, with: a solo by tore dow^n house with solid boogie
one of the gals, who is costumed in and .nifty trushing that matched her
a few coq feathers aiid delivers one
88 tpchniqiie on subtlety and lilt with
iine

'

uninhibited dances.
Raoul Martinez, slick Latin tenorj
clicks on "Night and Da.y," "Beg.in
the Beguine" and a Mexican humber in good voice and a pleasing

ijf

.those

,

pHt-

in

Aside from Miss Davis there is a
team Anthony and Allen,
perform, ballroom steppin,?. Gone
a baritone With a style that is
evenly divided between Sinatra and.

,
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01 $6,000,a Week
WNEW.'the time

if,
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levels.
Walter Rcade, Jr.. of the
Walter Reado circuit, reportort lop
grossers as "Night and Day." ""Easy
'

to
is

'

Wed,"

WNEW

deal, oh the basis of his
contract signei.l this week, calls
for $185,000 a year, .

new

30-station "S.=.llr(>om" p,icl<age
t poratlou. pei'mits
lor an intake ot
S22,000 a week.

.l^'ti,"

-Httfs.

Guild Declares Ya. Nitery

Unfair on Contract Breach
Town club, Virginia Beach, Va.,.
has been declared unfair by American' Guild of Variety Artists for failure to live up to contract with, Phyl-

>t«>nf real
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Don t underrate- this ,?pot.
not match other class niteries

White, operator of the spol.
,
Union ruled that Wlvite i Would
have to pay Singer for the two vvepks
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Current layout isn't 'the best tliat's
been scetr here, but it's plpnlv
tpmmerciaJ. WoeKls. & Bray are
a sotli
im;p (iiio. TeeolT -with
a rathi'r slow: ]
Schubert
"ScrciVade" to sann- nifty;
!

Nelson Gets
, Kite Spot

OK for Ne^^r
in

Vancpayer;

Vancouver, B. C., Aug. 20.-;; >
City Fathers have finally «ppi'"ved:
I
"Mexicaii- Hat' :Dan.c,(? "
.plans of Cliarlie Nelson to go ahead
Inen- second spot, in the a«b
^rOii-'
-'-"'
with,:
'his
proposed ni.ghtcliib which
tino. sells, em bi,g,
former autoBill .Russell,
baritortiv, -ateo rog- is to; be hou.--ed in a
J.ilers big cxccpl for;:
the -odd few motive-sales biHtding.
eltilki rs, -l,a-:ls' got' 'a
Nelson, who operates the Maniimnu-lyoy
dr8wlm.g pci-.wnality that's clicl<o ftiv darin Gai-deiis here in Chinatown,
iti-irmng the ticls. Standard
repertory met up with opposition from nearby
o,aw,j .salvfi.s witlv"Dobkoy
when fie,;.s

flaiiciiig

then segiie into a :ipiifklin"

\';.'rsii)n

ot
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SereDohe." "Night

hade,' 'WiTen Day Is
Jerusalem; Aug. 6,
Now effort's of Hebrew .song- iSi Day, etc. His gags a.re just so-.so.
Mtiriel Millard, Iticnl songstress
writers appear to be successful.
And. to top it off. Block .will coti- .Latest hits are "Tango Kfar Saba," shows plenty of promise in .warblint'
.«ongs in Englis-h aiid'JFrench.
tihue with the- "Chesterfield Supper "I'm a Sa fed Girl" and "Galilee."
She'li
Club" show if, a.s expected, it moveji .Music, shops report big -sales of have to tone down vdiume and per-sohalily lor the better sppis but goes
'-."'.
frotii N, Yi to the Coast in October.
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slieet music.
over :big hete
.
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unplaycd time, due to. i;ancellation
and whein; latter ;;baiked- oil; paj^"
was declared unfair,

in the eiilertailuiient

smart booking; by -Roy
sometimes above the level

f-oi-.ie

is
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trunmrngs, .some of the payees may
bo a little rougher and readier,
but
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trooper,
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maintaining business

Gene

Terry Twins, two large gals, attempt
some coy routines that pancake. Dick
Shannon's combo has better vocalizing than the floor offering and manages to keep the dancers satisfied.

Re-

last IMay.

Indie circuits qiicrieii
in
New
York.; had mfiph' conimehdation for
the quality flf product this sumihcr.
I'hey .creditpd £hat as: a hu'gc factor
in
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standout with her; She moves about
with a lot of grace, and the whole
thing IS kept in good taSte'.
Her
tan-dancing is still tops and she
walks oft with hit honors of show
Blair's band docs a splendid job
backmg the show, and plays a good

last

receipts up as much as 25.%.
This
package other shows. appears particularly- true hi resort
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- This intime bo.te has deviated
from .its long-timtj boogie keyboard
bii! his oldies keep Joe Miller revolvihg wherever he may bo reposing. headhner by featuring Jimniy Sykes
To Whelai.'s credit, ttie material gets Princeton graduate and a definite
longhair as niteries go.
rcs.ults regardless.
Move had
no apparent effect On New Horizon
iis.some.
Jayne
billing
ill
is
2
No.
Manhei-s, whose unsiibtle Lvrics make steadies., who took ..Sykes in .stride
and gave him a. goqd hand for his
one| wonder if ^s'he X'cJutdn't do uellor
savvy

Billy Blair steps out from the Orchestra and livens things up with
a couple of con-iedy numbers,
Miss Rand is preceded by the line
doing a ballet -in. blue-^to set the
mood for her fafts. Her routine has
the, familiar bliie- lights, Soft music
floating feathers effect that has been

20.

:Weelt..FigUre is up 14% over June
1945 total of only $4,923,000.
At the. same time, the Department '.disclosed that payments
for the three-rnonth period ending June 1946 reached a longtime
high of $9,043,000. Dividend payments for the 1946 second quarter vvore, in fact, almost double
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de Lune"
"Golliwog Cake-Walk''
and down. The Rlanibos are a one- Schubert'sand"Marche
Militaire" and
to-fiU,rhumba combo. Miller ii Gene
"Rhapsody in Blue" draw good apare okay knockabout .comedians. Jes- plause, and,
to please the pavees who
formerly with the pre- sie Elliott has the Joan Davis-CaSs.

war- Glenn Miller band. as its top
vo.calist, will have to hypb tii."! per-
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Vivian Blaine, former band iiiii,i*er
who went from pbseurity .to .stardom
at 20th-Fox; has a neiat facility lor
tui'ning. a' lyric, whether rh.ythin or
ballad. Her Voice is strong, l\er lyrioizing ,t;'oOd and, generally, she gets
over iiici'ly,
Mi.'i.s Bldine on- the :()p,ening night
appeareci some what .nervous, but certainly not enough to disturb the efi
feet she got with a couple of ballads
and, ot course, a meclley from "State
Fair" (20lh), the filmusical vyhich
achieved her greatest prominence.
Miss Blaine rct^uires some editing
of her talk, since stie's inclihed to a
in her alinoiincc.sUglit verbosil.y
niehts, but this is sometlving that can
oagily be ironed out; And her coifT
could he simpler, to go with that
sturoiing while gown, while the oritst t hat much
;chid in her hair is

dftV Ql/ilSlbtv.
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owners

put his application to council; Two
car dealers signed, approval of -t"^;
cabaret and helped citich the deal
because of the tax they pa.VNelson, plans to put; parking space
for the cars, in the basement of hi?

:with "Chico ;chico;''' [niteryi:'
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'

"-''.;.':-'-

;
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Than You Know," and "Sunny Side
Iloxy,
Uall, IV. Y.
of the Street," accompanied by the
Gne Foster Roxyettes, Paul Ash
with Hall Glee Club. Larry Flint house orch, which alWilliam
House Orch, Belle~Aires (4), Lou
Estelle Jloan,
nodcettes,
ways contributes a ni'ce background WiU.s, Jr.,
Brunhilde Boaue.
Bobby Whalinfl & Yuctte,
?
roi CP Renee.
perfect
solid
arid
a
click
balance,
in
Roliy Rolf.v. Viuiatt Blaine, Jerry
for warbler.
Corps ae miuei
"Dizzy" Smith, of the Colojmo. with Tony Roma; "Claudia
Charle.s
f-larles' Laskey.
Aldrich films, needs a little St Dftrid" (20tfi), remcwed in VaHenry
ifiKO). revieicetl ,n Va- sharper line of chatter to be in line HIETY, Jnlij 24, '46.
with his ability which, in the imr
iiCTY, July 24.
It is
the inevitable dream- of a
personations, is considerable. Needs
and pleasing better material all around; Audi- young, unknown. :performer
On
There's a colorful
*
nn the staae of tlie Music ence liked his easy manner and he Broadw'ay to go to Hollywood, make
to the Ingrid
accompaniment
got good respon.se, but it could a name— and then, return to the
l
^In
H ,^",n rm-v Grant starrer, "No^ easily have been bigger. Walter scene of his insignificance amid what
the Latin Quar- Dare Wahl & Co., standard balancing one. might oh ce, more venture to. call
showcase, various song act, click as always, w.ith their com- a blaae of ;glory. A few years ago
}pj theme to
Hance acts, it achieves its con- bination of good chatter. ai)d co- -'Vivian.' Blaine '*as just- sitch a' star-and al^^ provides ordination getting them as easy bfeg- gazer,, an: Ob.scure little band singer,
ffnuity Effectively
produce some off.
until Zanuck and 20th-Fox, with a
In opportunity to:
On
props
gargantuan
and
Biz was fairly good on Robinson's little help from Technicolor, boomed
Artistic
and, the settings, draw, .the film being held a- second, her- to" the. top. or at least thereend
production
the
LeonidolT and .Bruno week.
abouts.
Elie.
fe^ Leon
respective best
Now she's, back on Broadway for
MaSie have put thejr
the first tiiiie since that ascent, and
fflot forward.
"dbJorama," as layout is f alAed,, is
a little nervousness that was mani£berl<fj
Joiui
Jansley.t
(3';
R"!/
with,
parts,
four
test opening, night at the Rojjy -was
broken down into
(vari- Culvert & Co.;, "To Each His Own" insufficient
Town"
the
"Painting
to: jar a strong impresffie first,
emerging from the. {Pati.
.sion that she created with a voice
ous subjects
the Glee
painter's .68861), featuring
that can turn
ballad or rhythm
John Calvert, the magician-hyp- tune equally as a well.
Num-.
riub and the -show's soloists,
More of Miss
Brunhilde Rogue's liotist, is .back at the :gtate: for his Blaine in the New
hers range from
Acts column.
by .second visiit ..there, iri. Jess than a
"Chiaiiita Banana" backgrounded
Otherwi.se, here is: :a bill that i.s
for
that,
ho
doubt'
Joyce Renee's yearj: ahd there's,
neatly entertainifig with .such perthe Glee Club, to
suave
audiences,
.the
run^of-mill
voviolinistics and William Judd's
formers as Jerry. Colonna, bolstered
Estelle Sloan's expert- taps prestidigitator is a particularly be- by
calizing.
guitarist Tony 'Romano;
the
and wildering operator. Surrounded by dancing Lou Wills.
share honors with the ensemble
demon- a flock of uniformed gal lookers and Bobby Whaling andJr. (New Acts);
she solos in a novelty that
Yvetle on the
speed. Rockettes a couple of guys, as. aides, Calvert cycles,
strates her unusual
plus. the pianbloging Roily
precision works With greater, speed than ..novwith their usual flawless
Rolls.
And
there
are
such
hou.se
elty, and therein lies the entertaificontijiue the eolorama motif in the
standbys as the Roxyette.s line, Paul
Bob Williams is ment aspects of his act.
second portion.
Ash wielding a :eapable baton Over
With Calvert doing about 45 min- the
then brought on with his brace of
Roxy's big orch on stage, and
there is little time that can be
trained dogs and he extracts a maxi- utes,
the Belle-Aires, a neatly harmonizrto the other acts, that comdevoted
the
turn.
from
comedy
of
muin
running ing quartet.,,
Closing sequence, "Symphony in plete the State's u.sual stage
Colonnaj as 'Usual, gels over with
time of an hour. The Jaiisleys, with
-Color/' to the music of Ravel's "La
the same standard type of inanities
foot-balancing, and
Valse" is the showslopper, however. their standard
with which he's been getting laughs
Eberle
(New Acts), former for
Utilizing .striking costuming and ex- Ray
years. Nothing new —, just the
with Glenn Miller's band,
pert manipulation of lighting effects, singer
same old Colonha. And he has young
Florence Rogge, the Music. .Hall's complete the layouts
Tony Rornano, the .gtiitarist who
anything
Calto
There's
hardly
the
exregroups
choreographer,
traveled the globe with Bob Hope
panded Ballet de Corps on four vert's standard magic stunts that and Colonna in their servicemenlevels
with such haven't been seen before— and per- entertainment chore,
stage
separate
doing a stint
understanding that the overall ef- haps done ..better at, .that—but the here, of warbling and string-plunkgeneral aspects of his showmanship,
fect is one of expert movement. The
ing to good effect.
changing panorama of coupled with the fact that he treats
constantly
Bobby Whaling and Yvette get
color as played on the costuming is the whole thing-.With. ^. strong ele- over
strongly
with
their
novelty
overall
ment of humor, give it an
neatly coi'related with the music.
cycling, though when Whaling atclick -quality.
Rose.
tempts to do the same type of comCalvert'!) finale is still hLs topper.
edy made famous by the late Joe
this he brings several patrons on
In
CliicafSo, Chi
Jack.son, and continued by Joe Jackstage for a hypnotic ses.sion; also,
Chicago, Aii^. 16.
son, Jr., his turn suffers by comhe renders one or more of them
with Marco "lifeless" by "cutting off" their heads parison.
However,
Desi Arnaz Orch
Whaling has
enout'h on his own to go over big,
Rizo, Tana, Dulcina; 3 Make Be^
in a routine that might ordinarily be
and the girl lends a neat decorative
lieves, The Keinmys (2); "The Well
too ghoulish for most theatre audiGroomed Bride" (Par).
ences.
However, there's sufficient touch.
Rolls retains the class aura that
humor attached to the way Calvert distinguis'hes
his alternately comedic
Definite letdown after two weeks
it
dispel the horror aspects,
_

,

retheir .standard batch, of gags and for 'a fair share' of the overall
;-",,.:
;::;
acrobatics, furnish the bill, with: a. ,su,lt.
lt-'S strange to note a jdggler. comstrong comedy bunch just where it
helps most. Eileen O'Dare combines peting 'on :e«eri terms with, a band
grace and beauty with some .whirV like Krupa's and a jperformcr like
wind stunts in an eye-catching acro- Miss Green and cb.iifljng otit evenly.
tap routine to. round;; out:, an excep-. Beri does that, however, Of the..Stah
f>rn<*,-.om
school
(even to the
Biz -was
above^ Cavanaugh
""^Of^'^'"
mpdal) he goes bis contemporaries,
avera.ge.
Cprb.
a few better due to the iiisertioh .of
--^

:.,

:

.

I

i

KarliV Philly

.

which help bring- him,

Pliiladeipfiia.

Aug.

17,

Carole Landis, Jackie Clea.ioni
Reddinsioiis
Virginia AuStm,
(3),
Ha^rrison.
Carroll
& Ross, LoU
Sehrvder Hou.tc Band (20); "Lover
Come BacJc'^ (U).

bciwoff a, solid .salvo of appreciation. His
dexterity with ,dufflbbells,. bailSi..etc.,,:..
'is
perhaps a .shade off the par of
Cavanaugh. Bob Dupont, et al; but
the gag bits more than make tip
'.for '-it.

.

,

'

,

:

Headlined
the

flickers

pleasant

at th.

and

his
his

.

;

'

the act.

,

Virginia Au.stin and her puppets
provide a diverting 10 minutes. Gal
should use a raised platform as
:

much

of

the

puppet movement

is

lost to those in the rear seats.
The trio of Harrison, Carroll
Ross follow in a fast dance,

and
and
piano turn with tiny Sammy Ross
adding a fillip of pantomine comedy.
Curvaceous Carole LandLs is pleas-

tains
he's

•

;

:,:

here main-,

performance

reputation, (incidentally,
this week the band of
With GleasOn doing a tophotch job,
of cmceeing, the show proceeds" at Buddy Rich, at the nearby Strand).
There is only one poipt on which
rapid pate.
The ;RBddingtons, tee off with, an anyone could" quibble with his perunusual trampoline act. Gal brings formance-^he: does no:; pops. That:
on customers from down front to try could be due to the illness of vocalout on the springs. The inevitable ist Buddy Stewart, who did not work
stooge proves to be the mainstay of the show caught.'
.

:

,

Krupa's band, composed of four
trumpets, four trombones, five, -sax,
four rhythm, does ai solid job: Krupa.
haf always been a smart showman

:

bucking

,

,

..

.

Krupa opens with a muted-open
arrangement of "Lover," a swell
piece of work. Follows with Red
Rodney's musicianly trumpeting of
"Man I Love," which is neither great
from a 'musician's standpoint nor
palatable ifrom the audience's angle.

Then comes Carolyn Grey; This is
the spot for a pop to round out the
show. Up comes"Boogie Blues." It's
(\cne well, but tain't,right. Too milch
music net enough' audience music.
out
with
giving
ing in her
From there on. however, Krupa's
Best of act
three vocal numbers.
work is fine. He does a very unusual
consists of clowning with Gleasohi
treatment
of
and
ear-catching
winding up with a duet.
"Val.se Triste," with interpolations
Sleason, On his own, impersonates
by Krupa on a brace of tympanies.
Boycr, Lorre. fiarrymore et al., good It's a fine stage bit. To get oft",: the
but not original. Gets a few extra band uses its old "Drumboogie"
licks in the impersonations with the work, combined with the "shadow"
does
to
arid straight turn
at the eighty- inevitable "love scene" with Miss routine Krupa has used for some
even to the Frankenstein manner eights. In tails, the suave French- Landis.
time. This entails the placement of
in which he invades the orchestra
House about three-fourths filled baby spots so that a trio of shadows
man can play boogie-woogie and
for his "victims." The latter, -when
Chopin with equal effect
and when reviewed (Sat. afternoon)
are thrown on the drop behind the:
he gets 'em on stage, seem unusual- what a left hand! And no less an inShol.
drummer at work on a solo. It's
ly "cooperative."
tegral part of the act. is his never^
effective.
There were enough scared cus- overdone Gallic charm. He had tO:
Green slips in between
Miss
tomers opening night to suggest that beg off when Caught.
3liiaion Hollar, L. A.
"Valse" and the finale and proves
Calvert would have b.een more welAll this wrapped around a colorLos Angeles, Aug. 9.
herself a real performer. She uses
come a.s a libation than as a magi- fully staged production that mu.st
Floiyd Rini Orch (19). featuring a routine that's pretty much standKahn.
cian.
tribute
unsung
surely be a
to those
Leon Brandt: Big Time Crip, Dorothy ard with her, all of it immensely ap-.
who. invariably, hardly ever, if at Dandridge. Wili Mastin Trio featuring petizing.
Exactly what she conM»jcj!iii<N
all, wind up in the production credAll
Davis, Jr., Frankie "Sugar tributes is too long to detail.
The Roxy program doesn't list Sammy
its.
San Antonio, Aug. 16.
''French
K^V" consists of takeoffs on stars or plain
Chile". Robinson;
Spilce Jones & City Slickers (10), Arthur Knorr, and Gae Foster on the
people, dre.s.sed in special lyrics and
(Rep);
with Red Ingle, George Rock, Dick staging, nor the assist by booker
material. And she's a solid hit.
Wood.
Morgan, Candy Hall, Mickey Kaiz, Sammy Rauch, and probably a. few
Though not exactly in the money
so let this be, at least a
Lovis. Chadwick, Helen Greco, Dr, others
current
in print— where class of the hou.se :label, the
Horatio Birdbath. Nancy McDonald, one-time credit
lineup here is a roundly plea.sing
C'apiCol,
Aileen Carlyle: "It Shouldn't Hap- credit is due.
plenty varied offering of sweet,
and
little
atcomparatively
often
Too
Wa,shin(7ton, Aug. 16.
pen to a Dog" (20th).
tention is paid by an audience to the sv.-ing and .sway— with baby boogiest,
Herb Shriner, Bob Knight, The
"Honey Chile"' Robin.son leading 'em,
Interstate Theatres are observing details a-ttendatit to operating a show
DnnliilLs, Joe Phillips, Joe Arena,
audience is as stellar attraction and show closer.
40th anni and helping it celebrate smoothly. Too often the
Sam Jack Kaufman's House Orch;
performances,
Ray's loud and brassy band opens "Cluny Brown" (20th)
are Spike Jones and his City Slick- only conscious of the
that help with "Follies Blues," rendering melIt's
a fast moving 50-minute and never the incidentals
ers.
Thci, bill this week Is on the spotty
on ody indistinguishable, if the general
revue which already has broken emphasize the illusions created
side, although topped by two fastThose responsible for result hot-and flashy. Their foUowup moving acts which give the customhouse record at Dallas and' will the stage.
Using a slew of these incidentals are not unlike those tune, "Come Rain- or Come Shine," er their money's worth.
likely do it here.
vocalDame
tortuously
Notre
Army
and
Brandt
the
titans
of
with
Leon.
maslot
including
odd instruments
Herb Shriner, folk.sy comic, scores
who wield those crushing izing, was musically redeeming and with
chines, telephones, washboards, cow- lines,
a monolog on OPA, shirt shortthe backs who scamper indication of the competent backing
bells, horns, pop guns, bubble gum blocks for
ages, fountain pens that write under
'
later afforded Dorothy Dandridge
and a burb and a hiccough thrown goal-wi.se.
and other topical gags. Palwater
Which makes one rather nostalgic. and others. When not trying too hard ter has a homey touch which pleased
in for good measure, the band gives
one might to show, the band cornes: tip a.s a
.season,
football
out with rollicking arrangements of The
the house. Tops act with harmonStrings," argue, hasn't a thing to do with the competent crew of youthful and ica stuff.
for
"Holiday
'.„ -,
"Chloe,"
just
musicians.
it
is
but
promising
show
Roxy
moderately
current
"Black Magic," "Sheik of Araby
The Dunhills. trio o£^ snappy
around the corner, isn't it? And it
•As ,ever. Big 'Time Crip is a fast
and "The Volga Boatman."
hoofers, have a fast and neiit
for wow with his one-legged combo dres.sed
Red Ingle turns in some nice doe.'Sn't require much, does, it,
routine that gets over neatly. EmStill apclowning in "Gliloe," "Clink, Clink- a gi'id diehard to be mqusetrapped acrobatics and tapping.
Knight, appears with house
cee
Bob
Another Drink" and aids in "Sheik into getting started about the Colum- parently tireless, he does a speedy orch and leader Sam Jack Kaufman,
and watta .second act that lifts the .show with
Princetons
of Araby" and "Glow Worm." Others blas, tlie
for a .specialty on electric guitars.
going to have. its novelty and brief tenure.
of band whb contribute to. thie pro- team that. Army .is
Routine varies from sweet music to
Kahn.
creditable boogie-woogie, which the audience
ceedings are Cand.y Hall, who does again!
Dandridge's
Dorothy
some fancy thumping on the bass,
thrushing of "Got the Sun in the liked be.st.
fiddle to "Lady Be Good" and trum-:
Show sags, however, with segue of
Morning," "All of Me" and "Per-"
Indpis.
Circle,
his
with
Rock
George
lookpet player
Joe Phillips, vet comic now working
sonality," further boosts. Good
Indianapolis^ .Auff. 17.
singing of "I Wanna Get Married,'
ing sepia singer really puts her" all with shapely film-starlet Pat Dunfalfetto. and then comes
Ray McKinley Orch, with Chris in middle number and gives Johnny dee. Patter falls flat because of full
done in
back for "Mairzy Doats," which wins Adams. Teddy Norman; Modernaires Mercer clo.^t^r tune much of her own gags and otherwise weak material.
'
Puvhi Kelly, 3 Soilors, Eileen personality to sock effect.
solid applause.
:,
Show opens with Joe Arena and
Featured vocalist is fle\en Greco, O'Dare; "Her Adventurous Night"
Band lakes another ride on: :"St; trained dog who go through a dogAct
who. has a nitic appearance and sells (V).
Louis Blues" and loses its' identitl*: in and-man rope trick routine.
Does good job on "South
well.
raucous riffs, rolls and a.ssorted mu- would be more effective ,if fake
"Take.
'.and
Airierica Take It Away"
Ray McKinley and band, '.support- sical gymnastics, highlighting, instrur drunk comedy routine was omitted
Me Home This Moment."
and the dog tricks played up to betfid b'y good act.-; in a well-grooved
mental .solp.s and skin session.
'.
Moll.
Lovis Chadwick joined the group shoW, afe making that fir.st impresadvantage;;
ter
the
V.
.Ccmisdy- and- deft dancing, of
in Dallas and i.s- a find oC. Charles sion" count in their debut at the
Mastiii 'melange lend more to buildFreeman, head booker for Interstato. Circle this week. Outfit turned near- ing show into rolling, li.aht and
Miss .Chadwick hias poise and dis- di.'^a.stcr" into triumph With ad lib frolicsome lightweight presentation.
Olyinpia,
plays her tapstcriiig ability well
?''::
stuff at first show Siiramy Davi", Jr.. oai'ricS most Of
Miami, Aug. 16.
impromptu
and
two numbers, ohca stairs numh(;r after bus accident cn route Shook the load with hi.s eccentric tcrping
iiym. Royce :& Nitza, Wild' Bilt.
and tlie other a rhythm dance.
and and mugging, while other tvi-ain stick Ames, Grace Johnston, Bobb!/ Jide,
arrival
delayed
them
up".
t»r. Horatio Q. Birdbath .tjveii; out
knocked (luf relicarsal, with acts. to ivovcl but not arduous challenge Rage Si Lane, Leg Rhode House
with isome ttrd and animal im.i.ta- Girl vocali.'^t Wfl.sn't on- deck until tapping.
Onh; "It All Came.True" iWB):
tiiins and comes back with a dummy
Extromc voulh of Robin.son kid,
late in day, but the band filled in
to duet "Old McDonald" for nice
with jam .session .that drew big re- eight-year-rOld piiaho: player, puts
Nicely blended mixture here this
applause.
Boogie .specialty appear.s
over:
Once .rolling, they went (in
.

'.

.

bill is

to take.'

.

.

,

by Carole Lahdis of
and the robust Jackie

,

Gleason. this five-act

.

:

number :,ot sharp comedy touches
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rei'iewed in VarU'Ji'y, July

ico,"

pleases the cu.stomers

later,

,

:

with her slow, deliberate style in
warbling "Come Rain or Come
Fa.st. entertaining, and brief, the
Shine" and "I'rh, a Big Girl Now."
The Modernaires: and iPauia Kelly Capitol stage show in conjunction,
had the house begging foi; more with Metro's "Holiday in Mexico-".,
after giving "Lullaby of Broadway," hits the spot. Composed of only three
parts-—the
band, juggler Ben Beri
"To .Each Hi.s. Own," "Juke Box
Saturday fjight" and their popular and Mitzi CJreen, all of whom share
medley," "Saiut'e: to Glenn Miller," about equally: in applause-profits^
with;
QU.stomary class and gusto. the show comsUmes only 43 minutes
Three Sailors, clowning through in the runoff. That alone accounts

.

SS^^'^^

.

rapitol, IV. Y.
(17)
with
..Gene Knipu Orch
Carolyn Grey, Buddy Stewart; Sen
Beri. Milzi Green, "Hblidny in Mex-

vocal spots to advantage in
"Give Me Some Gum, Chum" and
"South America, Take It Away,"
doubling expertly at the. drums iri
instrumental nuinbers.': Chris Adams,
caught

takes

]|fiisic

.&»

-
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slot,
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-

{

w

at
of the Ritz Bros., current sho
the Chicago is just so-so with Desi
Arnaz and his orch heading the bill.
Oreh starts slow with "Continental" and "Rumba Gallega," warming up with a keen rendition of

.

Marco Rizo

"Malagnera" Jeaturing
in the 'keyboard .solo.
Tana, sijorting
Is

Chirpstrcss

husky voice that

a

limited

seemingly

in

range,

is

"The Man I
pleasing enough in
Love."
Orch shows its versatility
with a jive arrangement of "Chopin
Goes to Town"
brass section.

featuring Rizo

and

—

Constantly on the move dancing^
singing, fronting the orch and acting
as m.c—Arnaz ^'ms the affection of
the aud with his enthusiasm, forgiving him for his rather flat set of
pipes.
He takes the vocal solo in
"Cuban Pete!' and what he lacks In
voice quality he makes up for in
personality and a good pair of lungs,
pulci.na adds life to the show, drawing good applause with her singing
and contortions to "Tico-Tico" and
"Pera Viga Me Vay."
Standouts of -the show are the
Three Make Believes. Guvs u.se old
record playback gag in takeoffs of
Crosby, Mary Martin, John Charles
Thomas and the Andrews Sisters".
_

.Best
the

number was "You Always Hurt
One You Love" backed by a
number.

Spike Jones record of the
All the

weird sounds peculiar to the

Jones

outfit— gun

whistles,

sho-fs,

done with perfect timing.
:The ,.Kemmys draw a good retheir acrobatic dancing
.routines.
Couple are
especially
runny in number where guy keeps
dropping hat and can't retrieve it
*'C^~-a>'e

sponse for

tecause

gal

always

is

the way.

''

KKO,

getting
"
foos.

in

IKoston

.

.

Good variety
show con.si-siing
grgely of old standard faves: with
Hill (Boj angles) Robinsonon deck
to wrap things
up into a .satisfying
parcel at the end.
Bojangles:
still
plucks
hearty
4
kudo.s out of the congregation with
the ease of an old master, turning in
nis decepti-vely easy-going terps and
embroidering the whole with,: his
anniable gags,
and patter.

.much from
ways makes
.

San Antoniw

—

•

—

Wash.

-

,

—

'

,

—

jokes, stories
Act doesn't change
year to year, but he alasides,

-

.

look

dif-

:

:

;'

.

:

;.

Miami

m

:

:

"

:

.

,

-

:

,

.

.

:

him

!

.

.

,ne does,

"

—

;
<

I

|

,

.

,

.

,

i

i
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W(;ek adds, up to plea.sarit: midsumbe his .sole ability, but he tOs-ses mer divcrtisement with the laugh
.tuf/ificht old-for-hi.s-yea"rs patter motif stressed by most of the layout.
and other showmanly touches to stir
Grace;
fcmcee
:bIonde
Tallish
oklslers ,and,::hi.s rontemporarife
Johnston: paces .show in brisk man-.,
many: of w-hbrh make up the aiicli- ncr, T(!0ing oft are Raye; arid :LaTie,
once. Fcitir nunnber-s, all Ktiumlmg nice looking gals who, gamer .s()lirt
steady
the same, with empha.'iis on
response with their aero-dancing.
bass and tremolo ba-sics of hoogic-,
Bob Jule follows and clicks with
compri.se r(;pertoire, added to which PEUjto- comic
Yourtg,«tet
juggling.
is a brief interview for laugh.s. Hes
which
pro'jccts y'_ b'oyish pcr.sonality
t,^,.
a .novelty but no prodigy or, Wh'W; .^^j
Tf^^vks smoothly with: balls,
But he s the marquee "
virtuo.so.
.fv.ntinurd
62)
page o^;
(Continued on nase
maker, and .so a good closer. Wurl.
to

I

.

:

.

.

new. Only
lerence these days— and it's underNancy McDonald sits on stage sponse:
standable enough— is that he spcnds^ thmughbut knitting a hu'ge scarf and fi-om there,
McKinley crew registers in both
more time talking and gagging than pauses 'Wng enough to give out on
and novplty stuff,, winning
dancing.
her harp with "Holiday for, Strings" f;traight
of
Shbw. opehs with the Adairs in with special chicken (?ffect by Bird- kudos for slick arrangements
••Bbrcicrlino" and "Hey-Bob-a-Reetneir
adagio lifts and acrobatic bath and Dick Morgan.
featuring some nifty tromstunts winding up with their animalAilcen Carlyle is heard in "Glow Bob,"
"ammg dance, which always clicks. Worm." singing while the, band bone and trumpet pa.ssage.s, and
Gyp.sy,"
LUyann Carol, la.st here with the commits Its mayhem, a.ssi.sted by hillbilly treatment of "The
with vocali.st Toddy Norman taking:
.Louis Prima
_ band, doe.s a batch of Ingle.
Norman al.so clicks in rom..c.'s ancl, keeps the _show vocal.
R°P tunes, varying her style from
Jones
v.,
ine husky to the
mantic vein with smooth handling
brassy in such times moving .along:
of "Pri.-oncr nf Love" and "They
caught.
show
.at
Begin
hoxr.se
the
Csipacity
Beguine," "I'll Walk
f.
McKinley
Wonderful."
Alone,"
Say
It s
^^^V"The Man I Love," "More
it

:

.

;

.

:

-,

:•

.

B%n Robinson,
Lilyann
Caroll,
Adair Dancers (5), Charles Smith,
Walter Dare Wahl; Larry Flint's
House Orch; "Smoky'> i20th).

•

:

.

-

Bo,?ton, Attg. 17.

.
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6'way Continues

to

Ups

'Carousel'

to

Current Road Shows

Go Upward;
$100,000;

W

#/2G,

was .virtual, Capacr.
of shows Oh "the lift is
the. same as the corresponding
ii-eeit
vear ago.
aeo
week a year
able for August^,

Number

Bbom

-

.
.

now showWill open

First

Sept,

5,

Born" will debut
safne week duo to see "Yours Is My
Seaxf," an operetta, and a revival of

when

"A, Flag

Is

"This S'l'ont Page." By that time at.trfictions laying off will have relighted,-

An indication-, of the staying
'•chances of the past season's cliclss
is given bv "State- of the Union.- advance sale for which is-arpund $100,000. Thero are ivv two; road shows
of that click playing;
,

.

Eslimate^ for Last
Kelts: C (Comedy),
(Cottiedt/-Dra7na),

CD

M

(Musical)

,

O

Week

D

(Dramay,

R

(Reuue^,

iOperetta)

%nna

iLucasta," Mansfield (104th
$3,60), .Pictced upslightly over the inci'eased pace of
previous -weekj- arid business nearly
V
$10,500.
/

•week)

(D-1,041;,

Mike Myerberg and Harry

Chi^

New Haven

(23-24); Wilbur, Bost. (26^31).

—

Plymouth, Bost.
"Dear Riith'^
ehgaaement is aimed into the winter.
(19-31).
"Dream Girl"— Cass, Del. (20-31).
..
>
_ ,
Garson Kanin, who wrote the click "Born Ye.sterday," and his wife
New
Page"
Shubert,
"Front
Los Angeles,
Aug. 20.
"
21/'.
'alsp, the o^h^^^^
Ruth Gordon, author of .."Pvet,
"Miss Jones," which
Shakespeare was. not so boffo here Haven (29-31).
wiU star Fredric March and Florence Eldrldge, will join the Playwrights
this past week,:- with "Merry Wives
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (19-31).
•
of Windsor", collecting. sad $9,500 for
"Hasty Heart"—- Geary, Frisco Co. around the first Pt the. year. About that time the duo is expected to
third and finaL f raine at the Biltproduce "How, 1 Wand'er," by Donald Ogden Stewart, thereby enterinK
more. Total for the run was $45,500. (19-31).
"Lady Windermere's Fan"—- Lo- the managerial field; Bef pre;. then Kanin will Stage "Miss Jones," tried out
Coast troupe of "State of the
Gordon last^-spring,-'. and a road company of ''Yesterday;'' also
Union" bowed into the downtown bero, Santa Barbara (23-24); Curran, by Max
produced by the latter. Kanin and Miss Gordon will have Bill Fields arid
house last night for five-week btretch Friscp (26-31).
with an ultra turnout of flrstnighter.s.
"Life With I''athcr"—Natl., Wash, Victor Samrock as press agent and general managei-, respectively. Both'
are pf the Play vvrights staff.
"Nev? Moon" flnaled .at the Greek (19-24): Colonial, Bost, (26-31),
Vtheatre with, pleaisant hike to $40,500
"Mary Had a Little"— Shuberton the second st-retch and did $74,500 Lafayette, Det, (19-31).
Recent mention of a musical called "Bobby Get Your Gun," listed for
for the fortnight. "Wizard of Oz"
"Merry Wives of Windsor"
Er- future Broadway production, with Gertrude Niesen, caused surprise betook over the open air spot la.st night.
cause of the title's similarity to Broadway's current top musical,
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946" langer. Buff. (26-29); Aud., Roch. Get Your Gun." Miss Niesen scored in "Bobby" in London: where"Annie
it Was
:slid past the 217th week with usual (30-31).
(19- produced at the Adelphi in 1938, Guy Bolton, Fred Thompson and Bert
"Obsession"—- Erlanger, Chi.
take of $17,000.
Lee being, the authors,
24); Shubert, Philly, (20-29).
If and when "Bobb.y" is presented over here it will probably be given
(19"Oklahoina"
Met, Seattle
a new title. Doubtful- if it will appear next season as Miss Niesen is
sellout
24); Aud., St. Paul (28-31).
"State of the Union"
Biltmore, booked to tour in "Follow the Girls," which is now laying off but Which

As Heat Continues

—

.

.

'

month; improved further
week.

this
to over $41,000 last

"Oecp Arc the Roots," Fulton (47th
week) (D-968; $3.60). Mixed-cast
drama slated .into September; best
jumped
.play oi its type last season;
to $11,000.

"Harvey," 48th Street (94th week)
(G-925' $4.20). Bert Wheeler subbing
for Frank Fay, with very little difference in great business; approxi-

-

.

'

.

•

'

'

-

.

—

.

OKLA;

—

69}G

IN 2

L, A. (19-31).
"Tobacco Boad'.'-^Erie, Schenectady
(29-31
"Up in Central Park" Shubert,
Chi. (19-24); Musit Hall,' Kansas City
(26-31).

Seattle, Au.g, 20,

'Friends' Fine

.

—

WEEKS, SEATTLE

relights in Philadelphia Sept.

2,

.

.

:'

Howard Barnes, N.

'Bloomer' Pulls Plenty
In Frisco,

$41,300

in

3d

San Francisco, Aug, 20,
'"Bloomer Girl," now in its fourth

$6,000

Y. Herald Tribune first-string reviewer of plays arid
films, is ill, and so Lucius Beebe, back on the sheet, helped pictui'e coverage
last week, along with Joe Pihodna, Latter is batting for Bert McCord oil
Broadway theatre news, the latter being on vacation, Beebe, who Won
attention for his weekly articles in the Trib on epicurean topics, has been
writing interviews for the daily's Sunuay drama section.

Alex Yokel has withdrawn as general. manager of the Playhouse, N, Y.,
week at tlie 1,776-seat Curran, last
In Boston Strawhat week grossed an estimated $41,30(). purchased last Spring by Ben Marden, former nightclub operator who's
Figures for the: past three weeks- entering the legit managerial field. When Marden stepped in it was proBoston, Aug. 20.
have
only
varied
according
to posed to reconstruct the theatre and increase the capacity, but that plan's,
"Best of Friends," Libby Holman
amount
of standees.
been shelved. Playhouse, an independent house, is expected to be booked
musical, finished a smash week at
"Mary Had. a Little" concluded its direct.
the Cambridge summer theatre this
five-week stay at the Geary, doing
week (it opened previous week at fair
$10,000 despite critical blasts.
the Boston summer theatre, same
Herman Levin, an attorney who turned showman with "Call Me Mister,"
"The Hasty Heart,", west coast
rhatiagerrient) with a great estimated
company, with Erin O'Brien-Moore, co-produced with actor Melvyn Douglas, goes to the Coast eai'ly next week
$6,000, about capacity for this small
Dean Harens and Whitner Bissell, to seek talent for a road show company of the GI revue. Producers bet
house in Harvard Square. "Time of opened at the Geary last night (19).
"Mister" will run through the' new season.
Ypur Life," James Dunn-Julie Hay-

-.'

don starrer at the BST at New EngMutual
Hall,
meanwhile,

$18,500.

land

"Icctlme," Center (9th week) (R- clicked for a great estimated $8,000.
2 994; $2.40). Way ahead of last year's This show is current in Cambridge,
skating revue: little advance fale but with "Meet the Wife" at the Boston
boxoffice sells most of the tickets summer theatre.
among Radio City crowds; over $51,Off to a start this week is the
downtown legit season, "Dear Ruth"
000 quoted,, tops all.
,.,.„xu
"Lite With Father," Bijou lioOtb opening up the Plymouth, which
week) (C-614; $3.60). Picked up looks to be open for the rest of the
somewhat and takings approached season without break. Next Week
nearly $8,500, should improye during "Life With Father" goes at the
September,
Colonial, also booked about solid
,
"Maid in the Oiarks," Belasco (sth until late fall, and "Cordelia" at the
week) (C-1,077; $3,60). Although Wilbur, ditto. Forthcoming prospects
there was a general upward trend promise biggest season in many
with
ditroed,
play
years, the partial list so far includbusiness for freak
itiaicated approximating $9,000; gopd- ing "Come On Up," Shubert, Sept. 2;
ly profit at that level; few two-for- "Obsession," Colonial, Sept. 9; "Song
Norway," Opera House, Sept. 10;
-iDlies, curiously enough.
.Tames, (182d "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," WilSt,
'^Oklahoma'.,"
Week) (M-1,509; $4.80). There seems bur. Sept. 16; "Park Avenue," "Coloto be at least two musts among visi- nial, Sept. 20; "Born Yesterday,"
tors, Radio City an'l "nklahoma!", Wilbur, Sept, 30; "Happy Birthday,"
.Which approached $31,000,^
Shubert, Oct, 3; American Repertory
"On Whitman Avenue," Cort (15tn Theatre, Colonial, Oct. 7; "Present
week) (0-1,064; $3.60), Figuring on Laughter," -Plymouth, Oct. 14; "Tosending mixed-cast drama on tour; plitsky," Shubert, Oct, 28; and the
topped .$8,000; some profit claimed.
Moss Hart play at the Plymouth,
"Song of Norway," Broadway Oct, 28.

Coast Production In
Detroit

Debut Sept. 2

Lou," currently

move

will

in rehearsal here,
into the CaSs theatre, De-

Sept. 2.
Play, authored by Stephen <3ross,
directed by Ralph Murphy, with

troit,

is

Jane Darwell, Lyle Talbot and
Tully in top roles.

Tom

MELODRAMA OLDIES DUE

Pauline Lord 'Menagerie'

Los Angeles, Aug, 20.
Arthur Grossman-H. A. Conway
stage production, "The Legend or

Tees Off

Pitt

Season

..

,

.

'.

(lOlst

week)

Now

(0-1,900; $4.80).

in las<& three weeks; will be followed late next month by the Ballet
Theatre; operetta went up to $24,000,
"State of the Union," Hudson (40th
week) {CD-1,057; $4.80). Last week's
gross quoted at $24,872, top money
am.png 'straight plays; advariee sale
Way up, and climbing.
"Swan Song," Booth (14th week)
CCD-712; $4.20). Two-for-Pnes have
-

season

at

under way earlier than usual
year, with road

company

this

of "Glass

Menagerie,'- starring Pauline Lord,
lifting the curtain week' of Sept. 2.
Local bpy, Edward Andrews, who
was Lennie in touring "Of Mice and
Men," ,is also in the cast, playing the

.

For

in

"Red Mill" and

-

.

-

.

Othm

'Desert Song'

Smash

Vacating

'

-

$17,300 in Toronto

.

best gross among straight
Toronto, Aug. 20.
long-stayers^
With a smash gross of $17,300, plus
^."Three to Make Beady," Broad- turnaway
business, Ernest Rawley's
hurSt (23d week) (R-1,160; $4.80). revival of "The Desert Song" scared
Doing gre'at night business; up to an all-time record here for his seven
arouiid $28,500, rhbre thah; 85% ca- years of summer
theatre at the
pacity; three ticket sellers on job. Royal
Alexandra (1,525). Starring
REVIVALS
Manners and Gordon I3.il'Show Boat," Ziegfeld (32d week) Lucille
worth, with Jack Sheehah and Doris
(M-li623; $6), Another musical that
Patston high up in the comedy honwas off and came back pronto re- ors,
piece had a $6iO00 advance at $3
cently last week's takings -estimated
top. - .
$26,000.
at around $40,000, a jump of over
Unexpected success has "Desert
-4 -Gs.
Estimates for Last Week
"Come On Up," Selwyn (Gth
"The Red Mill," 46th Street {44th Song" held over for a second week
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Also im- and it probably will go into a third. week) (1,000; S3.60). Good. $13,000.
proved to around $28,000 and looks On latter eventuality. Royal Alex"Harvey,". Harris
(2nd
week)
andra
will
have
rounded
solid
out a
good well into new season; fine
(1,000; $3.60).; Second frame Pf 'this
showing made b.y >oung'' managers. 52 consecutive weeks,
Joe B. Brown vehicle turned them
NEIGHBORHOOD
atvay with a. speko $24,200.
"Billion Dollar Baby," Flatbush,
"Obsession," Erlanger (Srd week)
'M^ritgsa* ISG, Memphis
Brooklyn.
S14,000,

inee show at the Eltinger-N. Y., playing four afternoons weekly, with
Effje Shannon in the lead, and made
a stay of it. It was presented with
the moral support of the birth-control movement, a doctor-lecturer appearing before the curtain and literature pertinent to the subject
being on sale in the lobby.
Managers of the then subway
circuit were hesitant at booking the
meller. Late John Gort's legitcr in
Jamaica, L. I., was leased and the
show grossed $17,000 to the vet
"Child'
showman's exasperation,
played the Bronx Opera House five
times within a period of three

Central Park," "Blobmer Girl,"
houses discontinueii
"Carmen Jpnes/' months. Both
legit many years ago for straiSi>'.
a return, top.
"
pix.
Only four of five Theatre Guild
"Night Hawk" was presented^ «
American Theatre Society Subscrip- the Bijou in 1925. It is proposed to
tion attractions have been penciled
'Bed
retitle the drama and call it
ana
in so far. They are "The Magnificieht
Light Maisie." J. J. Levenyial
Chicago-, Aug'. 20.
Yankee," "Apple of His Eye," "Lute
considering its re-,
With "Up in Central Park" and Song" and "Lady Windermere's Frank McCoy. are
Lester
vival, while Ray Peyton and
Obsession" skedded to- fold Satur- Fan.".Al Smith are mulling putting on
day (24) and "Come On Up" pulling
Figured that a new gen"Child,"
out Aug. 31, legit shows remaining
oi
will number only two. "Bloomer
eration has grown up, because
Girl" and "Dream- Girl" bow Sept. 2 ZaSu Opens
Haven
which both shows may be profitaDie.
oy
and 3, respectively, easing the situa"(ihild" was originally financed
Season
This
tion somewhat.
Birns,
George W. Cjatts and William
merNew Haven, Aug, 20.
"State of the Union" and "Harlatter having been a furniture
vey are the two holdovers, and from
Shubert rings up the new legit chant who bought in on many flQPs
present indications will be around seaspn this week with
two-day try- but did well with this attraction.
for some time, "Union" continues at
out of ZaSu Pitts in "Cordelia." British rights were sold for $^»;|'"ri
,near-capacity biz while "Harvey" is
sueni.
playing to SRO. Advance for the Next week gets breakin- Pf the after "Child" was made into a
Joe E. Brown vehicle is a terrific "Front Page" revival for a last half film.

$24,200

Socko Chi Pace;

to

'

.

.

.

,

"Child"
be revived for tauring.
originally trouped for many seasons,
never being intended for Broadway,
but in ,1928 it was put on as a mat-

latter

:

counted for modest grosses: perked
more than $7,500 last week.
"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
Picked
•(124th- week) (C-939; $3.60).
up further and was estimated getting

Anthony Ross part.
'Ruth' 176, Wash.
Lineup has been pretty well set
Washington, Aug, 20.
"Dear Ruth," in final stretch of a already. Blackstone, the magician,
three-week run, pulled in. a tidy $17,- comes in following "Menagerie,"
000 at the National theatre here last with Gertrude Niesen's "Follow the
We.ek.
Girls'' booked lor two weeks beginMeanwhile, "Life With Father," ning Sept. 16 and preceding T Rewith Edwin Maxwell and .Betty member Mama," likewise set for a
Alden, took over Sunday at the Na- fortnight. "Anna Lucasta" gets two
tional fpr one-week stand ending
weeks in October; "Voice of Turtle,"
Aug. 25.
ditto, and musicals on tap, in addition to three-week return of "Oklahoma," are "Song of Norway," "Up

"State 24G, 'Harvey

.

;

FOR REVIVAL ON ROAD

"Her Unborn Child" and "The
Aug, 20.
Hawk," melodramas that date
Nixon will get Night
back more than 20 years, are due to

Pittsburgh,

Legit

1

:

,

,

,

:

:

;

_

.-

v-

v

;

—

;

.

-v

,;.

Operetta revivals at Griffith Park, Hollywood, have been so Successful
this slimmer that a similar season, is. anticipated, annually, Presentations
are' made by the Hollywood Stariight Theatre Assn., Gene Mann, being
managing director.. Dick Borger, HKO producer. Who had a similar post,
has been adviser of the Griffitli
"Voice of the ,Turtle"-^Aud., StT with the St. Louis Municipal Opera Co.,
Paul (19-20); Lyceum, M'pl's. (21- musicals, performed in the Greek theatre. Approximate grosses have been
averaging $42,000 weekly, out of a possible $65,00.0 capacity gross,'
24 ) Davidson, Milwaukee (26-29 ).

'

'

'Wagstaff Gribble

,

,

"Carousel," Ma,iestic (70th week)
(M-1.667; $6), Had dropped late in
July then bounced up $8,000 first

.

>.

Atlantic

— Selwyn,

'rCordelia"— Shubert,

700.-

mately

Up"

(19-31).

'Wives' Cold 9iG, L.A.,

,

week

On

"Come

Frisco

(29-31

Jones"— Aud.,

"Carmen
City (27-31),

"Oklahoma!'.' is the magic that
"Aniiie Get Your Gun," Imperial spells capacity for the two weeks
(I4th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Close the musical plays here at the Metto $45,500 for standout musical com- ropolitan. House, scaled to $4.38,
edy, which always has standees.
handled $33,500 for first. Week; sec"Born Yesterday," Lyceum i29th ond week is sellout at around
week) (G-993; $4.80). Like "State of $36,000, Since Theatre Guild melti^
the Union,'' attendance is capacity for bers got this at bargain price in
all performances; shallow foyer pre- the group of four presentations, that
accounts for first-week capacity becludes standees; $21,000.
"Call Me Mister," National (18th ing below second.
Entix-e sale was .by mail orders,
week) (R-1,142; $6). Standout revue
rates high in agency demand,- and with exception of some gallery seats.
business^ capacity all .times; over $32,-

.

Girl"— Curran.

(19-24); Shubert, Chi.

28G

Differences between

*
understood to have forced dropping of the colored "Romeo and
Juliet
scheduled for the fall by Michael Myerberg. Casting and directldii
weit
to have been handled by Gribble, who staged the colored "Anna
Lucasta "
Also reported that there was friction between the producer and the leari'
Early in the spring Gribble "raided" the cast of "Anna" and placed
Hil/
Simms, who played the prostie, under contract to appear as Juliet, "iw
riled John Wildberg, who presents "Anna" at the Mansfield, N. "X".,
ownert
by Myerberg. The drama will celebrate the completion of two years on
Broadway on Aug. 20, when three others Who have played Aiifia at one
time or another will appear, one in each act. Road company opens
at
Bridgeport late next month and is booked to the CoasK Mansfield

(19-

24); Nafl, Wash!. (25-31).

"Bloomer

Business in most of Broadvv.ay's>
legit theatres further improv'ed last

weeki musicals that had been off
Isenijfliing especially. Night attendaiice, Willi weather faolHg ,cani.f ort-

Inside Stulf-Legit

(Period Covering Aug. 19-31)
"Blackouts of "1946"-iEl Capitan,

Hollywood (19-31).
"Blackstone"—Erlanger, Buff.

Advance Soars to

'State'

ity.

'

'

New

Week

.

,

.

;

-

-

-

-

(1,400; $3.60). Folding Saturday (24).
Memphis, Aug. 20.
Fair$10,000.
"Countess Maritza" drew average
"State of the Union," Blackstone
Coronet (CD-1,037; $15,000 the past week at the MemPlayed 29 weeks; resumes phis Open Air Theatre, with Fran- (17th week) (1,360; $4,20). A robust
$j
$24,000.
Greer,
ces
Eddie
Roecker,
Billy
Sui*
:^
>-,'?v
.-F
"Up in Central Park," Shubert
Mi' ess Mine," Empire (CD- ly, Detmar Poppen, Beth Dean, PittPlayed 22 weeks; re- man Corey and Boxanne Damar as (18th week) (2,163; $4.80). Skeaded
l*"^?- $4.80).
to close Saturday (24). Good $30,000.
the principals;
sumes next Monaay (26),
:

"Dear Ruth," Windsor, Bronx,

LAYING OFF

"nrcam

Girl,"

-

.

.

•

'

(29-31).

Other bookings include "Garihen
Jones," "Park Avenue," "Born Yes-

terday".; (rpad.), and the he
Hart untitled play.

W

'Washington

Moss

Square

Skedded by

.

'Barefoot' Music Set
Max Shulman has librettoized

his

"Barefoot
Boy With
Cheek," into, a: musical for production by George Abbdtt:
Sylvia Dee and Sidney Lipprnan,
pop songsmiths ("Chickery Chick,"
etc.) debut as Broadway musicomedy "One Man
songsmiths.
presented last seasoui
bestseller,

Serlin

W^h
Oscar Serlin,. whose "Life
Father" is .in .the. seventh year
on<=
Broadway, will schedule at least
sea
new production during the newaaap
son, "Washington Square,": an
hame bj',
tation of the novel of same,
Henry James.
j.^nn
Goodman
It was scripted by Ruth
and Augustus Go€tz,/ who a""?'';!
Hariw
Show," which Jed
-

•

:

1946

WcdiicBJay, Augusi 21,

LRGITIMATE

ROW

AUTHOR-MGR. lONOPOLY'
Week

See Metop Snarl Setded Hiis

AGMA Board, Members Meeting

With

American Guild
and Metropolitan

Impasse between
Artists
ot Musical

over dismissal

Assn.,

Opera

chorislPni and demands
$151,000, is
hikes, totaling

of

In Hikes
While tlie revised basic agreement
between the Dramatists Guild and
the managers had been practically

Ams Turn Pro

Chi

16

wage

for

Chicago, Aug. 20.

The Chicago Actors

expected

The full group producing play* and conductbe broken this week.
ing' a drama school here for the past
membership of AGIMA is meeting
(Wed,) to discus."! the 16 years, will turn pro in the fall.
this afternoon
amounting
to
betwaen
board of Backing
situation, with an"
gbvgrhors meeting set for tompirow $75,000 and $ 100,000 has already
on what the been obtained, with present jilans
(Thorsi) to take action

AGMA

inembers
issues

Hh'e

'

.

Minnie
Galatzer,
veteran
director-instruclor and former

Chi
tal-

ent .scout for .Warner. Brpsi.,, who will
telling head the new organization,' said the,
subScribei-S;
season-ticket
first production
to hit: the bo&rds
them there was a possibility of no
Met opera in 1946-47. and that re- would .be "Pick-Up Girl" the Elsa
newals couldn't; be .taken care of at Shelley Broadway .hit, that is now
was adamant on in a London run. Also skedded are
this time, Sloati
"Pygmalion," "Doll's House," ."The
the two points at issue: tlie Met
was to .be ai biter on Plough and the Stars," "Strange In-,
and not
and
"Taming of the
liow .many choristers it employed, teriude,"
and that it couldn't meet the pay Shrew," Production of originals are
y.-"'-^:-''
de- planned.
t
rises demanded. "The right to
,

.

:,

AGMA

.

'

to the

to

16

ATAM

so.

disclosed.,

SHOWS

PLANS TO TOUR

.

sent to Mrs.

Anna

'Rosenberg,

me-

(

Dies on

to use

:

FOR NEW BERGNER PLAY

a casting

and

director

Most Elisabeth Bergner starred, will open
be cast to the biggest advance sale for a
are al-

will operate

.

next summer.

Elsa Shelley Mulls

'Foxhole' for

London

play's
cated.

openmg

in the

fall,

it

is

is held po.ssible thnt actors will seek
$7.'5 minimum
as against the pre-,
sent $80 per ;week, on the basis ot
demands by other groups. Equity,

-a

Robert Breen and Col. G. Lawton
Channing Pollock ;stood out _ in Campbell, respectively exec -secreevery phase of the theatre that he tary and board chairman of ANTA.
entered but Was best known as a The subcommittee to hand in a redramatist. On Monday (19) the New port includes Mi.ss Crawford. Breen,
York Times paid him a distinction' Houghton and Mi.ss Helburn.
rarely accorded theatrical per.sonaIiBased on recommendations brought
in next week, ANTA will next ask
ties by devoting an editorial to him.
known reps of various unions to sit in tor
best
Pollock's
Perhaps
last year,

talent.

ready lined up for the first show.
Ariionson aiso recently bought the
Vermillion^ O., Playh0U!'e which he

at 66

for 40 years. He wa,s 66, atre; Norris Houghton 'Theatre, Inc.;
Anderson, \ Playwright.'!'
His brother, John Pollock, veteran MaSwell
legit press agent, died in August of Co.; Warren Garo, Theatre Guild;

!

«( the talent, however, will
here.
Six weeks' bookings

.

,

was wed

ADVANCE

SEE

/

Meet

.

Channing Pollock

Equity actors
also demanded a material boost in
in. thiree-month bookings of a show,
James
the pay of boxoffice staffs;
on week and split-week basis, mostly F. Reilly,
executive secretary for the
smallfr cities.
in
in auditoriums
League, is also on vacation 'and it is
Plans four productions this .reason
doubtful if either case will be clariSeven,"
at
including
"Morning's
fifed until he return.s.
"The Tempest'", and ran Ibsen wprk.
Plays would open at Auditorium,
Cleveland, and then lour.
$100,000
Producer Aronson, who booked
bands and acts in the Ohio area from
here in conjunction with Earl Starrett, is now in New York lining up
"The Dutchess of Malfl," With
is

1st

.

diator between the union and the
showmen., but she is on- vacation,
Ckveland. Aug, 20.
and whether the situation will be
Outfit to put On traveling; legit clarified
before Labor Day is not
shows through the midwest has been certain.
formed hefe... by Arthur Aronson,
League also made a counter-pro^under name of Art-Stage Produc- posal
to the treasurers union., which

Plan

.

;

Understood that the proposal was

OUT OF CLEVELAND

tions.

,

.

—

Groups

Managers, through the- League of
Theatres.- have submitted
second counter-proposal to the
a
Ass'n of Theatrical Agents and Managers on the matter of pay increases.
Percentage of raises offered was not

New York

with severance pay
dropped, although it is
78.

under no legal obligation to do

-

Test Theatre

Second Plan

discharge of choristers should rest
with its board, of governors.
The Met wants to cut its choru>:

from 94

iSordon.

U

;

had maintained
determination" on the

"final

that

— Max

for

pay by theatrical unions, and late
last week it was made, more so
when the musician!! union suddenly

Tempemry Mrs. 'Smith"—

'"The

summer

Broadway managers in negotiating
new contracts calling for increased

Rehearsal

.

Mgrs. 6et

AGMA

Sloan said,

in
"Park Avenue"

—

..

.

has been a hectic

It

Shows

.

,

termine the number of artists employed and their artistic competence
-are fundamental management preto
e-ssential
absolutely
rogatives
maintenance of artistic standards,"

Legiters;

made demands for tniich hif.;her' pay
Vinton Freedley.
;
,
Born''—League for Free scales for theatre orchestras. Local
"A FJaj
802 of the American Federation of
Palestine.
Musicians more than, matched its
"The Mag-niflcent Hefcl't^BrOck
demands- made previously to the.
Pemberton.
"Your Is My Heart"— Arthur Spitz. nightclubs, with the; result that
managers were steamed up plenty.
"What Every Woman Knows,"
Increases sought in sonic instances
".loliii
Giibricl Borkraan," "Henry
are understood ;tp be approximately
VIl"— American Repertory CO.
100% more than the pre.sent scale'f.
"The Glass Menagerie" (Toad)
Eddie Dowiing and Louis J. Singer,. There is no term con tract agreement,
between the musicians and the man;,"Xlie. Front .Paj;.e" (revival i—Hunt
Stromberg, Jr. and Thomas Spengler, agers, wage scales and working conStiubert, bafckeci by legal advice, inRoad"
"Tobacco
(road )—:Harry ditions extending from Latjor, Day
seasonally. Local 802 demanded that
sists that because the authors de- Oshrin.
mand that shows be prodweed only
"Carmen Jones" (road)
Billy new pay scales become effective by
the conring Sept. t (Labor Day),
in the way the Guild desires, the Rose.
The managers responded that two
contract restrictions constitute unweeks' time was. insufficient in
fair practice and restraint of trade.
which to work- out an agreeihent,
The session last week was a memand asked that negotiating .sessions
bership huddle to pass upon the
be arranged.
work of the negoliating committee,
It is no secret that showmen are
and- its report was accepted, but
wondering whether the limit has not
further negotiations will .be entered
already been reached in boosted
into with the idea of improving the
costs, and it's .contended that propacts, or at least making it more
ducing is becoming so difficult that
satisfactory to disaffected managers.
Plan for an experimental theatre putting on shows will be pared w'ay
The League is th^ representative of
managers in negotiating contracts on droadway, brainchild of the The- down. Labor has been a pertintnt
with unions and other theatre groups, atre Guild's Theresa Helburn, bore factor in the .situation, on the
but acceptance of the new pact does first fruit last week when nienibers grounds of increased livin.g costs,
onnot necessarily bind individual prp- of the American. .National Theatre but even ..some union leaders con
and Academy called a preliminary cede the possibility of too heavy
(Continued on page 60)
meeting of theatrical people to dis- posts on show business.
cuss the matter,
Almost seasonally unions have
ileeting, tailed by Clarence ;Der- sought and obtained higher pay.
went,' ANTA director a.s well as When one group receives concesE(iuity head, was in general agree- sions, another follows suit, complain
ment in favoring such a theatre. the managers, who are now considQuestions of its scope, size,; internal ering increased demands by at le;;st
organization, mechanics: of picking two more unions, which have been
L. 1.
plays, cast, etc., were brought lip, offered compromise proposals. Two
After carving a unique and extra- and a subcommittee formed to study or three other theatre groups, were:
Subcommittee granted boosts, it is understofld.
theatre, the matter further.
the
in
career
ordinary
Equity Not Askinff <r.r Safses
Channing Pollock; passed away un- will submit a report at the next
One union which will not figure
expectedly- at his summer home .on meeting Tuesday (27);
An Experimental Theatre Com- in an increase at this; time is Equity,
Long Island Saturday 117). He died
of cerebral hemorrhage four months mittee was formed as result; of the which ha.s a basic agreement with
after the demise of his wife, Anna meeting, to include perwent, Cheryl the .mana,gers that does not expire
Marble,; an authofess to. whom he Crawford. American Repertory The- until Sept. 1. 19'?'?. By that time it

calling for the leasing of a Loop film
house that was formerly a legiter
for its permanent quarter.s.

decide. It's believed that
will be settled amicably

by the uocker.d.
Matters reached a head la.st weekend
when George A. Sloan, Met board
chairman, sent a notice to th .6,000

II

Mgrs. Ask Extension to Negotiate

except for amendments dealing
mostly with musicals, there was an
eruption at a meeting of the Managerial League of New York Theatres
last week, with the latter threatening court action against the authors
on an allegation ol monopolistic
practices. Lee Shuhert, who had objected at previous sessions, was the
principal protestant, with several
other; producers in favor of his
views.
: Charges
that Guild regulations
.were in violation of the anti-frusl
laws were voiced previously by
showmen, and there were hints of a
suit on that basis, but it's now felt
that action should have been taken
or 10 years ago, if at all.
five

to

;'

Broadway

for

set,

amateur

Co.,

Demand As High As

Musicians

E

59

indi-

-....L

:

;

;'.l.:"--^

.

.

howev,er;^merely sets a -minimum for;
rank and' filers, while other stage
unions establish a general pay scale.
Manv member.s in all theatrical
unions are paid over the .scale.

Theatre parlies are piling up
,Not all theatres have the same
first-nfght sale is claimed to
scale
for
musicians,
particularly
exceeded $1,100. with about
strai,<;hl play hou.ses, At a time when
$100,000 expected in the till before
The
experi- managers did not care for three or
"Tlie Fool," produced 6n further, sugge.slions.
was
play
the play opens at the Barrymore,
In 1922. mental theatre is hoped to be a joint four piece "orchestras'" in the pit,
Selwyns
the
by
Broadway
N. Y., in October. Pre-premiere inpublicity and promoiional carh- venture ot New York's legit indus- and dit-continued them',' the union
terest is credited to Mi.sg Bergner's The
drama have seldom, try, prodUcer.s, playwrights, actons. devised a defensive ref?ulftion. Such
.success in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls." paigns for the
equalled. Pollock him- sta,ijchands, etc to put on plays ofl hou.'-es, of whxh there are a numwhich ran for two years on Broad- if ever; been
ber,
have since be cla.'-'sified as
the main factor.: The lit- the, beaten track, under special conbeing
self
way..
"penalty" theatres, and when 'small
to the run at the ditions, similar to experiments with
attendant
erature
Play is an Elizabethan thriller, to
(now a fllmer) special plays, in London on Sunday orchestras are used a higher scale
be produced by Dr. Paul Cxinner, Times Square theatre
japplics.
'•
o£ the flock ot road nights.
advance
in
and
husband of the star. They collabed
,•;.
-—r
Local 802 demands that such "nonwas exceptional but, in
in a new adnpiation of the; John companies
icontracted houses" call for $24!) more
author tpured the
the
jaddition,
Webster drama.
weekly lor the four nian nit bunch,
country, making such a 'name with; Tnilf! Vinix in
lUUU ,UUC III 11. 1. Rnr
;! which
now i-cceives $388. Under
addresses in churches and .schools
'he new .''cale, the conductor wrnild'
that he dcvelojp^d iijto a figure on
Xlutterbuck' London
2 Fall Legit Shows 'c'l $262 per week, the contractor's
ithe lecture, platform'; lie wrote 'iH
plays and a virtual library of books;
Producer Mike Todd; ixcompa. i-:-d iwy would be $225 and the other tv,-o
Preem Tips Mild Run His outstanding book wg.s "The Ad- by his'son, went from Hollywood to wputd,
would receive; $150,:
$150, for a total of.;
j'or
straigbt-shpw the;.tres
London. Aug, 16.
ventures of a Happy Man." detail- Chicago lai--t week for the burial of i?''37:
u?ed pit
seasonally
hjiye
"Ciutterbuck," new Benn W. Levy ing his owh. life but with philosophi- his wife.. Bertha, who died suddenly which
new .scale
the
mtisic
demanded
si a mug CoiL^tance Cummings, Nauntopics.
He
t
many
on
for
..minor
on
operated
while
bc'ing
comments
cal
ton
Wayne and Basil Radford added fbur chapters to the lome .surgery last week. Producer and.! would be $403. or $234 less than for
opened at the Wyndham's theatre on about a year ago.
Mike, Jr., then .went back to the the penalty hoijse.s,. Current scale
Aug. 14 to capacit,y audience, inPollack's Early Start
Coast where Todd has a producer's tor contracted .hou.se-. for dramatic,
."•hows is around $20 per man less
cluding many celebHtie.s. Play was
Pollock started writing iplays in berth with Uhiyer:,sai, apd is also!
reviews ..1898,."Glothes," his first .script, being supervi.-ins presentation of his "Up than the penalty spots.
received,
although
wellMinimum scaie;s for musical hntises:.
were .far from unanimous in laud- in collaboration with the late Avery in C:en1ral Park" at the Hollywood
is
opened
musical
is utider that for .'5'-3i"ht-show shops;;
almo.st
Bowl,
After
the
ing it.
wrote
a
play
He
-Hop wood.
Management looks for a long ruii. every year for the next 33 yeiar.< I'here; he- is due back in New York; but there are many more men reproductions
listed
For Ihci Ires of
quired
in the' pit.
having
legit
twoa
succe.sses
as"Such
but riidderBte one is; mflre liki'i.y.
.such'
including
.'-'- ;;;':
1.100-seat capacity the union wants
Impressiori gained by .some Amer- Little Queen." ''The .Sign on The for.'faii.
.s;-^:;.-'
orchestra, and
1cans:at the oppiiing is that I'le play Door," "The Pit''-, (which opened on
T0(jd's general manager, Jim' Col- at Ica.st 28 in the
neifher is Broadway niaterinl nor his '2^1 birthday), "Napoleon The ligi.n, is in charge of casting- "Cur- lor houses df 1,000 or less for musihas it picture potenfi.alities. Show Gr6at," "Thc Bi.shop's Carriage'' and io.-jil.v," fir.st new play on Todd'S cals, niihimum number of men is
oporied originally at New theatre, j"The
Gray Lady." Wliile .vhe';'!ilc. He will also, ready the GI .sft at 20. both fipures bring higher
Littld
Hull. June .24, arid iias been tturing playwrightiiig he also wrote books, "Hamlet" with Maurice Evan.s, due ih;;ir.at present
':
'
since.'
Foollight:; ti) tour a;Jain in October. "Galile;),"
"The
includ';d
j-which
Fore and Aft,' "Star Ma.tfic" and which will b;'ing GiiarieSV-Laughton
SYLVIA FEIEDIAHDEK'S PROD.
MAKES U, S. DEBUT
"Synthetic Gonllcman." His .ritdio hack t:) Broadway. i.s slated for late
Svlvia F.-itdlander, daughter of
That "Utumn. Colligan will go to Holly"The
Shot
incKidcd
Sonia Zomina, European Yiddish plays
wopd this week for the "Park" Dazian's, Emil F'riedlander.. is se-tkMi.K.'icd Lin; "In," ''Winner Lo.-'e Al'"
lit'r. American
legit aclre.ss, inak.
scr,pt.s.
iiiti
kin".'"
howing
at
the
Bowl,
musical
to
be
debut at the dovvntfwn National and "The Captains and The
produce Jacques Dtval'i
She'll
in
mu;'h
more
cxprnded
than
form
theatre, N, Y.. nexi nxmlh in a new .He retu.sod to write for Hollywood
"BaUi.'-htba," in the fall.
as a .stage attraction.
(Continued on page fiO)
Yiddi.'ih mu.iical revue-.
,

;

and the
have

.

With

;

.settled

her

down

London

in

Elsa

play, "Pick-Up
at the Prince ot
for

Shelley is
from British

Girl,''

i

Wales
playwright
now mulling bids
Firth
producers

a

riin,

H. M, Tennenl and Tom
to stage her "Foxhole In
The Parlor," which hsd a brief
Broadway run last sea.son,
Shepa.rd,

iArnoId

'
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"GirlV, opened July 23 in London
tor a. 10-week run, ha"! been ex-

]

'

i

.

.

tended

Show

an
e.^timated $14,000 last week, topping
all
other London, dramas.
Play*
Wright, has just finished a new play,
a comedy, which is as yet untitled.
indefinitely.

did

I

.
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Unto Second Generation
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Hollywood, Aug.
.'...Repertory

New

group,

known

Edition Players,

20.

as

.

The

being organby Lisabeth Fielding
among the sons and daughters of
Well known professional players. In
addition to. Miss Fielding, who is the
ized

paugiiter of the late
ins,

is

here

Edward

Field-

charter

members are Edith BarLloyd Corrigan, Bryan Kella.way and Lee Millar.
v,;Amphg the -.sponiiors are Mary'
j'^Word,
Vincent
Price.
Grant

..•ett,

Mitchell, C.
«est, Selena

Aubrey

Smith,

Edna

Royle, Constance Colder and Cecil Kellaway.
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Eight Strawhats in Tryouts This

Run

Port.

After Brief
,

Week With B'way Production Moiled

(

Eight new .shows, straij5ht: and rau-. tour., with "Goose," Jane Cow!, in
are due in the strawhats tliis "Cundidav" was the openinig altraCr
week, and with others to come dur- tion in ;the I'.evised schedule.
ing the next two weel<s,; some with
Broadway sponsorship, niiitprial f()r
Hempstead Trjouts
re)»ular New York production should
Hempstead, L. I., Aug. 20.
revealed. So far tlie summer
Ije
Hempstead Summer Theatre liere
Have, been, rath(?r
stock
tryouts.
has two tryouts in a row, both with
Iruitlcss, but the showing oi "Bureye to Broadway presentation. First
lesque" attracted managerial atten;^ "Murder -for a Snng," by Sydney
tion and may be revived on BroadRalph Sprague, opening
way: this: tall with Bert. Lahr and, .Shields and
(20). Next is' "A: :KiSs for
Haila Stoddard, who appeared in it tonight
Cosentino,; due.
Greenwich, Conn., and other Peter," by Nicivjln.i
at
to prccm next Tuo.sday (27).
spots.
Dr. William e. Dunn, strawhats
Lahr is slated to star' in a new
has option on
musical but it's tmdersto.od (hat. at- producer-manager,
Broadway.
traction will be set back until "late both plays for
tall and will revive "Burlesque" on
Broadway for six weeks. It was, orr
Held Over at Mt. Kisco
iginaHy produced iii 192,7, being a,
Mt. Kisco, Aug. 20,
smash with the late Hal SkolJy
B-tty Barthloy was held over at
and Barbara Stanwyck (then Ruby
the Westchester County Playhouse
Stevens) in the leads. It was given
here for role of Kitty, in "Time of
a stock showing at Brighton Beach
'tour LHe", this week following her
last summer with Lahr, but an idea
performance as iVtabel in "Three
to bring it to Broadway then was
Men on a. Horse.'

sical.

performances at
Show, which

thrca

afler

.

Gontlmied front page 59

Each manager accepts the
ducers.
new regulations when, and if signing
with individual authors.

Sunday

Ore.,

Portla.iid,

Municipal

Au.ditoriu)iV.

the Don Cossack Chorus,
play a number of California, cities under the direction of
Fortune Gallo.
Producei's felt its
appeal .was too limited.

featured

"

was due

!

Object to Certain Phases^
General opinion among Broadway
Ivowmen is that the pact with the
Guild is objectionable iri certain

to

I

I

Show

i

originally
produced
of local im.-

.WaS'

here under supervision

'

I

:

!

.

amazed

cast of 72, featuring

by

Canadian Lucio Agostini,
by Adrian A wan.

The League se.s.sion was acrimonibut some miuiagei's expres.sed oncoming

Jliegit produeers have been asked to indicate their written opinioiis on
further changes in their Dramatists Guild contract by Sept. 15. Herewith
are listed 16 points to which some managers objected, and seven new
provisions which favor them:
.

Strawhat Reviews

'

Disad vantages

Fttirhaven, Mass., Aug.

13.

2.

'

iii

1

.

:

:

.

,

, :

,

.

...

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

royalties for England have been increased to 5% oa 3,000; 7 ','2%
$2,000, and 10% over $5,000.
The producer has been eliminated from participation in any of the
author's revenue from music publishing or mechanical music sources;
He must now make his own deal with the music publisher if he is to

on

I

4.

,

,

,

. .

.

,

.

t

'

participate,
After a play, has closed its season the producer must notify the author
within four and a halt months of his intention to put the play on
again, paying advance royalties at the rate of $100 a month, 'The play
must be produced within six months thereafter unless those months
The practical effect of this is he
fall between April and September,
must get the play on within ten and a half months, instead of the
twelve he is at present allowed;
The same provision applies for re-prOductibn in England,
They have agreed that cuts tnay be made in revues but no additions.
Heretofore the manager was not restricted in any manner regarding

.
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rev-ie-ws.

William
for a film version.
Terry plays male lead of a press
Milton Stiefel, at Ivoryton, will
follow a series oi star system weeks
in established plays with a tryout set
for week of Sept. 2.
Play, as yet
untitled, is a Jed Harris production
:

and

will star his wife, Louise Piatt.
Biz' in the summer spots here-

abouts has -been spotty, with recordsmashing grosses alternating with
sharp dives, overall results being
below pre-season expectations. MonAbbott's Old Vic Stint
towese Playhouse has taken a somewhat substantial b.o. shellacking but
Hollywood, Aug, 20.
has hung OB with the gamble of
John Abbott, British actor curlanding a tryout in the money. rently working here in films, will
Ivoryton, Clinton, Guilford are in rfeturn to London in spring to play
.the black but the rosy picture of the
King in- Laurence Olivier's
May has lost considerable of its "Hamlet," to be produced by the
color up to this point.
Old Vic CO.
Before shifting to pictures and
Barter Theatre's 'Festival'
Hollywood, Abbott was an Old Vic
trouper.
Abingdon, Va., Aug. 20.
Barter theatre here is winding up
its season with a two-week "festival"
reprising most of its summer plays,
opening with "Blithe Spirit" Aug.
26 and closing with "Much Ado
Continued from page 59
About Nothing" Sept. 7.
Company will then lay off, to but was prolific in recent years in
launch its first state-wide tour at contributing to many magazifies and
Fredericksburg Sept, 23. Group will newspapers.
then plan for prospected fall-winter
Pollock .started as a drama critic
tour of the deep: south,
then going for the Washington Post :when 16
"
to New York.
years of age, and then for the Washington Times. At 20 he was press
agent for William A, Brady, and in
Swanson In Spa 'GoosW
1904 did publicity for the Shuberts,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y,, Aug, 20,Gloria Swanson opened a week's the late Sam S, and Lee then headgu.esting engagement at the Spa the- ing the firm. At the same time he
atre tonight (2()) in"A Goose for was critic for such magazines as
the Gander," as the second of the Smart Set and The Green Book. He
"names'' presented in a new policy also founded a magazine called The
under the production management Show, later publishing another for
»f Dave Wolper and. Jimmy Eliott. CBS known as Magazine of The Air,
The former film star h*s been on
Collabed on Musicals
i

Pollock

—

,

During the heyday of their career
Pollock and the late Renhold Wolf,
the "Beau Broadway", columnist for
the N. Y, Morning Telegraph, were
inseparables. With him he wrote
the books of' two Zjcgfcld -'Follies,"
t'The Red" Widow," "Hell" and "My
Best Gii-1;" Pollock was a foe of
censorship and was one of the first
showman to advocate a $1 theatre.
When the play that was to establish
the pop house was presentied if was
necessary to have a $2:50 top.
.

QSUUff
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bunkmates and

all

over him, but finally learns to

lets

II.

when

adaptation" requires clarification,
13.

16.

3%%

tlie light

'

lines.

:

1,

For the

first

-

..V

from

The youngsters

in the cast, headed
by Peter Griffith, are all satisfactory,

and Mardi Bryant and David Durston
are okay in the romance department.
Adrian himself has attended to the
staging against a simple but adequate
Pa-l.
set by Madison Goff,

2,

(Followup)
Bert Lahr's performance in "Burthe old Arthur Hopkins-

5,

lesque,''

George Manker Watters play which
made Hal Skelly famous in 1927 and
first brought Kuby
Stevens (later
better known as Barbara Stanwyck)
to attention,

would

on Broad-

click

way

if revived today.
At least the
strawhat audience at the Greenwich
(Conn.) Playhouse attested to that
last week, especially as Lahr ongong-ong'd his way to a personal click,
not forgetting that burleycue after.^
piece, which
comprises" the final"
'
-

It becomes a show-within-a-show,
but Lahr and Arlene Francis, expertly aided by Kay Buckley, Hope

Emerson, Robert Bolger and impresario Gus Schirmer, jr,, doubling
into a singing bit, kept it very legit,
.

without going overboard on hokum.
What makes the Lahr. yei'sibn
the
this seasoned aluninus .of
burlesque recaptured some of the
best burley bits. It could have been
extended: without irking the a udience but :its legit .brp.vity: kept, the
p^ay cohesive.
Lahr has been touring the MrawIiats under a reported 33',{ -ol'-the.

1,5;

fact that

:

-

-

,

gross deal, which means a tasty $2,500 to.:$3,000 fol'.h'is share from the
barnis'ard Belascos' take for the %e(;k

he performs. He winds up the North
Shore Players'; season in Beverly,
Mass,, next week, followinii the current Helen Hayes "AUce-Sit-By-thePirc"

:

Advantages-

-

..

-

time the producer shares in 25% of the author's "revenue

.British

rights

the manager elects not to produce

if

It

there

himself,
By yielding

10% of the stock, amateur, musical cbmedy, foreign
language and tabloid rights (motion pictures, television and radio are
now only 40%,), the manager's rights are extended at 40% to 10 years
and on a reducing percentage (except in the case of musicalization)
up

3,

4,

BUELESQCE

scene.

There are preambles to Articles 11, III, IV and VII, as well as a preto the whole contract which. might prejudice the producer in an
abitration or a law case,
The producer is required to notify the author of the closing of the
play.
The compensation of the motion picture arbiter has been increased
granting him an additional $10,000 a year for expenses if there is
sufficient funds from the
deducted from the agents' commission
to provide for this.
He is also to receive an additional 1% of aijy
preproduction sale or lease of picture rights ,payable only if there is
any surplus in the 3V4% fund attributable to the play in question.'.

amble
14.

cord is yanked,
etc. But in story content the script
is rather
weak and along obvious
rafters

on tour within the first 45 performances,
If motion picture rights to a play have not been sold and the play is
revived by the author or another management (original having the
first refusal), the motion picture proceeds' are divided 60rc to the
author and 20% to each producer,
The definition of adaptor, which is defined to "include a translator
but not a litei'al translater, whose work is used as the basis of an
'

,

li2.

tormentors. Cots collapse as the boys
pile into bed, water pours from the

(with dau.!;hter Mary MacArthur subfoatured).
There is tfllk of Hopkin.s reviving
Helen Pollock, a daughter, and a
"Burlesque,", with Cyp,sy. Ro,se Lee
sister, Mrs, Kate Keeney, survive.
co-f citured' with Lahr; and unless the
Burial services were conducted at comedian has
a more urgent committhe Little Church Around The Cor-: ment he could do worse, judging by
ner, N. V., yesterday (20), '
the performance caught.
Abel.
,

9,

10.

them walk

his

fi.ght back, ending up as a hero when
150G in Louisville
We clinches the victory for his team
Louisville, Aug. 20,
in an important baseball game. There
Six-week summer season of oper- is a subject in which the boy also
Amphitheatre, plays cupid, bringing together
Iroquois
etta.f
at
the.
which closed Sunday (11), was the handsome young ex-Gl who runs the
most successful to date.
camp and a pretty girl counselor.
Louisville' Park Theatrical Assn,,
."S'Wonderful" gets off some very
sponsor of the musicals, reported re- funny stuff when the lead responds
ceipts, at $150i000 after tax deduc- to his hazing by turning the "tables
and pulling some fast ones on his
tions.

agent,

JULES PFEIFFER pnstnis

I

much

cut from pattern, revolving around a pampered
mama's boy who goes to camp for
the summer, arouses the hostility of
pretty

is

-:-:

The dance director, music arranger and conductor hereafter must
have the approval of the author (jointly With the producer) which
heretofore was not necessary,
The decision about a British production continues to be within a period
of six months, but a payment for $500 is required at the end of three
months if the decision is not made at that time.
The arbiter has the right to dispose of motion picture rights of a play

8:

-

'

Plot

.of:

The

3.

.

.

,

Bond— AH new

producers or producers who have been la
default in the, past shall be required to put up a $2,500 bond to insure
the payment of royalties.
Unless bought outright foreign language and foreign plays must be
acquired under the minimum terms and, conditions of the basic agreement. If the royalties payable to the.a.uthoi: of the foreign .play .should;
iov
musical, the adaptor must
than,
and
10
or
a:
be less
6%,
.5, 7%
receive the remainder,
Posting

I,

NnVonilvrt'iil

shelved.

RKO

'

-

season.

Mgrl-Author Differences

List

and

.XhllH'ny .J.'aiTitr. proiluet-lbn "oP i-ijiuotlv.
"BaUbon," which was tried out
Ihvi'i'
u(.|8:,(tive :siif':ni»i-) lj,v Iliiri-y ,'iliui-.
Big Dallas Season
at Ogunquit, Me., last week has been
.si'liWcU uiirt .Alfreil tioliliiii, SfriKert by:Hi'iiTj
held over for a second week. Show
-Vcli'hir,
-seliirtf? b.v ^Iti.ilisun.Cut'f,
Dallas, Aug. .20.
-At Khivluiv.t'n .Kiinin.i'V thealrp, Kaii'huvoti.
,M;iija.,
is one of the most ambitioiis of sum.With the Fair Park Casino ih its
mer stock tryouts, there being seven ninth and- next to last week of 1946 DUvis;,
,.. .. .John .J.. Allen
settings and a cast of around 60 operations, the largest, attendarice iirllls
.. ..,-.:, .Paul- Wliili......
H"y tJttM-liiix
players, but if the. tantasy reaches and highest gross receipts of its his- SlPlihi'Ti,
Huilily,
.,
,,.,,.:,
..Burt
Ko,.
Broadway, it probably wiU not be tpry are safely anticipated, There llnrohi
David Oursioii
(Ire.'iili-. ..
presented until late in 1946-47.
...... Atlelliie iiitter.s
have been three relatively light Helen
illver ('nuviliiU,
.i .Maui-U-e MnnMon
weeks out of the eight already com- .Mrs. Miify CrancUdl,
Maude Wiillnee
.I'elej- (ii-lirllh
Conn. StraWhati^ Spotty
pleted but overall figures point to a Uicklf. CraiKlaH
s>-lv
Wilson
.Manli Tii yaul
226,000 total attendance, a figure that Or. Siipe...,,,.
New Haven, Aug. 20.
..... .Hoivaril Barnjiarl
have does not include 10,000 passes to I'ldlli,
Stirulrii iiuV
strawhats
Three nearby
Darothj- Bei,ficlt
.... ,Nina X'l'erfeoU
skedded tryouts as wirtdup attrac- military personnel given in previous
Montowese Playhouse, Bran- operetta seasons.
tions.
This little comedy about a boys
ford, folds an original 10-week seacamp has captured the fancy of
eighth
at
(20-25)
son currently
Glenda Farrell's Son in 'Time'
Henry Adrian, who hopes to bring it
stanza with break-in "of "Spring's So
to Broadway come fall. While it is
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Aug. 20.
Short," comedy" by William' Whiting,
definitely a good notch above "Vic-son,
Farrell's
Glenda
Actress
Cast will
co-operator: of the spot.
w^eek in tory Belles" and "The Girl from
this
iStoTili^'vaienty 'and wntu.^ Tommy, appearing of Your Life Nantucket," Adrian's, previous theSaroyan s The Time
atrical mishaps, "S'Wonderful"' still
will be third tryout of season here.
Westchester Playhouse,
doesn't look like the show to put
At Guilford's Chapejl Playhouse, at the
Playhouse tries out James Bridie's him or the authors on the map— not
Lewis Harmon will unfurl "Sex Is
in tryout, at least.
"Tlie Black Eye" Starting next Tues-

Out" week of Aug. 26, It's a comPlay, produced in London
edy about two girls who write con- day (27-).
Charles B, CochAuthored by Char- before the war by
fession stories.
prior
Harmon), ran, is skedded for a road tour
(Mrs,
Buchwald
lotte
to opening on Broadway.
script has alteady been bought by

,

If further changes are accomplished
they would be retroactive to Labor
Day., (Sept. 2 ). Further- huddles .are
slated up to Dec. 1,
Whether the hew contract wiH re.*
tard producing is to bfe seen,, but
i
nurnber of producers are bu.sily en-',
gaged readying attractiorjs for the

ous,

and Richard Charles; musie'arranged
sets

calling attention to some provisions
favoring the producer.^.
When the
revised Guild contract is printedit>"
will be sent to m.anagers who
will
be asked to indicate -what pro-,
v isions are to be "f .iirther negotiated

Production had
Frances McCann

localitcs.

'

.

,

presarios Leslie Allen and Gordon
Hi.lkcr for the civic-spqnsored. "Theatre Under the .Stars" series.
Cost
rah about $95,000. Since show, played
to capacity biz here eight, nights to
50,000
people,
Portland
closing

an opinion that the new agreemen"was the best that could be obtained*

'

phases. They explain acqiiie^sqehce to
the authors by saying: that if they
refuse to operate under tbe pact,
more "unfavorable" regulations
might be tlie result, indicating the
possibilily, "of the Guild becoming a
union affiliate of CIO or the AFL.

!

.

.

18)

in

Row

Author-Mgr.

Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 20.
Production of "Song of theFl.Tme,"
Vancouver,
originated
in

wliich
folded

to 18 years,

The toreign rights have been extended from five years to seven years,
A joint conference committee is to be set up Which will consider
special situations,
Seventy-five performances anywhere earns the .subsidiary rights of a
play.
Heretofore there was some question as to whether a shorter
run than three weeks in New York could be added to the road performances to. gain credit f6r the 75.
Producer of a musical may deduct at the rate of $100 from the composer's and lyricist's royalties until one-half of the cost of orchestrating, arranging,. etC;i have been recovered by him.
All material except,
one copy for the manager's files must be turned over to the Guild,
A separate sketch or song from a revue may not be Sold for pictures
until 18 months, after the play has closed.
This was previously six
:months.
.

6,

.

'.

.

.

Eddie Canter Heads
Jewish Guild's Slate

Memphis' Big Sked

Memphis, Aug. 20.
"Auditorium has: just an^
nounced the following legit bookings
ing officers were elected for the lor the approaching season: "Skating Vanities of 194'/," Nov. 10-17;
ensuing year:
"The Hasty Heart," Nov. 29-30;
Eddie Cantor, prexy; Jack Benny,
"Voice of the Turtle," Dec, 5-7;
George Jessel, Fred Block, William "Blossom Time," Dec". 28-29; "The
Morris, Jr,, Marcus Heiman, Emil Student Prince," Jan, 17-18; "Life
Friedlander,
Jack Pearl, A. A, With; Father," Jan, 24-25; "State Oi
Jailer,
Ted Lewis, voepees; Abe (he Union," Feb;. 7-8;:"Holiday on

At the annual meeting of the
Jewish Theatrical Guild the follow-

Ellis.

'

.

.

.

;

"

Lastfogel, treasurer;
asst, treas,;

chairman

Nat Lefkowltz,

Wm. Degan

Weinberger,

Ice,"

Leo Michel, let,"
Harry M, Katz, March

of /board; Dr.

chairrhari j^f relief;;
legal
comrhittee; .Dave
executive secretary'.
;

Ferguson,

Elected to the council were Milton
Ager, Louis Bernstein, Bon
Boyar,
Charles
Cantor,
a r y
Cohen, Alan (Jorelli, Nat Dorfman,
.

H

i'

Blackstone, Feb,
Maurir-e Evan.i' "Ham'/
March :. 14-1 5.;. j "Okiahonia,"

Fob.

25-March

14-21;

1;

23-26, ;;

-

-;:::

':\

;'

;:-'/

-

Col; C. A. McKlravy, managing
director, said his bookings for concerts and. musical events .sponsored"

by

local

promoters ...are the heaviest
oniy 14 nights open

in history, wit'n

on the schedule between Oct. 1.;^"^:.
Harry June 15,. 1947.
Hershfield, Moe Hoffenson, Morris
Col. McElravy l-.as just returned
Jacob.s, Henry Jaffp, Dr. Elihu Katz, from the 21st anii'inl convention ot
JOB Laurie, Jr',, Harold Rddnor, ,the Intertvatiohal As-''n.. -oF AudiHarry Schumer, Robert M. Weit- torium Manager)!, where he "^^^
man and James Sauter, the only elected secretary-tieasurer for the
Irishman in .the Guild.
Sixth consecutive wme.

Benny

Fields, Lester. Hammol,

.-

.

.

':

.

LITERATI

VednjSBdayt Augnet 81, 1946
its books, Prenticehas lined I'p an extensive
market research tost for "Miracle of
the Bells,'' which is slated to run
from Sept. 8, day belore publication,

Unusual Column

Hall

column by Eleonor Roosefelt, tohich apT'lc /ollotuinff copi/fiohted
the W. Y. Worltl-Teleflra??! and u'as syndicated bu
ceoreii last iueefc {«
Peotures, is reprinted for three reosoris: First, /or those sliou)
.

«

Publishers will .'pend aboht $5,000
in each of three cities .on spot radio
commercials, local new.spaper ad.s,

both here ond obroad; seco?id, \>eca\isf. tt is
Keople luJio raa^ mis*'
another promiTient woman u;ho would u'rite swch n
Sif/ictiit to name
third, becouse this deportnietit deems it o
ijffce nbout he7sel/; and
I'^mnrfcable coliuun by o remarfcabic looman.
it

the; tests, are of

1 am sorry to have to write a different type of column frbm what
have beeit writing but, untorlunately, while driving down from Hyde
I must have become drowsier than I realized and,
before I knew it, I had come head on with another car in a collision
and then sideswiped a second one. i was terrified to think that soraer

"

how many

things the doctor can find to. think
I am' interested to learn
about when you have had an accident. There are many things that
can go wrong but. thank heavens, none of them did with me.
three
and
a half hours at the dentist's
However, I had to spend
great many years ago, on the steps of the station in
this morning.
XJtica, when I was on my way to make a speech one wintry day, I
As a
bits off ot them.
teeth,
chipped
feU and cracked both my front
result, I suppose, they were fragile, and so, in this accident, they
broke off about halfway up. Now I shall have two lovely porcelain
large
protruding
than
the
rather
far
better
ones which will look
teeth which most of the Roosevelts have. Howevei-, three hours and a
half is a'long while to spend' with the dentist under the best of circumstances, and I mast go back to him tomorrow and again next week.

A

;

.

:

I was able yesterday to wait until I saw that everyone else had
been taken care of. A very kind gentleman, Harold Godfrey, who was
0)1 his way to Newburgh, turned around and took me the re.st of the
way into New' York. I shall! always think of him as a good Samaritan.
His kindness and his efTorLs to cheer me up, by assuring me that no
one was badly hurt and that the cars were not too badly damaged,
were much appreciated; He was probably being more optimistic than
he was justified in being. Nevertheless, it was comforting, and I; was
deeply grateful.
'

to a

.

»f

By Frank

Scully
17.

lew bold strokes?

A couple of Gls piny
is surprLsing for another reason.
important roles in "The Killers." After all that basic training they shoukt
be able to kill people vi'ithout killing time. One of them is 'Burt L;incaster, wh.p was a circus acrobat before he Went in the SS .division of the
Fifth Army. The other is Edmond O'Brien, who might have been a cloakand-dagger boy the way he plays the role of an insurance dick in "The
The added time
,

that ..expl-pitation of this type, suf-bypoes bock sales, the publishers expect to up their exploitation budget.s on luture books to between $50.000-$100,000, as compared
to the present $10,00-$15,000 budgets.

.

.ficiehtly

,

Killers,"'

:'
,

.Both of them were born iJ) New York. The bo.ss bad man, Hon. Albert
Dekker: came from Brooklyn. Sam Levene, who plays a Philly plainclothes man. comes from New York too. He and I,anoaster, in fact, legitted
in "A Sound of Hunting" together.
All, this sounds pretty clubby, but
CHATTER
there's nothing clubby about the way they talk to each other in "The
Peggy laeBoutililer doing Mexico
Killers.'' Pictures, like fiolitics. make straiige bed fellows.
series for Holiday.
Revealing, as this picture does, why insurance companies track down
Jack Lait. N. Y. Mirror editor, did
murderers long after the police have dropped out, it is good V.E. stuff,
an interest.irig col. on the late E. F.
even if it does take 102 minutes to get the lesson over. The policy boys
Albee and hi.s vaudeville dynasty
want to get their client's money back from the surviving holdup bandits
last Sunday (18).
for a simple reasont If they don't do it, the insurance company will have
"Restless Road," novel by Bert R.
to pay o(f and rates will go up and there's enough inflation as it is. They'd
FerriSi vet legit slock player, to be
go to any lengths rather than pay off. They'd even finance, a .million*
published by Houghton-Mifflin Sept.
dollar production like "The Killers"- rather than pay off,.
24,
Hon. Dekkcr's Double Life
"Lucky to Be a Yankee," penned
I hidn't the slightest
In a -way I was 'educated by this documentaire.
by joe: r)iMaggid J)nd published by
Rudolph Field, i"io'.y in its third large suspicion that Hon., Albert Dekker headed a gang of holdup men. I thought
pi-inting, with' 46,000 copieS: sold to he was Assemblyman frorh Hollywood and was helping me, Will Rogers
and Jimmy IJoosevelt "get shady people out .of politics in sunny Califordate.
Florence Fisher Parry, film col- nia."'. In fact' at this moment Dekker is my campaign manager. I had no
umnist of the Pittsburgh Press, in idea that in his spare moments he held up payrolls of hat companies whose
Hollywood to visit her son, David factories, looked like a dead image of Universal studios.
Parry, screen writer.
But I suppose I'm not the first nominee for political 'office who didn't
David A. Smart, publisher of Es- quite know where his financial support came from. Look how surprised
quire, IS due in Hollywood to huddle Congressman Coffee was when he learned that a $2,500 contribution came
with Lloyd Bacon oh the filming of to him from a guy for whom he had wangled a $1,000,000 contract. He
Jack Moflilt's stoiv, "The Esquire never thought of it as a bribe at all. He thought it was a campaign con^

,

:

.

:

.

.

'

,

.

.:

Girl."

•

tributiori.

Drew Pearson pulled a new one
a newshawk by releasing the

Hon. Albert Dekker as the head of a
tainly be a' shock to our constituents.
as my campaign manager.

,

for

Briti.sh "top secret'' paper, on the
Palestine problem to other, newsmen. After, of course, he used it

The

MoU Who

gang

of killers.
.

.

.

.

It

will cei>

I'm afraid he'll have to resign

,

Talks En8:lish

That Ava Gardner turned out to be the Hon. Dekker 's moll surprise.?
me, too, but not quite .as much as Dekker's other life. The last I heard
of her she was getting B in English at UCLA. But then I remember she's
divorced from Mickey Rooney and almost divorced from Artie Shaw arid
zines, acquired a' large plot in the
so quite plausibly could be Dekker's girl— except that I happen to know
Sutton PJ. section of N, Y. for a 12that the. Hon. Dekker has a beautiful wife and three children, and all the
story building to liouse the^prihtirig^ running around they do i.s together!
and piiblishing act'-vities,
The re.=t of the killers, dicks, waiters, barlteepers and doormen were, like
N. Y. news row is talking about
the horses m "Gotterdammerung," adequate. I rather sus,pect that Mark
tiiat
"American postcard" version Heliinger will make more out of the case-history than the insurance comof actress Martha Hodge, in a Sarapany. Tliey recovered: 400G. He should gross $3,000,000. Gross that, is.
toga Springs strawhat escapade, as
That's better than holding, up
het. That's okay.
Less taxes, Say,
himself that a.m.

Dunn & Co., parent firm of
Omnibook and Book Reader maga-.

,

Geflfen,

'

.

shown

the

in

.

$200,000

editions of the
N. Y. News, but later retouched.
News pix are copyrighted by the
News, as an exclusive.
"Quiz Book of the Seven Arts," by
a couple ot radioites, Jo Ranison and

Literati

«

to half an hour what might othcrwLse take a half a year to
Didn't the; Army training' films cut down the science of slaughter

get over.

:

Park yesterday,

one else might have been hurt.
My son's maid, whom I had in my car, was slightly injured, but
r hope she will be all right in a few days. And the little grandson
The hospital tells me that
of another maid fortunately was not hurt.
the people in the other cars were not .seriously hurt, either, but I
know what a terrible shock this mu.st have been for ah ol tliem.
before and had no idea that the
I have never had a motor accident
sun, together with the fact that I had no one sitting by to talk to, me,
could have such a bad effect in making me so drowsy, I can only be
thankful to a kind providence if no one was seriously hurt.
I myself am quite well, though for some time I shall look as though,
r had been in a football game without having taken any training. My
In fact, I am black and blue pretty much all,
eyes' are black and blue.
over. Jf I'tied a bandana around niy head', I think I would resemble
1 am told that I will feel more of a
soiric of the Pirates of Penzance.
reaction in the next few days, but at present I just feel that I have
much to be grateful for and that what little discomfort I have should
be borne most cheerfully.
This accident, I am afraid, will prevent my doing a number of things
which I had planned to do during the next few weeks, because I am
quite sure no one would like to .see me.

M
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each with the same income level and
sufficiently, isolated from N. Y, and
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Auto Accident

By Eleanor Roosevelt

"

Mark Hialiinger's mob in "The Killers" are diUcrs, and tracking: tliein.
down is hard work and takes a lot of time — lots inore time, in fact, to tell
it on the screen that Ernest Hemingway took to tell it in a short ..story.
,T.
had ho idea it Would, work out that way. I thought that vi-sual education

with one of the cities serving
Gii ies, pot .idgntified
as si coh troi.
through fear of ruining results of
etc.,

•
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hoo for one of

first

Ijayroll.*. operating racetracks or even playing
Mark My Heliinger, he's 'doing all right.
",',,Cliacu]i

politics.

a,Son<irOut-,

For an ex-sobber,

,,

That "Our Hearts Are Growing Up" and "The Killers" should exist in
the same town, practically, as neighbors, one at Par and the other at
printed on glossy paper, will carry Dick Pack, due off the .Summit Universal, reveals how broadminded Hollywood's tastes are becoming.
it
Lep Friedman, of Loow'.s, and Dick pix as well as new.s, plus some ad- Press around Xtnas, with illustra- The.se two pictures spell entertainment, but they certainly don't spell,
One of them seems to spell it backward. They
vertising, with Columbia handling tions by Leo Garei. It's a switch on with the same letters.
Berlin, of the Hearst organization,
First issue will be dated the quiz books with a shQvir biz both involve underworld characters, but Brian Donlevy and Bill Demarest
arc prominent in the faction fighting all costs.
flavor,
dealing with radio,: lei^it, in "Our Hearts Are Growing Up" seem to be more like Daddy. Long Legs
to keep United Nations world head- September.
than like Daddy Bootlegs, Gail Russell as Cornelia Otis Skinner and
films, dance, music, etc.
quarters away from Harrison, N. Y.
Diana Lynn as Emily Kimbrough seem to be much nicer girls than Ava
Billy Bose's Syndication
The choice has narrowed down to
Gardner as Kitty Collins. Certainly they weie more tru.sting and came
Four months after Billy Hose
five Westchester sites, two of whicTi
out with better report cards, and not from a reformatory either.
started his "advertorials" in the
are in the town of Harrison.
Sh, Not a S-Q-L!
The group, of which Friedman and N. Y. Daily News informative in-!
Diamond
his
Berlin are members, maintains that stitutional ads for
This picture could be killed with a whispering campaign: The code
Continiiecl from page 1
nitery— under a $1,500
selection of the Harrison sites would Horseshoe
word would' be "sequel," which reduces many people from growing up to
Vmean the abandoning of 600 homes weekly ad budget, lie was signed by lined up for Chi spots iilone, rangr frowing up. Actually it is not a s-q-1, but one of the mo-st relaxing
by their occupants. A number of the Bell syndicate as a paid colum- ing from the Coliseum and Medinah comedies of the year. Even after the suspense of the picture is over Billy
Starting Jan. 1 next his new Temple Of Orchestra Hall and the DeWolfe manages to prolong it with a routine of a Greenwich Village
other Harrisonities favor letting UN nist.
move in. It promises to become deal guarantees the showman-col- Civic Opera Houscj which are all hobohemian that is as hilarious and believable as Bill Fields as Micawber.
quite a local scrap.
umnist $52,000 per annum. Starting optimistic about the outlook despite
Lielit Hearts and "Heavies"
Sept, 10 next there will be no more the flood of bookings.
That hearts can grow up and heavies can show a finer side I have no
House scale at the Opera Hou.se doubt. Bad debts may even be forgotten in the process of a cardiac expaid ads, but his "Pitching HorseDoubleday's Winnabs
Doubleday's 28th annual O. Henry shoes" column Avill continue to be for A&C. wiio are out to break Bob pansion. But sometimes the memory of a clipping lasts a lifetime and
Memorial prize contest ended this released cuffo in 76 papers. These Hope's recent record of $24,000 at even aftects persons who only get into the picture by association.
I remenlbcr that Alfred Hitchcock had a heavy in his first hit in England
week with editor Herschel Brickell include sheets in Honolulu, Mexico the Coliseum, is $1.80 to $4.80 for
After Dec. 31 Sat. mat. and evening performances named Donald Calthrop. The picture was called "Blackmail." It' .starred
and committee of judges making the City and Toronto.
Booked through Music Annie Ondra, who later lost her identity as the wife of Max Schmcling
lollowing awards; First prize of $300 the.papers must pay for the column. Aug. 31.
Anomaly on Rose's "advertorials" Corp. of America, it's ju.st one stop before both of them succetsded in drowning in a sea of swastikas.: Herbert
for the best- short story, John Mayo
(fashioned with an a-ssist^ from the dh their two-week tour by plane for Marshall played his first talker in this picture, too,
'Goss for "Bird Song," published in
But our main interest was in Donald Calthrop, He, a little fox-like
Atlantic Monthly; second prize of Blackstone ad agency's Lee Rogow) the Lou CosteUo, -Jr.* Youth Foundalooking character, stole the picture and ih doing so more or less sustained
$200,
Margaret Shedd, "The In- has, been that sonie: dailie.s, nptaibjy tion fund.
Another likely prospect is the the theory that blood will tell, for he was a nephew of Dion Boucicault.
nocent Bystander," Harper's; third the Toronto Star & Globe and the
"Sometimes Buffalo New,s, insist now on pay- l$pitaln.y date at the Medinah Tem- He fir.st played in "A Wire Entanglement" as far back as 1906, but he still
$100,
Victor .UUman,
You Break Even," Atlantic Monthly. ing for its use; Rose has. referred ple, a 4,000-se:ifer on the hear north seemingly was lip to his heck in barbed wire as late as 1930.
I was a material witness to, his carrying his character part from "BlackCord Meyer, Jr, drew special award such well-intended requests to John side. He'll get his usual $3,500
«i£ $100 for "Waves of Darkness," a
N; Wheeler, head of BeU Syndicate. guarantee, plus 60'v), of the gross, mail" into his private left an offstage performance that really co.st the
the showman who with admissiqn.s scaled: from $1.20 poor innocent Hitchcock a lot of partonage because between "Blackmail"
Incidcntiill}',
first published story in the Atlantic
started as a crack stenographer, has to $3.60. Booking was arranged by and "Notorious" nobody connected with our family cared to see a HitchMonthly.
has quit vaude and cock picture. They brought back unpleasant associations, and who goes
Prize winning stories, along Avith been widely publicized as having Sid Page,
to a picture for an emetic?
18 otliets, will be published tomor- been secretary to Bernaird Baruch nitery booking- for concerts.
.Spitalny' dear is also unusual beThe Bite On "Greater"
row (Thursday) by Doubleday in the but it now develops he also was
The untoward incident happened at Monte Carlo about a year after
O, Henry Memorial Award Prize amanuensis for the same Wheeler cause Page i.s putting It oh. iti conStories of 1946."
In Brickell's in- who is now guaranteeing him $1,000 junction with the ShrinerSiWho Calthrop had made his hit in "Blackmail." We were honeymooning there
over 12.000 members here. and happened to run into him on the tetrace of the casino. He took quite
ti'oduction he declares there are no
for his column and Who have
a' week
He thought she looked like Garbo, a name wellSign.s of a slump in the annual crop
"feels sure" Rose will make $100,- Public will be admitted, of course, a .shine to my bride.
:^
but the guys with Uie fezzes get first known in .show business at the time. Personally, I thought .she looked like
<>t short stories produceS^ for maga000 a year.
zines in this country despite reports
PM, the first to ask for Rose's choice, Maestro, incidentally, did Greater Garbo, but I was not challenging him to a duel in the sun about it.
at intervals that the short story 'is column as a syjwiicated col., albeit $14,000 at the 12,000-capacity Kiel
Later he phoned us that he had to see us right away; Mine. Scully did
decadent.
cuffo, will remain the lone N. Y. Auditorium in St. Louis last March all the driving, so she went to town to pick him up and drove him to our
outlet and will match the top syndi- 27, and is expected to better that place. Once there he: threw- all the charm he had into the scene and put
He'll appear at the Murat the bite on her for a mille. That's liOOO francs.
ILionfbair News Montbly
cation fee, says Ralph Inger.s.oll. In here.
He must have had a touch, of Thurston in his makeup, for she had reColumbia Concerts will launch a addition, the adless tabloid plans- a theatre, Iiidiahapolis, night before
ceived only that morning a wedding present of exactly 1,000 francs! Quelle
longhair news monthly after Labor ballyhoo buildup for Rose's col. as the Chi date.
.Eay, titled Artists Life. Mag will be
Page is al.so booking Romberg, coincidence! He would wire the money back from London in two days.
.soon as it bows out of the News
nailed free to about 3,000 people, as a paid ad.
into
Cincinnati,
And that was the last my beautiful wife ever saw of her mille or Donald
Melchibr.
etc.,
representing managers, music organPresumed that adman Rogow, if Peoria: St. Louis, Indianapoli.s, Mil- Calthrop, except for a flash of him. in the lobby of a hotel in Paris aboufi;
ization
heads,
etc..
agencies,
to he continues functioning as Rose's waukee and Chi, first of the series a year later when John Emerson, Anita Loos, Walter Duranty, Harry
bring them news of Columbia artists. columnar assistant.witl share
the being the Guizar .S'tand in Indianap- Lachman. and your easily chumped Scullywags were meeting to go out to
Brain-child of Dorle Jarmel, press syndication income.
dinner. He disappeared in' the night faster than you could say "Blackmail."
It looks like the best
olis, Oct. 5.
o<ipnrtment head, mag will be edited
As a i-esult up to now I have never been able to get our little Alice to
year in the biz to date, according to
»y -Miss Jarmel and Nelson Lansdale,
Page; and he feels it'll get better, enter the wonderland of a Hitchcock picture until 1 finally got her to see
Pic-l'ype Ballylioo for 'Bells'
one time music ed of News week and
"Notorious." I think she'd okay now, but if they ever revive "Blackmail"
for
midwest
"because
the
hungry
is
Marking the fir.st u.se by a pubKeelance.
she'll
relapse;' :•
Mag, of eight pages. lisher of motion picture-type bally- concerts."
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$9
Philadelphia in }920 at the request
of Joseph Widener, millionaire art
and music patron, to establish a

OBITUARIES

string: quartet.

He was founder

J

House Reviews

of

admitted that was hardly realistic
He said American companies would
be happy with one-tenth of that if
there were any way of getting
the

Continued from page {7
money out.
the American Society for Ancient
Instruments, a group which per€llyin|iin«
forms on musical instriiments dating
clubs and tambourine, adding trick
company. Leav- back to the 16th century.
gadgets for laughs.
Stad was at one time concert
Indie Exiiibs
Trem Carr, S4, executive director ing Paramount, lie became west
Working in own spot,. Miss Johnin Charge of production at Mono- coast manager of National Screen master of the Leipzig Philharmonic ston imcorks some material more'
Continued from page 4
Orchestra,
suitable for a nitery then a familygram Pictures, died Aug. 18 after a Servico.
vaude house. Displays good enough of the nation-wide wave of infantile
During World War 11 .Baily was
heart attack while vacationing in
pipes to project her numbers, but paralysis, so far as the
cited by the. governments of. the
^ian Diego with his wife Margaret.
N. Y. State
CATMKKINE EARL
those double entendre lines chills
Carr, who had been leading figure United States and Canada for his
Health r)epartment is concerned.
Catherine V. D'llion, 60, former tilings until: she hits her closer, a
in the film industry for the past 25 patriotic services. He devoted most
The Department is standing pat.oli
stage and screen, actress known to medley, which, though still bluish,
years, was a native of Trenton, 111., of his time during the war years to
range of mimicry,, blended with a a policy formulated in 1944 and 1945,
generation
as
Catherine
an
earlier
and a graduate of the University of the Hollywood 'Victory Committee
Tops routine when the state was swept witli
14 in Hollywood as stfle to good effect.
Illinois.
He headed a construction and the film industry's War Activities Earl, died Aug,
with a Durante takeoll that's un- cases, especially in the Buffalo and
result 'of a heartvaltack^
gets' howls.
Arm in St. Louis and was paymaster Committeej and helped plan the a Actress
metropolitan areas. Althougli,;a niim-,,.
played in "Darling of the
Wild Bill Ames Displays a neat ber of deaths resulted, the Depaf t«
in charge of disbursements for Pearl Sixth, Seventh and Victory Loan
Pilgrim"
and
Chi-LsUan.
canny.
He's built like the rasp- meiits of Health and Education
Harbor breakwater project in Hono» drives as Hollywood consultant to Gods,'' "The
de.
other legit productions on Broadway voice and house responded with
lulu before entering film industry. the Treasury Department.
cided that an order to shutter theapicBiograph
in
Crirly
heavy
hiitting..
appeared
Surviving are his widow, the and,
In 1922, he placed Al St. John under
Lynn, Royce and Nitza survey tres, churches, etc;, would do more
Barbara Gurney, and' a tures in New York before moving to satires
c6nti'act and began producing short former
harm than good, pepartment offion
ballrooraologists
and.
the
retired
from
coast.
west
Slie
the
His association daughter, Barbara Ann.
Comedy features.
adagio teams, working in all the cials held this course Would comscreen in 1923.
with W.. Ray Johnston began with
falfe, blunders and neat terping to pletely disrupt the life of the comSurviving are her husband, J'ohn. garner solid applause.
EGON BKECHKR
Rayart Pictures, of which Carr bemunity and unduly hedge in the
Webb Dillion, and son, Frederick.
Les Rhode and house orch back movements of adults. It would also
came vice-pres. in charge of proEgon Brecher,' 66. lesit and film
show neatly. Biz good when caught. add to the apprehension experienced
duction for seven years.
actor, died after a heart attack in
hary.
From 1925 to 1930 lie was also Hollywood, Aug. 12.
PAUL KIRKLAND
by parents everywhere, the two der
veepee in charge of production for
partments thought.
Paul Kirkland, i53, former vaudeBorn in Czechoslovakia, and educTower, K. €.
Syndicate Pictures. In 1931 he par- oated at the University of Heidel- ville actor, died Aug. 13 in the Navy
Kansas City, Aug. 16.
ticipated in formation of Monogram berg, (Sermany, from which he grad- Hospital at San Diego after a long
K. C. Epidemic Slowed
The Barretis (2), Ray Conlan, Jr.,
Pictures, becoming veepee in charge uated in 1900, he began his stage illness. He was a veteran of Worlc'
Kansas City, Aug. 20.
Geneve
Dorn.
Coco,
Steve
&
Eddy,
of production, and in 1934 he was career with touring companies in War I.
Marian Eggleston, Tower Orch (9)
"Mid-August rain and cool spell
elected president of the Independent
For years he toured this coun- with Don Tiff and Beverly Cassady;
Germany and Austria and eventually
slowed down the polio epidemic loMotion Picture Producers Assn, On became chief director of the Stadts try and Europe as head of a vaude "My
Pal
Trigger"
(Rep)
and
cally, but not before two nabe film
formation of Republic Pictures in
act known as Paul .Kirkland, & Co.
"Gplorodo Serenade" (PRC)
th.eatre in "Vienna.
houses voluntarily shuttered. Mary
1935, out of a number of Hollywood
Surviving are his widow, son and
He came to this country in 1921
independents, he became vice-pres.
Lineup of four acts with the house Lou and Sun, both subsequent runs,
and played opposite Eva Le Gal- daughter.
orch and Beverly Cassady is mod- have shuttered for rest of August,
of that company, but sold out his
lienne as Sparrow in "Lilioin," a role
erate,
far
as
as name values go, Other nabes report biz seriously
interests to produce a series of John
created in original European probut its well-knit in a snappy 35- curtailed, an average of at least
ANDREW H. HILGARTNER
Wayne starrers at Universal. Mean- he
duction of. the play. For the next
Andrew H. Hilgartner, 55, na- minu'te show.
while, Monogram had resumed pro25% being cited.
decade he was prominent in the tional sales manager for station
Ray Conlan, Jr., handles emcee
duction as a separate company and
Although the epidernic is believed
chore in creditable fashion after the
Civic Repertory theatre, N. Y. He WFBR,
that
Carr
reBaltimore,
died
in
during 1940-1941 season
left
the stage for Hollywood in city Aug. 14 as the result of a stroke band and Beverly lead off with to have reached its peak. State
joined it in the post he held until
"Makes No Difference Now," gal's Health office announced total num1933 and had since appeared in a suffered two days previously.
of
also
vice-pres.
was
death. He
vocal showing improvement. The ber of cases, in Missouri will exceed
number
of screen productions.
and
Distributing
Corp.
in
1942,
Before
joining
WFBR
Monogram
Barretts are on for a trio of terps that of any other yeai*. Some 400 or
widow,
and
a
Survived
by
Monogram' Pictures, Inc.
Hilgartner was the head of a mar- that register for solid returns.
more cases in all are 'looked for
Conlan then has his own spot for
He held considerable property in daughter, Mrs. Suse Danneberg, Hol- ble company wiiich he still mainventriloquism with his sassy dummy. this year. Previous high was 380 in
Hollywood, and last year in associa- lywood modiste.
tained.
Actual cases reported this
Slats Hogan. He runs off a session 1943.
tion with C. E. Toberman, bought the
of comedy dialog in neat .style and year as of Aug. 15 is 290. Kansas
HARRT H. CULVER
Hollywood hotel property.
winds with dummy doing a song for health office announced 278 cases
JAY SI)WMONS
Harry H. Culver, 66, founder and
Besides his widov.' Garr is survived
Geneve Dorn and 29 deaths have resulted in that
Jay Simmons, 52, foriper manager hearty response.
Ijy a daughter, a brother, Plac Carr, builder of Culver City, Cal., and
and draws good applause in an adagio state. Despite effect of polio on
Texas oilman, and a sister. He was one of southern California's top of the Bijou Theatre, Toledo,
acrobatic terp.
nabes, first; runs are -suffering only
of the CommoAmateur contest winner is Marian
a 32nd degree Mason and member realty operators, died after a heart since 1937 operator
dore Skating Rink, Perrysburg, C, Eggleston, attractive brunet, whQ slightly.,.' "
of the Al Malaikah Shrine, and for- attack in Los Angeles, Aug. 17.
vocal on "It Had to Be You"
mer president of the Lakeside Oolf
A practical visionary who was died Aug. 14 in St. Petersburg, Fla., contribs
for mild returns. Closing spot has
Club,
among the nation's first air-minded after a heart attack.
His widow, two daughters, two Coco, Steve and Eddy, who combine
execs with, his own "flying office" in
Letha Smith to Arthur Little, Jr.,
acrobatics with comedy to please the
a brother survive him.
KANCI£ XiOVAT
a private cabin plane, he flew thou- sisters and
Groom is an
patrons. Their series of teeter-board Las Vegas, Aug. 15.
Nancie Lova't, 46, former British sands of miles to boost southern Califlips are good for both applause and actor and publisher.
musicomedy star and in. private life fornia. He retired from the real
laughs, and three-high finale a good
BOB TtNNET
Jean Lois Wade to Jerry Riley,
the Wife of Dr. Walter E. Masters, estate business in. 1930 and for sevHollywood, Aug. 17.
Bob Tinney, vaude performer who finish. Off to solid salvos. Quin.
Bride is a
died Aug. 16 in Lincoln hospital eral years- was. connected with a in private life was William Golpier,
screen actress; groom a publicity
Worcester, Mass., where her husband hotel chain.
agent,
died at Middletown, Conn., Julyi, 16.
Is medical director.
Shortly before his retirement he
Laura Stevens to John Kellogg,
He had been in vaude for many
Pix
Starting her professional career in organized a $100,000 trust company years, for a time doing a single sing
Las Vegas, Aug. 10. Bride and groom
Jjondon at the age of 15, she sang for .investment in southern Cali- ing act and later as part of the team
Continued from page 1
are screen players
Gilbert & Sullivan roles throughout fornia. He went to Los Angeles 35 of Waterbury Bros. & Tinney.
Evelyn Soltz to Bernard Benkomany and dubbed there by MPEA,
the British Isles and also in Africa. years ago from Lincoln, Neb.
witz, Pittsburgh, Aug, 18. Bride ;i»
but prints won't be prepared until
She later appeared in several pro
Survived by widow/ daughter,
the
daughter of Jake Soltz, theatre
CHANNING POLLOCK
provision is made for the rawstock,
ductions with her uncle, Walter Pass brother and sister.
owner.
Channing Pollock, 68, dramatist, Maas stated. He disclosed that about
more. In 1916-17 She toured London
Ida Isenberg to Si Mann, Pittsauthor and public speaker died at 35 pictures are now in distribution,
provinces in "My Lady Frayle" and
MARCEL CIIABRIER
burgh,
recently.
Groom is WJAS
his summer home, Shoreham, L. I., most of them having been prepared
in 1918 in the musical ''The ArcaMarcel Chabrier, 58, w.k. French
Further details on and stockpiled before the defeat of announcer.
dians" and "The Man Trom Toronto,'' painter and film star, drowned at Saturday (17).
Mary Wildhack to William HanGermany, About 10 additional ones
In Ixjndon she had stellar roles in Laurentian town of Piedmont, north page ??
sen, Peterborough, N. H., July 3.
were dubbed and printed, but the
"The Shop Girl," "The Naughty of Montreal, Sunday, Aug. 18.
Bride is theatre director; groom is
selection was made b.v the Office of
Princess," "Faust - on - Toast," "The
ALBERT J. BLASKO
He came to Montreal three years
War Information and the State De- legit player.
Golden Moth," 'The Island King," ago and played the title role in
Albert J. Blasko, 40. manager of
Mary Kay Jones to' Johnny;
"The Merry Widow." "Turned Up," Renaissance Films "Le Pere Chopin," the Symphony theatre in Chi for the partment, and the AMG has since Stearns, Peterborough, N. H. Aug. 11.
nixed them as unsuitable,
Some
"Student Prince" and "Sunny."
French-Canadian film to be past 10 years and former Chi trade
first
were knocked out because they show Both are legit players now in sumIn 1927-28 she toured as "Rose produced in Canada. He was also press rep, died Aug, 18, in Chicago,
mer
Stock.
violence (the AMG will have none
Marie" in the play of that name. She set for several new pics Canadian
Bernice Bland to Kenneth Krahl
of
hat) and others because they
appeared in London in 'The Damask picture outfits are planning for proHUBBARD RAY COTTON
wcie tested and German reaction in Kansas City, July 31. He's studio
Rose" and "Open Your Eyes" in 1930. duction.
supervisor
at Station KMBC; she
Cotton,
56, to them found to be bad. Under the
Hubbard Ray (John)
During 1932 she toured in "The Lady
Chabrier was
active
on
also
was his secretary.
of the Rose," retiring after her mar- French net of Canadian Broadcast- theatrical booking agent and hotel violence prohibition, AMG Will alArdis Neff to W. Colston Leigh,
in Kansas City, low no scenes of street fighting, muroperator
died
riage and coming to America,
ing Corp., as well as having apOssipee,
N.
H., Aug. 20.
Bride is
etc.,
der,
for fear of putting ideas
Aug. 12.
In addition to her husband, she is peared
in legit
productions
in
associated with groom in his' concert
in German heads.
survived by a sister, Mrs, Maurice France. Many of his paintings were
Despres, a former actress.
New pictures okay,ed for the ef- and lecture bureau,
exhibited throughout France and
RAOS RAGLAND
Alice Quintan to Charles. W. RanEurope.
John "Rags" Ragland, 41, burr fect they'll have on Nazi.s and ex- kin, Boston, Aug. 16. Bride is radio
ABRAHAM S. SGHOMEB
film Nazis are "Little Shop Around the ed of
musicomedy
and
lesque,
Boston Herald Traveler; groom
Abraham S. Schomer, 70, Yiddish
RICHARD COLLET
comedian, died yesterday (20) in Corner,"' "Lost Angel," "Random is production manager for the. John
Harvest" and ''Ziegfeld Girl," all
novelist and playwright and former
Richard Collet, 61, for 40 years Hollywood.
C. Dowd ad agency in Hub.
N. Y. attorney who specialized in an active figure in the management
Further details in Pictures section. from Metro; "Jane Eyre," "Laura,"
Margaret
Peal to Hoy Allen,. New
"Keys to the Kingdom" and "Sun
immigration law, died in Los An- of London theatres and hotels, died
Groom is in road
Valley Serenade,'.' from 20th-Fox; York, Aug. 17.
geles, Aug; 16. He went to Los AnAug. 19 at Chob'nam, England. He
Daughter, 18, of Ed Rudolph, St. "Pasteur," "Adventures
of
Mark company of "Anna Lucasta."
geles in 1934, after having made his had been manager of the D'Oyly
Louis
exhibitor,
died
Aug.
19 in At- Twain"
Lois
Morris Wolin,
Barrett
to
and "Gentleman Jim," Warhome in N, Y, since 1892 when he Carte Opera Co. between the two
lanta, Ga., a victim of polio,
ReBrooklyn,
Bride Js
N.
Y.,
18.
Aug.
ner Bros.; "Can't Take It With You"
arrived in the U. S. from bis na- World Wars.
mains will be shipped to St. Louis and "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," Co- former band vocalist; groom is with
tive Russia.
In 1927 he was appointed director for burial. ,
,
Loew's,
lumbia; "Uhion' Pacific" and "Great
Schomer was for many years an of the Savoy, Berkeley and Claridge
in
Hearty
Fritz,
Evans
Johnny
to
Victor Herbert," Paramount; "Susworker in the American hotels in London and two years
active
Henry A. Gras, 58, stage elec- picion," RKO. Approved a short Pittsburgh,. Aug' 17. Groom's with,
Jewish Congress and other philan- later became managing director of
trician for the Stratford theatre in time previously were "My Sister the Billy Catizone band.
thropies. He gave up his law prac- the Savoy theatre there.
Chicago
for
the
past
17
years,
died
Eileen" and "More the Merrierj"
tice in 1915 and became one of the
Collet came to this country as
both from Columbia,
most widely known Yiddish novel- general manager of the D'Oyly Carte Aug, ,14.
Clearances are expected soon on
Mr. and Mrs. Groucho Marx,
ists and playwrights in the country. Opera Co. in 1934 when it played a
Maureen O'Connor, 46, cashier of a great many more films.- German Hollywood, Aug. 14. Father is one
His father, Nathan Shaikewitz,- was season of Gilbert & Sullivan revivmarket
can absorb, it is believed, of the Marx Bros.
also ,a noted Yiddish playwright. als at the Martin Beck theatre, N. Y. the Warner exchange, Kansas City,
died Aug. 15. She had been with well over 100 pictures a year.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Peck, son,
During the years he had written
Ditto
In
Japan
Warners for 20 years.
Hollywood, Aug. 16. Father is Km
many successes for the Yiddish
JOSEPH Oi. litGHTNER
Japanese situation is pretty much, *tar; mother was former secretary
stage, one of which he translated
Joseph G. Lightner, 62, Mayor of
for Broadway production, "Today,"
Ru».sell Birdwell, Jr., 22, son of the the same as in Germany, Maas said, to Katharine Cornell, legit star,
Odessa, Mo., for 10 terms and a vetMr, and Mrs. Lou Bring, daughter,
produced at the then Broadhurst eran in motion picture exhibi- publicist, died Aug. 13 in Los although the AMG there is providing
rawstock
oi'' newsreels. Vast quantif
Aug. 13. Mother is the former Frantheatre (now 48th Street) by Harry
Angeles following a major operation,
tion, died at his iiome in that city
ties of coin being piled up by the ces Hunt, vocalist; father is a musiVon; Tilzer, songwriter-music pubr
last week.
MPEA in the former enemy coun- cal director.
Usher. Theme dealt with cheating
Mother, 74, of Jack Peck, Pitts- tries
Lightner was manager of the
is seen by the fact fhat the
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Green.wives and had a long run.
Opera House in Odessa for many burgh, bandleader, died last week association made a deposit of 20,000,- house, son, Hollywood, Aug. 9Survived by three sisters.'
years.
He also was a profesional at her home in Denver.
000 yen jusst to start an. account in Father is an independent producer
magician.
the National City Bank's Tokyo and former foreign rep for RKO
TOM W. BAILY
Alexander Orgy's Aussie Bates
branch when that establishment re- and Metro.
Tom W. Baily, 45, filnt publicist,
BEN STAD
Sydney, Aug, 1.
opened a few weeks ago. And that's
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Bergholz,
died Aug. 14 at his home in Beverly
Ben Stad, 61, widely-known PhilaAlexander Gray, U. Si singei' now only a part of what's been taken in Son, Burbank, Cal., Aug. 14. Father
Hills,
following a
heart attack. delphia musician and collector of visiting here with his Aussie-bOrn in rentals since the
occupation, is a cameraman. at RKO.
Former newspaper man, Baily joined old instruments, died Aug. 18 in his wife Joy Flower, is doing some radio Maas disclosed. It represents about
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Miller, son, HolParamount's publicity staiT in 1(26 summer home, Gloucester, Mass.
work for Colgate-Palmolive over $1,300,000 at the official rate of ex- lywood, Aug,'13. Father is a west
end later became west coast publlcA native of Holland, he came to the Macquarle network.
change, although the MPEA topper
coast film booker for Warners.
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VeJneadgy^ August 21, 1946
to

€IIATTEK
oatehpMtner Helen Marcy thesp-

0'Shaughfle.ssy, checked out
of Yardley Sun. (18) for Mt. kisco,
-where he will stage "The Black
at Westchester Playhouse for
fye,"

(Variety)

t9 th«
w«(eks' orioepver.

Pulaski

Jack

John

W puBliolty h«ad,

^"ory'io thi N«w torker
Sid roy,
9ut olhospitel

*

Jr.,

Eddie

"the Bed MiU" cast not

to

jetilrn

to close

iulm

II

T

in

writing deals, among
couple of stage musicals.

Mwn
'

Levinson

Leonard

**ficript«r

nrtewick

on issue first floated in 1939.
Moiis Hart and Kitty Carlise topping even Helen Hayes for advance
s.r.o. at New Hope.
All ducats for

clai'ed

Vroom has joined Brock

Magni-

"The

agenting

PemherTon,

newlyweds

*'^??ank'rHarvey") Fay to do

skate team, ]omed 'IceCenter.
tfme" at the
.surFilm trade newsmen threw
for Madeleine White,
orise luncheon
flacky

on

to

"White

in

Cargo" this week at Yardley. Bill
Dix winds up season there next

week with 'Two

25th anni

Jier

"Man Who Came

of Alexander Graham
native
as
Tondaleyo

nnmedy

Monogram

in

Dinner," opening Labor Day, Cleaned out two weeks in advance.
Margaret Bell Wright, descendant
Bell, going

f
bunny records, in aiPUm
jies' of
form, for Decca.
;;u
t,
Grace ChurcTi,
lack Millikan and

I'i"

.

to start

1

I

Carrolls."

,Mr.s,.

new Broadway

a

Kenneth Harlan divorced.
Paul Kelly to Canada on vacation.
Boris Karloff resuming w.ork- after
up touring surgery.
,v V-;
to tour
Walter Slczak recovering from
key towns starting in September.
'"',-''
;a
Present show at Prince of. Wales pneumonia.
Mario
Silva, Metrg "composer, seritheatre likely will be transferred, to
several skits.

Tom Arnold

company

Jack Hess doing publicity for LaSalle and McVickers theatre.s.
Walter Immerman named to board
of directors of Variety Clubs of 111.
Del Courtney's wife confined, to a
hospitkl bed for a couple of weeks.
Nate.Platt back to work after two
weeks vacation at Mercer, Wis.; "with
John Balaban.
Lucille Ball, in town with hubby
Desi Arnaz, who is appearing at
Chicago theatre.
Local flack Sam Honigberg will
edit B'Nai
Brith Cinema
Lgdge
monthly mag vyhen it bows in -Sept.
Charles Luckman, Lawrence' Tibr
belt, Jean Arthur and ^BiU Boyd inbetween-ti'aih Visitor.^ 'at the* Punip

Preview of "The-Front Page" regiven to the press
Royale instead of an-

vival will be
Sept. 3 at the

Mo.stel

&

'

Room.

Cabana
Sophie Tucker

,

.

':

.

n

Herman Bernstein is now general
manager of the Alvin, being operLou
ated by Howard S. Cullman.
Cline is house manager.
After a slow start in locating potential screen talent in the strawhatjs, things have picked up for RKO
scout Arthur Willi, He has four gals

for

18 days.

Balloon

a two months' visit with
Aumont's family.

Paris for

the Harris.

used

to

ballyhoo

here this month.

"Ice-

,

I

1

partment okayed new
construction
12 months.

.

after

leaving the (5opacabana' Saturday night, and some $2,500 in cash
and jewels taken,

By Hal Cohen
Variety Club will inaugurate a series of once-monthly Saturday cabaret nights on Sept.' 7.
Joe Pape, the local maestro, has

November.
McCormick,

Abbey's topranking player, will make- a third
film for J. Arthur Rank before re-

Armando, the ad agencv artist, ha.<!
new Armando & (Hanky)
Ltd.
ad agency. With
some $2,300,000 in accounts, including Gar Wood Industries.
Conti-

formed

Stansbury,

nental Industfies- (a utility),
Records, etc.

Apollo

this

hostiiis

Saturday

for his younEte.st son,
Hobby, just disCharKfid
lirom
the
Army after 18 month.s in the Paoiflc. He is
the last of Horwitz's four
sons to return

from the Army.

bowing-out

ClifTord,

Actress Maura Ryan, from Gaiety
Acting School to Rank Studios Film
School. Sister Kathleen Ryan starring in Two CTlies film,"Orr Man'
Out." gets star pai't in telecast of
Synge's "Playboy of the Western
,

World."

IValter Batchelor tossed shindig at
Jenoo Mt. home Sun. dl).
«c.-J^'^.^"Wand back from staging
.!>uds in Your Eyes" on Coast.
D9n Finlayson designing at PJay'

:

nouser-fourth scenic artist of season.
Jim and Phil Triicx. Alan Hewitt,
"ay Tuttle into New Hope to gander
flaila
Stoddard in "Amphitryon"
last week.
Phyllis Perlman. Broadway flack,
"HP'"? spouse Theron Bamberger
.

"t

°^ Ja'JOr shortage,
Playhouse door,

by clipping

at

Joe

McGee,

Wm.

his

Spaghetti Village, this one
Liberty, in a

Moe

second
East

in

few days.

Silver,

WB

.fSP*'t..^y^"'"«!
"rawhat
spot

Morris

(17) for

talent

to

:

,

ber. Union, confab set .for that date.
Carl Beimiller. a,ssoeiate ed of

star for Emile Littler.
Ki.eron O'Hanrahan, who .scored a
hilt as lead in the ;Sean, O'Ca.scy
,'

zone

manager,

and the missus going to New Hampshire for month's vacation.
Skip Strahl, kid band leader just
out of the army, enrolling in nnusic

course at Carnegie Tech.
Jimmy Smith, of

Holiday,

mag.

play "Red Roses for Me," is playing
the Ba.sil Sydney part in the screen
version
of "A
Man About the

Curtis

town

in

to

Publications

do a

st6i'.y

Beach.

re.sort

on the

i

New

air-conditioned

Martinique

hotel expected to be ready by Jan,
1. Skyscraper will include a dance

House."
Herbert Wilcox's latest

"Pos.sessed" at

\

Warners after

15: days^

on account of illness.
Barry Sullivan on sie.sta at Carmel.
Mack McConkey and family in
town from Chicago,
George 'Jcssfcl goes to Boston Sept.

off

\

17 to emcee the Allied Exhibitors
convention dinner.
A. H. Blank. Tri State Circuit
prexy, returned to Des Moines after
huddles at Paramount,
E.sther Williams and Carey Wil-son
guests of lienor at a luncheon of the

American

In.stitute- of Journalists,
Tom Reddin in from London for
studio huddles as director of theatre
publicity for Paramount in Great
Britain.
Paul Williara.s in town after two
weeks in Wa.shington as general
counsel of Southern California Theatre Owners A.ssociation.
Daniel Dare took over direction of
"My Favorite Brunette" at Para-mount, pinch-hitting for Elliott Nugent, who ha.s tliroat infection.
.

mat

Yardley.

this

,

,.

,

,

Sawasdi Nitibhon and Chet Voravan sailing for Bangkok after tunctioning a.s technical advisers on
'Anna and the King of Siam."
Prank E. Cahill, Jr., director of
sound anci projection for Warners,
Aug. 23.
Local OOPS cracked down on hotel .cited for his war services by the
Besides starring in .Sydney Box's
"The Upturned Glass," James Ma.son dance roomsv enforcing midnight American Standards Association.
will also co-direct' with Lawrence closing.
Herbert Stothart, Metro, composerHuntington, Pamela Kellino (Mrs.
Bar of Music closes thi.s weekend arranger, last week enrolled his son,
Mason) will also have leading role for a month. Di.SDUte between op Herbert, Jr., IT, at the "University of
in the pic.
Bill Jordan and AFM local held in Wisconson,
his own alma mater.
Michael Balcon Is trying hard to abeyance until reopening
Stothart formerly taught music at
get LiUi Palmer to come back from
Conacabana trying to get okay to the university.
Holly wood to play a role in "Frieda," install .seoia revue. Local ordinance
Robert Wood, currently winding
Ronald Millar's play currently at and custom will probably ni'x.the up his thesping in 'the Enterprise
Westmin.ster theatre which Ealing idea.
picture, "Ramrod," off to New York
Studios will produce.
Pine-Thomas
productions
plan- on completion of film for role with
Val Rarnell auditioning potential nine to shoot film, "Sapphire Room." his wife, in "Hang Onto Our Love," "
film, "Piccadilly Incident,'' which he has just
completed for Associated British
Pictures Corp., goes into Metro's
Empire for West End pre-release

room with Latin band featured,

'

WFVL

,,

will locate in
New
Cadillac hotel around Sept. ,,!.
Club Bali ops tjlannine extensive
alterations for- new sea.son.
station

,

,

.5,

:

.

"

,

Show

Hollywood
at New Bar staff, called to Pittsburg, KanHis 45th sas, by death of his father.
Catizone out at William
summer.
Billy
"''^hestrator Don Walker home Penn
Contihotel because new
,
Coasit radio stint tomorrow nental bar isn't using music.
(i^^^
Mary Martha Brincy goes to New
li-K\P arrange "Park Avenue" for
nwehbor George. S. K.nifman.
York Sunday (25) to guest star on
*'*'?^..IlpSenth^ and Elimcjr Wejiss, NBC's InVl Harvester Show,
Sat.

•,

.

gone commercial.
E'tzi Covato
opening

,

,

Joan Crawford resumes woris In

,

WCAE

Robei-t
Pre.ston
and Catherine
Craig returned irom their jaUnt tO
San Francisco.
Pev Marloy, recently parted from
Linda DaincU, shoved off on a forthi.aht vacation, solo.

'

Tiny Miller taking over p. a. chores
ai Nite Golirt of Fun in addition to
entertaining there.
Barry Parks' voice okay again after
a rest and he's gone into Glen Park
Casino near Buffalo.
Bob Cochran's 6 o'clock Sportlight
on
every evening has just

,

•

'

,

Sol .Tacobson

j

August.

is

lot.

Ingrid
Bergman resumed her
chores in "Arch of Triumph" after'
four days Off,

changed his name professionally to
"Fools, Rush in," .starring Defek
Miami Beach
Jay Paige.
Farr, and now touring the province.s,
Roger Kelly, the WJAS announcer, is likely to replace "Dear Murderer"
By Larry Solloway
will be a pop for the second time which is not doing well; at the AldTerrace plub, now operating as a
in December:
wych theatre.
Chinese eatery, reported on, the
Kap Monahan, Press drama editor,
,Miles Byrnes bringing over Irish
and bis kids are in Canada for a Players for four weeks repertory at block.
Beachcomber op Ned Schuyler
fortnight.
Granville theatre, after which they planed to N. Y. this week for a lookJules Green. WB booker, has plane will play 16 weeks tour in the prosee talent and close deals for .season.
reservatior!.<;
for a coa.st vacation vinces.
Seemed like midseason when Don
next month.
Slim Alan, Vic Oliver's stooge, Richards preemed his Famous Door,
Bob Rhodes, the bandleader, and quits after run of "The Night and
on Site of old Riptide. last Week,
his wife were quietly divorced sev- the Music" at London Coliseum, to
.with turttawa.ys all. niglrit. Soot, feaeral months ago.
take one of the loads in "Red- MiU"
tures two bands until regular .seaUA salesman Mickey Hartz, and, hi^ for Emile Littler.
when name acts will be added.
bride will make, their Iibnie In
Bud Flanagan touring for four sort,
Nitery ODS awaiting word from,
Wheeling, W. Va,
weeks to try out some of material He
regarding new salary
Clifr Daniels, manager of WCAE, intends to use in the new revue at AFM local
.scale will have to wait until Novemcelebrated his 11th anniversary with London Coliseum in which
station last week.

By

Goldwyn

town for studio confabs.
Mrs. Walter Guild, wife of United
Artists foreign sales chief, recovering
from an operation.

of

ber.

"London Town,'' Wesley Rufigles'
filmusical, which stars .Sid Field,
goes into the Leicester Square theatre for West End pre-release end of

he

Bucks County, Pa.

James A. Mulvey in from New
York for studio conferences on the

'

Graham

D'Ovly Carte Opera Co. after six
vears as too comedian, sings lago in
Verdi's "Othello'' here in Novem-

,

Sam Horwitz. boniface of Howie's
Hestaurant,
night (24)

Comet Pro-

duction.s.

,

here.

,,

,

Harry Kosiner; appointed eastern
sales representative for

i

RKO Studio Club will hold its annual basket picnic in North Hollyturning to the stage.
Daniel Treacy moves in to man- wood next Sunday.
Fred Finklehofte to Wa.shitigton
age 3,000-seater Savoy from the
Green Cinema: formerly with Para- State to look over backgrounds for
"The Egg antl I."
mount theatres in England.
Emil Newman returned to his
Comedian Jimmy O'Dea, doing
BBC Irish Half-Hours and louring musical chore at Goldwyn's studio
English vauders under Tom Arnold after ho.spitalization.
Loretta Young going on a South
management, back in Dublin.
MacCurlain,
wife
of American
vacation to recuperate
Mairead
Michael Colbert, Dail (Congre.ss) from recent illness.
member.s, gets principal part in
A. L. Kaplan, managing director
opera "Cavalleria Rusticana'' current of Chinese sector for Warners, in

activities for MacLean
Publication's, particularly for Chiitelaine."

Pittsburgh

column
Weekly

legit outfit.

New

Ria Mooney. formerly with
tival in
F. J.

•

Paramount's'-- assist-

cast

York Civic Rep., and Sean Neeson,
named judges for Cork Drama Fes-

Arthur Rank

there.

studio publicity director for William
license, de-. Cagney.
film houses for
Robert Walker will act and direct
$1,600,000 in last for the Malibu Theatre Group, new.

Government building

Capades" in front of Convention
Hall blown away during heavy rainstorm of la.st Tue.sday (13) night.
Harry Hasley, of Pittsburgh, almost
taken with it when he tried to hold
on after winch holding it had become detached. Found- miles at sea
few days later by Coast Guard and
'
returned to owners.

London
Bill Miller, planning a lirie of girls
in his next show at the Riviera, will
Charles B. Cochran doing nicely
offer showgirl jobs to the 12 runnersafter recent operation.
up in the
Atlantic
City
"Miss
Nat Deverich off to Paris on MuAmerica" contest.
sic Corp. of America mission.
Barney Balaban,
Al Burnett reopening his Nut
prexy, planes baclc to New Yorlt toHouse, famous pre-war nitery.
day (21) from Toronto to sit in On
Gaumont-British "Victory Parade"
the board meet of Famous Playersplaying repeat dates on most circuits.
Lisbon
•Canadian held yesterday.
Plat of George Melachrino, the
Coney Island's Luna Park, razed
Meirles sisters, radio chirps, iire
by Are, becomes an apartment de-' booked for a series of theatre dates band leader, robbed of jewels worth
$2,500
belonging to his wife.
velopment for 62.'i GI families under in Brazil.
aegis of Morton S. Wolf (Delmonico
Seymour Hicks making his comeMaria Campoy. Spanish film star,
hotel) in a $6,000,000 deal.
Rents who planed to U. $• recently, goes back in British pictures for Boijltunder $80.
direct to Hollywood to make a pic- ing Bros, in "Fame is the Spur."
Ruthene Leelerc has taken over
Felipe Fiocca, who recently took ture.
Li.sbon City Hall council has voted the femme lead in "Here Come the
charge of Dazian's theatrical fabrics
department in N. Y„ served four to build an auditorium here for Boys" from Leni Lynn, due to tatTheatre ter's illness,
year-s in the
Air Force, three of staging of musical shows.
portion will have 5.000 seals.
which were in England.
Music Corp. of America won an
Maria Eugenia, Portugese film star, injunction against Music Corp.
Pre,ston Sturges' former re.sidence
of
off to Madrid where she is skedded Great Britain,
at 12.3 E. 54th St., long the home of
formed in 1945, barfor new Spanish film. "Los Heroes ring latter from
the 123 Club, has been purchased by
use of the name.
95," produced by Estudios Ropdel
Louis Levin, owner of the Gilmore's
Mary Palmer, Canadian feature
teuce.
restaurant, who'll oppn a new eatery
writer, here to write article.s on J.
starting, a
Publisher's

,

,:'.,',,

for testing.
Jean Pierre Aumont and his wife,
Maria Montez, slated to fly in from
the Coast this week, en route to

for

I,

,

set

editor,

„•

.

,

Mrs. Dave Cha.sen, wife of the
Coast restaurateur, in from Coast
with their daughter for an ear operation here.

"Books Into Films."
Formerly was done by Par's story editor, Dick Mealand.
Leon {& Eddie's) -Enken's daughter one of a party of six held up

',

:

theatre.

.

financing;

week

.

;

,,,,,,,„,-

Joe Seidelman took the Mrs. to
the Coast for the three weeks necessary for top exec powwows on the
Universal lot.
Lew. Cantor yens another fling .at
legit producing If he .can find the
He's plenty heeled for
right script.

Paul Nathan,

,

when it vacates fpi". ously ill.
Sid Field's revue, r
Ava Gardner filed suit to divorce
Geoffrey Segal,' who. was with Artie Shaw.
Howard Hughes well enough to
Paramoutit before the war, appointed exhibition manager to the leave hospital.
Roy Rogers returned from the IlliArmy Kinema Corp., succeeding
Jock MacGregor who rejoins a nois State Fair.
Ida Lupino returned to town after
tradepaper.
Segal will be responsible for all AKC garrison 3nd mo- vacationing in Newport.,,
Mikhail Rasumny at home recoverbile cinemas,
ing from surgery.
Stephen Ames returned to work at
RKO after siege of flu.
Dublin
Metro cartoon studio closed for
By Maxwell Sweeney
vacations until iSept. 3.
Playwright Paul yincent Carrol}
Joanne Saylor resigned as .senior
here on vacation;,'
story analyst- for Columbia.
Abbey-ite Eileen Crowe back from
Cass Daley and husband, Frank

;

offices.

ant play

,.'

,

""oaniel S. Tuthil), former v.p. of
Artists Corp.,
National Concert
has opened own talent management

tins

i

,

& Katz flacks knockirig
out preparing for the
25th anrii celebration of the Chicago

Copa

into

•

other date announced
Morris Green teamed with George
Rilling to produce ".Tohnno," comagency
edy by Lewis Nemerson, ad

called

'

'

Girl"'

"Hungry Hill" sets at Denham;
Kinsella, in from Manhattan.
Tenor John Feeney, topping TheYu-Hsui Ku, official from China,
Helen Traubel and John Charles
(23)
when
Thomas in town for appearances at atre Royal's bill, returns to U.S. gandering production at Warner.s.
departs.
shortly.
Catherine McLeod returned to
Chi
Tribune's
Music
Festival
at Sol"Ice-Capades" new edition will
Kelly
bows
out
of Longford .work after a tussle with influenza.
John
dier's Field.
have Its first showing early in Sept.
Le.ster Sharpe in from New York
Betty Hutton expected 'to re.t>ister^ Productions for film work with J.
Has been in rehear.sal here for sevfor story conferences at Repubiic.
at Meyer House of Michael Reese Arthur Rank.
eral weeks.
William Gordon resigned as chief
hospital any day now to await visit
Comedian Danny Cummins to
Dean Martin held over at 500 club from .stork*.
Queen's theatre after 14 weeks' pro- of RKO's censorship department.
Other acts there are Shelia Bond
George Diamos in town to buy
Maurice Tei Dunn's "Driftwood" vincial tour.
Pearl. Williams, Guy Martin line, and wiV get its first test at the Lake
films for his Ai izona theatre chain.
Dublin's main technical college has
Harry Dobbs band.
Philip Reed to Del Mar to spend
Zurich playhouse Aug. 23.
opened special training course for
his vacation watching the hayburnRobert (Sarland, drama critic for cine projectioni.sts.
Andrews Si.sters into Steel pier
ers.
vauder tl8) with Jane Russell mov- the N. Y. Journal-American, in town
Barry Fitzgerald definitely will
Belmont Gottlieb joined the PRC
ing out after a three-week run in to do piece on Joe E. Brown.
John Hill, flack for "Come on Up," not make an Abbey appearance be- sales staff as West Coast representa.conjunction with "The Outlaw" pic.
fore returning to the U.S. this fall. tive.
Randy Breoks band into Ham id's F.ast to prepare Boston for the Mae
Grainger,
starring
Stewart
in
West vehicle and to get married,
Tony Martin recuperating faster
pier (18).
Alterhates
with Alex
Ted Straeter and orch skedded for "Captain Boycott," Planed here (10) thatt usual from his appendix operaBartha. Vaude includes Ralph Fieldthe Biltmore hotel in N. Y. on com- from London for location Work' in ,tion.
er & Harriet, Russ Miller & Co. Ted
pletion of Empire Room engagement Midlands.
Norman Ayers lit out to cover his
Lester, and Hal Sands dancers.
here Sept. 10.
Southern
Division territory for WarSoprano
Elena
Danieli
and
tenor
Maurice Rocco has been added to
Dotfie Dotson, Del Courtney chirp- John Feeney aired by Hospitals' ners.
Harlem club show. Layout also in- stress,
flew down to St. Louis to see Trust sponsored hour over Radio
John Sutherland returned from
cludes Three Chocolateer.-;, Jackie
Jack
Kramer. St.
Louis Eireann.
business huddles in Chicago and New
"Moms" Mabley, Lillian Fitzgerald, hubby
BBC Philharmonic orchestra con- York.
Three Poms, Hortense Allen, "Iron Browns pitcher, during day off la-st
Dr. Bertrand Goldschmidt, French
ductor, Stanford Robinson, at KillaJaw" Wilson, Leonardo & Zollo, and week.
Ernie Byfield and Frank Bering loe with wife, soprano Lorely Dyer, atomic scientist, visiting the Metro
Charles Phipp-s.
toying with idea of opening a new on vacation.
lot.,
Atlantic City racetrack drew 374,- intime nitery
in
the Ambassador
Andrew Stone returned from
Actre.ss Margaret McCarthy, here
748 people during its fir.st 21-day West similar
to the "Buttery."
from
to
visit relations, is in- United Artists sales meeting in New
U.S.
meet which ended Saturday (17).
Joe E. Brown's spouser Kathryri terested in N.Y. rights of several York.,
They wagered $32,630,754. Average back, to the
Coast.
Len Simpson appointed chief of
Returning in a Irish plays.
daily attendance was 15,617; with month with
the two
Fred O'Donovan, former Abbey publicity for Jules Levey Proaverage daily wages $1,359,615. New ters who will attend Brown daughlocal .schools actor now producing BMBC televi- ductions.
sesh is Sept. 16, With meet scheduled while Dad
emotes in "Harvey" at sion shows in London, will vacation
George Thoma-s, Jr., checked in as
Zero
Friday

Two."

Paramount

lining

is

"Pick-Up

.another house

Balaban
themselves

Atlantic City
By Joseph W. Walker

of

'

-

!

due here
production on
play, "The Big

Montgomery

Robert
about sept.

63

Hollywood

Americans, booked to do theii" .specialties- as well as
appearing In

Opening of "Dream Girl" at the
Selwyn lipped to Sept. 3.
Jimmy Pappas, Vine Gardens boss,
back from vacation in Mich.

••
Blood.
Henry Chapin, prexy of Playhouse, oflfering l.'W shares of New
Hope strawliatter over b.o. counter
at $100 per.
No dividends yet de-

ill

l?ut

into Prince of Wales theatre Sept.
23 with the Three Ross Sisters,

Chicago

Ihg in "Candle-LiBht;*

.

talent at the London Hippodrome for
the new Sid Field xeyu^ whiph goes

in

boite

name

of .."-ame

Belmar., hotel.

•
,

.•

;

located
.

j.

In
<

Lynn Riggs

legit

open in (jctobcr,

drama
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•
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VcJiicsday, August 2 1,
1945
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RADIO ROUTS BANKROLL BLUES
Swann Song

DickHaymes 70G

Baltimore, Aug. 27.
Jr., operator of
Hilltop strswhatter here,
filed suit for divorce from his
wife,
Mary Jane Stockham
Swann, last week charging "de-

Don Swann,

the

Hub Looks To

In

sertion."

Mrs.

.

Top Sinatras Biz
Boston, Aug. 27.
Dick Haymes is expected to crack
Frank Sinatra's record during his
•

current
Boston.

date

RKO

theatre,

expected

to score

the

at

Haymes

is

week ending

$70,000 for the

tonight

Sinatra's take was
for which, the swooner got

(Wednesday).
$61,100

an even

50%

split.

Haymes' take

is expected to exceed that of Sinatra.' Haymes was
boolced on a graduating scale with
percentage of Haymes' slice increasing witlv the gross.
Opening day
Thursday (22) was bigg^t in history
of the house, $8,805. Margaret Whiting, Nioliolas Bros, and Dick Buckley were on the bill with Haymes.
Maurice Rocco substituted when
Mi.ss Whiting bowed out Tuesday to

;

'.

;
.

Swann

is

being curi-ently

starred in his Hilltop production of "Rain," and billed to appear in next: week's "The Man

Who Came

to Dinner."

Opens Door To

Former Prestige
11

is

Saizsburg, Aug. 20.

restoration of the town's former
summer prestige as the top European culture spot for the month of
Thougii this year's proAugust.
gram is notable" for lack of important names, individual successes
have been registered by a couple of

the pic.

Jack Benny's

To

MCA

Shift

Cues Wider

Wiiile
tionally,

s

months.

of its .remaining

June was tremendous nait did not break any rec-

ords on

the

.

Broadway

sector,

By GEORGE: ROSEN

the

The oldestablished shows .with the rating
payoff, which got the sponsor brusheroo during those hectic cancellaThe

country's No. ,1 midway, although
that main stem did very well. Fig^
Ures from the 3d New York Internal

Revenue

District,

above 23d

St.,

all

show

of

Manhattan

tion

that admissions
a tax of $5,-

As

074,115,

more programs and topfliglit perthat were on the block
few months back, the "avail-

sonalities

Phiico Averts

Sinatra Rivaby

,

,

Hildegarde,
cigarets,

Dcm Bums
cial

to St. Louis for the cru-

Cardinal.s-Dodgei>s

again

to

Chi

(to

visit

series,

his

Where the Brooks play the
some more climactic games.

20^

NEW

Bui'lesque

BLDG. SLASH

HITS THEATRES, RADIO
Washington, Aug. 27.
The Civilian Production Administration, today ordered, a 20?;- slash
ill
commercial construction, bringing the $45,000,000 weekly maximum
a.lpwed until now. down to the alltime low of $35,000,000 per week.

Now

Bares Souls as Church

and

fiither),
Cubs in

House

Canton, O., Auk. 27.
The 54-year-old Grand theatre,
lor the past 10 years a burlesque
liou-se. has been sold to the Bethel
Tabernacle for $50,000 and will
be used for church
henceforth
The tabernacle has used
services.
the building since May 1 imdev a
.

on 211 basic ABC stations. In addition, 400 other stations around the
country are being pacted separately,
These, of
to carry, the program.
course, would include affiliates of
other webs in cities not carrying the
show.
Spotting, of CrosJjy at 10 o'clock in
the eastv.-and- not at 9, as. was; anticis
believed motivated by
ipated,
C^roaner's feeling that it would be
labelled as st>ite work, in view of
•

f ict that

Frank Sinatra's Old Gold

show
CBS.

also

.

lease.

World' War I. theatre
Before
was used for operatic and stage perMcKinley,
William
formances.
later to become President, was one
of the original
citizens"

stockholders of the

Gem Razor

eral
'

Communications

Commission

.

Horse Has B.O.

While Hirohito

making

his pubdays in a

i.s

who

is

burner

exhibiting the royal oaton personal appearances.

Nag and his handler have been
booked' for an eight-day exhibit at
only $32,000,000 worth of new Mechanics Hall. Boston, starting
commercial building was permitted Nov. 17, and are also slated to play
during the week of Aug. 15, last the T. D. Kemp ciroult in the south,
week for which complete figures are
William Morris agency Is lining
quotii

available.

9:

,

p.m.

,

on

Threatens

In Tune's Slogan Lift

Hirohito's

;

for residential construction.
The cut to $35,000,000 maximum a week is worse than it appears, since even under the liigher

at

LegaiS OXlock Shadow

lic appearances these
coligtruction permits.
white
celebrated
Wilson Wyatt, head of Federal limousine/ his
Housing, has pushed for thi.s sla.sh, horse will be bu.sy earning some
so he could have more building hefty coin for former Lt. Dick Ryan,

materials

heard

group which built the thea-

tre.

Sla.sh will affect
and stadia, and

building of theatres
construction of new
radio and television stations, regardles.<; of whether the latter
have Fed-

is

up the

dates.

.

Gem Razor, which for years has
widely advertised the phrase "five
o'clock shadow," has threatened legal
action again.st maestro Ellijot Lavyrencc and Columbia: Records if the
title of an original tune by Lawrence
and Bickley Reichner is not revised,
Lawrence and Reichfter applied the:
same "Five O'Glock Shadow" phrase
to the 'original, whicli the former's
band plays at the Pennsylvania hotel,
.

;

N. Y.. and whicli Columbia is soon,
to release in recorded form.
Gem claims the title will interwith i!^ slogan.
:

fere

is

all

by Raleigh

dropped
set

to

move

in

for

I

HOTEL OWNERS,

Owners Assn. is no-vv having in New
York with demands of Local 802,
American Federation of Musicians,

show.
pro-

ducing the revival by time limitarunning out.

Edith Piaf to U.

I

S.
I

Paris, Aug. 27.
stress,' is

Piaf,

No.

going to

French songArnerica under di-

I

1

rection of Clifford C. FLScher, currently in Paris getting his Les Ambassadeurs into shape.
Meantime Tino Rossi, under a collaborationistic cloud, is back in the
limelight, indicating he must have

I

I

!

I

been exonerated.

for a sharp booist in musicians' scales,
heads of the HOA were in Washingyesterday. (TaesdSy) wrestling
with the OPA on price ceilings.'
They're endeavoring to ease rcstric-.:
tions on food and liquor prices.
Other stories detailing the HOA's
battle with .802 and the latter' s conilict over new wage demands with
nightclub owners, vaudeville thoatres and legit houses can be found
in respective departnaents of thi?
issue.
The nightclub and vaudc .$it-:
.nation is detailed on page 51: logij
on page 57; the danger to 802's administrative regime, page 45^- .:'

Ion

tion

Edith

AFM

In addition to headaches the Hotel

of- Laurence Rivers, Inc.) with Connelly directing. Connelly will again
dirisct as well as have part o£ the
.of

IN

.

SNAG, ALSO EYE OPA AID

Rowland Stebbins (under trade name

:.

comedian is holidaying by
traveling with Leo Durocher and

dwindled to a

ability" list has no-w
sparse' few.

of $125.000-$150.000. When^ show was
originally staged in 1930, production
cost was exactly half.
Show was originally produced by

Stebbins' office lost right

;

onl.y a

COST DOUBLE ORIGINAL

Spotting of the Bing Crosby transnewcomers^ while outstanding flopPix-Legit Activities pola of the session (to the embar- scribed show for Phiico was finally
(Tuesday)
up' yesterday
cultural- envoys) Cleared
Back of Jack Benny's management rassment of U. S.
was
the much-touted, single Grace when Phiico execs completed negoswitcliover from Arthur S. Lyons
The Crosby
Moore concert. Poorly attended de- tiations with ABC.
agency to Music Corp. of America is
spite extensive plugging in press and "wax in your ears" half-hour pro/ a plan to extend his activities, with
radio, the Moore show drew a weak duction goes into the Wednesday
Jules C. Stein, into indie pic producnight- at 10 segment on all stations
hoiLse and weaker critdsms.
tion, legit financing, etc.
Benny was
accustomed to in the east, with tl'e central, mounaudience,
Local
lor 25 years a Lyons client until the
such performers as Lotte Lehmann tain and C;oast zones carrying the
shift to MCA.
He remains friendly and Arluro Toscanini, were amazed show at 9 o'clock on the same
with Lyons and, of course, the coboth at "lightness and trivality"of the evening.
median's existing agreements via the
(Continued on page 62)
Crosby show tees off on Oct. 16.
Lyons office remain undisturbed.

The

when networks and ad-

days

Campbell's Soup,: Sunday night, on
CBS; Rudy Vallee, yanked off the
Procter & Gamble payroll, has been
picked up by Philip Morris: Phil
'PASTURES'
|,Spitalny,
whose: General Electric
light was suddenly doused, swings
over to the combined utilities comIndication of rise in cost o£ pro- panies that sponsored Nelson Eddy
Canada Dry
duction is seen in projected revival on CBS last season.
Marc C!onnelly's "The Green re-enters bigtime programming with
of
(Continued on page 26)
Pastures," which Jean Dalrymple
is set to produce at estimated cost

REVIVAL TO

Crosby Goes ABC

radi'o panic's over.

vertising agencies saw $10,000,000 in,
radio billings go down the drain, are
right back on the bankrolled bandwa.gon. In contrast to the dozen or

to theatres resulted in

Which was about $300,000
under May, although $800,000 better
than June, 1945. In addition, Broadvals, sports, etc.
Tliie half-year record was capped way's ticket brokers paid Uncle Sam
by smash biz countrywide in June $45,949 which is only about par for
which resulted in a tax talce of $40,- the course these days,
even fell off
Nitei-y
business
This Is the
248,042 for the month.
second biggest month on record, slightly. The Broadway night spots:
topped only by the $42,389,371 for turned in taxes totalling $547,868.
Indications here which was $700,000 under May and
September, 1945.
are that 1946 will continue to ring $80,000 under June, 1945.

'

.

IS

the bell at the boxofficc through all

27.

.

As the 1946 Salzburg music and
drama festival enters its final week,
Salzburgers as well as foreign visimake an air show.
tors
evaluate this year's festivities as
Huge draw is credited to stage
Show principally; "Cuban Pete" (U) a worthy door-opener to hoped-for

.'

Washingtonj Aug.

Film industry's fattest six months
in history^ the first half o£ 1946, is
reflected, in the 20% admissions tax:
f 01 that period. Uncle Sam racking
himself up a boff $316,916,061 bite
for the period, according to totals
released tonight by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
Aboiit 85% or better of the levy is
estimated to come from the nation's
tlie
remainder being; atflickers,
tributed to legit, nitery tabs, carni-

Salzburg Fete

By JOSEF ISRAELS

$216,916,067 Amusement Tax
For First Six Months of 1946

FOR TELEVl§IO]^

Wfitlnesday, Auj^ist 28,

H wood One-Hour Sustainer MuUed

The Berle-ing Point

By Wanger and KLAC's Fedderson

cribed for

c iitl'O;

Sports Shorts
Last week, in Washington, the
put Bob Feller's fast ball
over the velocity measuring machine and it went through at
the rate of 98 miles per hour,
or 145 feet a second. When you
leiiiember that the plate is only

''..'r-.

v':.'

Tlie show would involve the participation of the entire industry and
would be broadcast live over
here, with the- station -givirig gratis
the time plus the use of its transcription
strictly
facilities -for the
non-saleable sustainer.
The indus-

KLAC

from the box you

(iO

feet

ize,

what, the batter

real-

up, against..

is

219th

But the point ot this paragraph
IS that they once did the same
thing with Walter Johnson up
at West Point tusing a similar
machine) and if memory serves
one
Train
blazed
The
Big
signs

120

at

throu,i;h

item

this

.query— can

yoii

with

off-

"BLACKOUTS OF

the

sliow.-j

Imagine John-

the better

it.'-

The Great Wit Way

.

.

HUGH HERBERT.

;

.

each

for

$2.97

of

.

.;

.

Estate to Charity
.

Omaha, Aug.
The modest

.Savings Banks Trust Co., a
Wall §t. institution, which holds
a mortgage on one of the boxes
at Yankee Stadium; found its

adverse publicity.

holdings

The show would

reflect the overall intent, objectives, awareness to
responsibility,
contributions
and
other facets of the business.
It is

insufficient

(Wednesday)

night's

PS— the muggs

boxes.
first.

,.

A

.

attracted widespread attention
Hang-nail Descriptions
a lesson in tolerance. Testatrix
Senator Bilbo: David Copperhead ..Station break: The Pause That
was Annie Shackleford, 71,' known Refreshes. .Carmen tiOmbardo:
Treble-threat Man: .Saratoga Crowd:
professonally as Nan Engleton, more The BET-ter half
An over-age crooner: A Perry chromo.
than a quarter century ago on the
Observation Department
Broadway stage and vaude circuits.
It's only a question of time before they'll be showing continuous perOn the stage at 16, she grew to be a formances of "Maid in the Ozarks."
favorite. In 1910 she gave up troupUnderstand Universal is retrenching. They've limited KarlofV to a test
ing to help her husband, James M. tube and a Bunsen burner.
Shackleford, in business here. She
I hear they're having trouble with a love scene in "Carnegie Hall."
died July 18.
The hero tells the heroine they could make beautiful music together—-but

has

',<!

'

.

.,.

.

.

•

.

GEO. WHITE STARTS 1-YR

ger to prepare a presentation of the
plan, and is working it out witli
Fedderson. When set Wanger will
probably front it to industry leaders,.- with the emphasis being put on
a super quality show involving top
(cripts, talent, production, etc.
Generally, it would be the dramatization of picture making, from notion to finished production; excerpts
from films, re-enactments of historic
events in the development of industry, behind-the-scenes stories, interviews,
music from films, the
dramatization of filmdom's contributions throughout its life to government, people and the world as a
whole, plus tire inclusion of lacquered messages. The slant would
be taken to counteract the pot shots
so regularly taken at the industry,
its peoplcy and its personal and pro-

San Diego, Aug. 27.
George White; 53, stage and screen
producer, entered the county jail did not stop

TERM WITH ROAD GANG

_

yesterday

(Mon.)

to

actress' charity was reflected
in provisions of will which distributed more than $200 000. Thing which
attracted the public's fancy, however, was that while Mrs, Shackleford was a devout Catholic, her will

begin serving

sentence of one year in a San Diego
County road camp. He was booked,

The

at

Catholic

bequests

Omana Masonic Home
Boys which received $51B00, and

but included
for

the St. James Orphanage here which
eot $10,000. Omaha's new Children's
received $10,000.
given a number, examined and de- Memorial hospital
The Masonic Home for the Aged
clared physically fit for road camp
near Omaha was given $10,000.
quarrantine
work. After the usual
The New York Catholic Near East
periodj -it was stated, he will be as- Welfare Association -was left sums
chapels to be called
signed to a pick and shovel squad to establish two

one of the road camps.
White was .sentenced to jail term
and a fine of $600, after pleading
guilty to a hit-run charge involving
an accident in which his car killed
a newly married couple. Sentence
-was pronounced by Superior Judge
Joseph SheQ.
a
The producer of "George White's
in

Catherine

in

memoryof her parents.
The Actors Fund of America
New York was given $2,000

in
in

St.

Joseph

and

St.

memory
days.

of her friends ol trouping

The

Omaha

World-Herald

Good Fellow Christmas fund

.

gets

$1,000. Proceeds of property in Iowa
goes to' the University of Nebraska
Vincent's ReSt.
teaching fund.

treat for the
$10,000.

Old

Aged here was given
friend.? also

shared in

bequests.

called for one extra day in the road
locally,
particularly since eanip for each $2 of unpaid fine.
has gone to 50,000 -watts—as
White wa s taken into custody Perons Wife Would
compated to KLAC's 1,000 (and in- July 20 after his car had killed a
tended hike to 5;O0O),and regards itbride, and groom, Mr. and Mrs.
'2d Mrs. Roosevelt; But
self as the mouthpiece of Hollywood.
Claude McLester Lee, on the Coast
Highway not far from the Del Mar
Like
Arg. Pic Patrons
racetrack.
charges
Manslaughter
Montevideo, Aug. .J7.
NHery Newshounds were dismissed when Whitt pleaded
guilty to the hit-run charge and
While cougniiig by theatre audiences in Argentina, whenever the
Play Selves in 'Copa' Pic asked probation.
newsreel
'•Mr, White is 53," Judge Shell 3'eron entourage figures in
Three New York newshawks who
not regarded as too seris'ot^scover the nitery beat will play said. "Probation is intended to accomplish
rehabilitaWon.
He
has
themselves in Sam Coslow's produc"
'
"
when this" cough
are raised
brows
reached
a
development
in
his
chartion of Monte Proser's "Copacabann"
Jeckling occurs in disciplined, mili
when it goes into work next month acter where probation does no good." lay atmosphere.
for United Artidts release. They'll
Maximum penalty for the hit-run
Boosting hier prominently as a
be Louis. Sobolj (N. Y. Journal charge is one to five years in State "second Eleanor Roosevelt," the ofAmerican ); Earl .jWilson (New York prison, or not more than one year in fcial radio in Buenos Aires has. been
the county jail, or a fine of $5,000,
Post) and Abel Oreen (Varibtv).
Argentine First Lady,
1 lugging the
Carmen Miranda and Gloria Jean or both.
Senora Maria Eva Duarte tie Perou;
are set for the top roles, with Proser
White's good character was at- ss have the newsreels. Latter have
dickering for loanout of Jimmy Dur- tested by 45 letters sent by impor
l.-oen
playing her up rather than
ante and Xavier Cugat from Metro. lant names in show business. Among <'olonel Peron since the latter's pres-

action

Be

'

No

NX

:

thcni were Bob Hope, Bing Crosby,"
Fanny Brice and Jack Benny.

Irene Manning Makes

Cafe

Bow in Hub.

^

—

-X'

— —
,

'

.

'.ential takeover.
Recently at the regular show for
cadets at the Naval Military College
(corresponds to U. S. Annapolis) a
j

]

'

:"

Sept. 9

8 points.

my

Manning,

film

singer,

f«»
niiemdn lOr

'iXri.ll-A.nnn

yv

AT*

;

VI

^.^ap
Martha Tilton, who appeared with
Raul Whiteman on the Philco show,
v^ill
appear with Whiteman in hLs
next .Capitol theatre, N. Y., display
to follow current sliow. She replaces
Margaret Whiting, who was let out
of commitment so that she may
appear on the new Eddie Cantor
radio show. Others on the Cap bill
will be Roddy McDowell and Prof,

-

'

I'N

.

owes Hooper

.it

older.

saw a

.

Monotony: The reason for bigamy.
Gene Baylos was telling me that he's going to the West Coast, When I
asked him if he was going to work there, he said,. "Don't be ¥illy. 1 just
trunk and I must use it."
got a new H &
•
"What o loner. .He's hondy u'ith both hands."
"Yea/i. .Forcuer Ambcr-dcTtei-ous."
My brother (the one who has the only face banned in Boston) spent so
much time in the borscht circuit. .he's all beet up.

M

.

,;

.

Billing

on the Chief

.

SEEK ETHEL BARRYMORE

Traveling east, Leonard Levinson was called on to arbitrate
a tough impasse between Frederick Kohner and Al Mannheimer, fellow members of the
Dramatist's Guild who were on
their way to N. Y. for the production of. their play, "The
Birds and the Pees."

The collaborators shared a
compartment and had each taken
one night in the lower. Probwho was to take the upper

FOR ZOE AKINS PLAY
The Pincus brothers, Norman and
will

Irving,

produce

Zoe

Akins'.

dramatization of Gwen Lawrence's
novel, "Return Engagement." They're
reported seeking Ethel Barrymore
for the lead role.
Story concerns experiences of an
important actress who makes a
chance visit to her home town.

lem:

Levinson
for the third night?
solved it with one question,
"Who gets top billing?"

Kohner

slept,

in the top berth.

Court Dissolves Pro Tent
Inj. Granted Joan Leslie
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Distritt Judge Ben Harrison on
Monday (26) dissolved a temporary
order restraining
Warners from
showing "Two Guys in Milwaukee:"
Joan Leslie had previously obtained
the order in a di-spute with the studio over her billing in the film. Ac-

Mary Healy May Go With
Welles in London 'World'
Mary Healy and a key dancer,
probably Dorothy Bird, will accompany Orson Welles to London to appear in "Around the World," if Sir
Alexander Korda goes through with
his present 'plan of opening the recently - folded
Broadway musical
there this fall. Currently delaying
plans

is

the British producer's dif-;

up a

ficulty in lining

theatre,

S'ttOl-t'

age of houses for the height of the
.season

is

worse

even

in

London

than New York.
tress, in a ,'p2,72.'j,000 damage suit
Mlss Healy played an Indian
against the studio, charged she was woman in the Broadway producto have been co-starred in the film tion* In addition to her and the
with Dennis Morgan and Jack Car- premiere terpeuse, Morris Helprin,
son.
Studio, actress aijserted, had Korda's American rep, is planning
dropped her to featured billing after to .send the stage manager of the
winning a court action over her con- New York production to London.

now working at the Columbia studios, will be available to go

Welles,

tract.

Martha TiltOn RejOinS

is

She'll
a tour of niteries,
her cafe bow at the Touraine
hotel, Boston, starting^ Sept. 9 at

.

bull throw a congressman.
Berlcd Egss
We had hash every day last week, -Wish Joyce would stop IMening
to the Mystery Chef.
Al Schenck says the only progress his agent ever made ;is to grow a year
life:

Irewsreel was being screened which
As result of the. court's rilling,
/Starred the Senot'a de Peron, an or* Warners will proceed, with local and
(-er evidently having gone forth that national relea.se of the film
withi
s'le is to be exploited in the light of Morgan and -Carson billed as.
stars.
r mini.'stering angel to the poor and
Miss Leslie will be billed after the
$1,750.
cstitiite.
Her appearance on the title.
Original restraining order
Other dates still to be set.
Ifaval College screen was met with had been obtained by the actre.s.s'^
ofi
toughs frorh one of the cadets.
affidavits alleging the filni had not
KAIZMAN'S JON HAIL
Ordered
out
for
questioning, yet been released.
Studio pointed
Holly wood, Aug. 27.
put film had opened in New 'York
; oungster stated to Commanding Oflioer that he coughed because naval last July 26 and had national release
Jon Hall terminated his contract
l2gulations prevented his whistiling date of Aug. 17. In addition, the film
held jointly by Universal and Sam'.•hile in uniform.
He Was placed has been shown in many cities.
uel Goldwyn, and was immediately
arrest.
When the .show was
1 nder
Studio attorneys further claimed
signed to a one^picture deal by Sam Backwards.
As a result of her Cap date, Miss, i -jsumed, coughing became general, Miss Leslie had' never been promKatzman.
Hall will star in "Last of the Mo- Tiltonls appearance at La Martin- 1 'chts were turned on and the ised star billing in the picture and
hicans," which Katzman will pro-lique, plated to start Sept. 11, ha.= J ines of all who had coughed taken her contract did not contain .such a
tlown.
been postponed,.
provision/
duce for Columbia release.

Irene

starting

make

so low.

is

.

Got the shock ot

.

probably will excite considerable re-

'

they can't get Petrillo's consent.
Russian policy: A new lease on strife.
Understand one summer program's rating

,

march on Warner Bros, own KFWB, Scandals" said his savings amounted
Hollywood, and KMPC, the so-called to $180, but his fine was paid by a
"Station of the Stars." The advent friend,
Bobby Garcia. Sentence

3

.

.

worthy sustainers.
J. L. Kaufman, associate director
of publicity and advertising at Universal, has been instructed by Wan-

KMPC

Triumph" is based on Ed Gardner's radio character. .That Al Siegel perfected Jerry Colonna's singing technique. .That a certain producer coined'
a fortune renting starlets to David O. Selznick. . .That Maria Ouspenskaya
will be the new Claudia. .. That Sister Kenny is Nick Kenny
daughter.

as

It

got theref

.

.

.

of

.

to-

for

game.

27.

will of a trouper

.

the old school, filed in county court,

consequently tried to float a
loan Dy borrowing a couple of
season
V.^rieti's
from
seats

believed already hypoed by the Bing
Crosby decision on platters, and is
being designed snugly to fit the
desire of stations to comply with
the attitude of the FCC relative to

:

transfer-card..
A. certain actor's performance was so bad.. he had to hire a press agent
to get his name in the cast of characters.
There's No Truth to the Rumor
.That Jackie Miles will take over the role of Tarzan. ."That "ArcTi ol
.

,

come from within the industry itself,
and that- the industry should and
must step out with its own giant
public relations program to combat

.

'
back!"
Just heard that a couple of musicians up in Heaven are having crifficulties.
St. Peter won't give them their harps- until they aet an 802

Actress

218,000 out-

standing shares of capital stock.
Net profit was almost $300,000
over that of the previoas year.
Garden Corporation also effected
three-f or-one capital stock split.

'

|

Know an actor vvho's .<!o lazy. :1he studio has to hire"lie-in.s" for fiim.
El Morocco monolog: "She's made enough plays for him to keep 21
.
road companies working,"
Hanson's Hiccups: "Generous? Why, .he'd give me me shirt off 'your
.

.

Madison Square Garden toted
up $649,094 net take for its
1945-46 fiscal year, paying out

grown

steals

like

.

record,--:'

*

or ."iecede?

.

KLAC

I

,

.

a

is

otlier

Would

Wanger nor Fedderson would deny
or confirm it when checked.
One
of the main hypos behind it is the

fessional business.
With the idea,

1946"

"Ken Miu-ray's 'Blackouts'
Tlie more 1 see of

knockout".'

pitching, a
night: :gani;e?
the other; team concede

son

hv.es

is

.

El Capltan Theatrs, Hollywood, Cal.

Which

m.p.h.

.

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

.

try,
through the Motion Picture
Assn. of America, the Society o£ Independeiit Motion Picture Producers,
and the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences would bear the
production costs via an assessmentor other inean.s, and would guarantee cooperation of all firms and
persons.
The plan IS known to be in the
proce.ss of formation but neither

belief that the networks have outclose cooperation with the induslry and that the initiative must

He iurnedmany

And .Mid, "Such Luce talk is o crime."
is either making or collecting record albiiins.
One
such a great collector, his home is the only threc-sloi-y
jukebox in town,. .Sherlock Holmes was one of the earliest collectors of
records.
Why else did he keep saying; "Quick, Watson, the needle!"'
As soon as-a musical is a success today, they rush "out an album' of its hit
tunes.. In fact, one produper was so. sure his next show was going to bea flop, the cjist turned' out blank recordings.
A number of actors are recording their favorite roles: Charles I,aughtoii
as Captain Bligh; Ginger Rogers as Alice in Wonderland, Or.son 'Welles
as, .Orson Welles.
Even night clubs are recordconscious. No more do
you see camera girls around the clubs, just disc jockeys with an upsweep
and leg makeup. Yep, they're recording everything. My brother even
recorded his honeymoon. .so much repetition it sounds like a broken
Looks Uke everyone

disc jockey

.

'
.

'Sat' in,, o.x'orner.'

Reading (lis copy o/ Time.
Ai he' scanned /ii.s reviews

Army

national 'distribution

to- Stat i60S.--,

-By Milton BerleJack Wnriier

Little

'

Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Plmi fof (lie airing of an all-Hollywood and motion picture industry
iii.vtiliitioiial one-hour radio program
is bemg liillvcd up by Walter Wanger
and Don fedderson, v-p pi station
KLAC, wliich would also be trans*

1946

.

abroad in November. He's also slated,
to produce, direct and appear in the
film version of "World" for Korda.

c

Sablon's Canuck Buildup
Montreal, Aug,

,

•

27.

Mount Royal
in

of

hotel went all out
publicising current enKasement
Jean Sablon who opened Moncluy

,(2C)

at this spot.

Hotel management invited reviewers from New York to flynp
over the -weekend, stay at the inn
for a few days. Cocktail party and
.

press reception followed.

PICTURES
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NOT
WO AHENDANCE
m
M's Fancy Earnii^s

Sigmficant in

Upswing of

Is

Distribution

ly

Revenue

Joy Page's Legit

Joy Page. stepdaughter of Jack
film producing
L. Warner, Warner Bros.' production
20th-Fox's earnings
Pant aspect oi
been inked for the
the tre- topper, has
activities,

week

last

statement

a

signifl-

is

.

femme

lead in 'Perilous Horizon,"

mendous upswing m profits of
Broadway legiter to be staged by
this year, as conolcture company
She was
the Shuberts this fall.
theatre holdings.
trasted with the
Gourviller Who
buried in signed by Albert de
The fact is prclly much
will direct and co-producej after hf
half20th's
in
the ma/.e oI figures
saw her performance two weeks ago
eliminawith
vear statement, but—
in a strawhat production of ''Casapicture comthe

;

—

factors
abput
pany's net for 1946 will be up
to only a
$3,500,000 as coiT»pared
$7^0000 increase lor the theatres.
tion of tax

Strong run
'

20th-Fox product

o£

year-, combined with the ^gen^
improvement in, business, is accounting lor tlic great upturn in the

blanca" at Newport. R.

I.

have the male
Page in the legit
the Agatha Christie

David Manners

will

lead opposite Miss

adaptation
yarn.

of

tliis

erat

picture company's

profit for the 12
One
31.

ending next Dec.

nionllis

it has
of the major single factors,
been learned, was the success of

"Leave Her

Heaven."

to

Picture

MPA

is

history,
the highest grosser in Fox
recently having nudged the former
record-holder, "Song of Bernadette,"
It long since passed
off the pedestal.

"How Green Was My

the runncr-up,
Valley."

counting

Likewise

in

the

year's

appears a possibility for
being second only to "Heaven" as
a profit-maker.

2dth-F6x Second to Par
Fox's profit statement last week
showed approximately $11,500,000 a.s
the combined earnings, after taxes,
of both picture and theatre comEstimated
panies for six months.
total earning.'? for the year will be
$24,000,000 (the^ extra $1^000,000 is
picked up in Eo'me changes in figuring taxes for the whole year and in
anticipation of. upped gross). This
easily puts 20tb in second, place in
the earnings race. Paramount's $43,(Continued on page 26)

On

Air

Single-Pic Corps.

Inability of industry tax experts to
the text of the Treasury
Dept.'s ukase against single-pic cor-,
porations now thrne weeks old, has

their

With
in the air.
impatiently dunning

up

clients

;

them

for deflnite advice as to what's
legal in the eyes of the Government,

the lawyers have been vainly attempting to extract the exact ruling
from the Internal Revenue Bureau.
Plaint of the experts is that, to date,
they know no more about the solopic ban than appeared in the trades
and dailies.
News story coasisted only of a gen.eral statement of Commissioner Joseph Nunan that henceforth single
picture companies were out. Despite

MPA

Auction Bid Plan
newly-devised plans of
experimenting with auction bidding
Metro's

Recent

trip

England by

to

M-G

cago last week. Metro's sales chief
William F. Rodgers, it's been revealed, tried out the plan in at least
one location in order to give his
sales staff at the convention some
inkling of how the system would
work.
Present plans call for the system
to be tried out in two more eastern

PGA

income than

total

it

was when

by the

boxofflce fees were lower.
Departure recently of the
(Continued on page 61)

Biz

DAVE LOEWS N.Y. AND
LONDON POWWOWS

cities,

Only Where tlie polio
demic hal reache.d 'dangerou.s
a big aid.

recently

"We

To

of the test
these questions,

all

films are slated to start before the

end Of September;

in the industry

experiment with auction
(Continued on page 55)
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(20th) are reflecting, this
session the strength:, displayctl.' 'on
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non-holiday s.ecohd; lA'e.ek. ret'Ord
betteir at the JVIussic Hall, N. Y.,
and' a noti-lVoliday Ivifih at the two

"Canyon

bore out the 'strength
"Ivers"
sho»?n iri'.:its long run at the N. :Y,
Paramount, being big in .St. Louis
and: fine in' mild Denver.; Film is
:st)'ong $92,000 in fifth N. 'Y. week.

,

,

(RKO),

(U), "Easy to Wed'' (M-G), "Claudia
and David" (20th> and "Monsielir
Beaucaire" (Par). "End of. Time"::
moved way up to fourth slot, playing some nine dales iti: cities covered

Angfeles hofce-s, grand total be15 year.^. at .Wa.i'ner.S', I'and. ;Erh,st, Los
''Caesar and "CleoUubitsch, for a like period, at 20- ing $246,000.
patra" (UA) stays hv second groove
Fox.
a total of 16 years

..

SliiKle Copies.

epi-

with or

are irenry Blanke.

Went 46th

:

.

cities

10 yearii.: Otlior pi oducers:

fild.Silrorman, ,pre»ldent
1S4

snBiscniPTxoN

lost

nian: for the

Xrad* Mark Reslatored

.

:

Pabll8li«iMr««kl5 by VARISl'X, Inc.

Minhoapolis
in
for a second consecutive stanza al- as, record $42,000
producer at though m.ostly holdover or move- being helped by band, Both are new
Newcomers to hit entries, but it's a little early to tell
Metro. Currently he has two Alms over in 15 Cities.
nationally.
will
they
do
strong biz how
ready for release. "Underourrcnt" the first ,10 class with
(Complete Bo.voj9'tr? Reporls on
Ivers" (Par) and "The
an experiment requested aiid ""Sea of Grass." willi five more are "Marllia
Pages 18-19.)
Big Sleep" (WBi although the latter
lop budgeters on his sehcduiei.

local interests.

schedule because pf increased

costs of production and raw film
stock.
announced 62,'" he declared, "and we are going to make

FOUNDBP BY SIMB SILVERMAN

has the boxoffice been seriously
dented, with the overall total at key

:',

'Berman's

will probably ruti Hebrewpix. First such, 20th^Fox's
''Fighting Lady," was shown here

by

etc.

Company, only one
30

DELUXER

House
dubbed

off its

62."

is only at the N. Y. Strand.: It appears likely to hit a new high there.
Others in the; first 10 in order of
business done and dates played are
"Night and Day" (WB), "Till End of

.Current week at the nation's film
is proving almost as big as
with mild weather again

theatres

last stanza,

.

000.

27.

time.

'

.

Hollywood, Aug.

identification

accepted,

'

Tel Aviv, Aug' 20.
currently laying plans to
build a new, modcrtv theatre in, this
prescntiy strifd-torn city as soon as
conditions permit. Theatre will be
erected at an estimated cost of $400,-

62 FEATURES IN '47
Republic will go through with its
original production program of 62
pictures for 1946-47. This statement
was made by Allen Wilson, v.p. in
charge of all production on the lot,
in an.swer to a report from the east
that Republic would lop 10 features

however, Rodgers declared he was
not ready to answer them at this

;

is

REP STICKS BY GUNS;

Vol, 163

i

;

M-G

•

,

'Big Sleep,' 'Day,' 'Time' in First 10

Pandro Berman's

:

Pagano

,

h:o.

Strong— 'Notorious,*

Continue*

,

,

shortly, thereafter.
Fes.sier and Ernest

Michael

Will contribute a minimUrti of two
pictures to outfit. Producers are going over several story properties,
one of which is to be readied for
production start this -fall. Pair last
month signed a one-year ticket and
will be included in the new Universal-International organization.

National Boxoffice Survey

•

Metro

made

Only curtailment on the Republic
Rodgers, queried by 'Variety on
major
the Coast on the pertinent details of production is the reduction of the
the new sales procedure, also re- number of Trucolor films to 12. The
chief
original
sales
program called for 16.
M-G
fused to comment.
Rep completed more than onewas asked whether the bids were
of
1946-47
its
production
sealed, how Metro notified the thea- third
available
schedule
was
product
with the completion of th«
when
tres of
ENT. for bidding and also of how they Gene Autry i.tarrer, "Trail to San
PIX
was,
Antone."
bid
which
Meanwhile
notified
as
to
nine
were
more
Hollywood, Aug. 27.

:

,

wind up by this weekend urith, an'
announcement on the program to be

-

One of the slifficuUies, attorneys
From there lip iiia.y go on to Eng- close to last session's boom figures.
is
tliat under Treasury Dept. land for talks ,w.ith J. Artlvur Rank
Many exhibitors are clearing the
practice a ruling can be. in the form on a rociprocal deal inyoivlng, eX' decks to bring hi new season prodof a fteld. survey advisory statement cl;ian,ge of talent.; '
uct over the Labor Day weejc.encl,
to Treasury agents or as a formal
with most key spots .lopkirig for the
In
final decree of the department.
largest holiday hi?, in some lime,
tlie first instance, it is said, exact
partly because of tiie; long holiday
10-Yr.
language of the uKase may not be
an^ partially bcscause of anticipalcd
available' at all. and only an infergood theatre weather.
ence of just what iort of companies
Unusual' "List 0^ favorites is topped in the
Pact
are nixed would be drawn from a
by ''•No'loridus"
round
currcni
'Holiywood, Aug, 27.
cvackdown on particular outfits;.
in only N. Y. and
Pandi^o Betnian dre\v"tlvB most (RKO), although
Metro Los Angeles, three theatreis in all.
ifivti.'-ual cbn.lraCl ever.8;i'>'cn a
picture will' lilt
METRO'S TEL AVIV
producer," accordtiig to a spokes- This is because the'
'

for the new company. Num^
ber of projected productions reprefrom the average
Universal annual slate of 50 films in
recent years. Difference represents
the company's recent elimination of
its B-picture program.
J.
Cheever Cowdin, Universal
chairman of the Board, and Charles
B..
Prutzman, company's general
counsel and v.p., arrived from New
York Monday (25) and are slated to
participate in today's policy-making
meetings. Huddles are expected to

sents a sharp drop

.

pay,

.

toppers,

program

immediately, after which it
may be tested in at least one city
With
in each area of the country.
Rodgers currently huddling with his
studio associates on the Coast, Metro
h.o. sales execs refused to go into
detail on the system except to say
that all product sold through comlje( iti ve bidding was handled directly by the branch managers and not
by the field sales staff. M-G toppers declined to say whether the
winning bid would have to be judged

,

fice,

5

company

as

headed by Nate Blumberg and Wil^
liam Goetz, continued discussions
on the production and distribution

SHEARER COMING
FOR

aver.

'

indicated

was

it

.

BACK TO

Goldwyn companies or any other
outfit.'? was handed down, the expert.'?

'

.

features for 1946i-47 program,

cities

Administrator Joseph I, Breen was
an initial step in this public relations campaign. Being mulled now MISS
through of the
the carrying
is
project on a caiefuHy-planned basis
and
istates
the United
in
botii
abroad. Bitterness ;of British public
Norma Shearer, after an absence
opinion concerning the Code Adof five years, is returning to pictures
ministration was well known before
under a term contract with EnterBreen went abroadj and it was the
prise.
hope of breaking down some of this
First picture by the returning star
oppo.'?ition by clearing up misapprewill be produced by David Lewis,
hensions that was a prime reason
former associate of Irving Thalberg,
for the PCA head's trip.
and longtime friend of the actress.
Johnston's idea is that tlie PCA
is a creditable organization doing a
creditable jol] of necessary industry
self-i'cgulation and there's no reason
(Continued on page .5.5)

Holl.vwood. Aug. 27.
Da vid I;Oew.: leaved Saturday (31
f or N e w Yorlc to doii fer. w t h Enter
prise's bankers and for a product
meeting at the Universal home of

reports to that effect no definite ruling against a number of Samuel

in certain competitive territories was
in operation in one unidentified eastern city for two weeks before the
sales convention, held in Chi-

berg: said; "we must build the
strongest possible base to support
business at present high levels. The
way to do that isn't to frighten powith big
tential customers away
prices and thu.s cut down the base
from which we draw^ but to expand as far as possible our current
We should aim
field of patronage;
to get more people into the movie
That's how we'll create the
habit.
most advantageous situation for the
industry in tha future."
In connection with the increase
that has already taken place in admission prices, Kiuisberg pointed
out that, despite that fact, expenditure per family for theatre-going
now was a relatively smaller drain

on

27.

plans to

International

-

a slate of 25 top-budgeted

',

Metro Pre-Testing

.

Cries
creases

that this, source of industry ill»wiU
derives mainly from ignorance of
what the Production Code contains
and how it is administered,
prexy Eric Johnston and his
staff hold that it is particularly important from an international standpoint to eliminate any cause of ill
feeling against Hollywood pictures
at this time. U. S. films are about to
embark upon the greatest pitch in
their history for world markets and
against growing competition everywhere, so it in naturally advantageous to avoid teeing-oll' under a
handicap.

obtain

the legalites

.

Self-Policing Bally

•

in

.

means

Tax Depl Keeps Film

Up

Hollywood, Aug; 27;
Indicated that Giibrie! Pascal will
come to. p>jllywooel to produce three
Shaw yarns for .studio. They are
''Doctor's Dilemmn." "Devil's Disciple" and the "Showing Up of
Blanco Posnet."
Over the trans.itlantic phone he
said he was planning to produce in
Hollywood, perhaps within the next
year or so.

Hollywood for ;infi'om
in admission' levies as a
of meeting booming production costs don't concern him, the
theatre exec indicated. Greater concern, he said, was the overall health
A public relations, campaign to of the industry in the future, "incosts
creasing jjroduction
are a
explain to the world the operation
problem for studio executives," he
ot the film industry's Production declared.
be
may
Administration
Code
"Looking to the future/' Kings-

release

announce

:

"Dragonwyck," launched by the Motion Picture
"Sentimental Journey," "Anna and Association this winter. The PCA
the King of Siam* and "Centennial has long been a principal whipping
Summer." Biggest surprise of all,
interests throughout
however, to Fox execs is "Smoky," boy for liberal
which in only about eight weeks of tho world, and MPA officials believe

Legalites

Hollywood, Aug.
Universal

Shaw frio

Pascal's

.

are

profits

heavy

Pix as Masterminding Continues

Ti[

Opposition to any further rise in
admission prices' was expi'essed by
Malcolm Kingsberg, prez of BKO
theatreSi this -week.
He declared
that admission fees have already
risen to a point where the industry
would be building a firmer base for
its future by concentrating on getmore people into theatres
ting
rather than on extracting i'(iore coin
per person.
Kingsberg pointed out that the
RKO circuit since about 1940 had
upped its b.o. tap from an average
of 28c to an average of about 40c—
approximately 40';t'. This is commensurate .with the tilt in the general price level, but, he said; he
deemed it unhealthful for the industry to push the average up any
farther.

OK's Global

U-Int1WiU Produce Slate of 2S Top

TO yp

THEIITIIES'

still a poten--'
force the jnajor
tialilv that may
between
companies into a choice
or their
theatres
their
hanaing on to

With divorcement

PRICES'
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PICTintES

Uncertainties

Pltiduct shovtnee stjmmiHg from-*
the slow release of films during
tnal-and-error
auction
selling's
Bill Rodgers Chi to L.A.
period this fall will probably be met
Chicago, Aug. 27,
by a boo!5t in the number of reisWilliam F. Rodgers, Metro vecpce
sues put 'uul by the majorsv Pinch,
over
sales, Ictt here Saturday .(24V
in. lie w feat iires which \yould oir.for
the
following
Coast,
the wmdup
dinarily rosuU ,in unfilled gaps, in
play ins-time of U, S, theatres iS of tlie M-G sale.'? convention.
While, on the Coast, the Metro .'alei?
more than likely,' sales execs .conchiff
will
huddle,
with
studio
e.xecs'
almost
companies
cede,, because
all
have expresstrd kn interilion of feel- rog'^rding the eompSny's new .sales
ing their \vay with the untried sys- polity, which wa-s outlined at the
tem by a sparse, and careful I'elease meet here last week, ,He"s ,<lue: back

mm

issues for the promising market.
Plan of leaning on, reissues .springs

from two

:

First,

factors.

the com-

panies while loath to' risk much of
their top product to auction bidding
before the wrinkles are ironed put
have no .siich objection to the oldies.
Secondly, canny sales officials, reluctant to openly admit it, scent potential gold in the slow start of the
up-ooming season with the reissues
as, the handy pickaxe to get at the
pay-dirt.

y

Metro, Par an^ Zdth
set four and possibly
for release amidst conCompany has
jianfare.

Metro has
oidies

five

sideraWe

struck off new prints for: their coming campaign and has established a
new division to press for sales on
the unprecendented concentration of
reprints.
,M-G will iead Off with
"Rage in Heaven" and then follow
through with "Captains Courageous,"
,

"Boom

Town"

and

"The

Great

Waltz."
•-'Gone
With the Wind"
v/hiqh has' already, 'hit the •screens
(Continued on page 54)

New

Generation of Film

Reissue Drive

in

Exhibs are highly favorable to the
series of reprints and importations
that Metro plans to release as regular features starting late this year,
according to William B-. Zoellner,
chiet of the department handling
the pix.
Zoellner recently completed the first lap of his ti-ip to
cover the entire country for a survey and conferences with local
;

branch managers.
Films will be

in
cities, of 100,000 or more, Zoellner
said, adding that Metro will take
paihs not to swamp the market by
limiting releases to tour or five a
year.
Pix will be tested first in
Loew houses since, tinder the antitrust decision. Metro can book its
,

relea.-^ed,

first

,

product directly into its own houses
without having to worry about auction bids. Zoellner expects to complete his tour by mid-October and
then will set national release dates,
with the first film tentatively .slated
for release about Dec. 1.

.

rrcit.940 Biggies

First four pix under the

new

include "Rage in Heaven."
Bergman-Robert Montgomery

"Captains

rer;

.

Courageou.s,"

setup
Ingrid
star-

with

Spencer
Tracy,
Mickey
Rooney
and Freddie Bartholomew; "Great
Waltz," starring Lui.se Rainer and
Fernand Gravet, and "Boom Town."
starring Clark Gable, Claudette Col"Gone With the
bert and Tracy.
Wind," for which there's been a tremendous public demand, will also
probably be released during the fir.st
year of operations. Pointing out that
all these had been released orig.

inally before 1940, Zoellner said that
e'xhibs wore almo.st guairant.eed new
for them by the kids
audience."!
who've .gr6\yh up since that time;
.Maj. ttarry W. Miller has been
nahied to handle the, reprints and
importations for the New 'YQrk
metropolitan area. In addition, one
sale.smana.ecr will be appointed for
.

,

the department in each of the

M-G

five

sales divLs'lons.

Hitchy Back West
Hitchcock

planed ovit of
(Tuesday) for
after ooaiing east- last
Thursday (22) to give a deposition
in a plagiarism suit against 20th-Fox
on "Lifeboat," which he directed.
Time for giving the testimony had
been po.stponed, however, and Hitchr
cock used the stay for -vacationing
before returning to work on' "The
Paradine Case," which he Is producing and directing for David O. Selznick.

Alfred

New York
the

Coast

.

last night
,

,ti.o.'.,

time' '^iiext

soiiic

Suit Vs.

was

the neighborhood
of 5 million dollars garnered in
1944-45. Execs at reissue companies
expect this year's income to pass the
$10,000,000 mark, and some are optimistic enough to say that if the cur-rent situation doesn't clear within
the next few months, take might hit
a $20,000,000 peak.
Indication of the upsurge in the
reissue market has come trom major companies as well as those specializing in the once-more runs; Ma,jors',
oiE
course, with their Own
houses and resultant preferred playing time, can coin more from reissues than the smaller companies
field

:.irt

tre;

James West, Hollywood theaE.

mary

,

R.

Gillette,

Mrii. ..Lebora

]

j

.

Bri.stol theatre,
Cianciolo, Rose-

Ju.stice,

connection with their unjsucattempt to operate the first-

run Orpheum, now Lightman's Main
Street showcase under the circuit
name of 'Malco theatre." Evans-Cullins combine charges Lightman and
majors Xroze out the Orpheum from

town's
Irving

top hits in years, with
Berlin tunes and book

its

by
"Annie"

000— 20th-Fox naturally

Inasmuch, as
backing Of the

it

put up the entire

show—around
is

in

!6300,-

an ad-

vantageous position to buy up film
rights.
However, they must be put
on the open market, with every
company given an opportunity to
bid.
Fox's advantage lies in that by
virtue of being angel for the Icsiter,
it; gets back 20% of whatever it tor

^
,

any other studio) pays for
rights.
It's therefore in
to bid higher than other

screen'

a position
companies.

.

Robert Pirosh
,

Lynne Roberts
.

marked. "Ethel Merman (star of the
Icgitcr) keeps her health."

..
•

,',
;

:

-;;
.

Other ftompanies putting out
liminary,

RKO

.

tele-,

threat

Of 12 Rank Pictures

feelers

and Metro,

are

pr*;-.

Pararnbunt.

No One

is

will

lead off with

tlie

David Njven starrer, "Stairway to
Heaven," as its. first release of the
dozen J. Arthur Rank British pix
Amns. Stocks Slightly slated to be handled domestically by
Sharp selling flurry 'that lasted U in the coming season, William J'.
.sales
chief for Rank's
less than an hour up.set prices and Hcmeman,
resulted in losses of one to four film.s in the U.S., disclosed last week.
received the
opening
points in mcst shares on the stock "Stairway"
nod,
Heineman
said,
because Nivcn
tiiarket yesterday
(Tues. ).
Selling
extended to all sections ot the mar- doesn't have to be presold to the
American
public.
ket, carrying down all film i.ssuos
Reversing tactics u.sed with "Caealthough the most seriously hit,
20th -Fox
common,, was off only .sar and Cleopatra" in which that pic
|.$2. 6214.
Other losises in the amuse- hit Hi! spots simultaneously, battle
ment grptip were less including plans call for slow and careful release
Loew's, down 75c; Columbia Picof "Stairway," Heineman detures, off $].37H; Paramount, $1.25; clai'ed, with the film choosing a
RKO, 87>,ic; Universal,. $1.87»S; Re- small number of key situations to
public, 62',<ic; Warner Bros, mew), show what it can do.
Idea is for it.-;
and
unchanged at $22..
subsequent British pix to find
Republic Pictures common, com- their own level as to rentals with
the
gdded ftlip of demonstrating to
paialively new on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange, hit a new low at $11. U.S. exhibs who may still be shy
The new WB common had a range ot Anglo product that these films,
of $21.50 to $22,871/2. making a good can register heavy returns.
showing considering the unsettled
Regardless of what the final de-.

Flurry Dents

-

j

j

,

j

I

.

;

!

;

,

'

^

I

/

Rapper Precedes Warner
On a London Prod. 0.0.

ready

Hollywood, Aug.

27.

cree

in

the

Government

anti-trust

has to say, all British pix will
be trade-screened prelim to selling,
suit

Heineman declared.
Heineman along with William A.
Scully, U's general sales manager,
and A. J. O'Keefe, assistant sales
head, win prep division and district
managers at three regional meets
next month; U sales execs will be
told of the complete-change in .sctui'

to make ariy firm ofler as yet to
Irving Rapper, Warner director,
is
aiid Os- slated to leave for London
upon at confabs slated for Denver, Sept.
car Hammerstein II becau.se it is completion of his
current picture 4-5; Chicago, Sept.-^ 9,-10; and J>Je.vv!
figured that that vvill start active "Deception," for a
look-see at talent York. Sept. 16-17.
oompetltive bidding and push up the and story possibilities
in England.
-.Nivcn-in N. Y.
price.
Since the producers don't
Rapper, who staged several GilDavid -Niven is due in N. Y, towant the competition of a picture bert Miller shows in England
before morrow
following a
(Thuri;day),
version for a couple of years, at the war. is the first
director to brief vacation in the ieast. Actor
lea,st. delay in .sale of film rights relay
make such a .iunket since 1941, He's slated to .star in a radio version of
deflate the tap, because the songs skedded to make
the trip by plane "39 Steps" on Sunday (1) night over
hav^ already been heavily-plugged with a short N.Y. stopover.
W,IZ (ABC, N; Y.).
and will- be in the ancient categoi-y
Production chief Jack L. Warner
Nive_i) will return to the Coatt
by the time the film appears. In is also skedded to visit England this
next week to begin work on Robert
similar instances in the past, studios fall to supervise the
reopening of the Nathan's "The Bishop's Wife," a
have made seperate deals with a
Teddington studios and to con- Samuel
Goldwyn production in
show's sengsniitfa to turn out several duct a survey of
conditions in which he'll co-star with Cary Grant
new numbers for the film;
Europe
• ^
:

producers Richard Rodgers

John Zandt

in

Tees Off U's Selling
Univev.-^al

,

Harold Russell
Arthur A, Schmidt
Milton Sperling
Harry St^rn
Ethel Terry
Mike Thoma^s
Rhys Williams

-

''

Likewi.se,
film
companies customarily
credit
against
cost
of condition of the market.
-screein rights any profits they make
Move to drive down stock share
by investing in a show. Fox is cer- prices is credited with having a protain to sec profits on- "Annie" eventu- fessional tinge.
ally, it,- as one Broadway sage re-

Jeaiine Parkins
Gottfried' Reinhardt,.

execs

Niven's 'Stairway'

'ANNIE GET GUN^ RIGHTS AGFA

,,.

Syd Lehman
John Lloyd
James Majorell
Don McEhvsine
Bruce Miller
Patti Morgan
John Moses
Floyd Odium

was

directors

,

Amelia Hoeh
John Houseman
Donald Hyde

Jerry King

AT\
ATA

,:

.

,

Ben Jacobson
Jack Kapp

of
top

to the indies'

the present .situation, it is believed,
is
a large scale launching of the
color process whieh could
offer real competition lo: the Kal-

Peter Gray
Katharine Hepburn

Jan Clayton
Russe! Grouse

by

grams which claimed that the

color situation in the West Coast
studios.
Otxly thing that is liable to change

FOR

is
expected to bring better than
$300,000 for screen rights, although
no actual price has been mentioned
as yet.
As much as $500,000 is
thought possible undei- a profit.'.haring arrangement rather than a
straight deal.

„

Advice
sought

'

PIX SKIRMISHING

Herbert and Dorothy Fields,

Gene Autry.

Henry Clarke

zaaf Ion.

Washington.
however, intends to keep

in

welfare "transcenclfd"
courts. Officials of the division have the previou.s nix on mixing into trade
claimed there is a two-way monop- practices-. Court decision, the teleoly in existence-—one in the East- gram asserted, might be the forerunman-Technicolor contract and the ner of "wildcat practices" in the iirother in Technicolor's control of the' dustry.-'

(Continued on page 26)

,

John Boles
Ted Butcher

'

and might be barred.

:

going and believes, it has .something
worth
carrying
to
the
Federal

which must take subsequent-run and
Load of preliminary skirmishing
nabe houses where and when they
muses.
is
taking place on the Broadway
can get them, Estimated that a top
front by at least four film companies
dual bill combo of Warners is guaraiming to get screen rights to "Annie
anteed of almost a million dollar*
Get Your Gun," but they have avoid- Selling
(Continued on page 48)
ed any direct bidding. One of the

L. A. to N. Y.

may run coun-

Act and that it
the crux of the entire Technicolor probe.
Ju.-^tice Department case has been
niovinS slowly with mosl ot the investigation going on, on the Coast,
while the matter is under the general Kupervi-sion of Joseph Borkin,
special
a.ssistant
to
the Attorney

•Evans and Chalmers Cullins al.so
the same action as. individ- General,

cesst'ul

suit,

Legal hurdle may interfere v.-ith
the expreitscd intertion of other or.t,anizations such as Allied States Exhibitors to snare official status, in the
suit.
Alternative contemplated by
ATA and possibly followed by other
organizations would be preparivtioii
by it of individual application.-; ot
exhibs throughoiit the country to
intervene. These exhibs, it is said,
could voice the arguments and lecdmiiic,iKiatioias ot the parent orgaiii-

may be

theatre.

filed in
uals in
I

ATA

clear of launching a 35m color of
its
own and Technicolor has kept
out of 16m in which Eastman does
a terrific biz with Kodachvome.
Anti-Trust division experts feel
that this agreement
ter to the Sherman

-

(he organization has the right to petition the court for the privilege of
siepping into the picture in the role
ot amicus curiae.
Attorneys point
out that the theatre unit would have
the prove that it is affected as such
by the deci.sion. It is argued that,
while individual members are vitally concerned, the unit has no financial interest in the outcome of the

to be digging more deeply into contracts between the Kalmuses and
Eastman Kodak which produces the
raw stock. Angle here is that under
the contract, Eastman has stayed

Kem-

tre;

to

Approval presents: a legal puzzlet
\vhich official-s of the theatre unit are
currently: studying
Question has.
been raised by
legalites whether

Washington, Aiig. 27.
Department, which has.
Justice
been checking into possible antitrust aspects of Technicolor operations for the past year, is reported

mons Wilson, Mrs. Ruby L. Wilson
and Louis A. Weaver, Airways theatre;
Augustine J. Cianciola and
Agnes M. Cianciola, Luciann theaand

Pircctor's'

Affirmative vote authorized ATA
to: I, petition the Federal coint to
Obtain the right of indie exhibs to
present their views; 2, join in the
fight again.st auction selling;
court approval of a postponement of
the date that the decree would go
into effect. ATA execs interpret the
nod on the three Cvunts. as approving,
action on all fronts.

Zerilla,

the Idlewild theatre;

of

offered.

three suggested acts affords the
widest latitude to ATA's execs.

Techni-Kodak

Joe Maceri, Ed P. Sapinsley (Lightman's brother-in-law), and Herbert
Kohn; Paramount, Warners, Universal. United Arti.st.s, 20th-Fox, RKO.
Loew's and Columbia.
Suit was;, ;filed by Chalmers Cullihs. Nate Evans and Edward O. Cullijis.

Were

rubber-stamp which gave the nod
all

D. of J. Probing

Clayton Acts.
Named as defendants were: Lightman, his partners in the L. & L. and
Capitol
theatre
companies; Paul
Phil

nixed such action followed a polling
of the directors, in which three pos.sibilities
;

;i,

;

Mose McCord,

anti-trust
.suit.
Approval of the step which takes ATA
into trade practices for the first tinie
since the April St. Louis convention

.

and the eight film distributors.
Blowing the lid on a situation that
Spurred ,;,by, general producer-dis- has simmered for a dozen years, the
tributor^exhibitor confusion arising indies, demanded: triple damages and
from the recent court decision, reis- restraint of allegedly monopolistic
sue biishiess in the film industry practises, imder the Sherman ^nd

Zerilla,

Tiif

Government

UBCJA.

ciates

looks slated for its record year, with
more than $10,000,000 expected in
annuiil income. During the past six
m.dnths alone, income from the oldies,
has increased better than 50% Should
the seven-figure mark be reached it
will more than double the highest
previous year's income.
Reissue distribs, operating on the
basis that it's an ill wind thai; does
not blow iiomeone .some good, are
already harvesting the yield from
one of the biggest crops of industry
worries yet seeii.
With general
product turnover already slowed to
,a walk and expected to feel the decision's braking efl'ect still more in
the near future, reissue people are
finding the greatest market in their
history.
Previous high. for. the en-

27.

a ;carpenter

The answer, diAFL executive Coun-

not a carpenter.

-sawingj planing, and \yhatnot, belong?:
to
Carpenters Local 964.

Memphis,; Aug. 27;
Six
local
independent
theatre
companies hurled a $3,000,000 monopoly "damages siiit in Federal;
Court here last Thur.sday
t22),
against M. A. Lightman, his asso-

Year

Know

vulged by lh«
cil after, deep cogitation, is: "When
he is engaged in .erection work."
Henceforth all such, work on film
.studio sets is under jurisdiction of
lATSE Set Erectors, Local 468. Ail
carpenter work, such as hammering,

lightman, Majors

'iiveetc;,

Reissue Distribs'

tire

Fans Plus Decree Spur

Metro

ilie^

at,',

.lining tip re-

All

Hollywood, Aug.

6 Memphis Indies

:

Consequently, a number ol

Now We

No w you know when

Decree

in the

Executing an al>out-face on Ihtir
previous stand, the board of dircctoj-s of American Theatres Assn.
has
voted by 14 to 5 to Intervene in the

:

,

is

,

companies are already

To Intervene

v\-eek.
They go into effect Sept. 1^
Basic pay for operators goes up
giving
members approximately $,'5.97 an hour for a 35-hour
week, with a two-week vacation
with pay. Pay for local musicians
will go up 50c an hour in theatres,
niteries and hotels.

2'a'i

And Decree s SeDing

ATA Reverses Policy and Moves

Chicago, Aug. 27,
Film operators and musicians here
sub.'stantial pay raises last

secured

Insurance Vs. Product Shortages

ot pix.

August 28, 1946

Wt'ilnesilay,

Boothmen, Musicians
Get Chi Pay Raises

Majors Set Beaucoup Reissues As

.

',

;

N. Y. to L. A.
Earl Carroll
Eison
Alfred Hitchcoek

'

Norman

'

Larry Menkin

N. Y. to Europe
William M'. Levy
Mrs. Prank Scully

Sweden
Greta Garbo
Dorothy Gish
Xiillian

Gisb

:

to N, Y.

,

WB

i.''

.

WB

and Teresa Wright,

'

m^ediiesdayf

August 28, 1946

*

Because ...
THE PRE-SELLING OF PICTURES
IS

NOW

TIED TO

THE PRE-PRODUCTION NEWS
OF THOSE SAME PICTURES

^

Because

.

.

.

SALESMAN CAN THEN SELL
[And Know What He's

IN ADVANC!!

Selling)

ANU

THE EXHIRITOR CAN THEN PREPARE
TO RUY IN ADVANCE
(And Know What He's Buying)

*

Because ...
EACH WILL KNOW

WHAT THE OTHER

TALKING AROUT

IS

WedneMlay, August 28,

pi4;ti;hes
Hecht Plucks

story of Mary Magdalene^ -The Scarlet Lily."
rictiire will be filmed in Techiiicolor next year, with location se
quences in PalestirtCi if conditions
warrant at thai time.
the

been ti riluifj a series of n(le</ed
fuire roii/ided to Mr. Lannc that tfiey
he is fumous.
wei'e faindv-s. Mr. Lauile is Iduth to admit to hiinselj that
Be has Yofused' to ivriie his nhiobiopraphy. To conswmmate IhL^ wiii&y
scriveving c/ici-e, and lo ccjinpieie the; series, VUWf^V.at no expewe as
the uiulerslaned to lioist n. »t«t)t!!;' dffftt;tO ^iis>no»(rits oiid
Joe i.aiuie, Jr.

(Editor's Note:

iitiwil

has.

,

aclon u'ho

Thinnbnose Hkc'.ch of

J.

l...

ever been born

a

in

W

Ipiitv

Polk) Epidemic

tli,eatre,:thei'e.',':.

/,

/^

/>

,

s,.;

Hits Theatres

\\ /''V',

'

his .first

of

isinell

,§rea.sepain,.t.

:

"

j

to iveiscind the.

The Roseland bouncer ejected
:

with himself -and checked on thi.s rumor. Max
Factor took an oath that .Ivi.^ 8,i-:ea.«eptiint could not bp snielled outside 'of
,it
It anything sni6licd,;aKovit his priinises, Mr.: Facjor, added,

MaxWe^Ma.x
;

its peak and the number of
decrea.'iing substantially,
ca.<!es
the exbibitor.s feel there no longer
i.s
need of the ban which, it's declared, is hurting neighborhood theatre business, parUcularly.

pa.ssed

new

his factory,

was probably the baby

,

^

i

:

character actor. Who was too old to join the Lambs and too
youn^.to be accepted by: The PU:yeiS. mumbled to a bartender, who; was
ia.--hing his Social Security check at the time, that Joe Laurie, Jr., was
born during a matinee on the .sta'^e of a honkytonk theatre Ut Cpney Isltind,The aged Ihespian, after clecapitating a beer with a shaky finger, insi.sted
that ;he^'kntew Laurie's filihcr and nibtber.:^^T^^
.The act:. Was
old fellow, had done a papor-lcaring, act iiv vaudeville,
:binecl^Clever Ijaurie & ,Co. For a lir.i.sh a large sheet of Kleenex was
lowered from the flies. Clever Laurie stepped behind the Kleenex. As
the music accelerated. Laurit.'.-i hands: ripped and tore .at the, shejt;,
Kleenex flew like fuxz in a typhoon. The orchestra struck a chord.

A

.'senile

,

,

Clever Laurie had finished.

The eye of

'

;
'

demic
hood

that neigliborhas been hurt to the

claimetl

It's

but;incs.s

extent of

to 50',.

-15

M%

astounded audience beheld

thje

the S. S. Titanic. Green lights flooded the stage. It became a gaogrenous
ocean. Two sta,?ehands undulated the paper. The ocean became a nuiss
The
The orchestra played "A.sleep In The Deep.
of towering waves.
Kleenex was lowered ."lowly— the Titanic wrmkled and sank in the t.i<,suey
brine. „ As he ordered another beet, the ancient actor avowed that completing a matinee perlormancc at tlie Coney Island honky-tonk. Clever
Laurie returned to the staj-e to take his bow. As the lights went up, in
the opposite entrance, he ~aw Mrs, Lamie holdmg a tiny babe. The infant, horn as the Kleenex Titanic went to its cnnkly grave, wa.s Joe

,

Tremendous b.o. puling, power of "The Outlaw" is evidenced by 'ht tact
that in the approximately 950 engagements played to date, distributor's
gro-ss has been just slightly over $1,000,000.
Despite the size of 1 he figure,
however, there's been little or no profit in it for producer Howard Hughe.'i,
since aside fi-om the distribution percentage that goes to United Arti.«ts
(about 30',;
Hughes has poured untold thousands of dollars into adver-'
tising and publicity over the five-year period since the Jane Russell starrer
went into producUon.

,

'

.

:

ia

favor of "Notorious," despite the former's great $123,200 gross in its l ighih
week, was evident, in the sensational $150,000 the Alfred Hitehcock-lnni id
Bergman-Cary Grant film got in its initial seven days. Total ei.sjht weeks'
gross for "Anna" was .111,066,453.

,),

The same committee' also will call
upon distributors to seek adjustment
of film' contracts to offset the boxof
f'lee decline cauiied by the polio epi-

j

,

,

;

,

to ask the latter
Order bannirig children
of 15 and under 'rom theati-es beWith
cause of the polio epidemic.
having
aoparently
epidemic
the
hes'lth' authorities

,

'first

,Joe 'got

'

':

iViciNinc-Max, the l. mon.s half-man halt-woman, while dancing with himone night at ,R«seiapd,''1liipp.enfdVto say t:(>:^ IrirriSelf that' Joe .Laiiti^
saw the light df day in,, a prer, fabricated, cabin adjoining Max Facl<n-'s
Here, according to Maxine-Max, a.<: a baby little
factory in Hollywood.
sell

Inside Stuif-Pictures
week that 20th-Fox and Radio City Mitsic Hall. N. Y, were;
over the Hall's pulling of'Anna and the King of Slam" after
its eighth week, despite its tremendous gross, led to an investigation by Fox
prexy. Spyros Skouras' of the .source of the yarn. Immediately denied by
both Skouras, arid Qus Eyssell. M. H. managing director, Story is said to
have emanated ^trom the studio where an overzcalous flack, anxious to
.sooth hi.s bo.s.s' feelings because "Anna" got "only" an eight 'Weeks' run
figured such a story might be the way to do it.
EysseU was sizzling because the yarn, as printed, made it appear thai the
M. H. wasn't living up to its contract with 20th. As a matter ol tact, of
cour.se, there's a holdover figure in the pact and had gros.ses on "Anna"
been in excess of that, fiyssell would have been legally obligated to retain
the film. A.S it was. pic was held over for two weeks after b.o. icctipts
dropped below'the control figure.
Reports last
at loggerheads

Music Hall control figure is $7,"), 000 for Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. It was- recently tipped from $72,500 when admission price was
Minneapoli.s, Aug, 27. :' increased.
With the 75G figure to hit by Sunday night, most companies
Meeting here thi' week, Minneap- point for an $18,000 opening day,, which gives theOi a gphd ,star.t il ;weto
olis, independent exhibitors appointed
or other factors push down Weekend business,
committee to confer with city.
a
Aside,: from the local angle, Eyssell's justification for pulling "Anna

hif Jtno

the: beVt of

946

'

&

\actois h;id died: in Walerbury,

J

:

•

Jr.)

For
'joe Lain-io, .Ir,, if he lives loiig i-nouah. may become a lefiend.
tales, ii'a\'e been whispered concerniiif; his
eon.< aiohs Broadtt'ay c<)ff
credit
origin. Many'vCars as6. an old chiy-iivodeler, while being refiLsed
Laurie w»s.
P. Store on 9th Avenue,: confided to the clerk, that
ift an A.
born in a drei-sin.u-roym at ,» vHudevilie theatre in Waterbury, Conn. The
tlieatre manager "later denied ihi.-i,.-, the nianageri said ,tha,t, tiiou.sand.'^ o£

:

iBiblical

has asUed

co'iitrtee a

•.had'

'Lily'

Hollywood, Aug. 27/
inked Ben
Selznick
Da\'ia
0.
Hecht to write the screenplay Itor

A Thumbnose Sketcb-Joe Laurie, Jr.
l)ioei"aphiC(tl res^nnes of

;

,

:

Oa

Uenver

>n

Aug

Df'nver

27

With" the strengtli the pic shows in every engagement, variotis riivirib
execs figure it could have done about $5,000,000 now had it gone ihrouah
normal release channels and. played the major circuits^ Slowness of playing engagements has resulted from Legion of Decency and' other cen.sorsliip
which, while being fought by Hughes, hasscared many exhibs out of booki
ing "Outlaw."
With picture making just a sideline to Hughes, however,
he's appaiently not disturbed about the tardiness in retrieving his invest:;''-.,'"'
:-;^':.
ment, :' ,.;

epidemic has' rolled back
business about 50%.
Another tifl^ dev.eloped la.st week between a film company and the Luce
,.hiioren under 18 have been propublications. It closely trailed a major blowup, result of a Time's rt'\ iew
attending public gatherings
of Warners' "Night and Day,', in which
barred both Time and Life
.^^
All theatres having
Colorado
from it.s studio.s. Latest brush came when Time in commenting on a -Paris
youngsters have cancelled
screening of ParamounUs--Bikini atoll atom bomb newsrcel for .'American
^^^^
theatres in the Denofficials at the Peace Conference ofJ'-handedly dismissed the alTair as at^^.^
j^.^,^ ^|^^.^^ because of the
tended by only a tew minor figures.
Laurie, Jr.
.vtare.
More are expected.
Par reared up and in a letter to Time's editor pointed out that Secrt lary
These, however, are old wives' tales originating in the Ladies' Lounge
.^^
Mtrndance is ex- of State James F. Byrnes headed
the attending delegation, Bvrne.« was
For the
at the NVA and about other haimls where old wives gather.
,„„ii gept. 18, when
true story of Joe Laurie s origin, we have only to tMni,^ovthe diisty lilesnj^^ schools wijl reopen, the tfate reported to have;been deeply impressed with the fbdtage, altholigh hc made
no commerit. Mixup occurred because the Time reporter covered the aftOf Variety. A yellowed weddnv^ notice reads:^ Mar.rie^--Joe MiUer and
ernoon screening and Byrnes caught the reel during the .second scheduled
Annie Laurie^ After; a inspect able lapse of mon hs a. son was born. > ears cool Weather cools otT. polio: showing in the evening,
r
later, when the boy went into show business he took his father s first name
',
and his mother's last name. Today, the son of Joe Miller and Annie Laurie
.
„.
,
L«i"s Area Clanipdown
Copy ol the shooting script of "Caesar and Cleopatra," including a
is known as Joe Laurie, Jr,
St. Louis, Aug. 27
penned note from George Bernard Shaw, was presented to the Library
How It All Started
The spread of polio in the St. o£ Congres.s last Wednesda.y (21) by; United' Artists. Presentiition was
As a tiny babe little Joe s sole ambition was to become old prematurely.
Louis
which,
resulted
area;
has
in
made
by John Balfour, First Minister of the British Embas.«y. Sciipt
could
little
Joe
reminisce.^
The
minute
he
creep,
able
to
He Wanted to be
16 deaths and 220 repprted cases, was received b.v; Herman A. Hinkle, Acting Librarian of- Gpngrcss. Pre.s^
sotight the company of elderly strangers. When the other kiddies crawled
last Week resiilted in the barring'of ent also were Nalhan D. Golden, Department of Commerce film spet'lalist,
bffi to kindergarten, little Joe took a hitch in his diapers and .toddled olt
all children of 16 years and under
and
Mori
Krushen, UA promotion man who arranged the stunt
Snug
note.
Harbor
is
a
for
at
Snug
Harbor.
home
(Ed.
hi.s
days
to spend
from picture theatres and places of
old (jautical actois who formerly appeared with the Yacht Club Boys.)
Note troin GBS to Gabriel Pascal on the script read: "Dear Gabriel,
public a,'-semb]a,i;e in Gentralia, 111. 'Vou had belU'r
pi'esent this to the U. S,. Lib.rary':'dt;Cflngr,ess to which I
Later, the other East Side boy,'; .'starting their education took their slates
theatres affected in this:; town owe inan.v obligalions.
The
But I am not the .sole, aUth'or. Tlie^ ,word,s;ar,e
and makeup, kits and joined Gus F,ri wards' "School Days" act. (At .qradua„are the Grand and lllinp'is, of the mine; the pictures are
yours— and the antic!"
(1), how to steal a bow, and
tion a ,Gus Edwards pUpil knew two things^
(2)i th^"EC^nsvitle,aitd"'Terre Haute'we^e a 'spli^ !week^r"sorn^' ot ihe
oy
Goldman
and
oP^raw
. GnarleS
Gus Edward.?' alumni eager to augment their store of knowledge joined
David O. Selznick's Hack department got national publicity payolls with
Tommy
Tobin,
"Student-Prince" companies. ."Vfter four years with .''The Student Princtv"
Shirley Temple's "Bachelor and; the Bobby Soxers."
The press agents
Health authorities in .other com- planted the idea with the Women's
thanks to the Freros Shubert, a boy began to suspect that money wasn't
Christian Temperance Union that the
everything. Some of the little boys who studied with GuS Edwards and munities are ready to clamp down former moppet star was guzzling in one o£ the scenes. The organization
;The Shuberts were Eddie Cantor, who .Jater gained fame as Georgie Price, on teen-agers patronizing flicker subsequently protested the sequence and asked that it be cut out. Howhouses
should
disease
the
cotitinue.
today
is
as
Skelton,
known
Red
and Walter Winchell.
George Jcssel, who
ever, HKO pointed out that the scene is actually an anti-liquor preachment
who became a successful newspaper columnist known as Louella, Parsofis, to spread.
inasmuch as Mi>!s Temple, upon tasting the liquor in the drink, spits it out.
At the age of 12
Little Joe Laurie had no interest in school or learning.
P»lia Clog«s 3 Mo. Houses
he Vvas anemic. He received a transfusion from Corse Payton. His future
Paramdunt rt'><.iktered -a protest, with the newly organized Independent
was decided. The theatre was in his blood.
Kansas, City, Aug. 27.
Artiskagaihst :the use of "Happiness of Pursuit" as a film title, dn, the
Polio^ continues its depressing efWhile most neighborhood boys were .pwing over their, homework.. Toe
theory that it is too much like Paramount's "Pursuit of HapRine,ss,";proLaurie was lurking about the stage door, at 'Tony Pastor's.' He ran errands fect on theatre and entertainment
diited a number of years ago with Joan Bennett and Francis Lcderer as
btz,
Last w;eek it ciosBd :one; K,C,
for thfe yaudeville fayorites of- the day. Rolling Mill Kelly, the popular
nabe and all.; houses in Kirksville, co-.stars. Independent's legal department declared the e.s.sciitial meanings
ihonoiogi.st, James Richmond GknrOy. "The Man With The Green Gloves,"
;Weber & Field.s- and for three of the Four Cohans,' One o£ th6 Cohans ran Mo. Six cases of polio reported in of the two titles are dia'erenl, and; consequently no unfair compel ilion is
.;;..;:,;,
invoh'Pd.,
his own errands. When George Primrose needed sand for his sand dsuice Kirksville brought :ofticial, action in
Joe would, ritn down, to the Battery and borrow some from a sandhos; shuttering the town's three, film,
;RK(D ^currently has; five firstrruii pictures in Times Square areaVwIih:
Closing is for k' rninimum
friend.:
a headache, Joe would scurry hou.«cs.
Jf .the'^'F^^^^
'':['"'.
opening
of
"Step
By
Step''
around and returil w'ith .'iix aspirins,:. The night Dave Genaro couldn't find Ct lO/days,'; ,':;/';;;:the.
at
the
Rialto
[
last Friday (23).
:a,eake for his fahioUs Cakewalk,, Joe returned fi'om the bakery 'breathless
."Notbrioii.s" is ending it.s .second week at the MUsic Hall, "The St anger":
The Bijou closed here early last
and advLsed Dave to try it with rye bread,
week, bringing to three the number is in its eighth at the Palace, "Kid From Brooldyn" 19th at Astoi. "Till
ot nabes shutdown„by the epidemic; End of Time" sixth at Rivpli.
Those Good .Ole Days
;
When the .show was pv'er ,al Tony. Pastor's,; little Joe walked -uptown toBroadway. Peeking through the doorman's legs, at SHanley's Joe .saw; more play in an oxygen tent
and,to' make its road, jumps in wheelchairs.' Due
star.s, Irene and "Vernon Castle, Eva Tanguay, Anna Held and LiftlG:R,'4ypt,
id, ad,\'anccd;a'gB,; tb^' actors :\vere .easily ;wihckcl.
'The- shd\\^'i
Squinling through an exit at Delmouieo's. ruii.
the World's Fair sensation.
After th is 'debacle Joe was ;neithe:r a
nor a: ferodiicei'..'' ;
Joe saw John L. Sullivan, the Boston strong boy. swilling wine from
While he was trying' to decide what he' was, Joe. met Gene FcixvierVeoniMaggie Cline's slipper. In a far .corner he saw Dr. Crippen sippin.sj a in,a out f)[ a soft drink emporium.. ,He had come
out without his glSsses,serum from one, of Typhoid',Mary"s high button shoes. Joe knew all of find ohtered ;a wrong door. Mr. Fowler reeked
Metro is understood to have paid
'of arfliicnce, and cloves.
the Great White Way celebrities. Bessie McCoy, the Yama Yama. Girl, He was wearing a mouse-colored Inverness,
$150,000 for "East, River," fori heem-?
tati bulldog shoes,
Raymond Hitchcock, H, Allen Smith's grandfather, Broadway Rose's tie and a diahiprid horseshoe stickpin. Joe decic,l.e.i to biiitomc an ascot
a w'i:itcr.' ing: novel by Sholem ,Asch. feook,'.
chaperon and the Beet Trust Girls, When, IJiamond Jim Brady died, for Writin,s, he reflected, is easy w/orkr-^rhoSt
writing is done' sitting .dotvii.
tiptoe
gazing
was set for publication by Puliium
misty-eyed into ..Tiffany's window All a writer really needs Ls a pencil,
two nights Joe stood on
a piece of paper and an idea. Joe
this fall, but date has been 'pushed;
where Diamoiid' Jim lay in stale. BrOadsvay, in Joe's day, was Broadway. had the idea. Gene Fowler loaned him a pencil and
a piece ot paper.
off until next spring because of the
As a- combinalioh birth- The, rest is history-^or will ,be---a; lOO,' years, from how.,
..On his 10th bU'thday, Joe's uncle passed'aw^ay,
possibility that it will become a ,>ifi-;
day present and bequest his tincle left Joe a; cane, a checkered doubleA Plug For the Gypsy
breasted vest, a pair of suede spats, a parody, and two Madi.son's Bud,gels:
A few months after his chalice meeting with Mr; Fow'Jer., a two-headed lection of a major book club,
Yarn, localed in midtown oast ,'-ide
liu^ first act was Laurie & Aileen.
Fally gypsy in a 6th Avenue Tea Shop told .loe's fortune. One, Incad said; "You
jToe went into yaudevHIe.
Js';
Mairkiis, the hooking agent, tried to explain to Joe that two could .work as
will w'rite once each::,week;"; 'Thd
head said, ''You will, be paid Manhattan in a modern selling.
on a tolerance thcnle, delailin,!; li\cs
cheaply as one. Aileen-ileft the act. .LateTj. Aileen' gained some fame a.s- i-viiothlng for your writing,
For 13 ^fcarS now Joe Laurie hi
(5,ueen.''
Joe contintled:
cohtint'fid: as a .single, 'He'had
He ;hsd a. short S!3it.i(^
The ,;yi,ilage Cj.ueen.''
sjjftvt^f'brich
f'oneh each week^ for, VARi.ri-r,'
VAff
He has been paid what the gypsy's second of JevvisHXand:-:*re^Vo famili
a'nd.,/when':he;had. igrown the c-ntire lejtgth of his backbone, Jdte was still head predicted. The two-headed gypsy djther kncvi' hcr pro,gtw.<ticating— the first major book buy by ildlly«niy thrfee,:feet tall. But he was ex'cry inch an actor. He looked like Tom I or she knew VAitiETY. , Wi*iiihg,:f6r yAitiisrV is Joe's hobby; 'To ija'i-P a li-v- wobd studios in several nionlhs. w,ith
jhumb; with; a hangnail. In vaudeville, Joe was billed as "The Pint-Sized ing he appears with Senator Ford and Harry Hershfieid: oh the popular much deploring going, oiv aivK'nf?;,;
Corhcdian," He longed to be twins. He wanted to bill himself "Quart- radio program "Can You Top This?"
Acodrding' to the latest Hooper story editors at prosen't on: dettrth
of quality novels.
Jde played the Keith Time, the Orpheum Time, the big time siu-vey several other radio programs can.
Sized."
la a frustl'atcd generation Joe Laurie is an dulstanding noveltv. He is
and the .small. Travel didn't broaden Joe. It shtunk him. Recentl.y,
Among top prospects for film purthe stage manager at Barre, Vt., when asked if he remembered Joe: Liiurie, Contented. He romps the sylvan dellsyof /nostalgia brandi.shing 'his quiH. chase on the ' new publicat ion lists
He lit a cigar back.stage and set fire; He, is an authority, on vaudeville. He Can fell yoil the maiden names are "Mr. Roberts,'' by Thomas HegJr., replied, "Sure, I recall that runt.
to.the pratt of my pants," Joe's size worried him. Finall.y, when Singer's of each of Fink's Mules and who sang b'a.ss with the Bison City Four. He gen, which came out last week;
Midgets shanghaied' him, forced him to assume a dialect and play the isa member of the Lamb.s— and .paid up, .The height ol-hiS am-bilion iVnot | "UnWpec^^
to;:wear Adler; shoes. He dresses without ostehtStidn'.and generally
Pahtageg Circiiit for tvvo seasons, Joe quit vaudeville for good.
wcar.s LaParge, which will b.e:: tlte,' .O.cfo:;
Returning to New York-, he appeared in many Broadway shows: "Over a cap that sets on his head like a tweed Ruddle, Jutting from his mouth ber Book-o4-the-Month Chtb M'i<'<:''
The Top," "Plain Jane," "Groat Little Guy," "Weather Clear, Track Fast." you always sec a fat cigar that looks like .the leg of a Filipino dvifnrf. tio«; and "All Thy Cmiitut.'^fi-"
In "Chu Chin Chow" Joe starred as Master of the HoUnd. Before each He unllects old contortioni.sts and "Cohen on the. Telephone.'.' reeord.s. Me .Alfred Hayes, which'-hrs to do SN'ith.
show, be led the Chow out to a nearby, tree. During an acting lull Joe ha,s more friends, than Lindy has herring. Summing up, Broadwa.^ agrees American Military G''I'i' hi
produced a show called "Memory Lane." The cast featured every oldtimer on Joe Laurie, Jr. As Mrs. DeMaupassant Said; when; she saw 'hor. sohlftdrae foUowihg 'ihiv «'i(^ik-s^^
;
he could' round up. "Memory Lane" was the first Broadway attraction to throwing;stpnes at Louis XIV, "He's a great, little guy.";pedullen. t:U, S. troops, and is dut ntitt muhth.
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"Pardon

my back

. .

HOPE

but those BOB
boudoir scenes in

MONSIEUR BEAUGAIRE'
are just too

Wednesday, August 28, 1946

America Gay
On Labor
And

In Scores

Scores

Weekend

Of Holiday
Premieres

To Launch

A WAG

IN

A WIG

Wednesday, August 28, 1946

Patric

Knowles

•

Marjorie Reynolds

Joseph Schildkraut
Reginald Owen • Constance
Produced by Paul Jones

WHO BECAME A DUKE

•

•

Kellaway

Cecil

Collier

•

Hillary Brooke

Directed by Frank Marshall

AND

STARTED DUCKING!

WedneBtla^} August

10
4^

fsisst^^^'^--.:

"Merci,

Messieurs
Quigley,
Alicoate,

Lewis,

Wilkerson,

Shlyen
for these

terrifique

Bouquets

for

'B^aucaire!
"Jf

it isn't

sure-fire

box

office,

it'll

suffice

genius invents something that is."~M.

"Candidate

for

vbry well until some
P,

Herald

overpowering grosses everywhere."— M.

"Calculated to send grosses sky-rocketing."—

Daily

"Should be one

s

"Cannot

fail

of season S big gXOSStrsy"— Showmen

P. Daily

Trade Reziew

to be a top boxoffice sm?ishr—Hollyiiwod Reporter

"Hilarious entertainment threat which cannot miss being an
important coin smtchtvy— Boxoffice

NO WONDER

Paramount's
WATCHWORD

IS:

August 28, 1946

W<'«1««"»«1ay'

PICTURES

11

MAJORS POP AT TRIAL BALLOON'
Powwow

Mono's Coast

miTES DECR!

New York

Monpgram's

executive

.

NW Aiy

Blasts Confidential

sales

'

As

COVT. CHANGES

Stool-Pigeons for Distribs

.

TEST PIlDPOSllLS

:

]

proposed new dewhich would ban afTiliated circuits (rom buying film from theatreowning majors has little or no
chance of being acceptable to the
statutory
court
that
three-judge
handed down an opinion in the antitrust suit, industry lawyers main"The Government can't win in
tain.
GoViii'iimBnt's

Washington, Aug.

,

cree

'

situations;"
for
checking,
recent Government court decision ber of
are expected to result from the meet, convey thfe impression to local resitogether with sales policy for the dents that exhibitors are dishonest,
'':.-.::''.
•Bennie Berger, president of North
coming sea.son,
Broidy, meanwhile, has taken over Central, Allied has sent a letter to
the post of production;: head at the all theatre owners !n territory callthe divorcement that
iheir:: 'doci-ee
studio, replacing- Trent Carr, who ing upon them, "If they have any
principle
or
red
blood running
they lost in the decision," the legal- recently died.
chorusing.
The lawyers,
(ire
through veins, to stand :up and
ites
fhei'el'Di'e, wtiile more than k little
fight and^ stop distributors from these
what they, term is a
o\'ai'
lrl<ed
ridiculous, humiliating un-AmeriCan
'•breach of faith" on the part of the
practices." Letter states "Film comGovutnnieiit are not inclihed to conpanies, persistent in their bullying
sider the move a real threat.
and fleecing independent theatre
owners, .have set .up a detective
Dcpai tiTient o( Justice proposal as
agency and the exhibitor is being
to paillal divorcement Is pointed out
eheck«!d and double and tripledby the legalites as indicating how far
ehecked.''
It points out "producers
afield tlie Government supported deExhibitor reaction against auction hardly ever check a producer-owned
D. of J. proviso would
cree sues.
the theatre, but by insisting on checkselling of pix, device which
com|)f!l a major to sell its interest
court con.siders the cornerstone of a ing independent exhibitors imply
tiieatrc when below the 95%
in
free film market, continues strongly we: are crooks, and we must fight
inaric to prevent expansion of its
theatre-owning interests. No leeway negative, In the third week, ot the that implication with every power
Picture
Theatre Owners' at our command."
would be extended in such a- case Motion
(or the major to buy out the indie
aoll oC theatremen, a total of 15«
partner's. interest.;
exhibs owning over 500 theatres
'Refuse 40-50:<; Deals'
Terminology (3f the decision pro- nixed the bidding system as against
vided that "wheve the interest of a mere 15 in its favor. The almost
Minneapolis, Aug. 27.
unanimous rejection of the coiirt
the defendant is more than five per
Bennie Berger. president ot
cent and less than ninety-five per proposed remedy was in the face p£
North Central Allied, independdisclosures tliat the Government had
Cent, such joint interests shall be
ent exhibitors organization, has
a decree
which would
dissolved either by a sale to, or by a drafted
issued a bulletin calling upon
purchase fiom, .such co-owner or cov rigidly restrict affiliate circuit buymembers to refuse to meet 40%
owners.'' law,yers point out. D. o£ J. ing rights and: expansion.,
and:
50% demands.
Protest
Sharp rise in the approval ot diby seeklnij to ban a purchase from a
against compulsory percentage
co-owner is rewriting the decision, yorcenient ot .distribs from their
demands, now on increase, will
lawyers say, and there is little like- theatres was. also evident. Where
be sent to all companies, he
lihood that the court would, revise previo.u.sly the vote had been almost
states.
its own ruling: to' rubber-stamp such
"Complusory percentage polevenly divided, alTirmative answers
a decree.
icy must be stopped," declares
to the divestiture question now total
Berger, "with producers showTaboo which the Government aims 112 exhibs against 63 negatives. Nix
ing greatest profits in history,
on court recommended arbitration
to clinnp on cross-licensing, between
there is no excuse for their 40
circuits is an attempt to on
afl'iliatc'd
disputes over bids, clearances
and 50% extortion policy. They
obtain divorcement by "slow strang- and runs outweighed the nods by
do not get those terms from
ulation," according to the view of 121 to 44, Exhibs also turned down
their own theatres unle.ss pic.'defense counsel.
'With the product non-industry 'iVrbitfators by a. 144 to
tures earn them. When you pay
of four of the Big Five denied to a 27 vole.
50% you are not only hurting
theatre in competitive situations, a.
Meanwhile Allied Stales A,ssn.
yourself, but also other exhibide-luxe linu.se would find it rough pursuing the .same pitch has extors in the entire territory."
going to vie for pix of the liittle tended an invite to all indie exhibs
United Artists is now demandf
Three and smaller companie.s.
In to voice their opinions of auction
ing 50";, in this territory for
anything
but
particularly
good selling at a forum slated during
"Caesar and Cleopatra.'times, a first-run theatre could not
con vehlibn in Bos-

working on amendments which may
change them substantially. New
provisos, prepped by Special Assistant Attorney General Robert Wright,

:

declared by Berger that North
Central Allied "can and will stop
"piodueers' and distributors from]
constantly humiliating independent
theatre
owners and bleeding:
them white." He asserts "producers
and distributors are organized into
strongest
monopolistic
machine
world has ever known and it requires organization to combat them
and put a stop to their taking liberties
with
independent exhibitors and

I

will be

completed,
end of this week.

,

]

!

I

One exhibitor

memo
tion

,

,

Wright, during

,

,

:

i

'

j

:

j

ment Was that auction selling would

auction

free the industry from monopoly and
make that drastic move unnecessary,

mend:

there
is
little
the GovernnuMit

apprehension

will

.

sales:

will

the

D

of J

rentals.; Group will r.eoom'distribs be reqiu-red to offer
pix. for license at agreed fees sans

that

.

percentages, to assure pix going
the highest bidder.

to

storm.

JachiiOn Pk. Quits

Sweet Tooth

Now a

Costlier

27.

Allied Theatres' stand against the

recent New York "auction bidding"
decree has forced the Jackson Park

Item

theatre

Latest wrinkle in the highly-profitable candy business, for theatres is

to

Theatres ot

withdraw

from

according

111,,

McCoiinetl, Jacksbn
C.
,torney.
McConnell said that

selling

the candy in 10c. packages,
instead of the cu.stomary 5e candy
bar tluUs been the bestseller here-

Allied

Thomas
Park at-

to:

the

since

Jackson. Pal-k:; has been fighting in
Chi the very 'thing that the N. Y.

Exhibs coii-sider the move a
shrewd maneuver, since only the
against, the theatre could;
nipst, popular brands arc now being case rules
along with Allioc) in 'Its cur...oftered fo.r sale, with, the "sl'ow-mov- hot go
rent 'stand.' Fodcrai Judge Michael
ers eliminated,
XitJstomers desiring
Igoe in U. S. District court here, has
Ctind.r, con.'jequenHy, are practically
Conned ihio biiyihg the dime's (vor.th; Under consideration a decree, which
.dutla\y the present
Siinie exhibs ar;; even loking for- if granted would
ward to the day when they Can sell system of filriv 'release, in, Chi. Depackaged candy for 25c to $1, New cree, written by McCoiifioll at Judge
system goes only for counter sales, Igofi's request, is the: la,st phase in
between
longtime; litigation
ot course, with those theatres uslns the
Jackson Park and the. major dismachines
:

lofore..

,

:

Par Seeks Face-Saving

.!

still ,',clling the stuff for
to replace mawith .counters wherever pos-

Growing trend

5c,

chine.s

however, makes the new idea
more promising,

look even

~

SGP ADDS

NEW

i

issue,

all

is

stands between the Governsuit
anti-trust
ment's
Scophony
and immediate settlement, industry,
Paramount and
sources disclose.
that'

Precision Equipment are
holding out for a complete, dismissal
of the charges, brought by the Dept.

General

Ju.s.tice, while; the au.fl-trust division insists upon a consent decree
to seaj,, tlie bargain.

Government

handling
the case claim they cannot legally
drop their charges, and that the matter must be closed with a consent
decree in court.
So far as Par is concerned, the
matter goes deeper than;, with General Precision. i?at is Worried about
the FCC on its apit.s, status before
attorney.'s:

television

for

Rlicatipns

Cornpany

licenses.

officials feel

'

.

,

wood

of

Hollywood and Lou Gordon

'

their
registering
exhibitors
protest concerning the' recent New
York film decision: and ''joining in
iitei-t the, future of the
the fight to
indepc'ndo.nt exhibitor."
In calling lor the return of the
;

.

comment

of Boston.

j

New; units produ.ct will increase the

SGP, distribution program to 22 pictures annually.
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up among ..local independents by will have to rnake more pictu're.s; ,'.in
William and Sidney Volk, prominent order to operate their pwh theatres,
independent circuit Owners; and:. and that will be all to the good,"
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
North Centra! Allied member.s.who
Neil, Agnuw is, in frPm New York are- trying to obtain a license to build
STERN EXITS PRC
lo talk over release date on "Duel a
new local neighborhood hou.se
Hollywood, Aug, 27.
in Sun" with David O. Selznick and
though North Central Allied .is. on:
Paul MacNt-mara. Jam up at Tech- record against any new sliowhotlse
Harry Stern resigned' as westerrl
nicolor labs is holding up prints.
coniitruKtion.
The 'Volk.s themselves district manager of PRC.
R(>'id,'*howing of picture sliU un- ..hitherto- .were supporters of such a
He has announced no new affiliaI

AGNEW'S COAST HUDDLE

I

!

:

.

:

-

I

,,.

decided.
,

A

!;

,

face-saving

single

;

UNIT

Hollywood, Aug.

..New production unit for release
through. Screen Guild
Productions
was formed here by Robert L. LipPert of San Francisco, Arthur Lock-
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Scophony Decision;

In

they will be
in a bettor position in the eyes of
the eom,mi!!Sion if the charges are
if
there i.4 a coiirt
di.'imis.'ied than
record of their havingV acGeiited ,'a
decree for allege.dly vialaiing .thb
anti-trust laws, in connection with
radio patents.
Other thah^ the single i.s^ue ot decree, or dismissatrthe matter in the
Scophony case his been clear.ed up.
General Precision and Par have
tributors.
agreed to go along on everything demanded by the Justice Dept. They
Texas Indies No Like
will unload their stock and get out
Dallas, Aug, 27.
oC ;Scpphony, :thu:s :per.mitting the
Henry Reeve, prez of the Texas open licensing of Scophony patents
Theatre Owner.s, is receiving cards for the Skiatron tube, etc.

;:

.

i

j.

o£

.'Vllied

Chicago, Aug.

Pix Fans'

,

,

that

encourage exor-

,

,

'

.:

.

tell

bitant

will win by. indir
wh^t they failed to take by

reel ion

.

.

PCCITO

.

.

'

:

pendent Theatre .Owners will make
two reconimendations to the Goydficfee.
(be Tiew
ernnient about

,.

;

I

,

a

'

i
'

.

Attorneys tor the Big Five will
press these arguruents before, the
court in October, it is said.
Since
the gist ( f the decision on divorce-

_

j

.

lawyers slate.

no midtown

!

.

ment would be

,

,

I

:Aliied's iiatioiial

•

.

:.

big city showcases and, in
situations where majors con-

|

:

:

-

,

:

the Governdivorcemerit v'icttfr.,

.

Majors don't like the Idea nohow
it would make it impossible for
them to obtain enough product for

their

many

,

and

by

the hearings before

trol all the showcases, would mean
first-run time for some
top pix,
Indie spokesmen appear to think
Minneapolis, Aug. 27.
it would
force the production ot
Friction among independent ex-; more A pictures by the studios in
hibitors here flares higher as the order to have enough films for their
result of Bennie Berger, president own theatres.
However,: this view
of North CentralAlliedi independent overlooks the mounting costs of proexhibitors' body here, slapping back duction
which will make things
at Ben Friedman, veteran indepen- iOLi„siher when the present boxoffice
dent exhibitor leader,
who had boom sloughs off.
Wright also suggested no further:;
blasted Berger, Abram F, Myers of
national Allied States and the late theatre expansion by the Big Five
W. A. Stefl'es for advocating divorce- and would compel them to carry
ment and going outside the industry through; the partial; divorcement
features
to thfi courts :ahd lawmaking bodiesof the New York decree
wilhin two years;
for relief from distributor ."evils."
He would also
Immediately after Friedman re- V ease up on single picture selling to
signed from North Central 'Allied's aid the indies, and would; limit
advisory committee of three. in pro- clearances.
test against Berger's insistence on,
In the face of (he furore caused
following in Myers' and Stefl'es' foot- by the memorandiim, Berge poured
step.s, and made a .statement calling
some oil on the troubled waters by
for "new leadership," Berger issued pointing out:
an offli^ial: North :Cehtral Allied;:bui-. "None of: this repre.'sents a'- final
letin in which, in effect, he dectia red determinatipii
the
Anti-Trust
:by,
that Friedman doesn't know what bi vision;- 'The tjep'artment has been
holding conferences with different
he's talking about.
Berger further denounced Fried- groups and trying out ideas on them.
number of memoranda are being
man for "poor taste in washing organization's linnen in public and! not ..sent around. They are trial balloons.
being, a good, sport and acceptfng Wright's propo.sal, does pot moan
majority's position."
Hhe charges that tha;f i.s; what the VDepartnient
AnyFriedman
with "sabotaging
our is going to ask in October.
thing said or written at this; time
,cau^e."
In the bulletin Bergeir was more is purely tentative."
emphatic than ever in his stand;
He declared, however, that in his
that divorcement is the only cure: opinion, Wright's new proposition
rfor inciependent exhibitors' ills, and;i w;as the most wor,!ia.ble offered for
he declared that until, divprcemenlr' Consideration so far,
AbraiP ,F, Myers, chairman :o£. the
is attained the independent theatrcr'!
owner will always have his back to Board, welcomed the Wright sugthe wall. ,He.;cited' the fact .tliaf. the gcstions as first ela.ss, and there was
in
the
Anti - Trust
Department of Justice feels -the .same whispering
v.'ay about it and has been seeking
Division that :f a bill of goods like
divorcement.
this could be sbldv there might .not
Berger fil.so asserts that the vast be any appeal for .cijipplcte divbrce?;:
:.
.,'''
;-:'.;-.;
majority of North Central Allied .ment..
membership desires the fight for di- "The Grovernment's proposal to
yorcerhenfl:,an.d that Friedman's -sen- enjoin
>aeh-:,. theatre-owning
de!:
timents are not shared .by arty sub- fentifiit from" .play-i.ng the picturesi
stantial numbers.
'The: organization, (if other theatre-owning detendents."
is rtiii
in accordance with the ma- Myers dccl-ar:ed in a statement, "is.
jority's de.sires, Berger claims.
a 1ot',icat fjeveibprr'ient."
Tlie idea
Friedman :in,sists that the only wan advan(tcd by Mr. Wright durthing wrongi as far:, as .:independent tn the final, f'lrg.ument when he'wa-s
exhibitors are concerned, is perce.nt-:; being pressed by, the :(;ourt to sugage, excessive film rentals and prfe- gest-.;: an
alternative
lo
theatre
tcrred and Sunday play ing-time- do-, divorcement.
niands.
contends that: Berger, Is
"I pei's6n.ally think.; the, Goverri"all wet"; in calling divorcerhent the hiont;'.<\ latest ;:pi-opo.sal
has merit.
solution to indcpendent.s' problems, The producers have always justified
a.-serts it is "meaningless'.' and detheir ownership of theatres on the
clares ,,that Ihe Berger-Stefles-Myers. ground that they need ,sho.wcases for
type .b.£:.'"p.yer-agressivenes,i'' and.' re- {heir own prodticts,
The proposal
sort to courts and lawmaking bodies would 'make thorn just that.
It
for relief, have brought nothing but laffrliated, theatros are^ restrieted to,
grief to independent exhibitors; ::
comr
the pictures of their parcn
The present Berger-Friedmari feud panics and; the non-theatre-ownitig
comes oh the heels of strife stirred rii^tributol•s, tbe parent companies

-

company

made

the three-man court and was ignored
by the court in its ruling.
Hence
there is no particular belief here
that the court would reverse itself
and accept the provision, if 'it should
be offered Oct, 7,

,

"strike"

On Divorcement

,

major

mo-

..division's:

was

.

since

:

ton Sept,' IB to 18, Special session
will feature pre.sentation of all information available oh the new
selling method, Allied execs- said.
.Pacific. Coa.st Conference of Inde-

Wrigii.t,.

specialist.
Is
only a
balloon.'Fact is that this
,

Hits FeUotf Indie

^

operate prolltably. Economics of the
situation would dictate a sale by a

by;

:'

same .suggestion

.

.,

.

picture

'

"trial

pillar

'Wis., is staging
currently against
Confidential checkers, and 20tti-Fox
and RKQ have pulled pictures dated
for his- house.

one-man

:

.

George

in territory,

Miner, Rice Lake,

.

,

the
indies
the suggestiohs

of

dell

to post."

ii

.

by the

said,

is

that theatre-owning majors! should
be V unable; ...to
cross-license
each
others pix. Assistant Attorney WenBerge. in charge of the AntiTrust Divisiqh, .; warned that the

I

knocking them around from

it

.Although some
jumped with jay at

i

I

Solid vs. Deoree

,

in

It's

,

•

:

I

i

:

MPT0A3-Wk.Poll

assist theatres

taking tickets,
jetc.
Now: Confidential prohibits
checkers from doing anything but
Islanding around like zombies."
to

,

27.

Justice Dept. having launched its
pipposals
last
week is already

;

•

.

ll[ViPS

D OP J

Coast Monday (26) for
huddle
with
prexy Steve
Broldy. in the quartet are Edward
Morey, .yeepee; iNorton V, Bitchey,
veepee over foreign distributionMinneapolis; Aug, 27.
Berger doesn't like Confidential's
Maurice Goldstein, general sales
Charging distributors, through Con- checkers' ma n n e r of operating.
manager; and Jack Schlaifer, director
fidential
Reports,
by "employing "Prior to'organizing of Confidential,"
of sales.
Changes in accordance with the local stool-pigeons, in a great num- he states, "checkers were allowed
staff hit the

:

'

stand.

tion as

ye.t,

oci:1atnatioii
wherein 20th Centu^y^Fox launches

its

PRESIDENT'S DRIVE
— Decemher 28th
to lionor you, SPYROS P.SKOURAS
A-ugust 25th

leaJersliip

we

•

of 20tli so affectionately esteem,

wkose

frienJsliip

liigUy

prize, wliose service

exkititors of

tlie

America so

our inJustry so grate-

fully acknowledges.

During tke next 4 montks,

Iftient.

tkis trikute to

Century- Fox family
across our lanJ

.

.

tke most impressive

ky our company

proJuct ever released

you
,

.

.

.

.

.

will imple-

from our own 20tk

tkru tkousan Js of screens

to kring entertainment of un-

precedented quality to unprecedented millions of

^

koxofiice customers.

Vice-'Preslden t
In

Charge of Dish'ihutlon

ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM

SMOKY

I

in

Technicolor

Jerome Kern's

CENTENNIAL SUMMER

in

Technicolor

CLAUDIA AND DAVID

f

1

THREE LIHLE GIRLS

I

HOME SWEET HOMICIDE

IN

BLUE

I

MY DARUNG CLEMENTINE

I

MARGIE

^

THE BRASHER DOUBLOON
I

I

I

in

in

Technicolor

in

Technicolor

Technicolor

THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM
...andcWingallthese

THE RAZOR'S EDGE

I

. .;

.

.

,

.
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Shadow

.

"The
(Mono I

Bcturiis"

.

Trite, \vhoduh,i1?k

,

-

•sides,

duals^

and

Leave,

•.'No

No Love"

-

:

Incident"

"I'k'oadilly

(Pathe).

Anna Neagle in- latest Herbert
Wilcox British-made production;looks possible U. S. entry.

additipn

.to

the poteiit

Luvky

If 1*111

(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, Aug.

still
T\vi

i^tars
^taiui

Harry

'nrinen

'i

.li'oy

rt'i-ry-

.\ttriiiul(i

.hy

IHw-alril

.-.lilM'i.s.

I'liil-

lihiihi^.

yi,\iini

ilii'-iitm,.

Tiryan

lif

rnt<.;vki'

,nl i('ii)--I.-ii\'

26.
pro;:

i^i-i.niii,-

fpatiires

;

l-i'Ayi.s

,

Si'iltn-.

play,
Siuij^
NVt'i-rji^.
ItubiM't
t'lllia,
failings.
And the plus side of the St'i'fm
Ui'lt'li
l.oKHil anii l^^H-Kii nri'-ltar; I'aiii'i'ra,,
ledger gets a real hj'po lrom'thb gay tUrn Mhi'AN iiliuniw; o liliii:., .Viiriiiyn Coland'Winning performance, of the un- in rt son,!.'*;. ,(iiM'L',M.\ nnv, I.:iij.,'ar llo Laiig?;
heralded Miss KoShetz'. Thoroiighly, iiui'<ii:al 'lii,-f-i'tor, [':iiiiJ .Vi'iMUan. 'I'l'iiilp,.\iit;.
'.Hi.
riunniijs:
time,
V8
home as a warbling Rii.ssiaii co.Un- wiiiiwii
>II>S.
-

:

of probably every male action

the Par

including

lot,

.^tav

AUm

on

-jii,

L.add,

.

new fenifiic star who's,' the 1-iliila
daughter of faihod opera diva Niiia .Mini, Ciai'k
Koshetz, romps through her comic Kui-i Diirilim
role lending it the deceptive appear- MiolK'HW LP'ro'iiie, ,
Waliy
ance of pure, acasual fun. Her un- MiiKiinriaol,.-

tcss, this

Donlovy,

Barry Fitzgerald, Brian
William Bendix, etc.

..Vivian
..

.

.

,

.

.

thi.s

Oiic
;

'

and achieves

hilt

,

sevei-al

little

bits

of suspense that will keep the audiMice on the edge of its scats. Scene
which Albert: Delcker ruthlessly
slicos the neek oi another ^aiior in
cold blood" will liave tHetti talking for
days. Other deft touches, such as the

•jn

"

convulsions another murdered man
goes through before kicking '.lil, also
reflect Farrow's expert handling..
I

Rest of cast, from loads to minor
bit parts, perform excellently. Ladd
does a nice job as the fop who finds
his regeneration while fi,L;hting to get
'hurnan treatment for the merchant
seameii of that day. Bendix .sivcs a
restrained reading to his rule as the
tou,gh
but necessarily-sympathetic
first mate, and Fitzgerald adds the
comedy touches as the ship's cook.
Donlovy, as Richard. Henry Dana, thp
man responsible lor attracting Con.
gres.^iohal attention to the mariners'
plight, and Darryl Hickman, as the
stowaway cabin boy, are jqually
good. Esther Fernandez, in the only
important lemme role, is adequate.
Pic is strictly fare for tho men and.
to offset; this, the scvipters in.iected a

minor love theme. Therein lies the
only major fault. ,\yril(;i's" ap
parently didn't know what to do with
tlic gal after she first: makes her ap.
pearande and this part of the story
ends abruptly, with the gal giving
Ladd only a half-hearted prothise
^
that she'll wait for hihfi;^
film's

,

^

Story,
based on Dana'.s novel,
rapidly all the way. i^add, as
the worthless scion, of a riclr merchant, is 'shangliaied onto one of his
father'.? ships, along with Fitzgerald,
.

moves

Dekker, etc. Da Silva. dishonorably
discharged from the Navy, rules his
men with an iron hand, flogging them
for the Slightest ofi'ense in his effort
to set another record for the trip.
Feelings against the captain mount
as several of the crew die of scurvy
and he still I'cftise.s to put in for fresh

Crew

finally mutinies, kill-

ing the captain^ and. instead of fleeing to the Orient, takes a chance onbeing hanged by sailing the ship back
to the IT; S, in order to fight their
Book
thi'ougli
Congress.
cause
penned by Donlevy, as Dana, gets
the iiecessa';/ attention, and, while
men are pardoned. Congress
tlic
,

passes the Merchant-Seamen's

,

;

,

;
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,

:

,

roiiltli-n-

.
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,

HV,\

fr

.

['ci-ry

itlaini?
,Canlii

.Miranda

:

IMiM.

Sill

verj;

BiU'lianan
UviHl. lUulloy

.

.\liilii.r.g

.

.

.

.Thcmsi-lve.'i

Uiirry llayden

Marry Clit'SllU'e
Wiliiam HailiBnu

.

lll,\-li.v
J

,

.,\ .

.:i.:ij;nr

.

'

loving it.
Tale concerns

......

Fenton

,i ., ...... li'rank

.

Ciliiniittalfr
i, ......... l.nvi.'!
Itussell
itself ,with the carry.'^ci'i'ttary
of two discharged marines, Polire Ca .... ,....-.,;.,,..( 'liarles- Tannen
plain .. ,,.,..;>;... t-'hnrios WHson
returned from the South Pacific, and
the efforts of a radio singer, Pat
Average
musical
that will get sellKirkwood, to delay thfe arrival horne
ing aid from ca.st names. Six tunes
of one of the vets, a Congressional
medal winner, to niarry his girl. Big are .spotted, several of wh'rh are
point in plot complication is that the reprised, and the numbers are embellished to give a neat display. Provet's gal has already spliced to someone else, ginger's tactics are aimed duction- backing is good without beat keeping the returned hero aWay ing lavish. It's all on the light side
from home u,ntil his mother, can ar- but with enough weight to amuse
modestly, .a
rive to break the news gently.
Perry Conio holds the male le.id
In the course of the yarn's developments, Johnson playing the medal and gets over via his personality and
wearer and Wynn as Slinky, his pal, vocals. He wraps up three of the
give Metro, a cliance to get in its Josef Myrow-Edgar de Lange tunes
Ballads, t'lf I'm
musical pitch via tiitery and radio to good results.
.station tOl!iri5.: Comie snarls'^ crop up Lucky" and "One Mofe Kiss," are
following Slinky's efforts to corral good listening and he also shows
some easy coin by renting his hotel well with swingy "One More Vote."
room to the countess and the radio Vivian Blaine reprises the title tune
twice and Works: with Carnven Mistar's boss, Edward Ai'nold.
It all
straightens it.sfeli Out befbre fadcout randa on novelty "Bet Your, Bottom
time when Johnson, now in love with Dollar," Latin turns her personality

ing-Diis

Stai.;,

tlie

is,

a chance

to sliine.

Johnson's, appeal continues on the
same high level that has spelled heaps
of coin so far. But the pic doesn't have
to lean upon his charm alone, \Vynn
as the somewhat dumb and .lupine
;;oldier pal wines, dines and "chases
the femmes with rib-tickling fervor.

AUhough

,

the

song, "Now
Finklchofl'e

sung

the tunc

Silver.s,

Oiiiy

•

,

,

»v»ila

l.'M«l«'r

lIcorBC
ni'iad

Paul

Kilward

.

.

.

,

;

.

.

i

whodun it,

unexciting

'yarn deals with
spirited
from an

roi.ssihg. '.iew'cls

opened

is

-

Cam,!

hi;,,

.

:

Reed, his girl Friday, is on hand
mostly for decorative purposes. while
Tom Dugan contributes .some fair

comedy

relief as The Shadow's chauffeur. Joseph Crehan is an okay inspector.:

2.'?.

Production values are in keeping
with the Meager budget. Phil Ro-scn
directed at a standard pace r.nd
,

.

HetlKm

.r.

:

rhcni'y,

orlKlnal

rtom

l.j
.\K
(Valp.K: Wch'.sirr: oaiiiora.
la-aiirord; niiiiiio. Iliaic (lutln- odiliir,
Kd-ivar.l .Mann;
,iUri>ali.r
Val.iina
CailKII,
l'1-iHi.MM'd .Vug. o.j
;iuiiniiiL.llliic. id \)I.\S.
.'.
liny Hii|,ei-,>-,-,
,',
,|{„v Kg, n<
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(BRITISH-MADE)

Kiidds.

.ehlal-i,.

.

.

^

,,

.

llk-bael
Wileox.
I

'a

Screenplay

-

Ace

-

'.:.

by

I'^lorencp
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Returned war veterans were successful in forcing council to change
ihe law, by a 5 to 2 vote, despite bit-
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ter

Here's n picture tliat's very much
ado about notliing. 'With a good cast
topped by George Rkft and Sylvia
Sidney and .some lu.sh. sets and other
mountings, "Mr. Ace" comes a cropper inostiy liccause of a poor story.

JilRl.v

Bruce

HreM.|a

.

..Haire
Livslle

i . ...

n'lS'elll

tWfykr.

;

flashback to

Wren and
in

an air

tell the
a Marine

main
ihftet

story.

A

by chance

They- get married,
overseas, is posted as,
missing.
After three years Marine
marries again and a child is born.
raid.

Wren goes

Then the
death; being

confronted

first

wife

return.s.

her

a mistake. Wife No.;l,
by wife No. 2 plus a

an air raid.
After a good deal of to do with
her pals on a desert islarid, Anna
Neagle, as the Wren, emerges with a
first-rate piece of dramatic acting.
Romantic scenes wi th goodlooker
Michael Wilding' are well handled,
though dialog is conventional and
leaves the problem unsolved.
NotWithstanding some scenes of AdamLondon, Aug. 15.
n. i-ai I'-iiii, r-ii.Mi-n.iir.ii'.H'
and-Eve temptation on the i.sland
P!™.nj,,.|,i.in „ri,i
and the usual Wilcox polisli. .'•lory
;',„^' J-ri^rV:! «'i"'o'e i(,ftin'.iV ftmicould have been improved w'ith a
general tightening-up.
Length of
Tliis is a war documentarv
16
picture tends ;tb handicap the susan war fihns. Hade at Ariilieni, end
by pense,
he bp.YS who actually took part in
Film may do well because of its
^'""^ memorable
Sept. provocative theme, the pull of the
n, 1944, It depicts the struggles, tribAnna Neagle-Miehael Wilcox team
ulations and mi.sery eneouiitend
bv and an admirable all-arouiui ca.^t.
the.se unfortunate Engli.sh
and Amor.
Ebt'l.
child, dies in

U

.

,

,

..I. .. ..ici'.imi!

l-ani'il,..,.,
•'li'i'""

.

.aiirenee

Herbert Wilcox has used a tittleknown flaw in Briti.sh legal, procedure as the basi.s for, his latest film.
If a man, thinking, his wife dead,
marries again, the c>iild of (he marriage will be illogitiTrtate beyond all
redress should his i'irst wife prove
npt to have died after all.
That's
what the law says in Britain.
According to Wilcox, diving into
musty records, some 200 ca.ses ()f, this
kind exist at present. CJucst ion here
of course, is whether dlie ease can
be made effective as .screen fare. It
appears to have pcssilnlities in U. S.
becaiise of Anna Neagle - Herbert
,Wilcox combo.
Picture shows a jud.ge giving judg-,
ment on a case and then goes into a
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viewed at private, theude.
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Plcture.s release of A.'.-soriaied Krlfilm.
Slars
\nna .Ne-mle
WnahiK.
Dlrei'ted
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Pictures
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l.nnnv Mason
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;|,ynn
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London, Aug.
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|,,.5 11,11,1
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screen-

IMccadilly liividonij
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li il la Uf-r..
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.Ocoi-K-e llajps
Willialiis. .;.....„'.;;. ....lia'le ICvaPs
Cpiiiini'y.
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IMiinlil'illo

ral!;.

,Uo<l,L;son
'n-ialr.iin l'„ffi„
Allir-rli..-. ..... ................ ||u,|„|,,|,
Anders

Han

original

.

"rriKKi'r,
l.;aTiliy-\\

Callahan'.?

play faithfully followed the cliches
present in similar minor whodunits,

aw,

.

:

George

WillUun

;

.Mnia

The

taunted from time to time by

fi'aUiri'a

,

'gaihes.'

"The,

a ihiuOr ,d,ualer.

:
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a

,

is

grave.
CJondarmes ihvssstigate amid the
usual flickering h'ghts and eerie
shadows. Meanwhile several suspects are mysteriously rubbed out,
baffling Inspector Cardona wbo's

i>are Kvnivn.
1)1naW. .Srveejuilay,
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Shadow Returns"
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Hollywood, Aug.
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C. Davis and Paul
also head of the
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which speai:headed the move.
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and Then," penned by
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once, with the singers Shadow (Kajie RichmDivd), due to
spotted so far out of caniera-reach his inability to, make any
progress
they can hardly be seen or heard: oh the Case. Later The Shadow reMelody is played throughout the film, veals ,the jewels ;.ctually contain a
thouahi and is catchy.
revolutionary plastic fornrula andv
With; tire exception of the slory, collaborating with sleuths, eventnBenedict Bogeaus has done a nice a!ly collars the culprit.
production job on this. Director EdPlot, on the whole, was accorded
Win L. Marin.puts the cast through frequent yawns 'oy the audience
its paces In acceptable fa.shion, and
v/hen caught.
Richmond, as The
Karl SIrusK demonstrates competent Shadow, acguits himself as best,
he
camera technique.
Slal.
can under circumstances; Barbara

,

Sunday Law

boilh
Rej/c.

Oharlea Fr'obay,,
.Itoliei't lilmmoti, Kcaha
Wlehael' llasidon ,.,,-'.;.,,'.'.
... |i"rank neieher,William Monk;
..... .Lester liori'
T.eliore Jpssup. V.
. ..... Itebel
iSamiaU
hreok
Yomans.-.
lOniinf-i
Vomiii
neliert ,Duol,i,. ......
,-. ...... .; .Sli 'rrv
llaU
John Adam.s;
.
... ;,. .Cyril,
H'ltivailli

,

,

Vogel.

.

Commiifflipiier

'

trumpet solo. Entire cast vocals
"Follow the Band," wbich is also

.

are

'

sells

,

lensing

. . . .

.

Inspeetov Cardona.

iStory :;,haf5,: Miss Sidiiev coining to
make a deal with- Raft to help her
get nominated, buthe turns her down
under the belief that wOmen have
no place in politics. After getting the
nomination when one of Raffs henchmen double-cro.sses him, she gets
"religion" and witli'draws; Idea is apparently infectious because Raft also
gets the idea of wanting to do good
in.stoad of bad. He and the professor
line up a new party, .sweep ,llie election tor Miss Sidney;.: ari,d she and
Raft fall into each olhipr's arms for
the hoopla ending.

'

owned by George

and

Direction
high.

.

lyiiiK Kaxii ...
..... .daoif;,' ,|. l.nvi.s
reprised at the finale.
Uoltipaiia,
.... .y. .,,., „..„.,:, .:r,„u (jiiinn
.Bob .Spliiu Mill Si.iis «£:, ili,n ;X'l;.iponi'ii
Plot tells of how group of wouldbe musicians become ballyhoo outlet for campiiigning politician. When
Past-paced we.stimprwith plenty of
the latter defends his political maHis cavortings with Miss Koshetz and clnne, Como is rung in as the can- gtinlights and roii.^ing i-aiige action
Arnold plus^ a particularly funny didate fo? governor and wins the this IS one of Roy Rogcr.s' better
scene ih; which he luxuriates in a election. Plot is peppered with usual saddle olterings. solid n-iysterv story
certain
to hold interest both of juve
super-bubble bath brighten tho film cliches and misunderstandings, plus
no end.
preachment for the cOmmOh mSh and, adult audiences. Six songs are
interwoven, into plot, with star and
Miss Kirkwrood, piping several and honesty in government.
Dale Evans delivering strongly on
numbers, including "All the Time"
There's nothing
and "Isn't It Wonderful?" does very the writing but ifto boast about in musical end and George 'Gabby"
does serve as a Hayes up to his customary
nicely
brand of
opposite John.son.
Arnold, sufficient framework for
musical sea.soned comedy.
abandonin;; his, usual' virile slot, plays moments.
Lewis Seller's directiofi
.Yarn concerns Rogers tracking
out-and-out comedy in a knowing fin- •sends players through
their paces down murderer of his, friend,
ished fashion. SepiaTi moppet Frank
LeyPliil Silvers, as land Hodgson,
and recovery of a jew"Sugarchile" Robinson polishes off IS
the bands manager, is in for comedy
eled cre.-it which contains secretly a
the ivories like an inspired little imp but doesn't
have ,tOo much of a map; pointing to
and adds more than a mite to' the chance. Edgar
location of pitchBiichanan, candidate blende deposit,
knowledge
sum total of entertainment.
of
which
lor governor; Reed Hadley and
Frank will enable, any nation to use it for
A brace of prch, renditions are Fenton,
crooked politicos, and others uraniun.1.
-Writers don't bother to exfashioned by Guy Lombard©, who's of cast are good.
plain who killed victim, but they've
very OK, and as, a final Latin sprinkle
Harry James": Music Makers give contrived neat bit .of
to, the musicar mix, Xavier Cugat's
action in lead.sinai-t workout to the
hiusic. Bryan ing up tOyclimax, -With Rogers headensemble pours out a liquid broth,
,Foys_ production
ing
gives
expert
band
of Indians in swooning
"Oye Ncgra," that's divertingiy blending
to the music, and: story
down' on heavies who have rres(
grooved.
;
Lensing,
musical
direction,
aPrank; McDonald's direction mainetc,
Production motnitings, settings and
measure up. Film features two large :tam,s logical
motivation of plot and
costumes are burnished with lliV r.-is- production
numbers. One a dream he Keep.S hiS: characters ever
ternak'-Metro
wealth and polish. jicquence
on the
for Como's vocals of "One move. Cast
without exception enact
Aside from a few draggy moments More
Vole." Other backs Miranda's parts well, with
when, the pic's length tells on itself, ,Jarn
Rogers; in there with
Session" display.:
Brog.
fists
swinging and guns, blazing.
.srtiart direction of Charles M.irtlii
Dale, Evans pretty /ais'.,usual,
rates curtain calls. Mnsical djrection
as; she
wai^los nielodicaliy, and Hayes efand vocal arrangemcnis ore way
3(1%
Icctive with his comedy performance.
ahead of norm. Score thi.s, on6. for
(ONE SONG)
Edward J. White's production values
heavy attendance.
Wki
lailliil .Vvil.ns n Ira-se o£ BOTe(Tli,'t
noKrau.s are there, loo.
Song
pri'.llii.lioii.
.-Jtarfj (Icorffe. RuCt,
numbers
include
Kylvi.i '.Sidmy- ,iiami'f..<i Jcvonie Cowan, i^ul .Kllvern. K?;, Wie- song. ,"Anyl,ii,f,c, Thit I'm.
Uniiiaii
niil.hr.n.
llireotoil
l,y
Repeals
Kdwln 1.
'^e-hfih-'iee"
Want
Murin.
'H-'Sinal '-lory and Ki-rci'hplay by
^'r
lo Go X!»"'
West," and "Sea Coin' Cow'Wellsville, O., Aug. 27.
and Uiklali.iri'f; i.aiiii'i'a. K'arl ,Strua.si pdiFirst Sunday picture in this City inr, lamias Sniitli hoii;;, •'.\(nv, and Thm,",
of 9,000 since 1914 will be shown on l.y fM-l; Hlln rs, Frod PilHtlctrolTo; scare,
111 iiiz Hof.o iK'ld.
Tratlrahown: -N'.
Sept. 9, effective date of the repeal »». ••!«. Ifiiiiiiiiif,-. lime.; 84 SIINS. y.,•• .VulTlK'irs
ihe filory
......
.
of a long-standing blue-law forbid' l-.ddiB Aao
Qeorfro Hatt'
IDonimeiUai'V)
.H.ifHal'ft WynillialiT I'ha.'io. .Sylvia Kldiify
ding Sabbath films and baseball '''',""'''*
BBITISH-iVLi\DE
Stanley. nidRPa

Veterans

000.

,

,

opposition by churches.
City
has. only one house, the Liberty, cO-

type of picture. Itwas direct,
cd by Brian Desmond Hur.st, with no
credit giVtn anyone, something of a
novelty in itself. This required ten
weeks to make, cost only aoout $320,-

The Shadow

owns up to his loose on ".Tarn Ses.sion in Brazil,"
aided by Harry James. Latter also
sentiments over a major hookup.

.

,

Miss Sidney makes

the politician as believable as pos-

.

songstress,

result-

ing cv(;n in the actual battle scenes.
'Film 'is being distributed by general Film Distributors and produced
by Gastlefon Knight, who specializes

conie lier trademark. Raft is his usual
lac<mic .self as a political niachinist,
Itt^iiiriiN
and the love .scenes between him and Miihograill
release
Joe Kiuirmiin rl.oii
Miss Sid:ney ciinie oil okay. Roman iiroek), production, of
ti^oaiui-es
Kane uirliBplincn tops 1110 .supporting cast as mondi l^arliara JCeed. Diri'i-UMl by I'hii
an tilealislte college iprofe.'i.sor who Ko.sti,lT. fc>cri.>C'nplay, (^eorK.i ('allaluiil. iiiisi'd
nn
!3ll(Kl0W, StaifanUu! .stories; laimera.! \V1|backs llieUernihe al'fer her regenCra* Iiain,'v8i('krti*r,;
editor.
.N.-e
Hariiian.
.At
lion, and Jerome Cowan doe.s a nice StriitKl,, ,Broo)ilyn. dual,; week
Am;-.
iii.
job as her,,pressa.gent. Sid Siteers fs Uuiinlnsr time, «1 ."IIINS.
k'luie
'hininui
funny enough but i.sn't scbn; ijaOugh l.finitjjit ^Cransto^,.
Sliu-iSrt Ijrtne
..
.,
.narlVai'a l!ei>d::
.;
:as Raft's chief lackey.
a.
Shevvle.

,

mike

.

comedy, with real guffaws

of

in this

lip

'

sible, while stili getting; in enough of
the: loary-eyed glance.s that have bc^

:

the

iiud-,

gOe.s:

pointing,

\yitlioiit

,

the chai'ige.
capable onpugh, aUhough
script cloosn't give any of them

Ca'it:

lurry: Jiihics

Cu I'lnim

.

a

Harry ,I.ain«.s' .\Wisl,'
i;m i.j'nar ijuiHiy
(larsan

a,
. .

;

.

act.

Production mountings all bear out
Camera
action theme.
film's
work by, Ernest Laszlo is topnotch
and the added special elfccts by Gordon Jennings and J. Devercaux Jenminiabest
the
nings include some of
ture work yci seen.- Suspense will
probably kceij. tho audience from
paying too much attention to, Victor
Young's scoie. but the nnisic is there
ound to heighten that
in the b!:r''
the

same suspense,

studied, '.singiiig V and, thesping are
solid; her appearance is attractive
plus; and when caught by this reVie\\'cr, the patrons W'ere audibly
,

idcali.stic

,

tlie rra,s:6n.s for

,

Altliough Ladd and the other stars
top the cast, it's Howard da Silva,
a$ the pitiless ship's caiJtain. who
walks off with the bliie ribbon. Da
Silva first came into his own as the
barkcep in "Lost Weekend" and his
work in "Mast" should rale him
Academy Award mention. He makes
his character portrayal even more
cruel than Captain Bligh in "Mutiny."

supplies.

.,:

.

.

J

,

b.elonss
to director John Farrow. Only recently discharged from the British
and Canadian Navies, Farrd\v apparship-learnhis
ently brought much of
ing into his work, and producer Seton I, .Miller's choice of him to handle tho megging was a Wise one. With
the emphasis On action throH,i;houtj
Farrow keeps his cast thesping to the

Chief credit for

,and then

political, pot'ses

denly

cause reinforcements '"couldn't get
through. Naturally it's the ordinary
who: gets;away with the acting honot!!, with, the bra.sshals iarung with their Oxford drawl.
Situations are nof entirely devoid

Tommy

,

,

,

little fnterist. Tln;nie falls flat in tlu>
almo.sl eoruy; nienlions of "religion,"
w'lrich liits
he politician for he. apparent rca.'.-on and causes ,lH.r to. reform. Filni gOcs init of; its way to
eiiiphasii'.o. tile clh-t.v groundwork, of

leans in their tragic attempt to hold
that vital Arnhem Bridge.
Picture gives a clear idea of the
incidents which led to the abandonment of this strategic position at a
loss of 8,000 men out of 10,000 be-

,

comes out ahead as a hot b.o. pic
that's drawn a bead on lush returns.
Merits of the film far outwoigH4ts

(if

gOOdC

'soijgs;

;

Keenan Wynn and .Marina, ,Kbsl"i,et;Z,
a Ijri.gln new luminary that's here
to stay,, along \v!th; Joe Pasternalc's
usual slick production values and a
covey of ,gay musical numbers. Then
jnlt, the debit half with too much .of
a trito story and its puerile radio
broadCaist windup. ' Tote., tip" both

K.I»l.iWP

&nd

fi^ht.3

t

.

Ti'

potentials mild.

for solid gro.sscs.
"Theirs Is the Gloi-y'^ (OFD).
British docinnentary of Arnhem
campaign dubious as big grosser
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Nevada Skies" (Songs)
Clicko Roy Rogers sad-
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fair,

tBo.geaus - UA).
Sylvia Sidney in

uninteivsling
politicians.
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Acc"

OiDigo
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Star billing would rate it a -crack at
the fir.st-riin houiics, but its Uoxoftice
potential tliere looks doubtful.
Idea ol the story, revolving around
an unscrupulou.s woman politician
who gets nominated for nin-yor but
then., undergoes a .change of heart
and' with<;ra\vs. is a good one.
Scripter Fred Pinklohon'e, liowovcr,
I'fiiled to take advantvigc Of the idea
isnd turned (Hit a plot holdin.g vL'i-y

I
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thi?
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Tally 'on Iho credit sido of the
Icdycr a caiYny mixture of potent
mnrciuee pull led by 'Van Johnson,

liiKi

I'i

duclion and all the a'oBouti;ci)!eiiti?
expevtly Wended to ma!<i,e':it a .oan',t.proposition.
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u-ny

\y,k<-

Paranioimt has artotliei' lio'xofl'ice
bonanza in "Twp Year.s Btfovo the
Mast,."' Film i.s prpba,l)ly the bust ,Qf
it.s kind since IVIetro's "Muiiivy. pti Uic
Biouniy,'* with direction, aeliiv^', p,>"0-
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HOLLYWOOD'S ASSEMBLY LINE
'Arch' May Follow 'Duel' as
Hollywood, Aug.

"Lady Windermere's'' "A f r
currently on loanout Queen" and "Autumn Crocus."
27.

Van' Heflin,
to Warners in "Possessed," to costar opposite Lana Turner in "Gre<2n
With
.
Dolphiu Street" at Metro

writer^producer

First

Casey

Robinson

aligiiment

.

,

with

.

,

.

.

.

having it turned into a
yarn and
screenplay by Stanley Rauh and Bill
Richard Richonnc,
Hanaman.
French actor, and Ruth Warrick
were signed for featured roles in
"Arch of Triumph" at Enterprise
... Pete Smith's new series shorts,
starting with "I Love My Husband,
is

.

"Albuquerque,"
Scott.

.

,

.

Randolph

.starring

Mary Hatcher

her

left

as title roler

m

"Variety Girl"

the

ot

.

.

"Copa-

indie tunefilmj

doubt

seat

but

basis,

at

upped admissions. Thai's a problem on which Neil Agnew, Selznick
distribution chief, has huddled with
Government attorneys.; Scheme of
such exhibition under the pending
decree, as worked out by- Agnew,

lists 48

Shorts for '46-41

will be invaluable in shaping their;

own

policy, Enterprise execs feel.
Success of "Notorious," in -its first
Hall, N. Y.,
one of the tilings that lias encouraged the rpadshow thinking on

Metro .will release approximately
the same 'number .of 'shorts di,iring
the 1946-47 season ss it did last year,
despite recurrent trade talk many
shorts producers planned to cut down
this year because of increased production costs.
New M-G slate includes five series totaling' 52 reels,
according to William F. vRodgers.
veepee over sales; at the company's
sales
convention in Chicago last

engagement at the Music
is

David Loew-

"Arch" by Enterprise.

Charles Einfeld outfit feels that

th«;:

stature and b.o. power of Ingrid
Bergman, who stars in both pictures,
is growing with
each film and is
near its peak.
There will be no

other Bergman picture going into
distribution
"Notorious"
between
a id "Arch," and so Einfeld and Loew
foresee catching the star at the pinnacle of her career .and cashing in
to the maximum via a roadshow

.week.

Shorts will be offered exhibs on a
one-or-all basis, with each being
sold individually. If an exhib wants
to take the entire block, however,
Metro will grant him the privilege
of elimination.
Government stand
on whether shorts would be included
under the strict selling provisos of
the anti-trust decision has still not
been clarified, but a Dept. of Justice
exec recently indicated that the
Government may be willing to permit separate tradeshovv'ing and selling of the brevities. Until the final

policy.
Initial

rod,"

is

Enterprise release, "Rambeing primed for a Christ-

mas week
•

;

and Edward T.

release,

'

Gomersall, E sales supervisor, hopes
that by the time it is necessary to
set the sales policy, the present indecision of all the major companies
on methods of selling under the decree will have been resolved.
Plan is to preem "Ramrod" in
Denver or Salt Lake City (it is
localed in Utah) and stagger openings eastward.
Initial opening will
be marked by presence of stars and
a general bally hoopla;
;

decree is handed down, however,
Metro's sales policy will be effective.
New Metro short.s schedule eliminates the series of '"Miniatures," of
which three were produced last
year, but includes' substantial boosts
in numbers for the other five series:
List
includes 10 .single-reel Pete
Smith Specialties; 16 one-reel Tech-

.

in

still

'

:

:

.

'.

•

,

•

'

.

New

:

'

1

'

:

.

Dave Sebastian checked out of Columbia to become executive assistant to Sam Coslow in the production

Selznick forces are

as to what limitations' are placed by
the anti-trust decision on a "roadshow" policy with a continuous run,

produces; directed by Eddie Buzzell ler, in4ie producers, for acquisitian
Academy Cuts Vote
"Personal
Column" and set nieolor cartoons;
....Cornel Wilde collaborated with ot
12 one-reel FilzRobert Turney on "The Romance of George Sanders to star and Douglas patrick Traveltalks' in 'TeehnicQlor;
For the Oscar Derby
Lord Byron," purchased, by 20th- Sirk. to direct.
six single-reel Passing Parades, feaNasser and Ketier will be assoFox. ptory, slated for winter proturing Johh Nesbitt, and four twoTo Its Members Only
duction, has Wilde in the poet's role. ciated with Stromberg in the pro- reel specials.
duction, of the filrli,, wliich will go
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Metro also announced over the
out under his United Arti.sts release.
A;'adcmy of Motion Picture Arts
Arrangement: marks
Stromberg's weekend a new series of tworrccl and- Sciences passed a resolution to
Jules Levey Crew In
third pact w/itli outside prodncors, to documentaries, to be prbduce^ in co- limit
final
voting
for
Academy
Orleans for Jazz Pic come in under his banner, following operation with the As.sociated 'Press. Awards to members only.
This acNew Orleans, Aug. 27.
Jack Chertok-Hedy Lamarr and Tay Series, titled "Theatre o'f l,ife." will tion will do away with thousands of
realism;
using
actual
Shooting of location and back- Garnett's deals for production set- emphasize
votes hitherto cast by screcnestras
ground scenes for "New Orleans," ups. Five other star roles are to be. characters, uninyenled situations and and ether studio employees. Non'iinawhich will deal with the develop- be filled for 'Column." a French true locations. Initial release, tilled lion,s will be made by the ditt'ereiit
"Traftic with '..he Devil" and dealing
ment of jazz, is scheduled to start mystery story.
film guilds,, as in the past, but final
with Irafl'ic casualties, was .screened
here tomorrow (28). In the' city to
balloting will bo restricted to actual'
in Now York yesterday (Tue.sday},
supervise is Director Arthur Lubin,
members of the Academy.
who will guid? a Hollywood crew 'Ramrod' Picks Up Tongues with Quiney Ilowe. Ktational Board
Meanwhile, that gi-oup inerea.sed
of Review prcz, delivering an introand local talent in filming the
its individual branches from eisht toHollywood, Aug, 27.
ductory talk.
scenes.
ll. "The sciones division was spiit into
Shermari's
hi'^h
budget
Harry
Script for the film wa.s written by
lour
new branches, consisting of Art
western,. "Ramrod." is beiiig groonxed
Elliot Paul, story being set iri 1917
Directors.
Cinematographers, .Film
and calling for the appearance Of to' gallop arouiHl the vyorld. iipder
2 Series of Shorts
Editors and SoLmd Men, formerly in
the Enterprise banner.
several famous oldtime New OrOther branches are Acone
body.
This Season, 84 in All
undersoing dubbing
Picture is
including .Louis
musicians,
leans
tors,.
Directors.
Executives and ProFrencli.
Spani.sh,'
in
...W'arners will release six drfit'ren'J
Armstrong and Bunk Johrisoh. The treatment
djicor.^.. Musicians. Public. Relations,
National Jazz Foundation is co- Italian and Portiigiicsc, in addition series' of shorts during the l!)4fi-'-)7 i Shoit Subjects and Writers; Aijother
with superimi)u,«od. titles sea.son, totaling 98 reels.
Release}^
loperating: with Lubin on technical to prints
was
cbunric
switch
the
from Oct.. 1 to.'
in 18 langiiages,
include 70,singre-ree]ei's
i

role in "Oklahoma" to resume her Paramount film contract

stage

Sun.",.

non-reserved

Metro

.

.

Riskin

.

George Apley" ftniBhed
days early, under direc.r
Joseph Mankiewicz.

•

STROMBERG

.

.

"The

title,

'

.

NASSER-XESLER

getting the heaviest selling
campaign ever accorded a shorts
series at Metro.
is

.

its

.

-

At the rate of $16,000 a day,
according to Mankiewicz, the;
studio saved $128,000.

.

.

.

.

.

tO:

27,

:

eight

.

.

,

:

William Gorduction company
don, formerly chief censor at RKO,
as
joined
Universal-International
head of the departments of public
relations, foreign affairs and censorship ..
Pine-Thomas inked Ray
Enright to direct the outdoor tinter,

Contrary.

,

Late
tion of

.

,

negotiating
Einfeld
is
Charles
with Norma Shearer for her return to the screen under the EnterActress has not apprise banner.
peared in films since "Her Cardboard Lover" at Metro in 1942.
Dennis O'Kccfe- wrote an original

will film "Magic
Town" tor at least three weeks in
Chico. Calif., with the town turning
over Its entire facilities to the pro-

Hollywood, Aug.

.

"Vendettii."

Robert

.

.

.

.

.

But,"

'Apley' in Early

.

.

.

.

Possibility of roadshowing"Arch
of Triumph" is being, mulled by Enterprise
toppers.
Roadshowing
may be under conditions as recently
decreed by the Federal court for
David O. Selznick's ''Duel in the

f

By BILL FEEDER

Complete details of the plant called
.Sutherland
studios
comthe I?elton System of studio design,
pleted
a
10-minute
Technicolor
are revealed by its inventor, Fred
short, VThe
Traitor Within," for
E. Pelton, producers' labor adminisAmerican
Cancer
Society ..Bud
Abbott, Lou Costello and June Vin- trator and a veteran in studio mancent completed a trailer at Univer- agement.
The Pelton Sy.stem is a combinasal-International to raise funds for
of
as.serably-hne
technique
a new rheumatic fever' hospital at tion
the University of Minnesota. .Mar- modified for the practical require^,
jorie Main, Metro contractee, shifts ments of .motion picture making.
Invenlot declares his plan will reto U-International on loanout for
sult in a 30<'i saving in costs of set
"The Egg and I."
B. P. Schulberg, one of the pio- constructon and operation.
General view of a working model
neers of film production, has checked
in as administrator of the Ehter- of the studio of tomorrow shows a
prise's national exploitation, adver- number of stages nestled Close to
tising and publicity, as well as exec- each other. A power center is locatutive in charge of special exhibitor ed at most convenient point, thus rerelations, Schulberg vjilX devote his quiring a minimum amount of electrical cable. Various types of studio
full time to Enterprise, giving up
his current partnershio in the pub- workshops are compactly laid out
licity firm of B. P. Schulberg and adjacent to. the stages. The entire
industrial area of the studio is servIrving Rublne.
v
William Boyd and his western iced by rail streets with huge rail-,
troupe galloped back to General road-type turntables located where
Service studio for indoor shooting needed.
Underlying factor of the Pelton
o"Whispering Walls," after three
weeks of outdoor filming at Lone system i& that the stages are used
only' for shooting purposes and are
Pine
Otto Preminger's next
chore as producer -director at 20th- not tied up at any time during the
Fox, following his stint on "Forever preparatory stages. Sots are built
Amber," will be "The Dark Wood." completely on large mobile platAfter that come ^'Daisy Kenyon" forms, which become the stage floor
and "Methinks the Lady" on the when transferred onto the sound
stages. Only one stage is required
Preminger program
Next
director task for Joseph Mankiewicz for each production unit at a studio,
since sets can be traiLsferred at
at 20th-Fox will be "The Ghost and
(Continued on page 2G)
Mrs. Muir," which will co-star Gene
Tierney and Rex Harrison.
.Fred MacMurray into "A Miracle
Can Happen" for Benedict Bogeaus
JOIN
and Burgess Meredith. United Artists
release.
Also has Meredith,
IN 1 PIC
James Stewart and Henry Fonda.
Holly wodd. Awii. 27.
William Powell and Myrna Loy coHunt Stromberg has closed a deal'
star in "Song of the Thin Man," sixth
ot the series at Metro.
Nat Perrin with James Nasser and Henry Kestional.

Roadshow

On a Non-Res'd Seat Basis if UJS. OK'j

STfl[iL!NE SETS

job
for
his
new
will be

under
Columbia

.

.

MeserVy, producers o£ educational
Alms and records. During the war
Meservey served as military goverjioi' of Bremen after -the U. S. ocfirst
.
cupation o£ Germany
Hakim-Litvak production for RKO
release, "Time to Kill," went into
work with Anatol Litvak directing
and Henry Fonda and Barbara Bel
Geddes topping the cast.
Kddie Albert will sing tor the first
time Ori the screen in "Hit Parade"
Before moving to Holat Republic.
lywood he sang on the stage
in
"Rage
re-issuing
is
Metro
Heaven," after a lapse of Ave years,
on the theory that the public mind
is more receptive to psychopathic
Presthemes than it was in 1941
ton Sturges writing two screenplays
simultaneously, "The Human Strong
Box" and "The Girl on the Magazine Cover," for production following eoinjjletion of his current job,

:

li

"No Sad Songs For Me," starring
the start oi' "Love and Learn," War-Hollywood. Aug. 27.
Irene Dunne. Adolph.e M^njou, .who
ners lias lour pictures before the
Hollywood on an as.sembly line—
played in a Deanna Durb'in picture
cameras, including "pursued," "Dethat's the studio of tomorrow, acDoug- at U nine years ago, draws support- cording
ception" and "possessed"
to an invention that would
ing
role
wiUi
the
.same star in
las MPscrvoy, former radio and adreyolutipnize the picture industry,
Simmel- Be Yours" at Universal-Internajointed
exec,
Vertisiivg,
.

..

c a

i

'

i

,

j

'

I

;

I

1

;

cabana."

'

!

Milton Sperling, production chief
of U. S. Pictures, completed the
basic personnel arrangement for the
new indie company with appointment of Donald Hyde as executive
production aide. Joseph Bernhard
will attend to distribution; Michael
Uris has charge of writers; David
Robison chief of the story department; and Sperling and Hyde will
Jules
superintend
production. .Republic aspects pf; the work here.
borrowed Albert Ruiz for the jdanc-- Levey is the producer.
ihg lead opposite Constance Moore
in "Hit Parade of 1947.".
Sidney
Nassour Lot Near
Picker wiU produce the next Rod
Ryder western, "Outlaws of Sioux
Holly v.?ood. Aug. 27.
City," starring Allan Lane at ReNa.s.sQur Studios, curreiitly engaged
public. .Dwight Long, former Navy in a $2,000;0Ci0 building program, will
commander, inked by California have two new sound stages ready for
Studio.'!
as production assistant to occupancy within. 40 days, according
Pre.sioii Sturges on "Vendetta."
to Edward Nas.soui*. prexy. Program
Ronald Reagan and Viveca Lind- calls for five .stages^ an adriiiniatrafovs were assigned to top roles in t.ion building, shops and ..Other .necesthe
sary structures.
"Night
Warners;'
production,
Unto Night," a film derivation of 1; Three other stages, measuring 100
the Philip Wylie novel, to be pro- by 12,') feet, are slated for fOmpletidn
duced by
Owen Crump .ComCt 111 INiarc'h. Nassoiir declared he ;Would
'Wound up.'. it.s third feature for coiiri'ijtrale on voMliVls to iiidepend^to
Utiitt'd ,Art^^
release, "Adventures t'lij pi'fKlueers .rat |iov than eator^
,of Don Coyote."
Other two ready ovei flow productinii from the iriijor
1

.

I

I

,

WB's

,.

I

'

'

:

I

,

;

.

;

plus 14 tworeel featurette.s. eight of whicli. will
;be in Technicolor. Sixty-four of the

!

.

;

.

&ingle-re.elers,

Studio Contracts

Done

'

,

f

,.

John Fari'ow, renewed, Par.

.

Ben Lyon, renewed.

.

j

|.

i

Out."

;.

I

Henry Blanke

same comand "Susie

j

the

pace for

.7;

WiHiani

I

•
:

]

PEN PACT

U-I
Hollywood. Aug. 27.
was inked by Say

CrQ.sscti.

;

Uiilver.sal

-

I

^

.'

'

I

i

'Country Lawyer," "The Iron Gate,"

I

2,T

or

more

I

,

Bowei'.s

international
writing mill and in the offing. Films Islory chief, as the flrst member of
are "Deception," "The Woman in the ' comjiany's permanent wiriting
'
White;" "Treasure of Sierra Madre," slaiT.
.'r'
V
:.]'Peep
iric'i is in build a rpfiular Stall of
Valley,"
Frome."
"Ethan
I

scfipte,rs.

'
,

.

:

as the

be'gii'iiniVig^'pf.t.he; oflici,aL^

Future election

will

'df oftici'rs

'

be

in,

ihe

schedule

'.relea.sp

Froemci'iv, 'aCfross.

added

held.iti, April.

-.

,

,

as

to

PRC

,

Hollywood, Aug.

,

111

'.'crsal

George

:ieall!rl,ng

27:

Othei's

jtj
the ne\v slate
one-reel Sports, pal'^^^

Advciuure.

.

Special.s.

include
one-

siX:

.

and

of tlie proexecs departed froni Uniin, the atomic merging with

International, landed on the PRC
roster as an executive producer.
In his
new chore, Welsch has
started work on a program ot 28
pictures for 1946-47. mapped out by
Harry- 'Thoma.s, v prexy add sales:

O'Hanlon

Joe McDoakes.

reel

manager,
Twelve
will be budgeted at

39

,

'

cartoons..

ing; three

,

.of

'

the

'.Pi,t.tu

$500,000, includ-

Cinecolor .features.

•:

-

:

,

Alfred Wcl•k^l^ .di^'•ei:^.v,i5(lftle-L^
Leslie Fenton. directoiv.T'ar.

Michael Steele, actor.. RKO.
Robert Fellows, renewed. Par.
Bill Burt, actor, ParannnuU.

FITZGERAIB

Stahl on 'Walls' Again
Hollyvvood, Aug.
.

John

.

I

Gene

Welsch Goes

Howard Welsch, one
duction

lor

.

white,
Want.";-

Par.

Janet Leigh, actress. Meiro,
Talbot Jciiiiiiigs. renewed. 20th.
Gail Robbins, actres.s, M. Sperling,
Robert Russell, writer. Goldvvyn,
Ja.V 'Ndrris, actor, RTvO,
D, Towslcy. chief ani'tor, Cliiinpctt.
Aiidra Verne, actre.s.-;,. P,-ir.

co,sts

In addition, the company lin.-.
a new, series ot black-andonfiVreclei^^^^
titled "So
You

bands.

:

BOWERS*
.sets

pi-oducer.s on. the Warners lot with .a
total oE 10 pictures in work^, in the

I

tot^.

•

GHanges

:

brought about by the upped

,

1

by the
"Little Iodine"

1

yea,'.

;

j

from: last year include a decrease. !h
the "Mcdody .Masters" :seri^s of n.ame
[hands, Ironi 10 .sihglc'rEclei's t() six,

Sharyh Motteti renewed, RKO.

Mona

I

disti-ibutinn

Moy

'

in

I

•

I

'j

Step.a

20Ul.

Cecil Kcl away.: renewed. Par.
Basil Walkef, actor. 20th.'

j

pany are

be

j

.Elizabetii Reinh.irdt, writer, :20th.

I

'

.will!

.'.,;

j

.

Ipr

',!',.

::color;

.

I

addiTion.

ill

i

.Ashley, actor, Par.

director

'EIP'

as

at
as director of

rolWn

27.
title

"RTp°Vair'Wriiklt".""'th^

Washington Irving tale lobe produced independently by Edward H.
"The Walls of Jericho,"
Griffith and Gene Fowler.
Picture will be pjoduced'by WilActor is reported on his way back
liam Bacher,
It
cost the studio to Hollywood after a visit io Ire-

moves back

Robert Bray,

,20th-i^)x,

Victor MaUire, renesved. RKO.
Geo, "Gabby" Haye.s, ron'vvd, RKO.

$100,000 tor the film rights.

actor. RK.O.
Mark Stevens, renewed. 20th.
Samuel Hoft'enstein, writer. 20l,h.

OLD

Hollywood. Aug,
Barry Fitzgerald draws the

27.

Stahl, who moved Out
of
"Forever Amber"

IS

,

i

j

i

'
:

land.
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|.#M»REN

BACALL

•» Willi*" fAUWxl". KlOB •lACnil ANH Will fMIB«»N
>!I|HU
MUIIC •«
IHI NftVil IV lATMOHt CHUHDin

UIIIH W«»
,

nOM

MU

PRODUCTION

cr^VG

^

PICTURE GROSSKS

18

Wetlneeclay, August 28,

LA. Pace Hurt by H.O.'s;

'Ranch'-Vaude Nice 26G,

C; 'Passage 18G, 2d
Washington, Au.g.

Bob Hope

Giant $8i000 in 2 Houses,

58a Also

Big

W

2;

Bi?.
cau.^iO

301/2G for 3

.i
I

i

Omaha.

;

'Thc'

,

:
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27.

.Au.a.

Orpheum.

at the
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I

Freddie Slack ba,hd. is
w ilh sock session this
1 f.wn
'

.^piii-kcd .b.v

'

t()pj)iii.s;

".Sira.ngcr" also

wi'Cls.

s01i.d;

is

"Conli'iin.ial Summer.".
$24,5(jO also in tin'ee houses. Second
Estimates for This Week
frame ol "Centennial Summcv" is
rtrnheiiii! (Tristatos). (3,000: 20-80
locations.-:
-nitty
$43,000,. lii' three
lU) plus Freddie
Fourth antj v/ipal stanza o£ "Night --.-"Tlie Itmiarcund'"^
Slack
orch 0n stage.: Big $19,500.
^nd .Day''; looks .i^^^^^^
:

!

.

|.

"Night

Cas.nblanca"

iri-

lUA and "Avalanche" fPRC)
)

I

at IG-

j

,

I

i

$28,000.

rific,

(1,263; 44-70)—
Satisfactory $8,"b.S.S."" (2d run)
500.
Last week. "Easy to Wed" (M-

—

|

iwoct

Last weiek, "Jungle
(reissue), passable

$T2.0n0'.
,

(Par)

^

$8.00(K

^

week,

,

1

$))

Gqod

(20th) (m.o.) (2d wk)..

^;

(2d

big $24,400.

Downtawn (WB)

(1,800;

.50-$l)

-

"

„:

Downtown Music

'

-

(Blumen£ekl)
(872; 55-$l)
"Night Casablanca" (UA) .(4th wk),. Closes with
$e,500. Last week, fast $10,800.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; .50-$!)—
"Bad ,Ba.scomb" (M-G) (2d" wk).
Slow $7,000. La!5t week, hefty $13,000.
Hall

—

El

Bey

(FWC)

(861;

50-$l)

,

.

Summer"

j

:

OWiilia (Tri.states) (2,000; 16-65)—

j

(UA) (m.o.) .and
"The. Oiaiaw,"
"Strange Imper.sonation" (Rep), $10,000 very okav. Las't weeK>.."Easy to

1

1

|

Wed" (M-G)"

(m.o.), $&,000.

Sock 25G,
St.

—

St.

Influx
crucial

40-(i0)

L; Ivers 20G
Louis, Aug. 27.

out-of-towners for the

of

between
series
baseball
Dodgers and Cards over the weekend is stimulating biz here. "Caesar
and Cleopatra" is ahead of the pack
with a sock $25,000 at Loew's. "Martha Ivers" is strong at the Fox.

700.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)
•Dead of Night" (U) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Neat $4,500. Last week, nifty $5,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65) -Guild (FWC). (968; 50-$l)— "Time
of Lives" (U) and "Dark Horse" "Caesar and Cleopatra'' (UA). Sock
(U), Good $6,500. Last week, "Black S25.000 to lead City. Last Week,
(3d wk),
An.°el" (U) and "Wild Beauty^' (U), "Easy to Wed" (M-G)

—

$6,200.

Week, good

Last

1

I

$4,800.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$l)—
"Night and Day". (WB) (4th wk)
Near $9,000 on blowofT. Last week
swell $15,600.

I

Hollywood .Music Hall
fold)

65-85)
(4th

(475;

blanca"

(4th Ave.-Loew'S) (1,000;
''Caesar and Cleopatra"

"Danger

(RKO)

wk-5

$8,500.
$11,400.

Last

(Col).

(UA)

(Blumeni
"Night Casawk). Closes at

—

I

—

Stale

Medium

Last week, "Caesar and
Cleopatra" (UA) and "Dangerous
Business" (Col), $14,000 and m.o.

Excess

down

—

—

week,

the

biz

total

stanza.

Week

'

$35,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-85)— "Easy
to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk— 5 days').
Sad $12,500 after $30,000 operief
.

Warfield

(FWC)

(2,656;

—"Green

ried"

(WB),

$17,500.

Orpbeum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5585)— "Canyon Passage" (U) (2d wk).

12G

—

$14,500.
Vog-iic

,

50-85)—
(FWC)
(885;
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par.) and
"Diadline For Murder" (20th), Oke
Last
week,
"Suspense"
(Mono) and ''Freddie Steps Out"
(Mono) (2d wk), hungry $4.,500.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—

$().500.

wfk).

Fair.

Last

week,

"Kid

—

;

$7,000.

Polio Hits

Denver Biz

But 'Ivers'

Fme $14,000
Denver, Aug.

27.

Polio epidemic, along with board
of health order banning those under
18 from the theatre is hurting all

(m.o.), $5,500.

$14,000.

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)
Fine
Ivers"
(Par).
Last week, "Our Hearts
(2d wk) and
Fire" (Par), only $7,500.

Growing Up" (Par)

"Swamp

—

wow

Day"

(WBJ

V (3d

week
wk)

$6,000,

'

$10,000.
Palomar (.Sterling) (1,350; 45.8())'
'South. of Monterey" (Mono) an(l

Kialto' (Fox)

(878;

35-54)— •Night,'

and Day" (WB), after week at Denver, E.squire, Webber, Aladdin. Good
"Centennial
Last
week,
"Bowery Bombshell" (Mono) with $4,000.
Summer"
(20th) and "Stran,!iC TriS.
vaude headed by Huntz Hall, Huge angle"
(20th); (m.o.), fair .$3,000.
$12,000,
Last week,
"Rendezvous
Webber (Pox) (7.50; 35-,54)— "Make
^"^ "0"e Exciting Mi»e Music" (RKO) 'and "Soutli
Week" (Rep), oke $6,300.
(Mopo). also Paramount.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— Monterey"
Only $2,000. Last week, "Without
Anna" (20th). Great $16,000. Last Reservations"
(RKO) and "Inside
week, "Kid From

—

(RKO)

(3d wk),
Last week, fine $9,500.
Willern
Tower (Fox Joftee) (2,100; 39-60)
(WB)
50-$l)—
(2,300;
"Night and Day" (WB) (4th wk). —"She
Wrote
Book"
(U)
and
Neat $9,500. Last wefek, thumping "Deadline for Murder" (20th) and
$15,700.
vaude. Nice $11,000. La.st week, "Pal
Laurel fRo.sener) (835; $l,80-$2.40) Trigger" (Rep) and "Colorado Ser-r"Henry V"
(UA)
(11th
wk). enade" (PRC) with stage, show, $9,Smooth $7,500, Lt'.st week, $7,700.
500,
$5,000.

,

.

,

Nice $12,500. Last

"Night and

and

Brooklyn".

"Falcon'.s Alibi"
okay $9,000.

40-74)—

(RKO) and

'

—

(RKO) and

(900:

.

"

libldsi

Window"

.

.

"Bad Bascoi-nb" (M-C3) (2d

in

—

—

1

first.

Translux (Ttanslux)

"Woman

"Larceny" (WB) (reissues). Standard $5,000. Last week, "If I Had My
Way" (U) and "Shadow Of Doubt"
(U) (reissues), $5,500.
Trembnt (Brand-Mage) (1.500 4080)
"Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Freddie
Steps' Out" (Mono). Average $7,000.
Last
week, "Rendezvous Annie"
(Rep) and "Inner Circle" (Rep),

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "2
Seattle, Aug. 27;
More torrid weather is hurting Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and "Shadmoat spots this stanza. When the ows Chinatown" (Mono), day-data
Last
Fair $13,000.
mercury nears 90 it's hot in this with Esquire.
week,
Reservations"
"Without
area. "Anna'' looks best all-round
(RKO) and "Inside Job" (U), also
newcomer.
E.squirG, Webber; big $16,500.
Estimates for This Week
35-74)— "2
Esquire (Fox)
(742;
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,249; 45-80)
Milwaukee" (WB) and "Shad—"Green Yearis" (M-G). (2d wk). Guys
Chinatown" (Mono), day-date
Good $11,000. Last week, big $17,600. ows
with Denver.
Last
Mild $2,500.
Liberty (J&VH) (1,6.50; 45-80)
week.
"Without
(WB)
Reservations"
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d
wk). Strong $12,500 after great $16,- and "Inside Job" (U), also Denver,
Webber, big $4,000.
600 opener.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Music Box (H&E) (850; 45-80)—
"Green Years" (M-G) and "Blonde
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (4th Alibi"
(U) (2d wk). Thin $10,000.
v^).
Great .$7,000.
Last week, La.st week, big
$18,500.
"O.S.S." (RKO) (5th wk), $4,600.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; ,35-74)-Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) (3d wk). "Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
"South
o-f Monterey"
(Mono), dayBig $7,000. Last week, $10,300.
date with Webber.
Fair $7,000.:
Orpheum (H-E) (2,60(); 45-80)
Last week, "Lover Come Back" (U)
Runaround" (U) and "She Wrote
and; "Danger Woman" (U), tliih
Book" (U).

,

belily,

State
40-80)—
(Loew)
(3,200;
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d
wk).
OB to $15,000 after smash
$22,000

—"Martha

BUT 'ANNA' HOT 16G

:

Last week,

-

Denliam

,

(FWC) (1,719;- ,50-.1il)—
Summer" (20th) :(2d|

40-80)
(2d wk).
big $36,000

(4,367;

after

$14,000.

(WB)

HEATSLOUGiKSEAmE,

'

$9,000.

$26,000

Strong $25,000. Last week, broke all
house records at tremendous $34,500. first-runs this week. "Martha Ivers".
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207; looks to make l>est .showing.
Estimates for This Week
55-85 )—"Caesar
and
CleOpatra"
lUA) (2d wk). Terrific $24,000. Last
Alladin
35-74)—
(Fox)
(1,400;
week, sensational $31,!)00.
"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (1,000; 55- "Inside Job'' (U), after week at
85)— "Outlaw" (UA) (13th wk), Nice each Denver, Esquire, Webber. Nice
$10,000.
Last week, fine $10,500.
$4,500. Last week, "Night and Day"

:

Uptown

to

55-85)

Years" (M-G).
Modest
Last week, "Kid From
Brooklyn" (RKO) (4th wk). $14,500.
paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
"Human Bondage" (WB). Fair $21,500.
Last week, "Somewhere in
Night" (20th) and "Janie Gets Mar-

I

"Centennial
Good,

Metropolitan (M-P)

—"Night and Day" (WB)

$26,000.

:

V.'k).

First

"Adventurous Night" CU) {3d wk),

26G

this

Estimates for This

2d

Soli.d $15,000;

Second session begins today.

week hit fine $30,000. Last week,
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
$18,000.

FarMnoUnt (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Shadow
Chinatown" (Mono). From the Met
few weeks ago, but not so good at
$17,000 on subsequent-run.
Last
San Francisco, Aug. 27.
week, "S.O.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't
of holdovers is holding Happen to a Dog" (20th) (3d wk),

Oby

Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)— "Till
End of Time" (RKO) (2d wk) plus
vaude headed by Eddie HevwOod
orch. Trim $26,500. Last week, fine

—

"Bedlam" (RKO).

Annie"

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Caesar and Cleopatra" tUA) (2d
wk).
Slipped to $22,000 after big

Orpheum.

—

'

Hitting
sturdy

days).

Warfield.

—

—

Brooklyn"

"Green Years" looks okay at the
Best of the holdovers is
"Caesar and Cleopatra" which will
have another terrific session at the
United Artists.
"Canyon Passage"
also is strong in second week at the

Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
"Night and Day" (WB)
40-60)
(4th wk). Still strong at $6,500 fol-

lowing last week's impressive $8,000.
hefty $15,000.
National (Standard) (2.400; 40-60)
Orpheum (LOew) (2,000; 44-65)— —"Larceny in Heart" '(PRC) with
"Easy To Wtid" (M-G) (m.o.). .Good Ken Maynard and Tarzan, other acts.
$7,000. Last week, ".Voting Widow''Oh istage. Likely nice ,$8,000. La.st
(UA) and "Behind Mask'' (Mono) week. "Devil's Mask" (Col) and
(2d wk), same,.
Ralph Slater, hypnotist, others, on
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44-65) stage, split with "Delinquent Daugh"Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk). ters" (PRC) and -"Isle Forgotten
Fine $1,5,000 after sturdy $21,000 Sin.q" (PRC), rugged $10,000.
second stanza.
Ilialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40Fox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)— "Mar- 60)
"Till End of Time" (RKO).
tha Ivei's" (Par). Lusty $20,000. Last Solid $16,000. last week, "Anna"
Passage" (U) and
week,

:

vous

Down

Tears'

$13,000.

(2d

Last wedk, "Rendezi

$6,000,

$30,000 opener.

—

week, fat $4,000.
"Canyon
(20th) $17,000.
(Loew-WC) (2,404: "Runaround" (Par), bg $22,000.
Strand (F(5urth Avenue), (1,400; 40"Centennial
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65)
Summer"
60)
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d
wk). Fair $19,000. Last "The Stranger" (RKO) and "Bad wk ). Healthy $5,000.
Last week,
week, gorgeous $32,800.
Man's Territory" (RKO) (2d run). sturdy $8,000.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097- Strong $12,500. Last week, "Rendez50-$l)
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) (2d vous With Annie" (Rep) and "My
wk). Slow $19,000. Last week, tre- Pal, Trigger" (Rep),'solid $14,500.
mendous $31,600.
'2 Guys' Trim 15G, K.C.;
St. Louis (F&M) 14,000; 50-60)
Million Dollar
(D'town) (2,420; "Cat Creep.s" (U) and "She Wolf of
55-85)
"Suspense" (Mono) (m.o.) London"
Last
$7,500.
(U). Good
and "South of Monterey" (R&p) with week. "God's Country" (SO and
'Geo' Robust IIG,
Amaha Aguilar on stage"; Oke Man From Rainbow Valley" (SG),
Kansas City, Aug. 27.
$21,000. Last week, "French Key" $8,000.
Holdovers have the edge on thea(Rep) and Sugar Chile Robinson on
.stage, great $35,500.
tre row with new bills in only two
Orpheiim (D'toV-m-WC) (2,210; 55Guys from Mil"Two
situations.
f.U^^!?^""*" Gro/ing Up" (Par) and 'Reservations' Hot 19G,
waukee" at the Orpheum is ca.shing
Dejadmie
Mu/fec"
(20th).
Dull
in on strong local following of Jack
$12,iD00i.^._Xasi
week,
"Suspense"
Indpk;
'Hearts'
(Mono) and "Freddie Steps Out"
Carson credited to his former vaude
(Mono) (2d Wk), dull $11,800.
Indianapolis, Aug. 27.
worlc here. Other new bill is the
Pantases (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
Biz here continues at a healthy
"Notorious" (RKO). Boffola, $42,000. level; with moderate temperatures Tower with "She Wrote the Book,"
La.st week, "Tarzan Leopard Wo- and stout attractions helping the also nice. "Caesar and Cleopatra":
man" (RKO) Slid '"Deaaiine Dawn'' draw. "Without Reservations" is at the Miiiland is holdover after
(RKO), dead $11,900.
.'iocko
at
the Indiana and "Our
Paramount (F&M) (2,812; !>0-$l)— Hearts Were Growing Up" looks sturdy opener. "Canyon Passage"
brou ght biggest gross Universal film
"Mon.sieur Beaucaire"
(Par)
arid belter than average at the Circle.
ever garnered at the Fox Midwest
"God's Country" (Indie). Big ,$37.E.stimates for This Week
COO.
Last week, "Old Sacramento"
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60) trio of houses, and is brisk on hold"
(Rep) and "Pal Trigger" (Rep), —"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and over currently.
okay $18,500.
"Made Me a Killer" (Par). Nifty
Estimates for This Week
I'aramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.- $12,000. Last week, "Adventurous
E.squire, Uptown, Fairway
(Fox
451; 50-$l)— "Beaucaire"' (Par). Sock Night"
(U) with Ray McKinley
$21,000.
Last week, "Old Sacra- orch Modernaires, others, on stage. Midwest) (800: 2,043; 720; 45-65).
"Canyon Pa.s,sage" (U) (2d wk).
mento" (Rep) and, "Pal Trigger" Extra good $21,500 at
46-72c scale.
Brisk $13,000. Last Week, largest
(Rod), .slow $9^000.
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,300; 40first week figure on record for a
:RKQ Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; ,50- 60)--"Without
Reservations" (RKO).
80)^"NotOrioUs"
(RKO)v
Smash Sizzling $19,000, La.st week, "Night Univer.sal film at these houses, with
socko $21,000, way over expectancy.
$42,000.
Last week. "Tarzan Leo- and
Day" (WB) (2d wk). sturdy
pard Woman" (RKO) and "DeadMidland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
$12,500.
line Dawn" (RKO); pleasing $16,977.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) and
Loew's
(Loew's
(2,450: 40-60)
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Time
"The Man Who Dared" (Col) (2d
"Gaesar.
and
Cleopatra"
Slow
(UA).
Their Lives" (U) .an(J "Dark Hor,se"
Nice.. $11,000
or over. Last
$8,500 in second stanza after rousing wk).
fU).
Sturdy $7 000,
Last week, $16,000
week, rpusin^ $16,000.
first week.
"Black
Angel" (U) and
"Wild
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Xvric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)
Beauty" (U), ,$8,000.
65)— "Night and Day" (WB) (3d
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; —"Night and Day" (WB) (m.o.).
Socko .$8,000 on third week down-, wk). Nice $12,000. La,st Week,-, terrif5n-$l )— "Time Their Llve.s" (U) and
"Dark Horse" (U). Big $17,000: La.st town. Last week, "Wife Monte ic $18,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900: 45-65)
Week, "Black An.gel" (U) and' "Wild Cristo" (PRC) and. "Sunhonnet Sue"
(Mono); nice $8,500 on first-run.
"2
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
Beauty" (U), neat $14;200.

Loew's

50-$l)
'20th)

Last week,

H.O.'sDuD Frisco;

—

$2,500. Last

'

•

fif.st.

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)
"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) and

"Man Who Dared"

Last week, $6,000.

(Rep)
and "Inner
(M-G) and Circle" (Rep), $7,000.
oke $5,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80 )—
"Till End Time" (RKO) and "PaGood $10,000 looka Champ" (Mono) (2d wk).

From

"Kid

near

(U). Good $3,300.
La.st week, ''.Tes.se Jame-s" (20th) and
"Return Frank James" (20th) (reis,

(U).

(4th

Str(Set':

S3,200.

'

(20th),

Woman"

—

40-70)

:

(956:

(UA)

My

"Faithful

"Yank in London"

About Lady" (Col) (m.o.), $4,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Do You Love Me" (20th> and

sues),

"

pUi.s .Bid
$30,000.

.

.stage,

.

.

Nice $7,500.
Fashion"

(reissues).

;

(G&S-Blumenfeld)

50-.$l)
"Night Casablanca"
(4th wk). Finale at $3,500.

—

Week

(UA) and "Dangerous Business"
La-st
(Col) (m.o.). Steady $5,000.
week. "Renegades" (Gol) and "Talk

"Scarlet

wk)

(2d

(M-P)
(1,200;
$2.40 )—
"Henry V" (UA) (21st wk). Steady
at $5,000, and no closing in siglit.
Esftpire

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
near. Last week, "Stolen Life" (WB) and
"Shadows
Chinatown" (Mono).
Here from
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Cleo- Met, strong $10,000.
Last week,
patra" (UA) (m.o.). Okay $9,000 or ["O.S.S." (Par) and "Shouldn't
Hapbetter.
Last week, "O.S.S." (Par) pen to Dog" (20th) (3d wk),
$6,000.
and "Shouldn't Happen vto Dog"
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,.500; 40(20th). $12,000.
80)— "Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Freddie
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Beau
Stepsi>
Out"
(Mono).
May.
touch
Geste" (Par) and "Lady Eve" (Par)
okay.

or clase. Last week, with "Slightly
Scandalou.?" (U). robust $13,500.
20th Cetttury (20th Cent.) (3;000":

—

(20th)

Robinson, others on

•

lagging

bit.

Brown

"Smoky"

or

Lafayette (Basil) (3^300; 40-70)—
"Canyon Passage" (U) (3d wk) and

is

1

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
—"Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk),

,

satisfactory

Estimates tor This

]

I.

.-

$21,000.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l,10)—
Cuban Pete" (U)plus Dick" Haymes
Nicholas Bros., Dick Buckley, others
on stage. All-time record at $70,000
or near is in: view. Last week
'

I

business.
Till End of Time" at the Hialto
is bringing 'em in, while State with

report

stands

a

!

at the

I

8G

27.

Cooler wcntlror is bringing patrons
back to downtown houses,- and all

'

:

Hawaii

Aug.

"Diary of Chambermaid"
!

"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
"Deadline Murder" (20th). Good
$.6,000.
Last
Week,
"Suspense"
(Mono) ^lid "Freddie Steps Out"
(Mono) (2d Wk), disappointing $3,-

sli"ht

13G, 'Larceny '-Vaude
Louisville,

week

I

'Time Loud 16G, 'Diary'

16(20th ).

(3,000:

(Tristates)

i_-"Ccntpnnial

Strong $13,500. La-St week, "The Outlaw" (OA), sock $14,800:

—

"Night and Day" (WB) (4th wk).
Knds with $13,000. Last week, neat
$20,000

.(55

;

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50— ''CGntennial Sunrimer" (20th)
wk). Neat $L5,000. Last week,

$.1)

L'ville;

!

.

Piirnmount

!

(1-,518; .50-

Last week, -hot $8,000.

.$0,000.

Wave Ups

Cool

third

its

I

Estimates (or: This Week
Buffalo
40-70)—
(Shea)
(3,500;
"Three Wise Pools" (M-G) and
"Deadline for Murder" .(20th), Look.s
rousing
$20,000
or better.
Last
week. "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA),

Solid $16,000
great $20,000.

.

$5,100.

(FWC)

.Circle

"Anna"

solid in

j

"Night and Day,"

is

Great Lakes.

;

.

:

r

—

.still

fWB) (2.1.54: 44-85)— "Night
Solid
and Dav" (WB) (3d .wk).^
$17,500. Last week ,$21,000.
Mclropolitah (WB) (1,503; 44-70)
—"SK^Ua Dallas" (FC) (reissue),

j

Carthay

Best holdover

(m:.o.) $9,000

I

!

for .« rousing session at the Buffalo.

Columbia (Loew)

Princo.-4,s'"

(ioc scale. Lvrcat $12,200.

I

.Brandeis IRKO) (1,500: 16-G5)—
Bolmont (FWC) (l„'j32; 50-$l)
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G). (2d wk). "The Stranger" (RKO) and "JKelurn
Fair $4,500. Last week,, sweet $8,100.. of Ru.-Jtv" '(Col). Solid $8,500 and
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen- ma-i- liold. Last week, "Night and
"Niuht Diiv". iM'B) (2d wk), surprisingly
feld-G&S) (824; 65-$l)
Casablanca" "(UA) (4th *k). Finales bi« $8;9oo.^
at S2,500. Last

Boston, Auk: 27,
providing the real

i.s

,

.

:

week,

Last

I

—

is

;

'

1

1

Week

1

Earic

i

Estimates for This

Dick H.iymes

news here this week, surpasising
Frank Sinatra's previous record at

Wise Fools' Robust

Last week, smash .$27i000.
tlio RKO Bo.ston and grabbing
most
(Loew) (3.434; 44-80)-^
$20,000, Best Buff. Bet ol the biz in town currently. Other
"Bovs' Ranch" (M-G) with \'aude.
houses are mostly holdover and only
Buffalo, Aug. 27.
Verv nice $26,000, Last week. "Cluny
so-so, with "Night and Day" leadihg
(20th), handsome $28,000.
City
weighted down at the Met. "Gaesar and Cleopatra''
largely
Palace
(Loew) (2.370; 44-70)— with holdovers, many of them in is all right at State and Orpheiim
on
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (U) (2d wk), third stanias.
Ace newcomer is second session.
Fancv $20,000 after, last week's ter- "Three Wise Fools," which loolts in
$]8,000.

Brown"

G)

l).L'ht

houses.

'3

Capitol

.

also

'

look.'?

I

44-80)—

(1,8.38:

Pa.ssage" (U) (2d wfc). Fine

i

Omaha; 'Stranger' S^Gi

|

'

cairc," new Bob Hope comedy, iilso
solid with fancy $,58,000 or better
"Time of Their
at. two houses.
Lite':' is sighting a good $30,500 in
three spots.

"Hearts Growing IXp"

(RKO)

Keith's

"Canvon

Week

I

'Summer' Torrid 13|G,

is

.

Estimates for This

I

j

;

new

Hub; Time Fast 3flG/aeo'37G, H.O,

beis ofT this .week largely
Of the plethora of holdovers in
Ranch" with vaude
pace the City.

at the Capitol looks to

]

.

non-lioliday record. "Monsieur' Beau-

27.

lir^l-niii,';. '.'Bo.vs'
i

Los Angeles, Aus, 27. t
biz being done by

sninsh

'Die

"Notorij)iis'' this, session is the news
,rt will hit $84,000 on initial I'rainc at two theatres, a

this week,

Haymes Boosting Tete' to Record 70G,

'Notorious
D.

1946

.

-

'

Brooklyn" (RKO)

(3d wk), $7,400 in 5

clay,s.

Job" (U), also Esquire, Denver, big
$4,000.

.

)

;

WetlncBday, August 28, 1946

PICTVIIE GBOSSES
H.O/s Bop Balto Albeit
'Time'-Vaude 16G on 2d

Chi Big Despite ILO.'s; 'Bride'-Arnaz

19

N. Y. StiU Sock; 'Sleep'-Bob Crosby

Baltimore, Aug. 27.
completely in holdover,
sector here is holding
fairly well with "Till the End of
Time," tied to vaude at combo Hippodrome, looking best. "Caesar and
Gledpatra" at L o e w s Century
dipped a bit on second week. Re-

Almost

(iOG,'aeo'35G,BothWowon2(lWk.
Chicago, Aug.

Topper

this

week

27.

"Well Groomed

is

Grosses Are Net

20%

out the

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.

The
prices,

parentlietic
admission
however, as indicated, in-

clude the U. S.

Longruns doing well are "Stolen
Life." at Roosevelt, $22,000; "To. Each
State-Lake,
$24,000;
Own,"
His
'Green Years." United Artists, $22.and "Kid From Brooklynj"
000;

Del

Esillmates for This IVeek

65-95)— "Of
Apallo
Human Bondage" (WB) (4th wk).
Fair $9,000. Last week, good $14,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—

'OutW

(1,200;

(2d

(Par)

v/k), with Desi Arnaz orch on stage.
Last week* stout
Healthy $60,000.
$87,000.
Civic (Wi)dberg) (900; $1.10-$2.40)

is

WU

Lusty 30G, 3d

booming

:

wk). Near
Capacitv $17,500. Last week, $18,000, Michigan.
65-951
(B&K)
(900;
Garrick
Continued strength ot "The Out"Janie Gets Married" (WB) (3d wk). law" at the Palms-State is creating
So-so $9,000. Last week, ditto.
much talk since strong. On third
(RKO) (1,150; 65-95)— se.ision at the PalmS-State, biz at
Grand
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d this smaller house being equal to
wU). Continuing with its midnight many first week gros.ses.
shows and 95c top from noon for
Eslintates fo.r This Week
Last week, about
smasli $35,000.

—"Henry V" (UA)

(4th

—

:

.

.

.

(3,000;

20-

,

—

Detroit, Aug. 27.
this stanza, with
best showing among new entries being .made by "O.S.S.," which is hitting a terrific pace at the BroadwayCapitol. It will likely be beaten by
"Easy to Wed" for top nfioney but
"Wed" is playing at the larger

Biz

.

.

,

—

last

was

week.

Preem

'Scandal'

Miehig'an

(United Detroit)

—

In PhiUy, 161/26

(4,034;

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) and
(3,240; 65-95) 60-85)
the
Deadline"
Boston" (M-G) (.'Id "Below
(Mono).
Very Rousing $42,000. Last Week. "Night
wk), plus Alvino Rey orch.
(3d
wk), solid
good $53,000. Last week, with Tex and Day" (WB)
Beneko-Glonn Miller orch, socko .$23,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
$70,000.
"O.S.S." (Par) and
Palacie (RKO) (2.500; 65-95)— "Till (3,400; 60-85)
End of Time" (RKO) and "Falcon's "Swamp Fire" (Par ). Terrific $40,wk). Satisfying 000. Last week. "Of Human Bondr
Alibi" (RKO);
age" (WB) and "Passkey to DanLast week, solid $27,000,
$25,000,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)— ger" (Rep), stout $20,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,"Stolen Life" (WB) (4th wk). Lusty
976; 60-85)
"Outlaw" (UA) and
$22,000, Last week, $25,000,
State-I.)ike (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— "Freddie Steps Out"- (Mono)- (3d
"'Each His own" (Par) (8th wk). wk). Still strong at $30,000. Last
week,
lofty $35,000.
Okav $24,000. Last week, sturdy
United
Artists
(United Detroit)
$26,000.
"Green Years"
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- (1,941; 60^85)
95)— "Green Years" (M-G) (6th wk). (M-G) and "Behind Mask" (Mono).
Good $22,000. Last Week, fine $21,000. (3d wk). Fancy $17,000. Last week,
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)— $20,000.
Fox (Pox-Michigan) (4.049; 60-85)
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (11th
wk). Sli)>pcd, but still healthy at —"Smoky" (20th ) and "Man Who
Dares" (Col) (2d wk). Loud .$26,000.
$19,000. Last week, big $23,000.
Last week, great $33,000.
Downtovfn (Balaban) (2.683; 6085)
"Black Angel" (U) and "Dead
of Night" (U). Fair $16,000. Last
week. "Queen of Burlesque" (PRC)
with Bob Crosby orch. Town Criers.
Ollie
O'Toole, Mimi Walters on
(Essancss)

Oriental

Biz

Sister-s

—

Od

—

—

—

Miller

Band Ups

stage,

good

$20,000.

Adams (Balaban)
'•Lover Come Back"

'Ace 42G, Mpls.

Beauty"

(2.863; 60-85)-^
(U> and "Wild
Mildish $12,000. Last

(U».

I

week. "Renegades" (.Col) and "Walls
Minneapolis,' Aug. 27.
The polio epidemic isn't stopping Game Tumbling Down" (Col), good
the Glenn Miller band at Radio 1*14,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.856;
City, even though children of 15 and
"Postman Rinsis Twice"
under are barred from all theatres. 60-85)
(M-G) and "Meet Me Broadway"
It is paired with "Mr. Ace," with
new record for present operation (Pol). Oke $3,000 in 3 days. Last
week.
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Dark
likely.
are
Two other newcomers
"O.S.S." and "Till the End of Time" Corner" (20th), $2,800 in 3 dsfys.
are doing well, especially the latter.
Estimates (or This Week
"Sing 'WED' BIG
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)
While You Dance" (Col) and "Traffic, in Crime" (Rep). Okay $1,800 in
4 days. Last week, "Devil Bat's
$35,000
Daughter" (PRC) and "Strange TriPittsburgh, Aug. 27.
angle
split
with "Desert
(20th)
Big news here is,Penn's "Ea,sy
Horseman" (Col) and "Mark of Dilto Wed," which will do a smash
jon" (PRC), fair $2,100 in 8 days.
se.s.sion. wa.y above everything that
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
hoUse has had all summer. Every"Centennial Summer" (20th) (m.o.).
Strong $8,000. Dn.st week. "Night and where else it's holdovers except the
Senator, vjhere "Man in Cr.i'ay" and
Day" (WB) (3d wk). fine $7,000.
"She Wrote the Book" is doing surGopher (Par)
(44-50)
''Boys'
Ranch" (M-G). Mild $3,000 looks prisingly well.
Estimates for Tliis Wceli
about all, Last week, "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th), $3,500.
Fulton (Shea) .(1.700; 40-70)
-'
Lyiic
"Anna"- (20th
50-70)
(Par)
(2d wk). Turnover
(1,100;
"Anna" (20th) (m.o.). Fair $5,000. still a big problem here on account
Last w6ek. "Searching Wind". (Par), o£ film's, length but: nearly $10,000
.light $4,000.
is good enough; to give. Dunne-Harri.son starrer a third
week. Last
Orpheiim (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)
."I'in-. End
of Tirao" (RKO). Very week, fine $15,000.
big $15,000.
Last week, "Canyon
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
Pas-sagc" (U) (2d wk). good $7,000, "Claudia and David" (2Qth) (2d wk).
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— They like thi.s one. too. sturdy $10,Mr. Ace" (UA) and Tex Bcneke- OOO. Last week, big $15,000.
.Glenn Miller orch and acts oiT
Penn (Loew'.s-UA) (3.300; 40-70)—
stage. Band bringfhg huge $42,000 "Ea.sy
to
Wed" (M-G). Sizzling
or. close, new record here. Last weelc.
has
$S.iO00i biggest dough this hou
VCentennial Summer"
(20th),
big: seen all .summer. .Last week, second

—

I

—

PITT NEWS,

COLOSSAL AT

Philadelphia, Atlg. 27.
off this sesh, mainly because
of holdovers.
Only

is

heavy load
one major film

of

is

bowing

in,

"Scan-

Aldine (WB)

(1,303;

behind

'

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)—
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d run).
Nice $7,000,
Last week, "Stolen
Life" (WB), heat $7,800 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89)— "Each
His -Own" (Par) (3d wk). Fairish
$18,500. Last week, $22,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 42-99)— "Run^
around" (U) with stage show including Robert Alda and Ray Kinney orch. Nice $22,000. Last weel».
"Lover Come Back" (U) and stage
show with Carole Landis and
Jackie Gleason, $19,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 42-89)— "Anna"
(20th) (2d wk). Holding up well at
$25,000 on heels of great $34,000 in.

itialer.

42-89)
(Par) (2d

—"Kid
(19th

Sept.

—

'

—

l

I

—

.

.

,

$19,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO)

.

of

50-.70)—
"Caesai; and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d
wk). Considering mixed opinions.
this .One has done surprisingly wen>
DRing. hqlped. bv excellent cam..naign.' Fair $B,00b after big $12,000
(1,600;

.

first

week.

.Slate

(Par)

—

"To Each

Hi.s

Own"

(Par), $20,000,

—

Bitz (WB) (800; 40-70)
"Each
His Own" (Par) (m.o.).
Lot Ot
streii,gth left at $5,000, splendid here.
Last week."0,S.S." (Par) (m.o.),
.

$3,000. V.

Senator

:

(Hari'(s) ,(1,750; 40-70

)

.

—

"Man in Gray" (O-i a)id"Shc Wrote
Bpok" lU), It'.':' Jame.'; Ma.'<oli in

50-70)
QvS.S." ,fPnr). Trim $12,000 is likP-: "Cira.v," vvho's pulling them in. Looks
ly.
Last. wock. "Searching Wind" like $5,000. tor.rif hero. I.ai,l week.
aiid "If
(Parv.fthin !iil!,000.
"Dpstrv Rides AgaiiV (U
..t'ptown (Par) (1.100; 50-55)
I
Had My Way" (L'J (reissues),
(2,300;

)

—

Smoky"
.week,'

(RKO),

(20th).

Good

"Without

^^Wftrld

$3,500.
(P;u--Stc(Tcs)

Canvon

Passage"

$4,000. Last
Reservations"
(350;

(WB)

(m.o.).

Herr\ afto'- two corking: Orpheum
weeks.
Nice
!li2.,500.
Last week.
.Stolen Life" (WB) (4th wk), olwy
$2,000.

ubnut same.
Stanley (WBi

40-70)

,—

.

—

"CoKrage of

Las.-sie"

liVl-G

(Loew's)

strong.

Estimates for This Weelc
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "Till
of Time" (RKO) and "Step by

End

60-$1.10)

(4.820;

Step" (RKO). Opened today (TuesO
La.st week, "Suspense" (Mono) and
"Her Adventurous Night" (U), fairly
good $13,000. In ahead, "Kid From

Brooklyn" (RKO) and "Danger Wo(3d wk). Solid $14,000.
Carlton (Eay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
(20th) (2d downtown wk).
Last week, "Night and
(3d downtown wk), $5,-

lo

(2.950;

.

showing,
Stanton
(WB) (1,475, 42-85)—
"Scandal in Paris". (UA).
Trim
$14,000 plus extra jl2,500 for Sundav
showing at Earle. Last Week, "Sus-

pense" (Mono), fair $11,500.

man" (U)

—"Anna"

Good $5,500.
Day" (WB)
000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-85)— "My
Pal Trigger" (Rep) and vaude on
Last week,
stage.
Hefty $8,000.

"Anna"

(20th),

good

i

.i2d

wk

).

Big $8,000. Last week, crack $12,500.

$7,000.

44-65)—
(Fay)
(2,200;
Majestic
"Night In Paradise" (U) and "Wild
Last
$17,000.

—"Canyon Passage" (U) (4th wk). Beauty" (U). Strong
Still sturdy, third week concluded week, "Anna" (20th),

solid $18,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-(i5)— "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d wk).
Slipped to near $12,500 after solid,
$23,000 first sesh.

last (Ti'es.) night being $28,500 after
second session of $36,200, big,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1,20)

TIME' SMASH 24G,

.

CINCY; 'KID' 16G,

—"Night

2D

(UA)

Casablanca"

(3d
wk). Staying up in Iiigher brackets,
current se.<?sion hitting nice $27,000
after robust $35,000 for second round.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; .70-$1.40)—
"Swamp Fire" (Par). Very strong
$27,000 .for initial week, and holds
nvei'.
In ahead. '"'Hearts Growing
Up" (Pai-) (2d wk), $8,000.

Cincinnati, Aug. 27.
"Till 'End of Ti)ne." only n::w bill
currently, is topping the town by a
'

wide margin with an upper -bracket
figure at the Albce. All Other stands
are in clover. "Kid Prom Brooklyn,"
at the Palace, is strongest of the
holdovers but "Caesar and Cleopatra" also is big on second' week
for the smaller Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.100: 50-70)— 'End
of Time" (RKO).
Smash $24,000.
Last week. "Searching Wind" (Par),

in

Strand (Silverman)

(2,200;

44-03)

—"Snafu" (Col) and "Walls Come
Opened
Tumbling Down" (Col).
Monday. Last week. "Each His Own"
Sec-

(Par) (3d wk). swell $13,000,
ond week was big $18,000.

'Boiid^

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-Sl:10)
—"Night: and Day" (WB) (5th wk).

14G, Mont'L

.

Montreal, Aug. 27.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" is still
leader at Loew's on holdover hut
stanza was $39,000
Palace (RKO) a,700: 60-$1.20)— far from smash.
Estimates
for This Week
"Stranger" (RKO) (8th wk). Still
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Do
Oke $13,000.
frame
highly
seventh
profitable,
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 50-70)
ended, last (Tue.s.) night being $22,- You Love Me" (20th), Neat $2,000.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d 0()0 after fine $24;000 for sixth, ."the for second week after strong $16,500
wk). Solid $11,000 following great Crack-up" (RKO! comes- in ^next opener.
"
Capitol (CT) (2.70Q: 35-62)— "Of
$16,500 teeoff.
week:'':
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 50-70)
Parairiounl (Par) (3.664; 70-$1.20) Human Bondage" (WB). Tall $14,"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (4th
^"Martha Ivers" (Par), with Dinah 000. Last week, '.'Courage of Lassie"
wk). Swell $6,000 on heels of hefty Shore. Buddy Lester,. Dick Stabile (M-G) (2d wk), fine $11,000.
round.
$8,000 third
Loew's (CT) (2.800: .35-67 )r-^"eaeorch, others (6th Wk), Fifth session
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-70)— that W6und iip W.«t (Tues.) night .qar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d wki.
"Courage ot Lassie" (IVI-G) (2d wk). struck .strong $92,000. duplicating Good $12,000 after first week's big
Hotsy $11,000 after $16,500 preem, (i'4ure. of fourth round. 'Winds up $18,500.
35-53)—
new house rftcord. Hold."; again.
allar sixth .week with "Monsieur
Princess
(2,300;
(CT)
Lyric
(pKG) (1,400: 50-70)
Beaucaire'' (Par) and Charlte Spivak ("Dark Corner" <20th) and "Part''Canyon. Pa.'-.-jagc" (Ui, Second week orch coiniiia in on Sept. 4!
iners in Time" (20th). Trim $8,000.
on movedvcr. Good $6,000: trailing
Riidio Citv Millie Hal!
(Rockc- Last week. "So Goes My Love" (U)
last week's nlump ST.OOO.
fellor.K) (5,945; 70-$; 25)— "Notorious" and "Dangerous BusineK". (tf),'. mce
Palace (RKO) I2,.60'.); 50'-70i— "Kid: (RKO) and.stagesl-ow :(2d wk). Still $7;500.
From Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d wk). doing virtual capacity,. first holdover
Imperial
(CT) f 1,850: 25-45)—
Sock $16,000 after wovv $24,000 session reaching for inammoth $152,- "Ruharourfd" (U and "Her Advenopener.
000 or better than initial week's turous Night" (U\ Neat $5,500 or
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 50-70)
colo.sial S151.000. v.'hich \va.s biggest ture Niaht"
Neat $5,500 or
(U).
"Night and Day": (WB ). Held .on non-hqliilay week here and even go- near. Last week, "Shouldn't Happen
moveover for fourth downtown sesh. in,'; over hopes. Stays, indct.
to Dog" (20th t and "Strange TriHefty $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Rialto
33-83)— angle" <20th) so-'So $4,500.
(Mayer)
(394;

Holding near previous week'.s take
With stout $36,000 this week; foitrth

.

—

.

:

;

—

—

.

.

.

—

j

.

I

i

:

i

1

.

(3.800:

"Night and Day" (WB) <3d wk),
Longest run tor a plclure: here in
Still sturdy at $16,000,
S0J110 time.
Last week, excellent $;M,000.
(2.000;
40-70)
Wa.vner (WB)
.

50-90)—

-

week,

ovpr frame ending tonight (Wed.)
' s to land extra strong $105,000.
That's not far oft first week's pace
of $108,000, terrific for time of year.
Holds again.
City Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (11th wk). Continues stoutly, being big $26,500 on
10th week ended last Sunday (25)
night. Ninth stanza was $27,000, also
great.
Moves to John Golden legit
theatre Sept. 2, being forced out of
here by previous bookings.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700: 60-$l:25)

42-89)—

$28,500.

.

being

biz.

(19th)

in Mexico" (M-G) plus
Gene Krupa orch, Mitzi Green, Ben
Beri on stage (2d wk). Initial hold-

—

I

.solid

this

5.

—"Holiday

42-89)— "2
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk).
Mild $18,000.
Opener was good
$24,500 plus $3,200 fOr Earle Sabbath

—

(RKO)

Brooklyn"

Still

$20,000

Capitol

"Night and Day" (WB) (4th wk).
Still potent at $22,500.
Last week,

(WB)

From

.

wk).

near $21,500 hit on 18th frame. Continues until next week, "Caesar and
Cleopatra"
(UA) coming in on

•

Stanley

17G Leads Prov.
Providence, Aug. 27.
Fairly nice weekend kept grosses
from soaring but on the whole there
isn't too much to complain about.
Fay's reverted to vaude-pic policy
with "My Pal Trigger" this session.
Majestic's "Night In Paradise" loolcs

Estimates for This Week
Aistor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)

Opener was around

(4,387;

Taradise' Brisk

"Monsieur

lyn."

(1,000; 42-89)
—"Without Re.servations" (RKO)
(2d run). (2d wk) (4 days). Okay
$4,000.
Last week. $7,500.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500: 42-89
—"Smoky" (20th) (2d run). So-so
$5,000. Last week. "Courage of La.ssie" (M-G), pale $4,000 second run.

(WB)

Sisters."

(Thurs.).

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "The Killers" (U).
Opens
here today (Wed.). with«ll-day, allnight
grind
policy.
Last week,
'-•They Were Sisters" (U) (5th wk),
slid down to $14,500 on final frarc
after neat $18,000 for fourth.

Beaucaire," new Bob Hope picture
with Charlie Spivak band, opens at
Paramount. Sept. 4. "Caesar and
Cleopatra", is set to open at the Astor, Sept. 5, after that house's 19
great weeks with "Kid From Brook-

(l.S.'iO;

MasHbaum

Were

"They

.

(Goldman)
—Goldman
"Monsieur Beaiicaire"

husky

is

Vivian Blaine, Jerry Colonna, others
stage, which hit a smash
$112,000 on first holdover frame at
the Roxy.
'Holiday in Mexico," with Gene
Krupa band, Mitzi Green and Ben
Beri on stage, also is great on its
second week with $105,000 at the
Capitol.
"The Killers" starts 24-hour grind
polioy at the Winter Garden today
(Wed.) after five good weeks of

$13,-

'

wk).
Bright $27,000.
sock $35,000;
Karlton (Goldman)

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
"Suspense" (Mono) (Sthrfinal wk).
Looks near $15,000 on blowoff after
stout $20,000 on seventh.
"Black
"Claudia and David" with Beauty" (20th) comes in tomorrow

42-89)— "End on the

Time" (RKO) (3d wk). Fair
Second sesh was $14,500.

500.

orch. Town Criers, Dunhills, others,
on stage. Gigantic from start, this
seems siJt-e of , establishing ari all-

time record for' house at $86,000 or
near. Getting in seven shows daily,
maybe more next weekend. Last
week. "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB)
and Buddy Rich orch, Robert Alda
(4th wk), nice $42;500.

sic Hall. Initial round went to $151,000, record non-holiday stanza. Right

dal in Paris," and it's trim at the
Stanton.
Estimates for This Week
of

show. Beauty models, Ray Eberle,
was great $36,000.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.20)—
"Big Sleep" (WB) and Bob Crosby

gest Strand ever had, while Monday
held up in smash, fashion.
"Swamp Fire," strong $27,000 at
the small-seater Gotham, is the only
other new entry outside of "Step By
Step" at the Rialto. Latter is fine
$10,000, and stays another W'eek. Remainder of Broadway is in holdover,
but second weeks of new -bills are
showing vast strength.
Leader of holdovers by a wide
margin is"Notorious," which looks
to beat its first week colossal figure
with a mammoth $152,000 at the Mu-

:

same,

-

—

.

.

—"Two

2(1

Terriffic is the word for business; "Step By Step" (BKO). Looks fine
at Broadway first-run picture thea- $10,000, and will hold. Last week,
(2d wk). Oflf on repeat session at tres the current session. Continued "Pal Trigger" (Rep), $7,500.
$13,000 after nice S18,600 opener.
mild weather, wliich has kept thouBivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; sands away from the seashore, and —"Till End of Time" (RKO) (6th
20-70)— "End of Time" (RKO) plus the approach of the end of the va-. wk).
Maintaining fine gait, fifth
vaude (2d wk). Maintaining fine cation period for many, are contrib- round ended last Monday (26) night
pace at $16,000 after potent $20,300 uting to the upbeat with ;the number going to $31,300; fourth was sturdy
initialer.
of strong attractions obviously a big $33,000.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- help..
Roiiy (20th)
90.$1.20)—
(5,886;
60)
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Par).
With the prospect of fairly mild "Claudia and David" (20th). with
Opening tomorrow (Wed) after temperatures for the long Labor stage show headed by Vivian Blaine,
week of "Hearts Growing Up" (Par) Day holiday next weekend, N. Y. Jerry Colonna, Roily Rolls (3d wk)
at $11,800 last week.
exhibs are highly optimistic over Opens third frame today (Wed.).
Little
(Rappaport)
$1.80- next week's biz, first of the new sea- Second week, which held near the
(306;
$2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (6th wk). son. Remarkable fact is that this remarkable opener, hit smash $112,Still riding at slightly less than ca-. year very few new pictures
will tee- 000: first was $132,000, biggest nonpacity with $6,000, about same as off for the Labor Day stanza.
holiday week hei»j. First two weeks
last.
News of the week is the terrific rated little short of sensational.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—.
biz being done by the Strand with
"Anna" (20th) (4th wk). StiU going
"Each His Own" (Par) (2d run) (2d
well at $11,000 after solid third heat "The Big Sleep," plus Bob Crosby's wk), and on stage, Al Trace band.
band. Town Criers. Dunhills, others
at $13 200
on the stage. Initial, week is shaping Bill Johnson, others. Second i-ound
Stanley' (WB)
25-74)
(3,280;
of
film with new
vaude layout
for a mammoth $86,000 or close,
"Night and Day" (WB) (3d wk).
which would assure house of new shapes as surprisingly strong $28,000.
Consistent $1Q,000 after big $20,400,
Last week, with John Calvert Magic
all-time record. Weekend
big-

(Loew's-UA)

,

tax.

42G/O.S.S;Hoge40G,

$19,000.

Groomed Bride"

Strong;

amusement

152G, 'Clandia'-Stage 112G, Both

list is average.
Estimates for This Week

Century

60)— "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA)

Distributors

tax.

Record 86G, 'Swamp' 27G; 'Notorious'

'

mainder of

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., with-

figure.

"Well

downtown

up

.

Bride" with Desi Arnaz band at the
Chicago^ which loolts a healthy $60,Oriental is a
000 in second week.
close second with third frame of
"Two Sisters from Boston," with Alviho Key band added, doing a good
The week's big three is
$53,000.
roiinded out by '"Caesar and Cleopatra," which is maintaining its terrific first week'sybiz at the remodeled
Grand with a iocko $35,000. Initial
Was practically the same
se.ssion

(B&K)

the

I

.

)

—

:

-

,

.

j

:
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Rabinovitch to Paris

Argent. Producers, Seeing Added Mex

Hollywood, Aug.

Nazi-Built Vienna Studios

27.

innumerable indie units
are being incorporated for filming
jln Hollywood, Gregor Rabinovitch
Is shoving oft for Paris to set up his
Sown indie unit in4he French capital.

Emerge

While

j

Pix Competition, Seek

More

Distrib

As Center of Soviet-Sponsored

j

Btiehos Aires. Aug.
.

The

:

Argentine

alarmeft by the
tion ^.betrig/iuruisK^
Mexican product, now

20.'

hooking up

"Siefore

to Films

Abbey Producer

Artists in this country, Rabinovitch

I

was a Parisian producer. Meanwhile
he will maintain an office in Holly''

!
j,

..

is trying
to
major studios, here into
taking Joint action oh a better, distribution setup in both North and

Dublin, Aug.

:

Dermody,

Frank

press,ure',the

20.

Chicago-born

prodticer lor the Abbey Theatre
here, leaves at the end Of August
for London where he will, direct a
picture jn association with Gabriel
His departure follows a
Pascal.
String of boiw-outs by Abbey Players

'

I

wood

films.

^^^^

First

.

Indie

American

film operation.

Prior

resignation

to

cilities,

,

Eugene

ot

terests followed severance of Moscow's distribution setup from U.S.
operated USB Films, wliich dLstributed all four Allies' products as well

as seized

films officer, with Army brass hats
taking a backseat, except on strictly
takes
financial matters, while

German

pix.

i

^

!

cultural

officers

have'

been canvassing prominent Austiian
stage and. screen talent, often with-*
out reference to previous Allied
findings as to talents' political history. Glowing descriptions of creative artist's life under Soviet a re
offered as indufcement.o uv string

Paris Legit Goes

along with mostly tVebuloM.s Ro.s<?uhuegel production plans. Most Viennese stars and technical pcoplf are
wary of such commitmenLs, being
conscious of po-ssible future pbl.ilical implications .should Allies r.vcntually' leave Austria on her own.
35G to Russians
.

On Air

RKO

i

.

local •Soviet

WoU

RKO

.

plant,

-

RKG

New

getting Rosenhuegel,

So\-iet-sponsGVed

operation

j

Greater Union

Gets

oversaw preliminary work 6f
a big, modern
comparable to Hollywood faback into shape prior to
Russians moving in complelelv ,lune
15.
Split' of Soviet production inalso

Rosenhuegel stu-

ISB operation
ICm oversee operations, which have been continues sans the
Kremlin interests,
much muddled since. Now Wolfgang with U.S. releases .still doiitinating
Wolf, eX-Austrian with Hollywood the locsjl market.
background; has been named acting
With Rosenhuegel on their hands,

^

commercial

fulltirae

^^^^^

rcer:t^L^AUrf»^t1«^eT

;

Na/.i-bnilt
for

a -center

Sharin as film officer for Austria
last June; U. S. Army appointed a
seven-man film board, including no
officer with any pic experience, to

Mounting
largely neglected.
production, costs have not made it
diftieult to- invest a few thousand
reels and shorts only and will be
pesos and obtain a quick profit on land.
serviced by Itim departments of
the finished film.
American companies.
In those early days, local screen
talent was contented to accept whatAbout 60 narrow-gauge houses are
Inever offers were made here.
said to be ready to go in the Philiproads made by. Mexican pictures and
pines, but a serie." of mishaps has
kept film from them. They were all
•the larger' salaries; now paid or
offered them in Mexico and Cuba
set to get Metro and
product,
•opened their eyes.
Now they are
but sll the Metro prints were burned
seckin.(; a more fixed policy on proin a vault fire in Manila and.the
duction, salaries and distribution,
reels arc on a .ship that has been
Just now Argen ti na'ii major .•studios
stuck at Shanghai since July 17.
:Sydney, Aug. .13.
are busy, in making djstrib arrahige.last
week shifiped by air
_
Greater Union has completed a
^
c.
u
J
s.
films
ments in Spain. Spanish-made
takeover of the indie prints of live pictures as a pr.rtial
j^^,
have started to come into the Ar
nabe Majestic in^ Petersham, form- replacement for those delayed in
gentine market and industry officials
China
and
few of the Filipino
Bros,
Reid
a
by
ted
vt^vtoi--"
have suddenly realized that ArgenNorman Rydge indicated recently houses may be able to go into parttine product is not allowed in Spain
time operation this Week. Pix are
on a recipt-ocal basis. Joe Vazquer after the 50% deal with J, Arthur "Bccilam,''
"Deadline
atDawn,"
Vigo, traveling rep o£ Argentina's Rank covering Greater Union that
"Nevada," "Back to Bataaii" .and
SADAIC, counterpart ot ASCAP, ] tlie circuit would spread int» the "Valley of the Sun,"
theatre,
of
type
now is in Spain trying to unfreeze neighborhood
There are about 3,000 commercial
have some 80
coin collected from distribution ol Rydge-Rank now
16rn house3 in France, some of which
nabes.:
native pictures there.

was

make

production in Geririan language, and
direction
of
military
decreasing

16m Grind

First

^

...

American

dios

!

distribution
and production
Under Sharin's regime Wolf
was assistant film officer with special
responsibilities
for
restoring
Sievering studio to operation. Wolf
reins.

Vienna, Aug. 20.
Major trends in Austrian pic inr
du.stry during la.st few weeks concerned emergence of Russian plans
to

South America.
Thus far, local picture officials
have not been especially far-sighted
on film distribution. This is partly
due to the tact that major studios in recent months, aU having gone
sprang up ovefniglit, with producers to. films. ••
plea.sed to set the read.y money to
Dermody, whose productions in
be collected quickly in the local the Irish language included Shaw's
„j t,
t-u
-.rf^i
market.
THe ou.t.side maiket in Sa.nt Jpan"„ and
R. C. Sheu.ffs
countries
SpanighTspeaking
.other
.

for future

,

1

Fdms

both

11

with United

I

competit).v,
strong

,

.:

By JOSEPH ISRAELS

>,

industiy,

lilm

iiicrt'SiJed

for Talent
Aug.

Paris,

20.
j

Legit is now enli.st ing radio cooperation in scouting for new writing
and acting talent. To date this has
been confined to giving the new
run
in
available
short
plays
a
theatres, which limited the audience.
New idea is to give the plays onjy
one performance, but also to air it
This will permit a larger audience
reaction for l>oth author and players, while legit audience reaction
will be provided by those sitting in
Plays drawing favorthe theatre.
able reaction could then be booked
for a normal legit run.
First airing is set. for Sept. 19 on
Pierre Emmanuel's "The Leper."'
Cast will include Elisabeth Hardy,
Jacques Berlioz, Coiirtal, Neil Blanc,

:

|

When

i

from

the Russians
the inter-Allied

.split

.setup,

away
ISB

Films" turned over Austrian schillitrg
equivalent of $35;00O due Rii.s.slans
for film rentals. Since Witii Film,
former Nazi Au.strian motiopoly's
head ofAce and. bank, accotmis remain in UJ5. zone, this sum. pltis
are operating with Metro and Unil?tae best agreement he has obsome $4,000 .jivailable in. RosenIndie exhifas are swinging over to
tain«4 is a special barter pact, ef- the major circuits just now, either ver!5al product Phil ReLsman,
huegel's local bank account was all
fcctive from Aug. 1 to Dec. 31, 1947. hooking up with Greater I'nion or foreign chief, is going over next
the Soviets got in cash. U.S. irampThis permits Argentine pictures into Hovts. Metro is a newcomer to the month and deals are expected to be
diatefy stopped paying Ro.^nhuogel
include his company's narSpain duty free against the impor- '.tw\6 of solo nabe operation, just
.stafT payroll from I.S.B. fund,s. leav<
tation of an equal number of films getting a theatre from the Packer- row-guage output.
ing the Kremlinites with a big nut
Mepnwhile, Seven Seas Films has
into this country from Spain.
and little resources beyond rentals
Nakard interests here with at least
Apparently not content with the
been negotiating with the majors tor
being paid by two Au.strian units
^ore planned.
protectionist decr^ forcinfl theatres
use of new 16n; product on toanscurrently using studio shooting facil^^^^
to play local product at fix^d perAtWntic airliners. Company has a Jacques Torrcns and Jean Denynx, ities. Russian studio operation i,s ap^
^
f
^
Theatre parently quite separate from .Sovpxcentages^ Argentine producers have ^.^
contract with Metro, but the other last-named also directing.
combined for heavy exploitation.
majo.' dislribs are trying to make Pigalie will be used as a studio. portfilm di-stribution setup. Dniilri
They complain that there are not
deals direcUy with the airlints, thus
Lunin, allegedly with Soviet film:
Argentina Bono ri
enough theatres.
eliminating Seyen Seas' percentage.
1
'
e-xperience, is in charm; at studios.
II* *
1 i.
and San Miguel ITenCll KlVlCra S ISt
Film. Lumiton
Outfit is OiTering $75 to $100 a picWien Film's U.S.-hi'ld bank acNip Film Biz Worries
Studios have gone together and are
ture per rauntt :trip, u'hich amounts
counts total over $400,000. '^riiis, with
laying out plans for a circuit of
to about 11 for each person vvho
protifs from seized Nazi product,
Sees
Postwar
Season
Script
Shortage;
houses, including first-runs here. It
:'
views the film.
\
will be used to finance production
smaller
also would take in principal
at Sievering studio, where Cziltrit's,.
N,vlco Pt'Ojei-tor Co., pf Chicago,^
Trade with
Trend to
towns.
Pix Still Faves "Bcjievc In Me" is undcraoinc final
about. l.Obu n .ic'hinesi, on hand.
Theatre biz is booming at most
Paris, Aug. 20.
sound and cutting work. liici(i<>iiliil"Tokyo, Aug. 15.
going jihcad with r-i'ans for openperformances excepting the night
Despite efforts to erase all traces ing theatrep ol it.'s own throughout
Current gripe of .Japanc^^e lilin in- ly, .sound track for this:on.(\ slai ring
shows which are le.ss popular. This of war and hope for a great tourist Latin Aniti ira, rather than sell the
dustry leader.s is over the shortage" Marte Harrell, was firsi .recorded .in
is because the starting time of the
season, the Riviera summer trade machines, which are part of its wav- of decent scrjpt.«.
Yoshio Ozama, big orchestral .studio at Rosen hu<',ufl
feature picture was set as early as
has taken a new trend.
With the time-made .'iurplas. Ed Leveir, who president of the Toho Motion Picture with poor results and had to be re10:15 p.m.
Most Argentinians still
single exception of- the Juan Ics heacls the new. peojept, ha^
Co., says that the. printing paper synchronized at Sievering. where loare at the dinner table sit that time
Pins-Cap d'Antibes sector, which has promises from all companies that he famine has virtually removed novels cal engineers under Wolfs direction:
while the society crowd has hardly
retained some of its former ex- will be provided with product. Only from the book market, with the re- have rebuilt mixing equipment' into
started to eat. This naturally has
clusiveness, the coast from Nice to provifion is that all deals must be sult that' writers confine themselves best in this part of Europe. Trouble
cut into night biz.
the Italian border now is catering made locally with the companies' to short storie.s.
Bunch of pictures, at Rosenhuegel is that much basic
more to the Atlantic City type of manager.^ in each respective area. based upon short story format, equipment was removed to Salzburg
patronage than to an old Newport! 1'his is to insure that no 16m house haven't gone too well with the pub- ahead of incoming Ru.ssians last
lllCatICa UlTvll
1 Olio TllMtrPC
is <.<pencd
in competition with an lic.
class.
year.
This material remains in
theatre.
Important film
production has American hands and won't be reCompared to prewar years, there
PrirAC
~"
llll in
llll»C» are very few Americans. Foreign]
III
been way off in recent years. Dai-Ei turned until current top-level con*V Iw/o Tilt
(Nikkatiu tiefore the war) has done troversy over G.erman a,s.sets is setr
visitors are mostly English and BelPari!!, Aug. 20.
1
II 'i.
"Who Is The Criminal'?" Toho put tied. Other Rosenhuegel apparatus
The Prefect .of Police, whose giansi. The better hotels are operatKlkU'KanK Unit
out "Five Guys From Tok.V0" and was hauled Sovietwards before U. S.
iika.ses are the local equivalent o£ ing at near capacity, but the new
Shochiku did "Brothers of the Meiji joined in Austrian occupation, and
the OPA in many, activities, has al- trend is evidenced;, by the fact that
British Production Era" and "Idol of the Town." None now Soviet film, people sadly arimit
lowed a 10-15%. increase in show fill resorts are- using newspapers to
London. Aug, 19.
did well, tlie public prelerving U, S. they can't locate the lool cithi r liere
biz admission prices.
For shows' adverti.se cheap facilities for visitorsfilm.'? di.shed out by the occupation
"i" 'n Russia,
featuring
individual
performers seeldng hotels. Foreigners frequentJ. Arthur Rank is chairman and
Two Rosenhuegel produclion,''. firsit
(chansonnier) but where no sketches ly complairi they e.xperience diffi
Robert S. Wolff, managing director setup, notably; the Tarzan eptcs.
f ihce the wafi .are ncn ring :complcShochiku is coiicisn
are staged,, new top i.s 170 francs culty in getting enough gas for the
cf RKO-Radio Pictures -'(England),
cars. They also, are not yet used to
Extra ,10 francs is given if tliere
managing director of ne\yly formed tratihg on home-life dfSmas, but tibn' First, .scheduled -for Aug. 2.3<
premiere, is Edward Hoi[>sch producany sket;Ch..giv.en, .-maki.ng .ne\^vsCflle the cuBrint system, whereby r'esta.'u- ,-fi.lth producing oofhpahy, Alliance niB.ith$r has hiet notable .•iuCoes.'?,,
'
C)ccupation insistence that Japan- tion, "The Wide Way," a pris:(incp-'
rants advertise an officialprice for a Productlnna
$1,50.. Non-musical legit i.s uppcd to
Ltd..'
Company was
.lot sho'w' films 'i'ri.stlUlrrg 'a 'of-'War "theme. Second' i,s a conicdy;
'.meaL which costs several tirnes
:-2pP' ffanes or if 1.65.
Vaiide, circuses, rev.Lies and all rtiuch
when many "supplerrients" production and diHtfibution agroe- warlike spirit iia.s blocked out large, with H.ms Mo.ser and Ilka Wincli.'<cli,
musicals are raised to 250 franc.": are added. Most of money spent oh >ncnt :betweeii RKO alid the Rank sections ot hi&tory which normally y**""*? -Viennese 'girl who's alli aclfdtnight -have run through the celluloid attention.. Josef Hublcr-Kiilila.,, lorV-'
When the hou.'^e is equipped the Riviera nowadays comes from '"'S*''ij^«'tioh^"
($2.08).
.oii.e.,
with a few ro.ws of extravyide club Paris bJaCk marketeers' taking their
dn the board al.so arc John Davis mill. With inllation .still ex'idcivt "''^i' -%':l.'n producer, made lliis
here, prodijcei-s,: spot their .stories 1—*^°^* *^"'1M'*'^'^'^
chairs, it is entitled to charge an first fling at rubbing elbows with G. I. Woodham-Smith. Sir
Randlc agFin.st
pre-war background lo save maintenance and overhead co.'-l.s figextra 40 francs for them.
These what used to Ix.' a smart crowd
Holme and George W. Dawson.
ure just two units working there
coin, several ccstumers resulting.
are only found in few places, such
Canne^ is expecting the film fes"So Well Remembered," currently
Can't show a profit for studio.
as the Follies Bergere.
tival to hypo things for a while.
ii production at Denham Studias,
Russians are urging local produ..
.
The boites featuring "chansonnicrs
which stars Martha Scott, Patricia
cers to pick the Rosenhuegel plant
claim that the rai.se is not enough.
Theatres in Chile for their shooting instead of the
I oc, John Mills and Richard GarlMost other managements are .=;Uis- C;|___._j.^__ l. f
J
s:n, will be pari of new deal.
It's
Santjafo, Aug. 18.
American one. Biggest induc(;i;i'iei''t: jS
fied but claim the real need is a
lO LOOUOil
based on Jaraes Hilton's novel.
Chile's
building
boom: includes that they have raw stoclc to ofTct
cut in taxes.
b.. handled by rko three ma,|yr theatres soon to olien while ,AJnericanB still htive honei: To
After Italian Survey .r^'-^"'^
U. S.. United Kingdom, Central here. Largest is the Rex which
w'iU balance this, iiUiti shooting at posand
South
America,
seat
almost
with
Rank
2.000
P^ris, Aug. 27.
and will match enhuegel must agr^ to let So VJex'Soldier's Wife'
Murray Silverstone, head of 20th- group distributing in Test of the the major theatres of Buenos Aires. portfilm exclusively d'sti'ibilte finLondon, Aug. 27.
world.
Two
smaller cinema theatres will ished product, whicti would effecSoldier's
Wife'' opened at the Fox foreign operations, arrived here
open within the next few weeks. tively cut it ofiE from much of the
ifrom Rome this week after huddling
Benito
del
Out. Theatre's License Yanked
Villar.
*_^'\^"f'"
Paramount German-language iriaiket ;Out.side of
wee)is in the provinces, to be well
.Manager, -foj-; .Chile. ..and: owner of a Russian zones.- Wolf is now Ir.vin.S
with Near East chiefs in the Italian
Montreal,: Aug. 2:7:
received.
capital.
Action by Ontario Government in thcatre:'Ghf)ih, ;wl 11' control the Rex to work out ..a U.S. Ta*'slock .:i.)dpl..
He. goes, to London tomor^
Moderate run seems assured.
with stateside :distribuU)r.s ol' H'izcd
row (•Wed.), but, won't return to tlx cancelling.-the. license of the Capitol
German titles paying reiila in film
L, S, until thtv middle of Septcinber. Uheatre in TiH^^
Swedish Actor Now Director
Ont,, opMexico's 1st Magico Theatre
instead of money, with film pii-^-^<-'l
Silveriitone,
in
explaining that crated by .Rbbtrt Harnbletbn, int'lockholm. Aug, 20.
'on
to producers at eo.sl. Fii'.^l muve
Mexico City, Aut:'. 20.
^
Fox-Movietone quality will- be im- dicates a general tightening of theaSt is
S,wedi«h
'actor,
'"P.;
in this direction is pact just 'i-igntd.
-v*^'"'"';'.',
MOxico's first dJl-n^iagic' .t.iealre. proved, said that this is important tre inspection- by the government.
jiu
^^M-M.'.*." a- fJlm^ direfctof -with the with
Joseph Scheiman, Yorkville
Palacio de )a Magia, opened in the as a local goodwill getter.
He ar-J Suspension resulted from visit picture,
rhe Blind: Ma,h"; at the (N. Y.)
e.si libit or.
local downtown belt.
rived in London from N. "if. early by an inspector on July 29.
He ^.cnirum SUidio.s. Leads are played ScheimanfoTeign-Uumua.gc.nio.-tly
i""'
takes 12 title.".
Benner Bros, and Pablo Prida San- in July, and has been giving parr loUnd no manager in the theatre and oy Arnold
S^ioe.st rand
and
Ingrid
,sica)s,
..On a 50% deal, with .guau.i-itacilia run the the-.tre on a "grind
ticular attention to the Italian .setup t:xit.s on one side blocked.
Ham:klin.
Latter ha.s been 'inactive tees averaging
and
picturt'
per
$500
basis and $1 (Mex) adml.ssion.
during his swing through Europe.
bleton was fined iflOO and costs.
on the .Screen until about a year ago.
payment in raw film.
j
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LONDON OVtlOB

Martln'a VltiHi,

St.

2

13.

One

Korda Gets

House, a 700-seater, was
operated by Universal Pictures for
some years.-. Then it was taken over

by the

Ony bad feature of this frozen
rental revenue in Japan is that the
Jap currency may be so. devalued
before the money can be remitted
present
paper profits may
that
.

shrink to the vanishing point. Despite this, U. S. film executives here
look to a huge future market.

.

($8,-

to less than- $2,000,000.

U. S. film odicials figure that the

Jap market will be able to absorb
150 American pix in the year which
started July 1. Trouble is that nobody knows exactly how many films
will be approved by the military,
only 24 having been okayed for distribution
up to Aug, 5, with 24
others tentatively approved.
So far competition for U. S, product has been almost nil. The Russians have shown two films to small
groups;
the
British
one picture,
while the Nip film industry is in
the doldrums.

May Need More U. S.

Pix Than mVofaffltaryMFA Quota

Paris, Aug. 20.
The Controle des Films (films ad«
Circiis Wreck mittance board) has been instructed
by the Information Ministry that it
Mexico City, Aug. 27.
is not to bar pictures over two years
First train accident involving a old when they can be shown to have
circus in Mexico for many years exceptional val.ue. This means that
proved costly for the Clrco Atayde, the board is to be broad minded and
Mexican outfit. Flat car on which must permit American distribs to
the show's prize elephant was being use their war backlog without quibmoved was derailed. Bull was so bling about administrative details.
badly hurt that he had to be de- The instructions of the Ministry exstroyed with a loss of $6,000. But the plain that the Washington pact proAction of the Central Bank of show goes on.
vides for the unhampered distribuChina in refusing to permit U. S.
Five Atayde brothers and one tion here of American pictures ex-

$6,000 Mex

CUna Pix Coin

;

Freeze Surprise

major

may withdraw

distribs

U.S. Pix Bookings

coin remains

if

De Rochemont

MOT

For

Boom

made between

the U.S.
Government and Chinese Central
Government whereby a substantial
loan was granted the latter. Such
action in refusing remittances is directly in contrast to terms of this
agreement, film officials said in N.Y,
ing the pact

to

Europe

Distrib

in

Mexico

Indies

.

Over High Terms

of

Doing biggest business currently
The Crosbyis "Going My Way."
Fitzgerald opus pulled rave reviews
and extended dates wherever shown
but probably won't outgross-Deanna
Durbin's "Started With Eve" and
"Hundred Men and a Girl,;' which

de Rochemont, short

Survey

A

'

boxoffice receipts.
They have lost
several court fights to be relieved of

"

Sydney, Aug. 13:
film
Aussie - made
reported likely to run
afoul of the powerful Aussie indie
exhibs' association unless Columbia
execs here drop plans to ask 50%
for general release of film.
Film
currently is spotted in the keys by

-

Production

executives

MOT

Phil Reisman, RKO veepee
charge of foreign operations, shoves
to
off for Europe Sept. 4. He goes
London first, but will visit Paris,
Brus.sels, Rome and several other
that figure. They rate 40% as tops.
key European cities before returnWhether Columbia will set new ing to the U. S. Stated it's a routine
rental figure remains to be seen.
business trip, but understood that
Nic Pery, who heads the Columbia he'll devote part of his time to the
here, is now in U. S. for huddles
production setup of the company in
with N. Y. officials.
Decision on' England and the new producing ar"Smithy" likely will be finally rangement in Paris.
reached in N. Y. It's not so long
Reisman expeqts to be abroad
ago that Paramount ran into trouble
about six weeks.
with the exhibs' assn. on the price
for "Going My Way," listed above
50% mark. Matter was taken
up with the Prices Commissioner

Egberts,
theatre in

in

Manila Actress Asks
Splice From Jap Mate

the

but no nix ruling was made,

Para-

Manila, Aug.

mount said "Way" would be withdrawn from Australia if rental dispute became overheated. Metro hit

Sigrid

hasn't

age

.

were married here

,

for Irish

Film Theatre Worlters
•,

Dublin, Aug. 20.
Salaries of workers in picture
theatres of Northern. Ireland will be
upped by an average of 12>/4% as a
result of a Conciliation Board agreement between the local Cinema Exhibitors' Assn. and worker unions.
Increases
become operative at
once, but conditions of employment
will remain unchanged from 1939
Standards for two more years,

Garbo, Gishes Back to U.S.
Stockholm, Aug. 20.
Greta Garbo, Lillian and Dorothy
-

Gish, who came in from London by
plane, are due to sail back to the
U. S. on the Gripsholm. Latter were
accompanied here by Miss Phyllis
Moir, formerly secretary to Winston
Churchill.

one-time Ma-

1

ber.-:

Egberts Upped by Loew's

in

1942.

Com-

plaint charges Miss Von Giese was
dreed to marry Jap, then a. lie.utenant in the Jap propaganda corps.
He threatened to arrest the actress'
mother and three brpthefs for guerrilla activities, the divorce .allegation charges, if she did not- marry
,

brothers; Manly Von
Giese, was arrested and executed,
Miss Vori Giese claims. Couple has
a tWo-year old child who is in cus-;
,
tody of the defendant'is .mother.

One

of her

,

his

Toiir

S.

'

Dublin, Aug. 20.
Two boys heard by Boys' Town's
Monsignor Edward Flanagan during
here, have been"
visit,
recent
his
booked as guest artists for eastern
S,

tour of the Boys'

opening

in

September.

Town

choir

They are

O'Neill and Harry McVeigh,
both of the Clonard Church Choir,

Jimmy

Belfast.

The Gish sisters had been in London about three weeks before corn-

Acceptance of the offer, received
through Columbia Concerts, N, Y.,
has been cabled and the boys leave
for U. S. by 'lane next month after
*"ce with the Cionard
a BBC

tag here.

Cholv

•

a local destore for her radio broadchildren's hospital ward.
friction with* other
members of the company which had
been reported here.

new

to

a

She denied any

job.

manager

of

Loew's Ohio

Columbus at the time of
promotion, succeeds Ben Cohn,
now with Universal. He'll assist
Melniker in booking and other' nonadministrative tasks for all Loew's

Kudosed

International theatres.-

Current London Shows
'London, Aug. 27.
"Better Late," Garrick.'
"Ballet Theatre," Go vent Garden.
"Glutterbuck," Wyndham.

"Crime & Punishment," New/
"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.

"Shop Sly Corner,"

Martins.
"Soldier's Wife," Duchess.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
St.

"The Other Side," Comedy.
"Under the Counter/' Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," WhitehalL

Archer Films' .unit planing to
America for first stage of their itinetary covering Paraguay and Brazil.
It will. be away 14 weeks on location
.

&

Emeric Prefesburger's picture "Green Days and
Blue Days," based on Desmond

"

left

Par to become an independent

producer, is making the N. Y. trip
to arrange final details of his proHe plans making
duction setup.
two features annually but may expand the program if he finds facilities are available.
Both Perkins and Nathan were
honored at a luncheon at the Astor
hotel last week which was attended
by top Paramount execs, including
Barney Balaban, company prexy;
George Weltner, Par International
prexy; Adolph Zukor, chairman of
the board; Paul Raibourn, and Y.
Perkins' trip to London is in the
nature of a quick exploratory visit
since he will return to N. Y. early
next month, going back to England'
with his family later. Nathan will
spend a couple of weeks in Paris
conferring with Robert Schless, who
recently resigned as European chief.
Then he goes direct to Buenos Aires,
where he headquartered as Argentine boss, returning later to Paris
with his family.
.

.

.

End

Holdridge's novel "The'

•

of the

'

Rio.

"Gang Show," Stoll.
"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.

^'Poltergeist,", Vaudevill,;.
"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly.

20.

starring in film are, Sabu and Bibi
Ferreira, whorri. Derek Twist,- the director, is credited as discoverer in

"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.

"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"No Room at IBM," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Pickup Girl," Wales.

London, Aug.

Michael Powell

N. Y. for Paris yesterday (Tues.) to
take over his neW post. J. E. Perkins, recently made managing .director for Great Britain, leaves for
London today (Wed.). Latter fills
the spot vacated by David Rose, who
is due in N, Y. this week, having
Rose, who
left London yesterday.

:

So. American Location

for-

at Luncheon,

Take Off for Europe
John B. Nathan, Paramount's new
managing director for Europe, left

*

Frank Freeman.

On

British Film Unit

his

.

Dublin Boys for U.

U.

Miss 'Pons donated $4,000 ($20,000

Mex) she received from

.

of
theatre
operations
for
Loew's International this week. Egberts will work under William Melniker, theatre department i chief, in
chief

.

him.

ace Fine Arts theatre here Aug. 24.
She returned to play in this opera
after an indisposition, caused by the
high altitude of T,500 feet, had
forced her cancellation of National
Opera Company's original performance.

Arthur Egberts, vet Loew's house
partment
manager and exploiteer, named
cast

to.

-f

Pay Boost

Giese,

Y. Abe, her Japanese husband, now .at N'agata, Japan:. -They

riage

had a complete Aussie cover-

in the nabcs.

Von

13.

nila film actress, has filed divorce
suit seeking annulment of her mar-

the high mark of rental disputes
with_ ''Gone With Wind" which still

..

currently there as to
distribution angles.
is
distributed by- 20th. De Rochemont
will return, to N, Y. late in Septem-

new

Greater Union, but is being booked
out of the key spots soon.
Aussie exhibs association can't see
any film at 50% rental, and will
continue to taboo pictures quoted at

'

.

tiohs.

MOT

is

the

'

ing forces that blasted their cities

Columbia's

when

nually.

.

"Smithy''

indispensible

anti-American feeling was fostered
by local producers. Local film consumption is about 250 features an-

Mexico City, Aug. 20.
The French can produce about 60
Just how big the current boom in and about 20 can be expected from
the film theatre business has become foreign sources other than Ajneris revealed in figures obtained from can.
This means that U.S. distribs
government sources showing more would be welcome to bring in about
than $3,000,000 revenue collected by 50 pictures more than the 124 which
the eight U. S: major companies the Motion Picture Assn. of America
during the first seven months this has laid down as a maximum per
year. This comes, from 6,011 play- year.
dates recorded in that period. This
The long postponed decree, makis the highest figure reached by the
ing operative the Washington film
American major distributors in a agreement, contains two noteworthy
like period.
sections.
One covers block bookMetro leads the list with 1,484 ing, stating that no distrib can sell
bookings. Warner Bros, was second more than six pictures to any exwith 890 playdates but finished third hibitor
any half yearly
during
in total revenue. RKO had 763 b6ok- period.
The other prohibits class
ings which put it second in amount theatres
from
(first-run
houses)
of coin. In actual bookings. Univer- showing pictures that passed the
sal has a close third with 810 but censor
more than a year before.
fourth in revenue,
This does not affect the American,
Amount of coin is what was left backlog since it has not yet been
after deducting the 15%
govern- passed by the French censor^
ment tax on cinema admittances. Tax
is paid daily. Exhibitors still have to.
pay the wages of Treasury depart-, Par's Nathan, Perkins,
ment inspectors to look over their

this added drain on their revenue.
Belgium and, of course, Great Britwhile they cowered in shelters.
ain. It handed over some prints to
Next major release is old "Tales the Army for release in Germany,
of Manhattan," starring Boyer, he said, but it's not known if these Pons Gets Ovation In
Laughton, etc., set to be shown'soon actually have been distributed. This,
for one of Vienna's first-run houses.
of course, means the MOT now has
Rarefied Comeback
added German to the language
Mexico City, Aug; 27.
spieled by the narrator.
Lily Pons scored one of greatest
Reisman to Europe On
Also, while in Europe, de Rocheovations accorded any singer when
mont will confer with 20th -Fox she appeared in "Lucia"
at the PalSetups

With

more imports are screened than were
considered

The Central Bank of China's action is viewed as directly repudiat-

Overseas* distribution for March
Time will be studied by Richard
subject's producer, during the next three or four
weeks while he is in Europe. He
left N. Y. Sunday (25), making trip
by plane. Besides his customary
visit to Paris and London offices of
company, de Rochement -plans visit"Kitty ing Germany and Czechoslovakia.
f.lill represent top b.o. here,
Foyle" has also done exceptionally
He told Variett before leaving
well but reception to "Corn Is that he will attempt to size up the
Green" was mixed and business only whole distribution picture for MOT,
Same applies to "So Proudly explaining that Europe has develfair.
We^ Hailedi." "Fighting Lady," like oped into a real problem as to exother war numbers tried here, is an actly what countries the short .suboutright flop, with krauts definitely ject could be 'distributed in.
uninterested in seeing glori^fted fight- now goes into France, Switzerland,

U. S.-Backed Aussie Pic
Into Trouble

performances crashed near
Grenoble, causing the death of
Odetta Coeno, of the Odeon Comand the chauffeur.
Three
others weer slightly injured.
legit

that all

Vienna, Aug. 20.
U. S. Army's ISB Films, operated
Information Services Branch,
now holds ove» $500,000 in Austrian
schillings for eventual distribution
to American companies whose product's been released in Austria in tlie
last year.
Latest -releases include
titles which, in opinion of local education officers, present a generally
better view of American people and
life than most of last year's exporta-

But if the present official
yen rate is changed from 15 to 70
yen to the dollar, this would shrink

Runs

French Exhibs

20.

A motor car with five players
touring the provinces on one night

servicing of accounts
frozen there.

by

re-

SOOiOOO).

.

re-

Fihns in Austria

Theoretically,

ceive about half of this total

.

John Maxwell, More

500GHeldforU.S.

enough
American films were- okayed for
export, the potential Nip boxoffice
for Yank pictures might go as high
as 250 million yen in the next year,
$17,000,000.

late

if

American film companies would

Aug,

23

it was operated by Albert
Clavering and Lou Morris.
Property is part of millionaire S. distributors to take their rental coin sister operate
the circus, several cept for the screen quota of lour
Wolfe's estate, which is now con- out of China may result in all ma- also
appearing in the show.
weeks per quarter, kept open for
trolled by the Wolfe Trust.
jor companies refusing to service
French product.
accounts there. This was learned in
One reason for this impartial atN.Y. this week, the Film Board »of
titude may be that the French are
Trade in China notifying the bank
likely to be short of product unless

cently,

profits,

or about

London

conlract.

-

that

Rialto,

London, Aug. 20.
Alexander Korda has leased the
Rialto theatre from A. J. CrOmbie,
local arclJitect, and understood tOvbe
paying $800 weekly on a long-term

of the country and it's anybody's
guess as to when the American distribs can take out their coin. Hence
earnings now are strictly paper

estimated

French Crash

pany

carrying on the occupation, U. S.
pictures have cAptured about a third
probably
It
of the Nip market.
could take over twice that much.
Film companies aren't permitted to
take their distribution revenue out

It's

Killed in

Paris,

Frozen Cm, Shrinking Yen, Hamper
of the few foreign businesses
allowed to establish itself in Japan
because ruled essential to help in

:

INTERNATIOBfAL

Xi%taljc'al> Bqldart

U^. Fix Take Over Nip Market But

Tokyo, Aug.

"

;

Company expects to be back in
England jn December to do the enterior shots in -PineWood Studios,
which is expected' to take about three
.

months.

•.'
-.,

>..

"
'

Rose, Lawrence Due in N.Y.
London, Aug. 27.
David Rose, Paramount's recently
managing
director
in
Great Britain and, now independent,
resigned

Rank Chain Plugs Only
British Stars in Ireland
Dublin, Aug 13.
Eflorts to plug names of Briti.sh
film players in Iraland are being intensified. Blow-up portraits of actors
and actresses working With J.'Arthur
Rank producing units in England
are now being exhibited In cinemas
of the Rank circuit, replacing U. S.
players.
Distribution of stills to newspapers also has been stepped up..

Mer's Wife'
.

Reversing

to Stage

Paris,

Aug.

20.

stagertothe
usual
procedure. Marcel Pagnol,
playwright and screen producer, is
(Tues.)
prepping
his "Baker's Wife," -picture
Col. Jock Lawrence, who heads
for stage production in the fall.
the J. Arthur Rank Organization
Raimu, cast for the lead,' is republicity setup in U. S., is flying cuperating from a motor:, crash and
to N. Y., Sept, 1,. accompanied' by is expected to be well enough to

producer,

his wife.

:

leavds

for

N,'

-Y.

today

screen

resume

acting.

A MESSAGE PROM THE FRIENDLY COMPANY

TO

M-G-M's

THOUSANDS OF
CUSTOMERS WHO ARE

NOT IN COMPETITIVE
SITUATIONS
Compliance with the June nth opinion of the Federal

tive

Court in the government

present status

and the need for working out adminis-

trative details.

However, pending entry of a

conduct of our
cree,

we

find

it

suit will require

Pending the entry of a

affairs.

and

advisable

modify some of the

in

some

under which we have been

policies

just as

few changes in

Above

all,

friendly spirit

will

its ability,

make

sales policy as is necessary.

its

approach the future in that same

which has earned

support, consideration,

So many of our

final de-

cases necessary to

operating. Loew*s Inc. will, to the best of

we

changes in the

and

for us

your magnificent

product security that we are very happy to announce the
strictly

will offer, subject to as

few conditions as possible but
all

regularly released output for the twelve

commencing September
1947.

We

noncompetitive situations.

including a privilege of elimination,

i,

on a purely experimental

petitive situations prefer to

buy our

basis

we

will

final decree,

situations

and

attempt to work

out an administrative procedure for the handling of

We hope that those of our customers,

competitive bids.

or prospective customers, to

not be applied

Our

will

whom

this procedure can-

understand our position and bear

policy, until final disposition is

ernment

suit, will

among

made of

the gov-

other things, include the

fol-

lowing points;

1.

Our

2.

In competitive situations or localities, each feature

pictures will

be tradeshown.

units of our

month

period

picture will be offered individually

1946 and ending August 31,

Should any of our customers

number of emergency

in a very limited

with us with patience.

loyalty.

customers have expressed the desire for

following plan in

bidding due to the uncertainties inherent in the

in these non-compictures

one

sition

at a

by

license

conditional

by any theatre

upon the

licensing

and

will

its

acqui-

not be made

of any other

pic-

time, they wiR of course, be accorded this privilege.
ture or unit distributed

We regret

that

situations to

we

are not yet prepared in competitive

put into

effect

a general policy of competi-

3.

In

strictly

by

us.

non-competitive situations

we will offer,

subject to certain conditions including the privi-

Wednesaay, August 28, 1946

of

lege

P^fUEfr

elimination) all units of our regularly

a twelve month period com-

released output for

mencmg

with such of those subjects released

subsequent to September

August

x,

1946 and ending

2S

delay in product availability or other unforseen inconveniences occasioned by the time required to

customers.
4.

One

of the

first

In respect to Short Subjects and News, to those

tribution policy has been

of our customers who prefer that they be offered

welfare of our customers

individually

we

will

comply with such

will license each issue independent

If

on

will

and

of any other.

the other hand, any of our customers pre-

fer to license

they

desire

may do

News

Short Subjects or

the

we

Court. If such results should be brought about,

and consideration of our

earnestly solicit the patience

31, 1947.

make

necessary adjustments to comply with the decree of the

estly directed to the

considerations in pur dis-

and

will

and our

continue to be the
efforts will

be earn-

accomplishment of any necessary

changes as expeditiously and as practically as they can

be worked out.

in* bulk,

so and a privilege of elimination

Our job

in the

motion picture industry

distribute great entertainments

be granted.

to

is

and we

make

aDnd

feel confident

that our customers are just as anxious to demonstrate
It
as,

must be obvious to everyone

in the business that

if,

and when the opinions of the G>urt are incorporated

into

a decree, there

will

come about a

the general order of conducting
distribution business

and the

drastic

many

possibility

in Our production plans. This

HERE

may

change

in

phases of our

of some changes

result in a slight

THE YEARLING
PECK, JANE

as

We

we may be permitted by

the

name of which we

Friendly

to the Big

Ones Coming!

SUMMER HOLIDAY
MICKEY ROONEY, Walter Huston, Gloria De Haven, "Butch"

DOUGLAS, ROBERT Walker

UNDERCURRENT

THE SECRET HEART
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, WALTER PIDGEON, JUNE ALLYSON

MARGARET

UNCLE ANDY HARDY

O'BRIEN, Angela Unsbury, George Murphy,

WALLACE BEERY,

GENE

THE UNFINISHED DANCE
O'BRIEN, Cyd Charissc, Karen Bpoth, Danny Thoma*

BROOKLYN

FRANK SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON, Jimmy Durante. Peter Uwford

MY BROTHER

Phyllis ThaKter

THE MIGHTY McGURK

HIGH BARBAREE
VAN JOHNSON. JUNE ALLYSON, Thomas Mitchell, Marilyn Maxwell

TALKS TO HORSES

••BUTCH" JENKINS, Peter lawford, Beverly Tyler

Audrey Totter

TENTH AVENUE ANGEL

MICKEY ROONEY. lewis Stone, Sara Hadcn, Lina Romay

IN

Jenkins.

Frank Morgan, Marilyn Maxwell. Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle-

THE BEGINNING OR THE END
BRIAN DONLEVY, ROBERT WALKER; Tom Drake, Beverly Tyler,

(Technicolor)

Ricardo Monialban,
John Carroll, Mary Astor, Cyd Charissc

ESTHER WILLIAMS, Akim Tamiroff,

HAPPENED

:

KATHRYN C»AYSON, VAN

KATHARINE HEPBURN, ROBERT TAYLOR. Robert Mitchum

IT

humbly proud— The

(Cast alphabetically)

A WOMAN OF MY OWN

MARGARET

are so

Company.

GREER GARSON, Robert Mitchum. Richard Hart

FIESTA

law, to pursue the policies

which have earned for us from our exhibitor customers

TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (Technicolor)
JUNE ALLYSON, LUCILLE BREMER, JUDY GARLAND,
HEFLIN, LENA HORNE, VAN JOHNSON, TONY
MARTIN, DINAH SHORE, FRANK SINATRA, ROBERT WALKER

(T.d».icoiort

WYMAN, Claude Jarman. Jr.

THE SEA OF GRASS
SPENCER TRACY. KATHARINE HEPBURN, Melvyn

in the exhibition of

therefore expect to continue, as

PRODUCT-SECURITY!

IS

Look ahead with M-G-M
GREGORY

showmanship

the virtues of good

such product.

•

Dean

Stockwell,

Edw»rd Arnold, Aline MacMahon

LIFE'S FOR THE LOVING
KELLY, Marie MacDonald, Charles Winningef

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS
ESTHER WILLIAMS, Lauriiz Melchior, Jimmy
.

.

Durante,

Johnnie Jolinston, Xavier Cugal

LADY IN THE LAKE
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, Audrey Totter, U6yd NoUa

PICTURES
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Majors Hypo Lip Sync Dubbing On

Fox's

Memphis

Indies

Continued from page

Exports to Crimp Local Competish
Aiming to head off tUe rapidly
expanding competition from native
countries
product
in
scattered
tfiroughout the world which threatens to lop

ofl sizable

portion of

,!

SEG, Prods, in Pay Standoff

$4 '46 Divvy

product so that they were forced to
give up their lease and that Lightman then bought in the $1,000,000
house for $75,000 from the original
bondholders, jvas given top product
for the house, and turned it into a
winner.

Ads Ready

Metro's new advertising dirigible,
labeled the Metro Goldwyn. Malrship
by veepee Howard Dietz, will be
launched at Lakehurst, N. J., tomorrow (Thursday) v/ith' M-G star Elizabeth Taylor doing, the bottle-breaking honors. Immediately following,
the' ship, reputedly the largest ever-:
used for sky advertising, .will 16*,.
ceive'its first night test flight, carry,,.-,

$4

'

;

.

.

j

:

Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Bill was filed by attorneys R. G. expected to be near $24,000,000 for
pay is the. last re- Draper, Walter P. Arrn.strong, Sr.,
the current'year ending next Decemmaining problem in the contjiact who is a former president of the
Also, that National Theatres,
negotiations
between the Screen American Bar Association; John Shea ber.
earnings
a subsidiary, looks to show
Extras Quild and the film studios. and Walter P. Armstrong, Jr, Lights
about $13,000;000'for 1946.
Producers offered, pay back to Jan. man, who is represented by William of
1, 1946, while the u'rtion is holding
W. Goodman, replied within 10 hours
out for Jan. 1) 1945iwith a statement of blanket denial
Producers' protjo.sal will be sub- to the press, but has not filed sin
mitted to a general meeting of ex- answer in court as yet. He has been
Continued ftom page J sss
past several
ill at
home here
Retroactive

its

'

international take, major film com-

:

,

,

i

.

panies

turning

are

improved

to

technical standards of dubbing and

narration

ducer

to

beat

the

local

own game. Long

at his

pro-

step in

rently leads

is

in the

widening use

tras in the Hollywood I*egion Stadium Sept. 8.

of the expensive process of lip syn-

chronization dubbing of. films in
most important languages. Metro
with the. avowed purpose of luring
heretofore unreached audiences has
swung into lip dubbing in Spanish,
Italian,

the next tongue on

C

with Arabic as
its

Continued from page

flUe'd \yith\riew sets in less

a„.^

IS

000 000 leads the

while Warner
with $,14,800,000

field,

I

A

stage

arid re-

than one

would

.

:

i

3j.pg

,:i5.

.

,
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system and new
be a stabiiizer
of employment, because whole pic-

j

normal

,

,

,

.CuUins

-

.3Uii3ped',fO'.the
Orpheum. combine, Theatres earnings
000,000 figure from $5,250,000

Evans

$750,000.

The

.

,

cTiarge

indies

Light.man

in-

using their buying
power, including that of the large
string of theatres outside Meinphis.
concessions aiiu
and
obtain "many
many uuutcKHiuiis
to
ig ojjiaiii
competitive advantages which have
permitted them to monopolize and
control first neighborhood run ex
hibltion" for the L.-& L. Theatres,
the Lamar, Linden Circle, Memphian,
Capitol, Joy and Rialto. It is further
charijed
that Lightman
has -an
agreement with the Ritz operated by
:Haborfeld and Flexer, and with Tom

with

terests

•

year

Madison

year against $7,500,000

,

-

ago for Latin
screens. With the method
big -success despite its
substantial hike in the

news

.Pa"y

P.^^t of

will'
|

Huge Tax Saving

.ship,

All but Year

That's the catch, however.

gained
change.

..t)Ver

$7,000,000

On

to

sition

w^

the
tax
hand, the
never in po-

Squawk

pay excess' profits taxes,

lation of the spirit of the seniority
clause in the organization's pact v*rith

Are

company. Beef is reported' to
have arisen as result of appointment
of an Outsider to the vacancy caused
by the resignation last week of
Frances Kanes as an aide to eastern
story editor Alan Jack.son,
Named to the Par job as boss of

.the

.

.

understood to have been

is

registered with Paramount this week
by the Screen Office & Professional
Employes Guild on an alleged vio-

2

form

SQUAWK BECAUSE

PAR HIRED AN OUTSIDER

'

forms

struck

flashes.. Painted daylight sign,'
plug Metro on one side of the:
with the words "This is the
of "The Yearling'" on the

NT SOPEG

from
other

the

company

picture

,Run^.

ether side.

NT

net:.is ac$750,000: of the tilt in
counted for by the elimination by
Congress this year of the excess
In other word.s,
profits tax.

to do. their, buying.,

display.

Sign, in addition to plugging
Metro pix, will also carry weather
reports
and occasionaj important

year .(increase of $3,500,000), it
appear that the theatre comwould- -r..--accounted^ for the heaviest
the added income.
-

electrical

bulbs.

last

..

,

thus giving them an advantage!
the complaining operators.

space for

iiing sign, largest in world and similar to the sign, on N. Y. Times building in Times Square, contains 10,000

company achieved: the
this

OOOiOOO

$13,last

$7,750,000),, .while
$11,-

(iticrease" of

the film

•

i

Ballas'

'

Sets remain standing on the platso its increase of $3,500,000 net is
as complete units and are
virtually all the result -of improved
only when additional platPlaintiffs in Suit
earning power.
area is required. Hence, a
resultant
That $7,000,000 gained by NT via
sets
for
any
picseries
of
complete
decided
has
company
cost of prints,
£x-Lightman Aides elimination of the excess profits levy
after
held
intact
until
ture
can
be
Added
feet.
both
to jump in with
also accounts, of course, for a large
27.
Memphis,
Aug.
reof
and
preview.
In
case
editing
the
conveying
of
to the advantage
part of the $11,500,000 upturn in
Two
plaintiffs
in
the
of
the
$3,000,contain
the
platforms,
which
takes,
stars
were
Metro
impression that
combined picture-theatre net that
speaking in the native language is sets involved, in the picture, are 000 monopoly suit against M. A. 20th will show for the year. The
the fact that the pix draw patrons rolled onto the stage for shooting; Lightman are former employees of tremendous tax-saving results; from
whd are tinable to read the usual Since stage can be cleared of any the defendant. In fact, one wa.s still the fact that NT incorne was comtechnically
working
for
him
at the
longer
is
platform
in
short
time,
no
subtitles.
paratively low during the years 1936there any requirement to "hold and time the suit was filed.
Since the end .qf the war Metro
Nate Evans and Chalmers CuUins 39, which were used as a base
fold" any set. The set, as a complete
is lip dubbing in France under the
against which income in later years
unit, may be held in storage indefi- had worked at the Mal(;o (formerly
direction of M. Vocher. Plans call
Orpheum)
for Lightman, the former: was contrasted in figuring excess
nitely.
for the building of new studios in
profits.
Paramount similarly gained,
as orchestra leader .and the latter as
Majors' Sympathetic Eye
Paris to expand the process, foreign
which is accounting in part for its
stage manager, prior to and even
Various major studios have
dept. officials disclose. And in its
high net this. year.
after building their own Idlewild
latest" move, M-G has just begun evinced deep interest in the new
As against the low 1936-39 income
theatre in a thickly ^populated neighdubbing with the same process in studio design and operation, chiefly borhood. (They also own the Savoy, of NT, which resulted in the big tax
Italian, with its new h.q. located in RKO and Columbia. Understood the
a Negro theatre, and are building saving, the picture producing comsystem figures prominently in new
Eome under Augusto Galli.
another Negro house to be known pany did relatively well in those
While Metro has been the fore- studio construction plans currently as the W. C. Handy.)
years (averaging around $7,000,000)
runner in initiating lip dubbing, being reaclied by the two studios.
Cullins was .stage manager of the so that, in contrast, it didn't show
building restricother companies are employing the When CommerciaV
old Orpheum for many years, tried any "excess" profits for 1945.
method on a narrower scale and for tions are lifted it is expected that jointly with Evans to operate it inprojects
studio
a fewer number of pix. Main ob- some of the rental
be dependently from 1937 to 1940 after
jection is to the high cost of the presently being considered wiU
RKO had. pulled out of the local
new lip dubbing, but foreign execs constructed along lines of the Pel- setup, and had continued as stage
addition, it was
are predicting steady expansion in ton system. In
manager after L'ightiiian turned it
Continued from page l
may
Korda
that Alexander
all markets where fat grosses are learned
into the Malco.
system
in
revolutionary
possible. RKO recently closed a deal utilize the
He gave notice two weeks ago, Meredith Willson's musical show.
program for his
with Metro whereby the latter is new construction
over Lightman's vigorous protest. "Information, jpiease," dropped by
London.
studios
in
to
dub RKO's "Notorious" and Sound City
In fact) the night of the day on Socony, looks all set to sell Parker
Pelton has filed applications for
"Sister Kenny? in Spanish.
which the suit was filed, it still fell Pens neit season, even though the
patents on his studio design and
Its injportant, foreign dept. offito Cullins as stage manager to go SRO sign dangling at NBC and CBS
plan of operation in the United
cials say« to use the same voice for a
down and lock ui) the Malco for^a POS«s a -problem that even the "In
States and all the fllm-producing
featured player in every film in
boss whom he had just nailed wjth fo" experts find difficult to solve.
countries in the world. He intends
which the player appears. Moreover, to grant licenses to studios to use a three-million-buck jolt!
Bing Crosby rides the disk circuit
Another interesting angle of the in a $30,000 weekly 600-station deal
it's equally important that the voice
his design and system on a royalty
resemble that of the performer. basis.
Dinah Shore, dropped
$3i000,000 monopoly suit against the with Philco.
Consequently, in each locality, naThe inventor received his Bach^ Lightman interests is the fact that by General Foods during the mad
one of the plaintiff. J. A. West, now exodus of the top bankroUers from
tive actors are hired oh a dontracelor of Arts at the U. S. Na-val Acadtual basis to act as permanent vocal emy and studied naval architecture holds the post of Tri-State MPTO radiOj has been grabbed by Ford
stand-ins
lor
leading
American at the Massachusetts Institute of president, which was held by the Motors. Bob Burns, who got the
players. In those instances where a Technology. From 1922-24 he was defendant at the time when he first "no soap' edict from Lever Bros.,
close substitute is Unavailable, studio general manager of United Studios. began to expand his holdings in the has been inked in for American
MidSouth territory
supervisor has started local train- He was studio manager of First Na
Lightman was Home Products, Dick Powell, who.se
"Rogue's Gallery" was cancelled by
P''^'"'"'-'
ing units.
ti*onarVicturei;"durrng 1925"28"' and
."f .^°A'°"
served as studio
and executive Theatre Owners of America for sev Fitch, may climb aboard the 'Texaco
manager at Metro in 1929-36. He era! terms and is still active within wagon on CBS, etc.
Whicii only leaves John Charles
was production executive at Metiro it's inner circle o£ higher officers.
He is w.k, in Memphis for his lead- Thomas, dropped by WeStinghoupe;
British Studios in
1937-39. Since
ership in civic and charitable cam- Nelson Eddy,
whos been replaced by
1939, Pelton has served in present
capacity as producers' labor admin- paigns .:of every sort, tie has just Spitalny, and "Theatre of Romance,"
finished serving four years ar' presi- the CBS
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
istrator with headquarters in the
house-built show vacated
Screen Publicists Guild completed Hollywood office of the Motion Pic- dent of the Memphis Little, theatre. by Colgate.
But .theHe was founder and for many years that production snafuesclients, noW
its selection of a slate of candidates ture-'Asso,
have once
president of the Memphis Tent of mbre clarified
for the annual election to be held
themselves: and ceil"Variety Clubs.
ing price uncertainties ha ve at',
Sept. 17.
He has' two sons, both of whom been partially lifted, are still least
ih the
Nominees are: President, John 'Cleo'—
v/ere in service, and a daughter. bidding.
Baker, Chip Cleary, Paul Harrison;
UA's "Cleopatra Dance" stunt One son, M. A., Jr., is a.'sociated
The ad agencies, which: only a
veepee, Jerry Breckenridge, John landed in 20 key cities anu fiacks with his father's Malco
Circuit in an
short time, back were bemoaning
Campbell, Lesley Mason;, recording expect similar results in smaller executive capacity.
the
f iict
Best,
Stella towns, Tieup with. Arthur Murray
that -they were .shoved up
Barbara
secretary,
Earl dance studio won plenty of free
against the "wailing wall" and
secretary,
financial
Eoach;
shut
RKO'S 30c DIVVY
the doors tp the package
Donovan, Nat James, Bill Lyon; space for "Caes'ar and Cleopatra" in
sho:w boys
RKO
directors
voted
a quarterly with properties to
Frank such sheets as the _
Adams,
Jack
Seattle Post-In
treasurer,
peddle, appear
Daugherty, Bill Speyers; business telligencer and the 6rfiiAibur'I)te- ( dividend .pf .30c .at the meeting held once more to-li'e ^rtcIiiii^irigh"^*lJIde
Gottlieb; patch
Milton
ch. Latter carried .six-column cut yesterday (Tues.). This is payable and handsome.
\
representative,
Oct. 1 to Stock of record Sept. 13.
trustees. Jack Atlas, Tom MacLeod, illustrating so-call ed Egyptian varia"The' "come on in" sign is
agajn in
Company had paid or declared evidence— and the networks
Bob Sill( John Boylan, Ray Dannen- .tions of the rumba.
are
In Detroit it became the "Cleo payable 60e on the common prior heading vtoward
baUitf, darlyle Jones, Jack Cooper,
all-time, highs, in.
':.' ..",-.-'.:' :°
Calypso.7
to this action.
Bill McGratb, Harry Friedman.
billings,..a

.?,

.

.

dubbing for
about 18 months
proving

:

|

!

.

.

Peltori claims his
studio .design will

tures will be built in advance at
without interfering
pace
with shooting activities. Sets, can be.
built well in advance without tying
up stage space, thereby enabling directors to plan their action from
actual sets rather than models. The
sets are built in position on. the mobile platforms and are transferred
by a power unit frorii shop t'S shop
lingo.
speaking in local
and then to designated stages.
Metro Teed Off 18 Months Ago
(Power unit is an enlarged version
Metro launched into Spani.sh lip of baggage carriers used at train
and plane depots today:)
films
16m
and
both 35m

American

plugging Metro's *'Green Years,"

4,

jn thij-(j spot
Launching was delayed .for several
clearance preference's for the
Q^ted for nine months, Metro is
Lightman houses have reduced their fourth with $12,000,000 for 40 weeks reasons, however, and the first film
weekly .'.gro-sses.. a total of $970,200, and RKO is fifth with $7,000,000 for to be advertised from on high will
now be "The Yearling." M-G will
the figure also including the alleged
Six: 'months.;
still be able to take advantage of
Orphe.um cjamage throiigli inability
Spyros Skouras,. 20th. prexy, e.';ti- the large crowds expected on the
Under the Glayton
to get prodlict.
at the stockholders" meeting Beaches' for tbe forthcoming Labor
mated
Act provision for .treble damages,,
that the earnings, of the Day weekend.
,,."';
they seek S2i910,600. plus Colirt costs, last week
theatre company (National Theatres
One of the largest of th*! Navy:
atorneys'. fees, etc., the amount to be!
dorp.) would be $13,000,000 for the dirigibles used during the war, the
divided. thusly:- Idlewild, .$312,000;
would give 20th Cen- ship is reportedly four times the'
That
year.
Air ways,' $'210,600; Luciann and HolCorp., the picture size of those formerly used for sky
Film
^Fox
tury
Bristol,
apiece;
$280,800
lywood,
Since 'National advertising, with 20 times as rnuch
Rosemary, $702,000; and company, $11,000,000,;
$374,400;
.

.

.

eliminate night
work, When the rigging arjd lining
are currently done for the next
day's work. Plan calls for cbnstruo^
tion operatioh to, take place enUirely
in the daytime.

Ths

hour.

:

tin-

;

.

,

Assembly Line

can be completely emptied

wood's

is

I

The complainants charge that

fair

night for next day's work.

agenda.

Idea which has taken fast root
since V-J Day is to combine Holly
slick' and expensive produe-;
tion valiics, which local film industries cannot rival, with dubbing so
as
clever
to be a perfect simulatioh
of .a. perforwier. speaking in the native' tongue. Translation into foreign,
country's
particular
script for a
consumption, in each instance, seeks
to employ words which will simuof
the permoveinerits
late the lip
former rather thah: the usual dubbins of a literal transcription of the
flexibility
With
the
English words.
of languages permitting this with
out too' great deviation from the
English text, technicians in testing
the method have found that the
illusion is created that the performer

into the air a running electric
sign visible for five miles.
.;
Ship,, which is sUited to, cruise the
Atlantic seaboard from Washington
to
Bridgeport, Conn., daily from
4:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., was supposed
to have 'gene into .operation by July <

irig

—

the

his

weeks,
:

,

French and

j

20th's Earnings

that direction jn which Metro cuif-

to Flicker

Over Northeast Sky

tot^l divvy distributions to
'Company
per share in 1946.
paid $2.50 on the common last year.
revealed at the company's
was
it
that conweek
special meeting last
solidated earnings of 20lh.-Fox are

bHnging

'

New Dirigible

Metro's

Twentieth-Fox directors plan an
extra dividend of 75o per common
share in the last tjuarter this year,

4

outside readers was John Rearick,
v:ho had been employed in the Metro
story department. SOPEG is und- vstood to maintain that the post .should

have gone

to

Maeve Southgatc, who

has been in the Par story department
as a reader for more than eight
years.'

-

,

Second choice Xcr the job, if the
Par management felt Miss Southgate
unsuitable, SOPEG is said te maintain,
should have been Herman
Liveright, a member of the staff for
about six years. Liveright is Guild

chairman, but no claim what.soever
made that anti-unionism wa.s an
influence in the skipping of Liveright
in favor of an outsider.
Miss Kanesi whose departure precipitated the dispute, is the wife of
Henry Hazlitt, N. Y. Times editorial
writer.
is

Radio Routs

..

.

B. A. and Paris Flacks

i

To Be Set

;

for

Goldwyn

James Mulvey, prez of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, is expected to
name flacks during the next few
weeks to represent the studio in
iBuenoa Aires and Paris, rounding
out the producer's international publicity organization.
David Golding

i;

-

was named
I

I

last week as London p.a.
Move in naming a piess staff to
work with RKO, which distrib.sGoldwyn product, is in line with

'

i

FILM FLACKS DRAW UP

NOMINEES FOR BALLOT

,

'

i

How

She Danced
.

parallel, action in setting, up an international sales staff. It's believed
to be part of the plan by Goldwyn
to set up his own distributing or-;
ganization within the next year.
Golding, former New York tradepaper reporter, was managing editor of the Mediterranean edition of
Stars and Stripes during the war..
His first task will be to handle ;B.ri,t-.;.
ish tour of the Goldwyn Girls, .who,
depart for London Sept. 24. They're
slated to Ijead for Latin America in

January,

following

return

this-

to

'

.

coijhtry.
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;
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Talcon' Trio Gets

ladre

Hollywood, Aug. 27,.
Same old trio that clicked in "The
Maltese Falcon" at Warner.s i.s lined
up again for "The Treasure of S.ierj'a
Madre" on the same lot.
:

Humphrey Bogart

is

slated as star,

John Huston is writer-director and
Henry Blanke as producer.
'

-
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EXHIBS CONCEDE
mental
us at

interference

helped

hasn't

all.

l-

I.'

has
been for the most part Unnecessary
lor several years past. But when it
is nece.ssary we go to it. There was
'Land of Liberty,' for instance. It

FINDINGS
Pittsburgh, Aug. 27.

are in order at
month's runaround of
cititii ill tlitS Northea$tern quarter of
the counlry, near unanimity among
exhiL)s thus far questioned would
s;tMioi:ali/.atioi)s

If

the end ol a

and the pupils transported to, the. theatre in .buses. So
stH^iii l<> iu.'itil'y' summing up their atwe kept the house rea-TOnably- full,
on cwtaiU; speeiBc points as
til.uli;
and
got
more
than our share of
.'
follow^^:'
newspaper space, The result was a
Ill Quality of product is not only
satislactoiy
week for this 1,200bolUV than piBwar; its uniformity is

from

being

thi-rt'

e.vhiLi,

asset, to

little

the
to choose in

(3»

sroup had to

When

best,

biisiness

.

'

[

"By the time we (Fabian) get a
everybody .else has forgot-

by

!

picture,
ten; it:

been a .Ijindon

,

to sell

expect

they
•,•

,•

i,

'"'^'^^'Y«

Jte^

A'

.
.

If
I

'

^"

^^"^^

our pictures.

exhibitors

.

resident for ;30 years and his observations oh American customs,
the continuing novelty of finding
eggs and citrus fruits so plentiful, etc., are usually good for
newspaper copy in every city.

.

;

.

'

'

—

;.'

fellow—

^

own

.they- ;discover

,

.

i

Too Many

,

Says

manager

of

every.hody else we
prices last spring, and

increased

no s^tuawlcs' since. Prodthough 'limited, i.s of better
quality than prewar. This is gcneraily true, and goes for every house
ha've heard

here.

There have been few audible
but .1 have a feeling people

,

much about

"I've heard so

bidding,

everybody would rath-

way

man

diistries.

It

may have

down .the;

the men's weekly salary envelopes, bot
them more time far the
iMfore
people must t>e
more time at the movies
going to )a.st. And when those lads with grosses still up to peak leveBs—
have to really work lor a livin,t; the becayse from a wartime population
lines at the boxoffice will grow a ot 140.000 there has been a drop to
those

the

$'20

Ot

a lot of cabbage.

course,

tfa

in

striped: ;pants
and 'chin whiskers it gives
hiands, .'em every Vveek stacks up to pictures.

—

isn't spending

it

on

CeiUng-

Kentals?

"Qualtty of product seems to be
quite excellent, but the price has
gone, Irp away out' of all reason,
Th,ere seems to be no top at all. I:'
being kept from malting a rea-

,•

'

;

'

sonaHe

1

AH

profit as a result.

right.:

100,000 now.
fet olhers say I'm squawking. I am.
"Strikes at the American Loco- But 1 feel I have cause. /Fnxn my;
Wilkes-Barrc Underscatcd
motive plant and. at Ihe Gi lE. plant investment and from the anunint oC
"Another thing t'sr 'Jie wisenheim-. did. tiot hurt' ;us.''' Btis^
t 'pwt in I '.aiia- .Ji^
a
J
ers in Time.s Sqiit-Jre to think over. during those
wefeka t
;
reasoniaWe 'iirdfit,
Rand-McNally
di.wni.sses
Wilke.s''^ considered a good .operation. .But'
Q.ol>A jhtttttA
rkl
Barre with a population of 8B.000. kMrneifeeCiaiay
IfOeS UKay,
I say an emphaltic no to the quesSo Wilkes-Barre giies down In their
to whether I'd rather have;XJtica'S
Is 3' Weeks'
notebooks as small potatoes,. Accheaper pictures at lower prices.
tually we draw on a population of
"Tne towi» has three first run
"Published proBts of the major
over 400,000. If we; didn't 'have that houses, all FaMan-owned, one second
many people in the: town ,fevery day rtm, and six .neighborhood honi'ses. [producers are tire best proof prices
four out, of five of the, stores in the All of them are doing good business. couid be towered. I'm_ satisfied with
run, and have no thought of any
downtoVi'n district would go out ot Double features are the rule here. ^
busines.s..
As it is the city is de- As one of my patrons put it this court proceiedmgs, but I foresee the;
possibiHity of one court action by; a
finitely, underseated, and there are means one picture and one. stinker.
no signs o£ new building here- And far be it from me~to disagree, downJOwn; house. '^cking tiJ improve,'
:,;'
abouts.'^,;'
"A secret of emcient operation '^,*'«"*yf*":Scranton is tied up tighter than which perhaps: some' of my Brother
mxcstbe ATA
a; drum by the Comerford combine managers may have discovered for
'I feel there is no room for anwhich also is supreme in Wilke.s- themselves is to use oldtimers wher. other ATA. r think there might l)e
,B'arre. From a citizen who justified ever possible.
I have two retired other prganizations, but not like
his insistence on remaining unnamed captains of the Schenectady Fi,re De- ATA, As a vice-president of MPTO
on the grounds of his being too partmeni: on the door of the Slate, I favor rt. I'm very disappointed
much in the know to risk identifica- and two otl^er retired firemen who with recerit Governmental decisions.
tion, an interestin? sidelight on the work as cleaners. TRcy are depend- They had good legal minds, but not
retup in Scranton was obtained^ Not able, and good workers. Somebody mmds trained in the picture busionly is Scranton deified new product, else can have the young smart Alecs ness. There is nothing new in one
its eager desire to see stage dhows with their eyes on the clock; give picture at a time, nor in divorcing
is ignored. So currently 'Scrantonians me these oldtimers who do their shorb from: features.
Anyhow; lirohave to pick their :movie:,f are from work thoroughly. Th,ey're grand."
ducers can refui;e to. .seli,: Whatever
Says Charles C. Cordon, manaiger Washington says. So salesmto
such- itertvs as "Getting Gertie's Gar- i
tfer,"; ^"Night
in Paradise," "Swing !of the Olympic, titica:
,rexhjbi>tors are exactly where they
''.This- is..a first rtm A house. Four
Parade of 1946" and "Rainbow Over
jv^je [jgf (,.,.(,/'
Texas." ObviousSy such pi'x can be years ago I increased prices, and
(More from Syracuxe, Niagara
bought cheap, and there is nobody three months ago I added 4c net to
in Scranton to;;comipel 'the. Comer- cover p.Trtially increased operating i.FdtU, Pitlsbarffh and, points in Ohio
ford
combine to offer anything [costs; Although tlTiere have been' ho rieart .weelc.)' :;
lot shorter:
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auction

my

running out of

it's
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i

already sUl!»erfluous bLuich.

nettcr Filns

Wow

the.

,

ATA

,

thfelbeingress^tt^

single feature -territory,

on

to eat

i

don't thi^nfc much of ATA. I
agree too many exhibitor organizations are pulling against each other;
is just one more added to an
"1

do resent the increased prices.. As
for double features we play them

ears.

^

Top

'

And

er have fewer and better films, if to
have thein better they had to be

and

Stainten,

uct,

.

Ttie
better,

h.

"Along with

plolesl.s!

fewer.

J.

the Astor, Readins:

to bat:
"Admi.'jsion prices have been increi>.s(>d, but the top limit has been
readied. J'he.re is not a chance of
any further rises, no matter what
liiippcn.s to the general cost of liv-

'"NaluriiJly

|

Don't Need ATA' gum

up

.

t
;

But once again let the other fellow do the talking; here comes Robert Siduian, manager of the Senate,

rjvruiy,:

[

;

.

-

our

:

'

.

vfei\y

of

^

.

.

ing.

to

own creation they've^^ pinched, and
used as their ;oWn brainchildren—in
campaigns.
This stealing:;

'

they've been sold a pup, and groan
through a .starvation business weak,
they vfriinlily acknowledge the .flp'
possibility o£ Hollywood's turning
out lOd'o winners quite as they apthe inescapable necessity
preciiitt'
of .th(? di.sirib's planting the lemons
wherever they'll take root.

Harrisbury,

show

™'

r

"^"'^
i^^^
them.
Stunts-

I

exhibs all
a tend'

other

the

do nothing

'

i

have shown

producer or distrib—knows his

tors

'

.

j

say,

important,

IVlosf

:

.

niaterial

thr line
to admit

the ex

to'

,

furnished by
is only a faint echo of
the lotif* wHiling of other days -wheTi
each «ro|.ip wMS worth less than
nothiiift at all, ir you believed what

ency

,

,

;

,

.

value to the exhib of publicity and

aloiii!

1

'/:,.,;..'

.

I

the otiier

.

is

it

taperingyoft

.;;;;';;';:

troubles have not
hurt business, but nevertheless we
liypo, every picture we play as ;»
rnatter of, pbliey.
It. makes all the
rnore absurd the howling of the dist'ributors who insist that we exhibi-

labor

,

re.Mpecl between the output of
aiiV "f the top studios.
DiiTerttiice of opinion as to the
12
this

exploitation'
the rirsl ribs

American

an

,birth, 'Talbot h,as

iu

,

,

opinion

.the,

.

''I^ocal

of admitting it was raining.
for the rest, the Fabian gag
worked effectively on everybody except the femme secretary of one of
the Fabian, Albany hduaes.
( Any
further identification e»{ this daring
miss would be obviously unfair.)
Said she'
tent

As

my

a year ago, but in

rapidly approaching
,':''.
period.

S'vcs us a right to
Also the people higfter up
^'l^'P."
howl, and; I'm howling right now.
use bad business judgment.
I'm
personally crazy about .lames Ma.son,
GwTrmtuental "Interference"
for instance. .Well, our second run
"As
for
Governmental
aidj we inhouse, the Grand, plays Universal
releaises.
So they got 'The iWan in dependents have had no assistance
seater."
Grey,' 'Madoona of the 7 Moons' and from the Government; all we've had
has
Says A. B. Binnard, manager of
been
Governmental
interference.
The 7th Veil.' They played them
Warners theatre, Reading:
...
astically.
But for the man who because Ihey had to; but it was I know nothing about this bidding
"A 14- weekvs' newspaper .strike last caters to their taste the- 100,000 wicked. Patrons of the Grand want P''°P"«^'. and nobody else does. It's
a' ™y^t*^ry as far as I can see.,
fall e.stablished one interesting fact.
people who populate. Altentowio re-; westerns lamd nothing else but So
Apart from the first week of the act the right way at the boxofflCe/ you can iimiagiiie the kind of business' Kight now the distributors are look*:
strike our business held up to war-' Incidentally, I count myself partie-: :lhose ,Einijgl!sh pictures did there.: ''''S it over; to ,see what advantage
it, but I've art
time peak levels, After the first ularly lucky this day and age in What li .Vnean ,is, I could run any '''''^J'
8^'
week patrons told me they had be- having, just had a new machine one of these houses better than they fidea they're as much in the dark as
everybody else."
are run."
come accustomed to getting along installed in' ;my projection booth-"
Says Phil Rapp, manager of the
without their home paper, and they
Says Sidr.sy L. Grossman, manSays John Gaivin manager of the
State. and Frie theatres, Schen(ectad.y,,i aijer of the Ehriwood, a Syracuse
were getting all they vvanted to knpW^ Capitol,
Wilfce&-3arre, and dean of
;:.:;..,;
and the only Fabian employee will-'i nabe:
about the current and forthcorhing: manargers
in ttie Wyoming Valley
ing to t>e quoted for publication:
attractions from our u.se of stickers area>-^
'There is plenty of product so far
Generally business has been bold- ,3.3 X am concerned, using only three
and billposting.. For some unfathom'•Business
is -so good I've worn a ing. up to wartime peaiks, but roa-,^
able reason the^worst damage was
or lour pictures a week! I definitely
i>ole in the top of my desk knocking tinees; have, fallen Off badly. Against
dione to the neighborhood bouses,
think e.xtended runs db affect the
whose ordinary use of liewspaper cm wood. It is largely accounted thi.s, night business has picked up neighborhood houses, but when busfor by th6 army of payees who enough
to
One reason iness is ?ood in the first run houses
" balance this.
«pace is of little apparent conse"V;
yesterday
were
tadsr of 57 or 18, high tor this IS almost total cessation ot
quence. But there it is— a paradox,
^
gs^neralty good-with the same
school
kids
whotse
parents
overtime
used
to
at
the
General
Electric
but a fact."
f^turj«_i„
nabea. All the' same
let 'em have a dollar a week so u ork.s tiere
and a similar state of ^j^a^^^j
there is
^^^j^g^
they could take their girl to the aftairs at the American Locomotive
Exhib Groups
a feeling here something must be
movies and buy ner a 5c bag of works, Schenectady's two main iii,
done about it.
Already;
drops
home.
cut

'

helpful

i>spi>(!i3lly

„,^,-„

A
A stick his neck out
dared

city to city.

Althbugb

eral, at a. time,

.

an

course of a 15-hour day this
tried to drag info out of the
managers of the 11 houses constituting the- Fabian chain in these

23.

Talbot, traveling in a

1947 Sunbeam-Talbot, which the
British manufacturers of that
car presented to Variety's traveling inugg (uhfil ifeeenfiy attached, to the London bureau )j
made news copy here. The mid
get car, which. does 43 miles on a
gallon, has a battery twice the
size of; the motor, is a third the
size of an Ameri-jan cair, gets lots
of attention as Talbot motors

it

was pretty much of a iemoit, but its
purpose was good in so far as it
drove home the idea of everybody's
being in the war. So when I saw
something special would have to be
done to escape a losing week I put
it
up to. the Board of Education.
School classes were dismissed, sev-

By Hayden Talbot

/Syracuse, Aug.

:'"'

Hayden

'

y.

m the
Makes News .5cribe

Talbot's Car
;

"Land of Liberty"
"As for hypoing business;,

27

I

know

!

leas than' ever what it's
Far as that goes, I've not

about.

all

would be more heard of anybody anywhere who
but only a fool would does know what it's all about, and
ideal

,

.

'

1

;

,

:

.

in Holly- this
goes /for the legislators in
for that Washington."
matter. In my opinion current picSays; W.
A.' Schafl'er,
manager
tures are not better than the prewar Ea.rle, .AHentown:
avera.iie. I came to this conclusion in
'This town has a one-^track mind.
the .service when I saw revivals of
Generally
speaking
the
thing
it paid
'Pasteur' and 'Mutiny on the Bounty,'
for yesterday it expects to get
me 5c
to naine only two.. 'They
today for the same price. So Alienpresent shoddy
a,sh!imed
of
the
town was slow to adai>t otiier cities'
product.
policy
of jacking
up admission
Prices are definitely up exorfaiprices as a reasonable accompanitaMlly.
But I do think everything
ment to the increased cost of all
oiisjht to .be on a percentage basis.
commodities.
Finally,
three months
That .way everybody gets a square
the last
deal.
Having been out of the serv- ago, I raised my prices
house in Allentowti to do so. Not a
ice, only seven months there's a lot
little lb my surprise I hiive heard nb
I
don't know about the fat war
squawks
any
from
source,,
and
bustyears, but .ttie' books -silggest busihas
remained
con.sistently
ness today is about 19% off from ness
.What it Was at the pejik; In our good. This being a first rim house I
play
double
features
only
occa\especial case grosses.are rougiily the,
same as they've been for the past 18 SidnaBy. and then only when there
monllis. but increased prices have i», -no alternative. Playing Univerdefinitely cut down total attendance. sail releases exdusiveiy I take, the
good with the not-so-good, and in
Marquee Names
the 'ioBg: ritn am satined. Quality
".\.s
for the puHiiig power ot a of their product has'- ';5teadily imtitle,,,! difl'er
from, those .who ,'be^ proved; since the warl and this Sfe'enis
lieve you can fool the public by call- to be true of all the major
produing afi onion a lily. After word, of cers.,
mouth, which is tar and away the
Material Sbsrtage
expect.
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objections to this latest increase it
is the last I intend to make,
"1 play double features generally,
good picture will go as a
but': a
;singl:e wi;thput: amy appreciable fallAs fo'r stage sho ws. ,Com cr- ing off of patronage. Utica is 65',';
United .ArtLsts' three owners are
for'd. It) years ago took a, lease on daal-fealure-fninded, but;; the '35%
now being sounded out, on, their
the Masonic Temple, only hoitse irt are the ones to whom I like to
the company's re"Kandicippcd by material shortage to'A'U with a first class sta,?e, and 'cater. When we get a good single ;etlins concerning
joining the Motion Picture Assiociawe: are making sL),:h house improve- have conttnut'd t" pay the rent leature good enough to carry over,
prez.
tion. Edward C. Raftery,
InEieriks as we crtfi.
Our booth equip- annually as an insurance against a Irequenit bcctirrence— we use a
..
,.j
.j;
;>r.
j
%
i> at
.
ment is in fir.st class shape, and, we competition, if i.s said,- Occastartally ,.econd feature' during :the .isewnd S^'.^:Z*5f''i:£«?,5S!^^'._"
and David
:.kcep ,it tip to scratch fey /ebntinuous -^tb the ,oxl:erit of two ,0!r;thre:fe tim,e.s- week.
Longest run h^e is three Pickford; Charles Chaplin
move,
favor
the
Raftex'y
Selznick
O.
''.'
'.;'.
servicing.'*
-i/"
a ,year-^the ;:combihe a,1:lo\\'s a^ :sfage„; weeks— not bad in a town of 100.C'it
p.robably will be acted,
staled,
Say.s' D.
E!.
Knorr, managei" of shbw to, play 'Scranton; .but;; this is 060. .'There; ;are^ definitely' enough
iSses.in' titicSBut"^w^r8^,ou^^
''f?'*
,°L
Boyd; Allentowii. jrd at 75' the oldest all, bur infpr'rriant;a,dded::;
boated, tentatively sohe^iuled, for
,(;xhib in!, P.enn.«yl.v'a»«t3';';
A3 in. ScraKlon,. 5fli:«rT Hihghanvton. driye-in th^tres are .huildihg, and
'
.'
more are planned.
i
"When I .say bijsinpss' i.s tops it Here agam the -towtV is sewed up
directors;
Ne.'it conclave of;
Improving Quality
'/itight to
Ban s^mo thing .hircaose tight: by Cbraei-fdi'd. Attempts' to
the following da.v, Sept. 11, and
'"We have never had; fenO.ugh good a vote on UA's' return to the'ftld
I've been
in
the 'bti.si'iie^ .fbr ,3.!5. intei'view managers of the. several
years.
What Qut,si.dbrs
whether downtown theatres were unsuccess- pictures. In the course of a year will be put on the agenda it the.
or. dii'tribiitnrs
seem, ful, each one referring the fact-finder :we gelbetween 25 and 30 really good
pradiiter^
board gives the word, according
to riarry Spiegel, general rtiana,ger ljicUircs, but gelierally speaking the ic,. an MP.'V spokesman.
t'fiable to. grasp is the all important
With Evieis
overwhel- fox Comerford. Trouble—in the three tiuality of the product is improv- Johnston,;
prez, anxious to get
[act tills community
is more
Thre;
than, offset au companies into the A.ssOciation,
Although I U.se towns namedr-wa.>-i nobody seemed :,ing.
iringly German.
taken as a foregone conclusion
Paramount, Fox; n>^d United; Artists to know wherfe iSAr Spiegel coLild be by the trend towards exorbitant it
prices. Up to the present we've been
that a request from l/A would be
product 1 find it difficult to get contacted.
submitted
What the name Comerford is to ;,sati.sned, and have been able to,; acted upon favorably.
enough; of the kind of pictures
.
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campaign of all, the only
know to line 'em up at the
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better, aceor<iiiig to this iitformaQt.
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UA MULLS REJOINING
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Comerford's Insurance
Vs. Scranton Roadshows

i

MOTION PICTURE ASS'N
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UA
offer the CBstomers
they know and like.
ridicuipus to waste
tune in debating the point. Moviegoeivs come in, or stay out because
they like or don't like the namies on
tile marquee.
It's been true since
;,the ,daj's .Qf Lillian Gish ar.rt Theda
Bars, and it Is true today.
"I think ATA fThe American 'Them
atres A.s,s'n) is the most significant
orijanization in the trade today. It
.IS
definitely well led. Therefore: I
UA
see no reason for any other organic
nation supplanting or working' along
MPA
parallel Ijhes with it. I don't think
Government .so-called aid has helped
u
the independent exhibitor. In the
Old days I felt there
my
UA
was great promake a reasonable profit. But now notice of re.<rgnrttion in March. 1945,
jection [or the exhibitor in block ;pptrons go /fbr,
All lhe,y want. Ls* Northeaslcrn Penn.sylvania the name
"ookins. And this prolocHon does comedies and nuL-^'cats. Frotii any- Fabian is to Albany, Troy and- grosses have definitely hit the top, la„d officially left the Association
not exi.st today. Actually Govern- thing else they "stay away e'nthusi- Sehcneclady.
ijept, 21, 1D4.5.
In pouring rain and jBusuiess now is about the same as
.boxbll'ice
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one house, the Dunlap at
Whitney. Houses include the Dunlap
Dunlap at Whitney, and
Victory in Leonard.

terest in

Down 5

Big Rain Shuts

Pix Houses In

Decks Geared for Mpls. Merger

here, the

Mo. and 01; Other Exchange Items

F'WC

Extends Leases on 3 Spots
Los Angeles.
Leases were extended on three

Of 2 Big Indie Buy-Book Combos

.

California film houses by Fox 'West
+'
St., Louis.
Coast and its affiliate. Principal Thestorm in 109 years in
the title of "20-Year Exhibitor" by atres. Renewals were Obispo theathis area last week suspended the Metj'O when tlie company celebrated tre, San Luis Obispo, 15 years; State
picture
houses
in its 20lh anni in 1944 and received a «ieatre, Watsonville, 10 years; andopc'i at ion of four
BpUeville, 111., 14 miles from here, week's trip to the Coast at M-G's ex- Banning theatre, Banning, 10 years.
Perry, Mo. The Belleville pense.
one

•

WiJi si i'ain

Oceanside,

:

Calif.,

m

aiui

Burns; Be Closed 3 Mos.

'

,

.

ItA's Ballyhoocrs Convene
United Artists is calling in its entire field staff of exploiteers for

huddles this week and' next with
and operated by Fox Midwest Cir- exploitation chief Mori Krushen.
Ritz, operated Discussions are 6£ a general nature.
c-Liil. and the Rex and
Fir.st arrivals this week were Phil
py Bioomor Amus. Go.
watex's in this, section o£
Valley cut into biz at
theatres in small towns s;nce

New

Bernstein's

hoiHe.s were dark from Thursday
mitii Saturday (17) when elecIrlcity waij curtailed by flooding ol'
the Illinois Power Co.'s plant. They
are the Illinois and Lincoln, owned

.

Enscl. .Boston; Ed Bellew, St. Louis;
,:
and Ben Hill, Atlanta.

The high

-

Berth

Los Angeles, Aug. 27.
Fire shuttered the. 'Paloma.v theOceanside, once the haunt ol
the Mariries stationed at Camp Pendleton.'
It.s operator, Fred Siegel, who also
operates the Maego in that town,
figures it
will t&ke, abc)Ut three
itiohths to repair the damage.

Toronto.

,

Jack Bernstein, formerly chief
booker for RKO here, named sales;nian, replacing.Murray Devaney, who
recently was made Winnipeg branch
manager.
Izzy Goldstein, assistant
booker, moved up to chief booker to
till Bernstein's former spot.

Minneapolis, Aug. ,27.
The decks are practically cleared
merger of two of the territory'.^
biggest buying and. booking group,?,
here. Theatre Associates and Independent Theatres Assn,, various differences having just about been
ironed out.
Bennie Berger, presiv;'
dent of North Central Allied, independent exhibitors' organization,
has been Using its good offices to
bring the union about.; Berger's,
large theatre circuit is a member
of Tlveatre A.ssociatcs.
.

for a

House

'

atre,

,

,

Purpose of the merger avowedlyis to create more buying power anif
Jules WieiU's Post
first of a numher^ of ex-,
greater influence generally. It may
Firr Empties Chi Grind
pansion moves, Jules B. Weill has
be the foreruni'ier of a move to"
Chicago. Aug. 27.
been named as.-special sales, rep for
Fire
in
an adjoining .building bring the tei-ritory>' other three
Prestige Pictures, unit distributing
buying and booking, combines, into
J.
Arthur Rank pix through Uni- forced 150 patrons of the Loop Latheatre, an all-night house, to a central body for concerted and
versal.
Additional: sales and ex- Salle
ploitation personnel will be added head for the street early Wednesday united action, the industry here bC"
All
five . combines have
by Prestige in the near future, an (21 ) morning when flames threat- lieves.
sprung up during the past year,
official said.
ened the theatre building.
-WeiU vacates a post with. United
Distributors here are worried foif
The Di^trib's 0cli!rlit
Mario Oliva, theatre manager,
Tri-Statc in Clearance Suit
World Pictures to: fill in at his new evacuated the payees without inci- fear the combines tnay attain- suf.Apropos of .'the recognized need
Dallas;
spot. He stepped off yesterday
sales
for tlu^ 'return qf exhibs to oldtime
dictate
strengtli
to
A Federal court case is. being pre- for a swing through the, south. (27) dent. Fire was quickly brought un- ficient
methods of showmanship and ballyder control with no damage to the policies and. deals.
pared here by R. B. McLendon, gen'
iioo, Si Seadler, Metro exploitation
r
hoiJse.
eral nlanager of Tri-States, Theatres,
chief, is currently singing the praises
Al Herman's PRC Spot
against
Paramount
and
ask:M-G-M
A.
Midelburg,
owner
and
(iliarles
ol'
Al Herman has been tapped for
'STORY'
MORRIS
operator of the Gapitol, Charleston. ing 45 days' clearance for his Casa the post of New
England district
Linda theatre in Dallas. McLendon
Siegel Steers 'Night'
Hollywood, Aug. 27, /
jiust
returned from Washington,- manager for PRC. New sales exec,
Hollywood, Aug. 27,
Chester Morris is breaking away
Seems that Metro took a. two-page where he studied recent high court formerly district manager for Universal, will make his h.q. in Boston.
Second chore for Don Siegel un- fi-om his ''Boston Blackie" character
spread in the Aug. 7 issue of Vauiety, decisions in film clearance matters.
featuring a fpyest pf trees with each
der his director contract at .Warners at Columbia to star in one picture,
Uii(5erwood & Ezell add the Capione bearing the name of a top M-G ta n, a 1.400-seater, to their 14-house
will be "Night Unto Night," slated "Inside Story,
Fraser Heads PRC Publicity
on the same lot.
Entire ad was titled "M-G-M chain this, month.
lihn.
George Fraser upped to publicity for early fall filming.
*
Oscar H. Ray
The Morris contract calls, for exones."
Midelbtirg is. manager;:
raises the big
managership of PRC. His departFormerly a shorts director, Seigel clusive starring in the "Blackie"
wanted to use the same idea for a
Griffith Amu.se, Co. rtarted cpn- ment has added Belle Kanter as fea- recently completed "The Verdict" as seties; His one-picture chore starts
lobby display but found that Metro
structipn at Stinnett on their hew ture writer and is due for further his first full-size job.
Sept. 10.
had neglected to plug "Courage of
1.250-seat theatre, to be, known as expansion under hiked production
Lassie" in the ad. He had his artist
the Morley when 'completed. House plans. Flack formerly, was foreign
paint the extra tree in, consequently;
publicity and ad director of Paraand sent a copy of the display to will be first-ruin ttieafre.
mount. He also served stints with
A $50,000 building permit issued 20th-Fox, Columbia and RKO.
Seailler, with the notation that "A
here by the Port Arthur city, counhpw tree grew in Charleston."
Exhib. incidentally, was awarded cil to Charles ..Bi'entj Dallas theatre
owner, .for 'a theatre in that city.
It will be a 1,500-seat house, Btent
Gets Extra 10
In
is a.ssociated with Phil Isley in the
Specializing. operation of theatres in Dallas and
Wtiicli to
in Re/reshtnent V Central Texas. Understood that Isley
is not asspftiated.. w,ith,:Btcnt in the.
Fihn
Classics was granted a lb'Concessions for I. new-yentur^i
day extension in N. Y. federal court
L. B. Crow' has .sold half infereist Friday (23) by Judge John Bright
bR»VE-IN THEATREy
in his three theatres at' Midlothian to
answer the complaint of conto his brother -Leroy. superintendent
Inc
spiracy and fraudulent action, locked
for Wool worth Co.. in New Orleans.
jUR$t SLOG
Forrest Dunlap retains a half in- against the company by Hal Roach.
In his complaint, Roach charged FC
and. Edward J' Peskay, former easterii rep of Roach Productions, with a
conspiracy to defraud him of income
while he was in the Army. Roach
charged that Peskay.made $55,000 on
the deal in which reissue rights to
his pix were signed over to FC. He
Till the
of

Mississippi

many

.

:

.

:

.-

|

Chi

Drive-In
Chicago.
Ne,W; l.OQO-car Drive-In theatre, is
skedded to open in Chi in September. Outdoor filmery cost $300,000
iho IVIcLoan in McLean.sboro, 111.,
and vyull feature a screen five times
wer.^ struck by lightning but conthe normal size. House is operated
timi.'d operation.
by Trying .Gandall and Prank Fink.

flood conditions prevented customers
li oin reaching the houses.
/
Dui-irig the first storm last Aug, l.'i
the Orpheum, Jerseyville, 111., and

$.500,000
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FC

PICTURE

Days

Now

Answer Roach

i

YOUR

IS

Sedi AGENJl

,

|

,

|

SPORTSERVICE,

An

WHEN

New

York Iheafres

End

Time

K.K.O. Radio Pictur* Starring

Dorothy

,

MADISON

and

CARV.

/ALEXIS

GRANT SMITH

Guy

,

McGUIRE

KUBKRT MITCHTJM

HIM, WILOAMS
RIVOLI, B'woy and 49th St.

-and
McQUIRE

U>or6tl
orothy

Robart YOUNi
OUN^

•

VCI
CLAUDIA and DAVID
Dy
A loth C*ntur/-F6x Hctun

tm ON

STACr^ VIVIAN BLAINE,
ROUV ROLLS
Extra/ JERRY COLONNA

/

ROXY

r
INTECHNICOLOR^I
MONTY WOOLLEY-GINNY SIMMS
JANE

WYVAN

.

tvt

mm

carlos oAMtRti

•

DONALD WOODS <nil MARY MARTIN
OlrMUitU MICHAEL CURTIZvPnxtiicM
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ • Dancts cctatad inil <tag«0

»
<>i

IcROY PRINi

III
"

Ilul

Person

In

Iturbftra

STANWYCK

DICK STABILE

Van HEVLIN

And Hi*

SCOTT

r.lrabxth

.Production

BWAYatSl-,!

WAR^4ERS'

CONDITIONED

HOLLYWOOD

I0;30 A

OPENS

M

«

CONTINUOUS

•

in

Warner

Broa. Hit

"THE BIG SLEEP"
^

.

DANNY KAYE

.

..IN.

rKRSON.

.,

BOB CROSBY
igxtm

THE

AttrnHloo

A<ld«(1

TOWN

CRIERS

Alr-Con41tloned

STRAND, B'way at 47th
Omu

UMAM.

,

cmn •'wp/

A

IS

PHOTOGRAPH

BY

RECOGNIZED AS

chief.

HOLLYWOOD'S
to Reissue 11

Roach Pix

Films, closed a deal foi: reissue of
14 Hal Roach productions, formerly
released
through United Artists.
Group will be reissued in Europe as
well as the U. S.
Pictures
are
"Captain
Fury,"
"There Goes
Heart," "Captain
Caution," "Topper Takes a Trip,"
"Topper Returns," "The Housekeeper's Daughter," "A Chump at
Oxford," "One Million B. C," "Saps
at Sea," "Road Show," "Turnabout^"
"Broadway Limited," "Of Mice and
Men" and "Zenobia."

My

and HIi OrehMtra

.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED

Hollywood, Aug. 27.
chief of Favorite

LAUREN BAC ALL

TI^H^fl Bfiniirp

HOLLYWOOD

Moe Kerman,

HUMPHREY BOGART

20TH & FINAL WEEK

Dojr*

FC

Kerman

PAULA KELLY

THE
ACROMANIACa
Extra
BUDDY LESTER

NT

rent

lATE fILM 11:30 P

with

'Tht Strang*
Lov« of
Martha Ivart'
A Paramount Picture
Cool
IMKAMMI

Orehestra

THE
MODERNAIRES

WhIIU'

asked for Peskay to turn this money
Over to him and for the contract
with FC to be rescinded. Peskay
has not yet been served with a copy
of the complaint.
FC,
according to
its
counsel,
claimed that the transaction alleged by Roach occurred three years
ago, at a time when th« present
stockholders and management of
the company were not connected
with it, Company needs the 10-day
extension, counsel argued^ in order
to question former FC. execs now
either jn N. Y. or on the Coast
George Hirliman, present prexy of
International, .Theatrical &
Television, 'headed up FC at the time the
deal was made with Peskay, Eddie
Alperson, 20th-Fox producer,, is cur-

IN

St.

ol

AST0R.4£lh.SU

RADIO CITY

Fred Allen to M.C.

MUSIC HALL

"NOTORIOUS"

Dinner to N.W. Variety
Minneapolis, Aug. 27.

Starring
and Ingrid Btrgman
Sptetaciilar St«g« ProdacHom

Cory

Grant

I

SCBBBN

ON

'Tliiirii.,

Nt N.

X

Kiirl

Auk. 20
ahowlnii

CiirroH

'SkdchbOok'

IN PKItSON

DOLORES

GRAY
LEE DAVIS

C'oiiHtnnro

MOOHK
n-illlnin

MAKSIIAIX

Extra!
Mario & Horio

Fred Allen will emcee a dinner
tho University of Minnesota will
tender the Northwest Variety Club
here Sept. 23 in recognition of the
club's achievement, in raising more
than $250,000 for the construction and
equipment of a heart hospital on
the university's campus. The hospital is the club's Drlnolpal philan,

PALACE
Edward
Lorotta

B WAY 8.
47th St.

ROBINSON

0.

YOUNG

Orion

WELU*

"THE STRANGER"
An

Pictur*
thru ^

Inf,ern,T,tl6fial

Kt^leuseO

RKO RAPIO

glCXtlJBBS

_____

thropy.

One of the honor guests will be
Bob O'Donnell, national chief barker
of Variety dub.

6633 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIPOXNIA

TELEPHONE
HILLSIDE

08U

•

;

RADIO

so

Wedneeday, AugUBt 28, 1946

AFRA Canfab Votes Stiff Campaign
For

New

Pact, Vs.

Aud

Dept. of Justice Watches Petrillo

Case as

Featuring;

Hollywood, Aug.

seeldng a 35

mercials; on

'.'c.

Washington, Aug.

Premieres
(AkS: 28-Sept, 6)

Bud

day

erstwhile

:antl :natipnal

Coast

Saddle

Walter Winchell, commentary,

&

Parsons,

Louclla

commentary

by one vote over Virginia
Payne, prexy of the Chicago, local
and union worker, who,:V'a new oh.spot ruling, automatically assumes
the important first vice president

WJZ-ABC;

days;

&

nen

Fidler,
commentary;
p.m., Sundftys; WJZ-

ABC; Carter

post.

Products; Small

Edeitr .Bergen, variety;

8-8:30

Sept. 3.
variety, with Victor
Mills orch; 8:30-8:55 p.m., Tues-

York

day;

group

,

Otber Veepees
Other veepees. In addition to Miss
Payne, are Lu Tobin of San Francisco; Sinatra; Minerva Pious and
Y.
Clayton (Bud) Golly er, of
Veepee nominees defeated were;
Robert Donely and Lawrence Tibbett,
N. Y.; Karlton Kadell and
John Brown, L. A.; Nellie Booth, St.
Louis.

beat Luis
recording
Ben Grauer, N. Y., beat

Bill Metzger, Cincinnati,
Van Rooten, N. Y., for

secretary.
Norman Field, L. A., for treasurer.
Despite greater; membej^hlp here,
3,000 to 2,500, the New York delegatfon had the greatest numerical
vote based on census of last conclave:
.

.:

WABC-CBS;

olive Peet;

Ted

Colgate-Palm-

Bates.

"Hollywood Player^," drama;
9:30-10 p.m., Tuesdays, Cresta
Blanca Wine, B,B,D&0.
"Phillip Morris Show," variety,
with Rudy Vallee; 8-8:30 p.m.,
Tuesdays: WEAF-NBC; Phillip
Morris; Biow.
Henry Morg^an, variety, with

'

Bernard

Green orch; 8:30-9
p.m., Tuesdays; WJZ-ABC;' sustaining.
Sept. h.

Family," comedy
drama, with Efera Stone; 8-8:30
p.ra., Thursdays; WEAF - NBC;
General Poods; Young & Rubi"Aldrich

cam.
Burns & Allen, variety; 8:30-9
p.m., Thursdays; WEAF - NBC;
Maxwell House Coffee; Benton
& Bowleg.
Sept. 6
Brltc, comedy;

Fannie
7:30-8
p,m., Fridays; WABC-CBS; General Foods; Youft;; if Rutoicam.

Paul Porter In

Nets and transcriptions will be
notified Sept. 1 of the union's intention to renegotiate codes, in accordance with the 60-day notice clause.
Washington, Aug. 27.
Contract will also contain cost of livFormer FCC Chairman Paul A.
ing clause, with the union refusing to
settle the national deal until in- Porter is sidestepping all queries
equity in Coast regionals is. erased. about his personal plans for the fualso will attempt protecting ture, but insiders believe it signifiprofessionals against the plethora of cant Kfe has not denied publicily the
possibility of his return to FCC.
audience participating shows, in
However, best informed opinion here
sisting that lay persons performing
is that the
chief wants to pull
get actor pay and/or join AFRA.
out of
definitely this year but
Expansion Plans
his not decided where the next stop
They believe it unlikely
tentative flexible plan for ex- will be.
pansion was set, with the. National that Porter will return to FCC exoffice bearing the costs out of an cept as a "jumping oft" point for
announced cash surplus in the some other government or industi-y

Return to FCC?

AFRA

CPA
CPA

A

treasury of $164,886 to be used for post.
organization, negotiations and exQueried about a fast-growing
pansion. Instead of the costly and rumor that he might desert OPA on
ineflficient
field
rep system, the or around Oct, 1; the former FCC
union will strengthen existing locals head commented airily that he saw
and radiate out, with locals assum- no prospect .now of winding OPA
ing .jurisdiction and responsibility affairs up by that time.
He rewhere adjacent towns of four or fused to elaborate beyond that point.
more stations. The new code is
Porter's Original commitment, to
likely* to contain supporting provi- the White House, it was understood,
sions
abet
organizing
to
where was to remain at OPA until after
the fall elections. It is speculated
there is none now;
The imion now has 24,000 mem- that he may pull out of the agency
bers, probably the largest talent shortly thereafter with chances less
group in show biz; 35 locals; 124 than even that he will retrace his
steps to FCC.
stations of the country's 1,000
outlets.
Porter has already turned down
AFRA is taking the stand that it offers; from a film outfit and large
alone is qualified by virtue of ex- comnnmications company to i-epreperience, to deal with broadcasters sent them .as counsel in Washington.
and televisors. The Four A's will be He has also toyed with the idea of
asked to set up a joint committee to going into the law practicewith felarrive at video scales, etc:; and low Kentuckians Wilson. Wyatt,, U.S/
AFRA will actually negotiate for Housing Administrator, and E. Pr itall.
Video work permitted those chard, general counsel for the Demoholding paid up cards in any talent cratic National Committee,- it was
understood.
guild, with AFRA watchdogging.

AM

-

'

The expected insurgence of a nonworking faction failed to come off,
as did a plan to set up a public relations setup.

Robinson

Meyerhoff
Chicago, Aug. 27.
Kenneth L. Robinson, Chi radio
scripter and former NBC continuity
editor, has been named radio director of the Arthur MeyerhofF agency
replacing the late Nelson 'Shawn.
to

Expect Record' NAB Turnout
Washington, Aug. 27.

NAB is expecting a record breaking registration for its annual convention in Chicago, Oct. 21-24.
It
will be the. first fiillscalei convention

since 1942.

NAB

here expect nearly
2,000 to .show up for the sessions,
on the basis, of the- 500 advance
registrations already received.
officials

AFM

as deadline came for kick.'!, the FCC
got briefs from tlie American Federation of Musicians, NBC and CBS
objecting to the proposition. PetrilIp's brief warned that the relaxation
would lead to ''fraudulent practices"
on the part of stations who would
lead listeners, to think tliey were

hearing live talent. CBS, in

efleet,

sn'ppbrfed that .cohtention, altliough

decides in favor of the Govcrnmciit,;
WoU's office would ask for an imniediate; jury or bench trial, with
Petrillo's attorneys favoring the lat:

Should Petrillo be .succe^isful
having the Lea Act declared tin-.
con.stitutional by Labuy, tlie Governinent would appeal directly to
ter.

in

Supreme Court.

the

Petrillo would not be able to appeal directly to high,; court if- Labuy

decided against him, but would ha\ e
to go to the U. S, Court of Appeals.
A decision by the latter court, cither

language was nul^der.
way, would force the case to the
Others in the industry who op- Suprame Court for final decision.
posed tlie rule were ,KFI, Los AnConnor said that, in either case,
geles, and Bamberger Broadcasting he didn't expect the litigation to
Co. Commission is yet! to hear oral come before the Supreme Court bparguments on the proposed rule, and lore the early part of 1947.
Attorneys for Petrillo filed a brief
it's believed now tlie relaxation has
a slini/chanoe of being implemented in support of their motion that the
in view of the united front between Lea Act was unconstitutional after
the Government had filed a criminal,
What looked like a mere ballyhoo two major nets and the AFM.
information against Petrillo when he
for a radio show has turned into a
called a strike at WAAF here, May
major public service contribution,
28, because the station rcfu.sed to
and Greek War Relief is richer by
hire: three more, record librarian.s.
at least $100,000 through a tiein with
the Borden-sponsored "County Fair"
Maddy Wants Woll Out

Greek Aid Contrib

Mel Blanc,

attempted

politicking
deals, but L. A. and Chi^ sticking together, won out, despite Gdtham's
hefty vote. First voting resulted in
a tie. Carpenter won in a run-off
via the vote of Lurene Tuttle, who
switched allegianoe following an
error of her proxy when she appeared for the second take,

- NBC;
Standard
Walter Thompson.

J.

.stick against .lames
president,
is
the fact that the Go\'-

,

WEAF

pm.,

Brands;

iii

TountyFairVlOOG

&

Seiffer,

Carpenter was a dark horse, not
in the picture until Edward Arnold
and Frank Sinatra declined, and
Dick Powell ahd. other alternates
were deemed unsuited. The New

case

its

Petrillo,

evidenced

its

Len-

'

Mitchell.,'

Jimmy
9:30-9:45

Jergens;

DENVER.

KLZ,

with guests; 9:15-9:30 p.m., Sun-

won

Rhythm

Rookin'

"Shorty,"
nation's
loading designer oC professional western music, with Sue and Sully are featured
five afternoons a week on the "New
Shorty Thompson Hliow."

9-9:15 p.m., Sundays; WJZ-ABC;
Mitchell.
Jergeiis; Lennen

local

board member,

NAB's board of directors, meeting
Colorado couple of weeks ago,
approved the idea. In toda.v's mail,

'SHORTY' THOMPSOI^

International

Silver; Young &' Rubicam.
.Tean Sablon, songs, with Paul
Baron orch; 5:30-5:45 p.ni,, Sundays; WABC-CBS; sustaining.

rate.

Carpenter,

prexy

WEAF-NBC;

;

:

in

Sept. 1.
'.\dvcntm'es of Ozzie and Harriet' variety, 9:30-10 p.m., Sun-

,

27.

tiansciiptions.

Colgate-Palmolive

Ted Bates.

Peet;

regionals require a trans-continental

pay

'

WEAF-NBC;

overall

in a new
tiated after, Oct. 31;
vision talent jurisdiction; on organizing acting on' records and on
pay disparity of
eliminatiolr of
Coast regionals with the east where
,

Dant

others;

to

;

August 31
with
variety,
Mel Blaiic,
orch,
10-10:30 p^m., Saturdays;
Canova,

.Imly

be negocode
on securing tele-

pay hike

C.

For a change. James C. Petrillo is ernment's brief will be submitted to
on the Same side ot the fence toda.v. the Dept. of Justice for review beon a' radio issue, with NBC and fore it is presented in U. S. district
CBS, while tlie NAB is on tlie other court here Sept. 19.
side. Phenomenon occurred in conWilliam J. Connor, a.ssi.stant to j;
nection witli the FCC's proposed Walter Woll, U. S. attorney here,
rule to lelax identification tags for says that if Judge Walter J. Labuy

of

Lawrence Tibbett.
The convention set AFRAs sights
on bringing transcription and sustaining pay rates- to par with com-

make

to

AFM-NetLove

.

27.

Ra^
dio Artists closed its eighth convention here Sunday after three days
and nights, with the election of Ken
Carpenter as new prexy, replacing

Starts Rolling in Chi
Chicago, Aug. 2?!
Kagerness of the U. S. Govcrinnent

Ken Carpenter New Prexy by 1 Vote
The American Federation

It

Clients Reshuffle

program on CBS.
"Fair" had gone through a series
of high-pressure publicity campaigns
in the last season, one of them being
a "punching bag" gimmick that gave
Daytime, as well as nightliiue
the show an excuse for originations shows, are gstting « general reshuffrom various places around the coun- fling these days, with sponsors
try. When "Fair" announced recent- switching networks in jockeying for
ly that Borden's was shipping three better positions. Newest moves incows to the starving people of volve Prudential's Jack Berch show,
Greece, it appeared to be just an- currently heard on ABG, and Carnaother of the show's usual stunts.
tion Milk's "Lone Journey" strip,

Daytime Shows

It turned out, however, that the
shipment of cows to Greece had a

The move was

serious purpose.

tied

with a highly reputable social
welfare group^ Greelc War Relief.
This outfit, in collaboration with the
American Farm School at Salonica,
Greece, has been conducting a "give
an animal" campaiRn in an effort to
provide Greek farmers and villagers
with mules, cows and goats slaughtered by the Nazis during the occuin

pation.

The three cows

.'ihipped

by Bor-

den's to Greece were given to the
farm -school. In nddition, however,
listeners all over the U. S. have sent
in %f) and .$10 contributions to help
the "give an animal" drive, although
no funds were solicited on "Fair."
Phil Jason, program director of

WTAG,

Worcester, received a total
of $2,025 after the first of four Boikden shows tied in with the relief
theme.

Greek War Relict

last

week

sent

out 175,000 brochures to li.steners and
organizations all over the country,
urging listening to the "Fair" show.
Last of the relief tiein programs
will be aired next Saturday (31)^

heard on NBC.
Prudential is moving out of the
4 p.m. ABC period and into the 10
a.m. segment on NBC, preferring it
to the afternoon time. CBS offered
Prudential the 10:45 a.m. niche, but
outfit rejected it in favor ot NBC.
Berch goes into the slot being

vacated

by

Sandra

and

Pder

Michael's ".lourney," with Carnation
Milk switching it over to CBS in
the 2:30 p.m. time starting Sept. 30.
That's the period held down last
season by Procter tSi Gamble's "Rose-

mary," which
at 11:30

CBS

is

prexy, for alleged violation of

Mich.
In a telegram to Attorney Gener-

Clark, Maddy pointed out that
Woll, who is U. S. attorney here,
was the son of Matthew Woll, .veepee of the AFL, and said; "It .seems
odd that the Federal governmer.t, in
prosecuting
Petrillo,
C.
.should ch(^ose for its representative
the son of a vice president of the
AFL when the person being prosecuted is also a, vice president of the
AFL." tPetrillo's office here potnied
out that Maddy was mistaken in
calling Petrillo a veepee ot the federation, and that Joseph N. Weber,
former
prexy, was the union's
al

James

AFM

AFL

rep.).

Maddy continued by

Now

fought four years for enactment of
the Lea bill, I request the removal
of J. Albert

Program, Net

Biow agency and Schick Kaxor are
reported doing a burn over refusal of
CBS to accept the "Lights Out"
package as a replacement for the
Schick "Tonight on Broadway" Monday night musical show. CBS told

Woll as Petrillo's prosecutor and the substitution of an impartial

prosecutor

To Whirl on ABC With
Silent

ABC

FCC

Blessings

network, alter making over-

to the FCC and apparently
satisfied that it wasn't going out
on a limb, has bought the ''Pot o'
Gold'' show: which .Turns will sponsor in the Thursday night 9; 30 to
10 segment starting Oct. 3. Program
came under scrutiny of the commission when it was la-st heard on
the air, also for Turns, on NBC. In
tures

its

ABC

slot,

it

be bracketed

will

KELLOGG REVAMPING

PROGRAM ROSTER

agency and spon.sor it was no dice;
ITS
are enough horror-suspense
Kellogg products is revamping Ms
shows on the web as it is. As result,
radio schedule, with the possibility
Schick outfit, wlio.s-e desire to spot a
that one of its three present shows
permanent show has cued multiple
on the air may be chucked, to be
headaches, is starting from scratch in
replaced by at least one other or
quest of a property.
Schick has
maybe two new onesi
purcha.$ed the Friday 8 to 8:30 segKellogg now sponsors "Breakfast
ment on ABC and has an option on
"Fat Man" which may move into the
Also under consideration are
"Lights" and an audience participatime.

tion show,

While Schick doesn't mind the
10:30. Monday CBS slot, following as
it
does tlie top-rated "Lux Radio
Theatre" and "Screen Guild Players," outfit has been squawking dver
the fact that it has only an eastern,
hooitijp.

Meanwhile Evelyn ,Knight

tt'ith ^''Tbwh
Meeting of the Air,"
has been set to replace .lane Froman
which occupies the preceding hour.
on "Broadwa\, ]„!ter bowing out.
Peter Donald will emcee the cash
giveaway r Via - telephone show.
Harry Salter gets the orch assignment,
Waring Show Sold Out
although
originally
Dick
Stabile had been mtintioned. Jimmy
The Fred Waring morning show
Carroll and Vera Holly have been on NBC is
now sold out cfosR-thepacted as vocalists. As set up, it's board and NBC prexy
Niles Trama $7,000 package, plu.<!, of course, the .mell's. long insifctence
that "it can
$1,000 cash giveaway weekly— if the and will be done" has
finalJy paid
1

,

'

;

in

Hollywood" and "Home Edition,"

ABC net, with
"Superman"
on
Both
Mutual.
"Breakfast" and "Superman" are
scheduled to stay on as is.
New
plans, however, contemplate drop*
ping "Home Edition."

biick-to-back on the

Kenyon & Eckhardt, iigency on
the Kellogg shows, is reportedly
looking for two packages, one lo replace "Home Edition" and one to
add a jourth show'td the food bankroller's roster. One of the shows auditioned by
is tied to a Hollywood motif, but no. definite decision

K&E

lias

been made

,

party answers, the phone.:
Roche, Williams and Cleary
agency.

FCC

off.
is

the

Ain't Talking
Wa.shington, Atig. 27.
ABC's good luck in landing "Pot
0' Gold" is tempered by fact that
Acting FCC Chairman Charles R.
CGontiiiHod on page 42)'

AFL

without

connections."

there

Tot' Roulette Ready

saying: "This

no

reflection on the personal integrity of Mr. Woll: But in all fairness to the American public, which
demands justice in trials, and oh behalf of the school children who have

lights' Nix Burns

New

ilie

at Interlochen,

is

Schick Razor Which

27.

Lea act, was demanded Friday i23>
by Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, musical director of tlie National Music cami>

now heard on CBS

a.m.

Seeks

Chicago, Auu'.

Removal of J. Albert Woll as
of James C. Petrillo,
American Federation of Musicians
prosecutor

The Florida Citrus Assn.

is

pick-

ing up the tab for three shows
'a
week. Other two niornings have been
sponsored for several month.? by

American

show is
summer

Meat Institute. Wai'ing
also .sibbing during the
for .Johniion Wax in the

Fibber McGee
on NBC.

&

Molly Tuesday

.slot

illy

yet.

Rose

to

ABC?

Impressed by the iinpact of Billy
Rose's "Pitching Horseshoes" "advertorial" which is planned for national syndication as a column, ABC
execs are mulling the idea ot spotting Rose as a new network per,

sonality..

:

Web veepee Bob Kintncr plans
huddling, with Rose this week with
an eye toward building a 15-niinute
coast-to-coast

commentary show

him along the same
column.

lines

as

for
his

'

;

;

:
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WINTER ADULTS-SUMMER SAPS?
FM s Big Bust a Bane to B'casters

Twice as Much for a Nickel Too
&

Colwellj -which has
New agency of Sullivan, Staufter. Bayles
jliagged $5,200,000 worth of billings since starting July 1, has done it
without a telephone.
This week, firm added another veepee, William Spire, former account executive for Huthrauff & Ryan, where he handled Lucky
Strike and Pall Mall cigs. a'om Slateis of WOR, nioves into the
R R post). Spire will, be on the plans board for SSC&B, as he was
R. But the big concern in the offlce was not a new exec,
for R
a "telephone.
Outfit has two telephones, tied with switchboards of friendly firms,
but no phone of its own as yet. Veepees trip over each other to usb
Secretaries keep bags of nickels handy, and one
the two phones.
veepee spends a third of his time in the luncheonette telephone booth,

Who Blame Everybody

GIAHR
Radioites

&

who

cling

the con-

to

But Maybe There

"if you give the public
shows that are worth listening to

tention that

&

they'll

listen,

.and

that

goes

more coming

,i

10 floors below.

Kay

to

fHr.

Oct.

2

to the conclusion that

the development of

up

Kyser's "Kollege of Musical

Knowledge" Wednesday night Colgate show on NBC cuts down from a

pessimistic outlook

is

that the top rated show
four networks for the midsumr^ier semester fared no better
fjact

all

full

Their

directed

is

.

building

snafu.

They

channels.

three

FM

.

grand

one

into

put

into

equal,

hour to. 30 minutes, starting
2.
Kyser goes into the 10:30 blame on the brcadcasters them-'
segment, with Frank Morgan's selves, the manufacturers, and tlje
Ljicky Strike comedy program mov- FCC.
Take the average broadcaster, the.
than a 10.8 rating, with a dozen iti ing into the 10 to 10:30 slot.
Morgan show has been subbing guy who's getting, along nicely with
ihe Top 15 lucky to snare a 7 or
for Jack Benny in the Sunday at 7 his 250-watt operation, they say,
an 8j is given as conclusive evidence period.
When you scratch the surface, you'll
that the public, fed up- with sumfind that he!s resentful of ;the inmertime mediocrity, is exercising its

The

on

MPPA Down for 50G from Crosby's

Kay Kyser

a Ray of Hope

Industry observers are more and

4-

tor

sweltering mid-August as well as for
mid - December,"' point to the
Hooperatings released last Week." in
support of their claim.'

Is

in the Act;

Oct.

to 1 1

;

.

I

Show, but Philco May Fight Fee
With the new Bing Crosby tran-t'
scribed show for Philco pouring an
additional $50,000 a year into its
coffers, the Music Publishers Pro-

Kreml Buys 'Sherlock'
"Sherlock Holmes," one of Mutual
network's top rating mystery shows,
has been bought by R. B. Semler
(Kreml) "Sherlock" was last spon^
sored by Petri Wine, which decided
to continue permanently with the
lower - budgeted "Gregory Hood"
program, which has been holding
down the Mutual spot as a summer
replacement. Kreml also sponsors
Gabriel Heatter on MBS, but is now
picking up the tab for only one
broadcast a week in place of last
.

:

CBS Wing Spread

MPPA

Tabled for

perogative via a "tune-out protest."
With equal emphasis they back
their argument by pointing to the
mid-August Hooperatings of a decade ago, when all the top shows

five

i

!

trusion of

FM

years,

he wishes

it

(NBC),

I

14.7;

&

Burns

Allen,

"Amos

11.2;

&

"Stoopnagle

14.1;

tion,

the air on a year-round basis, the
stars of today generally are engaged
activities,
including
multiple
films, concert dates, etc., with the
resultant need for summer layoffs.
rebuttal,

however,

"summertime

radio

lii

MILES

up

strictly as

low-budgeted

or no effort
tain the interest of the

with

little

dropped.

.

The constantly changing trends
Thus, it's argued, hiatus -time
and developments, for example* may
shows that pack a wallop and add
eventually cue a shift of the pro
up to sock entertainment, regardless
dept. to the Coa.st, with
o,f cost, will woo the listener back
sales and administrative divisions
to his radio and restore summertime
staying: in N. Y., and perhaps other
audiences back to their one-time
departments shifting to other focal

this

cramped

they
as
Acquisition ot the

come

problems

i.<f

WNEW

is

greater

FM

Miles execs are huddling
William Brooks.

week with

newcomers.
coiipled

'

And

witi?

that,

the

they

Potrillo

AM

aimie,

ban

on

doubling up
shows on FM, in
itscU stymie FM's develoment. Lacking th6 practical aspects of brbsid-,
casting, with a fir.st-hand knowledge

programming techniques, the new-

comers

NBC

floors at

losses

are destined to lose their
sums up the indu.stiy thinking.:
the other hand, it's ar,^;ued' tliat
the. .di.'iposal of
FM licetises,. is. the only ag'citt. that
can force the hand of the- bri)ndcastors satisfied with the Sta t us quo.
If, as the broadca.'sters. maintairi. the

Out Vallee

.<ihirts,

Oti;

the

iiidie

Show: ^Not Good Enough'
Hollywood, Aug

.

by

27.

NBC

and

decision ot Prexy
..is. awaited.

final

FCC, through

,.

,

,

.Three titans of the- radio .industry Niles TrammeU
inexpericnedd newconicr.'i iiVto tlie
and Milton Biow— are
Vallee wiU drop his iiight cliib FM' ranks wiU eiwWy
by II ie
.-fall
locked in battle over the.R^
format of last season and •vi'oi'k, out a wayside, it'.s contended that, in cyon'
lee show- for Philip Morris'. "VUia new program device acceptable to
^^j^j j^j^,^;^^ j^^,^ ^.,„
NBC has let it be known NBC and- the Biow agency; Auai-vi'he.. opportunity to show how iifw
Vallee."
that it will not accept "Villa Vallee" Hon talent for the new program patigeas can'., be injected Into.: radio a.id^
or any other Vallee show that is not (ern will include Hal Peary (Gilder(jroadort: Its present scope.
an improvement over last season's Uiggve) and tarry Adler, harmonica
The one. ray of hope. .that may still
Procter
for
Villa"
& eaniible* Virtuoso. Latter is rated by Jack get.
JfM rdlling within the next sixDespite the fact that, tije. first audi- Bcnny,and other .topflight comics as r^nnths or a year is cleahedlrorn Wall,,
lion- record has .already ...:b?en re-,j one .of the best comedy .Jniridii in ^(-^yi^
reports to the industry Thesfe--jepted, Biow. ageney' is going ahead show, biisihess.
billy H^^^
reports shoW evidc-nce that- the d"ewitteplans,to^t«;e:.\ip the program d" -had a feattiredcpmedy-parl; will not;
mand for radio set? -may have been
the 8 p.m., Tiies- |be used in the new format- bcnig
NBC, Sept 3,
vajstly Overrated and that, if the supday spot, leading off the string of concocted by Vallee and his writer, ply is quickly satisfied, the green light
comedy shows.
Bob Marko.
oh FM sets, frbrn. the manufacfure.r.s;
jLast year's Vallee show PaelMged:
at 'the: -Biow could well be the itepping ofl' place
at $14,500, was under nelwm-k and j^ggj^^.^
should -the new Vallee .'for the projection Of :PM. into the,
the season because
client fire late
^^^^^^ ^^^j ^.^jj,
^^^^^^
lorefront.
•f deterioration in quality, accord- p^j,^,^^^ .^^^ j^g^ continues io withUnder its hold its acceptance, the ad house
to NBC spokesmen.
'Bert' Hackett ttuits NBC
current budget of $9,O0O'- it is asr will make ah i-ssue of the coiiti'oAlberta E, Hackett, administrativt
sumed by the web that. tl-''e produc- versy with Prexy Niles TranimoU.
assistant to Robert Adam.<;. national
tion level rcciuired by' NBC would
Vallee
Both
NBC
Biow
"vvaht
and
))roduction manager at NBC has re-:
and Vallee
not be maintained.
to
do show similar tq his old .signed effective Sept. 1.
CQuiiter this claim with the asserFleishniann format but Vallee says
Miss Hackett, w.k. femme exec in
tion that the Hooperating ranging
it's
radio for last 12 years, is moving .to
from 8 to 1,'? surpassed many NBC the budget woi^'t stand it atid
when
dincrent
now
than
years
ago
Coast, where she intends to con.
Second record of "Villa
shows.
tinue in radip.
(Continued on page 41;
Vallee" is being cut tor inspection
.

.

—MCA, NBC

.

;

|

i

May take

i

demand

the

since

their dissatisfaction with ihe tact
that the Commission is carrying its
"Blue Book thinking'' over into
applications. They bemoan the fact
tnat, in the decisions reached in the
metropolitan, big city areas that are
getting primary attention, the FCC
is showing a dispo.sition to favor the

of

its

along

has
whether LB will f\nd a
network nighttime slot to continue moved to new quarters oh Tiflh
"The Fighting Senator." Latter is avenue) .will help alleviate condiAnd one of
currently being sponsored by the tions for the present.
company as a simmer replacement the top. CBS execs, intimated that
for the Monday night CBS Joan there's an awareness, too, of an
Davis show.
Strictly as a money
overstafTed personnel.
saving expedient. Levers would like
to unload the $17,500 Davis «show,
but is under contractual obligation
Rose's Strings
to resume with it in the fall if no
other.sporisoiv piek;^, up the tali. Thus,
"Senator," ..which has won critical
Holiday as N-K Sponsor
42d and Madison (Bulova

cision as to

spoke.smen

Andt-as for the FCC. inrtu.stry
spokesmen are making no bones over

sit

solve

to

ing,

ination^

importance.

As for the present
nation, CBS Will try

industry

than the supply and he's got more
than be can handle now.

NBC's news veepee, on a new 15minute show to be built around a
Morgan Bcatty
new personality.
may go into the spot and new program will have a Wa.s.hingt0n orig-

.

ureas

FORMAt SWITCH

of "Vandercook will also
cue a complete switch in program's
format, with foreign pickups to be

to re-

listeners,.

Many

question' the need for two different trade associations at a time
when they see a need for a
united front within broadcasting ranks. Since they're all doing
business with the same spon-.
sors, catering to the same public,
etc., opponents of the FMBI formation believe it will only bring
added chaos into industry ranks.

Yanking

"fillers,"

made

nears.

Miles Laboratories, sponsors of
the NBC cross-the-board "News of
the World" show heard at 7: 15 p.m.,
is
letting its contract with John
Vandercook lapse upon its expiration at the end of September.

of the
brusheroo"

critics

gramming

i

package

$12,500

DROPS VANDERCOOK

maintain that, even bereft of the
star-studded mid-season roster, the
commercial replacement shows, not
to mention the sustainers, are lined

down.

may

a

Washington, Aug. 27.
in escrow since the

NAB convention and only
awaiting the signal of the FM
boys to start the ball rolling
once more, the move to divorce
broadcasters from the ranks of
the NAB to set up an FMBI
again is threatening to become a
hot issue a^ the Chi convention
last

10.7;

in

and will remain head-

that building costs are getting
of hand. But principally,
the decision to hold off for at least
several years is cued to a desire of
CBS brass to wait and see just how
the whole radio situation shakes

a

Please,"

in-;.

FMBI Again

"Andy,"

'n

'

Put away

Budd,"

Hotel,"

had never been

FM

which Socony recently relinquished.
Deal hasn't been wrapped up yet,
10.8;
"One with the pen outfit also mulling as
Family," 10.5; Ed Wynn, 10.3; Boake an alternative the Alec Teropleton
Carter, 9.4; "Hit Parade (CBS), 9.3; show, which has been the summer
Bergen
replacement
for
Edgar
"Gangbusters," 9.1*
(Standard Brands) in the Sunday
Agency and network apologists night NBC slot. Templeton show,
for the status quo in summertime
with format providing for weekly
programming point out that today's guestars, would be an approximate
situation differs from that of 10
$8,500 weekly package.
years ago.
Whereas at that time,
Poser confronting Parker Pen is
they argue, the top personalities where to spot "Info," with NBC and
listed in the ratings were directing
CBS night time sold outi
all their energies toward their radio
remain
shows and thus could
on
10.9;

"Hollywood

into the picture, that

vented; that he regards it as something that's expensive and won't pay
its way. But rather than risk being
left out in the coid. lie's tagging
along into the
vanguard.
The manufacturer of radio receiverSi thege industry observers argue,
are opposed to going to the extra
expense of redesigning and retool-

I

Pen Co., which sponsors
Calmer five-minute news
Saturday and Sunday eveCBS, is moving into the
bigtime programming picture via a

'36:

"Show Boat,"

way out

WaDoping on Air

I

NeMajor Bowes led the parade with top-budgeted half-hour show.
a 23.7 rating; RBdy Vallee copped a gotiations are on, through J. Walter
Lux
16.3;
"Radio Theatre," 15.6; Thompson agency, for the acquisiBing Crosby, 15.5; "Hit Parade" tion of Dan Golenpaul's "Informa-

feel

|

|

:

S

For Parker Pen

time of

at 48S Madison avenue,
For one thing the network execs

To Keep ^Senator'

strong possibility that
chart the way in
the repeated efforts of agencies to
interest sponsors in injecting something new into nighttime programming, particularly "wallop shows"
that integrate a social impact into
the entertainment format.
Out of huddles scheduled this
week between Young & Riibipam
and Levers
expected to come a de-

^

.-

.

Info' or Alec

-

quartered

Levers Mull Slot

There's

.

were circling the kiloaycles on a 52wpek basis and were commanding
an audience draw almost comparable
Parker
to mid-Winter ratings.
In contrast
to the 7, 8 and 9'^point ratings that the Ned
v/ere predominant :in the top 15 programs
listings, for last week, here's how
nings on,
they shaped up back in the' summer-

•

Lever Bros,

'

,

i

tective As-sn. has progressed to a
stage where it is reaping, an annual
take of .$500,000 from the new radio
industry via transcribed programs.
as a
The coin is paid to the
with; commercial
fee,
copyright
transcriptions nicked for 25 to 50
cents per number per performance.
Income from the Crosby half-hour
show is based on a OOO-station hookup, as contemplated by Philco, on a
52-week basis, and in anticipation of
three to five numbers per show.
season's three.
Intake from the Crosby-Philco
cast
a
"Sherlock"
undergoes
tieup, however, still falls short of change, with a replacement being
the $60,000 annual fee that goes into .set for Basil Rathbone, who checks
the MPPA coffers from the flve- off to do a legit show. Nigel Bruce
times-a-week Morton Downey tran- continues in the Watson role. Irwin
scribed show for Coca-Cola. That's Wasey, agency on the Kreml acbased a 260-station hookup.
count, is currently o.o.'ing the web
Tliere's talk that Philco, which is situation for a time slot.
pouring unprecedented coin into the
Groaner's disk show (estimated at
$30,000 a week, with Philco and its
dealers splitting the tab), may question the legality of the
levy
and may try to crack it.
One
attorney-stockholder in Philco has
been quoted as saying that he'll raise
the roof at the next stockholders'
meeting if Philco pays the fee withCBS doesn't contemplate building
out putting up a fight.
in Manhattan at least for the: next

MPPA

j

—

|

]

,

.

kudos and pleases Levers execs,
would stay put.
With the return of Miss Davis to
the LB fold, however, now a virtual
certainty. Levers radio execs are
seeking an appropriation hike to
keep "Senator."

Splits on Radio Coin Deal
There'll be a deci.si.on this. week on

whether

the

David

Rose

Clark Gable to Texaco?

bowing out
I
!

of the radio piotu're.

emphasis on postKelvinator

leaving

Dick Powell is still getting priority lo pick up the tab.. It's a ..qu.estion
on attention, but the oil company i.s now whether Kolvinator wants to
reported looking with interest at a continue spending that kind of com.
hew dramatic show scripted by
If Rose stays, show will probably
Paul Gallico, which would ori.ginntc be streamlined to reduce the costs,
from the Cdast. There'll probably it not, Kelvinator would like to
slay in radio with a less expensive
be a decision in a day or two.
Clark Gable has been mentioned layout. Matter will, probably be
as the possible lead for the uciin. crystallized by Friday of this week.
*

i

.i

l

j

i

'

.

:

.

i

musical

sho w bh CiBS will be can cell ed. Pro
gram has been 'spohsored by NashKclvinator as a joint operation, the
two diviBiohs spJitting the bill. Na.'--h

Just who goes into the Sunday night planning to put
CBS Texaco spot is still undecided. war campaigns,

:

,

,

.

,

m

j

I

.

I

I
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:

m
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,
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MCA

:
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The

Theatre Wing Radio-Tele School
Hits Stride With
Work

of

the

American Theatre

Wing's radio-tele Echool, as its first
semester comes to a close this weekend C31), has occasioned much favorable comment 'in the trade, with in-

40% Placements

FiX-"kid''
.Taiiney,

students
included Leon
Paul King, Sidney Lumet,

Arthur Anderson, and others.
Eight-week semester began July

8.

School is holding ."finals" in' the way
creased industry aid protaised for of a three-day set of performances at
the new session.
Started by the CBS Sept. 3-5, with "grads" perWing with Veterans Administration forming before an invited audience
okay to assist returning GIs— all ra- of radio and ad agency execs, prorehabilitate ducers, directors and agents.
professionals-rto
dio
Secthemselves in the field, the school ond semester will get under way
has accomplished inore than it foree Sept. 23, with, new courses added.
saw.
Advanced classes in acting, writingCom'ses were intended merely to and production will be given in the
make veis more employable, with no form of coaching tlasses. ^ special
Yet 40% of new course will be given in anpromise about jobs.
those enrolled already have jobs as nouncing,
result.
The Radio Directors GOild;:
Scliool is part of, overall GI Wing
sent two men to the school every instruction
headed
Winston
by
week, so that the students came im- O'Keefe and Mary Hunter, with rader the eye of almost a score of' ac- dio committee consisting of George
tive directors who made their ac- Heller, Vera Allen, Earle McGill and
quaintance.
In an indu.stry where .Bert; liytell.
Worthington Miner
talent waits for weeks for appoint- headed the tele semiiiar, with idments and auditions, rarely getting ward Sobol assi-sting. McGili taught
iii.to see a director, let alone study radio; producing and directing; Elunder him. the value of this associ- wood Hofltman, writing; Ted Cott,
atioii can be appreciated.
.=;tation operation .and mSnJigement.

PftyofF

NEW FM ALLOCATION

Washington, Aug. 27,
Here's a new angle to the longrange implications of FCC's decision not to let stations have a
blanket rule barring atheists

from the

air,

Washington, Aug.

FM

-

A

FM

the industry up to date oii FCC assignments not in line with the old
plan. The commission admits that
would shift
the
allocation
new.
around FM band.? in some of the
second-string cities.

'

FM WEB

PLANNED FOR TEXAS

'

.

Austin, Texas, Aug.

plans

Tentative

network

of

FW

for

27.

43-station

a

stations in Texas, to

serve educational

werj
Wittman

of the State Dept. of Education.

stated that

how

the

FM

'

He

has hot been decided

it

.'-

Network would not compete with
commercial stations. Plans for' the
Another unique result of the Directors who conducted classes in- FM web were a result of a recent
school has been its aid in bridging cluded Robert Shayon, Jerry Devine, radio and audio visual education
the Changeover from former kid ac- CcU'l Eastman, Ted Corday, Albert conference held here at the Univ,
tors to grownups. Talent who played Ward, Lester Vaii, Ira Ashley, Chick of Texas!
.

;

kid roles before going into service, Vincent;
Harrell,
Charles
John
and returned as adults, had to be Becker, Richard Sanville, Charles
refreshed in new techniaues. with Powers, Charles Warburton, Howard
new training in voice, makeup, etc. Barnes and Clint Johnson.*
.

;

.exalnple,

slots;

only

FM

11,

Elections

Washington, Aug;

The plans here were made following a report of plans, worked out by
school systems in Oklahoma .and
Louisiana

27.

In briefs filed here with the Na-'
tional Labor Relations Board, efforts
are being made this week to upset
the rulings made by the New York
regional director of the NLUB as a
result of the collective bargaining
elections held at CBS h.q, in N. Y
last

June

'

12.

Most, vociferous of the protc.slors
is the International Alliance of The.
ntrical .and Stage Employees (AFL),
Other contestants in the elections

were the United Office and Professional Workers., of America (CIO),
the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (AFL), the New
York chapter of Radio Directors

Guild (AFL), and CBS itself which
maintained, without; fighting any
Out vs. L.A.
union, that no union was needed at
all in its plant.
,
Washington, Aug. 27.
Exceptions flled by lAjSE struck
hearFCC indicated yesterday that
out
at the regional NLRB man's
Los
Angeles,
ing on FM bids in
findings
on
several
counts,
and
Oct.
14-25,
would
slated originally for
be moved back to a November date, wound up with a declaration that
on request of the NAB and several the CBS ihtra-mural row in tele,
with
the.
should
RDG,
have
been
deFM applicants,
eided by the parent. AFL organizaNAB's first full-dve.ss convention is tion, not by
NLRB.
skedded for Chicago, Oct. 21-24. Bulk
The imion claimed the board took
of standard broadcasters involved in
over
giving the AFL adeFM hearing in L. A. had already quate without
time to get the lines of jurissigned up for NAB convention. FCC diction clear between
its two unions. .
chairman Charles R. Denny indilATSE also claimed the board;

FM

NAB Wins

-

'

'

;

.

.

educational, radio, circuit

would be financed, but he expre.'i.sed
hbpe that the next .Legislature would
assist,

under FCC's old air
plan, Washington had 12
The new; chart will show
carrier was
since one
hij acked for a station ih'' Winchester,
Va.
For

location

FM

in-stitCitions,

forrnulated here by Arnold

CBS

FM

television li-

"Now
censee wrote the FCC:
that you have ruled in favor of
atheists getting time on radio
stations, I guess we will be required to let the nudists have
time on television."

43-STATION

lATSE Protests

27.

The FCC will unleash a new
allocation plan shortly. But the new
blueprint will not materially change
present
spectrum opportunities.
I'evised allocation plan is necessary to incorporate the resei'vation
channel, and bring
of every fifth

,

One exasperated

'

PLAN READY AT FCC

•

'

.

.

cated

the

eommish would bow

NAB's request

m

this instance.

to

should have at least held a hearing
to determine how a reprint of a
.Iune; 32 VAruisTY .story had boon dis*
tributed.. Story, according to lATSE,
nave the erroneous impression that
the election in

CBS

television

was

to

decide between the Directors Guild
or no union at all.
lA'TSE also slapped out at the vegional board for saying CBS librari.
ans were part of the citywide unit,
since the music librarians already
have a contract with Petrillo's Local
802.

The

under

net's film librarians come
jurisdiction
of

recognized

lATSE and

should Ise included in'
the "Miscellaneous" unit,
it
was
claimed.
The lATSE brief protested that
the NLRB permitted CBS an observer at the polls, but refu,'?ed to let
lATSE veepee Russell Moss have the
.lame privilege. Also challenged was,
NLRB's refusal to count ballots of
three CBS employees; in the general
election.

On

the television side,

lATSE

ar-

gued the- board should have thrown
out two ballots, one of them voted,
according to lATSE,' by Leo Hurwitz.
allegedly "a, supervisory per.son." not
eligible for the RDG.

Army

Texaco

Vs.

In

Football Vs. Opera

ABC

Tilt,
in Middle
sponsor conflict has developed at
network
between Texaco,
which bankrolls the Metropolitan
Opera on Saturday afternoons, and

ABC

Army Recruiting Service,
picking up the tab lor 'best
of the week,"

the U. S.

which

IS

game

football

Texaco has moved into the sponsorship picture two weeks earlier

WHO

PLAYED THIRD BASE
ff

with Tinker, Evers and Chance?

than usual, with result that it's down
for the Nov, 16 and 23 matmee
broadcasts of the opera. The Army
Recruiting wants to put on the
Army-Penn game on the 16th, and,
the d/ssignated
game" the
"best
JloUowing Saturday,
ABC is trying to get out from

under

by

persuading

Texaco

to

broadca.st the two following Menda.y night opera performances but
doesn't know whether the oil people will hold still,
Texaco, incl.-'
dentally, has bought
thne to
reprise the opening night Met per-'tormance, behind-the-scenes, activity, etc, same as last year's inaru-'
thon broadcast;

ABC

they asked Nick Campofreda
on WFBR'S "Sports Quiz n Tell"

. .

You can buy

.

The "Sport Quiz 'n Tell" is another outstanding
creation. It combines the
lure of the quiz with the drama of sports.

in the world of sports,

"Quiz 'n Tell" has built
up tremendous interest with WFBR listeners

— those

same

listeners

who

listen

and buy.

ready-made audience and
show for a nomi-

.

nal figure.

WFBR

Conducted by Nick Campofreda, former
Washington Redskin and well-known figure

this

this outstanding ready-built

With
of

it

you get

all

the Baltimore prestige

WFBR— not just a spot on a dial—btit the

one living, breathing radio station in Baltimore
that has huge studio audiences product displays,
etc. Ask the nearest Blair man for the cost.
,

(By the way, do you know who played
third base with Tinker, Evers
Chance?)

&

Ben Grauer's Europe Jaunt
Ben Grauer is planing to Puns,
(30)
take a looli.'.ee
to
for NBC at the peace conference,
after which he will visit Swit/^crFriday

land and Italy, then go to London
do at lea.st one broadcast for BBC,
Grauer got a three-week relea.se
from the Camel show; his chore on
the Aleo Templeton show ended
when the program folded this wcfk
(.25); and he is no longer needed for
the substitute spot on the Walter
Winchell time on ABC, since Win'
to

Sunday (1),
NBC's reasons for sending

chell, is returning

One

MEMBER— AMERICAN

BROADCASTING CO.

*

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE-JOHN BLAIR t CO.

WFBR

of

Grauer over

is to

acquire background

for use. in his broadcasts from the

Nations general us.'iembly
when that opens at the. end «l
September.

United
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SHOUSE

mm

Warnow-McGill-Army

LOTS OF

IICTl

mn

RAJDIO

'Sound

Off a

CBS'

perks
PHILHARMONIC

Maestro Can't Cash In

TAP

Mark Warnow's "Sound

.

sical

,

a $2,000,000 price tag.

;

The lormal transference of WINS
Into the hands of the Crosley-AVCO
people occurred quietly. James D.
Shouse, prexy of the newly -lormed
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., was in
a New York hospital for a checkup
of an old ailment. Robert E. Dun-

show on CBS

is

Off"

Rubber resumes
U.
S.
sponsorship of the New York Phil-

mu- harmonic on CBS

achieving some

sort of reputation as the top "standin" show of the year.

for 28

weeks

For

air.

CBS

it

means

m

—

,

.

'

:

"Souid .Off" is considered to have
strong commercial possibilities, but,

Houston

—

.

h:q.

Shouse and Dunville brought only
two men with them from their
They appointed
h.q. in Cincinnati.

WLW

Prelude to Action
of
how the
Broadcasting
Corp.'s
will make; a difYork was seen
last week in connection with the
forthcoming move of the United
Nations to new headquarters.
All had been arranged at the
new UN site for the broadcasters;
There were enough booths

An

indication

'

WINS

m New

for those nets and stations that
deserved- or
wanted separate
booths— enough, but not a single
extra booth.
WINS, under the
old
Hearst Radio ownership,
wasn't particularly outstanding'
doits zeal to broadcast

m

UN

So

ings.

to take

.a

WINS was scheduled
New Yorlc's
WNYG. That was

feed from

city-owiied

.

WINS owner-

oltay with the old
ship.

Came

Shouse

from

—

Cincinnati
thing they wanted

and
and

the

fir.st

was

their

own

Dunville

UN broadcasting facility.

They're

not satisfied with a feed. But
UN hasn't any more radio
booths.

UN
One
into

stafters

were

stumped.

talked of dropping the issue
the lap of the Security

Council.
P. Robinson as WINS sales
manager, and put William L. Barlow in as WINS head of publicity
and public relations. Robinson was,
until last week, manager of WLW's
Barlow has been
Chicago office.
flackery eight years,
with the
the last four as chief of the dept.
No WINS people wore fired, moved
around or olhorwise shifted. Operations proceeded as usual.
But everybody both at the station

WiUiam

WLW

and

in N. Y. in general, particularly
among the mdies, knew that was
only the beginning. There was no
doubt that the Shouse - Dunville
combination, with their experience
in programming,: sales and public
service, would make a deep impact
oh the N. Y. fleld in the hear future.
Schroedcr Stays Put
Officially,
Shouse and Dunville
would say only, that they will be in
N. Y. for a few weeks, confeuiii!?
with.
WINS manager Willard
Schroeder.
They made a point of
mentioning the fact that Schroeder
stays on in his present lob.
However, it was known that they
are preparing a new rate caird for
the station, and tliiit the entire program setup ot WINS Will be overhauled, probably before the end of
;

!

1946.

A new WINS

rate card,

with a

tough policy of '.'this is our price,
and you can take it or else," would
without'a doubt affect many of New
Yorit's 12 indies where no such
policy IS in vogue. The indies with
a more solid financial position would
do the same as WINS, The weaker
ones would get some- of the other
business
which WINS and the
-stronger indies would turn down.
Thus there would result a rcar-

,

:

(Gontinued on page 40)

]

|

,

Re-Allocation

18 men from FCC, State, War and
The U. S. and British delegates, to Navy, will attend the confab at a
date skedded for the last week of
the five-power radio conference in
September.
France, England and
Russia next month will renew their China will also send representativesefforts for a world-wide commission to Moscow.
on sharing of shortwave radio slots,
it was learned here today.
Countries of the Western Hemi- Jean Sablon Takes Over
sphere and the United Kingdom have
...favor of, a world
,
'Front Porch' Spot
already come out
CBS is dropping John Faulk and
compact to divide shortwave bands
equitably among users. Present al- his "Johnny's Front Porch" Sunday
location merely sets aside .chanhols
afternoon
15-minute
show, with
for use, but does not .^pell: but which
Jean Sablon moving
on Sept. 1;
countries .will have access to these
with a 19-piece orch conducted by
lanes.
Meanwhile, FCC has already Paul Baron.
Out-of-town
engagement .prenamed Commissioner Clifford J.
Durr, Marion Woodward, .chief of the vented Sablon from taking over the
,

,

I

DX

for

Washington, Aug.

$21,000 'a

week in billings, with U. S. Rubber
"Sound Off," produced by Eaiie plunking down a total of $750,000 in
MeGill for N. W. Ayer and CBS as time and talent costs for the 28an Army recruitment pitch, was week semester.
NBC Symphony, minus General
originally booked
for six weeks
to occupy the Thursday night 8;30 Motors sponsorship, goes on susperiod hiatused by "rsi' in Peace taining, with Arturo Toscanini again
and- War.'' Now it's been moved over topping the roster of maestros. CBS
to Friday at 8 for
the two-week is bringing back the Philadelphia
sustaining
interim
.between
the orchestra in its Saturday afternoon
without benefit of a
"Aldrich Family" exit and tlie Fan- slot also
Allia-Chalmers
has
nie Bi'ice bow in for General Foods. bankroller,
And to top the record,, it's given a bowed out of sponsorship of the
new five-week reprieve, taking over Boston Symphony on ABC, but netthe 'Wednesday niglit "EUery Queen" woi'k plans picking up programs as
time,- when latter checks off for a a suslainer.
five-week hiatus.

,

Crosley
entry at
lerence

Sends 18 to Moscow Confab;

To Push

this

and winter, it'll be the only
sponsored symph ensemble on the

fall

Ted Knapp ha.s been
transferred from the control Staff to
oddly enough, Warnow can't go post as commercial traffic chief here
along With it under sponsorship at KTRH. Joe Golden has joined the
auspices.
He's under an exclusive commercial department as an acviUe, veepee and general manager,
was isolated in a small office next Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" show.
count exec.

WINS

n. y. indies

When

There's a radiqal change on the
way among the indies in New York
The entire radio picture in
City.
this inost important market, with 12
indies and four netwprk flagships- is
likely to; undergo a thorough alteration as a result of the entry into the
and
field of the radio know-how
itioney tied in with the Crosley
BrQadoasting Corp.
in
common
feeling
the
That was
trade last week as Crosley (which
turn is backed by the Crosley
irt
Aviation
wholly-owned by.
Corp
Corp ) took over WINS formally at

to the

U*S.

ONLY PAYOLA SYMPH

Click;

33

m

27.

CBS

,

I

,

m

'-^

•

international, division of the engineering department, and ex-Commander Paul T. Miles, head of the
Allocation Division) as its delegates
to the parley. A-U. S. delegation of

time last Sunday (25), as originally
skcddcd, with Vie Dainonq going .in
Laitcr
the
one-shot.
is
an
"alumnus" of Arthur Godfrey's CBS
"Talent Scout" show.

for

,

;

!

,

OADIO
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Mazda Moola

FCC

Don Lee

Set to Hear

Hollywood, Aug.

Case,

Warner Bros.'
n*wS sign

May

on P.A.

Insist

Washington, Augi 27. -f
FCC General Counsel Benedict
Coltone himself will preside over

mercial.
on the

for T. Lee

Mutual Airing Series

|

'

:

&

when

Of Whodunit Auditions

the case

Hunting around for the right combiitation ot format and title for a
Attorney assigned to try .|hf;, case
possible new whodunit series, Muwill probably be Bernard Koteen,
The L. A. hearing will be the tual has started a series of air aufirst FCC public probing of alleged Ninons, spotting them
in the peak
o.

o,

stations,

comes up Oct.

7

in

27.

Street

Vitie

Warner

station,

KFWB,

,

Springfield, Mass.,

A demand

den County) AFM,
rates be upped 50%

j

,

,

snagged for local Chicago sponsorand removed from the web

;

.
:

[ship

'

Opener

(20)

was

packaged by Walter

ijUrie,

temporary rather than regular,

I

•i

:

|

j

i

I

I

i

musicians

more

!

i

Tobacco,

local

of

Agricultural

tiie

an<J

Allied Workers, CIO, has slapped a
$100^000 suit on the
network,
charging breacli ot contract.

ABC

Union claims

it signed a contract
go on the web's owned-and-opKGO station in Frisco on
19, in accordance with ABC's
policy permitting sale of time for
controversial issues. Union bougiu
air. time to appeal: to cannery workers to certify the CIO as opposed to
the AFL in the NLRB elections. But
station
execs .cancelled out the
unionists on the grounds that such a
direct appeal did not constitute a

to

man, claimed the union erated

object to getting
displaced by

don't

money,

tho.se

records told Steeper that only orchestral work on local air is given
:by polish prograrns; and that iinioh
should not boost rates to a point
where no other advertisers will

iir

censes.

Aug.

issue
terest to the public.

of

general

ABC contends that, white
union signed the contract, the

iii-

the
sta-

tion did not.

.

Heretofore, the cqmniission Would
refuse rffgular licenses bQ a big

,

,

The San Francisco

James C. Petrillo, was in town last
Sunday and got an earful. While controversial

27.

a

'

.

Washington, Aug;'

,

now

clifT-hanger
one' oC
the web'S' top production people,
Last night: (Tues.l,
called "Shock."
regulations.
another suspenser,. tabbed "Listen
It, is anticipated that FCC will inCaretuilyj" was put oil under Dick
auspices.
sist agaiin on perMnai appearance of f Le.wis p^^^^
Tommy L*ec, principal stockholder in
At least three, possibly four more,
the Don Lee weib.' Lee, who was due programs will be showcased on the
to appear on four diflerent occasions Tuesday night slot, each a one-shot,
to give personal testimony in be- Then the audience reactions will be
half of Don Lee's application for a computed and a decision wilt be
Los Angeles television vwitlet, has made on which format, title and type
failed to appear on each occasion of production to use for permanent
on plea of illness.
programming in that time.
,

,

a now policy the F(jC will
spell out in black, an.d white
reasons why stations are put on

Under

schedule.

set

the union was; only trying to put
fees in line With other New England
locals. Men were getting $3 per half
hour broadcast.
Harry Steeper, first as.s-istant to

to Tell All

Announcing Rulings

In

'

Tho' October hearing is expected
to bq rough-going for the regional
web, since FCC Coast attorney John
lTearn#,, has correspondence, which
the eoniimission ciaimii,:. cinches Don
Lee's violation of the anti-rrionopply

week

was "trying a holdup," While union
president James Falvey contended

.

!

5,ho\^.3_

-:

Commission

'
•

was rushed mto the- segment
f,
last week (20) when "Cripnc Files of
Flamond,'' occupying that, spot, was

this

Principal advertiser, John Banas,
furniture

Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m.

°
defies

:

lOOGSuitonABC

27.

(Hamp-

on WSPR.

.

,

Aug.

171

Polish broadcasters to using records

and-

I

violation o£ the chain broadcasting
Don Lee IS charged
regulations.
with directly aiKl indirectly inBuencing its affiUates to carry more than
the required option-time, of web

by Local

Food,
that broadcasting

using pix and
stimuli to hypo prospects.
Time of innovation has not
been definitely set but is. believed imminent.
building,

Los Angeles.

CIO Union S3aps

Amateurs Kept Off

are being given the pitch that
they will also enjoy plugs for
their programs-^and, in consequence and effect, their products
-^by buying what amounts to a
package deal. Salesmen are reported to be toting pho»os ot
news sign that girds the' Taft

i

FGC's controversial hearing on re-,
newal licenses for Don Lee network's

AFM Ups Rates 50^,
WSPR Uses Flatters;

will go comAccounts buying tima

flashcast

five

:
:

.

batch of applicants, but keep mum consider paying to local talent.
Banas announced he would, broadon the reasons in its pre-ss releases.
Result was that many outlets which cast local amateur accordion group,
renewals but after union talk with the sta^
were refused
rtsgular
merely because of failure to file-ap- tion, records Were used instead. To
plications on time, or for minor en- Banas. complaint that local amateurs
gineering deficiencies, were put in were throttled, Falvey pointed to
union's
sponsorship
of
the
the same category as stations liauled the
on the mat for failure: to live up to Springfield Symphony, its Junior
program promises to FCC.
Symphony, and scholarship fund.

Town

Meeting of Air'

Interests U. S.

The U.
ing

Army

abroad is evincin the presentation of

S.

interest

'

.

Army,

Dutch Broadcasters
"Town Meeting of the Air" programs as further means of democratization.
Following on the heels ot
the recent request from civilian
personnel of Radio Stuttgart for
info
on the subject, moderator
George V. Denny, Jr., in N. Y., has
now been contacted by the military
:

govt, in Bavaria for instructions on

use
of
Munich.-

Jjtr^'^ "Dover,
is

New Hampshire,

the families living beyond Boston's city limits account
for most of the Boston market's huge buying power.
they use

WEEI.

New Hampshire, is typical. Its 14,990 people
regularly to, WEEI. „ as do the families in 53

Dover,
listen

will.

'Town Meetins' Format Switvh
For the first time in 12 years,
Town Meeting. of the Air" will undergo a change in format with the
airing scheduled for next week (."))*
Two "expert interrogators" will be
spotted on the show to que.';tion the
.speakers, and the latter will be reduced in number to two. .Until now,
there had been four speakers on the
full-hour forum.
/

other cities with from 10,000 to 110,000 population.

In fact, more than 2,000,000
listeners live outside of

shire

WEEI

Primary Area

Boston in Maine,

and Massachusetts.

New Hamp-

.

These people are in Boston when you buy a, program
like

WEEI's

Radio

'

Dover a part of "the Boston market." They know that

why

on

Radio Munich, but station was un-

Right! Dover, New Hampshire, is 67 miles from
Boston Common. But shrewd advertisers consider

that's

program

able to find people capable of doing
the program satisfactorily before.
The Denny office is despatching
sample recordings of several of ils
shows, plus additional data, to get
the station started properly.
The
station services most of Bavaria.
Also,
as
result of a story
in
Vaiuhty two weeks ago concerning
the program in Stuttgart and in
Japan, Denny has been approached
by a representative of Radio Hilversum, Holland, for particulars on
use of the program. Station, one ot
oldest and biggest in Europe; rates
with Radio Luxembourg in prestige
and influence. Wlien the Nazis look
it over, they blanketed Europe with
it.
Station is now run privately by
the Netherland iBroadcasting Society. Denny office, through its edin
cational director, firegor Zicmer. is
furnishing all data gratis, as a general gesture of international good-

in Boston"

And

the

Col.. B.. B. McMahon, in charge,
writes
that
"psychologically
the
idea is good" and that some informal attempts have been made eai-^
lier to put a "Town Meeting" on

.

"Sing, America, Sing." With a
'

9.8* rating at 7:20 a.m. weekdays, "Sing,

America, Sing" delivers nearly a third of
listeners in

WEEI's

First pair of interrogators, inked
for an indefinite run, will be gabbei s
H. V. Kalten'born and Quineey Howe.

The two speakers
all

"outside" airea

When you buy "Boston" radio. ; .i)ei:ter

themes

in five

will develop their
minutes apiece, after

wlhich the questioners .Will Chal-..,
lenge them. The studio audience will
.-itiU have its alloted time for ques•.
tions Irom the floor.
..

be sure you buy

all

of

it

...iiicluding'

your big share of the 2,000,000 listenera
in the

huge "outside" market.

Washington, Aug. 27.
Radio manufacturers will launch
an aggressive campaign to scrap all
price ceilings on radio sets and pin U
by late fall, the Radio ManiiUu'turers Assn. revealed here.
HM.'V
has already demanded complete decontrol, it- was understood, but will
not be able to file full information
in support of the move until sometime in October.
Record July production of set.s—
over and above the monthVy aveia.i{e

Voice in Boston

•

RfiPKKSENTED BV RADIO SALKS, THE SPOT BKOADCASTING DIVISION Of CRS
iiCltf^- WI'JUl
ilii'll'.'fi'" <*"

Mftemr

f'V Tulint

CEILINGS

OFF RECEIVING SETS

Columbia's Friendly

COLUIWBIA OWMiiD

RMA WANTS

I

Dtaty StHdu, Sirring l»r,i. "Sine, Amefira,
in tht cambinml iimitfe nnd miftide netai.

of 1941— was cited as rea.son fflr decontrol. Competition in the set fieW
will prevent artificially high salt's
tickets on sets, it was claimed.
figures show over l.ORl.Sfili
sets turned off the lines in .lul.^'. "
and
new postwar record, Both
television production were hypm'd.
with 19,G42
models sttd 41 video
sets reported.

RMA

FM

FM
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aire
SAID:

"I

do not agree with a word

the deoth your right to say

it."

that

This

you say, but

I

will

defend to

fomous utterance was made

in

recognition of the need for freedom of speech for a free people.

THE GOODWILL STATION, INC., FISHER BUILDING, DETROIT

CBS BASIC AFFILIATE

•

REPRESENTED BY

RETRY

&

COMPANY

W«Mlne8c1ay, August 28,
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gency Program with a famine luncheon that was just that. Menu approximated that of average person in a famine-ravaged area and was limited
Over 100 newspaper and radio people nibbled away at
to 390 calories.
grapes, black bread, zouchiniand dandelion greens and went away hungry,
as Secretary of Agriculture Clinton Anderson, John Steelman, new head of
the Office ol War Mobilization, and Will Clayton, assistant secretary of

Inside Stuif-Radio
total of. 90.4% of the families in the United States own radios, wltli
luglTCst ratio (97.9%) being In Massachusetts, and the lowest ratio
dili.'i'",
being in Mississippi.
Tliese tigures are annong many tliou.sand.s of others, newly collated by

A

tli(>

UP Net Sets Four
Hours for Coast

the same tare at the speakers' table.

state, ate

I

Proof that empty stomachs fill newspaper columns was given
story bf the luncheon broke on page one of the N. Y. Times,
stones in the Herald Trib and all Washington dailies.

Broadcast Measurement Bureau, with the help of the U. S. Census Bureau
and committees representing the radio and advertising Industrie!*. The
figures arc included In the first book bearing the BMB imprint, released
this week I2(i), titled "Radio Families,. USA: 1946."
The number of radio families is listed
just about every type of classification that expert statisticians could think up. The overall tables list urban
rural non-farm, and rural farm ownership of radio sets. Tables.are broken

1940

when the
and Jead

Operas from S.F.

A two-week public service campaign, during which all commercials will
San Francisco, Aug. 27.
be dropped and a safety campaign will be plugged instead, is being preUnited Pacific NetWork, remnant
pared by the Mutual net in cooperation with Ralston and Purina, sponsors of the Tom Mix, 5:45 p.m. strip on MBS.
of defunct Associated Broadeaslitig
down into counties, parts of countie.'i, cities, districts; etc. They are arCampaign will probably start Sept. 23, when an official of the National System, comes to life with
the preranged by: time zonesf county size groups!, city size groups, nietro.politan Safety Council will appoint Tom Mix, an official deputy for the safety
cedental sponsored airing of fuU
areas, etc., etc.
After that, all plugs will be inked out of the scripts.
drive:
There is a Canadian supplement, doing for Canada the same job that's
Show will be given country-wide promotion, and safety councils a.s well operas originating at the Opera
accomplished for the USA. And there., is. an. appendix explaining how. as police departments of big cities, including New York and Chicago, will House here, starting Sept. 17, Sate,
radio families were determined.
v
be tied in with the drive, Juve listeners to the show will be awarded way Stores, retail market.s, will
bankroll Ave weeks of class chirping
Fir.st reaction of several execswho saw the dpus wa.* that it would. be^ prizes for best letters on. safety.
averaging two operas per week over
extremely useful.
The hinterlands are being e.yed by the Radio Writers Guild which would the specially hooked up indie station
International Harvester Corp., which has .signed James Melton for five like to organize writers where it now lacks coverage. To this end CJuild in network.
KYA, Thackery station, originates,
show on NBC, l.^ readying a big Hollywood, at any rate, and presumably at New York headquarters, is
years to emcee its "Harvest of Stai
organizing Committee on Out-of-Town Organizing and Committee on Re- and relays to KOL, Seattle; KWJj!
ballyhoo campaign, with NBC participating in the drive.
Net. execs, as well as the sponsor, it's; understood, wore unhapp.v over cordings, At the moment sights are set on scnpters and others. on staffs Poi-tUmd; KXLA, Los Angeles, and
the promotion done on the show last year; wlicn Raymond Masscy filled at immediately adjacent non-metropolitan stations.. But impre.ssion is KGER, Long Beach. The latter station will additionally cover for. San
the spot now a,ssigned to Melton, Consequently the web is going all out that, like American Federation of Radio Artists, the Guild is looking lorDiego. KLAC, JLos Angeles, was first
cooperating with the bankroller, and all; af filiates have been enrolled ward to evfin greater expansion that Will eventually encompass all i)0ssible
asked but- was uHSble to accept on:
;
at-ross the country.
in the Melton buildup.
account due to priior commitments
Promotion, started With a trip to Detroit by Melton in connection, with
on baseball.
his reputation as a collector of antique veliicles, will include air guest'Spots,.,
Lifc Mag's photog Nina Lee set out to discover a composite picture of
The real is unuajial-Sin that it's the
a concert tour, with which afftliates will tie in, a special RCA-Victor album the American malet resulting in a spread in the last issue. The composite
first time a series of full operas will
imprinted with the name of the air show, an appearance at the Television turns out to be made-up of Young & Rubicam agency staffers, including have been aired.
Last year Mutual
Broadcasters Assn. convention in October, and posters.
John Flournoy and Charles Estill, plus some pals of the latter easily carried a few for the account
but
recognizable as Ben Benedict, editor of This Week, and Frank Zuzulo, this is the first large-scale
WEAF's (NBC, N.Y.) lopgiprojected experiment, intended to use radio trade press flack for Mutual, Y&R handles the Time-Lite-Fortunc adver- Ith also new in the fact that attempt.
the stato tie together a dozen communities in the New York metiopolilan area,
tising.
tions are permitting
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wiU preem Monday (2), moving into the 12:t5-12;30 spot held for the last
two years by MaggiC'Maggi's Private Wire' McNelhs.
New show has been going through dry runs for last two weeks, in
effort to. shake down a batch of gabbers from the staff's -Of the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger, Bronx Home News, Long Island
)

Daily Press, and White Plains (N.Y.) Reporter-Dispatch. Tabbed "Metropolitan News Roundup," show will bring news Irom all these communitie.s. plus airings from WEAF's own news bureau in Manhattan.
Runs have
been supervised by Thomas B. McFadden. stations news and special events
chief.
Miss McNeills will move up 15 mimite.s to 12;30-12:45 p.m, Both
her show and "Roundup"' will run Mon.-Fri.

Title of scripter Allen Boretz's new radio package show, called "Backstage on Broadway," now making the rounds, conflicts with a copyrighted
telumn of the same name which Helen Cotton started in the April, '44,
issue of Film and Radio Guide.
She's currently dickering for hcw.spaper
syndication ol the column. Boretz proposes to have each of his programs
onginatfe from a Broadway hit at 8 p.m., just before curtain time.

— Dan

DCS Moines

uity director of

handled

has resigned
director for the
in

ni.ght.
on specified dates.
Some
operas are longer than others and
stations will be .allowed to utilize
leftover "time to their plea.'iure or
needs, after operas and announce-

ments have ended.
Foote, Cone and Belding agency

Hosmer. contin-

KRNT,

to become radio
CBS-owned WTOP in Washington scoied new high last Thursday t22) Hurley advertising agency
in bringing home need of support for President Truman's Famine Emcr- Moines.

the blanket option of a flat four hours of their
evening time, from 8 p.m. to mid*

NAB,RMAaaiin

Des

They Don't Lobby
Washington, Aug.

The

lobby-regis'.ration

act

the
deal,
the
schedule
operas for which include, "Lohen-

"Carmen," "La Traviata,"
•Romeo and Juliet," "La Bohenie,"
"La Forza Del Destino," "Der Rosenkavalicr," "Madame Butterfly" and
"Rigoletto," in the order named.
grin,"

27.

will

CBS

Barber's
Show
impact on the National
the Radio
Red, Barber, recently
appointed
Manufacturers .Assn., and other radio director pf sports for CBS, will do a
trade groups, according to opinion- 15-minute spoi'ts roundup commenhere.
Both NAB and RMA are tak- tary for the network starting Sept.
ing the position that the act does IC. Barber goes into tlie 6:30r6:45
not apply to them on the ground p.m. slot cross-the-board, the period
that their principal busines.s is not held down, by Gordon McCrea.
"influencing legislation'' on Capitol
CBS is aiming at sponsorship of
Hill.
Barber on a co-op basis.
However, spokesmen for NAB in-

have,
Assn.

little

Broadca.<iter.s,

of:

.

I

[

'

, fxecuti««»

''''

dicated there was some pos.sibility
that one staffer would be registered
as a "matter of protection."
Loopholes in lobby-registration requirements, it is felt, may require only
self-styled lobby groups and big outfits. Of the
variety to file in-

NAM

formation on their

The

NAB

,it

activitics-

was

felt,

might

find

embarrassing, position later
on
absence of registration: Association has always lobbied extensively for and against new radio
legislation in and out of committees.
However, the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, it is pointed out,
itself in

m

specifically exempts from registrawho merely appears
before a Committee of the Congress,"
and NAB's activities are largely com-

tion "any person

mittee presentations.

WOV

topped

number of

ill

points, all stalinn votes

It' was
recalled, however, that,
after passage of Lea "anti-Petrillo"
act last spring, both JiJstin Miller,

NAB

WOV
WOV

and

prexy,

Willard,

Jr.,

the

ADVeRTISERS

veepee, claimed publicly that NAB
was to be credited with passage of

received first award for ooer-all promotion
received

award

first

for

pnWic service promotion

that legislation.

RMA's

principal activities on Cap-

itol Hill have been directed
toward
elimination of the, 10% excise tax
on radio sets, and work with Various committees to raise OPA ceilings
on receivers and radio components,
RMA's present effort is to get ceil-

Ed Kirby Unveils His

WTRC

New Programmbg

Elkhart, Ind.

ings on sets lifted altogether.

%W70V

hluiihca with panlonaMe pride.
In llir pa»t fiv« ytan, WOV
liM received nine distinguisliol awarila for niiisianding servk'e^ th*
George Foiiter Pealioily award and Varit-ty Sliowmanaliip
nwHifl for coiilrihutions to Anieritraii radio in 194-3.
And now^ WOV
rwrive* lop honore in Tlie Billlmard's reircnt Radio Promotion Exiiibil.
e arc deeply grateful to the agency and sponsor cxrciilive* who awarded
more first places than any other radio sfalion in this nationwide
halloling. We trust it is because WOV promotion lias reflccte<l this slatinn's
carefully plannc<l program balancing policy <
a policy that adheres to

TV

talent lieing the

W
WOV

.

,

our conviction that in terving the public tnlerMf^ we

and sponsor*

MANY

.,A.
D.
("Jess")
association's exec

Ileal

serve listeners

aiikv.
;

.

.

:

.

•

:

.

..

RMPH N
JOHN

I:

Setup

Ed Kirby called the press boys
into eonference on Monday (26) in
his new: Manhattan offices to announce the formal kickoff of Featured Radio Programs, of which he's
prexy and gnl. mgr. Now oufit ties
in with the Ann and Frank Hummert- programming mill and Air
Features and will package live and

FOR

Lookwell Farm
Guernsey Dairy

transcribed shows.
Kirby says new operation Will not
only do shows with a New York-

Hollywood

-

Chicago

production

but will also cater to "griass
roots" listening and thinking.
Emphasis will al.so be directed at juve
shows with a social as well as entertainment content.
Kirby oflEicially lakes over on
Sept. 1,
flavor,

.

Wtl).; G»neral MUiwjgti

PEARSON. CO,. Noli

B.p.

Held

Pickwick,

KaMoi
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THE CORN-CERT KINGt

OFFER THIS NEW NATIONAL RECORD
13 YEARS NATIONAL BARN DANCE,
(for

N.B.C.

Miles Laboratory)
1933-1946

DECCA RECORDS
5 YEARS UNCLE EZRA SHOW
1934-1939

OVERSEA TOURS, 1944-'45

DREAMLAND PARK,

Phila.

FAIR GROUNDS, Memphis

DOWNTOWN THEATRE,

Currently Starting on First of a
of EIGHT

New

Detroit

Series

PICTURES-for Columbia

TO
TO THf WADE AGC'Y & MILES LABORATORY FOR A GRAND SEND-OFF
HOLLYWOOD— AND TO COLBERT CLARK AND RAY NAIARRO, OF COLU/ABIA
PICTURES, FOR A GRAND WELCOME.

SOME

THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS
HEZZYExclusive

-KEN-

-GIL-

Management MITCHELL

J.

.6ABE

HAMILBURG AGENCY. Hollywood

1946-47

DATEi
AVAILABLE
P.A.

|

„
the

-

,
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ght
trend

and David Ander(from the "Lite With Father"'
legit cast) did a sock iob as the sixvear-old David on the show. But
another moppet.
Richard Leone,
muddiecf up his scene. There were
IS
evidently built alonff the lines other loose ends on the production.
of a blimp, which
draws studio especially with fades. And Georse
laughs at the oiifset; but the guy in Searnan's organ wa.s; anything but
hi.? living room can't, see it.
rthe type of music for this show,
And the, first gimmick, which reHowever.' all these mishaps (exmains a* a. fHliiiihg gag throughout, cept the mu.sic) obviously belonged
is to get two Women together and
to the category oC preem jitters.
send them rumihaging throuijh hay- Fact is that the ooener was any.stacks at each wing of the stage: for thing but a boy-meets-gir!
yarn, beevery needle they find a gift is forth- ing instead an adult psychological

At

solution.

seems to

be

least

the

cast wasn't large,

i

WEED

and further Ison

further

away from audio enlertahiment and
more toward sight laughs. Take this

'.

program a!! an exartiple; its emcee,
Michael Roy, and a good; one at that.

AXD (.OMPAXY

'

1

KABrO STXTiOR HEPRESENTATIVES
Ntw Ygrk • Btston • CMcaC* • Atliiita

1

i

Oitroit

• San

Francista

/

corning. Listeners' Only, inkling as to
what .goes on i.s the whistle provided one gal and the bell given the
other, to be .sounded "whenever a

needle

study. Show -showed a healthy confidence in the intelligence of the
avem listener, instead of playing
down to the lowest denominator. It-

!

YOUNG MAN

j

Good Voice
OialfoHt'IiMi,' iinHitfor .'fnjnouM

'|i«*i*h4ii>-

nlitit^H. .Dl'Hiri'H riM>ori11li(t: olr iiniiiDillwhr

discovered.
was an auspicious beginning, ProThen the audience starts group- dUeer.-editor .Tames Hart definitely
Box 823. Variety
singing "Bicycle Built .For Two" .un- deserves a bow
for the concept of
1 54 W. 46th St.. New Yorit 19. N. Y.
til one man is picked to take
a tanthe- show.
Cars.
dem bike out on the corner of Sunset and. Vine to pick up a gal for
the other seat.
A showgirl plant
eventually becomes the willing passenger.
Other stunts follow in typical
fashion to the supposedly climactic
"blind date" gimmick, ..in which a
Til* most unique spot in -America—on Island mar* than half the lixc of
gal is sent tp another roOiri' to talk
the entire iiland of Manhattan. New Yorlc. It is one half mile off Maine
to a man on the phone and see if
coast and within ten miles of Maine's three most fashionable resorts.
from his voice she will accept a
Fifteen miles of roads, high land, looking Out at seo and upoH famowf
date. Audience howls v/hen a fat
man is trotted out unbeknown.st to
Bar Harbor nouktains.
Owner's kftilsa 12 roons. three bdthf. thre*
the gal. Turns out that she's actually
ether bai<s«s. ba>», cow shed, bkMehamltht sbop, imahe hguse, ics house,
talking to. a looksome screen actor,
ten other buiMiMis. Deer more pientifal tbon any place in state: duck
and takes the date.pomi, hofscf, farm eqaipment. hoase* fomisbed, 40 springs, sandy
Roy does a credHatble job as emcee^
beaches ami bluffs, a millioa feet «f stoadiiig Soft timber. 20,000 cords
and the program as a whble, has bet.^
of hard wood.
It is a miniature kingdom, and there is nothing like it in
ter pace than the usual aud-show.
the country. Owner regretfully forced to sell. Principals only.
foinin.
is

i

I

ISLAND

KINGDOM FOR

SALE

'

:

Asheville.— Ken WHl.'mn, recently
discharged from tiie Navy, is now
in charge lof promotion at WWNC,
Asheville. N. C.
.

154

Box 1550. Variety
Street, N«w York

W. 46Hi

19.

N. Y.
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Full Pigskin

Coverage Assured For

Net Tele;
CBS

Two lA s

to

SERIES SET FOR PREEM

Hypo CBS

following signing
loi; exclusive

television,

of its

pact with Ford

video

rights

to

TEI.EVIS10]\

NBC VIDEO LEGIT

'

home

all

football

games of Columbia Univ. this fall,
diCKering, with potenis currently
of
tial sponsors for remote coverage
Sunday afternoon pro games.

WBEN Gets Okay on Tele
Buffalo, Aug. 27,

WBEN

First in the series of prospective
shows that's skedded. for a test
preem via television under the pact
signed last spring between NBC and
the Dramatists' Guild, is tentatively
slated to go before the cameras
sometime this month.
legit

Deal,

as

NBC

most

last fall,

and

will

:

probably follow

this
year,
through
N.
jie*ly-organized

games

to

leaving
the
Yankees'
Y.

CBS.

RCA

Image - Orthicons
ordered by CBS have been definitely
jDromised for Sept, 15 delivery, and
the web's video execs, are working

Two

on a number of other special events
to follow delivery of the equipment.
has also signed Bernie London as assistant to Bob Edge, sports
With CBS radio for 11%
chief.
years prior to joing the OWI, London will do research for Edge on
all sports shows. Edge, meanwhile,
is auditioning sportsca.sters for use
on the Columbia football telecasts.

Toronto, Aug.

Should the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. give Paramount Pictures the
green light, Canada can have television as soon as the U. S., according to Barney Balaban, Par prexy;
here for the quarterly directors'
meeting of Famous Players Canadian Corp. As far as Toronto area
programs are concerned, these could
be piped from Buffalo, only 40 miles
across Lake. Ontario from here, he

coverage of sports and

Forest Hills,
nucleus for a future chain, possibly
L. I., on Labor Day (2) via WNBT,
the co-axial cable. We have
its N. Y. tele station.
Sports will using
the equipment and we are interalso be features of thfe rest of the
The technical asweekend, with the baseball games ested in Canada.
been pretty well licked,
pects
have
between the Brooklyn Dodgers and
we can overcome the horizon
Ni Y. Giants slated for remote pick- and

up oa Saturday

(31)

and Sunday

Sets in Chi; $100 Per

limit.

Jr., to

CBS Tele

Herbert Bayard Swopc, :Jr„

Turf -Water- Air

CBS

.

Video Calls Call Again;

WGAR,

Earl Anthony Seen
Interest Perks
27.

Indicative Of a revived interest in
by radio operators in the
sticks, George R. Call of Sioux City,
last Thursday (22) resubmitted an
application at FCC for an experimental television operation. Call had

video

withdrawn from video when

backsliding of applicants was at

its

height.
:

Labor Day weekend, all of which
On* the commercial side, several
will be shown over the web's five backsliders are now reported ready
outlets.
Events include the
Hopeful race at the Saratoga track
on Saturday (31), sponsored by the
Berkray Corp.; finals of the Cleveland Air Races on Monday (2), to
be sponsored by U; S. Rubber; and
the Detroit Gold Cup speedboat
races, which will be carried on a

tele

sustaining basis.
Films will be shown as soon thereafter as possible over
(Du-

Mont, N.Y.);
tady);

WPTZ

WRGB

WABD

(GE, Schenec-

(Philco, Philadelphia);

WBKB

Swope was a reporter on the N. Y,
Herald-Tribune prior to joining CBS
as an apprentice in 1938;:

earlier

ABC

^

trade news editor before entering
the Navy in 1941,. has rejoiried the
assistant to.Bob Bendick,
chief of the news and special events
department of WCBW, the web's
N, Y, tele outlet,

Washington, Aug,

television has lined up three
special events for filming over the

at Start
,

network as

Back as

ABC's Weekend Of

Hour

•
Chicago, Aug, 27,
Declaring that he is "out to beat
New York and to make Chi the
television center of the country,"
William C, Eddy, director of television for B&K's video station
here, revealed a revolutionary plan,
last week for video air lime costs
which he said ainounted to one-tenth
the levy charged by 'eastern stations.
Plan is unique in that costs will be.
ba.sed on the number of receivers
in the Chi area rather than on.
operational costs as is done in New
York.
vAnnouncement of the: plan is the
first step 'in the station's program to
go commercial and begin charging
for time.
In the past WBKB has
been operated on an experimental
basis and all time, including commercial show.?, has been for .free.
•

Swope,

:

"With the CBC okay, we are prepared to set up trial stations in
Toronto and Montreal as a starter,
special events, NEC television will
then follow with Vancouver,"
and
scan the National Professional Tennis
he stated. "These three would be the
Championships from

.

>

With Tele

Time Costs Pro-Rated to Number of

by

27.

said.

its

up

In Toronto, Montreal

NBC's Teletennis

Hypoing

set

'

:

CBS

originally

has been granted a con-, Richard Rodgers of the Guild and
John F. RQyal, NBC exec veepee
over television, calls for new siioWS
to be produced over video for the
benefit of th^ producer, cast, etc.
By testing the show first on television,' it was pointed, but, the producer, could get a good idea of how
it would go on a legit stage and also
WBEN
receive-: audience reaction, thereby
FM
cutting down the number of revisions that usually have to be made
on a show's out-of-town opener.
NBC and the Criiild have lined up
a backlog, of new plays, with the
first slated to tee off as soon
Par Romances Canadian
as
Royal gets back from his current
Tele; Balaban Would Start trip to Europe. Shows will be televised on Sunday nights over WNBT,
NBC's N, Y. tele ou.tlet.

struction permit by the FCC for a
new television station in Buffalo;
Permit is for a station to operate on
If the CBS plans go through, foot- .66 to 72 megacycles, assigned to Chanball fans owning video sets will be nel 4, witth 14.4 kilowatts visual
practically assured of a game every
power and .7,2 kilowatts aural power,
and .Sunday afternoon:
Satui'd^y
and inedules a 378-foot transmitter.
throughout the season. In addition
has also received FCC perto the Columbia games Saturdays on
station to
mission for an interim
CBS, NBC tele has signed to cover
be known as WBEN-FM; Station
all Army games played at either
televised will operate from WBEN's studios
West Point or N. Y.
Hotel Statler.
of the N. Y, Giants* pro games in

WBKB Goes Commercial

39

to refile bids for black-and-white
videoi Among those rumored ready
to reenter
the fold are WGAR*,
Sons,
Cleveland, and Ear] Anthony
:'
Boston,

:

New rate card, which goes into
Sept, 1, li.sts the following
prices for air time: 0^1,000: sets,
(450) receivers in the area at present) .$100 one-hour, $50 half -hour;
$40 quarter-hour: 1,001-5,000 sets,
$200, $120, $80, Prices will be graduated until a peak of 35,000 or more
receivers is arrived at, at which time
the cost will be $SCO, $525, and $320
for hour, half and quarter hour
shows respectively. Above prices are
for live' programs with -film shows
spots .also pegged on a: graduated
basis but at lower rates.
effect

'

:

:

Main difference between WBKB's
rate card (outside of the great difference in cost) and that offered in
N. Y., is that the Chi plan is a
package deal including a 2-1 reBob Bmery to DuMont
hearsal time, full station facilities,
Bob: Emery, television producer and directional job.
Ad agencies will
for
(N. Y.) for the last two be given a discount but
reyears, has been named chief of the tains the right to have full charge
production.
According
of
to Eddy,
sustaining program department at
N.
Y,
charges
approximately
$750
WABD, Dumont's N. Y, tele outlet.
hour with only 2,600
Emetjr will handle all DuMont sus- for one
in
operation,
which price
tainers as a part of the program sets
operations department, headed up does not include rehearsal time and
transmitter
charges, (Latter includes
by Lou Sposa, .jatter services all

WOR

WBKB
_

"We are doing commercial broad- W3XWT (DuMont, Washington), and
afternoons.
WBKB (Balaban & Katz, Chicago),
NBC has also signed to film the casting in New York and Washinguse of the co-axial Harvey Marlowe, ABC television proPresident's Cup Kegatta, scheduled ton and, by
ready to enter the duction chief; will direct the filming
for the Potomac River near Washing- cable, are getting
is
Everybody
at Saratoga and Detroit, with Dick
scale.
ton, on Sept. 20-22. Films will ;later field on a big
(Continued on page 40)
commercial shows.
(Continued on page 40)
be televised over WNBT.

(Continued on page 42)

PEGGY MANN
appearing on

LUCKY STRIKE'S

YOUR

HIT PARADE"

(FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENT)

Exclusive

Management

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES
521 5th Ave., New York City

WednesdaxT August 28, 1946
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American democracy.

From

the Production Centres

1

Ford, etc.

,

,

.

,

.

NBC

Wilbur Stark, top account exec at WMCA...N. Y., for 10
years, is resigning end of next week., to go uito business tor hirnself. Sta.fk:
coin packages VlPCaU^^^
is credited with selling some of the top
the N. Y Giants $173,000 deal last March. WMCA departure^ is. amicable.
waiter Kanor, lomer Armed Forces Radio platter jock, has been signed
by Ben Tucker Furs ot Brooklyn for twice-weekly- Broadway commentary
show over WINS. Kaner was well-known in the Pacific as "Tokyo Mose''
wrote a Broad\V.hen, he did a GI record show, ior Japan and Korea and
way lb Hollywood co'Mhin for Stars and Stripes. \ .Ed (Check & Double
Check) Cashman in town from Coast.
Harlow Wilcox replaces Jay Stewart as announcer on "Truth and Con.

'

Green

.

.

WHN
WHN

i

.

Ameche-Drene show.
IIS

Par Romances

WDRC
4

Continued from page 39 s
now waiting for the: production of
individual sets."
While motion picture companies
were once averse to television, the
film industry now realizes that there
is rooni for both and that television
may help the film industry, Balaban
wOuld take
said. Coloi: television
some time before efficient results
are obtained, Balaban felt, and he
believed that very often television
in color gained nothing and even
black-andover
lost
something
white.
The Par prexy believed that, for
some time, the main .portion of television programs in the film industry
would consist ot some event already
recorded, and that this would enable his compaiy to hold the event
and run it off, as many times as
wished, during breaks in the fllmhouse program..
,

CONNtCTlCUT

.

.

.

WMCU

.

.

pa.ssed away... .Tom McAvity and Helen Mack to New York.. ..Wick
Crider around to help set up "Hollywood Players" for Schenley.
.Al
Kaye will direct the Mei'edith Willson show tor Canada Dry if he can
get a clearance from Benton & Bowles, for whom he directs Coast radio
.i .» .Bob
Corley, former announcer in Atlanta, here to play the title role
of Ken Dolan's new "Beulah" show, waxed by CBS... .Eddie Simmons,
producer of National Barn Dance, carries on those duties on the Roy
Rogers replacement. .. Bert Prager resigned as radio director of the Sam
JatTe agency logo on his own. ...Bob Gillham hustled back to N. Y. with
his tele plans for Ford under the bush. .. .Lew Wei-ss mailing out printed
cards about having a good time, etc., from hi.") Hawatian playground....
Jim Doane flushed with pride over his parenthood. It's a six-pound girl
lor the agent-packager. \. .So that Garlton Ameche can have a longer rest
period after hjs hospitajization, Frank Woodruff will direct the first

it returns to NBC Sept, 7. ..."Sing Along'' cast goes to
Bay,, Wis., Labor Day to take part in the, Harve^lt Festival, .show
.
originating there that day as start of several out-of-town appearances*
WO'V planning shindig for 25,000tl.i member of Fred Robbins "1280 Club,''

sequences" when

Lou Frankel,
Recipient of hoopla wilt be Alice Dickey, Manhattanite.
in Ithaca, N. Y.. starts a weekly series of critical radio
who's With
.Roger Pfyor parted for lead in
.pieces for the Nation starting Oct, l!
"The Grey Seal" mystery series which has been packaged by Production
Associates... .Lew Fisher, gabber for WINS and Paramount News; awarded
bronze star last week for service aboard Battle Cruiser Guam, during llic
war. He was a lieutenant commander and admiral's aide.
news analyst, returns from Paris Aug. 28, ..
Johannes Steel,
news commentator, finishing a book, a primer on
Sidnev Walton,

.

.

.

.

HARTFORD

.

.

CHICAGO

has

been

fine

thus:

take

prpgrarfiniing-^summed
ironical

"It's

AVCO money

York radio

that

up

it

shoiild;

it

push

to

.

New

higher levels, after
the way so many people squawked
about AVCO's 'absentee ownership':
to

;

all that.
But the fact is that
the Shou.se-Dunvvlle team, plus the
A'VCO dough, add.s Up. to a powerful challenge. It'll co.-itus all plenty
to keep up with those fellows. But
maybe it will be good for all of us
in the long run, possibly even in
dollars and cents."

^

and

Kaniias

-

City—The Midland Broad-

KMBC,
FCC

operators of
has
for
application With the
5,000 watt, daytime only station
on S50 kc. to be placed in Concordia,
Kans. With this station Midland
would intend to provide its farm
ca.sting Co.,
filed

a

programs

throughout

Kansas.

KMBC

has lon.<; emphasized rural
to use its
present production and talent staff;
for such a new station. The FCC already ha.s granted an increase in

programming and plans

to

become

effecr

live this fall.

RWG

. .

;

i

!

.

.

.

WBBM

.

WBBM

I

.

hillbilly shows for
and CBS. .Caesar Petrillo, CBS central division music boss, on vacation. .. .Norman Hayne, assistant radio head at
R-R, on two weeks vacation. .. .Don Manchester, former veepee of Foote,
Cone
Belding, to New York on new agency deal. ...Ken Stewart testling, three new platter shows for Lucky Tiger Hair Tonic
Ed Kobak,
Mutual prexy, in town for series of meetings with Foote. Cone
Belding
and Armour officials about new fall show for the meat concern.
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.
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"HIRES TO YA'
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FOR SECOND YEAR

j

!

I

HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC. COAST-TO-COAST

]

ABC'S Weekend
Cuntinucd from page 39

CLEVELAND'S

WLW

known for its sock public service
shows.
The same type of public
service prograinining, it's felt, is
certain to be brought now to WINS,
under the new ownership. That, in
turn, will accomplish two ends as
far as the others: indies are concerned. It will force those who do'
good public service programming to
better .their own marks; it will set
the sights higher for the stations
that get away with murder now, as
far as doing anything tor the public
Furthermore, the netis concerned.
work flagship.';, all of whom are also
alter local business and local goodwill, will aLso have to hypo their
public service concepts to keep up
with the Cincinttati crowd.
One indie operator in New York
and he's one of those: known lor his

KMBC's FM power

Herb Futran, former prexy of the midwe.<tern region of the Radio
Writers Guild, was married Sunday (18) in Chi to Mrs. Theodore M.
Golden. Futran, who resigned the
post tast week, left Sunday (26)
to settle on the Coast.
.Ell Henry, ABG central division press head, on
two weeks vacation. .. .Marilou Neumayer, Chi radio thesper, will be married to Dr. Harrison Putnam, Jr.. ot Canton, 111., Oct. 2 ... Nannette
Sargent added to the cast of "Guiding Light". .. .Carolyn Gilbert bedded
with a strep throat.... Johnny Coons skcdded for the juvenile lead in
ABC's "Sky King" which bows Oct. 28
Joe Kelly, "Quiz Kid" quizmaster, will p'inchhit for Don McNeil as m.c. on the "Breakfast Club"
when McNeil goes on vacation
.David Kimble, on the editorial and ad
staff of the Earnshaw Publications, joining the NBC central division ad
and sales promotion staff Thursday (29) ... .George Herro, midwest press
head for Mutual, back from honeymoon in Oconomowoc, Wis,
Ernie Shonio,
sales manager, bedded after a minor operation....
Marshall Kent, WJJD announcer, and Margaret Walter were married in
Chi last week.... Harry Wismer. ABC sport chief, in town to broadcast
the AU-Star football game for Mutual.
.Swaney Hagman and Ed Borroff busy interviewing candidates for. ABC central division radio production berth following the resignaion of Gene Rouse.
.Art Satherly, veepee
of Columbia Records, in town for meeting with Les Atlass about new

;

ALL SQUAWS LIKE and LISTEN

the indies in the market.

Programwise,

.

"retirement" to produce Socony-Vacuum's

of.

,

•

'

..

.

,

coming out

.

ad-promotion
t^armelfiQ W. dusack, tor three years art director of
studio. .. .Aaron
dept., resigning: Sept, 30 to set up own ad-promotion art
"Here's;
Rubiii inked to eallaborate with Henry Morgan as scripter on the

Morgan" show.

is

.Milton Bjow around
field is more fertile for maestros.
long enough to clear up a- lot of Coast problems and duly install Jack
Runyon as coordinator. He'll be away from telephones for a w.eek on a
John Bates of the Mathes Agency^ who
cruise in Harry Cohn's yacht.
bought Meredith Willspn for Canada Dry and' Hoagy Carmicliael for
Luden's, shopping around for a couple of other shows. His hotel phone
never stops ringing: ... Don Bernard of Esty and CBS a.ssistant censor,
Jim Schuilingei% almost came to blows over the blue-pencilling of a
Character named "McKeester." Schullinger insisted the tag was suggestive
of something else and ruled it out. CBS backed him up- and all that was
.Servel made
left for Bernard was to gasp, "well, what do you know.".
a pitch to Harriet Parsons for a gossip program but she refused to com.Raymond R.- Morgan sold another audipete Willi the mater (Louella)
ence participation shPw to Mutual, the creation of Roy,,? Maypole and
Charles Morin.
Tagged "Heart's Desire," it goes five times' a week in
half-hour doses and is said to' have a hook different from "(9ueen For a
Day," which also was originally sold to Mutual by Morgan, .. .Phii Cohan
set his .writing .staff for Durante-Mobre, to wit. Jack Douglas, holdover
from last season, and the teams of -Les White and Art Pierson, and Stan
Davis and Elon Packard .....John Christ producing the Tommy Dorsey
show for J. Walter Thompson, relieving Ezra Mcintosh, who had been dis-*
patljhed east to handle Kraft Music Hall. .. .Jimmy Stewart will be in the;
guest corner when Edgar Bergen puts Charlie back on his knee Sept. i..,..
Nate Tufts added Stewart Garner of CBS to Rutl'iraufl ,& Ryan production staff ... Brewster Morgan called to Kan.sas City where his mother

Radco. ..;,/Alpis.Havnlia'cQmmut>ng to his new
,;.Lea!ioldine iCpnstantin'e, Of the film "Notohoine at Eiiglowbod, N. J.
a,guest;.nn "WHOM's
ripUs^' mstfe hev radio debut fast Sunday night; (25> as
.

Shouse
Continued from .page 33
rangement of radio business among
all

wood where the

will be published in fall by

''Personality i'aracfB.''

celebrated Us 20th anni

Tommy

;

ing's

to leaders in the

.

1.,

Dee Engelbach was all set
series with Victor Borge arid Benny Goodman.
lor the chore after Knight first turned it down but could not clear with
the sponsor of Academy Award Theatre, which he directs. Borge-Good^
man will travel the show for a good part, of the season which just about
Knight is also producing the wax series
killed the deal for Engelbach.
with
Harmon, which has been sold co-op for station spots....
Percy Faith is giving up the "Contented Hour" to pitch his tent in Holly-

,

those da>.s" ... American Meat Institute, which sponsors Fred Warmorning show on NBC twice a week, wants to show off the ensemble
meat industry, so Waring is taking his crew out to ChiJohncago next month tor a week of originations, including his nighltihie
in. N. Y: sonic time in Sept....
spiv W.ak-prograhV. .. .Paul Kestendue^
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, moving out of his present 20th floor ofliees
Veopee
Paley.
into another suitc^ vvhich vC'ill spot him next door to Bill
Swczey
Joe Ream takes over Stanton's quarters. ... Mutual veepce Bob
vacationing for two weeks at Lake George, ,. .The latest literary threat
Laurla';
to radio's security is rumored wrapped up in a novel by Lew
Story, told thrpugh the eyes ot. a T.adio actress,
titled "Let the Chips Fall."

Bmg

,;

Woodside, L.

Station, a 250-watter, recently filed for 5,000 watts,

Vick Knight

broadIjioks like Gillette will be pick'mf; up the tab Cor the Army-Navy
John Grbsby, tadio ed of New York Herald
cast via ABC this year
Which recalls
Tribiine; pacied for series of radio pieces tor Satevepost.
than,
crack of AP's Jean Meegan: "John Crosby's getting a bigger. play
,

.WWRL,

HOLLYWOOD

IIS

CITY ...

NEW YORK

IN

,.

Monday (26) with 16 hours of special broadcasts. Station also onered a
special show built around people who started with it an* since went Wktime— such as Ethel Mennan> Kddie Bracken, Whispering Jack Smith, Art

Goggin,
dle the

;

web producer, slated to hancameramen at Cleveland.

LIKE THE

Cleveland Air Races will be handby ABC at the special invitation
CBS. Latter had signed a longterm contract for both the radio and
tele rights to the event, but ran up
against- its usual video film labor
trouble, and was forced to bow out
on the tele end this year. Race.<i
will also be filmed by commercial
newsreel photogs, members of the

NAME OF

led
of

Gather urdund and

lat

WJW.

guid* you to Northarn Ohio's

Ct'tV*l<in#t
billiah.<dallcn'

CHIEF

Station,

WJW

markot.

deliver!

more daytime

dialers per dollar In the Cleveland

WIRE
BUYING AREA WHERE STATION
POPULARITY IS EARNED BY
SIGNAL QUALITY

will film the

also

exists

that

*

ABC

annual "Miss America"
-

ABC Network
CLEVCLAND

C

OEPBESEN'S'J

SiTlOsaiL^

MV
WWt

JOHN

9<

-EiDlE" OSES

4NC

H'iHr

COV'ON'

•

-,

"

1'*'^'.

5000 WATTS

PEARSON COMPANY RepreienfOf;Ves
AFFILIATED WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

5000 Wat»s
CA

vi

'

BASIC NBC

Henry.

Mf
WW

POPULAR SONG

ALL OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS

ijeauty pageant at Atlantic City over
the Labor Day weekend. If plans
for this event work out, the cameramen will be directed^ by Bobbie

area than any other regional station.

A

fold.

Pp.ssibility
.

ON

International Alliance of Theatrical
and Stage Employees (lATSE), who
threatened to pull out if the CBS
cameramen, ihembers of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (IBEW), were used. CBS
v'ill do the radio broadcast, however.
Since the Berkray Corp., sponsoring the Saratoga event, is the first
i,arment manufacturer to back a tele
show, ABC plans to make a .special
pitch on this one. Web plans to go
all-out on ads in garment industry
tiadepapers, hoping to lure more
oi the cloak-and-suiters into the tele

E.

Washington.— D. C. District Comhave approved erection
a television antenna tower for

missioners
of

WMAL, ABC

affiliate here.

)
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Two New Commercials

Canadian Tycoons, Once

In

Manila Radio Rebirth

Partners, Start Radio

Mnnila, Aug.

War

Over Airport

broadcasting war

is

27.

27.

al.so

I
1

|

—

WVTM—

ally,

faie.

•

KZFM,

started by the O0ice of

originIn-

I

.

formation continues operating under
thc
U,
S.
Information
Set-vice,

-

^

[

.

outgro-wth,

is

RWG

members

of

that;

':

.

j

!

,

j

I

I

:

;

|

have been heard against tlie fastgrowing U. S. dominance of the cona tough time getting, through, tinental air waves.
Question of taking over of the
pretty certain that it will
be approved in; the long run since
(Continued on page 43)

RWG

|

I

,

]

cludo an educational progrjm in
additioh to its main purpose of improving standards and conditions for
radio writers. Courses offered will
cover every type of radio show, pUi.s
production, markets, and standard.s.
Instructor." are some ol the lop
scripters in Chi radio, including Orin cialLst) benches:,
Chances are that
Tovrov, midwest
vqepee, Sher-

|

I

,

fteling

the func-

lions of the organization should in-

,

the

bill

will

man Marks, Beulah Karney, Ruth have
Myron Golden, and Lou but

Wall'user,
i

.

.School:

among

War

the C.C.F. and Liberals in power are
obviously joining hands to ensure
its passage.
C.C.F. Leader Goldwell touched a
sore spot of the Conservatives when,
he said that the whole .scheme of
national radio had been laid down:
Bill came as a result of the Com- way back. in 1932 by the then Conmons Hadio Committee report call- servation prinJeniihister, now Ytsi
To this, Conservaing for unlimited loan powers by count Bennett.
CBC, and backing the CBC move to tive John Hackfett replied that he did
Ebsoirb the fr^quehdies of three ihv licit' feel his party bburid 'by the dedies— (iFRBv Toronto; CFGN, Cal-: cision of the man who was then
leader, who had reacted to circum}ary; and CKY, Winnipeg.'
BenProgressive, Consei'vative and So- stances of a particular time.
cial parties were chief opponents ot nett, he said, had redeemed Canada's
proposed legislation,' :while support position in the air at a time when
(ame from Liberal and CC.F. (So- only a united Canadian voice could
I

Scofleld.

it's

.

building has been acquired
being altered and equipped.
plans call for hookups With

studio

and

is

The

"

stations,

S.

X'
'

programs from

on

.

New York, Boston, Chicago and Holnotable sports
including
lywood;
The only tieup.s by CHS J
features.
have been with tlie Canadian, Broadcasting Corp.
The Bdbinson group, in retaliation
against the McLean group, has been
building a new tower, much higher
than that previously available. The
transmission ba.se is three miles east
of St. John. The studio is in Robinnewspaper

son's

buying out

building.

CHSJ, about

12

Before
years

ago, the Robinson group announced
jlanS to start a rival station for the
pioneer station established by C. A.
'

:

St. John. Munro got up a
petition aimed at forestalling the
station, but tos.sed in the towel
and sold out to Robinson when he

Munro,

new

learned Robinson already had been
issued a secret permit to establish
and operate- a second station.

CBC

Dramat Series

Sets

Based on Classics, Plays
|

Vancouver, B. C„ Aug.

27.
j

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will J
launch a series of one-hour dramatic presentations Sunday nights
beginning Sept. 29. Series, titled
"Stage *7," will be based on adaptations of well-known novels, short
stories, plays and biographies, although the adaptations will be coupled with original works.
Broadcasts will be given musical
mounting in original scores composed and conducted by IjUciq AgOstini. Agostini is known for his work
on the music Of Vancouver's "Jubilee Show" and is ftow working on
a musical score for an Associated
Screen News pic in Montreal. Production will be under supervisio'h of

Andrew
Some

Cant Do

;

cessful novel,

"Two

cast will live longer for radio.

Kitty

Hawk. So they

it.

And we believe that our experience has shown
Later they yelled "get a horse" to Haynes,

Duryea and
loon

tires

that transcribed programs

Four-wheel brakes and bal-

Fcfrd,

were argued

sound idea has had

its

for

and

against. "Every

distinct contributions

doubters.

from page

its

was not given more than

from the viewpoint of

listeners, advertisers, stations,

"cat-whisker" stage
six

do not "break up

networks"— but that on the contrary, they are

Solitudes."

NBC-Vallee

and Dowfley and his

popular as

*'Claremont"— to the Wright Brothers before

Even broadcasting in
Coiitiniicd

Downey

That's what they said to Robt. Fultop about the

Allan.

of the works to be presentinclude Shakespeare'.s "Richard
II," Ibsen's "Enemy of the People,"
Chekhov's "The Sea Gull." Sophocles'
"Tom
Fielding's
"Oedipus Rex,"
Jones" and Dickens' "David Copperfield."
One notable adaptation will
be Hugh McLennan's recently suc-

ed

We believe that the trail

months— "until

and networks.

blazed by Mutual over

about to echo to the tramp of

a year ago^

is

other feet.

We know

going to do

it

31

every nightclub and stage performer
wanted to get on radio for showcasing value.

NBC

Meanwhile
is pushing the
packaged "Fourth Estate,"
starring Mark Hellinger, for the
Philip Morris spot.
Show carries
also
a price tag of $10,000.
has a newspaper story called "Feature A.ssignment," but is making no
effort to Sell it to Biow until the
Vallee situation is cleared up.
sale of its

MCA

MCA

allows it is Biow's problem at this
lime and that it will continue to
represent Vallee in the deal without forcipg the issue with NBC.
Under NBC policy no program
can go on the network until it has
been approved by the. chain's pro-

—

gram heads Clarence Menser in
New York and Lewis Frost in Hollywood. Trammell was brought into
the picture when it was apparent
that Biow and Vallee would appeal
an adverse decision to the highest
authority. In his 18 years on radio
Vallee has broadcast on no other
network than NBC and was instrumental in launching the careers of
many top NBC personalities. It's
planned to pipe the second audition record into
New York for
Trammell's decision.
=

Rill

Amending Can. Act Faces Parliament
Montrealj Aug. 27.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. came
j i
for hefty pannings and praising
when the House of Commons Friday (23) launched a major debate
on a bUl to amend the Radio Act to
provide for the expansion of CBC.

,

j

;

broadcasting

The snondcnt.

a building.

Jic

27.

In -an elfort to oflSet tlie exodus of
station, went on the radio VvTiters to the Coast, and to
air with a .special inaucsiirotion pro- develop new talent for Chi radio, tlve
gram. Simultancoii.sly, another stamidwestcrn region of the Kadio
tion, also a commercial one. began
to function.
This is KZPl, a new- Writers, Guild will sponsor a series
of lectures on radio writing begiricomer in the field
ginco the liberation two stations ning Oct. 2< aiM} rtinhipg for 11
KZEM ana
have been .weolis.:,-'.,
supplying local listeners with daily
"

m

and

fRf

41

KZRHj .a prewar

Robinson, is -spon.soring govern- WVTM is the local army radio stamental .selection of an an port iite tion, .supplying American service
the Philippines with raseven miles east of St. John, while personnel
McLean is battling for a location 36 dio entertainment,
KZPI may start "sister" or chain
miles west ot St, John. Decision was
stations
broadcastin
various
important cities
a
new
establish
to
made
ing station, with .studio in St. John all .over the Philippines, to attain a
and transmission base at MacLaren's moi-Ai expansive coverage than what
Beach, about five miles west of St. it now h£ss. It's under the direction
The towers are now being of Norman .Paige, former war correJohn.
built there,

Chicago, Aug.

vebU'th of commercial broadcasting
occurrecl
I'eccntly
when

developing

from a battle over an airport site.
CHSJ, owned by Howard P. RobinnowspaperSon, owner of the local
rad'io-teleplione monopoly, is to have
opposition in. airing from a group
headed by Neil McLean, of St. John,
operating' a fish, canning, monopoly,
and also a member of the life-appointed Canadian Senate. The two
keen rivals were business partners
for some years.

CANT KEEP 'EM pMwaa Rafflp QvPr
^^^^
ITUTRAIN NEW ONES r^""^®^
CHI

The

Site

John, N. B„ Aug.

St.

A

IF

the novelty wore off."

It

was the same story, with network transcribed

programs. People said "you can't do that." But
If,

Mutual

did, because

we

believe

them

in devising

— again

Coca Cola did

sound idea— a step forward.

it

ourselves are

one more way in which adver-

broadcasting— we

bit as

their

feel it's

money, we

no more than the

industry deserves from Mutual.

figures to prove that

Downey on transcription has been every

more for

have at the same time made a contribution to

with the Morton Downey

program and Hooper has

we

a g<jod
tisers are able to get

idea; a basically

that

and again.

.

casting

is

And

more than welcome.

Mutual Broadcasting System

broad-,
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Wednesday, August 28, 1946
Political

r
Vk'itli

.

-»»»-»

right tune,

Mrs. Walter Thornton, Dorothy

Archdeacon

Warren
Jim McNauffhton

Director: Kalph

visible in the
easily correctible, lay

opponents to pieces. Hebert

Sia\.

contrast,

25 niins.; Tliurs. (22), 8:50
Sustaining
WCBW-CBS, N. Y.

"WINDOW SHADE KEVUE"
With Carl RaVazza, Lillian Cornell,
Bibi Osterwald, Lou Nelson, Harold
Lang, Sonja Woiclkowski, Pat Mea-

.

nc,«', Marine Barrett; Phil Gordon
tages nihercnt in video and has the Producer: Ronald Oxford
necessary know-hovv' to capitalize on Writer: Robert Mayberry.
CBS television, in cooperatioh 3,) Mins.; Sun. (25), 8:40 p.m.
with the Walter Thornton model Sustaining
agency, has a sure bet here to lure WNBT-NBC; N. Y.
almost every woman viewer who can
Newest wrinkle in NBC televibion's
get to a television set. In addition, plan.s to build up a unit of "regulars"
even though the show is aiitied spe- for, future vaude-like touring of the
cifically at the femmcs. it's good network circuit teed olT Sunday (25)
enough to hold the interest nl male night to good results. While "Winviewers, with orwithout the elieese^ dow Shade Revue" couldn't be comcake sometimes present.
pared to a Broadway production, the
Show's format follows the basic .show moved rapidly, with the cast
standards embodied in several other working together in a fashion that
beauty-hint shows on television. In- presages much good tele entertainstead of mertly talking about the ment in future programs.
tips to femmes, however, this one
Producer Ronald Oxford missed a
actually demonstrates, with the usft good bet by not carrying through on
of live (and attractive, of course) the window shade theme.
Show
models, how a frowzy-looking babe opened via a shade going up to recan dress up her looks sufficiently veal the assembled characters singing
to snare a man. Each stanza is given on a balcony, before two open winover to a different beautifyins sub- dows. Next skit took place inside a
de- room but. instead of panning througli
ject, with the one caught (22
voted to tips oh makeup.
one of the windows, which would
Judy Thornton, wife of the model have maintained some semblance of
agency's chief, does a nice job of in- continuity, Oxford cut directly to
terviewing her various guests, in this another set. It's true that a revue
instance Dorothy Barrett, fashion doesn't require continuity among the
editor of Mayfair mag. After first skits, but the emphasis on window
demonstrating how an unknowing shades was lost in the shuffle.
gal can ruin her looks with the imSkits, penned by Robert Mayberry,
proper application of makeup, Miss were funny enough and; fast-moving.
Barrett then directs another model in Musical numbers, -with the emphasis
the correct way. Gal with the frowzy on modern pops, were likewise okay.
look, meanwhile, follows her instruc- Carl Ravazza, current at the Vertions and her before-and-after look sailles, N. Y., and Lillian Cornell,
makes for a good contrast.
billed as NBC tele's "discovery,"
With the talking going on at one handled the vocals in nice fashion.
side of the stage and the demonstra- Miss Cornell, however, does much
tions at the .other, director Ralph better on light opera than on stuff
:

»

,

Warren managed

to keep his cameras trained on the right spot at the

like

"Coax

Me

was given

a Little Bit," which

show,

sing
and she should also refrain from SO.
much mu.^ging. Change of costume
in the different skits could have

she

in

to

thi.<;

helped her, too.
Comedy, as dished up by Bibi Osr
terwald, Lou Nelson and Phil Gordon, was good mostly because the
skits were "short. Dancers, including
Harold Lang, Sonja WoicikowisUi, Pat
Meaney and Maxine Barrett, ottered
what might have been the best part
of the show., except that Oxford persisted in cutting their images off at
the feet. Someday a tele producer is
going to be hailed for a "great discovery" when he finds out that the
most important attributes of any
•
dancer are his feet.
Bob Wade's sets were mostly good,

,

but the show could hav* been aided
considerabl:? with the addition of
more props fo dress up the stage, hs
it
was. the screen looked almost
blank in such skits as the one in a
tavern, with only a table and a
couple of chairs set up against some
drapes in the background as nroos.
Stal.

everybody knows

Radio

WBIG

Continued from page 3S

means good broadcasting
i

I

50Q0 WATTS DAY & NIGHT
I

I

columbfa

iifFiliQt«

gfeeniboro, n.

Reviews

e.

repreientcd by hollingbery

Daily News negated, the previous
kudos, opining that the guestar system and revivals of commercial successes in the bSrn stands were defeating such a purpose. In parting
he reiterated that the barners are
aping Broadway and becoming too
commercial to bother about incubating new writing and acting talent
and suggested that producers put
them back to where they belong.
Edbrt.

-

RECORDING

<

MOriON PICTURES

•

RECORDING

•

MOTION PICTURES

•

WNOK

WDSU

-

'ihem.

WBKB

^

Continued from page

only NBC, with CBS &
charging different rates.)

•»»

With

—

Du Mont

Faye

WITH FAYE AND
(cuestsi;

'.emceC"" :

Writer:

'

"TOUCHDOWN
.

,

42 Stations

Newest
ter teams

To7nm.

Srhocn

I,iillian

Producer: Bay Green
IS Mins.

Co-op

rural and small city markets, espe-

cially in game areas and during bie
and Elliote hunting and flshiog seasons, this
'
Jim Ameche platter series will do Okay.

(Emerson)

Roosevelt;

is

presenting a series of transcribed
dramatizations of his career in
the House of Representatives.
Platters, featuring himself and
raido actors. ar$ being broadcast
several times weekly over
and
here. Hebert's air
campaigning to date has been
devoid of the usual political
oratory, and has won the praise
of listeners for the good taste
e:nployed.

iKiii.

a good example of the fine
tesults obtainable when a television
director recognizes the visual ad\'3n-

Transcription Reviews
"AT HOMK
KLLIOTT"

,

Only faiUt

show, and one
in the set. With the models wearing
white robes, designer Jim McNaUghton provided them with a light baclvground, which didn't supply enough

Parrett, TUia CornrJI, Virginia
C'livanaugh,
Posy Perry, Sall^

Set:

New Orleans, Aug. 27.
Rep. F. Edward Hebert of
Louisiana, seeking reelection in
the first congressional district,
Thursday night (22) Introduced
a new wrinkle in political broadcasting. Instead of appearing be^
fore the mike and making longwinded 'speeches and tearing his

Television Reviews

"THE THORNTON SHOW"

Showmanship

TIPS"

With Sam Hayes; Frank Barton announcer
Writer: Sam Hayes
'

husband-wife chat- 15 Mins.
bound to excite interest
(NBC Recording)

of the
is

only because of the late Franklin
A football season special, this
Roosevelt tieup.
Transcription program is no newcomer to the
however, should stand' up on having been plattered during air
the
1941-43 seasons and heard live the'
last two years, and as such,
appearances,
would be draw in the respect due a radio vet. rcites
themselves.
But the team is in- those not interested in college For
grid
telligent and lively.
Roosevelt has and they must be few
indeed'
a surprisingly good, informal, breezy; "Touchdown
Tips"
won't
mean
voice; and duo doesn't hog the promuch, but for the great army qC
ceedings. In fact, format keeps them football
devotees the predictions affd
in background, as they have some vignettes
spelled by: Sam Hayes
distinguished visitor drop
in
on add plenty of pre-game color. will
them, and the talk is oji that celeb
Added to the group of general
or on some subject the latter sugfans are the billiard artists, cigargests.
stand habitues and plain family men
Series is an interview with a celeb who. take
a poor man's plunge with
rather than chit-chat and, though the various football
parlav sheets
not an original format, is still an and use
pre-game dope like raceinteresting one.
The FDR angle is track sharps use the form. Platter
''brought in only on the first platter, opens with
crowd cheers and moves
'since the series theoretically is set ri,7ht
into Hayes' giving oiit with
in the Hyde Park cottage which the
the first quarter, predictions on the
late President left to Elliott, and
eastern scores, followed by the first
visitors Hildegarde and Anna Socommercial break. Gabber predicts
senko wander around, seeing and all
other sections and then, after
discussing the various FDR belongbreak for second commercial, tells a
ings.
Platter is all in good taste, color
story. Hayes delivers in raspwith great nostalgic appeal. Hildeing
drivine style, with headline
garde gets in her own bid by sitting
phrasing.
down at the piano to sing.
Each show will be written the
Other scripts stress the guest previous Saturday, at the end
of the
strictly— Sgt.
Mickey McKeough, day's games, and on Sunday piped
&^n. Eisenhower's orderly; Orson from HoUvwood
to New York for
Welles, Jan Struthers, Lucille Ball cutting for Thursday
and Friday
and Dcsi Arnaz, Martha Scolt, Earl availabilit,v.
Disks will then be
Wilson and wife; Toots Shor and mailed by air. An
eight-minute prcRags Ragland, etc. Welles' platter is sea-son dope -program
is
already
strictly ad
lib
on general news available for an opener.
topics; George Jesse! ad libs about
A
good^eneral interest show.
show biz, and impersonates Eddie
ToJIlDt.
Cantor singing "Susie." Others follow a frame work more closely, but
Dallas: Lou Kemper has joined
all are varied.
the announcing staff of
here,
planned for a, minimum coming from a similar post
^^Sllp^
at
of 260 platters, of 15 minutes each,
to be used three or live times KMBCr Kansas City,
Series starts Sept. 15, with
23 Canadian cities and 19 in the
U. S. already signed,
^.Ij! the Worcoster orea,
There's one
sponsor to a town. Commercials are
the ovurall Hovfjer
worked
on body of disk instead of
at opening and close, Jim
Ameche's
listening Index, D.'c '45
hearty i.ntros are of good aid, Bron.
thru Apr. M6, lookj like
if

D.

series,

merits.
Son, Elliott Roosevelt's
excellent war record; his wife's film

its

.

Theory behind the plan is that by
pegging costs on a i-elatively small
scale in proportion to the number
of actual listeners, both the station
and the sponsors will be getting a
fair break with rates to be altered
.

Under

as more sets come into use.
such a setup the advertiser

is acgetting a break. By buying
.(with 450 sets in opera*
tion) on a 26-week schedule, sponsor
would be paying the same rate in
15 weeks when there might be 2,600
sets in the area.

tually

now

time

a co-operative venture by
concerned," Eddy said, "to make

''This is
all

Chicago number one. We aim to do
We have the talent, the equipment
on high priority order, new enlarged
studio space, and the full co-operait.

WBKB

tion of labor unions."
staff
reserves the right to "screen" all
prospective sponsors on the basis
of what they cotitribute to television.
'"No agency can come in with a show
will encourage
and put it on.
shows we want by giving them 26-

We

week contracts. Others
13," Eddy continued.

only

get

—

-

WFAA

.

"We

won't

accept

advertising

Eddy said. Charge for spots
be the same for 20 seconds as

jingles,"

will
for

two minutes, with only those
contributing in some way to the
public service accepted. "I know it
would be just as easy to get $1,000
for an hour as $100, but we are not
equipment;
selling
interested
in
nothing

but

"Above

Said.

Eddy

showmanship,"
all

we want

quality

m

"OUTDOOR tIPE TIME"
With ICaymond
burn
Miller,

mond

15

shows."

.T. Brown,
C. BlackJim Bowles, Edward

Rogers, others
Writer: Charles Kromer
Producers: Howard and Billy Rich-

pilKiilBiiii^iiBiiii
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8 Stations

Chi Industry Promotion
Chicago, Aug.

(WOR
27.

Another hypo to <3hi television
was revealed last week when the
Electric Assn. of Chicago appointed
a committee of video set manufacturers to work with broadcasters
and dealers in promoting television
in the midwest. Three subcommittees composed of dealers, broadcasters and ad agencies were also formed
to coordinate activities within their
own fields in the overall plan to
make Chi a leading video center.

Immediate aim of the association,
which includes local dealers, manufacturers, and wholesalers, is the
success of the forthcoming television
symposium, skedded for Chi late in
September. Symposium, first of its

kind here, is being presented to acquaint the public and the dealer
with fact that television has arrived,
and to stimulate the sale of sets
which manufacturers hope to have
on the market in quantity by the
.

RecordiTig)

Open-ender produced in cooperation with Outdoor Life mag, which
gets some healthy plugs for use of
Its editor Raymond Brown, is
meant
for the hunting and fishing trade
and in that type of market should

prove popular. Opinion on Various
aspects and problems of outdoor life
IS notoriously
diversified, and this
platter's hot stove gab will probably
plenty of discussion among
rabid sportsmen.
For those not so inclined, howit adds up to pretty dull prostart

ever,

gramming. Format calls for ad lib
question
and answer discussion
among the experts and a guest
sportsman, in thi.s case Edward
Rogers from Maine. Querie'5 include
one on whether hounds' ability to
distinguish between animal scents
comes from training or heredity.
Answer, of course, was heredity, but
distinguishing which game to fol-

low

is

the result of training.

Experts employed for the show all
have good, voices and natural delivery, building an informal air. For

Mat.:

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED niOXAI.L DRUG CO.
Friilay— Cits— 10 p.m. DST

of the year.

first

Pot D'Goid
Continued from page

30

Denny has had an apparent change
of heart and now refuses to hand
down an advisory opinion on whether the program is legal under the
anti-lottery provisions of the radio
act.

.

•

Denny;
to

it is

reportedy

is

unwilling

commit FCC on

"Pot

o'

basis of just one
Gold" format, since even the

from the model
might change complexion of the
in eyes of the law. ABC is
going ahead on assumption that
clearance by the St. Louis and New
York Post Offices and an informal
nod from the Justice Department
will give the sliow a clean bill of
slightest variation

CINEMART
S

• Hours

K

•
•

*

offers you-

suited to your convenlance

One of tho largest Studios

Hi£lily

In

New York

experienced technical staff

health,
Earlier reports that

IS"

£

•

i

iM-"

CINEMART

Faster service and deliveries

Phone us today: PLaza 3-9172
.....

101 Park Avenue

program

New York

17. N.

James Law-

rence Fly, counsel for the agency
handling "Pot," had proposed some
changes in the show were disclaimed
here.
Show will be the same old
"Pot" aired by NBC through June,
1941, it was understood.

Cofy
"I have

an

Suppose Instead of a set, we Just &ive
one dish— filled with Wheatiesl't.

idea.

'etn

.
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Chronicle Breaks

S. F.

RAHIO

9 More Given Permits

1

Ranks, Starts Gabber

To Constmct

As Radio Dept. Editor

FCC

—

FM

stations

!

la.et

Ft.

since

1935

Bringing Storrer Stations to Eight

'

An

•f

all-time high sales ticket for a

I

field.

news and columns from

their
On Sept. 1 a IS-inch daily
paiies.
radio column, with an illustrated
lull tab siz* page in the Ghrpnicle's
Sunday 'This World" section, will

Austin

—

,Toe

K.

was chalked
week when the Fort IndusTwo new shows are going to' bow try Co. contracted to spend $.^50,000
on Mutual early in September, one for WJBK, Detroit, plus a conditional
of them cashing in on Ray Morgan's
'Queen for a Bay" click, and the grant for FM operslion.
During the war the wee-waiter
other reverting to a '"Gay Nineties."
was operated by its present owner,
motif with some modern tinsel.
The Morgan package wilt be spot- John F, Hopkins, Inc., a.s a f reiyn
The nearest aplanguage station.
ted back-to-back with "Queen" and,
250-watt radio station

Mutual Preps

Phipps, has been

Those who received green light for named program director of KTBC
immediate FM broadcasting were: here following' his return to the staWIBM, Inc, Jackson^ Mich.; Ports- tion after his discharge from the
mouth Radio Corp., Portsmouth, Va.; army. Phipps succeeds Jim Turner
be written and bylined by Paul Alamance Broadcasting Co., Burling- who goes to KTBS, Shreveport, Xa.
Spcegle, to include review.*! and gen- ton, N> C-i Cowles Broadca-sting Co.,
eral coverage. The column will be Dps Moines; Lamwr Life Insurance
Co., Jnckson. Miss.: Saviers Electrical
titled "Air Check."
Raleigh
Piedmont Carolina
former practicing at- Products Corp.; Reno; Owensborb Broadca.sting Co., plans to erect a'
Speegle,
torriey who became assistant to drama Broadcasting Co.. Inc., Owensboro,
station
approximately
1 ,00O-\vatt
Hobart in- 1938, »has a Ky.; Freeport Journal-Standard Pub- two miles west of Reid.sville,
(critic John
N. C.
Weekly (Wednesday) 15-minute spot lishing Co., Freeport, 111., and the Station will go on air Jan. 1, 1947,
He will be tendered a Greenville New's- Piedmont Company, and will conduct progranjs from
<)n KQW.
'

—

'

i

party by radio indu.stry at the Mark
Hopkins hotel on Friday <28). The
Chronicle's boss, Paul Smith, will
spark Specgle's column with paper
and newstand promotion.

Greenville, S. C.
!

I

Pittsbureh.— Sy

'

of

;

j

!

Theatre Guild Hits

Coast Air With Class
27.

Theatre Guild, now entrenched in
JLos Angeles, will soon Uike to the
here also. Deal has been made
whereby Queenie Smith, repping
llie Guild, and LciEhlon K. Brill,
Productions,
Enterprise
will
for
air a once weekly quarter hour to
be known as "Hollywood Casting
Torum," over indie station. KGF.I,
York's
Coa-st counterpart of New

I

New

Bloom, graduate
York University and former

freelance radio writer in the east.
has joined continuity staff of KDKA.
He replaces Frances Lindh, who recently left for San Francisco and a
scripting post. Bloom is .only reccntly out o£ the Army.

Two More

up

like the latter, will be an audienceparticipationirig
giveaway,, show.
Titled "Heart's De.sire," it will offer

i

Hollywood, Aug.

WJBiC

has

1

PM

Industry Bids 550G far

45

and special events announcer over

Washington. Aug, 27.
midwest
Thursday (22> handed

out nine additional, tegular construc- joined WEEN, taking over three
tion permits for
operation, bring- commercial spots and 11 prJograms
ing to 170 the number ol final per- a week.
mil.s to date in the high Irequencv

San Francisco, Aug. 27.
«ight years, the San FranChronicle will cut loo.se from
three-paper agreement banning

jiSiet
cifC<J

J
Kidio

for

Circling the Kilocycles
BHffalo
Wally Nehrling, emcee

last

WJBK

proach to the
price w;is 'he
$500,000 paid by Eugene Mevtr. publisher of the Washington Post, lor

the participants the thing they'd WINX here in 1.941.
Fort Industry Co. already hws malike best to have if tliey could.
stations,
7 a.m. until midnigiit.
The second show, tabbed; "Gold jority control of seven
and Silver: Minstrels,"- is being pack- but Commander George Storrer, who
aged by Walter Lurie and is sup- owns the company, says that if FCC
St. Joseikh, Mo,^Work began la.st posedly planned as a nostalgic type insists he will dispose of one ol these
week on constructing the new busi- of musical with modern production and buy WJBK instead. The Comaess offices and studios for KFEQ. effects. While it will be a minstrel mission last month elbowed CBS out
Last November the station pur- show, it will have no inteilocutor of buying EQW, San Franci.sco. on
chased a five-story building in the but an emcee. Ray Block's oi ch, with ground that the net already ownrd
downtown area, but work of re- 26 pieces, is skedded for this one. seven powerful outlets. Six of them
Fort Industry .station.^ are
modelling has been delayed by ma- It will be put into the Saturday Clears.
regional outlets.
terials and workmen shortages.
night at 9 time.
to

AM

.

,

.

i

I

•

.

WQXR.
Program will feature both personalities and will contain explanations of casting problems, auditions,
interview of guests, topical informa-

tion

on thesping problems, etc.
making a reputaThough

Station is fast

tion as class marketeer.
sales pitch isn't yet directed
ttie carriage trade a la

toward

WQXR. move

Is

definitely afoot. In keeping, deals
recentl.y concluded with Los

were

Angeles Bar Assn. and Los Angeles
Medical Assn. for thrice weekly
quarter-hours for first time, KGFT
has had tieup with the Hollywood
Bowl, all season, and has another
winter season dcs\J working

Politicos
Continued fiom par* *V

came up with Conservi^Donald Fleming charging thj.t
while CBC was admittedly within
indie slots
live

legal rights in Uk'ng over the
A-1 frequencies, the indies had been
given no notice when taking out the
1941 licenses that the occupancy
would be as short-lived as this- Taking the case of CFRB as an example,
Fleming said that CBC had exercised
its rights "most unfairly," and that
a pioneer station like CFRB would
have to surrender its spot to a comHiis

IJctitor.

backing up the CBC
CBC was not taking
or CFCN. "These radio
can still operate and they
can operate on wave lengths which,
to a large measure, they can choose
themselves, as far as wavelengths
are available." But Colwell wasn't
-saltsfied with the national coverage
citing as an example the Windsor,
Ont., area where citizens paid the
radio license and received no adequate service except that piped
across the border from U. S.
Coldwell.

action, said the

over

CFRB

stations

:

Otlier points battered across the
floor
were the subjects of

bouse

license fee.s, and newspaper
ownership Qf' radio stations.
But this was only th'e start. The
radio debate, continuing next week,
is expected to wax hotter and hotter.
^
Free Riders Pinch edj
A total of 8,749 Canadians were
convicted durinp the pa.st year for
failure to purchase the ^Z.IiO license
levied on receivers, Recon.striiction

radio

Minister C. D. Howe told the Hou.se
of Commons- in the continuation of
the radio debate Monday <26). Some
1,754,351 licenses were .sold for $4,260,379.

Saturday (24) also .saw the CBC
come in for a bad pa.sting for its
alleged subsidizing over a number of
years of the Toronto Star through
free air periods; Conservative John
Diefenbaker, yHho brought up the
point during the radio debate, said
that overlooking on CBC's part of
the free time given the sheet indicated a "loo.seness that ought not
characterize a public body."
Fort
newfe

Wmyne— £. E. Ferrey, former
of WHAS, Louisville,

editor

has been
rectoif

of

named

public relations for the
Television and Radio

Farnsworth
Corp.

assistant to the di-

CHICAGO 11
i
'

yi Clear Channel Station

......

ILLINOIS
50,000

Serving the Middle

Ifest

W'sitti

W

On YouF

:
Dial

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

1

Eastern Sales Office : 210 East 42il<I Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Represrntatires: Kecnan and Eickelfaeril
235 Mont|lonliery.St., iSan Francisco 4 • 411 W. Flftb St., Lo« Anfteles 13
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Ellington at

Joe Glaser, Stem Set for Coast

ABC Buy of MCA's 50%

Huddle on

Jazzmen Arrange

into

tlie

in

For Some Local Kicks

ABC.

Jazz

.

'flow

much

coin is iriyolvild Jn the
At the time
undisclosed,
bbughl into the then liewly

Following Ellington, who, incidentlepjaces Alvino Rey in the Oct.

who

.

8.

boys

fiO

here

jazzsters

locally in

appearing

euirently-

..iiiall

out-

units along the 'tav-

They include Sal La
circuit:
Jon Walton. Cliff Hills, LeRoy
Brown, Walt Harper and "Honey
Boy" Minor._:
ern

Perch,,

exercising' his right..

FINALIST PLAYOFF THIS

When Glaiser originally sold the
to Stein, he was anxiolis
50% of
to shift his own activities to Hollywood, where- he has a home. He
like
to do that, even after
still
would
regaiiiing full control of ABC, but at

ABC

moment he has ho

terialize his objective.

plans to

WEEK IN PLUGGERS GOLF
For once the Music Publishers
Contact Men's divOt-.digging tourney

ma-

among New York members

failed

create

to

In the two and a half years or so
.dnce Glaser set up ABC, the agency
has become one of the four largest
In the field. It handles a long string
of white and Negro bands and acts.

handicaps,

a

lot

of

accuracy

Organization's

lUh

over

feeling
scores,

of

annual

etc.

divot

derby took place last Thursday (28)
Engineers Club, Rosylyn,
at
the
L. I., with a smoothness that surprised everyone. This week, eliminac-ontesls continue at the same
course to determine a winner from
among the 32 finalists in various

tion

On

:

classes.

ARA Coast Sale
Hollywood, Aug.

ARA,

Inc.,

Music

Men Take

27.

local indie disker, has
this time to a new
installed Morton

been sold again,
group that has

Finalists in the various classes
were, in the "A" group; Tommy
yalando, Dave Dreyer, Rocco Vocco,
Jerry Johnson, Ralph Smitman, Lafry Stock, Jack Bregman; in the "B"
class, Lester Sacks, Lou Comito, Lon

Garbus, attorney for Mark Left, as
LeflE
its head, it's reported here.
had taken the flriri from Boris
Morros, who originally- started the

Mooney, George Joy, Solly Cohn,
Teddy Black, Larry Taylor, Paul
Barry; in the "G," Julie Stern, Mur-

ray Baker, Paul Case, Marvin Fisjier,
Mickey Glass, Irving Siegel, Monroe
Golden, Artie Valando; In the "D,"
company.
There are some here who believe Jerry Lewin, George Pincus, Leo
that there is no "financial group" Dis1;on, George. Dalin, Irwin Garr,
involved, that Garbus took over the Harry Goodman, Charlie Ross and
presidency from Leff to help exe- Murray Luth.
In the various conte.sts, Rocco
cute a sale of the property.
According to inside dope, it is still Vocco took top prize in the hole-'inbeing offered to certain people to one contest, seven feet'from the pin;
buy or take' over and run it for LeS Paul Barry \von the putting contest,
&. Co.
Lou Comito the driving tourney. Lou

Substantiating to some extent the Dreyer, attorney son of
claim that the firm has not -been took the $50 guest prize with a gross
sold iS; the retention of all executive of 74.
There were 117 contestants in all.
personnel, with LefE's. exception.
Bob Appel, assistant to president; Bob Miller. MPCE head, being in
Shelby York, veepee, in charge of charge of the who)e affair.
sales; Lou Bring, musical director;
Dave Gould, talent head; Bruce Altman, sales promotion head; Albert
Pix
Lew, art director, and Irving Zeit- Songwriter Sues
lin. comptroller, all remain.
;

U

which

had.

been

closed,

On Four Infringements

is

claimed to have been reopened and
in fuU production;

PALUMBO SIGNS NAME
ORCHS FOR PHILLY CAFE

j

Samuel

Motion will be heai-d

perusal.

today (28).

:

.

erstwhile

Brodsky,

Chicago

Of Sheet Sales

.

one dat-

Click oceupies the site of the old
ing back to 1942. Brodsky had
Shangri-La.

Red Daily Rides Jazz
Pop music, American style, is r.ot
for the Soviets, according to the gov-

filed

a similar suit against
in '42, but
the case was dismi-ssed in N. Y.
district court in April, 1944.. Composer then appealed the case to the
circuit court, which, also ..dismissed
it in June. 1945, and awarded costs to
the defendant.

.

.

.

.

.

.

that when
stride the

sales do hit a postwar
wartime boom will be
dwarfed by comparison.

.

.

.

Morris Deal

Homer

Ochsenhirt band gets nod
William Penn Hotel's Terrace
when spot reopens next
month after 10- week shutdown.
Marty Gregor had the orchestra

Room

.

Metro Disker

With Republii; Pix
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris music
combine is currently negotiating a
music publishing deal with Republic

.

.

Billy Yateis' Pitt
til October 1
foursome has switched from Capital Pictures.
.

.

Sets Meyerson
recording

Metro's

reached

subs.idiary

into

;

:

been in Decca's New York, office for
14 months,
after eight years as
RCA-Victor's Coast representative.
Prior to his Victor affiliation, Meyerson had been with Decca for eight
•years.

In
step

to Metro, Meyemson will
into a situation for which a
of men connected with the

moving

number

field
had been angling
became known that !Prank

recording
since

it

Smith.

Decca Records assertedly is quite
peeved over Meyerson's resignation
to go with Metro.
It's claimed he
turned in a two- week notice to
Decca chiefs' last week and was informed that the notice was unnecessary-r-that he was free to go right
away. That explains his surprise
jump from Decca to Metro over the
Incidentally, Blue Barron's o'rchestra seems headed for the Metro

Barron has agreed to terms
company, although

label,

of a deal with the

contracts have not been signed.
Prior to that, Barron had a deal in
the works with Columbia Records,
,

which fell through, because, of Coliimbia's inability to record the band
before the latter part of this year.
Barron, at the Edison hotel, W. Y.,
.

V:

.

Club, Atlanta to McCurdy Hotel in
Evansville, Ind...Huey Long, former bassist with Inkspots. has his
own five-piece combo at the Oasis,
Pittsburgh. .Phil Coveza band, at
Arlington Lodge, Pitt, has added
Elaine and Jackie Reagle to vocal

a

.

WCAE

arrangement

to

publish

isn't

disclosed.

It's,

likely,

however, that the idea would ba
for Morris to pulblish the tunes;
since Republic does not make as
many musicals or films employing
pop music Insertions as the major
.

studios.
If the Republic deal goes ^through,,
would be the first film studio tie-,
up Morris will liave made. Although
currently has arrangements with
Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adam-:,
son to publish material they turn
out, either for films or otherwise,
and a publishing tieup -with Johnny
it

I

it

Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen

.

.

straight

pose,

They're sisters of his
CoUeene Reagle. ..
Howdy Baum out of the Balconades, Pitt, into Half Moon Club,'
Steubenville, O.* with Joe Shafer:
replacing at former spot.
Garner,
Pitt.
pianist,
Linton
and brother of Errol Garner, to Coast
Sal
to join Billy Eckstine band
Sunseri, local trumpeter with Art
Jarrett dur.ing date at Bill Green's,
Pitt . . . Billy fcatizone foursome,
just out of William Penn Hotel's
Continental Bar, Pitt., after long
run, into Green Acres Sept. 7
Ray Herbeck's band at Kenny wood
Park, Pitt, to round out summer
Baron Elliott band, back
season
.
in Pitt, after two-month engagement at Oh Henry Ballroom, Chi,
resufn* next month as staff' orch at
singeri

to

-

market all their works,, most of
which are for Bing Crosby's Para-,
mount films, Morris has nO direct,
i

.

.

the discussions over

songs from Republic productions, or
whether the idea is for Morris to
set up a separate firm for the pur-'

department.
regular

.

What

such a propasition involve, whether

.

I

connection with a studio.

|

in Pitt.

Bmil

Coleman's

orchestra

Brooklyn

re-

Cracks

GI

newed

for 12 weeks at the Calffornia
Cabana Club, Santa Monica
Don
Austria's *Hit Parade'
Alfredo and Don Woods bands held
Vienna, Aug. 20.
over for two weeks at Giro's, Los
Sgt. Paul Siegel, a Brooklyn GI
Angeles
Ronnie
Mansfield
with
lifelong
Tin Pan Alley am-,
opened at Charley Foy's, San Fernando Valley, for two weeks
bitions, has cracked publication With
Jack McLean's orchestra inked by
several songs and serious compo.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coast Records

to. a
contract
.
new 18-piece band
eight-side
album
White Records in

.

.

two-year record-

hopes these
Spencer's sitions in Vienna, 'and,
slated to cut an numbers will -'constitute' a .'roundfor Black' and about, entrance into New York pubSeptember
lishing houses whose doors were
Ray Herbeck inked for a month at always closed when he made the
the Lowry hotel, St. Paul ... Henry Broadway rounds. His 'A Cigarette
Busse, re-recorded his version o"f in. Europe" has sold 50,000 Sheet
"Hot :Lips". for Four Star Becords copies here and is pretty high on
Xavier Cugat signed John Crowe the plug: list: arouhd Vienna'- cafes
to accompany his concert toiir
Another orie,
and variety, stages.
Johnny Green batoned four tunes "In Viehna So Par Away," is comin.i;
for the Metro picture, "Fiesta."
along okay with 20,000 to date. Both,
.
Boyd Raeburn musicrew moves into ^re published by the Doblirig Verthe Million Dollar theatre, Los An- lag of Bernard Herzroahsky, presigeles, Sept. 17
.
Garwood 'Van dent of AKM, the Austrian equivaincreased his orchestra' to 18 pieces lent of ASCAP. Siegel has also been
to record for Keynote
rating and is
Jimmy accorded an
.
James and band return to Horace earning: royalties in schillings.: On
Hoidt's Trianon, Los Angeles, Oct. 22 the longhair side Siegel has dona
Anson Weeks, currently one- a "Rhapsody for Orchestra," with a
nighting on the West Coast, moves performance'''by Vienna Philharmonic
into the Music Box, San Francisco, under Josef Krips scheduled for Sep Oct. 22
Arthur Van's musicrew tember. Other Siegel numbers algoes into
Sherman's, San Diego, most too numerous for listing are
ing

weekenjl.

On

at

Bob
there for last two seasons
Rhodes' Pitt band to the Delavan
Gardens on Lake Delavan. Wis., un-

ernment newspaper Izvestia. Daily
Brodsky claimed to have had the where
sharply rebuked the White Russian
he has created somewha,!; of a
Slate Jazz Director Eddie Rozner for song copyrighted in 1935.
stir in
recent, rtonths, .last -week
what- it called trivial programs.
sigjicd a contract with Music Corp.
of America.
Rozner, who picked up his technique in New 'York, maintained the Sinatra Longhaired
shows were always SRO. But newsColumbia Records
LARRY BARNET'S 0.0,
paper commentator E. GroshyoV said
Columbia vvill put Frank Sinatra's| Larry Barnet, roving head of
that jazz had nothing in common narhd on
the list of its Masterworks Music Corp. of America'is band dewith what Russian people like, say- artists in October. Singer joins the partment, leaves
New York this
ing tliat the pleaf.ant strains of a company's lortghair roster on the week on .one of his periodic swings
Russian melody were "drowned in a strength of his conducting of a 48- around the variou.s branch offices.
sea of rampant trifles set to jazz. piece orchestra for an album of music
He goes first to Hollywood, where
Triviality and banality cannot be written and arranRcd by Alec Wilder. he has a home and his family still
tolerated in Soviet vaudeville."
Tunes wUl >bc on 12-inch disks.
lives.

By

.

:

.

filed

copyright of Brodsky's unpublished

U

.

.

i

Pacific," last

.

.

.

composer

stagehand,

nitery,

"Danger in the

.

.

and Walker, the Metro disk firm's general mgr., would not handle the job
suit in N. Y, federal court Monday of buying talent for the new company. During the past few weeks.
Universal Pictures,
against
(26)
Walker has claimed to have signed
claiming that U had infringed on a numl)er of artists, including Kate

'

songs in four different films. Brodsky "asked for an accounting of U"B
Philadelphia, has signed a long list
profits on the four films and an inof top name orchestras to launch a
junction restraining the company
policy similar to that at the Aquafrom exhibting the late-st, "Frankenrium Restaurant, N. Y. Palumbo so stein
Meets the Wolf Man."
far has snagged, in addition to Louis
Song in question is "Prelude in A
l^ima. who debuts the spot Monday
Major," whicli Brodsky alleged was
(2), Ray McKinley and the King Cole
used
as background music by U in
Trio, 'Vaughn Monroe, Gene Krupa
and feamm.v Kaye. All are down foi "Frankenstein," as well as "Road
Agent," "Halfway to Shanghai" and
one-week dates at good prices.

Frank Palumbo's new Click

.

,

Decca Records last
week to snag Harry Meyer.son as
head of its artists and repertoire for
the popular division only.
Meyerson moved out of Decca Friday (.23)
and into Metro Monday (26).
Meyerson's- post with Decca was as
Dave Dreyer, music publisher-contact.
He had

Plant,

for

.

Heart at Upbeat

'

.

,

I

.

Speculate

.

Boiirne has filed suit vs. Berlin'
for $21,108, less ,tl0,0.')7 admittedlyowed the composer. Sum represents
(a) Berlin's portion of rental of
Lucky Thompson, ex- premises occupied by Bourne,
Oct. 8
apBasie tenorman, around Hollywoodparently from, before the split; (b)
and-Vine putting together a 14-pieco loans due ,Biourhe frOin' employoe.s
crew of own, in lieu of small recordwho joined Berlin's new, publishing
ing 'combo he's been fronting
house after the split; (c) damage to
Dave Allyn last week quit* Boyd office; (d) overpayment to Berlin
on;
Raeburn as vocalist. Also out is synctu'onization earnings
of
the
pianist Dodo Marmaroso, replaced
tunes,
"Grizzly Beai:''
and "My
Amalia Aguilar,
Music publishers, and: jobbei'^ are by Hal Schaefer
Harem;" (e) for loss of profits due
looking forward to. having their wiggle dancer who has been terping
to a situation ov£r the tune 'AlCuban, Boys,
predictions, come' true,, namely that, with
the Lecuona
92,000-copy
ways,"
for which
a
the music business will begin com- striking out on own as vaude single,
order was cancelled.
ing back after Labor Day. During asking $1,000 *per week ... Vido
Berlin's counterclaim asks $26,000
the past week, and especially the Musso quit after Stan Kenton to
first part o£ the ^current stanza, or- front own combo on Coast.
Red damages from Bourne and, as
action, claims
ders for music are said to have Dorris will return to the Kenton answer to Bourne's
the
Zutt.v Singlel;on that the latter has no cause on
picked up considerably, and the pic- crew vice Musso
release issued by
at Somerset basis of a general
ture looks brighter 'than at any time started -indef stand
House, Riverside, Calif
during the past four months.
Law? Bornstein at the time the two partners split. Coin sought by' Berlin,
Welk,
current
rence
at
Aragon
ballMany publishers, however, berepresents royalties collected by
lieve that even when sheet sales do room, Ocean Parfci Calif,, opens; fiveBourne and due Berlin over and
hit a new stride things will be a lot month stand at Trianon, Chi, Nov. 5
made between
Franlc Dailey, operator of Mea- above agreements
different than .during the boom war
them at the time of the partnership
dowbrook,
Cedar
Grove,
N.
J.,
vayears, when sometimes as many as
dissolution. In it is $995 representcationing
with
the
missus
in
Hollysix solid hits w&re going at the
ing his share of office furniture of
Nichols'
combo
woo^
...
Red
paeted
'
same time. Some publishers -have
the dissolved Berlin, Inc.
gone as far as to predict a "bnq- for month of October by El Cortez
Aaron
hit-at-a-time" course for the busi- nitery. Las Vegas, Nev.
celebrate
CSfEales
shortly
will
ness, which characterized the past
BevteTIL'li' cfftoj. as
orch
leader
at
days of sheet music selling. Others
hills hotef. ~'-..
feel that such opinions are all wet,
.

,

'

the

.

from Hollywood's Palladium, where crew commences five-week stint on Sept. 3
Leighton Noble subs for Freddy
Martin in Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles, when Martin vacashes Sept. 8-

,

have long
but .are

name

with

;

,

between them. Suit and
countersuit by one against the Other

friction

starting

Calif.,

City,

.

,

for Universal doubling

feel they've

however^' only to

knv wn,

are

who

ftrst-class

'fitS,

of

now

the Upbeat

Culver

dans,

.

the idea of a

It's

records

buying the "remaining
If
50"o of ABC within two years.
he did not, Glaser, was to have the
right of. buying back Stein's interest.
Stein did .not take up his option,
within the prescribed , time ahd
is

ally,

27.

the trade.'
Most 0£ those who'll be featured

formed ABC* agency, which grew
out of Joe Glaser, Inc., a pers^biial
nianagement setup, he paid $10b,000
for a halt interest. Included in the
terms was -a clause giving, Stein the

Glaser

Irving Berlin and his ex-partner
of a quarter century, Saul Bornstein,
apparently are still not free of the

••

On

Benny Goodman inked for fourweek stand at Meadowbrook Gar-

,

afternoon, Sept.

i.';

privilege

Suing and Countersuing

Still

concert fe'iturihg local

few Local
got some

Stein.

deal
Stein

goes

orchestra

3 pex'iod tRey was pulled out to play
Alvino Rey discarded were revealed in N. Y, supreme
Sept. 1'2
the Strand theatre, N. Y.), the Aqua^
mu- rium has tiOhel Hampton,; opening two of six trumpets and added pair court last week when Berlin's attorof French horns, tooUed.by Roger
sicians exeliLsively has been set for Nov, 29, theii Gene .KrLipa and Louis!
moved to examine Bornsteln's
Allison
Tex neys
Tommy
EUick
and
Carnegie IVTusIc Hall here Sunday Priina. Latter is. due after, the first Beneke band will make two-reele.r books, asking that they be produced
of- tlie year.

Aug.

.Pittsburgh,

interest

5tt%

.

Ellington's

the Aquarium Restaurant, New

York. Oct. 3 for four weeks at $5,000.
This, is Ellington's first trip into the
Aqu&rium; his last location in N. Y.
was at the 400 Club and prior to that
the Zanzibar.

|

|

the latter
Negotiations for
Citaser's re.suinption of full control
over his operation haw been going
on for weeks and are likely to be
cbnciuded during his meeting -with

Stein
iiolds

and Saul Bornstein

Irving Berlin

For 4 Weeks at $5,000
Duke

Joe Glaser, head of Associated -t
Booking Corp., leaves ior the Coast
this week to huddle with Jules C. Pitt
Stein, president and owner oE Music
Corp. of America.: on a deal under
which Glaser will buy back from

Aquarium

.

.

.

.

Earle

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

AKM

.

—

'

.

.

.

.

.

,

Sept; 20, to be followed Oct. 25

Ada Leonard's

all-girl ba'nd.

(Continued on page 48)

by

set for publication here, in Switzei;:

France,
Argentina.

Germany, Italy and

land,

'
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^

'
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'
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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Montreal Symph Tax

Geo. Frazier's Disk Reviews for 'Variety'

Hassle Goes Political
Montreal, Aug. 27,
Local battle of longhairs vs. the
government had its echo in court
Friday 126) when two groups, Les
Concerts Symphoniques, and the
Montreal Festivals, were arraigned
for failure to collect the legal 12%

critic, will separate'

leaving that post because of other writing commitments.

Music Publishers in Sharp Rivalry

Affair is seqiiel. to an incident
the Symph group let a crowd

when
all''

songs marketed by

companies.

disk

publishers'.*-

days on
independent

all

many

So

o£

the

come up with
major publishbe on the jump
ers seem always
And
marketing.
for
to tioup songs
growing.
consitantly
the list is
Latest tunc to be sought out and
hillis
a
firm
grabbed by a major
"Rainbow At Midbilly item titled
for
night," recorded by Bill Carlisle
."Lost
by
'King Records, and written
John" Miller/ It's to he published by
ago
Shapiro-Bernstein. Pew weeks
Boothe same firm grabbed "Guitar
writer-guitarist.
gie," by Art Smith,
Who had recorded it for Superdiscs.
About the same time, S-B lost,- out
couple of
to Leeds Music by a
hours on a eong titled "For Sentimental Reasons," recorded for the
have lately
"sleeper" tunes that
indies

to

atop

Dots.

Mount Royal rather than pay
'

Arcadia Gardens, Chi

the tax. Concerts claims it's an odu^
cational' group and shouldn't be,
Blaze taxed, but since the Festivals
(whose directorship is interlocking
Chicago, Augv 27,
with the symph) run big commerArcadia Gardens, starting spot for cial events like open air opera it admany name bands in its 30 years as

Razed by lOOG

Musicians has pitched the N. Y.
music situation, as-itpplied to higher
pay sought in Class A hotels and
niteries, is something that will likely
shake the current "Blue" regime
from its executive chairs at 802, it's
opined by many in' the indu.stry,
in N. Y,, Sunday (25) by plane
It's
generally regarded in the
Paris.
Here for a four-week stay,
Ventura, who's the Paris rep for a trade, and substantiated by union
number of publishing houses, will, men, that. seeking a higher scale is an
confer with them and also will ex- el'eotioh move. With the late Jack
plore the possibilities of producing Rosenberg off the- scene and William
a French musical comedy tenta-

Royalty Battle Goes

To Argentina Courts

be a "plug" song. Leeds also
came upon "Have I Told Lately
That 1 Love You," after hearing it
done by Ozzie Waters for the Coast

Buenos

Aires, Aug.

6.

by major

publis'hers

'

is

due to the pan
Edwin H.

by the ears.
the famous tango was
"Sioux City Sue,"
Morris with
which first came to attention via a penned in 1918 by Uruguayan com"Cement Mixer." poser Gerardo Mattos Rodriguez.
disk.
National
which was a big hit in coin machines Music by itself struggled along, but
success

of

and a good'

.sheet

sales

much

hit,

was taken by
had been recorded for
Atomic label by Slim Gaillard,
None of the above songs was published unlil alter they had become

did

everyone's surprise,

to

not

when

|

it;

Tab

Foot§ Big

become a hit until- 1924,
was included in an Argeii-

tine musical

For Dealer Conv.

|

'

'

j

|

i

Black Puts

Musk

'

'

'''

,

Fums on Block

;:,;;

j

i

i

'

Block's dispo.sal of the firms

is

the' station,

Originally

December,

it

wa.s

Co. to Publish Tunes

:

Of Eagle-Lion Pix

Music Co., publishing
Beverly
house owned by singer Dick Haymes
Rodriguez has now forbidden re- and his manager, Bill Burton, has
cording companies to cut his tune concluded a deal with EaglerL.ion
with the Contursi-Maroni lyric, and Pictures, which has an arrangement
has substituted another— so as to be with J. Arthur Rank to distribute

case over to the civil courts.

I

WNEW

fective until

Dick Haymes-Burton

due some of the best legal minds in the
country, who found that the 40%
must be held in deppsit until both
sides came to an agreement out of
Rodriguez nixed this, so the
court.
arbitration board has turned the

plans to move to Hollywood
permanently.
He has a deal with
KFWB, Hollywood, to do disk .shows
starting early next year.
At the
same time he will continue to do his
VyNEW, N. Y., shows by transcription.
His current contract with
expires next December, due
to an arrangement he made with
to his

I

ef-

1948.

able to collect 100% royalties. Composer argues that he never author^
zed the lyric writers to write ver-ses
for his tune, whereas it is a fact
that until the. tune was sung on the

certain of his British films in this
Beverly will
country each year.

publish the music stemming from
the films distributed by Eagle-Lion.
At the moment, the arrangement
Buenos Aires stage witli their lyrics, ha.s Beverly as the selling agent,
CQntract is claimed to be a longit enjoyed no popularity whatsoever.
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
termer.; At its expiration, plans call
Nprman Grartz was ret'u.sed pcrr

NORMAN GRANZ JAZZ

i

UNIT DISOWNED IN LA.

I

:

;

mission

for

his

monic" troupe
harmonic

•

an undesirable element.; Apparently aud bases its refusal on the reaction and results
when police were necessary at the

when Granz

Postwar Coin Payment
Vienna, Aug.

6.

First royalties since the inception

AKM

Society of Au-

(Au.strian

Composer and Music Publishhave been received by members

thors,

and opinion

iiere is that the. society

has done, excellently since
ganization in July, 1945.

reor-

its

The

24 au-

I

fimger and

'

would be jumped between 25% and

composers, 21 publishers

thors, .114

,

;

as full iiieinbers and the 750 provis- 50%, plus items such a.s $5 extra for
ioaal members received 308,029 schill- holiday eve performances, etc., was
ing (at official rate of exchange $30,- a poor approach to the problem.
863), .$18,700 was laid aside for ac- iTrue, 802 dispatched the notices, of
countingwith foreign countries, and the increases with the full intention
$8,700 for the charily and pension of sitting down and negotiating them,
but they did not advise the operators
fund.
Tlie society, founded in 1897 but of this angle.
Voting Position Precarious
taken over by the Berlin Stagma in
Now, it's felt, 802 is on a spot, or
1933, officially was reformed July 4,
1945, when President Bernhard Her^ rather the "Blue" ticket is thus situr
mansky called a meeting with Ru- ated. If it fails to make its demands
dolf Sieczynsky (composer), Alfred' stick, its election po.sition will be
And the
Steinberg-Frank (author), and Karl considerably weakened.
building
Foederl..
Georc, hotel and nitery operators, who have
Kirchlgasse 8 was found intact, but been doing considerably less busia lot of office furniture w.is mi.ss- ness during recent months than during.
It had been taken to Berlm, ing boom wartimes, obviously inalong with valuable calculating and tend to' battle the boosts to the limit.

"

'

,

-

AKM

m

;

Meanwhile, no one involved seems

typewriting machines.

AKM

holdings as of
March, 1938, at $6,716,000, in addition
to a flve-story brick "ouilding in the
centre of Vienna. This house was
sold by the Stagma to a cement factory. Whether the outfit will ever
get back at least part of its former
huge assets is a question of time.
Reciprocal arrangements have so
far been signed with ASCAP, SACEM (France), PRS (England),. SA(Belgium),. SUISA (Switzercalculated

its

know

just where they stand. Last
got
together and decided to fire all
musicians in N. Y. hotels with the
exception of name bands drawing

to

w«ek the Hotel Owners Assn.

(Continued on page 48)

Cosmos Natl Buy

BAM

SOCORO (Rumania), SIAE
KG DA (J3enmark), TONO
(Sweden), OSA .(CEecho.slovakia),

land),

(Italy),

It was an agreesurprise to learn, that incgotiahave been" taken tip with the
Russian Central Office of Authors,

Falls

Through

Spain 'and Hungary.

a'ble

,

ti(i)ns

Composers and Musicpublishers and

Co.smopolitan Records' buyout of
the National label and all its facilities for pressing, etc., has fizzled.
Deal, after being in negotiation for

AKM

believes satisfactory weeks, fell through last week, and
the .smaller independent, set up and
will be made.
Society not been able to come to operated by Howard Green, will
agreement with the Assn. of Austrian continue on its own.
What stymied the deal is iindi.sFilm Theatres. Proposal was made
Green denies there ever
to collect two groschen (one cent) clo.sed.
for jsach seat. There is still some was any negotiation for the purchase.
Failure of the buy to go
arguing going on about this. Similar
through
is believed to have hinged
difficulties have been encountered
with various Austrian broadcasting on Green's refusal to turn over his
stations. Each outlet seems to seek Phillip-sburg, Pa., plant for $250,000:
National,
however, will continue
individual contracts. Meanwhile, it
has been arranged that one schilling to press Cosmo disks at its Phillips'
will be paid for each radio perform- burg setup and Cosmo, will continue
distribute
to
National pressings in
ance point.
At a general meeting officers were areas in which the latter does not

that the

arrangements

.

,

They are: President, Bern- have
hard Her,2mansky; Dr. Hans Adler,
Dr. Joseph Marx and Rudolf Siecelected.

ka. Executive members, KarJ Foeclorl. Fi'jedricli Wiklgans, .Jo.soi,.Kra-.
tQCluvil, .Ernst Mari.schka,'

-.

outlets.

H'WOOD BOWL HITS
BUIE NOTE OH COIN

zyinski, vecpees; secretary, Dr. Fritz
Stein; treasurer, Alfred Schlee; assistant secretary, Alfred Steinberg
Frank; a.s;5i.stant treasurer, Karl Sit-

Hollywood, Aug.

Hollywood Bowl, the

27.

art-for'art'ST

;'

sake sanctum of harmony, blew up
an atom bomb when the urty

Rogers

Now Famous

Red

attracts

staid site last January
preemed his group.

for

Arti.sts

aspirations sJcy-high.
Never in the. history of the N. Y.
band business has there been so
much resentment, against. 802 over
ah attempt at a scale boost. Agents,
operators, some musicians and bandleaders feel that 802 shouW .liave .aS-.
vised the music buyers tliit increases were wanted, and a meeting
would have been arranged for a
discussion.
They feel that 802's
[abrupt serving of notice that scales

the establishment of a separate
publishing company, possibly named
New unit, Ka Pa Lund Hawaiian Eagle Music, to handle the scores,
Gaillard's
Shain is Beverly's head man,
Larry
ago
weeks
three
Serenadcrs, formed
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
in New. York.
by Michael Wcr'oow and Charles headquartered
"Slim" Gaillard, sepia entGitainer,
Brave, slated to open Sept. 2 at
has instituted action again.st ."Slim"
an
indeon
Rogers corner, N. Y.,
Gaillard, Philadelpjiian, for imperan
merely
Outfit is
finite booking.
Tour
sonating him.
Krips on
add to the bill w rich features the
He has notified Philly attorneys to
Vienna, Aug. 6,
Korn Kobbler.s, no other changes
injunction and restrainJosef Krips, one of the leading file suit for
being contemplated
ing order against the entertainer
been
has
in*
Vienna,
of
conductors
man
five
of
Serenaders con.ii.st
of the same name, now appearing
tour
extensive
for
an
Russia
by
vited
dancand
ork plus a five girl singing
at Club Zanzibar, Philadelphia. Latwith
Union,
Soviet
the
throughout
Werng group, the Waikiki Maids.
cojnpos- ter reportedly is. doing a take on the
bowr maniager of the unit, is Lani program featuring Austrian
"original" Slim's act, in addition to
Mclntyre's lyricist: Brave's an ar- ers only. He has accepted.
Departure date is indefinite as yet. duping his monicker.
songwriter.

Hula Group

Aud hero. Entrepreneur
of cla.ssio jazz was refused any kind
of deal; percentage or otherwi.se,
,even after he offered to let aud supervise the advertising, posting of
$10;000
bond to cover possible
damages, and offered to take two
nights time.
And board's position is that a jazz
crew

Initial

for

"Jazz at Philhar-.
the Philto play

General

j

with a lyric by Pascual
Colitursi and Enrique P. Maroni.
Cohtursi had fathered another celebrated tango hit "Mi 'Noche Triste"
hits on the indie disks.
Columbia Records is spending cqnOne reason for so many unpub- ("My Melancholy Ni.ijht"); together sidtii'able coin for its first dealer conlished hit potentials coming to the the two successes allowed him to
vention. Event is scheduled for the
fore on indie labels is the lact that drop his trade of shoe cobbler, and
the latter, to avoid whenever pos- take up lyric writing as a profes- Gibson hotel, Cincinnati, Sept. 22-24,
Enrique Maroni, who coUabo
sible having to pay royalties to es- sion.
and in addition to paying the freight
is
Radio for some 420 dealers in recordings,
Contursi
with
tablished publishers, record untried lated
material written by their own art- Splendid's popular announcer and a Columbia is footing the tab to transists.
Another reason is that the vet newspaperman who was for long pdrt a number of its artists from resmaller companies mu.st of necessity a "Prensa" "correspondent and has mota points tp meet and pierfprm for
develop their own material since several books of verse to his credit. the gathering; Latter expense will
they cannot hope to compete with
Mattos Rodriguez had so little amount to almost $10,000 alone.
major di.sk companies and the lat- faith in the success of his tango,
Reason for the affair being held in
ter's talent;
that he sold the rights to it out- Gincinriati is that Columbia's largest
right for, one hundred pesos ($25) plant is situated at nearby Kings
publishers.
music
and the dealers will be given
Brcyer
Co.,
Mills
the
tO'
However, altliough Rodriguez col- an opportunity to inspect thoroughly
lected huge royalties on' his song its workin!}s. That will occur Sun'22, the remainiiag two days
Argentine
the
day,
Sept.
eventually
when
Composers'
Bights .beiiig devoted to sales pitches, enterand
Authors
Society was created, he has con* tainment, etc.
recognize
equal
sistently refused to
Columbia is bringing iri both- pop
royalty rights of the composers of and dassiciil artists for the ailair.
Mu.sic publishing firms owned and the lyrics. Contursi died some years Frank Sintitra, Dinah Shore, the orfamily was left al- che-jtras: ol Les Brown and Tommy
operated by Martin Block, New York back and as his
Maroni
Enrique
destitute,
Tucker, Gene Autry, Lily Pons and
most
disk jockey, arc up for sale.
Two waived his rights to a claim on roy Andro Kostelanetz, Rise Stevens and
firms. Block Music and Embee Music, alties from the lyrics in favor of his others are scheduled, some, such as
have been operated by Block and partner's family. They have been siniitra and Miss Shore, making the
Larry Taylor during the past few claiming royalties from' SADAIC for trip from Ihc Coa.st
years. Block firm is the older, hav- years, apparently without success.
ing been formed about five years SADAIC appointed an arbitration
ago. :
board to decide the claim, calling on

the

.with

were the "Blue" strong

1

:

.Mills ai'tcr it

how

current regime hr.d to
do something to strengthen itself, for
the Decembier polling. But, il's' felt,
the way they Went about it is likely
to blow their intehtibris ahd their
;

ers)

Records

Feinberg

(AKM) Makes

political overtones,

Col.

on page 57;
page 5t.

niteries,

.Club, lleidel-

Austria's Music Soc.

of

alleys

Score of

vaude and

(these two
points), the

French Canadian elite through the
So
courts,
remains questionable.
now the issue is beginning to have
,

theatres,

git

Germany.

berg,

"La Gumpar*sita," one of the rribst
But there's no question thai, iioth
popular of tarigo scores, is figuring groups will continue to operate and
in a sensational lawsuit here, which the tax will, be paici,
label, a Hollywood outfit.
All this sniflipg among indie labels has Argentina's and Uruguay's tin-

outstanding

Gf

be the. American

are several 'V.I.P.s of Quebec
It's
also well-known that
"Banks,
Duples.sis gets lots of support (including financial) from these big
shots.
What support he's going to
now that he's dragged the
get,

Cumjparsita' lyric

AFM

'Details on tfie
tBoge
^emandi,s as they affect le~

Ventura's band, now current, at
the Palm Beach Casino, Cannes,
France, is slated to embark upon a
European tour upon his return, to
France.
Outfit's first booking will

whom

will

4 Wks.

"La Bonne Hostess."

tively titled

.

It

into

802

Maestro-Pub Ray Ventura

mitted guilt and promised to operate
a Chi ballroom, was destroyed by correctly in the future.
Spot has been
(ire Thursday (12).
Whole i.ssue is likely to boomerang
a nabe roller skating rink for the
on the governrnent ofw Premier
pa.st ten years.
Fire broke oiit shortly after niid- Duplessis in a way he hadn't figured: the two longhair bodies are
night, an hour after .hundreds of
the
skaters had gone home, Damage was non-profit groups sponsored by
plushy French Canadians, among
estimated at $100,000.

%a

which New York
American Federation of

Muddle

.

.

Manor label by the Brown

concert

in gratis at recent open-air

these

eye

sharp

a

keep

music

Wages

for Higher
local

From

I

Virtuallj'

Demands

In

Spot

tax levied on their events. Festivals
pleaded guilty but the symph outfit
Paris for
In
show up and it's likely that
Ray Ventura, French orchestra
more charges will be added to' the leader and music publisher, arrived
present one's for their failure..
from

didn't

of Indie Diskers

To Market 'Sleepers

45

AFM s 'Blue' Regime on a

N. Y.

the commercial rec-

ords from the chaff for Variety. His disk reviews will begin with the
issue of Sept. 11.
Frazier, now a freelance writer, was last show biz editor o£ Life mag,

George Frazier, w.k; music

.

:

like
i

boys forgot about their arpeggios
and'started tossing financial knuckles.'

.

Bcsult^Artur Rubinstein won't
there any more, nor nill

work

Jascha Heifetz tickle his fiddle. It
seems that Ruben.stein signed lor a
meagre $2,500 to thump the ivories
while Heifetz demanded twice as
one session with the
for
Now the Bowl has gone CPA;
with a ceiling price of $4,000 on all
and sundry musical temperament's.

much

catgut.'
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Bands

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Aug. 24)

Hotel B.O.'s

at

COVITH

'I'lXllI

I'ttXt

nuiK)

>

N;ilBi'andw.vnnc''

.

Sammy Kaye

II<i(el

BiUmore

(600; a la cai to)

Astor (850;

.

.

.

Oil Uiitr

11
1

1,775
4.750

24,350
4.750

2

3,200'

.

..
i

.

,

New Yorker

Ciiuck Foster

Week

$l-$l.r)0)

Gri« Williams... Waldorf (550; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1;50
Jolmnv Pineapple" Lexington (300; 75c-$l..'>0)
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1..';0)
Joe Keichmaii
Elliot L&wl'eiico

1'ln.ved

.

50)

(400;

.

:

Laughing on Outside. .Connelly
Can't Begin Toll You, .Chappell

8.1i50

Moon

Harvest'

Strauss

15,8.'i0

Bygones Be Byyonos. .Feldman

1,42,'i

56,875

Down

2,050
1.625

34.575
13.725

.

2,150

8

9

.

be.-it known name band hotel jobs has
developed
and ofV-stand behavior of maestros and musicians
who play the spot in the future, due to the deportment of a leader who
recently worked there. This blueprint covers the type of music the hotel's
operator wants played, when to play it. etc. Incidentally; the batoneer
who caused the above by getting into a scrape with one of the acts on the
bill with him, will never play the spot again in any capacity, according
to
the hotel operator. Latter flatly states that if the leader in question ever
gives up his own band and gaes to work lor another as a sideman the
ban will still be on. Leader that hires him will have to replace the objectionable one for the period booked by the hotel.

One of the country's
a blueprint for the on

.

15

..

Inside Stuff-Music

London, Aug. 27.
rCay
..,,L. Wright

..30

..

.

,

Bless y'ou.
Primro.se Hill

in the Valley

...

.

.Leeds

.

B. Wood
Rain Must Fall
;Land Beginning Again. Feldmaii
Oh. What Seemed, to Be... Sun

,

,

ue

• Asterisk^ indtt:ale a mpvoning tlooi slrow.
New Yorker has
Lexington, an Ilau)aiian floor shoir: Bdintore. Jniie Pickens.

t(ipu)

You Can Be
Mary Lou

4,600 combined; $1:50t.S1.80 admi.<ision to

AFM

Room. Edgewater Beach hotel;
Beach Walk; Marine Room, 75c-$l
inc

cover charge, no minimum). Smtwhing 13.000.
Mel Cooper (Mayfair Room, BIack.«tone hotel; ,350; $1.50-$2.5O
;
All-Star football game helped boo.st take to socko 2^600;
Sherman Haye.s (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.5042.50

miiV,

Local

:

good

to a

Da.'^h

,

F.D.&H.

!

Standbys for Four

High School Bands

,.

mill.).

Toledo, Aug.

3,200.

may

Professional musicians

high school bands at the Lucas County fair this year, because of a protest

g6od

against the amateurs

5,200,

Claiide ThornhiU (Paiither Room, Sherman hotel; 950;; $1.50-$2.50 mill.)..
Local Of the
Tliornhill i-ounds out his first full week uilh a lemfic 6,900:

Swell 4,350 tabs.

900; $1-$1.50).

Big 4.300 covers,

$1-$1..50).

Gracie Fields hitting
650: ,$3-$3..50 min.).
a good 5,500.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min ). Courtney keeps going
up, turning in fine 6,000,
Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$l,15). Steady 15,000.
.George Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$1.15>. Up a bit to soli^ 17,000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $;143.50 min,). Spot still hasn't recovered from bad summer slump; fair 3.()00.

cians

a school

tliat

group appeared on the

floors.

covers.

B, Culver City).

Weak

2,500

in

four

.

Jimmy Dorsey (Casino Gardens. B, Ocean Park, 1st wk.). New mu.sicrew, plus beach crowds grabbing golden 13,000 entrants. .
Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 30th wk.). Fairish 4,000
'
pasteboards during warm season,
;

.

•

:

program.
In an elloit to maintain uniformity

TOM DORSEY BUYS

CHI

and quality of its output, Capitol
Transcriptions is gradually discontinuing the practice of recording bands
on the fly. Cap is now waiting, when it's possible, until the talent is in
Hollywood where its own faGiliiies are- available. Former practice has
pi'oved unsatisfactory due to variances in studio acoustics, recording
equipment. Dates will hereafter be delayed until talent hits here or where
they can be used under ideal conditions, or they will, in some cases, be:
brought in specially for dates.
.

,

'

Duke Ellington (MeadoWbroOk,

Frank Dailey, owner' of Moadqwbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., roadhouse,
returned from a three-week trip to the Coa.st Sunday (25) to find his
home in Glen Ridge, N. J.^ virtually afloat. During his absence, a waterpipe broke and did $3,500 worth of damage and wasn't discovered until
Break occurred on the second floor and ruined ceilings,
Dailey's return.
furniture, rugs, etc. House was so thoroughly flooded that holes bad to'
be chopped in ceilings to drain oft' water backed up in the beams between

DANCERY EQUIPMENT

(Los Angeles)

Brown

(Palladium, B, Hollywood, 5th wk<). Knding run with about
19,000 customers.
Cold draw in hot
Billy Bntterlleld (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 2d wk,).
weather; only 4,000 tickets.
Jimmy James (Trianon, B; South Gate, 6lh wk.). Repeat hungry 3.000
payees.
Don Brown (Ciro's, N, Hollywood, 5th wk.). Picked up nicely to 2,300

days.

—

limits.

the .'oompotitions: if union musiwere hired to play each day

est

(Chicacro)

Gay Claridsc (Chez Paree;

Stride,, pulling

Les

Ryder,

E.

have played at the fair, Sept. 12-15.
Union declared it would not prot-

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

:

.

by the Toledo

AFM. Harold

Bargain hunters at record counters who look for full cut records
get the most for their money are going to be tooled by the new Majeitic
disks.
Plattery has a new recording machine which can be adjusted so
that each record is grooved from ec|ge to label, no matter how long it plays.
New machine is equipped with a regulating screw which can be moved to
cut anywhere from 80 to 130 grooves per inch, and can be changed during
the process to compensate for over— or under cutting on the disk. Thus
all the platters wilMook alike, whether they run 2;25 or 3:20, usual disk
lo

county school superintendent, said
he .felt inclined to suspend .the
annual band competition because he
did not desire conflict with the union.
Bands from four schools were to

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;
BU5$ Morgan (Biltmore; 900;

costs, too.

27.

replace

Stcvon.s hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min: ). Football game helped this spot, too; jumped to lusty 5,700.
Ted Stracter (Empire: Room. Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 mi"..), Very

McCoy (Boulevard Room,

X'lyde

Latest twist to: the "el payola" theme, which habitually bobs up to
biz, is the touch applied on the
Coast
when a small-time, semi-shoelace publiiiher approached Capitol
and Musicratt Records with so odifcrous a proposition both plattories still
are liberally applying iodoform to their offices. Pub wanted Waxerics to
let him underwrite entire recording costs of disking two of his unknown
tunes, using top talent of each waxery.
When each plattery nixed; pub
persisted by saying he would help underwrite production and proniotioh
recently

Demands

).

'

:

Up

.

break the monotony in the music

Chicago
Henry Branilon (Beach Wallc and Mai

Me

Siu'o of

Chicago, Aug.

27.

Tommy Dorsey h'as bought the
the equipment o( the
Rainbo Ballroom here, which will
not resume as a dance spot in the
fall. Most of the equipment wtIU be
'

majority of

used in the leader's own
Gardens, Ocean Park, Cal.

Casino

Rainbo is one of the spots Dorsey opened with his band. He went
into the room last winter and was
followed by a number of highpriced combos until the spring,
when it closed for the summer. Apparently the owners had full intention of

resuming

this

fall,

because

they were advertising Hal Mclntyre
and other combos as coming. What

changed their minds

is

Future ot Nick's Tavern, Greenwich Village citadel of swing since 1922;
viewed with uncertainty since the appointment of an attorney as executor of the" estate of the late Nick Rongetti. founder of the spot, who died
several weeks ago.
While widow, Grace, receives bUlk ot estate, employees of the nitery have expressed alarm as to what course the executor
may pursue. Currently on stand are Muggsy Spanier, Pee Wee Russell,
Miff Mole and others.
is

New tune by Alex Alstone, "Symphonie" composer, called "Destiny,"
being readied for September release by Bobbins Music after a long wait
for English lyrics.
Song has been released in France with its original
lyric but couldn't be translated into English and still fit the music.

is

Another Frenchie, "De Tout Mon Coeur,"
Bernstein, is also in the Bobbins mill.

Bsinbow Shuts With 75G Loss
Chicago, Aug.

MISS YOU
By CHARLIE, HARRY

AND HENRY TOIIAS

by Andre Tabet and Roger,

undisclosed.

ic

27.

With a $75,000 loss chalked up
against it after a six months ballroom policy under new ownership
and using big name band.i, Chicago's
old
time
Rainbow Gardens is
skedded to become a bowling alley
or even a parking lot.
Doraey Gives Dp Eatery Idea.
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Dorsey has given up his

Tommy

idea to open a restaurant on Sunset
Blvd. here. Change in plans occurred when the owner of the
building he intended taking over refused the maestro a long-term lease.

Everything had apparently been set.
Spot is now occupied by an antietue
shop. Dorsey intended to make it a
straight restaurant.

Notes

Bert Mann no longer with Emery DcuLsch publishing firm in New York
...."My Sugar Is So Refined," Johnny Mercer tune recorded for Capitol
Records by him, drew M1.)S rack orders on strength of only one disking
John Paine, general manager of ASCAP, awarded
and 12 air plug.s.
Chevalier Cross by French government.
James MeHugh and Harold Adamson inked to write three tunes for "Hit
1947"
Republic.
Parade of
at
.. .George Anthiel composing score for the
Republic picture, "That Brennan Girl". .. .Franz Waxman moved into the
Columbia waxery to. record an album of tunes he arranged for the Warners' film, "Humoresque".. ..Morris Stoloff doing the final recording for
"Over the Santa Fe Trail" at Columbia Pictures. .. .David Raskin will
compose the score for Samuel Goldwyn's picture, "The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty". .. .Eddie Heyman will collaborate with Rudolph Friml on
lyrics for "Will Tomorrow Ever Come?" at Republic. .. .Morton Scott
recording songs for Republic's "Apache Rose". .. .Aaron Gonzalez wrote
Spanish lyrics for two songs for use in forthcoming westerns at Republic
....Leo Erdody signed to write background music for two PRC pictures,
"Gas House Kids'' and ."Lady Killer" ... .Ken Casey orchestra, a new outfit, replaces Herbie Fields Sept. 2 at Rustic Cabin, Engle wood Cliffs, N. J.
.

.

.

Bourne, ABC Shifts
ABC contact stafTs

Bourne and

are

Marvin Fischer and
Teddy Black, go from Bourne to
ABC to replace Mickey Glass, who
being shuffled.

(They've Got

^
*^

An Awful

Lot Of Coffee In Brazil)

(Ry Slob lliliiaid :uul

l)i.

.'h if ted

at

VALIANT MUSIC

g

p
^

Sisters

I

like

it

so

much

at

ClitcQSO

I'm introcJucing

Raleigh Program

MUSIC"

9:00 P.M. EDST),

I've

30 over NBC

recorded

Musicraft (No. 15088) and

am

my new Monogram
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA

Picture

ft

in

my
WITH

on

it

- "VACATION

(Friday night August

CO., INC., 1619 Broadway,

Sam Evons

it

for

featuring

CHI".

"THE
I

think

— Roy Jordan

—

Sidney Foley

—

lo

Mood

Music, and Waiter

Abe Bloom is now baclv
Bourne with Wally Brady. Two

I'leischer.

k Miips;

New York

Redd Evans
Hollywood

—

Los Reis

others will be added. Bourne's Chh.
cago man. Sylvan Spiro, left and will
be replaced.
Both firms are urder general professional manager Jerry Johii-soii.

<^et1ncBday, Augtiat 28,
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Mr. frank LUTHER
85%

of

all

children*! rtcordt sold throughout the

English-speaking world ar» Prank Luther records

.

.

Decca chose Frank Luther to Introduce
unbreakable Vinylite

CV

series

new

their

of records with

"Mother Goose Songs" and "Nursery Rhymes.'*
"Children's

"Songs

Corner,"

"Peter and the Wolf" are
of thousands of

titles

Safety,"

of

he has recorded.

AMERICANS AND THEIR SONGS^i
Hil\RPER

ffl

JJJ
LONDON

C3
•

£l ^*.^Ja^a
y^/V
JJ /TTi^C^^/ '^iM»>
CHICAGO

•

SAN k=RANCISCO

•

AND

BROS.

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

BtVtRLY HILLS

745
•

r

PTr,

AVE ..F XL

CLEVELAND

•

and

among the most popular

vV

v-P.

DALLAS

•

DETROIT

10 Best Sellers on Corn-Machines
To

1.

\

iParamount)

B^ach Hit O^mi t5>

I

What Come-

2. Doii>"

j

Surrondov

3.

Gypsy

4

((i

(S;mUy-Jaj')

i

MiritUqs

,

M(vc

(

2

f

)

)

South America Tjike

6.

It

Away

(

(2» (Wit'lO

i

Gpt Svm

1

7.

In Mornii'S' (3i

\

(Bei'lini

.

.

,

\

8.

They Say

9.

Don't

It's

W'ondei

uil

CH> (Berlin)

j
.

)

Know Enough

Al)oiU

You (U) (C)

.

\
I

mu

24)

,

.Ali.t;.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia

.

I

You Were the Only

Sisters.

Decca
Columbia

,

.

.

Xavier Cugat

Los Brown

.

(

My

I

'

t

-,r>

,

(

|
\

Do You Love Me (BVCI.

(

Stone Cold Dead

Who

(Miller)

......

Told Yq*i That Lie (Stevens),

....

Merman

Peiry Como, ......
Bing Crosby
.

|

(BVH)

Route 66

(
J

House

Blue Lights ..
Mabel (United),

On

the Upbeat

Gypsy

(Contimiod from page 44')
Tom Rockwell, General Arlist.s

New

"^ork after lony
Coast stay
Tex Beneke orchestra
topped Martin Block's WNBIW, N. Y.
Carl Brissemi-anniial band poll
.Lou
son signed by Apollo Records
now managing Victor
Mindling
i-oo'ibardo orchestra, which opens at
next
Larchmont,
N.
Y.
Post Lodge,
George Paxton
Tue.sday (3)
signed for a third shot at the Gapi-tol theatre, N. Y. next June; just
head, .back in

Decca

.

Capito.'

.

.

.

Decca

Perry Coma
Spots

Victor

.

.

.

.

Decca

I'nlc

Perry Como
Dick Haymes.

Victor

,;.
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

finished second two weeks back
Kid Ory, trombohist with old LoUis
Armstrong bafid, t6 play in "Now
Orleans" film with Armstrong.
Lecuona Cuban Boys cut first MaWestjestic disk Thursday (29)
ern Union is planning proinotiontie-up with Feist for "In TwentyFive Words or Less," jump tune by
Don Reid
RCA director of spe-

Decca

.

.

Betty Hutton ........ Victor
j^^.^ ^olonna
Capitol

Haymes-Forrest
Harry James.
.

.....

.

Connee Boswell.
yaughn Monroe.
King Cole Trio
Crosby* Andrews
.

.

,

.

Decca

.

Decca

...

.

.

Victor
.

.

'.

.

.

.

.

Sung—All Wayi Popular
MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

!

CAPITOL BUYS BLDG. IN
IND.

.

.

.

Sholcs

Steve

to

Angeles, for a week, starting Oct.
Jimmy James following:

1,

,

AS 3D FACTORY

I

MARGIE

Anderson, Ind., Aug. 27.
Capitol Records ha.s purchased a

i

|

802

|

IT

MUST BE TRUE
.

OH!

HOW
THINK

I

I

i

large builcling '.here to

third rec-

At the mo-

oxA producing

ment, the building is bare of equipraent for such a- purpose, but Capitol
intends installing facilities. Factory
probably wont be in operation,. however, for at least six months.

HOW

I

CRIED

ABOUT YOU
1619 Broodway

N«w

,

factory.

Capitol's other plants are in Scran-

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
York 19

ton and Hollywood.

Helen

CAN'T eiVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUTLOVE,BABY
Mmic by,
JIMMY McHUGH

Ward

Joins

WHN

vocalist with
chestra, and

I

Continued from page 45

V

Don't
Don't

Latter were told that
over scale.
they could fulfill contracts if they
themslves wanted to pay theii' men
the 802 increases. But no contract
prices would be boosted in accordSome
ance with 802 demands.
bands were given notice along with
floor shows, such as Chuck Foster's
at the Hotel New Yorker.
On the
other hand, 802 is said to have advised Nat Brandwyne at the Biltmore, who is drawing over scale,
that if his contract price was not increased commensurately with the
higher scale,- effective Sept. 2. he

only brietly.

.

MUJS

Robbms

,

William.san
,

,

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

. ,

.

.,.

Get Your Gun"
.

. .-.

:

:

.

Arms

..Mutual

.

...

, t

.

,

Sui'rcnder
There's No

t

Say

.

,

.

.

,

.

,

.Bourne

...

.

..

..... ......... ... .Mayfaiv
,

Away— '"Call Me

.,
•,

,

ii-.vV^.:.. v<--Saiitly-JO^'.','
,

.

Leoit Mwstcal,

t

BMl

Reissue Distribs

Witmark

Mister".;
.

One But You.

"

.Burke-VH

.

...-.Morris

.

.

.

.

.

,

It's

Filmusicol.

.iStcvens
Miller

.

,

Wonderful- *\nnie Get Your Gun'-...
This Is Ahvjys
To Each His Own— t''To Each His Own"...
Whatla Ya Gonna Do
Who Told You That Lie
Why Does It Get, So Late So Early
You May Not Love Me— '•"Nellie Bly"
Tliey

.

.Broadway
Harms

..;.T, B.
. .

Longer.

a Little.

^

Feist
../.Berlin

.

.

More Than You Know
Prisoner of Love ......

;,

-

•

Leeds
,tC-P

Fashion'*

Got Sim In. the Mornins;-— '""Aiinje Get Your Gun"..
If You Were the Only GiV)..
.
I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time.
;,
In Love In Vain— T"Centennial Summer''.
..v.
It's My Lazy Day
.

Route 66
Sioux City Sue
...
South America Take It

.ABG

Beilni
....Melrose^

\.,

I've

Linger In M.y

:

.Berlin

,

Know Enough About You.
Know Why— t' Faithful In My

Witmark

'.

.Romick

..

.

.

.

^

.

.Shapiro

.

..

:

...Berlin

BVC
....Paramount .,

iBMI
,

.,,tStevens
Harnis

Burkc-VH

L'censed.

TOP HITS .OF YESTERDAY

Gontimicd from page 4

mcome

War-

in a year's tour of the

GREAT POPULAR

ner houses. Almost any of the other
majors can expect between $700v000
and $1,000,000 from a pair of reis^
sues going aroimd the wheel.
Added to the' group of regular theatres that have always played reis-

STANDARDS TODAY

sues

a

is

large

number

new

of

opening their doors to the

houses

many

including

oldies,

that

are

built especially tor that purpose. One group of loiu' theatres in
Los Angeles which used to be subsequent run is now playing "firstrun" reissue product on a da.v-anddate basis. With product turnover
appreciably
by
slowed
already

newly

,

many exhibs are
picture move after
the usual two- or three*week run,
especially when gro-sses are still
fairly high. As a result, carry-over
houses are building insurance by
single-selling,
afraid to let a

booking in reissues. And this situation is expected by many exhibs to
worsen before it gets better, chiefly
because of the decision of many producers to cut down mass ptoduction
of films in favor of higher quality
and, in soine ca.ses, to drop "B" pix

dled that in many cases the agents
altogether.
of bands now in or head«d' into the
Surprising to many, is the fact
Joe Tripoldi, Toledo, who enter- major hotel rooms do not know
that single selling miglit also affect
where
they stand.
tained service men during the war,
Pttblished hv
smaller
companies
which
Meanwhile,
the
Hotel
Owners those
has organised a 12-piece orchestra.
Assn. has denied that it has agreed specialize in reissues. Most of their
to any parley with 802 at the N. Y. product was sold in groups of anyState
Mediation
Board tomorow where from six to 14 tllms, since
their sales staffs were stnall and
(Thursday).
salesmen couldn't visit customers
often.
Should they begin single
Pliilly Hotels Figl^t, Tod
sales, the reissue people will have
Philadelphia, Aug. 27.
Feotursd in th« Warner Brot. Picture "Never Say
to add personnel in both sales and
Philly hotels yesterday (Monday)
distribution departments to make up
Goodbye" starring Errel Flynn ft Eleanor P.orker
declared that they may be forced
,
the time loss.
to drastically cut the size of orchestras in dining rooms or drop ^Ot the smaller outfits, Film Clasbands entirely as a result of in- sic is mo.st important in the reissue
creased wage demands by Local 77, field, with 23 Goldwyn films, six by
Selznick, and five oC Roach's with
American, Federation of Musicians,
Hotelman said that they have been top drawers, 'Stella Dallas" and
"The Westerner."
asked, for wage
increases
,

•^Starlight

•

|

]

Helen Ward, once an outstanding
Benny Goodman's orothers, has gone to
work for WHN, New Yorfc She is a
production assistant in the program would have to quit.
department of the station, which is
In view of the hotel men's move in
owned by Loew's, Inc.
firing all music in retaliation against
Miss Ward; who stepped out of tlie 802 demands, some agents look
the business several years ago after forward to seeing 802' puU all name
being marrfed, returned to singing bands oft their jobs, whether they
two years ago with Hal Mclntyre's want to stick on them or not. In
orctiestra, but stayed with the band other words, the situatiori is so mud-

Top Tunes for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite
I

its

•

LAUGH WHEN

1

.

Hollywood Monday (26) to disk Roy
Rogers and Sons of the Pioneers
and to set up hot jazz dates.
Chuy Reyes band returns to Mocambo, Hollywood, when club reopen.t! Sept.
11., Pinky Tomhn orchestra movefinto the Trianon, Los

Denca

.

Alwayf

.

recordings

cialty

.Capitol
.

.

;

.Decca

.Columbia

,

Freddie Slaclt ..... .Capitol,
Woody Herman .Columbia

of

Mabel,

,

Cynthia's. In l4>vc
.i ,,. r
Doin' What Comes Nalur"lly—''"'Aii;iie
Five Miniites More

:

Victor

,

Peggy Lee.. ....
Mills'iBros

Pitzgorald-Jordah

.

.. Z.

•

•

.

;

,

Columbia
Decca

,

\

Girl (Mutual).

.\
Fickle Eye (Santly-Joy)
ri-

'^Vi.j^ v^; .^^ vvs

.'^

.

-

•T

J/,

.

Coming Up
If

,

Time
Through the Day— fCcntennial Summer"
Along With Me— '"Call Me iviiste*v"v,i
.......
And Then It's Heaven.
Blue Skies— t"Blue, Skies"
... .V.,. ...
the

All
All

Feu^t

.

\

Prisoner ol Love (21) (Mayfjir)

10.

Adventure,

.

Know Why

Don't

1

Victor

....

'

.

.Berlin
Got Sun .in- Morning..
They Say It's Wondevful. Berlin
Who Told You That Lie. Stevens
If You Were Only Girl, .Mutual

DeccB
Columbia

Spots

(Peatman System)
Folloifi;,!!; nrp flip A'fo,<!i Piaj/ed soiigii of the week, Aup. lG-22,
husei
on the coijyi ifilKcd snrveti b)i Dr. John peatman's Office of Research, vsinn
the Accuraie Reporting Radio Log as basis of informaiion In JV, i'.

.Melrose
Natur'Uy .Berlin
.

.

Dinah Shore

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

SaiUly-Joy

.....

.

What Comes

.Victoi

Frank Sinatra
Tex Bchcko

Ethel

(Wee/c Endiiijf

Five Mins. More.

.:..Viotoi

Como

Andrews

Sellers

Surrender

Columtiia

Shorp^
Fvec'tiy Martin,.

Woody Herman,. .Columbia

(

Mclriose »,••. r

Victoi

..

10 Best Sheet

To Each His Own, .Paramount
Leeds
Gypsy

.Majestic

.

Perry

>

,

.

.

1

I

8:

.

.

(
,

J

(Leeds

(18i

Edny Howard
Freddy Martin..

)::Diriah

(Berlin)

Natiir'lly (lOi
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I
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I

I

A Revival

.

of

a Standard

;

up

to

25% effective Labor Day. These
mands Were part of ,a blanket

de-

crease

Music by

HARRY WARREN— Lyric by AL DUBIN

asked by the local for all
and one-iiiters

ing

food

priqes

due

slriction.';.

Joseph

Warwick

Tommy Dorsey—Victor

Danny O'Neil-rMajestic
Elliot Lawrence— Columbia

Skinnay Ennis—Signature

Piled

Bing Crosby-rDecca

Pipers—Capitol

Jan Savitt-ARA

Honig,.,

hotel,

said

HARAAS, INC.
Bidg., Rockefeller Center/

MOSE GUMOLE,

New

York 20, N. Y.

Director of Standard Exploitation

to

OPA

the

new

Standard Exploitation Dept.,
The Big 3, 1619 Broadway,
New York 19, Circle 6-2939

_

ft

_

HIS

,,,

scale

DOTTIE

probably mean cancellation
of plans for employing, a large orchestra in the new dining room, how
under construction. Bellevtie and
Ben Franklin, also are mulling the
new scales before making commitments for the fall season* Both may

demands.

ANN

''Featuring,.

DARE, AL HENDRICKS.

DON

BRASSFIELD

Orpheum, Omaha, Week Aug. 23
,
TuneTown Ballroom St. Louis, Starting Sept. 3
Band Bdx, Chicago, Sept. 13, for Four Weeks

.m

CAPItOL REeOROS EXCLUSIVELY

small combinations,
Cafe Owners Guild will meet tO'.
day (Tues.) to appoint a committee
to negotiate with Local 77 on the
demands. Many of the hitery operators said they would be forced to
cut down on their bands or employ
smaller floor shows if the local
its

and

phoii^;:?

FREDDIE
SLACK
AKD
ORCHESTRA

re-

managing the

would

stands by

copies

King of the Boodie Woog'ie

hire

RCA

ortivt

KORNHEISER, Managci,

,

.

.p.

new

:

thai they are
prevented from paying the increase
since they are prohibited from rais-

RECORDED BY

PHIL

in-

hotels, clubs, niteries

throughoiit the 'city,
Hotelmen declare

For

arrangements, write or

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
745

Fifth

Ave.,

New

York 22

Pres.
PL.

5-5572

,

IMl

C^SS OF stRVice

UNION

CaWeTelectam or

lam

ft

untes*

Its

de-

cha»ctetUin-

Wll-I-IAMS
^_ N.

-finjeot receipt*

,

the date

"•"=

-

CC526 16 6

MR

MARTIN BLOCK
BELIEVE BALLROOM"

"MAKE

WNEVJ
RADIO STATION

m

WRK, NEW YORK

unfV*

SYMBOLS
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Roy Rogers' Rodeo Dates

Miami Bistro Ops Shopping Early

U. S. Performers

Can Take

Roy Rogers will play three rodeo'
dates this season before returning to
work on the Republic lot. Horse
opera star is slated to head the cowpuncher outfit starting at the Philadelphia Arena, Sept. 13, and conParis, Aug 2«.
tinues with St. Louis, Sept. 27, and
winds up in Chicago, Oct. 10.
U. S. acts working here can now
Rodeo thi.s year will have outside Extra Exits Delaying
take halt their money out Main
talent including Bob Nolan and Sons
thing is that current eohditidiis
State, Hart'd,.
Florida nitery operators are again t
of the Pioneers.
Dale Evans, coHartford,
which aren't as yet attuned to fancy gjfli
theatre,
state
converging on New York to buy
star with Rogers in his westerns,
reopen with vaudfllm aries, but none the le.ss the local
Pitt.,
will play the dates in St. .Loo and planned to
name talent with an avidity that Terrace
agents are eager for Yank talent
policy last week (20), had to postChi.
suggests gambling will be permitted
of a medium price category.
Will
Sept. 20
pone until Sept. 8; During, interim
in Dade County, Fla., this winter.
Felix Maraouani, who had to take
Pittsburgh, Aug. 27.
several additional exits will be cut
So far, no official word that gaming
.Terrace Room of William Penn
through theatre as required by Con- to Tunis during the war as a refuwill prevail in the Miami and Miami
gee from Paris during the Nazi ochotel
\\'ill
reopen on Sept. 20.
necticut state law.
Bench area has. been given, but opHonier Ochsenhirt, once pianist with
Eddie Sherman^ indie agent, will cupation, is bringing some U s;
erators there are prepared to shell
Pcnn theatre house,. band and more
again book house, with Beatrice Kay acts over already, such as the Peters
out heavy dough, on the Chance thai
'y director of small units has
and' Jerry Wald Orch already set Sisters, who worked hero for him
the green felt tables will be unand is now busy organmng
organizing an bu
outfit
for opening bill.
Doc Harris oper- pre-war.
veiled in tune for the lush winter
Killer will
Joe HiUer
wil! again book the
Maraouant is handling the Ameriates house.
tiaaf.'spot and has set Sara Ann McCabe
can comedienne, Cvnda Glenn who,
Su far, Murray Weinger cit the .and Cantu, the magician for operir
burlesque industry, which has
The
when she was professionally Gleii
ot
Schuyler
Copacabana, and Ned
•''['''..:
/,>.
ing silovf,., ,
starred in the Polies Beri'ere.
EUyn^
been
operating
for
the
few
past
buythe Beachcomber are on- talent
Cracks
Paul Derval wants hor again tor
years virtually as a monopoly with
hii; expeditions in New York. Indicfus new revue. She ma.v take that,
alive of the. prices they're willing to
bookings for all traveling shows
For
if a grand boulevard theatre for.
Seattle,
Melody,
her
Schuyler
pay is seen by the fact that
made by the Phil Rosenberg and
proposed "Anything Goes,": French
has bought Jackie Miles at $4,000
Milt Schuster oflicej has split this
Underpaying the Line version of the Cole Poi-tcn- mtisical,
starting Dec. 19. Weinger is dickerr
Ice
year into two segments, with the
IS still
unavailable,
as
is
the
curing Cor the .Ritz Bros.
An^ericah Guild of Variety Artists
Rosenberg office getting the eastern
rent condition.
It
gambling is allowed in Dade
Syracuse Council portion of the wheel, and Schus- ihas cracked down on the Melody
County which includes Miami and
Club, Seattle, citing the nitory. as
ter booking the midwest circuit.
"Holiday on Ice" is the first show
Miami Beach, operator.*; are confi
Cause of 'the rift hasn't been owing its line girls $1,323 in salaries,
to leel etTocts of a new. ordinance
dent that they'll clean up this year.
..
„
through having paid them under th.e Union Orders Payoff
Syracuse requiring icers definitely established, but it's beOtherwise they fear a repetition of P'''^^"'
lieved to have been caused by dis- AG'^fA scale for a number of weeks.
last season
when the big money '° P''^ a $50 license fee for each: agreement over the Chicago jurisDiscrepancy was unearthed when
Cancellation
Law was signed by the
^'"^^
went to adjoining
Anthony Nucci, former Canadian
" Broward County May or on Friday (23) one day be- diction.
Mac Andre, operator ot El Morwhere gambling was allowed. The
rep of the talent union, was transfore the blades show "opened. Since
Both oftices combined in 1942
occo club, Fall River. Mas.-,paid
Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla., where
ferred to Seattle territory- couple
shows
in when the Schuster houses merged
off a claim of $i;669 to Noel Sher\0
the casino was open, is repoited tolJI?^"""
^^at
town,
management will be with Izzy Hirst's circuit, boolced by weeks ago. He found that the line man, N. Y., producer, at direction
have made a profit that ran into the
girls and been getting $40 salary innicked for $500.
Rosenberg, in an efifort to hold down
of American Guild of Variety ArtMostI
millions_ tfrom the u
back room; i/t
t
stead ot $50 as required by the
Layout
is expected to gross $55,zooming
prices and give individual
ists;
o£ the patronage was drawn from
union.
000 for the 10 shows. It came in to house.") a greater variety of shows.
the Mianii area where most of them
Claim had been due for c-mcellaSpot has agreed to meet the difan advance of $30,000.
With end of the combine this seawould have been content to stay if
action has tion of line placed in spot some
son, prices of strip divas and comics ference, and no further
the monetary diversions were albeen taken agaiiLst it by the Guilds weeks ago due to several of the
have
increased
a
by
small
margin,
lowed.
girls being under 21 years of age,
and principals will be repeated with Monies due; the femmes will be
Johnson's
which is violation of the MassachuHowever, if the gambling ban still Olsen
greater
frequency
individual forwatded to union via weekly payat
continues, into the forthcoming seameuis until sum is liquidated. setts law on nitery performers.
houses.-.
Sherman filed claim with
son, the ops fear that they'll take
AGVA, in turiTj will pay the girls.
for Cleve.
Traveling burlesque will offer a
anothei loss even with top names,
and Andre countered he should not
Clevelan(}, Aug. 27.
total of 26 weeks around the counGurrent strategy is to buy a name
be held liable for sum since it wa.s
Olspii and Johnson will'^head show try with the Hirst wheel having 16
for each show plus one or two cheap
the producer's problem to be aware
leer Set for
for the Cleveland Sesciui-Centennial weeks including four weeks of the
supporting acts. They hope to hold
of the laws in various communities
Labor Management Expositions for Kane circuit in Ohio, while the MidNew skating show, "Hollywood on where
down expense nut in this manner.
booking lines or other enterthree days starting Sept. 6. It's un- west spoke will have 10 weeks. In Ice," opens Oct. 12, for eight days,
derstood comics are getting around addition, there are 10 weeks of stock at the Municipal Auditorium, Long tniners.
ruled that the operator
they'll
out
of
which
pay
$20,000
Le$ Zimmerman, press-agent at the
companies concentrated in the west. Beach, Cal., with Boris PetrofT as
being
a
resident of the state where
supporting
acts. Surrounding talent Los
Angeles,
San Francisco, San producer.
Mortis Agency, is breaking in as an
hasn't been set yet;
Diego, Portland, Seattle are among
Gornpany of 100 has been booked law obtained would be in better
agent.
He's booking shows at the
Expo is backed by Gleve business those that will have resident com- for 40 weeks on a crosscountry tour position to know it's requirements
Sunrise Lake club, Morristovvn, N. J, firms and labor unions.
than Sherman and ordered payofV.
panies.
following the IjOng Beach run,

For

Name

Acts With High Hopes Of

French Coin Out of the Country

Relax on Gambling to Warrant Outlay

Reopening

Room,
Reopen

|

i

Agents to

Split

.

.

I

!

Burley Bookings

:

I

i

'

.

'

AGVA

Down On

j

New $50 Per Show Tax

'

Clamped on

I

Troupes

,

i

By

I

j

On

!

,

.

.

,

.

Minor Law

.

1

.

.

,

,

;

.

I

i.

.

.

&

20G

.

:

Show

Expo

.

AGVA

New

Tour

AGVA

LIONEL
KAYE
DAFFY
"raiB

AUCTIOXEER^^

NOW AT

FLORENTINE GARDENS-HOLLYWOOD, CAL
WSHtS TO XHANK lOS ANCfUS

CRITICS

OPENED AT FLORENTINEJGARDENS—AUG. 16TH~-CLOSE
Personably Assisted .by KATHLEEN IRELAND
Personal Management:

MILES INGALLS

JOe FLAUM: A»»clatc

.

ASTOR HOTEL, New York

City

????
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VAUDEVILLE

Frisco 'Flowerspot' Padlocked

Morocco, H'wood, Sold

As

Norman

San 'Francisco, Aug. 27.
north beach nitery
branded a "firetrap" and orderfed
padlocked by Fire Marshal Frank
cam-,
p. Kelly, who has launched a
paign to enforce public safety laws
Finoochio's

^vas

local niteries.

in

The order was given to Joseph
Finocchio, owner of the club after
ah inspection of the ijreraises, by
Kellj' and James J.' Sullivan, president' of the Fire Commission, who
classified

it

as unsafe for public as-

sembiy.

As the

city's

hazards

fire

campaign
iti

to eliminate
niteries and bars

momentum, City AdminisThomas Brooks said he would

gathered
trator

seek ordinance changes to enable
various city departments to dose
eStablisbments they considered .dan>
gerous to public sjafety.
Under the municipal code, permits for the operation of nightclubs
are granted and- revoked by the
^;
Health Department,
Brooks added "We are not goitig to
have a repetition of Boston's Gocoa-

'

.

liut Grove fire here simply because
we have a cumbersome law; The
law must be changed."
Siillivan said he would urge immediate strengthening of the Fire
Safety and Prevention Bureau so
that Inspections could be made more
frequently. He also stated there are
.

1

other niteries and cafes
considers unsafe.
But
Finocchio's is "probably the worst of
them all," he added.

some

tors,

temper

flared

when he

dis-

a new; policy, -with

With Local 802 Moderating Stance

Palace,

this club should
350 people," Kelly snorted.
"You've been piling over 500 in
•••here."

.

"I'm in a bad spot, Finocchio re"I've got a $700-a-day pay-

torted.
roll."

"You'd be in a worse spot if hunof people were burned to
Kelly retorted. "You'd be in
jail for a long time."
Nitery operator said he's going to
appeal to the courts for permission
Spot had projected show
to reopen.
entirely comprised of female im-

dreds

deatli,"

,

personators.

$3,200 Theft From AGVA,
Mostly Covered by Bond
Marion Marlowe,
dancer,

.

.

who

former vaude

in private life

is

Mrsi

Marion Cusick, was held in $2,500
bail in N. Y. felony court last week

.

:

41,

on a charge of grand larceny. She
was arrested on a warrant in the
N. Y. district attorney's office Tuesday '(20) charged with theft of $3,200 from the N. Y. local of American Guild of Variety Artists, vaude
talent union, where she had been

employed

as

cashier.

She will be.

given a preliminary
hearing in
felony court today Wed.)
She was accused of having taken
the money from dues and loan rer
payments from members. Assistant
(

will be continued, or at least
occasional.'

Worst

Chicago,. Aug. 27.
crackdown on Chi niteries

was threatened
week by law enforcement of-

of the last 20 years
ficials

amount

in
of

view

Mae

tend nightclubs and generally be big
shots to their girl friends.
Worst offenders in the nightclub
belt here are the bistros along Ran-r
dolph Street where swing music and

agency in Montreal.
exits

cheap liquor, pointed specifically at
the teen-age trade, has created an
situation
almost
unparalleled
of

MCA

She

as of Sept.

1.

.
.

.

.

.
'

>

Sept. 27, offering a combo of
Durlesque and pix.
House will be closed Sept. 1 for
'^decorating.

Allied

wage

de-

as they effect legit
theatres, on page 57; Local

regime

802's administrative

endangered, page A5:
Restaurant and JEntertainment Industries, organization of nitery owners,
at the
Hotel Astor.
Group
agreed to give mediation a try. It
•the mediators fail, then matter will
arbitration.

On

(29)

attorney, received a telegram
from the Mediation board offering
its services.
It was urged at the
meeting that the offer be accepted.
All 81 members of the group voted
to

go along with offer.

Move

officially
,

tion numbers.- In addition union
for 10' years and tions with the union will start.
Although theatre men are unwill- wanted extra for holidays and time
likely take over that account
ing to go along with proposals as to be computed on the basis of seven
from MCA. Although show budget
presented by AFM, they're more hours work in an eight-hour day, intor the Normandie Roof of the Mt.
worried about the problem of stand- stead of eight hours work in a nineRoyal hotel, rarely goes above $2,000
by bands. Paramountj Capitol. liour day. Operators said this would
weekly, it will be a sizable account
Strand theatres, and occasionally the add about 60% to present scale,
for MCA to. lose, since the Cardy

Gardy hotel chaip
will

Roxy

chain

includes hotels in Windsor,
Niagara Falls, St. Cathaines and
Hamilton, Ont. She. expects to book

orcfes

stage. If basic scale

:

.

.

.

.

negotiations

inquired of
ion, Thi.s

.his

status with (he \ni-

brought him In but noth-

ing happened
salary claims.

ih

way

of

WEEKEND

HOUSES

lifting

and any increase

be retroactive.

will

will

be retroactive

to that date.

.

State theatre, Hartford, and the
Hippodrome, Baltimore, have already granted salary hikes to the

1

MILLER SELS HALF OF

,

i

musicians,

while

negotiations

EMBASSY, N.Y.JOR50G

are

j

being continued for coritinuation of siiows at the Tower,: .Kan.?as
..''.''','-"-,.-.
.
City.

;:..«.till

i

N.O.

in the Embas-sy club,
sold last week by Bill
operator, to Robert
Jersey business man
nitery .venture,.
his
first

Half interest
N, Y.,
Miller,

was

NITERY OPS FINED

making

New

Sum wasn't disclbsed, but it was reported in excess of $50,000.
Bill Miller will retain the manaOrleans, Aug. 27.
ijerial hold on the spot and will conTwo- ililery operators were fihed tinue to double between the Emby .Judge Wayne. Gi' Borah in fed- bassy and the Riviera, Ft. Lee,
eral district, court. Thursday' ,(22) N. J, Embassy is slated to reopen
for violations of liquor laws.
lor the season. Sept, 10 or 12. June
Camille Ornorato, owner of the Walls, singer, is the only act signed
Aragon Club, was fined $200 and so far.
placed on five years' pirobatipn for
Leonard Green will, continue to,
operating as a retailer without per- book that: club along with the,,
mit. Alfred Fred Capagnano, owner Riviera.
the Sportland Club, drew a
of
Miller is planning to expand the
similar fine for refilling liquor bot- entertainment policy at the Riviera.
tles vvitli' different brands of v, his- For the first time since he. to.ok, oveir
George Paxton has been signed to. kics,
'.tiie .'ipot, he's installing a line.: JUniB..
Both, hsid pleaded guilty the: week ;Ta.v:]op will do the production numrepeat at the Sapitpl theatre, N.Y..
-"
before,
r
next June or July.
Iber?....

FOR BOOZE VIOLATIONS
New

;

I

-

.

.

i

:

spot's

Binder, a

,

.

jng

AFM

the

shell out scale to non-existent while the union said that percentage
when traveling bands are on would be considerably less. Prior
is increased, then
to mediation acceptance.
Local 802
standby fees will be hiked around was bitter about the turn taken in
hotels, clubs, band onernighters as
50%. A compromise may be worked the negotiations and called a ma.ss
well..'-..
out to permit hikes on the working meeting of its membersliip to be
With the relaxing of Ontario liquor bands if the standby takes are lowheld Friday at Manhattan center.
laws, and the "allowing of cocktail ered..;
They said they would resist operabars, chances of these hotels booking
Adams, Newark, Holdout
tor refusal to negotiate with every
in talent is practically, certain,
So far, only casualty is the Adams
available metlv)d including picketAmong those being held at the
Whether MCA will prevent acts theatre. Newark, which vvas slated
County Jail is William Heirens, con- from playing tlie hotel chain be- to open this week with Andy Russell, ing. They characterized the earlier
fessed perpetrator of three of the cause of competition by a former House has cancelled that bill along unwillingness :to dicker as a ."lockmost brutal slayings in Chi history, employee remains to be seen. But with several others because of fail- out."-^Committee to represent the cafe
nine youths of the "Green Car" gang the way it looks now. Miss Johnson ure to come to an agreement with
owners will consist of Arthur Gar^
who have been responsible for over would book act from all comers.
the Newark local. However, it's befield Hays, H. H. Gerstein, AREI ex200 robberies and many shootings,
Another angle is the status of lieved." that an agreement will be ecutive seci-etary; Nick Prounis of
and 10 other boys being held in con- MCA bands now playing .Gardy reached in this instance, inasmuch as
the Versailles; Moses Poliakoff attornection with a shooting and num- hotels, including Buddy Clarke's and another house, the Mosque theatre,
ney for Leon & Eddie's; Jack Enerous stickups.
Erni Ardi's bands at thie Norniandie, may op6n with stageshoWs if the tratter, Copacabana manager, and
and Neil Golden at. the King Edward. Adams drops vaUde.
S. C. Snyder, Village Barn.
Olympia
The
theatre,
Miami,
was
Ardi and Clarke are under sevenIf
negotiations continue beyond
Guild Freezes leer
slated
end
stage
to
shows
next
week,'
year contracts to MCA. The boys
the Labor Day expiration of conare sitting tight for the time being, but latest word is that the house
tracts, then any increases granted
will
continue
to
boqk
vaude
during
and waiting to see how things .work,
Until Producer Pays

.

:

Details on

of

Previously, the nightclub owners
had given bands the customary two
AFM notices increasing musician weeks notice to be effective after
Labor
Day, and informed the musalaries have been made in virtually
sicians that if they wanted to work
every town having a vaude house.
New York theatre executives after that date, it would be at the
are slated to meet tonight (Wed.) to current rates.
Indicative of the resistance by
discuss
Local 802's higher tariff
which calls for a $135 minimum for nitery ops on the question of insidemen, $202 for the leader; $241 creases is seen by the fact that
for the conductor, a six day week Monte Proser, of the Copacabana,
with a maximum of 28 show-s, any had given his line notice to avert an
over that number to be computed extra 25% increase for bands playas overtime, one hour of rehearsal ing production numbers.
La Marafter the show to be paid at $4 per tinique is reported to have- gon*
man, and 50% of basic salary for along with the Gopa on that quesdoubling on another instrumenttion.
So far the theatre execs have made
Tootlers New Scale
no counter proposals, and it's exMusicians demands included a
pected that they'll be drawn up at 27>^% increase in basic scale, plus
tonight's confab and then negotia- 25% extra for bands 'flaying produc-

Miss Johnson headed MCA's cockfail department in conjunction with
other bookings. S!ie had booked the

teen-age delinquenpy. Many girls
who frequented these spots during
war years to "get acquainted
with boys in uniform" have since
the end of the war become out and
out prostitutes.
Spots have been
warned time and again to stop catering to kids under 21 with little or no
actual compliance on the part of
bistro ownersi
Loss of revenue from men in uniform has been a deciding factor in
letting the bars down to teen-agers,
Most of the kids who had ..draft
cards while in uniform have in many
cases .sold or given, their cards to
youths under 21.

meeting

a

mands

Union Demands

signed from Music Corp of America,
iz planning to open her own booking

VAUDE

^

Rivalry

was decided upon Monday

at

AREI

Tomorraw

Montreal, Aug. 27.
Johnson, who recently re-

Mae

'

>

Step
'26)

jjo to

Cues Speculation

On MCA

nitery .reps willof Local 802 in an

Agreement to accept mediation
came at the last minute. At 6 p.m.,
Monday,
Arthur
Garfield
Hays,

Vaude Ops Meet

Johnson's Montreal

Solo

BRANDTS

.

the full suspension will be
carried out.

cago and Oriental. Chicago has .S,861 seats; the Oriental 3,217 and the
Palace 2,500. At the moment no acts
are set to accompany Prima;! they
will be booked later.
Last time Prima played Chitago
he worked the Orientar on k guarantee and split and took out $18,000.
His deal at the Palace is undisclosed.

Of Chi Jive Joints
last

become upheld;

One .stymie, however, to consecutive use of stage shows is its lovver
seating capacity than the rival Chi-

Fold

when

officials

.

tion.

;

Threatens

Musicians

tomorrow

.

-

'.

.'

'Thursday)

of

take place

attempt to agree upon a new wage
scale for musicians under auspices .^^
of the N. Y. State Board of Media- -

.,

Teen Crime Wave

to

meet with

Will

Attorney Joseph Stone said
her explanation was that she had
used the money to finance a minor
Negro nightclub band that she expected would eventually pay off.
She is separated from l^er husband
"out.-.
and lives with her three small chWf
$300 Salary Claims
dren at 27 Manhattan aive.nue, N. Y.
Roy Schulte, producer of "Ice
Accountants of the District AttorSET
project
his
latest
ney's office uncovered the shortage Revels," won't
in the union's boolcs after Dave Fox, version of the icer until he makes
IN 2 N.Y.
head of the local, had complained
peace with American Guild of Vathat when he taxed Mrs. Cusick with
Brandt theatres will again have an
a deficit in her accounts she handed riety Artists and settles claims on aggregate of four days of vaude this
back $400. Matt Shelvey, head of short payoff of the previous edition year at the Flattaush theatre, BrookAG'VA, instructed Fox to take the of the rink shovs/;
lyn, and the Witidsor,, Bronx.
Both
HI
to
AGVA, houses, will play Saturdays flhd SunSchulte, -according
matter to the District Attorney.
Pfior to her arrest .she is reputed to owes $300 in salary claims on pre- days starting Sept. 14 in Brooklyn,
nave made full confession of the vious "Revels'' and had been given and Sept. '21, in the Bronx. Arthur
thefts, absolving other employees of until this week to mark it, off in- .Ffeh.er office, booking the spots.
complicity.
stead of "on the ice." When payup
Several years ago, both houses
partially covered by $2,- didn't come off he was placed :on the plTi'ifed full weeks of vaude.
.n^*'""
500 bond which she was under since talent union's unfair list.
promotion to the cashier's job at
Schulte had a bond of $2,500 up
union and, with the $400 she refor previous show but had built BRABECK ANKLES FREDERICK
turned, narrows loss to $300.
production up with other acts to
Erv Brabeck of the Frederick Bros,
cause uppage of budget, according agency bard department left last
BURLEY FOR COLUMBUS
to the union, and defaulted when week to join the Al Borde agency.
Borde is starting a..N. .Y. office,
show closed. AGVA had been unable
Columbus, 0„ Aug. 27.
Knickerbocker theatre will install to locate him until last week when but ,so far has been unable, to find
permanent stage show policy start- .skatiers interviewed for new show suitable space.

District

slated

Try Vaude Again

the

Former Actress Held In

American Federation

.

the County Jail either under indictment or about to be indicted
for murder, scores of robberies, assault charges,, attempted murder,
and rape, was told flatly by many
of the youths
that they wanted
money in order to buy liquor, at-

,

maximum

.First step toward peace between
N. Y. bonifaces and Local 802 of the
is

-

persons.
is

50% Pay Hike Demands

On

of the increasing
teen-age crimes in the
past three months. States Attorney
William Tuohy, while questioning
20 youths currently being held at

"The

Musicians'

more empliasis

on food than on entertainment.
Union Makes $600 Refund New owners will enlarge capacity
American Guild of Variety Artists from 400 to 600 with a steak house
returned $600 of $2,000 cash security policy and a new band to succeed Writ Spiings Padlock
posted by Sally Rand, fan dancer, Boyd Raeburn, who moved out last
2 Jersey Coast Niteries
during her tenure as operator of the
night.
Revamped spot will open in
Atlantic City, N. J.,- Aug. 27.
Club Savoy, San J^rancisco^ to Lloyd
': Four Atlantic county licensees in>.
Belling, who took over the spot from two weeks.
eluding the Paddock International
Miss Rand.
There had been some controversy
were permitted to reopen (24) when
over the payoff since money had
suspensions against them oh ''reflU" charges /. were suddenly lifted
been put up by Miss Rand and talent
Chi,
pending a State Supreme Court deunion felt obligated to return it to
cision under a writ of certiorari
her.
They so notified the dancer
and when not receiving a reply. Matt
granted Thursday 129)' by Associate
Shelvey, head of AGVA, ordered the
Justice A. Dayton Oliphant.
The Paddock had been closed for
refund to Belling upon premise that
,90 days on June 29th and was schedhe paid off Miss Rand. The remainChicago,
Aug. 27.
ing $1,400 being sufficient to cover
uled to reopen Sept. 29th. It arranged
the talent budget for current show
RKOvs Palace theatre will cele- at once to book acts for its floor
at the Savoy.
brate -its 20th anniversary with the show.
addition of a stage show headed by
Counsel for the West End Casino
Louis Prima's orchestra for the week and Turf club at Long Branch atof Oct. 24. There's a good possibil- tacked the legality of the ordinance
ity that if Prima turns in a good and obtained the writ. Ten places in
week for the house that the policy the state benefited. If the ABC is

covered that Finocchio had removed
the bar from the main room of the
club, without permission of building and fire inspectors' in order to
increase capacity to another 100

hold

who

Hollywood, Aug. 27/
sold his Club
Vine street nitery, Jo

Stoller

a

Pozen, Ocean Park operawill convert the spot into

Frisco Nitery Cuts Budget

he

Kelly's

&

Soper

25

which

.

Morocco,

Ihive on Niteries

'Firetrap' in Safety

51

N.Y. Bistros Agreeon Mediationto Curb

:

.

.

:-:

.

,

.

-

.

VAUDEVIIXR

S2

W«dn«sclaf, August 28, 1946
'Night' Cast Paid Off
Cast of "Summer Night." ice show

Mountain Circuit Swansong Fading

Artists.

With, the mountain and resort cirtuning up £or its seasonal
swansong, American Guild of Varipty Artists is being deluged wUh

out o£ line on agree-

odly getting

-as

the borscht belt

ply,

performers.
AGVA, according

ii,

mail at AGVA.
Shelvey, flanked by Dave Eox.
head of union's; N. Y. local, which
has jurisdiction over the citronoUa
area, stated ntiuch time and trouble,
to say iiothmg of expense, had been
expended in drafting an amicable
contract for agents and spots earlier
But things are not so
jii the season.
hotsy-lqtsy now, according ;to., ShpK

nettinfi

intends
against

dates

quietly

and above

j

Its Silver Jubilee

many

Y.,

will

hold a

narrie

j

performers 16 be capped
|

j

Astor and president of the
Christeiiberry -will
piesent a plaque honoring the theafor a quarter century of clean
entertainment.
Among those slated to appear are
Milton Berle, who played this house
as a child act and also in long pants,
Belle Baker, Smith & Dale, ,Toe E.
Howard, Bill Robinson, Ted Lewis,
Regular bill will have Dolores Gray,
Mario & Floria, Lee Davis, OIlie
Howell &' Bowser, and^
O'Toole.
Hotel

Broadway Assn,

OfTerinf;

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
CIjUB, SA3S

N.

by a presentation of an award by
Bob Christenberry, manager of the

all

STEVE EVANS
:iB»

(29)

anniversary celebration Thurs(29)
with- a show, including

day

tre

:

,

;

|

Slate theatre,
2,5th

Ill

FKANCrSCO

KOSKN-ANGGB &SgO€IAXJKS

I

I

.

Bunin

Puppets

with

first,,

irun

in

state will

of

,

financial

25

Rocco.

was

law,

Y.,

preyenk

constitutional

because

its

had been upheld by the Ohip

Supreme Court

in 1888.
the
recent ruling made
certain that the old law will be
enforeed, there slid remained pending in court two temporary injunctions,, against the police department
and against the state, which were
petitioned to prevent enlorcement.
However, these iniunctions are ex-

For November Preem
Monte Proser says "my European
agents, Leo Spitz and Bob Goldstein"
signed Rene Pittier for the Copacabana, N. Y., in November, for four
weeks.
He's a Swiss chanteur and
protege of Beatrice LiUie, who recommended hinj to.,. Spitz and Goldstein when they were huddling with

pected

be set

to

o-Jlde.

Arthur Rank; on the new Uni-

J.

Copacabana Vice Canteen

versal -International deal.

Proser who has been looking for
replacement for the late Rags Ragland who was to have teamed with
Phil Silvers, plans to open Silvers
solo.
Silvers will be there until
Joe E. Lewis opens Oct. 4.
a

WDpd Canteen, and
into a

Saranac Lake
'V.,

is

nitery to be

converting

known

as

',,.'''''

]yiartinex.i,

'',-

Au.g. 27.

-Baker,
who made the
grade in a year, got his OK papers
last week.
He's undecided whether
to resume legit acting Or rejoin the

merchant marine,
Jou Dubrowski, ex-Rogerite, mastered recent operation and recuping

Greenwood Lake, N. V;

at

'

.Johnny Grimes, manager of local
radio .station WNB2, installing a new
transmitter and tower Oct. 1. Sta"
tion granted more air-time.
Tom Pontz, lATSE lad,from Philadelphia, mastered the Minaldi operation and back at the Rogers for rest

|

!

'

routine.
..To.e. Mulvey,
who .formerly commuted here and beat the rap at the
Onondaga sanatorium, now agenting

.

in Syracuse, N. Y.
Walter Hoban, vet song and dance
man, is back a; the Rogers for cViecknp-

,

Whitoy Mathews and Victor ..Gam

Hal Fisher

responding to treatment at the
*,

ba

Rogers.'

,

-

Peter Hagan shot in from Brooklyn to visit his daughter, Edna Ha.
gan, who i.s showing nice improvement.
Robert Cold.stoin, N. Y. theatiical
lawyer, back, at the Rogers after rib

"LAfflNGLY YOURS"
Currently

El

operation.
Carl E. Kern, stagehand, who re>,
gently passed away at Fairmont,' W.
Va., was an inmate at the Will Rogers for over four years.
Isabelle Rook, vaude pianist, flashing good clinic reports.

MORROCO^ MONTREAL
MONTREAL "GAZmE"

Hal

Fisher -Proves

Hit at El Morocco

,

I
I

Henry

Dionne,

the Dancing
Dionnes, who summered here years
ago, stopped oft -to mitt the gang
alt'n getting an OK on annual check-:
.up.
,

featuring
•

HOWARD

REESI

•

THE MEN ABOUT TOWN

Current erf—

PELHAM HEATH INN— New York
Sino*fi mt'-'HM Over Indefinitely

;

,

City.
-

A

lad who's creating: aomethinp
o( a mild .sensation at the 101
Monoco thpKe days, ih I-lal
I'lsher.

who makes

a oomedlan

,

his debiii beCoi-<i Montreal audiences with somcthinK- all too few
ot his colleaifuos in the ent(*rtalnment field po.sses.-?: a load of
smart, new mil terial an easy going- but
registering- personality

.

William Morris Memorial Park will

hold field day marking the closing of
the park for the season. ParentsTeachers Association will sponsor.
With games and races for kiddies for
various prizes. Mrs. William "Mother"
Morns will be gue.ot of honor, with
all local and civic organizations par-

and HIS ORCHESTRA
SUE JACKSON

of

,

;

and a knack of knowing when
the audiencp
has had llieiiuuinpy'.<!

woi

'

th.

ticipating.

Elvin Scnmith, concert pianist from
the Syracuse University, played a
one-nighter here to SRQ. He took
lime out to give a special perforrnance for inmates at the Will Rogers,
a welq<)m-j treat for the gang.
{Wi-ite to those who are ill.)

OPENING

SEPT. 4

Return Engagement

MAYFAIR CLUB, BOSTON
Dir.:

m-||,I.I.AH

MOKK2S

A<JI'1N('V

Air-time Galore—

NBC—Sat.-Sun.. 12:05-12:30 A.M.
ABC— Wed.. 12:30-1 A.M.: Thurs., 11:35-12 A.M.
MBS—Tues.-Thttrs., 12:15-12:30 A.M.: Sat.. 5:306 P.M.

Transcriptions for—

WORLD BROADCASTING. MUZAK.
MANAGEMENT

- MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

it

the.

Gopacabana, slated to open Oct- 1,
with accommodations for about 500.'
Music will bo provided by two
bands, led by Joe Norman and Tony

By Happy Bcnway
Saranac Lake, N.

Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Francis took over the buildformerly occupied by the HoUy-

Guy
ing,

Morgan

set for the
N. Y., starting Sept.
or Oct, a following the Hllde-

I

th»

efforts ol

'to

While

Kay has been

j

b* dry, despit«

now

county

bus alone— including the bars of two
downtown hoteis^were shuttered.
Judge Reynolds held that the old
legality-

Proper for Copa, N.

theatre,

garde show. On bill with her will
be Raye and Naldi and Maurice

!

all

throughout

enforcement of a 90-year-old measuva, brought to the attention
oi

Rene ^itier Pacted By

commitments.

Beatrice

Roxy

fair*

Columbus tavern men

finally going
visitors
that place's

Fewer and fewer

:

"Earl Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep).
,House opened in 1921 with entertainment by Irving Berli n, Bert
CJeorgie
Levey,
Price,, Florence
Moore,. Frank Tinney, Loney .Haskell, and Louise Groody, in .addition to the regular program with
Paisely Leon, Janet Johnston, the
Serantons, Southley & Hams, Lew
Cooper, Meyer & Hanaford, and the
Casting Lloyds.. Preem pic. was
"Trip to Paradise" with Bert Lytell,
.During its 2.5 years, the State has
clocked, over 125,000,000, admissions
and has spent over $7,500,000 for
talent. Record gross was chalked up
by Eddie Cantor in 1939 who drew
.li51.326 and got 50% of the gross for
his end, while Rudy Vallee drew
'^he most customers, 123,112 passing
through the Wickets.

and

(24 to 80),

has decided sponsors
usefulness is at end, so building, officials by the Women's Christian
which was erected at a cost of Temperance Union, Legality of th»
nearly $75,000 in 1943, Will be torn ancient anti-liquor zoning law, bah.
down.
That was in the original ning over-thehbar sale of liquor
agreement since ground on which it v/ithin two miles of a state or county
was built is the property of Penn- agricultural show, was upheld by
sylvania RR and was only loaned to Judge Dana Reynolds last Friday
(23) during a hearing in whicb he
canteen.
Two and a half million servitemen refused to grant 10 Columbus taveiii
visited the place during its more operators a temporary restraining
than three years of operation. Ijo- order blocking enlorcement.
cal Variety Club looked after the
The court's decision meant that at
least 100 drinking places in Columentertainment features.

B.O. Rivalry

week of Sept. 16-21 inclusive, likeliis that strong opposition from
the local Rameses Shriners wiU block
the date, because of local vote-catchers'' support.
Despite Harbor Commission's permission, city fathers jumped on the
Clvde Beatty deal when larga.Shrin>.
ers'
delegation appeared at City
Councillors' caucus to protest that
the Beatty show would be in Toronto
two, weeks ahead of the Shrinesponsored Bob Morton circus to be
staged in Maple Leaf Garden during
Oct. 9-16. Argument of the Shriners
before City Council was that net
proceeds of the Morton show,, staged
annually here for the past decade,
went toward the treatment and hospitalization of crippled children; and
that the Clyde Beatty show wpald
simply take money oiit of the, town.
Caught in the middle were meiribers of the Harbor Commission, who
have previously, rented their waterfront grounds to Ringling .Bros, aiid
other big-top shows ..io: recent sea-sons; but ace in the whole for the
city fathers is that a visiting circus
must also secure a performaiice, pe?'mit from the Board of Police Commissioners, of which Mayor Robert
Saunders is chairman. ila.vor says
he has advised. Beatty that "the indications are that the Police Commission permit will not be granted"
and that the circus advance men
need not proceed with their work or

is

progrew

agricultural

hood

For

Ceremotiy

throughout the. war,

Toronto, Aug. 27.
While the Clyde Beatty circus has
i-ceeived a permit from, the Harbor
Gommission here to use the Lake
Ontario waterfront groimds for. the

State, N. Y. Plans

Gala

Balk

is

In

Canteen Folding

Pittsburgh, Aug. 27.
USO-Variety Club canteen, which
has served millions of servicemen

Beatty in Toronto

con-

condition

27,

Ohio'* StBta Fair in Columbus,

Pitt.

lo close.

'

Loew's

being

$60, then doing an extra Cook's
tour of the mountains to play other
dates for an extra fin, or sawbuck.
But, according to perEoriners, the
agent is paid off on the three spots
and where the pei-former may get
an extra $5 or $10 sans customary
commissions on the l;rio whirl the
agent gets $180 unless he's giving
some spots Cutrates for a buildup for
next season.
Some operators are also roport-

Oiieiitiij; .Sept.

this

Columbus, Aug.

comes

:

Shriners

'

booked on presumably a single date
at

if

tinu'es.;

Reports have come to AGVA that
some, ot the act peddlers are subjecting performers ' booked in to
and
triple^pla.vs
double-headers
with a mere pittance doled out for
the extra shows. The bookmg lads
are reportedly telling them if they
want to maintain the goodwill ot the
agency for next season they'll do the
extra

Shelvey,

.

.

led up on such antics and
drastic
measures
taking
both chiseling agents 'and

operators

vev.

should not beef to AGVA.
Acts have complained of

to

.

-.

cpmmodations were made for the

was concerned,

need
fresh supaccording to Matt Shelvey, lop

loolts like they'll

Law

Old Anti-Booze

'

out ot the $2,500 bond posted by the
producer.

m

m

To Plague Pub Owners in Fair Areas

'

Coin, amounting to $2,380,

to provide adequate room and
board for pertormers, According to
the uruon they're trying to put them
playing
in the cellars and barns again as
complaints from performers
the iim£ that affects both agents and la,'<t summer when AGVA had to
^operators.'
step in and curb such practice.'-.
that terriJust when the talent union had Emil Loew, AGVA rep
thrown the aspirin away, figuring it lovv, had to hold up several shows
had outlived its usefulness as far over the weekend until proper ac-

ment

cuit

Ohio Dusts

which melted fom* days 'after its
opening at the new El Patio theatre, ^Los Angeles, is being paid oft
by the American guild of Variety

AGVA

Out to Cries of Abuse, Says

it

I

AL TRACE
and His SILLY

SYMPHONISTS

CURRENTLY LOEW'S STATE,
(Week August 22)
Thanks Jesse Kaye

for

N. Y.

a 4th Engagement

Management
STANFORD ZUCKER AGENCY

Vf<lneB<1ay, Aiiguel 28,

1946

P^^IETY

^

VAijnK%mixB

94

WMhifxtlay, Aii^uAl 28, 1946

City Beauts Shape Up
^Miss America' Title in A.C.

Key

Earl Carroll Withdraws Tanities

Atlantic City, N.

Unit to Give His Pic Clear Field
E^i'l

for

of

lias

Rob Claremont

estimated at
$10,000 to $12,000 by two yeggs early
Monday i2»i). Intrudprs bound the

IS holding back the unit because
daosn't want to give the forth- watchiniui and worked
Gomuig Republic film "Earl Car- pver the ,.sate- before
re- nitroglycerine;
roll';! Sketch Book" now being

roll

'

-

Inn

any competition.

C^jrroll wa.s

Uu-

M't

Cli'it'Hi'o,

but:

Ihe
since

tonib.

deal, failed:

:,,:,,:,;:,;,:,:
j

New York
•

.

'

near Grant's
,'

:.:

.

suits

:

'

,

stint

For Teensters

in St.

St. Louis, Aug.

Johnny Perkins

at

the

Plantation

CUib,

JOE
VILANE

Thelma Carpenter's

Oir,:

JO*:

New

be

Setter, WadepTi & Raye. Arilnir'
Gaj/, Larry Funk 0)ch

Our

(7» u)!fJi

cover.

Girl Friday; no

or

iiiiii.

,

ceil-

Relic

bygone days when the
was the plush .section of
hotel spots, the Dixie ha.s hung

west

of

..,i(le

class
on, by

virtue of some: top noveltv
best-known, of course, being
band. Current Planta-fortunes are at a -w ebb,
with LOu Seller's comedies providing sole support for a limping bill.
Seller and his brother Jay have
broken up their pre-war act to no
solo, and Loii, only recently recovered from service injuries, pul;f on
outfits,

Spike

a

Jone.s'

Room

tion

1

show meant for better spots than
Opening material depends

this.

I

David Sandine, architect for the .on trombone, Ted Goddard on .sax
Chicago theatre, Chicago, has pre- and Rusty Dedrick on trumpet points
up the fact that the band has enough
pared plans for a Williamsburgh top
solo men under wraps to develop
tj'pe red brick building adorned by some show
stopping solo and novelty
an illuminated clock tower. Perkins numbers in the months to come.
Sft.id
the rules for liquor will be"
Jermey, a rugged six-footer, does
strict.
Parents nvay visit the juve a coon-shouting version of "Hey
room but they will not be served Boy'' for terrific returns. Brace of
liquor nor will thoy be permitted to tunes following featuring Thornhill
at the piano include "Warsaw Coiibring any with them Irom an adcei to," "Autumn
Nocturne"
and
ioining adult room. Jiives will not •Yours
Is My Heart Alone." again
be permitted outside of the area liet "hiphlighting, the flekilillity of the
aside for them.
band.
Buddy, Hughes, other vocalist, does
a mild job on "Don't Be a Baby.
Baby." begging off' after the oiie
tune with Thornhill explaining that
Conchita Bomba's Tour
-sinsei w-as recoverin.g from the flu.
Havana. Aug,. 20.
Closing number. "Stealing Apples."
Conehlta Bomba; one of Havana's features tUe two French horns, Bob
top rhumba singers and dancers, Walters on clarinet. Ted Goddard on
sa.\ and Irv. Cottier On drums, all
has- been ^igncd by Armando Oradoing solos. On overall the Thorntiche, fbuhder a.fid: director of the hill
crew is sock band,
Hunt

Continued on page

55)"',

:

St

First

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Iranches of ThemricoU
thru 13 at $1.05 *ack or
1
13 Script* for $13.00
Nos. 14 thru 20
READY!
$2,00 each-,-Doubl« Scripts
,><KM> roil 'rHK,H .NOW!
r.\T<'ll l l" ON KAOK ISSI KS!

Nos,

NOW

,

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"

:,

,

.

to

low
but the

lost in the

^

zibar, N. Y., starting Sept. 24. Show
Include Nicholas Bros..
will
aL-;a
who have been' signed at $l,'250, and

June Richmond.
Other talent still

much

Panther room

iiiged

,

at Zanzibar
Thelma Carpenter^ will play her
Broadway cafe date at the Zan-

i

York

are pretty

'

first

M.\NN

:

Roy Bruder and

i

N.Y. Cafe Date

I

(HOTEL DIXIE)
Lou

Pno:, Reese

i

I

KY.

of the band is maesti o's
change of p.ice rangTschaikowsky's
"Nut-

cracker Suite," to out and out jive.
French horns, always strongly featured in Thornhill's arrangements

Loo
27,.

from

1

arbitration.

in

'

KooMi, K. V.

l*l»ii<a<ion

Top appeal

ability to get

,

Controver.sy between singer and
agency has steamed up to boiling
point and seems likely to wiiid up

Met.: (iKO. LIKilV

,

''""If.

Milray line still doing the same
routines with new costumes.
Hal
Hartley's band cuts a nice show Bii;
solid.
Laza.

drums, two French
horns and Thornhill of course, at the
guitar,

dles,

.

of

spot mi.ssed.

solid
Siuart Tomber, w lo, own the Playreed section more than makes up for
dium, a combo liifery and bowling the lost effect.
Thornhill could do
alley that features an ^above-and- a better job of selling his outpt if
back bar stage in downtown East St. he developed a better delivery in
Louis, will spend $139,000 for the front of the "mike" but who wouldn't
construction of a -dine and dance be "ru.sty" after a flock of months
non-liquor spot for teen-agers on site 1'" tlie battle zone'?
Show opens with "Snowtall."
between East St. Louis and Belletheme song.
Beverly
ville,
111.
Perkins .said there has Thornhill
been a lot of talk about the need of ^>'' "''' "Jcalist who looks as good
'^'^ .sounds, gives out on "I Don't
clean place,
nlaCe tiee
free of liquor,
linlior toi
for the
a Clean
y-^^^^ Enough About You," and "Do
young uns and the spot, to be tagged you Love Me'.'" for solid response,
by a contest, will be the first of its'
Whose Sorry Now?" featuring
kind in the East St. Louis area.
Bob Walters on clarinet, Bob Jermey

Louis.,

Carnagi* Hall.

,

I

and award,

ballroomology.

''^'^

'S

One
^?lJJ°9a„°lg /^.ye as
Those Things." "Oh
""^ What a Bc^autitul
Morning" routine only weak
i^^^

1

'

1.S

Rendezvous

I

|

ing

i.'^

NEWPORT.

!

I

:

fSlenn

I

|
;

,

and demonstrate

knocks 'em dead with lielp of rnnbile pan. Has to beg oil'.
Laura Kellogg has lair cnoutth
soprano pipes but she doesn't
register on the bouhce tunes. '.'TicoTico" (with coloratura effects) okay
but other stuff like "Darling, Je VniK
Ajnie," "Heart That'.s Fre^'' are,
i5oliinw
fn,.
hcr
tu...<,;»v.™iu..
for
her.
.Spllinc
r«.r«rtn=iif,.^
P*""*"*'"*
J," eds Ptrnmg
perking up
uS
I
.{^erce
and Holland register big
lyric

i

Plan Non-Booze Nitery

Out on Glaser Agcy. Pact
bookhig has been cancoHed. Carroll says he never agreed
June' Bichmond. sepia .songstre.'is
to any cafe -deals for the show, any- who had beei) in, the Broadway mur
how.
siCa!,"Are You; With IV!"; which
Mt'anwhile, another deal for tht; closed some weeks fl.go,
.'seekiiig
."Vanities" sale is, on. .Miles Ingalls, an out On hor e>tcltiiive representawho books the show, is dickerin,? tion pact with Joe ,:Glaser's Assoto lake over the unit- after Jan. 1. ciated Booking Corp. Singer reportedly wants to switch over to Wm;
But no deal has yot been set,
Carroll says he'd like to with- Morris agency with Glaser outtU undraw from the vaude market to de- willing to release her.
vole his time to the Earl Carroll
Chirp- signed a three-year pact
theatre. Hollywood, which is ex- with Glaser last May and later nepected to be completed sometime gotiated .spot for her in the Broadnext year. Producer returns to the way musical. Since closing of that
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.).
said to have consistshow she
ently turned down other bookings
Ofiered her by ABC. Otters had salDooley & Sayles nitery, Freeport,
ary range from $750 to $1;000 weekL. I™ playing three acts on weekincluding spot in Ink Spots
ly,
ends,- booked by Matt Scanlon.
vaude package show- and nitery

STYLISi'

,

Chicago, Aug. 21.
Opening to
house,
f>acked
Claude 'Thorhhill completely sold
l ii.r.
omers at
the Panthe payiiig customers
(ther Room on the iaea
idea tnai
that his
re„,gani7,ed band has every
thing that his pre-war orch had plus
Present outfit was put
a lot more.
together by Thornhill last April
with many of his sidcmen, ex-gobs
who had played m his band during
^'f ^2 months in the Pacific theatre
Instrumentation is pretty much the
same as In his last orch before entering service: six reeds, three trombones, four trumpets, two bull fid-

piano.

June Richmond Wants

to

maUn-ialiXi^.

DANCE

(FOIiLOWUP)

!

their particular arti.aic ability before nidges.
Competing in one of
the ihiec events each night, they
will be eliminated so that the winners of each of the lluce events will
compete on Saturday ntglu tor the

located in an i.solated park

,

,

and bathing

tor two hours
resort ing to

,

title

Quarter,

Latin
'

is

secMon of

dickering with Bobbv

Vernon and Lou Kane (or the sale
ot Uu; unit; Pending completion of
tlu> d'-aU Vernon nnd Kane had the
layout

I

(Siheraian Hotel)

,

:
|

11

,

receipts

wtfekSnd

of

luf

ledsi'd,

;

Beauty and talent of the competitors determine the winnor ut the an..-.I.
.,
„
nua event, the
local pag251 h o
eants, and the girls will go through
three nights of cavorting in evening

Inn, N. Y.

Claremont Inn, N, Y„ was robbed

January. Car-

until

,ciiH:yits

Night Club Reviews

Aiig. 27.

Saturday night.

dickei'ilig

vaude unit "Vaniand is
the layout from the

his

called oft the deal

wilhdrawinK
vaUdiV

who was

CHri'oll,

i-.ali»

ties"

J..

Gals from 46 states and Canada
have arrived to compete lor the title
of "Miss, America, IBIG" with the
crown to be awarded the winner

3

set.

Lecuona Cuban Boys, for
his new musical revue which opens
an American tour at the Philharmonic Auditorium. Los Ahgeies.
Oct. 10. with dates booked to follow
at the War Memorial Opera House.
San Franci.-^co, Carnegie Hall, N. Y..
and other key cities.
Senorita Bomba hails from Guanabacoa, Havana suburb, where the
rhumba, conga and nanigo dances
originated.
She began her career
here in the "Conga Pantera" revue
at ihc Club Tropicana in 1940, and
has
since
been at the Casino
Nacional,, Sans Souci and Teatro El
Encanto: also at Mexico,,City's swank
El
Patio,
and in Panama and

Volumes at $25.00 per

10 Sock Parodies
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with

RUTH JOSEPH
]

'

Venezuela.

200 W. S4th
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New York
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Montreal. Aug- 23
Ldura KeUoqq: Pierce
& RoUaitd, Hal Uarlleti Orch ai>i
Fusher.
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Always Working

:

Hal Fisher'.s comediantics in current layout at El Morocco give .good
enough proof that there's: nothing
to the beef that new material, is:
hard to find, For the payees these
days at this spot (of which the majqrity are so-called "hep" Ainerican.si
Fisher -provides a routine
that's fresh and ears' and sock all'
the way.
Lad has a neat way of doing takeoffs ot everything from the wartime
civilian customer to the guy who's
agi'n everything ("Down With Eli

"Whitey" Roberts
Now
TIiIm

Blackhawk, Chicago
tli« 20(h
w^rU iil

miirkM

ItliicUhii

wU

ill

Dir.:

'

t

hrfd

llic

n'liKiiftft'in^"' ^>

WM. MOKKIS

,

'

,

LoisSINGINGLee
BtAUTY"

'

"AMCRICA

S

'

Beaucoup Reissues
Contmued Irom

)>ai;e

4

—

times may. also be r^-distriblited should the idea prove lush.
Paramount, also, is headed on a
parallel
path.
Company
an-

evators"). Drunk
Most of his stuff

bit

also

a

nitty.

done to tunetul
ditties.
Fisher opens slowly, soon
works into his regular stint, and
is

C'tirrf iitl.v

:

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB

!

NEWPORT, KY.

i

Tliuiilc
|

K<>|l.

Villi,

F|{.\M\ ,SKNM':S

I'lllSOKKU'li ItKOS.,

Nrw

several

nounced

last week that it would
Gary Cooper-Jean Ar"The Plainsman" and
Dorothy Lamourls "The Jungle Princeiis" on Sept. 1.
Additionally, Par
will release other oldies during the
season,, an
ofticial
said,
but no
defihite selections have been made.
Another major ,clim;bing' oh the

reissue the
thur starrer

,;

,

j

1

bandwagon is 20th -Fox. Company
has earmarked "Sun Valley Seren^
ade," the Sonja Henie vehicle, and,
George Raft's "The Bbwety" for

fall

release.
Probabilities are that if
these two- pix^ prove lucrative 20th
will go ahead with other ventures.

Other companies, /it was understood/
are also putting plenty of thinking
behind the question to relssilie or not

^^^^
LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
OfNEXAl IXfCl/T/Vf Of^/Ce*

LOEW BUILDINb ANNEX

to reissue.

.

Unwillingness on the part of Sales
toppers to make any* large-scale
move before the court signs a decree which will define just

LOEWS

NEW YORK

STATE,

WEEK AUGUST 29TH
Thanks to NICK

AGNETA

and JESSE KAYE

MANAGEMENT: PAUL SMALL
201 Wesf 52d Street.

ARTISTS, LTD.

New York

what

the

companies can do,in,l?lack and white
is another potent -factor behind the
looming shortage. Recent development^ such as the newly submitted
Government proposals which would
ban affiliate theatres from buying
product from other theatre-owning
companies has strengthened this sentiment.
Biggies point out that It
would be highly risky to sell pix on,
the gue.ss that the method adopted
would be right with the court.

;

1M W. 44Hi

St.,

K. Y.C

•

MyaiH *^|«»

;

Yiirk

'
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55
over big with routine

Continued from p}ge 54

upon characters in the hairdo and affecting pince-nez to
crowd, and comic really milks the heighten comedy effects, he pounds
ringsiders for all available laughs the Steinway in eccentric, albeit tal•without becoming annoying. Builds eated manner, abuses the ringsiders
routine around cowboy takeoff for in a laugh-loaded session and winds
up with batoneer Johnny Silvers in
big returns.
Nadeen and Raye are a couple oi an entangling bit that gets howls.
cute-looking kids, but their act ap- Tops stint with a double .tall?, TPolish
peal stops there. Ballet-boogie terp sounding elaboration on his Army
stint .features repetition of the same service, which, though it adds, up
fundamental steps, and shows de- to gibberish, is a refreshing de^
cided lack of I'outining. Only varia- parture from all those "what I did
in the Army" routines heard hqre
tion comes from the orch.
\
Larry Funk orch gives anemic in tod many instances.
N'eal Stanley does okay in his Mn»
backing for the sliow.but picks up
noticeably when customers begin preSh pesh, too. Clicks with his taketerpihg. Funic was missing,- which offs on Gary Grant, Jimmy Cagney,
might account for faults. Our Girl Donald Duck,; Ghurchill and tops
Friday (bad billing if gal- ever ex- with a radiowise bit on Sidney
pects to graduate into class vaude) Greenstreet and Peter Lorre. Had
chirps "Don't Send Me Posies When to beg off.
It's Shoesies That I Need," and a
Patsy Shaw femmecees. the procouple of similar tunes that get over ceedings in raucous rnanner and in
as strikes against the. canary. Could her own spot sings in the same way.
do better with ballads.
Handles :„herself well,. but a bjt of
'Tween-shows entertainment comes- toning down, either on the mikefrom Arthur Prinz, with semi-long' or in projection wouldn't hurt.
Femme dance duo. Raye and Lane
hair stufi on the- piano; and Reese
Gay, who sings cocked .eyebrow do okay to pace off the lineup. Para-,
tunes \Vhile plunking the SS'er. Prinz sol sequence and acro-dance work
would, do better with quieter tunes- score solidly.
after the noise of the .show, and
Hal Bee, in a hriet session, hoofs
Miss Gay's matei-ial is definitely out and rolls into .;stan<iups on face.
of place in this family spot. Stuff is Youngster ciDuld.- use a dance in-

'the

when asking

use

which he

.in

Variety Bills
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Two new

acts

bowed

at this bistro

Toilrniv .StrnCord
Kox.v (1) iH
Vivian BtaiTie

1

Metro Plan
,

his unit play a

3

iiunnin

that registers.
While
Miss Dooley chirps "It Had to Be
You," Byrnes glides around floor in
soft shoe routine, stepping up the
tempo to a quick tap number when
Miss Dooley does som« "scat singing."

Whitey Roberts,* large and partly
bald (after removing wig and offering it to someone in the aud) folIpws with a combination of not' too
funny comedy; rope skipping, and
juggling.
After giving with some
comedy that fell flat, Roberts saves
his act with clever ifnd highly complicated rope skipping to a waltz
and rh.vthm number. He rfollows
with routine of plate juggling, missing plenty for laughs.
Foos.

llooni^ Chi
(FOLLOWUP)

]|ff».yfuti*

Chicago, Aug. 21.
Ernie Heckscher's orch has been
replaced by Mel Cooper's orch,
which fits perfectly into this smartset nitery. Devoid of brass with the
exception of one sax, orch features
three fiddles and Cooper on the 88
in sweet society dance music that is
a must for the Mayfair Room's
hushed atmosphere. Guys do swell
job of backing show, which .spots
dance team Blair & Dean and baritone Don Richards, holdover from
the la.st show.
Team opens with "Dancing in the
Dark," and for the fir.st few minutes
of the number did just that, as sub-

B«;acli

Walk, Chi
Chicaf/o, Alio, 21.

23.

-

-

in
acts

V'ysenof

VuiiRiinrd

\'illtiu:n

Bennet

1)

'I

Ml

'
,.

Bo.wers

Pry

.,.,«...

N C Y

E

Bob Orosby Ore
The Town Criers

PHir..\lJlJLl'HIA

1

Oariiian

Ollie O'Toole

The

,

|,

Stan

Irwin

Byrd

&

Paul White
Jean Francis
Jerry Grey

20

(I)

L & L Bernard

l),unbills

r.ON« JSI.AXD
Mario * Floria
, Ntrnnd <W) SO

Han

.

A

'.con

Leroy

Jimmy Jimae

the

501

Broadway-Paramounl BIdg
New Yorh ,
BRycnt 9-«352-3>4
1

"The Outstanding Agency"

riTiIle-i

Jackie '^Vhalen

Jayne Manners
Riambos
& Gene

Duncan Trl»

it

Wlvel
Bob Lee
Gertrude Hild
J'-Jan

Ainslie

,

Francisco

t

Bruce Norman

.Miller

.

,

Vivian NIokolson
D'RIvorn & Belm't*

Jessie Elliott

LOWE, HEIT & STANLEY

.

KOCKFORn

.Stylists

*

I'alaro

GAUDSMITH BROS.
On Fairs Until October

SO

(I)

Eddie KoKak
Marshali Bros

Panels &- Wally

•S

Sophis'ti-skales

—

Cdl.

|

.

[

j

|
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own routine.
De Mar & Denise draw
Night."
Come
giving out with

back

"Yours"

for

Walks

Line

off

(I)

,

B & L Lee

Johnny Desmond

Allan Drake

air as to Government
have signified their

Howard

PCKgy Price

Tammy

Del- Aires
(One to fill)

-Nip

on
a

'i

Cill

Oracle Fields
Graeo & KIcco
Billy T^awrence
Vela Montoya

Clairn

(one to
2

The

Edwards

visers

.Glenns

number
feel

that

Johnston's

of

wide

fice's

contribution

to

draw

raiti.

Betty

improvement

mW

Carmen

Afiuui'lum

BuOdy

Ore

Jllich

C^nfe

HioclefT

i

I
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'
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Mel Cooper Ore

H

Ore

Brooks

Tteiie

Kdjccwater

Weaver

ICathryn DuiTy Dcth
Eddie Stone Oilo

Hotel Blltmore
Tano I'jcUens

Calgary Bros
NelHon Sin
Boulcvar-Deara

W
& G Ahem
Camryn
&

Palmer Honiw
Ted Straeter Ore
Larry Storeh
Imogene Coca

Maurer

SIb

Abbott Der«
Marilyn Marsh
Ilio Cubanii
Harvey Stone
Georkle Tapps
Hio Rumba Oro
Marilyn Ko«fl
Vine Qardene

Jack Milton

Anitsi

Dault.

(1*)

Davidson Ore

Ceo

Larry Ross

Jessie

Komella
JiUthbl

Rej^an (^allaia

N'ighthawks
Sorig StyllKts

Dorothy

.

Malflon

Gil

Konvat & Alex'der
De Mar & Deni.^e
Donna Lane

Af

Rellly

Latin Uoiirter
A. L
SImpklnti
Archie liobbins
Jerry & Turk
Paul Carloton
DiOBa Co»tello
Buddy Sliaw Oro

Tho Lovelies
llrli

Henry Brandon Ore

'

Hild

Bern

Phil

DeRey

Jaf;k

Page Ore

Joe KiRh Ore

iBrandwynne Oi*c
Ralph Font Ore

N[

Hotel
Hal .\h

Commodore
1

Dow

ntyre Ore
Dixie

llofel
r,.arry

Lou

Agcy., N. Y., Again

Ore

l-'iinU

HeeSe Gfvy

Booking Gayety, Mont'l

Sell(*r

Dfan &

J:lay
Hotel lA'&IIIRtUD

Gayety theatre, Montreal, reopens
(2) after summer shutdown
straight vaude
policy
sans

Moml Ka)
Tapu KauA

Monday

Xallma

with

MaIlJ>
.AloliiJiatia

film.s,

J Pineai>pI6 Ore
Hotel New Yiirliei
Hotel

rtMiiiNylvuiir
La'^vrenf.e Or^

B
»

Hotel

rierro

Myr'.ia

Cor.suelo

&

Artlnl
;

.

Or<

Hotel IMiiza
rtohTts
lio Ore
r^li
Alonifi Ore

.loan

I'nm

Ma

Uuit^\ ltlMtM4'lt'll
ilt-nry King (H-<'

Hotel SL
Peggy Norman

teu.se,

including

bills

on full

customary

stripy

^

traditional at this house.

Booking of house has reverted
from Roy Cooper, Montreal booKefj
who had it last soh^on to A. & B.
Dow agency, N. Y, Latter had booked house prior to Cooper.
.

.

J,.p» Panrlios
B- anley AJMlia*

playing eight act

tveefc,

Chuck Foster Qrc

I

coming through for a hypo

Don RIehards

Kcliiioiii

DoiJdles

.

Eddio Fens Oro
Hotel Blurkntone
Blair & Dean

Costello

Dort

'

,

the Martlnia

Afitor

lIott>l

Sammy Kaye

;

l

-

Rolando

.&

CataJino Ore"
Carlos Varela Ore
Hotel AnibiiMHUflor
Louis Befaticourt O
Jules Lande Oro

.

I

town./,

MaslteJl
Dell Wolcoma

:

John, Kirby Oi-c

(llowntovrn)
that self-regulation means less cenrimniie Kogers
sorship, not more, because it goes Karah
Vaufihn
a long way toward keeping out of Cliff JacKHon
Johnson
the field censors appointed by cit^" Pele
C HearU Ore
and state governments, plus various
Ciife Society
self-appointed o.o.ing groups. The.sc
Bernie West
types of scissors-wielders are lots I'HtiicJa iJilKht
tougher than the PCA, which is a Sonny ThoiriiJHOfi
Uavid Bi'Of)I<s
part of the film industry and underCiiriilvul
stands the problems of plot and Uilton Berle
presentation, it is pointed out.
sl»n Fi.'ilier
Most of the -JGhnstbniteS hold no •Marion Colby
Hen ioS(- Singeri
4« u^.k.
*vf,,«u can be
u« ac
illusions as to
hoW much
Miriam Gwinn
complished by the contemplated Mlrihin VT.aV«U,«.
public
relations
campaign. They .luileCopiHiHUnna
Wiifjon
know that many sincere liberals .Uiey GUbeytBiirrett
both here and abroad basically op- r..yime
iCi-nie UolHt Bdl
pose the censorship of any media Tj^'c'uoiia Boyes Ore
and can be only .partially won over, t'elpr LI nd Hsypf
Dljiinoiiil IIorHf'Hiior
at^ best.
Some of the opposition^ Uo.<?M' it T>a i'ierre
Watson Sis
.tdo, recognizedly arises from influKt'it7,i
Sfheff
ence of the Catholic Church in form- Ann Pennington
ulation and administration of the Willie S'olar
J;i.f)rnjelinfi IlurJey
code.
be MIehael -Rdward
That opposition
can't
eliminated, MPAites admit' among Mill Asnrn^
themselves, because the Church in- .Ihnmy Alllsoh
fluence itself can be eliminated. All Hilt .MftdVe
they can hope to win on this score,
Vincent TiitiverH Or
ofl'iciala believe, is mete .sym
i^iftriy RpmV Ore
llitviinit-Miiilrii]
pathetic understanding of the situ
Mifi-Ufl.& Albai'in
a tion.
Bill
I Jairif.-s

Hill

Sherman Hayea Or
Miriam Seabold

TOBS CITY

.

.

Stoojifes

Glnny Lowery
Mel Colo Ore
Knockouts (12)
Hotel nlsmarck

i'

crowds

'

Betty ilorgan
Maurice & Mara
Tony Feola
CoIoQimo Models

of-

.

-

around

3

iil

Dennis Kelly

Cathy Cole

Bernie George

,

but' rather' tin a
well-balanced show composed: of
standard vaude and bistro acts. Oflf
the beaten path, spot nevertheless is
fairly consistent ,,m its pre.senMtioh
of good .shows.
Current revue is
one of its best with' many of the
refugees from the .summer
acts
slump in the well'heeled niteries
'its

oill,v

Sartrents

ad-

important,
What's
even more
most Johnstonites believe, is to reinforce on the public Consciousness

ITnliJte the Loop niteries, this nabe
boite doesn't ;depend on name acts

to

Colofiimo's

publicity

of film quality.

'

Blnlr

AdorableB
Lucio Garela Oro

the negative aspects of the

should be given to the Breen

is

$1.50-$2

Bill

& Men

For-d

.TamPB Syi<ei!i
Joe Vera Ore
Hotel St«veiiB
Clyde MeCoy Ore

Gay Clarldge Ore

till)

2 (Inlleglans

J

;

only

-

to

'

(4)

Co

OKOVK
1

Congtew

Paneho Ovd
Karen

l*ar«e
,

The Marcos

S0-«

(I)

Cliez

Hwt«i

Theodora

Gonsalves

Julie Gai'zon

Hotel Continental

Veeter

Pearl Bailey
Delta 'Hhythm Boys

Bunny

WIT.I,OW
Park (I)

.llmnile Leeds
Dale Sis

Al

I

Francisco
Bob & Lonnie Lee
Allan Drake

CAiUDKN
TowerH
.St.

uance of the concentration of the

PCA,

29

John Calvert

be ashamed of it or to hide its
activity. Rather than allow contin-

past

(R)

Nelson

fiiarioieers

to

I

O

HInvkliawk
Oel Courtney Ore
Dottle Dodson
Byrnes & Dooley
Al Uoberts

.

Karr

At

30

(I)

Reynolds

Bri-^Ks
Prlnces.s Orella

BO.STON

Mase

Bally

Continued from page 3

Wells

3

Larry DanielB

BONton

MPA

S

Colstons

Tlie

The Marcos

all

intentions of withholding their plans
until the decree becomes effective.

CHICAGO

Tony Lavalle
Milton -Dou^flas

g'o-Sl

Francisco

good General consensus was that they're

some fancy twirling.
Al Dault gets plenty laughs for his
drunken antics and clever acrobatics.
Weaving around the floor, Dault, assisted by Ruth Carroll, goes through
process of piling four tables on top
of each other (he finally winds up
on top), placing four empty whiskey
bottles on the top table and then
putting a chair on the bottle and nonchalantly sitting down, 40 feet in
the air.
That is too quiet for the
mood he is in so he preceeds to do
some amazing acrobatic tricks, topping his act by "falling" from the
table, Icinding on the floor and making a somersault.
hefty applause.

.Slate

refused to discuss their sales plans.
a

hand for interpretation of "Vienna all up in the
Woods" and "In the Silence of 'the demands and

trying to hog the .show with his
unfunny and overlonK introductions.Rash of ofl-color cracks falls flat
with the nabe family aud, who in
many cases grew iiiipatient While
to make for a fair overall impresh.
Ro.'ss persists with his dull comedy.
Top saver is Mrtusie Garner, who GUy redeems him.'^clf later^ in tlic
comes on in closing ifpot to lift things show with his own act, which, conneatly.; Smallish guy with a bushy sists of some fancy pantomime. Gets
of-

Dr

>rola

Tex Ifletcher

R

Bddy ilanson

:

A G

I

Apus & Estrellita
What's a First Run?
IK-Vt
For example, they point out, sev- Barry llollv
Phillips
eral N. Y. nabe houses which play frvin.iz Jafto

The streak of talent luck (Ills intimate boile has been experiencing
for the past weeks almost gets foulecl
the
up

Illleanor

The Barrets
I'er. MKt.: EDDIE j$UITll
Washington and product after Broadway are still J-ioyj
George
Betty r.ou Holt
liiOl Broadway, New Vork
Kayton are put through, their paces first runs in the nabes, Metro be- Tampa I-»
SAN t'KANflSCO
Boys
by Dorita & Alexander Konyot who iieves the nabes are not conipeting Printe Jlenrtes
(inlden Gate (It) 211
guide the thoroughbreds with ex- witli the Broadway first runs but l.ata.slia & Lawr'ce J.'ine Withers
Carol & .Tody Grey
rayne & Foster
Rubber shod, horses'
pert hands.
DeCastro .Sis
concedes that the Government might i Blejitones
Baron
Twins
Zanzlliurwaltz, rhumba, and three-step around
&Ross
intone
AT1,.\NTJC VITY
ZiKgy Lane
Cab Calloway- Ore
Wally Boa^
the floor in perfect time to the mu- consider the situation competitive.
Steel I'Icr (1)
Art VVaner Oro
Pearl Bailey
Such problems, it's pointed out, will < Abdiilla. Girls z
sic, ending their act by taking a
SPKIXGFIEI.D
Carter & Moreland
.Uorito CnrW
Roddy >lcDowan
Court: Ijq (U :2».l
graceful bow.
Huge floor is ideal have to be ironed out before the •fohnny
Jesse & James
Dick Oasparre O
.Sen Cortez £ Paul
DuKsan
Charioteers
for act but highly disciplined ani- final decree is handed down. In the ine Appletons
Uobertn
Lofl Aces
Peters Sis
Sihoii •
mals would do as well with less meantime, however, Metro will test Ade Duval * CO
Faye -& Andre
jniler Bros
Jimmy Husson
ii.AI.riMOKK
Old Bomualan
During auction bidding in the situations its
space in an indoor nitery.
Alan Dixon
HiiiiKKlrvmi) (I) w
Sid Marlon Co
Leslie Bros
Peo AVee .Varfluelto
number line joined in and sales chiefs consider competitive.
last
Alien & Kent
Fraiik Tucker
Marcella & NIch'rs OIoiiriB Hopklna Oro
danced around the nags who didn't
Canlield .Stnith
WA.SIIlJJ«TON
Other industry reps, meanwhile, Eddie Peabody
mind a bit and kept on with their
Canllol (I.) 30

Nags—Pluto,

,

-

Jimmy

-Murt.ih .Sis
Bil & Cora Baird
Gay He.5s
Gail BoTifiett
.SIrlfl

1^ Earlc (W) 30
lamaiea <I) SJ8-27 Benny
Carter Ore
l^elaine
Ella FlizR-erald
theatres in the country Bernie
& Lane Co
Josh White
fall under such a classifica^ F & M .Shannon
S Williams & Dad
Ted Lester
They're quick to point out, >larry
rilOVIDKNCE
Berney
Metrop'taii (I) ;t().2
however, that the Government might
211-31
t^ount t^asie Ore
Leon Fields
have other views on what consti- flare
2 Siephyrs
& Sana
Cole >t Atkins
tutes a competitive situation.
Bob & Joan Rexor

half

Comic Larry Roan handle.<- the m.c.
eliores and makes, the mistake of

$3.50.

I'ivniiR

Arhftut Bros
PeKBi' ,Leo

,

,

T.arie

tion.

Vine fiiarilonsi. €lil
Chicago, Augi 21.
with the payees.
Jessie Rottella, Larry Ross, Anita
Richards was in fine voice, and
With a new set of .songs did a far Jakobi, Phil D'Rey. Regan ' CalliSi
bettfer job than when reviewed three Joe Kish Orch ii). Jack Page Orch

Miami

rhas
Hob

Wahl

would

brows with handkerchief and chatter
between numbers by Blair took well

Miami Beach, Aug:

'

Eiroy Peace
Bros
Tomnrie Randall

» only
Si)lvak' BO

Booking for the
>lotf DiserimiiMitiiig of
Independent Theatre Owiicrk

Alexander & K-onyot, De try.
Al DauU with Ruth
With auction bidding under the
Carroll, Line (G), Song Stylists, (6), anti-tru.st. decision supposedly to be
Henry Brandon Orch (18) loith used in only competitive areas,
Donna Lane, Jack Milton; $1.50- Metro chiefs estimate that about

shoe and Cakewalk routines.
Gimmicks such as stopping to wipe

tUiiy Pavis

Ger.nldine Dur Bnls
Radio. .\ces

Starln

(l>)

|

Dc?iise,

soft

Garner, Neal
Stanley,
_ Moxisie
Palsy Share, Raye & Lane, Casilda,
Hal. Bee. Johnny Silvers Orch (7),
Freddy Calo Orch (5); min. $2.50-

RMz

nilly Kelly
.Garlands
Alicia WaUace
Bert. Stone
Patsy X.ahe

I

Dorita

featured in two routines,
"Show Business" and "Old Fashioned
Waltz" with Song Stylists lending
Henry Brandued lighting for number fizzled. neat vocal backing.
don's ,orch backs show well and proWith couple dancing in almost comvides nifty dance music with chirpplete darkness.
Slight and young, stress
Donna Lane and groaner
they shine in a Paso Doble "Antonio
Jack
Milton
pleasing oh the vocals.
Vargas Heredia" and follow with
Foos.

weeks ago. Partioilarly fine are his
arrangements of three operatic num-.
bers, prologue and "Vest! La Giubba," from- "Pagliacci," and "Figaro"
from "Barber of Seville."
Foos.

&

Barto

Pupi^ets
;

-

Clu-is Cros.s
-

2ft

Vtiilter Dare
IJelQrep, 'tJray
Lt'e Di^vLs Co

,

findings in huddles with Dept. of
Justice reps before the final decree,
perhaps in an attempt to show the
Government whether competitivie
bidding is applicable to the indus-

&

act

G Ray Terrell
Ray liberie

'

,ar

Hiilly Rolls
Stiito (lA

j

Lalill Oliortet
Te<7. Lewis. Ore

»8

(I')

;

m

Jimmy Byrnes & Mary Dooley

ni.rniiliu

Bobby 'Whaling.

!

bidding, undertook the tests in or
der to set up some sort of a back
ground to go on in, cas^ the system
becomes law when the final decree
is handed down in October.
Metro
is
currently proceeding with Its
plaiis jrj- the test localities as though
the system were final, with the
hoipes of ascertaining both its good

Wills

r.ou

I

Continued from page

Friday (9) but it is .still Del Courtney's orch that is filling spot with
Orch's ultra- $1.80 cower.
best biz in months.
danceable music plus keen singing
by ehirpstres.s Dottie Dotson and Gil
While most of Chi's niteries suffer
Vester are highlights in short revue. \rom tWe summer slump, this outdoor
George Rank, orch's arranger, spot keeps pulling them in, blessed
opens with nifty trumpet solo of with cool weather and an elaborate
"Deep Purple'' and is followed by show produced by Dorothy Hild.
Miss Dotson singing "I Got Rhythm'' 'Three horses star in spot's "Starlight
and "St. Louis Blues." Femme en- Revue" which also features some
cores with calypso tune "He's Stone nifty talent in dancers De Mar
Cold Dead
the Market."
Denise, and stunt man Al Dault.

have an

-

.

show arid do okay in their sesFreddy Calb
of -dansapatiori.
It's believed po.ssihis rhumbaddicts please the and bad points.
Latin-minded and stay on all night /ble that the company might use its

Mor &

.

I

for the late trade.

Byrnes & Mary,Dooley,
Whitey Roberts; $2-$2.50 min.

,
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|

|

.

sion

Jimmy

.

'
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solid

•C.h%e(mo,.Aug.2\.
Del Courtney Orcli (14) with Dottie
Dotson, Gil Vester & George Rank,

-

'

i
f

:

snil

niackhawk,

'."i:

,

structor,

Johnny Silver and

*

'.1

,

1

;

original and, at times, not too sharp.
Reaches into dank blue depths for
innuendos about as subtle as Fel-

I

'

I

I

I

"

-

28

Phil D'Rey plays a big part in
Nnmrralf In i-onnmloii wlili iilllb Uelon iiKlicute nnrnln/ dm ni alinn
the show, getting good response for
nll«*(lii>r --riilK (II
•40111
week
his ventre act.
[.cUers in |Hir<oitlii>si« Iii<II('u(«. «U'(tnlt. (1) Indonenilfiiti
Manipulations of
(I.)
I..iciv':
dummy ;s facial expressions, are iops.
(!>) l^inniioiiiit; (K) RKO: CW) AVarnfiDancer Anita Jafcobi gives with
some back-breaking routines to "Ber >"u\\ voKii < rrv
J'aul ;y])arr -,Ory
fJj-lo\a'
411
gin the Beguine," and Regan Callis
AlKillii
(I)
8U
VMniiso (V) 30
Th eodorfx Droblis
:.\<.li-i '•one
Parker. \
<.Jeor(,'t<
('rem
tea'
-\lKlre,w.s: Hi.s
pleases in tap number "Land of the
Hotel Tiifr
Joe r.a Porto oro
Canilul (I.) ao;Martin Bros
Vincent Loijcz Or,
South" and an original interpretive Ofiu'f
Kiviera
KrupH Ore
Jlac:lv
DeKjiiand
Hotel U'ill()orr-,1
J-lohny Voungnian
dance to "Chloe."
.Mlt,!!l
ure«n
Oriental (I) «u
Tito Guizar
CoDsey
Ayer/i
l!,»n
Bcri
Alvltli) .Ri.y ,:Orp
.Griff Williams
Jessie Rosella, who has been a
lioliby
Ramos 'Oro:;
.Miisin Ilnll (I) »M
my EUm (Vmlsoll .;\ii.scha Borr Ore
Xviro Morales OrO:
fixture at the Vine Gardens off and Rabana HaKbui-ffh
i)
«
.Millard
Iceliiiid
liiibiin Kleu
on for years, continues her current Charles taskey
ItCKill (I') 30
Ice Revue
T.lsa Kirk
.Slo.'in
'T. ..lordan
'I'vm 5
flve-mohth engagement with her B.steUc
;W?iliy Blacker '
Kelly's Ktiiiilefi
oyve Itenep
N'at 'J'uvvli'S liii
Henry Red Allen O Hob Howarrt
usual lusty chirping to "Dark Eyes," IJi-ui-ihilda >tofiue
DuHty Fleteller
Codric walia'ee f
Gioria Dale
"Stormy Weather" and "To Each His Bob Williams
Dinah ^^'ashin^i-ton
I'ota Terry
Xora Ravel
Bill audd
.loi-danettes
Own.;'
Waliy Blacker.
J O Hli?Erenbottotn
Rockettess
K.\x,s.\.s v;'i'\
l.a Congn
VersiiillcB
Joe Kish's orch backs the show !"orp.s:(le Ballet
Tower tl) HO
Cai-I Rava.y.xTi
Bobby
Capo
riirninoiini
well and Jack Page's orch pleased nuk. .stabile (V) 2t The .Gretit Bender
.Tlmniy ParreU
Esteilo
DlnuLS
B<1
Dick,
Bdtvards
torralne De AVood
Penny Banci'oCt
with the dance music.
Foes.
Diniili .Sliore
I.ibonjiti 3M.-icliito Ore
Bmll Petti Ore
<?il Lamb'
(one to fill)
Pupl Campo Ore S
Villnse Barn
Af'roniaiiiac's
MI.V.MI

'

,,.

imitates

men

different approaches
gals to dance,
and, is really funny as the .suckei'
in a poker game. He's a clever pantomimist and should stick to just
that. As a straight gag comic he is
way off base.

Hight Club Reviews

Roxy
reverts

theatre, also in Montreal,
to a vaudfilm poliey this

.season, playing four acts

gal line.

and a house-

S6

Bof) CjosIjv Orcli (17>,
CnK)')t
DwihUls
i4);

from the band, Beneke and Malviii
and Miss Lan« plus a bit of Tex's

Toirn

lut/fi,

The

For payees incliiu'ti to slough Bab
Cros jy oil lis ndm.i; llie high tide ol
bipthe. s lelleeted glory, it is
probably a MWrce ol surprise to hud
that the inneslro is a smooth and
capable entertainer, with more than
just
a touch of Bin,g's
infectious
personality.. Cro.sby
and- his unit
bring a pleasant package to Broadway, after a' long absence.

Ex-Marine
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example of

Ree,s.
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Rusx Wyse, Jf„

'

T^.

Stanleii, lien

& IWti^i, Al .& C.bimie f'.a'iDbmiTie & Ellis, Lcs /{.fioiJe ,t
House On-h (13) "0.5.5." <P<ir).

.Mnniiiiijf

;
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;

his

draw

of

little

that

!

(RKO).

Andrews

:

lind.

>

..

.

.*ifale,:,]X..^V.;-..

Trace

;

1

dience.

Expertly paced by Patty Andrews
they give out with many of the numbers which have delighted radio

;

all

song.s

the

Verne or Maxino as

vocaling

"

.

.

^

their

:

.

:

Ginoha, Aiig. 25.
Freddie
Shirk
Orch.,
Sheilah
Rogers, Ca7iTioi!bnll. Rflj/ Mfttoiie,
Dottie Ami. Darei Al Hcndcr,?d7ii Bol>

i

-

:
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Matftctu.s,'

I

!

'

i

;

'

i

I

'

;

numbers in character. Best is. "If
You Want Anything. Just; Whistle." a

.

'

'

of Lauren Bacall-ish ditty with
of
oomph behind it and
drawing a chorus of wolf whistles
from tlie big audiences.
As for Cannonball, the western

-sort

plent.y

1

,

^

.

i

|

-..,«W

I

film specialist,
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cad off— replete with Frankenstein,
Jekvl and Hyde and mad clashes into
he audience by the ghouls, he has
segments of the .ludience
arge

HIpls.

MiriTieapoli.'.v

!

si.anding up in scats to see wiuil goo;.
on.
Act builds up to this climax
Irom a series of routine .stunts including rabbits from hats. sucees.sive
lighted cigarels, a magic box, hypIn its proportions and
layout innotism of soldiers and sailors brought
cluding a large string section,
as well
as,
the quality ot its musical up from audience and plenty of ii,se
of pretty gals.
emanations, this Glenn Miller
orThere is nothing new or even betganization, under Tex Beneke's
conter in the handling of the stunts, but
wctorship,
resembles
the
Paul
Whiteman and
Dorsey out- they move at a fast clip well inter
prosed, with laughs, and there ap
'^'Sh compliment,
*
Th;t^'J.
point
sag at any ^—
that the _pubUc apparently gets
pears to be no .,,.1,
advance wind of exceptional
Audience is warmed up for the
was attested at the opening values presentation bv the most elaoorale

Sisters i2): «Mr.

m

.

&

LHIioTi

(2)

Croshv
"

Ace WA).

reception upon initial entrance. Give
out with tricky workings of "Louise."
"Cement
Mixer,"
"Doin'
What
Comes Natur'lly" and "Blue Skies".

^

i

Amb. 24.
with Te.v

my

Glemi Mtller 07-c)i
Beveke. Artie Malvin
Lone, Whitson Brother,?

Encore of "South America, Take
Away" is a potent closer.
Biz good.
Burtii,

,

It

.

Million nollar,

I..

A.

!

Chicogo,
'.Joyce.
I

virtually a chili .special here
isn't as hot as
good as gravied frijoles.
In

week—except- it

;

;

i

|

i

?hv?hm^'"thi"''"^K^''"^'^<''
rfiythm
this orch is equipped
to do
full .lustice to the
more pretentious
^^-'t

oPihe
of
the

.soft,

swing

,s

sweet

'

—

'

moveover

wide

K

ot

Trtwolmower, av. << .

\

eat

,

,

for

make

i't^'-"'^"'"!'
..'"jr^a-smgly
idistinctive

"^^'^et

Danny

and

ThnL
Those
Miller arrangements continue to be standouts.
Be"eke IS an unobtrujiive and
likable
emcee-conductor who lends his talents,, too, to the
sax and to
w vovu

listenable.

of rehearsal, Pace
y^"" » grea',deal of the

pit

Phifadelphid; Auu. 27,
Rohert Alda. George Lewis, Ray

i

i

was slow
bteme fall-

OrehVctrb

i..

's_

nir to
»„ ii
OJt
the
'

i

that

and gives the

violin
at
.^.''"".'s

'^

snrttliahf ^ ,2^^

ami

r^tfnl

ballad

sin"

Girl"

,

the

:

-'"'t

Malyin, band's
, !
Simple
v'"*^,„*^'th
Were the Only

—

Itietr .ijnusjiaJ

]

i

performance, among

!

other thmg.s. has one brother turning a somer.sault inside and outside
a loop and jumping rope while
P^'"^ped :<)n. the other's feet.
Most pretentious: and striking of
the
orchestra
numbers is "Red

Cavalry
calling

The .sax section,
"Crew Chiefs," lands

itself
.

I

".Atoha'''and several others with gals
in grass skirts interpreting the .s ime.
Sam Makia is pleasing in his soloin" on: a steel guitar instrumeiU,
fashioned into a con.sole. Latter i.s
featured in neat arrangement oC
"Star Dust." Kinney does nice job as

emcee."

'•

"

House nearly
(Sat.

afternoon).

filled

when caught
S'inl.

'

i

|

|

'

i

;

i

.

,

,

i

'

'

,

I

i

March."

.solidly with "I Know" and "Chattanoogn Choo Choo" with some voby Gene .and Steve Stock

ializing

'

,

:

.

two supplementary
<iM^%
^Ll^^
wnit.son Brotho'-s. whose
rtiffi
If
aiincuit
acrobatiQ and equilibrLstic
leauj are embroidered with laughs,
.

,

;

A.ti..'".^'''?"'"'"'-'^
;,-

T ifi"

a

Robert Alda. fresh from "Rhapsody in Blue" and a few more War-;
ner pix not yet released, gahis a
host of new friends with his p.a.-ing.
Alda knocks himself out trying to
please with his tunes and succeeds.
Brings on
George Lewis, burly
comic, for some cro.ss-fire. with Alda
handling the .straight lines,
Intersper.sed
through the show,
Kinney and his aggregation score
nicely with South Seas repertoiie
including "Hawaiian War Chant ",

:

an

(.V)

week with the
breather for the
three weeks; Kinney'*

band taking

pocus.

,

|

races with

"In

'

,«ax

Grace McDonald,,.

first time in
orch backing the acts.
Kinney opens with an Hawaiian
warmup tune and then brings on
comely Grace McDonald: Pert little
Miss has a cute line of patter and
segues into a song about the housing
shortage. Her terping, however, gets
the bulk of applause.
Roy Benson, as visual, pleases with
his magic turn.
With his running
patter brightening up each trick, he
gets beaucoup kudos with his hocus-

7

the Mood
Mood."
'^njT'^^u'^''^Z
foolish Things'
ngs
features Beneke o
bh

t^jj^j;

{19),

Diversified bill this

;

ealizmg,

Roch.

Roy Benson; "Rtmaround"

:

melodic,

rlT'J"°

They

Mill."

up.

Kinney Orch

Orch opens with "Bumble Boogie"
money-making and follows with "Night and Day"

^t^^'^'^\
r..
Chicos band and Cmco.

it

Oriental policy of top name bands
continues into its second month with
Rey's orch
heading the
house's current revue. First show
was way off with orch playing beow par, general impression being

*.'th Jimmy Joyce taking the vocal,
Pianist Rocky Coluccio takes vocal
Kaii,sfl.s CUV. Aug: 23.
matter, are better left unmentioned. .spot in a half-hearted rendition
Hoctor, Del. Breece, Walter His drumming, in mufti, while band "Cement Mixer" and ehirnstress To
Blake, Clayto7i & PWIlipi, Beverly ^is dressed in Cubancsque fru-fru, is Ann Ryan warbles "To Faeh TTi=
urith
Don
rilf
very
Lee, Tower Orch (9)
mediocre. The generaL re.sult Own'' and ''Supulwda ''
Gal h-is
and Beverly Cassady; "She Wrote oi his band's efforts are coIOrle.ss and small Voice arid *as drownfd nut
the Book" iV) and "Deadline jor commonplace.
His
vocalist
and by orch in latter number -R-inri liiti
conga player Eddie Gomez i.s, per- its stride with ''SiouTci'ty
Murder" (20t)i).
Sue'' i^ii
the world swor.st smger, relymg which everyone takes
"^PS
/
part—
„
:.,
a
playV.
u
A
(Juartet of acts with house band chiefly on "cute" asides, volume and Ing cowboys and Indians ^nH «hnn>.
g
and shoot
winner packs cacophonous
yells.
and weekly am, contest
mg cap pistols. Show could have
.
.
..
Marvin and Nestor, openers, „..
plenty of diversity.
an .tood a lot more of this funning.
Beverly Cassady tees: off show acrobatic-exotie twain, turn, or betHigh spot in band's contribution
ter.;
Love"
creditI
churn
"The
Man
out
vocalling
a hybird dance. It's
IS
Rey's playing "My Buddy" and
ably,
Del Breece takes over as chief asset is phosphorescent light"Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean" on
nocuii jhg.
Danny Hocto.r
v-oinpieie with
uk. .Gomplete
ana brings
prings on uanny
wiin flaming
emcee and
naming bowl
tiowl
his guitar; which is hooked up to
tap routines that get iiUro, pair offer little that hasn't
t'o''
a
mike backstage with vocalists. Airb.-en done much better before in
over .neatly.
liners—four
gu.ys and a gal
are
Walter Blake follows with a lack- many places innumerable times Ex.
pleasing with "Baby I'm Gone."
adaiscial musical and chatter routine cept for costuming, the origination
Dick and Sunny Millard give out
hat register!!.', He mouths a liar- of their dance would forever ren
-some fancy tap routines, doing
monica while plunking a uke and a mystery. They combine, without
'"o numbers together, with Millard
registers by hLs nonchalance as much much skill, takes on the Indian
:as by his musical performance: Bev^- ada,gio, apache, nautch ahd Afro- taking the solo spot in number in
which he e.vecutos some rafiid fire
erly
Lee,
juve talent discovery, Cuban.
Nestor Amoral arid Joe Carioci. tap-steps up and down a set Of stall's,
warbles "I'm a Big Girl Now" acguitarist-singers, pick show up by Act gets good salvos,
ceptably.
Breece then takes over for scs.s1ojv its bootstraps in second turn with
Prof. Backwards does Well with
of card tricks and sleight of hand, rapid-fire renditions of several be- his comedy chatter.
Ambling on
He's aces on manipulation of cards, low-the-border pops such as "Brazil," stage in cap and gown he gets bellvand his fingers work with cigarets and "Amapola," "Tico," etc.
They are laughs with his easy-going' gags and
tumblers is also slick. Off to good listenable and pepper events with follows with a demonstration on the
applause.
mild humor that's calculated for the blackboard of writing words sugClayton
& Phillips, an aero- understanding audience. They work gested by the aud, backwards upcomedy duo, di.splay plenty dexterity hard with their musical talents.
.side
down,
and sideways
proShow finales with Amalia Aguilar nouncing them as he writes them
In acrobatic stunts to merit salves at
finish.,
Quin.
who, if .she ever stops shaking, would Otl to solid hand.
Fnos.

equally good and leave
nothing to be desired. The
swing is

"Cuban Sugar
"

terrific

on Key for his stone-faced m,c,
lob. He gave the impression of being
tense and his brushoff of introduct'ons left much to be desired. Many
of the orch numbers ended leaving
the aud in the air not knowing
whether to applaud or not.

i

'

sw°ng

'hat. Its hnndimg
stuff and the liol

iM-G).

'."S

i

i

'

musical numbers as well

jrotn Bot:ton.^'

'ac'?

!

<!ix

Dick & Sunny

Prof. Backwards,
Millard; "Tv)o Sisters

(.>);

Alvino
I

It's

Jo

Airliners

comedy stumbles

l<:ari4S Pliill.v

Zelaya,
SoMth of Monterey^'
(Mono) ond "Suspense" (Mono)

this

Au.q!. 22.

Orch (20) iPitli Jimmy
Avn Ryan, Rocky Coluc-

AliiiTio Reij

i

Don

:

Orii>iiiai, C:iil

!

Chico Orch (19), ieaturing Eddie
Gomez, uocalist; Marvin & Chrisiina,
Amoral & Carioca, Amalia Aguilar

]

nor
together
it
what
apoverture staked here in months. slapping
Gene Ford, Capitol's managiu',' di- parently was hoped would be a
cornucopia on stage and
rector, has produced a "Salute to carioca
Texas" offering built around a med- screen, management has managed
]ey of western immbei-s bv the house "nly to assemble a show that is more
orch
On stage this features a 12- talently latent than Latin. Whole
'^ing smacks o£ an attempt to mainiTian male chorus, male and lemale
tai" cheaply, quickly and effortlessly
It all gels
.soloists ahd a rope artist.
stage-show
policy
while dualing
toiue,
salvos.

despite
a
polio
epidemic
attendance,
near rl';r,'."if^'* ^
were on hand
w^h
With '^J^'^'''''''"'^*
12 strings, nine brass

Edba,

i

rio.

Tommy

shows

'

:

_

when

knowim'

tunes and draw a

•

'

hi.s

a little but his xylophone playing is
particularly good and draws requests
for encores. Ray Malone. introduced
as a budding Gene Kelly, reveals a
fast
routine of conventional taps
plus creditable semi-acrobatics. Dottie Ann Dare's best sin^'ing is done
with Slack accompanying at the
piano in "House With Blue Lights."
Crowd went for her. Al Hender.son
.shows nimble fingers on the guitar
and sings in a pleasant baritone. Bob
Mathews specializes in sax solos.
Slack's
band consists of three
trumpets,
thrtie
trombones,
five
saxes, guitar, drum.s, ba.ss, and does
the pi«no chores himself. His interlude of boogie at the keys evokes
a noisy audience acceptance, especially when he winds up with •

i

;

Orplat'iiiii;

(U):

Freddie Slack brought his band in
from Hollywood with all acts listed
above with the exception of (^aiinonball, who was put on top of the
show.
Big share of honors go to Sheilah
Ro;;ers for her quickly recognizable
impressions of a half dozen top
movie figures plus a couple of hot

'

j

,

"T'he RminroiHid"

]

.

i

^

<>rplf«>uiii. Oinalia

Hipp.

,,

j

:

pieces for plenty salvo.s.
Poiu' Elgins eliek with, their clever
hat and club. juggling.
IVnIf.-,

^

•

bit.

new

.

SafS

'

best

Charles Leighton really does things
on the harmonica, playing old arid

,

I

'

a delight,

bers. Their Hawaiian number, done
on a dark stage with: costumes
glowing colorfully from the spots, is

,

j

still

St:in .Irwin,
who. emcee-s show,
gives out' with nice line before he
brings on the Dorothy Byton girls;
a dance octette. Girls do three num-

'

,

foil.

Gals have lost nothing since their
la.st appearance here, before the war.
Their timing is : splli-second, their

!:

.

are shot at the

old, tavorities-

audience so fa-st that it barely has
time to appreciate the numbci' before Patty is off on a gag with La-

Plenty of diverting entertainment
on current staiiza at Loew's State'.
Bill zips along at merry pace and
pleases.
Screen feature, "To Each
His Own, holds over from previous

,

for solid results.

"Eight to the Bar." ''Route CO,"
"Rum and Coca-Cola" and many o£

'

;

ences
their

comedy

Sill!/

!

.

juke box and vaude audiover the country, mixing
up nicely with bits of

record,

^

Sj/tuphonists (14)
with Rud Maddock, Nate. Wexler,
I.ee Piiie.'j; Leiniy Gole, MthTop &
LiH\ Bill Joli7i,'i(>7i, Wnltcr Nilsson;
To t'dc/i Hi,s- Own" (Par).

:

'^

Atlantic
sons,

Hwt

.41

Sisters, top the bill here
Their first appearance in
City in five summer seathey played to capacity au-

week.

this

:

;

Four,
Layout here this w'eek ision the
itbey look
week..
iUe Uiey 're spotty side with a., l.il^t froin vlbf l\vj
cutting clas.s from HoUy wood liigh)^ 'oplijie pc'
to bring: house :&M<''^if :.f'*':fi«''5*''*^'j"^
Al Trace and his zaivy musikers,
diiy s -show for radio cpninnlments)
are part of Croj-bV's rftdio :sho»*. .birt palnirdoldi uin;
comprising three rliythm, five bras.ses
have the sock selling, of vaMde vefs, in
Cary Cranlish lad very big with classy warbling of and five reeds, set the pace adequatel.y
:Nenl St:inley
•.Jt.'Might As Well Be" Sprin,g," etc.,
addition. to llie /ability to, dish out emcees in ice fashion.: Reels off
with an opening sizzler, seguing into
some 0':'ra,,fme chirpini'; in ""ft'n'ts coiip'e of fresh stories to start llir whilst clad in a vivid: oratige gown. "Flat Foot Floogie March," which
and the Nichola.s brothers a be,g-olT gives the sidemen a field day for
>il. 'My. FiilRers',' ;aiid
''By
sion with Al and Connii- Faivtoh
Sea."
KidS' are ciei!n-cut iiiid good-looking.
with following' their n'eryy :agilitic,s with; clownatics and noodling, especialVv
imiH'y. On to pace procCcdi
taperoo,
A wow show frOm any Red Maddock and Nato We'Xler. Its
B^gpfl' to reiirise later.
.1
blahcod. biend of aeroantic.s and
viewpoint even sans Haymes. but all solid stuff.
IfHrsf set'n on the main ;Stem.;'4n-'t S^iKtiaf^'.-.'-- Kids mix the taps with
t.
"This Is the Ai.-m.y" the three Diin- well tunred lifts and twists tor: top colossal with liiin.
Trace,
besides;
fronting
band.
before stagcshow! and
House
SRO
.hills haven't rhfinged: their routinreturns.
ing, but then .thiere'.s no rc-Hsoh whv
Lcii Mannina. using
^^e"-ixed l^^anff^o"; ^ll^ftT s^l„ two canin;:
LUe.
a house record.
they should.
A fast precision-dr.ill opens in nice manner with a drunk, riVo[iT"'ji-f^d"''""'^''""''"'\^lir^
tapslering that gets over
tap stanza gets over nicely, with an bit with canine Mitzi. bill i'e.st of
well: Team is really there with the
added gimmick, of stop-action. Guvs stint sags \?heii planuetf muscH> conItaBlo
cleat stulV, registering in .both iiolos
..are,, better as unit, than when they
and balanciiig with unbillej
and doubles. Walter Nilsson, coniU-ol
BaIfi7iiore, Aug. 2,5.
break un for ,solo stints.
mutt doesn't come oil'.
^[d.^
'-yclist,
interlards
histrick
Hi,
Lo, Jack & Dame. Buddy
_ Comedian of the Gl'iers; Gordon 1. Doraine and Ellis look :okay. but
cycling with neat funning and regis
Polk._cpmcs on next tor a single and ma!<^ half is *A-eak on the pipes and ^ Lpi«is, Mortielettes (6), Vic Perry, teis both ways.
Felice lula House. Orch tl2); "Till
gets heavy retuj'ns, A natural comic. his
Bill. Johnson, baritone with plenty
tenoring is overshadowed by
With both si-rht and sound appeal, feninie's lyric'' -sopraiip itr .lh;.nr,.^son!j-. lh« lijrid of Time" (RKO).
per.sonality and good pipes pracyoungster doesn't need much more stanza.
tically sews things up in followup.
than his thin material to draw laughis
Well selected layout moves bright
Stanley, in own spot, had tlieni all
Lad's ingratiating, informal mien.
for "Cement Mixer" and "Her:BathPatter ly and builds to effective highlight gets them from walk on and holds
the way with his inpreshes.
ni'T Suit Never Got. Wet."
with his routines is on the smart and via p.a. of newly formed Hi, Lo, them all the way. Teeing off with
Orch takes an uninspired turn in -iisv side. Ofteis neat impreshesv of Jack and the Dame, with Betty
God's Green World" he follows
"c,, r
J
Tr
Grosb.v Cary Grant, Donald Duck, Chtirchill Brewer thfii hew dame and .strictly with "To Fach His Own" (as a
n?piv.nr a'' -rf
'^'fi^'
afterward.
To jnrl .Jimmy Cagney for good returns, okay. Flashy opening is provided by salute lo the pic) and for change of
rioi
sla'>''-''s
Ros^ Wysc. Jr.. and his unbilled the Marvelettes. sextette of gals who pace gives out with robust rendition
thrniToh^,
th"''^^mil,
-u^
iiiiuutnonif
me
maestro is fjmme garner soiiie robust .vocks. ring the gong resoundingly with fast of "Prologue to Pagliacci" to estab"^"'^ 'hough
bui lcy. tumbling and aero for a sprightly lish him as .solid hit. Comes back
saiff
borders
K?r'hl°-''"V*°
arrangements Guy-., hard working acroantic^ and getaway.
1^""''^"'
for a
verbal tribute to the late
rirL,n ',C.,f
"(^caBuddy Lewis, in the deuce, is a Jerome Kern topped by vocal of tlie
P-^ °"
oomohish femme's acro-dance i^-ip
Sm,^
.i
h:ird-working comic who lifts his composer's "The Way You Look To.-olid returns.
r\?mi? r^?, .^f,./-""''^'"':^''^does a semiimpressions and mimicry ot person- night" for more salvos.
x.os Rhode house orch doe^ a fair
•,
vnkpl
t^?via
groove
'Trace and lads go to town on
_
fr
PiVri in gags,
l-"^' then talkmg
^'U iot> on the backing. Standees when alities
iriend
" above the average
himself "^^mwell written interludes and really down version of"Hungarian RhapLari;.
cauaht
Uinto doin.", a couple of tough
rope
legitimate characterizations. Is solid sbdy" and .spotlight Pines, pianist,
tricks
Act is good until he goes
.
with Durante, W, C. Fields, Ted for solo on Chopin's "Polonaise,"
into Skelton's television advertising
aslli "
l^apitOli.
Lev.'Ls and Harpo Marx and registers
neatly done
routine.
Still gets lotsa laughs.
"I
WoshingtOn, j4ug..2'2:
doubly with army recruit routine,
Lenny Gale lakes over aiid clicks
Crosby come back with
Jolni Caluert & Co.; "Boi/'s Ra'ncli
..T^i'^'"'''
wh;ch has enough funn.y recollec- with his furisteriiig. After throwing
I Don t Know Why 1 Love
You Like (M-G).
tions. to still draw ample laughter,
a^ay some warmup gags he gets
1 Do' and "Doin" What Comes Na-'
iVIakes ideal spot for yic Perry to
down
to business and cleans up on
tur'lly."
Lucy Ann Polk takes a
Capitol turns over its entire sIm.s
with pocket picking routine, his takeoPfs of Hollywood greats, in
smokv solo in "l">on'l Know" an^i show this week to the livel.y rovdinc lollow
pointed to a boffo finLsh via femme
Jack
Benny,
Rochester,
reaction, could', ol. John Calvert, who put.^ on 4r, ,tooge. Work<c quicldv and inoften- eluding
2!" "'"^
nmh^Mv SO
Gildersleeve and Charley McCarthy,
as a single with no minutes of magic, hypnotism and
lively and gets off to pleasin.g rewith latter particularly socko. Tops
trouble.
even a little snappy goulislmess. sponse.
this with
Ink Spots impresh and
Biz SRO on opening day and the backed by a dozen shapely gals.
Hi,
Lo,
Jack
and
the
utilize
Dame
satires
yaude show should help to keep it
on soap operas and Kay
(Calvert goes over big here and in same smart four-way arrangements
O'g,.
kysei 's^ aiier
airer lo
to merit
meui solid
soiia anniause
appj,iuse
Tomm,
the chmax number -sawmg a man s of top
youp.gs;t.ers

Atlantic City, Aug. 22
Andretu.i 5iiiters, Stmt irici.i,
^
Elgins, Charles Leighton, Dorothy
Byton GirU; "Partnen in Tiiny'

„

belated

Pior, A.r.

S<iM»I

in

afterthought, Don
Zelaya has been added since this
reviewer witnessed and suffered. It
must still be too little and too late,
despite the piaiiistTComie, to ever
make an honest to gooitness^^ stage
suppleinent to cinema.:

bobby

Witiv the

The soxcrs hardly give him a
chance, but he manages "Su
in the
Morning," "This Is Always,""Do
You liove Mel" and others, not hesitating to squelch the congregation to
get himself started. Receives plenty
of howls. Winds up with "Old Man
River," neatly accompanied by I^arry
Flint'.s house band.
Leadup is socky sttitT, too, with
be.st variety bill in weeks. Gray.Sons
please mightily with their lifts, contorlionis and; adat'ios; Dick Buckley
wows with his audience participation
mimicry plus, the hat switeheroo;

second sliow

'

!

gallery,
As a

soxers.,'

delight

tanks'

.jjay

.:,,,,,^,iji,,g

.

.'

boogie woogic.

House nearly

hi.s
featured siticmcn by
telling with what service
band; he worked.' Band's opener is
"Sioux Citv Sue," with Crosby sin-;iivg, then .scgueing; iiito .gagg.y patter
it\
which he kid.'i himseU aboiil
Bing's success, saying, "This' i.s the
.

two,
sliow

tin-

<

precious

:

"Hey Baba Hehop"

limit with

sw'ir

of

Group that looks to a vaiirie
the fowii Criers conie on next..

stops

;

.

Dick Havmcs,
thing this house has seen in a
long time, and there isn't any kind
of weather that Can keep him from
.-.etting the house record it the way
he started off thi.s show is a typical

its travestv impressions of ,Ierry Coloiina, the Ink Spots and .loan
Davis,, tlie pair clowning througli
nu libbers as "Chickery C'hick."
goes the
l''or
a finisher the ..band

name and

Crosby without Hope."

number

.'^ct

Sisters,

Here she

a
lower
quickie tither o£ upper
gyrations which she emphasizes with
the « id of a hip belt of multi-colored
maraeiis.
She tHe.s to sing, too, but
otters little except some whistle: inspiring wriggles from the Mexed-'Ufr

<

lar

with

j

olfeis

the mo-st spoctacii-

-such

band of 8
4 .rlrytlim is comvets, and Crosby

ot

Croabv

the

makes the beau geste of,introducM,ng
each

vocalizing,

,

(RKO>

;

,n,or,-,per.-,ed

..r,,^

mao,-itro'.s

and

Buckley, the
Whiting; Larry
"Cuban Pete"
120)

>

'

Drawing Room," "Come H.iin, Come
••Do„'t Be That Wav" and

,

have nothing but a shape.

!
'

Bros., Dick
Gravsons,- Itfnrgaret
flint's Itonse Orch

Haymei, Nicholas

Dtcfc

ear-doliahtiiiK

^,,j„p

i

bij?

brass^- 3 reed,
po.'sed
argely

Boston, Aug. ^

(

i

well-played,

Miller medley oC liij^her si"iioe selections includes distinctive swina
Ceiitujty
voi-sions
''fiishteenth
o{

'46;

14,

KKO, Boston

i

J

whistling.

Do»i
(WB>, re(3).

CuinMiinps; "Big Sleep"
uicin'ri ill Vakikty, Aug.

Wednca<Iay, August 28, 1946

KE%'IKWS

JIOIJ$»n
Striiiifl.

,

K.

C.

BURLEY EEOPENS

Kansas City, Aug. 27.
Folly theatre, burley house, reopens for season Friday (30', with
Fred Spear as new manager.
Opening attraction will be ''Scantie.s

of 1947."

WedneBflay, August 28,

1946

LEGITIMATE
Krasna's

Broadway Managers Await Return

between operators oft
York's legit theatres and Local
American Federation of Musi- 'Okla.*

situation
802,

Heads Schedule
For Busy New Orleans

regarding proposed pay hike
musicians in N. V. legit theatres,
New Orleans, Aug. 27.
which in some instances would
The musical "Oklahoma!" will
amount to 100%, will remain status
head a long list of attractions booked
quo until the return of James F. here this fall
and winter by Irwin
jRCiJly, exec secretary of the League
F. Poche, impresario and former
New York Theatres, oilicial manager
of
of the Municipal auditogroup of the managers. Latter have rium. Poche resigned the town hall
already notified the union that the job
to go into the promotional field.
the
cians,

'

ftir

Heilly Is due back from his vacation next Tuesday (3 ) and it is expected members of the League will
get together pronto for a modifica-

what the house operators
term, "an absurd demand." Union
of

tibn

Details on

regime

802's administrative

endangered, page

45.

Spokesmen would neither alTirm nor
deny that the proposed upped scale
had been sidetracked until both
sides

the

could get together, but that's

way

it

looks. now.

demands that currently
non-contracted house.s call for $249
Union

more weekly for the fpur-man pit
icombo houses which now receives
$388. Under new .scale, the conductor would get $262 per week, the
contractors' pay would be $225 and
the other two would receive $150,
for a total of $637. For straightshow theatres, which have season.

ally boo.sted pit music, the demanded
new scale would be $403, or $234
less than for the "penalty" houses.
Current scale for contracted houses

for dramatic

per

i.ian less

shows

is

around $20

than the penalty spots.

Minimlim
scales
for
musical
houses is under that for straightshow shops but there are many
more men required in the pit. For
:

theatres of 1.100 capacity the vinion
wants at least 28 in the orchestra,
and for houses of 1,000 or less for
musicals, minimum number of men
is
set at 20, both figures being
higher than at present.

j

j

on Broadway

Ballet Date

by Hurok

the

.

,

'

latter

i

'

To Complete Lineup

,

i

Sol Hurok, ballet's kingpin, apparently is trailing the field this
year. Although the Ballet Theatre
and Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
some time ago had set their fall
New York plans for theatre.*;, dates
and repertory, Hurok only announced his plans yesterday (Tue.s.).
The Original Ballet Kusse, which
he'll present this year as hi.s ballet
troupe in place of the Ballet Theatre which he's booked the past five
years, will open a: three and onehalf week season at the Metropolitan Opera House, Sept. 29:
Company, .which, has been playing
Brazil, .sailed from Rio de Janeiro
today (Wed.) and may take two or
three weeks to get to N. Y. Hurok
has the Metropolitan Opera House
tied
up beginning Sept. 15, but
couldn't get his season started there
before Sept. 29. With the Ballet
Theatre, opening Sept. 30 at the
Broadway,* Hurok wanted to get his
present company on the boards
E,specially
ahead of the former.
since the Ballet Ru.sse will have
been active at the City Center from

1

[

-

30G

i

I

I

carrying .scenery.

Broadway production.
to running four weeks

,

Bijou theatre, N. Y.

Hebrew
Jews

I

i.s

I

|

i

•

"Girls" likely won't

move

for

some

Adysihc'e 'sale; before the
$40,000.
t)oxd£fici opened Monday (26) al'

f

timo
Hylton's deal fOr lease of Adelphi

I

most reached that amount.

first-nighters

week has passed

book shows.
acts and six

getting ready for

and

Maestro Richard Himber, who's It's years since he dropped in on
also a magico of sorts, intends gorestrictions
Wartime
Broadway.
ing ahead with plans for his magic
show on Broadway this fall. He has compelled W-T to go to the storeplanned it for two years. Nick Holde, house for legit shows, playing over
general manager of "Anna Lucasta," and over such oldtimers as "Maid of
is to perform the same function for
the Mountains," "Desert Song" and
Himber's setup. The Shuberts are
said to have pfomi.sed a theatre for "Rose Marie."
the production, to be titled "AbraAussie soon will see many .shows
cadabra."
from U. Si and England plus top
Joe Bigelow, J. Walter Thomptalent, Tait believes.
son's chief of comedy shows, is workW-T topper probably -will so on
ing on the script while Himber,
to London after bis vU. S. Jooksee.
meanwhile, continues bandleading.

troubleshooting director for
strawhats during the past
season. Called in to direct
"Candlelight," Jean Parker starrer
at. the Peekskill
(N.Y.) Summer
Playhouse
this
year,
Alexander
staged the show for one week, during
which
the
gross
jumped
.several

.

(Continued on page 60}

'

B'way Experimental
Theatre Plans First

Show by November^
Subcommittee formed

last

week

to

make

a report on an experimental
theatre for Broadway has met twice

and

confer again tomorrow
(Thurs.) before submitting plan for
action to the Experimental Theatre
will

made

Committee, which is in charge of
the project. Although Clarence Der-

'

co-itribs.

,

Howcritics for the .second night.
ever, ."ome. city desks are likely to
cover opening night as a news
event, because of the names involved.
include;
Mrs.
sponsors
ot
List
Elet'.nor Roosevelti Mayor O'Dwyer,
Jean

Dalrympie.

Louis

Adamic,

ij.inistrative
It

work

of the group free.

has also offered the Princess the-

atre,

now

u.sed

by

USO-Camp

Shows;

for rehearsals.

ANTA, meantime,
with plans for

its

is

going ahead

own work,

par-

ticularly its national drive for funds

Maxwell Anderson,' William Auer- this fall. Its finance" committee, conbach-Levy, Roger Baldwin, Theron sis. .ng of Emil Friedlander, William,
Bamberger, Ralph Bellamy,, Aline Morris, Jr.; Billy Rose, John GoldBernstein, Leonard Berstcin, Marc en, George Freedley, Gens FredLouis Bromfteld, Ruth erick Larson and Vinton Preedley^
Blitzstein,
•
1i
\ii
Lion will meet directly after Labor Day
Ghattcrton,
Lester .Gohen;
LeVinSOn 10 jVlUSiCaHze
Paulette
Goddard, to fqrmulate definite plans for the
Feuchtwanger,
'Siwash' for B'way Legit Harry Hansen. George Heller; Harry fund drive.
stage rights to George >Fitch's Hershfield, Alice Hughes, Langston
"Good Old Siwash" have been Hughes, Patsy Kelly, Alexander Houseman to N. Y.
picked up by Leonard L. Levinson Kirkland, Mrs. Alexander Kirkland,
For 'Beggar's Opera'
for Broadway production this sea- William FiteLson, Jerome Kandell,
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Lee, Harpo Marxi Louis
son. Levinson will do a Campus mu- Canada
Solly
Nizer.
Brock
Pemberton,
John Houseman has gone tg New
sical on the story.
Pickens,
Samson York where he'll direct ''Beggar's
Jane
Film rights are owned by Para- Pernick,
mount, which first lensed the .story Raphaplson, Florence Reed, Will Opera," for which Duke Ellington
nine years ago under the title "The Roger."!, Jr., Lee Sabinson, Oliver has written the mu.«c.
He'U also collaborate with NichoGood Old Days." Par may be flnan- Say lor, Lee Simonson, Paul Streger,
15

^

!

David Alex-

went, committee's chairman flew to
the Coast Sunday (25) for rehearsals
Actress Rose Keane is general co- of "Gypsy Lady," in which he'll apIn addition to Henry pear, and won't return till Sept. 14,
ordinator.
Senber on press, radio producer Bob plans will go right ahead. Group is
Bach has been conducting a special anxious to have its first production
on stage by November.
radio exploitation campaign.
The American National Theatre
was
preem
show's
Because
announced after opening of "Yours and Academy, which is aiding the
experimental theatre afi one of its
is My Heart" (Shubert) had been
projects, has offered to do the adset, manageincnt is inviting drama
hiive al.so

OnC'Set

Krivit has
people.
one big show, "Girl Crazy,"- with
cast of 25, also scheduled/v

show with

his big legit chain here,

.

is

ander,

:

™""S'^ "'h^'' '•°"<:<^«'°"SBen Hecht has contributed script
and Kurt Weill the score, eliminating
royalties, and Paul Muni, Quentin
Reynolds and Mario Berini, who
head talent roster, are contributing
Isaac Van Grove, musfc
services,
arranger, and Luther Adier, director,

Setup

girl line for a

fl,gure

of universal - International's
board chairman, who is prominent
the League's Ci^ast branch. Jules
Leventhal, in addition to givin.g
Bcrsonal guarantees for union bonds,
has been in charge of production td

AGMA

of

.

v/ife

:

:

a

reluctance to entrust a script to a
director who hasn't staged a show
on Broadway before is natural, he
said, but there should be some kind
of mechanism set up to bring the
capable unknowns to the attention
of the backers of new shows. Competent producers, he declared, can
give a youn,g director a new script
to read and then ascerEafn within
an hour of huddling with him
whether he's right for the play, but
no producer seems willing to give
an unknown a chance.
Elaborating on Kanin's views and
regarding himself as an example of

in
J.

AGMA

13.

will ,boo.st that

;

AGMA

is

:

i

,

|

Trek

.

tickets

considerably. PfOdviction costs were
kept tow. Many union people worked
ininimuras; and" several have
at
Western
k ek ed back part tees.
Co-stdme supplied 'cpstumes gratis
Spitz,
through dfforts of Mr

i

shows for

more than

summer

are priced
at $4.80, but voluntary contribs from

Opening night

:

a U.S. trip to look over talent

Bromfield

!

I
i

Williamson-Tait,

Hecht-Lpuiis

I

Star

London, Aug 20

FOR ARMY SHOWING

Sydney, Aug.

that

committee for that purpose;
Show, produced under auspices of
America League for a Free Palf.stine,
expected to clear about $30,000
J.ick Hylton has acquired English from its run, in addition to souvenir
rights to "Annie
Annie Get Your Gun,' ndvertising. Entice production nut
with Frances Day, Beatrice Lillie is expected to be written off early.
and Gracie Fields reportedly anxious Normally, production would have
to star in it. Understood that when cost $100,000 to put on, and original
show is staged at His Majesty's after budget called for $75,000, but concurrent: hit, "Follcw the Girls," it ces.sions of all kinds ha.ve been made
likely will star Florence • Desmond; .-f) thpt productioi) will co.st„ about
a bypassed unknown

May

Lillie

I

managing director

Ben

I

Bea

I

Tait,

to Palestine urtdep superV'si^^^

the

of

Acquired by Hylton;

Up Season

J.

.

profits .will be U-sed; idr;: repatriating

Brit Rights to 'Annie'

'BEAN; IILKY WAY'

E,

addition

In

benefits'

"Coq

on

,

(instead pf since, a N. Y. Times story quoted
him as having called attention to "at
customary one night), the least a dozen capable young
direcventure is openly a propaganda pitch, tors immediately available" but not
idea being to foe uSj attention on the a single producer has called him to
All learn any of their names. Producers'
for Palestine.
fight

There will be three other touring
companies of "Father," sent out by
Serlin, thLs season: These in addition to N. Y. company current at the

Sept. 4 to 15.

Aside from the rush, Hurok has
other problems to face. The Original Ballet Russe faces a suit from
the Ballet Russe company if it u.ses
any of the following four ballets

1

.

I

•

added emphasis on showbusias a whole while forgetting

about the theatre.

Robert Dowling, Herbert May and geous point of view. It's understandRobert B. Brill^which stated that able, he thinjis, that a producer
the $1,000 should be added.
would take on a name director it
Justice Irving Levy took matter he had a chance of getting
one inunder advisement.
.stead o£ an unknown.
The top directors, however, can handle only so
by Serlin.
many plays a season, and there's no
Jones plans to tour it in lesser
reason why production of so many
cities,., mostly in territories that have
Palestine Propaganda
potentially good shows should be
not had a stage attraction in years.
postponed through lack of names to
If unable to book theatres he'll spot
Show (Hecht-WeiU)
stage them. Producers are naturally
co medy in town halls, church and
responsible to their backers to try
high school auditoriums.. An Equity
Expected to Net
to turn out a hit, but they also face
bond has already been posted.
Entire tour will be made in charPresentation of "A Flag Is Born" the responsibility of attempting to
perpetuate the theatre by building
tered bus, and house scenery or
at the Alvin, N. V., Sept. 5, will in- new talent, Kanin
adds.
drapes will comprise most of the
unique factors for a
It's significant, Kanin points out,
'oackground to curb expense of clude several

Jones

acquires tour
rights for an off-the-beaten path of
the Lindsay-Grouse perennial, "Life
With Father," originally produced

Sews

With B'way Magi Show

ting
ness

-

I

Deal has been made
Oscar Serlin and David C.

OBR

Himber Going Ahead

legit pird-

$2,200.

I

AGMABowsto Met On

.

.

'

.

Sherman claimed the three
Only solution to the problem,
arbitrators, had Miscalculated,, and Kanin thinks, is tor producers
and
between subm itted affidavits from the trio^ playwrights to take a more coura-i

Cities

theatre, which had two more years
Fan
"Symphonic
d'Or,"
Fantasque' to run, involved $120,000.
"Boutique
tastiquc,"
Afier many planS*to go to the U. S.,
and "Thee Cornered Hat." Last two
Hylton
finally has booked reservatroupe,.
are mainstays of the
When OBR, under Col. de Ba.sil, tion cn the Queen Elizabeth.
broke away from Ballet Russe in
1938, an Englisl] judge that year deFirings,
cided that those four ballets belonged to BR, and BR believes that
Certainty this restraint is valid in the l^. S.
N. Y. Metropolitan Opera 1946-47 There arc also certain bills and
Although enthusiasm has slackseason was a.s.sured yesterday (Tues- judgments believed hanging over
full
day) when the American Guild of the head of Col. de Basil, as owner ened since war's end, and a
Musical Artists gave in to manage- of OBR, but since de Basil is no summer stock season and fall season
plans
for Broadway admittedly have
ment on question of the Mefs right longer owner of the company, but
drawn
talent.
USO-Campi
away
to fire choristers.
With this issue merely the salaried general director,
Shows' legit department, headed by
settled after weeks, of conflict, nego- these problems may not be troubleRobert Gordon, has been able to
tiations for a new contract can be some.
rtsumed. AGM.^ i.s asking $151,000
Hurok troupe may not have more keep up with Army requirements
in pay rises for .soloists, choristers than a week's rehearsal before the for shows
Two shows have just been acand dancers, with probability now of N. Y. season. Hurok. who h.nd inthe Army and are awaitgetting a good share of its demands. tended forming his own company cepted by
ing shipment, "The Late ChristoDecision to give in to the Met was this sea.son with Alicia Markova pher Bean" to the North Atlantic
!nemtaer.«hip meet- and Anton Dolin at the head, and
taken at
areas,
"The
Mediterranean
and
mind
changed: his
ing last Wedne.sday, and thrashed subsequently
Milky Wa.y" to Alaska and South
out subsequently in several meet- when he acquired the de Basil Atlantic.
Family,"
"Three's
a
ings by AGMA's biard of governors. troupe^ wants particularly to make a "Junior Miss" and "Butter and Egg
He sent nine
bad insisted on final say in good impression.
Man" are in rehearsal. "Your Unany firings, and when the Met de^ American dancers to Rio to join the cle Dudley'' is casting, leaving just
cided to cut its chorus this .season troupe, and when it gets here will
one more show to be done.
from 94 to 78, refu.sed to agree. Met add five names to bolster it. Two,
Musical division, headed by Harry
be
insisted it had sole right to decide Miss Markova and Dolin, will
Andre Krivit, had 19 shows on order this
artists.
gue.st
listed
as
the artistic quality of its members.
Hightower and month for delivery by end of Sepprez, Eglevsky, Rosella
Lawrence Tibbett,
temberj Six are done, with seven
Skibine will be billed as
sjiid his union was waiving its stand Ralph
Shows are
more in rehearsal.
because it had no desire to hamper regulars.
variety revues in a new type of
art or threaten the opera season, and
musical started about six months
was modifying it.s policy as biisis for
ago to replace big musicals and
continuing contractual negotiations.
U. S.
Tait
is five vaude

Chorus

year ago, sued

in K. Y. Supreme Court Thursday
(22) to have the award corrected to

1

Lesser

wage de-

mands
and

Leases
I

whereby

Finally Set

AFM

as they affect vaude
niteries, page 51; Local

Charges that Broadway

ducers, through their reluctance to
give young directors and acting. talent a chance at new .shows, are
building up a lost generation in the
Charles Sherman, who received an theatre are currently being
voiced
arbitration award of $1,200 last May as casts for the fall
shows are anagainst' Harry Bloomfield, and -W.. nounced. Bypa.ssing of fresh
talent
Horace Schmidlapp> on his contract is a common occurrence in legit,
for a rewrite .job on: the co-pro- according
to
playwright-director
ducers' musical, ''Polonaise,'- pre- Garson Kanin, with
producers putsented
a

Sherman Seeks Hike
In 'Polonaise' Award

I

includes ''Carmen Jones," "Voice of
the Turtle," "State of the Union"
festival featuring
O.soar Straus' "Chocolate Soldieri"
The season will open Oct. 14.

in the

Theatre, Garson Kanin Charges

Tather'toTour

and an operetta

New York

Becoming lost Generation'

j

Serfin

B7

Who Don t Get a Chance

Directors

i

uppage
two-week notice on
Artists will include Fritz Kreisler,
given by the tooter^ was insufficient Gladys Swarthout, Tito Guizar and
work out an agreement and others. Other entertainment booked
to
asked that matter be negotiated instead of new scale becoming effective Sept. 2, as union demanded.

Play

Norman Kra.sna's new play, "William and Mary," which Leland Hayward was to produce, may now be
done by Richard Hodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d, with Joshua' Logan to do the directing.
Hayward had to relinquish the
play because of his present heavy
schedule, plus fact he's taking time
off to accompany bis wife Margaret
SuUavan to London for the "Voice
of the Turtle" presentation.

Of Reilly to Act on AFM's Demands
New

New

j

I

,

.

.

j

cf ally

in terested

LevinsOn's

in

ical stage version.

,

mu- (Arthur

Sxycfc,
Ziff

WiHit.m B.
t

Milton

Weintraub,

and William Zorach.

Ray :in a streamlined adaptation
of the old English comedy.

las

:
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O'Daniels Inked For

Court Again Rules Performers Not

Engaged

Conunerce

in Interstate

In an affirmation of a 20 year old t
decision performers were held last
week not to be engaged in interstate
commerce even though their contracts require them to cross state
lines on long tours with troupes.
Opinion of Judge Vincent T. Leibell
of the N. Y. Federal court, after
reaching this: conclusion, threw out
the petition of Eugene Conley, sing-;
er, to remove two arbitrators appointed under an Arnerican Guild of
Musical Artists' contract because, he
said, the federal court had no jurisdiction over the case. Judge Leibell's
decision, in efTect. stated that arbitration clau.ses which are standard
provisos in all show business pacts
can only be attacked in state courts.
De.spite
the fact that Gonley's
agreement' with the San Carlo Opera
Company provided for him to travel
through various states giving performances at individual opera houses
as si. ted by the opera company, with
the traveling expenses footed by the
company,, the contract did not involve intei'state commerce, the court
opined. In support of this ruling, the
court cited a decision of Supreme
Court Justice Holmes which decided
similarly as to a pro baseball player.
Language of that decision was
adopted by Judge Leibell to nix the
interstate commerce label for performers. Justice Holmes said, the
opinion pointed out, that "transport
is a mere incident, not the essential
thing/' "That to which it is incident,
the exhibition, although made for
money would not be called trade
or commerce in the commonly accepted use of those words." Justice

"As it is put
by the defendants, personal effort,
not related to production, i. not a
subject of commerce."
Option on Pnst^GI Services
Since the element of interstate

Recalls Keith Suit
Judge Leibell's nix on an in-

commerce

terstate

.

label for per-

formers recalls the first and
mo.st widely noised dispute on

.

'

,

In

Wing's GI Setup
look

part as lecturers and advisers in the

Theatre
Wing's
stage
missing, the court Arnerican
held that it could not inquire into training program for professional
the merits of the question. Dispute ex-GIs, which finishes its first term
between Conley and the San Carlo
Opera arose out of an option agree- this weekend, have promised to rement in 1944 which gave the latter turn for the second semester.
The Wing's legit school is being
the right to call on Conley's services
as a singer upon his discharge from talked about as somethin^g that's
been needed a long while— a pract'^e army. Option pact, in turn, referred to basic contract between San tical school of the theatre and as

oommerce was

^

|

—

Carlo and AGMA, which included
the customary arbitration clause.
Conley refused to appear for the
San Carlo and when Lawrence Tibbet, Milton Weir and Saul Abraham
were chosen as arbitrators, he sought
t J disqualify the latter two as prejudiced by bringing a proceeding in
the Federal court. Since the San
Carlo demanded $5,000 damages in
asking tor arbitration, both amount
involved in dispute- and diversity of
citizenship requirements for jurisdiction were met. Conley lost out,
however, because the third pointthat the dispute must involve in-

..

.

.

.

..Michael Karrett

.

. ....... . ,l>t)nald
KnoUcr
I.efty. .
.
.
.......
.Carmen- .Co.'iti
l-tandlara;. Mitchell' .^f7ru!<9, A^ichael Abbott
Ooctor
.........
.Robert Caldwell
.

;

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

"Heaven Can Wait" is a very funny
show, Everybody will agree who saw
it
as the 1941 Columbia .film; "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan." That fllm starred
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 27.
Robert Montgomery as the agitated
Gene Raymond, recently out of pug whose soul was snatched to
Army Air Corps, and making his heaven prematurely by an overzealoiis "collector''; who couldn't refirst stage appearance in 17 years as
lead in"The Man in Possession" at turn to earth as himself because his
body had been cremated, and who
the Cape Playhouse last night (26),
tried out
couple of other bodies (a
had to share the honors with his Wall St. aplayboy-financier
and anleading lady.
Named on the pro- other boxer) before he was finally
gram as "Alexandra Dagmar," his satisfied with his new outfit.
vis-a-vis turned out to be none other
Stage version was never done in
than Gertrude Lawrence, wife of the regular legit because of the film.
Playhouse's producer, Richard Aid- It was played in stock at Pasadena
and Indianapolis two years ago, and
rich.
Miss Lawrence, who wanted to in a couple of strawhats this summer.
make another appearance at the Pi'oduction currently given it by
Theron Bamberger's Bucks County
Playhouse following "Pygmalion,"
Playhouse is ai good as any summer
with which she opened the Cape sea- stock can do, and therefore, a good
son, wanted to do it q.t. without ad- bead on the play's Broadway chances.
vance hullabaloo.
She rehearsed
As done at New Hope, the, play
secretly, only cast-members being starts off mildly with an unexciting
present, and those reportedly be- first act, then goes rapidly into high
lieving she was reading the part tiU- gear witli its second and third stanzas
(thanks
largely to Philip Loeb as the
"Alexandra Dagmar'' arrived. As it
happens, those are .the actual two pug's manager). Last two acts are
lousingly funny, to more than offset
first names of Miss 'tiawrence.
a slov.' getaway, and to suggest that
Program listed the actress as Miss the show has the makings for a
Dagmar, with the following credit: Broadway run. Situations and gags
"Alexandra
Dagmar,
who plays are good, and come along in increasCrystal Wetherby in 'The Man in ing rapidity as the play progresses.
Possession,' is a Danish personality The play has flavor and is fresh.
The Bucks production is very well
of wide experience in the theatre
whom Richard Aldrich has induced cast, especially in its principals. Sidto appear opposite Gene Raymond ney Blackmer plays the omniscient
Mr. Jordan, who has to rehabilitate
this week. Miss Dagmar made quite
the pug, with an air of quiet assura name for herself in England both
ance that is persuasive. Loeb has a
on stage and screen. She has played field-day an the manager trying to
in the theatre, with Sir Gerald Du- compete with an invisible Mr. Jordan
Maurier and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for his slightly sublimated prizeand her movie appearance include fighter. Wallace Acton is fine conBritish films opposite such stars as trast as the soft, overeager "collecCharles Laughton, Miriam Hopkins, tor.',' And Donald Murphy has the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Laur- nervous energy and the flair for the
'

:

who

"

Strawhat Quirk

in interstate
billing
in
a

figures

'

.

.

Holmes continued.

legit

.

Ablioll ................... .Don Khelton
.TuUa Farnjiworth. , ............ .^lary Bear
Bette l.OKan.
Virginia L'wyor
.A ^^'o^'k^mn
I.en Smith
Max bevcne
.Philip l.oeh
Huale... . ..
..v.. .'.t. . .. . .
Avrll Ucntloa.

Secret Billing

.

Broadway

.

.

-

Names

.

.:

Wallace Acton
Second Kscorl. ........... .Mitchell AKrusa
Mrs. Antc^. ......*:..,.."..... .Viola Uoacho

WilllamH.

lengthy and showy trial was accorded Charles Evans Hughes
who, in a dramatic appearance
for the defendants, quizzed a
string of witnesses
including
Eddie Cantor and Frank Tinney.
Hughes asked the blackface
comedians if they, could hold
their audiences even if a breakdown in transportation sidetracked their props, burnt cork
and costumes. Solid aflfirmatjve
answers to this inquiry spelled
a beating for Hart and a ruling
in line with the. latest one .on

Legit

Mr. Jordan ............... .Sidney Rlaokmor
)'^lr.it
K.si-oi-1,.
;
.Michael Al>t)Ott
.Donald Murphy

.loe l\Miulet{in
.^leaaepR-cr 7013.

Plain, c^lotheaman

Question whether the court
had jurisdiction was raised by

:

,

'Jil.

.

Keith-Albee, and Hart met the
argument by asserting that per-

the legal puzzler;

:

.

anti-trust laws.

formers engaged
commerce. Top

New

Hope, Pa., Aug. 22.
Tlvevon 'Bii tnhorKOr production of romedy
three a.t'lH ,(slx socncii) by Harry Seffall.
Hiaru ijidne.v* Bliic-kmer; .features Donald
JUirpln
IMiillp -liOOlv
Staeed by Frank
Urown: .sMs by r>onnl(l Flnhi.vaon4 At Hucks
County l*la5 house, New Hope, Pa.. Aur-. 21,
iT\

Tony

La Lawrence s

vaude circuit with violation of

Sherman

€«n Wait

II<>av4>n

.

Wrangle arose
question.
ths
some 20 years ago when agent
Max Hart, disenfranchised by
Keith-Albee, brought suit in the
Federal
court
the
charging
the

Strawhat Reviews

Detroit Civic Spot
Los Angeles, Aug. 27.
Barrie O'Daniels. currently producing the Greek Theatre series for
the
Hollywood Starlight Theatre
Assn., has been inked as managing
director of the Detroit Civic Light
Opera Assn. for the coming season.
O'Daniels shifts east late in the
autumn to arrange for the Detroit
season, which will run for 10- weeks,
starting next February.

such should be made permanent.

The

school
offered
about 20
courses in various phases of legit,
along the usual lines of design,
writing, acting, makeup, production,
etc.
In addition, unusual courses
turned up that were of intense interest, such as a course for producers in budgeting, contracts, union
relationships and management of a
house, all taught by tradewise folk
like Louis Lotito, Brock Pemberton,
James Reilly clnd Kermit Bloomgarden.
A symposium survey of the
modern theatre was conducted by

In London, she also
couple of Noel Cow-

ence Olivier.

appeared
ard's hits,

in a

and H&s done her

bit to

entertain in the European and Pacific war theatres."

Moss

Hart>Carliisle-'Ma,n' SRO
Hope, Pa., Aug. 27.
Hart may be no rival to Al-

fighter.

Murphy

was

Wednesda.v

(21)

overplaying a bit
when play was

caught, in an occasional quick, jumpy
fashion. Reason was understandable;

Lee Shubert and other bigwigs were
in the audience, causing
strain all around.

a bit of a

Bucks producer Bamberger and
his general manager Richard SkinMoss
ner, who took the play originally on
fred- Lunt and Maurice Evans on
a one-week stock rental, then took
Broadway, but to his neighbors here an option on it for flie fall after they
he is a hot b.o. attraction, as evi- saw it in rehearsal, and now plan an
denced by the SRO sign on the October Broadway production, deOscar Hammerstein II, Margaret Bucks County Playhouse, two weeks spite the- lack of picturerights interstate commerce— was found lackJed Harris had the play
in advance, with his recent bride, centive.
Webster
and
Jo
Mlelziner,
and
a
'ing."
under option originally and then
course
in press agentry was taught Kitty Carlisle, in "The Man Who
Ruling is considered important by
bought it outright for $12,500, royalCame to Dinner," opening. Labor' ties
now going to him. Producers
attorneys "because basic pacts of all by agents and newspapermen like
Day.
Bamberger and Skinner have in
show business unions include" ar- Robert Sylvester, Leo Freedman,
Call for peWs has been even mind using the same four male prinbitration clauses. Max Schoengold Nat Dorfman, Hobe Morrison, Jack
stronger than the Helen Hayes-and- cipals for N. Y. Title would have to
represented San Carlo as attorney, Gaver, Al Tamarin and Sol JacobSon.
A stage managers- class in- daughter "Alice Sit*By-the-Fire" be changed, most likely, to avoid
attd Gins & Massler for Conley.
last;
month.
Weekend conflict with the 20th-Fox film,
cluded
instruction
Richard bow-in
by
Maney, Jean Rosenthal, Ben Kranz, spreads in Philly and N. Y. papers "Heaven Can Wait," produced in 1943
Bron.
on Hart-Carlisle wedding^ with fol- starring Gene Tierney.
A. A. Ostrander and Dan Sattler.
Had Little' Tees
School opened July 8 with semes- Iqwup yarn on. appearance, turned

New

.

'

lany
Off

St.

L.Sea§0h SepL 16
St. Louis,

Aug.

27.

ter ending Aug. 31.
"Graduation"
will be in form of presentations by
students at the Wing's school, 432

the

b.o.

Dream

trick.

.

—

.

'

acting.

20.

Wesfport i'ca.'ion o( J!H(S, Inc., producol Theatre tiuild drama in three acts
by Regtnjild r^awrence. Directed l>v MiirHh Manulis; aettliiB. l^awrence Ooldwas.scr.
At .Country Playhouse, WeStport, Conn.
tion

.

,

Aug.. 19,

'*i.

.

Henry Whitllehouso

Ann

poriaM Cooli

Whittli liousp.
.... ...
.V. Anno' Buri^
\nlerie \\ hlllU'hcuse.
..S'lna Vale
Dr. Chin,
.. .Claroncc
Derwent
...........
.

.

Lowell

,

.

.

. .

,

,.

He.si

.Frank aiU'an

Mia.s Clroniey

Policpman.

.

.....IMartl Stanley

.

...

X'bllcenitin.y.

....

.

.

....

.

.

.

..

. .

.

. .

Cotton
.Peter 'W alker

.(ieorffe

New York

neighbor of Hank's, is an
amusing creation, always ready
with
a bland Oriental maxim to befuddle
the issue. Even Dr. Chin, however
contributes more to the plav's air
of
leisurelinesa than to its entertain
merit value, Where the script roallv

picks up is in the farcical third
act
Here Hank's status is further com-^
plicated by a stenographer who
has
come to his house to take dictation
and who, being beautiful and dense
insists

remark

on misinterpreting his every
as part of a campaign to add

her to his harem.

For all that it warms up a bit before the end, "Dream" is essentially
a
tepid comedy and wouldn't appear
to hold much promise for the
Theatre Guild, which is trying it out in
Westport.
Donald Cook portrays the harassed
husband

skillfully

but

coyness,
tractive

Anne Burr

is

American

with soine
his crisp, at-

wife, and Nina
imported article.
good job within
the limitations of not very credible
characters. Dr. Chin is expansively
played by Clarence Derwent, v.hile
Marti Stanley, a shapely redhead

Vale

the

exotic

Botli actresses

do

a

passes up none of the

dumb

stenographer

comedy

in the
assignment.

Frank Milan makes the most of a
minute or two as a- lawyer who
hankers to get the first Mrs. Whittlehousj a divorce and marry her himself.

Martin Manulis' direction raaiiii
tains his high score for the summer,
and there is a delightful New York
back garden setting by Lawrence
Gcddwasser.
Paul.
;

Wish \ oii Were Here
Greenwich, Conn., Aug. 21.
^Gus .Schlrnier, Jr., with Jiarjorie ana
Sherman Kwlng, production of revue, Features Billy Ciilbert and Mary .Tane Walsh

Sketches by nilly Gilbert; I'vrici by Jeff
Bailey; music l)y Arthur SleKcl. Stascd
by

choreography by Matilda NaamanI'etor Wolf. At tlreenwich Play^
Greenwich, Conn., auk Ui '-iti
«llbert, Mary Jane tv'alsh,
AV'lllam "A"'"
Oir, Ann Andre. Richard Iteed
Alice Penrce. Belly Lou Barto, Anna Mill
ten, J'jv.e AtcVeaKh, Shirley Burton. Harry
Hay. Delia I.crrie, ifal r.nmnn, Annabella
Gold. .Vorman Mnrsan. Barbara Townsend.
Giliiert.

seltlnsa
hou*?e.

,

"Wish You Were Here," a revue
with lazy vacation days and "getting
away from

it all" as its main theme,
adds up to the theatrical equivalent
of a lemonade on the porch of a sum-

mer

hotel.

It's

definitely not strong

enough to be in the Tom Collins
class, but provides refreshment for
comparatively uncritical audiences,
themselves on holiday; Billy Gilbert,
.

who

shares

featured billing with
songstress-comedienne
Jane
Walsh, has directed and also devised
sketch material. Gilbert's moon face

Mary

and

his dialects and sneezes, all
known to fllmgoers, are much in evidence in the present divertisement,
and, as always, they are good for
laughs. (Gilbert, since the opening,

has been replaced by Joey Faye).
As a skit writer the corpulent comic
is never at a lo.ss for a gag, and he
builds

u{>

amusing

situations

in

"Motel Madness," "Poker Piker,"
and the blank-verse "Grecian Clam-;
bake," remotely suggested by Sliakebut the development of these
ideas seems pretty improvisatory,
and the payoffs are generally weak.
.speare,

There are several listenable if not
memorable tunes by Jeff Bailey and
Arthur Siegel, one or two having
been borrowed for the occasion from
"Love That Girl." a musical by the
same collaborators, which Paula
Stone: has slated for fall production.
Miss Walsh, besides a bit of olowing,
puts the zingy numbers across with
her custoi-nary zest, while Ann An-'
dre, a Greer Garson type in looks,
handles fne ballads, usually with an
assist from William Orr. Orr clicks
additionally with impersonations of
film -notables, thougli not all are as
good as his Henry Fonda or Ronald
.

Colman.

'

A newcomer who may have a fufollowing in the footsteps of
her well-known sister, is 16-year-old
Betty Lou Barto, daughter of the
front halt of the Barto and Mann
vaude team. The sister— as one might
gather from hearing Betty Lou sing

ture

—

is Nancy Walker,- late of "On the
from another Town." Hal Loman, also an up and
'Whittle- coming youngster, shows bounce and
house is between the devil and the personality as a
tap dancer. Alice
deep when, after bringing home a Pearce displays
a promising comedy
war bride from Indo-Chiria, he learns talent, while co-producer Gus Schirthai his first wife, a Wave, didn't mer, Jr., pops
up every now and
lose
her
life
in
the
South Pacific after then in tin acting or singing hit.
Delavan, Wis., Aug. 27.
Footlight Players here are closing all— Navy Department notwithstand"Wish You Were Here," in sum, is
their season with an original folk- ing. Ihis IS the situation—Hank with satisfactory summer fare, but that
two wives on his hands, both eharm- it can live
to its "prior to Broaddrama, "Driftwood," by Maurice Tei
mg and both deterhiined to IVang on way" billingupseems
unlikely* Paul.
Dunn; Dates are Aug. -31, Sept. 1 —when
Reginald Lawrence rings up
and. 2.
the curtain on "Dream of Fair Wornen.
Hank—and the author— can only Paul Green Prepping
dream of fair women; certainly not
Hunterdon Fire

Myron McCormick taught
Agnes deMille and Jerome
Robbins held sessions in modern
dance theatre; Lucas Hoving, of the
Jules J. Leventhal's New York Joois Ballet, taught body developsubway circuit will wind up in mid- ment. Other instructors: William
September, with "Good Night La- Gow and Arnaud d'Usseau, Donald
dies" playing the Windsor, Bronx, Oenslager, Frank La Forge, Eddie
week of Sept. 10. Previous week, and Ira Senz, Lincoln Kirstein, Lee
Clinton, N. J., Aug. 27.
"Ladies" will play the Flatbush, Strasberg, Al Altman, Jane Broder,
Members of Hunterdon Hills
jBrooklyn, while ^'Dear Ruth" is at Eddie Kook, Benjamin Schenkman, Playhouse cast were routed from
the Windsor. This will mark third Cliff
Strohl,
Aristide
d'Angelo, their sleep Sunday (25) when fire
time for each show on the circuit Giorgio Santelli, Moe Hack, Arthur destroyed the building near the playSegal, Edward Lucia, Harry Altner, house in which they resided.
this season.
The
Leventhal, now also actiye as head Aline Bernstein, Rosamund Gilder, fire was caused by explosion of an
of production for the Jewish benefit Luis Van Rooten, Emeline Roche, oil-operated water heater; Damage
•how, "A Flag Is Born," will then Hanya Holm, Peter Birch, Ernest to, the dwelling, owned by lone
confine his fall activities '"to "Corde* Carlos and Bob Pageqt.
Hutaine, was about $1,500.
11a," of which he's sole producer.
School session :Was in charge of
All 10 members of the cast escaped
ZaSu Pitts is starred in it.
Winston O'Keefe.
uninjured.
Stone,

LeventhaFs Windiip

Women

of Fair

Westport, Conn., Aug.

Earlier N. C. Closing:

Waynesville, N. C, Aug. 27.
West 44th street, Sept. 5 and 6, with
local legit season at
Maurice Geoffrey's Theatre in the
the Amerijcan. theatre, sole legiter members acting scenes from long Sky
strawhatter here -closed down
here, tees^ff Monday Sept. 16 with plays for four sessions to an in- last
week, one week before scheda one-week stand of "Mary Had a vited audience of agents, producers, uled
five-week run, duo to continued
etc.
It will be a showcase *or young
I"." The play, which opened
Little
disagreeraerits between various cast
in San Fitanoisco, comes here from talenti with every ex-GI getting a members
and director. Dismissal of
New semester will start
Detroit anfd is headed for New York chance.
a student cast rherober, however,
via Chicago.
"Mary" will be fol- Sept. 23.
precipitated the final closing.
Faculty for first -semester emlowed by "The Glass Menagerie"
GeoiBFrey, who resumes as director
braced some of the currently most
and "The 'Voice of the Turtle."
of the Tampa (Fla.) Little Theatre
Also skedded for initial presenta- actiye names on Broadway.. In ad- Sept. 1, anhotiriced
however that.' he
tions are "Oklahoma!" and "Carmen dition to names mentioned above, plans
reopening the strawhatter
Jones," two-week stands of which the Fred Waring organization, un- here again next July.
were cancelled last winter due to a der Robert Shaw, taught choral
singing.
Walter Hampden, Ezrsi
local teamsters', strike.
Wise, Group's Closer

The 1946A7

might compensate for its contrived
plot and none-too-belieVable motiv)
tiions.
Dr. Chin Confucius-quoting

To:

show

borrow
aboitt

,a

.

title

bigamy,

Hank

:

;

:

of.

Va. Pageant Dranta

boxoffice.

Lawrence has Hank decide to defy
convention and the D.A.'s office by
staying married to both women. This
IS piquant for awhile, but all
it does
IS postpone the solution,
which the
audience knows is inevitable. Eventually the second wife flits off to
someone

<?!Ke,

and Hank realizes

loved his one and only

Ann

he's

right

Raleigh, N. C, Aug. '27.
Paul Green, who- wrote the sym»
phonic pageant, "The Lost Colony,"
soon to close its first postwar run at
Roanoke Island, N. C, is here preparing the script for a similar pageant to have essentially a 'ViKginia
flavor.

.He is writing a play, "Jamestown
"Dream'' goes in heavily for chit- Pageant," to be produced by the
chat and the well-turned phrase, but Jamestown Corp, during the comIt lacks the brilliant
sparkle which ing year.

along.

-

,

—

-

LEGITIKfATB

1946

W«<1ne8«1ay, Augwet 28,

Openers Get CoolJB.0.

Inside Stuff-Legit

L A.;

In
Trade reaction has-been unanimously favorable to Equity's suggestion

Los Angeles, Aug, 7.1.
last week's legjt
figures, with only El Capitan stand'
ing up to normal moola. Biltmore

labor unions.

bowed

Good Weather Break, Vacation Peak;

Slow coin marked

,

"Slate of the Union" into Its
with: $21,00(1 registered.
'Wizard of Oz" did a meagre $291500, plenty slow for the Greek tnea--

first

stauT'.a

Icetime' 53G Tops; *Annie 45^20

,

,

and

tre

can make the suggestion with good grace because it was the first union
It has done it con^
its contracts with employers.
to write arbitration into
.gjstehtly since its first contract in 1917 and it knows that arbitration has

week, although wortf

a first

mouth was expected

of

sical.,

.

Continued good break in cool
weather; peak of vacation period,
with summer schools, etc., finished;

to build- jhUr

•I'

,

outs of 1946" repeated $17,000 at El
Capitan for 218th frame.

boxoffice.s last

Production-wise, season

Memphis Record

,

son, Billy Sully
tor Carell.

Attendance

do something about the

,

about $35,000.

also noteworthy because of ^^^^'^^^y''^^^^^^
Delight >"
the Lunt5 resumed in "Idiot s
about
For Helen Haves' "Harriet, in 1944, it was

"Legend of Lou"—
With Father"
"Life

Cas.s,

Aug. 26-Sepf,

(Period Coucriiif;

7)

"Karhaliy and Mr.
PlEyhouse, Wilmington (6-7),
"Biackoiits

Jones"— Aud„

"Carmen
,

City

(27-2);

Aud„ Hartford (5-7).
"Come on Up"— Selwyn,
(26-31); Shubert, Best.

"CordelLV— Wilbur,
"Dear

Chi.

Aiiimtic

Providence

Met-.,

Ruth"

—

Piece is currently in its third
week, first time a musical has ever
been held over for such a period
the 39-year history of the Royal
Alexandra. House is scaled at $3

in

was

(26-7).

.

;

rage"

:

—

Shubert.
Chi.

(26-7),
Fri.«co

Palace, S.
,

Rapids

Week

In

Wash.

at

> Washington. Aug. 27.
One-week stand of "Life With
Father" netted a nice $21,000^plus,

Bend

(6-7).

(5);

provement here tco^ Up approximately $1,900 over previous week,
to

NEIGHBORHOOD

Keith's,

Ladies,"

Nirht,

Billion

I

Dollar

Flatbush,

Baby,"

Windsor,

Bronx

|

I

'Ruth' Great 15G In

Hub Season

Start

Boston, Aug. 27;
'^Dear

Ruth" te^

oft

th«r

legit

season here last weiek at the Plymouth to head a list of cdming attractions running without break in all
downtown legit stands up to the
middle of October. Plenty of others
rumored and hinted at beyond that
date indicate biggest legit .sea.son
here in years. "Dear Ruth" caught
a great estimated $15,000 at the;

I

1.200-seater at $2.40 top, and will
remain for a run.
Beginning this week were "Lite
With Father," returning to the Cdlo-

(CD

:^rnpire

$29,500.

"Good
Brooklyn.

$9,000.

regular perenniii). ;ind
bowing at the Wilbur.
Bigfeest advance sale is for "Song
of Norway," coming to the Opera.
House Sept. 10.

nial as a
"Cordelia,"

9G

Strawhatters

continued

tx)

take

lively grosses in neighborhood, big-

draw being "Alice Sit-bv-thcFire" at the North Shore Player.'!
Flood of visitor.'; to Chi for the all- stand in Beverly, where Helen Hayes
star football game and cool weather and her daughter, Mary, were a sellthroughout, the week helped bociSt out for the entire week.- fetirnated
legit
gro.sses
above the previous thev did $12.000..
w;eek's total.?. Last-mimite ru.<ih of
'"Best of Friends" finished local
ticket-buyers for
in
Central fortnight's engagement in vicinity at
Park'" and "Ob,>:e.ssion," which clewed Cambridge summer theatre. catchSaturday
(24 ),
upped the flnal ine a great estimated $4..500, but
week's take of ,.bolh .<;hows. "Piirk" "Meet the Wife" failed to click .at
bowed out with a very good .$42,000 Uhe Boston summer theatre. g<iirig
while '•Gb.se.s.sinn'' garnered a fair to a middling $5,500. "Meet the
$9,000,
Wife" is current at Cambridge, with
"Come On Up." which c]o.<os .Sat- "Late George Anley.'' with Grant
urday (31). headed into the home Mitchell, at the EST.stretch with an average $11,000.
Estimates for Last Week
"Come On Up," Sclwvn '7th week) 'Bloomer'
bi
Aiit;.

week, with Blackstone's magic

."ihow

•

moving

in

(Mpn-

yeiilerday

fnrtnijjht's stance with
> ^:
the advance f;ale.big.
Bliick.«tonc will be followed Sept.
9, for one week, bv Brock Pember-

day

)

a

-for

'

.

.

.

,

'

Grand

ton'y
,

new

orior to

oJav. "Magnificent Heel'

its

New. York run.

27.

'

.

i

i

"Up

|

'

i

'

.

,

:

42G

(1,000; $3.60).
.

Average

.'tll.OOn,

"Ha.rvey," Harris (1,000;

$;i.60) (.?rd
at the

"

:

'Kansas City (26-31).
"Voice of the Turtle"— Davidson,
NewMilwaukee (26-29); Parkway. Madi(4);
son (2-3); La Porte, La Porte

Heart" -r Geary,

for $43,000 take.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (45th
week) (H-1,319; $4.80). Steady imI

Weather break

Week). Turning Ihei^n away
Harri.s. with week'.'! take a

Talher~Nifty 21G

'

Menagerie"— Nixpn.

;

Haven (29-31).
"Harvey"— Harris,
"Hasty

Opening the

"Tobacco Road"— Erie. Sch'-nectwdy
(29-31); Walnut, Philly (2-7).
"Up in Central Park"— Mu-sic Hall. 'last

-"Dreain Gi)frs^Cass,,:D,et., (26-31);

"Front

—

Pitt. (2-7).

(26-7).

jump

(2)

has aided thi.s no-cooling system
and longienner. Improved
$800 over previous week to $9,.300.
"Maid in tlie Ozarks," Belasco (6th
week) (C-],077:
1.60). Freak play
also a freak as regards general up
•swing, staying at pVevious pace, Ap,

proximately

Boat," Ziegfeld (33d week)
$6). Came back stron«)y
weeks, claiming $3,(!00
last week over previous .stanza,

recent

ge.st

Det. (2-7).
Colonial,

,.

Glass

(C-614; $3.60).

Chicago,

^

(2-7:).

"Show

summer

In Local Windup, 'Obsession

:

"The

Resumes next Monday

"O Mistress Mine,"

$17,300.

^

'Chi;

REVIVALS

Over

Chicago Up; Central Park' Big 42G

'^l^'-

,•
,/
L, A. (26-7).
f'State 61 the t)nl«n"^BIackstO''?»

Bost.

films.

'

,.

I

(26-7).

Plymouth.

in

hou.se

,

Chi,

Selwyn, Chi. ,(2-7).
"Follow the Girls"--Forrcst, Philly
(2-7).

week)

-

(3-4);

''.2-'').

Bost,

Man-

|

,

(29-7).

'

— Shubert.

Girl"

"Bloomer

27.

.

Wash.. (26-7).

"Blackstone*^--.Nat'l,

,$21,000.

back next week (2).
"Icetime," Center (10th week) (RBlade revue skated; to

;

C apltan.

1046'— El

of

•

$26,000.

.

(26-7>.'

ploitation helping.
"Voice of tbe Turtle
Morosco
(125th week) (C-939; $3.60). Veteran longstayer still picking up,
for excellent $14,500, management
claiming it's mostly out-of-town biz
and repeaters. Plan yearly chanw
in
With
cast,
similar
tc
"Life
Father" device, to keep it fresh.
"Tliree t« Make Ready." Broadhurst (25th week) (R-1.160; $4.80).
SRO first four nights sent gi-o.ss up
$1,000 over previous stanza tc $2fl,.^00
last week. Raiy Bolger renewed his:
contract expiring Sept. 1 and seats
on sale eight weeks ahead.

I

2,994; $2.40).

.Minneapolis, Aug. 27.
local legit season the
Bost. (26-7).
^
.
earliest in many years, "Voice of the
"Mary Had a Little"— Shuberl- [Turtle,"
which sold out every perLafayette, Det. (26-7).
forHriance last season; did. only a fair
^y.,
Windsor'
'
"Merry Wives of
,p, .,„„ for four nigh tji and. a matinee
$7,500
langer. Buff. (26-29); And., Roch, ^^j'
2,100-peat Lyceum at $3 top
(30-31); Royal Alex., Toronto ^^-]}- {or ila return visit.
Philly
Shubert,
Polio epidemic and lack of cast
"Obsession"
names are blamed for the modest
(26-7).
(28this time. Sh'ow got light
intake
Paul
"Oklahoma" And., St.
$2,000 in two riigiits in St. Paul.:
31); Lyceum, Mpls. (2-7).
"State of (be BnioW-^^BiUmore,

O'Malley'

Hollywood

:

I

.^ame as

capacity last week for $53,000 gross,
an increase o£ $2,000 over previous
stanza. Figure tops town grosses, as
well ^s being revue's largest week'.?
take to date, on 10 performances.
Skippy Baxter out of Army and into
the show.
"Life With Father," Bijou (351st

— Curran, TURTLE' ONLY $9,000
_
IN 7 AT TWIN CITIES

"Lady Windermere's Fan'

|

"Harvey," 48th Street r9.5th wcek^
(C-925; $4.20). Mary Cha.se comedy,
with Bert Wheeler in the Frank
Fay role, jumped $500 to capacity
last week, for $19,000 take. Fay due

here.

week grossed

i

layotf following a
29-week run. Betty Field, original
.star, baclt in ca.st for a month, then
June Havoc replaces.

With turnaway matinee business,

(op. First

I

I

$4.'i,500.

absence

after a

Gordon Dilworth and Jack
Sheehan, held up to fine returns at
the Royal Alexandra (1,S2S) tor a
gross of $14,000 on its second week

!

i

Me Mister." National (19th
(R-1,142; $6). Gl-revue still

$4.20).

Ernest Rawley's revival of "The DeSong."
Lucille

I

in

Wk. H.O. Toronto Record
starring

Theatre for Sept. ;iO oDeiiinsj.
apprGxiin,-!l( ty
week's
take

"State at the Union," Hud-^on l4]^t
week) (CD-1,057; .$4.80). Strni£;ht,play topper again hit $24,900. Ruth
Hassey (Mrs. Robert LorU'iiffker
leaves cast Sat. (31) to have s baby:
Kay Francis takes over the femme
lead Monday (2).
"Swan Sonr," Booth (15th week)

(M-1,623;

'Desert Song' Fine 14G, 3d

sert
ners,

i

(D-968; $3.60). Town's lone
dramatic hit increased its take over
previoas week by $1,000 for a $12,000
gross last week.
"Dream Girl," Coronet (CD-1,037;

-

not joining his father

Frisco (26-7).

is

$24,000.

!

week)

NEW HAVEN

Toronto, Aug.

Last

i

$41,000 last week.
"Deep Are the Boots," i'ulton (48th

ZaSu Pitts name was a factor in
snaring an approximate $5,000 on
three shows at $3 (tax incl.) top.
Current last half has "Front Pa'ge"
revival preem for Aug. 29-31. Next
week house takes on pix, then follows Sept. 12-14 with "Carmen
Jones." ,,

about
Gus Schirmer Jr„ is .-^aid to be :.damant
stick to legit. He has
G Schirmer-Tm .sic publi..hing busuics, prefering to
with the G-enw-h (Conn.)
been dabbling in legit strawhats, currently
ion with the Ewings.
Playhouse where he's the producer in a.ssociat

Current Road Shows

week's take.

'"Call

week)

New Haven. Aug. 27.
Shubert season got underway last
weekend (23-24) with unexpectedly
okay biz on break'in of "Cordelia."

|

at the

IN

let

i

clicking with precision: biT.siiiess capacity all times, for .$32,800.
"Carousel." Msje.stic (71st Week)
(M-1,667; $6). Back iq fine stride
after a July sag. John Raitt resumes
his lead role Sept. 2 after several

months'

OK 5G

'

week) (M-1,427;

sales;

PinS-XORDEUA'

week with

-^irre.,rr^^^^^^
Veeks. Advance is
Advance sale when

again topped ?8.000. and

I

I

ruj.ning at capacity stride and vieing with its rival comcdy-hit, "State
of the Union." in huge advance

1947.

Empire. N. V
„
J
«f
-show had' an advance sale ol
;

1,

Show

14.

I

|

i

.

(26) alter a la.yofT since July

5 after 173
I

"Born Yesterday," Lveeuni (.?()th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Hit comedy

situation.

,

Week

Last

ances, for gross of
week previous.

Victor Morley, MOAT producer
past two seasons, has already
been given a renewed contract for

(Wed ), with inHenri Bernstein is planing from N. Y. to Paris today
First on docket is a
capita
tention of producing play^ in the French
It wi I be the
he'll direct.
revival of his own play, "The Secret." which
Bernstem also
1940
since
playwright's first theatrical venture in Paris
in
plaL producing Robert Sherwood's "The Petrified Forest' of The Seciet,
presentation
on
this year he flew to Paris. to get started
but was ill most of the time there.

When
vviieii

I

$6.60). Town's
(CD-712;
Hecht-McArthur
$4.20).
musical leader continues to pace the opus climbed further last week to
field, with standees at all perform- [over $9,000. Radio plugs, special ex-

tlie

England's Stratford-on-Avon Shakespeare
Frank McMuUan of Yale as
a production ot "Measure For Measure," with
in
McMullan. first as Army captain, then as major, was stationed
director
heading up the
New York during the war With Army Special Services,
activities.
GI blueprint shows department, as well as other entertainment a play in
stage
to
invited
Having the honor of being the first American
in Yale s drama departthe Bard's home town, MCMullan. now teaching
for his imaginative work
ment, made an excellent impression la.<!t week
were insistent calls for
with "Measure." At ihc performances close there
honors.
him, according to cabled reports, to add to his

Monday

(15th

ville.

,

Mine"
.......
....... "O
^ Mistress
*toL.»..^., with
Lunts resumed
the
Lilt: .LjiiiiL.-)

i

rccord.s for individual

MOAT

Mother-daughter atting teams have swamped the strawhats this summer as many as five such duos, most of them well known, taking part,
Brady (grandXate'st are Katherine Alexander and her daughter Barbara
daughter of Grace George and William A. Brady), currently at Ogunqmt,
Me Playhouse, in "Mr. Pim Passes By,' and June Havoc and daughter
Dennis,
April in "They Knew What They Wanted" at Cape Playhouse,
Mass., last week.
Others have been Helen Hayes and daughter, Mary McArthur, tourmg
Sally,
daughter
the haylofts in "Alice Sit-By-the-Fire"; Gladys Cooper and
Miller and daughter, Robin
also in "Alice" for one week at Dennis, and Jill
Bruenn, at former s strawhatter at Mahppac, N. Y.
festival clo.<;ed last

(Itlth

M:,xin
$3,601.
^^gek)
(d-1,064;
vvood's racial play moves out Oct.
performances, with •Latfy
Windermere's Fan" moving in Oct.

i

"Anna, Lucasta," Mansfield (lO-nth
week) (D-1.041; $3.60). Negro-cast
comedy continues in rebound, with
claimed $12,000 last week. Management celebrates second birthday
Friday (30).
"Annie Get Your Gun;" Imperial

Violet CarlBeth Dean and Vic-

'

"Follow
"JeaJoasy,"' With Fay Bainter, The Forrest resumes Sept. 2 with
the run.
the Girls," which played there last month until a fire interrupted
"The Voice of the Turtle," which oi iginally preemed in Philly, is due back.
"The Student Prince" and "Tobacco Road" are the next entrants, for the
There is no new show booked for Philly, they say, until
'steenth time.
Hooker."
the fourth week of its sea.son, this being "Mr. Peebles and Mr.
Shubert, buttonholed by the Bulletin's Bob Sensenderfer at New Hope,
night, promised to

(183(1

j

Estimsttes for

evenings were broken every night in
the week, and the total attendance
lor the week was almost 23,000,' more
than half ?.s many as any previous
MOAT show.
Total attendance for the summer
was nearly 106,000 for a gross of
around $130,000, which should put
local al fresco outfit well in the black
on the basis of the original $100,000
budget.
General Manager Joseph' Cortesc
and four other
oHicials are
to leave tomorrow (28) for St. Louis
to attend the second meeting of the
new National Civic Operetta Assn.,
which was formed in July in Louis-

with

(,21)

picking

Keys: C iCoinedy), D iDrama),
CD (Comedy -Drama). M {Revile),
M (Musical). O (Operetta).

Edward Roecber,

Greer.

,

Wednesday

James

St.

;

Memphis, Aug. 27.
Memphis Open Air Theatre wound
up its eight-week season last week
with a record-shattering $26,000 for
"Rose Marie." featuring Frances

Philadelphia critics have been complaining to the Shuberts that they;ve
got nothing to ballyhoo for the new' drama season locally (all four legits
(26)
ih Philly are Shubcrt operated).' Shubert theatre resumed Monday ,
"Obsession, * which they say they reviewed almost 20 years ago as

Pa.,

"Oklahoma!."

week $31,000.
"On Whitman Avenue," Cort

.

,

Lee

(2e>

planned to tour.
of
"Sone of Norway," Bniiidway
racial tolerance, will clo.se a run of
(102d week) ^0-1.900; M.P.O' I,; ~t
173 performances at the Cort Oct. 5, two Weeks for this lpn!;rnn Grira
making way for 'Lady Winder- 'operetta, closins; Sept. 7 al'tfr
mere's Fan," and go oh tour;
performances. House booked bv Enl-

in Finale

prominence or mention.
Birthday will be celebrated with a party after the performance at producer John Wildbergs home, which will be aired in part over WNE'W,
in
N Y., and WOR* N. Y., with Will YoVen and Barry Gray respectively
Party will have the three Annas, of course—
charge at each station.
Yvonne Machen and Ruby Dee, who have been alternating in the N; Y.
company, and Isabelje Cooley, from the road company— plus previous
Annas, include the original, Hilda Simijns. Stars frotn other Broadway
shows will attend, and Brock Pcmberton is Slated' to slice the birthday
,

is

Resumed Monday

,

Week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Standees and
disboxoffice
lines
continue
to
tinguish this unique musical. Lji.st

"On Whitman Avenue." drama

SlUut of having three Anna-s appear, one in each act, for Friday's (30)
second birthday performance of "Anna Lucasta" at the Mansfield, N. Y.,
while unique as far as femme leads go, was used somewhat similarly for
the role
the seventh annL ot "Tobacco Hoad" when three Jeeters played
Stuntv howeverj has attracted much attention, and will be
that might.
included in a forthcoming layout on pressagent ballyhoos by a national
mag. Show's 8G0th pefformance July 17 rated good publicity, so that
birthday. Three
p.a, Ivan Black had to scrounge around' for ideas for the
Annas idea went big with the N. V. dailies, every one giving story or pix

cake.

vious.

week.

up with one layoff ("O Mistress
Mine'") re.sumin| this week, and another ("Dream Girl") returning next
week. Next week sees three premieres: "Yours Is My Heart": "The
Front Page", and "A Flag Is Born."

-

-awards."

1,082; $4.80).

following a summer vacation for the
Lunts. Had played 22 week? pre-

"The Gentle Approach'Vcame into full-time influx of visitors for first
Wednesday (21) and was time in five years, with rail and auto
met with chilly press. Initial five restrictions off, and hotels jammed
days for the production were grossed all these spelled lines, with only a
under $.^,000. Ken Murray's "Black- rare exception, at the Broadway

the Belasco

worked,"
Equity concedes that the AFL might want to set up arbitration within
suggests the American Arbitration Assn., the Conciliaits own ranks, but
Court as
tion Service of the Dept. of Labor or even the U. S." Supreme
Equity suggests the AFL set up arbitration machinery
sources lor aid.
now to avoid possible action by a reactionary Congress after a serious
iurisdictionat strike. In its own experiences with the American Arbitraconducted by
tion A.ssn., Equity says it learned' that ^'in arbitrations as
that organization, intimate knowledge of technical details is less important
than complete impartiality and a desire to achieve strict justice in its

59

B way Continues on Upgrade With

21G

'Slate'

Federation of Labor, ot which it's an affiliate, that the
to the American.
APL set up machinery and procedure, at its forthcoming Chicago convention, for impartial arbitration of all jurisdictional disputes between

Equity made the suggestion in an editorial in the current
Referring to a remark by Eric- Johnston on
issue of its monthly mag.
jurisdictional strikes, and pointing to its own interest in Coast disputes
because so many of its members appear in films, the editorial said: "Equity

;

)

.smash

$24,300.

"Obsession,"'
(1,400; $3,60).

Erlanser (4lh week)'
Folded Saturday (24i.

Final Week's RrQ>s fair $9.0-0,
"State of the Union." Blfi(-k':|(inc

week)

018th
goe.s

ri'.^ht

San Francisco, Aug. 27.
"Lady Wtndermere'.s Fan" opentd
li776-seat Curran last nisht
(Monday) starring Cornelia Otis
Skinner and Henry .Daniell.. "Bloom-

at the

er Girl" completed its fnui-wtek
record-breaking run at that tht Hire
[Saturday (24). FinaL weeks amss
wa.<! tremendous $42,000,
Erin
starring
Heart."
"Hasty
Shubert O'Brien-Moore. Dean Harenj- mid
Bowed Whitner Bi?sell. opened at the Gf .irv

(1.360: .$4
„ .20). "State'
pleiL-sin^ Ghicagoterrific

along

ans. who rcipondcd with a
$26,500.
"Up in Central P-trk."
(19th weei<) .i2,]fi3:' M.BOj.
:

Satui'diiJ'

Frisco Exit/Heart'll-5G

(24).

La.'-l-ii.),in)tl(.e

boosted take to very

,

rush

(.'ood !t42,000;

week to rave notices. First week
claimeTl an estimated fair $11 .500.

la-st

'

W«!dnc9<]uy,

LEGITIMATE

60

Okla. l*air Organizes

Only 5 New Shows in Sept. Indicate

Enid, Okla., Aug, 27.

Sower B'way Legit Teeoff Than '45
New

is*

York's fall legit season

way

under

gi-lting

more slowly than

.

slowly— much

Shows

last season, for in-

Rehearsal

in

West Theatre, Inc., lias been organized by Leslie Walter and Chai-les!
Thorhiis hf this citv and plaiiS to
operate a stock company m Uklaihoma and Texas with a 20-city tour,
Starting Oct. 8 at Pampa, Tex.
Only two plays are-contoinpltiled

the
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JDiveclion also adds a laugh
that dellnitely isn't in
the script. Aiding this, play,saving

now and then

.

I

.

.

,

,

—

-v''

.

comic work of Wiiliam

brilliiint

tlie

Wright. Wright is certain to be tested
lilm otters for his edorls as the husHe also is convincing in appearance lis a film star of the neartbeat quality.
band.

,

jacqticline

.

I

;

so that ihe audicuee at
manage ji sincere laugh

or (wo.

is

i''!"""',';;:

..-ii

i

iiiortucllun

J.<<v>.|\UiMl

.1.

.script,
timi's, does

.

New Haven, Aug,

,

First, "Second Man,",, slarls
so far.
('jiiMiitii \\ iiiUIK
"l»aik AvBiiu*"~Max Gordon.
.I'oHv i>nriiv
..
reiicavi-als late in September; second
"Xlie TKinporary Mi'S. Smith"
./.'iSu I'llli
,.T|'H|h,
will be ''The Shining H<iur.''' ,,;'
\\'.illlilivi
A'nii yUnM
I'l'LifH-sKmIjti riiiKiii
Vinton Frcedley.
.tllivvluii
Mi'Di liliiil
"A I'lax Is Borii"— League For
..Xiinc.v
HivIk
.V.
;jriUh-..|'ii
Free Palestine,
..llnlu'rt l.ynii
'r.itl,! ......................
Brock
Heel"
iVT;is"'li«enl
'The
Spends
Born")
Todd
$30,000
Is
revival; another ("A Flag
,l<iU,\" Ki'Uv
.M.UKii''
V;'.
Pembcrton.
'.v.
the
is a special propaganda play, and
Heart"
Arthur
Is
"Yours
My
alHeart"),
("Yours; Is My
third
For Extensive Ballyhoo
11',-; repuvtod^ tl.iat the, startirig role
tlwugli nev;' liere, has been seen for ,Spit7;,-'.':-^^'c.'';;.'.
in "Cordelia" was writteiT. bxpvessiy
"Whul Every Woman Knows,"
years in Europe. Two due later inOf 'Park' in Hollywood for ZaSu Pitts, It's i(nlik'.;l.y that
".lohn Gabriel Borkman," "Henry
ciuds- a nVoderriization of a, Victor
there WiU bo any sc-rambio to take it
Co.
Repertory;
27.
:—
.American
Aug.
Hollywood,
VJIU"
and
Herbert oldie in"Gypsy Lady"
liov. Instead of capitaliz"The Glass IM«nus«ric" (road)-—
Hollywood and its environs are away from
a new one,. "The Magnificent Hcol."
ing on th',> fa mi liar Pitts lau,gh jiroEddie Dowliiig and Louis J. .Singer. being bombarded with a circus type pi^iisilies, autlibr has made the conicA. year ago Broadway had one
"Barnaby and Mi. O'Malley"— Of ballyhoo that seldom, it ever, has dionue a voutiiu' character who
.prbitiiere the first week in SeptemBarney Josephson-,Iames Ei. Proctor. been equalled in this part of the -siilves everybody's iTotitoo-^ interesting
;bBr, three iri- the second week, and
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hpokcr"— country. The show is .Mike Todd's pr()l)l!?ms ;]iti^ a; ..rtot-too^intfcresting
five in the last week, for total of
''j
Joseph Hyrasn,
"Up in -Central Park," a hit on hwiliier:,.
jiiine. Oil the other hand. Labor Day
Max Broadway ilast season, whieh .'is due
"Born Yesterday" (road)
,C())itrivefl ^sitiiations and intermit-

stance. There will be three openings the fVrs-t week of September
and; only two more.' likely the latter
pari ot the month. Of next wcek'.s
("Front Page") is a
arrival!!, one

Town

Plays Oqt of

Touring Stock Troupe

28, 1946

Ati^iittt

deWit,

Wally

Gri.ssell

and Clancy Cooper help point uii
Wi'iglil's work and punch out the
lau.£;hs with dofi fillip.";.
Other perforniors who do yeomanly arc Isaholl

Jewell, Ma iry M.cGu'ire, Lillian ,l?onV
laiiie, Parv Stowell and- George Rafnsey. R. L. Gro.'ih ai,id Sons turned
out a las;e,l'iil ,Chinos,e,m'odc.rn set of
the Boi-Air living-ntom variely
:

.

.

|.

,

;

;

.

;V

—

year will see as many shows in
rehearsal as last year (12,):, with as

Hiii.s

many

shows

eurrelit

!

I

on Broadway

dialog bring occasional laughter
but sum total falls short, of bluerib.^
wood Bowl Sept 7.
Substantial
subst
niarTDddi has allocated! about. $30,i)00 i-bou diverjion by a
survive on,
AjoadJ
the prornotion of the; Sigmund.
for
r the
,slreiigfh .of tiie Pitts name but' as 4
Romberg-Herbert and .Dorothy Broadway pntc'rprise the- venture
Fields musical, and Bill Doll, the looks as futile, as some of the, wellhas known Pitts gestures. For pixV it's
pr^issagent,
chief
producer's
been goifig to town spending it on pretty ir.uoh B formula.
almost every conceivable type of.
Cordelia is a spinster in an early
ballyhoo. The f.dvance sale has been century scacoast town in Massachu-

to open'a 22-nigiit' vun at .the Hotly*

Gordoii.

leiif.

I

!

(21).

Volterra Has 2 Houses

Also completing the picture is the
fact that though the new season is
getting
away leisurely, prospects
look good, with some unusual and
even distinguished events to give it

for Paris Season

Ready

Pari-s,

V

Aug.

17.

Arrangements made by Leon Vol-

and
distinction.
prominence
A terra for his Marigny theatre on
HOod many of the promising produc- Champs Elysees, to be used b.v Jeantions will bo along early, too; in
Louis Barrault from September un-

:

setts.

big.

A

primrose-path character has

l.ntly Wi»il<>riH(*r«>*N Van.
San

Franci.sfOi Aiig. 27.

Tlleiil* (IllilO .prnil.t.letlun pr.eM'n[eil by
lltinu'tv riirry.in (lii. :(i.,st,e.inli(ui: v illv lliK^.'.eU
.

.

^

a ltd llowtti ih' Vuii,|tK
(ti,
.'li'inii'v. by
AVlM,'. ill Imir' acls fllu'oo. M'WiK.;),

:l-e\\ is

t

l>M-,\v

Sl:iL;ea

l-iy
.l.u-l.
.Mhi'-lei ; H(-enei..v-, fii.ctumpij
(.I'l'll;
llealiiii:
lisluiii);
I.JilU'lilental.Leslie liricl.qewnler,
lUUfii- by
A\ Clln-np
Ibenlie, J^aii l-'ealiefaeu. .'Vuk, •n. '1(1; $;.;,(iO
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.AmiuMt l..nrti>ii ,.,
.Hps.. V'.vivns
"Central Park" has thr^e tieups deserted her two daughter.s, leaving Sir
I'ty nubile.
"Van- iropklns
she .l,atl.\'.
that will be responsible for the dis- Cordelia to.bring them up, which
Mrs. I'b'lviine,
.t 'tii tielia: ( His Klilnner
til May of next year, will close that
other
.nde ,)ell biirHll . . . .
.KtiaaliPl ii X'lUentlpff
October arrivals will include the theatre to outside productions for tribution of more than a million f^'^es by takmsjiv roomers and
,1'inil lUisspU
sorted iobs. Spinster also befriends Me, li'iiffiM-il.
of the winter season.
production
Ninety Thrifty
Theatre
Guild's
It had been con- premium
tickets.
.Sla rK'aret fjlea.sftn
a sicidy gambler who has inovcd ihto l.ail.v l'iiisle,\
I'ainelia Wrlcht
"The
Iceman sidered as a p0.ssibility- by Cynda Drug stores, 250 Eagle gas' stations, Ihe community against the wishes of Miss (Irallani,
O'NeiU's
Eugene
'I'be Bislmp. ....
.refer Ivpyea
Com'eth"; Noel Coward's "Present Glenn, currently in Paris with an and a fl.eet of 'Swell Time icecream the town'.! morality council.. Council Mis-^ :lUi|'i'tn;il.
,,lerry Wauyinei
Laughter"; the Max Gordon mu- eye open for a possible production wagons are giving away "lucky" ciuestions Cordelia as a proper person linn. ran!e|le Sdnninj*
.'I'anatTr,-! Tl.ayer
iti'yali'n Vv
,,liu.l; Mevivale
"Park Avenue"; ''Barnaby here of "Anything Goes." Unless a tickets. There is also a chain of lit- to raise the kids and attempts to up- i<ir .lu.nve.'*.
sical,
,(liiy l'lal;o
V'trsl ieodlmatr.
However,
the
gamapplecart.
set
the
'is
O'Malley";
"Mr.
Peebles
and
available,
shearound
Hollyand Mr.
suitable house is
tle booths scattered
Kiibl liiari
ItiebaV'l Htlrn.')
f^ei on^l
.Mar,fovj!> Woo4
.Mt; Hooker"; Jed Harris' produc- likely to play another reviie date, in wood witK": gal lookcr.s,- playing the bler dies, leaving Cordelia a hefty Itosalli',
Hopkins' London. She will visit the Riviera show's music and distributing mail- ."^um that enables her. to send the
tion ot "Loco"; Arthur'
;
older dau.F?iitor to flnishing school, to
capproduction
This
Theatre
Guild
production of "Hear That Trumpet"; first.
order blanks.
polish hcVr, lip for firi eventual wpd"The Temporary Mrs, Smith," and
As an actor-manager, Barrault
Banners, sj)e«ial trains, ,40,000; out- ;riing with the son of the town's load- livated a discriminating San Francisco, audience witli its lush and; welltwo revivals, "(jyrano de Bergerac" plans giving alternate performances door sheets, etc., are also part. of the ing family.
clasMarivaux
and "Lady Windermere's Fan."
of pantomime, and
setup.
actt;d revival of Oscar Wilde's epic.
Incidenlal excursions into under
Show :ca.n gross .about $900,000 ,),;,! udying John J. Anthony have Cor^ Discounting the scailorod few dated:
Sca.son will be distinguished fur- sical,: '/Fake Secrets,'' plus Andre
ther by ..the AmeiiCan Repertory Gide's version of "Hamlet," with for the run, but that means, a sale dolia effecting a romantic climax be
passages and the clum.sy aside.i and
Theatre's
"Henry himself in the title role. Madeleine of 440,000 scats, the Bowl having Iwocn an old sCa captain and a feniine soliiociuios which marked the Edproduction
of
inspiring
tinkering
li.shmonger;
a
the
resigned
from
who
about a 20,000-seat capacity. It's adwardian clas.'^ic as native to another
VIII," ''John Gabriel Borkman" and Eenaud,
iMoi'ci'sor -into cashing iu on an inera, there is enough- spirit, color and
"What Every Woman
Knows"; Francaise, will do Ophelia. Pierre mittedly a tough job.
daughstraightening
out
the
\on1ion;
Jean
substance, high-lighted, by Wilde's
Dick Williams and Mort NathanTlieatre,
Inc.'s
"Playboy of the Renoir, Andre Brunot and,
ter of the town's champ bluenoser epigramalic brilliance, to keep the
son, also of Todd's press staff, are,
Western World"; the new, as yet Desailly are also in cast.
after the girl has fallen for the mys- production moving and stirring in
here working Avith Doll on the pro- terious gambler; and, in general, putuntitled Moss Hart play; Anita Loss'
hands of a thoroughly compethe
motion, and a localite, Don Cloud, ting everybody's house in order.
"Happy Birthday,"
with
Helen
tent oasli. headed by Cornelia Otis
is working on special promotions,
Hayes; Maxwell Anderson's "Joan of
Mia.'; Pitis gives an okay account of
Skinner and Henry Danicll.
"Central Park" is being billed as herself within script limitations but
Lorraine,"
with Ingrid Bergman;
Nelson Gross, son of producer EdPiay is frequently fresh, important
"Duchess of Malfi," with Elisabeth ward Gross, and Daniel Melnick, "The World's Biggest Stage Show." play's few bellylaughs; come from and provocative. -Even the few stiltBergner; John Golden's production treasurer of Ziegfeld theatre, N. Yi, Just, closed in Chicago, after a six- otlier char.ictcrs, better^ lines being ed interludes evaporate, as Wilde's
ot ones
of J. B. Priestley's "An Inspector wiil present Katharine Dunham and month run/ this week it's in Kansas handed to Curtis Cooksey as the sea wizardry assumes command
captain. Susan "Steell, as the fish- mlorpst'and holds it steadfast until
CalLs"; the "Fourth Little Show"; her dance troupe in "Bal Negre," City and goes to the Coast for rewoman, also cornes in for chuckles. the final curtain. The scenery and
"Finian's Rainbow"; Philip Barry's new, concert revue, on Broadway this hearsal beginning next Tuesday (3).
Patty
Pope
emerges'
likely, in- costumes are little short of brilliant,
as
a
untitled play; O'Neill's "Moon for season. Revue is slated to open at At that time a chorus of 100 singers, genun; prospect, exhibiting a pleasing
and. sophisticated first-nighters were
Shubert,
Phiiadelphia,
next 75 dancers and a 60-piece orchestra personality. Same goes for Phyllis notably
tl\e
Misbegotten"; George Kelly's {he
about Cepil
enthusiastic
will be added to the original com- DeBus in the moppet department. Beaton's superlative artistry.
The
"Fatal Weakness"; return ot the month.
, .
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New Dunham Revue

:

.

:

,

.

Hew Opera

Co. with "Belle of New
York"? a musical version of "Street
Scene," and othefs.
Returning to last season again,
there was only one hit ("Deep Are
the Roots") out of September's nine
tryouls. There were eight musicals
from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1., with two
successful ("Red Mill" and"Are
You With It?"). Broadway saw 27
Strai.glit
plays including: two revivals ("Hamlet" and "Pygamlion")
from Sept. 1 to Jan 1, with only six
successful. The new season's
pects, according to showmen,
up better.

pros-

Dunham

Miss

and

conceived the idea
the production.

pany

headed

by

Wilbur

rant, mother role.

,

Romberg

-

Hammerstein

-,

Mandel

"The Wizard

Legit

1

FoUow-Up

Maharam
for

svppliet avery Fabric ne6cl
leading Broadway production*

and Hollywood

studios.

fie House

Buffalo,

Th«>
,

'

revival of "Petrified Forest" on the ter's Tale" and "The Tempest"
of
New Amsterdann Root, N. Y., in No the season before. Selection of Alan
vember, 1943^ for which he. received Reed to succeed Charles Coburn as
Despite that, Alex EalstaflE seems, despite his curtaingood notices.
andei: pointed out,..he's been unable speech explanation to the contrary,
due rather to his distinctive protean
to get a crack at any of the new.
radio caricature and to Fred Allen's
shows this year, v''
Inspired nomenclature strike. in dubProducers, according to Alexander bing' him "Palstaff
Openshaw" than
are working Under the false premise to any genuine histrionic
competence
that they need a name director in fw this exacting role.; In fact, the
Openshaw" byline i.s carried bver
order to insure: good boxoffiee. Not
one customer in 10 entering a thea- into his present billing.
In Reed's hand.s-, the jovial, roistertre before curtai n, however, could
nanle the .shoW'i! director, he Claims. ing old knight becomes little more
Only way for a young director to than a dispirited Plizabethean Santa
Glaus. Broad wayitfe .who Witnessed
get into legit at the present time is
Ralph Richardson's proiection of the
to find a new play and then secure
charaiiter in the Old Vic's "Henry
the necessary backitig for it, •Since IV" will
receive thiii one with re.smost playwrights take their work ervation that ,:.,th?, part
is
one, to
to the top producers,: however, the challenge even .the most
experienced
unknown can't get his hands on a of Shakespearean delineators, which
show and the whole system devolves Reed, of course, is not.
into "a vicious circle.''
Spirited direction .of a competent,
cast, the feminine contingent being
.

,

oi Service"

two curtain, following a slow opening stanza. Single setting of a wharf
shack is commendable, and early
1900 costumes add proper atmosphere.
Bone.

"MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR"

,

STAGE CURTAINS

/

at act

of Oz."

Aug. 26.
This seasons' annual Shakespearean
Continued from page S7
Theatre Guild presentation, reopening here tonight (26) after an unbroken jump from San Diego, i.s
from $800 to $l,i500. He also di- obviously geared for
same type of
rected, among other things, a stock select patronage as
last year's "Win-

COSTUMES

:

moments are

Staging'.s best

(Erlang^er, BufTalo)

DRAPERIES

"

^ard parts satisfactorily.

musical follows the current production,

Directors

for

Sleet,

:

shape

THEATRICAL FABBICS

capital of the er-

William Van

•

as the professor; Gordon McDonald,
the town's .iuvenile catch; Nancy Davis, the gambler's romance; Robert
Lynn, Loius Robb, Valerie Valaire.
as the morality council; play .stand-

will mark, first venture for the
Gross-Melnick combine.

,

makes

Kitty Kelly

Evanis,

Betty Bruce and Maureen Cannon.
For the huge amphitheatre a number of sight acts will augment the
.show, including dancers Fred and
Elaine Barry, the Sliyrettos' circus
ALLAN JONES TOPS 'WIND'
unicycle turn, trampoline perform.Los Angeles, Aug. 27.
ers, a full complement of Scotch
Allan Jones draws top male sing- bagpipers, and 20 Arabian tumblers.
ing
roie in; "East W.ind," slated to
open a two-week run at the outdoor Greek Theatre Sept. 2.
directing

is

Show

4ii««nllp Approarli
Los Angele.s, Aug. 22.

'rid'ali-p. Prbdiiction
(iOiltl
(.lo-spph IMoiiliiiKivi'-r'lancy <'"iil>cr) presentatlmi oC llirei"iii l
i'opinlj; Umir Ki-enes) by .folin 0'J,)i-;i,

Hnu's. WilUrtiTi 'WriBht. .Jacqnrtlno fle. Wit,
lnHlicH, Jewell;
fentures' Jtintcv McCiuli'e,
'la ni-y ( oDpeK ,'Wully Cfissen; ijiHliin Von.
tHine, r»an Si,tn,we,n, (leorKfi Kiiniiiey. StnKCl

directed by, Jack MinefteGtive, one of
extravagant and startling
San Francisco in recent

production,
ster,

:

smooth and

is

the most
to thrill
years..

'

The supporting, talent is excellent,
with Penelope Wai-d showing much
maturity .«ince her wock in "French
Without Tears," John Buckmaster
has come a long way siiice his lighter
work in Nov/ York. Rex Evans, as
Sir Auaust Lorton, is convincing and
polished, arid .EsteUe Winwood is
her portrayal of the
brilliant in
Duche.^s of Berwick.
.,
Four successftil weeks are- assured
th(! production in San Francisco, and
two week.s in Los Angeles should
prove equally boxoffiee. Now York
is duo to see it in the early fall,
Ted.
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brilliantly

headed by

Landis, lends
hack-writteij

luster

Je.ssie

Royce

the

bard's

to
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Billed as a straight

.Oeorii'ii

Kainsey

comedy, "The

BELASCO THEATRE

Gentle Approach" is closer to farce
though lacking cleverness, wit or
boxoffiee value.
The only saving
graces are the cast, direction and'set.
"Approach" deals with a femme
ma,gazine writer who turns out fiction for the slicks concerning the returning veteran and his need for rehabiutation.. When her own husband,,
a topline film star, tries to

resume

NEW YORK

NOW

7TH SMASH WEEK!

COACHING

his

in
their
Bol-Air (Gal.)
manse, she erideavors to do a little
work on him, in the manner
of her yatn.s. The husband, who is
anxious to pick up where he left off
at his bed and board, with emphasis
on the former, can't understand her

distant attitude and
forts to.help him.

"friendly"

ef-

and often pedestrian
By the time the second act rolls
Stewart Chaney's settings around, hs has become
.a lush and,
somewhat more orthodox ovorhGanng a conversation,
believes
genre than usual but his costuming, Ills wife
is going to deposit another
as always, is of a resting grace and man's
child on his hands. The solucolor. The production is due for an .tion,
like most of the alleged humor
extended swing around the east in the play, is
especially obvious.
prior to a Broadway showing.
Director Harold Daniels contrived
Burtou.
to pull every existing chuckle into
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,

partner-
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Jack Lait covers the GOP convention in Saratoga Sept. 3-4 and
hen heads for Hollywood and a
month's holiday.
shipped to Ghi for approval before
sending magazine- to bed. Gingrich
will now concentrate on writing for
his inags as well as buying European

Book on Hollywood

Kurnlti'i

•

Earl Wilson gag. interview
'^Ati
8olumn got Harry Kuinilz the asfrom Max tSimon &)
material.
iSchuster for a boolc oii the lighter
tide ol Hollywood. S&S knew Kursignment

,

SCULLY'S S(:RAJ»B()0K
*****

News Agency.

,

I

;

Mrs. Frank (Alice) Scully clippers to her native .Oslo this week.
Henri Letondal gandering Hollywood film studios for. the Canadian

By Frank

Scully

!

Maximum,

•

'
I

,

Minn., Aug. 23.

If exhibs don't like auction-selling and the Goyernmentrdoesri't like
either, maybe the whole business of bidding should be turned over tO;
their wives. ^ Certainly their women like auctions.
«xhibhers aequies^^^
but distribbers stiU dissent, let tjhem turri their end over to the Hollywood
auctioneers. Between the gavelecrs and the gabbei'S it will wprlc, 1 tell
you. Why, in Hollywood auctioneers have worked out a system of blockbooking antiques for marquee purposes, fhey play up a few choice pieces
of Valentino's and slip in some slip cover iErorh Poverty Row to pad out
the, product.
Then they break doWn the product for selling on the basis
<,i„gie .aj^,
single releases. If ,t could apply to antique pictures it

:

<

it

;
i

H

I

Dale Beronius, film critic lor the [
Parody Novelist
Kansas City Star, spending his vaca-:
A new angle in critici.sm will tion looking
over the Hollywood
under Metro contract, and at come up when Harold Sherman's celebrities.
Man,"
now
comnovel,
Green
"The
-Kurnitz
first had nixed the idea o£
gandering
.H a.w ki.ft
s:;.
„-,,
„ William,
,
j..
VWhen plete in Amazing Stories mag, is Hollywood
,,
„
doing that sort o£ book.
him studios for the New
for
won't
book
form
it
issued
in
Schuster saw the Wilson column he
be how good are the author's char- York World-Telegram.
could apply to the Hollywood, pi-oduct.; Or do .you argue there's a
did an .about-face and OKd it. As
Bill Carr, Cincinnati Enquirer, in
drawn
'.''.['•'''.'^
real
they
acters,
how
are
but
difference?
Marco Page, Kurnitz wrile.s whoHollywood to interview notables.
and
Winchell
from
lite^CWalter
The way the auctioneers work its like thiSi ihey take Rudolph Valen^
dunits for Dodd, Mead.
Walter Johnsori at Yale, teaching
for example) and
other
columnists,
tino, which is still a bigger name-draw in the deadwpod circles
Kurniti and Abe Burrows-, meanLouis
col- summer history cotirse.'. Holt' will
long
quoted
how
goo'd
are
the
Qinae, Six of the piece.s- may have been- Valentiiio'.s-^ihings like .iewelled
time, are completing their legit muumns from them as talceofi paro- issue in October bis book on Wil- -swords, rare books, $10,000, piano
a
by Erard of Pari,s, Georgian .silver ^nd
sical in N. Y. and then Burrow.s
dies? W. W. is particularly featured liam Allen White.
some dubious salon paintings. But the .second feature -will' run heavy on
heads west for :the Dinah Shore
as meeting the man from, a distant
Edna
Best
bought
ranch
in Paraa name you never heard of and whose taste you heVer believed possible.
(Fold) radio program and Kurnitz
planet and how; he took to itv and dise Valley, Nevada, and plans to
The auctioneers don't say these, too, were Va)e\itino's unless ypU a.^k.
to his Metro scripting.
reported in a 800-word column. In- open a dude ranch for writers. Ex- And you'd better not
a.sk.
A v,-oo-woo (ix8 bed. with pink silk quilledsofar as is known this is the first pects, to, Comrnti.te via plane from .spread
may turn out to be Ge.sar Romero's, After, all, he wpuldii't \vaht
Geo. Fraiier's 'Profiles'
time, too, that a radio program— in Hollywood
a. thing
like that to get around, either, -and. If it i-an be shoved off .pii
of this ease "Information Please"— is
Frazier's
anthology
CSeorge
George
Papashviiy,
author
of Vaiehtino- well, who can hurt the dead? vignettes porsonahties he"s inter- used m a novel, with characters like
billing becomes a mat_ter of importance here a.s well as on the marquee,
Vitewod for Life and True-^wlll be eufton Fadiman, who is in the yarn, af Ridi;-i1id^:wn.''pr
whe';" he'Ts ,
Eleanor Powell, for instance, getting a 3-column spread in the
published in book form by Random and others drawn from the contem- writing a novel
''''"'•'''.y
supplement, with- a still of her in. an .evening ~^b\yn. toweriftg
House next spring. Subjects include porary scene.
The one grand award annuallv
Krrol Flynn, from the next i,s.^ue of
given for ficUon in contest by Ryer- T'*"' }!'^ '""P^l^^i French and English furniture rare objets d'art, Cor''^"^ ""t^arc, Aubusson rugs and draperies and 100 (count 'em) items of
True, and profiles on Mark Hofson Press of .Toronto, Canada, has
SEP's Pix 'Profiles'
'^"PP'^'' ^"^^ '''"''s^ which featured her "superb auction event.''
linger (also True, later thi.'? .vcar),
Satevepost's Pete Martin has a been bypassed this year
Toots Shor, disk jockey Freddie
^ Came''ThK:''aiwny--'
Canadian radio station CHML at
piece on Nunnally Johnson upcomRobbins, Bogart, Brinkhead, Irving
ing and another on Mark Hellinger Hamilton, (Dntario, Earle Howard,
a gal named Janet Dawn, featured as a star of the silent screen, had to
Berlin, Sinatra, Sid Gary and *the
looking
for
half-hour ^put her billing under the auctioneering gavel of Roy J. Goldenberg with
in the oven. Coincidentally, George producer,
other double-talkers of the Lindy's
Frazier lias "profiled" Hellinger also, scripts- for Radio Workshop to be one Harriet Huntington (who for the record wis a Vafl Stjernbbrg) Some
set' Bunny Berigan, Ted William.s,
used this coming fall.
:or a year-end True mag.
of these gals get one column cuts with their no-longer treasured trinkets.
.Peter Lorre.
Dial Press releasing '-Spearhead,"
On the subject of Hollywood
Carl Laemmle, Jr., Rouben Mainoulian, Jack Warner, William Seiter
personalities being "done" in the a first novel, by Martin Abzug about and indeed all active or inactive producers enjoy a "Mr." billing in these
Condc Nast's 3-for-l Split
current mags^ it's reported a piece the Battle of the. Bulge on Sept. 9. auctions and are all "world renowned."
Stockholders of Gonde Naat Pub- on Warner Bros.' Jerry Wald, slated Publisher has also bought his second
Sometimes their wives are parenthesized in the billing, as. in the ;as6is
lications at a special meeting last Cor Life, .somehow got sidetracked.
novel, "Seventh Avenue Story
Mrs. Seiter (Miss Marion Nixon), Rita Kaufman (.the former Mrs.
weelt voted uiianimou.s approval of
Ellen Donahue in Hollvwood to °f
the board'.s recommendation that the
round up writing material for the Edward Lowe) and Venita Varden Oakie (Mrs. Jack Oakie) lest the
Buff's Summers' Fort
culture-crazed peasants find the major billing not sufficiently illufninatin|i.
no par value common stock of the
Buffalo -Evening Baltimore News-Press.
Bill Summers,
Apparently Rita Kaufman, billed as the. widow of Al Kaufman, would be
corporation be split three for one. News cartooni.st, is flying the disMarc Thibault, of the Montreal
so simple as to be confusing.
1

only as- a detective story writer
(under a nom-de-plume), when he

;
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Split took effect following day, with
di.stribution -of new .shares to be
made on and after Sept. 4 to sloekholders of record as of Aug. 22.

tress

New

.

iMr.s,

spades.

in

membei-s were
Robert AUerton

.

up

The News' early edition
had no sooner hit the streets when
the switchboard was deluged with
hundreds of phone calls pointing out

"distress."

,

controller.

mistake.

the

In.

the

interviews

for

the

St.

.

guested by Hollywood film studios..
As in all these sales theW<ipslca«.s of fine stuff and junk tries tlie taste of
Buck Hcrzog, Milwaukee Sentinel's solvent trea.sure-hunters to the breaking point. Many cart hortie thitigs
which are in worse taste, il po.ssible, than much of what they in turn hope

next edition.

Boston Bally
Summers added "A Nation in Dis- rilotion -picture editoi:, vacationing
The Boston Herald observed its tress" to the original caption, but and meeting film notables in HollylOOth anniversary Sunday (25) with calls continued to pour in for two wood.
Frank Fun.ge, San Francisco Exa 400»page, four-pound centennial days regarding the "improperly disedition consisting of seven tab sec- played" emblem.
The paper was |amincr, giving Hollywood studios
tions in full roto color, plus a obliged to publish an explanation, the once over.
John Steinberg, New Yorker mag's
heavily inflated regular-sized Sun- adding ruefully that it was really
day edition featuring Boston and Summers Who turned out to be in cartoonist, is touring European occupation zones for sketch material.
New England stories.
distress.
Samuel Lubell of North AmeriSpecial articles for the centennial
can Newspaper Alliance returning to
Were written on invitation by New
Strike Tests Correspondents
England authors like Kenneth Rob-,
Recent Press Wireless strike and U.S. with Mrs. Lubell after extensive
general
embargo against foreign European tour.
erts, us well as by all the New England Governors.
12-page amuse- news tested ingenuity of foreign cor;

to.

i

'

"

contained

section

from

ads

some

the

all

in color,

respondents.

half-page
companies,

film

and gave

loc-

months away in relea.se.
was put logether by Elinor
Hughes, Herald drama critic.

pictures
Section,

Herald-Traveler Corp. staged fivehour air show and fireworks display
previous Thursday (22) on the Esplanade of the Charles River basm,
attracting officially estimated 500,-

•

.

-

Better?

Then there's the type of auction of living name-stars like Joan Crawford,
Paulette Goddard, Con.stance Bennett and Hedy Laraarr and borderline
cases like Eleanor Powell, Joan Blondell and Marie Haver. The explan.ltion here is that the stars have decided to remodel and redecorate their
homes and are selling their old stuff to the second-runs to make room for
the new. When you look at some of this chipped Chippendale you don't
blame them for making a change and can only hope that theiC second
selection of advisers is better than their first.

:

'

More hopeful

to the

I

I

j

I

I

.

I

I

I

.
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N. y. Post's Syndication
of the new N. Y. Post
Syndicate is indicated by the channeling of four Post features into the
Los Angeles News. Post columnists
regularly in the Coast sheet are Sam
Grafton. Harold Ickes, Victor Reisel
and Earl Wilson.
Another Post columnist. I^eonard
Lyons, is also in the L. A. News
but handled by McNaught.

000 people.

;

'

Is

auction-hunters are the antiques of those who have J
divorced or died. Among the antiques of the separated you get a possible
clue to what split them apart and wonder if here, too, a new interior
decorator couldn't have done them a better service than a judge.
Among the furnishings of those who are deceased, these critical questiohs do iiot arise. Aside from .some .sentimental attachment for the late
Continued from page 3
so-and-so, the stuff is or is not worth the best bid the auctioneer c:an
wangle out of the bidders.
companie.s from B-picture making
Where these auctions are held on the estate of the deceased tbe scene is
was no worr,y in theatre operation, usually lightened
by the march of time and circumstance. The auction
Kingsberg said. In the first place,
is often held in the garden of the estate with chair.s around' like a political
he stated, with a demand for B's convention
and the pieces rolled out on the terrace like candidates to be
definitely
existing,
someone will extolled one by one. All the spiels lack i.s applause.
step into the breach to fill it. SecTip For Casting Directors
ondly, he pointed out with a kidTo keep out the riffraff, there are usually more cOps present; than .Way
ding-on-the-s(iuare smile, the niujor be seen around
a ball park at a world-series. A dollar admish is charged
studios .still can be counted on to at .some, a
$25 deposit at others. Producer Small says 50,000 people want
make a certain nuniber of B pictures to play Valentino. Most of them seem to be .sopping up atmosphere atwithout trying. Much as they are lending auctions of his heirlooms.
determined to make all A's, some of
The auctions in showrooms are even more down to earth; Hollywood
the A's invariably turn out to be has enjoyed a bull market in this .sort of merchandise for several years,
B's at the box-office and apprdpriale
The wartime shutting down of manufacture of Grand Rapids antiques
the bottom of double bills,- hoisted authentic antiques to astronomical figures. Picture people had' to
for
King.sberg indicated.
have beds, chairs, dressers and tables, as well as bars and swimming pdcils,
As lor a return to single features, but they hardly expected to pay $1,200 for a little mahogany coffee numthere's not a chance in the world - ber merely because John Barrymoie has spilled his scotch on it and others
of tlie Federal court decree or any- had watermarked the inlaid veneer.
thing else eliminating duals, in the
Most of these auctions operate around the Wilshire district, but Antique
RKO topper's opinion.
Alley nearer Pa.sadena has 40 spavined shops where wooden Indians 'creep
have gotten
u.sed
to up behind culture-chumps and charge a flat fee for putting the bite on
'People
double features jiet a.S:they have to. them. This stretch is on Los Feliz Blvd.: cast of the Greek theatre where
getting 12 eggs in a box," he said. Allan Jones, Irene Manning and Kenny Baker are currently tryihg to pump
"If you try to give them 10 eggs in life into such antiques as "Blossom Time," ''New Moon,'' ''Nyizard iOf Q?:,'';
a box tliey feel gypped and if you
"Rosalie" and 'Two Hearts in % Time."
try to give them a single feature
Unlike the Beverly Hills dmnperies, these early Yankee traders near
they feel the same way. We've ex- Pasadena are orphans of the depression and go in heavily for andirohs,
perimcnted, just as evei-y other cir- copper kettles, rocking crib.s, electrified oil larap.s, spinning wheels, Rhode
with discontinuance of jgiand .(j,ay.i)eds and crazy quilts, and most of it, crying to have a Jimmy
has,
cuit
doutle bills, but it just doesn't Durante drop in and play ch()p.sticks on the stuff with an axe. Some years
work."
ago I saw l5oards of directors tables, of two-inch thick solid mahogany,
Kinj3sl)erg disagreed with " -some
elling for $15. Today you couldn't buy the finger smudges- for that money.
theatre and distribution execs who
Modernizinj; With DDT
feel that the house ,6f the: future l
Pieces of Early American, Duncan -Phyfe -without the drum corpsX
should be of limited capacity, \yittt t Queen Anne, Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Adams, Sheraton, Wind.sor and
the idea of holding pix for lohfeel- Old Stogie— all frightened to death at the .sight of a man with a can of
unis. RKO, he said, h'ad discovered DDT— are dragged out into the sunlight each morning, and dragged back,:
that the most economic theatre is a to their moths each night.
Difference in co.sl, of
Gambling tafile's used by Tories in 1760s have sunken wells to hold chip.s,
2,000-sealer.
operating a, 1,000 capacity hDui;c and ;ind liopes- There are places for candlesticks at the corners. In tho.se
days you lighted a candle for an ace instead of for a boy or a girl.
a 2,000 capacity, Kingsberg said, was
Compared to the modern million dollar gambling ships, with scores of
that it was liifelily
so negligible
profitable in towns large enough to tables running longer than a football field, and flanked along the walls by;
support a theatre that size to feve himdreds of slot machines, all lighted by enough power to. change the face,
of the world, these simple reminders of a pre-gin world are truly touching
the extra 1.000 seats available.
One of the most disturbing effects to hearts still keyed to drei-viertri time.
But people todayj needled by an army of inferior decorators and duraof the Federal court- anti-trust action now pending, declared Kings- luminum dealers, 'Seem to prefer fur'iiture that looks like a dtentist's chajr,
which, incidentally, is very comfortable if you're not in there to have a
berj'. v-i-ii that it prevented long-

Admish Fees

cabled from there to Montreal and
Ottawa for final telephoning to New
York. Transatlantic phone circuits
were generally unable to absorb
much additional traffic, particularly
with Paris peace conference on. RCA
rind Western Union probably sustained larger traffic and income
losses than Press Wireless itself.

a field-day for.handouts witli aU the
extra space, some of them plugging

Robert Choate.

of.

j

Middle European files were mostly
phoned to London and Paris, and

flacks

"

get rid

Hindsight

j

ment

,

Now and then the furniture even gets billed above the seller. TWs is
u.suany true of London imports, though when antiques from Birmingharn
Louis are included the seasoned collectors arch their eyes higher than a whatnot.
I recall a collection of English and French furniture, Ru.ssian enamel,
(jlObe-'Democrat.
Betty Gross moved into the mag- Meissen, Dresden, Capi di Monti arid Sevres objects of art ''from ;a Fifth ,V
azine field as assistant to the publish- Avenue maiLSion of a New York coUec-tor." They were from the Vander-;
bilt home but the auctioneer couldn't get a release to use this name on
er of Milady of California.
'' '''' '"'..:} '....: ':
George Dixon, of King Features, his marquee.

upside down for his editorial page
cartoon hearing it "VJ Day Ariniyersary." To Suminers, as to ev.cffy grade
schooler; an inverted flag meant

Parker), editor Of American Vogue,
and Benjamin Begin, corporation's

•

.

Illustration, doing a series of yarns
about Hollywood fl'm notables.
Herb Monk in Hollywood digging

wtsek
flag flying

La.st

he sketched an American

Roster. Of company's directors was
also increased.
.Tcssica Davojj

signal

Growth

publisher of the
Herald-Traveler, with George Minot
as managing editor of The Herald.
Olitfit had beeii .scrimping on paper
a long time to got out the centeniiial issue, but didn't have enough
to print- as many extras as it had
hoped to, increasing its print order
only by 50,000 for the edition. Result was it" couldn't fill its orders.
is
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CHATTER
Damrosch's Daughter's Book
With Bennett Cerf away on a
Gretchen Finletter, daughter of
Walter Damrosch, has authored a three-week vacation in Septernber,
in
collection of anecdotes about her his ''Trade Winds," department
childhood and celebrities she recalls. the Saturday Review of Literature
Book is titled "From the Top of will be taken over by Richard L.
J. R. Cqminsky,
Schuster),
Simon
(&
.the Stairs."
Monthly
Atlantic
An
and
Press tome, published by
Little veepee and treasurer of SRL,
Brown, it'll hit the .stands Sept. 10. Von H. Cartmell, associate editor of
.

,

Doubleday
Gingrich Drops

New Maf

Plans

Arnold Gingrich, Coronet and Esquire editor, a resident' of Switiierland for the last year, has dropped
already advanced plans for a new

&

Zo.

mag which w,as to have toward one-picture corporations and
.been named Moment.
Mag was to also explores the capital gains angle,
have been edited in Paris and
Diggory Venn new p.a. for Houghprinted In Geneva, with emphasis ton MiHlin, with Dale Warren movon expensive art reproductions.
A ing up into fulltime editorial work
successcir to Rsquire outfits pre-war for.the .same publishing house.
Verve, it would have been quarterly
Thyra Samter Winslow back in
and cost $2.50 a throw.
N. Y. from her London series ofAlthough
distribution
contract magazirie interviews. Leonard and
With Curtis publications,' guarantee- Sylvia Lyons aLso back from their
ing to move 50,000 of the first issue, European vacation.
.

already
signed,
Gingrich
at increasing supervision
brothers in Chicago
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New literary agency, to be known
as Lee-Burton, ha.s been launched in
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N. Y. by Bert Leo and Burton J.
with
still
is
Eckstein
David Eckstein.
Simon .& Schuster while Lee wil^ range planning.
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Ernest Boreman, foreign distribution director for the National Film
Board of Canada, has a piece in the
September Harpcr'.s, "Rebellion in
Hollywood," dealing with the trend

intellectual
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CBS in 19fo in literary researclv in the continuity department.

joined

OBITUARIES

Survived by his widoWi

JEANIE MacPHEBSON

Vienna and he was compelled to reMacPherson, 59, veteran sign becau.se of his Jewish descent.
and one of Hollywood's After nawowly escaping internment
tcti-ess
earliest scenarists' who was an as^ he went to England and celebrated
«bciate ol Cecil B. DeMille for 32 his 80th birthday with a concert.
He was a noted interpreter of
years, died Aug. 26 in Hollywood
Jeanie

after a long illnes.s. After appealing
on tlie stage in the Shuberts' "Havana" and William C. De Mille's
*'Strongheart," she drifted to pictures and developed screenplays of
most of DeMille's earliest producof Kings,"
tions including "King
"The Crjisaders," "Goclless Girl,"
,

and

"JMale
others.

many

and

:Female"

Entering motion pictures with the
eld Biograph Co., Mi.ss MacPherson
played leads there and also wrote
her own scenarios with D. W. Grif-

She was a contemporary of
Picltford and Florence Lawrence, .and later headed her own
unit at Universal; where she wrote,
directed and acted in ''two-reelers.

fith.

nearly

all

charpber

the

Salzburg Fete

STUAHT ROBSON

mu.sic

of

Bralims composed after 1880, and introduced tlie majority of string quartets from
Dvorak, to Schoenberg.
While his string quartet was reputedly unrivaled in the interpretation of the classic masters, he was
also an accomplished orchestra leader.
He visited the U. S. in 1928 to
participate with his quartet in the

C«fntlnuied

Sluart Robson, former legit actor
and son of the late actor of same
name, died in New York, Aug. 21.
During stage career he had appeared in productions of A, 11.
Woods, Charles B, Dillingham and
Florenz Ziegfeld.
In recent years
lie had run a magic shop in New
York,
:

^

Survived by widow and a daughter.

NICHOLAS A. JONES
Nicholas A, Jones, 69, pioneer Del-

,

aware exhibitor, died

Rehoboth

at

Beach, Del., after a long illness.
A native of Greece, he was famed
for having operated the Savoy, Wilmington, Del., which showed the first

Washington Music Festival,
He leaves a son, who is an orchestra leader in Cincinnati.
His
daughter, Alma, a violinist,. died in
a German concentration camp.

films in the state in 1906.
Owner and manager of the Savoy
until 1929, Jones disposed of hLs interests that year to Warners and re-

iVIary

PAUL SOVTHE

,

Paul Sputhe, 58, who had been a
BERT ROME
vaude performer for 20 years, was
Bert Rome, 59, former vauder
Following her stint at Universal, found dead in his room at the St, (Rome and Dunn) died Sunday (25)
James
hotel, N! Y., Aug, 25. ;
Miss MacPherson was given a writin Chelan, Wash,
Police
death
apparently
said
was
ing job by DeMille in 1914, collabRome suffered a stroke five years
ing with him
on "The Oteptive." due to natural causes,. He retired ago which rendered him inactive.
Since then, she made but one pic- from the stage eight years ago and He leaves a widow and son, both of
ture appearance in '"Carmen" in had been under treatment for a whom are in pictures, and a brother,
cardiac condition for tlie past few
Harry Wall, a Washington State
years.
Recently he had been sales
Cummeinoriition

In
.

>'ri^iul

of

My

Tlioutrlcnl

niid

Beloved

Mentor

PAUL ARMSTRONG
Who

PnsMfl Anlty Aug.

BEN.
which

she

Geraldine

J.

SO, 191~>

PIAZZA

staged a battle with
Farrar. Thereafter she

worked continuously with DeMille,
her last assignment with him being

Senator.

manager for a cleaning- compound

in New York,
EDDIE MILES
During his vaude career he liad
Eddie Miles, 83, retired vaude
done a singing single, appeared with
divers
partners and for several actor, died in Baltimore Aug. 21. He
years prior to retirement had been had made his home there for 25
a member of the Vaude singing tefiin ,years.
He had appeared in vaude and
of Southe and Tobjn.. He was al.so
wheelshows for many
president of the Professional Enter- burlesque
tainers League of New. York, an or- years as part of the teams of Gilson
ganization comprised of active and <fc Miles and later Miles & Raymond.
Survived by widow and a son.
retired stage folk.
Survived l(y a brother.

concern

.

•

,

EDGAR BATEMAN

on "Unconquered," currently in production, her 53rd film. She also had
started preparations lor *'Samson

Edgar Bateman, 86, British songCourtenay Savage, 56, author and writer, died in London, Aug. 20. In
and Delilah," which is slated to.roll playwright, died in Rome, Italy, his younger days he had written
next summer.
Aug. 23. He was in Europe as cor- songs for Harry Lauder, Marie Lloyd
respondent for the National Catho- and many other continental performers.
lic Welfare Conference news service.
PAUL LETSSAC
Among his best known sOligs was
Savage began his writing career as
Paul Leyssac, noted Danish actor
"Scotsmen Always Get There First,"
and Hans Christian Andersen inter- a fiction writer but later devoted
which he wrote for Lauder.
preter, died Aug. 20 at Copenhagen, himself largely to writing for the
Denmark. His. translations of An- theatre and radio. His last play was
RENE ALEXANDRE
dersen's fairy tales to French and "Home Is the Hero." From 1933 to
Rene Alexandre, 61, noted French
English are considered among the 1936 he was director of dramatics for
artor, died in Paris, Aug. 19.
best covering the original works and Columbia Broadcasting System and
He had been on the Frenoli stage
have contributed highly to spreading author and director of many radio
the greater pari of his life and
lame of Andersen on the American serials.
During the war ha was connected toured the V. S. in 1944 in "Cyrano
continent.
The son of a French wine grower, with the Armed Forces Radio Serv^ de Bergerac."
He was. also secretary of the
Leyssac emigrated to the U. S. and ice and at one time was veepee of
French actors' organization, Comedie
made his American stage debut with the Radio Writers Guild.
Survived by brother and two sis- Francaise.
Eva Le Gallienne's Civic Repertory
Go; at the since demolished Civic ters.
TINT WELCH
Rep theatre in New York. Later he
Tint Welch, 71, retired vaude perANTONIO PAOLI
became well known as an actor in
Antonio Paoli, 75, retired opera former, died recently in San FranLondon, Paris, New York and Brussinger, who appeared in New York cisco after a heart attack.
aels.
Before retirement he had been
He has appeared in this country in and London around the turn of the
a variety of roles during the past 25 century, died Monday (25) in San teamed lor years in 8 comedy trapeze act billed as Welch & Maitland.
years. Among plays in which he ap- Juan, Puerto Rico.
Paoli, who was decorated by the
peared with Miss Le Gallienne's
company were "Saturday Night," French and Italian governments for
MRS. BERTHA A. DORIAN
"La Locandiera," "Twice Two Are his musical achievements, was espeMrs. Bertha Adeline Dorian, 74,
Five," "Hedda Gabler," "Improvisa- cially noted for his interpretation former acrobat
retired in 1927,
A dramatic died in Kokomo,who
tions in June," "The Would-be Gen- of Veredi's "Otello."
Ind., Aug. 18.
tleman," "The Cherry Orchard," "Tlie tenor, he had retired some 25 years
She had performed In circuses for
Sea Gull," and Camille." He joined ago. In later years he was active as many years.
the company in 1926 and continued a music consultant^ with the Univer-

COTJRTENAY SAVAGE

:

,

,

.

•

>

with

sity of

until 1933,
later signed for motion
pictures." He also appeared on radio
in 1935, participating in a Hans
it

VERA SEROINE

ite stories.

NAN BAE
49,

Katherine Reed Watts, 70,
mother of Richard Watts, Jr., former
drama critic of the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, died Aug. 36 at her home
in New York, She had been an active member of the Catholic Guild
of America.
Survived by husband,
son, and a sister.
Mrs.

survives.

Vera Sergine, 62, reputed one of
the foremost actresses in tlie French
theatre, died Aug. 22 in Cannes,
France, where she had been in retirement for the past 10 years.
Mile. Sergine, whose offstage name

Christian Andersen centennial observance. He read "The Jumpers,"
reputedly one of the author's favor-

Nan: Rae,

Puerto Rico.

Widow

He was

Ralph Marino,
was Marie Roche, was born iii Paris
vaude performer who and won first prize at the Conserva- Marino, veteran

17,

U

son of Angelo
exchange staff-

was teamed with her sister in the tory of Paris in 1904. At the Arts man, died by drowning in a pool
act Nan Rae; and Mrs. Waterfall, Theatre she created
the leading role, cently On eve of his departure
died after a heart attack at her home in 'The Children's Cardinal."
But service in the Navy.
in HoUis, L. I., Aug. 23. She was the it was in Rostand's "L'Aiglon" at the

widow

Tom

McRae,; burlesque
comedian, who died 15 years ago.
Prior to adopting new tag she had
been known on the Keith and other
vaude cii-ouits as Ann Clark, teamed
with same sister as Ann & Marie
-Clark.
In addition to vaude they had
appeared in several Shuberl musicals, "Strawhat Revue," "Keep Oft
the Grass" and toured in Clifford C.
Fischer's "Follies Bergeres Revue."
Switch on act's tag came in 1940
when they appeared on the Kate
Smith radio show and had retained
it ever since.
She was the younger
roemt)er of the team, doing straight
for sister's clowning.
Besides sistei-, she is survived by
three daughters apd a nephew.
of

,

Sarah Bernhardt theatre that
reached her greatest fame.

MABEL

PROP.

ARNOLD ROSE

ELLSI.EY

74, retired
professionally, jas
died: Monday (26) at

known

Mabel EUslcy,

Harry

J.

Linden,

:

home in Onset, Mass,
Native of Willimantic, Conn.. Mm.
Spinney had troljped with Joseph
Jeifdrson in "RlJ}, Vahl:]VVinkle" during„her lengthy, career: ip legit and
vaude. She also aupeared in Gor.se
PaytOn's stock company .in Brooklyn, N. Y., and retired from the tlicatre several years ago.

49,

pianist

in

Chicago niteries for many years, died
in Chicago, Aug. 18.

(her
'

She leaves two daughters.

Sidney Hope, 40, brother of Bob
Hope, died Aug. 24 at Napoleon, O.
Lionel Herbert, father of F. Hugh
Herbert, screen writer, died Aug, 23
I

|

in

Hollywood,

,

Keaton's

JAN SC'HIMEK

Mex

Personals

Mexico City, Aug. 20,
44, director of copyand; associate editor, ot the
While he waits for his first picediti,i]g department of CBS, died at
ture in Mexico to start. Buster
his Forest Hills, L, I, home? A'u'g. 27,
Keaton is doing personaling in
thought to be a' suicide,
\
He had been itt ill health for some vaude-revue film theatres.
Initial picture v,'ill be "Modern
timo with a heart ailment, and had
been very despondent of late. He Bluebeard."
Jan Schimek,

.

•

•

She

sang

such

oldies as "II Bacio" and
"Ciribirin" as well as Victor Herbert

concert

and

Korii.

Austrian

mainly

critics

ignored the evening. Their papers
are still under Military Government
censorsliip,

in
Vienna, under direct patronage of
General Mark Clai'k, was also tepid.
Half a house of GI's left big Rex
{formerly
Stadt)
theatre,
com-

mandeered

by Special Services,
looking bare despite free tickets and

much plugging in Army channels.
In Salzburg, when stage chairs were
unflUod at

last

moment, platoon of
.

uniformed

marched

was

Military

Police

smartly taking
looking most
uncomfortable: in hot uniforms and
gloves. Some Austrian auditors who
tried to leave before concert's end
were stopped at doors by U. S. military cops and returned to seats till
the finish.
Army officers miscued
when Miss Moore sprung a couple
carried
of
encores
and
flower
tributes on as she started singing.
Nevertheless, Army went all out for
the singer, providing red carpet all
over
Europe,
including
special
plane; luxury hotel suites and fleets
.of cars and colonels hovering in con-

seats to

parrs 1

without the colonel's permission"
When the widow inquired for soma
of her husbands art objects,
paintjngs and furniture she was told
thev

had been mostly removed

on,

command and

to

general's quarters.

John

ThA Grace Moore appearance

snappy

from

a

U

s

Barbirolli,

only one of this
known, abroad
came and went quietly, conductinK
the Vienna Philharmonic only
bncc
Batoning's mostly been by
Josef
Krips though Hubert von karajan
generally considered best local stick-'
waver, has directed much of rehearsing for the Mozart operas despite fact he's banned for public
ap.
pearances for former Nazi ainiiations.
Since von Karajan's a local
boy, Salzburg's mayor asked
permission for him to conduct a closed
year's

conductors

performance by invitation only, but
Allied authorities nixed even thi.i.
Last Festival performances take
place Aug. 31,,and GI's will be glad
to see the chicken and brass disap-pear from their garrison town. Salz.
burgers have had a welcome taste
of dough they hope will come
in
heftier quantities in ensuing years.

MARRIAGES

Oliyia de Havilland to Marcus
Aurelius Goodrich, Wilton, Conn.,
stant attendance. Special stage set-'
Aug. 26. Bride is screen star; groom
tings were hurriedly, built to haris
screenvvright and former newsmonize with tile diva's costumes,

AH this leaves U. S, culture
redfaced.: They recently imported tliree names from U. S. to
musically conscious and critical
land, and all three, pooped out
Others were Lawrence Tibbett, Met
Opera singer in less than good voice

moguls
this

paper man.
Rita Kalcheim

to Irwin Radus,
York, Sept. 1. Bride is daughNat Kalcheim, head of band
booking department at- Wm. Morris

New

ter of

agency,

Dorothy Bauer to Graham Kislingbury, San Francisco, Aug. 17.
Groom is a film publicist.
conductor,
who
Ann Carlsen to Dirk Courtenay,
showed unfavorably even against
Chicago, Aug, 16. "Groom is Chi
currently, light competition in his
flack.
Soviets
field.
In
contrast
the
Mrs. Theodore M. Golden to Herbrought
some topnotchers into
bert Futran, Chicago, Aug. 18. Groom
Vienna last winter and will repeat
is radio scriptor and former proxy
this season with small ballet troupes
and some soloists including David of the midwestern Radio Writers'
Guild.
Oistrach, young violinist, who could
Madelyn Bloom to Arthur Webb,
give the.Menuhin, Kreisler, Elman
Las Vegas, Aug. 84. Bride Is a memljunch a lot of stiif competition,
ber of 20th-Fox legal staff; groom
Hans Hotter, a Munich opera
is in the same studio's. aCcountin{;
tenor, has this town talking on his
work in Mozart's "Marriage of department.
Daphne Vane to Richard W. Day,
Figaro," with that production con
Long Beach, Cal., Aug. 18. Groom
ceded best of this year's Festival
is
art director at 20th-Fox.
Pair
harvest.
Attractive Jugoslav girl,
Lubla Velitch, did extremely well previously married in Mexico.
Dolores Moran to,. Ben Bogeaus,
opposite Hotter.
On the dramatic
Zimmer, from Solome, Arizona, Aug. 6. Bride is
side young Greta
Vienna's Josefstadter troupe, and the sareen actress; he's film producer,
aging Helene Thimig, Max Reinhardt's widow, were standouts in

currently,
troit

and Walter Kruger, De

Symphony

.

.

BIRTHS

"Jedermann."
Local Friction
Considerable local friction's been
generated by what Austrians consider high prices of seats lor Festival
events. Boxoffice ranges from 10 to
40 schillings ($1 to $4), and that's
high for working people. But Salz-

Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Cooper, son,
Hollywood, Aug. 20. Mother is the
former June Horne, actress; father
is

a film player.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Roeca, son,
Hollywood, Aug. 20. Father is a
screenwriter..;
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cogley, son,
Butler, Pa.. Ayg. 14. Father's pror

burg swarms with black marketeers
and unprosecuted Nazi fugitives wlio
gram director of WISR there.
bid premiere prices lor "Don GioMr. and Mrs. Harry Manning, son,
vanni" as high as 800 schillings ($80
Pittsburgh, Aug. 19. Father's a -nitofficially but about $15 on the black
ery comic; mother is former Sylvia
bourse). Socialist papers have been
Starr, dancer.
loud in criticism, while GI's have
Mrs and Mrs. Mitchell Gray,
their own gripe in that Festspielhaus,
which had long been operating as daughter, Butler, Pa., Aug. 17.
the Roxy .theatre lor U. S. films only, Father's chief announcer of WISR.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gray, daughis now unavailable lor them.
Fesitival audiences have been light on ter, Hollywood, Aug. 13. Father is
GI's as word has gotten around of office manager of the PRC exchange
the intensely longhair character of in Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Swink, son,
mo.Tt concerts and shows. Army reserves a third of seats and has Hollywood, Aug. 20, Father is a film
grabbed most hotel accommodations editor at RKO.
Mr. and Mrs, Lou Schor, son,
in and around Salzburg, There is a
con.stant stream of very important Hollywood, Aug. 20. Father is story
personage (VIP) guests heavily es- editor for Sol Lesser.
Mr. and Mrs, Sam Sacks, daughter,
corted by generals and MP's.
But
only a scattering of U, S, uniforms Hollywood, Aug. 12. Father is in the
are visible at most shows, and those legal department of the William
mainly officers,
Morris agency,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Rapf, son,
A" lot of nostalgia has been generated in the oldtime crowd who Hollywood, Aug, 17.
Father is a
centered in the wealthy and showy screen writer. Grandfather is Harry
Max Reinhardt set. Presence of the Rapf, Metro producer.
widow Reinhardt sparked this. Miss
"Mr. and Mrs, R. Haven Falconer,
Thimig lives in two rooms of a 40- son. New York, receiitly. Father is
rooin hunting, lodge on the grounds chief of the educational division, of,
of her late hUvSband's Leopoldskrori Lbew's International,
Palace, local showplaee. The palace
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. (Buddy)
itself is, occupied by General Harry Morris,
son, Aug. 21, HollywCiod.
Gbllins, local U. S. commander while Father is the music publisher.
rest of the hunting lodge is shared
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wald, son,
by a batch of U. S. colonels. Loo- their second, Aug, 6, in Beverly Hills,,
poldskron's huge banqueting hall, He's the Warner Bros^ producer.
where Reinhardt, and later Ribbontrop, used to entertain in medieval
Guild Over St. Paul Goal
splendor, is occupied baljr jjy,: a piano,
St, Paul, Aug. 27.
and billiard table. It; Tvas.'here that
Theatre Guild ;subsoriplions closed
a
visiting
Artierican,
griieted
by in St. Paul with 3,'732 members at a
servants in ancient costumes carry- total of $41,000. The goal set was
ing torches, asked; the host "what's 3,500, the majority of which was
the matteri a .short circuit?"
filled within the first few days of the
When a U. S. magazine photog drive.
sought to shoot Mrs. Reinhardt in
Guild, performances here will be
sitting room of her own palace, an for two nights and one matinee.
MP unceremoniously threw both Houses look excellent for "Oklaout, saying "you can't come in here home!" which opens tomorrow (28 )•
'

.

Mrs. Mabel C. Spinney,
actresf!

riglit.s

Prof. Arnold Rose, 83, violinist and
leader of the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, died in London Aug. 25.
Prof. Rose led the Vienna orch
until 1938, when the Nazis entered

refor

John E. McAulcy, 55, president of
the motion picture projector manufacturing company bearing his name,
died in Chicago, Aug. 21.,

she

program.

'

tired.
,

Moore

;

:

i

;

Wr(In«t8ilay,
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Luces (Clare Boolhe Luce) bought
ware from New Hope, benefiting
the 80-acre estate of Harold S. GoldLoodon
from Playhouse's consistent overflow
Hollywood
smith at Ridgefield, Conn.
this summer.
St. Cloud chain plans
Paul Holt in motor car accident. new flicker house when material
Frank Capra laid up with bronEddie Craven an expectant father.
Nick Schenck told Lfep Friedman
is
Russell
Holman expected here available.
chitis.
Horwin, agent-author, due he can pitch a tent at the Loew
Jei'i'y
Sept. 7 to surve.y film .situation in
Hollywood Sept. 19,
Zachary Scott vacationing in Lag
prexy's Sand.s Point estate if the UN
Bob
Rieman. Simon and Sinister
in from
England for Paramount.
Vegas.
Jed Harris' car operation 'has im' moves in on the Harrison-QuakerSidney Wright, Metro's London editor, weekend guest of Jon Griagys.
rldge sector where the Friedmans
Budd Schulberg contributing arGinger Rogers vacationing on her
proved his hearing considerably,
lawyer, off to America, Aug. '27 on
Virginia
to
Clark'*
new- Oregon ranch,'
Vivian Blaine, currently p.a.'ing at are domiciled; Latter, incidentally, the Queen Mary for homeoffice- 'con- ticles
had to attend a realty owners' pro- fabs.
monthly, The Colony; initial •IssueWilliam B. David tb Yosemite to
the Roxy, dickering for radio dates.
test meethig .\i:VjifJh stalled his Sara.i
ogle locations.
Jeri'y Dale. Jock Lawrence's; U. ^Si due next jnonlli..
,
_
Harrj! Gould, the paper tycoon,
Natalie Schaflcr in Mon., (26) from
estate in toga weekiiid.
aide, expected in London in SepNatalie Wood on a iflotoring variinv owns' Morton Downey's,
William Zeckcndorf of We'ab & tember for looksee after his boss re- Coast ,lirst time since, 1940 for reGreenwich.
cation tip north.
Knapp, Monte Carlo operator.-plah- turns to New .York.
iVearsals at .l^ew'. Hbpe '.pf, ','Man Who
Hank
Levy and Paul Ross opened
Jed Shaw, generaj manager for ning ^50,000,000 model shopping oen-:
Ditifter.'!
Used
to
mem'To
.Capif
be
Part of Metro's property in Els*
an indie Hackery.
>
the late Winthroi) Ames; moving to ter in the heart of Flu.shing, near, the tree, Some 27 acres, may
be takeh ber of residWT troupe at Playhouse
Arizona with family^
Venture over by the London County Council with ex-spou.sC' Loi^iis Calheim,.
site of the World'.s Fair.
Seline Walters divorced. J>t,' A\Sarah Rollitt-s, of toe Salkow agen- financed by Metropolitan Life, which t9 -erect houses, for 30.000 people.
Leo Freedman. Frank Mandel. Sid- trcd G. Huenegardt,
cy, vacashlhg in. Maine and; also has all-eatly sunk about $2,000,000 into
Jean,, Bedells, daughter of pre- ney Skolkin, Rebecca BroiLstein in
James A, FitzPatrick to Britush;
the idea, with plans calling for a 10' miere ballerihii thyllis BedclU. has last week to.': catch "Heaven Can Columbia on vacatioiW,
Oi6;ing the strawhats.
Charlie Washburn now p.a. for story hotel, plu.s office and profe.s- become ballet mistress of Sadler's Wait.'.' Theron Bamberger and Dick
Alexander Knox and Boris Ingster
Skinner planning to 'presfent comedy returned from Boston.
Horseshoe, .sional buildings, in addition to the Wells Ballet Co. at the age of 20.
Rose's Diamond
Billy
shops.
:-.
Wesley Rufigles .due back soon on Broad way^atcr this season with
succeeding Sam Friedman;
Frahz Waxman returned from
from France, to prepare for pre- virtually same eas:
..
business- trip to Manhattan.
Dick 'Weaver to be production 'as^
(Mrs.
Lester
Sohen)
Eden
Gray
miere
of
Towiij"
"'London
the
musiin
"
Lillian (Billie) Tausig joined Cosi.stant to Jed Harris on "lioeo"
TL'
Garcal he made for J. Arthur Rank.
lumbia's story department.
addition to pressagenting it.
LulGd&O
Part: of Alexandra Palace is likely
*
Franchot Tone returned from a
Warner'
June Goldman, /former
tV'
Jackie Cbogan and spouse iii town to be developed into a .London. (?arra^: thi?^we6k^JDrttO Sara See- ^adio chore in Now York.
flack on the Coast, opens her own
Coney Islands with :plahs already be- |er (Mrs, Ezra -^Stone) ^actmg ^in
|on;\vay 'lo the Coast.
jj^, ,Roach'^ :«iattgbter, Margaret,
.'pi'iiisery in N. Y. late this nionth.
Larry Storch, Einpire Room mimic. ing developed: by the local council. Playhouse, proouction at New Hope i,gj,„ppj,3tj„g from surgery.
|mith
reaohnston
office)
Harold
bo'iiTtcd solid until March, 1947.
C, Bi Cochran, now Is recuperat- of "Night Must -Fall.'
Charles "Winninger celebrating his
the S.S., John
..turtjs, to .,Europe_, on
j^.^^ Sisters held over for .two ing -at tH6 .s(ia.^h6rc from his opora-^'
56th year in show business.
Erickson with, bis family Sept. 5.
tion is after A.: P. Herbert and. Vinion(h>5 tit the Panofam club.
Jack Gersten, attorney for Kenny
Wintoii Ewnvn, e.x-CBS. central vian rElli.s to write another revue
Evelyn and BiU Hard#y Bill's Gay
Delmar,. in from Manhattan; ,;
Miami Beach
90s) buying 'a Canadian fishing shacfc division salesman, moving Id "Tucson.' for him.' .
Col, Tim McCoy returned from' ;a
John Clement.s and Ka.y HamDavid peWinfcr orch due for ah'
that's virtually, on a orivate island.'
tour of Glacier National Park.
By Larry Solloway
'hionlhs at the Ambassador rhond, co-.starriha iii ''The KihgMary
Astor suffered a relapse afAl. Slercurs celebrating .30th wedChorus of "Park Avenue" is re^ other six
..
maker" at St. James, inarricd itf ding ahni.
ter a siege of virus oneumonia.
hearsing at the New Amsterdam; East.;...
Mark llellinser and wife took a Slough, Aug. 21, tride, is daughter
Harry Bapf laid, up at hothe with
Hilde Simmons added to Famous:
book, being rehearsed at the Mtisic
quid? looli: at Chi- on Ibeir >yay .back of Sir Guy Standing,
Door show.'
a recurrence of his heart ailment.
Box.
London
Picture
theatre
-managers
to Hollywood.
Herb Drake shoved off on a coastHorace Mc Ma hon!; completing:
Lauritz Melchior deeorated again
Edmund Low.e. Mary ;Brian, Lebn now have their own union and are
tour for Coluinbia.
by the King of Denmark in recogni- Errol arid FrMdie Shei'nian caught meeting with the Cinematograph USO hospital tour, gUeSt of Benny to-coast flackChine.se
actress, in town
Teri Toy,
Gaines..
in
Denmark's at the Pump Room.
tion for his work
Exhibitors Assn. for fir.st time to
Kitty Carlisle and Moss Hart re- after making a picture in Mexico.
liberation.
Influx of. top sliow names for tne discuss their demand for higher pay. served suite at Lord -Tarleton tor
Ru.ss Leslie in town rounding up
Faye Marlowe's deal oft' with Que- All-Star football game hypoed local Understood CE.A i.s amenable, to the i^ohi-nar-o
talent for the Lake Tahoe Tavern
demands.
bec Productions Corp., new Montreal nitery biz over :the weekend.
George Stevens returned to his
Al and Connie Fanton, current at
British film, producers are asking Olvrapia theatre, set for next .show I^iberty desk alter a 'siege 'of hay
film unit, and actress staying in town
Mae.slro Ramon Hamas leaving
for present.
the Drake's Camellia House for the the government to revise act wljich at Kitty Davi-',
fever;
forbids them to employ children unStuart H. Aarons back to his for- Le Crillion ui Mexico City.
Ilona Mass;ev checked out of MetJan Murray set for Clover Club
Berger,
Latin
'Quarter der 14. by classifying them as fac- in January, with Betty Reilly like^ ro atter
Ralph
mer post on the Warners h.o. legal
completins "Holiday Jn
owner, named to the board of di- tory workers, because thi.-; hinders wise. for December;,
staff after three years' combat servMexico,"
the indu.strv.
rectors of, the Variety, Clubs of 111.
Jimmy Ames, comic, and Snoop
ice with the Army.
Bob Feinstein. who operates MamSam L. Seidelman; :brother' of Joe my's, dickering for Chez Paree, tor- Rogers, pianist, opened at the SwaElyse Knox in: town! with hubby
Jack Goldsmith, of the Metro
and foreign head of PRC who shortly toerly Lou Walters' Casanova,
nee Inn.
studio publicity department, in N. Y. Tom Harmon, who played, in All
assumes control of foreign section of
Bobby Gilbert, vaude actor, reNew weekly new.spaper slated for
for extended vacation. May undergo Star football game for the L. A
Eagle-Lion Films of America, off to start in November by Cy Shapiro turned from his final overseas tour
Rams,
tonsillectomy while here
Chi's servicemen's center closes Paris. Stockholm. Copenhagouv Oslo and Del Fugle,: forrneriy, of New for USO.
Alex d'Arcy, who opens in. "Yours
Madison Lacey checked in as still
after six year.s of operation with a and Berne, and expects to return ,to York Times
I.s My Heart'' at the Shubert Sept; 5,
photography
director for Cagney
special show featuring some of the New York in September.
former
Mutual
anMa.son.
Lee
has taken over LaMartinique for an
Leonard Crockford, formerly an nouncer
too talent Jn town.
and special e\'ents com- Productions.
all-wolves cocktailery this week.
Robert Walker oleaded guilty to
Singer Phil Gordon leaving the army officer, appointed by J. Arthur mentator, resigned as head of FlorArthur Sircom, stage director at Buttery after eight months for a Rank as head of music exploitation ida AFRA local.
hit-run charges, after sideswiping a
Cape theatre, Dennis, Mass., starts Kansas City date. Due, back in Chi and will work under John P. Myers,
Honey Plaza reopens Oct. 1. ac- baker.v truck.
Rank's
London
publicity
chief.
next month as supervising director at the. Panther Room in November.
Arthur Krim; Kagle-Lion prexy,
Neal Lang, who'll be
Crockford is in charge of all back- cording to
>at new civic theatre in Minneapolis.
back as resident manager, with due in town' Sept. 7 for confabs with
ground music in Rank's films.
Bryan Foy.
The Cscar Strauses relaxing in
D.uchess
of
Marlborough, Duke Ste-wart assisting.
Bill Lansburg returned to hLs ParLake Placid until next month folMareia Carroll; song-strCss who
chairman of the Appeals Sub-ComWashington, D. C.
amount post in Dallas after studio
composer-conductor's
lowing
the
i2.'?)
Friday
closed
Club
Bali
last
at
mittee of the ATS Benevolent Fund
conferences.
series of concerts in Montreal, Philly,
By Florence S. I.owe
has received check from J. Arthur opened at Ben Gaines Blackamoor
Mullen, general manager
«c.
Kenneth Davi.s has. succeeded Earl Rank for $215,144, which is result of following night, ioining Billy Lowe forJoseoh
20th-Fox in Mexico, hospitalized
Harold Goldblatt, attorney, off on Heatwole a.« manager of Warner's recent, appeal made in the Odeon and Mel Murray.
checkup.
Tom Williams, former manager of forPaul
a tour of the Laurentian Mountains, Avaloh.
and Ga'umont-British theatres.
Lukas idling at Idyll wild.
Canada, to line up number of pix
Washington bu.sinessmen launching
Frank Handle, who is appearing at Clover Club and Mocamba fronting
Arthur
Lubin to New Orleans to
houses in that territory T.',)!<jr new campaign to attract sightseers and Regal Pavilion. South Pier, Black- new Shanghai restaurant, and conscout locations.
buying combine,
conventioneers.
pool, in .lack Taylor's revue, was tinuing his booking biz with the
Maureen O'Hara and her husband,
Eric .lohnstpn due back after Labor fined $120 for acting in sketch, part Herb Marks agency.
Joe Hazen, pfez of Hal Wallis ProWill Price,' obtained passports for a
He is still on .the Coasi alter of which was not submitted to the
ductions, who has been vacationing Day.
-trip to Ireland.
his
Lake Arrowhead summer winding lip a vacation in the Rockies. Lord Chamberlain. Tavlor was fined
at
John Van Pelt in frotn Manhattan
home, returns to New York' latter
R. C. (ioKgrove, president of tho $4. beside; $80 costs l-.etwei?n thi?m.
to ,ioin the Paramount studio forAtlaitfir Cilv
Riadio Manufacturers A.^sociatioh, to
Ben Goefz and wife sail on the
part of September.
ei"'n department. ;
By Joseph W. Walher
Sonny Tufts recovering from an
Ben Serkowidi, ad-publicity head address the Electrical Institute of Queen Mary, Oct. 16, Goetz returns
sometime in October with a Metro
Tony Pastor orch followed Glen eye infection, the result of a Black
of Columbia pix, recovered from re- Was'niiigton Sept. 18.
H. C. Barton, Jr., chief of Presen- star and director to, start work on Gray crew into Orsatti's." Somers Widow spider bite.
*
cent operation and left Mt. Sinai hosEvelyn Koleman in from New
pital this week. Will recoupe at home tation Division of Slate Department, first new British picture for Metro Point spot holding up w,ell with-Caaddresses government film workers early 'next year
He hopes tb bring pacity on weekends.
York for studio executive conferbefore resuming work.
Greer Garson and either Jack Con
Zero Moslel moved into the Copa gnoes at Repub'Uc.
luncheon ioday 28).
"Wildberg's Barn," the town house
Cabana, replacing _Sophie 'fucker " Bart Sheridan "shifted from Life
Nathan D. Golden, motion picture ,wav or King Vidor,
of the John Wildbergs on Ea.st 30th, .specialist for the Departinent of
Carol Reed is on his last shots of last Friday, night .(23). Spot due, to mag to Selznick's flackcry as nationwill be the scene of a 11:30-5:'15 a.m. (Commerce,, heads for a Canadian va- "Odd Man Out" for J, Arthur Rank shutter after Pageant week.
al magazine contact.
gala commemorating the third anni- cation this weekend.
and departs for U. S, on Sept, .1 to
Bath and Turf club new show feaHarry C. Arthur. Fanchon &. Marversary of his "Anna Lucasta."
Loew's Capitol tied in with Radio confer about his next directorial job tures Tommy Dix, Terry Lawlor, co theatre chief, left for his headAnna Sosenko says that Hiide- .station
to stage the finals In for Universal, returning in October Juanita Rios, Carlos & Linda, Lou quarters in St. Louis,
garde will positively refrain from
selecting Miss Wa-shington "for the to .finish editing "Odd Man," Jimmy Morrison, and Paul Martell's rhumba
George Bagnall' returned to his
giving out cans of Campbell's Soup
McHugh,
Jr,,
head
London
of Music band.
Atlantic City beauty contest,
United Artists desk after six weeks
in the Persian Room, as was her
Jerry Wald in at Hamids to al- of vacationing in Canada.
Loew's midtown: theatres 'have Corp, of America, accompanies him,
wont .with Raleighs and Kool cigaHarold Freedman, accompanied by ternate with Alex Bartha in ballFlorine Meyer in town tor three
made a tieup with American Veterrets.
Vaude bill has Johnnie weeks to represent Foreign Screen
Committee to distribute term- his wife, is here for first time since room.
When Julian T. (chef) Abeles does ans
and is swamped with offers for Barnes, Terri La Franconi, Ben L. Corp., worldwide distributors.
inal leave pay forms for enlisted 1934.
his beefsteak routine over an outrights to "Harvey," .wh.ich he is con- Verdaguere and
the Hal Sands'
Karl Tunbere arranged his reiii thtiir lobbies,
;
men
door/ barbecue at Mount Abeles, his
sidering.
He
.also lining up the dancers.
lease from Paramount as producer*
Greenwich retreat, Escoffier,; BrillatLondon production of Van Drufen's
Vaughn Monroe returned to Steel writer, to go into indie production.
Savarin and Oscar of the Waldorf do
Broadway hit "Voice of the Turtle." Pier Sunday (25) for .special holiday
Charles P. Skouras returned from
nipup.s.
Expects
to
stay
here
another
two
engagement
running
through
Sept.
1.
Pittsburgh
an inspection tour of Fox West
weeks.
Elaine GrOssinger, of the GrossBenny Goodman band in next Sat- Coast houses in Northerm CaliforBy Hal Cohen
inger hoiel family, partied at the
W. S. (Steve) Miller stays in Eng- urday (31) for weekend stay in mu- nia.
Ralph Faliert,.. WCAE announcer, land as active, member of jock Law- sic ball. Monroe to play in ocean
Catskill mountain resort by her parSamuel Boeder, western legal
ents over the weekend upon her en- flew oiit'for the Coast on a vacation. rence's publicity outfit, working only Marihe ballroom
while Goodman counsel for ASCAP, in from San
Bernie^ Elinoff of WB publicity on:; "Westelrn, Hemisphere, matters.- will head stage show.
gagement to medical student David
Francisco for huddles with f-arry
department, to Miami for a vaca- Bob Montgomery returns from N. Y.
Etes*.
Shea.
the
tion,
on
to
head,
the
office
in
London
Norman Dain to the Coast,
and
Sydney S. Van Keuren, production
U. S. Marine Band, come.c to Syria will work in close as.sociation with
first leg of a trip, to China to film
manager for Hal Roach, was awardDublin
travelogs for Julien Bryant's Inter- Mosque for brace of concerts on John P. Myers, J. Arthur Rank's top
ed the Legion of Merit for war
man here.
He ex- Sept, 30,
national Film Foundation.
services.
By Maxwell Sweeney
"Tony Verdi, formerly at Don Mefz'
pects to spend about two years in
Charles Bennett leaving for LonPascal
planing
Director
Gabriel
and Music Bar, now manager of
the Orient.
don as soon as he winds up his
here for casting talk.s.
Walter A. Brown, Arena Managers Club 413,
novelist
Maura Laverty current writing chore on "Ivy" tor
Irish
Bucks County, Pa.
Cordon Davis, of Boston, appOiiltAs-sn.
president, flying to Zurich,
planes to New York in September Sam Wood.
A,
department
F.
radio
ot
head
ed
of
Switzerland, today (Wednesday) to
Florence Cowanova, Philly ballet
By Sol Jacobson
on scripting deaL
arrange for American hockey rep- Ensign agency.
Yul Brynner guest of Jack KirkTwenty-five pipers' bands from all expert, spending six weeks here at
Jack Beattie. ex-Navy and WCAE lands at Springtown.
resentation during the next Olympic
parts of the country arriving here invitation of HKO to make study of
announcer, to U. of Illinois for early
games slated for 1948.
Moe Behrmans spent last week for annual national title contests.
film choreography.
Peter Donald brought his 75-year- football practice.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
with Martin Vorhauses.
from
O'Herlihy,
home
Actor
Dan
George Heids have gone to New
old father, Peter Donald, Sr., former
Will Cotton tiu-ning'out New York- J. Arthur Rank studios at Denham, planed out on a series of benefit permember of the old-time Donald & York for a week to sop up some er covers at Stockton farm.
Radio formances for the Lou Costello, Jr.,
for
doing
radio-ca.sts
Is
Carson vaude team, in from King- sun at Jones Beach.
Youth Foundation.
Parker Dehn. Towpath Inn boni- Eireann,
George
re-engageO
by
Lyle Page
ston, N. Y., Monday (26) for an
Sophie Rosenstein, Warners di-aface, comjnandeered as extra last
Jack ElUman, publicity manager
Jaffe to .sta.ge production number's week by Playhouse for' "Heaven Can
emergency operation.
for Me tropole and Allied Cinema.s, matic coach, getting away from it;
Sam Salvin has dropped out as at Casino this season.
Wait."
bows out, for Ixmdon office of J. all for a two-week vacation in Ore-,
Mrs. Marty Gregor, wife o£ the
managing director of the Monte Cargon and Washington.
Vernon Rice, Bob Sonsendcrfer, Arthur Rank.
maestro, coming around all righl Bob Garland, and Earl Wil.son of the
lo, after heading a $500,000 syndic
Edward Manson checked into the
,
bariAlbert
Sandler
ana
Violinist
cate to buy the spot but that deal after major operation.
scribblink set in for a gander la.>st tone Denis Noble .both inked for GOldwyn lot to handle forthcoming
Mary Frances Ackerman in town week.
failed to jell because of the owners'
at tours of the Goldwyn Girls in Engconcert appearances
celebrity
from Atlantic City to drumbeat
additional demands.
land and South America.
Flora Robe.son in "Damask Cheek" Theatre Royal.
Russel Grouse got back to New preem of "Icecapade.s."
Davidson back after 18
Sally
planed
Blue
Director
Monte
Sept. 9, and Faye Emer.son in "Over
Vihce Aldert, assistant at Penn, 21" Sept 15 last two bills of summer through
York Monday (26) awaiting the arAirport
lor months hospital tour with USOShannon
rival of an heir, while Howard Lind- to Long Jsland to see his sister's
Bologna, Italy, to start background Camp shows, has gone to N; Y. to
at New Hope.
say remains on the Coast. Grouse consecration as a nun.
Warren DeLongs fo's.sed party for work on new Stan LaurclrOliver manager Fernando Alvarez, BrazilBud Trautmans have gone to N.Y. Pla.yhou.se per.'^onnel Tlmrs. (svc. i22) Hardy picture
returns there next month tor preian baritone.
to take charge of Earl Bothwell
view of "Life With Father."
Hal Roach announced more than
Daughter,
Luise Rainer, dilring a stop-over
Carver.sville
home.
at
Milton Sperling, United States agency's new branch office.
first annual ,s,m'
Edmoiid Louis Thatcher, is cxoculive ..secre- on her way to Swit-^erland, .said she 200 entries for his
and
Hell inger
Mark
Pictures veepee, due in N. Y. from
will spend a year in Britain to make Idio golf tournamept since the. war.
tary of strawhatter.
the Coast about Sept. 5 with his new O'Brien here .screening "The Killers"
Freddie Slack sued for $1,740 in
films for .1. Arthur Rank. Fir.st will
Philly
ad
man.
has
Gleysteen.
Ted
crowd*
radio
production aide Donald Hyde, latter for newspaper and
completed tome at his Furlong farm be "Into the Abyss" by John Knittel alimony arrears.
Louis
of
four
Cross-continental
Mcformerly with the William Morris
honeymooning Tom
The
Northern Ireland government's reexperiences behind .lap
Calhern in "Magnificent: "yankee" based on
story department in Hollywood.
Davies, ex -Metro
lines in China 'as head of Navy in- cent ban on visits to dog racing Knights (Marjorie
Comedian Lew Lehr bought the opens at Nixon theatre Oct. 21.
for tracks by youths under 18 is expect- player) back to the Coast from a
Marc Ballero, Gaynor & Ro.ss, telligence force. Titkd "(Jarn'oci
68-'acre estate of the late Col. E. R.
ed to help film theatre biz in North- ;Cape Cod sojourn. He's the uniChina."
Bradley
on Ponus Ridge, New Billy Wells & Four Fays at Vogue
writer-producer.
versa!
Dclaern
cities.
t.anibcrville Strand, acioi.s
"anaan. Conn.; and the Henry R. Terrace with Tommy Carlyn's band.
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